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PREFACE.

A vEBT^considerable portion of the materials comprised in the present

volume, were collected, for my own instruction and amusement, during
a protracted residence of seven years in the central and southern

parts *bf Italy. To a person who arrives there fresh from the ordi-

nary studies of a public school and college, with the advantage of pos-

sessing a competent skill in the practice of drawing, the collections

of antiquities naturally become a paramount source of attraction, and

suggest various matters for reflection, independent of the influence they

possess as beautiful productions of art. He will perceive many par-
ticulars which escape the general observer, but tending to elucidate

numerous subjects connected with his previous studies, and explaining to

him what had hitherto been involved in complete mystery, or only seen

at a distance through the dim, and often fallacious, haze of a fanciful

imagination. Observing, for instance, the costume represented in painting
and sculpture, and entering upon an examination of its details, he detects

a great number of different articles, clearly distinct in form, character,

and method of arrangement, some of which readily explain themselves,

and suggest at once their classic names, previously, however, only known

by rote. Others again present themselves which he feels a difficulty in

accounting for, how they were called, what was their special use, what

constituted the precise points of difference between them and others of

nearly similar appearance, and what were the distinctive classic terms by
which each was discriminated. It must be apparent, as these differences

exist in the objects themselves, that they would be distinguished in the

language of the people who used them
; or, if the verbal differences were

already known, it would be natural to expect that an exemplification, in

proof of the fact, would be found amongst the artistic representations of

them. When these are discovered, a sudden light would flash upon the

mind, dispelling doubts, creating conviction, and enabling the observer to

say with self-satisfaction, this was called by such a name, that was em-

ployed in such a manner, now I see the meaning of such a passage,

allusion, or expression. It was from the frequent experience of such

impressions that the idea suggested itself to me of making a drawing or a

note of every thing which fell under my observation, that would help to
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illustrate the language or manners of the classic ages. I read their

authors on the spot, and consulted the numerous antiquarian treatises

devoted to the explanation of such matters, by which means my knowledge

imperceptibly increased in accuracy and amount, till the contents of my
note-book and portfolio acquired something like the dimensions of the

present volume, and contained at that time (for I am referring to a period

long since passed) a quantity of information, which would then have been

entirely new to English literature. Latterly, however, there has been a

general disposition amongst us to recur back and investigate the customs

of by-gone ages, whether of our own or other nations
;
and several

German, as well as English, scholars, who have visited or resided in

Italy, have directed their researches more especially to classical anti-

quities. But the greater portion of their works is devoted to investiga-
tions respecting the political institutions of the ancients, comparatively
little attention being bestowed upon social manners and every-day life,

which it is especially the aim of these pages to describe and depict ;
and

no attempt has yet been made to illustrate systematically, and word

by word, the language of ancient literature by the works of ancient art.

Hence I have been induced to venture upon the experiment of putting

my fragments together, with the hope of being able to fill up, in a useful

and agreeable manner, the space left void, or but cursorily sketched over

in the pages of larger and more learned productions.
From what has been said, the nature of the work may be readily con-

ceived. In the first place, to define the true meaning of all the terms, tech-

nical or otherwise, expressive of any particular object, artificial produc-
tion, manual operation, &c., which can be submitted to ocular inspection.

Secondly, to impart a distinct notion of that meaning, by exhibiting a

virtual representation of the thing itself, faithfully copied from some
classic original, thus presenting the same forms as the ancients were

accustomed to look upon, and suggestive of the same ideas as they them-
selves conceived. And lastly, to furnish a general knowledge of the

social customs, and every-day life, of the Romans and Greeks, in the

shape of a vocabulary, containing all the written terms which have
reference to such matters

; illustrated by a series of pictures, after

their own designs, of the dress they wore, the houses they lived in, the

utensils they used, or the pursuits they followed, by which we may be
said to acquire a sort of personal acquaintance with the people themselves,
and to see them, as it were, in a glass, under the genuine characters, and
familiar aspects, which they presented to one another. For this purpose
an Index is added at the end of the volume, forming a systematic table of
contents to the whole, and containing separate lists of all the words
relating to any given subject classed under distinct heads, so that by

rrmg m the consecutive order there set out to the explanations given
der each, all that relates to any particular topic will be concentrated
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under one view, as if written in a single article, thus affording a compre-
hensive insight into the whole matter, as well as a knowledge of the

various classical terms connected with it, and the distinctions or affinities

between such of them as are allied in sense, though not actually syno-

nymous.
The Latin language, in preference to the Greek, is taken as a basis,

for obvious reasons; being more generally known, it affords a more

general scope and interest to the work, But the Greek synonymes,
when sufficiently identical, are inserted in a bracket by the side of the

leading words, and any special difference between the Greek and Roman

usages is pointed out in the text
; and, an Alphabetical Index of the

Greek words, with their Latin synonymes, is subjoined, which will show

the corresponding usages of the two languages in juxtaposition, and afford

the means of referring to the Greek words as readily as if they had been

inserted alphabetically in the body of the volume. At the same time

it is not professed, nor was it ever intended, to make so complete an ana-

lysis of the Greek language as of the Latin
;
nor are the Greek authorities

regularly cited except in particular cases, where their assistance was

necessary ;
but as nothing really essential is omitted, those who have

mastered what is here contained, will, I apprehend, find themselves able

to supply all that is needful out of the knowledge already acquired.
In selecting written authorities, the plan pursued has always been

to prefer, where suitable, the same passages as those usually quoted
in the dictionaries; and to place them immediately after the assump-
tion they are intended to support, inserted in brackets, and with-

out interrupting the text, in order that the book might accommodate
itself to the use of all who feel an interest in the subjects it treats of, not

as classical students only, but as inquirers after popular knowledge. As
a general rule, too, when a word occurs incidentally in any author

belonging to the flourishing age of literature, but the precise character

of the object expressed by it is ascertained from descriptions or inferences

found in writings of a much later period, both passages are referred to
;

the one to establish the genuine and early usage of the term, the other to

decide the proper interpretation belonging to it. But where words are

of such common occurrence, and their meanings so generally known and
admitted as not to require proof, it has been thought sufficient merely to

mention the names of some of the best authors where they are found,
without specifying any particular passages.

It is often impossible to ascertain the exact sense of many terms, and
the precise character of the objects designated by them, without having
recourse to the details and evidence afforded by authors of the inferior

periods of classic literature. Hence the grammarians, scholiasts, and

inscriptions are frequently appealed to ; not as tests of good Latinity, nor
of correct etymology, nor, indeed, as unerring guides, but as an available
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resource of certain value, where their testimony is confirmed by other

evidence, especially that afforded by artistic representations; for if

nothing but written proofs from the best periods of literature are to be

admitted as valid, the very absence of these will often produce im-

pressions just as erroneous respecting the customs of antiquity, as the

opposite fault of accepting every thing which is written, without sub-

mitting it to the ordeal of a strict and impartial investigation. To cite

an example from one of many others : Beckmann, in most respects an

extremely estimable authority, gives it as his opinion, in the History of

Inventions, that presses for cloth were not invented until the tenth

century ; because, as he states, he had not met with any passage in which

such machines were mentioned. But when the fulling establish-

ment was excavated at Pompeii, (which city was overwhelmed by the

eruption of A. D. 79), the representation of a cloth-press, exactly similar

in construction to those now in use, was discovered amongst other

pictures exhibiting different processes of the trade, upon a pilaster of

the building; and Ammianus Marcellinus, though a late writer as

regards Latinity, yet considerably anterior to the period fixed by Beck-

mann, for he lived in the fourth century, distinctly gives the name

pressorium to a contrivance of the kind in question. At the same time,

it is not to be denied that due caution, and a fitting degree of critical

scepticism, ought to be exerted upon all occasions, that one may not be

induced to give out what is only doubtful as a certainty, or to invest

mere fancies with the air of established truths. With this conviction I

have felt it a paramount duty to trace regularly all the steps for the con-

clusions arrived at
; citing impartially the reasons and authorities

;
never

attempting to speak positively, unless the grounds appeared to warrant

it ; always noting the points which admitted of doubt
;
and in cases

where the balance of authority seemed undecided, and the opinions of

the learned not agreed, I have faithfully produced both sides of the

argument, and the evidence in support of each.

It is scarcely necessary to enlarge upon the advantage of using the

products of art as a means of interpreting a written language. A de-

scription in words, when sufficiently clear and circumstantial, may convey
all that is wished for

;
and yet the impression will become more decided

by inspection of a virtual representation of the thing itself. Nor is the

authority justly due to the one, more important than that which ought
to be allowed to the other. What is written with the pen is neither

clearer, truer, nor more self-convincing than what is written with the

pencil or the chisel. On the contrary, the latter will often have the
advantage. But when the two are brought to bear upon each other, as

here, reflecting mutual lights, supplying alternate deficiencies, and sup-
porting each other by the interchange of corresponding evidence, it is

then that the pictorial description becomes truly valuable as the best
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possible means for producing accurate perceptions, and elucidating

points of difficulty by a process which gains conviction at once. Take,
for example, the expressions hasta amentata and hasta ansata, which are

met with as descriptive of some peculiar kind of spears ;
and both of

which are set down as synonymous terms in the dictionaries, although the

elementary notions contained in the respective adjectives are entirely
distinct. the substantive amentum implying something in the nature of

a straight thong ; the other, ansa, something bent in the form of a loop
or handle. Consequently, the language itself indicates that the two

objects are not identical
;
but the distinction could not have been posi-

tively established, and probably might never have been ascertained, but

for the discovery of two ancient designs, the one upon a Greek vase,

which exhibits a spear with a straight thong (amentuni) attached to the

shaft, as shown by the wood-cut, p. 25 ; the other, on the walls of a

tomb at Paestum, which exhibits a spear with a semicircular or looped
handle (ansa) affixed to its shaft, through which the hand is inserted, as

shown by the wood-cut, p. 38. Again, to mark the affinities between

allied terms and the objects they represent, in both languages, but which,
without a knowledge of the ancient forms possessed by those objects,
would be liable to receive an erroneous, or at least imperfect, inter-

pretation; take the Latin words, ancon, ansa, ancile, anquina, and the

Greek, O^K&V, cty/cuAr?, ajKoivr]. All these contain the same elementary

notion, that of a bend or hollow, such as is produced by the elbow-joint ;

and it will be perceived by referring to the different objects represented
under each of those words, that this peculiar property constitutes a

leading feature in all of them, however varied in other respects their

general forms and uses may be. In the language of poetry, more

especially, which frequently receives its charm from some illustrative

epithet suggested by the productions of art, it is obvious that the par-
ticular beauty of many expressions will be lost or imperfectly appre-

ciated, unless we too possess a just knowledge of the forms which the

poet had in his mind, when he penned the passage.
With respect to the illustrations, which form the distinguishing feature

of the book, the main conditions required are, that they shall be derived

from authentic originals, executed with fidelity, and sufficiently distinct

in detail to exhibit without confusion the peculiar points which they are

intended to exemplify.
With regard to the authenticity of the illustrations, I may state

that there are few of which I have not myself personally inspected
the originals. But in every case where a drawing has been copied
at second hand, that is, from an old book or engraving, or whenever
there has appeared to be a possibility that the copy from which
it is taken might have been incorrectly executed, or made up in

any way ; whenever, in short, I had not the means within my own know-
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ledge of vouching for its truthfulness, I have quoted the work from which

my illustration is taken, so as to afford at least a responsible authority for

the design. In other cases I have thought it sufficient merely to men-
tion the nature of the production which furnished an original for each

illustration, whether a painting, statue, engraved gem, &c. ; as it has

been a constant object throughout to keep the volume within the smallest

possible limits consistent with a due execution of the task undertaken.

Of the whole number of wood-cuts, representing nearly two thousand

different objects, only fifty are selected from other than Greek or Roman

originals. One-half of these are drawn from the antiquities of Egypt,
and are produced without hesitation because they establish the familiar

use of certain articles long before the historical commencement of authen-

tic history in Europe ; but, as we know how much the Greeks borrowed

from Egypt, and the intercourse which took place between the Romans
and that people, they may be safely appealed to as inventions handed

down to the classic ages from a more remote period. Twelve are from

originals still met with in actual use, chiefly in Asia, Greece, or Italy,

countries all of which have retained much of their primitive manners, and

many of the identical forms employed by their early ancestors almost with-

out variation. Three are of Chinese original ; inserted because they serve

to explain certain terms not otherwise easily intelligible, nor correctly
understood. But it may be remarked that many customs and articles

now peculiar to that primitive people, as seen in the drawings made by
travellers, and by collections exhibited in this country, bear a marked
resemblance to the practice and forms in use amongst the classic

inhabitants of Greece and Italy ; while the fact that real porcelain bottles

with Chinese letters upon them have been found in several of the

oldest tombs in Egypt, testifies that an early intercourse must have

existed, in some shape or other, between those countries. Nine only of

the engravings are not copied from any actual original, but are composed
in accordance with written texts, for the purpose of giving a clear and

definite notion of certain terms more readily explained by a diagram
than by a description a kind ofknowledge which it is one of the prin-

cipal objects of these pages to supply ; but, to prevent misapprehension,
the circumstance of their being compositions is mentioned, together with

the name of the scholar or editor who designed them.

As regards fidelity of execution, an essential requisite in matters of

this nature, no pains have been spared to attain the end. Many of the

drawings were made upon the wood from designs or tracings executed

by myself; all have been corrected on the block by the draughtsman
under my directions, or by my own hand, when necessary ;

and by the

engraver, after cutting, from proofs retouched by myself, or under my
orders.

As regards precision and clearness of detail, some allowance must
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be made in consideration of the very reduced size of the drawings,
which in a work intended for utility not luxury, and so copiously
illustrated as the present, becomes a law of necessity. Small, however,
as they are, if the reader will only take the trouble of examining closely

the particulars pointed out by the text to his attention, he will find that

they seldom fail in telling their own tale if not at the first casual glance,
at all events after a little practice, and when his mind has become fami-

liarised with the precise points and distinctions intended to be conveyed.

But, wherever it has struck me that any indistinctness prevailed, either

in conse'quence of want of precision in the drawing, or confusion from

the crowding of unnecessary lines, I have cited some other instance where
a larger or more perfect representation of the object is engraved, and

which would show it more distinctly.

In selecting illustrations, it has been my constant aim to produce such

as are least common or hacknied, rather than those which may be seen,

or are usually referred to, in other works which touch upon similar sub-

jects ;
for by this means the aggregate amount of pictorial authorities

forming a common stock of available reference, is both varied and

increased. But in cases where only a single specimen is known to exist,

there is no alternative but to reproduce it
;
or where, amongst several,

one is so much more complete and definite in details, that it furnishes

a better and more satisfactory illustration than any of the rest, like

what is termed a locus classicus in literature, I have felt it right to insert

that one, since every design is used as a practical commentary upon the

meaning of words, addressed to the mind through the eyesight, and not

as a pretty picture for the mere embellishment of a printed page.
It only remains to explain the marks of accentuation inserted for the

purpose of distinguishing the correct pronunciation of the Latin words
for those who might require such assistance, though it must be acknow-

ledged that every attempt of the kind will be liable to some objection or

other. In the commencement I placed a mark after an open vowel,
or after the consonant which follows a close one, according to our ordi-

nary manner of pronunciation. But it subsequently occurred to me that

the prosody might be indicated, as well as the pronunciation at the same

time, by always placing the mark after a long vowel, as li'niger, li'nea,

lori'ca, and after the consonant which follows a short one, as lan'ius, lit'uus,

litficen ; which method has been systematically adopted throughout the

latter half of the volume.

December, 1848.





COMPANION

THE LATIN DICTIONARY,

ABAC'ULUS (&<?a/Wos). A small

tile or die of glass, or a composition
in imitation of stone, stained of various

colours, and used for inlaying pat-
terns in mosaic pavements. (Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 67. Moschusap. Athen. v. 41.)

The illustration represents part of the

ancient mosaic pavement in the church
of & Croce in Gerusalemme, at Rome.

AB'ACUS(g<). In its general

signification, a rectangular slab of

stone, marble, earthenware, &c.
;

whence it is applied in a more special
sense to various other objects, which

possess the characteristic form of a
level tablet.

1. A tablet employed in making
arithmetical calculations, on the plan

IllUlil

of reckoning by decads ; similar to

that still in use amongst the Chinese

(Davis, China, chap. 19.), and com-

monly called the Pythagorean multi-

plication table. The illustration re-

presents an original first published

by Velser. (Histor. Augustan. ) It is

divided into compartments by parallel
channels cut through it, into each of
which is inserted a certain number
of pins with a button at each end, in

order that they might be moved up
and down the channels without falling
out. The numbers represented by
the pins in each channel are marked
on it ;

the longer ones at the bottom
are for units ; the shorter, at the top,
for decimals.

A tray covered with sand was like-

wise employed for the same purpose,
the lines being drawn out in a similar

manner in the sand, and pebbles used,
instead of pins, for making the calcu-

lations (Pers. Sat. i. 131.); this was
still designated by the same name, as

was also the tray of the same kind
which geometricians used for describ-

ing their diagrams. Apul. Apol. p.

429. Varior.

2. A play-board, divided in like

manner into com-

partments, for one

of the ancient

games of chance
and skill

; probably
the one nearest al-

lied to our " back-

gammon ," the Indus

duodecim scripto-

rum, or the game
of the twelve lines.

Caryst. ap. Athen.
x. 46.

The illustration is copied from an
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original of marble belonging to the

Christian era, which was excavated in

a vineyard at Rome. It will be ob-

served that it is divided, like our

back-gammon boards, into four sepa-
rate tables by the cross lines at each

side ; and each side into twelve com-

partments by the same number of lines,

the duodecim scripta. The inequality
of the lines upon which the pieces

moved, and of the intervals between

them, arose from the necessity of leav-

ing room for a Greek inscription,

which, in the original, runs down the

centre, but has been omitted for con-

venience in the wood-cut ; the mean-

ing of it, according to the translation

of Salmasius, is as follows :
" In

Slaying

thus at the throws of the dice,

esus Christ gives victory and assist-

ance to those who write his name
and play with dice."

That the board here figured was

actually used in a mixed game of

chance and skill, such as our back-

gammon, is proved by the lines upon
its surface, forming the points upon
which the counters moved, and the

inscription which implies that the

moves were first determined by a

chance throw of the dice ; and that

the name abacus was most appro-

priately given to the board used at

such a game, is testified by the nature

of its surface divided into parallel

lines, so closely resembling in appear-
ance the counting-board, as well as

the circumstance that it was, in fact,

a table upon which numbers were
reckoned, the numbers cast up on
the dice being added together to de-
cide the move. See the Greek Epi-
gram, quoted by Dr. Hyde, and I

Christie (Ancient Greek Games, p. 42.),
j

in which a game of this description
]

is described in detail.

3. Also the play -board used in I

another ancient game of skill, the
Indus latrunculorum, having a closer
resemblance to our chess and draught
boards. (Macrob. Sat. i. 5.) Although
games of this description were of very
great antiquity, and are represented

both by the Egyptian and Greek

artists, yet the precise manner inwhich
the surface of the board was divided

has not been ascertained, because it

is always expressed in profile, which

only shows the men but not the face

of the board. See LATRUNCULI, TA-
BULA LATRUNCULARIA.

4. A " side-board
"

for setting out

the plate, drinking vessels, and table

utensils in the tricJinium, or dining
room. (Cic. Verr. iv. 16. Juv. iii. 204.

Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 6.) The illustra-

tion, copied from a fictile lamp, shows
one of these sideboards with the plate
set out upon it. It consists of two
slabs, the lower one supported upon
two feet, and the upper by a bracket

leg, which rests upon the one below.
The simplest kinds were made of

marble, the more costly of bronze
;

and the surface was sometimes perfo-
rated into holes, in order to receive
such vessels as were made with sharp
or narrow bottoms, and, consequently,
not adapted to stand alone. This ap-
pears the most natural interpretation of
the multiplices cavernce (Sidon. Apoll.
Carm. xvii. 7, 8.), for the term used to

express the setting out of plate upon
a side-board is exponere (Pet. Sat.
Ixxiii. 5.), which would be ill applied,
if, according to the common accepta-
tion, these cavernce were partitions,
like the pigeon holes in a cabinet,
in which the plate would rather
be hidden than displayed.

5. A slab of marble used for coat-

ing the walls of a room. (Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 1.) Sometimes the whole sur-
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face of the wall was covered with these

slabs, as in the example, which repre-
sents an apartment in Dido's palace
from the Vatican Virgil ; sometimes

coffers or pannels only were inserted,

as an ornament ;
and as extravagance

is commonly accompanied bybad taste,

the marble itself was occasionally

painted upon (Plin. H. JY. xxxiii. 56.) ;

and sometimes the coating of stucco

or hard white cement, which was

capable of receiving a very high
polish, was sawed from the wall of an
old house, and inserted as an abacus

instead of marble. See Vitruv. vii. 3.

10., a passage which Becker, in his

Gallus, p. 23. n. 11. Transl., is clearly
mistaken in referring to sideboards.

6. A square tablet which the early
builders placed upon the head of their

wooden columns in order to provide a
broad flat surface for the superin-
cumbent beam which supported the

roof, to lie upon, and thus constituted

the first step in the formation of an
architectural capital . Vitruv. iv. 1. 11.

It is credible that this simple tablet

remained for a long period as the only
capital ; and in the Doric, the oldest

and simplest of the Greek orders, it

never lost its original character, but
still continued with only the addition

of one other and smaller member (the

echinus) as the most prominent and

imposing portion of the capital. With
the invention of the richer orders the

size, form, and character of the abacus

were materially altered, though the

name was still retained, and applied
to the crowning member of any capi-
tal. These varieties are fully ex-

plained and illustrated under the
word CAPITULUM.
The illustration represents one of

the tombs sculptured in the rock at

Beni-Hassan, which are supposed by
Sir G. Wilkinson to be as old as 1740

B. c. It is highly curious for the early
traces it affords of that style of build-

ing, which the labour, skill, and re-

finement of the Greeks gradually im-

proved and embellished until it even-

tuated in the most perfect of all struc-

tures, the Greek Doric temple. There
is no base, nor plinth ;

the columns

are fluted ;
the capital consists of a

mere abacus ; a single beam or archi-

trave forms the entablature, and sup-

ports a sort of sculptural cornice in-

tended to imitate a thatching of reeds ;

and as there is no frieze (zophorus)
between it and the architrave, we

may infer that it is illustrative of a

period when buildings were merely
covered by an outer roof (tectum)
without any soffit or ceiling (cceluni),

for the beams which formed the

ceiling or under roof were shown

externally by the member subse-

I quently termed a frieze. [ZoFHORUS.]
ABOLLA. A cloak or mantle made

of cloth doubled (Serv. ad Virg. Mn.
v. 421.) and fastened by a brooch

under the neck or upon the top of the

shoulder. It was originally worn by
the military, as in the example from

Trajan's column, and therefore was

put on by the inhabitants of the city,

instead of the toga, the costume of

civilians, during periods of turbulence
tj 2
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or foreign invasion (Varro, ap. Non.s. v.

p. 538. Mercer) ;
but subsequently it

came to be used more

commonly, and by all

classes, as an article ,/

of the ordinary attire. \\

(Juv.iv.76. Suet. Cal \

35.) It does not differ

very materially from
the sagum; but was
made of finer material,

and somewhat small-

er dimensions, whence
Martial recommends

persons addicted to

thieving not to wear an abolla, be-

cause it was not large enough to con-

ceal the stolen articles beneath it.

Mart. Ep. viii. 48.

2. Abolla major. The large wrap-

ping blanket of the Greek philoso-

phers, more especially
of the Cynics, who, as

they wore no under

clothing, enveloped
themselves for the

sake of decency in a

wrapper of very ample
dimensions (Mart. Ep.
iv. 53.). Hence the

expressionfacinus ma-

joris abolla (Juv. Sat.

iii. 115.) means a
crime committed by a
Greek philosopher, the garment being
put for the person who wears it, as we
apply our phrase

" the long robe
"
to

members of the legal profession. The
illustration represents Heraclitus from
an engraved gem.
ABSIS or APSIS. The semicir-

cular termination of any rectangular

chamber, forming what is commonly
termed in English

" an alcove.

Ep. ii. 17. 8.) A form of this kind
was commonly employed in courts of

justice (basilica:) in order to make a

convenient place for the judges' seats ;

and sometimes in temples to form a
recess for the statue of the deity to

whom the edifice was consecrated ; as

in the illustration, which shows the

absis, as it now remains, of the temple
of Rome and Venus, built by the Em-
peror Hadrian. Compare also the illus-

tration to ADYTUM, where the ground-
plan of a similar member is seen.

ACAPNA, sc. Ligna (&Kairva, poet.

Savd, Kdyicava). A word adopted from
the Greek language and employed to

designate fire-wood which had under-

gone a preparation to prevent it from

smoking when placed upon the fire.

Smokeless wood of this description
was prepared in three different ways :

1st. by peeling off the bark, then

soaking it a long time in water, and

finally suffering it to dry thoroughly
before it was used. (Theophrast. Hist.

Plant, xv. 10.) The effect of this

process is now well known, as it has
been found that wood conveyed by
water in floats burns more briskly
and throws out less smoke than that

which has been transported by land

carriage merely : 2d. by soaking it in

oil, or oil-lees, or by pouring oil over
it (Cato, R. K 130. Plin. H.N. xv.

8.): 3d. by hardening and scorching
it over the fire until it lost the greater

i part of its moisture, without being
|

entirely reduced to charcoal ; this last

was also designated by a special name
Cocta or Coctilia. Mart. Ep. xiii. 15.

2. Acapnon mel Honey taken from
the hive without smoking the bees,
which was considered the best kind of

honey. Columell. vi. 33. 2. Plin. H.N.
xi. 15.

ACAT'IUM (oKOTtoi/). A small,
but fast-sailing vessel, belonging to
the class termed actuaries, viz. which
were worked with oars as well as
sails. It was more especially used

by the Greek pirates (Thucyd.iv.67.),
was furnished with an armed beak
(rostrum}, and had the stern rounded
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and bent inwards (inflexa, Plin. H. N.
ix. 49.), a very common form in the

marine of the ancients, as will be

shown by many illustrations in the

course of these pages. (See ACTU-
ARIUS, APHRACTUS.) It is therefore

highly probable that the distinctive

characteristics of these vessels con-

sisted more in the style of their rigging

(see No. 2.) than in the form of the

hull.

2. The same word is also used in

connection with the rigging of a ves-

sel, being sometimes applied to desig-
nate a sail, and sometimes a mast ;

but which of the sails or which of

the masts is nowise apparent. Xeno-

phon (Hellen. vi. 2. 27.) speaks of the

acatia as sails, but contradistinct to

the larger sails ; Hesychius and Isi-

dorus (Orig. xix. 3. 3.) on the contrary
assert that the acatium was the largest
sail on the ship, and attached to the

main mast; while Julius Pollux (i.

91.) and Hesychius in another pas-

sage affirm that it was not a sail at all,

but a mast, and that one the largest or

main mast. Amidst all this apparent
contradiction only one thing is certain,
that the acatium was especially in-

vented for fast sailing with light winds.
If a conjecture might be hazarded all

the difficulty would be got over by
assuming that it meant both the mast
and the sail belonging to it ; and that

it was a mast rigged after the fashion
of the pirate vessels, to which the
name properly belonged ;

a taller and

lighter mast for instance than those

usually employed, fitted also with
smaller sails, probably with a top-sail
over the main-sail, which would
be handier for working and better for

sailing in fair weather than the ordi-

nary heavy mast, with its cumbrous

yard. Thus Iphicrates, in the passage
of Xenophon already referred to, be-
fore commencing his voyage, trimmed
his vessels so as to be ready for any
emergency. He left behind him the

ordinary large set of sails (TO. fMeyd\a

iaria), and consequently the heavy
masts to which they belonged, and

ACCENSUS. 5

fitted the ships with masts and sails

(a/m($), such as the pirates used in

their vessels, for the rapidity they af-

forded in sailing, and the fewer hands

they required for working, in case he
should be forced to an engagement.
ACCENSUS. A civil officer at-

tached to the service of several Ro-
man magistrates, the consuls, prse-

tors, and governors of provinces.

(Varro, L.L. vii. 58. Liv. iii. 33.)
He was generally the freedman of

the person whom he served (Cic.
ad Q. Fr. i. 1. 4.), and it was his duty
to summon the people to the assem-

blies, to call the parties engaged in

law-suits into court, and preserve
order in it (Cic. I. c. 7.), and to pro-
claim the hour at sunrise, mid-day,
and sunset. Plin. H.N. vii. 60.

2. The military ACCENSI were

originally a body of supernumeraries
enlisted for the purpose of supplying
any vacancies which might occur in

the legions by death or otherwise

(Festus s. v. Adcensi), but subse-

quently they were formed into a sepa-
rate corps, belonging to the levis arma-

tura, or light-armed troops, amongst
whom they occupied the lowest

rank of all. They were selected from
the fifth class of the Servian census

(Liv. i. 43.), had no body armour
nor weapons of attack, properly so

called, but fought, as they best could,
with nothing but their fists and stones

(puyniset lapidibusdepugnabant, Varro

ap. Non. s. Decuriones, p. 520. Mercer),
precisely as shown in the annexed
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figure, which is copied from the Co-
lumn of Trajan. On the battle-field

they were posted in the rear of the

whole army, being drawn up in the

last line of all, behind the Rorarii,
from whence they could be advanced
to assist in desultory attacks as occa-

sion required. Liv. viii. 8 and 10.

ACCINCTUS. In a general sense,

girded, equipped, or provided with

anything. But the word is more es-

pecially applied to the military, and
then implies that the soldier has his

sword girded on, or, in other words,
that he is accoutred as a soldier on

duty ought to be
;
like the right-hand

figure in the illustration, from Tra-

jan's Column. Hence, miles non ac-

cinctus, means a soldier without his

sword, or, as we should say, without
his "

side-arms," which, under a lax

system of discipline, the men took off

when employed upon field works, for-

tifications, &c., and piled with their

shields and helmets on the ground
beside them, like the left-hand figure
in the illustration, also from the Co-
lumn of Trajan. Under a strict sys-
tem, this was not allowed ; the shield
and helmet only were laid aside, but
the soldier was always accinctus, or
had his sword on. Tac. Ann. xi.
18. Veget. Mil. iii. 8.

ACCUBITA'LIA. Things which
belong to a sofa or couch

; particu-
larly the furniture of a bed, or a
dining couch, including the cushions
or pillows, mattress, and coverlet

; as

seen in the two next illustrations.

Valerian, ap. Trebell. Claud. 14.

ACCUBIT'IO. The act of re-

clining at table (Cic. Senect. 13.), as

described under ACCUBO.
ACCU'BITUM. A particular kind

of couch used to recline upon at meals,
which was substituted under the em-

pire for the lectus tricliniaris. (Schol.
Vet. ap. Juv. Sat. v. 17. Lamprid.
Elagab. 19.) The precise form and
character of this piece of furniture is

nowhere described ;
but as the words

accubo, accumbo, accubitus, in their

strict sense refer to the act of a single

person, it is but reasonable to con-

clude that the accubitum was a sofa

intended for the reception of one per-
son only : the more so as the annexed
illustration from an ancient Roman
marble (Symeoni, Epitaffi Antichi,

p. 51. Lione, 1558) shows that sofas

of such a character were actually used
at meals ; while the interpretation

given explains at the same time the

object of their introduction, in order

that any number of guests might be

accommodated at an entertainment by
the addition of extra sofas (Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. 34.); whereas the accom-
modation afforded by a tricliniary
couch was limited to nine.

ACCU'BITUS. Same as Accu-
BITIO. Stat. Ach. i. 109.

AC'CUBO (KaTOKPuVo/xat). To re-

cline at table, an attitude usually

adopted by the ancients at their meals,
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instead of our habit of sitting. The
posture of reclining, as clearly shown
in the illustration, from the Vatican

Virgil, was one between lying and

sitting, the legs and lower part of the

body being stretched out at full length
on a sofa, whilst the upper part was

slightly raised and supported upon the

left elbow, which rested on a pillow,
the right arm and hand being left free

to reach out and take the food.

The usual method of arranging the

sofas, the etiquette of precedence, and

position of the different places, is ex-

plained under the word LECTUS TRI-
CLINIARIS.

During the later periods of Ro-
man history, the men and women
reclined together at their repasts ;

but the Greeks considered such a

posture to be indecorous for females
;

their women, therefore, either sat at a

separate table, or upon one end of the

couch on which the men only re-

clined, as shown in the illustration

copied from a Greek marble in the
museum of Verona, representing a
funeral repast (ccena feralis). The
same practice was also observed by
the Romans, before the corruption
of manners incident upon wealth and

conquest had ensued.

ACCUM'BO. Properly denotes the

taking a place on a dining couch, in

contradistinction to Accubo, which re-

fers to a person already reclining ;
and

in allusion to a single person, as distin-

guished from Discumbo, which has
reference to several persons or the
whole company. But these distinc-

tions are not always observed.
ACERRA (AtgweoTpis). A small

square box with a lid to it (area tu-

ralis. Serv.

ad Virg. JEn.

v. 745.), in

which the

incense used
at a sacrifice

was contain-

ed. (Acerra
turis custos.

Ovid. Met. xiii. 703. Hor. Od. iii.

8. 2.) The illustration is copied from
a bas-relief in the museum of the

Capitol at Rome, on which various im-

plements employed at the sacrifice are

sculptured.
The incense itself was not burnt in

the acerra, but the box was carried

to the altar by an at-

tendant of the priest-

hood, as shown by
the annexed figure,

copied from a bas-

relief at Rome. The
box is carried in his

left hand, a jug for

pouring out libations

of wine (capis) in his

right, and the skin of

a victim over the left

arm. The incense,
when used, was taken
out of the box, and sprinkled upon
the burning altar, forwhich the expres-
sion is libare acerra, Ov. Pont. iv. 8.

39. Pers. Sat. ii. 5.

2. According to Festus (s. v.), the
same name was also given to a small

portable altar placed before the dead,
and on which incense was burnt.

See the illustration to ARA TURI-

CREMA, and compare Cic. Leg. ii. 24.

ACERSEC'OMES (a/cepo-eK^O-
Literally, with long and flowing hair,
and thence, by implication, a young
or effeminate person (Juv. Sat. viii.

128.) ; for the habit of wearing the
hair unshorn was regarded as unmanly
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by the civilized Romans,

among whom it was

only adopted for young
slaves who waited at

table, an instance of

which is given in PIN-

CERNA ; or for the boys
(Camilli) who acted as

attendants upon the

priesthood at the altar,

as in the illustration an-

nexed, which is copied
from the Vatican Virgil,
and represents one of

these attendants.

ACETAB'ULUM (o'#a<j>oi>). A
vinegar cruet, or rather cup, which
the ancients used to

place upon their tables

at dinner, to dip their

bread in. (Isidor. Orig.
xx. 4. 12. Apic. viii. 7.

Ulp. Dig. xxxiv. 2.

20.) We have no direct testimony
of its being so employed, beyond the

inference drawn from the Greek
name of the vessel, which means

literally a vinegar dipper. The origi-

nal, of fine red clay, here figured,
is in the Museum at Naples, and is

an undoubted example of these cups,
as the name o^va<f>ov is inscribed un-
derneath it. Panofka, Recherches sur

les veritables Noms des Vases Grecs. .

2. The cup used by jugglers of the

class now called "
thimble-riggers,"

joueurs de gobelets, in playing the trick

of the "
little pea

"
(Seneca, Ep. 45.).

This was a very common piece of

jugglery both amongst the Greeks
and Romans, and was played exactly
in the same way as now (Alciphron,
Ep. iii. 20., where the process is

circumstantially detailed). The
"
thimble-rigger

" was called ty-nQo-

K\eirT7js or ^-ntyoiraittT-ris by .the Greeks
(Athen. i. 34. Suidas.) ; the Romans
have left no specific name, except the
common one for all jugglers, prces-
tigiator. Seneca, I. c.

3t A dry measure of capacity, con-
taining the fourth part of a Hemina.
Plin. H. N. xxi. 109.

ACIC'ULA. A diminutive of

Acus
;
but as the word is applied to

the bodkin which women wore in

their hair (Acus, 2.), the diminutive

must be understood as expressing in-

feriority of material, rather than

smallness of size, for such ornaments
were made of wood and bone, as well

as ivory and the precious metals.

Cod. Theodos. iii. 16. 1.

ACFNACES (<XK/CKT/S). A short,

straight poniard, peculiar to the Per-

sians, Medes, and Scythians (Hor.
Od. i. 27. 5. Curt. iii. 3. 18.), which
was worn suspended ,

from a belt round the

waist, so as to hang
against the. right thigh

(Val. Flacc. vi. 701.

Floras, iv. 11. 3), as

seen in the illustration

from a bas-relief found

amongst the ruins of

Persepolis. The aci-

naces was not a sword, but a dagger ;

for it was worn together with the

sword, but on the opposite side of the

body, as may be seen on the wounded
Persian in the celebrated Pompeian
Mosaic, inserted under ERACM

; from
the reduced scale of the drawing, it

is not very prominent; but the handle
of it is apparent on the right side, the
sword being suspended by a belt (bal-

teus) on the left.

ACIS'CULUS. A small "pick,"
used chiefly by builders and stone

masons, having a bluff end
like a hammer at one extre-

mity, and a curved point, or

pick, at the other. It is re-

presented on several coins
of the Valerian family, with the name
inscribed below it, from one of which
the example is taken. Quint, vi. 3. 53.

AC'LIS or ACLYS. A massive

weapon used by the Osci, and some

foreign nations, but not by the Greeks
or Romans (Virg. JEn. vii. 730. Sil.

Ital. iii. 363.). It appears to have
been a sort of harpoon ;

for it con-
sisted of a short thick stock set with

spikes, and attached to a line, so that
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it might he recovered again after it

had been launched (Serv. ad Virg.
I. c.) ; but it was only known to

Servius by tradition, having fallen into

disuse long before his time.

ACRATOPH'ORUM (dxparo-

<p6pov). Properly a Greek term,
but familiarized in the Latin lan-

guage as early as the time of Varro

(Varro, R.E. i. 8. 5. Cic. Fin. iii.

4.), and employed to designate the

vessel in which pure or unmixed
wine was placed upon the table (Pol-
lux, vi. 99.)- It was, therefore, in

some measure, an

opposite to the

Crater, a larger

vessel, used for a
similar purpose,
but containing wine and water mixed

together. The illustration is copied
from a marble vase (Buonarotti, Vasi
di Vetro. p. 31.), bearing an inscrip-
tion dedicated to Silvanus, and orna-
mented with a wreath [of vine leaves.

It corresponds exactly in form with
two others delineated by the Pompeian
artists, one of which is placed at the
feet of a statue of Bacchus (Mus.
Borb. vii. 56.), and the other in the
hands of the god Acratus (Mus.
Borb. vii. 62.), which, taken together,
are quite sufficient to identify the form.

ACROPOD'IUM. A word coined
from the Greek, though
not found in any Greek
author

; the exact mean-

ing of which is open to

some doubts ; but the
most probable interpre-
tation seems to be, the

low square plinth com-

monly seen under the

feet of a marble statue

(Hygin. Fab. 88.), as in

the illustration, which

represents the statue of

Juno, placed in front of

a temple, from the Vati-

can Virgil. This aero-

podium formed a component part of

the statue itself ; but it also served as

a sort of upper basement or podium

(&Kpov jroStov') for the figure to rest on,
when it was placed in an elevated

position, or upon a regular base con-
structed for the purpose, as in the il-

lustration.

ACROTE'RIA (a/cpor^o). The
pedestals placed on the summit and
angles of a pediment for the purpose

of supporting statues. (Vitruv. iii. 5.

12.) They were frequently made
without bases or cornices, as in the
illustration.

ACTUA'RIOLUM. Diminutive of
ACTUARIUS. A small vessel, or open
boat, propelled chiefly by oars, never

exceeding eighteen in number; the
one which transported Cicero (Ep. ad
Att. xvi. 3.) had ten

;
but they were

sometimes assisted by a sail when the
wind served. (Scheffer, Mil. Nav.
ii. 2.) The example is copied from
a miniature in the Vatican Virgil.
ACTUA'RIUS. Naves actuaries,

or simply Actuaries. A large class of

open vessels worked by sweeps and

sails, in contradistinction to the mer-

chantmen, or sailing vessels (onerarioe).
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(Sisenna. ap. Non. s. v. p. 535. Cic.

Att. v. 9.) Properly speaking, these

were not ships of war, that is of the

line, but were employed for all pur-

poses requiring expedition, as packet
boats, transports (Liv. xxv. 30.), for

keeping a look-out, and by pirates

(Sallust. Fragm. ap. Non. I. c.), and
were never fitted with less than

eighteen oars. (Scheffer, Mil. Nav.
ii. 2.) The illustration is from the Va-
tican Virgil.

2. Actuarii. Short-hand writers,

who took down the speeches delivered

in the senate or public assemblies.

Suet. Jul. 55.

3. Under the empire, officers who
kept the commissariat accounts, re-

ceived the supplies for the use of the

army from the contractors, and dis-

pensed them in rations to the troops.

Ammian, xx. 5. 9. Id. xxv. 10. 17.

Aurel. Viet. p. 293.

ACUS (d/ceVrpa, &e\6vr], a<Jn's).

Seems to have designated in the Latin

language both a pin for fastening, and
a needle for sewing ; as the specific
senses in which
the word is ap-

plied are some-
times character-

istic ofthe former,
and sometimes
the latter of these

two implements, which we distinguish

by separate names. (Cic. Milo, 24.

Celsus, vii. 16. Ovid. Met. vi. 23.)
The illustration represents a box of

pins found at Pompeii, and a sewing
needle an inch and a half long, from
the same city.

2. Acus comatoria, or crinalis. A
large bodkin or pin several inches

long, made of gold,
silver, bronze, ivory,
or wood, which the
women used to pass
through their back
hair after it had been
plaited or turned up,
in order to keep it

neatly arranged, a fashion still retained
in many parts of Italy. (Pet. Sat. xxi.

1. Mart. Ep. ii. 66. Id. xiv. 24. Apul.
Met. viii. p. 161. Varior.} The illus-

tration is taken from the fragment of

a statue in the Ducal Gallery at Flo-

rence, which shows the mode of wear-

ing these hair-pins ; but a great va-

riety of originals have been discovered
at Pompeii and elsewhere, of different

materials and fancy designs, which
are engraved in the Museo Borbonico

(ix. 15.), and in Guasco (Dette Orna-

trici, p. 46.).
3. The tongue of a brooch, or of a

buckle formed precisely in the same
manner as our own, as seen in the

illustrations, which are all copied from
ancient originals. Valerian, ap. Tre-
bell. Claud. 14.

4. A needle used for trimming oil-

lamps, and usually suspended by a
chain to the lamp, as is still

the common practice in Italy.
The illustration is copied from
an original bronze lamp exca-
vated in Pompeii, and a part
of the chain by which it hangs
is shown. The use of it was
to draw up and lengthen the

wick as it burnt down in the

socket ;
et producit acu stupas

humore carentes. Virg. Morel. 11.

5. A dibble for planting vines.

Pallad. i. 43. 2.

6. A surgeon's probe (Furnaletti,
s. v.) ;

but he does not quote any an-
cient authority, and the proper term
for that instrument was SPECILLUM.

ADMISSA'RIUS, sc. equus (dva-

CTT?S). A stallion kept especially for

the purpose of breeding ; for as the

ancients mostly rode and drove entire

horses, none but those especially kept
for the purpose were allowed to have
intercourse with the mares. Varro,
R. R. ii. 7. 1. Columell. vi. 27. 3.

2. Also used of other animals, as
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of asses. Varro, R. R. ii. 8. 3. Pal-
lad, iv. 14. 2.

ADORA'TIO (irpoffnvvriffis, Soph.
Electr. 1374). The act of adoration,
a mark of reverence exhibited by
passers-by to any person or object to-

wards which they wished to show ex-

treme reverence and respect. This

action was expressed by the following
attitude and movements: the body
was inclined slightly forwards and the

knees gently bent, whilst the right
hand touched the object of reverence,
an altar, statue, &c. ; the left was
raised up to the mouth {ad os, from
whence the term is.derived), kissed,
and then waved towards the object
intended to be honoured. (Plin. H. N.
xxviii. 5. xxix. 20. Apul. Met. iv.

p. 83. Varior. Id. Apol p. 496.) The
chief motions in this pantomime are

clearly shown in the illustration, which
is copied from an engraved gem in

Gorlseus (Dactyliothec., p. ii. No. 63. ).

ADULA'TIO (irpoffKvvytris, Herod,
i. 134). The most abject manner of

doing an act of reverence, as practised

by the Persians and other Oriental
races by prostration of the body and

bowing the head upon the ground
(Liv. ix. 18. Id. xxx. 16. Suet. Vi-

tell 2. Curt. viii. 5.), as represented
in the annexed gem (Gorlseus, Dac-
tyliothec. ii. 396.), in which a wor-

shipper is performing adulation to the

god Anubis. The Latin poets also

designated this act by such expressions
as procumbere (Tibull. i. 2. 85.), or

pronus adorare (Juv. Sat. vi. 48.).

ADVERSA'RIA, sc. scripta. A
day-book, or common-place book, in

which accounts or memorandums
were put down at the moment to be

subsequently transcribed into a ledger,
or into a regular journal. Cic. pro
Rose. Com. 2.

AD'YTUM (ttvrov). A private or

secret chamber in a temple, from
which every person but the officiating

priests were strictly excluded. (Cses.
B. C. \i\. 105. Virg. Mn. vi. 98.)
That the adytum was distinct from
the cella, is clear from a passage of

Lucan (Phars. v. 141 161.), in which
the priestess, dreading the violent

exertions she would have to undergo
from the stimulants applied in the

secret chamber to produce an effect

like prophetic inspiration pavens
adyti penetrale remotiFatidicum stops
short in the body of the temple and
refuses to advance into the adytum, or

den (antrum) as it is there termed,
until she is compelled by force. A
chamber of this kind is represented in

that portion of the annexed illustra-

tion, which lies behind the circular

absis, marked in a stronger tint than
the rest, and which communicates with
the body of the edifice by two doors,
one on each side. The whole repre-
sents the ground-plan of a small Doric

temple, formerly existing near the
theatre of Marcellus, at Rome on the

c 2
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site of which the church of S. Niccola

in Carcere now stands. It is copied
from the work of Labacco, who sur-

veyed it in the 1 6th century, Libro

dell' Architettura, Roma, 1558.

Apartments of this description were
constructed for the purpose of en-

abling the priesthood to delude their

votaries by the delivery of oracular

responses, the exhibition of miracles,
or any sort of preternatural effects,

and at the same time conceal the

agency by which they were produced.

They consequently were not attached

to all temples, but only to those in

which oracles were uttered, or where
the particular form of worship was
connected with mysteries-, which

explains why such contrivances are

so seldom met with in the ground-
plans of ancient temples still existing.
But the remains of another ancient

temple at Alba Fucentis, in the coun-

try of the Marsi, now Alba, on the

Lake of Fucino, afford ample con-

firmation that the illustration intro-

duced may be regarded as a true

specimen of the ancient adytum. The
interior of that edifice retained its

pristine form, and was in a complete
state of preservation when visited by
the writer. It differs only slightly
in construction from the example in

the cut ; for the secret chamber is

not placed behind the absis, but is

constructed underneath it, part being
sunk lower than the general floor of

the main body of the temple (cello)
and part raised above it, so that the

portion above would appear to the

worshippers in the temple merely as a
raised basement, occupying the lower

portion of the absis, and intended to

support in an elevated position the

statue of the deity to whom the edifice

was dedicated
; nor has it any door or

visible communication into the body
of the temple ; the only entrance into

'

it being afforded by a postern gate
within a walled enclosure at the
back of the premises, through which
the priests introduced themselves and
their machinery unseen and unknown.

But the one remarkable feature of the

whole, and that which proves to con-

viction the purpose to which it has

been applied, consists in a number of

tubes or hollow passages formed in

the walls, which communicate from
this hidden recess into the interior of

the temple, opening upon different

parts of the main walls of the cella,

and thus enable a voice to be conveyed
into any part of the temple, whilst the

person and place from whence it

comes remain concealed.

jEDES. [DOMUS, TEMPLUM.]
^EDIC'ULA. A shrine, taber-

nacle, or canopy, with a frontispiece

supported by columns, constructed

within the cella of a

temple, and under
which the statue of

|*
the divinitywas placed

quadrigce inauratte

in Capitolio positfe in

cella Jovis supra fas-

tigium cediculte. (Liv.
xxxv. 41.) The illustration repre-
sents the statue of Jupiter under a

tabernacle in the Capitoline temple,
as described by Livy in the passage

quoted, and is taken from a medal
struck in honour of the Vestal virgin,
jElia Quirina.

2. A small cabinet made of wood
after the model of a temple, in which
the family busts or images
of a man's ancestors (ima-

gines majorum*), the Lares,
and tutelar deities of a

house were preserved, and

placed in large cases round
the atrium. (Pet. Sat.

xxix. 8.) The illustration is copied
from a bas-relief in the British Mu-
seum, and represents an cedicula, in

which the bust of Protesilaus is de-

posited. Compare Ovid. Her. xiii.

150158.
^DIT'UUS, ^DIT'IMUS, or

jEDIT'UMUS (vao$v\a^ !epo<pv\a,

vea>K6pos). A sacristan, or guardian, to

whose surveillance the care of a tem-

ple was committed. Varro. L. L. viii.

12. Gell. xii. 10. He kept the keys,
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opened it at the appointed hours (Liv.
xxx. 17.), attended to the sweeping
and cleaning (Eurip.
Ion. 80 150.), and
acted as a guide to

strangers by ex-

plaining the rarities

and works of art

it contained. Plin.

xxxvi. 4. 10. The
appointment was an
honourable one (Serv.
ad Virg. JEn. ix.

648.), for it was a

place of trust and re-

sponsibility ; as may
also be inferred from the style and
dress of the figure annexed, which
affords a rare example of the Greek
cedituus, from a bas-relief at Dres-
den, whose office is indicated by the
broom of laurel leaves, which was
used for sweeping the temple at Delphi.
Eurip. Ion. II. cc.

JEGIS (aryfr). In its primary
sense a goafs skin, which the pri-
mitive inhabitants of Greece used, as
well as the skins of other animals, as
an article of clothing and defence.
This would be naturally put on over
the back, and tied by the front legs
over the chest, so as to protect both
the back and breast of the wearer, as
seen in the statue of Juno Lanuvina
in the Vatican Museum (Visconti,
Mus. Pio Clem. ii. tav. 21.). It thus
formed the original type of the segis,

as worn by Jupiter and Minerva,
which was made out of the goat

Amalthea, which suckled Jupiter in

his infancy. Hygin. Astron. ii. 13.

The illustration exhibits a figure of
Minerva on a fictile lamp (but imi-

tated from a very ancient type),

wearing the segis as described above,
which covers the breast, and falls down
behind the back as low as the knees.

The snakes of the Gorgon's head

placed upon it form a fringe round
the edges in the same manner as

Homer (//. ii. 448.) describes the

tassels on the segis of Jove.

2. As such a mantle formed a
cumbrous appendage to a statue in

the ideal style of Greek sculpture,
it was transformed by the artists

of that country
into a small and

elegantly formed

breast-plate, co-

vered with scales, to

imitate armour, and
decorated with the

Gorgon's head in

the centre, as in the

figure of Minerva
here given, also

from a fictile lamp,
word jEgis was subsequently used to

designate the breast-plate of a divinity,
but more especially of Jupiter and

Minerva, as contradistinguished from

Lorica, the breast-plate of mortals.

Ovid. Met. vi. 79. Id. ii. 755. Serv.

ad Virg. JEn. viii. 435.

3. At a still later period the same
word was used
to designate the

ordinary cuirass

worn by persons
of distinction,
such as the Ma-
cedonian kings
and Roman em-

perors, when de-

corated with an

image of the

Gorgon's head in

front (Mart. Ep.
vii. 1.), which

they adopted amongst its other or-

naments in token of the divine cha-

From this the
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racter and authority they assumed,
as in the example, from a statue at

Rome.
4. The translation of aegis, a shield,

conveys an idea quite remote from
the original and true meaning of

the word ; for almost every figure in

the works of ancient art with a goat-
skin on the breast, is also furnished
with a shield apart ; and the passages
where a defence in the nature of a
shield is supposed to be referred to,

are either equivocal, or may be under-
stood with equal truth as descriptive
of the large mantle of goat-skin shown
in the first wood-cut ; which could

easily be drawn forward over the left

arm, to protect it like a shield in the

same manner as the Athenians used
their chlamys (see CLIPEATUS CHLA-
MYDE), and as represented by the

figure annexed, which is copied from

a very ancient statue of Minerva in

the Royal Museum at Naples.
^ENEA'TOR. A collective name

for one who belonged to a brass band,
and played upon any of the different

wind instruments used in the army, at

the public games, or religious cere-

monies, including the Buccinatores,
Comicines, and Tubicines. Suet. Jul.
32. Amm. Marc. xxiv. 4. 22.

Metal vases with a very small orifice,
which were filled with water and
placed on the fire to elucidate the
origin and nature of wind by the
effect of steam engendered within
them. (Vitruv. i. 6. 2.).

jEQUIPON'DIUM (a-h-

The equipoise or

moveable weight attached
to a steel-yard (statera),
and balance (libra, Vitruv. x.

3, 4.). A great many of these

have been found at Pompeii
and elsewhere, mostly made
of bronze, and of some fan-

ciful device, such as the ex-

ample produced, which is

taken from a Pompeian ori-

ginal.
^RA'RIUM. The public treasury

of the Roman -state, as distinguished
from the exchequer, or private trea-

sury of the emperors (Jiscus) ;
in

which the produce of the yearly re-

venue, the public accounts, the decrees

of the senate, and the standards of the

legions, were deposited. (Cic. Leg.
iii. 4. Tac. Ann. iii. 51. Liv. iii. 69.)

During the republic the temple of

Saturn was used as the treasury.
2. jZErarium sanctius. A private

department of the same, in which
were kept the monies and treasures

acquired by foreign conquest, and the

fees paid by slaves for their manu-
mission (aurum vicesimariurn), and
which was never opened but upon
great emergencies. Liv. xxvii. 10.

Compare Quint, x. 3. 3.

3. jErarium militare. The army
pay-office, a separate treasury esta-

blished by Augustus to provide for

the expenses of the army, for which

purpose some new taxes were im-

posed. Suet. Octav. 49.

JERO. A sand-basket made of

oziers, rushes, or sedge (Plin. H. N.
xxvi. 21. Vitruv. v.

12. 15.), which is fre-

quently represented
as used by the sol-

diers employed in

excavations, forti-

fications, and ordi-

nary field works,
on the Column of

Trajan, from whi
the annexed illustration is taken.

The word, however, is only a collo-
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quial term employed by the common
people, or in familiar language. Do-
nat. ap. Terent. Phorm. i. 2. 72.

jERU'CA. A bright green colour

artificially made to imitate the natural

verdigris (cerugo) which bronze ac-

quires by age. Vitruv. vii. 12. Com-
pare Plin. H. JY. xxxiv. 26., who de-

scribes the different processes for

making this colour, but which he
terms cerugo.
jERU'GO (tbs xa^ou). The

bright green rust which bronze ac-

quires from age, as distinguished from
the brown rust of iron (jerrugo, ru-

biyo, Cic. Tusc. iv. 14.). The older

the bronze, the more bright and beau-
tiful the colour becomes, which is

considered to enhance its value
; and

on that account a statue of high an-

tiquity was prized by the ancients far

beyond one of more recent casting.
Wink. Storia delleArti, vii. 2. 10.

jERUSCA'TOR. A charlatan,

begging impostor, or one who raises

the wind by imposing upon the cre-

dulity of others. Aul. Gell. xiv. 1, 2.

Comp. ix. 2. 2.

MS THERMA'RUM. A metal
bell or gong, which was suspended in

the public baths, in order to notify to

the public by its sounds when the hot
water for the baths was ready. Mart.

Ep. xiv. 163.

are there suspended at the windows.
Blanchini, Instrument. Mus. Vet. tav.

vii. No. 8.

AGA /

SO(t7T7roK:oVos). A slave at-

tached to the stables, who dressed the

horses, led them out, and held them
till his master mounted

;
a groom,

ostler, or stable boy (Liv. xliii. 5.

The illustration shows two of these

implements, from an ancient painting

representing a set of baths, and which

Plin. H. N. xxxv. 40. 29.), as seen in

the example from the Vatican Virgil.
2. Sometimes also applied to those

who have the charge of other animals,
such as donkeys (Apul. Met. vi. p.

121., Varior.\ and in a more general
sense transferred to any of the lower
class of slaves. Hor. Sat. ii. 8. 72.

AGATHOD^EMON (dyaeoSal-

fj.wv). The Greek name for a good
spirit or guardian angel, for which the

Latin term is GENIUS, q. v. Lamprid.
Elagab. 28. Inscript. ap. Visconti,
Mus. Pio Clem. torn. i. p. 153.

AGE'A. The passage or gangway
by which the boatswain (Jwrtator) ap-

proached the rowers (Isidor. Orig.
xix. 2. 4. Ennius, ap. Isidor. /. c.);
also termed aditus in less technical

language. Ovid. Met. iii. 623.

AGGER (xoyia). Generally any
thing which is thrown together
quod adgeritur to fill up a void, or

raise a mound, whether of earth,

wood, or rubbish, whence the fol-

lowing more special senses are de-
rived.

1. An artificial mound or rampart
with which the Romans surrounded
their camps, or any position intended
to be occupied for a certain period
during the campaign. It was most

commonly a large embankment of

earth, surmounted on the top by
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palisades (vallum\ and protected on
the outside by a trench (fossa), formed

by the excavation of the earth dug
out of it to form the agger. But in

situations where the nature of the

soil would not admit of an embank-
ment of earth, other materials of ready
and easy access were had recourse to,

and it was then frequently constructed

out of the trunks of trees filled in with

brushwood, &c., as in the illustration

from the Column of Trajan. The top
of it is covered by a vallum or pali-

sade, and a boarded gallery over head
for the protection of the soldiery.
The example will at once explain the

meaning of those passages in which it

is mentioned that the agger was set

on fire. Cses. Bell Civ.il 14.

2. Agger murorum. (Virg. JEn. x.

24.) An embankment upon which the
walls and towers of a fortified city
were built, and which served as a

rampart upon which the garrison were
stationed to defend the place. It was
constructed of earth thrown up in the
manner last described, but was more-
over cased with masonry, and as-

cended from the inside by a flight of

steps, as seen in the cut, which is a

section of the agger and walls still re-

maining at Pompeii, with an elevation
of one of its towers partially restored.

3. A temporary mound of earth,

wood, or any other materials ready
at hand, thrown up against the walls

of a besieged city, on which the bat-

tering train (tormenta bellica') was

placed, and for the purpose of raising
the assaulting parties to a level with

the ramparts. Like the parallels in

modern warfare, it was commenced at

some distance from the city walls, and
then gradually widened on the inside

until it met them, which is implied by
such expressions as agger promotus ad
urbem, Liv. v. 7.

4. Agger vice, properly the road,
that is, the central part of a street or

highway intended for the traffic of

carriages and cattle (Virg. Mn. v. 273.)
which was paved with stones imbedded
in cement laid upon several strata of

broken rubbish (compare VIA), and

slightly raised in the centre, so that

the section formed an elliptical outline,

as seen in the annexed plan, which is a

section between the curb stones of the

Via Sacra, leading up to the temple
of Jupiter Latialis. The plan upon
which it was constructed explains why
this part of a road was called the

agger (Serv. ad Virg. I. c. Isidor. Orig.
xv. 16. 7.), though the name is some-
times used in a more general sense, as

synonymous with VIA, as Aurelius

agger instead of Via Aurelia. Rutil.

Itiner. 39.

6. An artificial embankment or

dyke upon the sides of a river to pro-
tect the country from inundations

(Virg. A2n. ii. 496.), and also a mar-

gin of masonry, forming the quay of
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a port, to which the vessels were made
fast. (Ovid. Met. xv. 690. Id. Trist.

iii. 9. 13.) The illustration represents
a dyke of rough stones formed at the

confluence of two rivers from the

Column of Trajan.
AGFNA. The socket or eye, to

which the beam of a balance is pinned,
and in which the upright index

(examen, ligula) oscillates to show that

the object weighed corresponds ex-

actly with the weight in the opposite
scale. (Festus. s. v. Tertull. ad Her-

a chariot of war or not. (Virg. jEn.
ii. 476.) The illustration is from a

mog. 41.) Both the agina and the in-

dex affixed perpendicularly on the

centre of the beam are shown in the

illustration, which is taken from an

original of bronze. Caylus. iv. 96. 4.

AGITA'TOR. Generally one who
puts any thing in motion

; but more

especially applied to those who drive

cattle ; and in the following special
cases.

1. Agitator aselli (oj/TjAarrjs). A
donkey boy, or donkey driver (Virg.

Georg. i. 273.). From a fictile lamp
formerly in the possession of Fabretti

(Co/. Tr. Addend, p. ult).
2. Agitator equorum (r\vioxos). A

coachman, or charioteer, who drove

another person in a carriage, whether

terra cotta, representing Paris carry-

ing away Helen. Wink. Mon. Ined.

117.)
3. When used by itself and without

any other word to modify or distin-

guish it, a driver at the chariot-races

of the Circus (Plaut. Men. i. 2. 50.

Suet. Nero, 22.) Compare AURIGA.
The illustration is from a terra cotta

lamp, formerly in the possession of

Bartoli.

AGITA'TRIX. A female who
sets any thing in motion

; hence, syl-
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varum agitatrix, a huntress, who beats

up the woods and covers (Arnob. iv.

p. 141.), particularly applied to Diana,

the goddess of the chase ;
in which

character she appears in the illustra-

tion from a terra cotta lamp, formerly
in the collection of Bartoli.

AGMINA'LIS, sc.equus. A sump-
ter horse, which follows an army for

the purpose of carrying the arms,

accoutrements, and baggage, as in the

example from the Column of Trajan,

which shows one of these animals

laden with the shields and helmets of

the Roman soldiers. Dig. 50. 4. 18.

.21. Cod. Theodos. 8. 5. 6.

AG'OLUM. A long tapering stick

used by the Roman drovers and

herdsmen, for driving their cattle.

(Festus. s. v.) The drovers of the

Roman Campagna make use of a si-

milar instrument at the present day,
formed by a long straight shoot of
the prickly pear, precisely like the

example here given, which is from a

painting at Pompeii.
AGONOTH'ETA (dya^e'T^)-

The president at the public games in

Greece, always a person of distinc-

tion, whose office it was to decide

disputes, declare the victors, and
award the prizes. Spart. Hadr. 13.

AGRIMENSO'RES. Land sur-

veyors. (Amm. Marc. xix. 11. 8.) A
body formed into a college by the

Roman emperors, and paid by the

state.

AHE'NUM. Properly a copper or

boiler for heating water, which was sus-

pendedover the fire, in

centra-distinction to

the saucepan (caca-

bus) for boiling meat
or vegetables, and
which was placed

upon it (Paul. Dig.
33. 7. 18. Serv. ad

Virg. JEn. i. 213.) ; the distinction

however is not always observed. The
example is copied from an original of

bronze found at Pompeii ; the eye
at the top of the handle is to receive

the hook by which it was suspended.
2. The coppers which contained

the water for supplying a bath

(Vitruv. v. 10. 1.).

These were always
three in number, ar-

ranged with a nice

regard to economy of

fuel. The largest,
which contained the

hot water (caldarium),
was placed imme- -'

diately over the fur-

nace, the mouth of

which is shown by the square aper-
ture at the bottom of the annexed

woodcut; over that was placed a

second (tepidarium), which only re-

ceived a mitigated heat from the

greater distance of the fire, and

which, therefore, contained water of

a lower temperature ; the uppermost
of all (frigidariuni) received the cold

water direct from the cistern ; thus,

when the hot water was drawn off

from the lowest copper, the empty
space was immediately filled up with
fluid which had already acquired a
certain degree of heat, and the second
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was again replenished with cold

water from above. All this is made

very clear by the illustration, which
shows the three boilers used in the

baths at Pompeii, as restored by Sir

W. Gell from the impressions which
their figures have left in the mortar
of the wall behind them in which

they were set.

A'LA. The wing of a bird, and

thence, from the resemblance in use,

the feather affixed to the shaft of an
arrow to guide and steady its course

through the air. (Virg. JEn. ix. 578.)
The example shows a Greek arrow
found in Attica.

2. A large recess in Roman houses
of any size and splendour, of which
there were generally two, one on
each side of the atrium (Vitruv. vi.

3. 4.), furnished with seats, and
closed in front with curtains; and

which, if we may judge from the

analogy afforded by the houses of

modern Turkey, (which have two

precisely similar recesses on their

galleries, closed with curtains, and
fitted with divans,) were intended for

the master of the house to receive

his visitors, and enjoy the conver-
sation of his acquaintance. The
position of the Alee is shown on the

ground-plan of the house of Pansa

[see DOMUS], where they are marked
c. c ; their internal elevation in the

engraving above, which is a restor-

ation of the atrium of the house of

Sallust at Pompeii, and in which the

entrance to the ala3 is formed by the

two large doorways with the curtains

drawn aside at the furthest angle of
the chamber, on the right and left

hand.

3. In large buildings, such as a
basilica or Etruscan temple, which
were divided by rows of columns into

a centre nave and two side aisles,

like our churches (a distribution, of

which the great temple at Psestum
affords an existing specimen ; see

also the illustration to BASILICA),
these side aisles appear to be termed
Alee by Vitruvius (iv. 7. 2.) ; and,
in consequence, Professor Becker

(Gallus, p. 107. Transl) wishes to

establish that the alee of private
houses were not the apartments de-

scribed above, but merely two side-

aisles, separated in like manner by
rows of columns from the centre of

the atrium. But, to support this

position, he is under the necessity of

inventing an imaginary atrium of his

own, unlike any which has yet been
discovered either at Pompeii or else-

where of separating the caveedium

from the atrium, and of composing
a Roman house upon a plan entirely

conjectural, which he, therefore, dis-

tributes into the three separate divi-

sions the atrium first, next the

cavsedium, and the peristyle beyond ;

all which, though plausible enough
in theory, receives no corroboration

from anything yet brought to light ;

and, therefore, in the absence of posi-
tive authority, the interpretation

given under No. 2. seems most en-

titled to confidence.

4. The wing of an army, which, in

the Latin writers, is equivalent to

saying the division or contingent
furnished by the allies

;
for these

were always stationed on the flanks,
to cover the legions consisting of

Roman citizens, who always occupied
the centre of the battle array. Veget.
Mil. 2. 14.

5. For a similar reason, also ap-

plied to a brigade of cavalry con-

taining 300 men and upwards, fur-

nished by the allies, and in like

D 2
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manner posted upon the flanks. Cin-

cius ap. Gell. xvi. 4. 4.

ALABASTER or ALABAS-
TRUM (d\daarrpos and -ov). A
small vase for holding oint-

ments of a choice de-

scription (Cic. Fragm. ap.
Non. s. v. p. 545. Mercer.

Pet. Sat. Ix. 3.) ; mostly
made out of an onyx stone

(Pliri. H.N. xxxvi. 12.), or

sometimes of gold (Theocr.

Idyl. xv. 114.), but of a

peculiar form, like the shape of a

pear, a pearl drop, or a rose bud, to

all of which it is likened. (Plin.
H. N. ix. 56. Id. xxi. 10.) The

example is from an original formerly
in the possession of the Roman anti-

quary Pietro Ciacconi. Fortunatus

Schackius, Myriothec. i. 47.

ALA'RII. The troops stationed

on the wings of a Roman army, in-

cluding both infantry and cavalry,
which were always formed out of the

contingents furnished by the allies,

and consequently varied in their arms
and accoutrements, according to the

customs of the different nations by
whom they were supplied. (Cic. Fam.
ii. 17. Cses. B. G. i. 51.) Bodies of

j

such troops are represented in several ;

battles on the Column of Trajan, as
i

of the German auxiliaries, and Sar-
|

matian cavalry, &c., each in the
|

costume of their respective countries,
j

ALBA'RIUM or OPUS ALB.
(Kovlafia). Stucco or cement, with
which brick walls were covered,
made out of sandstone, brick, and

marble, powdered and ground toge-
ther for an outside coating ; or of gyp-
sum and plaster of Paris, for the finer

kinds used in the interior. Vitruv.
vii. 2. Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 55. ib. 59.

ALBA'RIUS (jeowarfc). A plas-
terer, whose trade it was to cover the
walls with cement, and make orna-
mental cornices, friezes, and reliefs
in stucco. Inscript. ap. Gruter. 642.

Compare Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 59.

albatus (Plin. H.N. viii. 65.), a driver

who wore the white colour, or be-

longed to the white company (factio

albatd).
ALBO-GALE'RUS. The fur cap

worn by the Flamen Dialis, which
was made of the

skin of a white

victim which had
been sacrificed to

Jupiter, with a

spike of olive

wood projecting
from the top, pre-

cisely as seen in

the illustration taken from a medal
struck in honour of Marcus Anto-
ninus. Festus. s. v. Varro. ap. Gell.

x. 15. 4.

ALBUM (\evKufjLa). A space or

patch covered with white plaster

against the walls of a building, upon
which public announcements or ad-

vertisements to the public were

11.

ALBA'TUS. Clothed in white.
Thus in the Circensian games, auriga

written ;
and thence the name is

given to any sort of white tablet

bearing an inscription, such as a list

of the senators, the praetor's edicts, or

things of a like nature. (Paul. Sen-

tent. 1. i. t 14. Seneca. Ep. 48. Cic.

Orat ii. 12.) The illustration is a

facsimile, upon a reduced scale, of an
album written against one of the

houses in Pompeii, which appears to

have been equivalent to a modern

announcement, such as :
" Patron-

ized by the Royal Family," or "
By

appointment." The words of it

are MARCUM . CERRINIUM . VATIAM .

AEDILEM . ORAT . UT . FAVEAT .

SCRIBA . ISSUS . DIGNTJS . EST. i.e..

Issus, the scribe, solicits the pa-

tronage of M. Cerrinius Vatia, the

sedile ; he is a fit person.
ALEXANDRI'NUM OPUS. A

particular kind of mosaic work,
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especially used for the flooring of

rooms, and belonging to the class of

pavements termed sectilia, the dis-

tinctive character of which consisted

in this, that the frets or patterns

forming the designs, were composed by
the conjunction of only two colours,

red and black for instance, on a white

ground, as in the example, which re-

presents a portion of a pavement in a

house at Pompeii. (Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 25.) The words of Lampridius
seem to imply that this description of

mosaic was first introduced by Seve-

rus
;
but such a notion is rendered

untenable by the numerous specimens
of it in the Pompeian houses. We
must, therefore, understand that

Severus merely introduced the cus-

tom of forming such pavements by
the contrast of two sorts of marble
different in colour and quality from
those which had been previously em-

ployed for the purpose, viz. porphyry
and Lacedaemonian marble.
ALIC'ULA. A short cloak or

mantle resembling the chlamys in

form, but of smaller dimensions,
fastened by a brooch in front, and

worn by persons of humble means
(Mart. Ep. xii. 82.), by sportsmen

(Pet. Sat. xl. 5.), and by young
persons. (Ulp. Dig, 34. 2. 24.) It is

often seen in works of ancient art,

like the example, which is from a

painting at Pompeii, in all of which
the designation is clearly explained

by the resemblance it bears to a pair
of little wings, as the wind or motions

of the wearer raise it floating from

his shoulders.

A.'LIPES(irTp6irovs). Having wings
on the feet, an epithet especially given

to the god Mercury, as in the ex-

ample from a terra cotta lamp. Ovid.

Fast. v. 100. Id. Met. iv. 753.

ALIP'ILUS^apcmATpios). A slave

attached to the baths, or kept by
private persons for the purpose of

plucking out the straggling hairs from

any parts of the body, or under the

arm-pits. Both males and females

were employed for this purpose.

Seneca, Ep. 56. Compare Juv. Sat.

xi. 157. Cratin. 'Op. 2.

ALIPTES or ALIPTA (aAe/Wr/s).

Properly a Greek word, but used by
the Romans in the same sense as by
the Greeks, to designate a person who
combined in himself the several duties

and authority of a lanista and unctor.

It was his business to anoint and rub
the bodies of the Athletae with oil

and fine sand mixed together before

and after a contest in the Palaestra,
or of young persons in the gymnastic
schools

; as well as to direct and pre-
side over their training and exercises

(Aristot. Eth. N. 2. 6. 7. Pindar,

Olymp. viii. 54 71.); and also to

give them advice respecting their
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diet and mode of living, which he

was enabled to do from the knowledge
he possessed of their muscular con-

formation, and general state of bodily
health. Cic. Fam. i. 9. Celsus, i. 1.

2. A slave attached to the baths,

for whom the genuine Latin term is

unctor, whose business itwas to rub the

bather dry, scrape off the perspiration
with the strigil, and then anoint the

body with unguents. (Seneca, Ep. 56.

Juv. Sat. vi.422.) The illustration is

taken from a fresco which represents

a bathing room painted on the walls of

a sepulchral chamber on the Appian
Way, discovered in the last century
(Ficoroni, La Bolla d'Oro, p. 45.). It

was undoubtedly copied from some
celebrated original, for Juvenal must
have had a similar one in his mind's

eye when he wrote the passage above
referred to.

ALLIGA'TI. In a special sense, a

captive or prisoner of war with the

soldier who had

charge of him
;

i. e. the two to-

gether were called

alligati, because it

was the Roman
practice to chain
the prisoner to his

captor, the mana-
cle being fastened
to the right wrist
of the former, and
to the left of the
soldier to whose custody he was com-
mitted

; whence the allusion of Seneca

( Tranquill. i. 10.), alligati sunt qui al-

ligaverunt. (Compare Stat. Theb. xii.

460.) The illustration from the arch

dedicated by the silversmiths of Rome
to Septimius Severus, represents a

Roman soldier with his prisoner, the

latter with both his hands chained

together behind his back, while the

soldier is preparing to fasten the chain

to his own arm : the ring which
forms the manacle is seen at the end
of the chain.

ALLOCU'TIO. An address or ha-

rangue ; especially such as the Roman
generals were in the custom of de-

livering to their soldiery. Allocutions

of this kind are frequently repre-
sented on medals, triumphal arches,

and columns, at which the com-
manders appear upon a raised plat-

form (suggestuni), attended by their

chief officers, with the standards and

body of the troops arranged in front,

as here shown from a medal of An-

toninus, which also bears the inscrip-
tion ADLOCUTIO AUGUST. S. C.

ALTA'RE. According to the gram-
marians, a high altar (quasi alia ara),
which was dedicated only to the gods
above (Serv. ad Virg. Eel v. 66.

Festus, s. i\), whilst the Ara was both

lower, and employed in sacrificing to

the gods below as well as those above.

Such an interpretation may possibly

acquire authority from the engraved
gem here figured (Agostini, Gemme,
142.), in which two altars, both with

incense burning on them, but one
much more elevated than the other,

are seen ; a similar example occurs in

the miniatures of the Vatican Virgil,
in which four square altars are

depicted, two tall and two lower
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ones, and which seem to illustrate

such a passage as inter aras et

altarla (Plin. Paneg. i. 5. Compare
Plin. H. N. xv. 40.), and other

places in which the two words are

distinguished. The interpretation that

altare means that which is placed on
the altar (ara) is scarcely so satis-

factory; for in the passage of Quin-
tilian (Declam. xii. 26.) arls altaria

imponere, the reading is doubtful ;

and that of Justin (xxiv. 2.), sumptis
in manus altaribus, will bear a very
different interpretation.

ALTA'RIUM, i. q. ALTARE. Sulp.
Sev. i. 19.

ALTICINCTUS (fytfrvos): Hav-

ing the tunic drawn high up through
the girdle, and above the knees in

order to allow free action to the limbs,

*as was usual with rustics, labourers,
or persons engaged in hard work or

active exercise. (Phaedr. ii. 5. 11.)

The example is copied from the Vati-
can Virgil.
ALU'TA. Leather dressed with

alum (alumeri) in order to render it

soft and pliable ; whence the word is

often used by the poets for a boot,

shoe, purse, &c., made ofsuch leather.

Mart. xii. 26. Juv. Sat. xiv. 282.

2. A patch, or beauty spot for the

face. Ovid. Art. Am. iii. 202.

ALVEA'RE (ffpnvos, (ri/m\os). A
beehive, in which the bees make their

combs and deposit their

honey. (Columell. ix.

11. 1.) Amongst the

ancients these were
sometimes made of me-

tal, of which an ex-

ample is introduced

(s. FORT) from an original found at

Pompeii ;
also of earthenware, but

they were not approved, as being most
affected by the vicissitudes of heat

and cold. The best were made from

strips of cork, or of the fennel-plant

(ferula) sewed together; and the next

best of basket-work (Columell. ix.

6. 1. Virg. Georg. iv. 33.), as in the

example, which is taken from a Ro-
man bas-relief, in which it is intro-

duced as an emblem accompanying the

figure of Hope. Montfauc. Anliq.

Expl i. 204.

ALVEA'RIUM (cr/ojwfo). A row
of beehives, or place where beehives

stand. Varro. R.R. iii. 16. 12.

ALVE'OLUS. A diminutive of

ALVEUS, generally ; but in a special
sense of its own, a weaver's shuttle,

which was used for conveying the

threads ofthe woof (subtemen) through
the warp (stamen). (Hieron. Ep.
130. ad Demetr. n. 15. ad torquenda
subtemina in alveolis fusa volvantur.)
From this passage, and the name by
which the instrument was called, we
may safely infer that it was a flat

piece of wood rounded or pointed off

at each end, and scooped into the

shape of a boat, with a cavity in the
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centre, into which the pin of the bob-

bin was inserted ; precisely like the

figure here introduced which repre-
sents a common kind of shuttle used

in some parts of this and other coun-

tries, but which corresponds so ex-

actly with the words above quoted,

,
that it may be justly looked upon as

an ancient model unchanged by time.

There is a small hole in its side,

through which the thread is drawn,
and as the shuttle is thrown, the

bobbin and pin revolve (fusa volvan-

tur) and deliver out the thread.

AL'VEUS. From alvus, the belly ;

whence it is applied in several special
senses to a variety of objects which

possess a real or imaginary resem-

blance in form to that part of the

human body.
1. A long shallow wooden vessel

answering to our notion of the words

trough or tray, either

for holding liquids
or any other arti-

cles ; like the figure in the cut, which
is used by a carpenter for his tools and
necessaries in a Pompeian painting.
Plin. H. N. xvi. 22. Liv. i. 4.

2. A small boat or canoe used

upon rivers, of very primitive con-

struction, being hollowed out of a

single tree ( Veil. ii. 107). Theexample
here given represents a log canoe

discovered in the bog which forms the
bank of the old river at the junction of
the Nen, at Horsey near Peterborough
(Artis. Durobriv. pi. 57.), which, if

not of Roman origin, is certainly of

very great antiquity ; and, as it re-

sembles in every respect the canoes

represented on medals which com-
memorate the foundation of Rome,
it may be received as a model of the
alveus.

3. The hull of a ship ; and thence
used by the poets for the ship itself.

Sail. Jug. 21. Propert in. 7. 16.
4. A particular kind of dish or

small tray, in which certain sorts of

fruit, such as olives, were handed
round to the guests at table. Pet. Sat.
Ixvi. 7.

5. A board used by the Romans
for one of their games of skill. The
circumstance of dice as well as coun-
ters being mentioned in connection
with the game played upon the alveus

(Plin. xxxvii. 6. Val. Max. viii. 8. 2.),

implies that that game was the ludus
duodecim scriptorum, in which, as in

our back-gammon, the move was de-
cided by a throw of the dice. The
alveus, therefore, must have resembled
in some respects our back-gammon
board, and been divided in the same
manner as the abacus (see ABACUS,
No. 2.), or if any difference really
existed between the meaning of these
two words, it is possible that the lat-

ter term was strictly used when the
board consisted of a marble slab

; the
former when made like a wooden tray
with raised edges, as indeed the ori-

ginal notions of the two words of
themselves indicate.

6. A hot-water bath, constructed
in the floor of a bathing-room at the

opposite extremity to that which
contained the Labrum (Vitruv. v. 10.

4. Marquez, Case degli Antichi Ro-

mani, 317.), and furnished with a step
at the bottom, which formed a seat

for the bather when he descended into

it. (Auctor. ad Herenn. iv. 10.) The
illustration here given is a section of
the alveus in the public baths at Pom-
peii. The tinted part is the flooring
of the room formed of brickwork, in

which the flues through which the
hot air circulated are observable, one
under the bath itself, and four others
under the general flooring. A is the
alveus ; B the seat on which the bather
sat (gradus, Vitr. /. c.) ;

c a low para-
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pet wall forming the upper part of the

bath (pluteus, Vitr. /. c.), from which

two steps on the outside lead down
to the floor of the room. The general

plan of the apartment in which it is

placed, and relative situation with

respect to the other members of the

same, will be understood by referring
to the first wood-cut under BALINEAE,
letters D, h, i.

7. From this the word is sometimes

transferred in a more general sense to

any sort of vessel or convenience for

washing in. Ovid. Met. viii. 652.

8. A bee -hive. (Plin. H. N. vii.

13.) [ALVEARE.]!
ALVUS, i. q. ALVEARE. Varro,

Columell. Plin.

AMANUENSIS (fcroypo^s). A
slave or a freedman employed as a

secretary or amanuensis, to write

letters which his principal dictated

aloud. Suet. Tit. 3.

AMA/ZON CAW**). An.Amazon,
a female warrior of Scythian race,

whose armour consisted of a helmet,

a shield of peculiar form called pelta,

a bow and arrows, a sword, and double

axe (bipennis), all of which acces-

sories are shown in the illustration

which is copied from a sarcophagus
in the Museum ofthe Capitol at Rome.

Amazons are also frequently re-

presented on horse-back, in which

The common derivation of the name
from /uoCds, because they were said to

have destroyed the right breast in

order that it might not interfere with

the use of their weapons, is a mere
fiction invented by the grammarians ;

for they are always represented in

works of ancient art as perfect as other

women. See the next cut.

case they are armed with a spear, like

the ordinary cavalry of other nations ;

as in the example from a fictile vase.

AMBIV'IUM (*Af>o5os). Any road
or street that leads round a place.
Varro. ap. Non. s. Equisones, p. 450.

Mercer. Aristoph. Fragm. 304.

AM'BRICES. The cross laths (re-

gulce) inserted between the rafters and
tiles of a roof. (Festus. s. v.)

AMBUBAF^. Female musicians

and ballad singers of Syrian extrac-

tion, who frequented the Circus and

places of public resort, and sup-

ported themselves by their music and

prostitution. Suet. Nero, 27. Hor. Sat.

i. 2. 1. Compare Juv. iii. 62, 65.

AMEN'TO. To hurl a spear or

javelin by the assistance of a thong
(amentum) attached to it, which from
the passages cited below appears to

have been executed by inserting the

fingers between the ends of the thong,
and thus giving the missile a rapid

rotatory motion before it was dis-

charged ; but there is no known work
of antiquity in which this action is

represented. Lucan. vi. 221. Com-
pare Ovid. Met. xii. 321, Cic. de

Orat. i. 57.

AMEN'TUM (<rb &HM r>v &KOV-

T-iwv, Beier. ad Cic. Amic. xxvii. 7.).

A thong fastened to the shaft of a

spear or javelin at the centre of

gravity, in order to give it a greater
i impetus when thrown. (Liv. xxxvii.

E
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41. Ovid. Met. xii. 221. Sil. Ital. iv.

14.) This illustration is taken from
one of Sir W. Hamilton's fictile vases;
but in the celebrated mosaic of Pom-

peii, believed to represent the battle

of Issus, a broken spear provided with
a similar appendage is seen lying on
the ground.

2. The thong or strap by which
the soleae, crepidae, and similar kinds

of shoes were fastened on the foot

(Festus, s. t>.) as in the example from
a marble statue at Rome, where the

amentum is shown by the broad flat

thong which passes over the instep,

and through the loops (ansae) affixed

to the sides of the sole. Pliny men-
tions a sitting statue of Cornelia, the

mother of the Gracchi, which was
remarkable for having a mere sole

under the foot without any thong to

fasten it (soleis sine amento insignis,
H.N. xxxiv. 14.) ;

and similar omis-
sions are not unfrequently observable
in the Pompeian paintings, only to

be accounted for by the caprice or
inadvertence of the artists.

AM'ITES. Kpairofshafts, and par-
ticularly applied to the two long poles,
like those of a sedan-chair, which
projected from the front and back of
a BASTERNA, so as to form a double

pair of shafts for the beasts which bore
it. (Pallad. vii.2.3.) The illustra-
tion represents a conveyance common
in many parts of Europe during the
middle ages, which, though not from

any known Greek or Roman model,
is introduced because it represents to

the eye a precisely similar contrivance

to what is mentioned by Palladius.

Compare BASTERNA.
2. Strong poles of timber inserted

horizontally between two upright
posts, for the purpose of making a
fence to confine cattle within their en-
closures. ColumelLix. 1.3.

3. The two parallel rods upon
which each side of a clap-net is

stretched when laid flat upon the

ground, and by which they are made
to rise up and fall over the bird which
has alighted between them

; from
which it may also be applied to the
net itself. Pallad. viii. 12. Hor.

Epod. 2. 33.

That the ancients were acquainted
with clap-nets there is no doubt ; for

they are represented in the Egyptian
tombs, and constructed precisely upon
the same principles as those now used

by our bird-catchers. (Wilkinson's
Ancient Egyptians, vol. iii. p. 37.)
They are distinctly alluded to by
Plautus (As. i. 3. 61 72.) ;

andby Ma-
nilius (Astr. v. 371 373.), where he
describes the various ways of taking
birds: Aut nido capture suo, ramove
sedentem, Pascentemve super sur-

gentia ducere Una : in which passage
the last words graphically depict the

rising up of the clap-nets over the bird
that is feeding on the seeds which
the fowler has thrown down on the

ground (area) between them, as de-
scribed by Plautus. Lastly, Palla-
dius (/. c.) says that an owl was em-
ployed together with the amites, as a
call bird, to which use it is still put by
the modern Italians. All these cir-

cumstances seem sufficient to autho-
rise the interpretation given ; though
it should not be concealed that Festus
(s. u.) and the scholiast on Horace
(I. c.) make the word synonymous
with ancones, or varae, and explain it

by the gloss furculae aucupatoriae,
which is received by Doering, Orelli,
and the commentators generally. But
it is not probable that the Romans
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would have invented three different

words to express one and the same

thing ; nor is it easy to conceive how
birds could be caught by nets erected

upon poles, which they could so easily

fly over
;
and the general analogy of

the word, by a comparison with its

other meanings, should not be neg-
lected, both of which apply to poles

placed in a horizontal and parallel po-

sition, as distinct from those which
are set upright, or stuck in the ground.
AMIC'TUS. A general term ex-

pressive of all the various articles of

outer clothing, which were in fact

wrapped round the person (from

amicire), as distinguished from those

of the inner apparel, which were
drawn on (from induere) ; including,

therefore, the Toga, Pallium, Sagum,
Abolla, Paludamentum, &c. (Virg.
JEn.v. 421. Quint, xi. 3. 137. Com-
pare INDUTUS.) The two figures
here represented, both from Etruscan
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works, will explain distinctly what is

meant by the term. The one stand-

ing is just beginning to put on his

amictus, a loose piece of cloth, one side

of which is already passed from be-

hind over the left arm and shoulder,
whilst he is in the act of slipping his

right elbow under the other side, in

order to pull it up to the neck, so that

both the ends will depend in front of

the person in the manner represented

by the left-hand figure, in the illus-

tration to ANABOLIUM. He will then

take up the right side, draw it across

the chest, and turn the end over his

left shoulder, so as completely to en-

velope the upper part of the body in

the manner seen on the sitting figure,
who is then amictus pallio. Cic. de

Orat. iii. 32.

AMIC'ULUM. Diminutive of

AMICTUS, and including all the

smaller and finer kinds of outside

wraps, both of male and female attire,

which were disposed upon the person
in the manner explained under the

preceding word, such for instance as

the Chlamys, Sagulum, and also the

bridal Flammeum. Festus s. v. Co-
rolla.

AMPHIMAL'LUM (4*feirtAor>
A very thick and coarse description
of woollen cloth,

having a long

nap on both sides

of the fabric,

from which the

name was taken ;

it was used for

carpetting, out-

side coverings in

very cold weather,
and seems to have

been, originally at y
'

least, of foreign

manufacture, for

it was not known at Rome until the
time of the elder Pliny (Plin. H. N.
viii. 73.), and was probably intro-

duced there from Germany, for it

is represented in one of the trophies
erected by the soldiers of Antoninus
over the Germans on the column of
that emperor ;

from which the illus-

tration is taken. It will be observed
that the long nap is seen on the

inside, where the edges turn over, the
same as on the outside.

AMPHIPROS'TYLOS
o-TuAos). Ap-
plied to temples,
or to any other

edifices, which
have an open
porch or portico projecting beyond
the cella or main body of the building
at both extremities, the front and
rear, as shown on the accompanying
ground-plan. Vitruv. iii. 2. 4,

E 2
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AMPHIT'APUS
(dj^frairos).

De-

signates a particular kind of cloth,

which, like the amphimallum, had
a nap on both sides, but was of

a finer texture (Athen. v. 26.), and

probably of Oriental manufacture.

There was certainly a distinction be-

tween the two ;
for amphimalla were

not known at Rome till the time of

Pliny, whereas amphitapa are men-
tioned by Lucilius and Varro ap.
Non. s. v. p 540. Mercer.

AMPHITHEA'TRUM (a/^tfleo-

rpov). An amphitheatre ;
a build-

ing originally constructed for the

exhibition of gladiatorial combats,
but occasionally used for other kinds

of spectacles.
The exterior was always formed

by an oval wall, divided into one or

more stories of arcades, according to

the size of the building, and deco-
rated with columns, pilasters, &c.,

according to the taste of the architect,
as shown by the illustration intro-

duced, which represents the external
wall of an amphitheatre still remain-

ing in a high state of preservation at

Pola in Istria.

The interior formed an elliptical

cup or hollow (cavea), set round with

seats for the spectators, rising in

steps one above the other, and was
distributed into the following prin-

cipal parts : the arena, a flat and oval

space at the bottom, and in the centre

of the edifice, where the combatants

fought ; the podium, an elevated

gallery immediately encircling the

arena, reserved for the senators and

persons of distinction ; gradus, the

circles of seats occupied by the public,

which, when the building was lofty,

were divided into two or more flights,

termed maeniana, by broad land-

ing places (praecinctiones) and raised

walls (baltei) ; and, vertically, into

compartments in the form of an in-

verted triangle or wedge (cunei) by a

number of stair-cases (sca/<e), which
communicated with the avenues of

ingress and egress (vomitorid) within

the shell of the building. On the

top of all was a covered gallery, ap-

propriated to the women. All of

these points are discernible in the

following illustration, which repre-
sents the interior of the amphitheatre
at Pompeii in its existing state ; but,

as the drawing is necessarily made

upon a very reduced scale, and is

indistinct in parts from the dilapi-
dations it has suffered, the whole

plan and construction of these edifices

will be better understoodby comparing
it with the plan subjoined in the fol-

lowing page, which is a restored sec-

tion, and elevation of a portion of the
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amphitheatre at Pola, by the Canonico,
Pietro Stancovich (Anfiteatro di

Pola, tab. 4.), in which all the parts
are detailed more perfectly. The
company entered the theatre through
the arches on the ground-floor at the

left hand side of the engraving. A is

the podium, which is approached by
a short staircase, springing from the

third or inner corridor, in the centre

of the cut ; it is raised above the

arena by a blank wall, surmounted by
a balustrade, under which is seen one
of the doorways through which the
wild beasts or combatants emerged
upon the arena. The staircase,
which commences immediately from
the ground entrance, leads directly to

the first mcenianum (1), which the

spectator entered through the door-

ways (vomitoria) B, and descended
the flights of stairs which divide the

rows of seats between them into a

wedge-shaped compartment (cuneus},
until he came to the particular row
where his seat was reserved. The
high blank wall into which the en-

trance (B) opens, is the balteus,

and its object was to separate the

different mceniana, and prevent the

classes who were only entitled to a

seat in the upper ones from descend-

ing into those below. A branch

staircase, diverging to the left, leads

up to the corridor formed by the

arcades of the outer wall ;
from

whence it turns to the right, and con-

ducts to the second mcenianum (2),
which is entered, and distributed in

the same way as the lower one, and

separated from the one above by
another balteus (c). Other stair-

cases, but which cannot be shown on
one section, conduct in like manner
to the third mcenianum (3) and to

the covered gallery for the women
above (D). The three solid arches

in the centre of the engraving, con-

structed in the main brickwork of the

building, form a succession of cor-

ridors encircling the whole edifice,

from which the different staircases

spring, while at the same time they

support the seats of the cavea, and
the flights of stairs by which the

company entered or left the amphi-
theatre.

AM'PHORA (aV/>opefo). A large
earthenware vessel, with a handle on
each side of its neck, and terminating
in a point at bottom, so that it would
stand upright if planted in the

ground, or remain stationary if

merely leaned against a wall ; chiefly
used for containing wine in store,

for which the smallness of its dia-

meter, as compared with the height,
shows it was invented, in order to
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contain a large quantity, and only

occupy a small space. The illus-

tration represents two amphorae of

the most usual form, the one stuck in

the ground, and the other leaning

against a wall, as they were found at

Pompeii, and also shows the manner
in which they were transported from

place to place, from a terra-cotta bas-

relief, which formed the sign of a
wine shop in the same town.

AMPUL'LA. A bottle; like our

own word, a general term for any
form or material, but more accurately
for a vessel made of glass, with a

narrow neck and swelling body, like

a bladder ; whence the word is used

figuratively to signify turgid or inflated

language. (Hor. A P. 97.) The illus-

tration affords an example of various

originals excavated at Rome.
2. Ampulla olearia. An oil flask,

such as was used for carrying oil to

the baths for pouring
over the strigil to

prevent it from

scraping too sharply,
and for other general
purposes. It is described by Apu-
leius (Flor. ii. 9. 2.), exactly as re-

presented in the cut, from an original

formerly in the possession of Lorenzo

Pignori (De Serv. p. 84.), as shaped
like a lentil, with a narrow neck and

flattish sides, lenticular i forma, tereti

ambitu, pressula rotunditate.

3. Ampulla rubida. A flask co-

vered with leather, like our hunting
flasks, and used by persons on a jour-

ney to hold wine, vinegar, or oil

(Plaut. Stick, ii. 1. 77. Festus. s. v.

Kubida).
AMPULLA'RIUS. One who fol-

lowed the trade of covering glass
bottles with leather. Plaut. Hud. iii.

4. 51.

AMUS'SIS. An instrument em-

ployed by masons and builders for

testing the evenness, accuracy, and

regularity of their work, as the rule,

the square, and the plummet is by
carpenters. The exact meaning is

somewhat doubtful; for, from the

different passages where the word

occurs, it appears to have been

equally applied to a level for testing

the uniform evenness in the surface

of a wall or course of masonry (Fes-
tus. s. v. Amussim and Examussim.
Varro. ap. Non. s. v. Examussim, p. 5.

Mercer) ;
the square for proving a

right angle (Auson. Edyll xvi. 10.) ;

and the line and plummet for pre-

serving an exact perpendicular

(Sisenna ap. Charis. ii. p. 178.); but

in each case the same general use and
notion is preserved, that in whatever

way applied, it is always for the

purpose of proving that the work
is accurately and regularly done:

whence the expression adamussim or

examussim is equivalent to accurately,

i. e. according to line and rule.

Macrob. Sat. i. 4. Aul. Gell. i. 4. 1.

AMUSSITA'TUS. Made with ac-

curacy and p^cision,
as tested by

the instrument amussis ; hence, figu-

ratively, in Plautus (Mil. iii. 1. 37.),

accurate, precise.
AMUS'SIUM. A marble slab, the

surface of which was exactly levelled,

and proved by the instrument amussis,

and upon which the direction of the

winds was marked. It was then
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fixed against the external wall of a

house, as a dial, to show the point
from which the wind blew. Vitruv.

i. 6. 6. Marini, ad I

ANABATH'RUM (dvteatipov).

Generally any row of seats rising one

above another like a flight of stairs,

as was the usual arrangement in all

buildings constructed for the accommo-
dation of a numerous company, such

as the theatres, Circus, &c. (See the

illustrations under AMPHITHEATRUM.)
But the more accurate and strict

meaning of the word implies some-

thing more definite ;
viz. a temporary

set of wooden seats, constructed upon
the same principle, but which were
hired for any special occasion, as a

concert, recitation, &c., and placed
round the sides of the room for the

accommodation of a numerous audi-

ence, in the same manner as is still

common at the present day for a

similar purpose. Juv. Sat vii. 46.

ANABO L' I UM (toa86*auov).

Properly a Greek word, which has,

therefore, a more especial reference

to the customs of that people ;

though, being a general term, it

might be equally well applied to the

Romans, when descriptive of similar

habits. (Inscript. ap. Don. cl. 1.

n. 91.) It is derived from the Greek

avad\\(a,
" to cast up," and used to

designate a particular

wearing the pallium, or any similar

males and females, when the end
was thrown up so as to cover the

shoulder (Isidor. Orig. xix. 25. 7.)
in the manner represented by the

female figure of the preceding en-

graving, which is taken from a statue

of the Villa Pamfili at Rome. The
male figure, from a fictile vase, shows
the simplest mode of arrange-
ment; and is introduced here only
for the purpose of explaining more

clearly how the other was produced ;

viz. by taking up the side which

hangs down behind the right arm,

passing it across the breast, and then

throwing it over the top of the left

shoulder, so that the end will hang
down behind, instead of in front,

both the arms be covered, and
the whole person more completely

protected from the weather. In such

an arrangement, the brooch at the

throat would be first unclasped, to

make the drapery set closer, and the

whole blanket drawn more on to the

right side than in our figure, in order

to aflbrd a greater length for casting
over the shoulder. It may be re-

marked that the people of Italy adjust
their cloaks at the present day in

both of these ways, accordingly as

the external temperature is more or

less inclement.

ANACLINTE'RIUM (waKXiv-

rflpiov). The head-board of a sofa

or sleeping couch, upon which the

squab and pillow for the support of

object of the outward attire, both of Meleager.

the head rested. (Spart. Ael. Ver. 5.)
The example is from a bas-relief at

Rome, which represents the death of
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ANADE'MA (e^dS^a). A band
for the head; but more particularly

one which was used as a mere orna-

ment, such as those worn by women
and young persons of the male sex

amongst the Greeks, in contradis-

tinction to the diadema, vitta, or other

head-bands, which were the insignia
of regal, religious, or honorary dis-

tinctions. (Eur. Hippol. 83. Lucret.

iv. 1126. Paul. Dig. 34. 2. 27.) The

example is from a Pompeian painting.
ANAGLYP'TA or ANAG'LY-

PHA (avdy\vTTTa, avdy\v<t>a). Objects
cast in low relief; a bas-relief in

marble, metal, ivory, &c. Mart. iv.

39. Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 49.

ANAGNOS'TES (fcwywS<rnjf> A
slave, whose duty it was to read aloud

to his master in his study, or to the

guests at table. (Cic. Att. i. 12. Ne-

pos, Att. 14. Aul. Gell. iii. 19.) Also

a person who read out passages from
the favourite poets in the theatre or

public places (Aul. Gell. xviii. 5. 1.),

like the recitatori, or spiegatori of

modern Naples.
ANALEM7MA (cu/dAT^a). Pro-

perly a Greek word, used to designate

any thing which serves as an under-

prop ; and especially a wall, pier, or

buttress constituting the substructure

of a building (Dion. Hal.

iii. 69.), for which the

proper Latin term is Sub-
structio. The Romans
adopted it to signify the

pedestal upon which a sun-
dial was erected, often
seen in pictures and bas-
reliefs as a square pillar,
or short column (Winkelm. Mon. Ant.
Ined. No. 157. 185.); but Vitruvius,

who uses the word, applies it incor-

rectly to the dial itself. (Vitruv. ix.

1.1. Schneider ad /.) In the illus-

tration, copied from a silver cup found

at Porto d'Anzio, only a portion of

the analemma is drawn; but that is

sufficient to show what is meant : the

whole consists of a square pilaster
about five feet high, with a base at

the bottom corresponding with the

cornice at the top.
ANANCjE'UM. A vessel for

holding liquids (Varro. ap. Non. s. v.

Creterra, p. 547. Mercer), but of what

precise character is very uncertain.

It is usually interpreted a wine cup
of great capacity, employed in drink-

ing bouts, which it was compul-

sory to empty at a draught, upon
the authority of Plautus (Rud. ii. 3.

33.) ;
but the reading of the passage

is doubtful. Weise has avayKaiws.
ANATHE'MA (&m%to). Pro-

perly a Greek word, which includes

any thing that is set up as a votive

offering in a temple, such as a tripod,

statue, &c., used in a Latin form by
Prudent. Psychom. 540.

ANCPLE (rb ayKvXiov). The sa-

cred shield found, according to tra-

dition, in the palace of Nu-
ma, and supposed to have
fallen from heaven. Accord-

ing to the grammarians, it

was made of bronze, and of

an oblong oval shape, but

with a semicircular incava-

tion on each side, similar to

that on the top of the pelta (Varro,
L. L. vii. 43. Festus. s. v. Mamur."),
as seen in the illustration from a
medal of Augustus, which also has a

representation of the Salian apex by
its side. The name ancile is evi-

dently formed from the Greek nynitX^
the bend of the arm, which the gram-
marians above cited refer to the in-

cision on the sides of the shield ; but
it is clearly referable to the semi-

circular handle (compare ANSA and

ANSATUS), affixed to the top for the

purpose of suspending it on the

rod by which it was carried through
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the city by the Salii, as seen in

the annexed woodcut from an en-

graved gem, in which the curvature

of the sides is much less pronounced,
and the general form more consonant

with the language of Ovid (Fast. iii.

377.): Idque ancile vocat, quod ab

omni parte recisum est ; Quaque notes

oculis, angulus omnis abest, which can

scarcely be taken as a description of

the figure on the medal of Augustus ;

a figure which it is probable was
invented by the designer of the

medal, in conformity with the received

derivation of the Roman antiquaries;
or perhaps the effects of age have
modified the form, and made the

indentures appear more prominent and
decisive than they were in its early
state.

ANCLA'BRIS. A small table made
use of as an altar at the sacrifice, upon

which the sacrificial implements were

placed, as well as the entrails of the

victim, for the inspection of the di-

viners. (Festus s. v. Id. s. Escarice.}
The example represents a small

bronze table found at Pompeii, which
from its diminutive size, and the hol-

low form of its top, is believed to

have been employed in the manner
stated. It is rather more than eight
inches high, rather less than eight

long, and about seven wide. In one
of the Pompeian paintings a priest
is represented carrying one of these

tables to the sacrifice. Pitture di Er-
colan. iv. tav. 1.

ANCON (kyict&v). Literally an el-

bow ; i. e. the bend or angle formed by
the two bones of the arm when bent

at the elbow joint ; from this it is

transferred to several other things
which partake of the same form, or

have a resemblance to it
; and, as this

flexure consists of two separate parts
or sides, the word is generally applied
in the plural.

1. The arms or branches of a

stone-mason's or carpenter's square

(worma), which is employed
in measuring right angles ;

and was formed of two flat

rules mitred together like

an elbow joint. (Vitruv. iii.

5. 14.) The example represents a

square thus formed, which is carved

upon a sepulchral marble amongst
many other implements of a carpenter's
trade. Fabretti. ^9. 73.

2. (Trapwris ovs ry virepOvpcp. In-

script. in Elgin collection of Mus.

Brit.) The trusses or consoles which

support an ornamental cornice Qiyper-

thyruni) over a doorway ;
which are

usually made in the form of the letter

S, and are affixed under each ex-

tremity of the cornice, at right angles
with it. (Vitruv. iv. 6. 4.) The small

figure on the left hand of the engrav-
ing gives a side view of one of these

consoles, from the temple of the " Dio

Redicolo," as it is now called, near
Rome

;
the other represents the cor-

nice over the doorway to the temple
of Hercules, at Cora, and gives a
front view of the ancones depending
on each side of the cornice.
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3. Cramps of bronze or iron em-

ployed in building, for connecting

together large blocks, or courses of

masonry. (Vitruv. x. 13. 21.) These
were used instead of mortar, in all

structures of great size, and account

for the number of holes observable in

the masonry of many ancient build-

ings, from which the cramps have

been removed during the middle ages
in order to get possession of the metal.

The top figure in the illustration

shows the form of a bronze ancon

from the Coliseum, and the lower one

the manner in which it was applied
to cramp together two blocks of

stone in the same edifice.

4. The arms of an arm-chair, which

are attached to the

uprights forming the

back, and thus with

them constitute a

right angle like the

carpenter's square.

(Coel. Aur. Tard. ii.

I.) The illustration

is copied from a

marble chair in a

bas-reliefformerly in

the palace of the Cardinal Mazzarini

at Rome.
5. The prongs or forks at the end

of the props (yar&\ which the an-

cient sportsmen used to hang v

their nets upon. (Grat. Cyneg. 87.) \J
These were stuck by their sharp
ends into the ground, and at

short intervals from one another,
around any spot which it was
wished to enclose, and the nets

then hung upon the fork. Com-
pare VARA, where the manner of

setting up the net is shown.
6. A particular kind of bottle or

vessel for holding wine used in the

Roman taverns (Paul. Dig. 33. 7. 13.),

and which, from its denomination, is

not unreasonably supposed to have

been made with a bent neck, some-

thing like a retort. An example
alone is wanting to confirm the con-

jecture.
AN'CORA (ajKvpa). An anchor.

The ancient anchors were sometimes

made with only one arm or fluke, but

the most perfect kinds had two, made
of iron, and in form closely resembled

those still in use. They were usually
carried over the bows of the vessel

(Virg. Aen. iii. 277.), as in the ex-

ample from Trajan's Column ;
but

large ships had two, and sometimes

more, according to their size. Athen.

v.43.

ANCORA'LE. The cable of an

anchor, Liv. xxii. 19. Id. xxxvii. 30.

See the preceding woodcut.

2. The buoy-rope. (Plin. H. N. xvi.

16.) The buoy itself (ff-n^ov ayitvpas.

Paus. viii. 12. 1.) was made of cork,

and was attached by means of the

ancorale to a ring, which is seen at

the bottom of the shank in the pre-

ceding illustration. While the buoy
indicated the spot where the anchor

lay, the rope which held it also served

to draw the fluke out of the ground,
when the anchor had to be raised.

ANDAB'AT^E. A class of gla-

diators who fought hoodwinked, or

with a close helmet which had no

opening in the vizor to see through.

(Hieron. adv. Jov. i. 36. Cic. Fam.
vii. 10, but here the reading is doubt-

ful.) According to Turnebus (Ad-
vers. ii. 10.) they exhibited in the

Circus after the races in a sort of lu-

dicrous contest, both the driver and
Andabata being blindfolded.
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ANDRON (Mp&v). Properly
speaking a Greek word, and therefore

in its strict sense having reference to

the customs of that nation. It de-

signates the first of the two principal
divisions into which the ground-plan
of a Greek house was distributed, ap-

propriated to the sole and exclusive

use of the male portion of the esta-

blishment. (Vitruv. vi. 7. 4. Festus,
s. r.) It consisted of an open court

surrounded by colonnades

(marked c on the plan), round which
were arranged the various sets of

chambers required for the service of

the proprietor and his dependants
(Nos. 1 to 9), and was separated from
the other division containing the

women's apartments by a passage and
door (marked d) between the two.

2. The Latin writers applied the

word in a very different sense, to de-

signate a mere passage which di-

vides one house, or one part of the

same house, from another; as for

instance, the passage between the ex-

ternal wall of a house and garden ad-

joining (Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 22.) ; and the
Roman architects made use of the
same term most inaccurately to de-

signate the corridor in a Greek house,
which separated the men's and wo-
men's apartments from one another

(marked d in the preceding plan), but
for which the proper name was
Mesaulce.

ANDRONI'TIS (toSpuriru). Sy-
nonymous with ANDRON, No. 1.

ANGIPORTUS or ANGIPOR-
TUM ((TTcvcoWs). A narrow or

back street, whether in the nature of

a court which had no thoroughfare

(Terent. Adelph. iv. 2. 40.), and
which was then properly termedfun -

dula ; or merely a small back street

leading from any of the principal
ones to the less frequented parts of

the city. (Hor. Carm. i. 25. 10. Plaut.

Pseud, iv. 2. 6.) These back streets

in Pompeii are so narrow that a

person can step across them from
kirb stone to kirb stone at one stride.

ANGUIL'LA. A whip made of

eel-skin, which was used by the

Roman schoolmasters to punish their

scholars, (Plin. H. N. ix. 39. Isidor.

Orig. v. 27. 15.) The illustration is

copied from a painting at Hercu-

laneum, which represents the interior

of a school-room.

ANGCJIS. 1. A serpent, or snake,
which amongst the Romans was em-

ployed as a symbolical representation
of the genius loci, or presiding spirit
of a place. (Serv. ad Virg. Mn. v.

F 2
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85. ) Figures of serpents were there-

fore painted against a wall, in the

same way as the cross is in modern

Italy, to deter the public from con-

taminating the spot, and answered

the same purpose as our injunction
" Commit no nuisance." Pers. Sat.

i. 113.

These signs are frequently met with

in the houses
of Pompeii, in

kitchens, bake-

houses, and
such places,
where cleanli-

ness is particu-

larly desirable ;

and generally
with an altar

between them,
as seen in the

annexed illustration, which was co-

pied by the writer from one of the
corridors leading into the Thermae of

Trajan at Rome. It, is painted in

fresco, and has the following inscrip-
tion underneath :

IOVEM ET JDNONEM ET DUODECIM
DEOS IRATOS HABEAT QUISQUIS HIC
MINXERIT AUT CACARIT.

2. A military ensign made in imi-

tation ofthe figure of
a serpent, and which
was adopted in the
Roman armies for

the ensign of a co-

hort. (Claud. inRu-
fin.il 5. 177. Sidon.
A poll. 5. 40.) It

was more common-
ly termed DRACO,
under which name the materials, cha-

racter, and uses are more fully de-

scribed. The illustration is copied
from the Column of Trajan.
ANGUSTICLA'VIUS. One who is

entitled to wear upon his tunic the
ornament called clavus anguatus, a
distinctive badge of the equestrian
order. Suet. Otho, 10. [CLAVCS.]
ANQUI'NA (a7/c<nVa). The collar

by which the yard-arm of a vessel is

fastened to the mast, technically called

the " truss" by our sailors. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 4. 7. Helvius Cinna ap.
Isidor. I. c.

In the illustration, which is copied
from a fictile lamp, the anquina ap-

pears as a semicircular ring, or band
of wood, or of metal, but it was

usually made of rope. It received its

appellation from the primary sense of

the Greek word, which means a bent

arm. The ayKoiva StirA^, which is

spoken of amongst the Greeks as

employed for vessels of a large class,

such as Quadriremes, &c., does not

mean that the yard was fitted with

two trusses, but that the truss was
made of a double thickness of rope to

bear the wear and tear proportional
to the size of the yard.
ANSA (&JKOS, ay/c^). That by

which we take hold of any thing ;

whence it is specially applied, in the

same way as our own word "handle,"
to many objects which differ essen-

tially from one another in form and

character, though all are employed
for the same general purpose, as a

handle to hold by. Of these the most

important are the following :

1. (Aog?? TO dira). The handle of

any vessel for containing liquids, as

cups, jugs, amphorae, &c.

These of course varied in

form, according to the

taste of the artist who de-

signed them, and are in-

differently placed upon the

neck, one or both sides, or

from top to bottom of the vessel, as best

suited the beauty of the whole out-

line, of which the ancient artists

always made them a component part,
so as not to have the appearance of

being stuck on afterwards, as mere
accessories or afterthoughts. The
illustration is taken from a bronze

jug found at Pompeii, with a single
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handle, of a very beautiful, though
simple character ; but a great variety
of other forms will be shown in the

course of the work. Cato, JR. It.

113. Virg. Eel iii. 45. Ov. Her. xiv.

252. Id. Met. viii. 653.

2. Ansa ostii (eTnoTrao-Hjp, Kopuvn,

^oTTTpoi/). The handle of a door by
which it is pulled open or shut to,

and which also served as a knocker.

(Pet. Sat. 96. 1.) These are fre-

quently represented as simple rings
attached to a hold-fast ;

in other cases

they are more elaborately designed and

ornamented, as in the illustration an-

nexed, which is copied from an original
of bronze, and formerly belonged to

the door of a house at Pompeii.
3. Ansa crepidce (ay/wAy. The

loop or eye
on the side

leather of the

Greek shoe,
called crepida,

through which
the thong or lace was passed and
crossed over the instep to bind it on the
foot. (Tibull. i. 8. 14.) There were
the same number of these on each side
of the shoe, as may be collected from
the well-known story of Apelles, who
was reproved by a cobbler for having
omitted one of the ansce in a work
which he had exposed to public view.

(Plin. H.N. xxxv. 36. 12.) The
form and character is clearly seen in

the illustration, from a marble foot

of Greek sculpture.
4. Ansa statera. The eye or handle

it is suspended, and which formed its

centre of libration, being fixed to the
shortest half of the beam, nearest the
end on which the scale or object to

be weighed was attached. (Vitruv. x.

3, 4. ) The illustration is copied from
a bronze steel-yard found at Pompeii.

5. Ansa gubernaculi (ofa|). The
handle of a rudder (Vitruv. x. 3.

5. ), which was the top of the rudder

pole (A A in the illustration), which
the helmsman held with both his

hands, when the rudder consisted of a

mere oar without any tiller (^c/auws),

as in the right-hand cut. But in

on the top of a steel-yard, by which

large vessels, when the addition of a

tiller was necessary, he placed one
hand on the ansa (at A, left-hand

cut), and the other on the clavus

(B), which enabled him to move his

helm with much greater facility. The
right-hand figure is copied from the

Column of Trajan ; the left-hand one
from a painting at Pompeii.

6. Ansa ferrea. An iron cramp
by which the large blocks of stone

were fastened together in ancient

buildings, when mortar was not used.

Vitruv. ii. 8. 4. same as ANCON (6),
where an illustration is given.
ANSA'TUS. Furnished with a

handle or handles, as explained in the

preceding word.

2. Ansata hasta, Ansatum telum

(ayKv\d)T6s, ayKv\r]T6v, fj.taa.-yitvXov). A
spear or javelin, which was furnished
with a semicircular rest for the hand,
attached like a handle to the shaft,
These handles were not permanent
fixtures, but were put on to their
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weapons by the soldiers before going
into battle, or upon an emergency, as

occasion required (Plutarch. 2. p. 180.

C. ed. Xylandr. Compare Xen. Anab.

iv. 2. 28.), and they served a double

purpose, to assist in hurling them,
when employed as missiles ansatas

mittunt de turribus hastas (Ennius ap.
Non. s. v. Ansatce, p. 556.) ;

or as a

stay for the hand which gave force to

the thrust when used at close quar-
ters, ansatis concurrunt telis (Ennius,

ap. Macrob. Sat. vi. 1.). Both of
these uses are indicated by the illus-

tration, copied from a painting on the
walls of a warrior's tomb at Psestum

(Nicolai, Antichita di Pesto, tav. vi.) ;

and which is valuable for the autho-

rity it affords respecting the true

meaning of a word, hitherto only
guessed at, or misunderstood. But
this picture proves the characteristic
difference between the ansa and
amentum of a javelin ; the latter, as is

well known, being a mere thong ; the

former, as here shown, and in ac-
cordance with the primary and other
notions of the word, both in Latin
and Greek, a handle either of an
angular or curved form attached to
some other object.
AN'SULA. Diminutive of ANSA ;

applied in all the senses illustrated
under that word. Valerius Maximus
(viii. 12. 3.), in relating the story
about Apelles and the cobbler, uses the
diminutive ansulce instead of ansce

employed by Pliny (H.N. xxxv. 36.

12.) ; and in the illustration to

ANSA (3) it will be observed that there

are in reality a number of smaller

loop-holes under the larger ones.

That wood-cut will, therefore, afford

an example both of the ansa and

ansula strictly taken.

ANT^E (7rapa<rTa5es). Square

pilasters (Non. s. v. p. 30.), which
are used as a termi-

nation to the side

walls of a temple,
when those side walls

are projected beyond
the face of the cella,

or main body of the

building. (Vitruv. iv.

4. 1.) As one of

these pilasters is re-

quired on each side to form a cor-

responding support, the word is

always used in the plural ;
and thus a

temple is said to be in antis or Iv

irapaffrdo-t (Vitruv. iii. 2. 2.), when
the porch is formed by the projection
of the side walls, terminated, as de-

scribed, by two square pilasters,

which have two columns between

them.
ANTA'RIUS. Funes antarii ;

ropes employed in the erection of a

mast, column, or any other object of

great weight and height. (Vitruv. x.

2. 3.) They were fastened to the

head of the column, and to the ground
on each side of it at proper distances,

in order to keep it steady, and prevent
its inclining either way, whilst being
erected.

ANTEAM'BULO. A slave whose

duty it was to precede the lectica

of his master or mistress, and clear

the way through a crowd (Suet. Vesp.

2.) ; hence the same name is also

applied to the freedman or client

who performed the obsequious office

of walking before his patron when
he went abroad. Mart. Ep. ii. 18.

ANTECESSO'RES. Light ca-

valry soldiers who formed the ad-

vanced guard of an army on the

march ; they cleared the way for the

main body, and selected the positions
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for a halt or a camp. Hirt. Bell.

Afr. 12. Suet. Vit. 17.

ANTECURSO'RES. Same as

ANTECESSORES. Cses. Bell. Civ. 1.

16.

ANTEFIX'A. Ornaments in

terra- cotta, invented by the Etruscan

architects, from whom they were
j

borrowed by the Romans, and used

to decorate various parts of an edifice

externally as well as internally, to

cover a flat surface, or conceal the

junctures between two blocks of

masonry, or to make an ornamental

finish to any rough or inelegant con-
j

tour. Hence the name is specially !

applied to the following distinct

objects.
1. Long flat slabs of terra-cotta

with designs in relief, which were

design, and most frequently formed

by the mask of a lion's head, in

allusion to the inundation of the

Nile, which takes place when the

sun is in the sign of Leo. The illus-

tration is taken from an original
found at Rome, which shows a round

hole in the mouth, where a leaden

tube was inserted to form a spout for

the discharge of the water.

3. Upright ornaments placed along
the top of an entablature, above the

nailed along the whole surface of a

frieze (zophorus\ in order to enrich

the entablature, and give to the part
a finished and ornamental effect. The
Greek artists sculptured the marble

itself, and held such a contrivance

for concealing defects in supreme
contempt. (Liv. xxxiv. 4.) The il-

lustration represents an original ante-

fix found at Rome, which had once

been used for the purpose described.

The holes for the nails by which it

was fastened up are perceivable on

the surface.

2. Ornaments of the same material

which were affixed to the cornice of

an entablature, for the

purpose of affording a

vent for the rain water to

discharge itself from the

roof into the street. (Fest.
s. y.) They represent
the "gurgoils" of Gothic archi-

tecture, but are of a more simple

upper member of the cornice, to con-

ceal the ends of the ridge tiles (im-

brices), and the juncture of the flat

ones. The illustration represents a

front and side view of two originals
found at Rome ; the upper figure, in

the centre, shows the ends of the tiles

as they appear without the antefix,

the one beneath it with the antefixes

attached ; the right-hand figure also

shows the shoulder at the back, which
was inserted under the imbrex, to fix

it up ; and the left-hand one, which
has an image of Victory on its face,

thus presents a graphic commentary
to the passage of Livy (xxvi. 23.),

where he mentions that the statue of

Victory on the top of the temple of

Concord, fell down, and was caught
by the Victories in the antefixes :

Victoria, quce in culmine erat, fulmine
icta decussctque, ad Victorias, quce in

antefixis erant, hcesit, &c.

ANTEN'NA (MKpiov). The
yard-arm of a ship ;

which was made
of a single piece of fir when the

vessel was a small one, but of two

pieces braced together for those of a

larger size. Hence the word is often

met with in the plural number, while
the sail attached to it is at the same
time expressed by the singular an-
tennis totum subnectite velum (Ovid,
Met. xi. 483.). Small yards of a

single piece are represented in several
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of the wood-cuts, illustrative of ancient

shipping in different parts of this

work ; and the yard introduced at

p. 36. s. v. ANQUINA shows distinctly
the manner in which the two pieces
were joined together for the larger
kinds. The yard itself is taken from
a bas-relief on a tomb at Pompeii ;

the details of the sail and truss by
which it is fixed to the mast, from
two terra-cotta lamps of Bartoli.

ANTEPAGMEN'TUM. The
jamb of a door-case ; especially so

termed when the jamb was made
with an ornamental moulding which

projected before the upright pillar

(scapus cardinalis) that formed the

pivot on which the door turned, and
concealed it entirely from view on
the outside. Vitruv. iv. 6. Festus,
s. v. Cato. R. E. xiv. 4.

This will be readily understood by
the illustration, which represents an
elevation and ground-plan of the
ancient door and door-case still re-

maining to the church of S. Theodore

at Rome, formerly the temple of

Remus. On the right side the ante-

pagmentum is cut away in order to

expose the shaft and socket, while
the left side and the ground-plan
show the manner in which those parts
were concealed by the antepagmentum,
and explain the real meaning of the

word. It will also be observed that

a door so constructed could only open
inwards

;
the style of the door, to

which the pivot was affixed, and the
socket in which it turned, being
placed behind a projecting part of
the jamb, which was hollowed to re-

ceive it, and thus formed a sort of
frame lapping over the edges of the
door on the outside, so as to exclude
the external air from the interior.

2. Antepagmentum superius. Vitruv.

iv. 6. 1. The lintel of a door-case ;

especially when the door opened
inwards, and the moulding of the
lintel lapped over its upper edge, in

the same manner as just described
with respect to the jambs on the

sides, a construction commonly
adopted in the houses at Pompeii,
where the doors are usually placed

entirely behind the door case.

ANTEPILA'NI. The men who,
in the battle array of the Roman
legion, were drawn up before the
Pilani or Triarii, who were posted
in the third line. Thus it is a general
term, comprising the soldiers of the
two first lines, and including both the
Hastati and Principes, as they were

respectively called. Liv. viii. 8.

ANTE'RIDES (epetV^aro). But-
tresses built up against the outside of
a wall to support it if weak (Vitruv.
vi. 8. 6.), seldom employed by the
Greek or Roman architects, except
to strengthen a foundation. The
illustration shows the construction of

the Cloaca Maxima at Rome, with
external buttresses on each side of
the masonry, as seen in an excavation

superintended by Piranesi. These

buttresses, however, are formed of a
different stone from the rest of the

work, and were not part of the original
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construction, but may be regarded
as vestiges of the repairs which the

sewers underwent upon the occasion

alluded to by Dionysius (iii. 67.),
when a sum of not less than 200,000/.
of our money was laid out upon them.
ANTESIGNA'NI. A body of

the boldest and best men of the

legion, who were stationed imme-

diately before the standards to pre-
vent their being captured by the

enemy. Cses. B.C. i. 57. Liv. xxii. 5.

Id. ix. 39.

ANTES'TOR. To summon a per-
son, or ask him to become witness

that a defendant refuses to come into

court. On such occasions the plaintiff
asked any of the bystanders to bear
witness of the defendant's contempt,
by the words licet antestari ; upon re-

ceiving his assent, he touched the ear

of his witness, then seized upon the

person of his opponent, and dragged
him forcibly into the court. Plaut.

Pers. iv. 9. 10. Hor. Sat. i. 9. 78.

Plin. H. N. xi. 103.

ANTLE. The ringlets of a

woman's head of hair, which hang

down to the ears from the temples
(Festus, s.v. Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 8.),
and likewise the side locks of males,
when studiously arranged in the same

way from the temples down the sides

of the face (Apul. Flor. i. 3. 3.) ; as

in the example, from a small bronze

figure found at Herculaneum. The
illustration to ANADEMA shows these

ringlets as worn by females, from a

Pompeian painting.
ANTILE'NA. A breast strap

attached to the pack saddles of a
beast of burden,
in order to keep
the saddle from

sliding back-
wards. (Isidor.

Orig. xx. 16.)
It was fastened

to the front of the

saddle on both

sides, and passed across the chest of

the animal, as in the illustration from
a painting at Herculaneum ;

and was
a necessary appendage to the pack-
saddle in all mountainous countries,
where the ascents are steep.

ANTIQUA'RIUS. A term used

under the empire, and distinct from

Librarius, to designate a person em-

ployed in copying old books (Isidor.

Orig. vi. 14. 1.), and who wrote in

the old uncial character after the

running letters had come into general
use. Becker, Gallus. i. p. 164. Transl.

ANTLIA (dvrXta). A pump, or

other machine for raising water, in-

cluding all the various contrivances

adopted by the ancients for that pur-

pose ; and not indicating any par-
ticular construction ; the word being
used by Martial (Ep. ix. 19. 4.) to

designate the pole and bucket
; by

Suetonius (Tib. 51.), the water tread-

wheel ; and by
- Callixenus (op.

Athen. v. 43.), the Archimedean
screw. The different machines thus

comprised under the general term
Antlia are described and illustrated

under their own specific names, and
are as follows : 1. ROTA AQUARIA ;

2. TYMPANUM ; 3. TOLLENO ; 4. GIR-
G
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GILLUS; 5. CTESIBICA MACHINA

and SIPHO ;
6. COCHLEA.

ANULA'RIUS and ANNUL A'-

RIUS. One who follows the trade

of making rings. (Cic, Acad. ii. 46.)

The ring makers formed a distinct

collegium or company at Rome. In-

script. ap. Murat. 2015. 5.

ANULA'TUS and ANNULA'-
TUS. In general, having or being

furnished with rings ;
whence

1. Anulati pedes, having fetters on

the feet, in the manner of the farming

slaves amongst the Romans, who
worked in chains (Apul. Met. ix.

p. 184.), as in the example, from an

engraved gem.
2. Anulatoe aures. Ears with rings

in them (Plaut. Pcen. v. 2. 20.), as

in the example, from a Pompeian
painting.
A'NULUS or AN'NULUS (5a-

rvAios, fftypayis). A
ring for the finger ;

originallymade ofiron,
and used as a signet for

sealing. Subsequently,
however, golden rings
were adopted instead of iron, but the
use of that metal atRome was restricted

to the senators, chief magistrates, and

equites. (Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 4.) The

example represents an original from

the Dactyliotheca of Gorlaeus. The

signet ring was
worn on the fourth

finger of the left

hand both by the

Greeks and Ro-
mans (Aul. Gell.

x. 10.) ;
see the right-hand figure in

the cut, which represents the hand of

Jupiter, from a Pompeian painting ;

and thence the expression, sedere ad
anulos alicui (Bum. Paneg. ad Const.

15.), means to sit on the right hand

of any one. But under the empire
the fashion of wearing rings of various

kinds, and degrees of value, as mere

ornaments, became prevalent amongst
all classes, and were worn on different

fingers of both hands, as well as

several at a time (Mart. Ep. v. 61.

Id. xi. 59.); see the left-hand figure

from a Pompeian painting, which

shows a female hand with three

rings, two on the fourth, and one on

the little finger.
2. Anulus bigemmis. A ring which

has two precious stones set in it.

(Valerian, in Epist.

ap. Trebell. Claud.

14.) The illustra-

tion exhibits an

original from the

Dactyliotheca of

Gorlaeus (Part i.

No. 68) with two

engraved gems set in it ; one, a large

signet, with the figure of Mars, and

the other a smaller one, with a dove

and myrtle branch.

3. Anulus velaris. A curtain ring,

made like our own, to run upon a

rod for the purpose of drawing or

withdrawing the curtain. Amongst
the Romans these rings were usually
made of hard wood. (Plin. H.N.
xiii. 18.) In a house excavated

at Herculaneum in 1828 (an ele-

vation of which is given as an illus-

tration to the article DOMUS), the

iron rods upon which they ran be-
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tween the columns of the Atrium
were found entire,

and similarly placed
to the example
annexed, which is

from a miniature
of the Vatican

Virgil, and exem-

plifies their object
and use, though
from the minute-
ness of the design
not discernible

upon the rod.

4. A ring set round the circle of a

boy's hoop, for

the purpose of

creating a jing-

ling noise as the

hoop performed
its revolutions. (Mart. Epigr. xiv.

169.) Several of these were placed
on the same hoop, as shown by the

example, which is copied from a

sepulchral bas-relief on a tomb still

remaining near Tivoli.

5. A plait of long hair, arranged
in circles, like

rings, round the
back part of the
head (Mart.

Epigr. ii. 66.), as

seen in the illus-

tration annexed,
which represents

Plotina, the wife
of the emperor Trajan, from an

engraved gem. The female pea-
santry in many parts of the Roman
and Neapolitan states still continue to

arrange their hair in a similar manner.
6. In architecture, annulets ; which

consist of a series .

of rings or cir-

cular fillets, vary-
ing in ancient

examples from
three to four in number, which are

placed immediately below the echinus

of a Doric capital, and fall off per-

pendicularly under one another like

an inverted flight of steps. Vitruv.

iv. 3. 4.

APALA'RE or APPLA'RE.
description of

ladle or spoon, c
more particularly
intended for

cooking or handing round soft boiled

or perhaps poached eggs (Gloss.

Isid.) ; though it was also employed
for other purposes. (Auson, Epist.

xxi.) The illustration is copied from

an original of bronze found in a kit-

chen at Pompeii, which, it is be-

lieved, affords a specimen of one of

these implements.
APEX. Literally a pointed piece

of olive wood, set in a flock of

wool, which was worn on the

top of the head

by the Flamines
and Salii (Festus,
s. v. Albogalerus.
Serv. ad Virg. A.
x. 270.). It was
fastened by a fil-

let on each side, or to a cap which
fitted the head, as in the example,
from a Roman bas-relief; whence
the word apex is often put for the

cap itself. Fabius Pictor ap. Gell. x.

15. 3. Liv. vi. 41.

2. (KWJ/OS). The ridge on the top
of a helmet to which the crest of

horsehair was affixed. (Isidor. Orig.
xviii. 14. 2. Virg. JEn. xii. 492.) The
apex itself is prominently shown in

the annexed example, which is copied
from a bronze original found at

Pompeii; but a specimen, with the

horse-hair crest attached, is given
under the article GALEA.
APHRAC'TUS or APHRAC'-

TUM (&$pa.KTov). A ship without a

deck, or only partially covered fore

and aft, in the manner which we
G 2
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term half-decked. (Cic. Att. v. 13.)
The illustration is copied from the

Vatican Virgil, and shows by the

relative height of the men that it has

no deck in the centre ; by comparing
the decked ship (s. v. NAVIS CON-

STRATA), the different construction

of the two will be readily apparent.
APIA'RIUM (fj.\ia-<r<av, /ieAitnro-

rpo(f)f'iov). An apiary, or place
where a number of beehives are kept.
Columell. ix. 5. 6.

APIA'RIUS G*eArcrefo_ ovpy6s).
One who tends and keeps bees. Plin.

H.N. xxi. 31.

APICA'TUS. Wearing the apex
or pointed cap of the Flamen Dialis.

(Ovid. Fast. iii. 397.) See the en-

graving in the preceding column, and
article FLAMEN.
APLUS'TRE and APLUS'-

TRUM (&Aa<TToi/). An ornament
made of wooden

planks, somewhat

resembling the fea-

thers of a bird's

wing, which was

commonly placed on
the stern of a ship.

(Lucan. iii. 586. Lu-
cret. iv. 439.) The
illustration repre-
sents an aplustre in

detail from an ancient bas-relief, of
which there is a cast in the British
Museum

; the situation which it oc-

cupied upon the vessel is shown in
the preceding wood-cut.

APODYTE'RIUM (dirotivrfyiov).An undressing-room ; especially a
chamber in the baths (Cic. Q. Fr.
iii. 1.. 1. Plin. Ep. v. 6. 25.), where
the visitors undressed, and left their

clothes while bathing ; for in the

public establishments every person
was compelled by law to strip himself

before he passed into the interior

apartments, as a check to robbery,
and to prevent the concealment of

stolen articles about the person. (Cic.

Coel. 26.) The illustration repre-

sents the interior of the Apodyterium
in the baths at Pompeii ; its relative

position with regard to the other

apartments of the establishment may
be seen on the ground-plan of

BALINE.E, on which it is marked
A. It is furnished with three doors :

the one on the left hand, at the

further end of the engraving, is

the general entrance from the out-

side ; that on the right of it opens
into the cold bath ;

and the nearest

one on the right gives access to the

warm bath. Seats for dressing and

undressing upon run along three sides

of the room ; and holes are seen in

the walls, in which wooden pegs were
fixed for hanging up the clothes. The
small dark niche under the window
served to contain a lamp.
APOPHORE'TA (

Presents which a host gave to his guests
at the conclusion of an entertainment,
to be carried home with them. Com-
pliments of this kind were more espe-

cially customary during the fete of
the Saturnalia. Suet. Cal. 55. Id.

Vesp. 19.

APOSPHRAGIS'MA (dirofffpd-

yiff/j.a'). The device or impression
upon a signet ring. (Plin. Epist. x.

55. 3.) See the illustrations s. v.

ANULUS.
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APOTHE'CA (tiroes). A
store-room or repository for any de-

scription of stock. (Cic. Vatin. 5. Id.

Phil. ii. 27.) This word contains

the elements of the Italian bottega,
and French boutique, a shop ; but that

is a perversion of the original sense
;

which did not mean a store in which

goods were kept for sale, but only for

the private use of the owner. Com-
pare TABERNA.

2. In a more special sense by the

Romans, a store room for wine in the

upper part of the house (whence
Horace, Od. iii. 21. 7. descende testa;
Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 13. Plin. H.N. xiv. 14.

6. and 7.), where it was kept to ripen
in amphorae, or, as we might say,

" in

bottle ;

"
whereas the new wine in

dolia and cupce, or, according to our

expression
" in the wood," was placed

below in the cella vinaria. [CELLA.]
APOTHEO'SIS (d 0e(rw). A

word borrowed from the Greek lan-

guage, but only used at a late period
(Tertull. Apol 34.), for which the
Latin term is CONSECRATIO, which
see.

APPARITO'RES. A collective

name given to the public officers

attached to the service of the Roman
magistrates, including the ACCENSI,
LICTORES, PR^CONES, SCRIBE, VIA-
TORES, &c. Cic. Q. Fr. 1. 1. 4. Suet.

Tib. 11.

2. In the army, the servants who
waited upon the military tribunes.

Hirt. B. Afr. 37. Lamprid. Alex.
Sev. 52.

above another
; and others were built

with two or three tiers of arches,

AQU^DUCTUS
An aqueduct; an artificial channel,

frequently of many miles in length,
for the purpose of conveying a pure
stream of water from its source to

any determinate point. (Cic. Att. xiii.

6. Frontinus de Aquceduct.') The
illustration represents a portion of
the aqueduct constructed by the em-
peror Claudius, which is built of tra-

vertine stone, and upon a single tier

of arches ; but some aqueducts con-

veyed as many as three separate
streams in distinct channels, one

according to the nature of the sites

over which they passed. The channel

(specus), through which the water

flowed, is seen, uncovered at the top.

AQUA'GIUM. A water course
or stream of water which was com-
mon property, and could only be
diverted in small portions by the pro-

prietors through whose lands it

passed. Pomp. Dig. 43. 20. 3.

AQUA'LIS. Any vessel which
contains water for drinking ; a water

can, or water jug. Plaut. Cure. ii. 3.

33. Id. Mil. iii. 2. 39.

2. The same as Matula (Varro,
L. L. v. 119.); to which the joke
contained in the passage of Plautus

(Mil. iii. 2. 39.) probably alludes.

AQUA'RIUS (%o04w>s). A
water carrier. Cic. Fam viii. 6.

2. A slave employed in the baths,
who brought in the water, poured it

over the bather, and filled the labra,
which latter duty is shown by the
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figure in the illustration, copied from

a fictile vase. These men were noted

for their licentious habits. Juv. vi.

332. compared with Festus, s. v.

3. An officer at Rome attached to

the service of the aqueducts, whose

duty it was to see that not more than

the quantity allowed by law to each in-

dividual, or public establishment, was

laid on from the main. Front. Aq.

AQUILA. The eagle, the prin-

cipal ensign of the Roman legion

(Plin. H.N. x. 5.),

made of silver or

bronze, and with ex-

panded wings, as

shown in the ex-

ample, from an ori-

ginal published by
La Chausse (Recueil

cTAntiq. Romaines, v.

15.). The manner
in which it was carried is shown by
the illustration to the following word.

2. (cue-nfc, derds, dercqua). In archi-

tecture the triangular face included

by the horizontal and sloping cornices

of a pediment, to which latter it

formed, as it were, a support (sus-

tinentis jastigium aquilce. Tac. Hist.

iii. 71.). The term is properly Greek

(Pausan. i. 24. 5. Id. v. 10. 20.), and

corresponds to the Latin TYMPANUM ;

unless the latter word was employed
when the part consisted of a mere
naked face unadorned with sculpture ;

and the former, when the surface was
broken by bas-reliefs ; for the name
originated in a very early Greek

practice of carving an eagle in the

pediment of a temple, especially of

those which were dedicated to Jupi-
ter, as in the example from a bas-
relief of the Villa Mattel at Rome.
In Etruscan or other edifices of arseo-

style construction, the aquila was
formed of wood, in order to lighten

the pressure upon the architrave ;
a

circumstance which caused the con-

flagration of the temple of Jupiter

Capitolinus, when the Capitol was

besieged by Vespasian. Tac. Hist. I. c.

AQUIL'IFER. The principal

ensign of a Roman
legion, who carried

the eagle. (Cses.
B. G. v. 37. Suet.

Aug. 10.). There
was but one aquilifer
to each legion, though
there were many
signiferi, or standard

bearers. (VegetJftt
ii. 13. Compare Tac.

Ann. i. 39. and 61.)
The example is taken
from the Column of

Trajan, on which an

ensign carrying the

eagle is several times

represented, with the

skin of a wild beast

over his head and back, in the same
manner as here shown.

AQUIMINA'RIUM, AQUIMI-
NA'LE, or AQU^MANA'LIS. A
jug from which water was poured
over the hands before and after meals,
It was accompanied by a basin to

receive the water as it fell from the

hands, so that the two together would
answer to our "basin and ewer."

Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 547. Ulp.

Dig. 34. 2. leg. 19. n. 12.

ARA (frvrhpiov, f}o)n6s). An altar ;

i. e. any structure raised above the

ground, either of turf, stones, brick,
or sculptured marble, upon which
the offerings made to the gods were

placed or burned. Altars were either

circular or square, with a cavity

at the top, in which the fire was
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kindled, and an orifice at the side

or bottom, through which the libations

of wine, or juices of the burnt offering,

exuded. The cavity for the fire is

shown at the top, and the orifice for

the outflow of liquids at the bottom, of

the right-hand figure in the cut, which
is copied from a Pompeian painting ;

the left-hand figure is from a fictile

vase, and shows the liquid streaming
out from a vent-hole placed higher

up. These parts are essential to

every altar, on which victims were

burnt, or libations poured ;
where

they are wanting, though the marble
bears a general resemblance to an

altar, it is only a cippus, not an ara,
a fact which archaeologists too often

lose sight of.

2. Altars were erected in the fol-

lowing situations. In the lucus, or

sacred grove, before the statue of the

divinity to whom it was consecrated

(Horn. //. ii. 305.), as in the illus-

tration from the arch of Trajan, in

which the trees represent the sacred

grove surrounding a statue of Diana,

before which the altar is placed.
3. On the steps under the entrance

porch, or in front, of a temple ;
as in

the annexed engraving, which repre-

sents the remains of the temple of
Fortune at Pompeii, where the altar

is seen at the bottom of the steps
which lead up to the entrance door.

4. In the streets of a town (Plaut.
Aul. iv. i. 20. Id. Most. v. i. 45.), and

against the walls of a house, in front

of a picture or image of the Lares
Viales: as in the annexed street view
at Pompeii. The top compartment
of the bas-relief above the altar con-

tains the figures of two LARES, ex-

actly similar to the one used as an
illustration for that word

;
and the

two snakes below are a sign to warn
the public against the commission of

a "
nuisance," as explained under

ANGUIS.
5. Lastly, they were placed near

or upon the impluvium of private
houses ;

and on these the family
sacrifices were offered to the Penates.

The engraving represents a resto-

ration of part of the atrium in the

house of the Dioscuri, at Pompeii, in

which the impluvium is seen in the

foreground, with the altar on its

margin, traces of which were dis-
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when excavation wascovered
made.

6. Ara turicrema. An altar on

which frankincense was sprinkled
and burnt. (Lucret. ii. 353. Virg.
jEn. iv. 453.) The illustration, from

an ancient painting discovered at the

foot of the Palatine hill, shows a

female engaged in the duty of sprink-

ling incense upon a burning altar,

which, from its di-

minutive size, ap-

pears to have been
intended solely for

such offerings ; but

the passages of Lu-
cretius and Virgil,
above referred to,

seem to indicate

that the epithet
turicrema was also

applied very gene-

rally to every kind

of altar, because the

incense was commonly used with all..

7. Ara sepulcri or arafuneris. The
funeral pile upon which a dead body

**
--

-*-

lustration is from a bas-relief repre-

senting the story of the Iliad, supposed
to have been executed in the age of

Nero, and represents the burning of

Patroclus.

ARACH'NE. A particular kind

of sun-dial, which is naturally be-

lieved to have received its name from
a resemblance to the spider's web

produced by the hour lines inter-

secting the circles of the equator and

tropics, described upon it ;
but of

which no ancient specimen has been

discovered. Vitruv. ix. 8.

AR.fEOSTY'LOS (apaioortiAoy).

ArcBostyle; applied to a building or

colonnade in which the

columns are situated at

wide intervals, of not

less than 3\ or 4 of their

own diameters apart
& -&

from each other ;
as in 4-

the lowest line of the an-

nexed diagram, which shows the re-

lative width of the five different kinds

of intercolumniations adopted by the

ancients. The arseostyle construc-

tion was particularly employed in the

Tuscan order, and for localities fre-

quented by a large concourse of

people, in order not to occupy too

much room by a multitude of columns.

It required an architrave of wood, as

stone or marble could not support a

superincumbent weight upon supports

placed so far apart. The colonnade

surrounding the Forum of Pompeii is

of this construction, in which vestiges
of the wooden architraves were found

at the period when it was excavated.

Vitruv. iii. 2.

ARA'TOR (oporrjp). One who

ploughs ;
a ploughman (Plin. H. N.

was burned (Virg. JEn. vi. 177. Ov.
Trist. iii. 13. 21.), so termed because ,

it was built up of logs of wood in a _
square form, like an altar. The il-
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xviii. 49. 2.). Also a ploughing
ox, for the word is equally applied to

animals (Ovid. Fast. i. 698.). Both
are shown by the illustration, from a

Roman bas-relief.

2. A tenant farmer upon a large

scale, who cultivated extensive tracts

of the public lands for a tenth part of

the produce ; generally persons of

the equestrian order, and spoken of

by Cicero as a useful and excellent

class of men. Cic. Agr. ii. 31. 2.

Verr. iii. 55.

ARA'TRUM (Uporpov). A plough.
The plough most commonly repre-
sented on ancient monuments is a

very simple machine, consisting of

the branch of an elm tree either

naturally or artificially bent into a

crook (buris) at one end, which when

sharpened to a point, and cased with

iron, answered the purpose of a share

(vomer) ; another branch growing
out from the main one in a direction

contrary to the crooked end, served

for a plough tail (stiva) or handle to

guide the machine, and press the

share to a sufficient depth into the

ground. The whole of these parts
and details are distinctly shown by
the preceding wood-cut.

2. The next illustration represents
a plough of improved construction,
from a bas-relief discovered in the

island of Magnesia. With the ex-

ception of not being furnished with a

coulter, it possessed all the component

parts enumerated by the Greek and

Latin authors : viz. A A, buris (7t5r?s),

the plough-tail, the opposite end of

which forms the pole (temo, iffro-

; B, dentale (eAu/ua), the share

beam ; c, vomer (tWts), the plough-
share ; D is a truss which binds the

share-beam more firmly to the pole
and plough-tail, and which some

archaeologists distinguish by the name
fulcrum, but without quoting their

authority; EE, aures Orepci), the
earth boards ; F, stiva (exeVArj), the
handle by which the ploughman
directed the plough.

3. The next example represents a
wheeled plough (currus) from Caylus,
which, besides the parts above enu-

merated, is likewise furnished with

a coulter (cutter), like the blade of
a knife, attached to the pole in front

of the share.

4. Aratrum auritum. A plough
furnished with mould-boards. Pallad.

i. 43. 1. Wood-cut, No. 2. EE.
5. Aratrum simplex. A plough

without mould-boards. Pallad. I.e.

Woodcut s. ARATOR.
ARBUS'CUL.E (o^uae^oSey).

Strong wooden collars, or rings
fastened underneath a cart (plamtrum)
or under an engine of war, for the

purpose of receiving the axle, which
revolved together with its wheels in

these collars, in the same manner as

now seen in a child's go-cart (Vitruv.
x. 14. 1. Ginzrot, Wagen und Fahr-

werke, i. 91. 3.). When the wheels
revolved upon their axle, as was usual

for carriages (currus), the axle was of

course a fixture, and arbuseulce were
not necessary.
ARCA (Kifomfc). Any large and

strong box or chest in which clothes,

money, or any kind of property was

kept (Cato, E. R. ii. 3. Cic. Farad.
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vi. 1. Juv. xi. 26. Suet Cal 49) ; a

clothes trunk, money chest, &c. The

example here introduced is a very
remarkable specimen of a money
chest, discovered in the atrium of a

house at Pompeii; and which, with

great apparent reason, is believed to

have been a chest in which the

quaestor kept the public monies. It

stands upon raised pedestals coated

with marble
; the frame is of wood,

lined inside with bronze, and plated
outside with iron. It is described in

detail in Gell's Pompeiana, vol. ii.

pp.30 31.

2. A common wooden box in which
the remains of such persons as could

not afford the expense of a funeral

and regular coffin were carried to the

place of sepulture. Hor. Sat. i. 8.

9. Lucan. viii. 736. Caii Dig. ii.

7. 7.

3. A coffin in which a corpse was

deposited entire, in the earth or in a

tomb, when not reduced to ashes on
the funeral pile (Plin. H.N. xiii. 27.

bottom, sunk into the ground, from
the interior of which the water was

pumped out, the void being then filled

in with stone or other materials, of

which the foundation was composed.
Vitruv. v. 12. 3.

ARCA'RII. Officers who kept
the accounts of the emperor's privy

purse (fiscus), whence they were
termed Coesariani ; their offices were
situated in the Forum of Trajan.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 43. Fragment,jur.
ante Justinean. a Maio edita, p. 38.

2. In private families, cashiers or

servants who kept the accounts, and

superintended the receipts and dis-

bursements of their master's property.

Inscript. ap. Grut. 641. 7, 8. Scsev.

Dig. 40. 5. 41.

AR'CERA. A close covered cart

boarded all over, so as to resemble a

! large chest (area), which was used
at Rome for the transport of invalids

or aged and infirm persons, before

the invention of litters and other

more luxurious contrivances (Varro,

Val. Max. i. 1. 12.). The illustration

shows the plan and elevation of an

original coffin of baked clay (Uggeri,
Capo di Bove, pi. 19.). The shaded

part in the plan is a raised sill for the
head of the corpse, and the round
hole in it is a cavity for receiving
aromatic balsams, which were poured
in through a corresponding orifice

seen on the side of the shell in the

upper figure. The whole was covered

by a lid.

4. A dungeon cell in a private
house where slaves were confined.
Cic. Milo, 22.

5. A wooden caisson, employed
when laying foundations under water.
It was a square box without top or

L. L. v. 140.). The inmate reclined

in it at full length, for which purpose
it was furnished with cushions and

pillows inside ; and the exterior was

usually covered over with loose dra-

pery to give it a mqre sightly ap-

pearance, and conceal the rough
boarding of which it was made (Gell.
xx. 1. 8.). The illustration is from a

sepulchral marble preserved in the

Museum at Baden, published by
Ginzrot (Wagen und Fahrwerke,
tab. 19. 2.), and may be regarded as

the only known example of this pri-
mitive conveyance, the great antiquity
of which is authenticated by the men-
tion of it in the Twelve Tables. (Gell.
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/. c.) The original also shows a
j

bundle of drapery placed on the roof
in a heap, intended to be spread over
the whole carriage, as mentioned
above.

ARCHIMI'MUS (dpx//M/*0*). The
leader of a company of buffoons, who
were engaged at funerals to dance and

play the merry-andrew in the pro-
cession, the leader of the party enact-

ing a mock representation of the

person and character of the deceased.

Suet. Vesp. 19. See also MIMUS, 2.

ARCUA'RIUS. One who makes
bows and arrows. Aur. Arc. Dig.
50. 6. 6. Compare Veget. Mil. ii.

11.

ARCUA'TIO. A substruction of
arches for the support of any super-
structure, as a roadway, bridge, or

aqueduct. Frontinus, 18 and 21.

Cut of AQU^DUCTUS.
ARCUA'TUS. In general arched,

or built upon arches. Plin. JEp. x.

47. 2. See cut of AQU^DUCTUS.
2. Arcuatus currus. A two-

wheeled carriage with an arched

awning over head. (Liv. i. 21.) The
example is from a painting in an
Etruscan tomb, published by Micali

(Italia avanti il Dominio de' Roinani).
ARCUBALLIS'TA. An instru-

ment for shooting arrows, combining
the properties of the bow and ballista.

The name points to a weapon in the

nature of the modern cross-bow ; but
it is impossible to define it precisely,
as the exact character of the BAL-
LISTA is not sufficiently understood.

Veget. Mil ii. 15.

ARCUBALLISTA'RIUS. One
who manages the Arcuballista. Ve-

get. Mil. iv. 21.

AR'CULA (/tiftfiTKw). Diminutive
of A RCA, in its general senses; but
also specially applied as follows :

1. A painter's colour box, divided
into a number of separate compart-
ments ;

more espe-

cially used by en-

caustic painters, in

which they kept
distinct the diffe-

rent coloured waxes used in their

art. (Varro, R. R. iii. 17. 4.) The
illustration is from a Roman bas-

relief, which represents Painting in-

ducing M. Varro to illustrate his

book with portraits.
2. A small sepulchre or stone

coffin, such as was used by the Chris-

tianized Romans, and deposited in

their catacombs, when the bodies

were buried, without being burnt.

(Inscript. ap. Grut. (1031. 4.) The

illustration represents one of these

coffins in the catacombs at Rome, a

portion only being removed in the

drawing to show the skeleton.

ARCULA'RIUS. A maker of

arculce, caskets, little boxes, jewel
cases, &c. Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 45.

AR'CULUM. A chaplet made
from the branch of the pomegranate
tree bent into a circle, and fastened

at the ends by a fillet of white wool,
which was worn by the Flaminica
Dialis at all sacrifices, and on certain

occasions likewise by the wife of the

Rex sacrificulus. Serv. ad Virg. JEn.
iv. 137.

2. Or Arculus. A porter's knot;

especially the linen cloth rolled up
and twisted into a circle which the

young women placed on the top
of their heads in the same way as

is still practised by the Italian pea-

santry, as a support for the baskets

(canestrcp, cistce) which they carried

H 2
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in the Panathenaic and other fes-

tivals. (Festus, s. v.}

This contrivance is

frequently represented
in sculpture upon figures

carrying any sort of

burden on their heads,
such as the Canephorce,

Cayatides, Telamones, of

which latter the figure
in the cut presents an

example from the baths

of Pompeii ;
and is fre-

quently mistaken for the

modius, -which it resembles indeed in

appearance, but would be a most inap-

propriate ornament for such a position.

AR'CUMA. A small cart (plaus-

trum) or truck, in which a single

person could be conveyed. (Festus,
*. v.) The illustration, from a se-

tile vase ;
the other, when unbent,

had a circular form, like a bay (sinus),

pulchral bas-relief at Rome, agrees
so precisely with the definition of

Festus as to leave no doubt of its real

name.
ARCUS (jBufe, roV). A bow for

shooting arrows, the use of which

amongst the Greeks was chiefly con-
fined to the sports of the field and
contests of skill, with some partial

exceptions during the Homeric age
(//. xii. 350.), after which it never

appears as a military weapon. The
Romans employed it in like manner
as a hunting and fowling piece ; but
it was never introduced into their

armies, excepting by auxiliaries from
countries where it was the national

weapon.
The Greek bows were constructed

on two different plans ; the one con-

sisting of two horns joined together
by a straight stock in the centre, like
the top figure in the cut, from a fic-

as shown by the bottom figure, also

from a fictile vase ; and when strung,
was bent backwards against the

curve, which must have given it tre-

mendous power, and will explain the

true meaning of Homer's epithet TTO-

\ivrovov (IL viii. 266.). The two
forms are also distinguished by the

Latin writers with the epithets pa-
tulus (Ov. Met. viii. 30.), and sinu-

osus or sinuatus (Id. Met. viii. 380.

Am. i. 1. 23.).

2. The Roman bow, as shown in

their paintings, did not differ from
the Greek one.

3. Arcus Scythicus. The Scythian
bow mentioned by the Greek and
Latin authors, possessed a very dif-

ferent form from either of the two

preceding examples, as will be per-
ceived by the illustration copied
from the base

of a candela-

brum in the

Villa Albani,
which repre-
sents Hercules

carrying off the

sacred tripod
from the temple
of Apollo (see

Hygin. Fab.

32.). A bow
of similar form
is seen in the

hands of Hercules on a gem in the

Florence Gallery ;
on one of the

Stosch Cabinet ;
and on the base of a

candelabrum at Dresden, representing
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the same quarrel between Hercules
and Apollo.
The lunated figure in the first

woodcut has often been cited by
philologists as a specimen of the

Scythian bow, but the following par-
ticulars will satisfactorily prove that

such a supposition is not supported

by authority: 1. Hercules made
use of two bows (Herod, iv. 10.) ; one
of which, as he received it from

Apollo (Apollodor. ii. 4. 11.), was

necessarily a Greek one ; the other,

which he had from Teutarus, a Scy-
thian shepherd (Lycophr. 56. Tzetz.

ad Lycophr. 50. Compare Theocr. Id.

xiii. 55.), was necessarily one of those

used by the natives of that country.
2. Lycophron (917.) assimilates the

Scythian bow to a serpent; and

Becker, in describing the figure on
the candelabrum of Dresden (Augus-
teum, pi. 5.), singularly enough mis-

takes it for a serpent, though the

quiver at his side is clearly indica-

tive of its real character. 3. Strabo

(ii. p. 332. Siebenk. Compare Am-
mian. xxii. 8. 5.) compares the

outline of the Pontus Euxinus to

that of a Scythian bow
;
one side,

which is nearly straight, forming
the chord

;
the other, which, as he

says, is recessed into two bays, one

larger and more circular, the other

smaller, and receding less, the bow
itself. 4. Euripides (ap. Athen. x.

80.) introduces a countryman who had
seen the name of Theseus, which he
could not read, somewhere inscribed,

endeavouring to explain the charac-

ters of which it was composed by
some familiar image ;

and he com-

pares the fourth letter, the Greek

Sigma, to a lock of hair twisted into

curls like the tendrils of a vine,

fidffrpvxos fiXiy/Afvos. 5. Whilst

Agathon (ap. Athen. I. c.), in re-

lating the same story, makes his

rustic assimilate the same letter

to the form of a Scythian bow.
6. Now the earliest character used
to express the Greek Sigma was
written thus , or thus

J,
as shown

by the Sigean marbles, a monument
of very high antiquity (Chishul.
Inscr. Sig. p. 4. and 41.), and not
like the letter C, which is a more
modern form. 7. Thus the bow
carried by the figure in our en-

graving corresponds exactly with

every one of the images to which
the Scythian bow is compared a

serpent, the contour of the Euxine

sea, the tendril of a parasitical plant,
and the Greek Sigma; whereas the

lunated form has no aifinity with any
one of them, except indeed the letter

C
; but if that were admitted, all the

rest would be utterly inappropriate.
4. An arch, a mechanical arrange-

ment by which tiles, bricks, or blocks
of stone are disposed in the form of a

curve, which enables them to support
one another by their mutual pressure,
and bear any superincumbent weight,
such as a bridge, aqueduct, upper
story of a building, &c. &c. Ovid.
Met. iii. 169. Juv. Sat. iii. 11.

Though the principle upon which
an arch is constructed was not

entirely unknown to the Greeks, yet
their universal adoption of the co-

lumnar style of architecture, and

general deficiency of roads, aque-
ducts, and bridges, rendered its use

unnecessary to them
; but the Ro-

mans employed it extensively in all

their great works, as will be seen

by numerous examples throughout
these pages, and at a very early
period, as shown by the illustration

annexed, which is an elevation of the
wall called the pidcrum littus on the
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banks of the Tiber, and the three

concentric arches which formed the

Cloaca Maxima, a structure belong-

ing to the fabulous age of the elder

Tarquin.
5. An archway, or triumphal arch

(Suet. Claud. 1., and with the epi-
thet triumphalis, Cenotaph. Pisan. C.

Ccesaris. August. JP.). During the

republican period these were tem-

porary structures of wood thrown
across a street through which a tri-

umph passed, and removed after the

show
; for the permanent archways

recorded under the republic (Liv.
xxxiii. 27. Id. xxxvii. 3.) are termed

fornices, and were not erected to com-
memorate the honours of a triumph.

(See FORNIX.) But under the em-

pire they were converted into per-
manent edifices, built of marble, and
erected in various parts of the city, as

well at Rome as in the provincial
towns

; small and unostentatious at

first, with a single gang-way, but

subsequently increased in size, and

elaborately covered with sculpture
and statues, as in the illustration,

which presents an elevation of the

triumphal arch of Septimius Severus,
now standing at Rome, to which the

statues only on the top have been

restored, as they originally existed,
from the design on a medal of that

emperor.
A'REA. In its original sense, is

used to designate any vacant plot of

ground in a city, affording a site for

a building (Varro, Z. L. \. 38. Hor.

Epist. i. 10. 13.), and from that it is

also transferred to the open space
upon which a house that had been

pulled down had formerly stood

(Liv. iv. 16.); whence the following
more special significations are de-

duced :

1. A large open space in a town,
like the French place, the Italian

piazza, and the English parade, left

free and unencumbered by buildings
for the exercise and recreation of the

townspeople, (Vitruv. i. 7. 1. Hor.
Od. i. 9. 18.) These areas were
often embellished by statues and
works of art ; sometimes surrounded

by posts and rails to define their

extent, and prevent private indivi-

duals from building on the public

property (Inscript. ap. Bellori, Fragm.
Urb. Earn. p. 70.) ;

and still further

to preclude all attempts at encroach-

ment or appropriation, they were
consecrated to some deity who had
his altar erected in the centre; and
hence they were distinguished from
one another by the name of the deity
under whose protection they were

placed, as the area of Mercury, the

area of Pollux, the area of Apollo,
which latter is represented in the il-

lustration from the ancient marble

plan of Rome, now preserved in the

Capitol, but which originally formed
the pavement to the temple of Ro-
mulus and Remus. The altar, as-

cended on each side by a flight of

steps, is seen in the centre
;
the open

space around is sufficiently apparent,
and its extent may be guessed by
completing the mutilated inscription,
which was AREA APOLLINIS.

2. The open space of ground in

front of a Roman house, temple, or

other edifice, which forms the area
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of the vestibule (VESTIBULUM, Plin.

Paneg. 52. 3. Inscript. ap. Nardini,
present day, and clearly shown by the

example from a painting in the

Rom. Ant. iii. 4.), as in the example
(copied from an ancient painting, in

which some of the principal edifices

of Rome are depicted), where it lies

between the two projecting wings in

front of the building.
3. An open space in front of a

cemetery, around which the sepul-
chres were ranged, and which served

as an Ustrinum, where the funeral

pyre was raised, and the body burnt.

(Stat. Theb. vi. 57. Tertull. ad

Scapul. 3. Marini, Inscriz. Alb. p.

118.) The illustration represents an
area of this description, with the

tombs built round it, which was ex-

cavated in the Villa Corsini at Rome.
4. (aAwrj.) A tlireshing-floor ; or

more accurately a flat circular area in

the open fields, paved with flints, and
then covered over with clay or chalk,

and levelled by the roller, in which
the grains of corn were trodden out

of the ear by cattle driven round it

(Virg. G. i. 178. Hor. Sat. i. 1. 45.

Cato, Columell. Pallad.), a mode
of threshing commonly adopted in

Egypt, Greece, and Italy, even at the

Egyptian tombs.

5. The square open space between
the two wings of a "clap net" when

they are spread on the ground, upon
which the fowler sprinkled his seed

to induce the birds to alight between
them. Plaut. Asin. i. 3. 64.

6. A bed or border in a flower or

a kitchen garden. Columell. xi. 3. 13.

Pallad. i. 34. 7.

7. In Martial (x. 24. 9,), appa-

rently used for the race-course in a

circus, round which the chariots ran,

more usually called spatium ; but the

reading is doubtful.

ARE'NA. The flat oval floor in

the interior of an amphitheatre, where
the wild beasts and gladiators fought,
so called because it was sprinkled
over with sand to prevent the feet

from slipping (Suet. Nero, 53. Juv.

Sat. iv. 100.) ; see the second wood-
cut s. AMPHITHEATRUM, which re-

presents the amphitheatre at Pompeii,
in its present state ; the arena is the

flat space in the centre, where the

two small figures are standing.
ARENA'RIA or ARENA'RIUM,

A sand-pit. Cic. Varro. Vitruv.

ARENA'RITJS. A general term
for any one who contended in the

arena of an amphitheatre either

against his fellow-men, or with wild

beasts, including therefore the GLA-
DIATOR and BESTIARIUS. Pet. Sat.

cxxvi. 6.

2. A teacher of arithmetic or geo-

metry, so called because he marked
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out his calculations or diagrams

upon a tray covered with sand. Ter-

tull. Pall. 6. ABACUS, 1.

ARE'OL A. Diminutive of AREA
;

a small open square or place (Plin. Ep.
v. 6. 20.) ;

a small bed for flowers or

vegetables, &c. in a garden. Colu-

mell. xi. 2. 30.

ARETAL'OGUS. A personage
introduced at dinner time amongst
the Romans to amuse the company,
but in what character or by what

means is not clearly ascertained, per-

haps as a sort of court jester or

buffoon. Juv. Sat. xv. 16. Ruperti
ad I Suet. Aug. 74. Casaub. ad I.

ARGE'I. Certain sites in the

city of Rome, twenty-seven in num-

ber, with small chapels attached to

them (Varro, L. L. v. 45.), conse-

crated by Numa for the performance
of religious rites (Liv. i. 22.), and

visited, it would appear, in succession

(Ov. Fast. iii. 791. Aul. Gell. x. 16.

4.), upon certain festivals, like the

Slazioni of modern Italy.

2. Images or Guy Fawkeses, made
\

of bullrushes, thirty in number, which
'

were annually cast into the Tiber
from the Sublician bridge, on the Ides

of May, by the pontifices and Vestals,-
j

the origin and meaning of which !

custom are involved in obscurity. I

Varro, L.L. vii. 44. Ov. Fast. v.
'

621. Festus. s. v.

ARGENTA'RIA, sc. Taberna.

A silversmith, banker, or money-
changer's booth or shop, generally
situated under the colonnade which
surrounded the forum. Plaut. Epid.
ii. 2. 17. Liv. xxvi. 27.

ARGENTA'RIUS. A private

banker, as contradistinguished from
the public banker (Mensarius) ; he
received deposits, and allowed interest

upon them, acted as a money-changer
for foreigners, and attended public
sales as a broker or commissioner, to

bid for his employers. Cic. Ccecin. 6.

Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 54. Suet. Nero, 5.

AR'IES
(/cpi(fc). A battering-ram ;

an instrument composed of a powerful
wooden beam, furnished at one extre-

mity with a mass of iron moulded
into the form of a ram's head, which
was driven with violence against the
walls of a fortified place, in order to

effect a breach in them. Cic. Off. i.

11. Virg. Mn. xii. 706.

In the primitive manner of using
this instrument, it was carried by a
number of men in their arms, and
thrust without any other assistance

than their united energies, against the

opposing walls (Vitruv. x. 13. \.\ in

the same way as here employed by
the Dacians, on the Column of Trajan.

The next improvement was to sus-

pend the ram from a beam placed
upon uprights, by which means it

was swung to and fro, with less

manual labour, but much greater
mechanical force (Vitruv. x. 13. 2.) ;

and, lastly, it was fixed upon a frame
which moved upon wheels, and was
covered over by a shed and siding of

boards, to protect the soldiers who

worked it from the missiles of the

enemy (Vitruv. /. r.), as here shown,
from the triumphal arch of Septimius
Severus.

ARMA'RIUM. An armoire,

cabinet, or cupboard, for keeping do-

mestic utensils, clothes, money, cu-

riosities, or any of the articles in

daily use. It was a large piece of
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furniture, usually fixed against the

walls of a room, divided by shelves

into compartments, and closed in front

by doors. (Cic. Cluerd. 64. Plaut.

Capt. iv. 4. 10. Pet. Sat. xxix. 8.

Plin. H. N. xxix. 32.) The example
here given represents one of these

cup-boards exactly as described,
which forms part of the furniture

belonging to a shoemaker's room in a

Pompeian painting. It is filled with
lasts and boots.

2. A book-case in a library ; also a

sort of fixture, and sometimes let into

the walls of a room. (Plin. Ep. ii.

17. 8.) These were divided into a

number of separate compartments by
shelves and upright divisions, and
each division was distinguished by a

number, as the first, second, and third

case. Vitruv. vii. Prcpf. 7. Vopisc.
Tac. 8.

ARMENTA'RIUS. A herdsman
of any kind, who had the charge of a
drove ofoxen, for instance, or of brood
mares (Appul. Met. vii. p. 142.),
and under whose care and superinten-
dence they were driven up from the

plains into the mountains, and kept
there at pasture during the hot
months of summer. Lucret. vi. 1250.

Varro, R.R. ii. 5. 18. Virg. G. iii.

344.

ARMILLA ($4\\iov or tyeKiov*).

An armlet for men, consisting of
three or four massive coils of gold
or bronze, so as to cover a con-

siderable portion of the arm (Fes-
tus, s. v. Isidor. Orig. xix. 31.

16.), generally worn by the Medes
and Persians, and also by the Gauls

(Claud. Quadrigar. ap. Gell. ix.

13. 2.) as an ordinary part of their

dress, and indi-

cation of rank
and power. The
armlet belonged
likewise to the

national costume
of the early Sa-

bines(Liv.i. 11.);

and was frequently given as a reward
ofvalour to the Roman soldierwho had

distinguished himself, to be preserved
as a record, or worn as a decoration

upon solemn occasions. (Liv. x. 44.)
The example here given is from a

bronze original which was discovered

in a tomb at Ripatransona upon the

arm of a skeleton.

2. (ajU<i'8ea, xA.tScfo', irepiKapiriov,

irepiatyvpiov'). In a more general
sense, any circle of gold, or orna-

mental ring, which females, and,
more especially, the women of Greece,
wore upon various parts of their per-

sons, round the wrists, on the fleshy

part of the arm, or above the ankle,
all of which fashions are exemplified
in the annexed figure of Ariadne,

from a Pompeian painting. The
Greek language had an appropriate
term for each of these ornaments ;

but the Latin, which is not equally
copious, includes all under the same
name. (Plaut. Men. iii. 3. 3. Pet
Sat. Ixvii. 6.) Where they are
ascribed to men, as in Pet. Sat.
xxxii. 4. and Mart. Ep. xi. 21. 7., it

is to ridicule in the first instance the

vulgar ostentation of a parvenu, and
in the latter to characterise a womanly
effeminacy of manner.
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3. An iron ring fastened upon the

head of a beam, to prevent it from

splitting. Vitruv. x. 2. 11.

ARMILLA'TUS. Wearing an

armlet (armilla), an ornament espe-

cially characteristic of the Asiatic and

some other foreign races; hence a

notion of disparagement is commonly
conveyed by the word, even when
used with reference to those nations

(Suet, Nero. 30.), and of severe cen-

sure when applied to the Romans, as

indicating an unmanly imitation of

foreign customs. Suet. Cat. 52.

Compare ARMILLA.
2. Arm Hiatus canis. A dog with

an armilla or collar round his neck,

as in the example, from a mosaic at

Pompeii. Propert. iv. 8. 24.

ARMILLUM. A vessel for wine,
which Varro (ap. Non. s. v. p. 547.)
describes as a kind of urceolus, and
Festus (s. y.) enumerates amongst
the sacrificial vessels. It must, how-
ever, have been in very common use,
as may be inferred from the proverb
anus ad armillum (Lucil. Sat. p. 60.

10. ed. Gerlach. Apul. Met. ix. p. 197.),
which is said of persons when they
recur to their accustomed tricks or

habits, as " old women to their wine

cups."
ARQUITES. An old form from

arquus, instead of arcus , bowmen, for

whom the more usual name is SAGIT-
TARII. Festus, s. v.

AR'TEMON (fyrfaw, N. T.\
One of the sails on a ship, but which
one, or where placed, is extremely
doubtful. Isidorus (Orig. xix. 3. 3.)

says, that it was used more for the

purpose of assisting the steerage of
a vessel than for accelerating her

speed dirigendce potius navis causa,

quam celeritatis which would seem to

indicate a sail attached to a low mast,

slanting over the stern, like that

which is frequently used in our

fishing boats, and in the small crafts

of the Mediterranean, which the

sailors there call the trinchetto. This
is probably the true interpretation,
for it distinguishes the sail by a par-
ticular use and locality, entirely
distinct from the various other sails

of which the position and nature

are sufficiently ascertained. Bay-
fius, however (R. Nav. p. 121.) con-

siders it to be the mainsail, which
the Italians of his day called arte-

mone; and Scheffer (Mil. Nav. v. 2.)
a topsail hoisted above the main-
sail.

2. The principal pulley in a system
comprising several others (poly-

spaston), which was attached to a

contrivance for raising heavy weights.
Vitruv. x. 2. 9.

ARTOLAG'ANUS (dpTo\dyavov\
A very delicate and savoury kind of

bread cake, flavoured with wine,

milk, oil, and pepper. Athen. iii.

79. Cic. Fam. ix. 20. Plin. H. N.
xviii. 27.

ARTOP'TA (dprmmi). A mould
in which pastry and bread were
sometimes baked.

Plaut. AuL ii. 9.

4. Compare Juv.

Sat. v. 72., but

most of the com-
mentators refer this passage to the

person who made this kind of bread.

The example represents two originals
from Pompeii of the simplest kind,
but others of more elaborate patterns
have been found in the same city.

ARTOPTIC'IUS, sc. panis. A
roll, cake, or small loaf of bread
baked in a mould. ( Plin.

H. N. xviii. 27.) The_
example is from an ori-

ginal, which was discovered with
several others in a baker's shop at

Pompeii, hardened but uninjured by
the lapse of so many centuries.
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A'RULA. Diminutive of ARA.
ARUN'DO. A reed or cane; a

plant very generally used by the
ancients in the manufacture of many
articles for which the long, light,

elastic, and tapering form of its stalk

was peculiarly suitable ; whence the

word is used both by prose writers
and poets to designate the object
formed out of it. (Plin. H.N. xvi.

66.) Of these the most important are
as follows :

1. A bow, made of cane, particu-

larly employed by the Parthians and
Oriental races. Sil. Ital. x. 12.

2. An arrow made of cane, em-

ployed by the Egyptians and Oriental

races, as well as the Greeks. (Virg.
2En. iv. 73. Ovid. Met. i. 471.) The
example represents an original

Egyptian arrow of this description.
3. A fishing rod made of cane,

which is shown in the annexed en-

graving from a painting at Pompeii.
Plaut. Hud. ii. 1. 5. Ov. Met. xiii.

923.

4. A cane rod tipped with bird-

lime, employed by the ancient fowlers
for catching birds. The example
here given is from a terra-cotta lamp,
on which a fowler is represented

going out for his sport, with this rod
over his shoulder

; the call bird sits

on one end of it, and a cage or a trap
is suspended from the other. It was

applied in the following manner.
The sportsman first hung the cage
with his call bird on the bough of a

tree, under which, or at some conve-
nient distance from it, he contrived
to conceal himself,
and when a bird,

attracted by the

singing of its com-

panion, perched on
the branches, he

quietly inserted

his rod amongst
the boughs, until

it reached his prey, which stuck to

the lime, and was thus drawn to the

ground. When the tree was very
high, or the fowler under the neces-

sity of taking up his position at a

distance from it, the rod was made
in separate joints, like our fishing

rods, so that he could gradually

lengthen it out until it reached the

object of his pursuit, whence it is

termed arundo crescens or texta.

(Mart. Ep. ix. 55. Id. xiv. 218. Sil.

Ital. vii. 674677. Pet. Sat. 109. 7.

Bion, Id.\\. 5.) The last illustration

is from an engraved gem, and shows
the process clearly.

5. A reed-pen, for writing upon
paper or papyrus, one of which, by

the side of an inkstand, is here repre-
sented from a Pompeian painting.

I 2
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Pers. Sat. iii. 11. Auson. Epist. vii.

50. .

6. A pandean pipe, which -was

made of several stalks of

the reed or cane, of un-

equal length and bore,

fastened together and ce-

mented with wax; hence

termed arundo cerata

(Ovid. Met. xi. 154. Suet.

Jul 32.), as shown by the example
from a Pompeian marble.

7. A rod employed in weaving,
for the purpose of separating the

threads of the warp
{stamen) before the
" leashes

"
(licia) were

attached, and passed

alternately in and out,

before and behind

each alternate thread,
in order to separate
the whole into two
distinct parcels, which,
when decussated,
formed a " shed

"
for the passage of

the shuttle, as represented in the

centre of the loom here engraved,
which is copied from the Vatican

Virgil. Ovid. Met vi. 55., and
consult TELA, TEXO.

8. A long cane with a sponge, or

other appropriate material, affixed to

the end of it, which thus served as a
broom for sweeping and cleansing
the ceilings of a room. Plaut. Stick.

ii. 3. 23. Compare Mart. Ep. xii.

48. and the broom in the hands of
the JEDITUUS, s. v.

9. A cane rod for measuring.
Prudent. Psych. 826.

10. A stick or cudgel made of
cane. Pet. Sat. 134. 4.

; but this is

probably the same as No. 8.

11. An espalier of canes for train-

ing vines. Varro, E. R. i. 8. 2.

ARX (o/cpdTroAzs). The fortress
or citadel of an ancient town. These
were always formed upon the top of
a steep hill, or an abrupt and pre-
cipitous rock, rising out of the

general level of the plain upon which
the habitable parts of the city were

built. They required, therefore, but

little artificial fortification, in addition

to the natural difficulties of the site,

beyond that of a wall at the top, and of

a gate and tower to command the prin-

cipal access. Many of these citadels

are still to be traced in various parts

of Greece and Italy, all of which are

constructed in the manner described.

They are not fortified upon any regu-
lar plan, nor have they any precise

shape, but merely follow the outline

of the summit on which they stand.

The illustration here inserted is from

a sketch of the Acropolis at Athens,
as it now remains, with some columns
of the temple of Jupiter Olympius in

the plain below, which will serve to

convey a general notion of the com-
mon appearance of these fortresses.

Like the Arx of Rome, it contains

the principal temples of the deities

who presided over the city, which
were placed within the enclosure for

the sake of protection.
2. Of the ARX at Rome no positive

traces now remain, the site upon
which it formerly stood being en-

tirely covered with modern buildings.
It occupied, however, the most
northern and lofty of the two
summits into which the crown of the

Capitoline hill was divided, facing
toward the Via Flaminia and Mons
Esquilinus, and upon the area of

which the church of Ara-celi (sup--

posed to be a corruption of Arce)
now stands. Niebuhr, Hist. Rom.
i. p. 502. transl.

AS (from els, pronounced &s by
the Tarentines). A piece of money,
which represented the unit of value
in the Roman and early Italian coin-
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age. Originally it weighed one pound,
hence called as libralis; and was

composed of a mixture of copper
and tin (s), hence also called ces

grave ; but the value was much re-

duced in after times. In the age
of Cicero, it was worth about three

farthings of our money. In its

earliest state it bore the impress of a

bull, ram, boar, or sow, emblematic
of the flocks and herds (pecus, whence
the word pecunia), which constitute

the wealth of all primitive ages ;

afterwards the more usual device was
a double-headed Janus on one side

with the prow of a vessel (see SE-

MISSIS), or of Mercury, the god of

traffic, on the other, as shown by the

example introduced above, drawn
one-third the size of the original,
which weighs in its present state

10 oz. 10 gr.
ASCAU'LES (AneofaTjs). A word

coined from the Greek, signifying

Y&&a bag-piper. (Mart.

Epigramm. x. 3. 8.)
These men are

scarcely to be rec-

koned amongst the

class of professed
musicians ; for the

instrument that they
played was peculiar
to the peasantry and
common people, as is

clearly to be in-

ferred from the pas-

sage of Martial (I. c.),

and from the style
and dress of the

figure here introduced, which is

copied from a small bronze figure

formerly in the possession of Dr.

Middleton, evidently intended to re-

present a person of the lower

classes. The ancient marbles and

gems afford other specimens of the

same subject.
AS' CIA. The name given to

several different implements em-

ployed in separate trades, and for

distinct purposes, all of which were
classed under the same term, because

they possessed a general resemblance

in form, or the manner in which

they were handled. They are as

follows :

1. cr/feTrapj/oi'. An instrument

said to have been invented by Dse-

dalus (Plin. H. N. vii. 57.), of com-
mon use amongst all workers in

wood, such as carpenters, wheel-

wrights, shipwrights, &c. (XII. Tab.

ap. Cic. Leg. ii. 23. Pet. Sat.74. 16.),

and corresponding in some respects
with the adze or addice of our day ;

but with these important distinctions

that it was used for chopping sur-

faces placed in an upright, instead of

horizontal, position (see the illus-

tration s. Ascio) ;
had a shorter

handle, so as to be used with one

hand ; and was formed with a bluff

head, like a hammer, at one extre-

mity of the blade, whilst the opposite

end, which formed the cutting edge,
was slightly hollow, and curved over
for the convenience of chopping into

the hollow side of a piece of wood,
or for scooping out flat surfaces, all

which characteristics are distinctly
shown by the example, which repre-
sents two specimens, slightly dif-

fering from one another, both copied
from sepulchral marbles.

2. (ru/cosandruxos)- An instrument
of nearly similar

form, employed
by masons and

builders, to which allusion is oftenmade
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in sepulchral inscriptions. It had a

hammer at one end, and a blade, like

a bird's bill, at the other (Aristoph.
Av. 1138. Schol. ad Z.), as seen in

the illustration, which is copied from
an original found, with several other

building implements, at Pompeii.
3. An instrument used by brick-

layers for chopping lime and mixing
mortar (Vitruv. vii. 7. Pallad. i. 14.),
as in the example from Trajan's

Column, which represents part of a

figure employed in the process de-

scribed.

4. A short-handled hoe, used by
gardeners, agricultural labourers, &c.

for breaking up r^
the ground, ex- rTf^n !

,

cavating earth, Jnt^ ~S*1!5
and similar pur- I /

"

\
poses. (Pallad. v X

j

i. 43.) The il-

lustration is from the Column of

Trajan, and resembles both in use
and form the zappa, or short hoe of
the modern Italian peasant.

AS'CIO (ffKeirapvifa). When ap-
plied to wood-workers, to chop,

form, or fashion with a carpenter's
adze (ascia), an operation which the

ancients performed with one hand,
and upon surfaces placed in an

upright position, as shown by the

cut, which represents one of the

workmen of Daedalus employed in

this manner, from a bas-relief of the

Villa Albani.

2. When applied to builders, to

stir up and mix mortar with a plas-
terer's hoe, as in the illustration to

ASCIA, No. 3.

ASCOPE'RA (oo-KOTrV)- A
large bag, or knapsack, made of un-

dressed leather, in which foot-tra-

vellers carried their necessaries, as

contradistinguished from hippopera,
the horseman's saddlebags. (Suet.

Nero, 45.) The illustration is se-

lected from an ancient fresco paint-

ing, representing a landscape scene.

ASINA'RIUS. A farm servant

who had the charge of feeding,

driving, and tending the asses be-

longing to the farm. Varro, R. R.
i. 18. 1.

ASPERGIL'LUM (irept^ar-Hj-

ptov}. See the next word.
ASPER'SIO. The act of sprink-

ling with water, as a purification,
before making sacrifice to the gods
below (Cic. Leg, ii. 10. Compare
Ov. Fast, v.679. Virg. JEn. iv. 635.);
whereas the whole body, or the hands
and face, were immersed previous to

a sacrifice offered to the gods above.

(Broiier, de Adorat. cap. 12.) This

ceremony was performed either with
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a branch of laurel ; as in the example
from a medal, which represents La-

under a thong (lorum, struppus) at-

tached to these shafts, like the back-

cilia, the daughter of M. Aurelius,

breaking off a branch to sprinkle the

young children, whilst a priestess
is drawing water from the river

;
or

with a whisk made expressly for the

purpose, as in the annexed engraving,

i-

also from a medal, and which the

Greeks termed TTep^pavT^ptov or

pdvTLffrpov. The corresponding Latin
term is unknown ; for the word

aspergillum, employed by modern
philologists, is not supported by any
ancient authority.
ASSER. In general, a small

wooden beam, pole or post fixed in

or upon anything (Liv. Cses. Tac. ) ;

whence the following more special

meanings are deduced :

1. The pole by which a palanquin
(lecticd) was carried on the shoulders

of its bearers. (Suet. Cal 58. Juv.

iii. 245. Id. vii. 132. Mart. ix. 23. 9.)
It was entirely separate from the con-

veyance, and must not be confounded
with the shafts (amites), which were

permanently affixed to the body of the

carriage, or at least only removeable

upon occasion. The asser was passed

band in single harness, and then
raised upon the shoulders of the

bearers (lecticarii), so that the whole

weight of the carriage was sus-

pended upon it. The subjoined en-

graving, which represents a Chinese

sedan, from Staunton, will make the

matter perfectly clear, in the absence
of any known ancient example. It is

assumed to coincide with the Roman
model, from the light it throws upon
the different terms employed in con-

nection with these conveyances, and
the simple and natural explanation it

affords upon those points which
scholars have failed to reconcile ;

besides that a moment's reflection

will convince any one that a sedan
could not be carried by six or eight

men, as was frequently the case

(hexaphoros, octaphoros), by any de-

vice so convenient as the one de-

picted.
2. An iron-headed beam suspended

and worked like a ram on board

ship, to damage the enemy's rigging.

Veget. Mil. iv. 44.

3. Asser falcatus. A long pole,
with a sharp and crooked iron head,
used in sieges to mow down the gar-
rison on the walls. Liv. xxxviii. 5.

4. Asseres. In architecture, the
common rafters of a timber roof, over
which the tiles are laid

; marked
h h in the plan which illustrates

the word MATERIATIO. Externally
they are represented by the orna-
ments called dentils (DENTICULUS, 2.)
in Ionic and Corinthian elevations.

Vitruv. iv. 2. 1. and 5.

ASSER'CULUM and ASSER'-
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CULUS. Diminutive of Asser ; any
small pole or stake, and so used for

a broom-handle. Cato, R. R. 152.

Wood-CUt S. JEDITUUS.
ASSIS (ffavis). A flat board or

plank. Csss. Plin. Columell. Vitruv.

2. A valve in a water-pipe, or

water-cock, by the turning of which

the liquid is drawn
off from, or re-

tained in, the pipe.

(Vitruv. x. 7. 1.)

The example re-

presents an original
bronze cock, discovered in the island

of Capri ;
the contrivance for turning

the valve is distinctly apparent at the

top.
ASSUS. Literally roasted ; hence,

in the neuter gender, assum ; a cham-

ber in a set of baths heated with

warm air, with the object of pro-

moting violent perspiration. Cic. Q.
Fr. iii. 1.1. See SUDATIO, SUDA-

TORIUM.
2. Assa tibia. A solo on the pipe,

without any vocal accompaniment.
Serv. ad Virg. G. ii. 417.

3. Assa nutrix. A dry nurse.

Schol. Vet. ad Juv. Sat. xiv. 208.

4. Assi lapides. Stones laid with-

out mortar (Serv. ad Virg. G. ii.

417.), in which way the finest of the

Greek and Roman buildings were

constructed.

ASTRAGALIZONTES (affrpaya-

Aioi/Tes). A Greek name used to

designate persons engaged
in playing with the knuckle-

bones of animals (arrrpa-

70X01, Latin Tali), one of

which is here shown from an original
of bronze, a very favourite subject
with the sculptors and painters of

Greece. (Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 19.

2. Pausan. x. 30. 1.) Both sexes

amused themselves in this way, and

employed the knuckle-bones for

many different games -,
but the sim-

plest and commonest, which appears
to be represented in the annexed
engraving, from a Greek painting
discovered at Resina, resembled what

our school-boys call "dibs," and
consisted merely in throwing the

bones up into the air, and catching
them again on the back of the hand
as they fall down. In many others,
which were purely gambling games,
the bones were marked with numbers,
and used as dice. Jul. Poll. ix.

100104. Bust. Od. i. p. 1397. 34. sq.

and TALUS.
ASTRA G'ALUS (ton-photos).

The Greek name for one of the ver-

tebral bones, the ball of the ankle-joint
and the knuckle-bone of animals,
which was used instead of dice for

games of chance and skill, but is not

employed in any of these senses by
the Latin writers.

2. By the Roman architects, an

astragal , a small moulding of semi-

circular profile, so termed by the

ancients from a certain resemblance

j

which it bears, in its alternation of

j

round and angular forms, to a row of

knuckle-bones (ao-TpdyaXos, and last

i cut but one), placed side by side ;

and called a bead or baguette by the

moderns, because it closely resembles

a string of beads or berries. It is

more especially characteristic of the

Ionic order, in which it is employed
to form the lowermost member of the

capital immediately under the echi-

nus, to divide the faces of an archi-

trave, or in the base, where it is a
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plain moulding, similar to the torus,

but of smaller dimensions. (Vitruv. iv.

1. 11. Id. iii. 4. 7. Id. iii. 5. 3.)

The first of the two specimens here

given is from a capital of the temple
of Apollo, near Miletus ; the lower
one from the temple of Minerva at

Priene.

ASTUR'CO. A small horse of

the Spanish Asturian breed ; highly
valued by the Romans on account of

its showy action and easy paces.
Plin. H.N. viii. 67. Mart. xiv. 199.

ATHLE'TvE (dex-nrai). A gene-
ral name for the combatants who con-

tended for a prize (50Aoi/), in the

public games of Greece and Italy ; of

whom there were five kinds, each dis-

tinguished by an appropriate name,
viz. CURSOR, LUCTATOR, PUGIL,
QUINQUERTIO, PANCRATIASTES.
ATLANTES CArAai/TeO- Pro-

perly a Greek term (to which the

Latin TELAMONES corresponds), used
to designate human figures, when em-

ployed as architectural supports to an
entablature or cornice, instead of

columns, and so termed in allusion to

the story of Atlas, who bore the

heavens on his shoulders. (Vitruv.
vi. 10.) One of these figures is

given under ARCULUS, from a spe-
cimen at Pompeii.
ATRAMENTA'RIUM (^Aar-

SoXl)- A vessel for holding atra-

mentum, a black liquid employed for

various purposes, as varnish, by
painters (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 36.

n. 18.) ; by shoemakers for dyeing
their leather (Plin. H. N. xxxiv.

32.) ; and also for writing ink (Cic.

Q. Fr. ii. 15.), in reference to which
last use the term answers to our

ink-stand (Gloss. Philox. Vulgat.
Ezech. ix. 2.), one of which is shown
in ARUNDO 5.

ATRIEN'SIS. A domestic slave,

or one who belonged to ihefamilia ur-

bana in all the great Roman houses, to

whose especial charge the care of the

Atrium was committed. He occupied
a position not unlike that of maitre

d*hotfl in the present day ;
for he exer-

cised a control over all the other slaves

of the household, took charge of the

busts, statues, and valuables exposed in

the atrium, set out and arranged the

furniture, and saw that it was kept
clean, and nothing damaged. Plaut.

Asin. passim, and especially Act. ii.

Sc. 2. and 4. Cic. Farad, v. 2.

ATRI'OLUM. Diminutive of

Atrium, and thus, in a general sense,

any small atrium
; but the word has

also a more special application, and

designates a distinct member in the

large Roman palaces, which might be

styled the second or back atrium ; for

it was disposed with sleeping rooms
and other members all round it,

similar to those of the principal one,
from which it chiefly differed in size,

and perhaps in splendour. Cic. Q.
Fr. iii. 1. 1. Id. Ait. i. 10.

A'TRIUM. A large apartment,

constituting the first of the two prin-

cipal parts into which the ground-
plan of a Roman house was divided.

It was approached directly from the

entrance hall or passage (prothyrum),
and in early times served the family
as the common place of reunion, or

public room of the house, in which
the women worked at their looms,
the family statues and ancestral

images were displayed, the household

gods and their altar, as well as the

kitchen hearth (focus), were situated.

Its relative position with regard to the

rest of the mansion is shown in the

two first ground-plans which illus-

trate the word DOMUS, on which it is

marked B.

As regards the internal structure,
it consisted of a rectangular apart-

ment, the sides of which were covered
over with a roof, having in most cases

an aperture in the centre (complu-
vium), and a corresponding basin in

the floor (impluvium), to receive the
rain water which flowed in through the

opening (see the next wood-cut). The
roof itself was frequently supported
upon columns, which thus formed a
colonnade or open cloister round its

sides (see wood-cut No. 3.). But as
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the roof was constructed and sup-

ported in several different ways,
each of which gave a different cha-

racter to the interior, these varieties

were classed under the following

separate names, to distinguish the

different styles adopted in their con-

struction :

1. Atrium Tuscanicum. The Tus-
can atrium ; the simplest and pro-

bably most ancient of all, which
was adopted at Rome from the

Etruscans, and could only be em-

ployed for an apartment of small

dimensions. Its peculiarity consisted

in not having any columns to support
the roof, which ran round its sides,

and was carried upon two beams

placed lengthwise from wall to wall,
into which two shorter ones were
mortized at equal distances from the

wall, so as to form a square opening

trastyle atrium, so termed because
its roof was supported upon four
columns, one at each angle of the

impluvium. The illustration affords

a specimen of this style from a house
at Pompeii, excavated by General

Championet; from the preceding
example, it is easy to imagine a
restoration of the roof, which, when
it rests upon the four columns, will

form a covered gallery round the

sides of the room, with an opening in

the centre between them, similar to

the one there shown, but with the

decoration of a column at each of its

corners.

3. Atrium Corinthium. The Co-
rinthian atrium, which was of the
same description as the last, but of

greater size and magnificence, inas-

much as the columns which supported

in the centre between them (Vitruv.
i. 6. 2.), as seen in the engraving
above, which presents a restoration

of the Etruscan atrium to the house
of Sallust at Pompeii.

2. Atrium Tetrastylum. The te-

its roof were more numerous, and
placed at a distance back from the

impluvium. The central part was
also open to the sky, as in the ex-

ample, from a Corinthian atrium at

Pompeii, restored after the pattern of
a house which was discovered with
its upper story entire at Herculaneum,
and an elevation of which is intro-
duced in the article DOMUS. In this

style of construction, one end of

every beam which bore the roof, and
formed a ceiling to the colonnade
round the room, rested upon the head
of each column, the other one upon
the side wall, instead of being placed
parallel to it, as in the Tuscan and
tetrastyle ; they are thus arranged at
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right angles to the walls, or in other !

words, recede from them, which is
j

what is meant hy the expression of

Vitruvius, a parietibus recedunt.

4. Atrium displuviatum. An
atrium, the roof of which was formed
in a shelving di-

rection, with the

slant turned out-

wards from the

compluvium, in-

stead of towards

it, and which,

therefore, shot off

the water from
the house into gutters on the outside,
instead of conducting it into the im-

pluvium, as in the three preceding
instances. Such a plan of construc-
tion is clearly shown in the diagram
annexed, from the marble plan of

Rome, where the opening in the cen-
tre and the outward shelve of the roof
is very cleverly expressed.

5. Atrium testudinatum. The tes-

tudinated or covered atrium, which
had no compluvium, the

whole apartment being
entirely covered over

by a roof of the kind
termed testudo (Vitruv.
v. 1.), which is also

cleverly expressed by
the artist who executed
the marble plan of

Rome, from which the illustration is

selected. It is probable that an
atrium of this description consisted of

two stories, and that it received its

light from windows in the upper one.

Compare also CAVAEDIUM.
ATTEG'IA. A Moorish hut or

wigwam made of reeds and thatch.

Juv. Sat. xiv. 196.

AUCEPS O'leuTTjs, opvieevr-fjs'). In

a general sense, a fowler or any
person who amuses himself with the

sport of snaring, netting, and killing
birds

; but in a more special sense,

a slave belonging to the familia
rustica, something like our "

game-
keeper," whose employment consisted

in takingand selling game for the profit

of his owner ; the principal sources of

income on some estates

being derived from the

produce of the woods
and fisheries. (Ov. A.
Am. iii. 669. Plaut.

Trin. ii. 4. 7. Pignorius
de Serv. p. 560.) The
illustration, from a small

marble statue at Naples,

represents one of these

fowlers returning with
his game. He wears
a sportsman's hat and ^^ --

boots, a tunic and cloak of skin with
the fur on, carries a hunting knife in

his right hand, two doves slung to the

girdle round his waist, a hare on his

left arm, and the end of the noose in

which it was caught appears between
the fingers. The instruments em-

ployed by the ancient fowlers in the

pursuit of their sport were gins and
snares (laquei, pedicts), a rod tipped
with bird lime (arundo, calamus), traps

(transennae), clap-nets (amites), a call-

bird (avis illex), and cage for the same

(caved) ;
the manner of using all

which is described, and illustrated

under each head.

AUDITORIUM, Any place in

which orators, poets, and authors

generally, assembled an audience to

hear their compositions recited.

Quint, ii. 11. 3. Id. x. i. 36.

2. A lecture-room, in which philo-

sophers and professors delivered their

lectures. Suet. Tib. 11.

3. A court of justice where trials

were heard. Paul. Dig. 49. 9. 1.

Ulp. Dig. 4. 4. 18.

4. Auditorium Principis. The
court or chamber in which the em-
peror sat to hear and decide causes.

Paul. Dig. 42. 1. 54.

AUGUR (ojWoo-Koiros). An
augur, a Roman priest, who inter-

preted the will of the gods, or re-

vealed future events from observa-
tions taken on the flight and singing
of birds. (Liv. i. 36. Cic. Div. i.

17.) They were formed into a

college or corporation ; and are

K 2
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principally distinguished from other

classes of the priesthood,
on coins and medals, by
a crooked wand (lituus),
like a crozier, which

they carried in the right
hand, and sometimes with
the sacred bird, and the

waterjug (capis) by their

side or on the reverse.

The example is from a

medal of Marcus Anto-
ninus.

AUGURA'LE. A space on the

right side of the general's tent (prce-

torium) in a Roman camp, where the

auspices were taken. Tac. Ann. xv.

30. Compare Quint, viii. 2. 8.

AUGUSTA'LES. An order of

priests instituted by Augustus, and
selected from the class of freed-men,
whose duty it was to superintend the

religious ceremonies connected with
the worship of the Lares Compi-
tales, deities who presided over the
cross roads, to whom it was customary
to erect a shrine at the spot where
these roads met. Pet. Sat. 30. 2.

Orelli, Inscr. 3959. Schol. Vet. ad
Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 281.

2. Sodales Augustales, or simply
Augustales. An order of priests in-

stituted by Tiberius, to superintend
the divine honours paid to Augustus
and the Julian family. The body
consisted of twenty-one persons se-

lected from the principal Roman
families. Tac. Ann. i. 15. and 54.

Reines. Inscr. i. 12.

AULA CauA^). Properly a Greek
word, which in early times designated
an open court or court-yard in front
of a house, around which the stables,
stalls for cattle, and farming out-
houses were situated

; hence the
Roman poets adopted the word to

express a dog-kennel (Grat. Cyneg.
167.), a sheep pen (Prop. iii. 2. 39),
or a den for wild animals. Pet. Sat.
119. 17.

2. Subsequently to the age of
Homer, the Greek aula was an open
peristyle in the interior of a house,

of which there were two in every
mansion (Vitruv. vi. 7. 5.) ; one
round which the men's apartments
were disposed, and the other for the

exclusive use of the females. In

other respects, they corresponded in

general arrangement and distribution

to the atrium and peristylium of a

Roman house: see the plan of the

Greek house s.v. DOMUS, on which the

two aulce are marked respectively c
and E. In allusion to this sense of

the word, Virgil uses it for the cell of

the queen bee. JEn. iii. 353.

3. Aula regia. The central por-
tion of the scene in the Greek and
Roman theatres, especially for tragic

performances, representing a noble

mansion (Vitruv. v. 6. 8.), near or in

which the action was supposed to

take place. The illustration repre-
sents a view of the great theatre at

Pompeii, with the scene at the

further end, from which the general
character of this part of the building

may be readily imagined, though the

whole of its upper portion has de-

cayed.
4. An old form of spelling (Cato,

R. R. 85.) for OLLA, which see.

AUL^'A or AUL^'UM
(auAoto). A piece of tapestry or arras

hangings used to decorate the walls of

a dining room (Hor. Sat. ii. 8. 54.), or

as a screen against the sun between
the pillars of a colonnade (Prop. ii.

32. 12.), or to close in the open
galleries round an atrium or peristy-
lium of private houses, as shown in the

elevation of the Herculanean house

(s. v. DOMUS), in which the rods and

rings for suspending them were found
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in their places, when the excavation

was made. In the illustration, from
a bas-relief in the British Museum,

the aulceum forms the background to

a tricliniary chamber
;
and similar

ones are of very common occurrence

both in sculpture and paintings,
where they are introduced by the

artist as a conventional sign to indicate

that the scene in which they appear
is not laid in the open air, but takes

place in an interior.

2. A large coverlet of tapestry or

embroidered work, which it was cus-

tomary to spread over the mattress of
a sofa or dining couch (Virg. JEn. i.

697.), and which hung down to the

ground all round it
;
whence also

termed Peristroma. It is seen in the

preceding wood-cut, but more dis-

tinctly in the annexed one from the
Vatican Virgil.

3. A piece of tapestry, or curtain

ornamented with figures embroi-
dered on it (Virg. G. iii. 25.), em-

ployed in the Greek and Roman
theatres, for the same purpose as our

drop-scene, to conceal the stage before

the commencement of the play, and

between the acts. This curtain, how-
ever, was not suspended like ours,
and let down from above ; but, on the

contrary, was rolled round a cy-
linder let into a recess in the brick-

work fronting the stage, as is clearly
seen on the left hand ofthe annexed en-

graving, which represents a perspec-
tive view of the small theatre at Pom-
peii looking across the stage, and the

orchestra which lies on the right hand.
When the play commenced, the curtain

was let down, and consequently after

an act it was drawn up (Ovid. Met. iii.

Ill 114.); whence the expression
aulcea premuntur (Hor. Epist. ii. 1.

189. Compare Apul. Met. x. p. 232.),
" the drop scene is let down," implies
that the play is about to commence ;

and avlcea tolluntur (Ov. Met. I. c.),
" the scene is raised up," that the act

or play was ended.

AUL(E'DUS(adAp8<k). One who
sings to the accompaniment of a flute

or pipe. Cic. Mur. 13.

AURES. The earth or mould
boards of a plough, placed on each
side of the share-beam, and inclining
outwards, in order to throw off the

earth turned up by the share into a

ridge on each side of the furrow.

(Virg. G. i. 172.) They are shown
in the engraving s. v. ARATRUM 2. by
the letters EE.
AU'REUS. Called also nummus

aureus, or denarius aureus ; a

guilder, or golden denarius, the stand-

ard gold coin of the Romans, which

passed for twenty -five denarii, or
1 7s. 8^d. ;

but the intrinsic value, as

compared with our gold coinage at
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the present day, would nearly equal
I/. Is. Ifd. (Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 13.

Suet. Cal. 42. Id. Dom. 8. Hussey
on ancient Weights and Money.). The
illustration is from an original in its

actual state.

AURFGA (fyioxos). In general

any person who acted as a coachman
or charioteer, as shown by the ex-

ample from a terra-cotta bas-relief.

the ordinary style, shown in the first

cut, as will be perceived by the

annexed example, which is copied

Virg. Mn. xii. 624. Ovid. Met. ii. 327.

2. But, more especially, the driver

of a racing car in the Circus at the

Circensian games.
(Suet. Cal 54.)
The example here

given is from a

statue in the Vati-

can, which, if com-

pared with the next

illustration, will af-

ford a perfect notion

of the costume worn
by these drivers.

The palm branch
in the right hand is

the emblem of vic-

tory ; the purse
in the left contains the sum of money
which formed the prize. The man-
ner in which these men drove was
peculiar, and differed materially from

from a consular diptych ;
and as the

original is the work of a late period,
when the arts were at a low ebb, it is

to be regarded as a more faithful

representation of the actual truth un-

adorned by any attempts at artistic

effect or ideal portraiture. The
driver here passes the reins round
his back, or actually stands within

them ; the object of which was to

give him more command over his

horses, by leaning his whole weight
back against the reins, and to prevent
the chance of their falling from his

hands in case of any sudden shock or

collision. But as this practice ex-

posed him to the danger of being

dragged in his reins in case of an

upset, he carried a crooked knife

fixed to the thongs which braced his

body, as seen in front of the left side

in the preceding figure, in order to

cut them on the emergency. The
last example also shows the skull cap
which he wore on his head, as well as

the bandages round the legs, and on
the back of the hands ;

the horses' legs
are also bandaged, their tails are tied

up, their manes are hogged, and a

mask is placed over the front of their

faces.

3. By poets the word is also ap-

plied less specially, for a groom who

brought out a carriage or war car,

and stood at the horses' heads till the

driver mounted (Virg. ^En. xii. 85.) ;

for a helmsman (Ovid. Trist. i. 4.

16.) ;
and generally for a horseman

or rider. (Auct. Paneg. ad Pison.

49.)
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AURIGA'RIUS. Same as

AURIGA. Suet, Nero. 5.

AURIGA'TOR. Same as AURIGA.

Inscript. ap. Grut. 340. 3.

AURI'GO and AURI'GOR. To
drive a chariot in the races of the

Circus, as described under AURIGA.
Suet. Nero. 24. Plin. H. N. xxxiii.

27,

AURISCALP'IUM (t>roy\v<t>is ).

An ear-pick (Mart. Ep. xiv. 23.) ;

also a surgeon's probe for the ear.

(Scribon. Compos. 230.) The ex-

ample represents an original found at

Pompeii.
AUS'PEX. One who takes the

auspices, or in other words, who
observes the flight, singing, or feeding
of birds, in order to discover there-

from the secrets of futurity. Cic.

Att. ii. 7. Hor. Od. iii. 27. 8.

AUTHEP'SA (aMetoO- A word
coined from the Greek, meaning in its

literal sense a self-boiler (Cic. Rose.

Am. 46. Lamprid. Elag. 19.), from
which it is reasonably inferred to

have been an apparatus which con-

tained its own fire and heaters for

water, so as to be adapted for cook-

ing in any part of a house ;
and con-

sequently of the same description as

the specimen here introduced, from a

bronze original found at Pompeii. The
sides, which are of considerable thick-

ness, and hollow, contained water ;

and a small cock projects from one of

them (the left hand in the engraving)
to draw it off ;

the four towers at the

angles are provided with moveable
lids ;

the centre received the lighted

charcoal; and if a trivet or other

vessel was placed over it, such an

apparatus would admit of many pro-
cesses in cooking, with great economy
of trouble and expense. Many other

contrivances of the same sort have
been discovered at Pompeii, similar

in regard to the principle upon which

they are constructed, and only dif-

fering in the pattern or design.

AUTOPY'ROS^-nJTTvpos). Brown-

bread, made of coarse flour with the

bran in it. Plin. H.N. xxii. 68.

Petr. Sat. 66. 2. Celsus, ii. 18.

AVE'NA. A Pandean pipe made
with the stalk of the wild oat, such
as was used by the peasantry. Virg.
Tibull. Ov. Met. viii. 192. ARUNDO.
No. 6.

AVER'TA. A saddle-bag, which
was probably placed on the rump of

an animal, as now commonly prac-
tised in Italy. Acron. ad Hor. Sat.

i. 6. 106.

AVERTA'RIUS. A beast of

burden, which carries the averta, or

saddle-bag, upon his rump. Impp.
Valent. et Valens. Cod. Theodos. 8.

5. 22'

A~VIA'RIUM. A poultry yard.

Varro, R. R. iii. 3. 7.

2. An aviary, in which birds of

choice kinds, and rare breeds were

kept. Varro, I. c.

3. A decoy or preserve for aquatic
birds. Columell. viii. 1. 4.

AVIA'RIUS. A slave who had
the charge of breeding, feeding, and

fattening poultry. Columell. viii. 3,

'

AVICULA'RIUS. Apic. viii. 7.

Same as preceding.
AXICIA. A word only met with

in a single passage of Plautus (Cure.
iv. 4. 21.), which the dictionaries

and commentators interpret, a pair of
scissors. But the reading or the in-

terpretation seems very doubtful
;
for

the instrument used by the ancients

for the same purposes as our scissors,

was termed FORFEX by the Romans ;

and in the passage of Plautus, the

axicia is enumerated as an article of

the toilet, with the comb, tweezers,

looking-glass, curling-irons, and
towel ;

but a pair of scissors, though
useful enough on a modern dressing
table, would be far less appropriate to
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the Roman toilet, if regard is had to

the difference of ancient habits.

AXIS ({v). The axle-tree of a

carriage to which the pole is affixed,
and round which the wheels revolve

(Ov. Met. ii. 317.), which is clearly
seen in the illustration from an
ancient bronze car preserved in the

Vatican
;
but in waggons of the kind

called plaustra, the axle tree was not
a fixture, but revolved together with
the wheels in nuts or sockets screwed
on to the bottom of the cart

;
see

ARTEMON.

2. Axis versatilis. A revolving

cylinder, such as is worked by a

windlass for drawing
up weights, by twist-

ing the cord round
about itself, like the

roller and windlass

by which a bucket is

drawn out of a well,
as illustrated by the

annexed engraving
from a marble sarco-

phagus in the Vatican

cemetery. Vitruv. ix. 8. 8.

3. The upright axis of a door,
which worked in sockets let into the

upper and lower lintel, and so formed
a pivot upon which the door turned
when opened or shut. Stat. Theb. i.349.
See ANTEPAGMENTUM and CARDO.

4. The valve of a water pipe or
cock

; in which sense the proper
reading is Assis.

5. A plank ; also properly written
Assis.

B.

BABYLON'ICUM. A shawl of

Babylonian manufacture, which was
highly prized amongst the Romans
for its fine texture and brilliant

colours. Lucret. iv. 1027. P. Syrus
ap. Petr. Sat 55. 6.

BACCHA (Bcfox*?). A Bac-
chante ; a female who celebrates the

mysteries of Bacchus. (Ovid. Her.
x. 48.) They are frequently repre-
sented in works of art, and described

by the poets (Ov. Met vi. 591.), as
in the illustration, with a wreath of
vine leaves or ivy round the head,
loose flowing hair, a mantle made of

kid-skin, on the left side, and the

thyrsus in the right hand, running like

madwomen through the streets. The
figure here introduced, which is from
a bas-relief of the Villa Borghese, in-

stead of the skin on her person, car-

ries part of a kid in her left hand.
BACILLUM (frucrtipior). A

small staff, stick, or cane
; a walking-

stick, sometimes as with us artificially
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bent into form. (Cic. Fin. ii. 11.

Juv. Sat iii. 28.) The example is

from a painting at Pompeii, and

represents Ulysses.
2. Varro, R. R. 50. 2. See FALX

DENTICULATA.
BAC'ULUS and BAC'ULUM

(jScS/tT/joi'). A long stick or staff,

such as was com-

monly carried by
travellers, rustics,

shepherds, and goat-
herds (whence
termed agreste. Ov.
Met. xv. 654.); by
infirm or aged per-
sons of both sexes

(Ov. Met. vi. 27.);
and also, out of af-

fectation, by the

Greek philosophers. (Mart. Ep. iv.

53.) The illustration, from a MS.
of Virgil in the Vatican library,

represents one of the shepherds of
the Eclogues leaning on his staff,

precisely as described by Ovid, in-

cumbens or innitens baculo (Met. xiv.

655. Fast. i. 177.) ; an attitude also

of daily occurrence amongst the

peasants of the Roman Campagna.
2. (o-KTjTTTpo*'.) A long staff, which,

in early times, was carried by kings

and persons in authority, both as a

mark of distinction and a defensive

weapon. In works of art it is always

represented of greater length than
the rustic staff, as may be seen by the
annexed figure of Agamemnon, from a
marble vase of Greek sculpture, and
it is sometimes described as being
ornamented with gold and silver.

(Florus, iv. 11. 3. Id. iii. 19. 10.)
It was the original of the regal

sceptre; and in consequence was used
on the tragic stage by actors who
personated kingly characters. (Suet.
Nero, 24.) But the word, when
used in this sense by the Latin

writers, is mostly adopted in order
to characterise, and to ridicule, fo-

reign, and especially Asiatic, manners.
Florus. //. cc.

BAJULATO'RIUS. Which
serves or is adapted for carrying.
Sella bajulatoria. See SELLA.
BAJ'ULUS (ywTo<p6f>os, Qopr-nyts').

A porter, or any person who carries

burdens on his back, as shown in the

illustration from a painting in a

sepulchral chamber at Rome. Plaut.

Pcen. v. 6. 17. Cic. Par. iii. 2.

2. In the Roman household, a
slave who performed the same duties

as the porter of a modern establish-

ment, such as carrying parcels,

letters, &c. Hieron. Ep. 6. ad
Julian, n. 1.

BALIN'E^E or BAL'NE^. A
set of public baths, including conve-
niences for warm and cold bathing,
as well as sudorific or vapour baths,
and provided with a double set of

apartments for the male and the
female sex. Varro, L. L. viii. 48.

Id. ix. 64.

The system upon which the bathing
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establishments of the Romans were

arranged, and the ingenious method

of their construction, will be best

understood by the annexed ground-

plan and description of the double

set of baths at Pompeii. Views and

elevations of the various apartments
in detail are given separately under

each of their respective names. They

had six distinct entrances, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, from the street ; of which the

three first were for visitors ;
4 and 5

for the slaves and purposes connected
with the business of the establish-

ment ; and the last gave access to the

women's baths, which have no inter-

communication with the larger set.

To commence the circuit by the first

door (1), at the bottom of the plan
on the left hand.

-. Latrina, a privy.
b. An open court, surrounded by a

colonnade on three of its sides, which
formed a sort of Atrium to the rest of
the edifice.

cc. Stone seats along one side of
the court for the slaves who were

awaiting the return of their masters
from the interior, or for the accommo-
dation of the citizens, in like manner
expecting the return of their friends.

d. A recessed chamber, either in-
tended as a waiting-room for visitors ;

or probably appropriated to the use
of the superintendant of the baths.

e. Another latrina, near the second

principal entrance (2), from which a

corridor, turning sharp to the right,

leads into

A. The apodyterium, or undressing-

room, which has a communication

with each of the principal entrances,

and with each of the apartments
destined for the various purposes of

hot and cold bathing.

ff. Seats of masonry on each side

of the room, for the bathers to dress

and undress upon.
B. The friyidarium, or chamber

containing the cold water bath (bap-

tisteriurn).

ff.
A room for the use of the

garde-robe, who took charge of the

wearing apparel, kept for its owners

while bathing.
c. The tepidarium, or tepid cham-

ber; the atmosphere ofwhich was kept
at an agreeable warmth by means of a

brazier, found in it. It was intended

to break the sudden change of tempe-
rature from heat to cold, as the bather

returned from the thermal chamber to

the open air. This apartment served

also in the present instance as a

place for being scraped with the

strigil, and anointed after bathing

(see the illustration to ALIPTES) ;

for the convenience of which it was
furnished with two bronze seats

found in the room, and the walls were
likewise divided all round into small

recesses, forming so many closets or

lockers, which might contain the

strigils, oils, unguents, and other

necessaries for the use of those who
did not bring their own with them.

A door from this department con-

ducted the bather into

D. The caldarium, or thermal

chamber ; which contains (A) a hot

water bath (alveus) at one extremity,
and the Laconicum, with its basin or

labrum (), at the other. The flooring
of the room is hollow underneath,

being suspended upon low brick

pillars, and the walls are also fitted

with flues, so that the whole apart-
ment was surrounded by hot air,

supplied from an adjoining furnace.
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See the illustration to SUSPENSURA
and HYPOCAUSTUM.

/. The furnace, which, besides the
use above mentioned, also heated the

coppers containing the water for the

baths ; viz.

m. The caldarium, or copper for

hot water ; and
n. The tepidarium, or copper for

tepid water.

o. The cold water cistern.

p. A room for the slaves who had

charge of the furnace and its appen-
dages, furnished with a separate en-

trance from the street (4), and two

staircases, one of which led up to the

roof, and the other down to the fur-

nace.

q. A small passage, connecting
the last-named apartment with

r. The yard, where all the things

necessary for the service of this part
of the establishment, such as wood,
charcoal, &c., were kept. It has
also its own separate entrance from
the street (5), and the remains of two

pillars, which originally supported a
roof or a shed, are still visible.

The remaining portion of the

plan is occupied by another set of

baths, appropriated for females,
which are more confined in point of

space, but arranged upon a similar

principle. They have but one en-
trance (6), which gives access to a
small waiting-room (s), with seats

for the same use and purposes as

those marked cc in the larger set.

E. The apodyterium, with seats on
two of its sides (t *), and which, like

the one first described, communicates
with the frigidarium, or cold water
bath (F), and with the tepidarium, or

tepid chamber (o), through which
the bather passes on, as he did in the

preceding case, to the thermal cham-
ber (H), provided in the same manner
with its Laconicum and labrum (u) at

one end, and its alveus, or hot water
bath (M>), on the side contiguous to

the furnace and boilers, which are
thus conveniently situated, so as to

supply both sets of baths with hot

air and warm water by a single ap-
paratus. In these baths for the

women, the tepidarium has a sus-

pended floor and walls fitted with
flues, which is not the case in the

corresponding apartment of the larger
set.

2. Vitruvius (vi. 5. 1.) used the
same term to designate a private bath
in a man's own house ; but this,

according to Varro (I c.), is not a

strictly accurate usage. See the

following word.
BALIN'EUM or BAL'NEUM.

A private bath, or the suite of

bathing rooms belonging to a private
house (Varro, L. L. ix. 68. Cic.

Fam. xiv. 20.) ; as contradistin-

guished from the plural Balineoe,

applied to the public establishments,
which commonly comprised two sets

of baths, with distinct and separate
accommodation for both sexes, and

consequently more extensive and
numerous dependencies. In other

respects the distribution and arrange-
ments of the several apartments were

upon a similar principle in both

cases, as will be seen by comparing
the members in the annexed wood-

cut, which presents the ground-plan
of the baths belonging to the sub-

urban villa of Arrius Diomedes at

Pompeii, with those of the public
baths described and illustrated in the

preceding article. The baths and

heir appurtenances occupied an

ngle at one extremity of the whole
L 2
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pile of building, and were entered

from the atrium through a door at a.

Immediately on the right of the

entrance is a small room (6), perhaps
used as a waiting-room, or intended

for the slaves attached to this de-

partment of the household. Beyond
this is the apodyterium, or undressing-
room (A), situated between the cold

and hot baths, and having a separate
entrance into both of them.

B is a small triangular court, par-

tially covered by a colonnade on two

of its sides ;
in the centre of which

and in the open air, excepting that it

had a roof over head, supported upon
two columns at opposite angles, was
the cold water bath (c) piscina in

area. Plin. Ep. v. 6. 26.

c is the tepid chamber (tepidarium),
with a seat in one corner, upon
which the bather sat to be scraped
and anointed after the bath.

D. The caldarium, or thermal

chamber, arranged exactly as in the

public baths, with the Laconicum at the

circular end, and an alveus, or hot

water bath, at the opposite extremity.
d is the reservoir, which contained

a general supply of water from the

aqueduct ; e, a room for the use of the

slaves who served the furnaces, which
had a stone table in it (e), and a stair-

case leading to an upper story, or to

the roof; /, the cistern for cold

water ; g, the boiler for tepid water ;

h, the boiler for hot water; i, the

furnace ; all of which are disposed in

the same manner as those of the

public establishments, and with the

same regard for the saving of fuel

and water. See CALDARIUM, TEPI-

DARIUM, FRIGIDARIUM.
2. Sometimes the same word is

used in a more confined sense for the
hot water bath (alveus) ; seen at the

square end of the room D in the last

wood-cut, and at the letter h in the

preceding one. Cic. Att. ii. 3. Pet.
Sat. 72. Celsus, iii. 24.

BALL'ISTA or BAL'ISTA
(Ai0og<J\oy, or -oi/). An engine used
at sieges for hurling ponderous masses

of stone. (Lucil. Sat. xxviii. p. 61.

23. Gerlach. Cic. Tusc. ii. 24. Tacit.

Hist. iv. 23.) Neither the descrip-
tions of the Latin authors, nor the
monuments of art enable us to form a
distinct notion of the manner in

which these machines were con-
structed ; and the different attempts
of modern antiquaries to restore a

specimen from the words of Vitru-

vius (x. 11.) and of Ammianus
(xxiii. 4. 1 3.), must be regarded
as too uncertain and conjectural to

be invested with any degree of

authority. They were, however,
made of different dimensions, called

majores and minores (Liv. xxvi. 47.) ;

and some were used as field engines,
being placed upon carriages and
drawn by horses or mules, so that

they could be readily transported to

any position on the field of battle,
thence termed CARROBALLISTM;, one
of which is represented on the
column of Antoninus. We have sub-

sequently introduced it as an illus-

tration to that word
;
and it may serve

to convey a general notion as to what
these machines were like ; but is

far too imperfect and deficient in

detail to afford any approximation
towards a distinct understanding of
the exact principle upon which they
were constructed.

BALLISTA'RIUM or BALIST.
An arsenal or magazine in which
ballistcB are kept. Plaut. Pcen. i. 1. 74.

BALLISTA'RIUS or BALIST.
A soldier who worked or discharged
a ballista ; ranked amongst the light-
armed troops. Ammian. 16. 2. 5.

Veget. Mil. ii. 2.

BALNEA. See BALINEJS.
BALNEA'RIA. Used absolutely

to express collectively all the imple-
ments, vessels, and necessaries used
in the bath, such as strigils, oil, per-
fumes, towels, &c. Apul. Met. iii.

p. 51. Compare Lamprid. Alex. Sev.
42. Paul. Dig. 34. 2. 33.

BALNEA'RIS, sc. fur. Catull.

xxxiii. 1. A fellow who made a
livelihood by stealing the clothes of
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poor people, who had no slaves of their

own to take care of them, from the

public baths while their owners were

bathing ; for at Rome every one was

compelled by law to strip himself in

the undressing-room before he was

permitted to enter the bathing apart-
ments (Cic. Ccel. 26.), the object of
which was to prevent the property or

utensils of the establishment from

being purloined, and concealed under
the dress.

BALNEA'RIA. Absolutely, for

a set of baths, or bathing chambers.
Cic. Q. Fr. iii. ].l. See BALINE.E
and BALINEUM.
BALNEA'TOR. The keeper of

a set of baths. Cic. Ccel 26.

BALNEA'TRIX. The mistress
of a set of baths, or who has charge
of the women's department of the
same. Petr. ap. Serv. JEn. xii. 159.

BAL'NEUM. See BALINEUM.
BALTEA'RIUS. The master

or keeper of the belts (baltei\ an
officer in the Imperial household,
whose duty it was to provide and

keep in the wardrobe those articles

of use and ornament. Inscript, ap.
Reines. cl. 8. n. 69. Spon. Miscell
Erud. Ant. p. 253.

BALTE'OLUS. Diminutive of
BALTEUS.
BAL'TEUS or BAL'TEUM

(reXafji&v). A baldric or shoulder

belt, passed over
one shoulder,
and under the

other, for the

purpose of sus-

pending the

sword, in the

same manner as

our soldiers

carry their side-

arms. (Quint.
xi. 3. 140.) It

was fastened in front by a buckle
(Virg. Mn. v. 314.), and frequently
enriched with studs (bullce) of gold or

precious stones (Virg. /. c.), both
of which particulars are distinctly

illustration, from avisible in the

trophy at Rome, commonly known as
" the trophies of Marius," but in

reality belonging to the age of Trajan.
2. The Greek soldiers of the

Homeric age also used a similar belt

to carry their shields by ; and, conse-

quently, wore two of them at the

same time. Horn. 77. xiv. 404.

3. A similar kind of belt, also de-

signated by the same term, was used
in like manner for suspending a

quiver from the shoulders (Virg. ^En.
v. 313. Nemes. Cyneg. 91.), and a
musical instrument, like the lyre or

guitar from the neck. (Apul. Flor.

ii. 15. 2.) See the illustrations to

PHARETRATUS, 3. and LYRISTRIA,
which afford examples of a belt ap-

plied in both of these ways.
4. An ornamental belt or band,

sometimes decorated with gold and sil-

ver studs, or with

embroidery, which
was placed round
a horse's neck and

breast, below the

mantle or throat-

band, and from
which bells were
often suspended.

( Apul. Met. x.

p. 224.) The illustration is from a
fictile vase : compare the example
under TINTINNABULATUS, which is

plain, and with a bell hanging from it.

5. Less accurately, and particu-

larly by the poets, a girdle round
the waist (Lucan. ii. 361. Sil. Ital.

x. 181. CINGULUM), and a horse's

girth round the body. Claud. Ep.
xxi. and xx. See CINGULA.

6. The broad flat belt in the

sphere, which
contains the

twelve signs of

the Zodiac, and

represents the

sun's course

through them

(Manilius, iii.

334.), as shown

by the engraving, which is copied
from a painting at Pompeii.
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7. The band which encircles the

bolster or cushion on the side of an

Ionic capital ;
in technical language,

the band or girdle of the bolsters.

(Vitruv. xi. 5. 7.) It is often covered

with sculpture, as in the example,
which represents a side view of a

capital belonging to the temple of

Minerva Polias.

8. In a theatre or amphitheatre,
a wall or belt, which formed a line of

demarcation between one tier of

(Manianum) and another.

(Calpurn. Eel vi. 47.) The object
of this was to prevent the different

classes of spectators from passing
over from the places assigned to

their respective orders into other

parts of the building where they were
not entitled to sit; as for instance,
from an upper circle into a lower
one. The illustration presents a
view in the larger theatre at Pom-
peii, and shows a portion of two
nueniana, or tiers of seats, separated
by the balteus between them. It

will be understood that this belt,
which here is only a fragment, ran

uninterruptedly round the entire

range of seats. The visitors, upon
entering the theatre, walked round

the covered gallery shown by the

large dark arch on the right hand,
until they came to either of the small
doors (vomitoria), through which

they passed into the interior, and
descended the staircases in front of

them until they came to the row or

step (gradus} in which their respec-
tive places were situate. Another
balteus is seen above, also with two
of its doors, which separated the
second mcenianum from the seats

above. It will also be observed that

the covered passage which encircles

the first mcenianum has no commu-
nication with the one above, which
was approached by a separate cor-

ridor of its own, connected with a
distinct set of staircases in the ex-
ternal shell of the building.
BAPHI'UM (0o(/>eToj/). A dyer's

establishment. Inscript. ap. Carli,
Antich. Ital torn. 3. p. 14. Procu-
ratori Baphii Cissce Histrice. Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 40. Strabo, xvi. 2.

23.

BAPTISTE'RIUM (0*^-
piov). Properly a Greek word (Si-

don. Ep. ii. 2.), though not extant

in any Greek author. A cold plung-

ing bath, constructed in the cella
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friyidaria. (Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 11.

Id. v. 6. 25.) The illustration pre-
sents a view of the cold bath, and
room which contains it, as now re-

maining at Pompeii. The bath

itself (baptisterium) is a circular

marble basin, of 12 feet 9 inches

diameter, indented with two steps,

and having a short low seat at the

bottom (on the left hand in the

engraving), upon which the bather

might sit and wash.
2. Amongst the ecclesiastical

writers, or subsequently to the es-

tablishment of Christianity ;
a building

distinct from the church in which the

baptismal font was placed (Sidon.

Ep. iv. 15.) ; of which the baptistery
built by Constantine near the church
of S. Giovanni Laterano, at Rome,
affords an actual example. A view
of the interior of this edifice may be
seen in Gaily Knight's

" Eccle-

siastical Architecture of Italy."
BARBA'TULUS. Having a

youthful beard growing just round
the chin, without being shortened or

trimmed into shape by the barber

(Cic. Alt. i. 14.), as it was worn by
the youth of Rome before the custom
of shaving had obtained

; and, subse-

quently, until the age of manhood,
when its ample growth required to

be artificially trimmed into form.
The illustration is taken from a

statue of Drusus, the son of Tiberius,
found at Pompeii.
BARBA'TUS (irwycavtas'). Wear-

ing the beard of its natural length, as

was frequently practised by the

Greeks, until the age of Alexander,

Having

and universally by the Romans, until

the year B. c. 300

(Plin. H. N. vii.

59. Compare Liv.

v. 41. and Cic. Ccel

14.), whence the

Latin writers com-

monly use the word
to describe the

rude and unpolished
manners of the

early ages (Cic.
Mur. 12. Id. Sext.

8.), when beards were worn like that

in the example from an engraved
gem, supposed to represent Numa
Pompilius, from the resemblance it

bears to the profile upon some coins

which have the name of Numa in-

scribed upon them.
2. Barbatus bene.

beard neatly clip-

ped and trimmed,
so as to give it an
artificial kind of

beauty ;
a practice

which came into

fashion amongst
the young exquisites
towards the latter

days of the republic

(Cic. Cat. ii. 10.),
and was generally adopted by the

emperors from the time of Hadrian,
as in the annexed bust of Antoninus

Pius, from an engraved gem.
BAR'BITOS and BAR'BITON

v, and
Jul. Poll.

iv. 59.). A stringed
instrument belonging
to the class of lyres ;

but which was of a

larger size and had
thicker strings (Pol-
lux, Z.c.), and, therefore,

produced louder and
fuller notes than the

usual instruments of

that kind. In other

respects, it was played
in the same manner as

they were, with the fin-
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gers and the plectrum, or quill (Claud.
Proem, ad Epith. in Nupt. Hon. et

Mar. 9. Auson. Epigr. 44.) ; and

thus it may be regarded as an in-

strument which bore the same ana-

logy to the lyre as our violoncello

does to the violin. All these par-
ticulars make it highly probable
that the figure here introduced af-

fords an authentic specimen of the

ancient barbitos. It is copied from a

Pompeian painting, where it stands

by the side of Apollo, resting on a

knob, like our bass viol, upon the

ground, and reaching as high as half

way up the figure.
BAR/CA. A boat employed for

discharging a cargo, and transport-

ing it to the shore. When the vessel

put to sea, it was shipped on board,
and only lowered down again when
its services were required. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 1.19. Not. Tir. p. 77.

BARDOCUCUL'LUS. A hood
or cowl (cucullus), which, if we
might judge from the name, was

peculiar to the Bardaei, a people of

Illyria (compare Capitol. Pertin. 8.) ;

but Mart. (Ep. i. 54., compare Juv.
Sat viii. 145.) attributes it to the

Gauls, and in another passage {Ep.
xiv. 128.) he clearly indicates that it

was an outer garment worn by the
common people of that country, and

bearing some sort of resemblance to

the Roman pcenula. Thus it was
probably a cloak of coarse materials,
with a hood to it, which covered the
whole body, like the one worn by
the carter in the annexed engraving,

which is copied from a sepulchral
bas-relief found at Langres, in
France. It has sleeves, which the

pcenula had not ; but there is a slit

at the side (just near the right foot),
the same as in the pcenula, only not
so long ;

and it is precisely these re-

semblances and discrepancies which
account for the juxtaposition of the

two words in Martial.

BA'RIS (frapis). Aflat-bottomed
boat used upon the Nile, for the

transport of merchandise, and more

especially for conveying a dead body
across the river to the place of se-

pulture, in the funeral procession.

(Herod, ii. 96. Diodor. i. 96.) The
illustration shows one of these boats

with a mummy placed in it, from an

Egyptian painting. When Proper-
tius (iii. 11. 44.) applies the name to

the war vessels of Antony and Cleo-

patra, it is to be understood in a
sense of extreme irony and con-

tempt.
BASCAU'DA. The Welsh

"basgawd," and English "basket."

These articles of ancient British

manufacture were imported, together
with their name, into Rome (Mart.

Ep. xiv. 99.), where they were em-

ployed amongst the table utensils

and held in much esteem. Juv. Sat.

xii. 46. Schol. Vet. ad I

BASIL'ICA. A spacious public

building erected in, or contiguous to

the forum or market place, for the

merchants and people of business

to meet in, as well as for a court of

justice ; thus answering in many
respects to our " Town Hall

"
and

Exchange." Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 58.

Id. Att. ii. 14.

The internal construction of a
basilica bore a very close resemblance
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to most of our old English churches.

It consisted of a central nave and
two side aisles, divided from it by a
row of columns on each side, as

shown on the annexed ground-plan
of the Basilica at Pompeii. In this

part of the building, the merchants
and people of business congregated
and transacted their affairs. At the

further extremity of the principal
nave, a portion was railed off (see
the right hand of the preceding cut),
like the chancel of a church, or a
tribune was thrown out (see the next

wood-cut), so as to form a recess

apart from the noise and activity of

the traffickers in the body of the

building ; and in these the judges sat,

and the council pleaded. The whole
of the interior was further surrounded

by an upper gallery raised upon the

columns which divided the aisles

below, as represented in the annexed

engraving, which shows a longitudinal

section and elevation down the centre

of the ancient Basilica at Verona, as

restored from its remains by the

Count Arnaldi. These upper galle-
ries were mainly intended for the

accommodation of spectators and idle

loungers ;
who were thus enabled to

watch the proceedings going on with-

out creating confusion, or disturbing
the real business below. Vitr. v. 1 .

2. After the introduction and
establishment of Christianity by
Constantine, many of the ancient

basilica were converted by him into

places for religious worship, for which

purpose their plan of construction

was so well adapted ; hence, amongst
the ecclesiastical writers, after that

period, the word is commonly used

to designate a church (Sulp. Sev.

Hist. Sacr. ii. 33. and 38. ). Five

of these edifices at Rome still retain

their ancient name of basilica ; and,

moreover, preserve a record of their

original purpose, by being kept

open, like a court of justice, the

whole day, instead of being shut

at certain hours, like all the other

churches.

BASIL'ICUS, sc. jactus. The
name given to one of the throws on
the dice. What combination of

numbers was required to turn up
the throw is not ascertained ; but it

was evidently a good cast, from the

name, though below the Venus,
which was the best of all. Plaut.

Cure. ii. 3. 80. Becker, Gallus,

p. 393. Transl.

BASTER'NA. A sort of palan-

quin, more especially appropriated
to the use of females. (Poet. Incert.

m Anthol. Lat. Ep. iii. 183.) It

was a close carriage (Ammian. xiv.

6. 16.) ; and was borne by two

mules, one before and one behind,
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each harnessed to a separate pair of

shafts. (Pallad. vii. 2. 3.) The
whole of this description corresponds
so precisely with the annexed draw-

ing, from an old wood-cut of the

15th century, and with similar con-

veyances still in use in various

countries, as to leave no doubt that

the ancient basterna was formed upon
a similar model.

BASTERNA'RIUS. A slave

who drove the mules, which carried a

palanquin or basterna. Symm. Ep.
vi. 15.

BATIL'LUM or BATIL'LUS.
A small shovel or fire pan, used

as a chafing-dish, in which lighted
charcoal was carried for the purpose
of burning odoriferous herbs and
frankincense. (Hor. Sat. i. 5. 36.)
The example is from an original of

bronze found at Pompeii.
2. A common shovel, or scoop for

removing filth, rubbish, &c.
; some-

times made of wood (Varro, R. E.
i. 50. 2.), and sometimes of iron.

Varro, R. R. iii. 6. 5.

3. A small and flattish pan, or

dish, with a handle to it, employed as
a crucible for assaying silver. (Plin.
H. N. xxxiii. 44.) The example is

copied from a bas-relief found on the

Via Appia, the use of which is

clearly identified in the original, by
the representation of a bag of money
beside it.

BATI'OLA. A sort of drinking
cup of large dimensions and valuable
materials

; but of which the precise
form and capacity are not known.
Plaut. Stick, v. 4. 12.

BAX'A and BAX'EA. A light
sort of slipper, or sandal, or shoe,

made of fibres, leaves, or willow

strips platted together by the Ro-

mans (Isidor. Orig. xix. 34. 6. and

13.), and of the palm leaf, or the

papyrus, by the Egyptians. (Apul.

Met. ii. 39.) They were worn on
the Comic stage (Plaut. Men. ii. 3.

40.), and by philosophers who af-

fected simplicity of dress. (Apul.
Met. xi. p. 244.) The example is

from an original of papyrus in the

Berlin collection. They are some-

times indicated on the feet of Egyp-
tian statues, and many originals have

been discovered in the Egyptian
tombs ; some made with close sides

and upper leather, like a shoe;
others with a leaf forming a mere

strap, like a clog, across the instep ;

and others, like the specimen here

engraved, with a band across the

instep, and another smaller leaf in

the fore part of the sole, intended to

pass the great toe through.
BEN'NA. A Gaulish word, used

to designate a four-wheeled cart or

carriage made of wicker-work, and

capable of holding several persons, as

seen in the example copied from the

Column of Antoninus. Festus, *. v.

Scheffer, Re Vehic. ii. 21. Compare

Cato, R.R. 23. 2. where, however,
Schneider reads Mcena.
BES. Eight-twelfths, or two-

thirds of anything ; as, for instance,

one of the fractional parts of the As ;

but not used in actual coinage as a

piece of money. Varro, L.L. v. 172.
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BESTIA'RIUS (diptotidxiit). One
who was trained and hired to fight
with wild beasts at the Circensian

games, in the Roman amphitheatre,
or upon any particular occasion when
shows of this nature were exhibited

to the people. (Cic. Sext. 64. Id.

Q. Fr. ii. 6.) The Bestiarii were
distinct from the gladiators, and

altogether regarded as an inferior

class of combatants (Pet. Sat. 45.

11.) ; nevertheless, they were at

first fully protected, like them, with
defensive and offensive armour ; viz.

a helmet, shield, knife or sword, and
defences for the legs ; most of which
particulars are shown in the illus-

tration, forming part of a bas-relief

let into the wall of the Palazzo

Savelli, now Orsini, at Rome, and
which is built upon the ruins of the
theatre of Marcellus; at the dedi-
cation of which 600 wild beasts were
killed, a slaughter commemorated,
no doubt, by the bas-relief here in-

troduced. But latterly they became
more distinct in their accoutrements
and mode of fighting, having no body

armour beyond

legs and arms
; and for offensive

weapons, carrying only a spear or a
sword in one hand, and a piece of
coloured cloth, like the Spanish
matador, in the other ; as shown by
the annexed example, from a tomb
at Pompeii. This custom was first

introduced in the reign of Claudius.

Plin. H.N. viii. 21.

BIBLIOPO'LA (j8tgAioirc$Ar/s).
A bookseller; whose trade consisted

in collecting MSS. (Mart. Ep. iv.

72.); advertising them by catalogues
affixed to the outside of his shop
(Mart. Ep. i. 118. 11. Hor. Sat. i.

4.71. Id. A. P. 373.); multiplying
copies by the employment of various

hands to transcribe them (Mart. Ep.
ii. 8. Compare Ep. vii. 11.); and

disposing of the same by sale. (Plin.

i Ep. ix. 11.)
BIBLIOTHE'CA (frgAto0VO.

I

A library ; i. e. the apartment or

I building in which a collection of

books is preserved. (Cic. Fam. vii.

28.) A room fitted up as a library
was discovered in one of the houses
at Herculaneum, in the year 1753,
which contained 1756 MSS. exclu-

sive of many destroyed by the work-
men before their value was known.

They were arranged in shelves, or

presses, round the room, to the height
of nearly six feet ;

and in its centre,

there was also an isolated case,
formed by a rectangular column,
which fronted each way, and was
filled in the same manner as the

other shelves. lorio, Officina de'

Papiri.
2. A library ;

i. e. the collection of

books contained in a library. Cic.

Fam. xiii. 77. Festus, *. v.

3. A book-case, or set of book
shelves. Paul. Dig. 30. 1. 41. Ulp.

Dig. 32. 3. 52. 8.

BIBLIOTHE'CULA. A small

library. Symm. Ep. iv. 18.

BICLIN'IUM. A sofa, or couch,

adapted for two persons to recline on
at their meals, &c. (Plaut. Bacch.
iv. 3. 84. and 117.) It is a hybrid
word, half Latin and half Greek,

M 2
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(Quint, i. 5. 68.) The example is lustration affords a view of the re-

from a Roman bas-relief.

BIDENS (5f/ceAAo, ffiuvbf). A
strong and heavy two-pronged hoe

(Ov. Fast. iv. 927), employed in vari-

ous agricultural purposes ; such as, for

hoeing up the soil instead of plough-

ing ;
for breaking the clods of earth

turned up by the plough ; for loosen-

ing and clearing the earth about the

roots of the vine, &c. (Virg. G. ii.

355. 400. Tibull. ii. 3. 6. Columell.

iv. 17. 8.) The example is from an

engraved gem, which represents
Saturn in the character of an agri-
cultural slave, in allusion to the

Saturnalian festival.

2. As an adjective, it is descriptive
of things which are formed with two

prongs, blades, or teeth ; as forfex or

ferrum bidens (Virg. Cat. 8. Id. Cir.

213.), a pair of shears (cut of FOR-

FEX) ;
bidens ancora (Plin. vii. 57.),

an anchor with a double fluke, for in

early times they were only made
with a single one. Cut of ANCORA.
BIDEN'TAL. A small temple or

shrine, consecrated by the augurs,
and enclosing an altar erected upon
any spot which had been struck with
lightning (puteal) ; so called because
it was customary to sacrifice a sheep
of two years' old (bidens) at such
places. (Festus s.v. Hor. A. P. 471.
Apul. Deo Socr. p. 677.) The il-

mains of a bidental at Pompeii. The
altar is seen in the centre, and parts
of the columns which enclosed it are

standing in their places; the roof

and superstructure may be easily

imagined.
BIF'ORIS and BIF'ORUS (8i'0u-

pos). Bivalve ; applied to windows
and doors, to indicate those which

open in two leaves, instead of all in

one piece, similar to what we call

French windows and folding-doors.

(Ovid. Pont. iii. 3. 5. Vitruv. iv. 6.

6.) See the illustration to ANTE-
PAGMENTUM.
BIF'RONS (Si/ieVonroy). Having

two fronts or faces looking both

ways; a type attri-

buted to Janus, as il-

lustrative of his great

sagacity, and emblem-
atic of hisknowledge of

the past and future,

the known, which, as

it were, lies okfore, and
the unknown, which is

behind. (Virg. Mn.'vii. 180.) Busts

of this kind, with the likenesses of

different persons turned back to

back, were much used by the ancients

to ornament their libraries and pic-

ture galleries; they were frequently

placed on the top of a square pillar at

1 the meeting of cross-roads ; and very

generally as a termination for the

top of a post forming the upright to

a garden railing, or other ornamental

enclosure; for which purposes an

object presenting a front or complete
view all round is especially adapted.
The illustration is from the Capitol
at Rome ; it presents two female

busts, of the same likeness, a rare

coincidence ; for busts of this kind
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mostly represent male heads of dif-

ferent persons, very generally philo-

sophers, or of the Indian Bacchus,
united with some mythological or
other personage.
BI'GA (ffvwpis). A pair ot

horses yoked together; which was

effected by a cross-bar resting on
their withers, like our curricle-bar,
as is very plainly shown by the illus-

tration, from a Pompeian painting.
In this sense the plural, bigce, is

generally and most appropriately
used. Plin. H.N. vii. 57. Virg. ^En.
ii. 272. Catull. Iv. 26.

2. In the singular, more accu-

rately, though the plural is also used,
a car drawn by a pair of horses

; a
two-horsed carriage (Suet. Tib. 26.

Tac. Hist. i. 86.), and equally ap-
plied to a war-car, or racing chariot,
which latter is represented by the

engraving, from a fictile lamp.
BIGA'TUS, sc. nummus, or argen-

tum bigatum. (Liv. xxxiii. 23.) A
silver denarius

; one of the earliest
Roman coins (Liv. xxiii. 15. Tac.
Germ. 5.), which bore the device of a
biga, or two-horse car, on the re-

The

verse (Plin. H. N.
xxxiii. 13.), from
which it received
its name. The ex-

ample is from an

original in the Bri-
tish Museum, and
drawn of the actual size.

BIJ'UGIS and BIJ'UGUS.
same as BIGA, in both senses.
BFLA NX. With two scales.

Marc. Capell. ii. 180. p. 42. See LIBRA.
B I' L I X (SfctTos). Literally,

made with two threads, or by a
double set of leashes (licia), in refer-

ence to cloth woven like our " twill
"

or "dimity" (Virg. ^En. xii. 375.),
the peculiarity of which depends
upon the manner in which the threads
of the warp and woof are interlaced.
In a piece of common "

calico," the
threads cross each other at right
angles, every thread of the woof
(subtemen) passing alternately over
and under one of the threads of the

warp (stamen), for which a single set

of leashes is sufficient
;
but in twilled

fabrics a thread of the woof is passed
over one, and then under two or more
threads of the warp, which gives a
ribbed appearance in the pattern.
Thus, when the twill is formed by
passing over one thread and under
two, it requires two sets of leashes,
and was distinguished by the epithet
bilix ; when over one, and under
three, trilix; and so on.

BILYCH'NIS, sc. luc.erna. A
lamp furnished with two nozzles and

wicks, so as to give out two sepa-
rate flames (Pet. Sat. 30. 2.), as in
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the example, from an original of

bronze.

BIPA'LIUM. A particular kind

of spade, fitted with a cross-bar at a

certain height above the blade, upon
which the labourer pressed his foot

in digging, and thus drove the blade

two spits deep, or twice the depth of

the common spade (pa/a). The
usual reach of this instrument was
two feet, but that could be increased

or diminished, by placing the cross-

bar either further from, or nearer to,

the blade. (Cato, R.R. 45. 2. Varro,
R.R. i. 37. 5. Columell. xi. 3. 11.)

The example is from a sepulchral
bas-relief.

BIFEDA. A large tile, two feet

long, used for making pavements in

the open air. Pallad. i. 40. 2. Id. i.

19. 1.

BIPEN'NIFER. Bearing, or

armed with, the double-bladed axe

(bipennis\ a weapon especially cha-

racteristic of the Amazons, as seen in

the illustration, from a
Greek bas-relief, but

also attributed to other

persons, as to the

Thracian king, Lycur-
gus (Ov. Met. iv. 22-),
and to Areas, the son
of Jupiter and Callisto.

Ov. Met. viii. 391.

BIPEN'NIS (5/(pro-

juos irfXeicvs, a^ivi)). An
axe with a double edge
or blade (Isidor. Orig.
xix. 19. 1 1.) ; used as a chip axe (Hor.
Od. iv. 4. 57.), and more com-

monly as a weapon of war. ^Virg.
&n. v. 307. Plin. H.N. viii. 8.)
See the illustration and preceding
word.

BIPRO'RUS (StVpwpos). Having
a double prow (Hygin. Fab. 168.

277.) ;
which probably means a

vessel built sharp fore and aft, like

the fast-sailing "proas" of the In-

dian seas, so that it could sail either

way without tacking or going about.

Compare Tac. Ann. ii. 6.

BIRE'MIS (SiWroy). Literally,
furnished with a pair of oars or

sculls
;
and thence used, both adjec-

tively with scapha, and absolutely,
for a small boat rowed by one man,

who handles a pair of sculls, as in

the engraving, from an ancient fresco

painting. Hor. Od. iii. 29. 62.

Lucan. viii. 562. Compare 565. and

611., where the same is designated

parva ratis, and alnus.

2. (Si/c/JOTos). Furnished with two

banks of oars (prdines) ; which is the

more common application, and de-

signates a bireme or vessel of war,
which has two lines of oars on each

side, placed in a diagonal position
one above the other, as in the ex-

ample, from a marble bas-relief of

the Villa Albani, each oar being
worked by a single rower. (Plin.
H.N. vii. 57. Cses. B.C. iii. 40. Tac.

Hist. v. 23.) That such was the

arrangement adopted in the construc-

tion of a bireme, is sufficiently evident

from the figure in the cut; by the

sculptures on Trajan's Column (23,
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24. 59. 61. ed. Bartoli), where a

similar disposition is indicated ; and

by the passage of Tacitus (/. c,\
which distinguishes a vessel which
has its oars placed in a single file

(moneris) from the bireme, which,

therefore, had them distributed in

two compkt quod biremium, quceque

simplici ordine agebantur.

BIRO'TUS, and BIRO'TA sub-

stantively. Having two wheels,
and thus designating any description
of carriage so constructed ;

all of

which are enumerated in the Ana-

lytical Index. Non. Marc. s. v. Cisium,

p. 86. Cod. Theodos. 8. 5. 8.

BIR'RUS. A capote, or cape,
with a hood to it (Schol. Vet. ad

128.) ; though there is every reason
to believe that it was only used by

Juv. Sat. viii. 145.), which was in

very common use amongst all classes

under the later emperors, as an out-

door covering for the head and shoul-

ders. It had a long nap, like beaver

(Claud. Epigr. 42.), and from the

thickness of its texture is designated
as stiff (rigens, Sulp. Sev. Dial 14.),
both of which qualities are clearly

recognizable in the illustration, from
a statue found at Pompeii, which re-

presents a young fisherman asleep in

his capote.
BISAC'CIUM. A pair of saddle-

bags made of coarse sacking ;
the

original of the Italian bisacce, and
Sicrdiciov of the modern Greeks.

Pet. Sat. 31. 9. Anton, ad I.

BISELLA'RIUS. A person to

whom the privilege was accorded of

using a bisellium. Inscript. op.
Grut. 1099. 2.

BISEL'LIUM. A state chair of

large dimensions, sufficient for hold-

ing two persons (Varro, L.L. v.

one ; as the several specimens found
or represented at Pompeii are usually

accompanied by a single foot-stool

(suppedaneum) placed in the centre,
similar to the example here given,
which is from a Pompeian bas-relief,

and has its name, bisellium, inscribed

above it. These chairs were used

by persons of distinction, especially
the Augustals, in the provinces,
at the theatre and other public

places, in the same manner as the

sella curulis was at Rome. Inscript.

ap. Mazois. Ruines de Pomp. vol. i.

p. 24. ap. Fabretti, c. 3. n. 324. ap.
Grut. 475. 3.

BIV'IUM. A road, or street,

which branches into two forks (Plin.

H. N. vi. 32.); hence, in bivio (Virg.
JEn. ix. 238. ), at the point of diver-

gence between two such roads or

streets, and which in the town of

Pompeii is always furnished with a

fountain, as in the example, which

presents a street view in that city.
BOI'^E. Probably identical with

the Greek K\oiot, which was a large
wooden collar, put round the neck of
mischievous dogs (Xen. Hell ii. 4.

41.); whence the Romans applied
the word, in a similar sense, to a
collar of wood or iron put round the
neck of slaves and criminals. Plaut.
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As. m. 2. 5. Id. Capt. iv. 2. 109.

Prudent. Prcsf. Psych. 34. Hieron.

5. in Hierem. 27.

BOLE' TAR. Properly a dish

for serving mushrooms (boleti) upon

(Mart. Ep. xiv. 101.); and thence

transferred to any kind of dish.

Apic. ii. 1. v. 2. viii. 7.

BOTEL/LUS. Diminutive of

botulus. Mart. v. 78.

BOTULA'RIUS. A maker and

vendor of botuli, black puddings, or

sausage meat. Sen. Ep. 56.

BOT'ULUS OWT/CTJ). A sort of

sausage meat or black pudding, for it

was prepared with the blood of the

animal (Tertull. Apol. 9.), which

appears to have been prized more

especially by the common people,

and such gentry as Trimalchio of

Petronius. Mart. xiv. 72. Gell. xvi.

7. 3. Petr. Sat. xlix. 10.

BOVI'LE. (Veget. iv. 1. 3.) The
same as BUBILE, which is the more
usual form.

BRABE'UM, BRABI'UM, or

BRAVI'UM
(j8pager

OJ
/).

The prize

given to the victor at the public

games. (Prudent. Ile/u 2re</). v.

538. ) The exclamation bravo ! as a

sign of approval, refers its origin to

this word.

BRABEU'TA (fyaeeurfc). The
judge who declared the victors, and
awarded the prizes at the public

games of Greece. Suet. Nero, 53.

BRAC'^E or BRAC'C^E (a/a-

fvp/5es). An article of dress which

entirely covered the lower part of the

person from the waist (see cut 2.)
to the ankles, and was either made to

fit the figure nearly tight, like our

pantaloons, or to sit more loosely
round the legs, like trowsers. The
word contains the elements of the
Scotch breefis, and English breeches;
but answers more closely to the

pantaloons and trowsers of the present
day. The Romans included both
kinds under the general term of
braces ; but the Greeks distinguished
each particular form by a character-
istic name ; as follows :

1. &vavpi8s. A pair of tight
trowsers or pantaloons, more espe-

cially proper to the Eastern nations,
and amongst these the Amazons
and Persians (Ovid. Trist. v. 10. 34.

Herod, i. 71.), as shown by the en-

graving annexed, which represents a
Persian prince at the battle of Issus,

from the great mosaic at Pompeii.
2. Bracce laxce (duAewcoi). A pair

of loose trowsers, worn in the same

manner as the preceding, but more

generally characteristic of the north-

ern nations (Ovid. Trist. v. 7. 49.

Lucan. i. 430.), as seen in the an-

nexed figure, representing one of the

German auxiliaries in the army of

Trajan ; and of the Phrygians,
amongst the Asiatics (Eur. Cycl.

182) ; consequently the usual costume
of Paris.

3. Braces virgata (Proper! iv. 10.

43.), orpictce. (Val. Place, vi. 227.)

Striped, checked, and embroidered

trowsers, which were much worn by
the inhabitants of Asia. See the
next illustration.
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BRACA'RIUS. Strictly a trowser-

maker (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 24.) ; but

in the Edict of Diocletian (p. 20.), a

tailor in general, who made any kind

of vest.

BRACA'TUS or BRACCA'TUS.
In general, a person who wears trow-

sers or pantaloons ;
more especially

intended to characterise the Asiatic

or northern races (Cic. Fam. ix. 15.

Pers. Sat. iii. 53.), as distinguished
from the Greeks, by whom they were
never worn ;

and from the Romans,
by whom they were only adopted at a

late period of the Empire, or by per-
sons who affected a foreign style.

Tac. Hist. ii. 20.

2. Bracatus totum corpus, breeched

from head to foot. An expression
intended to describe a peculiar sort

of costume commonly worn by the

races who inhabited the shores of the

Palus Mseotis (Mela, ii. 1.), and

often seen on the figures of Amazons
on the Greek fictile vases, from one
of which the illustration here intro-

duced is taken. It was a dress

which formed a pair of pantaloons
below, and a sort of waistcoat or

jacket above ;
but was made all in

one length, as the phrase indicates,
and as is clearly shown by a figure
in Winkelman (Mon. Ined. No. 149.),
which leaves exposed the portion
here concealed by the kilt.

3. Bracatus miles. A trowsered

soldier; which means, when the

phrase is used with reference to the

republican or early Imperial period,
a foreign soldier or auxiliary (Pro-

pert. iii. 4. 17.) from any of the

nations who wore long trowsers as

their national costume (see the cut of
BraccB 2. and many other examples
on the Column of Trajan) ; but from
the days of Alexander Severus, and

subsequently, these articles of apparel
were also adopted by the Roman

soldiers (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 40.),
and may be seen on those figures of
the arch of Constantine, which were
executed at the period when the arch
was built, and not taken from the
works of Trajan, one of which is

here introduced ; consequently, in any
writings of this period the phrase
is equally characteristic of the Ro-
mans themselves.

4. Bracata Gallia. A department of

Gaul, so called from the long breeches
or trowsers worn .by its inhabitants.

It was subsequently termed Gallia

Narbonensis. Mela, ii. 59. Plin.

H. N. iii. 5.

BRACHIA'LE (irepiSpax^iov-).
A piece of defensive armour which
covered the brachium,
or part of the arm be-

tween the wrist and
elbow. It is distinctly
mentioned by Xenophon
(Cyrop. vi. 4. 2.) as

part of the accoutre-

ments worn by the Per-

sians, and is sometimes
seen on figures of Ro-
man gladiators, though the Latin
name does not occur in this sense,

except, perhaps, Trebell. Claud. 14.,
N
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where, however, it may mean a

bracelet. The example here intro-

duced is from an original of bronze,
which was found, with other pieces
of armour, at Pompeii, and probably

belonged to a gladiator. The rings

by which it was fastened on the

front of the arm are seen at the side.

BREPHOTROPHE'UM and
BREPHOTROPHl'UM (fyetj>o-

rpocpfiov). A foundling-hospital ; both

words, however, the Latin as well as

Greek, are of a late date, not occurring
before the age of the Christian empe-
rors, when foundlings were declared to

be free, and those who received or

educated them were forbidden by law

to detain, or sell them as slaves (Imp.
Justin. Cod. i. 2. 19.); for while the

exposure, sale, or giving in pawn
of children was commonly permitted
and practised, it is not likely that any
establishment of this kind would be
maintained at the public expense.
BUBI'LE (&6av\os or -<w). A

cow-shed, cow-house, or stall for oxen.

CPhsedr. ii. 8. Cato, J?.T?. 4. Colu-
mell. i. 6. 4.) The illustration, which

might almost have been sketched
from a modern farm-yard, is copied
from a miniature of the Vatican Virgil.

BUB'SEQUA. A cow-boy, who

drives the cattle to and from their

pastures, &c. (Apul. Met. viii.

p. 152. Sidon. Ep. i. 6.) The ex-

ample is from the Vatican Virgil.
BUBUL'CUS OwcrfAos). In a

general sense, a cow-herd, neat-herd,

or herdsman (Virg. Eel. x. 9.), who
tends, manages, and has the general
care of the cattle on a farm ;

in

which sense the term pastor is more
common. The illustration is from
an engraved gem.

2. More especially and frequently,
a countryman who drives a team of

oxen at the plough (Columell. ii. 5.

2. ii. 13. 1. ii. 2. 25.), as shown in

the illustration s. ARATOR; or in a

waggon of any kind. Ovid, Trist.

iii. 12. 30.

BUCCELLA'TUM. A hard sol-

dier's biscuit, which was distributed

for rations upon a march. Spart.
Pescenn. Nig. 10. Ammian. xvii. 8. 2.

B U C' C UL A (Trapayvaeis). The
cheek-piece of a helmet, which was
furnished with one on each of its

sides, attached by hinges, so as to

be lifted up and down at pleasure.
In active exercise the bucculce were
fastened under the

chin
; when the

wearer was " at

ease," they were

frequently tied up
over the top of

the skull cap. (See
the illustrations s.

GALEA. Liv. xliv.

34. Juv. x. 134.) The engraving
shows one side of an original bronze
helmet found in a tomb at Psestum,
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with the cheek piece depending
from it.

BTJCCULA'RIUS. One who
made, or affixed cheek-pieces (buc-

culce) to helmets. Aurel. Arcad. Dig.
50. 6. 6.

BU'CINA and BUC'CINA
(jSy/cavr;), A particular kind of horn,
formed in spiral twists (Ovid, Met i.

,336.), like the shell of the fish out of

which it was originally made, as

shown by the annexed engraving,
from a small bronze figure once be-

longing to Blanchini. In this, its

earliest form, it was commonly used

by swine and neat-herds to collect

their droves from the woods (Varro,

^.7?.
ii. 4. 20. Id. iii. 13. 1. Prop,

iv. 10. 29.) ; by the night watch, and
the Accensi, to give notice of the
hours by night or day (Prop. iv. 4.

6. Seneca, Thyest. 798.) ;
and in

early times, to summon the Quirites
to the assembly, or collect them upon
any emergency. Prop. iv. i. 13.

2. The bucina was also employed
as one of the three wind instruments
with which signals were made, or
the word of command given to the

soldiery (Polyb. xv. *12. 2. Virg.
^En. xi. 475. Veget. Mil. iii. 5.);
but the military instrument was then
of a diiferent form, having a larger
mouth made of metal, and bent round
underneath (quce in semetipsam cereo

circulojtectitur, Veget. I c.), of which
kind a specimen is here given, from

a' marble bas-relief, published by
Burney, Hist, of Music, vol. i. pi. 6.

BUCINA'TOR or BUCCINA'-
TOR (&vKavr)T-ris, or /Su/ccu/to-r^s).

One who blows the horn, called

bucina (Polyb. ii. 29. 6. Id. xxx. 13.

11. Cffis. B. C. ii. 35.), which in

addition to the uses mentioned in the
last article, was also employed for

making signals on board ship, as in

the example, from a terra-cotta lamp,

which represents a ship coming into

port ; the sailors are furling the sails,

while the master signalizes its arrival

by sounding the bucina.

BUL'GA. A small leathern bag,
which was carried on the arm (Non.
s. v. p. 78. ed. Mer-'

cer), in the same
manner as the mo-
dern reticule, by
travellers, who used
it as a money bag
(Lucil. Sat. vi. p. 20.

1. ed. Gerlach. Varro

ap. Non. I.e.} ; and

by agriculturists, as a pouch, con-

taining the seed at sowing time (the

TT-flpa a-jrpfj.o<f)6pos of the Greek An-
thology), to which use the example
here given was applied; it is borne

by a figure furnished with various

implements of husbandry on a beauti-
ful silver tazza of the Neapolitan
Museum. Mus. Borb. xii. 47.

BUI/ LA. Literally a water

bubble; whence the word is applied
to various ornaments of a globular
form, or which possess some affinity
in shape to a bubble ; viz.

N 2
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1. The head of a nail ; made of

rich and elaborate designs in bronze,
or sometimes gold
(Cic. Verr. v. 57.),
and used for orna-

menting the external

panels of a door.

The example is from
an original of bronze, and represents
one of the nail heads which decorate

the ancient bronze doors of the Pan-
theon at Rome.

2. A boss or stud of the precious
metals or other valuable material,
affixed as an orna-

ment to other objects ;

as, for instance, to a

girdle, shoulder belt,

sword sheath, &c.

(Virg. JSn. ix. 359.)
The example is from an original in

ivory found in the catacombs at Rome.
3. Sulla aurea. A golden orna-

ment, worn by the Roman children

of noble families. (Plin. H. N.
xxxiii. 4.) It consisted of two con-
cave plates of gold fastened together
by an elastic brace of the same
material, so as to form a complete
globe, within which an amulet was
contained. (Macrob. Sat i. 6.)
The illustration represents an original
which was found at Roma Vecchia
(Ficoroni, Bolla d' Oro, p. 8.), and is

drawn of one-third the actual size.
4. Sulla scortea. An ornament of

a similar description, only made of
leather, instead of gold, which was
worn attached to a thong of the same

material (lorum, Juv. v. 165.), by
the children of freedmen and of the

(f

lower classes. (Ascon. in Cic. Verr.

v. 58.) The example is from a
small bronze statue found at Perugia,
in which the details of the band by
which it was fastened round the neck

clearly indicate that it was made of a

leather plat.

BULLA'TUS. Wearing the

bulla ; which was suspended by a

fastening round the neck, so as to

hang in front of the breast. It was
so worn by Roman children, until

they attained the age
of puberty, when it

was laid aside, toge-
ther with the prce-

texta, and dedicated

to the tutelary dei-

ties of their house.

(Scipio Afr. ap. Ma-
crob. Sat. ii. 10. Pers.

Sat. v. 31.) The il-

lustration is from a

bas-relief in terra-

cotta, and represents
a youth with his tablet at school.

BU L'L UL A. Diminutive of
BULLA. An ornament, worn by
females round their necks, of similar

character to the last, but of smaller

dimensions, and made of gold, silver,

bronze, or of precious stones. In-

script. ap. Ficoroni, Bolla d'Oro,
p. 26. Hieron. in IsaL ii. 3. 18.

BU'RA or BU'RIS (ybis'). The
plough tail (Varro, R. R. i. 19. 2.) ;

i. e. the hinder part of an ancient

plough formed out of the branch of a

tree, or a single piece of timber, bent
at one end into a curve (Virg. Ge.org.
i. 169.), like an ox's tail (0obs
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from which resemblance the Latin

name originated. (Serv. ad Virg.
I.e. Isidor. Orig. xx. 14. 2.) The
illustration represents an ancient

plough, from an engraved gem; the

bent part on the left hand is the

bum ; the short hook under it, shod

with iron, acted as the share (yomer} ;

the upright stock, formed by a

natural branch growing out in an

opposite direction, the handle (stiva\

by which the ploughman guided his

machine ; and the straight end, pro-

ceeding horizontally from the curve,

a pole (fewio), to which the oxen were
attached. Compare also ARATRUM,
2., where the same part is shown

upon a Greek plough of improved
construction at the letters A A.

BUSTUA'RIUS. A gladiator
who engaged in mortal combat round

the funeral pyre at the burning of a

body ;
a custom which originated in

the notion that the manes were ap-

peased with blood, and the conse-

quent practice of killing prisoners
taken in war over the graves of those

who were slain in battle. (Serv. ad

Virg. &n. x. 519. Cic. Pis. 9. Com-
pare Horn. //. xxi. 26. Florus, iii.

20. 9.) The illustration is from an

engraved gem ; the character of the

figure is indicated by the sepulchral

pyramid in the back ground.
BUS'TUM (rvp.Gos). A vacant

space of ground, on which a funeral

pile was raised, and the corpse burnt ;

but expressly so termed when this

area was contained within the sepul-
chral enclosure, and contiguous to

the tomb in which the ashes were

afterwards deposited. It is, therefore,

to be considered in the light of a

private or family burning ground, in

contradistinction to the Ustrinum,
or public one. Festus, s. v. Lucret.

iii. 919. Cic. Leg. ii. 26. Suet. Nero,
38.

BU'TYRUM (pobrvpov). Butter;
an article which does not appear to

have been either of Greek or Roman
invention, but to have come to the

former people from the Scythians,
Thracians, and Phrygians, and to

the latter from the nations of Ger-

many. After they had become ac-

quainted with the manner of making
it, it was only used as a medicine, or

as an ointment in the baths, but not

as an article of food, nor in cookery ;

and it would moreover appear that

they were unable to make it of the

same firmness and consistency as we
do, or to work it beyond an oily or

almost liquid state, for in all the

passages in which the word occurs it

is spoken of as something fluid and
to be poured out. Columell. vi. 12.

5. Plin. H. N. xi. 96. Id. xxviii.

35. Beckman, History of Inventions,

vol.i. p. 504 7. London, 1846.

BUXUM (TTU'IOS). Box-wood; an
article much employed by the an-

cients, as it is with us, on account of

its consistency and fitness for work-

ing ; whence the word is commonly
used to signify any of the various

articles made of such wood ; for

example :

1. A boy's whipping-top. Virg.
;En. vii. 382. Pers. Sat. iii. 51.

2. A box-wood flute or pipe.

(Ovid. Met. xiv. 537. Prop. iv. 8.

42. ) A pair of box-wood pipes from
Greece are preserved in the British

Museum. See TIBIA.

3. A box-wood comb. (Ov. Fast
vi. 229. Juv. xiv. 194.) See PECTEN.

4. A box-wood tablet, covered
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with wax, for writing on. (Prop,
iii. 23. 8. ) See CERA, TABELLA.

c.

CACAB'ULUS or CACAB'-
TJLTJM (/ca/c/cctgiop). Diminutive of

CACABUS. Apic. iv. 1.

CA'CABUS or CAC'CABUS
(Ko/c/cag??, KaKKa(s, Ka/CKaos). A
pot for boiling meat,

vegetables, fyc. (Varro,
L.L. v. 127.), which
was placed immedi-

atelyupon the fire, or on
a trivet (tripus~) stand-

ing over it. (Compare
AHENUM.) The com-
mon sorts were made of earthenware ;

whence, when other kinds are re-

commended, the material is always
specified by a characteristic epithet,
as a tin pot (stagneus, Columell. xii.

42. 1.) ; a bronze pot (ceneus, Id.

xii. 48. 1.) ; a silver pot (argenteus,

Ulp. Dig. 34. 2. 20.) The example re-

presents a bronze original, from Pom-
peii ; a specimen in use, and upon
a trivet, is given under TRIPUS 1.

CADUCEA'TOR. A general
name for any person who was sent

out from one belligerent party to

another, carrying the wand of peace

(caduceus} ; or, as we should express
it, the bearer of a flag of truce. The
persons of those employed upon such
missions were at all times held

sacred and inviolable. Liv. xxxii.

32. Cato, ap. Fest. s. v. See also

CERYX and FETIALIS.
CADU'CEUS or CADU'CEUM

(KTipvKeiov , KrjpvKiov*). In general, a
herald's wand (Cic. de Orat.
i. 46.), which consisted of a

simple olive stick, ornamented
with garlands (Miiller, Archao-

logie der JKunst, p. 504. and
the illustration to CERYX 2.) ;

but the word is more specially
applied to the wand assigned
by ancient artists and poets
to Mercury (caduceus Mercurialis,
Apul. Met. xi. p. 245.), in his ca-

pacity of herald or messenger of the

gods. In this, the place of the gar-
lands is occupied by snakes

;
in

allusion to the fable which states that

Mercury, observing two snakes

fighting with one another, separated
them with his staff ;

whence a stick

thus decorated came to be adopted
as the emblem of peace. (Hygin.
Astron. ii. 7. Macrob. Sat. i. 19.)
Both these characteristics, the olive

stick and the snakes for garlands,
are clearly represented in the ex-

ample, which is copied from a se-

pulchral urn. Sometimes a pair of

wings are added on the top, as in the

next illustration.

CADU'CIFER. In general, one
who carries the caduceus, but more

especially used as a characteristic

epithet of Mercury, by which it is

implied that he is the messenger of

heaven. (Ov. Met. viii. 627. Id.

Fast. v. 449.) The illustration is

from a Roman marble.

CADUS (/caSos). A large earthen-

ware jar, used chiefly for holding
wine (Mart. iv. 66. 8. Virg.
JEn. i. 195. Id. Cop. 11.);
but also employed for other

purposes to contain oil,

honey, dried fruits, salted

fish, meats, &c. (Mart. i.

44. 9. Id. i. 56. 10. Plin.

H.N. xv. 21. Id. xviii. 73.)
It had a narrowish neck and

mouth, which could be
closed with a stopper or cork bung
(Plin. H.N. xvi. 13.), and a body
which was pointed at bottom, and
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possessing the general shape of a

boy's whipping-top (turbines cado~

rum, Plin. H. N. xxvii. 5.); all

which characteristic properties are

observable in the illustration, from
an original discovered amongst
various other sorts of vessels in an
ancient wine cellar, of which the plan
and elevation is introduced under
CELLA 2.

CJELUM (y\v(f>avov). The chisel

or graver used by persons who prac-
tise the art of chasing (ccelaturd)
in metals. Isidor. Orig. xx. 4. 7.

Quint, ii. 21. 24.

2. See COELUM.
C^EMENTA'RIUS. One who

builds rough walls of unhewn stones

(ccementa). Hieron. Ep. 53. 6.

CJEMENTFCIUS. Built of un-
hewn stones. The ancients adopted

two ways of building with rough
quarry stones ; one, in which very
large irregular masses were laid to-

gether without mortar, but having
the interstices filled in with the

smaller chippings, as shown in the

illustration above, which represents a

portion of the very ancient walls of

Tiryns ; this kind they termed cce-

menticia structura antiqua. (Vitruv.
ii. 8. Liv. xxi. 11.) The other, very

generally practised by the Romans,
consisted of small irregular pieces,
imbedded in mortar, so as to take

any architectural form, as shown by
the annexed illustration, which re-

presents a portion of the Villa of
Maecenas at Tivoli, the ancient
Tibur. This was called ccementicia

structura incerta (Vitruv. ii. 8.), and
was mostly intended to be covered
over by a coating of cement.

CjEMEN'TUM. Rough quarry
stones, which were used for building
walls in the manner described, and
illustrated under the preceding word

;

including the large irregular masses

employed for the walls of a citadel or
fortified town (Liv. xxi. 11. Vitruv.
i. 5. 8. and last cut but one), as well
as the smaller fragments or chip-

pings (AaryTrrj, ffKvpos), more gene-
rally adopted in domestic architec-

ture. Cic. Mil 27. Vitruv. ii. 7. 1.

Id. vi. 6. 1. and last illustration.

CJENA.. See CCENA.
C^ESAR'IES. Is nearly synony-

mous with COMA ; but implies also a
sense of beauty ;

i. e. as we should

say, a becoming head of hair
; pro-

fuse and abundant when applied to

women (Ovid, Am. iii. 1. 32.) ;

thick, long, and waving, like the

Greek busts of Jupiter, Bacchus,
and Apollo, when applied to men
(Plaut. Mil i. 1. 64. Liv. xxviii.

35. Virg. JEn. i. 590.) ; whence the
same word is also used to designate
a grand and majestic beard. Ov.
Met. xv. 656.

C^ESTRUM. See CESTRUM.

C^STUS(i>a
/

/Tey, juu>7?|). Box-
ing gauntlets worn by the ancient

prize fighters (Cic. Tusc. ii. 17.

Virg. JEn. v. 379.) ; which consisted

of leather thongs bound round the

hands and wrists (Prop. iii. 14. 9.),
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and sometimes reached as high up as

the elbow (illustration s. PUGIL), and

armed with lead or metal bosses, as

in the examples, from an ancient

statue.

C^TRA. See CETRA.
CALAMA'RIUS. Theca cola-

maria (/caAajius). A pen-holder, or

case for carrying writing reeds.

(Suet. Claud. 35. Mart. Tit. in Ep.
xiv. 19.) It is probable that these

cases also contained an ink-bottle,

like those now usedby our school-boys ;

whence the same word calamajo, in

the common language of Italy,

means an " ink-stand."

CALAMIS'TER, CALAMIS'-
TRUS, CALAMIS'TRUM (aAa-

/*fs). A pair of curling-irons;
so termed because the outside

was hollow like a reed (calamus),

though, like our own, they were

made of iron, and heated in the

fire, to produce artificial curls

in the hair. (Varro, L. L. v.

129. Cic. Post Eed. i. 7. Pet.

Sat. 102. 15.) The illustration

is copied from a sepulchral bas-

relief in the Florentine Gallery,
on which it appears amongst various

other articles of the toilet ; the curl-

ing part alone is indicated on the

marble, as here represented, but that is

sufficient to show that the instrument

was similar in character to the one

still employed for the same purpose.
CALAMISTRA'TUS. Having

the hair artificially curled with the

irons (calamister) ; a practice very
prevalent at Rome, both amongst
men and women, in the time of

Plautus, Varro, and Cicero. Plaut.

As. in. 3. 37. Cic. Post Red. i. 6.

CAL'AMUS (/caAa^os). Literally
the haulm or stalk of any tall plant,
but more especially of the reed or

cane
,- whence it is applied in the same

way as the word ARUNDO, and to de-

signate a similar class of objects ; as

1. An arrow. Hor. Od. i. 15.

17. ARUNDO 2.

2. Pan's pipes. Virg. Eel ii. 33.
ARUNDO 6.

3. A fishing-rod. Mart, accord-

ing to Riddle, s. v~ ARUNDO 3.

4. A fowler's lime-tipped rod.

Mart. Ep. xiv. 218. ARUNDO 4.

5. A writing-reed. Cic. Att. vi.

8. Hor. A. P. 447. ARUNDO 5.

6. Also a tall reed or cane, set up
as a sign-post in the sandy deserts of

Egypt. Plin. H. N. vi. 33.

CALANT'ICA, CALAUT'ICA,
or CALVAT'ICA

(/c^Se^i/oy).
A

cap fastened on by a ligature round
the head, with a kind of curtain or

lappets hanging down on both sides

as far as the tips of the shoulders

(Eustath. ad II. xiv. 184. ), so that they

might be drawn together at pleasure,
and made to conceal the whole face.

(Horn. Od. i.

334. II. xiv.

184.) It was

commonlyworn

by the Egyp-
tians of both

sexes (Riddle,
s. v.), and is

consequently of

frequent occur-

rence in the paintings and sculp-
tures belonging to that nation, pre-

cisely similar to the example here

introduced, which is copied from a
statue of Isis in the Capitol at Rome.
When adopted by the Greeks and
Romans, its use was confined to the
female sex (Non. Marc. s.v. p. 537.),
or to persons who affected a foreign
or effeminate costume. Cic. Fragm.
Or. in Clod. p. 115. ed. Amed. Pey-
ron. Lips. 1824.

The affinity of the Greek and
Latin words, and their identity with
the figure in the engraving, may be
established thus. The Greek term
is derived from Kpds, and Sew or Seyuo,

meaning literally that which is fast-

ened by a ligature to the head, and
Nonius (Z. c.) gives a similar inter-

pretation to the Latin one quod
capiti innectitur : whilst Ausonius

(Perioch. Od. 5.), translates the

Kpf)8efji.vov of Homer by the Latin
calantica or calvatica. The illustra-
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tion and derivation of the Greek
word also explain another of the

senses in which it is used (Horn. Od.

in. 392.) ;
viz. a leather cap tied over

the mouth and bung of a vessel con-

taining wine or other liquids, which
the lexicographers erroneously trans-

late, "the lid of a vessel." The
illustration moreover will explain

why Cicero (1. c.) and Servius (ad
Virg. JEn. ix. 616.) use the words
calantica and mitra as nearly con-

vertible terms (compare the illustra-

tions to each word) ; and, at the same

time, account for one of the Latin

names, calvatica, which is probably
the only true one, because in Egypt
it really was used to cover the bald

heads of the priests of Isis (grege calvo,

Juv. Sat. vi. 533.), and at Rome by
old women who had lost their hair, as

in. the medal of Aurelia, the mother
of Julius Caesar (Guasco, Ornatrici,

p. 91.), which is fastened round the

head with a band, precisely like the

example introduced above.

CALATHIS'CUS (/coAa^V/cos).
Diminutive of CALATHUS. Catull.

Ixiv. 320.

CAL'ATHUS (/crfAaflos). A
woman's work-basket (Virg. JEn. vii.

805.), made of wicker-

work, and gradually

expanding upwards
towards the top (Plin.
H. N. xxi. 11.) j espe-

cially employed for

containing the wool
and materials for spinning (Juv. Sat.

ii. 54.), as in the example, which re-

presents Leda's work-basket, from a

Pompeian painting, with the balls of

wool and bobbins in it.

2. A basket of precisely the same
form and material, employed out of

doors for holding fruit, flowers,

cheese, &c., which is of very com-
mon occurrence in ancient works
of art. Virg. Ed. ii. 46. Id. Georg.
iii. 400. Ov. A. Am. ii. 264.

3. A drinking-cup, which we may
naturally infer to have been so termed,
because it resembled a woman's work-

basket in shape ;
as shown by the

figure in the illustration, held

by a cupbearer in one of the

miniatures of the Vatican

Virgil. Virg. Eel. v. 71.

Mart. Ep. ix. 60. 15. Id. xiv. 107.

4. The modius, or bushel, which
was placed as an ornament upon the

top of the head of

Jupiter Serapis,

(Macrob. Sat. i.

20.), and which,
as seen in the ex-

ample, from an en-

graved gem, re-

presenting the

head of Serapis,

possessed the same
form as a woman's
work-basket.

CALA'TOR. A public crier;

particularly one who was attached to

the service of the priesthood (Suet.
Gramm. 12.), whose duty it was to

precede the high-priest on his way to

the sacrifice, and put a stop to any
kind of work, which it was considered

would pollute the ceremony on a fes-

tival or holy day. Serv. ad Virg.

Georg. i. 268.

2. A private servant or messenger.
Plaut. Merc. v. 2. 11. Id. Hud. ii.

3. 5.

CALAUT'ICA. See CALANTICA.
CALCAR. A horseman's spur

(Plaut. As. iii. 3. 118. Virg. &n. vi.

882.) ; so called, because it was affixed

to the heel (calx) of the rider (Isi-
dor. Orig. xx. 16. 6. compare Virg.
JEn. xi. 714.) ; whence the manner
of applying it is clearly illustrated by
the expression subdere equo calcaria.

(Curt. vii. 4. compare iv. 16.) The
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right-hand figure in the annexed

engraving represents an original
from Caylus (Recueil d'Antiq. vol. iii.

pi. 59. No. 5.), and closely resembles
one found at Herculaneum, excepting
that the latter has its point formed
like a lance head, or lozenge shaped.
All the ancient spurs are like these,
with a simple goad, calcis aculeus

(Columell. viii. 2. 8., where it is

applied to poultry), and not rowelled.

The left-hand figures present a side

and back view of the left foot of a
statue in the Vatican, representing
an Amazon, and show the straps and

fastenings by which the spur was
fixed to the foot

; the goad itself is

broken off, but the place from which
it projected is clearly seen. The right
foot of the statue is not equipped in

the same way ; from which circum-
stance some antiquaries incline to the
belief that the ancients only rode
with one spur, and that one on the
left leg.

2. In like manner, the spur which
grows out from the heel of a cock.
Columell. viii. 2. 8.

CALCA'TOR (Aifro&fT^j). One
who crushes grapes for making wine,
by treading them out with the naked
feet, as is still the practice in Italy.

(Calpurn. Ed. iv. 124.) In the il-

lustration, from a bas-relief in the

Library of St. Mark at Venice, the

operation is performed by two per-
sons only, represented as Fauns;
but in other ancient works of art, as
many as seven persons are seen in
the vat at the same time, sometimes

supporting themselves by ropes over

head, but more commonly with
crutch-handled sticks, like those in

the annexed engraving.
CALCATO'RIUM. A raised

platform of masonry in the cellar

attached to a vineyard (cella vinaria),
which was ascended by two or three

steps, and intended to form a gang-
way on a level with the tops of the

large vessels (dolia, cupoe), in which
the wine was kept in bulk, for the
convenience of the persons who su-

perintended its manufacture and sale.

(Pallad. L 18. 1.) It was so called
a calcando, or ab opere calcato ; and
is incorrectly explained in the dic-

tionaries, where it is taken for a vat
in which the grapes were trodden
out (see the preceding wood-cut) ;

for a contrivance of that description
belongs clearly to the press-room
(torcularium), in which the wine was
made, and not to the cellar (cella

vinaria), in which it was stored.

Cato designates the same thing by
the term suggestion. H. R. 154.

CALCEA'MEN. Same as CAL-
CEUS.

CALCEAMEN'TUM. A gene-
ral term, expressive of all kinds of

covering for the feet
; including the

various descriptions of boots and
shoes enumerated in the classed
Index.

CALCEOLA'RIUS. A shoe-

maker. (Plaut, Aul iii. 5. 38.) The

illustration is from a painting exca-
vated at Resina, representing the
interior of a shoe-maker's shop, in

which the two genii here figured
are employed at their trade.
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CALCE'OLUS
Diminutive of CALCEUS ;

a small

shoe or boot ; and thence more espe-

cially applied to those worn by
women. (Cic. N.D. i. 29.) The en-

graving represents three specimens
of women's shoes from the Pompeian
paintings, of the most usual descrip-
tions. It will be observed that all of

them reach as high as the ankle, are

made with soles and low heels, and
with or without ties ;

but those

which are tied are either fastened by
a cord drawn in a hem round the

top, or have merely a slit over the

instep, through the sides of which
the lace is passed, and not lappets, as

was more usual in men's shoes. (See
the next illustration.) There does
not appear to have been any material

difference between the shoes of the

Greek and Roman females; for the

latter took their fashions from Greece,
as ours do from France.
CAL'CEUS (fcr&itfia KoiXo*). A

shoe or boot, made upon a last, and

right and left (Suet. Aug. 92.), so

that it would completely cover the

foot, as contradistinguished from the

sandal, slipper, &c., which were only
partial coverings. (Cic Hor. Suet.

Plin.) The illustration represents a

lace-up or half boot, from a bronze
vase in the Collegio Romano, and
two men's shoes of the ordinary kind,
from paintings at Pompeii.

2. Calceus patricius. The shoe

worn by the Roman senators, which
was of a different character from that

worn by the rest of the citizens,

whence the expression calceos mutare

(Cic. Phil xiii. 13.) means, "to
become a senator." It was fastened

by straps crossing each other over
the instep (Isidor. Orig. xix. 34. 4.),

and then carried round the leg as far

as the bottom of the calf, as is fre-

quently seen on statues draped in the

toga, and in the manner represented

by the annexed figures, of which the

front view is taken from a bronze,
the side one from a marble statue.

A lunated ornament, called LUNULA,
was moreover attached to them, for

an account of which see that word.

3. Calceus repandus. A shoe

with a long pointed toe bent upwards
or backwards. (Cic.
Nat. Deor. i. 29., but

the diminutive is used
because applied to a

female.) This form

appears to have been of great anti-

quity, for it is frequently seen in

Egyptian and Etruscan monuments,
from which latter people it came, like

many other of their fashions, to the

Romans, and remained in common
use in many parts of Europe until a
late period of the middle ages. The
illustration here given is Etruscan

(Gori, Mus. Etrusc. tab. 3. and 47.),
but it resembles exactly the shoes
worn by a figure of Juno Lanuvina
on a Roman denarius (Visconti,
Mus. P. Clem. torn. 2. tav. A. vii.

No. 12.), which is draped in every
respect as Cicero (I. c.) describes her.

In a passage of Cato, quoted by Festus

(s. Mulleos), the epithet uncinatus is,

according to Scaliger's emendation,
applied to a shoe of this character ;

and the term uncipedes to the persons
who wore them, by Tertullian, de
Pall 5.

o 2
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CALCULATOR. An account-

ant (Mart. Ep. x. 62.) : so called

because the ancients

used to reckon with

small stones (calculi)

upon a board covered

with sand. (Isidor.

Orig. x. 43. ABA-

CUS.) The example
is from an Etruscan

gem, and represents an arithmetician

sitting at a table on which the peb-
bles for making his calculations are

seen, while the counting board, in-

scribed in Etruscan characters, which
are interpreted to mean " a calcu-

lator," is held in his left hand.

CAL/CULUS OJfifaos). Literally
a pebble, or small stone worn round

by friction, which was employed by
the ancients for several purposes, as

follows:

1. For mosaic work. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 67.

2. A counter for reckoning. Cic.

Amic. 16. preceding wood-cut, and
ABACUS.

3. A pebble used in voting, which
was thrown into the urn ; a white
one to acquit, and a black one to

condemn. Ovid. Met. xv. 41.

4. A counter employed in games of

chance or skill, for the same purpose
as our chess and draughtsmen; and
the term is applied indiscriminately
to the men employed in the Indus

duodecim scriptorum, or backgammon,
and in the ludus latrunculorum, or

draughts. Ov. Am. ii. 207. Val.
Max. viii. 8. 2. Aul. Gell. xiv. 1. 9.

CALDA'RIUM. The thermal
chamber in a set of baths. (Vitruv.
v. 10. Seneca, Ep. 86. Celsus, i. 4.)
In all the baths which have been
discovered, public as well as private,
this apartment is constantly arranged
upon a uniform plan, and consists of
three principal parts ; a semicircular
alcove (laconicum) at one end (the
right hand in the engraving), with a
labrum upon a raised stem in the
centre of it; a vacant space in the
centre of the room (sudatio, sudato-

rium) ;
and a warm-water bath (alveus)

at the other extremity all which

parts were essential to the ancient

system of bathing. In the central

portion, the bather exercised himself

by lifting weights and performing
gymnastics, for the purpose of ex-

citing perspiration ; he then sat down
in the laconicum, and underwent a

profuse perspiration, superinduced by
the hot air proceeding from the flues

seen under the flooring of the room ;

or entered the warm water bath, if

preferred, instead. It is probable that

in the more magnificent and extensive

structures, such as the Roman Ther-

mae, separate apartments were appro-
priated for each of these operations ;

but in the smaller establishments,
such as the baths of Pompeii, and in

private houses, the thermal chamber,
in all the instances hitherto dis-

covered, and they are many, is uni-

formly arranged in the manner de-

scribed, and shown by the illustration,

which represents the section of a

bath-room attached to an ancient

Roman villa at Tusculum. The
relative situation and arrangement
of such chambers in connection with
the other parts of the establishment,
and the general ground-plan, will be
understood by referring to the illus-

trations, s. BALJNE.S:, letters D and
H

; and BALINEUM, letter D.

2. The boiler in which the warm
water for supplying a bath was
heated (Vitruv. v. 10.) as seen in the

preceding section over the furnace

(No. 2.), with a conduit tube into the

bath. See also AHENUM 2., where
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the principle upon which the ancients

constructed and arranged their coppers
is explained.
CALENDA'RIUM (rj/j.po\6yiot>').

An almanack or calendar; which,
like our own, contained the astrono-

mical, agricultural, and religious
notices of each month in the year ;

the name of the month, the number
of days it contained, and the length
of the day and night ;

the sign of

the zodiac through which the sun

passes ;
the various agricultural ope-

rations to be performed in the month ;

the divinity under whose guardian-

ship the month was placed ; and the

various religious festivals which fell

NON . QUINT .

DIES . HOR . VIIIIS .

NOX . ROR . XIIII .

SOL.
CAPRICORNO .

TUTKLA .

JUNONIS
PALUS

AQUITUR .

SALIX .

HAHUNDO
OSJDITUR
SACRmCAN .

CIS.
PBNATIBUS.

in it. The illustration represents an
original of marble, found at Pompeii,
with the inscription for the month of

January, printed at length, as a spe-
cimen of the whole, by its side.

2. A ledger in which bankers and
money lenders kept their accounts
with their customers ; so termed
because the interest became due on
the calendce, or first day of the month.
Seneca, Benef. vii. 10. Id. Ep. 87.

CALIC'ULUS (KvXtKiov). Dimin-
utive of CALIX.
CALIDA'RIUM. See OALDA-

RIUM.

CALIEN'DRUM. A sort of

covering which Roman women some-
times wore upon their heads, but the
exact nature of which it is not easy to

determine. (Hor. Sat. i. 8. 48. Varro,
teste Porphyr. Schol. ad Hor. I.e.

Acron. e'6.) It was, however, a kind
of head-dress, and probably in the
nature of a cap, like that shown by

the illustration, which is copied from
an engraved gem representing a por-
trait of Faustina the

younger; and might
be made in different

patterns ;
for Ca-

nidia wore a high
one. (Hor. /. c.)

Some think that the

caliendrum was made
of hair, and was a

sort of wig.
CAL'IGA. The shoe worn by

the Roman soldiery of the rank and

file, including the centurions, but not

the superior officers. (Cic. Att. ii. 3.

Justin, xxxviii. 10. Juv. Sat. xvi. 24.

Suet. Cal. 52.) It

consisted of a close

shoe, which entirely
covered the foot (see

CALIGARIUS) ;
had a

thick sole studded
with nails (CLAVUS
CALIGARIS), and was
bound by straps
across the instep and
round the bottom part of the leg, as

represented in the illustration, from
the arch of Trajan.
CALIGA'RIUS. One who fol-

lowed the trade of making soldiers'

shoes (caligce). (Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 33. Inscript. ap. Grut. 649. 1 )

The example is from a sepulchral
marble at Milan, which bears the

inscription SuroR CALIGARIUS, thus

identifying the trade. It is of coarse

execution, and has suffered from age,
but is a valuable relic, because it

proves that the caliga was a close-
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fitting shoe, made upon a last, and
not a sandal, which left the toes

exposed, as has been generally in-

ferred from Bartoli's engravings of

the triumphal arches and columns.
The workman appears to hold the

handle of an awl in his right hand,
and in the left a caliga on the last,

while the fellow-shoe is on the table

before him.

CALIGA'TUS. Wearing the

caliga, or soldier's shoe (Juv. Sat. in.

322.), as seen in the last cut but one ;

and thence by implication, a common
soldier (Suet. Aug. 25. Id. Vitell 7.),

because its use was peculiar to the

rank and file.

CALIP'TRA or CALYFTRA
/caAuTrrpa, Kd\v/j.fji.a). A veil worn in

public by the young women of Greece
and Italy, for the purpose of conceal-

ing the features from the gaze of

strangers (Festus, s. v. Horn. Od. v.

232. Soph. Ag. 245.), very similar to

what the Turkish women still use.

It was placed on the

top of the head, and

wrapped round the

face in such a man-
ner as to conceal

every part of it ex-

cept the upper por-
tion of the nose and
one of the eyes

and fell down over
the shoulders to

about the middle of
the figure, precisely as seen in the

illustration, from a small terra-cotta

figure in the Collegio Romano. A
veil of this kind was also worn by
the brides of Greece (jEsch. Ag.
1149.), and the same costume is still

preserved at Rome for the young
women who receive a dowry from
the state on the festival of the An-
nunciation.

CALIX (icfai|). A shallow cir-
cular wine-goblet,
of Greek invention
(Macrob. Sat. v.

21.), with a low

stem, and two small handles, like

the example, from an original of

terra cotta ; frequently represented on
their fictile vases in carousals and

drinking scenes, and commonly met
with in every collection, sometimes
decorated with drawing, and at others

merely covered with an uniform coat

of lustrous black varnish.

2. A sort of soup plate or vegetable

dish, in which food of a liquid na-

ture, and vegetables
more especially, were
cooked and brought
to table. (Varro,
L.L. v. 127. Ovid,
Fast. v. 509.) The illustration an-

nexed is from an original of earthen-

ware found in the catacombs at

Rome. The edges of the platter on
which it stands, and which is in the

same piece as the top, have suffered

from time
;
but the general form of

the whole seems sufficiently applicable
to the purposes described.

3. A water-meter: i.e. a copper

cap or tube of certain length and

capacity, attached to the end of a

main pipe at the part where it was
inserted into the reservoir of an

aqueduct (castellum), or to the end of

a branch pipe inserted in the main,
for the purpose of measuring the

quantity of water discharged into the

pipe. Every private house and public
establishment in the city of Rome
was by law entitled to the supply of

a certain quantity of water, and no
more than what the law allowed ;

it was measured out by means of

the calix, the length and diameter of

which being fixed, the number of

cubic feet of water passing through
it in a given time could be regulated
to a nicety. Frontin. Aq. 36.

CALO'NES. Slaves belonging
to the Roman soldiery (Festus, s. v.\
who followed their masters to the

field, waited upon them as servants,

attended at their exercises, and per-
formed all the duties required of a

menial, such as carrying the vallum,

&c. Cic. Nat. Deor. iii. 5. Serv. ad
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Virg. JEneid. vi. 1. and Nonius *. v.

p. 62.

2. A farm-servant (Hor. Sat. i. 6.

103.); a palanquin or sedan bearer

(Senec. Ep. 110.) ;
and thus a menial

generally.
CALPAR. An antiquated name

for DOLIDM ; which had already
grown obsolete in the time of Varro,
De Vit. Pop. Ro. ap. Non. s. v. p.
546.

CAL'THULA. An article of
female attire which appears to have
been much in vogue at the time of

Plautus. (EpuL ii. 2. 49.) It is

supposed to have received its name
from the caltha (Non. Marc. s. v.

p. 548.), the calendula officinalis of

Linnaeus, which is a flower of a

yellow colour
;
but it is impossible to

ascertain the exact nature of merely
local or temporary fashions.

CALVAT'ICA. See CALANTICA.
CALX. The same as LINEA

ALBA ; the chalked rope which
marked the commencement and

boundary of a race-course in the Cir-

cus ; but this term is mostly used in

a figurative sense, to indicate the end
of anything, especially of life, the
course and casualties of which are

often typified by the race, its chances,

changes, and accidents. Cic. Sen.
23. Id- Tusc. i. 8.

CAM'ARA, or CAM'ERA (KO-

Strictly speaking, is a Greek
word adopted into the Latin language
(Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 1. 1. Pallad. i. 13.

1.), and used by the Roman archi-

tects to designate the vaulted ceiling
of a chamber, when constructed in

wood and plaster (Vitruv. vii. 3. cf.

Propert. iii. 2. 10.), instead of a re-

gular arch of brickwork or masonry
formed of regular intrados and
voussoirs. This constitutes the real

distinction between the terms camara
and fornix ; but the former was also

transferred in a more general sense

to any kind of apartment or building
which had a vaulted ceiling. It con-
tains the elements of our word cham-

ber, through the modern Italian ca-

mara, their ordinary expression for a
room of any kind.

2. Camera vitrea. A. vaulted

ceiling, of which the surface was
lined with plates of glass. Plin.

H. N. xxxvi. 64. Compare Stat.

Sylv. i. 3. 53. and i. 5. 42.

3. A small vessel used by the
Greek pirates, capable of containing
from twenty-five to thirty men. It

was of a very peculiar construction,

being made sharp fore and aft. but

round, large, and full in the centre or

midship, with the ribs rising upwards
from the water, and converging to-

gether, so as to form a sort of roof
over the vessel, from which pecu-
liarity its name was derived, (Strabo,
xi. 2. 12. Tac. Hist. iii. 47. Aul.
Gell. x. 25. 3.) An old engraving
by F. Huiis after the elder Brengel,
and published by Jal (Archeologie
Navale, vol. ii. p. 255.), exhibits the
stern of a vessel constructed in the
manner described, and probably pre-
serves a trace of the ancient camara.
CAMEL'LA. A wooden bowl

for drinking out of, the form and

peculiarities of which are entirely
unknown. Ov. Fast. iv. 779. Pet.

Sat. 135. 3 and 4. Id. 64. 13.

CAMILLUS(KoSouAosorKo8Ao$).
An attendant who waited upon the

high priest while of-

ficiating at the sacri-

fice; as the CAMILLA
was a young female
who attended in like

manner upon his wife.

They were selected

from the children of
noble families (Ma-
crob. Sat. iii. 8. Fes-

tus, *. Flamininius),
and are frequently re-

presented in ancient
works of art, standing
at the side of the priest or priestess,
and bearing in their hands the vessels

employed in the sacred rite. The
example here introduced is from the
Vatican Virgil.
CAMI'NUS (K^J/OS). A smelling
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furnace. (Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 21.)
The illustration represents the section

and plan of a Roman smelting-fur-
nace discovered near Wandsford in

Northamptonshire. (Artis, Duro-
briv. pi. 25.) A is the smelting pot,
below which the fire was kindled, as

shown in the illustration to FORNA-
CULA

; B, the slag lying about as it

ran from the furnace ; c, the channel
which conveyed the metal into the

moulds, D.

2. A blacksmith'sforge (Virg. JEn.
vi. 630. Juv. Sat. xiv. 118.), which,
as shown by the annexed illustration,
from a sepulchral marble at Rome,

resembled in all respects those of our
own days. The centre figure holds
the iron on the anvil (incus) by a

pair of pincers (forceps") ; under the
anvil is a vessel with water, for

plunging the heated iron and instru-
ments into

; the fire is seen in the
back ground; and the bellows (fottis),
with a man working them, behind
the left-hand figure.

3. A hearth or fire-place in private
houses, for the purpose of warming

an apartment (Hor. Ep. i. 11. 19.

Id. Sat. i. 5. 81. Suet. Vitell 8.), or
for cooking, such as in early times
was constructed in the atrium, and
which consisted of a mere stone
hearth raised above the level of the

floor, and upon which the logs of
firewood were placed, but without a
flue to carry away the smoke.

4. It still remains a doubtful point,
whether caminus ever means a chim-

ney in our sense of that word, that

is, a flue intended to carry off smoke
through the different stories of a

house, and discharge it above the
roof ; as the passages which might
be cited for that purpose are not at

all conclusive, and the absence of any
thing like a chimney on the top of a

building in the numerous landscapes

pourtrayed by the Pompeian artists,

and of any positive traces of such a
contrivance in the public and private
edifices of that town, affords sufficient

evidence that, if known to the an-

cients, it must have been very rarely

applied; consequently, in most

houses, the smoke must have escaped
through a mere opening in the roof,
at the windows, or through the doors.

But contrivances for making a fire

in the centre of a room, accompanied
at least with a short flue, have been
discovered in several parts of Italy,
one at Baise, another near Perugia,
and a third at Civita Vecchia, the

plan of which is given
in the annexed wood-
cut, from a MS. by
Francesco di Giorgio,

preserved in the public

library at Siena. The
form is a parallelogram, entirely
enclosed by a wall of ten feet high
on three of its sides, but having an

opening or doorway on the other.

Within this shell are placed four

columns with an architrave over

them, which supported a small pyra-
midal cupola, underneath which the

fire was made on the hearth ; the

cupola served to collect the smoke as

it ascended, and allowed it to pass
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out through an aperture in its top.
If the edifices in which these stoves

were constructed were only one

story high, no flue, perhaps, was used ;

hut if, as is most probahle, there

were apartments above, it seems
almost certain that a small flue or

tube would have been placed over
the vent hole of the cupola, in the

same manner as it is in a baker's oven
at Pompeii, which is represented in

the annexed engraving; though the

original height cannot be determined,
as only a portion of the ground story
now remains.

CAMPES'TRE. A kilt, fastened
round the loins, and reaching about

two thirds down the thigh ; worn
for the sake of decency by gladiators
and soldiers while training, or by
persons taking violent exercise in

public, when otherwise divested of

clothing (Hor. Ep. i. 11. 18. Augus-
tin. Civ. Dei, xiv. 17.); so called

because these exercises were com-

monly performed in the Campus

Martius. In very hot weather it

was also worn by some persons,
instead of a tunic, under the toga.

(Ascon. in Cic. Orat. pro Scauro,)
The illustration represents a gladiator
with the campestre, from a terra-cotta

lamp.
CAMPICUR'SIO. A sort of re-

view, or exercise performed by the

Roman soldiery in the Campus Mar-
tius. Veget. Mil. iii. 4.

CAMPIDOC'TOR OAoStSa/c-Hjj).
A drill sergeant, who taught the re-

cruits their exercises in the Campus
Martius. Veget. Mil. iii. 6. and 8.

Ammian. xv. 3. 10.

CANALIC'ULA. Diminutive of
CANALIS ; a small drain, ditch, or

gutter. Varro, R. R. iii. 5.

CANALIC'ULUS. Diminutive of

CANALIS ;
a small drain, ditch, or

gutter. Columell. viii. 15. 6. Vitruv.
x. 9. 7.

2. The channel or groove in-

cavated on the face of a triglyph

(Vitruv. iv. 3. 5.), marked by shading
in the example, from an ancient

Doric temple formerly existing in

the forum at Rome, as copied from
the original by Labacco.
CANA'LIS <rAtf>. An open
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channel, artificially made, of wood or

brickwork, for the purpose of supply-

ing cattle with water in the meadows,
and thus serving as a drinking

trough, as seen in the illustration

from the Vatican Virgil. Virg. G.

iii. 330. Varro, R. E. iii. 5. 2. Vitruv.

viii. 5. 2. and 6. 1., where it is distin-

guished from TUBUS and FISTULA.

2. Canalis in Foro. Probably the

gutter or kennel, as we say, near the

centre of the Roman forum, from

which the rain waters were immedi-

ately discharged through an opening
into the Cloaca Maxima or main
sewer (Plaut. Cure. iv. 1. 15.);

whence the word canalicola was in-

vented as a nick-name for a lazy,
idle fellow, because such people used

to loiter and lounge away their time

about this spot. Festus, s. v.

3. A narrow alley or passage in a

town. Liv. xxiii. 31.

4. A splint, employed by surgeons
in setting broken bones. Celsus,

viii. 16.

5. In architecture, the channel in

an Ionic capital, which is a smooth
flat surface lying be-

tween the abacus

and cymatium or echi-

nus, and terminating
in the eye of the

volute. (Vitruv. iii. 5. 7.) It is

clearly shown in the engraving, which

represents a capital from the temple
of Fortuna Virilis at Rome.
CANCELLA'RIUS. A word

introduced at a late period of the

empire, and applied either to an
officer who kept guard before the

emperor's tent, or his sleeping apart-
ment, the approach to which was
closed by gratings (cancetti), as we
learn from Cassiodorus (Var. Ep. ii.

6.), whence the appellation : or to a
sort of chief clerk presiding over a

body of juniors who assisted the

judges in a court of law, the tribunes
of which, where the judges and their
officers sat, were in like manner
separated from the body of the court

by an iron railing. Hence we derive

our term of "chancellor." Vopisc.
Carin. 16. Cassiodor. I.e.

CANCELLI (Kiyxis, SpfyaKTov).
Iron gratings and trellis work ; in-

tended as an ornamental fence to

enclose or protect anything (Varro,
R. R. iii. 5. 4. Columell. viii. 1. 6.) ;

for instance, before the judges' tribune
in a court of law

;
in front of the

rostrum in the forum (Cic. Sext.

58.), which by some writers is re-

cognized in the annexed scene, from

the arch of Constantine ; along the

top of the podium, and each distinct

tier of seats in an amphitheatre (Ov.
Am. iii. 2. 64.), as shown in the

restored section of the amphitheatre
of Pola (p. 29. A) ; and in short for

any situation requiring such an

object.
CANDE'LA. A candle made of

pitch, wax, or tallow, with the pith
of a bull-rush for the wick (Plin.
H.N. xvi. 70.), which was used in

early times before the invention of
the oil lamp. Mart. Ep. xiv. 43.

2. A sort of torch, made of the

fibres of the papyrus twisted together
like a rope, or of a rope itself coated

with wax (Serv. ad Virg. JEn. xi.

143. Varro, L.L. v. 119.), which
was anciently carried in funeral pro-
cessions ; and is represented in the

illustration, from a sepulchral marble

at Padua, which, according to the

tradition there preserved, is believed

to contain the remains of St. Luke.
3. A mere rope coated with wax
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to preserve it from decay. Liv. xl.

29.

CANDELA'BRUM. A contri-

vance devised for the purpose of

supporting a light in a position suffi-

ciently elevated above the ground to

distribute the rays to a convenient

distance around it. Of these the

ancients had in use several kinds, viz.

1. (Aux^X05)' A candle-stick

for holding tapers or candles of wax

and tallow. These were either made
like our own, with a socket and

nozzle into which the end of the

candle was inserted (Varro, op.

Macrob. Sat. iii. 4. Festus, s. u.) ;

or with a sharp point at the end,

like those so commonly seen in the

churches of Italy, upon which the

bottom of the candle was stuck.

(Serv. ad Virg. JEn. i.
727.)

An ex-

ample of the former kind is given in

the illustration, from an original found

at Pompeii; and an engraved gem
of the Worsley Museum affords a

specimen of the last sort, hi which
the sharp point is seen projecting
from the top.

2. (Avx^ouxos). A portable lamp-

stand, upon which an oil-lamp was

placed. These were
sometimes made of wood

(Pet. Sat. 95. 6.), but

mostly of metal (Cic.
Verr. ii. 4. 26), and
were either intended to

be placed upon some other piece of

furniture, like the annexed example,
which represents a bronze lamp and
stand found at Pompeii, of the kind
termed humile (Quint. Inst. vi. 3.

99.), which was meant to be placed

upon a table ;
or they were made to

stand upon the ground ;

in which case they
were of considerable

height, and consisted

of a tall slender stem

(scapus\ generally imi-

tating the stalk of a

plant, or a tapering
column, and a round
flat dish or tray (super-

ficies) at the top, on
which the lamp was

placed, like the an-

nexed illustration from
a Pompeian original.
It is to candelabra of

this description that Vitruvius alludes

(vii. 5. 3.), when he reprehends the

practice adopted by the artists of his

own day, and of such frequent occur-

rence in the arabesque decorations of

the Pompeian houses, of introducing
them in the place of columns, as

architectural supports to architraves

and other superincumbent weights,
out of all proportion with such tall

and slender stems. Compare also

LYCHNUCHUS.
3. (Aa/iTTT^p). A tall stand, with

a hollow cup, instead of the flat

superficies, at the top,
in which pitch, rosin,

or other inflammable

materials were lighted.
These were not port-

able, but were perma-
nently fixed in their

situations ; and were

frequently made of

marble, and fastened

down to the ground;
not only in the interior

of temples and other

large buildings, but also

in the open air (Stat.

Sylv. i. 2. 231.), where

they served for illu-

minations on festivals

and occasions of rejoicing, precisely
as they are still used for similar pur-

poses in front of the cardinals' and
p 2
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ambassadors' palaces at Rome in the

present day. The illustration is

taken from a bas-relief in the Villa

Borghese, and exemplifies this cus-

tom ;
for it stands as an illumination

in front of an open colonnade, under

which a band of maidens are dancing,

upon the occasion of a marriage
festival. In the early or Homeric

times the Aa/tiTrr^p was a sort of grate

raised upon legs, or on a stand, in

which dried wood (jbcmntov) was

burnt, for the purpose of giving light

to a room, instead of torches, candles,

or lamps. Horn. Odyss. xviii. 306

310.

CANE'PHORA or CANE'PHO-
ROS (Kwntf>6pos). The basket-bearer;

a young Athenian

maiden, who walked

,in the procession at

the festivals of De-

meter, Bacchus, and

Athena, carrying a
flat basket (canum, or

canistrum, Festus, s.v.)
on her head, in which
were deposited the
sacred cake, chaplet,

frankincense, and knife

employed to slay the
victim. Young women
are frequently represented in this

capacity by the ancient artists, and

similarly described by classic authors,
with their arms raised up, and in the
exact attitude of the figure here en-

graved, from a statue at Dresden.
Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 3. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 4. n. 7. Compare Ovid, Met.
ii. 711713.
CANIC'ULA. Pers. Sat. iii. 49.

Same as CANIS 2.

CANIS. A chain
; but whether of

any particular description is doubtful
;

though probably not, as the expression
may have originated in a play upon
the words catella, catellus. Plaut.
Cas. ii. 6. 37. Becker, Gallus, p. 232.
transl.

2. The worst throw upon the dice ;

i.e. when all aces were turned up.
Suet. Aug. 71.

CANISTEL'LUM. Diminu-
tive of CANISTRUM.
CANIS'TRUM and CANIS'TER

(tcdveov, KO.VTIS). A large, flat, open
basket, whence termed patulum (Ov.

Met. viii. 675.), and latum (Id. Fast.

ii. 650.), made of wicker-work (Pal-
lad, xii. 17.), and without handles, so

as to be adapted for carrying on the

head, as shown by the figure in the

opposite column; particularly em-

ployed as a bread-basket (Virg. Mn.
viii. 180.), in reference to which use

the example here introduced, from a

Pompeian painting, is carried by
Ceres, and filled with ears of corn.

CANO. To sing generally ; but

also to sound, or play upon, any mu-
sical instrument (Cic. Div. ii. 59.) ;

as lituo canere (Cic. Div. i. 17.),

to sound the lituus (see wood-cut

s. LITICEN) ;
cornu canere (Varro,

L.L. v. 91.), to sound the horn (see

CORNICEN) ;
tibiis canere (Quint,

i. 10. 14.), to play upon the pipes

(TIBICEN); cithara canere (Tac.
Ann. xiv. 14.), to play the guitar

(ClTHARISTA).
2. Intus et foris canere ; an ex-

pression descriptive of the peculiar
mode of playing upon the lyre,

which is represented
in the annexed en-

graving, from the

Aldobrandini fresco

in the Vatican. To
strike the chords

merely with the

plectrum held in the

right hand, was

foris canere ; to

thrum the chords

merely with the

fingers of the left

hand was intus ca-

nere ; but when the two were used to-
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gether, and both sides of the instru-

ment struck at once, as in the en-

graving, the musician was said to

play on the inside and out, intus et

foris canere. Ascon. ad Cic. Verr.

11. 1. 20.

CANTE'RIUS. A gelding.

Varro, R.R. ii. 7. 15. Festus, s. v.

2. A prop for vines. Columell. iv.

12. 1.

3. A machine used for suspending
horses with broken legs, to keep
their feet off the ground while the

bone is setting. Veget. Vet. iii. 47. 2.

4. In architecture, CANTERII (ct/uei-

OVTS, ffvarrdrai) are the canthers or

principal rafters in the timber work
of a roof (see MATERIATIO,^/!/!) ;

their

upper ends meet together, and form
the apex of the pediment ;

their

lower extremities rest upon the tie-

beams (tignd) ; and in the finished

building are represented externally

by mutules (mutuli\ which are,

therefore, carved to represent the

projecting extremities of a series of

rafters. Vitruv. iv. 2. 1. and 3.

CANTERFOLUS (o/cpteos). A
painter's easel; represented in the

annexed engraving,
with the picture on it,

from a Roman bas-re-

lief, precisely similar
to those still in use.

The Greek term for
this contrivance is well

authenticated ; but the
Latin one here given,

upon the authority of
Riddle's English-Latin

Dictionary, though sufficiently appro-
priate, wants a positive authority.
CANTH'ARUS (/cckflapos). A gob-

let, or drinking cup, of Greek inven-
tion. It was furnished
with handles (Virg.
Eel. vi. 1 7.) ; and was
the cup particularly
sacred to Bacchus (Ma-
crob. Sat. v. 21.), as

the scyphus was to Hercules ; conse-

quently in works of art, both painting
and sculpture, a vessel of the form
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here engraved, from a fictile original,
is constantly represented in the hands
of that divinity.

2. A vase into which the water of
an ornamental fountain is discharged,
formed in imitation of the drinking
cup. Paul. Dig. 30. 41.

3. A sort of boat, the peculiar

properties of which, however, are

unknown. Macrob. Sat. I. c. Aristoph.
Pac. 143.

CANTHE'RIUS. See CANTE-
RIUS.

CANTHUS (tTTiWrpoj/). The
tire of a wheel; a hoop of iron or

bronze fastened on to the felloe, to

preserve the wood from abrasion.

(Quint, i. 5. 8.) The Greek name
occurs in Homer (//. v. 725. ); the

Latin one, though used by Persius

(Sat. v. 71.), is noted as a barbarism

by Quintilian (/. c. ), who considers it

to be a Spanish, or an African, word.
CANTO. Used in the same

senses as CANO.
CANUM (KOTOW). A Greek

basket, made of reed or osiers, more

usually termed CANISTRUM in Latin.

Festus, s. v. Varro, L. L. v. 120.

CANUSINA'TUS. Wearing a

garment wove from the wool of Ca-

nusium, now Canosa. Suet. Nero, 30.

Mart. Ep. ix. 23. 9.

CAPE'DO. An earthenware wine

jug, with a handle, such as was used
in early times at the sacrifice. (Cic.
Farad, i. 2. ) Same as CAPIS.
CAPEDUN'CULA. Diminutive

of the preceding. Cic. N. D. iii. 17.

CAPILLAMEN'TUM. A wig
of false hair

; but particularly one in

which the hair is very long and

abundant, like a woman's head of
hair. Suet. Cal. 11. Pet. Sat. 110.

5. Tertull. Cult. Fcem. 7. and GALE-
RUS 3.

CAPIL'LUS. The hair of the

head in general, and without refer-

ence to its quality or character ; i. e.

equally applied to any description of

hair, whether long or short, straight
or curly, dressed or undressed. Cic.

Ov. Hor. Cses. Nep., &c.
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2. Also applied to the hair of the

beard (Cic. Off. ii. 7. Suet. Nero,

1.) ;
and to the fur of animals. Ca-

tull. 25. 1. Aul. Gell. xii. L 4.

CAPIS. A wine jug (Varro, ap.
Non. s. Armillum, p. 547.) of early
form and usage, made of earthenware,
and havinga single handle, from which
circumstance the Roman gramma-
rians derive its name. (Varro, Z. Z.

v. 121. Festus, s. t>.)
In the early

and simple ages of Roman
history, earthenware vessels

of this description were of

common use, both for re-

ligious and other purposes

(Liv. x.7. Pet Sa*. 52. 2.);
but with the increase of lux-

ury, they were relinquished for the

more elegant Greek forms, or were

made of more costly materials (Plin.

H.N. xxxvii. 7.), though still retained

for purposes of religion, which acquires
additional veneration and respect by
the preservation of ancient forms and

usages ; consequently, they are fre-

quently represented on coins and
medals struck in honour of persons

belonging to the priesthood, similar

to the figure here introduced, which
is copied from a bronze medal of the

emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,
on which he is represented in the

character of an augur.
CAPISTE'RIUM. A vessel em-

ployed for cleansing the ears of corn

after they had been threshed out and
winnowed. It appears to have been

something in the nature of an alveus,

or wooden trough, into which the

corn was put and shaken up, so that

the heavy grains subsided to the

bottom, while the light ones and any
refuse admixture which might have
been left amongst them after the

winnowing, rose to the top, and
could be easily separated from the
rest. Possibly also water was em-
ployed in the operation. Columell.
ii. 9. 11. Compare Apul. Met. ix.

p. 193.

CAPIS'TRUM Opgcta'). A
halter or head-stall for horses, asses,

or oxen. (Varro, R. R. ii. 6. 4.

Ov. Met. x. 125.) The example is

from the Column of Trajan.
2. A nose piece, with spikes stick-

ing out from it, to prevent the young
of animals from sucking after they
had been weaned, such as is com-

monly used with calves at the present

day. Virg. Georg. iii. 399.

3. A ligature employed in training

vines, for fastening them to the up-

rights or cross bars of a trellis.

Columell, iv. 20. 3.

4. A rope employed for suspending
the end of the press beam (prelum) in

a wine or oil press. Cato, R. R- xii.

5. A broad leather band or cheek-

piece, with an opening for the mouth,
worn by pipers, like a halter, round

the head and face, in order to com-

press the lips and cheeks when blow-

ing their instruments, which enabled

them to produce a fuller, firmer, and

more even tone, as shown by the

annexed illustration, from a bas-relief

at Rome. It does not appear to have

been always used, for pipers are as

often represented in works of art

without such an appendage as with

it ; nor does the Latin name occur in

any of their classical writers, though
the Greek one is well authenticated.

Aristoph. Vesp. 582. Soph. TV. 753.

CAPITAL. A small kerchief of
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woollen cloth (Varro, L. L. v. 130.),
worn in early times by the Roman
women round the head, to keep the

hair from flowing loose ;
and subse-

quently retained as a peculiarity in

costume by young females attached

to the services of religion, such as

the Flaminica, or attendant upon the

wife of the Flamen Dialis. Varro,
/. c. Festus, s. v.

CAPITEL'LUM. Same as CAPI-
TULUM.
CAPIT'IUM. An article of

female attire, worn upon the upper
part of the person, and over the

bosom (Varro, L. L. v. 131. Id. de

Vit. Pop. Rom. ap. Non. p. 542.),
but whether in the nature of a spencer
or of a corset, it is difficult to deter-

mine. Aulus Gellius notes the word
as obsolete and peculiar to the com-
mon people ;

but in a passage from
Laberius quoted by him (xvi. 7. 3.),
it is described as of gaudy colours,
and worn outside the tunic ; a de-

scription which agrees precisely with
the style, appearance, and manner in

which the peasant women of Italy
wear their corsets at the present day,
and with the figure here introduced,

from a sepulchral marble published

by Gori (Inscript. Antiq. Flor. p.

344.), evidently intended to represent
a female of the lower class, from the

rough stone which serves as a seat for

her toilet.

CAPITCXLIUM. The Capitol;
one of the seven hills of Rome, origi-

nally called Mons Saturnius, a name

which was subsequently changed into

Mons Tarpeius, in allusion to the

virgin Tarpeia, who was said to have
been killed and buried there by the
Sabines ; and finally, during the

legendary period, referred to as the

reign of Tarquinius Superbus, into

Mons Capitolinus or Capitolium, be-

cause a human head (caput) was
believed to have been found there

in digging the foundations for the

temple of Jupiter. ( Varro, Z. Z. v. 41,
42. Liv. i. 55.) The hill was ^divided
into two summits, with a level space
between them : the northern and
more elevated one of the two, on
which the church of Ara Cell now
stands, being made into a fortress,
was termed the Ara:, or citadel ; the

lower one on the south, now Monte

Caprino, being occupied by the fa-

mous Capitoline temple. Niebuhr,
Hist. Rom. vol. i. p. 502. transl.

2. The Capitoline temple; con-

structed by the last Tarquin upon the

southern summit of the Mons Capi-
tolinus, in honour of the three prin-

cipal Roman deities, Jupiter, Juno,
and Minerva. It comprised three

distinct cells (cellce') parallel to each

other, but enclosed by one roof, ter-

minating in a single pediment ; the

centre one was dedicated to Jupiter,
that on the right hand of his statue,
i. e. on the left of the spectator when
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fronting the edifice, to Minerva, and

the other to Juno. The ground-plan
was a parallelogram, possessing only
a slight difference between its width

and length. A triple row of columns

supported the pediment in front, and

a double one formed a colonnade on

each of the flanks; but the rear,

which was turned from the city, had

no colonnade. (Dionys. iv. 61.) The

ground-plan above given is designed
in accordance with this description

from Dionysius, in order to convey a

clear notion of the internal arrange-
ment of this remarkable edifice, which
was constructed upon a plan so diffe-

rent from that usually adopted in

their religious buildings by the

Greeks and Romans. It is true that

the temple described by Dionysius
was the one existing in his own day,
which was built by Sylla, and dedi-

cated by Catulus ;
but we have it

upon record, that, from a feeling of

religious veneration, the original

ground-plan was never altered. Tac.

Hist. iv. 53.

As regards the exterior elevation

of this famous temple, nothing but a

few blocks of large stones, which
formed the substruction, now remain
to give a faint idea of all its former

splendour ;
and the representations of

it, which appear upon coins, medals,
and bas-reliefs, are too minute and

imperfect in respect of details to

afford a fair conception of its real

character and appearance. It was
thrice destroyed by fire, and three

times rebuilt, but always upon the

former site, and with the same

ground-plan. The first structure was

certainly of the Etruscan order de-
scribed by Vitruvius, for the archi-

tects who built it were sent for from
Etruriaforthe purpose. (Liv. i. 56.)
When rebuilt for the first time by
Sylla, the only difference made con-
sisted in changing the order into the

Corinthian, for the columns were
brought from the temple of Jupiter
Olympus at Athens ( Plin. H.N. xxxvi.
5.); which Vitruvius expressly says

(Proem, vii. 17.) were Corinthian,
and some of them are still remaining
there to prove the fact. The same

plan and architectural order were
still preserved under Vespasian (Tac.
Hist. iv. 53. ) ; and also in the fourth

structure raised by Domitian, as tes-

tified by the illustration here annexed,

I

taken from a bas-relief belonging to

the triumphal arch of Marcus Aure-

lius, on which that emperor is repre-
sented in the act of performing sacri-

fice in front of the Capitoline temple.

Although the sculpture does not pre-
sent a faithful representation of the

real elevation, it will be observed

that the principal characteristics are

sufficiently indicated the Corinthian

order of the columns, and the three

separate cells under one pediment,
which are expressed by the unusual

appearance of three entrance doors.

It is well known to those conversant

with the works of antiquity, that the

ancient artists, both Greek and Ro-

man, adopted as a constant practice
of their school, a certain conventional

manner of indicating, rather than

representing, the accessories and lo-

calities amongst which the action ex-

pressed took place ; instead of the

matter-of-fact custom now prevailing
of giving a perfect delineation, or, as

it were, portraiture, of the identical

spot and scene.

3. Capitolium vetus. The old Ca-

pitol; a small temple on the Quirinal

hill, dedicated to Jupiter, Juno, and
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Minerva, and supposed to have been
built by Numa. This name, how-

ever, was not given to it until after
the erection of the more famous edi-

fice on the Capitoline hill, when it

was adopted, in order to distinguish
the two

;
which Martial distinctly

does in the following verse inde

novum, veterem prospicis inde Jovem.
Mart. Ep. vii. 73. Id. v. 22. Varro,
Z. Z. v. 158. Val. Max. iv. 4. 11.

CAPIT'ULUM (Mfcpavov, Kiov6-

Kpavov). The capital of a column;

which, in the infancy of building as

an art, was nothing more than a

simple abacus, or square tablet of

wood, placed on the top of a wooden
trunk, the original column, to form
a broad bed for the architrave to

rest upon. (See the illustration and
article ABACUS 6.) From this sim-

ple beginning, it became eventually
the principal ornament of a column,
and a prominent feature by which
the different architectural orders are

distinguished ; being, like them, and

strictly speaking, divided into three

kinds, the Doric, Ionic, and Corin-
thian capitals, which, with the Roman
alterations, make five varieties in use

among the ancients ;
for the Tuscan,

of which no example remains, is only
a species of Doric ; and the Compo-
site is formed by a union of the Ionic
and Corinthian, having the foliage of
the latter surmounted by the volutes

of the former a bastard capital in-

troduced in the Imperial age, when
the genius for invention was suc-

ceeded by a love for novelty and

splendour, and first employed in the

triumphal arches at Rome, where a

specimen is still to be seen on the

arch of Titus.

1. Capitulum Doricum. GREEK.
The Greek Doric capital, which is

the simplest of all, i i

being divided into ^ i

no more than three vyM T i i^n

principal parts: the

large square abacus at the top, re-

taining in this order its primitive
character to the last; the echinus or

quarter round, immediately below it
;

and the anuli, or anulets, just above
the neck of the shaft. The example
represents a Doric capital from the
Parthenon.

2. ROMAN. The Doric of the

Romans is more complicated and
varied in its parts.
Instead of the simple
abacus, they substi-

tuted a moulded cy-
matium and fillet ; in

place of the echinus, an ovolo, often

broken by carving, as in the exam-

ple ; instead of the anulets, either an

astragal (astragalus"), or a bead and
fillet. The example is from a Roman
temple near Albano.

3. Capitulum lonicum. GREEK.
The Greek Ionic capital consists of

two leading features :

the abacus, which is

smaller and lower
than in the Doric, but

still square in its plan,

though moulded on the exterior

faces
;
and the volutes (valuta), or

spiral mouldings on each side of the

front, which are frequently connected

by a pendent hem or fold, as in the

example, and hang down much lower
than the sculptural echinus between
them. The example is from a
Greek temple near the Ilyssus.

4. ROMAN. The Roman Ionic

does not differ very materially, nor
in its essential parts, .

,

from the Greek spe-

cimens, excepting that

it is often elaborately
covered with carv-

ing ; the volutes are in general
smaller, and the tasteful hem which

hangs down between them in the

preceding engraving is never intro-

duced ;
but that is not to be con-

sidered as an uniform characteristic

of the Greek order ; it does not occur

in the temple of Bacchus at Teos

(introduced s. DENTICULUS), nor in

other existing edifices. The exam-

ple is from the temple of Fortuna
Virilis at Rome.
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5. Capitulum Corinthium. The
Corinthian capital is the richest of

all the pure orders,

and the specimens
now remaining of it

in Greece and Italy

do not materially
differ in any charac-

teristic point. It

consists of an aba-

cus, not square, like that of the Doric

and Ionic capitals, but hollowed on

the sides, and having the angles cut

off, and a rosette (flos) or other

similar ornament in the middle.

Under the abacus are small volutes

(helices, Vitr. iv. 1. 12.), bending
downwards like stalks, two of which

meet under each angle of the abacus,

and two in the centre of each face of

the capital, where they sometimes

touch, and sometimes are interwoven

with each other. The whole is sur-

rounded by two circular rows of

leaves (folia), each leaf of the upper
row growing between and behind

those of the lower one, in such a

manner that a leaf of the upper row
falls in the centre of each of the four

faces of the capital. In the best

examples, these leaves are carved to

imitate the acanthus, or the olive

tree, which last is represented in the

engraving, from the portico of the

Pantheon at Rome.
6. A small circular head-piece, af-

fixed to the top of the tablets used by
the Roman children

at their schools.

(Varro, E. E. iii. 5.

10.) It had an eye
in its centre, through
which a thong or

cord was passed, and

by which it was

slung upon the arm when carried

(Hor. Sat i. 6. 74.), or hung up upon
a peg, when put by, as in the ex-

ample, from a Pompeian painting.
7. In military engines, such as the

ballista and catapulta, the capitulum
appears to have been a cross-bar with
holes in it, through which the cords

passed, by the tension of which the

missile was discharged (Vitruv. i. 1.

18. Id. x. 10. 2. Id. x, 12. 2.); but

as the mechanical construction of

these machines has not been ascer-

tained, any attempt to determine

their component parts would only be

conjectural and unsatisfactory.
CAPRA'RIUS (aiVrfAos, afye-

ACITTJS). A goat-herd, who drove out

a flock of goats to pasture ; of which

animals the ancients kept large flocks

upon their farms. (Varro, 11. E. ii.

3. 10.) The qualities required in

him were strength, activity, boldness,

and great powers of enduring fatigue,

as goats always scatter themselves to

browze, and the places which afford

their best pasturage are abrupt and

precipitous steeps in mountain dis-

tricts, which abound with brushwood,
wild herbs, and flowers. (Columell.
vii. 6. 9. Varro, E. E. ii. 3. 7.) The
illustration represents one of the

goat-herds of Virgil's Eclogues, from

a M S. in the Vatican.

CAPRE'OLUS Literally a roe-

buck or chamois; and thence an

instrument used in husbandry, for

raking up and loosening the

soil, formed with two iron

prongs (Columell. xi. 3. 46.),

converging together like the

horns of the chamois, as

shown by the annexed figure,
which is copied from an
ancient ivory carving in the

Florentine Gallery, where it

appears in the hands of a figure

standing, with a goat by its side, in
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the midst of a vineyard, thus identify-

ing its object and name.
2. (o-try/cyTmjs.) A brace or strut

in carpentry ; i. e. a piece of timber

placed in a slanting position in a

trussed partition, or in the frame of

a roof (E E in the illustration), in

order to form a triangle by which

the whole construction is made

stronger and firmer. In this sense,

the word is mostly used in the plural,

because they are generally inserted

in pairs, meeting together at bottom,

and diverging upwards, like the horns

of the chamois. Caes. B. C. ii. 10.

Vitruv. iv. 2. 1.

CAPRFLE. A goat- house. Co-

lumell, vii. 6. 6. Varro, R. E. ii. 3. 8.

CAPRIMUL'GUS. A milker of

goats ;
the milk of which animals was

extensively used by the ancients.

(Catull. xxii. 10.) Properly speak-

ing, the caprimulgus was a slave be-

longing to the familia rustica, but in

the illustration, from a painting at

Pompeii, he is represented as a genius,

pursuant to the common practice of

the ancient schools in similar cases.

CAP'RIPES. Goat-footed; a

form commonly attributed by poets
and painters to Pan and the Satyrs,
in order to indicate their libidinous

and dissolute pro
iv. 583. Hor.

nsities. (Lucret.
ii. 19. 4.) The

illustration is taken from a Pompeian
painting.
CAPRO'N^E (*poic6mov). The

locks of hair which fall down over

the centre of the forehead from the

top of the head ; distinctly marked in

the illustration annexed, from a sup-

posed statue of Adonis found in ths

amphitheatre of Capua. Non. Marc.

5. v. p. 22. Apul. Flor. i. 3. 3.

2. The forelock of a horse ; when
it falls over the forehead, as in the

example, from an engraved gem,

instead of being tied up into a tuft

Q 2
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(cirrus), a very common practice.

Festus, s. v. Xen. Equest. v. 6.

CAPSA. A deep, circular

wooden box or case (Plin. H. N.
xvi. 84.), in which things are depo-
sited to be removed from place to

place, but more especially employed
for the transport of books. (Cic, in

Coel Div. 16. Hor. Sat. i. 4. 22. Ib.

10. 63.) The illustration represents
two of these boxes, one open with

the rolls or volumes inside it, from a

Pompeian painting ;
the other, with

the lid shut down and locked, from a

MS. of Virgil in the Vatican. Both
have straps attached, for the conve-

nience of carrying them about.

CAPSA'RIUS. A slave who
carried his young master's capsa, or

box of books to and from school.

Suet. Nero, 36. Juv. Sat. x. 117.

2. A slave attached to the service

of the public baths, whose duty it

was to take charge of the wearing
apparel left by the bathers in the

undressing room, to prevent their

being stolen; a species of theft fre-

quently occurring at Rome. Paul.

Dig. i. 15. 3. Compare Ovid, Art.

Amat. iii. 639. Plaut. Rud. ii. 3. 51.

CAPSEL'LA. A double diminu-
tive of CAPSA

; a very small box, in

which were kept dried fruits (TJlp.

Dig. 33. 7. 12.), or women's trinkets;
sometimes suspended from a chain
round their necks. Pet. Sat. 67. 9.

CAFSULA. Diminutive of
CAPSA ; a small box for books or
other things (Catull. Ixviii. 36.) j

hence the expression homo totus de

capsula (Seneca, Ep. 115.), a fop, or,
as we also say, one who looks as if he
had just come out of a band-box.
CAPSUS. The body or interior

of a carriage ; like our expression,
the inside of a coach. (Vitruv. x. 9.

2.) See the illustrations to CAK-
PENTUM.

2. A cage or enclosure for con-

fining animals. Veil. i. 16.

CAFULA. Diminutive of CA-
PIS ; a small wine jug or drinking

cup, with a handle to

it, which was used with

the circular drinking
table termed cilibantum.

(Varro, L.L. v, 121.

Id. de Vit. Pop. Rom.

ap. Non. s. Armillum,

p. 547.) Vessels of

this form and character are frequently

represented upon round tables at

which parties are drinking, in the

paintings of Pompeii, from one of

whichthe annexed illustration is taken,

CAPULA'RIS. See CAPULUS 3.

CAPULA'TOR. A person em-

ployed in the process of oil making,
whose business it was to pass and

repass the oil from one vat to another,
or from the vat into jars, for the pur-

pose of refining it, which he did with

a sort of ladle or vessel with a handle,
similar in form and character to the

capis or capula, from which the name

originates. Cato, R. R. Ixvi. 1. Co-

lumell, xii. 52. 10.

CAFULUS (ictiirr)). The handle
or haft of any implement which has

a straight handle, such as a sickle

(Columell. iv. 25. 1. see FALX) ; of

a sceptre (Ovid. Met. vii. 506. see

SCEPTRUM), as contradistinguished
from ansa, which represents a curved
or bent one. More especially, the

hilt of a sword, which was made of

wood, bone, ivory, silver, or gold,
and sometimes inlaid with precious
stones, and mostly without a guard.

(Virg. &n. x. 506. Tac. Ann. ii. 21.

Spart. Hadr. 12. Claud, de Laud. Stil

ii. 91.) The illustration is copied
from an original found at Pompeii.

2. Poetical for stiva; the handle
of a plough, which the ploughman
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held in his hand to direct its course.

(Ov. Pont. i. 8. 57.) See STIVA,

and the illustration s. ARATOR.
3. The bier on which a dead body

was carried out. (Festus, s. v. Serv.

ad Virg. Mn. vi. 222, Lucilius and

Novius, ap. Non. s. v. p. 4.) ;
whence

the epithet capularis is applied to de-

signate one who is near his death, or

ready for his bier. (Plant. Mil iii.

1. 33.) The illustration is from a

bas-relief on a marble sepulchre
near Rome.
CA'RABUS. A small boat made

of wicker-work, like the Welsh

3. Edict. Dioclet. 21. Compare Mart.

Ep. i. 93. 8., where it is termed palla

"
coracle," and covered with raw

hides. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 26.)
The illustration is given by Scheffer

(Mil Nav. p. 810.), from an old MS.
of Vitruvius. The lines down the

sides, which are more distinct in the

original, show the seams where the

hides are sewn together. The form
of the tiller and rudder, as well as its

position at the stern of the boat,

which is a very unusual one, but is

also seen on a sepulchral marble in

Boldetei (Cimiterj, p. 366.), indicates

a late period.
CARACAL'LA. An article of

dress worn by the Gauls, which

occupied the same relative position
in their attire as the \ITUV of the

Greeks and tunica of the Romans.
It differed, however, from them in

form and size ;
for it was a tight

vest, with long sleeves, the skirts of

which reached about half way down
the thighs, and were slit up before

and behind as far as the fork, like a

modern frock-coat. (Strabo, iv. 4.

Gallica.) This explanation depends

mainly upon the passage of Strabo

cited above, who says, in describing

the costume of the Gauls, that they
left the hair to flow in its natural

profusion, and wore a sagum and long
trowsers ;

but that, instead of tunics,

they wore a vest with long sleeves,

which was slit up before and behind

as far as the fork ami 8e x 1^'
vcav ffX"rTOvs xpi8a>Toi;s tyepovai p.*XPl

aifioiwv Kal yXowr&v a description

agreeing exactly with the costume

of the figures introduced above,

which are taken from two small

bronzes found at Lyons, and exhibit

all the characteristics here men-

tioned, as well as some others pecu-
liar to the ancient inhabitants of Gaul }

viz. the profusion of hair arranged
in the Gallic fashion (see the illus-

tration *. CIRRUS 1., where an ex-

ample is introduced upon a larger

scale), and not unlike the style

usually represented on the heads of

Jupiter and ^Esculapius, a circum-

stance which led the Count Caylus and

Montfaucon into the error of mis-

taking these figures for personations
of those deities, the shoes of the

particular character worn by the

Gauls (see GALLICS, where there is

another example upon a larger

scale), the sagum on the shoulders

of the right-hand figure, the torquis

round the neck of the other, and
the slit in front of the dress, which is

very plainly indicated in both. In a
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Pompeian caricature (inserted s.

PICTOR) a corresponding slit is shown
at the back of a similar vest. The
trowsers alone are wanting to both

figures ;
which may arise from the

caprice of the artist, or from the

markings by which they were indi-

cated in the originals having been lost

or overlooked from the effects of age.

The passage of Strabo has always
been interpreted as if it meant a

XtT(f>v of the kind called (rxurros (see
the article TUNICA), but which only
reached as far as the bottom of the

belly in front, and the hip behind
;

but it is clear that the word axiffrr^s

has reference to the other two /*e%p*

alSoiwv Kal yXovruiv, for if it was so

very short, no slit would have been

required.
2. A dress of similar description

introduced at Rome by the emperor
Aurelius Antoninus Bassianus, whence
he received the nickname of Cara-

calla (Anton. Caracall. 9. Aurel.

Viet. Vit. CCES. 21. Id. Epit. 21.),

which only differed from its Gallic

original in being much longer, reach-

ing down to the ankles, and some-
times also furnished with a hood.

From this time it came into general use

amongst the common people, and was

subsequently adopted by the Roman
priesthood, amongst whom it is still

retained under the name of sottana,
a vest which precisely resembles the

Gaulish jerkin of the preceding cuts,
with the skirts lengthened to the
feet.

3. Caracalla Major. The long
caracalla of the Romans, last de-
scribed. Edict Dioclet. 21.

4. Caracalla Minor. The short

caracalla of the Gauls, first described.

Edict. Dioclet. /. c.

CAR'BASUS (wapTroo-os). A fine

sort of flax produced in Spain ; whence
the name is given to anything made
from it; as a linen garment (Virg.
2n. viii. 34.) ; the awning stretched

over the uncovered part of a theatre
or amphitheatre, as a shield against
the sun and rain (Lucret. vi. 109.

see VELUM) ;
the sail of a ship (Virg.

JEn. iii. 357. VELUM) ; the Sibylline

books, which were made of linen.

Claud. B. Gil. 232., &c.

CARBAT'IN^ (/capgortvcu or

/capTTOTti/ot). The commonest of all

the kinds of coverings for the feet in

use amongst the ancients, and peculiar
to the peasantry of southern countries,

Asiatics, Greeks, and Italians. (Xen.
Anab. iv. 5. 14. Pollux, vii. 22.

Hesych. s. v.) They consisted of a

square piece of undressed oxhide,

placed under the foot, as a sole
;
then

turned up at the sides and over the

toes, and fastened across the instep
and round the lower part of the leg

by thongs passing through holes on
the edges, in the same way as with

the crepida, on which account they
are also called by that name in Ca-

tullus (98. 4.). The single piece of

hide, which in fact constitutes the

whole shoe, serving both for sole and

upper leather, also explains the

meaning of the epithets by which

they are described in Hesychius
fj.ov6irs\fj.ov and uovoSep/jLov, i. e. having
the sole and upper leather all in one.

Foot coverings of this sort are almost

universally worn by the Italian pea-

santry at this day, as represented in

the illustration, from a sketch made

by the writer, which is introduced

here in preference to an ancient

example, on account of the clear idea

it gives of the material and manner
in which they were made ;

but the

Greek vases and Pompeian paintings
afford many specimens of the same ;

as in Tischbein, 1. 14. Museo Bor-

bon. xi. 25. and the right-hand figure
at p. 31. of this work s. ANABOLIUM.
CARCER (KopKopoi/). A prison

or gaol. The Roman prisons were
divided into three stories, one above
the other, each of which was appro-

priated to distinct purposes. The
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lowermost (career inferior, jopyvpi])

was a dark underground dungeon,

having no other access but a small

aperture through the floor of the cell

above, and was used not for deten-

tion, but as the place of execution,
into which the criminal was cast in

order to undergo his sentence, if con-

demned to death. The middle one

(career interior), constructed imme-

diately over the condemned cell, and
on a level with the ground, but

having, like the preceding, its only
access through an aperture in the

roof, served as a place of confinement

where the punishment of imprison-
ment in chains (custodia arcta) was

expiated, or until the sentence, if a

capital one, was about to be carried

into effect. The upper one, forming
a story above the ground, was pro-
vided as a place of detention for those

convicted of minor offences, or who
were only condemned to an ordinary
term of imprisonment (custodia corn-

munis), in which the confinement was
much less severe, the prisoners not

being chained, nor excluded from the

enjoyment of air and exercise. Thus
we may understand with precision
the sort of confinement to which
Dolabella was subjected by Otho

neque arcta custodia, neque obscura

(Tac. Hist. i. 88.) ; i. e. in the upper
chamber of all, not in the close con-

finement of the career interior (the

upper one in engraving), nor in the

dark underground dungeon below.

All these three divisions were appa-
rent in the gaol of Herculaneum,
when it was excavated ; and the

two lower ones still remain entire in

the prisons constructed by Ancus and

Servius, near the Roman Forum, a

section of which is introduced above,

showing their relative positions and

plan of construction. The wall at

the top, with the inscription, com-

memorating the person by whom it

was repaired, faced the forum, and
enclosed the upper story, now de-

cayed.
2. The stalls in the Circus where

the chariots were stationed before the

commencement of a race, and to

which they returned after its conclu-

sion. (Ovid, Her. xviii. 166. Auct.

ad Herenn. iv. 3.) These were
vaults closed in front by large wooden

gates, and usually twelve in number
(Cassiodor. Var. Ep. iii. 51.), whence
the word is mostly used in the plural

(Cic. Brut. 47. Virg. G. i. 512.) ;

one for each chariot, and situated at

the flat end of the race course under
the oppidum, six on each side of the

porta pompce, through which the pro-
cession entered. Their relative

position as regards the course is

shown on the ground-plan of the
CIRCUS (s. v.), on which they are
marked A. A, and an elevation of four
carceres, with their doors open (can-
cell^, is here given, from a bas-relief
in the British Museum.
CARCHE'SIUM

(Kapxjfftov). A
drinking-cup of Greek invention,
having a tall figure, slightly contracted
at its sides, with slender handles which
reached from the rim to the bottom
(Macrob. Sat. v. 21.), and used as a
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goblet for wine (Virg. Georg. iv.

380.), or milk. (Ovid, Met. vii.

247.) The figure in

the engraving is from
a painting in the tomb
of Caius Cestius, one of

the Epulones or citizens

who had the duty of

providing a sumptuous
banquet in honour of

Jupiter. The locality where it is re-

presented, and its perfect correspond-
ence with the description of Macro-

bius, seem quite sufficient to identify
the name and form.

2. An apparatus attached to the
mast of a ship, just above the yard
(Lucil. Sat. iii. 14. ed. Gerlach.
Lucan, v. 418.), in which part of the
tackle worked (Serv. ad. Virg.
v. 77. Non. s. v. p. 546.), and nto
which the seamen ascended to keep a
look out, manage the sails, and dis-

charge missiles, as seen in the il-

lustration, from a painting in the

Egyptian tombs. It thus answers in

some respects to what our seamen
call the "

tops," but received its name
from a real or fancied resemblance to
the drinking-cup figured in the last

wood-cut.
3. Carchesium versatile. The same

apparatus, when made to revolve
round the mast, and act as a crane
for the loading and unloading of
merchant vessels, by means of cross-
bar or crane-neck inserted horizon-
tally into it. (Vitruv. x. 2. 10.

Schneider, ad 1} Our seamen make
use of the yard arm in a manner not
dissimilar.

CARDINA'LIS. See SCAPUS.

CARDINA'TUS. See CARDO 4.

CARDO. A pivot and socket,

forming an apparatus by means of
which the doors of the ancients were
fixed in their places, and made to
revolve in opening and shutting ;

thus answering the same purpose as
the hinges more commonly in use

amongst us, though the contrivance
was entirely different in its character.

(See GINGLYMTTS.) The Greeks dis-

tinguished each of these parts by
distinct names, using a'rp6<}>iySt for the

pivot, and (rrpoQevs for the socket in

which the pivot worked ; but the
Latin writers commonly include the
whole apparatus under the term
cardo, though they sometimes apply
it to each of the parts separately, and
sometimes to the whole style of the
door-leaf (scapus cardinalis\ that
formed the axle by which the con-
trivance acted. (Plin. H. N. xvi. 77.
ib. 84. Id. xxxvi. 24. n. 8. Plaut.
Asin. ii. 3. 8. Virg. JEn. ii. 480.

Apul. Met. i. p. 9.) The figures in

the annexed engraving will explain
the nature of these objects, and
the manner in which they were ap-
plied. The two top ones on the right
hand exhibit a pair of bronze
shoes from Egyptian originals in the
British Museum, which were fast-

ened on to the top and bottom of a

door-leaf, to act as pivots (arrp6-

ycs), for the wooden axles were
cased with bronze to bear the wear
and tear (Virg. Cir. 222. ceratus

cardo} ; the two lower ones on the
same side are two boxes which were
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let into the sill and lintel of the door
case to act as sockets ((TTpo<f>e?s), in

which the pivots turned; the left-hand

one, which is Egyptian, and of very
hard stone, is now in the British Mu-
seum, and was actually used with the

pivot shoe drawn immediately above
it : the right-hand one is of bronze, and
was found in the sill of a door at

Pompeii ; the teeth or flutings round
the sides are to keep it firm in its

place, and prevent it from turning in

its setting with the working of the

door ; the left-hand figure is an Egyp-
tian door from Wilkinson, and shows
the manner in which the apparatus
was attached and worked. Compare
the illustration s. ANTEPAGMENTUM.

2. The pin or pivot at each extre-

mity of an axle in machinery, by
means of which the axle revolves in

the sockets which receive them, as in

a wheel-barrow, roller, and similar

contrivances. Vitruv. x. 14. 1.

3. A tenon in carpentry ; i. e. the

head of a timber cut into a particular
form for the purpose of fitting into a

cavity of the same size and shape in

another piece, and so forming a joint

(Vitruv. x. 14. 2.); hence cardo se-

curiculatus, a tenon in the form of an

axe, or as we call it "dove-tailed."

Vitruv. x. 10. 3.

CARE'NUM. The must of new
wine inspissated by boiling down to

two-thirds of its original quantity.
Pallad. Oct. 18.

CARI'NA (rprfirw). The keel, or

lowest piece of timber in the frame-
work of a ship, running the whole

length from stem to stern, and serv-

ing as a foundation for the entire

fabric (Cic. de Orat. iii. 46.) ;
includ-

ing also the false keel or " keelson."

Liv. xxii. 20. Cses. B. G. iii. 13.

CARNA'RIUM. A frame sus-

pended from the ceiling, and fur-

nished with hooks and nails, for the

purpose of hanging up cured pro-

visions, dried fruits, herbs, &c.,
similar to those still used in our

kitchens. (Plaut. Capt. iv. 4. 6. Pet.

Sat. 135. 4. Id. 136. 1. Plin. H. N.

xviii. 60.) The illustration is from
a painting at Pompeii, in which it is

suspended from the ceiling of a

tavern, and shows sausages, vege-
tables, and such things hanging by
strings or in nets.

2. In a more general sense, a safe
or larder for the preservation of fresh

viands. Plaut. Cure. ii. 3. 45. Plin.

H.N. xix. 19. n. 3.

CAR'NIFEX. The public exe-

cutioner, who inflicted torture and

scourging upon criminals, and exe-

cuted the condemned by strangling
them with a rope. Plaut. Capt. v. 4.

22. Suet. Nero, 54.

CARNIFICFNA. The place in

which criminals were tortured and
executed (Liv. ii. 23. Suet. Tib. 62.) ;

viz. an underground dungeon beneath
all the other cells of the gaol. The
illustration represents the interior of

the camificina in the state prisons at

Rome, constructed by Servius Tul-

lius, after whom it was called the

Tullianum, and the identical spot in

which the friends and accomplices
of Catiline were executed by order of
Cicero. The criminal was let down
into it by a rope through the aper-
ture in the ceiling, and his body
dragged up again by an iron hook
(uncus) after the execution. The
small door-way on the left hand,

though ancient, does not belong to
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the original construction ; it gives

admission to a low subterranean gal-

lery, now filled with rubbish, but

which takes a direction towards the

Tiber, and was, perhaps, intended for

carrying the dead bodies to the river,

when they were not dragged out of

the prison for exposure on the Ge-

monian stairs.

CARPEN'TUM. A two-wheeled

carriage, with an awning over it,

and curtains by which it might be

closed in front (Prop. iv. 8. 23.

Apul. Met. x. p. 224.) ; capable of

containing two or three persons,

usually drawn by a pair of mules

(Lamprid. Heliog. 4.), and used by
the Roman matrons and ladies of dis-

tinction from remote antiquity. (Ov.
Fast. i. 619. Liv. v. 25.) The illus-

tration, which belongs to the earliest

times is copied from an Etruscan

painting (Micali, Italia avanti i Ro-

mani, tav. 27.), and represents a bride

and bridegroom, or a married pair,

as Livy describes Lucumo and his

wife on their arrival at Rome (sedens

carpento cum uxore. Liv. i. 34.).

2. Carpentum funebre, or pompa-
ticum. A state carpentum or carriage,
in which the urn containing the ashes

of the great, or their statues, were

carried in the funeral procession.
(Suet. Cal. 15. Id. Claud. 11. Isidor.

Orig. xx. 12. 3.) These were like-

wise covered carriages, constructed

upon the same principle as the pre-

ceding, but more showy and imposing
in character ;

as may be seen by the

example, from a medal struck in

commemoration of one of the Roman

empresses, its use being further im-

plied by the form, which, it will be

observed, is made in imitation of a

tomb.
3. A cart employed for agricul-

tural purposes, and apparently of

very common and general use ; for

the same word is frequently applied
in the sense of a cart-load, as of dung,

&c., to indicate a certain quantity,
which every one would immediately

recognise, as in the English phrase,
"a load." (Pallad. x. 1. Veget.
Mul Med. iv. 3. Prof.) It was

probably built like the first of the

two specimens, but of coarser work-

manship, and without the awning.
CARPTOR. The carver ; a slave

whose duty it was to carve the dishes

at grand entertainments before they
were handed round to the guests,

Juv. Sat. ix. 110.

CARRA'GO. A species of forti-

fication adopted by many of the bar-

barous nations with whom the Romans
came into collision. It was effected

by drawing up their waggons and

war-chariots into a circle round the

positions which they occupied. Amm.
Marc. xxxi. 7. 7. Trebell. Gattien.

13. Veget, Mil iii. 10.

CARROBALLIS'TA. A ballista

mounted upon a carriage, and drawn

by horses or mules for the conve-

nience of transport from place to

place, or to different points in the

scene of action. (Veget. Mil iii.
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24. Id. ii. 25.) The illustration re-

presents an engine of this description,
as it is expressed on the Column of

Antonine ;
but it is too imperfect in

point of detail, to give an adequate
idea of the constructive principle upon
which such machines acted.

CARRU'CA or CARRU'CHA.
A particular kind of carriage intro-

duced at Rome under the Empire
(at least mention of it first occurs

in Pliny, and it subsequently becomes
common in Suetonius, Martial, and

others). Its precise form and cha-

racter is a matter of mere conjecture ;

but it is clearly distinguished from
the covinus and essedum by Mar-
tial (Ep. xii. 24.), and from the

rheda by Lampridius. (Alex. Sev.

43.) It was at all times a vehicle of

costly description, and highly orna-

mented; at first, by carvings in

bronze and ivory (Aurel. Vopisc.

46.), and afterwards by chasings in

silver and gold. (Plin. H.N. xxxiii.

40. Mart. Ep. iii. 62.) This de-

scription agrees so far with the figure
in the annexed engraving, represent-

ing the carriage of the prsefect of

Rome from the Notitia Imperii, and
in which the metal ornaments are

very apparent. It may, therefore, by
a plausible conjecture, be regarded as

affording a type of these convey-

ances, but the Latin writers certainly
make use of the term at times in a

general sense, without intending

thereby to designate any particular
build (as in Suet. Nero, 30. and
Mart. Ep. iii. 47., where the same
vehicle is indiscriminately termed
carruca and rheda), and the word re-

tained this usage in after times, for it

contains the elements of the Italian

carrozza, and our carriage, both of
which are general expressions.

2. Carruca dormitoria. A close

carruca (Scsevol. Dig. 34. 2. 11.); the

carruca undique contecta of Isidorus,

Orig. xx. 12. 3.

CARRUCA'RIUS. Belonging to

a carruca; an epithet applied to the

coachman who drove it (Capitol.
Maxim, jun. 4.), and to the horses or

mules which drew it. (Ulp. Dig. 21.

1. 38.) See the preceding word and
illustration.

CARRUS. A small two-wheeled
cart with boarded sides all round,
used chiefly in the Roman armies
for a commissariat and baggage wag-
gon, as in the example, from the

Column of Trajan, on which such

vehicles are frequently represented.
The name is of Celtic origin, as was
the vehicle itself, having been ex-

tensively employed by the ancient

Britons, Gauls, Helvetii, &c. Sisenn.

ap. Non. s.v. p. 125. Liv. x. 28. Caes.

B. G. i. 3.

CARTIB'ULUM. A particular
kind of table, made of stone or mar-

ble, with an oblong square slab for

the top, and supported by a single
central pedestal, or after the manner

B 2
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of those now called console tables by
our upholsterers. It was not used
as a dining-table, but as an orna-

mental slab or sideboard for holding
the plate and vases belonging to the

household, and used to stand on
one side of the atrium with the

vessels arranged upon it. (Varro,
L. L. v. 125.) This account from
Varro is accurately illustrated by the

engraving, which represents a marble
table of the kind, as it was discovered

on the margin of the impluvium in

the house of the Nereids at Pompeii.
Behind it is a fountain, and under-
neath it there is a sort of sink, divided

into two compartments, into which
the drainings or residue from the

vessels were emptied before they
were put upon the table.

CARYAT'IDES (KapwmScs).
Female figures employed instead of

columns by the ancient architects to

support an entablature, as seen in the

annexed engraving, which represents

the portico attached to the temple of
Pandrosos at Athens. Vitruv. i. 1. 5.

CASA. Generally a cottage;
understood in the same latitude of

meaning which we apply to that
word in our own language ; for in-
stance :

1. A cottage proper (Vitruv. ii. 1.

3. and 5. Pet. Sat. 115. 6.); the first

regular effort in building of the

pastoral ages, and which continued
afterwards as the constant model for

the residence of a village population.
Of this description was the thatched

cottage of Romulus on the Capitoline
hill (casa JRomuli, Vitruv. ii. 1. Pet.

Fragm. 2 1 . 6.), and those of the abo-

riginal inhabitants of Latium, of

which the illustration here introduced

may be regarded as an authentic and

highly curious example. It is copied
from an earthenware vase, now pre-
served amongst the Egyptian and
other antiquities in the British Mu-
seum, but originally employed as a

sepulchral urn, which was discovered
in the year 1817 amongst several
others in the form of temples, hel-

mets, &c., at Marino, near the ancient
Alba Longa, imbedded in a sort of
white earth under a thick stratum of
volcanic lava (the Italian peperino),
which flowed from the Alban mount
before its eruptions became extinct ;

previously to which period these vases
must in consequence have been depo-
sited there, an irresistible proof of
their great antiquity. Visconti, Let-
tera al Sigr. Giuseppe Carnevali,

sopra alcuni Vasi sepolcrali rinvenuti

nella vicinanza della anticaAlba Longa.
Roma. 1817.

2. A small country-house (Mart.
Ep. vi. 43.) ; built, as we should say,
in cottage fashion, upon a far less

grand or magnificent scale than the

regular villa or country mansion, as

represented in the annexed engraving,
from a painting at Pompeii, which
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affords a good idea of the small

Roman country-house, with its court-

yard, outbuildings, and live stock.

When Martial (Ep. xii. 66.) used the
words domus and casa as convertible

terms, it is purposely and pointedly,
in order to insinuate that the domus
or town-house was but a poor and ill-

built one ;
i. e. no better than a casa

or cottage.
3. A bower or rustic arbour, made

of osiers and branches, and sometimes

covered with vines, as in the example
from the ancient mosaic of Prseneste.

Tibull. ii. 1. 24,

4. A sort of wigwam or hut which
the soldiery sometimes formed with
branches of trees, as a substitute for

a tent. Veget. Mil. ii. 10.

CA'SEUS (Typo's). Cheese (Varro,
Z. Z. v. 108.) ; which the ancients

made from the milk of cows, sheep,
and goats (Varro, R. R. ii. 11.), and
eat in a fresh state, like cream cheese,
or dried and hardened. (Id. ib.) It

was also pressed and made into orna-

mental shapes by boxwood moulds

(Columell. vii. 8. 7.). Pliny (H. N.

xi. 97.) enumerates the different

places where the best cheeses were
made.
CASS'IDA. Same as CASSIS.

CASSIDA'RIUS. An armourer
who makes metal helmets Inscript.

ap. Muret. 959. 5.

2. An officer whose duty it was to

take charge of the metal helmets in

the Imperial armoury. Inscript. ap.
Reines. 8. 70.

CAS'SIS,-zY/w (/cd>s). A casque
or helmet made of metal, as contra-

distinguished from GALEA, a helmet
of leather (Isidor. Orig. xviii. 14.

compare Tac. Germ. 6.) ; but this

distinction is not always observed (Ov.
Met. viii. 25., where both names are

given to the same helmet) ;
and as

the latter is the more common name,
the different kinds and forms are

described and illustrated under that

word.

CASSIS, -is (&PKVS). One of the

nets employed by the ancients in

hunting wild animals, such as boars

and deer. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 5. 4.

Ov. A. Am. i. 392. Mart. Ep. iii.

58. ) It was a sort of purse or tunnel

net, the mouth of which was kept
open by branches of trees, and so

deceived the animal who was driven

into it, when it was immediately
closed by a running rope (epidromus)
round the neck. Yates, Textrin.

Antiq. p. 422.

CASTELLA'RIUS. An officer

who had the charge of superintending
the public reservoir (castellum) of an

aqueduct. Frontin. Aq. 117. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 601. 7.

CASTEL'LUM. Diminutive of
CASTRUM. A small fortified place
or fortress in which a body of soldiers

was stationed, either in the open
country to protect the agricultural

population from the incursions of

hostile tribes, or on the frontiers, to

guard the boundaries of the state, or
in any other position which com-
manded the main road and lines of

intercommunication. (Sisenn. ap.
Non. s. Festinatim. p. 514. Cic. Fam.
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xi. 4. Id. Phil v. 4.) The illus-

tration represents one of these for-

tified posts with its garrison, from the

Vatican Virgil.
2. A small fortified town ; so called

because many of the forts, originally
intended as mere military posts, grew
into towns and villages from the

neighbouring population flocking to

them, and building their cottages
about the fort, for the sake of pro-
tection

; just as the baronial castles of
the feudal ages formed a nucleus for

many of the towns in modern Europe.
Curt. v. 3.

3. The reservoir of an aqueduct;
formed at its city termination, or at

any part of the line, where a head
of water was required for the supply
of the locality ;

and into which the
main pipes were inserted for the pur-
pose of distributing the water through
the various districts of a city.

(Vitruv. viii. 6. 1. Plin. H.N. xxxvi.
24. n. 9. Frontin. Aq. 35.) In ordi-

nary situations, these were plain
brick or stone towers containing a

deep cistern or reservoir within them,
but at the termination of the duct
when it reached the city walls, the
castellum was designed with a regard
to ornament as well as use, having a

grand architectural fagade of one or
more stories, decorated with columns
and statues, and forming with its waste
water a noble fountain which poured
its jets through many openings into
an ample basin below (Vitruv. I. c.) ;

as seen in the illustration here in-

serted, which is a restoration of the
castellum belonging to the Julian

aqueduct, still remaining, though in

a dilapidated state at Rome, near the
church of S. Eusebio

;
but the details

here introduced are authorized by an
old drawing of the structure executed
in the 16th century, when the prin-

cipal ornaments were still in their

original situations, and the whole in

a much more perfect condition than
at present.

4. Castellum privatum. A reservoir

built at the expense of a certain

number of private individuals living
in the same district, and who had
obtained a grant of water from the

public duct, which was thus collected

into one head from the main reser-

voir, and thence distributed amongst
themselves by private pipes. Fron-
tin. 106. compare 27.

5. Castellum domesticnm. A cis-

tern which each person constructed

on his own property to receive the

water allotted to him from the public
reservoir. Frontin.

6. A cistern or receptacle, into

which the water raised by a water-

wheel was discharged from the

scoops, buckets, or troughs (modioli)
which collected it. (Vitruv. x. 4. 3.)
See ROTA AQUARIA.
CASTER'IA. A place in which

the oars, rudders, and moveable gear
of a vessel were laid up, when the ship
was not in commission ; or, as others

think, a particular compartment in

the vessel itself, to which the rowers
retired to rest themselves when re-

lieved from duty. Non. s. v. p. 85.
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Plaut. Asin. iii. i. 16. Scheffer, Mil.

Nav. ii. 5.

CASTRA. Plural of CASTRUM.
An encampment, or fortified camp.
The arrangement of a Roman camp
was one of remarkable system and
skill. Its general form was square,
and the entire position was sur-

rounded by a ditch {fossa), and an
embankment (agger) on the inside of

it, the top of which was defended

by a strong fencing of palisades (val-

lum). Each of the four sides was
furnished with a wide gate for ingress
and egress ; the one furthest removed
from the enemy's position (A) was

styled porta decumana ; that immedi-

ately in front of it (B) porta prcetoria;
the one on the right hand (c), porta

principalis dextra; the other on the

left (D), porta principalis sinistra.

The whole of the interior was divided

2nd Legion
I*' Legion
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the allies. 8. 8. Places reserved for

occasional auxiliaries. 9. 9. The
tents of the tribunes, and of the prce-

fecti sociorum, or generals who com-

manded the allies. This completes
the upper portion of the camp. The
centre of the lower portion was

allotted to the two Roman legions
which constituted a consular army,
flanked on each side by the right and

left wings, composed of allied troops.

The manner in which these were

respectively quartered will be at once

understood by the names of each,

which are written in the engraving
over their respective positions. Fi-

nally, the whole of the interior was
surrounded by an open space, 200

feet wide, between the agger and the

tents, which protected them from fire

or missiles, and facilitated the move-
ments of the troops within. The plan,
drawn out after the description of

Polybius, when the Roman armies

were divided by maniples, is inserted

in order to illustrate the general
method upon which a Roman camp
was constructed, and not as an au-

thentic design from any ancient

monument. Some of the minor de-

tails were necessarily altered after the

custom of dividing the legions into

cohorts, instead of maniples, had ob-

tained ; but the general plan and prin-

cipal features of the interior distri-

bution, remained the same.
2. Castra Prcetoriana. The per-

manent camp on the skirts of the

city of Rome, in which the Praetorian

guards were stationed. (Suet. Claud.
21. Tac. Ann. iv. 2.) A portion of
the high brick wall which enclosed it,

with one of the gates, is still to be
seen standing near the Porta Pia,
where it forms a part of the present
city walls, into the general circuit of
which it was taken when they were
extended by Aurelian.

3. Castra navalia or nautica. A
naval encampment ; i. e. a line of
fortification formed round the ships
of a fleet, to protect them from the
enemy, when they were drawn up

fas-

ashore. Caes. B. G. v. 22. Nepos,
Alcib. 8.

CASTRUM. An augmentative
of CASA, meaning in its primary
sense a large or strongly-built hut,

and thence a fort or fortress
; though

the diminutive CASTELLUM was re-

tained in more common use. Nepos,
Alcib. 9. Virg. JEn. vi. 776.

CAS'TULA. A woman's petti-

coat; worn next the skin, and
tened under the

breast, which it left

exposed. (Varro,
de Vit. Pop. Rom.

ap. Non. *. v. Cal-

tula, p. 584.) In

early works of art,

it is often repre-
sented as the only
under garment, or

sole article of the

attire, similar to the

figure in the en-

graving, from a bas-relief on an
Etruscan tomb

; but the Roman
women mostly wore a tunic or some
other article of dress over the breast

and shoulders, so that the two
covered the person as much as an

upper and under tunic ; in which case

the upper part of the petticoat, as

well as the bosom, is concealed under
the skirts of the outer covering. In
this manner it is worn by Silvia in

the Vatican Virgil (p. 146.), and by
a female figure amongst the Pompeian
paintings. Mus. Barb. xiv. 2. com-

pare xii. 57., where the castula is put
on over a long-sleeved tunic, but fast-

ened over the shoulders and round the

waist in the same manner as above.

CA'SULA. Diminutive of CASA.

Any very small

cottage or humble

dwelling in gene-
ral

; but, more es-

pecially, a tempo-
rary hut or cabin
of a conical form,
which sheep and

goat herds erected 5
on the lands where
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their flocks pastured ;
and agricultural

peasants in the fields for their shelter

at harvest time. (Plin. H. N. xxxv.
37. Juv. Sat. xi. 153.) The ex-

ample is from a Pompeian painting

representing a rustic scene ; and the

illustration introduced in CAPRARIUS
shows a goat-herd's hut of similar

character. The second meaning be-

longing to this word is also an evi-

dence of the first.

2. A hooded cloak or capote ;
such

as was worn by the country people,
and universally given to

Telesphorus, the attendant

of JEsculapius, as he is re-

presented in the annexed

example, from an engraved
gem. When the hood is

drawn over the head, as

here, the whole garment
presents an appearance very
similar to the cabin last

described, and from this resemblance
the term originated, being probably
a sort of nick-name, or familiar word

amongst the lower orders. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 24. 17.

CATACLIS'TA sc. vestis (Apul.
Met. xi. 245. ;

but neither the read-

ing nor the meaning of the word is

free from uncertainty.) A term
which some have interpreted to mean
a dress kept shut up in the wardrobe,
and only taken out to be worn upon
great occasions as a holiday dress

(Salmas. ad Tertull. de Pall 3.);

others, with more apparent reason, a

garment without any opening, but fit-

ting tight and close to the person, like

those commonly seen on Egyptian
statues, Visconti,Mm. Pio-Clem.vi. 14.

CATAD'ROMUS. A rope ex-

tended in a slanting position from the

ground to some elevated point in

a theatre, upon which rope-dancers
ascended and descended ; a feat

which, however extraordinary it may
appear, is also recorded to have
been performed in the Roman amphi-
theatre by an elephant with a rider

on its back. (Suet. Nero, 11. com-

pare Galb. 6. and Plin. H. N. viii. 2.)

The illustration is from a medal of
Caracalla ; the slanting ropes and

the dancers on them are clearly in-

dicated, while the baskets and palm
branches on the top represent the

prizes for those who succeed in

reaching up to them.
CATAG'RAPHA ( /caTcfy>a<J>a).

Paintings in which the figures are

drawn in perspective, or, as the artists

have it, fore-shortened, so that, al-

though the whole figure is repre-
sented, only a portion of it is seen by
the spectator (Plin. H.N. xxxv. 34.);
a practice now considered as indi-

cating great skill on the part of the

artist, but which the ancient painters
seldom had recourse to. The il-

lustration here introduced is from a

Pompeian picture, which represents

Agamemnon conducting Chryseis on
board the vessel which was to con-

vey her to her father. The figure of

Agamemnon is slightly foreshortened

in its upper portion ; but, slight as

that is, it is the closest approximation
towards such a mode of treatment

discoverable in the whole of the
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works executed by the artists of Pom-

peii. Even in the celebrated mosaic

which represents the battle of Issus,

the largest pictorial composition, and

richest in number of figures, which
has descended to us, the whole of

them are represented in full front

or side views, and in postures nearly

erect, though in the most energetic
action. But, with the exception of

some arms and legs, and one horse

which has his back turned to the

spectator, there is no attempt at fore-

shortening the figure in the sense

now understood, whereby an entire

figure is portrayed upon the canvass,

within a space which otherwise would

only admit a part of it. Even the

three men who are wounded, and

upon the ground, have their bodies

presented in profile, and at full length,
their legs and arms only being slightly
foreshortened. The same observa-

tions are equally applicable to the

designs on fictile vases.

CATAPHRAC'TA (KaraQpd-

/c-njs). A term employed by Vegetius
to designate generally any kind of
breast-plate worn by the Roman in-

fantry from the earliest period until

the reign of the Emperor Gratianus.

Veget. Mil. i. 20.

CATAPHRACTA'RIUS. Same
as CATAPHRACTTJS. Lamprid. Alex.
Sev. 56. Ammian. xvi. 2. 5. ib. 10.

8. and 12. 63.

CATAPHRAC'TUS (ar>pa-
KTOS). A heavy-armed cavalry sol-

dier (Sallust. ap. Non. s. v. p. 556.),

whose horse, as well as himself, was
covered with a complete suit of ar-

mour (Serv. ad Virg. jEn. xi. 770.),
like the scaled back of a crocodile

(Ammian. xxii. 15, 16.); more es-

pecially characteristic of some foreign
nations; the Parthians (Prop. iii. 12.

12.), Persians (Liv. xxxvii. 40.), and
Sarmatians (Tac. Hist. i. 79 ), as

shown by the illustration represent-

ing a Sarmatian cataphract, from the
Column of Trajan.

2. Sisenna (ap. Non. /. c.) applies
the same term to an infantry soldier,

by which it is to be understood that

he is armed cap-a-pie in heavy body
armour, consisting of helmet, cuirass,

cuisses, or thigh pieces, and greaves,
as seen in the illustration s. OCREATUS.
CATAPIRA'TES (jSoAiY). The

lead which sailors use for taking

soundings. It had tallow fixed to
the bottom, in the same way as now,
for the purpose of ascertaining the
nature of the ground, whether of

sand, rock, pebbles, or shells, and if

fit for anchorage or not. (Lucil.
Sat. p. 82. 11. ed. Gerlach. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 4. 10.) In the illustra-

tion, from a marble bas-relief, of
which there is a cast in the British

Museum, it is represented as hanging
from the head of a vessel.

CATAPUL'TA (wwoir&TijO. A
military engine constructed princi-

pally for discharging darts and spears
of great substance and weight (Paulus
ex Fest. s. Trifax) ; whence it is

sometimes put for the missile which
it discharges. (Titin. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 552. Plaut. Pers. i. 1. 27.) This
machine is described in detail by
Vitruvius (x. 15.), and it appears no
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less than six times on the Column of

Trajan, from one of which the an-

nexed representation is taken ;
but

the details are not sufficiently cir-

cumstantial in any one of them to

illustrate satisfactorily the words of

Vitruvius, or to show the precise
manner in which it acted, beyond the

general fact that it projected the

missile by the force of its rebound,
when the cross bar was drawn back
from one of the sides, and then

allowed to fly to again with a recoil.

It was also employed, in the same
manner as the ballista, for projecting

large blocks of stone (Cses. B. C. ii.

9.); for which purpose the arch in

the centre seems intended, in order to

let the mass pass ; and it was also

placed at times upon a carriage, and

transported by horses or mules, like

the carro- ballista, as proved by the

next wood-cut.
CATAPULTA'RIUS (KoroTreA-

TIK&S). Any thing used with, or be-

longing to, a catapult ; hence pilum
catapultarium (Plaut. Cure. iii. 5.

11.), a dart of a large and heavy
description, made for the purpose of

being projected from the catapulta.

(Compare Polyb. xi. 11. 3.) The
illustration is taken from the Column

of Trajan, and also affords an insight
into the manner of using and work-

ing these engines.
CATARAC'TAor CATARAC'-

TES (KOTa/J^aKTTjs). A cataract,

cascade, or sudden fall of water from
a higher to a lower level, like the

falls of Tivoli or Terni. Plin. H. N.
v. 10. Vitruv. viii. 2. 6.

2. A sluice, flood-gate, or lock in a

river, either for the purpose of mode-

rating the rapidity of the current

(Plin. Ep. x. 69.), or for shutting in

the water, so as to preserve a good
depth in the stream. (Rutil. i. 481.)
The illustration is copied from one

of the bas-reliefs on the arch of

Septimius Severus. It will be ob-

served, that the Roman artist, in

accordance with the practice of his

school, has omitted to insert the flood-

gate, contenting himself with carving
the uprights by which it was kept
in its place, and made to slide up
and down.

3. A portcullis, suspended over the

entrance of a city or fortified place, so

that it could be let down or drawn up
8 2
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by iron rings and chains at pleasure, i

(Liv. xxvii. 28. Veget. Mil iv. 4.)
In one of the ancient gate-ways still

remaining at Rome, another at Tivoli,
and also at Pompeii, the grooves in

which the portcullis worked are

plainly apparent ; and the example
here introduced, from an ancient

fresco painting, where it defends the

entrance to a bridge, exhibits the

chains and ring by which it was
worked, precisely as mentioned by
Vegetius. The grating which closed

the entrance does not appear in the

original, which may be the effect of

age ; or, perhaps, it was not a regular

portcullis, but only a movable bar
raised and lowered at certain hours
to close the passage against travellers

or cattle ; but in either case, it is suf-

ficient to exhibit the character of such
contrivances amongst the ancients.

CATASCOP'IUM. Diminutive
of CATASCOPUS. A small vessel

employed as a spy-ship, to keep a
watch or look-out. Aul. Gell. x. 25.

CATAS'COPUS (/ccm&r/coiros).
A spy or scout, Hirt. Bell Afr. 26.

2. A vessel employed as a spy-
ship. CSBS. B. G. iv. 26. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 1.

CATAS'TA. An elevated wooden
frame or platform upon which slaves

were placed when exposed for sale in

the slave market, in order that the

purchaser might examine them, to

discover their points or defects.

(Tibull. ii. 3. 60. Pers. vi. 77. Suet.

Gramm. 13.) From an expression of
Statius (Sylv. ii. 1. 72. turbo catastce),
it would appear that the machine was
made to revolve, like the stands used
for statues, that the purchaser might
have an opportunity of inspecting
the structure of the figure exposed
all round.

2. Catasta arcana. An apparatus
of similar description, on which the
most valuable and beautiful slaves
were shown, not in the public market,
but privately in the depots of the
dealers. Mart. Ep. ix. 60. 5.

3. An iron bed or grating under

which a fire was kindled, and on
which criminals were sometimes laid

to be tortured, and some of the early

martyrs roasted alive. Prudent. Ilepl

(rre<J>. i. 56. Id. ii. 399.

CATE'JA. A missile employed
in warfare by the Germans, Gauls,

Hirpini, &c. It was a spear of con-

siderable length and slender shaft,

having a long cord attached to it, like

the harpoon, so that it could be re-

covered by the person who had
launched it. Virg. JEn. vii. 742.

Serv. ad I Sil. iii. 277. Isidor. Orig.
xviii. 7. 7.

C ATELL A (d\v<riSiov). A di-

minutive of CATENA ; but generally
used to indicate the smaller and finer

sort of chains made by jewellers in

gold or silver, and used for trinkets,
or any of the various purposes to

which similar articles are applied in

our own days. (Hor. Ep. i. 17. 55.

Liv. xxxix. 31. Cato, JR. R. 135.)
The example here introduced, from a

Pompeian original, exhibits a small
bronze chain of a pattern very com-

monly found
; but the excavations

made at different times in that city
and other parts of Italy have pro-
duced a great variety of other de-

signs, affording specimens of all the

patterns now made, as well as some
others, which cannot be imitated by
modern workmen.
CATELLUS. A diminutive of

CATENA ; a small chain made use of
for the confinement of slaves, but
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whether of any special character, it

is difficult to determine. From the

passage of Plautus where the word
occurs (Cure. v. 3. 13.), it may be

surmised that the catellus was some-

thing like what is now called a
"
clog" which is attached to the legs

of animals to prevent them from

straying, and which might have been

fastened, as a punishment, to the leg
of a slave

; the term thus originating
in a pun upon the word canis (Becker,
Qucest. Plautin. p. 63. Lips. 1837.),
the clog and chain having a sort of

affinity to a dog with its chain.

CATE'NA (SAu<m). A chain,

formed by a series of iron links in-

terlacing with each other. (Cic.

Virg. Hor. Ov. &c.) The chains

of the ancients were made exactly
like our own, as shown by the illus-

tration, which represents some of the

links of an ancient chain now pre-
served as a sacred relic in the Church
of S. Pietro in Vinculis at Rome,
and which gave its title to the church ;

for it is there said to be the identical

one with which St. Peter was chained
in the Tullianum, or Servian prison.
See Cancellieri, Carcere Tulliano,

where all the evidence upon which
this tradition depends is stated at

length.
2. A chain of gold or silver worn

by women as an ornament round the

body, or over the shoulder and sides,

like a balteus (Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 12.)
Ornaments of this description are

frequently depicted in the Pompeian
paintings, from one of which the

illustration is taken ; and always

placed, as here, upon the naked body

of goddesses, bacchanals, dancing
girls, and persons of that descrip-
tion.

CATENA'RIUS, sc. CANIS. A
yard or watch dog, chained up to

protect the premises from strangers.
The Romans kept dogs in this way
at the entrance of their houses by the

side of the porter's cell, with the

notice, CAVE CANEM "Beware
of the dog," written up (Pet. Sat.

19. 1. Id. 72. 7. Seneca, Jra, 3.

37.); as is also shown in the an-

nexed illustration, from a mosaic,
which forms the pavement of the

prothyrum in the house of the "
tragic

poet," as it is called, at Pompeii.CATENA'TUS (aAuo-iSeros).

Shackled, fettered, or in chains,
like a slave, criminal, or captive.

(Flor. iii. 19. 3. Suet. Tib. 64.

Hor. Epod. vii. 8.) The word does
not imply that the person so confined

was chained up, or bound to, another

object, which is expressed by a/ft-
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gatus ; but merely that he was hound
with chains in a manner to impede
the freedom of his motions, and pre-
vent an escape by flight. See the

illustrations s. CATULUS and COM-
PEDITUS.

CATERVA'RII. Gladiators and
combatants who fought in companies
or bodies, and not in single pairs,
which was the more usual manner.
Suet. Aug. 45. Compare Cal 30.

gregatim dimicantes.

C ATHED'RA (/cofleSpa). A
chair with a back to it, but without

arms, such as

was used more es-

pecially by females

(Hor. Sat. i. 10.

91. Mart. Ep. iii.

63.) ; hence when
assigned to males,
it frequently im-

plies a notion that

they were of idle,

luxurious, or ef-

feminate habits.

(Juv. Sat. ix. 52.)
The illustration represents Leda's

chair, from a Pompeian painting.
2. Cathedra supina. A chair with

a long deep seat (hence cathedra

longa. Juv. Sat. ix. 52.), and reclining
back (whence supina. Plin. H. N.
xvi. 68.), such as we might call an

easy or lounging chair. The ex-

ample is from a Greek fictile vase,
and represents one of the masters
who taught the young men their
exercises in the gymnasium (TratSo-

TpiS-ns). A marble in the Capitol
at Rome shows the empress Agrip-

pina sitting in one of a similar

character.

3. Cathedra strata. A chair co-

vered with a cushion, as seen in the
first engraving. Juv. I. c.

4. The chair in which philosophers,

rhetoricians, &c., sat to deliver their

lectures ; a professor's chair (Juv.
Sat. vii. 203. Mart. Ep. 1. 77.), of
which the last illustration probably
affords the type.

5. A sedan chair (Juv. Sat. i.

65.) ; for SELLA, which see.

6. More recently, the chair in

which the bishops of the early Chris-

tian Church sat during divine service

(Sidon. in cone, post Epist 9. 1. 7.) ;

from which the principal church of a
diocese is called " the cathedral ;

"

i.e. in which the bishop's chair is

placed.
CATH'ETER (*a0-Hjp). Pro-

perly, a Greek word, for which the

Romans used fistula cenea (Celsus,
vii. 26. 1.) ; a catheter, or surgical

instrument employed in drawing off

the water, when suppressed, from the

bladder, into which it is inserted.

Cael. Aurel. Tard. ii. 1. n. 13.) The
example is from an original, nine
inches long, discovered at Pompeii.
CATILLUS and CATILLUM.

A small dish of the same form and
character as the catinus, but of less

capacity, and possibly of inferior

manufacture. Columell. xii. 57. 1.

Val. Max. iv. 3. 5.

2. (ovos). The upper or outer of
the two stones in a mill for grinding
corn '(Paul. Dig. 33. 7. 18. 5.), which
served as a hopper or bowl into which
the cornwas poured ; whence the name.
The annexed illustration represents a

Roman mill now remaining at Pom-
peii, with a section on the left hand.
The upper part or basin is the ca-

tillus, into which the unground corn
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was put ;
it was then turned round

by slaves or animals, and as it turned,
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the ears of corn gradually subsided

through a hole at its bottom on to

the conical or bell-shaped stone

underneath (see the section), between

which and the inner surface of its

cap, they were ground into flour.

3. An ornament employed in de-

corating the scabbard of a sword

(Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 54.), which is

supposed to have been in the form of

a round silver plate or stud, similar

to those seen on the sheath of the

sword inserted under CAPULUS ;
but

the reading of the passage, as well

as the meaning of it, if correct, is

uncertain.

CAT'INUM or CAT'INUS. A
deep sort of dish, in which vege-
tables, fish, and

poultry were

brought to table.

(Hor. Sat. i. 6.

115. Ib. ii. 4. 77. Ib. i. 3. 92.) The
illustration, which is copied from a

series of ancient fresco paintings dis-

covered near the church of St. John
in Lateran, at Rome (Cassini, Pitture

Antichi, tav. 4. ), representing a num-
ber of slaves bringing in different

dishes at a feast, shows the catinus,

with a fowl and fish in it, precisely
as described by Horace in the last

two passages cited.

2. A deep earthenware dish, in

which some kinds of cakes, pies, or

puddings were cooked, and served up
to table in the same ; like our pie-
dish. Varro, R, R. 84.

3. A deep dish made of earthen-

ware, glass, or more precious mate-
rials, in which pastiles of incense
were carried to the

sacrifice (Suet.
Galb. 18. Apul.

Apol p. 434.), and thence taken out

to be dropped upon a small burning
fire-basket. (See the illustration to

Focus TURICREMUS.) The illustra-

tion represents a curious and valuable

dish of agate, which was brought
from Cesarea in Palestine in the year
1101, and is now preserved as a
sacred relic in the sacristy of the
cathedral at Genoa, where it goes by
the name of the sagro catino. It is

devoutly believed in that city that

our Saviour partook of the paschal
lamb with his disciples out of this

identical dish
;
but the smallness of

its size, and the value of its material,

sufficiently prove that it was never
made to contain food, though it might
have been, reasonably enough, em-

ployed for the purpose assigned.
4. An earthenware crucible for

melting metals. (Plin. H. N. xxxiii.

21.) The illustrations represent two

originals, one of red, the other of

white clay, which were found in

an ancient Roman pottery at Castor
in Northamptonshire. Artis. Duro-
briv. pi. 38.

5. A particular member of the

forcing pump invented by Ctesibius.

(Vitruv. x. 12.) See the conjectural

diagram in CTESIBICA MACHINA, in

which the Catinum is marked A.

CATOMID'IO (/COTCO^'CW). To
" hoist

"
one upon the shoulders of

another, for the purpose of inflicting
a flogging; a mode of punishment
which, amongst the Romans, was

applied to grown-up persons, as well

as boys. (Pet. Sat. 132. 2. compare
Apul. Met. ix. p. 196. Spart. Hadr.
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18.) The illustration represents the

whole process as taking place in a

school-room at Herculaneum, from a

painting discovered in that city.
CAT'ULUS. A chain attached to

an iron collar (collare) round the

neck, like a dog's chain, by which

runaway slaves, when recaptured,
were brought back to their masters.

(Lucil. Sat. xxix. 15. ed. Gerlach.
Cum manicis, catulo, collarique, with

manacles, leading chain, and neck

collar.) The illustration, from the

Column of Antonine, representing a
barbarian captive, shows both the
collar and chain attached to it, as
mentioned by Lucilius.

CAUDEX. See CODEX, which
is the more usual spelling.
CAUDICA'RIUS or CODICA'-

RIUS. Naves caudicarice. Large
boats employed upon the Tiber, and
made of coarse planking roughly

joined (Varro, de Vit. Pop. Rom. ap.
Non. s. v. p. 535. Festus. s. r.). ; pro-

bably so constructed, because the

rapidity of the current rendered it

difficult to remount the stream; and

they could thus be broken up or taken
to pieces, without much loss, upon
reaching the mouth of the river or
their place of destination, as was the
usual practice upon the Rhone before
the introduction of steam navigation.
CAUDIC'IUS, sc. lembus. A

vessel of similar character as the

preceding, employed upon the Mo-
selle. Auson. Mosell 197.

CAULA. A general name for

any place surrounded with fences, so

as to form an enclosure, as a sheep-

fold, &c. Festus, s. v. Virg. Mn. ix.

61. Serv. ad I

CAULIC'ULI. In architecture,
the eight smaller leaves or stalks in

a Corinthian capital which spring
out of the four larger or principal

ones, by which the eight volutes of
the capital are sustained. (Vitruv.
iv. 1. 12. Gwilt, Glossary of Archi-

tecture, s. v. ) They are easily dis-

tinguished upon any Corinthian

capitals. See CAPITULUM 6.
; but, in

consequence of the very diminished
size of the drawing, it is difficult to

make them sufficiently prominent.
C A U P O. The master or keeper

of a caupona ; i. e. 1. An innkeeper

(|ei/o5<5/cos), who receives travellers

in his house, and furnishes them with
food and lodging (Cic. Div. i. 27);
2. a publican (/ccwnjAos), who furnished

strangers with drink or food, but not
with lodgings. Mart. Ep. i. 27. ib. i.

57 , and see the next word.
CAUPO'NA (tevotioKfiov, iravSo-

/moj/). An inn, for the accommo-
dation of travellers, where they
could be furnished with temporary
board and lodging. (Hor. Ep. 1. 11.

12. Aul. Cell. vii. 11. 1.) The old-

fashioned country inn, or road-side

house, affords the nearest parallel
in our language to the ancient cau-

pona, which has no resemblance to

the more imposing establishments or
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hotels, in which people of wealth

amongst us take up their residence

for long periods together. It -was

opened for the convenience of the

poorer and trading classes, and those

who travelled upon business, not for

pleasure ;
for most other persons had

private connections, or were furnished

with introductions, which would en-

sure them a hospitable entertainment

in some friend's house wherever they
went

; and such is still the custom in

modern Italy, where the traveller

who diverges from the beaten track,
is obliged to have recourse to private

hospitality, in consequence of the

wretched nature of the places called

inns.

2. (Kairri\eiov). In the large towns,
the caupona was a place where wine
and other refreshments, but wine
more especially, was sold and drunk
on the premises (Cic. Pis. 22. com-

pare Mart. Ep. i. 27. ib. 57.); and
thus it had a closer resemblance to

our tavern, gin, or beer shop ;
the

chief object of which is to retail

spirits and liquors, though some also

supply eatables. The illustration re-

presents the interior of a wine shop,
from a painting on the walls of one

of these establishments at Pompeii ;

but in the original, a frame for dried

and salted provisions is also suspended
from the ceiling, which has been

omitted, from inadvertence, in the

engraving ;
it is, however, given

under the word CARNARIUM.
3. (/caTrrjAk). A female who keeps

one of these places of entertainment.

Lucil. Sat. iii. 33. Gerlach. Apul.
Met. i. p. 6. and 15.

CAUPO'NIUS, sc.puer. The
waiter or pot-boy at a tavern, or a
wine shop (Plaut. Pcen. v. 5. 19.);
see on the right hand in the pre-

ceding wood-cut, the figure who is

bringing in the wine.

CAUPO'NULA. Diminutive of

CAUPONA ; a low, poor, and common
wine-shop. Cic. Phil. ii. 31.

CAU'PULUS or CAU'POLUS.
A particular kind of boat (Aul. Gell.

x. 25. 3.), the peculiar characteristics

of which are unknown ; but said to

belong to the same class as the lembo

and cymba. Isidor. Orig. xix. i. 25.

CAU'SIA (Kowri'a). A high-
crowned, and broad-brimmed felted

hat invented by the

Macedonians (Val.
Max. v. 1. 4.) ;

from
whom it descended to

the Romans, and was

especially worn by
their fishermen and sailors. (Plaut.
Mil iv. 4. 42. Id. Pers. i. 3. 75.)
The example is from a fictile vase ;

but it resembles exactly the hat worn

by Alexander, on a medal.

CAU'TER and CAUTE'RIUM
(icavr-hp, Kavr-fipiov). A cautery or

branding iron, used by surgeons, vete-

rinaries, and others, for branding
cattle, affixing a stigma upon slaves,

and similar purposes. (Pallad. i. 43.

3. Veget. Vet. i. 28.) The example
represents an original, four inches

long, which was discovered in a sur-

geon's house at Pompeii.
2. An instrument employed for

burning in the colours of an encaustic

painting; but as that art, as it was

practised amongst the ancients, is now
lost, it is impossible to determine the

exact character of the instrument, or

the precise manner in which it was
used. Mart. Dig. 33. 7. 17. Tertull.

adv. Hermog. 1.

CA V^'DIUM or CAVUM
JEDIUM. Literally, the void or
hollow part of a house. To under-

T
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stand the real meaning of this word,
it is to be observed that in early

times, or for houses of small dimen-

sions, the ancient style of building
was a very simple one, and consisted

in disposing all the habitable apart-
ments round four sides of a quad-

rangle, which thus left a space or

court-yard in

the centre,

without any
roof, and en-

tirely open to

the sky, as

shown by the

annexed ex-

ample, from the Vatican Virgil. This

hollow space received the primitive
name of cavum cedium, so truly de-

scriptive of it ; and formed, with the

suites of apartments all round it, the

entire house. But as the Romans
increased in wealth, and began to

build upon a more magnificent scale,

adopting the style and plans of other

nations, they converted this open
court into an apartment suitable to

the uses of their families, by covering
in the sides of it with a roof supported

upon columns of one story high, and

leaving only an opening in the centre

(compluvium) for the admission of

light and air. This practice they
learnt from the Etruscans (ab Atri-

atibus Tuscis. Varro, L. L. v. 161.),

and, therefore, when the cavum
cedium was so constructed, they de-

signated it by the name of atrium,
after the people from whom they had
borrowed the design. By referring
to the ground-plans which illustrate

the article DOMUS, it will be perceived
that the atrium is in reality nothing
more than the hollow part of the

house, with a covered gallery or

portico round its sides
; and thus the

two words sometimes appear to be
used as convertible terms, and at

others, with so much uncertainty as
to bear an interpretation which would
refer them to two separate and dis-
tinct members of the edifice ; and, in

reality, in great houses, or in country

villas which covered a large space of

ground, and comprised many distinct

members, with their own appurte-
nances attached to each, we find that

both a cavcedium and atrium were

comprised in the general plan. This
was the case in Pliny's villa (Ep. ii.

17.), in which we are to understand

that the first was an open court-yard,
without any roof and side galleries

(whence it is expressly said to be

light and cheerful, hilare) ; the other,
a regular atrium, partially covered in,

according to the Etruscan, or foreign
fashion. There can be no doubt that

such is the real difference between
the cavcedium and atrium; but when
the two words are not applied in a

strictly distinctive sense, as in the

passage of Pliny above cited, both the

one and the other may be commonly
used to designate the same member of

a house, without reference to any par-
ticular position or mode of fitting up,
both of them in reality being situate

in the hollow, or shell of the house ;

and, consequently, Vitruvius, as an

architect, employs the term cavcedium

(vi. 5.) for the style which more

strictly and accurately resembles an
atrium. (See that word, and the illus-

trations there introduced ;
which will

show the different ways of arranging
a cavcedium, when taken in its more

general meaning.)
CA'VEA. An artificial cage or

den for wild beasts, made with open
bars of wood or iron (Hor. A. P.

473.), in which they were transported
from place to place (Claud. Cons.

Stilich. ii. 322 5.) ; exposed to public

view, as in a menagerie (Plin. H. JV.

viii. 25.) ;
and sometimes brought into

the arena of an amphitheatre, to be
let loose upon the victims condemned
to fight with them, in order to render
their attack more ferocious than
would be the case if they were
emitted from an underground den
into the sudden glare of open day.

Vopisc. Prob. 19.

2. A bird cage, made of wicker-

work, or sometimes of gold wire
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(Pet. Sat. 28. 9.). in which singing
birds were domesticated, and kept in

private houses ; or the

call bird carried out by
the fowler (auceps} for

his sport. The passage
from Petronius, quoted
above, speaks of a mag-
pie, suspended in his

cage over a door, which
was taught to utter salu-

tations to all who entered. The ex-

ample is from a fictile vase in Bol-

detti, Cimiterj, p. 154.

3. The coop or cage in which the

sacred chickens were kept and car-

ried to the places where the auspices
were taken, by observing the manner
in which they fed. (Cic. N. D. ii. 3.

Id. Die. ii. 33.) The illustration

represents one of these cages, with

the chickens feeding, and the handle

by which it was carried, from a
Roman bas-relief.

4. Poetically, a bee-hive. Virg.
G. iv. 58. See ALVEARE.

5. A conical frame of laths or

wicker-work, made use of by fullers

and dyers for airing, drying, and

bleaching cloth. (Apul. Met. ix.

p. 193.) This
frame was placed
over a fire-pan,
or a pot with sul-

phur kindled in

it, the use ofwhich
is well known for bleaching, and the

cloth was then spread over the frame,
which confined the heat, and excluded

the air. The example here given is

from a painting in the fuller's estab-

lishment (fullonica) at Pompeii. In

the original, a man carries it on his

head, and the pot of sulphur in his

hand ; but it has been drawn here

standing on the ground, with the

vessel of sulphur placed underneath

it, precisely in the same way as it is

now commonly employed in Italy for

airing clothes, in order to show more

clearly the mode of use.

6. A circular fence constructed

round the stems of young trees to

preserve them from being damaged
by cattle. Columell. v. 6. 21.

7. That portion of the interior of

a theatre, or amphitheatre (Apul.
Met. x. p. 227. ), which contained the

seats where the spectators sat, and
which was formed by a number of

concentric tiers of steps, either exca-

vated out of the solid rock on the side

of a hill, or supported upon stories of

arches constructed in the shell of the

building. According to the size of

the edifice, these tiers of seats were

T 2
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divided into one, two, or three distinct

nights, separated from one another

by a wall (balteus) of sufficient height
to intercept communication between

them, and then the several divisions

were distinguished by the names of

ima, summa, media cavea, i. e. the

lower, upper, or middle tier ;
the

lowest one being the post of honour,
where the equites sat. (Plaut. Amph.
Prol 66. Cic. Am. 7. Id. Senect. 14.)

The illustration affords a view of the

interior, or cavea, of the amphitheatre
at Pompeii, as it now remains ; and

shows the general plan of arrange-
ment. See also the articles and illus-

trations to THEATBUM and AMPHI-
THEATRUM.
CAVER'N^E (Koi\-n or KOI\TJ j/aOs).

The hold of a ship, and the cabins it

contains. Cic. Orat. iii. 46. Lucan.

ix. 110.

CEL'ERES. The old and original
name by which the equestrian order

at Rome was designated upon its first

institution by Romulus, consisting of

a body of 300 mounted men, selected

from the 300 patrician or burgher
families, and thus forming the nu-

cleus of the Roman cavalry. Liv.

i. 15. Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 9. Festus.

s.v. Niebuhr, Hist. Rom. vol. i. p. 325.

transl.

CEL'ES (eA.r?s). A horse for

riding, in contradistinction to a car-

class, in which each rower handled a

single oar on his own side, in contra-

riage or draught horse; but more
particularly a race-horse, ridden in
the Greek Hippodrome, or the Roman
Circus (Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 10.), one
of which is shown in the illustration,
from a stucco frieze, representing
Cupids racing, in the baths of
Pompeii.

2. A boat or vessel of a particular

distinction to those in which each man
worked a pair, and those in which more
than one man laboured at the same oar.

The larger descriptions had many
oarsmen, and were sometimes fitted

with a mast and sail, but had no

deck, and in consequence of their

fleetness were much used by pirates.

(Plin. H. N. vi. 57. Aul. Gell. x. 25.

Herod, vii. 94. Thucyd. iv. 9. Schef-

fer, Mil Nav. p. 68.) The illustra-

tion here given is from the Column
of Trajan, and clearly represents a
vessel rowed in the manner described,
and therefore belonging to this class.

CELETIZON'TES (/ceA^-r^r**).

Jockeys, who rode the race-horses in

the Greek Hippodrome (Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 19. n. 14), as shown in the

last wood-cut but one.

CELEUS'MA (K\fv(T^. The
chaunt or cry given out by the cock-

swain (hortator, pausarius, /ceAeuo-r^s)
to the rowers of the Greek and
Roman vessels, in order to aid

them in keeping the stroke, and en-

courage them at their work. (Mart.

Ep. iii. 67. Rutil. i. 370.) The
chaunt was sometimes taken up, and

sung in chorus by the rowers, and
sometimes played upon musical in-

struments. Auson. in Div. Verr. 17.

CELLA. A cellar; employed as

a general term, denoting a magazine
or store-room upon the ground-floor,
in which produce of any description
was kept ;

the different kinds of cel-

lars being distinguished by an epithet

indicating the nature of the articles

contained therein
;
for example,

1. Cella vinaria (otVe^v). A wine

cellar, forming one of the principal

appurtenances to a vineyard. It was
a magazine where the produce of the
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year's vintage was deposited in large
earthenware vessels (dolia, seria,

&c.), or in wooden barrels (cupce\
after it had been removed from the

vats of the press room (torcularium),
where it was made and kept in bulk
until sold or bottled

; i. e. put into

amphorce, for the purpose of being
removed into the apotheca at the top
of the house, where it was kept to

ripen. (Varro, E.R. i. 13. 1. Colum.
xii. 18. 3. and 4. Pallad. i. 18. Cic.

Senect. 16.) The illustration, which
is copied from a bas-relief discovered

at Augsburgh in the year 1601, shows
one of these magazines for wine in
the wood, the usual manner of keep-
ing it in the less genial climates

(Plin. H. N. xiv. 27.) ; and the
next example, though not properly
a wine grower's cellar, will serve to

convey an idea of the plan on which
the stores were arranged and disposed
when the wine was kept in vessels
of earthenware, which was the more
usual practice.

2. A wine-merchant's or tavern-

keeper's cellar, upon the ground-fLoor,

in which they also kept their wine in

bulk, to be drawn off for private sale,
or to be supplied in draught to the

poorer customers who frequented
their houses, and which was thence
termed draught wine (vinwn doliare),

or, out of the wood (de cupa). (Cic.
Pis. 27. ) The illustrations represent
a section and ground-plan of a portion
of one of these wine-stores, which
was discovered in the year 1789,
under the walls of Rome. It is

divided into three compartments : the

first, which is approached by a few

steps, consists of a small chamber,
ornamented with arabesques and a
mosaic pavement, but contained no-

thing when excavated ; the second

one, which leads out of it, is of the
same size, but entirely devoid of or-

nament, and without any pavement,
the floor consisting of a bed of sand,
in the centre of which a single row
of the largest description of dolia

was found imbedded (deffossa) two-
thirds of their height in the soil ; the
last of the three is a narrow gallery,
six feet high, and eighteen long (of
which a portion only is represented
in the engraving, but it extends about
four times the length of the part here

drawn), and like the preceding one is

covered at bottom with a deep bed
of sand, in which a great number of
earthenware vessels, of different forms
and sizes, were partially imbedded,
like the preceding ones, but ranged
in a double row along the walls on
both sides, so as to leave a free pas-

sage down the middle, as shown by
the lowest of the two engravings,
which represents the ground-plan of
the cellars.

3. Cella olearia. A magazine or
cellar attached to an olive ground, in

which the oil when made was kept
in large earthenware vessels, until

disposed of to the oil merchants.

Cato, 7?. R. iii. 2. Varro, R. R. i. 11.
2. Columell. i. 6. 9.

4. Any one of a number of small
rooms clustered together, such as
were constructed for the dormitories
of household slaves (Cic. Phil ii.

27.); for travellers' sleeping rooms
at inns and public houses (Pet. Sat.
9. 3. and 7.) ; or the vaults occupied
by public prostitutes. (Juv. Sat. vi.

128. Pet. Sat. viii. 4.) The illus-
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tration represents part of a long line

of cellfB now remaining amidst the

ruins of a Roman villa at Mola di

Gaeta; the fronts -were originally
bricked in, with only an entrance-

door in the centre to admit the occu-

pant, and so much of light and air as

could be supplied through such an
aperture.

5. In like manner, the different

chambers which contained the neces-

sary conveniences for hot and cold

bathing in a set of baths, were called

cellce ; because, in fact, they consisted

of a number of rooms leading one
into another, like the cells of a honey-
comb, as is very clearly shown by the
annexed illustration, from a fresco

painting which decorated an apart-
ment in the Therms of Titus at

Rome ; thus the room containing the
warm baths was the cella caldaria, or

caldarium; the tepid chamber, cella

tepidaria, or tepidarium ; the one
which held the cold bath, cella fri-

gidaria, or frigidarium. Plm. Ep. v.

6. 25. and 26. Pallad. i. 40.

6. The niches or cells in a dove-
cote and poultry-house, which are
clustered in a similar manner. Colu-
mell. viii. 8. 3. Id. viii. 14. 9.

7. (cr??/afe) The interior of a tem-
ple ; i. e. the part enclosed within

the four side-walls, but not including

the portico and peristyle, if there is

any. (Cic. Phil iii. 12.) The illus-

tration represents a ground-plan of
the temple of Fortuna Virilis, now re-

maining at Rome, on which the part
within the dark lines is the cella.

CELLA'RIUS. A slave belong-
ing to the class of ordinarii, who had

charge of the pantry, store-room, and
wine cellar (cella penaria et vinaria\
and whose duty it was to give out
the daily rations of meat and drink
to the household. Plaut. Capt iv.

2. 116. Columell. xi. 1. 19.

CELLA'TIO. A suite or set of
small rooms, as in the illustration to

CELLA 4., which might be applied for

any of the ordinary purposes of life,

as store-rooms, sleeping-rooms for

slaves and inferior dependants, &c.
Pet. Sat. 77. 4.

CELL'IO. Same as CELLARIUS.

Inscript. ap. Grut. 582. 10.

C E L I/ U L A. Diminutive of
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CELLA. Any small or ordinary kind
of chamber, such as those described

and represented in CELLA 4. Ter.

Eun. ii. 3. 18. Pet Sat. II. I.

2. The interior of a small shrine

or temple, as described in CELLA 7.

Pet. Sat. 136. 9.

CELLULA'RIUS. A monk or

friar, so called from the small con-

ventual cells in which the religious
orders dwelt. Sidon. Epist. ix. 9.

CELOX. The same as CELES 2.

Ennius, ap. Isidor. Orig. xxx. 1. 22.

Liv. xxxvii. 27.

CENOTAPH'lUM (Worctyioj/).
A cenotaph, or honorary tomb erected

in memory of a person whose body
could not be found, or whose ashes

had been deposited elsewhere (Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 63.) ; hence also

called tumulus honorarius (Suet.
Claud. 1.), and inanis (Virg. jfEn.

iii. 303.), because it was erected

merely out of compliment to the de-

ceased, and did not contain any of
his remains.

CENSOR O^rjT^s). A Roman
magistrate of high rank, whose duty
it was to rate the property of the

citizens by taking the census; to

superintend their conduct and morals ;

and to punish those who had miscon-
ducted themselves, by degradation
and removal from their rank, offices,

or position in society. Thus he
could deprive the senator of his seat

in the house ; the knight, of the horse

allowed him at the public expense,
which was equivalent to breaking
him

; or he could remove any citizen

from his tribe into one of less influence

or rank. (Liv. xxvii. 11. Suet. Aug.
37. Polyb. vi. 13. 3.) He wore no
distinctive badge, nor particular cos-

tume, beyond the usual ones of his

consular rank ; and, consequently,
when a censor is represented on coins

or medals, he is merely draped in

the toga, and sitting on a curule

chair, as in the coin of Claudius in

Spanheim, vol. ii. p, 101.

CENTAU'RUS (K4vraVpos). A
centaur; a savage race of men who

dwelt between the mountains Pelion
and Ossa in Thessaly, and were de-

stroyed in a war with their neigh-
bours, the Lapithse. But the poets
and artists converted them into a
fabulous race of monsters, half man
and half horse, whence termed bimem-
bres (Virg. Mn. viii. 293. Ovid,
Met. xv. 283.) ;

in which form they
are represented waging war with
the Lapithse in the metopes of the

Parthenon, on the temples of Theseus
at Athens, and of Apollo Epicurius
near Phigaleia in Arcadia. In the

works of Greek art they are repre-
sented of both sexes, frequently
playing upon some musical instru-

ment, and the figure is always re-

markable for the consummate grace
and skill with which the artists of

that nation contrived to unite the

otherwise incongruous parts of two
such dissimilar forms. The figure
of a female centaur, as being less

common, is selected for the illustra-

tion, from a very beautiful relief in

bronze, of Greek workmanship, dis-

covered at Pompeii.
CENTO (KeVrpwi/). Generally,

any covering or garment composed
of different scraps of cloth sewed

together, like patch-work, which the

ancients employed as clothing for

their slaves (Cato, R.R. 59. Colu-
mell. i. 8. 9.), as counterpanes for

beds (Macrob. Sat. i. 6.), or other

common purposes ; whence the same
name was also given to a poem made

up of verses or scraps collected from
different authors, like the Cento

Nuptialis of Ausonius.
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2. Specially, a cloth of the same com-
mon description; used as a saddle-cloth

under the saddle

of a beast of bur-

den, to prevent it

from galling the

back, as shown
in the annexed

example, from a

painting at Her- -

culaneum. Ve-

get. Vet. ii. 59. 2.

CENTONA'RII. Piece-brokers, and

persons who made and sold pieces of

patchwork, made up from old cast-off

garments ;
the dealing in which

formed a regular trade at Rome,
where such economical articles were

extensively used for blankets to ex-

tinguish conflagrations (Ulp. Dig.
33. 7. 12.); to protect tents and

military machines against an enemy's
missiles (Caes. B. C. ii. 9.), and other

purposes enumerated in CENTO.
CENTUN'CULUS. Diminutive

of CENTO ;
and applied in the same

senses as there mentioned (Apul.
Met. i. p. 5. Liv. vii. 4. Edict. Dio-

clet. p. 21.); and from a passage of

Apuleius (Apol. p. 422. mimi centun-

culo\ the same word is also believed

to indicate a dress of chequered pat-

tern, like what is now called harle-

quin's, which is undoubtedly of great

antiquity ;
for in the Museum at

Naples, there is preserved a fictile

vase on which Bacchus is represented
in a burlesque character, and draped
precisely like our modern harlequin.
CENTU'RIO (SicaTovrdpxns). A

centurion; an officer in the Roman
army, of lower rank than the tri-

bunes, by whom he was appointed.
His post on the field of battle was

immediately in front of the eagle
(Veget. Mil. ii. 8.) ;

and the distin-

guishing badge of his rank was a rod

(uift), with which he used to correct
his men when refractory or negligent
of their duties. (Plin. H. N. xiv.

3.) The illustrations present the

figures of two centurions, the one on
the left-hand of the reader, from a

sepulchral bas-relief, with the in-

scription QUINTUS PUBLIUS FfiSTUS.

CENTTJR. LEG. XL; he has his rod
in the right hand, is likewise deco-

rated with phalerce, and wears greaves
(ocrae), as the Roman soldiers did in

early times ; the other shows a cen-

turion of the age of Trajan, from a
bas-relief formerly belonging to the

triumphal arch of that emperor, but
now inserted in the arch of Constan-
tine ; he has his helmet on, the rod
in his right hand, and in the original

composition the bearer of the eagle

(aquilifer) stands by his side.

CEPOTAPH'IUM (/npro-ntyfoiO.
A tomb in a garden ; or a garden to

which a degree of religious vene-
ration became attached, in conse-

quence of its having a sepulchre
erected within it. Inscript. ap. Fa-

bretti, p. 80. n. 9. Id. p. 115. n. 293.

Compare D. Joann. Evang. xix. 41.

CE'RA. Wax ; and thence used

to designate things made of wax ;

as the waxen masks or

likenesses of a man's an-

cestors, which the Roman
families of distinction pre-
served in cases placed
round the atrium (Ovid.
Fast. i. 591. Juv. viii.

19.), as shown by the example, from
a sepulchral bas-relief, which repre-
sents a wife bewailing the death of

her husband, whose likeness is placed
in a small case against the wall of the

apartment where the scene is laid.

2. A set of tablets for writing on
with the style (stylus), made of thin
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slabs or leaves of wood, coated with

wax, and having a raised margin all

round to preserve the contents from

friction. They were made of different

sizes, and varied in the number of

their leaves, whence the word in this

sense is applied in the plural (Quint.
x. 3. 31. and 32. Juv. i. &3.), and the

tablets themselves are distinguished

by the number of leaves they con-

tained ; as cer(B duplices, a tablet with

two slabs only, like the bottom figure
on the left-hand of the engraving;

cerce triplices (Mart. Ep. xiv. 6.), a

tablet containing three leaves, one
between the two outsides, like the

top figure in the engraving; cerce

quintuplices (Mart. Ep. xiv. 4.), one
with five leaves, or three centre ones
and two outsides, like the right-hand
figure at the bottom of the wood-cut,
all of which examples are copied
from paintings at Pompeii. When
the singular number is used, as prima,
secunda, extrema cera (Hor. Sat. ii.

5. 53. Cic. Verr. ii. 1. 36. Suet. Jul

83.), it indicates the first, second, or

last page of the tablets.

C E R A U' L A (Kepa^O- Pro-

perly a Greek word Latinized, and

corresponding with the Roman COR-
NICEN. Apul. Met. p. 171. Ceraula

doctissimus, qui cornu canens adam-
bulabat.

CER'BERUS (Kepgepos). The

dog which kept watch at the entrance

to the nether world ;
a monster fabled

to have sprung from Typhaon and

Echidna, and to have been dragged
upon earth by Hercules as the last

and most difficult of his twelve
labours. In reality Cerberus was a

dog belonging to the king of the

Molossians, whose country produced
the finest breed of dogs known to the

ancients, and which are believed to

be represented by the marble sta-

tues now preserved in the Vatican,

exhibiting two dogs of very power-
ful frames, with long hair upon the

neck and shoulders like the mane of a

lion. The poets metamorphosed these

hairs into snakes (Hor. Od. ii. 85.),

and, to increase the horror, some

gave the animal a hundred heads

(Hor. Od. ii. 34.), others fifty (He-
siod. Theogn. 312., though in verse

771. he has but one), and others

limited the number to three (Soph.
Trachin. 1109.), the centre one being
that of a lion, with the head of a

wolf on one side, and of an ordinary

dog on the other (Macrob. Sat. i.

20.). This is the usual type under
which he is mostly portrayed by
the painters and sculptors of antiquity

(Mus. Pio-Clem. torn. ii. tav. 1.

Bartoli, Lucerne, part 2. tav. 7. Cod.

Vat &c.) ; though examples are not

wanting in which the fabulous is

made subordinate to the real cha-

racter of the monster, as in a group of

Hercules and Cerberus in the Vatican

(Mus. Pio-Clem. ii. 8.), where the

leonine head and mane of the Mo-
lossian dog is strongly marked, and
made to predominate entirely over

the other two, which are executed

upon a much smaller scale, and, as it

were, rather indicated than developed.
CERCU'RUS (Kep/coupos or p-

Koupos). An open vessel, invented

by the Cyprians, propelled by oars,

fast in its movements, and used
for the transport of merchandize,
as well as in warfare. (Liv. xxxiii.

19. Lucil. Sat. viii. 3. ed. Gerlach.

Plaut. Merc. i. 1. 86. Plin. H. N. vii.

57. Herod, vii. 97.) Its character-

istic properties are nowhere de-

scribed ;
but Scheffer (Mil. Nav. ii.

2. p. 75.) is of opinion that the

oarage, instead of running the whole
u
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length of the vessel, only ranged
from the prow to about midship, so

that the after part would serve as a

hold for the freight in the manner

represented by the annexed illustra-

tion, copied by Panvinus (de Lud.

Circens. ii. 11.) from a bronze medal,

which, if that notion be correct, will

afford a model of the vessel in ques-
tion.

CERDO. A workman of inferior

description, or who belonged to the

lowest class of operatives (Juv. iv.

153. Pers. iv. 51.): the particular
trade which he practised is likewise

designated by the addition of another

substantive, as sutor cerdo (Mart. Ep.
iii. 59.), a cobbler ; cerdo faber (In-

script. ap. Spon. Miscell. Erudit.

Antiq. p. 221.), a journeyman smith
;

and so on for other trades.

CE'REUS. A wax candle, made
with the pith of a rush coated with
wax ; also a torch made of the fibres

of papyrus twisted together, and
covered with wax. Cic. Off. iii. 20.

Plaut. Cure. i. \. 9. Val. Max. iii. 6.

4. and CANDELA.
CERIOL A'RE. A stand or holder

for wax-candles and torches, similar

to the example engraved at p. 107.

(s. CANDELABRUM, 1.); but utensils

of this description were also made in

a variety of fanciful forms and pat-
terns according to the taste of the
artist who designed them, for one is

mentioned in an inscription (ap. Grut.
175. 4.) of bronze, with the figure
of Cupid holding a calaihus. Com-
pare Inscript. ap. Maffei, Mus. Veron.

p. 83.

CER'NUUS OugrT7jT^). Lite-

rally, with the face turned down to^

wards the ground ; hence a tumbler, or

one who entertains the public by feats

of jumping, throwing
summersets in the

air, falling head over

heels, walking with
his face downwards,
and other similar ex-

hibitions, such as we
still see practised in

our streets and fairs.

(Lucil. Sat. iii. 20.

Serv. ad Virg. JEn.
x. 894.) The illus-

tration represents one
of these tumblers,
from the collection in the Collegio
Romano. (Caylus, iii. 74.)

2. Amongst the Greeks feats of

this nature were frequently exhibited

by females, who were introduced

with the dancing and singing girls,
to amuse the guests at an entertain-

ment, and whose skill and suppleness
of body were really extraordinary.
One of their favourite exhibitions

consisted in making a summerset

backwards, between a number of

swords or knives stuck in the ground,
at small intervals from one another,
with their points upwards, as repre-
sented in the following illustration,

from a Greek fictile vase : to perform
this feat was termed fls {fyn? or els fj.a-

Xaipas nvGiffrav. Plat. Symp. p. 190.

A. Xen. Symp. ii. 11.

CERO'MA (K-fipufta). Properly,
an unguent, made of oil and wax
compounded together, with which the

bodies of wrestlers were anointed

previously to being rubbed over with
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fine sand (Mart. Ep. vii. 32.) ; whence
the same term is also used to desig-
nate the chamber in which this ope-
ration was performed. Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 2. Senec. Brev. Vit. 12.

CERTJ'CHI (icepovxoi). The
ropes which run from each arm of
the sail-yard to the top of the mast,

corresponding with what are now
called in nautical language

" the

lifts." (Lucan. viii. 177. Id. x. 494.)

Their object was to keep the yard in

a level and horizontal position upon
the mast, which it could not preserve
without a support of this nature ; and
the largest class of vessels, which had
a yard of great length and weight,
were furnished with a double pair of

lifts, as in the example, from the

Vatican Virgil ; while the smaller and

ordinary sizes had only one.

CERVI. In military language,

large branches of trees, having the

smaller ones left on, and shortened

at a certain distance from the stock,
so as to present the appearance of a

stag's horn. (Varro, L. L. v. 117.)

They were stuck in the ground, to

impede the advance of an enemy's
column, a charge of cavalry over a

plain, which afforded no natural ob-

structions (Sil. Ital. x. 412. Liv.

xliv. 11.), and as a palisade or pro-
tection to any vulnerable or im-

portant position. Cses. B. G. vii. 72.

CERVFCAL (TrpoffKetydXaiov, virav-

XeVtop). A bolster, cushion, or squab
for supporting the back of the head
and neck on a bed or dining couch.

(Suet. Nero, 6. Mart. xiv. 146.) The

illustration is from a painting at

Pompeii.
CERVI'SIA or CEREVFSIA.

A beverage extracted from barley,
like our beer or ale; which was the

ordinary drink of the Gauls. (Plin.
H. N. xxii. 82.) The same name,
according to Servius (ad Virg.

Georg. iii. 379.), was also given to

a beverage extracted from the fruit

of the service tree, which would cor-

respond more closely with our cider.

CERYCE'UM (tcnpfawv). A
Greek word Latinised ; same as CA-
DUCEUS. Martian. Capell. 4. p. 95.

CE'RYX (/cVO- A Greek word,
used in a Latin form by Seneca

( Tranquill. 3.) ;
a Greek herald, mar-

shal, or pursuivant, who occupied a

similar position amongst that people,
and performed the same sort of

duties as the Fetialis and Legati of

the Romans. His distinctive badge
was a wand /cTjv/cetcj', caduceus} ; his

person was held sacred and invio-

lable ; and his most honourable em-

ployment consisted in carrying flags
u 2
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of truce between conflicting armies,

and messages between hostile states,

a duty which the figure in the illus-

tration, from a fictile vase, is repre-
sented as in the act of commencing.
He is armed with sword and spear ;

has the herald's wand in his right

hand; and stands before a burning
altar, upon which he has just sacri-

ficed, preparatory to starting on his

journey ;
the sentiment of departure

being indicated, according to the cus-

tomary practice of the Greek artists,

by certain conventional signs, such

as the travelling boots, the chlamys
thrown loosely over the arm, and the

hat slung behind his back. Besides

this, in his character of marshal and

pursuivant, the Ceryx possessed the

power of interposing between and

separating combatants, as seen in the

annexed example, also from a fictile

vase
; was authorized to summon the

assemblies of the people, and keep
order in them, and to superintend the

arrangements at a sacrifice, as well
as at public and private festivals.

2. A public crier ; more closely al-

lied to the Roman proeco ; whose
business it was to make proclama-
tions in the public assemblies (Ari-
stoph. Ach. 42. seq.), and to enjoin
silence by sound of trumpet at the
national games, whilst the solemn
eulogium (jc^fnrftM) was pronounced
upon the victor (Fabri. Agon. ii. 3.
Mosebach de Prcecon. Vet. 32 34.),
as shown by the following figure,
from a Greek marble in the Vatican

;

he is represented as just beginning

to sound his trumpet by the side of

the conqueror, who is in the act of

placing on his head the crown which
he has just received from the pre-
sident (aywvoQeT-rjs), whilst on the

other side of the composition a pair
of Pancratiastae are contending.
CESTICIL'LUS. A porter's knot,

for carrying burdens on the head.

Festus. *. v. Compare ARCULUS.
CESTROSPHEN'DONE (/cetrrpo-

<r<t>vS6vr}*). A weapon of warfare,
first employed by the soldiers of

Perseus in the Macedonian war,

consisting in a short dart, the head of

which was two spans broad, affixed

to a wooden stock, of the thickness of

a man's finger, and half a cubit in

length, and furnished with three

short wooden wings, similar to the

feathers of an arrow. It was dis-

charged from a sling. Liv. xlii. 65.

Polyb. xxvii. 9.

CESTRUM (/ceVrpo*). A sort of

graver or etching needle employed
in the process of encaustic painting
on ivory. It is supposed that the

instrument was heated by fire, and
that the traits to be delineated were
burnt into the tablet with its point,
and then filled in with liquid wax ;

but the whole subject of encaustic

painting, and the manner in which
the operations were conducted, is

very obscure and uncertain. Plin.

H. N. xxxv. 41.

CESTUS (weffTos, sc. t/idv). In a

general sense, any band or tie (Var-
ro, R. R. i. 8. 6.) ; but the word is

properly a Greek adjective, meaning
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embroidered, whence it is more fre-

quently used in a special sense to

designate the

girdle of Venus,

upon which a re-

presentation of

the passions, de-

sires, joys, and

pains of love

was embroider-
ed. (Horn. II
xiv. 214. Mart.

Ep. vi. 13. Id.

xiv. 206. and

207.) The il-

lustration intro-

duced is from a bas-relief of the

Museo Chiaramonti, representing a

figure of Venus draped in the archaic

style ; consequently, from some very
early type, which makes it trust-

worthy. It will be perceived, that

the cestus on this figure is worn lower
down than the ordinary female's gir-
dle (cingulmn, 1.), and higher up than
the young women's zone (zona, or

cingulunij 2.), which may account for

the uncertainty prevailing amongst
scholars respecting the proper place
which the cestus occupied on the per-
son, and for the apparent indecision

of the passages, which have led

some to place it over the loins (as

Winkelmann), and others immediately
under the bosom (as Heyne and

Visconti) ; whereas in the example,
it is really placed in an intermediate

position between the two.

2. The glove worn by boxers,
more commonly written CAESTUS,
which see.

CETA'RI^E or CETA'RIA.
Shallow places or fishing grounds
upon a coast, frequented by large
fish at certain periods of the year,
when they are taken by the fisher-

men ; such as the places in the

Mediterranean, where the tunny fish

is now caught. Hor. Sat. ii. 5. 44.

Plin. H. N. ix. 19.

CET A'RII. A class of fishermen,
who took the larger kinds of fish,

such as tunnies, upon the cetarice

(Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 49.), salted

them down, and sold them in shops
belonging to themselves. Columell.

viii. 17. 12 Terent. Eun. ii. 2. 26.

CETRA. A small round shield

(Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 555. and

p. 82.), covered over with hide (Serv.
ad Virg. JEn, vii. 732.); chiefly

employed by the natives of Africa,

Spain, and ancient Britain (Tac.

Agr. 36.), the form and character of

which is believed to be preserved in

the target of the Scottish highland ers.

CETRA'TUS. One who bears

the small round target, called cetra,

which was characteristic of some
barbarous nations, but not of the
Romans. Cses. B. C. i. 70.

CHALATO'RIUS, sc. funis (W-
TOVOS, sc. Ifjids). The rope by which
a sail-yard is raised and lowered
on the mast, corresponding with the

halyard of modern nautical language.
It was fastened on the middle of the

yard, and run up through a block
affixed to the mast, from which the

end descended to the deck, where
it was worked by the sailors. ( Veget.
Mil. iv. 15.) It is probably derived
from xa^ w to slacken, loosen, or let

down
;
and allied to the xaAtl/<k or

bridle of the Greek sailors.

CHALCID'ICUM (XaAKtSt/cov).
A large, low, and deep porch, covered
with its own roof, supported on pilas-

ters, and appended to the entrance

front of a building, where it protects
the principal doorway, and forms a

grand entrance to the whole edifice

(Becchi, del Calcidico e della Cripta
di Eumachia, 21 43.), in the man-
ner represented by the following en-

graving, which represents a structure

of similar character, now remaining
in front of the very ancient church of
S. Giorgio in Velabro at Rome, be-

lieved to occupy the site of the

original Basilica Semproniana in the
Forum Boarium. Structures of this

kind received their name from the

city of Chalcis (Festus. s. v.), where,
it may be presumed, they were first

introduced, or of the most frequent
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occurrence ; and they were added on

to private as well as public edifices,

not merely as an ornament to the

facade, but for the purpose of afford-

ing shelter to persons whilst waiting
on the outside for their turn to be

admitted, or who transacted their

business under them ; to the palaces
of kings and great personages (Hygin.
Fab. 184. Auson. Periock. Odyss. 23.

Procop. de JEdific. Justin, i. 10.) ; to

the basilicas, courts of justice, and
merchants' changes (Vitruv. v. 1.),

where they would serve to contain
the .articles of merchandize, the sale

of which was negotiated in the in-

terior; to the curia, the town-hall,
and senate-house (Dion Cass. li. 22.

August. Man. Ancyran. ap. Grut.

p. 232. 4.), perhaps for the reception
of the slaves awaiting their masters,
and of the people naturally congre-
gating about such places for curiosity
or business. The external character
and appearance of these appendages
is

sufficiently indicated by the pre-
ceding wood-cut

; and their general
plan, with reference to the rest of
the edifice, by the next one, which
represents the ground-plan of an
extensive building at Pompeii, con-
structed by the priestess Eumachia,
consisting of an enclosed gallery
(crypta, A), an open one (porticus, u)
adjoining, which encloses a court-

yard or area (c) in the centre ; the

whole being covered by a grand en-

trance, fronting the forum, with

the name CHALCIDICUM inscribed

upon a slab of marble affixed to the

wall.

CHAMUL'CHUS (xa/wwAiofc)- A
sort of dray employed in the trans-

port of very weighty substances, such

as large blocks of marble, columns,

obelisks, &c., which lay low upon
the ground (whence the name, from

XWal, the ground, and *A/co>, to

draw), and probably resembled those

now used for similar purposes. Am-
mian. xvii. 4. 14.

CHARAC'TER (xapoucT^p). In

general, any sign, note, or mark,

stamped, engraved, or otherwise im-

pressed upon any substance, like the

device upon coins, seals, &c. ;
and in a

more special sense, the brand ormark
burnt into the flanks of oxen, sheep,
or horses, in order to distinguish
the breed, certify the ownership, or

for other purposes of a similar nature,
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as in the example, which shows the

brand upon a race-horse, from a small

antique bronze. Columell. xi. 2. 14.

2. The iron instrument with

which such marks were made. Isi-

dor. Orig. xx. 7.

CHARIS'TIA (XaptoTia or Xa/n-

T-ficrta). The feast of the Charities ;

a family banquet, to which none but

relatives or members of the same

family were invited, and the object of

which was to reconcile any differ-

ences which might have arisen

amongst them, and to preserve the

kindred united and friendly with one
another. (Val. Max. ii. 1. 8. Ov.
Fast. ii. 617.) It was celebrated on
the 19th of February (viii. Cal.

Mart), which was thence termed the
" kinsmen's day

"
lux propinquo-

rum. Mart. Ep. ix. 56.

CHARIS'TION (xa/n<mW). An
instrument for weighing; but of

what precise character, or in what it

differed from the balance (libra) and

steelyard (statera) is not ascertained.

Inscript. ap. Don. cl. 2. n. 67. Not.

Tires, p. 164.

CHARTA (xaprrjs). Writing-
paper, made from layers of the papy-
rus, of which eight different quali-
ties are enumerated by Pliny (H.N.
xiii. 23.): 1. Augustana, subse-

quently called Claudiana, the best

quality ; 2. Liviana, the next best ;

3. Hieratica, originally the best, and
the same as charta regia of Catullus

(xix. 16.); 4, 5, 6. Amphitheatrica,
Saitica, Leneotica, inferior kinds,
named after the places where they
were respectively manufactured ;

7. Fanniana, made at Rome, and
named from its maker Fannius

;

8. Emporetica, coarse paper, not used
for writing, but only for packing
merchandize, whence its name. To
these may be added, 9. charta den-

tata, the surface of which was
smoothed and polished by rubbing
over with the tooth of some animal,
to procure a glossy face for the pen
to glide over, like our "

hot-pressed
"

paper (Cic. Q. Fr. ii. 15. Plin. H.N.
xiii. 25.) ; and 10. charta bibula, a

transparent, and spongy sort of paper,
which let the ink run, and showed
the letters through. Plin. Epist.
viii. 15. 2. Compare Plin. H.N.
xiii. 24.

C H E' L E (XTJATJ). Properly, a

Greek word, which signifies a cloven
foot ; a pair of crooked and serrated

claws, like those of a crab ; the talons

of a bird ; or the claws of a wild

beast ; whence in that language, it is

employed to designate several dif-

ferent instruments, possessing in

their forms or manner of usage a
resemblance to any one of these

natural objects : as a netting needle ;

a breakwater to protect the mouth of

a harbour, when made in the form
of a claw set open (see the plan of

the port at Ostia, s. PORTUS, letter

K.) ; a pair of pincers or pliers, with
bent arms like claws, &c. By the

Romans, for a similar reason, the
same name is given to a particular

part of some military engines, such
as the ballista and scorpio, which was
a sort of claw, or nipper, made to

open and seize upon the trigger or
chord of the machine, whilst it was
being drawn back to produce the re-

bound which discharged the missile.

Vitruv. x. 11. 7. Id. x. 10. 4.

CHELO'NIUM (xcAc^oj/). A
bracket or collar affixed to the up-
rights of a certain machine for moving
heavy weights (machina tractorid) at

their lowest extremities, into which
the pivot (cardo) of a revolving axle
and wheel (sucula) was inserted

; like

that in which the axle of aplaustrum
turned. Vitruv. x. 2. 2.

2. A collar of similar description,
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fastened to the top of an upright
beam in another kind of contrivance

for raising weights (polyspastori), to

which the block and pullies (trochlece)

were affixed. Vitruv. x. 2. 8.

3. A particular member in a cata-

pulta; called also pulvinus. Vitruv.

x. 10. 5.

CHELYS (x=At>s, xeAcSwfl. Pro-

perly, a Greek word, adopted into

the Roman language by poets ; but

the genuine Latin word is TESTUDO,
under which its meanings are illus-

trated and explained.
CHENIS'CUS (xnvlffKos). An

ornament resembling the head and
neck of a goose (xV), sometimes

placed on the stern of a vessel ( Apul.
Met. xi. p. 250.), but more fre-

quently in ancient monuments, at the

head. The illustration represents

three of these figures ; the centre

one in detail, from an ancient bas-

relief, of which there is a cast in the

British Museum ; the one on the left

hand, over the stern, from Trajan's
Column ; and that on the right, over
the prow, from the Vatican Virgil.
CHENOBOSCI'ON (xnvoSo-

<TKeToi/). An enclosure, with its appur-
tenances, attached to a country-house
or farm, appropriated to the breeding
and keeping of geese, large flocks of
which were maintained on some es-

tates. (Varro, R. R. xii. 10.1.) It

consisted of a spacious yard on the
outside of the farm-house and build-

ings (Columell. viii. 1. 4.), sur-
rounded by a wall nine feet high,
which formed the back of an open
gallery or colonnade (portions), under
which the pens (harce) for the birds
were situated. These were built of

masonry or brickwork, each being
three feet square, and closed in

front by a door. The site selected,
where possible, was contiguous to a
stream or pool of water

;
if not, an

artificial tank was made for the pur-
pose; and near to, or adjoining, a
field of meadow grass, or one sown
with artificial grasses, where the soil

required it. Columell. viii. 14. 1 2.

CHILIAR'CHUS or CHILIAR'-
CHOS (xiAiapx7?* or x'A%X<>0- The
commander of a thousand men; a
word more especially employed by
the Greeks to designate the Persian
vizir (Xen. Cyrop. ii. 1. 23. Nepos,
Con. 3. ) ;

and applied by the Romans
to an officer who commanded the ma-
rines, or soldiers who manned a fleet.

Tac. Ann. xv. 51.

CHIMJE'RA (Xlfuupa). Literally,
a she-goat, which the poets and artists

! of Greece converted into a monster,

| spouting fire, composed of three dif-

|

ferent animals the head of a lion,

the body of a wild goat, ending in a

dragon's tail; fabled to have been
killed by Bellerophon. Hor. Ovid.
Tibull. Horn. &c.

CHIRAMAX'IUM (xeipa/xa^oz/).
An invalid's-chair upon wheels, which
could be drawn
or pushed for-

ward by the

hands of a

slave, in the

same manner
as now prac-
tised. (Pet.
Sat. 28. 4.)
The illustra-

tion represents
a marble chair now in the British Mu-
seum, but which originally belonged
to the baths of Antoninus at Rome,
where it was doubtless employed as a
sella balnearis or pertusa ; but the
two small wheels carved as orna-

ments on the sides, and in imitation of

the moveable invalid's chair of wood,
in which they were wheeled to and
from the baths, establish at once the

meaning ofthe word, and the harmony
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between ancient customs and our
own in this particular.
CHIRIDO'TA (xeipfi*>r6s, sc.

XiTcov). Properly a Greek word, and
an adjective, but sometimes used sub-

stantively by the Romans (Capito-
lin. Pertinax, 8.) ;

and applied to a

tunic with long sleeves reaching down
to the hand (xe

fy>)>
more especially

characteristic of the Asiatic and Celtic

races, as seen in the annexed figure,
from the Niobe

group, repre-

senting the tu-

tor (pcedagogus)
of the younger
children, a class

of men usual-

ly selected for

that duty from
the inhabitants

of Asia Minor.

Amongst the
male population
of Greece, and
of Rome in the

earlier times,
sleeved tunics were not worn, ex-

cepting by people who affected foreign
habits, or of luxurious and effeminate

characters ; hence when mention is

made of persons so dressed, there is

always an implied sense of reproach
concealed under it. (Scipio Afr. ap.
Gell. vii. 12. 2. Cic. Cat. ii. 10.

Suet. Cal. 52.) But in both countries

they were per-
mitted to fe-

males, as shown

by numerous
monuments both
of Greek and
Roman artists,

and in the an-

nexed example,
from a paint-

ing at Pompeii ;

whence the sar-

casm of Virgil
(^2?n. ix. 616.), where the Trojans
are called women, and not men,
because their tunics had long sleeves.

CHIRONOM'IA (X pow/ifa).

The art of gesticulating or talking
with the hands and by gestures, with
or without the assistance of the voice.

(Quint, i. 11. 17.) This art was of

very great antiquity, and much prac-
tised by the Greeks and Romans, both
on the stage and in the tribune, in-

duced by their habit of addressing
large assemblies in the open air,

where it would have been impossible
for the majority to comprehend what
was said without the assistance of
some conventional signs, which en-
abled the speaker to address him-
self to the eye as well as the ear of
his audience. These were chiefly
made by certain positions of the
hands and fingers, the meaning of
which was universally recognized
and familiar to all classes, and the

practice itself reduced to a regular
system, as it remains at the present
time amongst the populace of Naples,
who will carry on a long conversation
between themselves by mere gesti-

culation, and without pronouncing a
word. It is difficult to illustrate such
a matter in a work like this ; but the
act is frequently represented on the
Greek vases, and other works of
ancient art, by signs so clearly ex-

pressed, and so similar in their cha-
racter to those still employed at

Naples, that a common lazzaroni,
when shown one of these compo-
sitions, will at once explain the pur-

port of the action, which a scholar

with all his learning cannot divine,

(lorio, Mimica degli Antichi, p. 369.)
In the illustration, for instance, which
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is copied from a Greek fictile vase,

it is self-evident that the two females

are engaged in a woman's quarrel ;

the one on the left, by her forward

attitude and index finger pointedly
directed towards the other, making
some angry accusation against her ;

whilst the backward movement of the

body exhibited by the figure on the

right, the sudden cessation of her

music, and the arms thrown open
and upwards, present a very natural

expression of surprise, either feigned
or real, on her part. Thus much
would be readily divined by any one.

But the subject of the quarrel ? That

is told by the positions of the hands

and fingers. It is a love quarrel,

arising from jealousy ;
for the exact

gesture employed by a modern Nea-

politan to signify love, viz. joining

together the tips of the fore-finger

and thumb of the left hand, is ex-

hibited by the figure on the left side

of the picture ;
whilst the other woman

not only expresses surprise by her
|

attitude, but with her right hand
raised up towards the shoulder, and
all its fingers wide open and erect,

denies the insinuation, and declares

her indignation at the accusation;
for such is the gesture which a Nea- !

politan employs to signify a nega-
j

tive, more especially when what is

said excites his astonishment and

displeasure. Thus these few gestures

represent a long dialogue. The
cause of quarrel is, without doubt,
the sitting Faun, who, while affecting
to play away so resolutely between
the angry damsels, has been detected

in making signs incautiously to the

nymph with the tambourine, and
which were perceived by his old flame
who stands behind him.

CHIRON'OMOS and CHIRON'-
OMON (xctpo^os). Generally, any
person who employs the art of ges-
ticulation to express his meaning
without the aid of language, as ex-

plained in the preceding article
;

thence also, a pantomimic actor on
the stage (Juv. Sat. vi. 63.); and

one who performs any duty with re-

gular, studied, or theatrical move-
ments ; whence the same term is

applied by the satirists to the slave

who carved up the dishes at great
entertainments with a pompous flou-

rish of his knife. Juv. Sat. v. 121.

Compare Pet. Sat. 36. 6.

CHIRUR'GUS (X povpy6^. A
surgeon, who performs operations, as

distinguished from a medical prac-
titioner. The Roman doctor (me-

dicus) of early times exercised both

departments of the healing art ; but,
about the time of Tiberius, surgery
began to be practised as a distinct

profession. Cels. Prcef. vii. Becker,
Gallus, p. 224. transl.

CHLAM'YDA. Same as CHLA-
MYS. Apul. Met. xi. p. 256. Id.

Flor. ii. 15. 2.

CHLAMYDA'TUS (xAa/ivSwr^).
Clad in the c.hlamys, or Grecian man-
tle ; which, from the nature of the

garment, might be put on in a variety
of ways, presenting very different

characters, but all studiously arranged
with a view of appearing graceful
and becoming. (Ovid. Met. ii. 733.)
The most simple and usual were the

following :

1. The narrowest part of the man-
tle (see the right-hand figure s.

CHLAMYS) was passed round the
back of the neck, and
the two corners brought
together in front of the

throat, where they were

joined by a buckle,

clasp, or brooch, so that

the goars might be turned
back over the shoulders

(demissa ex humeris.

Virg. &n. 263.), and
the middle or longest

part would hang down
behind as far as the

knees, as shown by the
annexed figure, from the Panathenaic
frieze in the British Museum.

2. Or, a portion of the narrow part
of the left-hand figure s. CHLAMYS,
was folded down, in order to make a
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longer line, and then fastened side-

ways over the right shoulder by a

brooch, &c. ; so that the mantle com-

pletely enveloped the left arm, leav-

ing the right one, as well as the

whole side, uncovered, whilst the

four corners hung down on the same
side parallel to one another, two in

front and two behind, as shown by the

annexed figure, from a Greek vase.

3. Or, one side of it was carried

across the chest, and thrown over the

left shoulder, so as closely to en-

velope the upper part of the person,
as low as the wrists (Apul. Flor. ii.

15. 2.) ; an arrangement more espe-

cially adopted on horseback, as shown

by the annexed example, from the

Panathenaic frieze in the British

Museum.
CHLAM'YS (xAa^us). A light

and short mantle, originating with
the inhabitants of Thessaly or of Ma-

cedonia, whence it was imported into

other parts of Greece, and became

the regular equestrian costume of the

Athenian youths, from the period
of their becoming e^rjgos until the age
of manhood. (Plutarch. Alex. 26.

Pollux, x. 124. Apul. Met. x. p. 233.)
It consisted of an oblong square piece
of cloth, to each side of which a goar
(irTepv) was attached, sometimes in

the form of a right-angled, and at

others of an obtuse-angled triangle,
so that the whole, when spread out,
would form a mantle of similar shape
and dimensions to the diagrams intro-

duced above. The different ways in

which it was adjusted and worn are

described and illustrated in the pre-

ceding article.

2. Properly speaking, the chlamys
belongs to the national costume of

the Greeks, but not of the Romans,
though it was occasionally adopted,
even at an early period, by some of

the last-mentioned people, as by L.

Scipio and Sylla (Cic. Rabir. Post.

10, Val. Max. iii. 2. and 3.); but
these are both mentioned as singu-
lar instances. In some cases too, it

is ascribed to women to Dido by
Virgil (JEn. iv. 137.), and to Agrip-
pina by Tacitus (Ann. xii. 56.).
CHORA'GIUM (xop^mo"). The

furniture, scenery, dresses, &c. be-

longing to a theatre, which are ne-

cessary in presenting a play upon the

stage, or, as our actors call it,
"

the

property." Festus, s. v. Plaut. Capt.
Prol 60.

2. A large apartment behind the

stage, where the "
property

"
was kept ;

or, perhaps, where the actors, and in

a Greek theatre, the Chorus, dressed
or rehearsed. (Vitruv. v. 9. 1.

Demosth. p. 403. 22. Reiske.) It

formed one of the appurtenances con*
x 2
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structed in the spacious porticoes at

the back of a theatre (Vitruv. /.c.),

as may be seen on the plan of Pom-

pey's theatre, introduced as an illus-

tration under THEATRUM.
3. A sort of spring in hydraulic

machines. Vitruv. x. 8. 1.

CHORA'GUS. The person who
provided the scenery, ornaments,

dresses, &c. necessary for presenting
a play upon the Roman stage ; which
he sometimes furnished at his own ex-

pense, but more usually from monies

levied on the community, and paid
over to him by the sediles. Plaut.

Pers. i. 3. 78.

2. (xopqyts). Amongst the

Greeks, the choragus was the person
who defrayed the costs for bringing
out a Chorus; and the leader of the

Chorus was sometimes designated by
the same name.
CHORAU'LES and CHO-

RAU'LA (xopouATjy). A musician
who accompanied the Chorus of the

Greek theatre, or any other number
of singers in a concert generally,

upon the double pipes ; as contradis-

tinguished from aulcedus, who played
an instrumental solo without vocal
music. (Suet. Galb. 12. Plin. H. N.
xxxvii. 3. Mart. Ep. ix. 78.) The
costume and instrument of these per-
formers are shown by the figure an-
nexed, from a drawing by Fulvius
Ursinus, in the Vatican Library,
copied from a statue discovered on
the Appian Way, with the name

inscribed upon its base,

CHORE' A (xopefa). A choral

dance ;
i. e. in which the performers

join hand in hand, so as to form a

circle and dance to the sound of their

own voices, precisely as represented
in the illustration, from a painting

in the baths of Titus at Rome. Virg.
Cul 19. Ovid. Met. viii. 581. Claud.
B. Gild. 448.

CHOROB'ATES. An instrument
used for taking the level of water,
and of the country through which it

is to be conducted. Vitruv. viii. 5.1
CHO'ROCITHARIS'TA. A mu-

sician who accompanies a chorus of

singers on the cithara. Suet. Dom. 4.

CHORS, CORS, or COHORS
(xtpros). A farm, or straw-yard,
which constituted one of the principal

appendages belonging to a country
villa, where the whole live stock,

cattle, pigs, poultry, &c., were kept,
stalled, and foddered. It consisted of
a large court covered with litter, for

the purpose of making dressing for

the land, provided with a tank, where
the cattle were watered when brought
up for the night; and enclosed all

round by numerous outbuildings, in-

eluding sheds for the carts, ploughs,
and agricultural implements, as well
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as stabling, stalls, sties, and houses

for the cattle, and other domestic

animals (turba cortis, Mart. Ep. iii.

58.), forming the live stock of the

farm. (Varro, L. L. v. 88. Id. R. It.

1. 13. 2. and 3. Vitruv. vi. 6. 1.)

The illustration annexed, which re-

presents the yard in which the fol-

lowers of Ulysses were kept when
changed into swine, from a miniature
of the Vatican Virgil, will serve to

convey a notion of the general plan
and character of an ancient farm-yard
and its dependencies.

2. A sheep pen, made with hurdles

and netting, and set up on the lands

where the flock pastured, to protect
them at night. (Varro, R. R. ii. 2.

9.) Also a permanent enclosure

surrounded by high stone walls, in

which sheep were stalled. Columell.
vii. 3. 8.

CHORUS (xopo's). A band or

company of persons engaged in

dancing and singing, more especially
when their songs and dances were

performed in honour, or as part of

the worship, of some divinity. Cic.

Phil v. 6. Virg. JEn. viii. 718. Suet.

Cal 37. Hor. Od. i. 1. 31.

2. The chorus of singers in a dra-

matic entertainment on the Greek

stage. The performers in it were

entirely distinct from the actors,

though they sometimes performed the

part of interlocutors. The Roman
drama had no chorus. Hor. A. P.
193. 204. 283. Aul. Gell. xix. 10.

3. A choral or round dance.

(Mart. Ep. iv. 44. Compare Tibull.

ii. 8. 88. ) Same as CHOREA
;
where

see the illustration.

CHRYSEN'DETA (xp^eVSera).
The name given to a particular ma-
nufacture of plate employed by the

wealthy Romans for their table ser-

vices, but the precise character of

which is not ascertained
; excepting

that the name itself and the epithets

applied to it, appear to indicate that

the articles were made upon a basis

of silver, with ornaments of gold
either inlaid, or chased in relief upon

it. Mart. Ep. ii. 43. Id. vi. 94. Id. xiv.

97. and compare Cic. Verr. iv. 21 23.

CHYT'RA (x^-pa> A common
kind of earthenware

amongst the Greeks,

employed for boiling
and cooking, or any
ordinary purpose ;

and, therefore, left

in its natural rough
state of red clay, without any sort of

decoration or painting. (Aristoph.
Pac. 923. Athen. ix. 73. Cato, R.R.
157. 11., where, however, some edi-

tions read scutra.) The illustration,

from an original, represents the

form of these pots according to Pa-

nofka, Recherches sur les veritables

Noms des Vases Grecs, i. 28.

CHYT'ROPUS (XVTPO'TTOUS). A
chytra made with legs, so that it could
be set over the fire

without being placed

upon a trivet, as

shown by the an-

nexed figure, from
an original after Pa-
nofka. Hesiod. Op.
746. Vulg. Levit. xi. 35.

CIBILL'A. The reading of some
editions in a passage of Varro (Z. L.

v. 118.) for CILLIBA ; which see.

CIBO'RIUM (KI&SPKW). Lite-

rally, the seed-pod of the Egyptian
bean (colocasia) ;

and thence a drink-

ing vessel of Greek invention, so

termed from its resemblance to the

form of that fruit. Hor. Od. ii. 7.

22. Schol. Vet. ad I. Athen. xi. 54.

CICO'NIA. Literally, a stark;
but also applied to a mimic gesture

expressive of ridicule or contempt,

produced by bending the forefinger
into the form of a stork's neck,
and pointing it towards the person
ridiculed with a rapid motion of the
two top joints up and down. Pers. i.

58. Hieron. Epist. 125. 18.

2. A contrivance employed by
farmers to test a labourer's work in

spade husbandry, and prove if all his

trenches were dug to a uniform and

proper width and depth. It consisted
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of an upright, with a cross-bar affixed

to it, at right angles, like the letter

T inverted, so that the long branch
measured the depth, the two shorter

arms the width and evenness of the

trench. Columell. iii. 13. 11.

3. Ciconia composita. A contri-

vance of the same description as the

preceding, but not quite so simple ;
in-

vented by Columella, to remedy some
inconveniences experienced in the use

of that instrument, which led to fre-

quent disputes between the farmer and
his labourers, without insuring him

against being deceived by them ; inas-

much as it required a very sharp eye
to see that the instrument was placed

fairly upright in the furrow, and not
in a slanting position, which would
make the trench appear deeper than
it really was. For this purpose he
added two cross-bars to the original

instrument, nailed

on it in the form of

the letter X, and

suspended a line

and plummet from
the point where

they intersected

each other; thus,
the extreme ends of
the cross-bars and

tail-piece proved the width of the

trench at top and bottom, and showed
if the sides were dug fair and even

throughout; the height of the ma-
chine measured the exact depth of
the trench

; and the plumb line pre-
vented disputes by indicating at once
whether it was inserted in a hori-

zontal position or not. (Columell.
iii. 13. 12.) The illustration is not
from the antique, but is a conjectural
diagram by Schneider, constructed
in accordance with Columella's de-

scription, and inserted here in order
to convey a better idea than words
alone can express.

4. A name given by the ancient

Spaniards to the machine for raising
water from a well, which we call a

"swipe," and the Romans termed
TOLLENO. Tsidor. Orig. xx. 15. 3.

CICU'TA. Literally, the hemlock;
whence transferred to things made
out of the stalks of that plant, espe-

cially the Pan's pipes.

Virg. Eel ii. 36. Lu-
cret v. 1382.

CICU'TICEN. A
performer on the

Paris pipes, made of

the hemlock stalks.

(Sidon. Carm. i. 15.)
The illustration is from a small ivory

figure in the Florentine Museum.
CID'ARIS (KiSapis and

The royal bonnet worn by the kings
of Persia, Armenia,
and Parthia, which
had a tall, stiff, and

straight crown, en-

circled by a blue dia-

dem ornamented with

white spots (Curt. iii.

3. ). All these parti-

culars, with the ex-

ception of the colour, are distinctly
visible in the illustration, which re-

presents Tigranes, king of Armenia,
from a Syrian medal.

2. The bonnet worn by the high-

priest of the Jews. Hieron. Epist.
64. 2. and 13.

CILIBAN'TUM. A wine or

drinking table of circular form, sup-

ported upon three legs ;

for circular tables, on
a single stem, had an

appropriate name of

their own monopo-
dia. Tables of this

kind are frequently

represented in the Pompeian paint-

ings, from one of which the annexed
illustration is copied, with the drinking
vessels (capides, capula) upon it, pre-

cisely as mentioned by Varro, L. L.
v. 121.

CILIC'IUM (KiAfcicv). A coarse
kind of cloth made of goats' hair,
used for various purposes, in the army
and navy more especially, and pro-

bably resembling the material now
used for coal-sacks and horses' nose-

Cic. Verr. ii. 1, 38, Liv,
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xxxviii. 7. Veget. Mil. iv. 6. Serv.

ad Virg. Georg. iii. 313.

CIL'LIBA (/ctAA/gas). A Greek

word, signifying literally the trestle,

which forms a stand for anything ;

whence it was adopted by the Ro-

mans to designate a dining-table of

square form, supported by trestles

underneath, as shown by the illus-

tration, from the Vatican Virgil,

which represents the table at which

the companions of Ulysses fed, when

changed into beasts. Square dining
tables were usually employed by the

early Romans ;
but had fallen into

disuse before the age of Varro, when
circular ones were mostly adopted ;

except in camps for the military

mess, where the old form was retained

as more convenient. Varro, L. L.
v. 118.

CIN^DUS OVatSos). A dancing-

master, who taught the art of dancing
in a school (Scipio Afr. ap. Macrob.
Sat. ii. 10. Non. s. v. p. 5. Plaut.

Mil iii. 73.) ; for in early times,

while this kind of exercise was con-

fined to religious and warlike dances,

it was not esteemed unbecoming ;

but with the corruption of manners,
when mimetic and lascivious dances

were introduced upon the stage, the

name was likewise given to the per-
formers in these exhibitions, and

thence, in a more indefinite meaning,
it became a term of reproach for any
one who indulged in the indelicate

propensities for which the stage dan-

cers were notorious.

CINCINNA'TUS. Having the

hair of the head twisted into long
corkscrew curls or ringlets (cincinni).

Cic. in Senat. 5. Id. pro Sext. 11.

CINCIN'NUS (IA|). A ringlet,

or long corkscrew curl of hair, like

the twist of a fringe

(Cic. Pis. 11.), or the

tendril of a vine

(Varro, It. R. i. 31.

4.), as in the exam-

ple, from the Column
of Trajan. Though
ringlets of this kind

are natural to some
few individuals, the term mostly

implies that they were artificially

produced with the curling-irons.
CINCTIC'ULUS. Diminutive of

CINCTUS, -us; a short petticoat or

kilt worn by boys round the loins in

the same way as the cinctus by grown-

up persons. Plaut. Bacch. iii. 3. 28.

CINCTO'RIUM. A belt worn
round the waist, for the purpose of

attaching the sword

(Mela, ii. 1.), as con-

tradistinguished from
the baldrick (lalteus},

which was slung over

the shoulder. The
consuls, tribunes, and

superior officers of the

Roman army are al-

ways represented on

the columns and arch-

es with their swords
attached by a cinctori-

um, as in the example,
from a bas-relief in

the Capitol at Rome ;

but the orderlies, or common men,
carry theirs suspended from a balteus.

CINCTUS, -us (Sid&pa,
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A sort of petticoat, like the Scotch

kilt, reaching from the waist to the

knees, or thereabouts, which was
worn in early times, instead of the

tunic, by persons of the male sex,

engaged in active or laborious em-

ployments. Isidor. Orig. xix. 33. 1.

Varro, L.L.v. 114., as shown by the

illustration, from a terra-cotta lamp.
2. A waist-band worn over the

tunic (Plin. H. N. xxviii. 9. Suet.

Nero, 51.); same as CINGULA and

ClNGTJLUM, 3.

3. Cinctus Gabinus. A particular
manner of adjusting
the toga (Liv. v.

46. Id. viii. 9.), in

which one end of

it was thrown over

the head, and the

other passed round
the waist behind

(Serv. ad Virg. JEn.

vii. 612.), so as to

present the appear-
ance of a girdle,

precisely as shown
in the annexed fi-

gure, from the Vatican Virgil.

CINCTUS, -a, -urn. Generally,

wearing a girdle, belt, or sash of any
kind, and applied to both sexes ; to

females, who wore a girdle under the

breast (Ovid. Met. vi. 59. and CIN-

GULUM, 1.), or, like a zone, round the

loins (Curt. iii. 3. and CINGTJLUM,

2.) ; to men, who wore a girdle over

the tunic (Plaut. Cure. ii. 1. 5. and

CINGDLUM, 3.) ;
or their swords

attached to a waist-band (gladio

cinctus, Liv. xxxviii. 21. and CINC-

TORIUM) ; and to huntsmen who car-

ried their knives in a waist-band

(cultro venatorio cinctus, Suet. Aug.
35. and 19.).

2. Cinctus alte. See ALTICINCTUS.
CINCTU'TUS. Clothed after the

fashion of the early ages ; i. e. with

nothing but a short kilt (cinctus,

irepffoo^a) round the loins, as repre-
sented in the last illustration except
one. Hor. A. P. 50. Ovid. Fast. v.
101. Compare Plutarch, Rom. 21.

CINERA'RIUM. A niche in a

tomb, adapted for the reception of a

large cinerary urn, or a sarcophagus,
as contradistinguished from colum-

barium, which was of smaller dimen-

sions, and only formed to receive a

pair of jars (pllai). (Inscript. ap.
Grut. 850. 10. Ap. Fabrett. 16. 71.

CALPDRNIA EMIT COLUMBARIA N.

IV. OLLAS. N. Vm. ET CINERARIUM

MEDIANUM.) The illustration, which

represents one side of a sepulchral
chamber, as it appeared when first

excavated, presents an arrangement

similar to that set forth by the pre-

ceding inscription, with two colum-

baria at bottom, over which are the

same number of cinerary niches for

urns, and a larger one in the centre

(cinerarium medianum), with its sar-

cophagus.
CINERA'RIUS. A slave who

waited upon the ornatrix while en-

gaged in dressing her mistress's hair.

His chief duty consisted in heating
the curling irons in the ashes (ci'nem),
whence the name (Varro, L. L. v.

129.) ;
but in some cases, he also

performed the part of a barber.

Catull, 61. 138. Seneca, Constant.

Sap. 14.

CINGIL'LUM. A diminutive of

CINGULUM ; but in a passage of Pe-
tronius (Sat. 67. 4.), the only one
in which the word occurs, it is clearly
used to designate an article of female
attire worn on the upper part of the

person, and reaching from the shoul-

ders to a little below the waist
; for,

when Fortunata appears at the ban-
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quet of Trimalchio, she wears a yel-

low cingillum over a cherry-coloured

tunic, which is seen below it ;
the

tunic also being sufficiently short to

leave the bangles round her ankles,
and her Greek shoes exposed to

view galbino succincta cingillo, ita,

ut infra cerasina appareret tunica, et

periscelides torta, phcecasiceque inau-

ratce. It must, therefore, have re-

sembled what we now term a jacket
or spenser, such as is frequently re-

presented in the Pompeian paintings,
from one of which the illustration is

copied ; and if the tunic were only
drawn up a little higher through its

girdle, so as to leave the feet and
ankles exposed, it would strictly ac-

cord with the entire costume de-
scribed.

CIN'GULA. A girth or surcingle

by which the saddle pad is fastened,
as in the example, from the Column

of Antoninus. Ovid. Hem. Am. 236.

Calpurm Eel vi. 41.

2. A man's girdle round the waist.

Ovid, A. Amat. iii. 444. and CIN-
GULUM 3.

CIN'GULUM (reuw'a). A band,

sash, or girdle worn by females

over the tunic, and
close under the

bosom, in order

to make the dress

sit close, and be-

comingly on the

person, as shown

by the figure an-

nexed, from a

Greek statue. Isi-

dor. Orig. xix. 33.

1. Virg. Mn. \,

492.
2. (Cc6n?). A girdle or sash also

worn by females, and especially

young unmarried

women, but fast-

ened lower down
the body, just a-

bove the hips, as

shown by the an-

nexed illustration,

representing Elec*

tra, from a marble
found at Hercula-

neum, with the

sash drawn by its

side, from a Greek
vase. In this sense the term is also

applied to the Cestus of Venus.

Festus. s. v. Val. Flacc. vi. 470. and
CESTUS.

3. (crnfjp). A man's girdle,
worn round the waist, and outside

the tunic, as shown

by the example,
from a statue at

Naples. It served

for carrying any
small article sus-

pended from it, and

especially to shorten

the tunic, when the

wearer was en-

gaged in active ex-

ercise, by drawing
up the lower part
to any desirable height. Pet. Sat,
21. 2. and ALTICINCTUS.

4. (ptrpa, faffrfipi (cavr)*). A sol-

dier's belt, made of metal, or of
leather plated with metal, worn
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round the loins to secure the bottom

of the cuirass (see the illustration s.

CLIPEATUS 1.), and protect the belly.

It was fastened by hooks, as in the

example, from an original of bronze

found in a warrior's tomb at Psestum ;

and over this the sword belt (cincto-

rium) was also strapped, whence Vir-

gil, in describing the armour of Pallas

02?n. xii. 942.), includes both of these

by the plural cingula, for the shoul-

der band (balteus), which supported
the shield, is separately mentioned.

5. (8iao>/xa, Trep/foua). An article

in female attire similar to the Cinctus

of males (Varro,
L. L. v. 114.),
viz. a short pet-
ticoat reaching
from the waist to

the knees, which
was worn in ear-

ly times instead

of a tunic, espe-

cially by women
who led an active

or laborious life ;

whence it is very
commonly assigned to the Amazo-
nian women on the fictile vases, from
one of which the illustration is co-

pied.
CIN'IFLO. A slave attached to

the female part of the household,
whose business it was either to heat

the irons for the ornatrix (Schol.
Acron. ad Hor. Sat. L 2. 98.) when
she was dressing her mistress's hair

;

or, according to Servius (ad Virg.
Mn. xii. 611.), to procure and ad-
minister the powder (cinis) which
women employed for tinting their
hair of a light auburn colour.

CIPPUS (O-T^AT;). A short round
post or pillar of stone set up to mark
the boundaries between adjacent
lands or neighbouring states. (Sim-

plic. ap. Goes. p. 88.) The illustra-

tion represents one of these stones,

now preserved in the Museum of

Verona. From the

inscription (one of

the oldest authentic

Roman inscriptions

extant) we learn

that it was set up by
Atilius Saranus, who
was dispatched by
the senate, as proconsul, to reconcile

a dispute between the people of

Ateste (Este} and Vincentia ( Vicenza)

respecting their boundaries.

2. A low pillar, sometimes round,
but more frequently rectangular,
erected as a tomb-stone over the spot
where a person was buried, or em-

ployed as a tomb for containing the

ashes after they had been collected

from the funeral pyre, by persons
who could not afford the expense of

a more imposing fabric. (Pers. i.

37.) The illustration represents an
elevation and section of a cippus,
which formerly stood on the Via

Appia ;
the section, on the left hand,

shows the movable lid, and the cavity
for receiving the ashes.

3. A strong post, formed out of the

trunk of a tree, with the weaker
branches cut off, sharpened to a

point, and driven into the ground to

serve as a palisade in military forti-

fications. Cses. B. G. vii. 73.

CIR'CINUS (SmjQW). A pair

of compasses, employed by carpenters,

architects, masons, and sculptors, for

describing circles, measuring dis-

tances, or taking the thickness of

solids. (Cses. B. G. i. 38. Vitruv. ix.
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8. 2.) The illustration represents

three sorts of compasses, similar to

those still in use ; on the right a pair
of proportional compasses, on the left

a pair of callipers, and a small com-
mon compass in the centre, all copied
from originals found at Pompeii.
CIRCITO'RES. Surveyors of

the Roman aqueducts, whose duty it

was to visit the different lines for the

purpose of seeing if any parts wanted

repairs, and that no frauds had been
committed by the insertion of im-

proper pipes, in order to divert the

water without permission, or draw
off a larger quantity of it than the

law allotted. Frontin. Aq. 1 1 7.

2. In the Roman armies, a detach-

ment of men appointed to go the

rounds at certain intervals, and see

that all the watches were regularly

kept, and all the sentries at their

posts. Veget. Mil iii. 8. Inscript.

ap. Murat. 540. 2.

3. Commercial travellers, employed
by certain manufacturers and trades-

men, to carry round and dispose of

the goods they made. Ulp. Dig.
14. 3. 15.

CIRCU'ITOR. A watchman or

looker out, employed upon a farm or

country villa, to go the rounds and

protect the gardens and fields from

depredations. Pet. Priap. 16. 1.

CIRCULA'TOR. A strolling

juggler, or mountebank, who goes
about getting money by showing off

tricks and sleights of hand (Celsus,
v. 27. 3. Apul. Met. i. p. 3.); or

with trained animals (Paul. Dig. 47.

11. 11.), as shown by the annexed

illustration, from a terra-cotta lamp.
CIR'CULUS (/c&cAos). A circle;

thence, applied to various things
which have a circular figure : as

1. The hoop of a cask (cupa), by
which the staves are bound together,

as in the example of a Roman cask

from Trajan's Column. Pet. Sat. 60.

3. Plin. //. N. xiv. 27- Id. xvi. 30.

2. A particular kind of cake or

biscuit, made in the form of a ring.

Varro, L.L. v. 106. Vopisc. Tac. 6.

3. A circular dish, upon which
food was brought up and placed upon
the table (Mart. Ep. xiv. 138.), as

shown by the illustration, from the

Vatican Virgil ;
whereas many dishes

were only handed round to the guests,
without being deposited on the dining
table.

4. The broad belt in the sphere,
which contains the twelve signs of

the zodiac, and represents the sun's

Y 2
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track through them, as seen in the

annexed example, from a Pompeian

painting. Aul, Gell. xiii. 9, 3.

5. An imaginary circle in the

heavens, or which astronomers de-

scribe on the celestial globe, for the

purpose of marking out certain re-

gions of the sky, and explaining the

course of the planets, as seen in the

illustration, from a statue of Atlas

bearing the heavens on his shoulders.

Varro, L.L. vi. 8. Cic. Somn. Scip.
3. Ovid. Met. ii. 516.

CIRCUMCIDA'NEUS. Lite-

rally, cut round; but the word is em-
ployed in a special sense to designate
an inferior quality of newly-made
wine, or must, produced by repeated
squeezings under the press beam.
To understand distinctly the meaning
of the word and the quality of the ar-

ticle intended by it, we have only to

reflect, that when the fresh grapes had
been crushed in a vat by the naked feet,
the residue of stalks and skins (pes)
was carried in a mass to the pressing
machine (torcular), and there subjected
to the action of a powerful beam
(prelum) screwed down upon it, which
extracted all the juice remaining in
them. This operation would natu-

rally cause a portion of the mass to

bulge out beyond the edge of the

surfaces between which it was

squeezed, without being thoroughly

pressed. It was, therefore, cut off all

round with a knife, and again placed
under the beam, and the juice it

yielded was the circumcidaneum.

When the mass of skins was enclosed

in a basket (fiscind), or between laths

of wood (regula), it was purposely to

prevent it from bulging out, and, con-

sequently, when so treated, there was
no circumcidaneum produced. Cato,
R. It. 23. 4. Varro, E. K i. 24. Co-
lumell. xii. 36. Plin. H.N. xiv. 23.

and 25.

CIRCUMSIT'IUM. (Varro, E.R.
i. 54.) Same as CIRCUMCIDANEUM.
CIRCUMCISO'RIUM. An in-

strument employed by veterinaries

for bleeding cattle in the feet. Ve-

get. Vet. i. 26.

CIRCUS (Klpxos. Polyb. xxx. 13.

2.) A Roman circus, or race-course,

which, in the earliest times, was no-

thing more than a flat open space,
round which temporary wooden plat-
forms or scaffoldings were raised for

the spectators to stand upon ; but

even before the destruction of the

monarchy, a permanent building was
constructed for the purpose, and laid

out upon a regular plan, ever after-

wards retained until the final disso-

lution of the empire ; and then the

entire edifice, with its race-course

and appendages, was included under
the general name of circus. Liv. i. 35.

Varro, L. L. v. 135. Dionys. iii. 68.

The ground-plan was laid out in

an oblong form, terminating in a

semicircle at one extremity, and en-

closed at the opposite end by a pile
of buildings called " the town "

(op-

pidum), under which the stalls {car-

ceres) for the horses and chariots

were distributed, marked A. A. in the

engraving, which represents the

ground-plan of a circus still remain-

ing in considerable preservation on the

Appian Way, near Rome, commonly
known as the Circus of Caracalla.
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A long low wall (spina, B on the

plan) was built lengthways down the

course, so as to divide it, like a

barrier, into two distinct parts ; and
at each of its ends was placed a

goal (meto), round which the chariots

turned ; the one nearest to the

stables (c) being termed meta prima,

the farthest one (D) meta secunda.

It will be perceived that the two sides

of the circus in the example are not

quite parallel to each other, and that

the spina is not exactly equidistant
from both sides. Perhaps this is

an exceptional case, only adopted
in structures of a limited extent, like

^
f---..
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executed before that city was taken

by the Turks. Though a ruin, it

shows distinctly the arcades and
outer shell of the building ; some

fragments of the rows of seats for

the spectators ; the spina, with its

obelisks and columns nearly perfect ;

the meta prima on the right hand of

it ; the oppidum and carceres, ar-

ranged on a curved line, like the first

example ; and one of the gates,

through which the chariots entered
the ground, like those marked L, L on
the ground-plan ;

it is besides re-

markable as affording the only known
instance in which the superstructure
of a circus is exhibited.

CIRRA'TUS. Of men or women
(Mart. ix. 30. Ammian. xiv. 6. 20.) ;

see CIRRUS 1. Of cloth fabrics (Ca-
pitol, Pertinax. 8.); see CIRRUS 8.

CIRRUS. Properly, a lock of

curly hair, growing in a full and
natural curl, as contradistinguished
from Cincinnus, a ringlet or twisted

curl, mostly made with the irons
;

such, for instance, as was natural to

the youth of Greece, before they at-

tained the age of manhood, when
their locks were cut off, and dedicated
to some deity (Varro, ap. Non. s. v.

p. 94.) ; or to the Germans (Juv.
Sat. xiii. 164.) and Gauls, who were
distinguished amongst the ancients
for the abundance and beauty of their

hair, and, consequently, in all works
of art, are universally characterized

by this property. See the illustration,
s. COMATUS.

2. Cirrus in vertice (jUaAAbs aO\r)-

TOV, Gloss. Vet.) A tuft of hair
drawn up all round the head, and
tied into a bunch on the occiput, as
was the practice of athletes, wrestlers,
boxers, &c., in order to avoid being

seized by the hair in the heat of

contest, as exhibited in the illustra-

tion, from a bas-

relief in the Va-

tican, represent-

ing a pair of

Pancratiastce.
The example
likewise explains
a passage of

Suetonius {Nero,

45.), in which it is related, that

during the insurrection of Vindex,
and while the city of Rome was suf-

fering severely from famine, a vessel

arrived from Alexandria, which,
instead of being laden with grain,

only brought a cargo of fine sand for

the use of the athletes maintained

by the emperor. The population,

enraged at this, fastened a tuft of

hair (cirrus in vertice) on the top of

all his statues, with a pasquinade
below in Greek characters, alluding
to the insurrection of Vindex, and
thus implying that the emperor, as

an athlete, was about to commence a

contest in which he would be worsted.

3. The forelock of a horse, when
tied up into a

tuft at the top
of his head, as

in the example,
from a Pom-
peian painting,
instead of being
left to fall over
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his forehead, when it was called ca-

proncB. Veget. Vet. iv. 2.

4. The fetlock tuft of a horse.

Veget. Vet. ii. 28. Id. iv. 1.

5. The topknot, or tuft upon the

heads of certain birds. Plin. H. N.
xi. 44.

6. A tuft of flowers, which grow
in close bunches or tufts. Plin.

H. N. xxv i. 20.

7. The arms of the polypus, which
are divided into numerous feelers,
like a bunch of hair. Plin. H. N.
xxvi. 37.

8. The fringe on a piece of cloth

(Phaedr. ii. 5. 13.), which was pro-
duced by leaving the

ends of the warp
threads upon the

cloth after it was
taken from the loom,
instead of cutting
them off. The ex-

ample is from a Pom-
peian painting ; and

compare the article

and illustration s. Tela recta.

CISIA'RIUM. A manufactory
where gigs (cisia) were built. In-

script. ap. Fabrett. p. 91. 179.

CISIA'RIUS. One who builds

gigs (cisia). Inscript. ap. Mur. p.
979. 6. p. 108. 4.

2. The driver of a hired gig
(cisium), like our cab driver. Ulp.

Dig. 19. 2. 13.) See the next wood-

cut, and observe that the driver sits

on the near side, which is still the

practice in Italy.
CIS'IUM. A light two-wheeled

chaise or gig (Non. s. v. p. 86.), em-

ployed by the Romans as a public
and private conveyance, when ra-

pidity of transit was required. (Cic.
Phil. ii. 31. Id. Rose. Am. 7. Virg.
Catal. viii. 3 ) It carried two per-

j

sons, the driver and another, was
j

open in front, and furnished with
j

shafts, to which one, or sometimes
j

two, outriggers (Auson. Ep. viii. 6.

cisio trijugi), were occasionally added,
as is still the practice in the Neapo-
litan calessin. Most of these par-

ticulars are shown in the example,
copied from a bas-relief on the monu-

ment at Igel ; but which is incor-

rectly given in the English edition

of Wyttenbach's Treves, where the

outrigger is omitted.

CISO'RIUM. A sharp cutting
instrument employed by veterinaries.

Veget. Vet. ii. 22.

CISSYB'lUM {Kurfft&ov). A
Grecian drinking bowl, with a han-
dle

; originally made of ivy wood,
but, subsequently, distinguished by a
wreath of ivy leaves and berries

carved upon it. Macrob. Sat. v. 21.

Theocr. Id. i. 27.

CISTA (Kttmi). A deep cylin-
drical basket, covered with a lid, and
made of wickerwork

(Plin. H. N. xv. 18.

n. 2. Id. xvi. 77.),
which was employed
in various ways, as

its form and charac-

ter rendered it applicable. The ex-

ample here introduced is copied from
a Roman bas-relief ; but baskets of a
similar form and character are fre-

quently represented both in sculpture
and painting. When square cistce are

mentioned (Columell. xii. 54. 2.),

the very addition of the epithet im-

plies an unusual shape ; and the uni-

form character of the following illus-

trations, all representing different

objects which bore the common
name of cista, is sufficient to declare

the figure which presented itself to

the ancient mind in correspondence
with that name.

2. A money-box (Hor. Ep. i. 17.

54. Cic. Verr. ii. 3. 85.), undoubt-

edly of smaller dimensions than the
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the coffer or chest,

illustration is intro-

duced s. ARCA I.

The specimen here

annexed is from an

original of earthen-

ware, which has a
slit at the top for

dropping in the

money, like those

now used by the licensed beggars in

the Italian towns.

3. A book-basket (Juv. iii. 206.),
similar to the capsa in form and

character, but made of wicker-work,
instead of wood; and like that also

used for other similar purposes, as

for keeping clothes (Poeta vet. ap.

Quint, viii. 3. 19.) See the illus-

trations s. CAPSA.
4. A basket employed at the Co-

mitia and in the courts of justice, into

which the voters and thejudges cast the

tablets (tabellce) by which their votes

or sentences were declared. (Auctor,

ad Herenn. 1. 12. Plin. H.N. xxxiii.

2. 7. Manutius de Com.it. Rom. xv.

p. 572. Wunder. Codex Erfutens.
p. 158. seqq.) The illustration is

from a coin of the Cassian family,
and represents a voter dropping his

tablet of acquittal (marked A for

absolvo) into the cista.

5. The mystic cist; a covered
basket, box, or case, in which the
sacred utensils and other articles ap-Clining to the rites of Ceres and

hus were enclosed, in order to

conceal them from the eyes of profane
beholders, whilst carried in solemn

procession upon the festivals ap-
pointed for those deities ; for all the
ceremonies connected with their wor-

ship were conducted in profound se-

crecy. (Catull. 64. 260. Tibull. i. 7.

48. Compare Ov. A. Am. ii. 609.)
There is no doubt that the cista em-
ployed for this purpose was, in the
first instance, a mere wicker basket,
similar to the one delineated in the first

wood-cut which illustrates this article ;

for it is so represented on numerous
coins and bas-reliefs, where the wic-
ker-work is expressed in detail

; but,

subsequently, or amongst wealthy
congregations, it was made of more
costly materials, and elegant work-

manship, as proved by two originals
in bronze now preserved at Rome;
one of which was found near the
ancient Labicum, the other at Prse-

neste. The latter is represented in

the annexed engraving. It stands

upon three feet ;

the handles by
which it was car-

ried are observable
at the sides

; the
lid is surmounted

by two figures, a
bacchante and a
faun

; and the out-

side is covered with
a design in outline, representing the

reception of the Argonauts in the

arsenal at Cyzicus. In it were found
the following objects ;

another small

case, a model of a kid, and of a pan-
ther, a patera, a ligula, a sharp
pointed instrument like the stylus,

and a piece of metal of triangular
form, the pyramid (7rvpa/Js), men-
tioned by Clemens of Alexandria as

one of the articles usually contained
in these cases. The other one, found
at Labicum, is similar in form,

material, and style of execution ;

excepting that it has three figures
on the lid

; Bacchus in the centre

draped with a robe covered with

stars, to indicate that he was the
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nocturnal Bacchus (Nyctelius Pater,
Ov. A. Am. i. 567. ), at which time

the orgies were celebrated (Serv. ad
JEn. iv. 303. Compare Liv. xxxix.

8. seqq.) ;
and a Faun in the nebris

on each side of him. The inside

contained a patera, on which the

contest between Pollux and Amicus

king of Bebrycia, with Diana be-

tween them, was represented in con-

torniate figures, the names of each

being inscribed over them in a very
ancient Latin form, POLUCES, AMU-
CES, and LOSNA, the old name for

Diana. Under the feet of the figures
on the lid, there is an inscription,

resembling in its spelling and Latinity
the style of that on the Duilian

Column
;

and testifying that the

vessel was presented by a female, and
made by a Roman artist of the name
of Novius Plautius :

DINDIA . MACOLNIA . F1LEA . DEDIT .

NOVIOS. PLAVTIOS. MED. ROMAI. FECID.

CISTELLA (KMTTI'S). A small

CISTA. Plaut. Cist. iv. 1. 3. Ter.

Eun. iv. 6. 15.

CESTELLA'TRIX. A female

slave, who had charge of her mis-

tress's clothes, trinkets, &c. kept in a

cista. Plaut. Trin. ii. 1. 30.

CISTELL'ULA. A very small

cista ; diminutive of CISTELLA. Plaut.

Rud. ii. 3. 60.

CISTER'NA. An artificial tank
or reservoir, sunk in the ground, and

frequently covered in with a roof

(Varro, R. R. i. 11.), for the purpose
of collecting and preserving good
water for the use of a household.

(Columell. i. 5. Pallad. i. 17.) It

differs from our "cisterns," which
are above ground ; and from a
" well

"
(puteus), which is supplied

by springs.
2. Cisterna frigidaria. Perhaps

an ice house. Pet. Sat. 73. 2.

CIS'TIFER. One who carries a

cista, box, or burden ; a porter. Mart.

Ep. v. 17.

CISTOPH'ORUS (*<rTocj>(Vos).
One who carried the mystic case

(CiSTA, 5.) in certain religious pro-

cessions. In the rites of Ceres and
Bacchus, or of the Egyptian deities,

Isis and Osiris, this

service was performed
by women, as repre-
sented in the annexed
illustration from a

Pompeian painting.
The wreath of ivy
leaves and berries (co-

rymbus) round the

head, show her to

have been a follower

of Bacchus
;
and the

bird's eye observable

on the head of the jug
indicates a priestess of Osiris, whose

symbol amongst the Egyptians was
an eye (Winkelm. Cab. Stosch. p.

2.) ;
and as Bacchus and Osiris were

the same deity, under different names,
it is clear that she is a cistophora,
and not a canephora, as the editors of

the Museo Borbonico have errone-

ously termed her, from want of at-

tention to the above particulars. In

the ceremonies of Bellona, on the

contrary, the cista was carried by
men, as proved by an ancient marble
discovered on the Monte Mario near

Rome, which bears the following

inscription : L. LARTIO . ANTHO .

CISTOPHORO . JEVIS . BELLONJE, &C.,
and a figure of the cistophorus carved

upon it. He is draped in a manner

closely resembling the preceding
figure, with a tunic reaching to the

feet, but slightly raised, so as to ex-

pose an under one beneath it ; a

pallium over the shoulder
; a chaplet

round the head ; and an infula hang-
ing down in front of the breast

; in

the right hand a lustral branch, and
in the left two double axes (bip-

pennes), characteristic of the priests
of Bellona. Inscript. ap. Don. 62.

and 135. Compare Demosth. p. 313.

28. ed. Reiske. Giovanni Lami, Dis-
sertaz. sopra le Ciste Mistiche.

2. A silver coin, worth about four

drachma, which passed current in

Asia, whence the expression in cis-

tophoro (Cic. Att. xi. 1.) is equivalent
z
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to saying
" in Asiatic money." It

received the name either from having
an impression of the sacred cista

upon it, or, as is more probable, of

the shrub cistus (KISTOS).
C I S' T U L A. Diminutive of

CISTA. Plaut. Amph. i. 1.264.

CITH'ARA (Ki8dpa, ;c/0apis). A
stringed instrument of very great

antiquity, resembling in form the

human chest and neck (Isidor. Orig.
ii. 3. 22.), and so corresponding with
our guitar, a term which comes to us

through the Italian chitarra ; the

Roman c and Italian ch having the

same sound as the Greek K. The
illustration here introduced, from an
ancient bas-relief preserved in the

hospital of St. John in Lateran at

Rome, agrees so closely with the de-

scription which Isidorus gives of the

instrument, as to leave little doubt
that it preserves the real form of the

cithara, in the strict and original
sense of that word ; although it may
have been sometimes applied by the

Greek poets in a less special or

determinate meaning. See also the
two following words and illustrations.

CITHARIS'TA (icteapurHis). One
who plays upon the cithara, or guitar.

(Cic. Phil. v. 6.) Homer describes
the manner in which the player held

this instrument, by saying that it

was placed upon the arm (z-nwXeviov

KiBaptfav. Hymn. Merc. 432.), as

shown by the annexed wood-cut,

representing an Egyptian citharista,

from the tombs at Thebes. It af-

fords also a further confirmation that

the character ascribed to the ci-

thara in the last article is the cor-

rect one, and will likewise serve as

an authority for correcting the false

reading v-no\4viov in the same hymn
(v. 507.). It was sometimes sus-

pended across the shoulders by a
balteus (Apul. Flor. ii. 15. 2. and
next wood- cut), and, like the lyre,
was occasionally struck with the plec-

trum, instead of the fingers. Horn.
/. c. 498.

CITHARIS'TRIA (KiOapurrpta,

KiQapiarpis). A female player upon the
cithara or guitar. (Terent. Ph. i. 2.

32. and compare
CITHARISTA.)
These women
were frequently
introduced, toge-
ther with dancing
and singing girls,

to amuse the guests
at an entertain-

ment ; and the

figure in the en-

graving, from a
tomb at Thebes in

Egypt, is evidently intended to repre-
sent a character of that description,
as is apparent from the attention be-

stowed upon the decoration of her

person, the hair, earrings, necklace,
bracelets on the arms and wrists, the

shoes, and transparent drapery.
CITHARCE'DA. A female who

plays the cithara, and at the same
time accompanies it with her voice.

Inscript. ap. Grut. 654. 2. ap. Mur.
941. 1. and compare CITHARISTRIA.
CITHAR(E'DUS (KtfapyMs ).

One who plays upon the cithara, and

sings at the same time. Quint, i. 1 2.

3. Id. iv. 1. 2. Cic. Mur. 13. and

compare CITHARISTA.

CLABULA'RE, or CLAVU-
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L A' R E, sc. vehiculum. A large cart,

with open sides made of rails (clavulce

or clavolce), and intended for the

conveyance of goods, as well as pas-

sengers. Under the Empire, it was

commonly employed for the transport
of soldiers, which was thence termed
cursus clabularis. (Impp. Constant,

et Julian. Cod. Theodos. 6. 29. 2.

Ammian. xx. 4. 11.) The cart in

the illustration is from a painting at

Pompeii, and was employed for the

transport of wine. The open rail-

work with which it is constructed,

helps to authorize the interpretation

given, which otherwise is to be

regarded as more conjectural than

positive.
CLASSIA'RII (friSdrai). A

class of soldiers trained for fighting
on board ship (Hirt, B. Alex. 20.),
thus corresponding in many respects
with our marines. But this branch

of the military service was regarded
by the Romans as less honourable
than the other ; for both the sailors

(nautce) and the rowers (remiges) are

sometimes included under the general
name of classiarii (Hirt, B. Alex. 12.

Tac. Ann. xiv. 4.) The illustration

is from an ancient bas-relief published

by Scheffer, Mil. Nav. Addend.
CLAS'SICI. Citizens who be-

longed to the first of the six classes

into which the population of Rome
was divided by Servius Tullius (Aul.
Gell. vii. 13.) ;

whence the expression

scriptores classici, classical authors,
means those of the very first order.

Aul. Gell. xix. 8. 6.

2. The horn-blowerswho summoned
the classes to the comitia by sound
of the lituus or the cornu. Varro,
L. L. V. 91. CORNICEN, LlTICEN.

3. Same as CLASSIARII ; including
the fighting men as well as the ship's

company. Curt. iv. 3. Tac. Hist. i.

31. ib. ii. 17.

4. Classica corona (Vellej. ii. 81.

3.) ; same as CORONA NAVALIS.
CLAS'SICUM. Properly, a sig-

nal given by sound of trumpet ;

whence transferred to the instrument

itself by which the signal was given.
Serv. ad Virg. Mn. vii. 637. Virg.

Georg. ii. 539.

CLATHRA'TUS. Closed or

protected by cross-bars of trellis

(clathri), as explained in the next

paragraph. Plaut. Mil. ii. 4. 25.

CLA'THRI. A trellis or grating
of wood or metal employed to cover

over and protect an aperture, such as

a door or window, or to enclose any
thing generally. (Hor. A. P. 473.

Plin. H. N. viii. 7. Cato, R. R. iv. 1.

Columell. viii. 17. 10.) The example
represents the trellis which covered
in the lunettes over the stalls (car-

ceres') in the circus of Caracalla.

CLAUS'TRUM. One of the

words employed by the Romans with

reference to the closing of doors ; and
used at times in a sense as general
and indefinite as our term "

fastening,"
which may be equally applied to a

Z 2
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lock, a bolt, a bar, or other contri-

vance, when there are no governing
words to indicate the nature of the

fastening intended. (Cic. Agr. i. 7.

Claud, in Eutrop. 1. 195.) But many
other passages as distinctly imply
that the word had also a special

meaning, expressive of some parti-

cular object which went under that

name, and which would naturally

possess some analogy with the other

objects designated by the same term.

Of these the one which best agrees
with all these requirements is a

staple, hasp, or box fixed on to a

door-post, into which the bolt of a

lock, whether turned by a key or

shot by the hand, was inserted in

order to fasten the door, as may be
seen on the Egyptian door repre-
sented in the illustration s. CARDO.
This interpretation will coincide with

most, if not all, of the expressions
made use of in describing a forcible

entry ; which are such as these to

break through, pull out, or force

back, the claustruvij and as the
'

ancient doors were commonly made
j

in two flaps, or had fastenings at top
and bottom, the plural claustra is

mostly used (ad claustra pessuli recur-

runt, for shutting ( Apul. Met. i. p. 10.

Varior.) ; claustra perfringere, to break

open (Id. p. 8.) ;
evellere (Id. p. 70.) ;

revelli (Liv. v, 21. Cic. Verr. ii. 4.

23.) ; claustris, quce accuratissime

affixa fuerunt, violenter evulsis (Apul.
Met. iii. p. 46.). Compare CLAUSULA.

2. Poetically, for the door itself

(Mart. x. 28.) ; or the gates of a city.
Ovid. Met. iv. 86.

3 A cage or den in which wild
beasts are enclosed. Hor. Od. iii.

11. 44. Stat. Sylv. ii. 5. 4.

4. In plural, the stalls for the
horses in the Circus. (Hor. Epist. i.

14. 9. Stat. Theb. vi. 399.) Same
as CARCERES.
CLAU'SULA. The handle of a

strigil (Apul. Flor. ii. 9. 2.), or other

instrument, when made in such a
manner that the hand was inserted
into it, so that it formed a ring or i

guard all round it, as shown by the

annexed example, from an original
bronze strigil found
in the baths at

Pompeii. Theclau-
sula is thus contra-

distinguished from

capulus, a straight
handle or haft, and
from ansa, a handle

affixed to another

object. The word
is also allied to claustrum, the staple
into which a bolt shoots, to which it

has a considerable resemblance.

CLAVA (!>6ira\ot>). A stout,

rough stick, thickening towards the

butt-end, such as

we might term a

cudgel ; sometimes
used in an offen-

sive manner (Cic.
Verr. ii. 4. 43.),
and frequently
carried out of af-

fectation by the

ancient philoso-

phers, instead of

a walking stick

(Sidon. Epist. iv.

11. ix. 9. Id. Cam.
xv. 197.), as shown

by the annexed figure of Democritus,
from an engraved gem.

2. A heavy stick or stave, with
which recruits were made to go
through their exercises in lieu of a

sword, and which they used against
the dummy or manikin (palus), a
wooden figure set up for the purpose.
Cic. Senect. 16. Veget. Mil. ii. 11.

3. (poiraXov. Soph. Tr. 512.) A
club or bludgeon, such as was used by
Hercules and Theseus. (Prop. iv.

9. 39. Suet. Nero, 53.) It is always
represented by the ancient sculptors
and painters as a formidable weapon,
made thick and heavy at one extre-

mity, and gradually tapering towards
the other, by which it was held in
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the hand; and frequently with the

knots left rough upon it (irrasa, Sil.

Ital. viii. 584. ) ; as in the example,
representing the club of Hercules,
from a Pompeian painting. Compare
CLAVIGER, I.

4. (Kopvvr), poira\ov ffiS-fipy TCTU-

Aw^eVoj/). A mace, or war club,

having an iron head, thickly studded
with knobs or sharp spikes, affixed

to the wooden handle. In this form

it is mentioned by Homer (//. vii.

141.), and by Herodotus (vii. 63.),

when describing the accoutrements

of the Assyrians who followed the

army of Xerxes, and is represented

by the engraving, from an ancient

Roman fresco painting of the Villa

Albani, where it appears as the

weapon of Mars; thus proving that

the Romans were also acquainted
with the implement, though they do
not appear to have designated it by
any characteristic name.
CLAVA'RIUM. An allowance

of money made to the Roman sol-

diery, for the purpose of providing
nails (clavi caligares) for their boots.

Tac. Hist. iii. 50. and CLAVUS, 5.

CLAVA'TOR. Either a suttler,

or soldier's servant, who carried his

baggage (Plaut. Hud. iii. 5. 25.), in

which sense it would be synonymous
with CALO ; or, a recruit, who prac-
tised his exercises with a wooden
stave (CLAVA, 2.) before being en-

trusted with a sword. Festus, s.

Calones.

CLAVATUS. Striped with gold,

purple, or other colours. It was

customary amongst the Romans to

weave stripes of this nature into their

cloth fabrics, both such as were in-

tended to be made up into garments
(Vopisc. Bonos. 15.), as those which
were manufactured for mere house-
hold purposes, such as table linen,

napkins, &c. Lamprid. Alex. Sev.

37. CLAVUS, 8, 9.

2. Studded with nails, in reference

to boots and shoes (Festus, s. v. Cla-

vata), implying either that

the sole is set thick with

hob-nails, like the ex-

ample, representing the

sole or underneath part of

a terra-cotta lamp made in

the form of a shoe ;
or that

it is armed with sharp pro-

jecting points, like the

soldier's boot (caliga),
which is represented by
the illustration to CLAVUS, 5.

3. Covered with prickles, spikes,
or projections, like a mace or club.

Plin. H.N. ix. 61. CLAVA, 3. and 4.

CLAVIC'ULA (/cAe t5/o>). Dimi-
nutive of CLAVI s.

CLA'VIGER (Kopwiyrns). Armed
with a club ; or with a mace. The

club is well known as one of the

weapons used by Hercules, whence
he is distinguished by the epithet

claviger (Ov. Met. xv. 22.); but in

early times, and amongst many of

the nations of antiquity, it was em-

ployed in warfare, as by the Dacians,
on the Column of Trajan, and by
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the rustic inhabitants of Latium in

their contests with the Trojans, in

the miniatures of the Vatican Virgil,
from one of which the annexed fi-

gure is copied. The example under

CLAVA, 4. shows the club in its im-

proved form of a mace ; and illustrates

the word claviger, in the sense of a

mace-bearer.

2. (KA.i5ot/x s)- Bearing a key ;

an epithet given by the Romans to

Janus, because he was supposed to

be the guardian and overseer of all

men's doors (Ovid, Fast. i. 228.

Macrob. Sat. i. 9.) ;
and by the

Greeks to Cupid (Wink. Mon. Ined.

32.), which implied that he had the

power of opening and shutting the

abodes of Love ;
but more especially

to Hecate triformis, as the goddess
who kept the keys of Hades, and who

is represented in the annexed engrav-
ing, from a small bronze statue.

CLAVIS (/cAetY). A key adapted
for opening a regular lock with

wards, for raising a latch, or moving
a mere bolt ; and including all the
varieties in form, size, or use, of
which the following illustrations af-

ford examples :

1. A door-key ; made with regular
wards, very like those now in use

;

as shown by the example annexed,

from an original found at Pompeii.
These were of the largest description,
and employed for fastening the gates
of a city, the external doors of a
house or other building, the cellars,

store-houses, &c., and were carried

by the officers or slaves who had

charge of such respective localities,

suspended from the girdle round their

waists ; a purpose indicated by the

tongue and eye in the preceding
example.

2. A small key, such as was kept
by the mistress of the house (mater-

familias), or used for locking
up closets, armoires, trinket-

cases, book or money-boxes
(see CAPSA, where the lock
and hasp is shown), &c., like

the example, from the Dacty-
liotheca of Gorlseus. Hor. Epist. i.

20. 3. Id. Sat. ii. 3. 146.

3. Clavis Laconica. A particular
kind of key, probably invented in

Egypt, though the Greeks ascribe

its origin to the Laconians ; sup-

posed to be made with three teeth,

like the example, from an Egyptian
original preserved in the British Mu-
seum. It was applied to the inside

of the door by a person standing
without, who put his arm through a

hole in the door made expressly for

the purpose (clavi immittendce fora-
men, Apul. Met. iv. p. 70.), and then

raised the latch, which fastened it,

by means of the projecting teeth.

This interpretation, however, mainly
relies for its authority upon a passage
in Plautus {Most. ii. 1. 57.) ;

in

which Thranio, who is standing out-

side the house, and wishing to make
it appear that the premises were no

longer inhabited, locks the door on
the outside with the door key which
he held in his hand, and then orders

the clavis Laconica to be given out

to him, so that no one could gain
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;

ingress or egress without his assist-

ance. But the whole subject is still

very obscure and doubtful.

4. Clavis clausa. A small key,
made without any neck or lever, such

as the example, from
an original in the Dac-

tyliotheca of Gorlseus,

and which, conse-

quently, would only
be used for raising

latches, or in small

locks which required
but slight force to turn them ;

and

when introduced into the lock or

door would be almost concealed by
it. (Virg. Moret 15.) But the in-

terpretation, and indeed the reading
of the passage itself, is extremely
doubtful. Some think the clavis

clausa and Laconica to be identical ;

and Aristophanes (Thesm. 422.) cer-

tainly applies the epithet Kpinrrb to

the Laconian key with three teeth.

5. Clavis adultera. A false or

skeleton key. Sail. Jugurth. 12.

Compare Ovid. Art Amat. iii. 643.

6. Clavis trochi (eAa-HJp). The
stick used by Greek and Roman boys
for trundling their

hoops (Propert. iii. 14.

6.) ; made of iron, with
a hook at the end, or

a round knob and bend
in the neck, like the

example, from a bas-relief of the Villa

Albani. The epithet adunca, applied
to it by Propertius (/ c.), will suit

either form. The manner of using
the clavis, and the hook, is seen in the

illustration to TROCHUS.
CLA'VULUS. Diminutive of

CLAVUS ; probably, also, a nail with-

out a head (Cato, R. R. xxi. 3.) ; as

clavulus capitatus (Varro, R. R. ii. 9.

15.), a small-headed nail.

CLAVUS (ifr-os). A nail for fix-

ing or fastening one thing to another.

Many specimens of ancient nails, of

various forms and sizes, of bronze
as well as iron, are preserved in the

Cabinets of Antiquities, resembling
in most respects those now in use.

The Latin expression for driving a

nail is clavum fiyere
or pangere (Liv. vii.

3.), and the act is

shown by the figure

annexed, which re-

presents one of

Trajan's soldiers

making a stockade,
the strength ofwhich

may be inferred from
the immense size of

the nail employed.
2. Clavus trabalis, or tabularis. A

nail of the largest description, such
as was employed in building, for fast-

ening the main beams (trades'). Cic.

Verr. vi. 21. Hor. Od. i. 35. 18.

Petr. Sat 75.

3. Clavus annalis. The nail which
was driven on the Ides of September
in every year into the side wall of
the temple of Jupiter Capitol inus

(Liv. vii. 3.); a custom which is re-

ferred back to a very early period,
and supposed to have been adopted as

an expedient for reckoning the lapse
of time before the use of letters was

generally understood (Festus, s. w.),

and subsequently
retained out of re-

ligious deference to

old customs. The
fragment here in-

troduced represents
the four sides of

part of a large
bronze nail, now in the

of the Italian historian

(Storia Univers. torn. i. p.
9. A.), which, from the letters upon
it, is believed to have been actually

employed for the purpose described.

4. Clavus muscarius. A nail with
a large broad mushroom-shaped head

(Vitruv. vii. 3. 11.), like the one re-

presented under BULLA ; but larger
and of coarser workmanship.

5. Clavus caligaris. A sharp nail

or spike, with which the soles of sol-

diers' boots (ca%ce) were furnished

(Plin. H, N. ix. 33. Juv. iii. 247. Id.

xvi. 24. Isidor. Orig. xix. 34. 13.); the

possession
Bianchini

156. tav.
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sharp ends projecting from the sole,

as in our cricket shoes,
in order to afford the

wearer a firmer foot-

ing on the ground.
(Joseph. Bell Jud.
vi. 1. 7.) The exam-

ple introduced is given by Ferrarius,

as copied from the arch of Constantine

at Rome. He states that the spikes
were clearly distinguishable in his

!

time, but the artist has certainly
committed an error in leaving the

toes exposed, for the caliga was a

close boot ;
see that word, and CA-

LIGARIUS.

6. Clavus gubernaculL The helm

or tiller of an ancient rudder ; which
was a cross-bar (fustis, Serv. ad

;

Virg. jEn. v. 176.), fixed to the
\

upper part of the handle (ansa) at i

right angles to it, so that it fell within
j

the ship, and enabled the steersman
j

to move his helm in the direction
]

required. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 2. 12.)
>

When the vessel was furnished with

a rudder on each quarter, and suffi-

ciently small to be managed by a

single helmsman, he held a davits in

each hand ; but in heavy weather, or

in larger vessels, each rudder had its

own helmsman. The steerage was
effected in both cases by raising or

depressing the clavus, at the same
time turning it slightly in or out, in

order to give the blade of the rudder
a less or greater resistance against

the water ; an effect well known to

those who are accustomed to rowing,
or steering with an oar

; and our own
nautical phrases

" helm up
" and

"helm down," which still remain in

use, though expressive of a very
different operation, undoubtedly ori-

ginated in this practice of the an-

cients ;
for in the Latin and Anglo-

Saxon Glossary of ^Elfricus, the word
clavus is translated helma, our helm.
All these particulars are clearly illus-

trated by the engraving, which repre-
sents the after part of an ancient ship,
on a bas-relief discovered at Pozzuoli.

7. A stripe of purple colour woven
into the texture of a piece of cloth,

as an ornament, for wearing apparel,
or for the linen employed in house-
hold purposes, such as napkins, table-

cloths, coverlets for couches, &c.
Mart. Ep. iv. 46. 17. Pet. Sat. 32.

2. Ammian. xvi. 8. 8.

8. Clavus Latus. The broad stripe ;

an ornamental band of purple colour,

running down the front of a tunic, in

a perpendicular direction immedi-

ately over the front of the chest, the

right of wearing which formed one
of the exclusive privileges of a

Roman senator, though at a later

period it appears to have been some-
times granted as a favour to indi-

viduals of the equestrian order.

(Hor. Sat. i. 6. 28. Aero ad Hor.
Sat. i. 5. 36. Quint, viii. 5. 28. Fes-

tus, *. v. Clavatus. Ovid. Trist. iv.

10. 29. Plin. Ep. ii. 9.) As the

clavus was a mere shade of colour

woven up with the fabric, and, con-

sequently, possessed no substance of

its own, it is not indicated upon any
of the statues which represent persons
of senatorial rank

;
for the sculptor

deals only with substantial forms;
and the Roman paintings which re-

main to us are mostly imitations of

Greek works, representing mytho-
logical or heroical subjects, or other-

wise scenes of common life. Conse-

quently, we have no known example
of the broad senatorial clavus upon
any existing monumenf; but a fair
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notion of its real character may be

obtained from the annexed wood-cut,

representing the Persian sarapis, as

worn by Darius, in the Pompeian
mosaic of the battle of Issus

;
and

which was decorated with a similar

ornament, with the exception, that

the stripe of the Persian kings was
white upon a purple ground, that of

the Roman senators purple on a

white one.

9. Clavus angustus. The narrow

stripe; a distinctive badge of the

equestrian order. (Pa-
terc. ii. 88. 2.) It was
of purple colour, like

the former, and also a

decoration to the tunic ;

but differed in cha-

racter, inasmuch as it

consisted oftwo narrow

stripes running parallel
to each other down
the front of the tunic,

one on the right, and
the other on the left

side of the person ;

whence the plural pur'

puree (Quint, xi. 3. 138.) is some-
times used, instead of the singular, to

distinguish it. In paintings of a late

period, this ornament is frequently
met with, similar to that on the figure

annexed, representing a Camillus in

the Vatican Virgil. But at the

period when such works were ex-

ecuted, it had ceased to be worn as

a distinctive badge of rank; for it

repeatedly occurs on figures .acting
in a menial capacity, such as cup-
bearers and attendants at the table,
who were usually attired in fine

clothes, in the same
tway as the an-

cient costume of this country has

now descended to a "
livery."

CLEPSYD'RA (A6^a). An
hour-glass, originally employed by
the Greeks, and subsequently __
adopted at Rome, for the pur- Ol
pose of measuring the time al- Jj
lowed to each speaker in a

(fj\
court of law. (Plin. Ep. ii.

11.) These glasses were made of

different sizes, according to the length
of time for which they were required
to run ; and did not differ materially
from the modern ones, with the ex-

ception of being filled with water

instead of sand, as may be collected

from the description of Apuleius
(Met. \\\. p. 44.), and still more
from the example annexed, which is

copied from a bas-relief of the Mattei

palace at Rome. The one described

by Aristotle (Probl. xvi. 8.) was
similar in principle, but had a sort of

spout at the top for pouring in the

water, which trickled out at the bot-

tom, through several small holes.

2. Probably, also a water-clock of

sufficient size to run for a number of

hours, and answer the purpose of a

day and night clock ; the lapse of

time being indicated by lines or

spaces (spatia. Sidon. Apoll. Ep. ii.

9.) described upon the globe from
which the water escaped, or upon the

reservoir into which it flowed. Pliny

(H. JV. vii. 60.) gives the name horo-

logium to a device of this nature.

CLIBANA'RII. The name used

to designate those of the Persian

cavalry, whose horses, as well as the

troopers, were covered with an entire

suit of defensive armour (Ammian.
xvi. 10. 8. ib. 12. 22. Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 56.); compare CATAPHRACTUS,
1. and illustration.

CLIBANIC'IUS, sc. panis (At-
gavlris}. Bread baked in a clibanus.

Isidor. Orig. xx. 2.

CLI'BANUS (KA/&WOS or Kpl-

fiavos). A covered vessel, made
wider at bottom than top (Columell.
v. 10. 4.), and pierced all round with
small holes (Dioscor. ii. 81. and 96.) ;
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employed for various purposes, but

more especially for baking bread.

(Plin. H. N. xix. 3.) When in use,

it was enveloped in hot ashes, the

warmth of which penetrated through
the perforations in a more regular
and even temperature than could be

produced by the ordinary oven. The
usual material was earthenware ;

but

when Trimalchio has his bread baked
in a silver clibanus (Pet. Sat. 35. 6.),

it is intended as an instance of ridi-

culous ostentation.

CLIN'ICUS (K\iviit6s). A visiting

physician, who attends his patients
at the bed-side. Mart. Ep. ix. 97.

2. A sick person confined to his

bed. Hieron. Epist. 105. n. 5.

3. Same as VESPILLO ;
who car-

ried out the dead upon a bier or

couch. Mart. Ep. iii. 93. Id. i. 31.

CLFNOPUS OA^TTOW). The
foot of a bedstead. (Lucil. ap. Ma-
crob. Sat. vi. 4.) The ancient bed-

! round Grecian shield (clipeus), as

shown by the example, from a Greek
fictile vase. Virg. jEn. vii. 793.

Ovid. Met. iii. 110. Curt. vii. 9.

2. Clipeatus chlamyde. Having the

left arm covered with the chlamys

steads were commonly supported
upon four legs, like our own, as in

the illustration, from a Pompeian
painting.
C L I P E A' T U S (affvitn&posj.

Armed or furnished with the large

instead of a shield (Pacuv. ap. Non.
s. v. Clypeat. p. 87.), as represented
by the annexed figure, from a fictile

vase ; in which manner Alcibiades
is stated by Plutarch to have tried to

protect himself in the combat when
he lost his life.

3. Clipeata imago. A portrait en-

graved or painted upon a clipeus.

(Cic. ap. Macrob. Sat. ii. 3.) See

CLIPEUS, 3.

CLIPE'OLUM (do-TT/Sjoj/). Dimi-
nutive of CLIPEUS. Hygin. Fab.
139.

C L I F E U S and C L I F E U M
(dcTTT/s). The large round shield or

buckler, more especially peculiar to

the heavy-armed infantry of the
Greeks (Liv. ix. 19.) ; but also borne

by the first-class men at arms

amongst the Romans, from the time
of Servius (Liv. i. 43. Dion Hal. iv.

16., which passages also prove the

identity between the Latin clipeus
and Greek do-Trts), until the period
when the citizens commenced re-

ceiving pay for their military service,
when the Scutum was substituted in

its stead. (Liv. viii. 8.) In form it

was completely circular, but concave
on the inside (cavus. Varro, L.L.
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v. 19. Compare Virg. Mn. Hi. 637.%
with a circumference large enough to

reach from the neck to the calf of

the leg (see the figure in CLIPEATUS,

1.). It was sometimes made entirely
of bronze (Liv. xlv. 33.) ; but more

commonly of several folds of ox-hide

(Virg. JEn. xii. 925. septemplicis.
Ovid. Met. xii. 97. decem), covered
with plates of metal

;
and occasionally

upon a foundation of wicker-work

(whence clipei textum. Virg. JEn.
viii. 625. and ITfa. Eurip. Suppl.

697.), over which the folds of un-

tanned leather and metal were spread.
The illustration affords a front and
side view of a Greek clipeus, from
two fictile vases.

2. Sub clipeo latere. Clipei sub
orbe tegi. (Ovid. Met. xiii. 79. Virg.
JEn. ii. 227.) A position often re-

presented in works of art, in which
the soldier kneels down, and places
his shield upright before him

-, by
which his whole person is concealed,
and covered from the attacks of his

assailant ;
in the same manner as

shown by the figure which illustrates

VENABULUM.
3. A shield or plate of metal, or

other material, upon which the bust

of a deity, or portrait of distinguished

persons was carved in relief, or

painted in profile, as an honorary
memento (Suet. Cal. 16. Tac. Ann.
ii. 83.) ;

a custom of very great an-

tiquity, which owes its origin to the

Trojans. (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 3.

Compare Hor. Od. i. 28. 11.) The
illustration represents an original

bronze clipeus of this description,
with a bust of the Emperor Hadrian

upon its face.

4. A shield or plate of similar

character, made of marble or metal,
but ornamented with other devices as

well as portraits, which was used as

a decoration, to be suspended in

public buildings or private houses,
between the pillars of a colonnade,

rn the manner represented in the an-

nexed engraving, from a bas-relief in

terra-cotta. Liv. xxxv. 10.

5. An apparatus employed to re-

gulate the temperature of the Laco-

nicum, or vapour
bath ;

which con-

sisted in a hollow

circular plate of

metal, suspended

by chains under an

opening in the

dome of the ceiling
at the circular end
of the thermal cham-
ber (caldarium), and

immediately over

the labrum, by the raising or depress-

ing of which, the temperature of the

room was increased or lowered, as

more or less of the cold air was

permitted to enter, or of the hot air

to escape. (Vitruv. v. 10.) The
wood-cut represents a section of the

A A 2
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Laconicum at Pompeii, a view of

which in its present state is intro-

duced under that word ; the squares
at the bottom show the flues of the

hypocaustum ; the basin in the centre

over the largest flue is the labrum ,

and the clipeus, with the chain by
which it was lowered or raised up,
so as to close the aperture in the

ceiling above it, is an imaginary
restoration, in order to elucidate the

manner in which the apparatus acted ;

but the bronze stays for fastening
the chains by which the clipeus
was worked, were found affixed to

the sides of the wall. It must not,

however, be concealed that the posi-
tive nature of the clipeus is a point
involved in much uncertainty, and
that many scholars, relying upon a

picture in the

Thermae of

Titus (repre-
sented by the

annexed en-

graving) main-
tain that the

Laconicum was
the small cu-

pola here seen

rising from
the floor of
the chamber,
which permit-
ted a volume
of flame and hot air to raise itself

above the general level of the apart-
ment ; and that the clipeus, which

regulated the temperature by admit-

ting or shutting off the heat, was
placed, as in the cut, under this cu-

pola, . and just over the hypocaust.
But it is difficult to conceive how the

apparatus could have been worked in
such a situation, as both the clipeus
and the chains for raising it would
have become intensely hot from their

proximity to the fire ; besides nothing
bearing even a remote resemblance
to such a construction has been dis-
covered in any of the ancient baths,
and the account of Vitruvius (/. c.)
describes almost minutely a similar

disposition to that observable in the

circular extremity of the thermal
chamber in the Pompeian baths.

As both the plans are introduced the

reader has the means of judging for

himself. A long array of names
favours each side of the argument.
CLITEL'L^ (/roi'WjAia). The

pack-saddle upon which paniers were

carried ; and thence also a pair of
panniers; whence only used in the

plural number. (Hor. Sat. i. 5. 47.

Phsedr. i. 15.) The illustration is

from an engraved chrystal in the

Florentine Gallery.
C L I TEL L'A R IU S (/caj/flrjAios).

A beast which carries paniers, as in

the preceding illustration Cato,
R. R.*. 1. Columell. ii 22. 3.

CLOA'CA (iWi/o/ios). A large
subterranean canal, constructed of

masonry or brickwork, for the pur-
pose of carrying off the rain waters
from the streets of a town, and the

impurities from private houses, which
were discharged through it into some

neighbouring river, thus answering
to our sewer and drain. (Liv. i. 38.

Cic. Cacin. 13. Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 242.

Strabo, v. 8. p. 197. ed. Siebenk.)

The illustration represents a street

view in Pompeii, with the embouch-
ures of two drains under the pave-
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ment, and shows the manner in

which the rain waters entered them.
2. Cloaca Maxima. A main sewer,

which received the contents of several

tributary branches, and conducted
them in one channel to the river.

But the name is also specially given
to the great sewer of Rome, which
was made by the elder Tarquin for

the purpose of draining off the stag-
nant waters of the Velabra, and low
lands between the Palatine and Capi-
toline hills, in order to provide an
area for laying out the race-course,
or Circus Maximtu, and the Forum.
A considerable portion of this great
work is still in existence, after a lapse
of more than 2000 years. It consists

of three concentric arches of masonry,
put together without cement, and in

the style called Etruscan, as shown

by the annexed elevation, which re-

presents the embouchure where it

opens upon the Tiber, near the Sub-
lician bridge, and part of the adjacent
wall, which formed the substruction

of the quay termed pulchrum littus.

The smallest, or innermost arch, is

between 13 and 14 feet in diameter ;

each of the blocks composing the

arch is 5 feet 10 inches wide, and
rather more than 3 feet 3 inches

high; the whole being composed of

the dark volcanic stone (tufa Litoide.

Brocchi, Suolo di Roma.), which
forms the basis of the Capitoline hill,

and was the common building mate-
rial during the periods ascribed to

the early kings. A design showing
the construction of the underground
part is exhibited at p. 41. 5. ANTE-

RIDES. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 24. 3.

Dionys. iii. 67.

CLOACA'RIUM. The sewers-

rate ; a tax which was levied for the

expenses of cleansing and repairing
the sewers. Ulp. Dig. 7. 1. 27.

Paul. Dig. 30. 39.

CLOA'CULA. Diminutive of

CLOACA
;

a branch sewer commu-

nicating with the main duct. Lam-
prid. Heliog. 17.

CLOSTEL'LUM. Diminutive of

CLOSTRUM. Either the key-hole of

a lock ; or, perhaps, the box-hasp
into which the bolt of a lock shoots ;

and which would leave a crevice

between itself and a door which did

not fit close, so that a person might
see through it, as mentioned by Pe-

tronius, Sat. 140. 11. Compare Senec.

Ben. vii. 21.

CLOSTRUM. For CLAUSTRUM.
In a general sense, any fastening like

a lock (Cato, R.R. xiii. 3. Id. cxxxv.

2.) ; but, more definitively, the box
into which a lock shoots. Senec.

Ben. vii. 21.

CLIP DEN. A sword used by
actors upon the Roman stage, the

blade of which receded into the

handle immediately upon meeting
with any resistance, and so produced
the effect of stabbing without danger.

(Apul. Apol. p. 526.) A device of
the same kind is resorted to by mo-
dern actors ; but the reading in Apu-
leius is not certain, and the interpre-
tation is conjectural.
CLUNAB'ULUM or CLUNAC'-

ULUM. A small sword, or rather

dagger, so called because it was
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worn at the back, just over the but-

tocks (dunes), as shown in the an-
nexed example, from the Column of

Trajati. Aul. Gell. x. 25. Isidor.

Orig. xviii. 6. 6.

2. The same name was also given
to the knife of the Cultrarius, with
which he ripped up
the entrails of vie-

tims at the sacri-

fice (Festus, s. y.);
and which was
carried in the same
manner by a strap
round the loins, as

shown by the an-

nexed figure, repre-

senting one of these

servants, from a

Pompeian painting.
CLYSTER (K\va-T-f]p). A syringe;

especially such as was used for in-

jecting fluids into the body. Suet.

Claud. 44. Plin. H. N. xxxi. 33.

CLYSTE'RIUM (KAuorfyuew).
Diminutive of the preceding. Scrib.

Compos. 118.

C N O D AX (Kw$5o|). A pin or

pivot, affixed to the extreme ends of
an axle or cylinder, and run into a

socket, so as to form a support which
will enable the axle to revolve. Vi-
truv. x. 2. 12.

COA VESTIS. The Coan robe :

which was of the finest texture, and

almost transparent ;
so that the forms

of the wearers were readily apparent

through the drapery, which only par-

tially concealed them. It was, there-

fore, chiefly worn by females ad-
dicted to pleasure, such as singing
and dancing girls, one of whom is

represented in the engraving, from a

Pompeian painting. Plin. H. N. xi.

26. Propert. iv. 5. 55. Ov.A. Am. ii.

298. Hor. Sat. i. 2. 101.

COAC'TILIS, sc. lana (m\-nr6s or

iriAojTo's). Felt or felted cloth; that

is, wool matted together by repeated

|

manipulation and pressure until it

forms a consistent texture, like a

piece of cloth. Plin. H. N. viii. 73.

Edict. Dioclet. p. 21. Ulp. Dig.
34. 2. 26.

COACTO'RES (irpdKTopes). Re-
ceivers or collectors of taxes, duties,
&c. Cic. Bab. Post. 11. Hor. Sat.

i. 6. 86.

2. The rear-guard of an army, or
the body of troops who brought up
the rear in a line of march. Tac.
Hist. ii. 68.

COAC'TUS. Same as COACTILIS.
Plin. H.N. viii. 73. Ca3S. B.C. iii. 44.

COAG'ULUM (n-i/erfa). Rennet;
i. e. anything used in curdling milk ;

for which the concreted milk found
in the stomachs of suckling animals,
the milky moisture contained in the

stomach of a pig, as well as the

stomach itself, and vinegar, was com-

monly employed by the Romans.

(Varro, R. R. ii. 11. 4. Plin. H.N.
xxiii. 63.) Hence, also, curdled milk

(Plin. H. N. xxviii. 45.) ; and cheese.

Ovid. Fast. iv. 545.

COASSA'TIO (ffmrtowiM). Any
thing made of boards joined together,
as the flooring of a house (Vitruv.
vi. 6.), or the deck of a ship. Theo-

phrast.
COCH'LEA (/coxA/as). Literally,

a snail with a spiral shell
; whence

applied to several other objects par-

taking of a spiral form ; as

1. A worm and screw, as a mecha-
nical power, employed in oil, wine,
and clothes presses, precisely in the

same manner, and formed upon
similar principles to those now in
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daily use, as shown by the annexed

wood-cut, represent-

ing a press for cloth,

from a painting in

the fuller's estab-

lishment (fullotiica),
at Pompeii. Vi-

truv. vi. 9. Plin.

H. N. xviii. 74. Pal-

lad, iv. 10. 10. Id. xi. 9. 1.

2. A contrivance for raising water,

upon the principle of a screw, in-

vented by Archimedes, and similar

to the machine still to be seen in

Germany, which goes by the name
of the " water snail." It consisted of

a long cylinder, with a hollow pipe
coiled round it, like the thread of a

screw ; was placed in an oblique

direction, with the lowest end in the

water, and then made to turn round
its own axis by the operation of

cattle, or of a tread-wheel (tympa-
num) ;

as it revolved, it gradually
turned the water up through the

coils of the pipe from the lowest to

the topmost spiral, from which it ran

out, as having nothing further to

support it. (Vitruv. x. 6.) It is

also mentioned by Strabo (xiii. 30.

p. 561. ed. Siebenk.), as being used
in Egypt, where it was worked by
slaves, and employed for the purpose
of irrigation ; indeed, a pump of this

description will only raise water to a

moderate height.
3. A particular kind of doorway

adapted for a bull-ring, aviary, and

places of such" description (Varro,
R.R. iii. 5, 3.), where it was requisite
that all who entered or went out

should be enabled to do so with ra-

pidity and security ; in order that the

animals might not escape with the

opening of the door, while the person
inside might retreat with safety upon
any sudden emergency. Schneider

(Index, R. R. Script, s. v. Cavea)
considers this to have been a door
raised and lowered after the manner of

a portcullis, synonymous, therefore,
with CATARACTA ; but his proofs
are far from conclusive, and the old

interpretation of Gesner is more in

unison with the other analogies of the

word
;
viz. an apparatus like the one

now commonly used in the foundling

hospitals and convents of nuns in

Italy for the purpose of introducing

any thing into the interior, without

opening a door, and which goes by
the name of " the wheel," la ruota.

It is constructed upon the same prin-

ciple as a dark lantern, consisting of

a cylindrical box, situated in the

thickness of the main wall, and made
to revolve round an upright axis

which runs through its centre, and
fixes it in its place. An aperture is

left on one part of the circumference,

through which, when turned to the

street, the objects intended to be in-

troduced are placed in the box, which
is then pushed half round its axis,

when the opening comes on the inside

of the wall. It is obvious that such
an apparatus would be particularly

adapted for any of the purposes above
mentioned to which the cochlea was

put ;
and the name may have beea

obtained from the resemblance which
such a contrivance bears to a snail

within its shell, or to the spiral stair-

case (cochlis) within its case.

COCH'LEAR and COCHLE-
A'RE (Kox^idpiov'). A spoon with

a bowl at one end, and a sharp point
at the other, for eating eggs and

shell-fish (Mart. Ep. xiv. 121.);
the broad end serving as an egg
spoon (Pet. Sat. 33. 6.), and the

point for drawing the fish out of its

shell. (Plin. H. N. xxviii. 4.) The
example represents an original found
in Pompeii.

2. A measure of liquids ; answer-

ing to our spoonful Columell. xii.

21. 3.

COCHLEA'RIUM. A place
where snails were bred and fattened ;

which were considered as a delicacy
by the Roman epicures, being im-

ported from different parts, to be
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reared and fed in these home nurse-

ries. (Varro, It. It. iii. 12. 2. Ib.

14. 1. Piin. H.N. ix. 82.) The
ridiculous Trimalchio has them
served up to table upon silver grid-
irons. Pet. Sat. 70. 7.

COCH'LIS. See COLUMNA, 2.

COC'TILIS, sc. later. A brick

hardened by burning, as contradis-

tinguished from one dried by the sun.

Varro, X. R. i. 14. Plin. H.N. vii. 57.

2. Murus coctilis. A wall built of

bricks hardened by the fire. Ovid.

Met. iv. 58.

3. Coctilia or Cocta ligna (|uAo

KaryKava). Dried or scorched wood,
chopped into small pieces, and pre-

pared by hardening over the fire

sufficiently to dry up the moisture
contained in it, without reducing it

to charcoal (Ulp. Dig. 32. 55.), in

order that it might burn readily and

briskly, and not throw out a quantity
of smoke. It was sold by measure

(Valerian, ap. Trebell. Claud. 14.),
and not by weight, like other kinds
of fire-wood, in particular ware-
houses at Rome, called tabernce cocti-

licice i and the preparing, as well as

the selling of it, was a particular trade,
to which, as we are told, the father of
the Emperor Pertinax belonged.
Jul. Cap. Pertinax, 3.

COCTUS. Same as COCTILIS.
COC'ULUM. Apparently, a ge-

neral term given to any kind of

saucepan for boiling meats. Festus, s.

v. Isidor. Orig. xx. 8. Cato, R. JR. xi. 2.

CO'DEX. A clog, or heavy log
of wood, chained to the feet of slaves

which they dragged about with them,
and were made to sit upon. Juv. ii.

57. Prop. iv. 7. 44.

2. A blank book for writing in,

made up of separate leaves bound

together, like our own,
as is shown by the
annexed example, from
a Pompeian painting.

Originally, the leaves
were made of thin tablets of wood
(codices i. q. caudices), coated with wax,
whence the name arose, and whichwas

still retained in use, although the origi-
nal material had been superseded by
paper or parchment. Ulp. Dig. 32.

50. Cic. Verr. i. 36. Id. Sull. 15.

3. At a later period, the word also

means a code of laws, as the Codex

Justinianeus, Theodosianus, &c., which
it may be assumed were written in

books of this description.
CODICIL'LUS. Diminutive of

CODEX. But in the plural, CODI-
CILLI were a collection of small tab-

lets employed for writing memoran-
dums (Cic. Fam. ix. 26.), intended to

be copied out fairly afterwards ; to be

despatched as letters to intimate friends

(Cic. Fam. vi. 18.); for noting
down the particulars of a will (Plin.

Ep. ii. 16.) ; of a petition or me-
morial (Tac. Ann. iv. 39.), and other
similar purposes.
CCEL'UM (otyowfc). A soffit, or

ceiling, of which word it contains the
elements through the French- del.

(Vitruv. vii. 3. 3. Florus, iii. 5. 30.

and ccelo capitis, the nether part of
the scull, Plin. H.N. xi. 49.) The
earliest buildings were only covered

by an outer roof (tectum), the inside

of which served as the ceiling ; but
as that was found to be an insufficient

protection against the changes of
weather and temperature, an inner
one was afterwards contrived, which
constituted the ccelum, and gave rise

to an extra member in the entabla-

ture, denoted externally by the zo-

phorus or frieze.
CCEMETE'RIUM

(Km/^p/oj/).A Greek word
; properly signifying

a sleeping chamber (Dosiad. ap.
Athen. iv. 22.) ; whence used by the

Latin writers of a late period for a

cemetery. Tertull. Anim. 51.

COEMP'TIO. A marriage by civil

contract, solemnized by a fictitious

sale, at which the parties betrothed

went through the ceremony of mu-

tually selling themselves to one an-

other, and supposed to have first

come into use when intermarriages
between the patrican and plebeian
families became lawful, A. u. c. 308.
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Cic. Muret. 12. Non. Marc. s. v. Nu-

bentes, p. 531.

CCE'NA (teivvov). The principal

daily meal of the Romans ; and, con-

sequently, better translated by our
word dinner than supper, which is

more commonly applied. It was the

third meal taken in the day, i. e.

after the breakfast (jentaculum) and
the luncheon (prandium or merendd),
the most usual hour being about three

P.M. of our time ; though the par-
ticular habits of different individuals

might induce some to dine at an

earlier, and others at a later hour.

Plaut. Cic. Petr. Suet, &c.

2. Prima, altera, tertia coena. The
first, second, or third remove of

dishes, or courses at a dinner. Mart.

Ep. xi. 31.

CCENAC'ULUM. An eating-

room, according to the original and
strict meaning of the word (Varro,
L.L. v. 162.) ; but, as the apartment

appropriated for that purpose was

usually situated in the upper part of

the house, at one period of Roman
history, the word came to be used

much more commonly in our sense of

a room upstairs (Festus, s. v. Liv.

xxxix. 14.), and the plural coenacula

(like the Greek uTrep^oi/) to designate
the whole suite of rooms contained in

an upper story (Cic. Agr. ii. 35.) ; and,
as the upper stories at Rome were

chiefly occupied by the poorer
classes, a sense of inferiority is fre-

quently implied by the term, so that

our words attics or garrets would in

such cases furnish the most appro-

priate translation. (Hor. Ep. i. 1.

91. Juv. x. 17.) The annexed ex-

ample, from a Roman painting, ex-

j

hibits the external appearance of the
I coenacula i and the two last illustrations

to the article DOMus, which represent
the plan and elevation of a two-storied
house excavated at Herculaneum,
will show the manner of building
and distributing the apartments of an

upper story in private houses of
a moderate size.

2. Ccenaculum meritorium. A hired

lodging, in an upper story. Suet.

Vitell. 7.

CCENA'TIO. Seems to be a ge-
neral term, applied to any kind of

eating-room ; as well to the sumptuous
banqueting-halls of the golden palace
of Nero (Suet. Nero, 31.), as to the

ordinary dining parlour of Pliny's
villa. (Plin. Epist. ii. 17. 10. Ib. v.

6. 21.) Like the ccenaculum, it was
situated up stairs (Juv. vii. 183.

Mart. Ep. ii. 59.); and in this respect
differed from triclinium, which, in the

Pompeian houses, is always placed
upon the ground-floor.
CCENATO'RIA, i. e. ccenatorice

vestes. The garments or apparel
worn at the dinner table (Pet. Sat.

21. 5. Mart. x. 87. Capitol. Maxim.
Jun. 4.) ; the precise character of
which has not been ascertained

; but
one of them went expressly by the
name of SYNTHESIS, which see.

CCENOB'ITA. Late Latin; one
who lives in a community (cceno-

bium) with others
; thence a monk or

friar. Hieron. Ep. 22. n.34. and 35.

CCENOB'IUM (/cotj/^toi/). A
monastery, or convent of monks or
friars

; because they live together in

common. Hieron. Ep. 22. n. 36.

CO'HORS. Same as CHORS.
Varro, R. E. iii. 3. Ovid. Fast. iv. 704.

2. A cohort, or body of infantry
soldiers, constituting the tenth part of
a legion, but which varied in numbers
at different periods of the Roman
history, accordingly as the legion
itself was increased in numerical

strength. Varro, L.L. v. 88. Cincius,

ap. Gell. xvi. 4. 4. Cses. E.G. iii. 1.

3. The term is sometimes used to

distinguish the allied and auxiliary
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troops from those of the legion ; by
which it is inferred, that in early
times such troops were arranged in

cohorts instead of maniples. Floras,
iii. 21. Liv. ii. 64. Id. xxiii. 14.

4. Also, in some cases, for a troop
or squadron of cavalry, but of what

precise number is uncertain, Plin.

Ep. x. 106. Virg. Mn. xi. 500.

5. Pretoria cohors. A body of

picked men, selected from the legion-

aries, who formed a sort of body-
guard to the consul, or commander
under the republic ; but became a

permanent corps du garde under the

emperors. See PR^TORIANCS.
CO'HUM. The rope or thong by

which the yoke (jugurn) is fastened

to the pole (temo) of a plough. (Fes-
tus, y.) It is very distinctly seen
in the annexed example, from a bas-

relief discovered in the island of

Magnensia.
COLIPH'IUM. A sort of food

upon which wrestlers and persons in

training for athletic exercises were

dieted, in order to increase their

muscular development, without add-

ing superfluous flesh, upon the same

principle as still pursued by our

prize-fighters, &c. What the Roman
coliphia were is not distinctly known ;

but they are generally supposed to

have been a kind of bread cake,
without leaven, and mixed with new
cheese. Plaut. Pers. i. 3. 12. Juv. ii.

53. Schol. Vet. ad L Mart. vii. 67. 12.

COLLA'RE. An iron collar put
round the neck of runaway slaves,
with a leading chain (catulus) at-

tached to it, like a dog's chain and

collar. (Lucil. Sat xxix. 15. ed.

Gerlach.) Prisoners of war were

sometimes treated in the same way,
as may be seen by the illustration,

representing a barbarian captive,
from the Column of Antoninus.

2. A dog's collar. (Varro, R. R.
ii. 9. 15.) The example is from a

mosaic pavement in one of the houses
at Pompeii, and represents a watch-

dog, with his collar and chain at-

tached.

COLLIC'I^E or COLLIQ'UI^E.
Gutters, made with concave tiles,

placed under the eaves of a house,
for the purpose of carrying away the

rain water from the roof, and con-

ducting it into the impluvium. Fes-

tus, s. Inlicium. Vitruv. vi. 3.

2. Open drains or gutters in the

country, for the purpose of carrying
away the rain water from the lands

into the ditches (fossce). Plin. H. N.
xviii. 49. n. 2. Columell. ii. 8. 3.

COLLICIA'RIS, sc. tegula. A
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drain tile, for making collides. Cato,
R. R. xiv. 4.

COLLIPH'IUM. See COLI-
PHIUM.

COLLIQ'UL^. See COLLICIJE.

COLLUVIA'RIUM. A sort of
well or opening formed at certain in-

tervals in the channel of an aqueduct,
for the purpose of procuring a free

current of air along its course ;
and

also, perhaps, to facilitate the ope-
ration of clearing away any foul de-

posits left by the waters, by affording
a ready access to every part of the

duct. Vitruv. viii. 8. 6.

COLLYBIS'TES or COLLY-
BIS'TA (/foAAu&(rrT?s). A Greek
word Latinised; a money dealer.

Hieron. Comment. Matth. c. 21.

COL'LYBUS (K6\\vos). Pro-

perly, a Greek word, meaning a small

coin ; whence it came to signify, both

amongst the Greeks and Romans, the

difference of exchange, or agio, as it is

called, charged by the dealer for

changing the money of one country
into the currency of another. Cic.

Att. xii. 6 Id. Verr. ii. 3. 78.

COLLY'RA (KoAAfya). A sort of

bread or bun, of an oval form, which
was eaten with broth or with gravy.
Plaut. Pers. i. 3. 12. Compare ib.

15 and 17.

COLLY'RIS (KoAAupfs). Same as

COLLYRA. Augustin. de Gent.

2. A head-dress worn by women,
and supposed to have received its

name from some resemblance in form
to the bread or bun designated by the

same term. (Tertull. Cult. Fcem. 7.)

In a Pompeian painting (Mus. Sorb.

vi. 38.), there is represented a plate
of bread or buns divided into separate

segments of precisely the same form
as those which appear on the head-

dress worn by Faustina on an en-

graved gem (see the wood-cut s.

CALIENDRUM) ; such a coincidence

favours the conjecture that the paint-

ing affords a genuine example of

the kind of bread, and the gem of
the peculiar head-dress which went
under the same name.

COLLY'RIUM OoAArfptoi/). A
medical substance made up into the

shape of a collyra, composed of various

ingredients, according to the nature
of the remedy required, and applied

externally for rubbing the parts af-

fected, or for inserting into any hol-

low, such as the nostrils, &c. Celsus,
v. 28. 12. Hor. Sat. i. 5. 50. Scrib.

Camp. 142. Columell. vi. 30. 8.

COLOB'IUM (Ko\6Siov). A tunic

with short sleeves (from the Greek
Ko\o6s, docked or

curtailed) which

just covered the

upper and fleshy

part of the arm
( Serv. ad Virg.
JEn. ix. 616.), as

shown by the an-

nexed example,
from the Column
of Trajan. This
was the original
and usual form of

the tunic worn by the Romans of the

republican age, at home, or in active

exercise, as here represented, without

any other garment; but abroad, or

when in costume, as we might say,
the toga was thrown over it.

COLO' NIC A. A farm-house.
Auson. Ep. iv. 6.

COLO'NUS. A yeoman or

farmer ; i. e. one who gains a liveli-

hood by the cultivation of the soil,

whether as a tenant farmer, or one
who tills his own land. Varro, R.R.
ii. Proem. 5. Columell. i. 7. Scaevola,

Dig. 33. 7. 20.

2. A colonist. Cic. N.D. iii. 19.

Justin, xvi. 3.

COLOS'SUS (/coAoo-cnte). A statue

of gigantic dimensions, or very much
beyond the proportions of nature ;

such, for instance, as the Colossus at

Rhodes, which was above seventy
feet high. Hygin. Fab. 233. Fes-

tus, s.v. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 18.

COLOS'TRA (Plin. H. N. xi. 96.

|

Mart. Ep. xiii. 38.) ; only another
name for COAGULUM.
CO'LUM (^0/irfs). A colander, or

B B 2
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strainer made of basket-work, bull-

rushes, bast,

or osiers (Ca-
to, R.R. xi. 2.

Columell. xi.

2. 70. Id. xii.

19. 4.), and in

the form of an
inverted cone,

through which new made wine and
oil (Columell. xii. 38. 7. Scrib.

Comp, 156.), was passed, after it had
been squeezed out by the press beam.

(Virg. Georg. ii. 242.) The example
introduced is copied from a Roman
bas-relief, representing various pro-
cesses connected with the vintage.

2. Colurn nivarium. A wine
strainer made of metal, for cooling,

diluting, and mixing the wine with
snow at table. (Mart. Ep. xiv. 103.)
It was used in

the following iS^^:^- s;^
manner. A ^-^~'^^^'^S^
lump of frozen \ '^^/^y/
snow being
deposited in the strainer, and the
strainer being placed upon the drink-

ing cup, the wine was then poured
upon the snow, with which it mixed
itself, and filtered into the cup,

through the perforations of the

strainer, free from any sediment or

impurities. The example represents
an original of bronze discovered in

Pompeii.
3. A basket for catching fish, like

an eel or prawn basket ; so termed,
because when taken up, the water
drains out of it, leaving the fish at

the bottom, like the dregs in a
strainer. Auson. Ep. iv. 57. Com-
pare NASSA.
COLUM'BAR. A

something like the

pillory, for confi-

ning the hands and
head (Plaut. Rud.
iii. 5. 60.) ; so termed
from the resemblance
which the apertures
through which these

parts projected, bore to the holes for

nests in a dove-cote (columbarium). It

was employed for the punishment of

slaves, and, in all probability, resem-
bled the " wooden collar

"
of the Chi-

nese, which is represented in the

annexed engraving, from a drawing
by Staunton.

COLUMBA'RJUM (^orepe^).
A dove-cote or pigeon-house; which

probably differed very little from
those of the present day, with the

j

exception of being frequently built

upon a much larger scale ; for as

many as five thousand birds were
sometimes kept in the same house.

Varro, R.R. iii. 7. Pallad. i. 24.

2. Columbaria (plural) ;
the pigeon-

holes, or separate cells in the cote for

each pair of birds. Varro, R. R. iii.

7. 4. and 11. Columell. viii. 8. 3.

3. Columbaria (plural) ;
the niches

or pigeon-holes in a sepulchral cham-
ber, in which the ashes of the dead
contained in jars (dice) were depo-
sited. (Inscript. ap. Spon. Miscell.

Er. Ant. 19. p. 287. Ap. Fabretti,

p. 9.) Each of these were adapted
for the reception of a pair of jars,
like doves in their nests, as exhibited

by the annexed illustration, copied
from a sepulchral vault near Rome.
The lids of the jars are seen above,
and the names of the persons whose

C IVL1VS CAESAB iS~l
i-DEMETRIVS

CVRAT
GEMELL

ashes they contained are inscribed

underneath, against the face of the

wall, into which the jars themselves

are sunk. All the four walls of the

sepulchre were covered with niches

of this description, which sometimes

j

amounted to one hundred and more.

! See SEPULCRUM COMMUNE, and illus-

tration.

4. Columbaria, plural (Tpvirrj/j-ara).

The oar-ports, through which the

oars projected from the inside of a

vessel (Isidor. Orig. xix. 2. 3. Com-
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pare Festus. s. Navalis Scriba) ; so

called because they re-

sembled the niches in

a dove-cote, as plainly
shown by the illustra-

tion, representing two oar-ports on
the side of a vessel, in the Vatican

Virgil. This also accounts for the

meaning of the word columbarius in a

fragment of Plautus, where it signifies
a rower, accompanied with a senti-

ment of depreciation.
5. Columbaria, plural (OTTOI). The

cavities or holes in the walls of a

building which form a bed for the

heads of the tie-beams (tigna} to lie in.

(Vitruv. iv. 2. 4.) See the illus-

tration to MATERIATIO, letters d, d, d.

6. Columbaria (plural). Openings
formed in the axle of a particular

description of tread-wheel {tympa-
num'}, for raising water. The axle,
in question, was a hollow cylinder,
and the water raised by the revolu-

tions of the wheel was conveyed into

the axle through these apertures, and
then discharged from its extremity
into the receiving trough (Vitruv.
x. 4.) ; but the whole process will be

better understood by a reference to

the article TYMPANUM, 5.

COLUMEL'LA (cm/Afr)- A ge-
neral diminutive of COLUMNA.

2. (o-TTjAt'Siov). A small cippus, or

short pillar, erected over a grave as a

tomb-stone. Cic. Leg. ii. 26.

3. Columella ferrea. A strong iron

pin or bolt, forming part of the tra-

petum, or machine for bruising olives.

(Cato, E. 7?. xx. l. Id. xxii. 2.) See

TRAPETUM, and the illustration, on
which it is marked by the figure 4.

COL'UMEN. The highest timber
in the frame-work of a roof, forming
the ridge piece to the whole. (Vi-
truv. iv. 2. 1.) See MATERIATIO.
and the illustration, on which it is

marked b, b.

C O L U M' N A (Klw, ffrv\os). A
column, employed in architecture to

support the entablature and roof of

an edifice. It is composed of three

principal parts : the capital (capi-

tulum) ;
the shaft (scapus) : and the

base (spira). The column was,

moreover, constructed in three prin-

cipal styles or orders, each possessing
characteristic forms and proportions
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of its own, distinctive of the order,
but by unprofessional persons most

readily distinguished by the difference

in the capitals. 1. Dorica, the Doric,
shown by the engraving, representing
a view of the Parthenon, from Gwilt's
"
Encyclopaedia of Architecture," the

oldest, most substantial, and heaviest

of all, which has no base, and a very

simple capital (see CAPITULUM, 1.

and 2.). 2. lonica, the Ionic ; the

next in lightness, which is furnished

with a base, and has its capital de-

corated with volutes (see CAPITULUM,
3. and 4.). 3. Corinthia, the Corin-

thian, the lightest of all, which has a

base and plinth below it, and a deep

capital ornamented with foliage (see

CAPITULUM, 5.). To these are some-
times added: 4. Tuscanica, the

Tuscan, only known from the account

of Vitruvius, and which nearly re-

sembles the Roman Doric ; and 5.

Composita, the Composite, a mixed
order, formed by combining the

volutes of the Ionic with the foliage
of the Corinthian.

This most perfect and most beauti-

ful of all architectural supports origi-

nated, as is generally the case, from
the simplest beginnings. A few

strong poles, or the straight trunks
of trees, stuck into the ground, in

order to support a cross-piece for a

thatch of boughs or straw to rest

upon, formed the first shaft (scapus)
of a column. When a tile or slab of

wood was placed under the bottom of

the trunk to form a foundation, and

prevent the shaft from sinking too

deeply into the ground, the first

notion of a base (spira) was attained ;

and a similar one, placed on its top
to afford a broader surface for the

cross-beam or architrave to rest upon,
furnished the first capital. Thus
these simple elements, elaborated by
the genius and industry of succeeding
ages, produced the several distinctive

properties of the architectural orders.
To explain the peculiar properties

belonging to each order of columns
is rather the province of the ar-

chitect, than of a work of this nature ;

for it would require large drawings
and minute details, scarcely requisite
for the classical student or general
reader. One point, however, is

to be constantly borne in mind,
that the columna of ancient architec-

ture always implies a real, and not a

fictitious, support; for neither the

Greeks nor the Romans, until the
arts had declined, ever made use of

columns, as the moderns do, in their

buildings, as a superfluous ornament,
or mere accessory to the edifice, but
as a main and essentially constituent

portion of the fabric, which would

immediately fall to pieces if they
were removed

;
and that the abusive

application of coupled, clustered, in-

castrated, imbedded columns, &c.,
was never admitted in Greek archi-

tecture
;
for the chief beauty of the

column consists in its isolation, by
means of which it presents an endless

variety of views and changes of

scene, with every movement of the

spectator, whether seen in rank or

in file.

2. Columna cochlis. A column
with a cockle or spiral staircase in the

centre, for the purpose of ascending
to the top. (P. Victor, de Reg. Urb.

Rom. c. 8. and 9.) These were em-
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ployed for various purposes ; and
more especially for honorary columns,
to support on their tops the statue of

the person whose achievements or

memory they were erected to com-
memorate. Two of the kind still

remain at Rome, one constructed

in honour of the Emperor Trajan,
which is represented in the engraving,
with a section by its side of part of

the interior, to show the spiral stair-

case, and which, with the statue on
the top, now supplanted by Pope
Sixtus V., was 130 feet in height;
the other, of a similar character, in

honour of the Emperor M. Aurelius

Antoninus. Both are covered ex-

ternally by spiral bas-reliefs, repre-

senting the various wars carried on

by these emperors, from which many
figures have been selected to illustrate

these pages.
3. Columna rostrata. A column

ornamented with images, representing
the prows (rostra} of ships all down
the shaft. (Virg. Georg.- ii. 29.

Servius, ad /.) These were erected

in commemoration of per-
sons who had obtained
a great naval victory ;

and the example repre-
sents the one set up in

honour of C. Duilius

(Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 11.)
after his action with the

Carthaginian fleet, B. c.

261, now preserved, to-

gether with part of the

original inscription under-

neath, detailing the number of vessels

and booty taken, in the Capitol at

Rome.
4. Columna Bellica. A short co-

lumn erected before the temple of

Bellona, situated near the porta Car-
mentalis and Circus Maximus, against
which the Romans in early times
used to hurl a spear when about to

declare war. Festus, s. v. Bellona.

Ovid. Fast. vi. 206.

5. Columna Mania. A column
erected in the Roman forum, to

which slaves, thieves, and other of-

fenders were bound, and publicly

punished. Cic. Sext. 58. Id. Div.

Verr. 16, Ascon. ib.

6. Columnce Herculis. The co-

lumns of Hercules ; originally and

properly, two large pyramidal co-

lumns, which the Phoenicians were
accustomed to set up in the course

of their extensive voyages, as light-
houses and landmarks, whereby to

recognise particular coasts upon any
future visit, being respectively dedi-

cated to Hercules and Astarte, their

sun and moon. They are plainly
shown by the annexed wood-cut,
from the device on a Tyrian coin,

where the two columns, with the

light-house in front, the conch under-

neath, which the master of the vessel

sounded to announce his arrival in

port (see BUCINATOR), and the tree re-

presenting the land, evidently explain
the objects intended. Remains of

such works, or others resembling
them, are found in the West of Eng-
land, in China, and in Africa, and are

mentioned by Tacitus (Germ. 34.), as

existing in his day on the eastern
bank of the Rhine, in the country of
the Frisii (Prisons}. By the Greeks
and Romans, however, the two pyra-
midal mountains at the Straits of

j

Gibraltar, Calpe and Abyla (Gibral-
I tar in Europe, and Ceuta in Africa)
1 were termed the Columns of Hercules,

I

in consequence of the resemblance

j

which they bear at a distance to the
Phrenician columns described above,
and a corresponding fable, to account
for the name, was invented in favour
of their own hero. Mela, i. 5. Plin.

H. N, iii. Proem.
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7. The king-post, or crown-post in

a timber roof, which supports the

tie-beams (capreoli) and rafters (can-

therii), marked D in- the illustration.

Vitruv. iv. 2. 1.

COLUMNA'RIUM. A Roman
tax levied upon proprietors or occu-

pants for the number of columns
contained in their houses, or other

buildings belonging to them. Cic.

Att. xiii. 6.

COLUMNA'RIUS. A worthless

fellow, or, perhaps, an insolvent

debtor ; i. e. literally one who had
been summoned to receive punish-
ment at the columna Mania. Csel.

ad Cic. Fam. viii. 9.

COLU'RIA. Circular segments
of stone placed one on the top of the
other to form a column, when the
column is made of different pieces
instead of one entire block of marble.
Sidon. Ep. ii. 2.

; but the reading
is not certain.

COLUS (TjAa/caVrj). A distaff; com-

monly made out of a cane stick about

a yard in length, slit at the top in
such a manner that it would open,
and form a sort of basket for contain-

ing the mass of wool or flax intended

to be spun into threads, as repre-
sented by the right-hand figure in

the annexed wood-cut, which is

copied from an Egyptian original in

the British Museum. The ring which
surrounds it is intended to be put over
the wool, as a sort of cap, which
keeps the whole mass together. The
peasantry of Italy make their distaffs

of precisely the same form and mate-
rials at the present day. When the
distaff was filled with wool, it was

designated by such epithets as compta
(Plin. H. N. viii. 74.), plena (Tibull.
1. 3. 86.), or lana amicta (Catull. 64.

312.), and is shown by the left-hand

figure, from a bas-relief on the Forum
of Nerva, at Rome, which represents
a female with the distaff in her left

hand, the drawn thread (stamen) de-

pending from it, and in the act of

twisting the spindle (fusus} with the

fingers of her right hand. Compare
also the article NEO, in which the
manner both of spinning, and of

using these implements, is more fully
detailed.

COLYMB'US (K6^Gos). In the
Gloss of Isidorus, a tank (lacus)
wherein clothes were washed ; hence,
a swimming or plunging bath. Lam-
prid. Hel 23. Prudent. Ilepl (rre<p. 12.

COMA (wo/xrj). The hair of the
head ; nearly synonymous with C^E-

SARIES, but mostly with an implied
sense of length and profusion ; i. e.

a fine head of long thick hair ;

whence we find the word applied to

the mane of animals (Pallad. iv. 13.

2. Aul. Gell. v. 14. 2.); to the horse
hair on the crest of a helmet (Stat.
Theb. viii. 389. and CBISTA) ; and
often connected with such epithets as

intonsa (Cic. Tusc. iii. 26.), demissa

(Prop. ii. 24. 52.), and the like.

COMATO'RIUS. See Acus, 2.

COMA'TUS (/co^W)- In a

general sense, one who is possessed
of a head of long thick hair, which
is allowed to luxuriate in its natural

growth (Mart. xii. 70. Suet. Cal
35.) ;

but the word is also specially
used to characterize the Germans
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(Tertull. Virg. Veland. 10.) and
the people of Transalpine Gaul, in-

cluding Belgica, Celtica, and Aqui-
tanica, all of which were comprised
under the name of Gallia Comata

(Mela, iii. 2. Plin. iv. 31. Lucan. i.

443.), in consequence of the profusion
and abundance of their hair, and the

manner in which it was arranged,

uniformly represented by the Roman
artists like the example here annexed,

which is copied from a sarcophagus
discovered in the Villa Amendola,
near Rome, and covered with bas-

reliefs giving the details of a combat
between the Romans and Gauls.

COMES (aKoAovflos). A com-
panion or associate, generally ;

but
more specially an attendant, or tutor,
who accompanied his pupil to and
from school, in his walks, &c. Suet.

Aug. 98. Tib. 12. Claud. 35.

COMISSA'TIO (KW^OJ, o-ujuTToVtoi/).

A revelling, feasting, or drinking
bout, commencing after the ccena,

and often protracted to a late hour of

the night. (Varro, L. L. vii. 69.

Liv. xl. 13. Cic. Cod. 15. Suet. Tit.

7.) Greek scenes of this nature are

frequently represented on fictile vases.

(Mus. Borb. v. 51. Millin. Vas. Ant.

ii. 58. Tischbein. ii. 55. Wink. Mon.
Ined. 200.), in which the lateness

of the hour is indicated by the intro-

duction of candelabra, the festivity

by the presence of Comus and winged
genii, and the debauchery by the

mixed company ofcourtesans, dancing,

playing, and singing girls.

COMISS A' TOR

av/jLir6T-r)s). A reveller, who forms
one of the company at a comissatio,
or wine party. (Liv. xl. 9. Cic.

Coel. 28.) It was not always usual

for the comissator to dine (ceenare)
with his host ; but he was often in-

vited to come in and take his wine
with the company after he had dined

elsewhere ;
as Habinnas comes from

the coena of Scissa to the comissatio

of Trimalchio Habinnas comissator

intravit. Pet. Sat. 65. 3. Compare
Liv. xl. 7.

COMIT'IUM. An enclosed place

abutting on the Roman Forum, and
near the Curia, where the Comitia
Centuriata were held and causes

tried. (Varro, L.L. v. 155.) It was

originally uncovered, in consequence
of which the assemblies were often

obliged to be dissolved when the

weather was bad ; but was roofed in,

to obviate this inconvenience, during
the second Punic war. (Liv. xxvii.

36.) Some lofty walls, still remain-

ing under the Palatine hill, are sup-

posed to be vestiges of this building.
COMMENTAC'ULUM or COM-

MOTAC'ULUM. A wand which
the Roman priesthood carried in

their sacrificial processions, wherewith
to clear the way, and prevent the

populace from closing too near upon
them. Festus. s. v.

COMPEDFTUS. Having fetters

or shackles upon the feet; but the

word more especially designates a
slave who always wore, and worked
in, fetters (Seneca, Tranq. c. 10.
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Plant. Capt. v. i. 23. Cato, K R. 56.

Compare Ovid. Pont. i. 6 31.), like

the galley-slaves of modern Italy,

whose chains are made precisely like

those worn by the figure in the illus-

tration, from an engraved gem, which

represents Saturn in fetters ;
an ad-

junct frequently given by the Romans
to the statues of this deity, but from

which they were removed during his

festival in the month of September

(Stat. Sylv. i. 6. 4.), when a tempo-

rary liberty was also allowed to the

slaves in allusion to the happy con-

dition which mankind were supposed
to have enjoyed under his reign.

COMPES (ir&ij). A fetter, or

shackle for the feet; as shown by !

the preceding wood-cut, and the illus-

tration s. CATULUS.
2. A ring of silver or gold, worn

;

by women round the bottom of the
j

leg, just above the ankle, in the same i

manner as a bracelet is round the

wrist (Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 54. Com-

the passage cited, places them on the

legs of Fortunata above her shoes,
it is to ridicule the vulgar ostenta-

tion of wealth in the wife of the

parvenu by the adoption of an unusual
custom.

COM'PITUM. A place where
two or more roads meet ; more espe-

pare xxxiii. 12. Pet, Sat. 67. 7- ), as

shown by the annexed engraving,
from a Pompeian painting of Ariadne.
Ornaments of this nature were con-
fined to females of the plebeian classes

at Rome, to courtesans, dancing girls,
and characters of that description, who
went with bare feet, and partially ex-

posed their legs ; which would other-
wise have been entirely concealed
under the long and training drapery
of the Roman ladies and matrons.
For a similar reason, they are never

represented in the Pompeian paint-
ings on figures who wear shoes, but

only when the foot and ankle is
j

uncovered; but when Petronius, in
I

cially with reference to the country
( Virg. Georg. ii. 382.), in contradis-
tinction from trivium, which applies
more to the streets of a town. (Cic.

Agr. i. 3.) It was customary to

erect altars, shrines, and small temples
on these spots, at which religious
rites in honour of the Lares Compi-
tales, the deities who presided over

cross-roads, were performed by the

country people (Prop. iv. 3. 54.) ;

whence the word compitum is some-
times used for a shrine erected on
such a spot. (Grat. Cyneg. 483. Pers.
iv. 28.) All these particulars are
elucidated by the illustration, from a
landscape painting at Pompeii.
COMPLU'VIUM. A large

square opening in the centre of the
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roof which covered the four sides of

an Atrium in Roman houses, and to-

wards which these sides converged
for the purpose of carrying down the

rain into a reservoir (impluvium) in

the floor immediately under it ; as is

clearly shown by the illustration, re-

presenting the interior of a Pompeian
Atrium restored. (Varro, L. L. v.

161. Festus, s. Impluvium. Vitruv. vi.

3. 6.) In a passage of Suetonius (Aug.
92.), the whole of the open space,
or area surrounded by the colon-

nade, is designated the compluvium.
CONCEDES. A barricade made

of trees cut down and placed across a

road to impede the approach or pur-
suit of a hostile force. (Tac. Ann. i.

50. Veg. Mil iii. 22.) On the co-

lumns of Trajan and Antonine the

Roman, as well as barbarian, soldiers

are frequently represented in the act

of felling trees for this and similar

purposes.
CON'CHA (Kfyxn). Strictly, a

shell-fish, such as the muscle, pearl

oyster, or murex ; and, as various

household utensils were made out of

the shells of these fish, or in imitation

of them, the name is commonly given
to such objects ; as to a salt-cellar

(Hor. Sat i. 3. 14.) ; a drinking cup
(Juv. vi. 303.) ;

a vase for unguents.
Hor. Od. ii. 7. 22. Juv. vi. 419.

2. The conch, or Triton's shell,

which they are frequently represented
by poets and ar-

tists as blowing in

place of a trumpet
(Plin. H.N. ix. 4.

Lucan, ix. 394.),
in which cases the

shell more closely
resembles the bu-

cina, as shown by
the annexed engraving from a terra-

cotta lamp.
CONCILIAB'ULUM. In a ge-

neral sense, any place of public re-

sort
;
but more especially a rendez-

vous where the country people were
in the habit of meeting together at

stated intervals, for the purpose of

transacting business, holding markets,
and settling disputes, thus answer-

ing very nearly to our market and

assize-towns, and places where fairs

are appointed to be held. Festus, s.

v. Liv. vii. 15. Id. xxxiv. 1. and 56.

Id. *1. 37.

CONCLA'VE. A general name,

applied indiscriminately to any room
or apartment in a house which is not

a public passage room, but might be
locked with a key, whether a dining-

room, bed-room, &c. Festus, s. v.

Ter. Eun. iii. 5. 35. Id. Heaut. v. 1.

29. Cic. Rose. Am. 23. Id. Or. ii. 86.

Vitruv. vi. 3. 8.

CON'CREPO. See CREPITUS.
CONCUBI'NA. A female who

had contracted the peculiar sort of

alliance termed concubinatus. Cic.

Or. i. 40. Dig. 25. 7.

CONCUBINA'TUS. Properly,
an alliance between two persons of

different sexes, in the nature of a

marriage, which was not looked upon
as immoral or degrading amongst the

Romans, so long as each party re-

mained single, though it had none
of the legitimate consequences of a

proper marriage attached to it. It

usually occurred between persons of

unequal rank or condition, but who
still wished to live together, as be-

tween a senator and freed-woman
;

and, in effect, very closely resembled
the so called morganatic marriages of
crowned heads or princes with persons
of inferior rank, which, by the laws
of some countries, may be impolitic
or illegal, but not immoral. Becker,
Gallus. Ulp. Dig. 25. 7. 1. Ib. 48. 5. 13.

CONCUBI'NUS. A man who
contracts the alliance termed concu-
binatus with a female.- Catull. 61.

130. Quint, i. 2. 8.

CONDA'LIUM. A ring worn
on the first joint (condylus, KOV$V\OS)
of the fore-finger.

(Festus. s. Con-

dylus. Plaut. Trin. _
iv. 3. 7. and 15.) \

The commenta-
tors and lexicographers infer from the

cc 2
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passage of Plautus (/. c.) that rings of

this description were peculiar to the

slave class ; but it does not appear that

the condalium, which Stasimus loses in

the play, was his own ; it might
surely have been his master's ;

and
the one in our engraving is on the

right hand of a female in a bronze
statue discovered at Herculaneum.
There are, however, two statues in

the Vatican (Visconti, Mus. Pio
Clem. iii. 28. and 29.), both repre-

senting comic actors (one of them

certainly a slave), who wear similar

rings on the same joint of the fore-

finger, but on the left hand.

CONDITI'VUM. Seneca, Ep.
vi. Same as

CONDITO'RIUM. An under-

ground vault or burying-place (de-
scendit in conditorium. Pet. Sat. 111.

7. ),
in which a corpse was deposited

in a coffin, without being reduced to

ashes (Plin. H.N. vii. 16.); a practice

prevalent amongst the Romans at the
two extreme periods of their history,
before the custom of burning had ob-

tained, and after it had been relin-

quished. This is the strict meaning
of the word, though it also occurs in

a more general sense for a monument
erected above ground (Plin. Ep. vi.

10. 5.) ; and in which cinerary urns
were also placed. The illustration

represents the section and plan of a
sepulchral chamber, excavated in the
rock which forms the base of the
Aventine hill, at a depth of forty feet
below the surface ; the centre shaft
formed a staircase for descending into

the sepulchre, which is a circular

chamber, having an external corridor

all round it, as shown by the ground-
plan in miniature at the left hand of
the upper part of the engraving. It

also contains niches for cinerary
urns, which may have been made at

a subsequent period.
2. (Aopj/a|). The chest or coffin in

which the dead body was encased,
when placed in the vault. (Suet.

Aug. 18. Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 7.)
The illustration represents the coffin

of L. Cornelius Scipio Barbatus,
which was discovered in an under-

ground sepulchre of the Cornelian

family on the Appian way. The
whole is carved in a grey-coloured
stone of volcanic formation (peperino)
with dentils, triglyphs, and rosettes
in the metopes ; the top slab takes
off as a lid ; and on the side is en-

graved the following epitaph, not

only curious as identifying for whom
the coffin was made, but as an au-
thentic specimen of early Latinity.

CORNELIUS . LVCIVS . SCIPIO . BARBATUS . ONAIVOD . PATRB.
PROONATVS. FORTIS . VIR . SAPIBNSQVE . (JVOIVS . FORMA .

VIRTUTBI . FARISVMA .

FUIT . CONSOL . CENSOR . JEDILIS . (JUKI . FUIT . APUD . VOS .

TAVRASIA . CISAVNA .

SAMNIO . CEPIT . SVBIOIT . OMNE . LOVCANA . OPSIDESQUB .

ABDOVCIT.

3. A magazine in which military
engines were kept. Ammian. xviii.

9. 1.

CONDUS, or Promus Condus.
See PROMUS.
CON'DYLUS. Same as CONDA-

LIUM. Festus, s. v.

CONFARREA'TIO. One of the
three forms of contracting marriage
in use amongst the Romans

; believed
to have been the most ancient, as it

was the most solemn form, for it par-
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took of the nature of a religious cere-

mony, whereas the other two were

merely civil contracts. It was so-

lemnised in the presence of ten wit-

nesses, the high priest, and Flamen
Dialis

;
was accompanied by prayers,

and the sacrifice of a sheep, the skin

of which was spread over the chairs

on which the bride and bridegroom
sat. The name obtained from a

custom belonging to it of carrying a

flour cake {far) before the bride as

she returned from the wedding. (Ar-
nob. iv. 140. Serv. ad Virg. Georg.
i. 31. Mn. iv. 374. Plin. H.N. xviii.

3.) An ancient marble, representing
this ceremony, is engraved and de-

scribed by Bartoli (Admirand. pi. 58.),
and by Lumisden {Antiquities of
Rome, appendix iii.) ; but the figures
are too numerous, and the details too

minute, to bear a reduction adapted
to these pages.
CONFARREA'TUS. One who

is married by the ceremony of con-

farreatio. Tac. Ann. iv. 16.

CONGIA'RIUM. A largess, or

donation, consisting of a number of

congii filled with wine, oil, salt, &c.

(Liv. xxv. 2. Plin. H. N. xiv. 17.

Ib. xxxi. 41.), which it was custom-

ary with the Roman kings, consuls,
and emperors to distribute amongst
the people at their own expense.
(Suet. Nero, 7. Plin. Paneg. 25.)
This is the original and strict mean-

ing of the term
;
but in process of

time, donations of other things, even

money (Suet. Aug. 41.), were desig-
nated by the same name, as well as a

largess made to the soldiery (Cic.
Att. xvi. 8.), though the proper name
for that is donativum. The manner
of distributing these favours was as

follows ; the donor sat upon an ele-

vated tribunal (suggestum), which the

recipients approached one by one, and
were presented with a token (tessera),

upon which the amount to be received

was written, and made payable upon
presentment at the magazine of the

giver; as shown in the illustra-

tion, from a bas-relief on the arch of

Constantine at Rome
; or, in some

cases, the tokens were thrown down

promiscuously amongst the crowd to

be scrambled for, when they were

expressly called missilia.

CON'GIUS. A Roman liquid

measure, containing six sextarii, or

twelve hemincB (Rhemn. Fann. de

Pond, et Mens. ?0. Cato, R. R. 57.),
the form and character of which is

shown by the annexed engraving,

/MEIISVRAt.
EXACT*

IN.CAPITOUO

g> A JS

from an original of the age of Vespa-
sian, now known as the Farnese

Congius. The large letters P. X.
stand for pondo decem.

CONISTE'RIUM (Koviarpa). An
apartment in the palaestra or gymna-
sium, the floor of which was covered
over with fine sand (/com), or in

which the bodies of the wrestlers

were rubbed over with sand after

being anointed. Vitruv. v. 11.

CONO PEUM or CONOPI'UM
(KuvuTrecav, or Kcavcaireiov). A musquito
net, suspended over a sleeping couch,
or over persons reposing out of doors,
to keep off the gnats and other trou-

blesome insects ; the use of which
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originated in Egypt. Hor. Epod. ix.

16. Prop. iii. 11, 45. Varro, P. R.
11. 10. 8. Juv. vi. 80., in which pas-

sage the penultimate is long.

CONQUISITO'RES. Press-

masters, or recruiting officers ; who
were appointed to go and seek out

certain citizens, selected by the consul

for conscripts, and compel them upon
his authority to take the military

oath, and enter the service ; whereas,
on common occasions, the citizens

presented themselves voluntarily to

be enrolled Cic. Mil. 25. Liv. xxi.

11. Hirt. B. Alex. 2. Compare Cic.

Prov. Cons. 2. Liv. xxiii. 32. xxv. 6.

CONSECRA'TIO (aVo0*m,
d(j>i4p<a<ns). The act of deification,

or canonisation ; by which cere-

mony a mortal was enrolled amongst
the gods, and admitted to a partici-

pation in divine honours, a distinction

usually conferred upon the Roman
Emperors, but unknown under the

republic. The chief part of this

ceremony was performed in the

Campus Martius, where a pyre of

faggots and rough wood was raised,

covered externally by an ornamental

design, resembling a tabernacle of

three or four stories, each of which
lessened as they got higher, and were
ornamented with statues, drapery,
and other decorations. In the se-

cond story, a splendid couch, with
a waxen image of the deceased lying
on it, was deposited, and surrounded
with all kinds of aromatic herbs.
The whole mass was then ignited
and an eagle let loose from the top
story, which was believed to carry

the soul up to heaven, as seen in the

subjoined wood-cut, from a bas-relief

on the arch of Titus, representing
the deification of that emperor. The
first wood-cut shows the tabernacle,

from a medal of Caracalla, which
bears the inscription CONSECRATIO as

a legend. Tac. Ann. xiii. 2. Suet.

Dom. 2. Herodian. iv. 2.

CONSTRA'TUM. In general,

any flooring made of planks : as, 1.

Constratum navis (Pet. Sat. 100.),

the deck of a ship, which is very

clearly expressed in the annexed

engraving, from a bas-relief on the

tomb of Munatius Plancus at Pom-

peii. 2. Constratum pontis (Liv.
xxx. 10. \ the flooring which affords

a gangway over a bridge of boats, as

in the annexed example, from the

Column of Antoninus, or over a

wooden bridge, as in the illustration

to PONS SUBLICIUS.
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CONSUL (uTraros). A consul ;

one of the two chief magistrates an-

nually elected by the Roman people

during the republican period, and

nominally retained under the empire,

though with very different and limited

powers. The outward symbols of

their authority were the fasces, which
were carried before them by twelve

lictors ; an ivory sceptre (sceptrum
eburncum, or scipio eburneus), with

the image of an eagle on its top ;
and

the embroidered toga (toga picta),

which, however, was only worn upon
certain occasions : their ordinary
civil costume being the toga and

tunica, with the latus clavus ; their

military one, the paludamentum. lorica,

and parazonium. Consequently, on
works of art, they are represented
without any very distinctive marks ;

either simply draped in the toga, or

in the same military costume as other

superior officers ; as on the consular

coins of Cn. Piso, and of Cinna, in

Spanheim, vol. ii. pp. 88. 91.

CONTABULA'TIO. The long
parallel folds in a loose garment, such
as the toga, palla,

pallium, &c., which

hang down from
the shoulders, and

present the appear-
ance of folding or

lapping over one

another, like a

boarding of planks
in a wooden build-

ing, as is plain-

ly demonstrated by
the lines at the back
of the annexed fi-

gure, from a fictile

vase. Apul. Met.
xi. p. 240. Compare Tertull. de Pall

5. and CORRUGIS.
CONTA'RII,andCONTA'TI

(KovTotyopoi). Soldiers armed with the

long pike styled contus. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 40. 2. and 3. Veget. Mil
iii. 6. Arrian. Tact. p. 15. See CON-
TUS, 3.

CONTIGNA'TIO. The wood-

work of beams and joists which sup-

ports the flooring in a building of

several stories (Vitruv. vi. 5. Pallad.

i. 9.); whence also used to designate
the floor or story itself. Cses. B. C.

ii. 9. Liv. xxi. 62.

CONTOMONOB'OLON. A
game in which feats of leaping were

displayed by men who made use of a

pole (contus) to assist their exertions.

Imp. Justin. Cod. 3. 43. 3. Com-

pare MONOBOIAJN.
CONTUBERNA'LES (o-^rmjvoi).

Comrades or mess-mates ; i. e. soldiers

who shared the same quarters, and
lived together under the same tent;
each tent being occupied by ten men,
with a subaltern (decanus), something
like our sergeant or corporal, at their

head. Festus. s. v. Veg. Mil ii. 8.

and 13. Cic. Liyar. 7. Hirt. Bell.

Alex. 16.

2. Young men of distinguished

families, who accompanied a general
in his military expeditions, for the

purpose of learning the art of war,
were also termed his contubernales,
or on his staff. Cic. Ccel 30. Suet.

Jul. 42.

3. Hence, in a more general sense,

any close or intimate friends and

acquaintances. Plin. Ep. iv. 27. 5.

4. Persons living together as man
and wife, without being legally mar-
ried

; as slaves, or a freedman and
a slave. Pet. Sat. 96- 7. Id. 57. 6.

Columell. i. 8. 5. Id. xii. 3. 7.

CONTUBER'NIUM (ow/njrfa).
A military tent in which ten soldiers

and their corporal (decanus, or caput
contubernii) are quartered together
(Cses. B. C. iii. 76. Tac. Hist. i.

43.) ; whence, in a more general
sense, any dwelling in which several

persons live together (Suet. Cal 10.

Tac. Hist. iii. 74.) ;
and especially,

the abode of a pair of slaves, male
and female. Columell. xii. 1. 2.

CONTUS (icorrts). A long and

strong pole, shod with iron, employed
for punting ;

i. e. for pushing on a
boat against the stream, instead of

rowing, like our punt-pole; as shown
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in the annexed engraving, from the

very ancient mosaic pavement in the

temple of Preneste (now Palestrina).

Virg. JEn. vi. 302. Eurip. Alcest.

262.

2. A pole of similar character, em-

ployed on board ship (Virg. JEn. v.

208.) for various purposes; to keep
the vessel off the rocks or shore

(Horn. Od. ix. 487.); for taking

soundings (Festus. s. Percunctatio.

Donat. ad Terent. Hec. i. 2. 2.) ; and
similar uses. Every trireme was
furnished with three such poles, of

different sizes (Bockh. Urk. p. 125.);
and in the illustration at p. 91. (s.

BUCINATOR), one of the sailors is

observed to stand at the head of the

vessel, which is just about to enter

the port, with a contus in his hands.
3. A cavalry pike of very great

weight and length (Non. s. v. p. 555.

Arrian. Tact. p. 15., where it is

distinguished by juxta-position from
the lance, Atfyx1

?* lancea), and resem-

bling the Macedonian sarissa, ex-

cept that it was not quite so long.

(Veg. Mil. iii. 24.) It was the na-
tional weapon of the Sarmatians

(Tac. Ann. vi. 35. Stat. Achill. ii.

418. Sil. ItaL xv. 684.); though
occasionally adopted by the Greeks,
and some of the Roman cavalry (Ar-
rian. p. 16.); and was likewise em-

ployed by sportsmen in hunting wild

beasts. (Grat. Cyneg. 117.) The

length and strength of the weapon

in the illustration, which represents
Alexander at the battle of Issus,

from the great mosaic of Pompeii,
favours the belief that we have in it a

genuine specimen ofthe contus. It may-
be remarked that only one half of its

entire length is presented to the view,
as the portion behind the hand, which
is placed at the centre of gravity, has

perished, from the mutilation of the

original ; and, likewise, that it is

erroneously instanced as an example
of the sarissa, an arm which belonged
to the infantry, and was still more
ponderous.
CO'NUS (KWVOS). Generally, any-

thing of a conical figure ; whence, in

a more special sense :

1. The metallic ridge on the scull

piece of a helmet, to which the crest

was affixed (Plin. H.N. x. 1. Virg.
j?En. iii. 468.) ;

for which the genuine
Latin word is APEX ; which see.

2. A particular kind of sundial;
from its designation, supposed to

have been described upon an eleva-

tion of conical form. Vitruv. ix. 8. 1.

CONVIVIUM (o-yi/Setwor, eo-n-

aorts). A feast, or banquet ; but at

regular and proper hours, and with-

out any implied notion of debauchery
or excess ; in which respect it differs

from comissatio, which was a pro-
tracted revel after the convimum.
Cic. Senect. 13. Id. Verr. ii. 4. 27.

Id. Offic. iii. 14.
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COOPER'CULUM. Same as

OPERCULUM.
COOPERTO'RIUM. Loose cloth-

ing, as a covering for animals, ob-

jects, or persons. Veg. Vet. iii. 77.

Scsev. Dig. 34. 2. 39.

CO'PA. A girl who frequents
the taverns, where she gains a liveli-

hood by dancing, singing, and play-

ing for the amusement of the com-

pany. Suet. Nero, 27. Virg. Copa, 1.

COPA'DIA. Delicacies for the

table, or dainties for gourmands.
Apic. vi. 1. vii. 6.

COPH'INUS (mtywos). A large
kind of basket or hamper, very gene-

rally employed in gardening and

husbandry (Columell. xi. 3. 51.), as

well as for other purposes. (Juv.
Sat. iii. 14. Id. vi. 542.) The illus-

tration annexed, which is copied

from an engraved gem, probably re-

presents a basket of this description ;

the flowers placed in it indicate its

use, and the size is declared by there

being two persons to support it.

COP'IS (/cdirts). A scimitar; a

sword with a convex edge (leniter

curvatus, Curt. viii. 14.), and, conse-

quently, better adapted for cutting
than thrusting. It was more espe-

cially peculiar to the Eastern nations

(Xen. Cyr. ii. 1. 9. vi. 2. 10.) ; and,

accordingly, the example here given
is lying on the ground beside a

wounded Phrygian, in a statue exca-

vated at Pompeii.
2. The hunting knife (culter vena-

torius), in consequence of its having a

convex edge (see the illustration s.

CULTER, 3.), is called by the same

name in Apuleius, Met. xi. p. 243.

COPO. See CAUPO.
COPO'NA. See CAUPONA.
COP'REA (Koirpias). A jester or

buffoon; a word first introduced

under the Roman emperors (Suet.
Tib. 61. Claud. 8. Dio Cass. xv.

28.) ; in whose palaces such charac-

ters were kept, like the kings' jesters
of the middle ages.
COFTA (/coirHj). A sort of hard

cake or biscuit, which would keep
for a long time, and might be trans-

mitted to great distances. The island

of Rhodes was famed for its manufac-
ture. Mart. xiv. 68.

COPTOPLACEN'TA (K<nrra*\a-

/cous). Same as the preceding. Pet.

Sat 40. Poet. Lat. Min. ap. Werns-
dorf. torn. ii. p. 234.

COP'ULA. A leash for coupling

sporting dogs, as in the example,

from a bas-relief, representing the

funeral of Meleager. Ov. Trist. v. 9.

2. A breast-collar attached to the

traces, by which draught horses or

mules drew their loads, as in the

example, from a painting at Hercu-

laneum, after Ginzrot. Apul. Met.
ix. p. 185.

COQUUS (pdyeipos). A cook

(Mart. xiv. 220. Liv. xxxix. 6.) ;

and in early times a maker of bread

D D
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(Festus, s. v. Plin. H. N. xviii. 280
It was not until u.c. 568., that the

baker's became a distinct trade at

Rome ; and previously to this period
each family ground their own flour,

the cook making and baking the

bread. (Plin. /. c.) The Greek /nd-

yetpos was also originally employed
in making bread for the family.
COR'AX (K6pa). A Greek word,

which occurs in a Latin form in

Vitruvius, but only as a translation

from Diades, who merely mentions it

as the name of one of the military

engines employed in the attack of

fortified places, observing, at the

same time, that it was very inefficient,

and not worth the trouble of de-

scribing. (Vitruv. x. 13. 8.) Po-

lybius also gives the same appellation
to an engine employed by the Romans
on board ship, and describes at length
the manner in which it was con-

structed and applied. Polyb. i. 22.

CORBIC'ULA. (Pallad. ii. 10.

6.) Diminutive of

COR'BIS. A basket of wicker-

work, made in a pyramidical or

conical shape (Varro,
L.L. v. 139. Id. R. R. i.

22. 1. Isidor. Orig. xx.

9. Compare Arrian. Anab.
v. 7. 8. TrA.e'7/Aa e/f Xvyov

Trupa/uoetSe's), and used for

a variety of agricultural

purposes, the particular application

being generally marked by a charac-

teristic epithet, as :

1. Corbis messoria ; a basket used
for measuring corn in the ear, as op-

posed to the modius, in which it was
measured after it had been threshed
out (Cic. Sext. 38. Cato, 7?. R. 136.) ;

or in which the ears of corn (ajricas)
were collected by the reaper, when
each ear was nicked off from the top
of .the stalk by a serrated instrument

Csee the illustration and description
s. Falx denticulata), instead of being
cut with the straw. Varro, R. R. i.

50. 1. Propert. iv. 11. 28. Ov. Met.
xiv. 643.

2. Corbis pabulatorius ; a basket

of the same character, which con-
tained a certain measure of green
food for cattle. Columell. vi. 3. 5.

Id. xi. 2. 99.

3. Corbis constricta ; a basket of
similar character, employed as a
muzzle for horses (Veget Mulom.
iii. 23. 2.), but here the reading is

doubtful ; Schneider has curcuma.
The example introduced above is

copied from a fresco painting in the

sepulchre of the Nasonian family on
the Flaminian Way, near Rome,
where it appears several times in the

hands of figures engaged in rural

occupations ;
and is given as a genu-

ine specimen of the Roman corbis or

corbula, on account of the uses to

which it is there applied, its affinity
in form to the descriptions cited at

the head of this article, and because
a basket of exactly the same shape
and materials is now employed by
the Neapolitan peasantry for similar

purposes, and called by a diminutive
of the same name, la corbella.

COR'BITA (irXoiov fftrayuyov or

iyov). A merchantman ; but
more accurately, a ship employed
solely for the transport of corn, and
so termed, because it carried a
corbis at the mast-head. (Festus,
*. v.) These were large and heavy
sailing vessels (Plaut. Pan. iii. 1. 4.

Lucil. ap. Non. s. v. p. 533. Com-
pare Cic. Att. xvi. 6.), with two
masts, as proved by the annexed ex-

ample, from a medal of Commodus,

struck in commemoration of his

laving chartered a number of vessels

o bring corn to Rome from Africa
and Egypt, as narrated by Lam-
pridius in his life. The corbis is
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seen at the top of the main mast ;

and it may be remarked that the

modern name corvette originated in

this word.
C O R' B U L A. Diminutive of

CORBIS; a small basket employed
in fruit gathering (Cato, R. R. ii.

5. ) ; as a bread basket (Csecil. ap.
Non. s. v. p.' 197.) ; and for carrying
up dishes from the kitchen to the

dining room. Plaut. Aul. ii. 7. 4.

CORDAX (op5a|). A dance of

the old Greek comedy, at once highly
ridiculous, and so indecent that it was
considered a mark of drunkenness or

great want of self-respect to dance it

off the stage. (Pet. Sat. 52. 9. He-

sych. s. v. Aristoph. Nub. 540.) A
dance of this kind is represented on
a marble tazza in the Vatican (Vis-

conti, Mus. Pio-Clem. iv. 29.), where
it is performed by ten figures, five

Fauns, and five Bacchanals ; but their

movements, though extremely lively
and energetic, are not marked by any
particular indelicacy ; certainly not

so much as is exhibited in the Nea-

politan tarantella, which is thought
to preserve the vestiges of the Greek
cordax.

CORIA'RIUS. One who pre-

pares hides and skins
;
a tanner or a

currier. Plin. H. N. xvii. 6. In-

script, ap. Grut. 648. 8. and 283. 1.

COR'NICEN (itepuTav\i)s or e-

A trumpeter ;
i. e. who blows

the large circular horn called cornu,
as shown by the annexed illustration,

from the arch of Constantine at

Rome. Liv. ii. 64. Juv. x. 214.

CORNICULA'RIUS. Strictly, a
soldier who had been presented by
his general with the corniculum ;

whence the name was given as a title

to an assistant officer, or adjutant,
who acted for the consul or tribune ;

probably because the person so pro-
moted was always selected from

amongst those who had received the

above-named reward. Suet. Dom. 17.

Val. Max. vi. 1. 11.

2. Hence the word came also to

be applied in civil matters to a

clerk or secretary, who acted as

the assistant of a magistrate. Cod.
Theodos. 7. 4. 32.

CORNIC'ULUM. Diminutive of

CORNU, any small horn ; but, in a

more special sense, an ornament be-

stowed upon meritorious soldiers by
their commanding officer, as a mark
of distinction (Liv. x. 44.), supposed
to have been in the form of a horn,
and worn upon the helmet, either as

a support for the crest, like the left-

hand figure in the engraving an-

nexed, from a bas relief
;

or affixed

to the sides, like the one on the

right, from a painting at Pompeii.
CORNU, CORNUS, or CORNUM

(/ce'pas), originally, an animal's horn
;

whence specially applied to various
other objects, either because they
were made of horn, or resembled
one in form

; for instance :

1. A horn lantern. Plaut. Amph.
i. 1. 188. See LATERNA.

2. An oil cruet, either made of

horn, or out of a horn. Hor. Sat.

ii. 2. 61.

3. A funnel made out of a horn.

(Virg. Georg. iii. 509.) See INFUN-
DIBULUH.

D D 2
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4. A drinking-horn (Calpurn. Eel
x. 48. Plin. H. N. xi. 45.), origi-

nally made out of
a simple horn,
but subsequently
of different me-
tals modelled in-

to that form.

When drinking,
the horn was
held above the

head, and the liquor permitted to

flow from it into the mouth through
a small orifice at the sharp end, as

shown by the illustration, from a

painting at Pompeii.
5. An ornamental part of the hel-

met. (Liv. xxvii. 33. Virg. &n.
xii. 89.) See CORNICULUM.

6. ((rdA7ri7| arpoyyvX-ri). A very
large trumpet; originally made of

horn, but subsequently of bronze

(Varro, L. L. v. 117. Ovid. Met i.

98.), with a cross-bar, which served

the double purpose of keeping it in

shape, and of assisting the trumpeter
to hold it steady while in use, as

shown by the illustration s. CORNICEN.
The example is copied from the
Column of Trajan.

7. The horn of a lyre (testudo) ;

and as there were two
of these, one on each
side of the instru-

ment, the plural is

more appropriately
used. (Cic. N. D. ii.

59.) They were some-
times actually made
with the horns of cer-

tain animals, as of the
wild antelope (Herod,
iv. 192.), which appear to be repre-

sented in the annexed example, from
a painting at Pompeii.

8. A bow; in like manner made
with the horns of animals, joined to-

gether by a centre piece, as shown
by the annexed example, from a fic-

tile vase. In this sense both the

singular and plural are used. Ovid.

Met. v. 383. Virg. Eel x. 59. Suet.

Nero, 39.

9. The extreme ends of a yard-
arm, to which a square sail is at-

tached ; used in the plural, because

there were two of them. Virg. 2En.

iii. 549. Ib. v. 832.

10. Also in the plural. Orna-
ments affixed to each end of the

stick upon which an ancient book or

volume was rolled, in the same
manner as now practised for maps,
and projecting on either side be-

yond the margin of the roll. The

precise character of these horns is

not ascertained, nor in what respect

they differed from the umbilici; nor
have any appendages appearing to

correspond with the name been met
with amongst the numerous MSS.
discovered at Herculaneum. It is

clear, however (from Ov. Trist. i. 1.

8. and Tibull. iii. 3. 13.), that all

books were not decorated with them,
but only such as were fitted up with

more than ordinary taste and ele-

gance. As the cylinder to which the

horns were attached was fastened on
to the bottom of the roll, the expres-
sion ad cornua is used to signify the

end. Mart. xi. 107. Compare UM-
BILICUS.

CORNU CO'PI^E (/ce'pas 'A/*aA-

0efas). The horn of plenty ; a

symbol composed of the primitive
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drinking-horn (CORNU, 4.), filled

with corn and fruit, to indicate the

two kinds of nourish-

ment essential to man-

kind, whence commonly
employed by poets and
artists as a symbol of

Happiness, of Concord,
and of Fortune. (Plaut.
Pseud, ii. 3. 5. Compare
Hor. Epist. i. 12. 29.

Od. i. 17. 15. The ex-

ample is from a terra-

cotta lamp, where it accompanies an

image of Fortune.

COROL'LA (erre^/tr/cos). As a

general diminutive of CORONA, means

any kind of small chaplet or garland
(Prop. ii. 34. 59. Catull. 63. 66.);
but the word is used in a more

special sense to designate a wreath of
artificial flowers made out of thin

horn shavings, tinged with different

colours, to imitate the tints required,
and worn in the winter season. Plin.

H.N. xxi. 3.

COROLLA'RIUM. Also a di-

minutive from CORONA
;

but more

specially applied to a light wreath
made of very thin leaves of metal

plated or gilt, which the Romans
used to give away as a present to

favourite actors. Plin. H. N. xxi. 3.

Varro, L. L. v. 178.

C O R O' N A (o-re'^ai/os, Kopwvis).
A wreath, garland, or chaplet, made
of real or artificial flowers, leaves,

&c., worn as an ornament upon the

head; but not as a crown in our
sense of the word, i. e. as an emblem
of royalty ; for amongst the ancients,
a diadem (diademd) occupied the

place of the modern crown. Of these

there were a great many varieties,

distinguished by the different mate-
rials or the designs in which they
were made, and chiefly employed as

rewards for public virtue, or orna-
ments for festive occasions. Under
these two divisions, the principal
coronce are enumerated in the follow-

ing paragraphs :

1. Corona triumphalis. The tri-

umphal crown ; of which there were
three several kinds. (1. ) A wreath of
laurel leaves without

the berries (Aul.
Gell. v. 6. 1. Plin.

H. N. xv. 3 9.), worn

by the general during
his triumph in the

manner shown by
the annexed bust of

Antoninus, from an

engraved gem. This

being esteemed the

most honourable of the three, was

expressly designated laurea insignis.

(Liv. vii. 13.) (2.) A crown of gold
made in imitation of laurel leaves,

which was held over the head of the

general during the triumph by a public
officer (servus publicus, Juv. x. 41.)

appointed for the purpose, and in the

manner shown by the illustration,

from a bas-relief on the Arch of

Titus, representing that emperor in

his triumphal car at the procession
for the conquest of Jerusalem, in

which a winged figure of Victory
poetically performs the part of the

public officer. (3.) A crown of gold,
and of considerable value, but merely
sent as a present to the general who
had obtained a triumph (Plut. Paul.
JEmil. 34.), from the different pro-
vinces, whence it is expressly called

provincialis. Tertull. Coron. Mil. 13.

2. Corona ovalis. A chaplet of

myrtle worn by a general who had
obtained the honour of an ovation.

Aul. Gell. v. 6. Festus, s. v.

3. Corona oleagina. A wreath of
olive leaves, which was conferred

upon the soldiery, as well as their

commanders, and was appropriated
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as a reward for those through whose
counsels or instrumentality a triumph
had been obtained, though they were
not themselves present in the action.

Aul. Gell. v. 6.

4. Corona obsidionalis. A garland
of grass and wildflower~s, whence also

termed graminea (Liv. vii. 37.),

gathered on the spot where a Roman
army had been besieged, and pre-
sented by that army to the com-
mander who had come to their relief,

and broken the siege. Though the

least in point of value, this was re-

garded as the most honourable of all

the military rewards, and the most
difficult to be obtained. Aul. Gell.

v. 6. Festus, s. v. Plin. xxii. 4.

5. Corona civica. The civic crown;
a chaplet of oak leaves with the acorns,

presented to the

Roman soldier

who had saved

the life of a com-
rade in battle,

and slain his op-

ponent. It was

originally pre-
sented by the

rescued comrade,
and latterly by the emperor. (Plin.
H. N. xvi. 3. Aul. Gell. v. 6. Tac.

Ann. xv. 12.) The illustration is

from a painting at Pompeii, repre-

senting a young warrior with the civic

wreath.

6. Corona muralis. The mural

crown; decorated with the towers
and turrets of a

battlement, and

given as a re-

ward of valour
to the soldier

who was first in

scaling the walls

of a besieged city.

(Liv. xxvi. 48.

Aul. Gell. v. 6.)
The character of this crown is known
from the representations of the god-
dess Cybele, to whom it was ascribed

by poets and artists, in order to typify
the cities of the earth over which she

presided. (Lucret. ii. 607 610. Ov.
Fast. iv. 219.) The example is from
a bas-relief found in a sepulchre near
Rome.

7. Corona castrensis, or vallaris.

A crown of gold, ornamented with

palisades (vallum}, and bestowed upon
the soldier who first surmounted
the stockade, and forced an entrance
into an enemy's camp. (Aul. Gell.

v. 6. Val. Max. i. 8. 6.) Of this no
authentic specimen exists.

8. Corona classica, navalis, or ros-

trata. A chaplet of gold designed
to imitate the

beaks of ships

(j'ostra), and

presented to the

admiral who had

destroyed a hos-

tile fleet, and,

perhaps, also to

the sailor who
was the first to

board an ene-

my's vessel. (Paterc. ii. 81. Virg.
y2?n. viii. 684. Plin. H. N. xvi. 3.

and 4. Aul. Gell. v. 6.) It is repre-
sented in the annexed wood-cut, on
the head of Agrippa, from a bronze
medal.

9. Corona radiata. The radiated

crown; set round with projecting

rays, and pro-

perly assigned
to the gods or

deified heroes
;

whence it was

generally as-

sumed by the

Roman empe-
rors, and by
some other per-
sons who affected the attributes of

divinity. (Stat. Theb. 1. 28.) Its

character is shown in the annexed

illustration, on the head of Augustus,
from one of the Marlborough gems.

10. Corona pactilis, plectilis, or

plexilis. A festive garland worn

merely as an ornament round the

head, and composed of natural

flowers with their leaves adhering to
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the stalks, by which they were twisted

and twined toge-

gether, as in the

annexed illustra-

tion, representing
a personification
of Spring, from a

marble bas-relief.

Plin. H. N. xxi.

8. Aul. Gell. xviii. 2. Plaut. Bacch.
1. 1. 37.

11. Corona sutilis. An ornamental

garland for the head, made of flow-

ers plucked from
their stalks, and
sewed together.
It was the one

worn by the Salii

at their festivals ;

and was original-

ly composed of

flowers of any
description, but

subsequently of

the rose alone, the choicest leaves

being selected from each blossom,
and then sewn together. (Plin.
H. N. xxi. 8.) It is represented in

the annexed engraving, on the head
of a Roman empress, from an en-

graved gem.
12. Corona natalitia. A wreath

of laurel, ivy, or parsley, which the

Romans were in the custom of sus-

pending over the door of a house in

which a birth had taken place, in the

same way as the natives of Holland

put up a rosette of lace upon similar

occasions. Bartholin. de Puerp. p.

127. Compare Juv. Sat. ix. 85.

13. Corona longa (vTro6v/u.ls, VTTO-

6v/Aids'). A long
wreath or festoon
of flowers hung
over the neck and

chest, in the same

way as the ro-

sary, of which it

was the probable

original, the ro-

sary being still

called "la corona"

by the modern

Italians ; but, amongst the Greeks and

Romans, it appears to have been more

particularly employed as a festive

decoration, and was used to ornament

buildings as well as persons. (Ovid.
Fast. iv. 738. Cic. Leg. ii. 24.) The
illustration is from an ivory carving
in the Florentine Gallery, supposed
to represent M. Antony in the cos-

tume of a follower of Bacchus, and
resembles exactly the description
which Cicero gives of Verres, with a

chaplet on his head, and a garland
round his neck ipse autem coronam

habebat unam in capite, alteram in

collo. Verr. ii. 5. 11.

14. A cornice, or projecting mem-
ber, used to decorate walls, either as

a finish on the top (see the next il-

lustration), or for the purpose of

making ornamental divisions on any
part of the surface. Vitruv. v. 2.

Id. vii. 3. 4. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 59.

15. A particular member of the

cornice which crowns an entablature

under the roof, still called by our

architects the corona. It is that par-

ticular member which has a broad
flat face situated between the cyma
recta above, and the cymatium, or bed

moulding, below, from which it has

a bold projection. (Vitruv. iv. 3. 6.)
The Roman architects, unlike ours,
do not appear to have appropriated

any distinct word to express collec-

tively all the members of which a

cornice is composed ; consequently,

they did not regard the cornice as

an entire portion of an entablature,
but as several distinct members,
which are always enumerated sepa-

rately : viz. the sima
; cymatium in
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corona ; cymatium in imo,

Hesychius, however, uses the Greek
Kopwvis in a collective sense, as equi-
valent to our cornice.

CORONA'RIA. A female who
makes garlands and chaplets. Plin.

H.N. xxi. 3. See next illustration.

CORONA'RIUS ((rr0owprA<feos,

ffT*<$>a.voTT<a\f)s). One who makes and
sells garlands, wreaths, chaplets, or

crowns, of real or artificial flowers.

(Front, ad M. Cses. Ep. i. 6. Plin.

H.N. xxxiv. 26.) The illustration

is from a Pompeian painting, and
represents male and female genii en-

gaged in this operation.
2. Aurum coronarium. A sum of

gold sent by the provinces to a com-
mander, for making a golden tri-

umphal crown. (Cic. Pis. 37.) See

CORONA, 1. (3.).

3- Opus coronarium. Stucco-work

employed in the decoration of cor-
nices. Vitruv. vii. 6. CORONA, 14.

and 15.

CORONA'TUS (

Wearing a wreath, chaplet, or crown.
See the illustrations to CORONA.

2. Also, decorated with garlands
or festoons

; applied to things, as
to ships (Ov. Fast. iv. 335.) ; to
altars (Prop. iii. 10. 19.) ; to cattle

(Prop. iii. 1. 10. Id. iv. 1. 21.).
CORRIG'IA (fc&, ffQcupurtp).A shoe-string and boot-lace (Cic. Div.

ii. 40.) ; which were sometimes made
of dog's skin. (Plin. H.N. xxx.

12.) The examples are from Pom-
peian paintings.
CORRU'GIS. Literally wrinkled;

but it is applied to the plaits of a
loose garment (sinus corrugis, Nemes.
Cyneg. 93.), produced by tieing a

girdle round it (see the figures in
the opposite column

; or to the ir-

regular and transverse folds created

by throwing up a portion over the

shoulder, instead of leaving it pen-
dant, as seen on the right side of the

figure s. CONTABULATIO.
CORS^E. Fillets or mouldings

employed to decorate the external
face of a marble door-post. (Vitruv.
iv. 6.) See the illustration s. ANTE-
PAGMENTUM.
CORTFNA. A deep circular

vessel, or caldron, employed for boil-

ing meat, melting
pitch (Plin. H.N.
xvi. 22.

), making
paint (Id. xxxv.

42.), and a vari-

ety of other pur-
poses, for which
its form and cha-
racter rendered it convenient, and
which, when placed over the fire,

was either raised upon a trivet, or

supported upon large stones put
under it. (Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 65.)
The example is copied from a bronze

original found at Pompeii.
2. (oA^ios, K&cAos, tiri6fi(j.a. TOV rpi-

iroSos). The lid or covering placed
over the caldron
or hollow part of

the Delphic tri-

pod (Virg. JEn.
vi. 347. Prudent.

Apoih. 506. tripo-
das cortina tegit,

Jul. Pollux, x.

81.), upon which
the priestess sat

to receive the di-

vine afflatus, and pronounce her re-

sponses. It had the form of a half

globe, and is frequently represented
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in that manner by sculptors, lying

by itself upon the ground at the feet

of Apollo ; but when placed upon the

caldron, the two together made a

complete globe ; as shown in the il-

lustration, from a bas-relief upon an
altar in the Villa Borghese. In the

original, the raven, sacred to Apollo,
is sitting on its top ;

in one of Hamil-
ton's vases, Apollo himself is seen

sitting upon the cup, without any lid,

and in another, upon a lid like the

present.
3. An altar in the form of a tripod,

made of marble, bronze, or

the precious metals, often

intended to be dedicated as

an offering in the temples
of the gods, and likewise

preserved as a piece of or-

namental furniture in the

houses of great and wealthy
persons. (Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 8. Suet. Aug. 52.

Compare Mart. xii. 66.)
The illustration is from an original
of marble in the Vatican.

4. The vault or ceiling over the

stage in a theatre, from its resem-

blance to the covering of the tripod,
No. 2. Sever. Mtn. 294.

CORTINA'LE. A cellar in

which new-made wine was boiled

down in caldrons (cortince). Colu-

mell. i. 6. 19.

CORTIN'ULA. Diminutive of

CORTINA. Ammian. xxix. 1.

CORVUS (>opa|). The name

given to several machines employed
in naval and military operations, and
in the attack or defence of fortified

places ; each of which was so called

either from its resemblance in form

to the raven's beak, or from the man-
ner of its application, like the raven

darting down, and carrying off its

prey ; consequently, the word may
be translated a crane, a grappling-iron,
a crow-bar, as best suits the context

in the passages where it occurs.

Quint. Curt. iv. 2. Id. iv. 4. Vitruv.

x. 19.

2. A cutting instrument used in

surgical operations, because the blade

was shaped like a raven's beak. Cel-

sus, vii. 19.

CORYC^'UM. An apartment
in the gymnasium, and in large

bathing establishments, such as the

Roman Thermaj, appropriated for

playing a particular kind of game,
which consisted in buffetting back-
wards and forwards a large sack

(itcapvKos'), filled with fig grains, olive

husks, bran, or sand, suspended from
the ceiling. Anthyll. ap. Oribas. Coll.

Med. 6. Vitruv. v. 11.

CORYM'BIUM. A wig of false

hair, dressed in imitation of the co-

rymbus (Pet. Sat. 110. 1. and 5.),

a fashion which is explained in the

next article, No. 2.

CORYM'BUS (ripvpSos). A
bunch of ivy berries, and likewise of

other kinds of fruit which grow in the

same conical- shaped clusters; after-

wards, a wreath or chaplet made with
the leaves and clusters of the ivy, which
the ancients used as a festive orna-

ment on many oc-

casions, but espe-

cially as an appro-

priate decoration

for Bacchus and
his followers, as in

the annexed illus-

tration, from a

marble bust, sup-

posed to represent
Ariadne. Tibull. i.

30. 39. Juv. vi. 52.

2. A peculiar manner of arrang-

ing the hair, more especially cha-

racteristic of the

early population of

Athens (Heraclid.

ap. Athen. xii. 5.

Compare CROBY-

LUS), and of the

female sex amongst
them. (Schol. ad

Thucyd. i. 6.) It

was produced by
turning the hair

backwards all round the head, and

drawing it up to a point at the top,

45. Prop. ii.
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where it was tied with a band, so

as to have a sort of resemblance in

general form to a cluster of ivy ber-

ries, as shown by the example, from
a bas-relief in Greek marble. When
the hair was too long or too abundant

to be tied thus simply, it was fastened

in a double bow across the top of the

head, as in the well-known statue of

Apollo Belvedere, and a bust of Diana
in the British Museum. In Cicero

(JEp. Att. xiv. 3.) Corymbus is a

proper name, arising out of the cus-

tom of arranging the hair in the man-
ner described. Ernesti, Clav. Cic. s. v.

3. The elevated ornament on the

stern of a ship (Val. Flacc. i. 272.) ;

for which the special name is APLUS-
TRE ;

which see.

CORY'TUS (TWPVTO'S). Properly,
and accurately a bow- case (Serv. ad

Virg. Mn. x. 168.),

as contradistinguished
from the quiver for

arrows (pharetra) ;
al-

though the same case

was sometimes used

to carry both the bow
and arrows, when it is

distinguished by a

characteristic epithet

(sagittiferi coryti, Sil.

Ital. xv. 773.). An example of both

kinds is given in the engraving, the

simple bow-case from a fictile vase,

the one containing the bow and ar-

rows from an engraved gem.
COS (O/C^TJ). A hone, whetstone,

or grindstone ; worked with water and
oil (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 47.), and by

engraved gem, represents Cupid
sharpening his arrows on a grind-
stone, exactly as described by Horace

(Od. ii. 8. 15. ardentes acuens sagittas
Cote cruenta.

C O S M E' T JE. Ladies' maids ;

slaves whose duty it was to attend

the toilet of the Roman ladies, and
assist in dressing and adorning their

mistresses. Juv. Sat. vi. 477. Hein-
dorf. ad Hor. Sat. i. 2. 98.

COTHURNATUS. Wearing the

cothurnus, as explained and illustrated

in the next word.

COTHUR'NUS (K6eopvos). A
high boot of Greek original, usually
worn by huntsmen, and persons ad-

dicted to the sports of the field. It

was a leather boot, enveloping the
entire foot (whence cothurno calceatus,

Plin. H. N. vii. 19.) and leg as far as

the same sort of machinery as now
employed. The illustration, from an

the calf (Serv. ad Virg. JEn. i. 337.

Herod, vi. 125.), was laced up the

front, and turned over with a fall

down at the top, besides possessing
the characteristic peculiarity of not

being made right and left, as the foot

coverings of the ancients usually
were, but with a straight sole (solo

perpetuo, Sidon. Apoll. Carm. ii.

400.), so that each boot could be

worn indifferently on either foot

(utroque aptus pedi, Serv. ad Virg.
Bucol. vii. 32.) ;

hence the frequent

application of the word in the sin-

gular, whilst the calcei and other

coverings made in pairs mostly occur

in the plural. All these peculiarities

are distinctly apparent in the illustra-

tion, representing on a larger scale

the boots worn by the fowler ex-

hibited at p. 67. *. AUCEPS.
2. A boot of the same description,
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but more elaborately ornamented,
j

and commonly translated buskin, is

occasionally assigned by the Greek
artists to some
of their divinities,

especially to Di-

ana, Bacchus, and

Mercury ; and

by the Romans,
in like manner,
to the goddess
Roma, and to their emperors, as a

sign of divinity. Thus they were
assumed by M. Antony, when he

affected the character and attributes

of Bacchus (Veil. Pat. ii. 82.) ;
but

they were not worn by the Roman as

a part of his ordinary costume ;
for

Cicero (Phil. iii. 6.) reproaches the

insolence of one Tuditanus who ap-

peared in public cum palla et co-

thurnis. The illustration affords a

specimen of a cothurnus of this nature,
from a marble figure of the goddess
Roma.

3. The Roman poets also make
use of the word cothurnus, as a trans-

lation of the Greek ev5po/j.is (see EN-

DROMIS, 3.). In this manner it is

applied by Virgil (&n. i. 341.), Ne-
mesian (Cyneg. 90.), and Sidonius

Apollinaris (Carm. ii. 400.), which
last passage minutely describes the

ei/Spo/m, but not the cothurnus.

4. A boot worn by tragic actors on
the stage (Virg. Eel. viii. 10. Ser-

vius ad /.), hav-

ing a cork sole

several inches

thick, for the

purpose of in-

creasing their

stature (compare
Juv. Sat. vi.

633.), and giving
them a more im-

posing appear-
ance ; whence the

word also came to

signify a grand
and dignified

style. It was in order to conceal the

unsightly appearance of such a chaus-

sure, that the tragic actors always
wore long robes reaching to the

ground, as seen in the illustration

annexed, from a marble bas-relief of

the Villa Albani, representing a com-

pany of stage-players, though here

the artist has left the cothurni un-

covered, in order to identify the

character of the actor.

C OTIC' U LA. Diminutive of

Cos , a touch-stone for assaying gold
and silver. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 43.

2. A small mortar, made of the

same hard kind of stone as that used

for hones and grindstones. Plin.

H. N. xxxi. 45. Id. xxxvii. 54. Isi-

dor. Orig. iv. 11.

COTT'ABUS (/co'TTaSoy). A
game of Sicilian origin, and a very
favourite after-dinner amusement

amongst the young men of Athens.

It was played in various ways,
more or less complicated ;

but the

simple and ordinary manner con-

sisted in casting the heel-tap of a

wine cup into a large metal vessel, or

upon the floor, whilst the player
affected to discover the sincerity of

his mistress's affections by the par-
ticular sound of the splash produced

by the wine in its fall; hence the

word is applied to sounds of a similar

kind, but produced by other means,
as the lash of a whip. Plaut. Trin.

iv. 3. 4.

COT'ULA or COT'YLA (Wtor?).
A small measure of capacity, con-

taining the half of a sextarius. (Mart.

Ep. viii. 71.) It was especially em-

ployed by medical practitioners, and
had a graduated scale marked upon
the sides, like those used by our

apothecaries, dividing it into twelve

equal parts, each of which was termed
an uncia, ! oz.

COVINA'RIUS. One who fights
from a war-car of the kind called

covinus. Tac. Agr. 35. and 36.

COVI'NUS. A war-car employed
by the Belgae and ancient Britons,
the precise character of which is not

ascertained, beyond the fact that it

was armed with scythes, and pro-
E E 2
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bably had a covering over head.

Mela, iii. 6. Lucan. i. 426. Sil. Ital.

xvii. 417.

2. A travelling carriage adopted

by the later Romans, after the model
of the Belgian car ; and which, from
a passage of Martial (Ep. xii. 24.), it

is inferred, was driven by the owner,
who sat inside, and not by a coach-

man. In the same passage, it is also

distinguished from the carruca and

essedum, but without any particulars.
CRA'TER (/c/>aTT?p).

A capacious
bowl or vessel, containing wine and
water mixed together, out of which
the drinking goblets were filled, and

handed round to each individual at

table ; for the ancients seldom drank
their wine neat. (Non. s. v. p. 545.

Ovid. Fast. v. 522. Virg. ;En. i.

728.) It was made of various mate-

rials, from earthenware up to the

precious metals ; and in different

forms, according to the taste of the

designer, but always with a wide

open mouth, as in the example, from
a bronze original discovered at Pom-
peii. At meal time it was brought
into the eating-room, and placed upon
the ground, or on a stand, and the

cup-bearer (pinccrna, pocillator) took
the mixed liquor from it with a ladle

(cyathus), out of which he replenished
the cups (pocula, calices, &c.), and
handed them to the guests. In the

representations of Greek banquets
(see the examples quoted s. COMIS-
SATIO), the crater is placed upon the

ground in front of the tables ; in an

ivory carving of a Bacchanalian
scene (Buonarotti, Med. p. 451.), it

stands likewise upon the ground,

while a winged genius pours the

wine into it from an amphora ; and
in a marble bas-relief, representing a
similar subject (Bartoli, Adm. p.

45.), a Faun fills it in like manner
from a wine skin (uter).

2. The crater of a volcanic moun-
tain (Plin. H.N. iii. 14. Lucret. vi.

702.); which is produced by the

cinders and other matters discharged
into the air from the mouth of the

volcano, falling down again all round
the top, when they naturally form a

deep circular basin, through which
the eruption finds its vent.

CRA'TES (raptnk). Our crate;
a stand, frame, or basket, made with

hurdles, or like a hurdle ; also a hur-

dle itself; all of which were employed
by the ancients in many different

ways, as the same objects still are

amongst ourselves. Varro, Cato,
Columell. Virg. Hor. Cses. &c.

2. Same as CARNARIUM. Juven.
xi. 82.

3. Sub crate necari. To be ex-

ecuted under the hurdle ; an unusual

method of punishment, sometimes

adopted by the Romans (Liv. i. 51.

Id. iv. 50.), in which the condemned
was laid under a hurdle, and crushed

by a weight of stones thrown upon it.

Plaut. Poen. v. 2. 65.

CRATIC'IUS. Made with hur-

dles, or hurdle-wise. See PARIES, 1.

CRATI'CULA (Trffrlov). Dimin-
utive of CRATES ; whence, in a more

special sense, a gridiron. (Cato,

R. R. 13. 2. Mart. Ep. xiv. 221.)
The example is taken from an ori-

ginal of bronze found in a tomb at

Psestum, but without the handle,
which is restored in the engraving,
from a similar specimen painted in a

sepulchre of the Christian era on the

Via Tiburtina.

CREAG'RA (icpedypa). A Greek
word Latinized (Marc. Cap.), for
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which the proper Latin term is HAR-
PAOO ; which see.

CREM'IUM (Qptywov). Small

wood, or underwood, for burning ; es-

pecially employed in bakers' ovens.

Columell. xii. 19. 3. Ulp. Dig. 32. 35.

CREPIC'ULUM, CREPID'-
ULUM, or CREPIT'ULUM. An
ornament for the head worn by fe-

males, supposed to have acquired its

name from the jingling sound it made
with every motion of the wearer ;

but nothing definite is known respect-

ing it, and the readings are doubtful.

Festus, *. v. Tertull. de Pali. 4.

CREFID A OprjTrk). Usually
translated a slipper, which gives a

very imper-
fect, as well

as incorrect,
notion of the

word. The

crepida con-

sisted of a thick sole welted on to a

low piece of leather, which only
covered the side of the foot, but had
a number of eyes (ansce) on its upper

edge, through which a flat thong

(amentum} was passed to bind it on
the foot, as in the preceding wood-
cut from a Greek marble ;

or some-
times loops (ansce) only were welted

to the sole, as in the annexed exam-

ple, also from
a Greek sta-

tue, through
which the a-

mentum was

interlaced, in

different and
fanciful patterns, across the instep,

and as high as the ankle. It was

properly characteristic of the Greek
national costume, was adopted by
both sexes, and considered the proper
chaussure to be worn with the pallium,
and with the chlamys; consequently,
on the fictile vases and other works of

art, when figures are clad in the

above-named garments, and not bare-

footed, as in the heroic style, their

feet are commonly protected by cover-

ings of a similar description to those

introduced above. Hor. Sat. i. 3.

127. Pers. i. 127. Liv. xxix. 19.

Suet. Tib. 13. Aul. Gell. xiii. 21. 3.

2. Crepida carbatina. See CAR-
BATINA.
CREPIDA'RIUS. One who fol-

lowed the trade of making crepida.
Aul. Gell. xiii. 21.

CREPIDA'TUS. Wearing shoes

of the kind called crepidce ; properly
characteristic of the Greeks, and used
with the chlamys or the pallium.

(Cic. Pis. 38. Suet. Dom. 4. CRE-

PIDA.) The well-known statue of

the Belvedere Apollo, which has the

chlamys on its left arm, will furnish

an example.
CREPID'ULA. Diminutive of

CREPIDA ; whence especially applied
to those worn by females. Plaut.

Pers. iv. 2. 3.

CREPI'DO (K/wjwfe). Any raised

basement upon which other things
are built or supported, as of a temple,
altar, obelisk, &c. Plin. H.N. xxxvi.

14. Compare Cic. Orat. 67.

2. A wall built as a margin or

embankment along the side of a

river, port, or basin of water, to form
a quay, against which ships were

moored, and passengers or merchan-
dise landed or embarked. Cic. Verr.

ii. 5. 7. Quint. Curt. iv. 5. Id. v. 1.

3. The trottoir, or raised causeway
for foot passengers on the side of a

Roman road or street. (Juv. v. 8.

Pet. Sat. 9. 2. ) The illustration re-

presents a street, with its road-way

and foot-pavement, in the city of

Pompeii.
4. In architecture, the projecting
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members of a cornice, or other orna-

ments in a building.
CREPITAC'ULUM. A little

rattle, with bells attached,
to make a jingling sound ;

especially, a child's rattle.

(Quint, ix. 4. 66. Capell. i. 4.

Compare Lucret. v. 230.

where the diminutive, cre-

pitacillum, is used.) The
example represents an ori-

ginal found at Pompeii.
2. Martial (Ep. xiv. 54.), and

Apuleius (Met. xi. p. 240.), give the

same designation to the Egyptian sis-

trum, which was only another kind
of rattle ; see that word and the il-

lustration.

CREFIT US, sc. digitorum; or

concrepare digitis. A snapping of the

senting a drunken Faun, from a statue

j

found at Herculaneum, as it were in

the act of exclaiming,
"
Eat, drink,

and be merry ; all else is not worth
this snap of the fingers."
CREPUN'DIA (cnrdpyova). Chil-

dren's playthings; consisting of a

variety of miniature objects, such as

rattles, dolls, little swords, hatchets,
&c. , and other toys similar to those

given to children at the present

day. But the Greeks and Romans
also included under the same name
little tokens of the same description
which they used to tie round their

children's necks (Plaut. Mil v. 6.) for

ornaments, or amulets, and also to

serve as a means of recognition for

those who were exposed, or put out

to nurse. (Plaut. Cist. iv. 1. 13.

fingers by pressing the tip of the

thumb (hence pollex argutus, Mart,
vi. 89.) firmly against the middle

finger, a gesture employed by the
ancients for making a sign to attract

observation (Cic. Agr. ii. 30.) ; par-

ticularly as a summons to their slaves

(Pet. Sat. 27. 5. Mart. Ep. xiv. 19.

Id. iii. 82.) ; and, in general, as a
mark of contemptuous indifference ;

which latter expression is implied by
the figure in the engraving, repre-

Cic. Brut. 91. Soph. (Ed. T. 1035.)
Several of these are enumerated by
Plautus (Hud. iv. 4. 111126. Ep.
v. i. 34 ), and are seen round the

neck of a child in a statue of the Pio-

Clementine Museum, copied in the

preceding engraving, of the same
character as he mentions : viz. a
half moon (lunula), on the top of the

right shoulder ; then a double axe

(securicula ancipes) ;
next a bucket

(situla argenteola) ;
a sort of flower,

not mentioned ;
a little sword (ensi-

culus aureolus) ; a little hand (mani-

cula} ; then another half-moon ; a

dolphin, instead of the little sow

(sucula) mentioned by Plautus ; with
a recurrence of the same objects.
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CRE'TA. The same as CALX and
LINEA ALBA. Plin. H. N. viii. 65.

CRIBELLUM (W/aW/). Di-

minutive of

CRFBRUM (KoffKivov). A sieve;

made of parchment perforated with

holes, or of horse-

hair, thread, papy-
rus, or rushes, in-

terwoven, so as to

leave interstices

between each plat.

The Romans sifted

their flour through
two kinds of

sieves, called respectively excussoria

and pollinaria, the latter of which

gave the finest flour, termed pollen.
Sieves of horse-hair were first made

by the Gauls ;
those of linen by the

Spaniards ;
and of papyrus and

rushes by the Egyptians. (Plin.
H. N. xviii. 28. Cato, R. R. 76. 3.

Pers. Sat. 3. 112.) The example is

from a bas-relief on the Column of

Trajan.
CRINA'LE. A large comb of

convex form (curvum, Ovid. Met. v.

52.), made to fit

the back of the

head, where it was

placed to keep the

back hair close

down to the head,
as shown by the

annexed engrav-
ing, from a small

bronze figure, re-

presenting one of the Sabine women
in the arms of a Roman soldier.

|

(Guasco, delle Ornatrici, p. 69.) It

will be understood that the long ends

of the hair have fallen from their

place by the violence of the struggle
in which the figures had been en-

gaged ;
and it may be remarked, that

the women of Rome and its neigh-
bourhood still wear a comb of the

same kind, which they call "
lo

spicciatojo."
CRI'NIS (VI)- Any hair ; then

especially the hair of the head ; more

particularly implying a head of hair

in its natural state and growth ; i. e.

not cut, nor artificially dressed.

Hence, crinis passus, dishevelled hair,

which is left to hang down to its full

length, as was usual with the women
of antiquity when afflicted with any
great calamity (Liv. i. 13. and see

the illustration s. PRJSFIC.E) ;
crinis

sparsus, hair which streams wildly
from the head, characteristic of per-
sons under violent exertions, or pos-
sessed by any furious passion or

impulse. Ovid. Met. i. 542. and the

illustration s. BACCHA.
CRINI'TUS. Having long and

flowing hair, which is suffered to

hang down at its natural length, such
as the figures introduced s. ACERSE-
COMES and CAMILLUS. Ennius ap.
Cic. Acad. ii. 28. Mart. Ep. xii. 49.

CRISTA (Ao>os). The crest of a

helmet; which was affixed to an ele-

vated ridge (apex) on the top of the

scull-cap. (Virg. yE"w. xii, 89. Liv.

x. 39. Plin. H. N. vii. 57.) Both the

apex and crista are often included

under the latter term ;
but the real

difference between the two words is

that given. The illustration here
introduced affords an example of

three Roman helmets, with their

crests composed of feathers, from a

group originally belonging to the

Arch of Trajan, but now inserted

on the Arch of Constantine, near
the Coliseum. The Greek crests

were more usually made of horse-

hair, with the entire tail falling
down behind, as a protection to the

nape of the neck and back, like the

left-hand figure in the following en-

graving, from a fictile vase ; and
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they sometimes added as many as

three crests to one helmet, like the

right-hand figure in the engraving,
from a statue of Minerva.

CRISTA'TUS. Applied to hel-

mets, distinguishes those which were
fitted with a crest (crista) from the

mere scull-cap (cudo}, which had
neither ridge-piece nor crest. (Liv.
ix. 40. Ovid. Met. viii. 25.) Com-

pare the preceding wood-cuts with

the illustration to CUDO.
CRO'BYLUS OpcoguAos or KP&-

SuAos). Designates a particular
manner of arranging the hair, which
was characteristic of the earliest in-

habitants of Athens (Thucyd. i. 6.),

and some uncivilized nations (cro-

bylos barbarorum, Tertull. Virg. Ve-

land. 10.). It was effected by draw-

ing back the

hair from the

roots all round
the head, and

fastening it in

a knot, or with
a tie at the

top ; and the

same fashion

prevailed . a-

mongst both sexes of the Greeks :

but the term crobylus had an especial
reference to the men

; corymbus, on
the contrary, to the women. (Schol.
ad Thucyd. Ac.) Yet Thucydides
and Heraclides of Pontus (ap. Athen.
xii. 5.) use the two words Kpiav\os
and Kopv/jLos as convertible terms,
and both descriptive of the male ad-

justment. It is, moreover, an un-

founded statement to say, as some of

the interpreters have done, that the

fashion was peculiar to "
elderly per-

sons." Thucydides, in narrating the

progress of the Greeks towards
civilization in dress and manners,
remarks that certain antiquated
customs, and amongst them that

of the crobylus, had but lately been

given up by some of the old peo-
ple. But age is always the most
averse to change, and the last to

adopt new fashions ; and many will

remember a similar instance in mo-
dern Europe to that mentioned by
Thucydides, where some few of the

oldest people continued to wear their

pig-tails long after they had been

generally laid aside by the younger
portion of the community. Besides,
the Greek artists frequently give a
coiffure of this kind to Apollo, Bac-

chus, and youthful persons, as in our

example, from a bronze figure of a

boy discovered at Herculaneum. The
precise set of the hair is not given
with sufficient distinctness ;

but in

the original it is clearly seen to be
turned back and tied up in the same
manner as that more plainly shown

by the head of the female illustrating
the word CORYMBUS.
CROCO'TA (/cpoKorroV). A rich

saffron-coloured robe, or gala dress,

worn by the Greek women at the

Dionysiac festivals
;
and from them

adopted by the ladies of Rome (Non.
s. v. p. 549. Plaut. Fragm. ap. Non.
s. Strophium, p. 538. ) ; by the priests
of Cybele (Apul. Met. viii. p. 172.) ;

and also by some individuals who
affected a feminine and foppish style
of dress. Cic. Harusp. Respons. 21.

CROCO'TULA (Kpon&runr). Di-

minutive of the preceding. Plaut.

Epid. ii. 2. 49. Virg. Catalect v. 21.

CROTAL'IUM (Kporfaiov). Li-

terally, a small rattle ; a sort of pet
or fancy name by which the Roman
ladies designated a pendant to their

ear-rings, when formed by two or

more drop pearls (elenchi). sufficiently

large to produce a sharp crackling
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sound (like that of the crotaluni),

when shaken against
each other by the mo-
tions of the wearer.

(Pet Sat. 67. 9. Plin.

H. N. ix. 56.) The

example represents
an original ear-ring
found at Pompeii.
CROTALIS'TRIA. A female

performer on the crotala. Prop. iv.

8. 39. See the next wood-cut.

CROT'ALUM (KP6ra\ov). A
sort of musical instrument especially

employed in the worship of Cybele

(Apul. Met. viii. p. 170.), and fre-

quently used to form an accompani-
ment for dancing. (P. Scipio ap.
Macrob. Sat. ii. 10. Virg. Copa, 2.)

It consisted of two split canes, or

hollow pieces of wood or metal, joined

together by a straight handle, as in

the right-hand figure of the annexed

engraving, from a mosaic pavement

CRUCIFIX'US. Or, separately,
cruci fixus ; nailed to the cross, in

the manner we understand by the

term crucified. Quint, vii. 1 . 3. Plin.

H, N. viii. 18.

CRUME'NA (0d\dmov). A
I

leathern pouch for carrying money,
slung over the neck by a strap (Plaut.
Asin. iil 3. 67. Id. True. in. 1. 7.),

so as to hang in front of the person,
or at his back ; whence Ballio, in

in a tomb excavated in the Villa

Corsini. When played, one of these

was held in each hand, and snapped
together with the fingers, so as to

produce a crisp rattling sound, like

the castanets, as shown by the female

figure in the illustration, from a bas-

relief of the Villa Borghese.
CRUCIA'RIUS. A criminal ex-

ecuted upon the cross (crux) by
hanging (Pet. Sat. 1 12. 5. cruciarii pa-
rentes detraxerunt pendentem) ; hence,
a worthless fellow, like our gallows-
bird. Apul. Met. x. p. 215.

Plautus (Pseud, i. 2. 38.), tells the

I slave to walk in front, that he might
keep an eye upon the crumena, which
was slung behind him. It was from
the practice of carrying money about

in this manner, that the Greek ex-

pression fia\avTi6TO{jt.os, equivalent to

our cut-purse, derived its origin and

meaning. The illustration is from a

figure on a bronze lamp.
CRUPPELLA'RIUS. A Celtic

word employed by the' Gauls to de-

signate a particular class of men who

fought as gladiators, clothed from
head to foot in an entire suit of ar-

mour. (Tac. Ann. i. 43. Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. 56.) Men thus accoutred

were termed cataphracti or clibanarii

by the Persians, and cruppellarii by
the Gauls. See the illustration s.

CATAPHRACTI.
CRUS'MATA or CRU'MATA

(Kpov/jLctTa or KpouoyidTo). Castanets;
in ancient times, as well as our own,
peculiarly characteristic of the

Spanish nation (Mart. Ep. vi. 71.),

though the same instruments were
also played by the women of Greece
and Italy, as is proved by the an-

nexed illustration, from a fictile vase
;

and by a bas-relief of the Capitoline
F F
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Museum (iii. 36.), in which a female
is represented with the same instru-

ment in her right hand, and the sca-

billum under her left foot.

CRUS'T^E. Figures or images
in low-relief, embossed upon plate, as

contradistinguished from emblemata,
which were in high-relief. Cic.

Verr. ii. 4. 23. Paul. Dig. 34. 2. 33.

CRUSTA'RIUS. An artist who
designed, and modelled crustce for

gold and silver plate. (Plin. H. IV.

xxxiii. 55.) They were sold at

Rome in shops appropriated for that

particular branch of trade, called

crustarice tabernce. Festus, s. v.

CRUSTULA'RIUS. One who
makes and sells crustula. Senec.

Ep 56.

CRUS'TULUM. Diminutive of
CRUSTUM. Any small piece of pastry
or cake, such as a pastrycook's tart

;

especially given to children. Hor.
Sat. i. 1. 25. Juv. Sat. ix. 5. and
Schol. Vet. ad I

CRUS'TUM. A fragment, or

broken piece of bread, cake, or

pastry. Hence the English crust.

Hor. Ep. i. 1. 78. Virg. JEn. vii. 1 14.

CRUX. One of the machines or
contrivances employed by the ancients

for inflicting capital punishment upon
criminals and slaves. It was made and

applied in two different ways. Ori-

ginally, it was an upright pole with a

sharp point at the top (Greek CTTOU-

pos, tr/c(fAot|/), upon which the victim
was impaled, as still practised in the

East; a mode of punishment indicated

by the expression in crucem suffigere
(Justin, xviii. 7. Hirt B. Afr. 66.),

j

or in crucem sedere (Msecen. ap.
Senec. Ep. 101.); but, subsequently,
it was fitted with a transverse piece
of wood, like our cross, upon which
the condemned was fastened with

nails, or bound with ropes, and then
left to perish ;

a mode of execution

expressed by such phrases as cruet

figere, or affigere, and the like. (Tac.
Ann. xv. 44. Pet. Sat. iii. 5.) It

would also appear from other passages
(Plin. H. N. xiv. 3. pendere in cruce,
Pet. Sat. 112. 5.), that criminals

were likewise hung upon it, as upon
a gibbet, or gallows.
CRYP'TA (KpfaT-n, or KpuTrH?).

The original of our word crypt;
which, however, gives a very incor-

rect notion of the object conveyed
to the Greek and Roman mind by
the same term. The ancient crypta
comes nearest to our cloister, which it

closely resembled ; being, in fact, a

long narrow gallery, on the level of
the ground (not subterranean, as

commonly supposed), inclosed by
walls on both sides, and receiving its

light from rows of windows, in one
or both of the side walls which in-

closed it. Structures of this kind
were frequently built as public edifices

for the convenience of the population ;

in the pleasure grounds of wealthy
individuals (Seneca, Ira, 111. 18.);
as adjuncts to great mansions

; to the

promenades connected with a theatre

(Suet. Cal. 58.) ; and very commonly,
as we learn from numerous inscrip-
tions (Muratori, Inscript. p. 481. 4.

Rheines. Syntagm. Inscript. ii. 28.)
were attached to the side of a porticus
or open colonnade ; being intended as

agreeable places of resort, when the

heat of the season or inclemency of
the weather rendered shelter accept-
able to an idle and luxurious popula-
tion. Even the Praetorian guards had
a crypta adjacent to their permanent
camp at Rome, which was demolished

by the orders of Hadrian, when he

attempted to reform the discipline
of the corps. (Spart. Hadr. 10.) The
annexed illustration, compared with
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the one which follows, will afford a

correct idea of the real nature of the

ancient crypt. It represents the

ground-plan of a public edifice con-

structed by the priestess Emachia at

Pompeii, consisting of a crypta, por-
ticus, and chalcidicum, all which
members are enumerated in an in-

scription affixed to the outside wall

over the principal entrance. The
three corridors or cloisters marked
A A A constitute [the crypta. They
are surrounded on three of the sides

by a blank wall, decorated with fresco

paintings ;
on the inside are observed

the windows which opened upon an

adjoining colonnade (porticus),marked
B B B B, which, in its turn, surrounds

a large central area, c. Considerable

remains of a similar structure are

still to be seen on the site of ancient

Capua, contiguous to the amphi-
theatre ; and an example of these clois-

ters, annexed to a theatre, is shown
in the fragment containing the plan
of Pompey's theatre, s. THEATRUM.

2. Enclosed cloisters of the same

description, as far as relates to design
and locality, were usually constructed,
instead of open colonnades, round the

inner court-yards of Roman villas

and farm-houses, for the purpose of

storing grain, fruits, and such produce
as required to be kept free from

damp, and yet not altogether ex-

cluded from air. Vitruvius, there-

fore, in giving a design for a model

villa, very wisely recommends covered

galleries (cryptce) to be constructed

in the interior of farm buildings for

such produce ; and the stabling, as

well as magazines for less perishable

commodities, to be situated in the

open front court (vestibulum). (Vi-
truv. vi. 5. 2. Compare Varro, R. R.
i. 57.) The illustration represents a

view of the remains of the suburban
villa of L. Arrius Diomedes at Pom-
peii, and shows very clearly the cha-

racter and style of these appurte-
FF 2
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nances. On the left hand only a por-
tion of the foundations remain ;

but

the right wing and centre are nearly

entire, with a part of the first story
of the villa behind it. From this

there is a staircase, still entire, lead-

ing down into the crypta, which, it

will not fail to be observed, is not a

subterranean cellar, but on the level of I

the ground, and with windows open-

ing into a square court, originally I

surrounded by the other stories built !

over the cloisters.

3. When the windows were closed
j

with their wooden shutters, the whole
j

corridor would form a long, narrow, ;

dark vault; whence the word, in

poetical and metaphorical language,
was transferred in a secondary sense

,

to subterranean passages of various

kinds : thus the main sewer, which

passed down the Suburra, in continu- i

ation of the cloaca Maxima at Rome,
is termed crypta Suburrse (Juv. v.

'

106.) ;
the tunnel, which passes under

the cliffs between Naples and Pausi-

lippo, now the " Grotto of Pausilipo,"
is designated crypta Neapolitana \

(Pet. Fragm. 13. Seneca, Ep. 57.) ;

and the crypta, in front of which

Quartilla offers her sacrifice (Pet.
Sat 16. 3.) may refer to this same

grotto, or to a cloister attached to

her house and gardens, like those

described above.

4. The stalls for the horses and
chariots in a circus (Sidon. Carm.
xxiii. 319.) See the illustration and

article, CARCER, 2.

CRYPTOPOR'TICUS. The term

always employed by the younger
Pliny when speaking of a structure

;

similar to what is described under the
last word. It appears to have been

only another name, more fully de-

scriptive, for CRYPTA
; or, if there

was any real distinction between the

two, it may be, that when the gallery
had windows on both sides, as was
the case with those in Pliny's villas,
it possessed a considerable resem-
blance to the colonnade (porticus),
and was consequently distinguished

by the name of crypto-porticus ; when
there were windows only on one side,

and a blank wall on the other, such as

those represented in the two preceding
illustrations, it would be more ap-

propriately designated by the name
of crypta simply. Plin. Ep. ii. 17.

16. seqq. Id. v. 6. 27 28. Id. vii.

21. 2. Id. ix. 36. 3.

CTESIB'ICA MACH'INA. A
double-actionedforcing-pump, invented

by Ctesibius of Alexandria, who
lived in the age of Ptolemy Euer-

getes (Vitruv. ix. 8. 2. Plin. H. N.
vii. 38.), and constructed upon the

principle now employed for our fire-

engines. The machine is described

at length by Vitruvius (x. 7.), from
the writings of its inventor, which
are now lost ; and a pump of similar

character, but improved construction,

probably after a model of Hero, the

pupil of Ctesibius, was discovered

near Civita Vecchia, in the last cen-

tury ;
but as that does not contain

all the parts mentioned by Vitruvius, a

representation of it is inserted under its

Greek name SIPHO, where the com-

ponent parts of which it consists are

explainedfrom the description of Hero.
In this place, only a conjectural dia-

gram of the machina Ctesibica is intro-

duced, designed by Perrault in ac-

cordance with the account of Vitru-

vius; but it will enable the reader,
from a comparison of the two to-

gether, to form an accurate idea of

the nature of these machines, and the

differences between them. The parts
mentioned by Vitruvius are : cati-

nus, the cup, A, which was not em-

ployed by Hero, who, instead of it,
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uses an upright tube (crwAV opOios) ;

modioli gemelli, B B, the two boxes, or

cases, in which the pistons (I'egulce)

act, corresponding with the 8vo

7rv|i'Ses of Hero ; emboli masculi, two
suckers (c c), same as e^oAeTs,
Hero

; fistulce in furcilla figura, two

connecting pipes in the form of a

fork, which in the pump of Hero are

supplied by a single horizontal tube

(<r&>AV) ; and pcenula, the cowl (D),

placed over the cup to compress the

water at the foot of the hose ;
not

used by Hero. The operation of the

machine is easily understood. It
\

was placed over the reservoir, and
both pistons worked together, the one ;

being depressed while the other was
,

drawn up ; as the sucker (c) rises, it
j

draws up a supply of water through i

an opening at the bottom of the cy- \

linder (B), which is furnished with a i

moveable ltd (marked by dotted lines

in the engraving), that opens as

the water flows in, but closes of its

own accord immediately that the

piston is pressed down again ;
and

this pressure forces the water through
the forked pipe into the catinus (A),
the bottom of which, in like manner,
is furnished with movable lids over
each pipe, alternately opening and

shutting with each stroke of the pis-

tons, which, as they move alter-

nately up and down, force up the

water in a continuous stream through
the pcenula (D) into a pipe or hose
affixed to the top of it, and made to

any length required.
CUBICULA'RIUS. A slave

whose service was confined to the

sitting and dwelling-rooms (cubicula)
of a Roman house ; he waited in the

antechamber, and announced his

master's visitors, &c. Cic. Verr. ii.

3. 4. Id. Att. vi. 2.

CUBIC' ULUM. Literally, a

room furnished with a sofa or bed
;

whence it became a general term
for any such room in a private

house, whether used as a sitting or

sleeping-room (Plin. Ep. i. 3. 1. cu-

bicula nocturna et diurna, Id. ii. 17.

21. Plaut. Most, iii.- 2. 7.) ;
for the

Romans were much in the habit of

reposing upon sofas in the day-time
at their studies, meals, siestas, and

receptions.
2. The emperor's box at the Circus

or amphitheatre, wherein he reclined

in state to view the games (Suet.

Nero, 12. Plin. Paneg. 51.), instead

of sitting on the open podium, as was
usual in more simple times.

CUBI'LE (KOI'TTJ). In general,

any place to lie down in, as a bed, or

the room in which the bed is : whence
more especially used to designate the

marriage-bed (Virg. JEn. viii. 412.

Eur. Med. 151.); a sleeping-room

(Cic. Cat. iv. 8. Suet. Nero, 25.) ;

and, indeed, like cubitorium, any one

of the small apartments in a private
house usually occupied by the master

or his family. Plin. H. N. xv. 10.

salutatorium ; Plin. Paneg. 63. 3.

CUBITAL' (toruyK&viov). A bol-

ster or cushion for the elbow to rest

upon, when the figure is otherwise in

a recumbent position, such as was used

for the convenience of invalids (Hor.
Sat. ii. 3. 255.), or by persons when
reclining at their meals (see ACCUBO).
The illustration is from a figure on
the top of an Etruscan tomb.

CUBITO'RIA, sc. vestimenta.

(Pet. Sat. 30. 11.) Same as COSNA-
TORI^: vestes.

CUCUL'LIO or CUCU'LIO.
Diminutive of CUCULLUS ; the dimin-
utive expressing inferiority of quality,
rather than of dimensions. Lamprid.
Elag. 32. mulionico ; Capitol. Ver. 4.

vulgari viatorio ; Cato, R. R. ii. 3.

CUCUL'LUS. A piece of paper
rolled into the shape of a funnel, in

which the chemists and other trades-
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people of Rome used to wrap the

powders and drugs bought by their

customers (Mart. Ep. iii. 2.), pre-

cisely as the grocer and chandler's

shopkeeper do at the present day.
2. From similarity in form to the

preceding, a hood or cowl attached to

some other garment, such as the

lacerna, sagum, pcenula, &c., which
could be drawn up over the head, to

serve instead of a hat ; and was com-

monly worn by slaves, rustics, fisher-

men, and persons whose occupations
exposed them to the weather at all

seasons, like the cowl of the Capu-
chin friars, and modern Neapolitan
fishermen. (Columell. xi. 1. 21.
Mart Ep. xi. 98. 10. Juv. vi. 118.
Pallad. i. 43. 4.) The above illustra-

tion is from a painting at Pompeii, re-

presenting a group of common people
drinking in a tavern (caupona). When

it was desired to uncover the head,
the cowl was pushed back, and rested

on the upper part of the back, in the
manner shown by the second en-

graving, representing another of the

figures in the same group. The first

of these illustrates Cicero's descrip-
tion of M. Antony (Phil. ii. 31.),
domum venit capite involute ; the latter

one, the caput aperuit, of the same

3. Cucullus Bardaicus (Jul. Cap.
Pertinax, 8.) ; same as BARDOCU-
CULLUS.

4. Cucullus Liburnicus (Mart, in

Lemmate, xiv. 139.) ; same as BAR-
DOCUCULLUS.

5. Cucullus Santonicus (Juv. viii.

145.) ; same as BARDOCUCULLUS ;

from the town of Saintes in France,
where the manufacture of these arti-

cles was introduced from Illyria.
CUC'UMA- A vessel employed

for boiling water, making decoctions,
and similar purposes, the precise
form and character of which there
are no materials for determining.
(Pet. Sat. 135. 4. Id. 136. 2.) The
word, however, is still retained in the

colloquial language of the modern
Romans, in which "/a cucuma"
means a vessel for boiling water.

CUCUR'BITA and CUCUR-
BIT' UL A (KoXoKvvQ-n, <riKva). A
pumpkin, or gourd;
thence, a cupping-

glass, which the

ancients made out
of those fruits (Juv.
Sat. xiv. 58.), as

well as of horn or

bronze. (Celsus,
ii. 11.) The example represents an
ancient original made out of a pump-
kin, now preserved in the Vatican

Library, and published by Rhodius.
CU'DO or CU'DON

The simplest form
of helmet, con-

sisting of a mere

scull-cap, without

any ridge-piece

(apex) or crest

(crista) (hence, &(f>a\os re nal &\o<f>os,
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Horn. //. x. 258 ), made out of leather

or the skin of wild animals (Sil. Ital.

viii. 493.), and fastened under the

chin by a thong (oxfus). It was
worn by some of the Roman light

-

armed troops (Polyb. vi. 22.) ;
is

ascribed to Diomedes by Homer, and
is frequently seen in Greek repre-
sentations of that hero, from one of
which in bronze the annexed ex-

ample is taken.

CUL'CITA (rtJATj, ff-rpwfj.v-n).
A

mattrass for a sofa, couch, or bed,

stuffed with wadding, wool, or fea-

thers (Varro, L.L. v. 167. Pet. Sat
38. Cic. Tusc. iii. 19. Seneca, Ep.
87.) ; which, consequently, was some-
times very soft, like our feather beds,
and at others, like our wool and hair

mattrasses, sufficiently hard not to

take an impression from the body
resting upon it. (Seneca, Ep. 108.)
The illustration is from a painting at

Pompeii.
CU'LEUS or CUL'LEUS. A

very large sack made of a pig's-skin
or leather, and employed by the Ro-
mans for the transport of wine or
oil (Nepos, Eum. 8. Plin. H. N. vii.

19. Cato, R.R. xi. 1.), as represented

by the annexed illustration, from a

painting at Pompeii, which shows
the manner of transporting it on a cart

frame, of emptying its contents into

smaller vessels (amphorce), and how
it was filled

; viz. by the neck at the

top, which was then tied up with a
cord. A contrivance of precisely the
same kind is still employed in Italy
for the transport and sale of oil. The
size of this will likewise account for

another use to which it was applied

by the ancient Romans, for sewing
parricides in. Cic. Q. Fr. i. 2. 2.

2. Also a liquid measure ; the

largest used by the Romans, contain-

ing twenty amphora, or 118 gallons,
and particularly employed in esti-

mating the produce of a vineyard or
olive ground. Rhemn. Fann. de
Pond, et Mens. 86. Varro, R. R.I. 2. 7.

CULIG'NA (KI/A/X^). A vessel

for wine, the exact nature of which is

not ascertained. Cato, R. R. 132.

CULPNA. A kitchen. (Cic.
Fam. xv. 18. Pet. Sat. 2. 1. Seneca,

Ep. 114.) The illustration repre-
sents a kitchen stove in the house of

Pansa at Pompeii, with some cooking
utensils upon it, as discovered when
first excavated ; viz. a strainer (co-

/ttm), a kitchen knife (culter coquina-

ris), and an implement for dressing
eggs (supposed apalare) ; below is

the ground-plan of a kitchen in the
same city, from the house of the

Quaestor, distributed into the fol-

lowing parts. Immediately on the
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left hand of the entrance there is a

semicircular sink (1), and on the

right a staircase (2), which probably
led up to the store-rooms ; fronting
the entrance are the remains of the

brickwork which formed the stove

(3), similarly constructed to the ele-

vation above ; and adjoining this

is another small chamber (4), which
we might call the back kitchen, with
a privy (5 ) at its furthest extremity ;

a convenience, which, singularly

enough, is generally found adjacent
to the kitchens in the houses of

Pompeii.
CULTEL'LUS (^axaipts, /J.axat-

piov). Diminutive of CTJLTER ; and

employed in nearly the same senses,

only designating a lesser description
of each kind. But the cultellus is

never so small as our pocket and

pen-knife (scalprum) ; for Juvenal

designates a carving-knife by the di-

minutive (Sat. v. 122.); Ulpian
(Dig. 9. 2. 11.), a barber's razor; \

and the cultellus of Horace (Ep. i. 7.
!

51.), which people used to clean and
pare their nails with, was the same as '

the barber's instrument, which is ex- I

pressly named for that purpose by i

Valerius Maximus (iii. 2. 15.), cut- I

tellum tonsorium quasi unguium rese-
\

candorum causa poposcit.
2. Cultellus Ugneus. A wedge of

wood
; which is sharper at the edge

than at the back, like the blade of a
;

culter. Vitruv. vii. 3. 2.

CUL'TER Oax'pa). The name
'

given by the ancients to several diffe-
;

rent implements employed in cutting,
|

which were made with a single edge,
broadish back, and a sharp point ; all
of which were used for domestic or

agricultural, and not military, pur-
poses, excepting when descriptive of
the barbarous ages, or to characterize
the assassin rather than the soldier.
Our knife is, perhaps, the nearest

translation, but the ancient culter is

mostly applied to the largest class
of instruments, which pass by the
name of knives amongst us. The
several kinds, with the epithets which

distinguished them, are enumerated
below.

1. Culter coquinaris. A cook's

knife or kitchen-knife (Varro, ap.
Non. s. v. p. 195.), for cutting up
meat. The illustration is from an

original discovered in a kitchen at

Pompeii. Butchers also made use of
a similar implement for the same

purpose. Liv. iii. 48. Herod, ii. 61.

2. The knife employed by the cul-

trarius at a sacrifice for cutting the

victim's throat (Plaut. Rud. i.

2. 45.) ; and by the butchers
in the slaughter-house (Varro,
R. R. ii. 5. 11.); frequently re-

presented on sepulchral bas-

reliefs, from one of which the

annexed specimen is taken,
where the inscription CUL-
TRARI OSSA identifies the instrument.

Compare the engraving s. CULTRA-
RIUS, in which it is seen in use.

3. Culter venatorius. A hunts-

man's knife, carried from a belt round

the waist, with which he despatched
his prey at close quarters (Pet. SaL
40. 5. Suet. Aug. 19.) ; similar to

that used by the men who fought
with wild beasts in the amphitheatre ;

see the first illustration to BESTI-
ARIUS. The example is copied from
an engraved gem.

4. The sharp edge, or flat part of

the blade in a vine-dresser's pruning-

hook (falx vinitoria\ which, in the

annexed engraving, from an old

MS. of Columella, lies between the

handle and the hook at the top (Co-
lumell. iv. 25. 3.), and which was

particularly brought into use for

lopping and cutting off.

5. Culter tonsorius. A sort of
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knife or razor which barbers used
for shaving. (Cic. Off. ii. 7. Pet.

Sat. 108. 11. Plin. H.N vii. 59.)
Also designated by the diminutive

cultellus, and probably having a blade

with a point shaped like the hunts-

man's knife (No. 3.), for it was used
for keeping the nails clean. Hor.

Ep. i. 7. 51. compared with Val.

Max. iii. 2. 15.

6. A knife made of bone or ivory,
for eating fruit with (Columell. xii.

45. 4.) ; also termed cultellus. Plin.

H. N. xii. 54.

7. The coulter of a plough ;
formed

like the blade of a large knife, and
inserted vertically in front of the

share (vomer. Plin. H.N. xviii. 48.),

about to offer up a pig in sacrifice,
the former in the character of a

as is clearly shown by the annexed

illustration, from an engraved gem.
8. In cultrum collocatus. A tech-

nical expression in use amongst Ro-
man architects and mechanics, when

speaking of objects placed upon their

smallest sides or narrowest edges ;

as of bricks or stones in a building
set upon their sides, instead of laid

in the usual manner, with their

broadest surfaces upwards. (Vitruv.
x. 5.) The modern Italians make
use of a similar metaphor,

"
per col-

tello" when they wish to express the

same kind of arrangement.
CULTRA'RIUS. The minister

or servant of an officiating priest, who

despatched the victim at a sacrifice,

by cutting its throat with a knife

(culter), as contradistinguished from

popa, who knocked it down with a

blow of the axe (securis) or mallet

(malleus). (Suet. Cal 32. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 640. 11.) The illustration,

from a very beautiful marble bas-

relief discovered at Pompeii, repre-
sents an old woman and a Faun

priestess, the latter as a cultrarius,

cutting its throat.

CULUL'LUS. According to the
Scholiasts on Horace, an earthenware
calix employed by the pontifices and
Vestals in their sacrificial rites; but

commonly used in a general sense

for any kind of drinking-cup Acron .

and Porphyr. ad Hor. Od. i. 31. 11.

Hor. A. P. 434.

CUM'ERA. A sort of tub, pan,
or basket with a convex lid, used by
the country people for keeping corn
in. Festus, s. Cumerum. Hor Sat. i.

1. 53. Id. Epist. i. 7. 30. Acron. ad II

CUM'ERUM. A covered vase,

or, perhaps, basket, carried by the
camillus in a marriage procession

(Varro, L.L. vii. 34.), and contain-

ing the necessaries (utensilia) of the

bride. Festus, s. v.

CUNA'BULA. A child's cradle.

(Cic. Div i. 36. Plaut. Amph. v. 1.

55. Serv. ad Virg. Eel iv. 23. Ar-
nob. adv. Gent, iv.) The example is

from a very ancient MS. of Gene-

sis, published by ^
Lambeccius ( Com-

1

ment. Bibl. Cces.
\

iii. 29.); but an-

cient cradles were
also commonly made in the shape of

a trough or boat, as in the next illus-

tration ;
whence a Greek name for

the same is tr/cacpT?. Athen. xiii. 85.

G G
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2. Hence the place in which any
living thing is born : a birth-place

(Prop. iii. \. 27.) ; a bird's nest

(Plin. H. N. x. 51.); a bee-hive.

Virg. Georg. iv. 66

CUN^E. Same as CUNABULA.
Cic. Div. i. 36.

CUNA'RIA. A nurse, who
rocked an infant in its cradle, washed
it at its birth, wrapped it in swaddling
clothes, &c. (Inscript. ap. Grut.

311. 7. Compare Mart. Ep. xi. 39.)

The illustration is from a marble
bas-relief at Rome.
CUN'EUS O4>V> A wedge; a

body of wood, iron, or other sub-

stances, with a thin edge gradually

thickening upwards, employed for

splitting (Virg. Georg. i. 144.), tight-

ening, and fastening. Cic. Tusc. ii. 10.

2. When applied to ships (Ovid,
Met. xi. 514.), the exact meaning
of the term is doubtful. Some sup-

pose that it is used to designate

projecting pieces of timber fastened

to the sides and bottom of a vessel

to protect it from rocks ; others,

the timbers themselves put together
in the form of a wedge, like what is

now called "
diagonal trussing ;

"
or

thin wedges of wood driven in toge-
ther with the tow, by which the
seams are caulked. Scheffer, Mil.
Nav. i. 6.

3. (/ccp/cfe). A compartment of

seats (gradus, sedilia, subsellia) in a
theatre or amphitheatre (Vitruv. v.

6. 2. Suet. Aug. 44.), comprising the
several rows contained in each tier

(mcenianum) between a pair of stair-

cases (scaloe). The illustration,
which represents a portion of the

interior of the larger theatre at Pom-
peii, shows six of these cunei, or

compartments of seats, three in the
lower tier, and three in the one above,
with two flights of stairs in each,
down which the spectator walked
when he entered the theatre through
either of the doors (vomitoria) at the

top, until he arrived at the particular
row in the cuneus on which his seat

was situated. These compartments of
seats were termed wedges on account

of their cuneiform appearance, being
narrowest at the bottom, and gradually
expanding upwards as the circuit of
the theatre increases; see the parts
marked B on the general plan s.

THEATRUM, 1., where the form is

more characteristically displayed.
4. A wine bin, constructed with

rows of shelves rising one over the

other, like the seats of a theatre, and

upon which the wine was deposited
to ripen, after it had been drawn off

from the bulk into amphoree, or, as

we should say, bottled. Cato, R. R.
ii. 3. 2. Pontedera, Curce Posth. ad I.

5. A body of soldiers drawn up
in the shape of a wedge. Liv.

xxii. 47. Veg. Mil iii. 19.

CUNICULA'RII. Sappers and
miners; or soldiers who effect an
entrance into a town from a mine

(cuniculus}. Veg. Mil. ii. 11. Am-
mian. xxiv. 4. 22.

CUNICULATO'RES. Same as

the preceding. Luctat. in Stat. Theb.

ii. 418.

CUNIC'ULUS (^TrovoVos). Any
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subterranean passage, but more espe-

cially a mine in military operations.

Veget. i. 6. Liv. v. 21. Ammian.
xxiv. 4. 21.

CU'NUL^E. Diminutive of Cu-
NJE

; a small or common sort of

cradle. Prudent. Cathem. vii. 164.

Id. xi. 98.

CU'PA (7auAos). A cask, or

butt; made \vith wooden staves (ta-

bula, Pallad. i. 38. 1.), and bound
round with iron hoops (circuli, Pet.

Sat. 60. 3. Plin. H. N. xiv. 27.), in

which wine, vinegar, and other arti-

cles were kept and transported from

place to place ;
whence vinum de cupa

(Cic. Pis. 27.) is equivalent to our

expression out of the wood. The

example is copied from the Column
of Trajan.

2. (KWTTTJ). An oblong block of

wood, forming one of the component
parts in a trapetum, or machine for

bruising olives. It was made of elm
or beech, and perforated through its

centre, in order to be slipped on to a

thick iron pivot (columella ferred),
which projected from the top of the
stone cylinder (miliarium) in that

machine. The object of it was two-
fold : to form a block for receiving
the ends of the axles, which are in-

serted in it in the engraving, and on
which the wheels (orbes) were sus-

pended, while at the same time it

enabled them to move in a circular

direction round the bruising vat

(mortarium} by turning round the

pivot passing through its centre from
the top of the upright stone cylinder
on which it was placed. It was,
therefore, cased with plates of metal,
to prevent friction. (Cato, R. R.

xxi. 1 4). The specimen here in-

troduced is restored from the frag-
ments of a trapetum discovered at the

ancient Stabia, the wood-work of

which had perished, but the iron

plates remained entire, as well as the

portions of the two axles inserted in it.

The figure, however, sufficiently ex-

plains the meaning of the name, and

why it was so called ; for the word, in

its literal sense, signifies the handle of
an oar (Diodor. Sic. iii. 3. and Agath.
quoted by Wesseling ad /.), to which
the cupa of a trapetum, as shown by
the engraving, bears a close resem-

blance. The situation occupied by it

on the machine, and the manner in

which it acted, will be better under-
stood by referring to the illustration

s. TRAPETUM, where it is marked 5.

CUPE'DIA or CUPE'DIJE. De-
licacies for the table. Festus, s. v.

Plaut. Stick, v. 4. 32.

CUPEDINA'RIUS and CUPE-
DIA'RIUS. A general term, in-

cluding all dealers in provisions of

the choicer kinds, such as poultry,

game, fish, &c. (Terent. Eun. ii. 2

25. Lamprid. Elag. 30.) The mar-
ket where they had their stalls was
called Forum cupedinis. Varro, L. L.
v. 146.

C UP E L'L A. Diminutive of

CUPA, 1. Pallad. iii. 25. 12. Apic. i. 2.

CU'PULA. Diminutive of CUPA,
1. (Ulp. Dig. 33. 6. 3.) ; of CUPA,
2. Varro, R. R. xxi. 3.

CURCU'MA. A kind of halter.

(Veget. iii. 33. 1.) See Ducang.
Gloss. GrfEC. et Lat. s. v.

CU'RIA. A common hall, or place
in which any corporate body, such
for instance as the curice of the

Roman burghers, met to transact

matters connected with their body,
or to perform religious duties;
whence the word came to be applied
more specially to the building in

which the Roman senate met to carry
on their deliberations. There were se^

veral of these in the city distinguished
from one another by the names of

the individuals who dedicated them
;

G G 2
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as the curia Hostilia, Julia, Pompeia,
but the former was the one mostly
used for the senate house. Varro,
L. L. v. 155. Id. vi. 46. Benecke
ad Cic. Cat. iv. 1. 2.

CU'RIO. The priest of a corpo-
rate body (curia), who was appointed
to perform the rites of religion on
behalf of the corporation. (Varro,
L. L. v. 83.) Each of the thirty
Roman curice had one curio, who
acted as the chief of his own corpo
ration; but from these one was ap-

pointed as president over the whole,
with the title of Curio Maximus.
Paulus ap. Fest. s. Maximus. Liv.

!

xxvii. 8.

2. A public crier. Mart. Epist. \

Praf. ii. Trebell. Gallien. 12.

CURIS. A Sabine word for a
|

spear. Ovid. Fast. ii. 477. HASTA.

CURRIC'ULUM. Diminutive of

CURRUS. Cic. Bar. resp. 10. Suet.

Cal 19. Ovid. Trist. iv. 8. 36.

2. The course or space run over

by each chariot at a race in the Greek

Hippodrome, or Roman Circus. Hor.
Od. i. 1.3. Plaut. Trin. iv. 4. 1 1.

CURRUS. A Roman chariot, or

carriage upon two wheels, which was
entered from behind, but was close in

!

front, and open overhead. It was
;

Ovid, Virg. &c.) The example is

from an original now preserved in

the Vatican, made of wood, but

covered with plates of bronze. When
found, it was broken into many
pieces, which have since been put
together. A front view of the same
is given at p. 72.

2.
(8.piJ.a). The .war chariot used

by the Greeks of the heroic ages;
which was of a similar construction

to the one last mentioned, but of a

lighter character, being partially
formed with open rail-work instead

of close pannelling, as shown by
numerous examples on fictile vases,
from one of which, found at St.

Agatha, formerly Saticola, the an-

nexed engraving is copied.
3. Currus volucris (TTTrjvbv ap/ua).

A chariot, with wings attached to the

also constructed to contain two pet-
sons, the driver and another, both

standing, and was drawn by two,
three, or four horses, and occasion-

extremities of the axle- tree, fancifully
attributed by poets and artists to

the cars of Jupiter and Apollo (Hor.
Od. i. 34. 8. Plato, Phced. torn. ix.

p. 321. Bipont), and frequently re-

presented on fictile vases, from one
of which the annexed illustration is

copied.
ally even by a greater number. (Cic.; 4. Currus triumphalis. A
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phal car, in which the Roman general
was carried at his triumph. This
was not open at the back, like the

ordinary currus, but was completely
circular, and closed all round (Zonar.
vi. 21.), as shown by the annexed en-

graving, from a medal of Vespasian,

and in the wood-cut s. CORONA, 1.,

which shows the persons in it. Its

pannels were also decorated with

carvings in ivory, which are apparent
in the present example, whence it is

designated as the ivory car (currus
eburneus, Pedo Albin. El i. 333.

).

5. A plough with wheels, or the

carriage part of such a plough.
(Virg. Georg. i. 174.) See the illus-

tration s. CULTER, 7.

6. Currus falcatus. A war chariot

furnished with sharp blades of iron
or scythes affixed to the end of the

pole and of the axle tree, chiefly
employed by foreign nations. Several

descriptions of these carriages have
come down to us, but no represent-
ations of any one on works of art

;

consequently, the exact manner in

which the offensive weapon was at-

tached has not been ascertained. Liv.
xxxvii. 41. Curt. iv. 9. Hirt. B. Alex.

75. Val. Place, vi. 105.

CURSOR (VraSieik, o-raSioSpfyios).
A runner, who runs a race in the
stadium. (Cic. Tusc. ii. 23. Nepos,
Milt. 4.) The female figure intro-

duced s. STROPHIUM, 1 . is believed to

represent a Spartan damsel equipped
for the foot-race.

2. A racing jockey. (Ovid. Pont.
iii. 9. 26. ) See CELES.

3. A private postman or messenger
who carries letters on foot, or on
horseback (Mart. iii. 100. Suet. Nero,

49.) ; more specially termed TABEL-
LARIUS, which see.

4. A slave kept by great people to

precede their carriages on foot, simi-

lar to the runningfootman of modern

Europe. Seneca, Epist. 126. Mart.

Ep. iii. 47. 14.

CURU'LIS. An epithet very
generally applied to anything re-

lating to a chariot (currus) ;
as equus

curulis, a carriage-horse (Festus,
*. y.) ; triumphus curulis, a regular
triumph, in contradistinction to an

ovation, because at the former the

general entered the city on a car, but
at the latter on foot or on horseback

(Suet. Aug. 22. Compare Tib. 9.) ;

ludi curules, the Circensian games, at

which the chariot races took place
(Minucius Felix, 37.) ; sella curulis,
a portable chair which the magis-
trates of Rome carried about with
them ; described and illustrated under
SELLA.
CUSPIS (at'x/iTJ). A point; of

anything generally which is pointed ;

but more especially used to designate
the pointed head of a lance, spear, or

javelin, when made without barbs, as

contradistinguished from spiculum,
which expresses a barbed point.

(Virg. JSn. xii. 510. Sil. Ital. xiii.

167.) The illustration represents
two Roman spear-heads of the most
usual forms, from originals.

2. A sharp point, or spear -head,
affixed to the top of the Ro-
man ensigns (Suet. Jul. 62. ),

which the standard-bearers

converted into a weapon of

offence, when hard pressed
at close quarters. It is

clearly seen in the annexed

engraving, from Trajan's
Column, above the eagle.

3. A sharp point or spear-head,

projecting from the top of the thyrsus

(Catull. 64. 257.), which is promi-
nently visible in the next engrav-
ing, from a painting at Pompeii ;
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Macrob.

where it is represented above the

leaves, which usually termi-
nate the shaft, in order
to show that the painting
was intended to bear an
allusion to the fable which
relates that Bacchus and
his followers, upon cer-

tain occasions, converted
their thyrsi into offensive

weapons, by concealing a

lance-head in the leaves.

Sat. i. 19.

4. The point of a spit for roasting
meat

;
and thence the spit itself (yeru).

Mart. Ep. xiv. 221.

5. The pointed end of Neptune's
trident

;
and thence the weapon itself

(fuscina, tridens). Ovid. Met. xii.

580.

6. An earthenware tube employed
in the cultivation of vineyards, so
called because it was made sharp and
pointed at one extremity, for the pur-
pose of being fixed in the ground.
Varro, R. JR. 1. 8. 4.

CUSTO'DES. A general name
given to those who have the care or

guardianship of other persons or

things ; but employed in a more spe-
cial sense to designate the officers

who acted as scrutineers at the Comi-
tia. Their duty consisted in receiving
the votes (tabelloe) as they were taken
out of the balloting basket (cista) by
the Diribitores, and in pricking off the
result upon a tablet

; whence the al-

lusion of Horace, omne tulit punctum,
&c. Cic. in Senat. 7. Id. Agr. ii.

9. Varro, E. R. iii. 5. 18.

CY'ATHUS (/ctfaflos).
with one handle, employed
by the Greeks as a ladle
for

filling the wine-goblets
(pocula, calices) of each

persoa at table out of the
common bowl (crater) ; and

subsequently adopted by the Ro-
mans for a similar object. In very
early days the simpulum was the only
vessel used for this purpose at the
domestic table, and at the sacrifice

;

but as luxury and refinement in-

creased, the latter came to be appro-

priated for making libations to the

Gods, and the cyathus confined to the

feasts of men. (Varro, L. L. v.

124.) The example is from an ori-

ginal of earthenware.
2. A small measure both of liquid

and dry things, containing the twelfth

part of a sextarius. Rhemn. Fann.
de Pond, et Mem. 80. Compare Pliny,
xxi. 109.

CYB^E'A. A sort of transport
ship, or merchantman, of consider-
able size (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 8. Ib. ii.

5. 17.), the distinctive properties of
which are, however, unknown.
CYBIA'RIUS. A dealer in salted

fish. Arnob. ii. 70.

CYBIOSAC'TES (KV&O^KTTJS).
A dealer in salt fish ; a nickname

given to the Emperor Vespasian
(Suet. Vesp. 19.), and to the Thir-
teenth Ptolemy. Strabo, xvii. 1. 11.

CYCLADA'TUS. Wearing the

cyclas ; an article of female attire, and,
therefore, indicative of great effe-

minacy of manners when adopted by
men, as was sometimes the case with
the Emperor Caligula. Suet. Cal. 52.

CYC'LAS (KVK\ds). One of the ar-

ticles of female apparel, consisting of
a long and loose piece
of drapery, generally
made of a very fine

texture, and wrapped
round the body in the

same manner as a

pallium, being suffi-

ciently ample to en-

velope the whole

figure, if required,
and having a border
of purple colour or

gold embroidery all

round its edges, from
which peculiarity the name is be-

lieved to have arisen. (Serv. ad

Virg. jEn. i. 282. Juv. vi. 259.

Prop. iv. 7. 40. Lamprid. Alex. Sev.

; 41.) All these particulars are dis-

[

tinctly visible in the illustration an-

I

nexed, representing Leda in her cy-

j clas, from a painting at Pompeii.
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CYLIN'DRUS (/c^Au/Spos). A
roller, for levelling arid condensating
the ground in agricultural and other

operations. (Virg. Georg. i. 178. Vi-
truv. x. 6.) The illustration here in-

troduced from Fellows' Journal in

Asia Minor, p. 70., represents a roller

made out of the trunk of a tree, and in-

tended to be drawn by cattle. When
used it does not revolve, being simply
dragged over the ground, and some'-

times weighted by the driver stand-

ing upon it ; but as so many of the

agricultural implements now used in

the East are found to preserve the
exact character of their ancient ori-

ginals, it is probable that rollers of
this description were sometimes em-
ployed both by the Greeks and Ro-
mans

; though revolving cylinders,
like our own (Columell. xi. 3. 34.),
were certainly not unknown to them
CYMAT'IUM (Kvftdnov). An

architectural moulding, employed in

cornices, friezes, and architraves

(Vitruv. iii. 5. 10 12.), having at

the top a full and swelling outline,
which sinks into a hollow be- ^ -

low, without making any an- '

gle, like the undulation of a wave
(KV/J.O, cyma), from which resem-
blance the name arose. It is called

an "ogee" by our workmen, and

"cyma reversa" by modern archi-

tects, to distinguish it from the "
cyma

recta," the contour of which is hollow
above and full below. See SIMA.
CYM'BA 0^77). A small boat

used upon rivers, and by fishermen,

rising at both ends, so as to form a

hollow in the centre, whence distin-

guished by the epithet adunca (Ovid.

Met. i. 293.), or concava. (Ovid.
Am. iii. 6. 4.) It was usually rowed

by one man, as in the example, from
an ancient Roman painting, or by
two at the most; and is the name
especially given to Charon's bark.

Hor. Od. ii. 3. 28. Virg. Mn. vi. 303.

CYMBALIS'TA (K^aAio-rfc).
A man who plays upon the cymbals,
(cymbalcf), in the manner represented

by the next illustration. Apul. Deo
Socrat. p. 685.

CYMBALIS'TRIA (/c^gaA/rr-

rpia). A female player upon the

cymbals, as shown by the example,
from a painting at Pompeii. Pet.
Sat. 22. 6. Inscript. ap. Grut. 318. 12.

CYM'BALUM (K^a\o^. A
cymbal; a musical instrument, con-

sisting of two hollow half globes
(Serv. ad Virg. Georg. iv. 64. Lu-
cret. ii. 619.) of bell metal, with a
ring at the

top, by which

they were held
between the

fingers, and
clashed toge-
ther with both hands, as represented
in the preceding illustration. They
were especially adopted by the vota-
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ries of Cybele (Virg. /. c.), and of

Bacchus (Liv. xxxix. 8. and 10.);
and being always used in pairs, as

in the example from a painting at

Pompeii, the word is mostly used in

the plural.
CYM'BIUM (Kvpglor). A drink-

ing bowl, with two handles (Apul.
Met. xi. p. 239.), so called from
a certain resemblance in its outline

to the bark termed cymba (Festus,
s. v. Macrob. Saturn, v. 21.), as is

exemplified by the annexed ex-

ample, from a bronze original found
at Pompeii. It

was sometimes

employed for

containing milk

(Virg. JEn. iii.

66.), and was
also made of the precious metals

(Virg. jEn. v. 267.), as well as of
earthenware. Mart. Ep. viii. 6.

CYNOCEPH'ALUS (/ewcMee-

<j)a\os). A species of ape, with a
head like a dog's (Simia Inuus. L.);
kept as a sacred animal in the tem-

ples of Isis, and frequently repre-
sented in the Egyptian sculptures and

paintings. Cic. Att. vi. 1. Plin.

H. N. viii. 80.

2. Dog-headed; an epithet given
to the Egyptian deity Anubis, who is

represented with a dog's head. Ter-
tull. ApoL 6. Minucius Felix in

Octav. 22.

D.

DACTYLIOTHE'CA (ScuervXio-

QflKvi)' In general, a collection of gems,
which the ancients, like ourselves,
were in the habit of collecting and

preserving in cabinets for their value
and beauty. Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 5.

2. A case or box for finger-rings,
in which they
were deposited
when not in

use, or when
removed from
the fingers at

night. (Mart. Ep. xi. 59. Id. xiv. 123. )

The illustration represents an ivory
case of this kind, from an original
found in Pompeii, with an upright
stick on the top of the lid for string-

ing the rings upon, in the same
manner as now practised on a lady's
toilette table.

DADU'CHUS (S?5oOXos). Pro-

perly, a Greek term, meaning a
torch'bearer; but it is specially used
to designate the person who, on the
fifth day of the Eleusinian mysteries,
conducted the initiated, with a torch
in his hand, to the temple of Demeter
at Eleusis, in commemoration of her

wandering about with a lighted torch
to seek for her daughter Persephone.
Fronto. ad Verum Imp. Ep. 1. In-

script. ap. Fabretti, p. 676. n. 29.

D.-EMON (Salfuov). Properly, a
Greek word, signifying a good spirit,
who was supposed to preside over

every individual during his life time ;

translated by the Latin words LAR
and GENIUS

;
which see. Apul.

Deo Socrat. p. 674. Cic. Univers. 11.

2. By the ecclesiastical writers of
the Christian era, always in the
sense of an evil spirit, or devil. Lac-
tant. ii. 14. Tertull. Apol. 22.

D^EMON'IUM (tcurfviov). Di-
minutive of DAEMON ; and, like that

word, employed by the heathen
writers to signify a good spirit; by
the Christians for an evil one. Cic.

Div. i. 24. Tertull. Apol 21.

DALMATICA'TUS. Wearing
the Dalmatic robe,
which was a long
frock made of

white Dalmatian
wool. It reached
as low as the feet,

was decorated

with purple stripes
down the front,

and had a pair of

very long and
loose sleeves,
which covered
the whole arm as

far as the wrists.

It was not worn by the Romans in
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early times, and never, perhaps, came
into general use ; but was always
regarded as a mark of singularity or

luxurious habits, even at a late pe-
riod of the Empire, until it came to

be adopted by the Roman Catholic

clergy, under the early popes. (Isi-

dor. Orig. xix. 22. 9. Lamprid. Com,'

mod. 8. Id. Heliog. 26. and Alcuinus,
De Divinis Officiis.) The illustra-

tion, which corresponds exactly with

the above description from Origen, is

copied from one of the miniatures in

the Vatican Virgil, which are sup-

posed to have been executed during
the reign of Septimius Severus.

DARDANA'RIUS. A regrater
or monopolist, who buys and stores

up any kind of raw or manufactured

produce, with the object of raising the

market price by creating a scarcity.

Ulp. Dig. 47. 11. 6. Paul. Dig. 48.

19. 37.

DARFUS or DARI'CUS (5ap t-

/c<fe). A gold coin of Persian cur-

rency (Auson.
Epist. v. 23.),
which bore the

impress of a man
kneeling, with a

bow and arrows.
It contained about
123*7 grains of pure gold, and conse-

quently was equal in value to

I/. Is. Wd. of our money. (Hussey,
Ancient Weights, &c. vii. 3.) The
example is from a specimen in the

British Museum, and of the actual

size ;
but the reverse is quite unin-

telligible. The silver coins which
bear the same figure of a kneeling
archer, and go by the same name in

modern numismatics, were not, how-

ever, so called in ancient times.

DATA'TIMLUDERE. A phrase

expressive of the simplest kind of

game at ball ;
in which the players

standing at respective distances,

severally throw the ball from one to

another. Plaut. Cure. ii. 3. 15.

DA'TOR. In the game of ball ;

the person, or the slave, who supplied
the balls, picked up those which fell

to the ground, and brought them to

the players. Plaut. Cure. ii. 3. 18.

Compare Pet. Sat. 27. 2.

DEALBA/TUS (Howards). Co-
vered with a coating of white ce-

ment, or stucco (opus albariuni),
which the ancients employed exten-

sively both in the interior and ex-

terior of their buildings, as an orna-

mental facing to conceal the rough
stone or brick-work. (Cic. Verr. ii.

1. 55. Id. Fam. vii. 29.) The illus-

tration represents a portion of one of

the city gates at Pompeii, partially
covered with cement, and showing
the brick-work underneath the parts
which have broken away. The
whole city was coated with cement of

rustic work in this manner, and fre-

quently tinted in brilliant colours,

such as red, blue, and yellow.
DEASCIA'TUS. Chopped out or

off with an adze (ascia). Pru-
dent. ITept <rT0. 10. 381. Inscript.

ap. Murat. 1203. 9. ASCIA, Ascio.

DECA'NUS. A subordinate offi-

cer in the Roman army, who had the

command over ten orderlies quar-
tered with him in the same tent (con-

tubernium) ; whence he is also called

caput contubernii. Veg. Mil. ii. 8.

and 13.

DECAS'TYLOS (5crfcrAos).

Having a porch supported upon ten

columns in a row. Vitruv. iii. 1.

DECEM'JUGIS, sc. currus. A
chariot drawn by ten horses, all of

which were yoked abreast of one

another, and not attached as leaders

and wheelers, according to our prac-
tice. Nero is said to have driven a
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teii-horsed car at the Olympic games
(Suet. Nero, 24.),

and Trajan had
the same number
of horses attached

to his triumphal
car, which is re-

presented by the
^

illustration, from
=

a medal of that emperor.
DECEM'PEDA. A ten-foot rod

employed by architects and surveyors
for taking measurements. Cic. Mil.

27. Hor. Od. ii. 15. 14.

DECEMPEDA'TOR. A sur-

veyor, or land measurer, who takes

his measurements with the decem-

peda. Cic. Phil. xiii. 18

DECEMRE'MIS
vessel with ten banks of oars (or-

dines} on a side. (Plin. H.N. vii.

57.) The manner of arranging the

oars, or of counting the banks, in

vessels of so large a size, is still

involved in much doubt and obscurity.
But see the article HEXIREMIS ; in

which a possible method is suggested ;

and if that be admitted, it will only
be requisite to add four oar-ports to

each tier between stem and stern, to

constitute a decemremis.

DECEM'VIRI. The members of
a commission composed of ten per-
sons, and appointed for particular

purposes, as follows :

1. Legibus scribendis. Ten com-
missioners appointed soon after the

expulsion of the kings, in place of
the consuls, to prepare a code of laws
for the state. Liv. iii. 32. seqq.

2 Sacrorum, or sacris faciundis.
A body of commissioners, originally
ten in number, but subsequently in-

creased by Sulla to fifteen, who were
appointed for life to take charge of the

Sibylline books, and inspect themwhen
required. Liv. x. 8. Id. xxv. 12.

3. Litibus judicandis. Ten com-
missioners, five of whom were sena-
tors, and five equestrians, who acted
as judges in private disputes instead
of the praetor urbanus, when his

military duties compelled him to

quit the city. Cic. Or. 46. Suet.

Aug. 36.

4. Agris dividendis. Ten com-
missioners appointed to direct the

division and allotment of lands

amongst the people. Cic. Agrar. 2.

passim. Liv. xxxi. 4.

DECE'RIS (5e*cfy>?js). Same as

DECEMREMIS (Suet. Cal 37.); but
the reading is not certain.

DECIMA'NUS or DECUMA'-
NUS. A contractor who leased

from the government the right of

farming and collecting the public
tithes ; a sort of land tax, consisting
of a tenth part of the produce levied

upon the subjects of all countries

which had become the property of
the state, either by voluntary sur-

render, or by conquest. Ascon, in

Verr. i. 2. 5. Cic. ib. ii. 3. 8. and 33.

2. Ager decumanus. Land subject
to the tithe of land tax, as just de-

scribed. Cic. Verr. ii. 3. 6.

3. Frumentum decumanum. The
tithe of corn ; viz. one tenth of the

produce, paid as the above tax. Cic.

Verr. ii. 3. 5. and 81.

4. Miles decumanus. A soldier of

the tenth legion. Hirt. B. Afr. 16.

Tac. Hist. v. 20.

5. Porto Decumana. The princi-

pal gate of entrance to a Roman
camp, which was the farthest removed
from the enemy's front

; marked A
on the plan s. CASTRA. Veget. Mil.
i. 23.

DECU'RIO. A commander of
ten men in a cavalry regiment, three

of whom were appointed to each

turma, or troop of thirty men
; but

the one who was first appointed out
of the three held the rank of senior

captain, and had the command over
the whole troop. Festus, s. v. Var-

ro, L. L. v. 91. Veget. Mil. ii. 14.

2. A senator in any of the muni-

cipal towns or colonies, who held a

corresponding rank, and discharged
similar functions in his own town to

what the senators did at Rome.
Cic. Sext. 4. Manut. ad Cic. Fam.
vi. 18.
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3. Under the empire, an officer

attached to the imperial palace, some-

what in the nature of a high chamber-

lain, was styled Decurio cubiculario-

rum. Suet. Dam. 17.

DECUR'SIO and DECURSUS.
A military review, at which the

soldiers were put through all the

manoeuvres of a sham fight, for pur-

poses of discipline and regimental
exercise (Suet. Nero, 7. Liv. xxiii.

35. Id. xxvi. 51. Id. xl. 6. Tac.

Ann. ii. 55.), or as a pageant dis-

played at the funeral of a deceased

general, when a body of troops per-
formed their evolutions round the

burning pile. (Virg. JEn. xi. 188.

Tac. Ann. ii. 55.) The illustration

is copied from the reverse of a medal
of Nero, which has the inscription
DECURSIO underneath. Of course it

is not to be taken as a perfect repre-
sentation of such scenes, but only as

a conventional mode of expressing the

subject in a small compass. One of

the slabs which formerly covered the

base of the Antonine Column affords

a more complete representation of
the pageant ; but the numerous bo-

dies of infantry and cavalry there

introduced could not be compressed
within the limits of a drawing suitable

to these pages.
DECUSSIS. A piece of money

of the value of ten asses, which was
marked with the letter x. Varro,
L.L. v. 170. Stat. Sylv. iv. 9. 9.

DEDOLA'TUS. See DOLA'TUS.
DE'FRUTUM (eh/*a, ffipatov).

New wine boiled down to one half its

original quantity (Plin. H. N. xiv.

11.), in order to increase its strength ;

and employed by the ancient wine

growers, as the " doctor
"

is by the

moderns, in giving body to poor wine.

Columell. xii. 37.

DELA'TOR (wnr-fis). A public

spy, or common informer, who lived

by denouncing, and getting up
charges against, his fellow-citizens.

Tac. Ann. iv. 30. Suet. Nero, 10.

DEL'PHICA, sc. mensa. A table

made of marble or bronze, in imi-

tation of a tripod,
which was em-

ployed as a drink-

ing table, and
valued as a piece
of ornamental
furniture in the

houses of wealthy
individuals. (Cic.
Verr. ii. 4. 59.

Mart. Ep. xii. 66.) The example is

copied from an original of white
marble.

DEL'PHIN and DELPHI'NUS.
A dolphin. Delphinorum columncR

(Juv. vi. 589.), the columns of the

dolphins. These were columns
erected on the spina of the Circus, to

support a number of marble dolphins
in an elevated po-
sition, so as to be

readily seen by the

concourse of spec-
tators ; their ob-

ject being to give
notice of the num-
ber of turns round
the goals which
had been run in

each race. Seven
courses round the

spina constituted a single race ; and,

consequently, one of these dolphins
was put up at one end of the course

upon the completion of each circuit,

and an egg (ova curriculorum) at the

other, in order that there might be
no mistake or dispute. The figure
of a dolphin was selected in honour
of Neptune, the egg, of Castor and
Pollux. The illustration is taken

H H 2
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from a sepulchral bas-relief, repre-

senting a race-course.

DELU'BRUM. That part of a

temple (templum) in which the altar

or statue of the deity was erected;
and thence any temple which contains

an altar or an image of a god. Cic.

N.D. in. 40. Id. Arch. 11. Virg.
JEn. iv. 56.

DEMAR'CHUS (S^apxos)- An
officer amongst the Greeks (Plaut.
Cure. 11. 3. 7. ), resembling in many
respects the Tribune of the people

amongst the Romans, particularly in

the power he possessed of convening
meetings of the demus (STJ^UOS), and
of taking the votes on all questions
submitted to the assembly ; whence
the word is employed by the Greeks
as a translation for the Latin tribunus

plebis. Plut. Cor. 7.

DENA'RIUS. The principal sil-

ver coin of the Romans, which ori-

ginally contained ten asses, subse-

quently increased to sixteen, when
the weight of the as had been re-

duced; worth about 8^d. of our

money. It bore various devices :

the head of Jupiter, of the twin
brothers Castor and Pollux, of the

goddess Roma, with a helmet, and a
two or four-horse chariot on the re-

verse, similar to the example annexed,
from an original of the actual size.

2. Denarius aureus. A gold coin

of the same name, equal to twenty-
five silver denarii. (Plin. H. N.

xxx iii. 13.) This piece was not of

very common use ; but a specimen
struck under Augustus is here intro-

duced in its actual state.

DENS (oSot/s). A tooth ; whence

specially applied to various other

objects, which resemble teeth, either

in their form, or mode of application ;

viz. :

1. The fluke of an anchor (Virg.
JEn. vi. 3.), which is generally re-

presented in the works
of ancient art as a plain
hook without barbs (see
the illustration s. AN-
CORA) ; but flukes con-
structed with barbed

teeth, such as ordinarily
used at the present day,
were also adopted by the ancients, as

is proved by the annexed example,
from the device on a Roman Imperial
coin.

2. The barb of a hunting spear
(Grat. Cyneg. 108.), like the spear
head shown in the an-

nexed engraving, from
one of the bas-reliefs re-

presenting Trajan's hunt-

ing feats, now affixed to

the arch of Constantine
;

for the war spears, both
of the Greeks and Romans, had

usually a lozenge or leaf-shaped head
(see CUSPIS), without barbs.

3. The tooth or prong of the agri-
cultural implement termed ligo;
which was a sort of hoe with

a curved blade notched in the

centre, so as to form two prongs on
the outside ; whence fracti dente

ligonis. (Columell. x. 88.) The
example is from an engraved gem.

4. The plough-share ; when formed
in the simplest or primitive manner
out of the branch of a tree, either

naturally or artificially bent into a

hook, as in the annexed example,
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from an Etruscan bronze discovered

at Arezzo. A share of this descrip-

tion would rather tear up, or bite the

ground, as Varro phrases it (L. L, v.

135. dens, quod eo mordetur terra),
than cut through it, like the regular
share (vomer), from which it is fur-

ther distinguished by the epithet
uncus (Virg. Georg. ii. 406.) ; the
force and meaning of which are cha-

racteristically exemplified by the

engraving.
5. The tooth of a rake, harrow, or

other similar agricultural implements,

such as the irpex, occa, rastrum, &c. ;

like the example, found in the Roman
catacombs. Lucan. vii. 859. Varro,
L.L.v. 136. Festus s. Irpices.

6. The tooth of a saw. (Plin.
H. N. xvi. 83. Ovid. Met. viii. 246.

perpetuos denies.) The illustration

represents a small hand-saw used by
Daedalus, in a marble bas-relief,

7. The tooth of a comb. (Tibull.
i. 9. 68. Claud. Nupt. Honor, et Mar.

102.) A small toothed comb, like the
one exhibited in the engraving, from
an original of box-wood found in a

Roman tomb, was termed dens densus.

Tibull. I.e.

8. The tooth of the three-pronged

key supposed to be the clavis Laco-

nica (Tibull. i. 2. 18.), of which a

specimen is annexed, from an

Egyptian original.
9. The hook of a clasp (Sidon.

Carm. ii. 397.); see FIBULA, 2.

10. The cogs of a wheel in ma-

chinery (tympanum dentatum). Vi-

truv. x. 5.

11. Dens curvus Saturni. Poeti-

cally, for a pruning-hook. (Virg.

Georg. ii. 406.) See FALX.
DENTA'LE (*Ai//ia). The share-

beam of a plough, to which the share

Boomer) was attached. (Columell. ii.

2. 24.) In the annexed example,

from an engraved gem, the dentate is

shod with an iron head, marked dark
in the engraving. Compare ARA-
TRUM, 2., which shows a plough of
more perfect construction, on which
the dentale is distinguished by the
letter B.

2. Dentale duplici dorso. (Virg.
Georg. i. 172.) A share-beam with
a double back ; i. e. which opens be-
hind into two parts, but meets at a

point in front, where the share is

fixed ; in the manner exemplified

by the annexed engraving, which re-

presents a plough still in common
use amongst the agricultural popu-
lation on the bay of Taranto.
DENTAR'PAGA (oSovrdypa). A
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dentist's instrument for drawing
teeth It was a species of forceps,
which Varro designates by the epithet

bipensilis; but the precise form of the

instrument has not been identified.

Varro, op. Non. s. v. p. 99.

DENTA'TUS. See TYMPANUM,
PEDICA, CHARTA.
DENTICULA'TUS. Furnished

with small teeth or prongs ;
as ap-

plied to artificial and natural objects,
in the ways explained and illustrated

under the article DENS.
2. Falx denticulata, (Columell.

ii. 21. 3.) See FALX, 3.

DENTIC'ULUS. A dentil in archi-

tecture. (Vitruv. iv. 2. 5. Id. iii. 5. 11.)
The dentils are a number of small

square blocks, with interstices between

them, employed in the entablature of
columnar architecture. They belong
properly to the Ionic and Corinthian
orders ; and their proper situation is

under the bed moulding of the cor-

nice, as in the example annexed,

from the temple of Bacchus at Teos
;

for they are intended to represent
externally the heads of the com-
mon rafters (asseres) in the timber-
work of a roof. In some Roman,
and many modern buildings, they
are placed under modillions (mu-
ftat) ; but this was contrary to the
practice of the Greeks, for it de-
stroys their meaning and intention;
and, for a similar reason, the Greek
architects never placed them on the
sloping sides of a pediment, as the
Komans did, because the ends of the

rafters do not project in the front of

a building, but only at the sides.

The Romans, moreover, introduced
them into their Doric order (Vitruv.
i. 2. 6.), an instance of which appli-
cation may be seen in the illustration

s. TRIGLYPHUS, representing an en-
tablature belonging to the theatre of
Marcellus at Rome.
DENTIDU'CUM. A dentist's

instrument for extracting teeth. Gael.

Aur. Tard. ii. 4.

^

DENTIFRIC'IUM (o5ovTc^TO ,

68ovT6rpifjL/j.a). Tooth-powder, for

cleansing and whitening the teeth.

Plin. H. N. xxix. 11. Id. xxxii. 21.

Id. xxviii. 49.

DENTISCALP'IUM (o5ovr6y\v-

Qis). A tooth-pick. The choicest
kinds were made out of the stalks to

the leaves of the mastick tree (len-

tiscus*) ;
the inferior qualities from

quills. Mart. xiv. 22. Id. iii. 82.
Id. vi. 74. Id. vii. 53.

DEPONTA'NI. Roman citizens

who had passed the age of sixty, and
thence become incapacitated from

voting at elections and in the public
assemblies ; so termed, because in

reality they were excluded from the

bridge (pons sujfragiorum), which the
voter passed over as he entered the
enclosure (septum) to cast his ballot

into the box. Festus, s. v.

DERUNCINA'TUS. Smoothed
with the runcina ; i. e. planed.
DESCOBINA'TUS. Scraped

with the scobina.

DESIGNATOR. A person em-

ployed at the theatre in a capacity

something like that of our box or

stall-keeper, whose business it was to

point out, and conduct the company
to their proper places. (Plaut. Pcen.

Prol. 19.) Every seat was numbered,
the space allotted to each being
marked out by a line (lined) drawn
on each side of it, and the billet of
admission (tessera theatralis) specified
the number of the seat which the
holder was entitled to occupy, which
was shown to him by the designator
when he entered the theatre.
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2. An undertaker; who made all

the arrangements for a funeral, and
directed the procession, at the head
of which he walked, attended by
lictors clothed in black. Hor. Ep. i.

7. 6. Donat. ad Terent. Adelph. i. 2.

7. Seneca, Benef. vi. 38.

3. A sort of clerk of ike course at

the Circensian games ;
who made

the arrangements for each race, and
distributed the prizes. Ulp. Dig. 3.

2. 4. Cic. Alt. iv. 3. 2. probably
applies to this class.

DESUL'TOR OeragoTTjy, tf/i^nr-

iros). A person who exhibited feats

of horsemanship in the Circus upon
horses trained for the purpose, like

our performers at Astley's, and the

figure in the preceding engraving,
which is copied from a bas-relief in

the museum at Verona. He some-
times had as many as four horses
under his command (Agostini,

Gemme, 193.); but the more usual

number was two (Liv. xxiii. 29.),
which he rode without reins or

saddle, as shown by the annexed

example, from a terra-cotta lamp,

and received the name of desultor

from the practice of leaping from
one to the other, while the animals
were at their full speed. (Isidor.

Orig. xviii. 39. Compare Prop. iv.

2. 35.) He wore the cap termed

pileus on his head (Hygin. Fab. 81.),
which is observable in both the illus-

trations ; and frequently rode in the

Circus by the side of the chariots (see
the illustration s. SPINA) ; but some-
times a performance of desultores was
exhibited alone. Liv. xliv. 9.

DESULTO'RIUS, sc. equus. A
horse trained for the performances of
the desultor (Suet. Cces. 39.), as shown
in the two preceding illustrations.

2. Same as DESULTOR. Cic.

Mur. 27.

DEUNX. Eleven uncice, or eleven

twelfths of anything ;
as the eleventh

part of an as, a nominal sum, not repre-
sented in actual coinage. Varro, L.'L.
v. 172. Rhemn. Fann. de Pond. 45.

DEVERSO'RIUM. A general
name for any place at which a tra-

veller "
puts up," or is accommodated

with temporary board and lodging,
whether a public inn (taberna meri-

foria) or a private house be used for

the purpose. Cic. Phil. ii. 41. Pet.

Sat. 15. 8. Cic. Fam. vii. 23.

DEX'TANS. Ten uncice, or ten-

twelfths of anything ; as the tenth

part of an a*, a nominal sum, not

represented in actual coinage. Varro,
L. L. v. 172. Suet. Nero, 32.

DEXTRA'LE. A bracelet worn

on the fleshy part of the right arm,
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as in the example, from a painting at

Pompeii. Cyprian, de Habitu Virgin.
DEXTROCHE'RIUM. A brace-

let worn round the wrist of the right

arm, as in the annexed example, sup-

posed to represent the portrait of a

Pompeian lady, from a painting in

that city. Capitolin. Maxim. 6. Id.

Maxim. Jun. 1.

DIABATHRA'RIUS. One who
makes diabathra. Plaut. Aul. iil 5. 39.

DIABATH'RUM (8<ctea0po>). A
particular kind of slipper or sandal

(soled) of Greek original (Festus,

s. v.) ; respecting which nothing fur-

ther is known, than that it was es-

pecially characteristic of the female

sex (Eustath. ad Horn. Od. v. 9.);

whence, if attributed to males, as by
Naevius (ap. Varro, L. L. vii. 53.), it

is only in ridicule, and pointedly
meant to designate an effeminate

style of dress. From this it may be

inferred that Pollux is mistaken

when he makes it common to both

sexes. Onomast. vii. 90.

DIACH'YTON. A particular
kind of wine produced by drying the

grapes in the sun for several days
before they were squeezed. Plin.

H.N.w. 11.

DIADE'MA (5{r^a). A dia-

dem ; which, in its

original notion,
means the blue

and white band
worn by the Asi-

atic monarchs
round the tiara

(Xen. Cyr. viii.

3. 13.), as shown
by the illustration

s. CIDARIS; but

subsequently the diadem was a broad
white band (Val. Max. vi. 2.7.), fast-

ened round the head, and tied in a

bow behind, adopted by other nations,
as an ensign of sovereignty (Juv. xiii.

105.), like the annexed example, from
an engraved gem, representing Pto-

lemy, the brother of Cleopatra. Thus
in works of art, the diadem indicates

a regal station, like the crown of

modern times.

DIADEMA'TUS. Wearing the

diadem, as shown in the preced-

ing illustration. Plin. H. N. xxxiv.

19. 17.

DI^E'TA (8/arra). The name
given to some particular department
in ancient houses, the precise nature

of which is not distinctly known.
Thus much, however, is certain, that

it consisted of several rooms adjoin-

ing one another, and contained within

the suite both eating and sleeping
rooms. Plin. Epist. ii. 17. 12. and
20. Ib. vi. 21. Ib. vii. 5. 1.

2. (triaiv{)\ A cabin or tent

erected on the deck at the stern of a

vessel, as in the annexed example,

from the Vatican Virgil. It was ap-

propriated to the use of the chief

person in command ;
or to the ma-

gister, in a merchantman. Pet. Sat.

115. 1.

DIAMIC'TON. A term employed
by the Roman builders to designate
a particular manner of constructing

walls, similar in most respects to the

Emplecton, but of an inferior descrip-
tion

; for though the outside surfaces

were formed of regular masonry or
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brickwork, and the centre filled in

with rubble, they had no girders

(diatom) to consolidate the mass, and
bind it together. (Plin. H.N. xxxvi.

51.) The illustration shows a wall

constructed in diamicton, from a ruin

at Rome.
DIAPAS'MA (SidTraffpa). A fine

powder, made from dried flowers,

odoriferous herbs, or berries, intended

to be rubbed over the body as a per-
fume. Plin. H.N. xiii. 3. Id. xxi.

73. Mart. Ep. i. 88.

DIA'RIUM. A day's allowance

of provisions, which was weighed
out to slaves (Hor. Ep. i. 14. 40.

Pet. Sat. 75. 4.) ;
and thence also a

soldier's daily allowance or pay.
Cic. Att. viii. 14.

DIAST'YLOS (Szao-TuAos). Hav-

ing the space of three diameters be-

tween column and column, which
constitutes the widest intercolum-

niation capable of bearing an archi-

trave of stone or ^,,^
marble ;

for the Tus
can style, which ad-

mitted four diame-

ters, required its

architrave to be of .4-^
wood. (Vitruv. iii.

2.) The annexed diagram shows the

relative width of the five different

kinds of intercolumniation in which
the diastyle is the last but one.

DIAT'ONI (Staroi/oO. Girders,

or bandstones, employed in the con-

struction of walls which are built in

the style termed Empkcton. They
are large stones of the same length
as the entire thickness of the wall,

like those marked F in the annexed

example, and consequently extended

from one face of it to the other,

being laid in courses at regular in-

tervals, for the purpose of consoli-

dating the structure, and binding the

whole together. Vitruv. ii. 8. 7.

DIATRE'TA (S^TPTJTO). Vases or

drinking cups of cut glass, or precious

stones, ground by
the wheel in such
a manner that

the patterns upon
them not only
stood out in re-

lief, but were
bored completely

through, so as to

form a piece of open tracery, like

network (Mart. Ep. xii. 70. Ulp.

Dig. 9. 2. 27.), precisely as exem-

plified by the annexed figure, copied
from an original glass drinking-cup
found at Novara in the year 1725.

The letters on the top, which form
the inscription BIBE, VIVAS MTJLTOS

ANNOS, and the whole of the tracery

below, are cut out of the solid, and
form part of the same substance as

the inner cup, though completely au

jour, small ties or pins being left at

proper intervals, which unite the

letters and the tracery to the inner

body of the cup.
DIAT'RIBA. A place in which

learned disputations are carried on,

such as a school or lecture room.

Aul. Gell. xvii. 20. 2. Id. xviii. 13. 2.

DIAZO'MA(8ioft>/*a). Properly,
a Greek word Latinized (Vitruv. v.

6, 7.), for which the genuine Latin

term is PIUECINCTIO ; under which it

is explained.
DICHAL'CON (Slx^Kov). A

small copper coin of Greek currency,

equal in value to the fourth or fifth

of an obolus. Vitruv. iii. 1. Plin.

H. N. xxi. 109.

i i
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DIC'ROTUS (Sfcporos). Having
two banks of oars on a side ; pro-

perly, a Greek word, for which the

Romans used BIREMIS ; which see.

DIDRACH'MA and DIDRACH'-
MUM (S/Spax/uoj/). A double

drachm, of the Greek silver coinage.

(Tertull. Prcescr. 11.) Like the

drachma, it was of two different

standards : the Attic, of which spe-
cimens are very rare, worth about

Is. 7fyd. of our money ; and the JEgi-

netan, worth about 2*. 3irf., the

largest coin of that standard, and by
no means uncommon ; one of which

is here represented of the actual size,
from an original in the British

Museum.
DIGITA'LE (Sa/cruA^fya). A

covering to the hand with fingers to

it, like our glove. (Varro, R. R. i.

55. 1. Xen. Cyr. viii. 8.

17.) The example here
introduced is copied from

Trajan's Column, where it

appears on the hands of a
Sarmatian

; but the passage
of Varro is considered doubtful, and
sonie editions read digitabulum, which
is interpreted to be an instrument
with prongs, like the human hand,
affixed to a long handle, and employed
in gathering fruit.

DILO'.RIS. A hybrid word,
meaning literally furnished with two
thongs; but intended to designate the
two stripes of purple, or purple and
gold, termed paragaudce, which, in
late times, were employed to orna-
ment wearing apparel, in a similar
manner to the clavus, as explained
and illustrated under the word PA-
RAGAUDA. Vopisc. Aurel 46.
DI'MACH^E

(St/xo'xai), A class

of troops amongst the Macedonians,
who acted both as horse and foot

soldiers, being trained to dismount
and serve amongst the infantry as

occasion required. Curt. v. 13.

DIMACH^E'RI (S^xaipo^. A
class of gladiators, who are supposed
to have fought with two swords each;
but the fact is only an inference,
collected from their name. Inscript.

ap. Mur. 613. 3. Orelli, Inscript.
2584.

DIOGMFT^E. A body of light-
armed troops employed under the

empire, and stationed upon the con-
fines to prevent incursions, pursue
robbers, &c. Ammian. xxvii. 9. 6.

Capitolin. Anton. Philosoph. 21.

DIOP'TRA (S/oTTTpa). A geome-
trical instrument employed in mea-

suring the altitude of distant objects ;

for taking the levels of a source of
water intended to be conveyed to a
distance by means of an aqueduct,
and similar purposes. Vitruv. viii.

5. 1.

DIO'TA (St'coTTj). A Greek word,

meaning literally with two ears ; and
thence employed both in the Greek
and Latin languages, as a general
term for any vessel which is fur-

nished with two

handles, like the

amphora, lagena,
&c. ; especially
such as were in-

tended for the pre-
servation of wine
in store (Hor. Od.
i. 9. 8.), to which

purpose the original depicted in the

annexed engraving was applied ;
for

it is carried by a Faun, attending
upon Bacchus, on a fictile vase of the

Neapolitan Museum.
DIPLINTH'IUS. Two bricks

thick. Vitruv. ii. 8.

DIP'LOIS (SiTrAofs, S/VrAop.
A

doubled cloak ; i. e. a pallium, or
other article of the outward apparel
(amictus), which, when put on, was
partly doubled back in the same man-
ner as women do their shawls, in
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consequence of being too large to be

conveniently worn

single. It belonged
to the Grecian
costume (Isidor.

Orig. xix. 24. 11.),
was affected by
the Cynic philoso-

phers (Hor. Ep.
i. 17. 25. Acron.
ad L), and is very
clearly represented
in the annexed fi-

gure of Juno, from
a fictile vase, as

well as on a statue ~
of Minerva in the

Vatican. Mus. Pio-Clem. iii. 37.

DIPLO'MA (S/TrAc^a). A sort

of passport, consisting of two leaves

(whence the name originated), which
was given to a messenger or other

person travelling upon public busi-

ness, in order that he might readily
obtain every thing necessary on
his journey, without delay or hin-
drance. Cic. Fam. vi. 12. Plin. Ep.
x. 31. Capitolin. Pertin. 1.

2. A diploma, or document drawn
up by a chief magistrate, which con-
ferred some particular privilege upon
the person to whom it was given.
Suet. Nero, 12

DIPLOMA'RIUS. A public cou-
rier or state messenger ; i. e. who was
furnished with a public passport (di-

ploma). Inscript. ap. Orelli, 2917.
DIP'TEROS (S/Trrepos). Lite-

rally with two wings ; whence em-

ployed by architects to designate a

temple or other, edifice which has a
double row of columns all round.
Vitruv. iii 2.

DIP'TYCHA (SiVrvxa). Folding
tablets, consisting of two leaves con-
nected by a string or by hinges,

|

which shut up like the covers of a
book, or of a modern

backgammon board.

(Schol. Vet. ad Juv. ix.

36.) The outside pre-
sented a plain surface of

wood; the inside had a

raised margin all round,
within which a coat of
wax was spread for

writing on with a steel point (stilus),
while the margin preserved the wax
and letters from abrasion by coming
into contact.

2. Diptycha consularia, prcetoria,
cedilitia. Tablets of similar form,
but containing the names and por-
traits of consuls, praetors, sediles, and
other magistrates, which they pre-
sented to their friends, and distributed

amongst the people on the day of

entering upon their respective offices.

(Symmach. Ep. ii. 80. Id. v. 54.

Cod. Theodos. 15. 9. 1.) Many dip-

tychs of this description in wood and

ivory are preserved in the cabinets of

antiquities, and have been engraved
by Maffei, Mus. Veronens., and Do-
nati, Dittici Antichi, but the details

are too minute and elaborate for

insertion in these columns.
DIRIBITO'RES. Officers who

had charge of the balloting boxes at

the Roman Comitia. It was their

duty to sort the votes of the different

tribes at the conclusion of the ballot,
and then hand them over to the scru-

tineers (custodes), who pricked off

the respective numbers, and declared
the result. Cic. in Senat. 11. Id.

Pis. 15.

DIRIBITO'RIUM. A room or

building, supposed to have been ori-

ginally constructed for the diribitores

to sort the votes at the Comitia ; but

subsequently the same place, or a
similar one, was set apart for the use
of the officers engaged in examining
the muster roll of the army, distri-

buting the pay, and assigning the

conscripts to their different legions.
Suet. Claud. 18. Plin. H. N. xvi.
76. 2.

I I 2
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DISCINCTUS <

girt ; that is, wearing
without its belt round
the waist, as shown by
the figure annexed,
from a painting at

Pompeii; and, as this

was an unusual prac-
tice amongst the an-

cients, except when
a person wished to be

at ease in his own
house (Hor. Sat. ii.

1. 73.), it implies a

sense of hurry and
constrained dishabille (Id. Sat. i. 2.

132.), or of natural slovenliness,

which was considered to be indicative

of loose morals. Pedo Albin. El. ii.

21 25. of Maecenas, whowas addicted

to this habit.

2. With respect to females, the

meaning is the same, and the appear-
ance presented by a woman's tunic

without its belt (recincta, solutd) is

shown by the following figure, from
an engraved gem ; but the sense of

indelicacy is still more decided as

regards the sex, amongst whom, both
in Greece and Italy, such a freedom
of costume was chiefly affected by
women of easy character, such as

singing and dancing girls, who are

mostly so depicted in the Pompeian
paintings.

3. Discinctus miles. With respect
to the military, the word implies
without the sword belt (balteus, cinc-

torium\ which the Roman com-
manders sometimes took from their
men who had disgraced themselves,

as the colours are now taken for a

similar purpose from a modern regi-
ment ;

and this was not only a mark
of ignominy, but a real hardship to

the soldier, who was thus compelled
to carry his naked sword without the

assistance of a belt and the sheath

attached to it. Liv. xxvii. 13.

DISCERNIC'ULUM. A bodkin

employed by women to part the hair

evenly down the front of the head.

Lucil. ap. Non. s. v. p. 35. Varro,
L. L. v. 129.

DISCOB'OLUS (5urK0g(*Aos). One
who throws the discus; the manner
of doing which is shown by the sub-

joined engraving, from the celebrated

statue of Myron (Quint, ii. 13. 10.

Plin. H.N. xxxiv. 19. 3.), a copy
of which is preserved in the British

Museum. The very remarkable at-

titude and position of this figure are

characterized by Quintilian as "la-

boured and distorted
"

distortion et

elaboration but these words are to be
understood with reference to the usual

practice of the Greek artists, who were

extremely chary of representing their

figures in violent action, such as oc-

curs in ordinary nature, and not as in-

tended to imply that the figure in

question does not truly express the

real posture which every player with
the discus actually assumed at the mo-
ment of discharging his disk ;

for a

passage of Statius (Theb. vi. 646

721.), descriptive of a contest be-
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tween two discoboli, enumerates one

by one all the particular motions and

poses observable in this statue. The
player first examines his discus to

find which part of the edge will best

suit the gripe of his fingers, and
which will lay best against the side of

his arm, quod latus in digitos, medice

quod certius ulnce, Conveniat ; he then

raises up his right arm with its

weight, Erigit adsuetum dextrce

gestamen, et alte Sustentat ; bends both
his knees downwards, and swings the

disk up above the general level of his

body, humique Pressus utroque.

genu, collecto sanguine discum, Ipse

super sese rotat ; and then discharges
the mass by swinging his arm down-
wards, which acquires a double im-

petus from the resistance in a con-

trary direction, produced by the

rising up of the bent body, as the
arm descends, ahenee lubrica massce

Pondera vix, toto curvatus corpore,

juxta dejicit. This passage, while it

illustrates the meaning and intention of
the different attitudes exhibited by the

above figure, also clearly explains the

manner in which the discus was cast.

DISCU'BITUS, DIS'CUBO.
These words denote the taking of a

place, and reclining at meal-time, as

described s. ACCUBO ; but, strictly

speaking, when they are used, allu-

sion is made to the whole company,
that is, to a number of persons who
recline together upon different couches

(Val. Max. ii. 1. 9. Cic. Att. v. 1.),

as seen in the illustration s. TRICLI-

NIUM, 1.

DIS'CUS (Skncoy). A circular

plate of stone or metal, about a foot

in diameter, employed, like our quoit,
for throwing to a distance as an ex-
ercise of strength and skill. (Hor.
Od. i. 8. 11. Prop. iii. 14. 10.) The
instrument itself, and the manner of

projecting it, are shown and explained

by the wood-cut on the opposite page,
and the text which accompanies it.

2. Any shallow circular vessel for

containing eatables ; the original of
our word dish. Apul. Met. ii. p. 36.

3. A flat circular sundial, placed

horizontally upon its stand. (Vitruv.

ix. 8.) The example is from an

original published by Martini, von
den Sonnenuhren der Alien.

DISPENSA'TOR. One of the
slave family in a Roman household,
both in town and country, who per-
formed the duties of a secretary and
accountant in the former, and of a
bailiff or steward in the latter estab-

lishment. Cic. Att. xi. 1. Suet.

Galb. 12. Macrob. Sat. ii. 4. Pom-
pon. Dig. 50. 16. 166.

DISPLUVIA'TUS. See ATRI-
UM. 4.

DIVERSO'RIUM. See DEVERSO-
RIUM.
DIVIDIC'ULUM. A tower in

an aqueduct, containing a large re-

servoir, from which the water was
distributed through separate pipes into

the city. It was an old name, subse-

quently relinquished for the more

imposing one of Castellum. Festus,
s. v. and CASTELLUM, 4., where an il-

lustration is given.
DO'DRA. A potage, or drink

composed of nine different ingredi-
ents water, wine, broth, oil, salt,

bread, herbs, honey, and pepper.
Auson. Epigr. 86. and 87.

DO'DRANS. Nine-twelfths of

anything ; thence a copper coin, con-

sisting of nine uncice, or three-quarters
of an as. (Varro, Z. L. v. 172.) It

is extremely rare in actual coinage ;

though an example is said to exist in

a coin of the Cassian family, which
bears the letter S, and three balls, to

represent its value.
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DOLABEL/LA. A small dola-

bra, or instrument constructed upon
the same principle, which was em-

ployed for agricultural purposes,

especially in the vineyard, for clear-

ing out the dead wood, and loosening
the earth about the roots of the vines.

(Columell. iv. 24. 4. and 5.) The

example is taken from a sepulchral
marble (Mazzocchi de Ascia, p.

179.); its form clearly shows that it

belonged to the class of dolabrae, as

will be seen by comparing it with

the following illustrations, while the

straight cutting blade, like a hatchet

or chisel at the top, and the curved

one, like a pruning hook, below,
make it sufficiently suitable for the

uses assigned to it by Columella in

the passages cited.

DOLA'BRA (d^i/Tj). An instru-

ment employed for cutting, chopping,

breaking, and digging ; by woodsmen

(Quint. Curt. viii. 4.), agricultural
labourers (Columell. Arb. 10. 2. Pal-

lad, iii. 21. 2.), and very generally
in the army, for making stockades

(Juv. viii. 248.), or breaking through
the walls of a fortification (Liv. xxi.

11.), to both which purposes it is

frequently applied by the soldiery on
the Columns of Trajan and Anto-
ninus. It belonged to the class of

instruments which go by the name
of hatchet (securis) amongst us ;

and
is often confounded by the writers
of a late age with the adze (ascia),
with both of which it presents points
of resemblance and of discrepancy,
having a long handle and double

head, one side of which is furnished
with a sharp cutting blade, the edge
of which lies parallel to the haft, in-

stead of across it, like the adze, and

the other side with a crooked pick,

something like a sickle, thence termed

I
falx by Propertius (iv. 2. 59.)- The

example introduced is from a sepul-

chral monument found at Aquileia,
and is carried on the shoulders of a

figure, with the inscription DOLA-
BRARIUS COLLEGII FABRUM under-

neath, which thus identifies the name
and nature of the instrument. Com-

pare also the wood-cut s. DOLATUS,
where it is shown in use.

2. Dolabra fossoria. The instru-

ment employed by excavators and

miners, which had a long handle,

like the preceding one, and a head of

similar character, furnished with a

cutting edge at one side, placed pa-
rallel to the haft, and a regular pick
at the other, as shown by the annexed

example, from a painting in the

Roman catacombs, in which it appears
in the hands of an excavator. Isidor.

Orig. xviii. 9. 11., and compare the

illustration s. FOSSOR, 1. where it is

seen in use.

3. Dolabra pontificalis. The hat-

chet employed in slaughtering cattle,

at the sacrifice (Festus, s. Scena\
and by butchers (Paul. Dig. 33. 7.

18.), which is furnished with two

blades one broad and large, like a

hatchet ;
the other at the back, of

smaller dimensions, and resembling

the cutting edge of an ordinary dola-

bra, as shown by the annexed exam-

ple, from a bas-relief representing a

sacrifice in the Villa Borghese.
DOLABRA'TUS. Hewn, split,

formed, or fashioned with a dolabra.

Cses. B. G. vii. 73. and wood-cut s.

DOLATUS.
2. Made like a dolabra, or fur-

nished with one ; as securis dolabrata
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(Pallad. i. 43.), a hatchet with a do-

labra at the back of the blade, as

seen in the preceding illustration.

DOLA'TUS. Hewn, cut, chopped,
and formed into shape with the do-

labra, as applied to objects in wood

(Cic. Acad. ii. 31. Plin. H.N. xvi.

18.), and represented in the annexed

engraving, from the Column of Tra-

jan ; and as the action employed in

using that instrument is one of giving

repeated blows, the word is also ap-

plied in the sense of beaten violently.
Hor. Sat. i. 5. 22.

DOLI'OLUM. Diminutive of

DOLIUM. Liv. v. 40. Veg. Vet. vi.

13. 3.

DO'LIUM. A large-mouthed,
round, full-bellied earthenware vessel

(Varro, jR. It. in. 15. 2. Columell.

xii. 6. 1. Ib. 4. 5.), of great capacity,

employed to contain

new wine in a body
until it was drawn
off into amphorae, or,

as we should say,
bottled (Seneca, Ep.
36. Procul. Dig.
33. 6. 15.) ; as well

as other kinds of produce, both

dry and liquid, as oil, vinegar, &c.

(Varro, R. R. i. 22. 4. Cato, R. R.

10. 4. and 11. 1.) The great size

of these vessels is testified by the

fact that Diogenes lived in one (Juv.
Sat. xiv. 308.) ;

and by some origi-
nals excavated at Antium, which are

three inches thick, and have an in-

scription declaring their capacity at

18 amphorae, equal to 21^ of the

modern Roman barrels. The illus-

tration is copied from a bas-relief,

representing the dolium of Diogenes.

Our word tub, which is commonly
adopted as the translation of dolium,

gives an incorrect notion of the ob-

ject, which was made of baked earth,

though of sufficient size to contain a

man, as the oil jars used at this day in

Italy, and those of the well-known

story of the Forty Thieves, in the

Arabian Nights.
2. Dolium demersum, depressum,

defossum. A dolium sunk partially
into the sand which formed the floor

of a wine cellar. (Seethe illustration

s. CELLA, 2.) This method was
considered the best for keeping wine
which had not a strong body ;

but if

it was of a generous quality, the

dolium containing it stood upon the

ground. Plin. H.N. xiv. 27. Colu-
mell. xii. 18. 5.

DOLON or DOLO (5<fouw/). A
long and strong stick, with a small

sharp iron point at the extremity.

Virg. JEn. vii. 664. Varro, ap. Serv.

ad I.

2. A sword stick, in which a

poniard is concealed (Serv. ad Virg.
jfEn. vii. 664. Isidor. Orig. xviii. 9.

4. Suet. Claud. 13. Plut. T. Gracch.

10.) ;
whence appropriately trans-

ferred to the sting of a fly. Phsedr.

iii. 6. 3.

3. A small fore-sail on a ship with
more than one mast, carried over the

prow, and attached to the foremast

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 3. 3. Liv. xxxvi.
44. Polyb. xvi. 15. 2.), as is clearly
seen in the annexed illustration, from
a bas-relief of the Villa Borghese.

If the vessel had three masts, and,

consequently three sail, the dolon was
the smallest of the three. Pollux,
i. 91.

DOMUS. A private house, occu-
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pied by a single proprietor and his

family, as contradistinguished from
the insula, which was constructed for

the reception of a number of different

families, to whom it was let out in

lodgings, flats, or apartments.
The Roman houses were usually

built upon one fixed plan, varying

only in the size, number, and distri-

bution of the apartments, according
to the wealth of the owner, or the

particular nature of the ground plot
on which they stood. They were
divided into two principal members:
the atrium, or cavcedium, with its ap-

propriate dependencies all round; and
the peristylium, with its appurtenances

beyond, which were connected by an
intermediate room, the tablinum,
and one or two corridors, fauces, or

sometimes by both. These several

apartments constituted the nucleus of

the edifice on its ground-plan, and are

constantly found in every Roman house
of any size

; their relative situations

were always fixed; and they were
constructed according to a received

model, which was never deviated
from in any important particular, as
shown by the annexed illustration,

representing the ground-plan of three
small houses, side by side, in one of
the streets of Rome, from the marble
map of the city, now preserved in the

Capitol, but executed in the age of
Septimius Severus. A A A, the pro-
thyrum, or entrance passage from the
street; BBB, the atrium, or cavce-

dium; ccc, the peristylium; DDD,
the tablinum, or passage-room which
connects the two principal divisions

of the building. Of the other pieces
not marked by letters of reference,
those by the side of the doors facing
the street were shops; those in the

interior, eating, dwelling, and sleep-

ing rooms for the use of the family.
The next illustration represents

the ground-plan of a Pompeian
house, which was also, in some re-

spects, an insula ; for it was sur-

rounded by streets on all sides, and
some exterior dependencies with
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upper stories, which had no commu-
nication with the principal portion of

the structure. It is introduced for

the purpose of affording an idea of the

general style in which houses of the

better class, such as were occupied by
private persons in easy circumstances,
were laid out, their method of ar-

rangement and number of conveni-

ences
;

for the palaces of the great ;

aristocracy, whether of wealth or
j

birth, were much larger, and pos-
sessed a greater variety of parts, ac-

cording to the circumstances and taste

of the owner. A separate account
of these, as well as of the indivi-

dual members here mentioned, will be
found under each distinct name, and
enumerated in the classed Index.

The house is known as that of Pansa,
and is supposed to have been occupied
by a Pompeian sedile, from the words
PANSAM JEn, being painted in red

letters, near the principal entrance.

A. Ostium and prothyrum, the en-

trance-hall, between the street door
and the atrium, with a mosaic pave-
ment, upon which the usual word of

salutation, SALVE, is inlaid in co-
[

loured stones. B. The atrium, of the
j

kind called Tuscan, in the centre of
which is the impluvium (a), to receive
the water collected from the discharge
of the roofs, and a pedestal or altar (6)
of the household gods, which it was

customary to place on the impluvium.
The length of the atrium is just half as

long again as its breadth, as Vitru-

vius directs that it should be. c c. The
alee, or wings of the atrium, which are

exactly two-sevenths of the length
of the atrium, as required by Vitru-

vius. ccccc. Five small cubicula,

or chambers intended for the recep-
tion of guests, or the use of the

family. D. The Tablinum ; paved
with mosaic, and open to the peristyle,
so that a person who entered the

house by the principal door, at A,

looked through the whole extent of

the edifice, the atrium and peristylium.
into the oacus and garden beyond,
which must have presented a very

beautiful and imposing vista : it

could, however, be closed, when re-

quired, with curtains, or by temporary
screens. E. A corridor of communi-
cation between the atrium and peri-

stylium, for the use of the ser-

vants, and to obviate the inconve-
nience of making a passage room of

the tablinum. In most cases there

are two corridors of this description,
one on each side of the tablinum,
whence they are designated by the

plural fauces. d. A chamber, the

use of which is uncertain ; but it

might have served as an eating-
room (triclinium), a picture-gallery

(pinacothecd), or a reception-room
for visitors. This terminates the

front part of the house, which in-

cludes the atrium and its dependen-
cies. FF. The peristylium, which
forms the principal compartment of

the second or interior division of the

house. It has a roof supported upon
columns, which form four corridors,
with an open space in the centre,

containing a basin of water (piscina),
similar to the impluvium of the atrium,
but of larger dimensions. G G. Alee

of the peristyle, eeee. Four cubi-

cula ; the three on the left of the

peristyle were used as dwelling-
rooms ; the other one, by the side of

the passage E, appears to have been

appropriated to the house porter (osti-

arius), or to the slave who had the

charge of the atrium (atriensis), as it

had a direct and immediate commu-
nication with both divisions of the

house, as well as the surveillance of

the entrance from the side street at

m. H. The triclinium, or dining-
room

;
to which the contiguous cham-

ber (/) communicating with it, and
with the peristyle, was probably an

appurtenance for the use of the slaves

and attendants at the table, i. (Ecus,
which is raised two steps above the

peristyle, and has a large window

opening on a garden behind, as well

as a passage (gr) by its side, like the

faux of the atrium, in order to give
access to the garden without passing

K K
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through the grand room. K. Culina,

the kitchen, which opens at one side

upon another room, or back-kitchen

(&), furnished with dwarf walls for

the deposit of oil jars, cooking uten-

sils, &c., and at the other, upon a

court-yard (t), adjoining another of

the side streets which flank the edi-

fice, and to which it gives access by a

back door (o). L L. A covered gallery

(porticus or crypto), running along
one side of the garden (M), in one

corner of which is a tank (k\ sup- ;

plied from a reservoir (/) by its side.

This completes the domus, or private
j

house, occupied by Pansa, which has :

four separate entrances : the principal
one in front (A), and three at the

sides, two for the family and visitors

(m and n), and one back door (pos-

tica) for servants and tradespeople (o),

But the whole insula contained

several additional apartments or

smaller houses, some with an upper
story, which were let out to different ;

tenant shopkeepers. 111. Three !

shops facing the main street. 2. A
shop in the same street, which has
also an entrance into the domus, and

consequently is supposed to have been
in the occupation of Pansa himself,
in which his steward (dispensator}
sold the produce of his farms, such as

wine, oil, &c. to the inhabitants of

Pompeii, in the same way as the

nobility of Florence retail out the

produce of their vineyards, at the

present day, in a small room on the

ground-floor of their palaces. 3 3.

Two baking establishments, with
their ovens (/?/>), wells (q\ a knead-

ing trough (r), and other appurte-
nances. 44. Two more shops, let

out to different trades. 5, 6, 7. Three
small shops and houses, occupied by
different tenants.

The ground-floor thus described,
constituted the principal portion of an

ordinary Roman domus or private
house, and contained the apartments
occupied by the proprietor and his

family ;
the upper story being distri-

buted into small chambers (ccenacula),
used as sleeping rooms, and chiefly

assigned to the domestic part of the
establishment ; for it is an incredible

supposition that the small rooms on
the ground-floor, which opened upon
the porticoes of the atrium and peri-

style, the principal apartments of the
master and mistress, could ever be
intended for slaves to sleep in

;
and

the upper story was frequently ap-
proached by a double stair-case, one
from the interior of the house, and
the other an external one ascending
from the street. (Liv. xxxix. 14.)
Indications of upper floors are ob-
servable in many houses at Pompeii,
and other ancient edifices

;
but only

one actual example has ever been

discovered, and that no longer ex-

ists. It belonged to a house in

Herculaneum, which was entirely
covered by a bed of lava, from the

eruption which destroyed that city ;

and when excavated, the wood- work,
the beams, and architraves, were
found to be nearly carbonized by the

action of the heat, and the walls were
so much shattered by the earthquake
which accompanied the eruption of

79, that the whole of the upper story
was obliged to be taken down ; but
the sectional elevation and plan of the

rooms exhibited in the two following
wood-cuts was made from actual

survey before the demolition took

place, and consequently afford the

only authentic example of this part
of a Roman dwelling house now
attainable. Nothing is conjectural
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nor restored, excepting the mere tiles

of the roof, and curtains between the

columns. A. Section of the atrium.
The four columns seen in front sup-
ported the roof B (also marked on
the subjoined ground- plan), which
covered over one of the four corridors

surrounding the central and open
part of the atrium. Iron rods and

rings for hanging curtains between
the columns, as shown by the en-

graving, were found in their original
situations when the excavation was
made. They were intended to shut out
the sun, which beamed down into the
lateral corridors from the compluvium,
or open space in the centre, c c. Two
of the lateral corridors just mentioned
which have doors at their furthest

ends, opening into separate apart-
ments, and are enclosed above by the

flooring of the upper story. D. Sec-
tion of the peristylium. The eight
columns seen in front enclose one of
the sides of an open area, which was
laid out as a garden. EE. Two of
the lateral corridors, which surround
three sides of the peristyle, open to

the garden on the side nearest to it

through their intercolumniations, and
enclosed at the back by the party-
wall between them and the adjacent
apartments. F F. Sectional elevation
of the upper story, the plan and dis-

I"

n
F
F

tribution of the apartments in which

is given in the wood-cut subjoined.
Nos. a to m. Twelve small chambers

(ccenacula) built over the corridors

of the court below, and which re-

ceived their light from windows

looking down into the interior, as

shown by the elevation. The first

six open upon a terrace, G (solarium)
above the garden ; and, consequently,

may be surmised to have been in-

tended for the use of the proprietor,
his family, and guests. Nos. n to r.

Another set of small rooms, some of
which have windows to the street,

probably used as sleeping rooms for

the slaves. Nos. s to v. Rooms pro-

bably apportioned to the female part
of the establishment

;
as they form a

suite by themselves, with a separate
communication from the rest. The
floors of these upper rooms are laid

in mosaic work, as well as those
below. The upper story only extends
over two sides of the peristyle, as

shown by the elevation ; the other two

having no superstructure above the roof
which covered the garden corridor.

2. (O?KOS). A Greek house. No
excavation has yet laid open the plan
of a Greek house

; consequently, any
attempt to define and distribute its

parts can only be drawn from inci-

dental passages of various authors,
and must be regarded as purely con-

jectural; but as there undoubtedly
were some essential points of differ-

ence between the domestic habita-
tions of the Greeks and Romans, a

supposed plan is here inserted, upon
the authority of Becker, which will
at least serve to explain the terms
which the Greeks employed to desig-
nate the various parts of their dwell-

ing houses, and to give a general
idea of the usual plan on which they
were arranged, a. atteios bvpa The
house door, or principal entrance
from the street, b. bvpwpeiov, Stvptiv,

Stddvpa. The entrance hall or pas-
sage ; the rooms on the right and left

of which afforded accommodation for

stabling, for the porter's lodge, and
slaves, c. av\-h. The court and peri*

K K 2
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style forming the first division of the

house, which was appropriated to the

use of the males, and, with the diffe-

rent chambers distributed around it

(Nos. 1 9.), formed collectively the

. d. fji.sT0.vXos, or JJ.S<TO.V\OS

The door in the passage which

separates the two principal divisions

of the house, and which when closed

shuts off all communication between
them. e. The court and peristyle

forming the second or interior part
of the house, which was appropriated
to the females, and with the various

dependencies (Nos. 1118.) situated

around it, forms collectively the

yvvaiK(DV?Tis. f. nyjoaros, or Trapaa-rds,
A chamber at the further end of
the peristyle, probably used as a re-

ception or retiring room by the
mistress of the house, g g. &d\afj.os,
and a^iedXa^os. The principal bed-
chambers, h h h. laTuves. Rooms in
which the women worked at the
loom. i. Kytrala Mpa. The garden
gate, or back door.

DORMITATOR.

DONA'RIUM. The treasury of

a temple ;
i. e. an apartment in

which the presents made to the gods
were preserved. Serv. ad Virg. jEn.

xii. 179. Lucan. ix. 516. Apul.
Met. p. 183.

2. A votive offering, or present
made to the gods as a token of grati-

tude for some favour received, such

as the recovery from sickness, or an

escape from some impending calamity
or accident. (Aul. Gell. ii. 10. Au-
rel. Viet Cces. 35.) These of course

varied in value and character accord-

ing to the wealth and taste of the

donor, consisting of arms taken in

war, tripods, altars, and valuables of

any kind from persons who had
means at their command ; but the

poorer classes made more humble

offerings, such as tablets inscribed or

painted with a representation of the

deity miraculously interposing in

their behalf, and similar to those so

frequently seen suspended in Roman
Catholic churches ;

or very generally
articles in terra-cotta, which were

kept for sale ready made at the [mo-
deller's shop, representing only cer-

tain portions of the body, such as an

arm, hand, eye, foot, leg, &c., so that

each person could purchase only the

exact part believed to have been

healed by divine assistance. The
illustration affords a specimen of

three donaria of this kind, all from

originals in terra-cotta ; a foot, two

eyes, and a hand, which last has a

gash in the centre, representing the

wound the cure of which it was in-

tended to commemorate.
DONATFVUM. A largess or

bounty given by the emperor to the

army, as contradistinguished from

congiarium, which was bestowed upon
the people generally. Suet. Nero, 7.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 26.

DORMITA'TOR (r^/cot-ros).
A thief who commits depredations
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by night. Plaut. Trin. iv. 2. 20.

Hesiod. Op. 603.

DORMITO'RIUM. A dormi-

tory, or bed-chamber (Plin. H. N.

xxx. 17.); which appears to have
been generally small, and scantily

furnished, as shown by the example,

representing the interior of Dido's

bed-room, from the Vatican Virgil.
DORSUA'LIA. A broad band,

made of richly dyed cloth, or em-
broidered silk, which was laid across

the backs of horses upon state occa-

sions, as in the example, from the

triumphal procession of Constantine
;

or upon cattle conducted to the sacri-

fice, of which the Arch of Titus at

Rome affords several specimens. Tre-
bell. Gallien. 8.

DORSUA'RIUS and DOSSUA'-
RIUS. A beast of burden

; a pack-

horse (Varro, JJ.J?. ii. 10.), or ass

(Id. ii. 6.), as in the example, from
the triumphal arch of Constantine.

DORY'PHORUS (Sopwtfpos'). A
halberdier; the name given to the

soldiers who formed the body-guard
of the Persian kings, from the weapon
they carried ; but the word does not

occur in Latin, excepting as the

name of a celebrated statue by Poly-
cletes (Cic. Brut, 86. Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 19. 2.), representing one of

these guards, or of a soldier armed
like them.
DRACH'MA (Spax^). A

drachm; the principal silver coin of

the Greek currency, as the denarius

was of the Roman, and of which
there were two standards of different

weights and value the Attic and

^ginetan.
The Attic drachm, represented by

the annexed wood-cut, from an ori-

ginal in the British Museum, of the

actual size, was mostly current in the

north of Greece, the maritime states,

and in Sicily. It contained six obols,
and its average value was nearly
equal to 9|c?. of our money ; but
when Pliny (H. N. xxi. 109.) speaks
of the Attic drachma and Roman de-

narius as being of equal weight, it is

to be understood that the latter had
been reduced from its original stand-

ard. Hussey, Ancient Weights and

Money, p. 47 48.

The JEginetan drachm, repre-
sented by the next wood-cut, also

from an original of the same size in

the British Museum, was used in

Boeotia, and some parts of northern

Greece, and in all the states of the

Peloponnesus except Corinth. It

was of a higher standard than the
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Attic, containing about 93 grains of

pure silver, and was worth about

Is. \\d. of our money. Hussey,
Ancient Weights and Money, p. 59

60.

DRA'CO. A dragon ; the ensign
of a military cohort, adopted from
the Parthians, and
introduced into the

Roman army, about

the time of Trajan.
It was made in the

image of a large

dragon fixed upon
a spear, having its

head with gaping
jaws of silver, while

the rest of the body was formed of

coloured cloth or skins, which, being
hollow and flexible, waved about

with motions like those of the reptile
it represented, as the wind entered

through the open mouth. Veget.
Mil. ii. 13. Ammian. xvi. 10. 7. and
12. 39. Claud, iii. Cons. Honor. 138.

Nemesian. 85.

2. An apparatus for heating water
in a manner which economized both
time and fuel

; consisting in a boiler

furnished with a number of tubes set

round it, like the coils of a serpent,
so that the entire quantity of the

liquid was exposed at the same time,
and in small quantities, to the action of
the fire. Senec. Qucest. Nat. iii. 24.

DRACONA'RIUS. The ensign,
or standard bearer of a military co-

hort, who carried the draco, or dragon
represented in the preceding wood-
cut. (Ammian. xx. 4. 18. Veg.
Mil. ii. 7. and 13.) Ensigns of this

description are frequently represented
on the Columns of Trajan and An-
toniue amongst the barbarian troops,

but not in the Roman armies, though
they were introduced into them about

the time of Trajan. It is from this

word that the modern name of dra-

goon originated, meaning in its ori-

ginal sense a cavalry soldier, who
followed the ensign of a dragon.
DRACONTA'RIUM. A band

for the head (Tertull. Cor. Mil. 15.),
either twisted to imitate the coils of
a serpent ; or, perhaps, made in the
form of two serpents joined together,
like the torquis ; see the illustration

s. TORQUATUS, and compare Inscript.

ap. Don. cl. 1. n. 91., torquem aureurn

ex dracontariis duobus"; but worn
round the head instead of the neck.

DROMO, or DROMON (5P4ua>>).
A particular kind of ship, remark-
able for its celerity, but respecting
which nothing more definitive is

known. Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 14.

Cassiodor. Var. Ep. v. 17

DROMONA'RIUS. A rower in

a vessel termed dromo. Cassiodor.

Var. Ep. iv. 15.

DUL'CIA. Confectionery; a ge-
neral name for all kinds of sweets

made with honey, as contradistin-

guished from pastry, or sweets made
with meal, fruits, milk, &c. Lam-
prid. Elag. 27. and 32.

DULCIA'RIUS. A person who
made dulcia ; i. e. a confectioner, as

contradistinguished from a pastry-
cook. Lamprid. Elag. 27. Trebell.

Claud. 14. Veg. Mil. i. 7.

DUUM'VIRI. Two officers ap-

pointed to act together for various

purposes ; as,

1. Duumviri jure dicundo ; two
chief magistrates who administered

the laws in provincial towns. Cic.

Agr. ii. 34.

2. Duumviri perduellionis ; two

colleagues appointed to try persons
accused of the murder of a Roman
citizen. Liv. i. 26. Cic. Rabir.

perd. 4.

3. Duumviri Navales-, two col-

leagues appointed upon emergencies to

superintend the equipment or repairs
of a fleet. Liv. ix. 30.
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4. Duumviri sacrorum; two col-

leagues appointed to take charge of

the Sybilline books, a duty subse-

quently transferred to the decemvirs.

Liv. iii. 10.

E.

EBORA'RIUS. A carver and

-worker in ivory. Imp. Const Cod.

10. 64. 1.

ECHI'NUS (e'x^os). A hedge-

hog ; and a sea-urchin, the shell of

which was made use of by the an-

cients as a receptacle for medicine

and other things ;
hence the name is

given by Horace (Sat. i. 6. 117.) to

a table utensil, formed of the same

material, or modelled to imitate it;

but the particular use for which he

intended it to be applied is not clearly

apparent. Heindorf (ad Z.) says, a

bowl for washing the goblets in.

2. In architecture. A large ellip-

tico-circular member in a Doric

capital, placed imme- , i

diately under the ^- J
abacus. (Vitruv. iv.

3. 4.) In the finest

specimens of the order it is either

elliptical or hyperbolical in its out-

line, but never circular ; and, with

the annulets under it is of the same

height as the abacus. (Elmes, Lec-

tures on Architecture, p. 205.) The

example represents a capital from the

Parthenon.
EC'TYPUS (eKTUTros). Formed

in a mould (JVTTOS, forma), which has

the device intended to be displayed
incavated in it, so that the cast (ecty-

pum) which comes from it presents
the objects in relief, like a terra-

cotta cast (Plin. 77. A7
; xxxv. 43.), as

will be readily understood by the

annexed engravings. The right-hand
one represents an ancient mould,
from an original found at Ardea, and
the left-hand one shows the terra-

cotta cast with its figures in relief

which comes out of it.

2. Ectypa gemma, or scalptura ; an

engraved stone which has the images

upon it carved in relief, like a cameo,
instead of being cut into it, like a

seal or intaglio. Seneca, Ben. iii.

26. Plin. H.N. xxxvii. 63.

EDOLA'TUS. Shaped, and cut

out of the rough with a dolabra

(Columell. viii. 11. 4. and DOLA-

TTJS) ; hence figuratively applied to

anything which is finished with

great care and nicety. Cic. Att.

xiii. 47. Compare Varro, ap. Non.

p. 448.

EFFIG'IES. In general, any
likeness, image, or effigy. But, with

reference to an express use of the

word in the Roman funera gentilitia

(Tac. Ann. iv. 9. Compare iii. 5.),

see IMAGINES, 2.

ELAEOTHES'IUM 0'Aato0eVtoi/).

The oiling room in a set of baths,
where the oils and unguents were

kept, and to which the bather retired

to be rubbed and anointed. In large
establishments a separate chamber
was appropriated for this purpose, ad-

! joining ihefrigidarium, or cold cham-
ber (Vitruv. v. 11. 2.), as exhibited

in the illustration at p. 142., from a

painting representing a set of baths
in the Thermae of Titus at Rome;
where it is seen with the name
written over it, filled with jars for

unguents ranged upon shelves, and

occupying the last chamber on the
left hand, immediately adjoining the

frigidarium, as directed by Vitruvius.
But in private baths, or in public
ones of a more limited extent, such
as those of Pompeii, the tepid cham
ber seems to have been used as a
substitute. See the article TEPI-
DARIUM.
ELEN'CHUS. A large drop

pearl in the shape of a pear, much
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esteemed by the wealthy ladies of

Rome, who were fond of wear-

ing two or three together as

pendants for the ears, or dang-

ling from the rings of the fin-

gers. (Plin. H.N. ix. 56. Juv.

Sat. vi. 459.) The example
is copied from an original ear-

ring, consisting of one large elenchus,

for a drop.
E'LIX. An ancient word, ex-

pressing a broad deep furrow drawn
between the ridges in corn fields, for

the purpose of draining the moisture

from the roots of the plant. Serv.

ad Virg. G. i. 109. Columell. ii. 8. 3.

ELLYCH'NIUM (eAAyx^ov, &pv-

aAAis). The wick of a candle or

oil-lamp ; usu-

ally made with

the pith of a

rush, or the

coarse fibres of

flax, or of pa-

pyrus. (Vitruv. viii. 1. 5. Plin.

H.N. xxiii. 41. Id. xxviii. 47.) The
illustration represents a small Roman
lamp, with the wick burning.
EMBLE'MA (eXA^a). Inlaid;

but especially applied to mosaic work

(Varro, R. R. iii. 2. 4. Lucil. ap.
Cic. Brut. 79.), which is composed
with a number of small pieces of
coloured stone, glass, or enamel set

in a bed of cement. As this art was

practised in various ways, we meet
with several names in reference to

it, each of which discriminates some
one of the particular methods, such
as tessellatum, sectile, vermiculatum,
and others enumerated in the classed
Index. If the present one, emblema,
is not a generic, but specific term,
it may have been used to desig-
nate a description of mosaic little

known, but practised in the villa of

Hadrian, near Tivoli, some frag-
ments of which have been published
by Caylus (Recueil, vi. 86.), and
consisting of bas-reliefs modelled in

very hard stucco, which are inlaid
with small pieces of different coloured
stones and enamels, so as to have

the appearance of being painted.
The second meaning attached to the

word emblema supports such a con-

jecture.
2. A raised ornament or figure

not cast nor cut out of the solid, but

affixed to some other substance as an
ornamental mount; such, for instance,
as a figure in gold rivetted upon a
vase of silver, or in silver upon
bronze. (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 17. 22.

24.) This art was much practised
and highly esteemed by the ancients ;

and several specimens of it have been
discovered at Pompeii.
EMBOLIA'RIA. An actress

who came upon the stage between
the acts of a play to keep the audi-

ence amused by reciting some kind
of interlude (embolium, e/j.6\iov).

Plin. H. N. vii. 49. Inscript. ap.
Murat. 660. 4.

EM'BOLUM OoA<n>). Pro-

perly, a Greek word Latinized (Pet.
Sat. 30. ), meaning the beak of a ship
of war, expressed in Latin by the

word ROSTRUM, under which it will

be explained and illustrated.

EM'BOLUS (1/xgoAos). The pis-
ton and sucker of a pump, syringe,
or other similar contrivance for

drawing up and discharging water.

(Vitruv. x. 7.) See CTESIBICA MA-
CHINA and SIPHO.
EMER'ITI. Roman soldiers

who were discharged from military

duty (Val. Max. vi. 1. 10. Ov. Trist.

iv. 8. 21.), having served the full

time required by law ; viz. twenty
years for the legionaries, and sixteen

for the praetorians. Tac. Ann. i.

78. Dion Cass. Iv. 23.

EMISSA'RIUM. An emissary,

any artificial canal formed with the

object of draining off a stagnant body
of water. (Cic. Fam. xvi. 18.

Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 21.) Remains of

some stupendous works of this nature

are still to be seen in Italy, con-

structed as emissaries for the lakes

of Albano and Fucino (Suet. Claud.

20. Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 24. 11.);
the first in consequence of an alarm
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felt that the waters would overflow,
and inundate the country ; the other

for the purpose of reclaiming the

land with a view to cultivation. The
last, which remains nearly entire,

and has been cleared out and made

passable by the king of Naples, con-

sists of a tunnel more than three

miles in length, a large portion of

which was excavated by the hammer
and chisel through a stratum of hard

rock, forming the basis of the moun-
tain through which it passes at a

depth of 1000 feet below the highest
summit. The remainder, which lies

but a few feet below the surface of

the earth, is entirely vaulted in

brick ; of which material the arch-

way through which the water was

discharged into the river Liris, is

composed ; but the embouchure

fronting the lake presents a fine ar-

chitectural elevation of masonry.
EMPLEC'TON (tfurteitTov). A

method of constructing walls intro-

duced by the Greeks, and copied by
the Roman architects, in which the

outside surfaces on both sides were
formed of ashlar laid in regular
courses, as shown by the upper part
of the annexed illustration (letter E),

and the central space between them
filled in with rubble work (G), layers
of cross stones (diatoni, F) being

placed at intervals in regular courses,

and of sufficient size to extend

through the entire thickness of the

wall from side to side, and so act as

girders to bind the whole together.
Vitruv. ii. 8. 7. Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 51.

EMPO'RIUM (e>-<$p,OJ/). A mart
or factory ; i. e. a large building,

containing ranges of bonding ware-

houses, in which foreign merchan-

dize, brought by sea, was deposited,
until disposed of to the retail dealers.

(Vitruv. v. 12. 1.) The site was

always enclosed by lofty walls, and
often strongly fortified (Liv. xxi.

57.), if the town which contained the

emporium was situated in an exposed
part of the country. The annexed

engraving is a ground-plan of some

very extensive ruins on the banks
of the Tiber under the Aventine hill,

believed to be the remains of the

emporium of Rome. (Liv. xxxv.

10.) The single line outside shows
the circuit of the external wall en-

closing the factory ; o, a flight of

steps leading down to the river, as

mentioned by Livy ; a b, and c d,

portions of wall containing the colon-
nades down to the river side, as

directed by Vitruvius ; m to n, re-

mains of the walls which enclosed
the range of warehouses. The parts

actually remaining when the survey
was made are marked by the dark
lines ; but it will be perceived that

these remains are sufficiently exten-
sive to authorize the completion of
the circuit, as given in a lighter tint.

EM'POROS (^TO/JOS). Properly,
a Greek word, and, consequently, il-

lustrative of Greek customs ; but
used in a Latin form by Plautus

(Merc. Prol. 9.), and Ausonius

(Epist. xxii. 28.). It designates a

person who acted in the double capa-
city of merchant and seaman ; being
appointed by some shipowner or

capitalist to a vessel which he con-
ducted on a voyage of traffic for the

advantage of his employer ; hence,
L L
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in Plautus (7. c.), he is styled emporos
Philemonis ; i. e. who imports for his

principal Philemon.
ENCAR'PA (7/cop7ro). Festoons

of fruit and flowers, employed as a

decorative ornament in sculpture or

painting (Vitruv. iv. 1. 7.)> as shown

by the example, from a Roman se-

pulchral monument.
ENCAUS'TICA (tyrawrrw^).

The art of encaustic painting ; i. e.

in colours mixed with wax, and

afterwards hardened by the action of

fire. This art, as practised by the

ancients, is now lost, nor has the

process actually adopted by them
ever been thoroughly ascertained ;

although the Count Caylus imagined
that he had discovered the secret,

and wrote an express treatise on the

subject. They appear to have pursued
several methods, and to have con-

ducted the operation in very different

ways : either with colours mixed
with wax, laid on with a dry brush,
and then burnt in with a cautery
(cauterium) ; or by marking out the

drawing with a hot etching iron (oes-

trum) upon ivory, in which process
wax does not appear to have been
used at all ; or, lastly, by liquifying
the wax with which the colours were
mixed, so that the brush was dipped
into the liquid compound, and the
colour laid on in a fluid state, as it is

with water colours, but subsequently
smoothed and blended by the opera-
tion of heat. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 41.

Ib. 39. Vitruv. vii. 9. Ov. Fast. iii. 831.

ENCOMBO'MA (*x*f/*ft/*a).

Properly, an article of Greek attire ;

viz. a sort of apron tied round the

body in a knot (whence the name

arose), and worn by slaves to keep
the tunic clean

(Longus. ii. 33.),

by young girls

(Varro, ap. Non.

s. v. p. 542.), and
also on the comic

stage. (Jul. Pol-

lux, iv. 18.) Both
of these latter uses

are exemplified by
the annexed figure
of a young female,

playing on the

double pipes, from
a marble bas-relief,

representing a scene from some play.
EN'DROMIS. A large blanket,

or wrapper of coarse woollen cloth,

in which it was

customary to en-

velope the body in

order to prevent
the chance of tak-

ing cold after the

violent exertions of

gymnastic exerci-

ses. (Juv. iii. 103.

Mart. iv. 19. Id.

xiv. 126.) It is

frequently depict-
ed in scenes il-

lustrative of life

in the gymnasium,
upon figures in re-

pose, similar to the one in the an-

nexed engraving, from a fictile vase,

representing a youth who has just

gone through his exercises, standing
before his teacher ;

but though the

word itself is Greek, and has especial
reference to the customs of that

people, it is only amongst the Latin

authors that it occurs in the sense

explained. Compare No. 3.

2. Endr&mis Tyria. A wrapper
of similar character and object, but

of a finer texture, adopted by the

Roman ladies, who addicted them-
selves to masculine habits, and af-

fected the same pursuits as men.
Juv. vi. 246.

3. (epSpoyufe). In Greek, the word
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has a very different meaning, being

employed to designate the boots ori-

ginally invented and worn by the
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Cretan huntsmen (Nonn, Dionys. v.

p. 154.), and thence adopted by the

Greek artists as the characteristic

chaussure of Diana in her quality of

a huntress. (Callim. Hymn, in Dian.

16. Jul. Pollux, vii. 93.) Conse-

quently, they are seen on a great
number of statues of that goddess, on
which they appear like the example
in the annexed illustration, from a

bronze of Herculaneum, with the

toes exposed, and a broad band just
above them (fascia primos sistitur ad

digitos, Sidon. Apoll. Carm. ii. 400.),
to which the two side leathers are

attached. These open down the

front, but are pierced with holes on
their edges, for the thong to pass

through which binds them on the

legs, in the same manner as with our
lace -up boots (Galen. Comment, in

Hippocr. de ArticuL and Spanheim
ad Callim. /. c. ) The cross laces,

which are omitted in our bronze,

may be seen on other statues. (Mus.
Chiaramont. tav. 17. Mus. Pio-Clem.
ii. 15. iii. 38.) The Latin poets al-

ways dress Diana in cothurni, which
were close boots, enveloping the

whole foot (see COTHURNUS, and the

illustrations there given) ; but erSpo-

jut'Ses received their name because

they were peculiarly fitted for per-
sons who required great activity and

agility in running (Galen. /. c.) ;

which, it is obvious, would be mate-

rially assisted by the free play al-

lowed to the foot from the exposure
of its extremities, instead of the

whole being constrained by an upper
leather ; consequently, they are ap-

propriately worn in this form by a

Faun and by a shepherd, in the Nea-

politan Museum. (Mus. Borb. viii.

23. ib. 25.) These considerations,

as well as the uniform testimony of

ancient statues, seem to warrant the

distinction above drawn, though it does

not depend upon any positive verbal

authority ;
while at the same time,

it helps to explain the real difference

between the names of three kinds of

hunting boots commonly received as

synonymous terms: KdQopvos, which
reached up to the calf, was laced in

front, but covered the entire foot ;

fvSpo/ji.is, also reaching up to the calf,

and laced in front, but leaving the

toes uncovered ; and ctpgvAr;, a half

boot, laced in front, but only reaching
up to the ankle.

ENSIC'ULUS (i<t>l8iov). Dimin-
utive of ENSIS

;
a little sword, for a

child's toy. Plaut. Hud. iv. 4. 112.

and CREPUNDIA.
ENSIS (Ityos). A sword. Used

mostly by the poets, but synonymous
with GLADIUS. (Quint, x. 1. 11.)
See also FALX, 6.

EPHEBE'UM (^rjgeToy). A
spacious apartment in the Greek

gymnasium, where the youths per-
formed their exercises in the presence
of their masters. (Vitruv. v. 11.

Strabo, v. 4. 7.) See the illustration

s. GYMNASIUM (letter c), which will

give an idea of its usual locality and
relative size, as compared with the
other divisions of the establishment
EPHE'MERIS (l^epk). A

journal or diary, kept by an indivi-

dual, in which he noted down the

daily occurrences, actions, or expen-
diture. Cic. Quint. 18. Nepos,
xxv. 13.

EPHIPPIA'RIUS. A saddler,
who makes ephippia. Inscript. ap.
Fabrett p. 712. n. 339.

EPHIPPIA'TUS. One who rides

upon a saddle pad (EPHIPPIUM) in-

L L 2
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stead of the bare back. See the illus-

trations s. EQUES. Caes. B. G. iv. 2.

EPHIP'PIUM (tyfrnrioO. ^pad
saddle for horses (Varro, R.R. ii. 7.

of which wine was poured at an en-

tertainment into the cup from which
it was drunk ; and adopted by the

Romans, as they advanced in civili-

15. Caes. B. G. iv. 2.), used by the

Greeks and Romans. It is very
commonly represented in works of

art as a piece of cloth doubled several

times into a thick square pad (see the

second illustration s. EQUES) ; but

also occurs in many instances under
the form of a regularly stuffed pad,
like the annexed example, from the

j

Antonine Column. Similar ones are
j

likewise seen in the paintings of i

Herculaneum and Pompeii, and on
the arch of Septimius Severus ; but

j

the pad is more frequently concealed

by the housings (stragula), which
covered both sides of the animal.

EPH'ORI (fyopoi). Literally,
overseers ; but the word was espe-

cially used as the title of five magis-
trates elected annuallyby the people of

Sparta, to whom very great political

powers were entrusted, which enabled
them to exercise a control over the

kings and all the other magistrates ;

and thus, in the Dorian constitutions,
the Ephori enjoyed a position some-
what analogous to that of the tribunes
at Rome. Aristot. Polit. ii. 10. Cic.

Leg. iii. 7.

EPIB'AT^E (fcriedToi). Marines
of the Greek navy ; a body of troops
who served exclusively on board

ship, entirely distinct from the land

forces, from the seamen, and the
rowers. (Herod, vi. 12. Hirt. B.
Alex. 11. Vitruv. ii. 8. 14.) The
Romans designated the marines of
their navy by the term CLASSIARH.

EPICH'YSIS(lirrxt,<m). A Greek
jug, with a small and narrow lip, out

zation, instead of the less elegant

guttus, previously used by them for a

similar purpose. (Plaut. Rud. v. 2.

22. Varro, Z. L. v. 124.) The illus-

tration represents an epichysis, with

the receiving cup of glass, from a

Pompeian painting, and a Nereid

pouring wine out of one into a patera,
from a painting of Stabia. In all

the numerous pictures of Pompeii,
&c., which represent the act of pour-

ing wine from a jug, the jug is con-

stantly formed with a small neck and
narrow lip, like those exhibited

above ; which identifies the epichysis,
and establishes its difference from the

eiver, or water jug (gutturnium, irpo-

Xoos), which had a thicker throat and
wider lip.

EPIC O'PUS (friKuiros). Pro-

perly, a Greek word, used to desig-
nate a row boat, as contradistin-

guished from a sailing vessel. Cic.

Att. xiv. 16.

EPIC'ROCUM (MirpoKwO. Pro-

perly, a Greek word, used to designate
a woman's garment; but whether it

meant of a fine texture, or of a saffron

colour, is matter of doubt, for it may
be derived from Kpoicr) (subtemen'), of
from KpoKos (crocus), Naevius ap.

Varro, L. L. vii. 5. Varro, ap. Non.
s. Habitare, p. 318. Festus, *. v.

EPIDIP'NIS (<hrf57ms). Pro-

perly, a Greek word, which desig-
nates the last course at a dinner.

Pet Sat. 69. 6. Mart. Ep. xL 31.

EPIIXROMUS (brtopoftos). A
running rope attached to the neck of
a tunnel net (cassis), and passing
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through a set of rings affixed to the

mouth of the purse, by pulling which

the huntsman, who lay in ambush,
closed the net like a bag, when the

game had been driven into it. Plin.

H. N. xix. 2. 2. Jul. Poll. v. 29.

Xen. Cyneg. vi. 9.

2. The sail on the mast nearest to

the stern in vessels fitted with more
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than one mast (Jull. Poll. i. 91.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 3. 3.) Pollux and
Isidorus differ in some degree from
each other, one giving the name
to the sail, the other to the mast;
but probably the term included the

mast with the sail belonging to it.

The illustration is copied from a bas-

relief of the Villa Borghese.
3. Enumerated by Varro (R. R.

xiii. 1.) amongst the articles neces-

sary for the furniture of an oil press
room (torcularium), but without any
context to explain what is meant.
EPIGRUS. See EPIURUS.
EPILIM'MA. A sort of unguent

of the cheapest and most common
description. Festus, s. v.

EPIRHE'DIUM. A hybrid
word, composed from the Greek

preposition ITT! and the Gallic term
Rheda ; the true meaning of which
is not settled. Scheffer and Ginzrot
believe it to have been a square or

oblong cart, en-

closed with four

sides, in the

same manner as

the rheda, and

consequently to be represented by
the annexed figure, from a bas-relief

in the Museum at Verona. Others
consider that the word has reference

only to the ornamental decorations of

a rheda, or that it designates the har-

ness of the horses which drew it

Juv. Sat. viii. 66. Schol. Vet. ad I.

Scheffer, R. V. ii. 23. Ginzrot,

Wagen und Fahrwerke, xviii.

EPISTOM'lUM (eiTLffr6^.iov).

The cock of a water pipe, or of any
vessel containing liquids to be drawn

off in small quantities when required.

(Vitruv. ix. 8. 11.) The illustration

represents an original bronze water

cock found at Pompeii, similar in

constructive principle to those now in

use, but of a more tasteful design.
Seneca says (Ep. 86.) that in his day
the baths of Rome, even for the com-
mon people, were furnished with
silver cocks.

EPISTYL'IUM ( iTntTTv'AiOV).

Properly, a Greek word adopted by
the Roman architects to designate
the architrave or main beam laid

horizontally over the capitals of a

column, from one to the other, in

order to form a continuous bed for a

superstructure to rest upon. When

the architrave was made of timber,
it was properly called trabs ; when
of stone or marble, epistylium, though
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that word, as a general term, may
with equal correctness be applied to

both. (Vitruv. iii. 5. 11. Varro,
R. fi. iii. 5. 11. Festus, s.v.) The
example, from a tomb sculptured in

the rock at Beni Hassan, explains the

original use and early application of

the epistylium to columnar architec-

ture. In this instance, it has no
other members over it ; merely form-

ing a connecting surface for the roof

(tectum) to rest upon ; but the next

engraving shows its finished state as

one of the principal members of an
entablature.

2. Epistylia; in the plural, the

epistyles; which comprise the whole

superstructure above the abacus of a

column, forming what our architects

term collectively the entablature,
otherwise divided by them into three

distinct mem-
bers ; the

chitrave

or epistylium) at

bottom ; the

frieze (zophorus)
next above

; and
the cornice over

all, for which
the Romans had
no collective

name, but always
described it by I

enumerating the separate members
which it contained. See CORONA, 15.

EPITHALAM'IUM (4*iOa\d-

Mioi'). The nuptial song, sung in

chorus by a company of young
girls outside the door of the bridal

chamber. Quint, ix. 3. 16, Theocr.
Id. 18.

EPITOX'IS. (Vitruv. x. 10. 4.)A particular part of the catapulta, in

which, as it is conjectured, the missile
was placed.
EPITY'RUM (Mrvpov). An eat-

able composed of the flesh of the
olive seasoned with oil, vinegar,
rue, mint, &c. (Cato, R. R. 119.);
more common in Greece and Sicily,
than in Italy. Varro, L. L. vii. 86.
Columell. xii. 49. 9.

EPIU'RUS (fcrfowpos). A wooden

pin t
used as a nail (Isidor. Orig.

xix. 19. 7. Pallad. xii. 7. 15.) ; but
the readings differ, some having epi-

grus and eir'iKovpos.

EPULO'NES. The members of

one of the four great religious corpo-
rations at Rome, originally composed
of three persons (triumviri epulones,
Liv. xxxi. 4.), but afterwards in-

creased to seven (septemviri epulones,

Lucan. i. 602.); whose chief duty
consisted in preparing a sumptuous
banquet, termed LECTISTERNIUM,
for Jupiter and the twelve gods, upon
occasions of public rejoicing or ca-

lamity (Festus, s.v.), when the

statues of the deities were placed
upon couches in front of tables (Val.
Max. ii. 1. 2.), spread with delica-

cies, which the Epulones afterwards

consumed.

EQUA'RIUS, sc. medicus (iWi'o-

rpos). A horse doctor, or veterinary

surgeon. (Val. Max. ix. 15. 2.) The
illustration represents a veterinary,

and shows the ancient manner of

bleeding horses, from a Roman bas-

relief discovered in the south of

France.

2. Absolutely; a groom or stable

boy. (Solin. 43.) Same as EQUISO.

EQUES (faWy). In a general

sense, any one who sits upon a horse,
a horseman or rider. (Mart. Ep. xii.

14.) Both the Greeks and Romans
rode without stirrups, and either

upon the bare back (Varro, ap. Non.

p. 108. Mercer), as in the annexed

engraving, representing an Athenian

youth, from the Panathenaic frieze
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(compare the illustrations s. CELES
and DECURSIO, which are Roman) ;

or upon a saddle pad (ephippium),
which is mostly covered and con-

cealed by a piece of coloured cloth

thrown over it (see the next and sub-

sequent illustrations) ; but never

upon a regular saddle made, like

ours, upon a tree or frame, which
was a late invention, towards the

decline of the Empire. The women
rode sideways,
like our own, up-
on a pad, or

ephippium, as

proved by the

expressions mulie-

briter equitare, or

equo insider-e (Am-
mian. xxxi. 2. 6.

Compare Achill.

Tat. de Amor. Clitoph. et Leucip.

Agathias iii.) ; and the same fashion

was sometimes practised by men, as

shown by the annexed illustration,

representing a Pompeian gentleman
taking a country ride, from a land-

scape painting in that city.
2. A knight; i. e. one of a body

originally, as is supposed, appointed by
Romulus, and consisting of three hun-
dred men selected from the patrician

families, who served on horseback,
and were mounted at the public ex-

pense, to act as a garde du corps for

the king. Their numbers, however,
were considerably increased at diffe-

rent periods, and a property qualifi-

cation, instead of birth, made essential

for admission into" the body, which
thus constituted the cavalry branch
of the old Roman armies, and formed
a separate order in the state, distin-

guished from the senatorian by the
outward badge of the CLAVUS AN-
GDSTUS, and from the commonalty
by a gold ring on the finger. As
this class had ceased to serve in a
distinct military capacity before the
termination of the republic, and the

remaining monuments which delineate

military scenes are all posterior to

that period, we have no genuine re-

presentation of a Roman knight of
this description, beyond what is af-

forded by the devices on some of the
censorial coins, which are too small
and imperfect to give minute or cha-
racteristic details. They appear, how-
ever, on these coins simply draped
in the tunic (tunica), and holding a
horse by the bridle before the censor,
who sits in his curule chair

; which
accords so far with the account of

Polybius (vi. 25.), who says that the
old Roman cavalry had no body
armour before their intercourse with
the Greeks had taught them to adopt
the same accoutrements as the horse
soldiers of that country.

3. A cavalry trooper ; who did not
receive his horse from the state, but

possessed sufficient means to mount
himself, and so avoid the greater

hardship of serving on foot. (Liv.
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v. 7. Id. xxxiii. 26. Caes., &c.)
These troops received pay from the

state, and eventually constituted the

Roman cavalry, after the regular

equestrians had ceased to do military

duty. Soldiers of this class are fre-

quently represented on the columns

and triumphal arches of the Imperial

period, similar to the figure annexed,

from the Column of Antoninus, in a

helmet, and with a cuirass of scale

armour, a lance, small round shield,

no stirrups, and pad saddle covered

with housings.
4. Eques legionarius. A legionary

trooper ; evidently, as the epithet im-

plies, distinct from the knights, and

from ordinary cavalry, which was

usually stationed on the wings, and

very frequently furnished by the allies.

The name leads naturally to the con-

clusion that these men formed a body
of heavy -armed cavalry, like the in-

fantry of the legion ;
and the annexed

figure from the Column of Antoninus

so far confirms the conjecture, as it

shows that in that age at least there
was a class of mounted Roman troops
who wore cuirasses ofexactly the same

description as the legionary of the

same period, as will be seen by com-

paring the illustrations s. LEGIONA-
RIUS and LORICA SQUAMATA, with
the present figure, the lower portion
of which is concealed in the original
by the groups before it. Liv. xxxv.
5. Veg. Mil ii. 2.

5. Eques prcetorianus. See PR.E-
TORIANI.

6. Eques Sagittarius. A mounted
archer ; a class of troops mostly com-
posed of foreign auxiliaries ; but also

equipped by the Macedonians (Quint.

Curt. v. 4.), and the Romans (Tac.
Ann. ii. 16.), who sometimes armed

their own citizens in that manner, at

least under the Empire, as shown by
the annexed example, which repre-
sents a Roman soldier on the Column
of Antoninus.

7. Eques cataphractus. See CA-
TAPHRACTCS.

8. Eques alarms. The allied ca-

valry which accompanied the Roman
legions, so termed because they were

always stationed upon the wings.
Liv. xl. 40. Cses. B. G. i. 51.

9. Eques extraordinarius. A
trooper selected from the allied ca-

valry, and formed into a picked body
for the service of the consuls. Liv.

xl. 31. and 27. Id. xxxiv. 37.

10. A mounted gladiator, who

fought like a cavalry soldier, on

horseback (Inscript. op. Orelli, 2569.

2577.) ; two of whom are shown in

the annexed engraving, from a bas-

relief on the tomb of Nsevoleia Ty-
che at Pompeii. It will be perceived
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that their armour assimilates closely
with the figure of the legionary
trooper, No. 4.

EQUFLE Owen-owns). A stable

for horses. (Varro, R.R. ii. 7. 15.

Suet. Cal. 55.) The engraving re-

presents an ancient stable on the bay
of Centorbi in Sicily, probably the

only genuine specimen of such build-

ings now remaining. It is constructed

of masonry, and vaulted at the top :

is not divided into stalls, each animal

being separated from his neighbour
by a swinging bar,, if necessary. The
manger, which recedes gradually in-

wards from the top, is also of ma-

sonry> and divided into a number of

cribs (Qarry&fjMTa), a separate one for

each horse, and not formed in one

long line, common to all. The rope
of the head stall passed through a

small aperture in front of each crib,

and was fastened by a block on the

opposite side of the wall, which will

be readily understood from the draw-

ing and the horse introduced for that

purpose.
EQUFSO. A groom who leads

out horses to exercise. Varro, ap>
Non. s v. pp. 105. 450. Val. Max.
vii. 3. Ext. 1, 2.

2. Equiso nauticus. One who
tows a boat up the stream by a rope.

Varro, ap. Non. //. cc.

EQUUL'EUS. Literally, a young
horse, or colt ; whence transferred,
in a special sense, to a wooden ma-
chine upon which slaves were placed
to extract evidence from them by
torture. (Cic. Mil 21. Quint. Curt,

vi. 10.) The ancient writers hare

not left any description by which the
exact nature of this contrivance can
be ascertained ;

and their artists

never depicted
scenes calculated

to awaken painful
emotions. But
the expressions
used to describe

the treatment of

the sufferer in

equuleo ; or, in

equuleum imposi-
tus lead to the

conjecture that it

was something in

the nature of the

crux, and the

punishment a

sort Of impale-
ment

; the criminal being made to

sit bare on a sharp point, with heavy
weights attached to his arms and

legs, in order to increase the natural

pressure of the body, as shown

by the annexed engraving, which

represents an instrument of punish-
ment formerly used at Mirandola,
in the north of Italy, and which, in

confirmation of the suggestion, was
called by the same name, the colt,

il cavaletto.

EQUUS. A stallion-, properly
distinguished from equa, a mare> and
from canterivs, a gelding.

2. Equus publicus. The horse al-

lotted by the state to each of the old

Roman knights (equites), for the per-
formance of cavalry duty, which was

purchased and kept at the public

expense. Liv. v. 7. Cic. Phil. vi.

5. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 9.

3. Equus curtus. A horse which
had its tail docked (Prop. iv. 1. 20.);
not a common practice amongst the

ancients. Horace applies the same

epithet to a mule (Sat. i. 6. 104.),

apparently in disparagement ; but a

crop-tailed horse was offered annually
as a sacrifice to Mars (Festus, s. Oc-
tober equus~); and possibly the small

bronze cast, from which the annexed
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figure is copied, was intended to com-

memorate that custom.

4. Equus Trojanus. The Trojan

horse, by means of which the Greek

soldiery enclosed in its belly were

enabled, according to the fable, to

open the gates of Troy to their com-

rades, and thus captured the city.

(Cic. Muren. 37. Hygin. Fab. 108.)

Many ancient representations of this

stratagem remain in painting, sculp-

ture, and engraved gems, correspond-

ing generally with the figure annexed,
which is copied from a miniature in

the Vatican Virgil, showing the plat-
form and wheels by which it was
moved, the door which Sinon opens
to let the inmates out, who descend
to the ground by sliding down a

rope, all as minutely detailed by
Virgil, JSn. ii. 257264.

5. Equus bipes. A sea-horse; a
monster composed of the fore-hand
and two front legs of a horse, with

the body ending in a fish's tail ; fa-

bulously and poetically attached to

the marine chariot of Neptune and
Proteus. (Virg. Georg. iv. 389.

Pervigil Ven. 10.) The example is

from a Pompeian painting.
6. Equus fluviatilis. The river

horse, or hippopotamus. Plin. H.N.
viii. 30.

7. Equus ligneus. Poetically, for

a ship. Plaut. Rud. i. 5. 10.

8. A battering engine for beating
down walls (Prop. iii. 1. 25.) ; subse-

quently, and better known by the

name of the ram. (Plin. H. N. vii.

57. ) See ARIES.
ERGASTULA'RIUS. A person

who had the charge of superintending
an ergastulum, and the slaves confined

in it. He acted as gaoler and task-

master, to see that their work was

done, and was himself a slave, though

placed in a confidential office. Co-

lumell. i. 8. 17.

ERGAS'TULUM. A sort of

prison and place of correction at-

tached to the farms and country villas

of the Romans, in which those of the

slave family who were kept in fetters

(compediti, nexi, vincti) were lodged
and made to work in irons ; whereas,
the rest, who were not chained, were

provided with separate accommodation

(cellcB, contubernia) in other parts of

the establishment. (Columell. i. 6.

3. Compare 8. 16. Apul. Apol. p.

482. Brut, ad Cic. Fam. xi. 13.)

As Columella recommends that such

places should be constructed under-

ground, we may conclude that it was
not the universal practice to do so.

ERGAS'TULUS. A slave con-

demned to the ergastulum. Lucil.

Sat. xv. 8. ed, Gerlach.
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ER'GATA (e/>7aT7js). A capstan
or windlass, for drawing up vessels

on to the shore, and for moving
heavy weights generally. Vitruv.

x. 4.

ERIC'IUS. Literally, a hedge-

hog ; a name also given to a contri-

vance for defending the gates of a

camp or any fortified place, consisting
of a long beam, studded with iron

spikes, and planted across the opening
that required defence. (Cses. B. C.

iii. 67. Sallust, Hist. ap. Non. p.

555.) The beam across the gate-

way represented in the engraving s.

CATARACTA, 3., if furnished with

spikes, would afford an example of

the ericius.

ES'SEDA or ES'SEDUM. An
uncovered car or cart, upon two

wheels, open in front, but closed be-

hind, and drawn by two horses, com-

monly used in warfare by the ancient

Britons, Gauls, and Belgee. (Cses.
B. G. iv. 33. Id. v. 16. Virg. Georg.
iii. 204. Serv. ad /.) The Romans
also constructed carriages after the

same model, which they employed for

ordinary purposes, and designated by
the same name (Cic. Att. vi. 1. Ov.
Pont. ii. 10. 34. Suet. Col. 51.) >

but
no representation either of the ori-

ginal British car, or of the Roman
imitation of it, is known to exist in

any authentic monument.
ESSEDA'RIUS. A British,

Gaulish, and Belgic warrior, who
drove and fought from a war car

(essedwri) in the manner described

by Csesar (B. G. iv. 33. ). Cic.

Fam. vii. 6.

2. A captive from either of the

above nations, who was made to ex-
hibit his national mode of fighting,
from the essedum, as a gladiator in

the Roman amphitheatre. Suet. Cal.

35. Claud. 21.

EURFPUS (%7ros). Any artifi-

cial canal, or water course, of greater
or lesser extent, such as were made
to ornament a villa (Cic. Leg. ii. 1.

Seneca, Ep. 83.); to afford a body
of water for a spectacle to display

amphibious or aquatic animals from

foreign parts (Plin. viii. 40.) ; and

especially, a moat filled with water
constructed by Julius Caesar round
the interior of the Circus Maximus
(Suet. Cats. 39. Plin. H. N. viii. 7.),

in order to protect the spectator from
the sudden irruption of any animal,
when hunts and shows of wild beasts

were exhibited in it. This was
afterwards filled up by Nero (Plin.
/. c.) ; and the name of euripus trans-

ferred, at a subsequent age, to the

barrier (spind) which ran down the

centre of the course. Tertull. adv.

Hermog. 31. Sidon. Carm. xxiii. 356.

EUSTYLOS (efrrrvAos). A co-

lonnade in which the intervals be-

tween the columns ^
have the width of

two diameters and a

quarter; the style
considered to be the
most perfect in re-

spect of solidity of

structure, beauty of appearance, and

general convenience. (Vitruv. iii.

2. 1.) The annexed diagram shows
the five different kinds of intercolum-
niation used by the ancients, with
their relative intervals, amongst
which the eustyle occupies the third

line.

EVERRIC'ULUM. The ordinary

fishing-net (Varro, R. JR. iii. 17. 7.

Apul. Apol. p. 457. Non. s. v. p.

34) ; which, as represented in the

annexed wood-cut, from a fresco

--*-

--**-

-*--

painting in the palace of Titus at

Rome, appears to have been very
similar to those used by the fisher-

men of our own days.
EVOCA'TI. Veterans who had

served their time, but enlisted again
M M 2
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as volunteers. They were not sub-

ject to the common military duties of

the gregarian
or legionary
soldier, but

seem to have
held a supe-
rior rank, and
to have acted

in the capa-

city of centu-

rions, whose
costume and

badges of dis-

tinction they
enjoyed; being represented on se-

pulchral monuments with the vine-

rod (vitis) in one hand, a sword on
the left side (parazonium), and a roll

of paper, indicating, perhaps, their

carte of discharge, in the other ; as

shown by the annexed figure, from a

sepulchral marble, which also bears
the inscription AUR . JULIANUS .

EVOK. Cic. Fam. iii. 6. Cses. B. G.
vii. 65. B. C. i. 17.

2. The same title was subsequently
conferred upon a body of young men
selected from the equestrian families,
and formed into a corps, by the em-
peror Galba, to which the duty of

keeping guard at the doors of the

imperial bed-chamber was entrusted.
Suet. Galb. 10.

EXACISCULA'TUS. Dilapi-
dated, destroyed, or pulled out with a

"pick" (aciseulus) ; a common way
of breaking into tombs, for the pur-
pose of stealing the valuables depo-
sited in them. Hence, the word
is of frequent occurrence on sepul-
chral inscriptions, in the form of a
caution to the public against the com-
mission of such an offence. Inscript.
ap. Mur. 1028. 2. op. Don. cl. 12.
n. 27.

EXA'MEN. The tongue on the
beam of a balance, rising perpendi-
cularly from the beam, and moving
in an eye affixed to the same, by
which it serves to point out the

equality or inequality of weight be-
tween the objects in the scale. ( Virg.

JEn. xii. 725. Pers. Sat. i. 6.) The
illustration represents a scale beam

I I

furnished with such a tongue and

eye, from an original of bronze pre-
served amongst the Roman antiqui-
ties in the British Museum.
EXASCIA'TUS. Hewn out of

the rough, and into shape, with a

carpenter's adze (ascia) ; and, as this

was the first operation before finish-

ing and polishing with other and
finer tools, the expression opus exas-

ciatum implies a work already some-
what advanced

;
i. e., in which all the

preliminaries have been successfully

got through. Plaut. As. ii. 2. 93.

EXCALCEA'TUS. Literally,
without shoes (cakei, Suet. Vesp.

8.); thence, in a special sense, a
comic actor (Seneca, Ep. 8.), as con-

tradistinguished from a tragic one

(cothurnatus\ who wore upon the

stage a close boot, which enveloped
the whole foot

;
whereas the chaus-

sure of the comedian was not a close

shoe or regular calceus, but a mere
sole bound on with leather straps,
which left the toes and great part of

the foot exposed, as shown by the

annexed figure, from a bas-relief re-

presenting a comic scene.
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EXCUBITO'RES. Sentries and

watchmen, including those who per-
formed military as well as civil

duties (Cses. B. G. vii. 69. Columell.

vii. 12.), and who kept watch by
night or day (excubice) ;

in which

respect they are distinguished from

Vigiles, a name given only to night
watches.

2. Under the Empire, the same
term was specially applied to a

body of soldiers belonging to the

imperial cohort to whom the duty of

guarding the emperor's palace was
entrusted. Suet. Nero, 8. Compare
Otho, 6.

EXCUBITO'RIUM. The post
where a corps de garde is stationed ;

of these there were fourteen in Rome
itself, one for each of the regions
into which that city was divided.

P. Victor, de Reg. Urb. Rom.
EXCU'SOR (xAeus). A copper-

smith (Quint, ii. 21. 10.); but the

reading is not certain.

EXED'RA (6eV) An assem-

bly room, or hall of conversation ;
a

large and handsome apartment, some-
times covered in (Vitruv. vi. 3. 8.),

and sometimes open to the sun and
air (Vitruv. vii. 9. 2.), constituting
one of the dependencies to a gymna-
sium, or to a private mansion of the

first class. It was, in reality, a place
fitted up for the reception of a party
of savans to meet and converse in

(Vitruv. v. 9. 2. Cic. N. D. i. 6.), as

the philosophers were accustomed to

do in the Greek Gymnasium and the

Roman Thermae. For this purpose,
it was frequently constructed with a

circular absis (Plut. Alcib. 17.), in

which rows of seats were arranged
for the company ; and, in fact, is so

delineated in a bas-relief of the Villa

Albani (Wink. Mon. ined. 185.),

representing a scientific discussion

between several philosophers. Con-

sequently, in our ground-plan de-

scribing the ruins of the GYMNASIUM
at Ephesus (s. y.), the name of exedra

is assigned to each of the two divi-

sions at the bottom of the lateral

). Dimin-
Cic. Fam. vii. 23.

See EXSEQTTIJE.
A particular

tunic, afterwards

corridors, which terminate with a

similar absis.

EXED'RIUM
utive of EXEDBA.
EXEQ'UIvE.
EXO'MIS

kind of Greek

adopted by the

Romans, with-

out sleeves, ve-

ry short (sub-

stricta), and

entirely open
down the right

side, so that,

when put on,
the right shoul-

der (iDyuos), as

well as the

arm and breast,

were left ex-

posed. (Aul.
Gell. vii. 12. 1.) It was the usual

dress of persons employed in active

and laborious occupations, such as

slaves, rustics, artizans, and hunts-

men ; hence, in works of art, it is

frequently worn by Vulcan, Charon,
Daedalus, and Amazons, all of whom
pursued a life of toil or industry, and
in a similar form to that on the an-

nexed figure, representing a slave in

attendance on a hunting party, from
a Roman bas-relief.

2. The same term was also applied
to the pallium (irepi\Tfj/j.a, Jull. Poll,

vii. 48.), when
it was arranged
upon the per-
son in such a

manner as to

present a simi-

lar appearance
to that of the

tunic last de-

scribed
; cover-

ing only the
left shoulder,
but leaving the

right one with
the arm and breast exposed, as ex~
hibited by the annexed figure from
the Vatican Virgil.
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E X O' ST RA ( QAffrpa). A
wooden bridge or platform projected
from a movable tower to the walls of

a besieged town, over which the as-

sailants passed on to the ramparts.

Veg. Mil iv. 21. and 17.

2. A machine employed upon the

stage of the ancient theatres, for the

purpose of revealing to the spectators
the results of certain actions which
could not be perpetrated before their

eyes, such, for instance, as a murder,
or any other atrocity which might
wound their moral or religious feel-

ings. The precise character of the

machine, and the manner in which it

was made to operate, is not tho-

roughly ascertained ; further than

the fact, that it was pushed forward
from behind the scenes, and made to

turn round by springs and wheels, so

as to expose to view the object re-

quired ; a dead body, for example,
indicative of a murder or a suicide

Cic. Prow. Cons. 6. Jul. Pollux, iv.

128, 129.

E PA P ILL A' T U S. Literally,

having one breast exposed; an ex-

pression intended to describe the

appearance of a person who wears
his tunica or pallium adjusted in the

manner explained and illustrated un-
der the article EXOMIS. Plaut Mil.
iv. 4. 44. Non. s. v. p. 103.

EXPEDI'TI. Literally, free and
unencumbered

; whence applied,
in military lan-

guage, as a de-

scriptive name
for the light-
armed troops in

general (velites,

Festus, s. Adve-

litatio) ; or to the

heavy-armed le-

gionaries (Sisenn.
ap. Non. s. v. p.
58. Cic. Alt viii.

9.), when equip-
ped for a rapid march ; i. e. when
the more cumbrous parts of their

accoutrements and luggage (impedi-
menta') were transported in carts, and

their offensive and defensive arms

disposed about the person in the way
most convenient for rapidity of transit.

The annexed figure, representing one
of the legionary soldiers in the army
of Trajan in a hurried line of march,

compared with the illustration to IM-

PEDITUS, will afford a precise notion

of the meaning conveyed by the term.

EXSEQ'UIJE. A funeral, or fu-

neral procession and solemnities

(Tac. Hist. iv. 62. Cic. Mil. 13. Id.

Quint. 15. Suet. Tib. 32.) The
poorer classes of the Romans were
buried at night, and without any
kind of show ; but wealthy persons
were carried to their final home with
much pomp and ceremony, accom-

panied by a long procession of rela-

tives, friends, and dependants, ar-

ranged by an undertaker (designator),
and in the following order. First

came a band of musicians playing

upon the long funeral pipe (tibia

longa) ; and immediately behind

them, a number of women hired to

act as mourners (prceficce), chanting

dirges, tearing their hair, and singing
the praises of the deceased. Then
followed the slaughter-man (victi-

marius') ; whose business it was to kill

the favourite animals of their deceased

master, horses, dogs, &c., round the

funeral pile. Next came the corpse

upon a rich bier (capulum, feretrum,
lectica funebris), immediately pre-
ceded by persons who carried the

busts or images of his ancestors (ima-

gines), as well as any public presents,
such as coronce, phalerce, torques, which
he might have possessed, and by a

buffoon (archimimus\ dressed up to

imitate the person and deportment of

the deceased. After the bier, fol-

lowed a long line of slaves and at-

tendants, leading the animals intended

to be sacrificed at the burning of the

body, and finally the whole proces-
sion was closed by the empty car-

riage of the dead man, which brought
up the rear in the same way as is still

customary amongst ourselves. All,
or nearly all, of these particulars are
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exhibited in the order above stated

upon a bas-relief, on a Roman sarco-

S'lagus,
representing the funeral of

eleager ;
a device which would be

appropriately selected for a person
who during his life-time had been
addicted to the chase and sports of

the field. It is engraved by Bartoli

(Admirand. Rom. plates 70. and 71.),

and several figures have been selected

from it to illustrate the different

words bracketed in this article ; but
the entire subject contains too many
figures to bear a reduction propor-
tionable to the size of these pages.
EX/TISPEX (r)7raTO<r/<*7ros, <nr\ayx-

voffic6iros). A soothsayer, or divi-

ner who affected to interpret the will

of the gods, and the results of futu-

rity by inspecting the entrails of

victims slain at the altar (Cic. Div.

ii. 18.), as shown by the annexed
illustration, from a bas-relief of the

Villa Borghese, the only ancient re-

presentation of this practice yet dis-

covered.

EXTISPIC'IUM (^TrcmxncoTn'a).
An inspection of the entrails of ani-

mals for the purpose of predicting
events from their appearance ; as

represented in the preceding engrav-
ing. Accius, ap. Non. p. 16. Suet

Nero, 56.

F.

FABATA'RIUM. A large bowl
or dish in which beans, or bean-flour,

made into a stir-about (puls fabacia^
Macrob. Sat. i. 12.) was served up.

Lamprid. Heliog. 20.

FABER (re'/nW). The name

given indiscriminately to any artizan

or mechanic who works in hard

materials, such as wood, stone, metal,

&c., in contradistinction to one who
moulds or models in soft substances,

like wax or clay, who received the

appellation of plastes. It is, conse-

quently, accompanied in most cases

by a descriptive epithet which deter-

mines the calling of the workman
alluded to

;
as faber tignarius, a car-

penter (see the next illustration) ;

faber ferrarius, a blacksmith (see the

illustration s. FERRARIUS) ; faber
(eris, marmoris, eboris, a worker in

bronze, marble, and ivory ; arid so

on. The Greek term has not quite
so extensive a meaning as the Latin

one, being rarely applied to a worker
in metal, who was expressly called

Xa\Kfvs or (n7jpeus, though some pas-

sages occur where it is so used.

FAB'RICA. In general, the

workshop of any mechanic who
works in hard materials, but especi-

ally in wood ;
as the shop of a car-

penter, or a cabinet maker. (Terent.
Ad. iv. 2. 45. Lucret. iv. 515.) The
illustration represents a carpenter's

shop, from a painting found at Her-

culaneum, in which the workmen
are represented under the form of

genii, pursuant to the usual treatment
of the ancient schools, for subjects of
this nature, in which scenes of ordi-

nary life are depicted.
FABRI'LIA. Mechanics' tools;

a general term under which is in-
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eluded all the different kinds of tools,

implements, and instruments em-

ployed by carpenters, smiths, and

other artizans who work in marble,

stone, ivory, or other hard materials.

Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 116.

FACTOR. A term used at the

game of ball, which went by the

name of datatim ludere, or catch-ball ;

and given to the player who threw

the ball upon receiving it from the

dator. Plaut. Cure. ii. 3. 18.

FACTO'RIUM, sc. vas. A re-

ceiving vessel which held the exact

quantity of olives proper to be put
under the press at one making (fac-

lum). Pallad. xi. 10. 1. Compare
Cato, R. R. 67. 1. and Varro, R. R.
i. 24. 3.

FAC'ULA. Diminutive of Fax.

A small or common kind of torch ;

also, a strip or lath of resinous wood,
out of which torches were made, by
tying them up into bundles. Cato,
R. R. 37. 3.

FALA. A wooden tower of se-

veral stories high, employed in

sieges, but the characteristic proper-
ties of which are unknown. Festus,
s. v. Ennius ap. Non. s. v. p. 114.

2. A wooden tower of similar

nature, erected occasionally in the

circus, upon the vacant part of the

arena, between the barrier (spina)
and circumference (euripus), when
the military spectacle of a sham fight

(decursio) was to be exhibited. Juv.
vi. 589. Non. I.e. Serv. ad Virg.
Mn. ix. 705.

FALA'RICA. A peculiar kind
of spear intended to be discharged as

a missile from the hand, and em-
ployed in warfare as well as the
chase. (Virg. Mn. ix. 705. Liv.

xxxiv. 14. Grat. Cyneg. 342.) It is

described as a missile of the largest
dimensions (Non. s. v. p. 555.) ; with
an immense iron head, and strong
wooden shaft, weighted near the top
by a circular mass of lead (Isidor.

Orig. xviii. 7. 8.), exactly as repre-
sented by the annexed figure, from
an ancient monument published by

Alstorp (de Hastis Veterum, p. 178.).
Another specimen of very similar

character is exhibited on a sepulchral
marble discovered at Aquileia, pub-
lished by Bertoli (Antichita di Aqui-
leja, p. 153.)-

2. A missile invented by the peo-
ple of Saguntum, similar in many
respects to the preceding, but of a
still more formidable description. It

was chiefly employed in sieges, and

discharged with prodigious violence,

by the assistance of machinery (Lu-
can. vi. 198.), from the lofty wooden
towers called falce, which also sug-
gested a motive for its name. (Fes-
tus, s. v.) It is described by Liv.

(xxi. 8.) and Vegetius (Mil. iv. 18.),
who give it a character very similar

to the preceding specimen, with the

exception that the iron just under the

head was enveloped in tow steeped in

pitch or other inflammable materials,
which was ignited before the weapon
was discharged.
FALCA'RIUS. A maker of

scythes and sickles (fakes). Cic.

Cat. i. 4. Id. Sull. 18.

FALCAS'TR UM. An instrument

employed in husbandry for clearing

away any thick overgrowth of weeds
and bushes ; consisting of the blade

of a sickle (falx) affixed to a long

straight handle (Isidor. Orig. xx. 14.

5.), similar to what is still used for

the same object amongst ourselves.

It was probably only a provincial
term in use amongst the labouring

population ;
for educated people and

the agricultural writers used RUNCO.
FALCA'TUS (Speiroi/Tj^opos).

Furnished with scythes ; as, currus

falcatus (see CURRUS, 5.): or, like

a sickle
; as, ensis falcatus. See

FALX, 6.

FALCIC'ULA. Diminutive of

FALX. Pallad. i. 43. 3.

FAL'CIFER. Bearing a scythe
or a sickle

; both of which imple-
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ments were emblematically ascribed by
poets and artists to old Saturnus, in

allusion to

his having
first intro-

duced agri-
culture into

Italy, or to

his mythical
character, as

the personi-
fication of Time (Cronos, Kpovos),
the destroyer of all things. (Ovid,
Ib. 216. Macrob. Sat. i. 7. and 8.)
The latter is introduced in the illus-

tration, as of less common occurrence,
from a medal struck in honour of

Heliogabalus.
FAL'CIGER. Same as FALCIFER.

Auson. Ed. de Per. Rom, 36.

FAL'CULA (Speirdjttov). Dimin-
utive of FALX. Cato, R. R, xi. 4.

Columell. xii. 18. 2.

FA L E' R E, An architectural

term employed by Varro (R.R. iii.

5. 14. and 16.), of doubtful signifi-

cation, but conjectured to mean a low
wall of masonry constructed as an
artificial embankment round the

margin of a pool of water.

FALX (SpeTrdvrj, SpeTravov, apirr]').

In a general sense, an instrument for

cutting, with a curved blade and

single edge ; but made in various

forms, as best adapted for the pur-

poses to which it was applied, each
of which was consequently distin-

guished by a characteristic epithet

denoting the particular kind in view
as :

1. Foenaria and Veruculata. A
scythe for mowing grass (Cato, R. R.
x. 3. Pallad. i. 43. 1. Columell. ii.

21. 3 ), always represented in ancient

works of art with a long and straight

handle, as in the annexed example,
which is Egyptian ;

but the specimen
in the preceding cut, and other in-

stances on gems and coins, all present
a similar figure.

2. Stramentaria and Messoria. A
sickle for reaping corn. (Cato, R. R.
x. 3. Pallad. i.

43. 1.) The
illustration re-

presents an ori-

ginal discovered,

amongst various

other agricultural

implements, in

the city of Pompeii.
3. Denticulata

A toothed sickle, employed, instead of

the common one,
for reaping in

some parts of

ancient Italy,

Greece, and

Egypt (Colu-
mell. ii. 21. 3.)
The blade, which
had its edge notched like a saw, was
attached to the end of a short stick

slightly bent in the back (Varro,
R. R. 50. 2. ) ; and, when in use,

was held with the point upwards, in

the position shown by our example,
from an Egyptian painting, so that

the reaper worked upwards, cutting
the stalk a little below the ear (Job,
xxiv. 24. " cut off the tops of the ears

of corn."). The different modes of

handling the toothed and the common
sickle may be seen in two paintings
from the tombs at Thebes, engraved
by Wilkinson (Manners and Customs

of the Egyptians, vol. iv. pp. 89. 98.).
4. Arboraria and Silvatica, The

common hedge-

bill, or bill-hook

(Cato, R.R. x. 3.

Id. xi. 4), em-

ployed by wood-

men, hedgers,
and labourers of

that kind ; and
similar in every respect to the in-

strument used by the same class of
N N
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persons in our own day, as shown by
the example, from an original found

at Pompeii.
5. Vinitoria, Vineatica, and Puta-

toria. The vine dresser's pruning-
hook (Cato, E. R. xi. 4.

Pallad. i. 43. 1. Columell.

iv. 25. 1.) 5
which was a

complicated sort of instru-

ment, furnished with a

variety of different edges,

in order to adapt it for the

many nice operations re-

quired in the pruning of

vines. Each of these parts

bore an appropriate name,
which will be readily understood by
referring to the annexed engraving,

representing one of these instruments

from the MSS. of Columella. The

straight edge immediately above the

handle was termed culter, the coulter ;

the curved one beyond, sinus, the

bend or hollow ; the edge between
the hollow and the point, scalprum,
the knife ;

the hook itself, rostrum,
the beak ;

the projecting spike be-

yond, mucro, the point ;
and the

lunated edge at the back, securis, the

axe.

6. A falchion (Cic. Mil 33. Stat.

Ach. ii. 419.) ; which has the upper
extremity of its blade very
much curved, so as in some

respects to resemble a

sickle; whence it is also

expressly designated ensis

falcatiis (Ovid, Met. i. 718.

ib. iv. 726.), or hamatus.

(Id. Met. v. 80.) A wea-

pon of this form is fre-

quently assigned by poets and artists

to Mercury and Perseus, and is re-

presented in the annexed engraving,
from a terra-cotta lamp (Bartoli,

Lucerne, iii. 13. Compare Wink.
Mon. Ant. Ined. 84.), where it appears
in the hand of a young warrior de-

signed in the heroic style, with

shield, helmet, and mantle of skin.

7. Supina. The knife with a
curved edge, and pointed blade, em-
ployed by the class of gladiators

(T

called Thracians (Thraces), which

received its designation from the

manner in which it was handled ;

being held rather down, and, as it

were, on its back (supina, Juv. Sat.

viij. 201.) ; i. e. with the edge up-
permost, so that the thrust was made
at the bottom of the belly, and the

wound carried in a ripping direction

upwards, precisely as the modern
Italians now use their knives, and, as

indicated by the annexed engraving,

representing one of the above-named

gladiators, on a terra-cotta lamp.
8. Muralis (SopuSpeVctJ'oi'). An

instrument employed in warfare, both

naval and military, for cutting away
the masts and rigging of an enemy's
vessel, clearing the battlements of

their defenders, or tearing down the

stones and stockades which formed a
bulwark. (Cses. B. G. iii. 14. Stra-

bo, iv. 4. 1. Liv. xxxviii. 5. Cees.

B. G. vii. 86.) This may be readily

imagined, with a massive iron head,
in the shape of a sickle, affixed to

the end of a strong pole or beam,
which could be worked by the hand
or machinery, so as to mow, cut, or

pull out, in the manner described.

9. Poetically used for DOLABRA
(Prop. iv. 2. 59.); an instrument

which has one of its sides made in a

curved form, approximating to the

shape of a sickle.

FANUM. A place which had
been consecrated, by the solemn for-
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mula of the augurs (effatum), to some

deity (Varro, L. L. vi. 54. Liv. x.

37. Cic. Div. 1. 41.); and, as a

sacred edifice was generally raised

and dedicated upon such places, the

same term also signified the edifice

or temple, with the consecrated pre-
cinct surrounding it.

FARCI'MEN. Stuffing; made
of minced ingredients inclosed in the

inside of any eatable. Varro, L. L.
v. 111. Isidor. Orig. xx. 2. 28.

FARRA'GO. A particular kind

of green crop, consisting of grain,

barley, tares, and leguminous plants
sown together broad-cast, and cut

while green, as fodder for cattle,

during the latter end of winter and
commencement of spring ; whence
the term was metaphorically used to

signify a confused jumble of things.

(Varro, R. R. i. 31. 5. Columell. ii.

11. 8. Piin. xviii. 41. Nemes. Cy-
neg. 283.

FARRA'RIUM. A barn for

storing the grain called far, or spelt.

Vitruv. vi. 9. 5.

FAR'REUM. A cake made of

far or spelt. Plin. H. N. xviii. 3,

FARTOR (o-treuTTJs). A slave

whose especial business it was to

fatten poultry for the table; or one
who kept and sold fatted poultry.
(Columell. viii. 7. 1. Inscript. ap.
Grut. 580. 15.) In the following

passages, Plaut. True. i. 2. 11. Ter.
Eun. ii. 2. 26. Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 229.,
the word is commonly supposed to

mean a maker of sausages, or of

pastry filled inside with sweetmeats
;

but there is no reason for the distinc-

tion, and the presence of a poulterer
would be equally accordant with the

context in all of them. Becker,
Gallus, p. 138. Transl.

FARTU'RA. The cramming,
or fattening of poultry (Columell.
viii. 7. 4.) ; whence the term was

adopted by builders to designate the

mass of rubble employed for filling

up the internal part of a wall between
the outside surfaces, when the wall

was not constructed of solid masonry
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or brickwork (Vitruv. ii. 8. 7.), as

shown by the annexed specimen of

Roman building.
FAS'CIA. In a general sense, any

long narrow strip of cloth employed
as a bandage ; such, for in-

stance, as the swaddling-
band (virapyavov) in which
the ancients were accus-

tomed to envelope the bo-

dies of newly-born children.

(Plaut. True. v. 13. Com-

pare Amphitr. v. 1. 52.)
It consisted of a long and
narrow cloth-band twined,
like a mummy, completely round the

body from head to foot, so as to leave

nothing but the face uncovered, as is

plainly shown by the annexed en-

graving, representing an infant which
is held in the arms of a tragic actress,
in a Pompeian painting, and re-

sembling in every respect the man-
ner in which an Italian peasant
woman swaddles her offspring at the

present day.
2. A band worn round the head

as an emblem of royalty (Seneca,

Ep. 80.); more specially termed
DIADEMA.

3. (a7ro8eo>ios). A bandage fast-

ened round the chests of young girls,
in order to restrain the growth of the

bosom by its pressure (Mart. Ep.
xiv. 134. Ov. A. Am. iii. 247. Prop,
iv. 9. 49. ) ; a subdued breast being
considered essential to grace and

beauty in the young -female figure.
It was worn next to the skin, as

N N 2
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shown by the two examples here

annexed. The front view is copied
from a bronze statuette (Caylus, vi.

71.), and the back one from a Pom-

peian painting, in which it is coloured

red. But it is not to be considered

as a part of the ordinary dress, nor

of universal use, either in Greece or

Italy ; being only applied where the

person inclined to excessive deve-

lopement, or by mothers over anxious

to promote the personal attractions of

their daughters. Ter. Eun. ii. 3. 21.

4. A bandage fastened round the

leg from the knee to the ankle (crus,

Quint, xi. 3. 144. Val. Max. vi. 2.

7. whence termed cruralis, Ulp. Dig.
34. 2. 25.), like the annexed exam-

ple, from a consular diptych. It

was not worn as an ordinary part of

the national costume ; but only upon
certain occasions, or by particular
individuals

;
as a legging for persons

in delicate health (Quint. /. c.), or

whose occupations made it necessary
that the skin and leg should be well

protected by some defence which
would not impede agility of move-
ment, like the drivers in the Circus,
of which an example is afforded by
the engraving ;

or those who followed
the active and perilous sports of the
field (Grat. Cyneg. 338. Pet. Sat
405.), of which an instance occurs in
the Vatican Virgil, where JEneas,
when equipped for a hunting excur-
sion with the queen of Carthage, has
his legs protected by bandages ex-

actly like those of the charioteer here
introduced.

5. (TroSeToi', or
iro'Seioi/). A sock or

stocking (Cic. Fragm. ap. Non. s.

Calantica. Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 40.),

which entirely enveloped the foot,

and was worn with shoes (Cic. Att.

ii. 3. Varro. ap. Non. s. Ephippium,

p. 108.), and more particularly by
women. (Cic. Fragm. I, c.) It ap-

pears on the legs of several female

figures amongst the Pompeian paint-

ings, one of which is represented by
the annexed engraving ; where, it

will not fail to be observed, the ma-
terial is evidently elastic, since it fits

tight to the leg, but does not lace

in front ; that it has no sole, and is

fastened by a sort of band or garter
at the top, thus intimately resembling
the hose of a Scotch highlander,
whose costume, in more respects than

one, betokens a very early original ;

and if the sock of the ancients, as is

not improbable, was ornamented by a

checked pattern, like the Scotch one,
which imitates the interlacing of a

bandage, it would explain why it was
called fascia pedulis (Ulp. Dig. 34.

2. 25.), which assuredly means "a
sock," for the same term " la pedule

"

is retained in the modern Italian

language to designate thefoot part of
a stocking.

6. A band of coarse and strong
cloth, forming what is now called the

sacking, or ticking, which supports
the mattress of a couch or bed. (Cic.
Div. ii. 65.) Several of these bands
were stretched across the framework,
and interlaced with cords (restes)
to strain them tight, in the same
manner as still practised. This is
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clearly to be inferred from Mart.

Ep. v. 62.

7. An imaginary circle in the

heavens ; also called CIRCULUS and
ZONA ; which see. Mart. Capell.
vi. 196.

8. A dark belt of clouds forming
round the horizon, indicative of bad
weather. Juv. Sat. xiv. 294.

9. In architecture ;
the fascia, or

facia, as it is now called, is a member
produced by dividing an even surface

into separate parts, which thus possess
an appearance of long flat bands

lying parallel to each other. They
are frequently introduced in archi-

traves, more especially of the Ionic,

Corinthian, and Composite orders,
which are divided into two or three
of these bands, as in the annexed ex-

ample, from the temple of Bacchus at

Teos, thence termed respectively the

first, second, and third fascia, begin-
ning from the lowest. Vitruv. iii.

5. 10.

FASCIC'ULUS. Diminutive of
FASCIS. A small quantity of any
thing tied up into a
roll or fascine

;
as a

nosegay (Cic. Tusc.

iii. 18.); a bundle of
flax (Plin. H. N. xix.

3.); or of books (Hor.
Ep. i. 13. 13.), which
last are shown by the

engraving, as they were found in a

library at Herculaneum.
FASCFNA. Same as FASCIS, 1.

Cato, R. R. xxxvii. 5.

FAS'CIOLA. Diminutive of
FASCIA. A small bandage, or one
made of fine materials, for infants

(Vopisc. Aurel. 4.) ; the head (Varro,
L.L. v. 130.); feet and legs (Cic.
Har. Resp. 21. Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 255.) ;

as explained in the article FASCIA.
FASCIS (<J>o/ceAos and <a'/feAAos).

Accurately, a packet of things, but
more especially wood (Hirt. B. G.
viii. 15. Tac. Ann. xiii. 35.), wattled

together, and made up into &faggot or

fascine, for the convenience of car-

riage ; as in the illustration, from a

sepulchral painting of the Christian

era ; and contradistinguished from

SARCINA, which is applied to such

things as are wrapped up into a pack
or bundle.

2. In the plural. Fasces (at fid-

Sot). The fasces carried by the

lictors before certain of the Roman
magistrates ;

with which malefactors

were beaten before execu-
tion. They consisted of a

number of rods cut from
the birch (Plin. H. N. xvi.

30.), or elm tree (Plaut.
Asin. iii. 2. 29.), wattled

together, and bound round
with thongs into the form
of a fascine. During the

reign of the kings, and
under the first years of
the republic, an axe (secu-

ris) was likewise inserted

amongst the rods
; but after

the consulate of Publicola,
no magistrate, except a dictator (Liv.
ii. 18.) was permitted to use the
fasces with an axe in the city of
Rome (Cic. de Rep. ii. 31. Val. Max.
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iv. 1. 1.); the employment of both

together being restricted to the con-

suls at the head of their armies (Liv.
xxiv. 9.), and to the quaestors in their

provinces. (Cic. Plane. 41.) The il-

lustration affords an example of the

fasces as they appeared with the axe

inserted, from a bas-relief of the

Mattel palace at Rome.
3. Fasces prceferre and submittere.

The lictor walked before the ma-

gistrate to whose service he was
attached with a rod (virga) in his

left hand, and the fasces on his

left shoulder, as shown by the an-

nexed figure, from a bas-relief in

the Museum of Verona. This is ex-

pressed by the phrase fasces prce-

ferre; but if a magistrate of inferior

rank met a superior, the lictor re-

moved the fasces from his shoulder,
and lowered them, as a mark of re-

spect, till the great man had passed,
as our soldiers ground arms in the

presence of great personages. This
is expressed by the phrase fasces
submittere.

4. Fasces laureati. When a gene-
ral had achieved a victory, he had
the fasces, which were borne before

him, decorated with laurel leaves (lau-

reati, Cic. Div. i. 28. Id. Att viii.

3.) ; and the emperors also added a
similar ornament to their own fasces
in compliment to any of their officers

who had obtained a brilliant success.

(Tac. Ann. xiii. 3.) The method

adopted was, upon such

occasions, either to in-

sert a branch of laurel

into the top of the rods,

as shown by the left-

hand figure in the an-

nexed engraving, re-

presenting the fasces

carried by a lictor in

attendance on the Em-
peror Vespasian, from a bas-relief;
or to fasten a laurel wreath upon
them, as in the right-hand example,
from a consular coin.

5. Fasces versi. In mourning, or
at the funeral of commanders, the
fasces were reversed (versi, Tac. Ann.
iii. 2.) ; that is, carried with the axe

downwards, as our soldiers carry
their muskets upon similar occasions ;

and sometimes, as at the funeral of

Drusus, the staves were broken

(fracti fasces, Pedo Albin. El. i. 177.).
FASE'LUS Oao-rjAos). A light

craft invented by the Egyptians,
supposed to have received its name
from some resemblance to the pod of

a faselus, or kidney bean. It was
made of the papyrus, of wicker-work,
and sometimes even of baked earth

(jictilis, Juv. Sat. xv. 127.), all of

which materials accord with the

fragile character ascribed to it by
Horace (Od. iii. 2. 28.), and account
for the great speed for which it was
likewise remarkable. (Catull. 4.)

It was constructed of different sizes,

and for various purposes ; the smaller

as a mere row boat (hence styled
brevis. Serv. ad Virg. Georg. iv.

289.) ; the latter being of consider-

able length (Aero, ad Hor. /. e.),

fitted with sails, and employed in

warfare and on distant expeditions

(Sail. ap. Non. *. v. p. 534. Cic. Att.

i. 13.), whence it is mentioned as

forming an intermediate class be-
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tween the navis longa, or war galley,

and the navis actuaria, or transport
and packet boat. (Appian. Sell.

Civ. v. 95.) The illustration, from

an engraved gem of the Stosch cabi-

net, may be regarded as affording the

probable type of a faselus of the

smaller kind, both on account of its

shape, the material (papyrus") of

which it is made, and because it is

placed under 'the Egyptian deity

Horus, the son of Isis and Osiris.

FASTI. Year books or almanacks

engraved on stone or bronze, and ex-

posed in some public parts of the city
for general inspection and informa-

tion. They were of two kinds :

1. Fasti sacri, or kalendares ;

which were very similar to our al-

manacks, containing a list of the days
and months in the year ; the rising
and setting of the fixed stars ; the

market days ; holydays ; the days
on which the courts of law sat ; those

which were regarded as ill-omened

and unlucky ; together with a chro-

nological table, enumerating import-
ant events in the history of the

state, such as the anniversary of a

great battle, the dedication of a tem-

ple, &c. &c., as is collected from a

variety of original fragments still

preserved.
2. Fasti annales, or historici. Re-

gisters containing the names of con-

suls and other magistrates, with the

dates of their entrance upon, and re-

tirement from office, inscribed upon
slabs of marble or bronze, and pre-
served in the public archives. A
long list of the Fasti consulares, sup-

posed to have been engraved during
the reign of Tiberius, is still displayed
in the Capitol at Rome.
FASTI'GIUM. Strictly the top

or crowning part of a pediment,
formed by the two converging sides

of the roof; whence it came to be

used, in a more general sense, for the

entire pediment or fronton of a re-

ligious edifice, including the whole

triangular figure, consisting of the

cornice of the entablature which

forms its base, the two converging
cornices at the sides, and the tympa-

num or flat surface, A, within them.
Vitruv. iii. 5. 12. and 13. Cic. Orat.

iii. 46. Liv. xl. 2.

2. When applied to private houses,
it designates a roof rising to a point
at the top, in contradistinction to a
flat one (Cic. Q. Fr. iii. I. 4.); or

implies that the front of the house
was covered by a portico and pedi-
ment like the pronaos of a temple ;

an honour not allowed to individuals,
but decreed by the Romans to their

Imperial rulers, as a token of divinity.

(Cic. Phil. ii. 43. Florus, iv. 2.)
FAT'UI and FAT'U^E. Idiots

of both sexes, who were purchased
as slaves, and kept in great Roman
families for the purpose of exciting
merriment by their stupidity. Senec.

Ep. 50.

FAUX. From its original mean-

ing, the gullet or entrance to the

stomach, is used to designate any
narrow pass or confined entrance

either in natural or artificial objects ;

and expressly to a narrow passage
which formed a communication be-

tween the two principal divisions of

a Roman house, the atrium and peris-

tylium. It was situated by the side

of the tablinum
;
and as there were

frequently two of these, one on each
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side of the above-named apartment,
the word is commonly used in the

plural (fauces, Vitruv. vi. 3. 6.)

The object of it was to obviate the

inconvenience of making a passage
room of the tablinum, as well as to

afford a ready access from one part
of the house to the other, when that

apartment was closed in with screens.

The relative position which it bore

to the other members of the house

will be understood by referring to

the ground-plan at p. 248., where it is

marked E, and its general appearance
in elevation by the annexed engrav-

ing, which presents a view from the

house of the Dioscuri at Pompeii, with

the ceiling only restored. The fore-

ground shows the interior of the

atrium, with its impluvium in the

floor ; the large deep recess on the

left at the back is an open tablinum,

showing the peristyle through it
;

and the low dark door at the side is

the faux, which opens at its further

end into the peristyle in the same

way as it does upon the atrium on
the side here shown.

2. Also in the plural ; the stalls

or stables for the horses and chariots

in the Circus. (Ennius ap. Cic. Div.
i. 48. Cassiodor. Var. Ep. iii. 51.)
See CARCER, 2., where the object
is described and illustrated.

FAVIS'S^. Pits, or cellars con-
structed underneath a temple, in

which the sacred implements, orna-

ments, furniture, or other property
belonging to the edifice were stowed

|

away after they had become unfit for

use. (Varro, ap. Gell. ii. 10. Broc-

chi, Suola di Roma, p. 152.) Three
pits of this nature were discovered
under the ruins of an ancient temple

j

at Fiesole, filled with broken musical

instruments, various implements and !

utensils in ivory and bronze, as well
j

as idols, lamps, and fictile vases, all
|

damaged and mutilated. Giornal
\

Arcad. torn. iii. p. 119.

FAVUS. A flag, tile, or slab of
marble cut into a six-cornered figure
of the same shape as the cell in a

honey-comb (faints), used for making
pavements of the kind termed sec-

tilia. (Vitruv. vii. 1. 4.) The illus-

tration represents a piece of pave-
ment in the Thermae of Titus at

Rome ; the honeycomb pattern is

laid with slabs of fine marble, of the

kind called pavonazzetto.
FAX ($av6s). A torch; which

was made out of a piece of resinous

wood cut into a point, and

dipped into oil or pitch ;

or of tow impregnated
with wax, tallow, pitch,

rosin, or any inflam-

mable materials enclosed

in a tube of metal, or in

a bundle of wattled

laths (faculce*), as shown

by the illustration, from
the Column of Antoninus. Virg.

Georg. i. 291. Liv. xxii. 16. Plin.

H. N. xix. 7.

FECIA'LIS. See FETIALIS.

FEMINA'LIA or FEMORA'-
LIA. Short breeches, or drawers

which covered the thighs

(femora), being fastened

round the waist, arid

terminating a little be-

low the knee (Suet.

Aug. 82. Isidor. Orig.
xix. 22. 29.), like the

annexed figure, from the

Column of Trajan. They
were not, however, usu-

ally worn by the Ro-
mans in early times, ex-

cept, perhaps, by some
few individuals of delicate constitu-

tion, like Augustus ; as in ordinary
cases the long and ample toga ren-

dered such a precaution unnecessary.
But when that garment fell into dis-

use, they seem to have been very

generally adopted; particularly by
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the troops engaged on foreign service

in cold and northerly climates ; for

they appear invariably on all the

figures of the triumphal arches and

columns, both officers and men.
FEMUR (juip6s). In architec-

ture, the long flat projecting face

between each channel (canaliculus)
of a triglyph (Vitruv. iv. 3. 5.);

three of which are seen on each tri-

glyph, in the annexed engraving,
from the frieze of a Doric temple
formerly existing at Rome.
FENESTEL'LA or FENES-

TREL'LA. Diminutive of FENES-
TRA. A small window, or one which
is less than the usual size. (Colu-
mell. viii. 3. 3. Pallad. i. 24.) The
annexed illustration represents two

admitted, and the casement or shut-

ters, whether glazed or otherwise,

by which it is closed. The illustra-

tion represents three ancient win-
dows of different designs; the one
on the left hand, from a Greek bas-
relief in the British Museum ; that

on the right from the Vatican Virgil ;

and the centre one from a marble

of the windows in the house of the

Tragic Poet at Pompeii, on the street

side. They are situated on the

ground floor, at a height of six feet

six inches above the pavement, and

are not quite three feet by two in

size. By the side of each is a

wooden frame for the shutter to slide

into when the window was opened.
FENES'TRA (dupfe). A window;

inclusive of the aperture (lumen) in

the wall, through which the light is

fia

sarcophagus of a later period, found
in the Vatican cemetery.

2. Fenestra biforis (Stvpts 5tKA.fr).
A window opening in two leaves
from top to bottom, such as we call a
French window. Ovid. Pont. iii. 3. 5.

3. A loop hole in the walls of a

fortress, from which missiles were

discharged. (Caes. B.C. ii. 9.)
The illustration, which presents a
view of the Porta Asinaria at Rome,
constructed by Honorius, shows
several of these apertures. The low-
roofed building in front is a modern
structure.

4. A hole pierced in the lobe of
the ear for the pur-

pose of receiving the

ring of a pendant or

ear-ring. (Juv. i.

104.) Many statues

have been discovered

with holes bored in

the marble, into

which real ear-rings
were inserted ;

of

which the annexed
o o
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engraving, from a bust found at Her-

culaneum affords an example. The
holes in the ears still remain, and

the pupil of the eye is also hollowed

to receive an artificial one.

FENES'TRULA. Same as FENES-

TELLA. Apul. Met. ix. p. 208.

FER'CULUM. In a general

sense, that on which anything is

borne ;
a contracted form for FERI-

CULUM ; especially a tray, on which

a number of dishes were brought up
at once from the kitchen into the

eating room (Pet. Sat. 36. 2. Id.

39. 1. Suet. Aug. 74.) ;
whence the

same word frequently implies the

dishes displayed upon it, constituting
what we term a course or remove.

Hor. Sat. ii. 6. 104. Plin. H.N.
xxxiii. 47. Juv. i. 94.

2. A sort of portable platform
borne by a number of men upon
their shoulders, in solemn proces-
sions and other pageants, upon which

any object of attraction was placed
in order that it might be exposed
to the general gaze from an ele-

vated position; as, for example, the

images of the gods at the Circen-
sian procession (Suet. Jul. 76. Com-
pare Cic. Off. i. 36.) ; the spoils of

conquered nations at a triumph
(Suet. Jul. 37.) ; and even the cap-
tives themselves, when of sufficient

consequence, were subjected to this

cruel exposure. (Senec. Here. Get.

110.) The illustration, from a bas-

relief on the Arch of Titus, repre-

conquest of Jerusalem, carrying the

spoils of the temple, the " table of

gold" (1 Kings, vii. 48.) and trum-

pets on a ferculum ; another bas-

relief on the same arch represents a

group transporting the golden candle-

stick in the same manner ; a frieze

shows a statue of the River Jordan

personified, similarly transported ;

and a sarcophagus of the Pio-Cle-

mentine Museum affords an example
of three captives, two males and a

female, borne aloft upon a ferculum
of the same description, by six sup-

porters.
FERENTA'RII. A corps of

soldiers in the Roman armies, classed

amongst the levis armatura, or light-
armed troops. (Veg. Mil i. 20.

Non. s. v. p. 554.) They were not

armed for close conflict, having no
defensive weapons, and only such
offensive ones as were intended to

be discharged from a distance (quce

ferrentur, non quce tenerentur. Non. s.

Decuriones, p. 520. Festus, s. u.),

whence they are sometimes ranked
with the Accensi. They were posted
on the wings in the battle array ;

and were chiefly employed to com-
mence the attack by a discharge of

missiles (Sal. Cat. 60. Veg. I.e.)-,

or sometimes, like the Rorarii, to

annoy the enemy from between the

ranks of the heavy-armed troops.
Tac. Ann. xii. 35.

2. Equites ferentarii. A mounted

corps of the same description, fur-

nished with javelins for throwing at

a distance, instead of the fixed cavalry
lance ; qui ea modo habebant arma

qua ferrentur, ut jaculum. Varro,
L. L. vii. 57.

FER'ETRUM and FERET'RUM
Strictly speaking, a

sents eight Roman soldiers at the

triumph of that emperor, after the
Greek word, which the Romans ex-

pressed by capulus (Serv. ad Virg.
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y. vi. 222.); the bier, on which a

dead body was carried to the grave,
or to the funeral pile (Virg. JEn. vi.

222. Ov. Met. iii. 508.), represented

by the illustration, from a marble
tomb at Rome.

2. Same as FERCULUM, 2. Sil.

Ital. x. 566. Id. xvii. 630.

FERRA'RIA, sc. fodina and offi-

cina. An iron mine ; an iron foun-

dry ; and a blacksmith's workshop.
Cses. B. G. vii. 22. Liv. xxxiv. 21.

FERRA'RIUS, sc.faber, or abso-

lutely. A smith, blacksmith, ar-

mourer, who works in iron, as con-

tradistinguished from other metals.

(Plaut. Rud. ii. 6. 47. Inscript. ap.

Spon. Misccll. Antiq. p. 66.) The
engraving represents Vulcan and his

companions at their forge, from a
Roman bas-relief.

FE'RRITER'IUM. A prison
where slaves were kept in chains.

Plaut. Most. iii. 2. 55. Same as

ERGASTULUM.
FERRIT'ERUS. A slave kept

in chains. Plaut. Trin. iv. 3. 14.

See COMPEDITUS.
FERRIT'RIBAX. (Plaut. Most.

ii. 1. 9.) Same as preceding.
FERULA (ydpe-nZ). The fennel;

a plant much used by the an-

cients for the infliction of slight

punishments ;
as a schoolmaster's

ferule for chastising boys on the

hand (Juv. Sat. i. 15.), or the back

(Apul. Met. ix. p. 196.) ; a riding
switch (Ov. A. Am. i. 546.) ;

and a

cane for punishing slaves guilty of

minor offences. (Hor. Sat. i. 3. 119.

Juv. vi. 479.) As an instrument of

punishment, the ferula was thus the

mildest of those employed by the

ancients.

FES'TRA. An antiquated form
of writing FENESTRA. (Festus, s. v.

Pet. Fragm. xxi. 6.)

FESTU'CA. A slight rod, with
which the lictor of a praetor touched
the head of a slave whose owner had
restored him to freedom. (Plaut. Mil.

iv. i. 15. Id. Pers. v. 174.) Also
called VINDICTA.
FETIA'LES (</>eT$Ae/s and ^n-

o'A'rts). The members of a college of

heralds at Rome to whom was en-

trusted the duty of seeking redress

of grievances from hostile states,

carrying declarations of war, and

assisting in the conclusion of treaties

of peace. They carried with them a
wand (caduceus), as the emblem of

amity, and a spear, as the token of

war, which they hurled across the

hostile frontier when hostilities were
decided on. (Cell. x. 27.) The an-

nexed figure, from an engraved gem,
is supposed to represent a Fetialis

about to depart upon a hostile mis-

sion from the columna bellica, on
which the figure of Minerva is seen
in the act of discharging a spear, as

above described.

F I B'U LA Oreprfwj, Wpmj, eVer^).
A brooch, employed in fastening
various parts of the dress, both in

male and female attire (Liv. xxvii.

19. Ov. Met. ii. 412. Id. viii. 318.);
such as the chlamys, palla, pallium,

oo2
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sagum, and paludamentum, but not

the toga, which was wrapped on the

body by the ampli-
tude of its own
folds, and did not

require anything to

fix it. Brooches
were made of vari-

ous materials and

patterns, in bone,

ivory, bronze, the

precious metals, and
of valuable stones

set in gold; upon
the same principle
as is still adopted,
with a sharp pin

which shifted into a catch on the

rim of the ornament, and were com-

monly used to fasten loose draperies
under the throat, or on the point of
the shoulder, like the annexed ex-

ample, from a fictile vase.

2. A clasp; such as were used
more particularly for fastening belts,

girdles, and articles of a like nature

(Virg. jEn. iv. 139.), made with a
hook instead of a pin, which fastened
into an eye on the opposite end of
the belt from that to which the fibula
is fixed, as in the annexed example,
representing an original military belt

discovered at Psestum; which like-

wise illustrates such expressions as

fibula adunco morsu (Calpurn. Eel
vii. 81.), and fibula mordaci dente.

Sidon. Carm. ii. 397.
3. A buckle; employed in fasten-

ing girdles, belts, straps, harness, and

v. 313. Id. xii. 274.) : usually made
in the same form as our own, as

shown by the annexed examples, all

from ancient originals. But buckles
were often made in a much more
costly style, and of elaborate work-

things of that description (Virg.

manship, as productions of art, in-

tended to be bestowed as rewards
of valour upon the military (Liv.
xxxix. 31.), or worn by persons of
wealth and rank (Plin. H.N. xxxiii.

12.) ; a specimen of which is afforded

by the annexed engraving, from an

original of silver found at Hercula-
neum. The square part was rivetted
on to a belt by studs passing through
the four holes visible in the en-

graving; the other part, which is

slightly mutilated at the end, formed
the buckle, with an ornamental

tongue, which worked upon a pin
run through the centre of the orna-
ment.

4. A buckle, was also employed
for fastening the fillet or bandeau
(tcenia, vitta) which

young women wore
round the head, to

keep their hair in

set Virgil de-
scribes Camilla
with her hair con-
fined in this way
(;En. vii. 815.);
and the annexed

bust, from a bronze
statue found at Herculaneum, shows
the end of the bandeau passed under
a guard beyond the buckle in the

same manner as is customary at the

present day.
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5. In a more general sense, the

word is also used to designate many
things which fasten various objects

together ; as a trenail in carpentry

(Cses. B. G.iv. 17.); an instrument

employed in the olive press room

(Cato, 7?. 7?. iii. 5.) ;
a band which

braces the withies in a basket toge-
ther (Cato, JR.R. xxxi. 1.) ;

and
a contrivance adopted by surgeons
for closing wounds (Greek, dyKrrip),
which compressed the lips of the

orifice, and held them together, when

sewing (sutura) was either inexpe-
dient or impossible. Celsus. v. 26.

23. Ib. 7. 4.

FIC'TILE (/ce'pa/uoj/).
A general

name given to any thing made of

earthenware or potter's clay ; in-

cluding vessels, moulds, or casts in

terra-cotta, bricks, tiles, &c.
FICTOR (TrAaVrrjs). A general

term for any artist who models in
j

clay, wax, or any plastic material, as

contradistinguished from one who
works in bronze, marble, wood,
ivory, or other solid substances.

(Cic. Fragm. ap. Lactant. ii. 8. Plin.

Ep. i. 10.) The annexed figure, ,

from a bas-relief of the Villa Al-
bani, represents an artist of this

description, as is manifest from the
small wooden stick held in the left

hand, which artists still universally
make use of to form their models in

clay ; the very fine or delicate con-
tours were also finished with the

fingers and nails, which gave rise to

the expression ad unguem factus homo

(Hor. Sat. i. 5. 32.), meaning a

finished gentleman.
2. A sort of confectioner, or artiste,

who executed models in pastry or

wax of different animals required for

sacrifice in certain religious rites,

but which could not be themselves pro-
cured for the purpose. Ennius ap.

Varro, L. L. vii. 44. Serv. ad Virg.
jEn. ii. 116.

FIDE' LI A. A sort of vessel,

jar, or pot made of earthenware, or

glass (Columell. xii. 38. 1.), the dis-

tinctive properties of which are not
known

; further than that it was

employed for holding cement (Cic.
Fam. vii. 29.), as well as various

other things. Plaut. Aul. iv. 2. 15.

Pers. Sat. v. 183. Columell. xii.

10. 4.

F ID E S or F ID I S. Apparently
from the Greek ox/u'Sr;, cat-gut; whence
used as a general term for a stringed
instrument, such as the lyra, chelys,
cithara. Varro, R. R. ii. 5. 12. Ov.
Fast. v. 104.

FID'ICEN. A general term for

a male performer on any stringed
instrument. Cic. Fam. ix. 22.

FIDIC'INA. A general term for

a female performer on any stringed
instrument. Ter. Phorm. i. 2. 59.

FIDIC'ULA. Diminutive of

FIDIS. A small or thin musical

string. Cic. N. D. ii. 8.

2. Mostly in the plural, FIDICULJE j

a contrivance for torturing slaves,

consisting of a number of thin cords ;

but the exact nature of the appara-
tus, as well as the manner in which
it was applied, is involved in uncer-

tainty. Suet. Cat. 33. Seneca, Tra,
iii. 3. and 19.

FIG'ULUS (Kepo/iefo). Any artist

or mechanic who works in clay ; as,
one who makes figures and ornaments
in terra-cotta (Plin. H. N. xxxv.
43.), represented by the preceding
illustration ; a brick-maker (Juv. x.

171.), represented by the engraving
s. LATERARIA

; a potter (Varro,
7?. R. iii. 15. 2.), of which trade the
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annexed figure, from an Egyptian
painting, affords an example. The

potter sits on
the ground be-

fore his wheel

(rota), on the

top of which
is placed the

lump of clay,
which he forms
into shape with

his thumbs and fingers, exactly in

the same manner as now practised.
An engraved gem (Caylus, Recueil,

&c. iv. 62.) represents an artisan of

the same description, with a model-

ling stick in his hand, sitting before

a fictile vase, which is situated on the

top of a miniature kiln, to indicate

that he is giving the last finish before

sending it to the oven.

FIM'BRIA (M<ravot, pooW). A
fringe, or ornamental border to a

piece of cloth

(Celsus, ii. 6.

Varro, L. L.
v. 79.), gene-
rally produced
by leaving the

extremities of
the warp
threads upon
the cloth after

it had been removed from the loom

(see TELA RECTA) ; but rich tassels

and fringes were sometimes made

separately, and sewn on to the fabric

at pleasure. Julius Caesar wore
them round the wrists of a long-
sleeved tunic. (Suet. Cces. 45.) The
illustration is from a painting at

Pompeii.
FIMBRIA'TUS (.Wai/amk).

Furnished with tassels or fringes.
The preceding wood-cut shows a
table napkin ornamented in this way ;

but fringes upon wearing apparel in

works of art are more especially
introduced to characterise royal per-

sonages of foreign and barbarous

nations, like the captive princes on
the Arch of Constantine, or the

Egyptian priesthood, especially Isis

and her attendants, one of whom is

represented in the annexed engrav-
ing, from a Pom-

peian painting, in

the exact costume
which Herodotus
ascribed to that

class (ii. 81.). It

was a mark of sin-

gularity in Julius

Caesar that he wore
a fringe on the

sleeve of his tunic

(Suet. Cces. 45.);
for amongst both
Greeks and Ro-
mans such an appendage was re-

garded as exclusively feminine.

2. As applied to whips, see FLA-
GRUM, 3.

FISCEL'LA. Diminutive of Fis-

CINA. A small basket made of

wicker work or

rushes, of common
use in gardening,

farming, and dairy

operations ; parti-

cularly to hold a

sort of cheese made with curdled

cream (Tibull. ii. 3. 15.), called

ricotta by the modern Italians; one

of which is represented in the cut,

with the cheese in it, from an origi-

nal, as it was found at Pompeii.
2. (^ds). A small basket put

over the noses of oxen, as a muzzle,
to prevent them from cropping the

young shoots of the vines when

ploughing (Cato, R. R. 54. 5. Plin.

H. N. xviii. 49. 2.) ; and of other

animals of a vicious nature to prevent
their biting, as shown by the an-

nexed engraving, from the Theodo-
sian Column. Ginzrot, 85. 3.
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FISCEL'LUS. Diminutive of

Fiscus. Same as FISCINA. Colu-

mell. xii. 38. 6.

FIS'CINA. A. large basket, made
of osiers, Spanish broom, or rushes,

employed in all kinds of out-door

work, in gardens, orchards, vine-

yards, and agricultural operations, in

the same manner as the fiscella ; as

a fruit basket (Cic. Fl 17.) ; a cheese

basket (Mart. i. 44.) ;
a muzzle for

horses (Plin. xxxiv. 19. 7.) ; and
in the wine and oil press room for

containing the grapes or olives whilst

under the action of the press beam

(Columell. xii. 39. 3.), the use and
action of which are explained and
exhibited by the article and illustra-

tion, s. TORCULAR, 1.

FIS'CUS. A large basket of the

same description and uses, as de-

scribed under the two preceding
words; and especially employed in

the squeezing of grapes and olives.

Columell. xii. 52. 2. Ib. 47. 9.

2. It would appear that the Ro-
mans made use of a basket of this

kind for the custody of coin (Cic.
Verr. i. 8. Phsedr. ii. 7.) ; whence
the term fiscus came to be applied
under the Empire to that portion of

the public revenue which was ap-

plied to the maintenance of the sove-

reign, like our "
civil list," as con-

tradistinguished from the personal
and private property of the prince

(res privata Principis, ratio Ccpsaris},
and from the Exchequer, or Treasury
of the State (cerarium), out of which
the expenses of the government were

defrayed. But this distinction is not

always strictly observed.

FIS'SIPES. Cloven footed;
whence used to designate a reed pen
(Auson. Epist. vii. 50.), which was

made, like our own, with a split at

the nibs ; see the illustration s.

ARUNDO, 5.

FISTU'CA. A rammer, with
which walls of masonry, floorings,
and pavements were levelled and
consolidated (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 61.

Cato, 7?. 7?. 28. 2. ), as shown by the

annexed example, from the Column
of Trajan ;

also employed for driving
piles under water

(Caes. B. G. iv.
> | \

17,) ;
but that,

from the nature

of the service

performed, must
have been a

much larger and
more powerful
instrument, and probably was worked

by machinery.
FISTUCA'TUS. Beaten down,

consolidated, or driven in with a
rammer (fistuca). Vitruv. vii. 4. 5.

Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 63.

FISTULA (<A^). A water

pipe. (Cic. Rabir. perd. 11. Frontin.

Aq. 25.) These were generally
made of lead ; but in the Villa of

Antoninus Pius at Lanuvium, a por-
tion of one has been discovered,

weighing between thirty and forty

pounds of pure silver, so that the

description of Statius (Sylv. i. 5.

48.), which records a similar extra-

vagance, is not a poetic fiction. The
example here given represents part

of an original excavated in Rome,
where many similar specimens have
been found, all of which possess the
same peculiarity of form as here ob-

servable, being compressed at the

top, but circular below.
2. (ffvpiyl-). A Pan's pipe, made

of the stalks of the reed, cane, or
hemlock. (Virg. Ed. ii. 36. Tibull.

ii. 5. 31.) See ARUNDO, 6.

3. A writing pen made of reed or
cane. (Pers. iii. 14.) See ARUNDO, 5.

4. (/caflcr^p). A metal catheter,

distinguished by the ancient surgeons,
as well as our own, into two sorts,
the male and female. (Celsus, vii.

26. 1.) See CATHETER.
5. An implement employed by

the shoemaking trade ; perhaps, a
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shoe-maker's punch. Plin. H. N.
xvii. 23.

6. A rotting pin for making pastry.

Apic. 42.

7. Fistula farraria, ferraria, or

serrata. Supposed to be a machine
for grinding corn (Plin. H. N. xviii.

23. Cato, R. R. 10. 3.), but the read-

ings are uncertain ;
some of the old

editions of Cato have fiscella fari-
naria.

FISTULA'TOR. One who blows

the Pan's pipe (fistula), Cic. Or. iii.

61., in which passage it is specially
used to designate a piper employed
by the Roman orators to assist them
in keeping their voices at a proper

pitch, one of whom, it is insinuated

by Cicero, always accompanied
Gracchus when he spoke in public.
FISTULA'TUS. Hollow, perfo-

rated, or fitted with tubes. Suet.

Nero, 31.

FLABELL'IFER. In a general
sense, any one who carries a fan

(flabellum) ; the name is specially

given to young
slaves of the

male or female
sex (Plaut.
Trin. ii. 1. 29.),
whose business

it was to carry
their mistress's

fan, and fan

her when re-

quired. The
illustration re-

presents Cupid
as the fan-

bearer of Ariadne, lamenting her de-

sertion, in a Pompeian painting;
other designs in that city, as well as
on fictile vases, exhibit females in a
similar capacity.
FLABELL'UM (0r/0- A fan.

(Terent. Eun. iii. 5. 50.) The fans
of the Greek and Roman ladies
were made with the leaves of the
lotus plant, of peacock's feathers

(Prop. ii. 24. 11.), or some expansive
material, painted in brilliant colours
(Mart. iii. 82.) ; were not constructed

to open and shut, like ours, but were
stiff, and had a long handle, the
most convenient

form for the

manner in which

they were used
;

viz. for one per-
son to fan an-

other, a slave

being always
employed for

the purpose. (FLABELLIFER.) The
left-hand figure in the illustration

represents a fan of lotus leaf, from a

Pompeian painting; the right-hand
one, of peacock's feathers, from a

painting discovered at Stabia.

FLAGELLUM 0*<m). A cat,
or scourge ; made with a great num-
ber of knotted and twisted tails, like

the numerous feelers of the polypus,
which are consequently designated

by the same name (Ov. Met. iv.

367.); chiefly employed for the

punishment of slaves. (Juv. vi. 478.

Hor. Sat. i. 2. 41. Ib. 3. 119. Mar-

cell. Dig. 48. 19. 10.) Though a
diminutive of FLAGBDM, it was in

reality an instrument of greater seve-

rity ; the diminutive only applying to

the fineness of the fibres which com-

posed it, but which, by their very na-

ture, increased the sufferings inflicted.

! Consequently, it is characterised by
'

the epithet horribile ; in some cases,
even producing death (Hor. II. cc.) ;

and the nature of the wound pro-
duced by it is always specified by
words which are descriptive of cut-

ting, such as ccedere, secare, scindere
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(Hor. Juv. //. cc. Ov. Ibis, 183.), in

contradistinction to those connected

with flagrum, which express an

action of thumping or pounding, such

as pinsere or rumpere. The scourge
held by the upright figure in the il-

lustration, which is copied from the

device on the handle of a bronze jug
found at Pompeii, is no doubt in-

tended to represent one of these in-

struments; but it will be readily

conceived from the minuteness of

the design, consequent upon the

confined space allotted to it, that it

affords only an imperfect idea of the

real object.
2. A driving-whip (Virg. JEn. v.

579. Sil. iv. 440.) ;
in which case

we may infer that it designates one

of a severer description than those

commonly used ;
with two or three

thongs, for instance, instead of a sin-

gle one like the scutica. The speci-

men here introduced is used by a

Triton in a Pompeian painting.
3. The thong attached to a har-

poon (aclis), for the purpose of draw-

ing it back again to the person who
had launched it. Virg. 2En. vi. 730.

Servius ad I.

F L A' GRU M. An instrument

employed chiefly for the punishment
of slaves (Plaut.

Amph. iv. 2. 10.

Mart. xiv. 79.),

consisting of se-

veral chains with
knobs of metal at

their extremities (whence durum,
Juv. v. 172.), appended to a short

handle, in the same manner as a

whip ; but which dealt out heavy
blows rather than lashes ; conse-

quently the effects produced by it

are described by words expressive of

thumping, pounding, and breaking

(pinsere, Plaut. Merc. ii. 3. 80. rum-

pere, Ulp. Dig. 47. 10. 9.), and not

of cutting, or lashing, which is cha-

racteristic of the flagellum. Livy
(xxviii. 11.), however, has ccesa

flagro. The illustration is copied
from an original found at Hercula-

neum, in the houses of which city

other specimens have been found,

with two and five tails, but otherwise

of similar character to the present.

2. Flagrum talis tessellatum (>o<r-

rt aa-Tpaya\<ar-f]~). A whip com-

posed of a number
of long lashes (pro-
lixe fimbriatum),
with the pastern
bones (tali) of sheep
tied up in them,
and affixed to a

short handle, with

which the priests of

Cybele affected to

flog themselves for

the purpose of ex-

citing compassion
amongst the ig-
norant multitude.

(Apul. Met. viii.

p. 173.) The ex-

ample annexed,

corresponding in every respect with

the above description, is copied from
a marble bas-relief representing Cy-
bele surrounded by various imple-
ments employed in her worship, of

which the above forms one.

3. Flagrum fimbriatum (Apul. /. e.),

furnished with a number of lashes,

which hang together like a fringe

(fimbria), whence the name.
FLAMEN. A Flamen

; the title

given to any Roman priest attached

to the service of some single divi-

nity (Cic. Leg. ii. 8.), each being
distinguished by the name of the

deity to whom he ministered (Varro,
L. L. v. 84. ) ; as Dialis, of Jupiter ;

Martialis, of Mars ; Quirinalis, of
Romulus. His pontifical dress was
the Icena, fastened by a brooch at the

throat, and the cap called apex, with
an olive stick and flock of wool on
its crown. Serv. ad Virg.
iv. 262.

P P
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FLAMIN'ICA. The wife of the

Flamen Dialis. Festus, s. Flamen.
FLAMMEA'RIUS. One who

makes, or deals in, fiammea. Plaut.

Aul. in. 5. 35. and FLAMMEUM.
FLAMM'EOLUM. Diminutive

of FLAMMEUM
; not, however, mean-

ing small in size, but of a very fine

and thin texture ; consequently, of

greater value. Juv. x. 334.

FLAM'MEUM. The marriage
veil, worn by a Roman bride on her

wedding day. It was of

a deep and brilliant yel-
low colour (Plin. H, N.
xxi. 22.), like a flame,
from which circumstance
the name arose ;

and of

large dimensions, suffi-

cient to cover the whole

person from head to foot.

During the ceremony it

was worn over the head,
to shield the downcast
looks of virgin modesty

J

(Lucan. ii. 361.), as exhibited in the

above figure, from a Roman marble,

representing a bride (nupta) at her

wedding ; and was so kept until she
arrived at her new home, when she
was unveiled by her husband; as

exemplified by the annexed figure,
also from a Roman marble, which.

represents a young bride sitting on
a couch, with the flammeum still on
her shoulders, though unveiled, and
exhibiting a very natural gesture of
feminine modesty, or regret for the
loss of her old friends and com-
panions.

FLAM'MULA. A banner used
in late times by some of the cavalry
regiments of the

Roman armies (Ve-
get. Mil ii. 1. Id.

iii. 5.) ; which may
have received the

name from being of
a yellow colour, like

the bridal veil (flam-

meum) ; or from be-

ing notched at the
end into long pointed forks, like a

flame (flammd), a specimen of which
is exhibited in the annexed wood-cut
from the arch of Septimius Severus.

FOCA'LE
wrapper for the neck
and jaws (fauces,

quasi faucale), like

our neck-cloth or

cravat ; originally

only worn by deli-

cate persons and in-

valids (Hor. Sat ii.

3. 255. Quint, xi. 3. 144.), not as an

ordinary part of the Roman costume,
as it is of ours

; but when the exten-

sion of the Empire forced the Roman
soldier to endure the severities of

northern climates, it seems to have
been generally adopted in the army -,

for it is universally worn by the

troops in the armies of Trajan, An-
toninus, and Septimius Severus, in

the manner shown by the annexed

example, the ends of which hang
down over the chest exactly as de-

scribed by the Scholiast on Horace

(/. c.), a collis dependentia, adfoven-
dum collum, et fauces contra frigus
muniendas.

FOCA'RIUS. One of the lowest

class of household slaves, attached to

the kitchen department, where he
had to attend to the fire, and pro-

bably perform the common drudgery
of the place. Ulp. Dig. 4. 9. 1.

2. Focaria. A female slave em-

ployed in the above services ; a kit-

chen-maid. Ulp. Dig. 33. 7. 12.

Pomp. ib. 15.

FOC'ULUS. Diminutive of Fo-
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!
wl
ji.

s ; any small or portable fire-place ; |

the altar of the household gods also

especially in the following specific I

stood (see ARA, 5.) : hence the frequent

senses and uses : juxtaposition of the words pro aris et

focis in solemn adjurations. It con-
1. The cavity on the top of an

altar for burnt-offerings, within

which the fire was kin-

dled (Liv. ii. 12.);
whence also used for

the altar itself. (Cic.
Dom. 47.) The exam-

ple represents a small

marble altar, showing
the foculus at the top,

from an original found at Antium.

2. (eo-xdpiov ). A brazier, or cha-

sisted of a square platform of stone

or bricks, raised a few inches only
from the ground, as is manifested by
numerous instances still visible at

Pompeii ; upon this the fire was
kindled with logs of wood resting

upon andirons (yarce\ but in most

cases without any flue or chimney to

carry off the smoke.
2. Same as FOCULUS, 1. The

hollow part at the top of an altar, for

ting-dish'," in which charcoal or wood- burnt-offerings, in which the fire was

ashes were burnt, for the purpose of : kindled ; thence, the altar itself.

warming apartments. Many of these i Ov. A. A. i. 637. Tibull. i. 8. 70.

have been discovered in the houses 3. Focus turicremis. A brazier

of Herculaneum and Pompeii both ! or fire-pan, made of metal and fur-

nished with han-

dles for the

convenience of

transport from

place to place,
round and square, but similar in

;
and placed upon

general character to the specimen solemn occa-

annexed, from an original of bronze, sions before the

3. A small portable stove or fire- \ altar or statue

place, employed for culinary and of a divinity, to

other purposes. (Plaut.

Capt. iv. 2. 67. Juv.

Sat iii. 262.) The ex-

ample, from a painting
found in Herculaneum,
shows the stove raised

upon a stand supported
on three legs, in order

to give room for venti-

lation underneath, the

door in front through which the

serve the pur-

pose of a censer

j

for burning pas-

|

tiles of frankincense. (Ov. Her. ii.

18. Marini, Fr. Arv. p. 311.) The
illustration, from an ancient Roman
fresco, exhibits a female with a dish

I

of pastiles in her left hand, and the
'

focus turicremis burning on the ground
I

beside her, into which she drops them
one by one.

charcoal was to be inserted, and a i 4. A sort of hot plate, invented by
vessel on the top, containing the in-

|
the luxurious Romans for the pur-

gredients which the figure stirs round pose of having their soups and ra-

gouts thoroughly hot when brought
to table. It was made of metal, and
contained a fire of kindled charcoal,
as well as the dish or vessel with
the viands ready cooked, all of which

whilst they boil.

FOCUS (4(m'a, VXapa). A fire-

place ; the hearth of a house. (Cic.
Sen. 16. Hor. Od. i. 9. 5. Tibull. i.

1. 6.) Amongst the Romans, the

hearth was consecrated to the Lares,
and held as a sacred spot in the

house ; consequently, it was situated

in the public hall, or atrium, where

were thus carried up at once from
the kitchen to the dining-room, which
Seneca expresses by saying the kit-

chen accompanies the meal culina

p p 2
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ccenam prosequitur. (Senec. Ep. 78.)

The illustration represents an utensil

of this kind, from an original in

bronze found at Pompeii, with a

section of the inside, and a drawing
of the pan which contained the viands,

placed between them. The charcoal

was inserted and replenished through
the small door at the bottom ; the

smoke escaped through two aper-
tures at the sides, each ornamented

by a lion's head ; the handles at the

top served to carry it
;
and the pan

was let in at the top, where it was

supported over the fire by the rim
round its surface.

FODI'NA OeVaAAoj/). A mine
from which minerals, &c. are dug ;

each particular mine being marked by
a distinguishing epithet ; as, auri fo-
dina, a gold mine ; argenti fodina, a

silver mine
; which are also fre-

quently written as one word. Ulp.

Dig. 27. 9. 3. Vitruv. Plin.

FCENIS'ECA, FCENISEC'TOR,
FCEN ISEX'. A mower of grass with
a scythe, as contradistinguished from
a reaper of corn with a sickle. Co-
lumell. ii. 18. 5. Id. xi. 1. 12. Varro,
R. R i. 49. 2.

FOLLICULA'RE (&r/c,ua), The
shaft ofan oar at the point where it pro-
trudes from the
oar port, which
was encircled

by a leather

cap or bag
(folliculus), to

ease the wear
and tear of the oar, and prevent the
water in heavy seas from entering
the vessel through the port. Both

the form and situation of this cap are

clearly shown by the illustration,

which represents several oars fur-

nished with the guard described, as

they are seen on the side of a vessel

in a bas-relief of the Villa Albani.

FOLLIC'ULUS. Diminutive of

FOLLIS.

FOLLIS. A ball inflated with air,

and of large dimensions, which, from

its lightness, was peculiarly adapted
for the amusement of very young
or old people, as affording exercise

without violent exertion. (Mart,
xiv. 47.) The annexed illustration

is from the device on a coin of Gor-

dian iii., as published by Mercurial!

(Gymn. p. 126.) ; and resembles, both

in the size of the inflated bladder,
and the manner in which it is em-

ployed, an amusement still common
in Italy, known as the game of the

big ball (il giuco del pallone), at which
the players have their right arms,
from the elbow to the wrist, covered

with a guard like that exhibited in

the engraving ; with this they strike

the ball, which another person de-

livers to them, as the bowler does at

cricket.

2. A cushion or mattress inflated

with air, instead of stuffed with fea-

thers, which latter was considered

more luxurious, Lamprid. Elag. 25.

3. A large leather bag for holding

money (Juv. xiv. 281.); especially
used in the army as a military chest

for keeping the soldiers' pay. Veg.
Mil ii. 20.
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4. (<pC<ro). A pair of bellows ;

consisting of two boards, with an

air-valve (parma), united

by a skin of ox or cow

hide, so as to form a

machine similar to what
we now use, as shown

by the annexed figure,
from a terra-cotta lamp,
in the collection of Lice-

tus (Lucern. vi. 24. 2.),

Cic. N. D. i. 20. Pers.

v. 11. Bellows, also

made of goat's skin (folles hircini),

are mentioned by Horace (Sat. i. 4.

19.) ; and of bull's hide (folles tau-

rini) by Virgil (Georg. iv. 171.); but

this latter is only to be taken as a

poetical expression, or was written in

ignorance of a well known fact, that

bull's leather is unfit for making
bellows. Beckman, Hist, of Inven-

tions, vol. 1. p. 64. London, 1846.

5. Folli fabrilis. A blacksmith's

bellows (Liv. xxxviii. 7.) of large

dimensions, such as employed in our

forges; of which an instance is af-

forded by the engraving s. FER-
RARIUS.

FORCEPS (irvpdypa'). A pair of
tongs, such as were used by smiths
for taking the heated metal out of

the fire, and holding it upon the

anvil, whilst being worked. (Isidor.

Orig. xix. 7. 3. Ov. Met. xii. 277.

Virg. jEn. viii. 453.) The example
represents a pair of Vulcan's tongs,
from a marble bas-relief. Compare
illustrations s. MARCUS and MAR-
CULUS.

2. (pidypa). A particular kind of

dentist's instrument, in the form of

pincers, employed for extracting the

roots of decayed teeth (Celsus, vii.

12. 1.) ; a purpose which medical

men have assigned to the instrument

here figured, from an original dis-

covered, amongst other surgical in-

struments, in a house at Pompeii,
and for which it seems well adapted.

3. (oSovrdypa). A pair of pincers
for drawing teeth (Celsus, vii. 12.

l.\ which were constructed with

bent claws (uncis). Lucil. Sat. xix.

11. Gerlach.

4. (apSioe-fipa. Serv. ad. Virg.
JEn. xii. 404.) A pair of pincers

expressly constructed for the purpose
of extracting spear or arrow heads
from wounds. Virg. and Serv. /. c.

5. In military language ;
same as

FORFEX, 3. Cato, ap. Fest s. Serra.

FORFEX (iJrcAfc, fj.dxaipa 5nr\rj,

Pollux, ii. 32.) A pair of scissors,

clippers, or shears, em- ^g^gga^^^
ployed for snipping

"*

(Columell. xii. 44. 4.), clipping the

hair or beard (Mart. vii. 95.), shear-

ing sheep (Calpurn. Eel. v. 74.), and
other similar purposes. The exam-

ple represents a pair of sheep shears,
as seen over the figure of a ram in

an engraved gem ;
and the wood-cut

at p. 208. shows an instrument of

exactly the same form, used as a pair
of scissors by a party of garland
makers. The form of the instru-

ment, moreover, which is round at

the bottom, as Galen describes the

Greek ^oAiy, not only identifies that

word with the Latin 'forfex, but also

accounts for the secondary meanings
which it bore

;
viz. a vault, an

absis, and an arched aqueduct.
2. A pair of shears for raising

weights. Vitruv. x. 2. 2.

3. In military language, a tenaille,

or body of 'troops disposed in the
form of the letter V, to receive the
attack of another advancing in the

shape of a wedge (cuneus), which it

admitted within its position, and then
closed upon its flanks. Veg. Mil.
in. 18. Gell. x. 9.

FORFIC'ULA (^aA./Stoj/). Di-
minutive of FORFEX. Plin. H. N.
xxv. 23.
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FORI. Plural of FORUS. The
ship's floors (Latin and Anglo-Saxon
Glossary of the 10th century). This
includes the flooring of the deck

(Gell. xvi. 19. 3.); the gangways
by which the mariners passed about

the vessel (Cic. Sen. 6. Lucan. iii.

630.), those between the rowers'

benches (Virg. jEn. vi. 412.), and

perhaps the benches themselves.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 2.

2. The standing-places on a tem-

porary platform erected for the ac-

commodation of spectators at a public
show. Liv. i. 35. Festus, s. Forum.

3. The floors, one above the other,

by which the Roman agriculturists
sometimes divided their beehives

(Virg. G. iv. 250.) into a number
of separate stories; as shown by the
annexed example, from an original of

FORIS; a window-shutter. (Varro,
R. R. i. 59. 1.) See the illustration

s. FENESTELLA, which shows a shal-

low recess on the outside of the wall,

to receive a wooden shutter when it

was pushed back from the window.
FORIS (<ravis, K\iffids, Ovperpov').

The door itself, as distinct from the

doorcase (Liv. vi. 34. Cic. Verr. ii.

1. 26. Plaut. Cure. i. 3. 1.) ; and

especially of one which opened out-

wards. (Serv. yn. i. 449.) The
doors of the ancients were generally
made in two leaves, like our folding-
doors (illustration s, JANUA) ;

conse-

quently, the word foris is mostly
used in the plural; but when it

occurs in the singular, we are to

understand that one only of the

leaves is meant (Ov. Her. xii. 150.),
or that the door consisted of a single

leaf, which the ancients sometimes

bronze discovered at Pompeii. The
left-hand figure shows the outside ;

the right-hand one, a section of the
inside divided into stories

;
and the top

one the moveable lid with its handle.
4. Narrow furrows in a field or

garden formed into parallel lines by
the hoe. Columell. x. 92. 1.

FOR' 1C A. A set of public
privies, like the cabinets d'aisance of

Paris, distributed in various parts of
the

city
for the convenience of the

population. A small fee charged for
the accommodation, together with
the profits arising from the sale of
the contents, induced individuals to
take such premises on lease, as a
means of gaining a livelihood. Juv.
iii. 38. Ruperti ad I.

; but compare !

Furnaletti, Lex. Facciolat. s. v.

FORICA'RIUS. The lessee of a
FORICA. Paul. Dig. 22. 1. 17. S 5.

FORIC'ULA. Diminutive of

used in the interior of their houses,
as shown by the illustration, from the

Vatican Virgil.
2. Fores careeris. The doors

which closed the front of a stall in

the circus, in which the horses and
chariots were stationed before they

started for the race, as shown by the

annexed wood- cut, from a bas-relief
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in the British Museum. Ov. Trist.

v. 9. 29.

FORMA (TJ^TTOS). A model, mould,

or form, by which other things of a

plastic, fusible, or ductile nature are

made to assume any shape required ;

as

1. A mould for taking terra-cotta

casts. These were made of stone,

with the design engraved upon them
in intaglio, into which the wet clay
was pressed, and then put into an
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oven to be baked in its mould. The
illustration shows an original mould
on the right hand, found at Ardea,
with the cast from it (ectypus) on the

left.

2. (xdavos). A mould for fusible

metals, casts in bronze (Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 49.), coins (Lamprid. Alex. Sev.

39.), and similar objects, also made of

stone, sufficiently hard to resist the

molten heat ; or of baked earth
; of

which material the annexed example
is composed, representing an original

mould for coins, with a specimen of

the money upon a rather larger scale

by the side. A number of models,
with a reverse of the device engraved
on both sides, are arranged in the

case, at a distance from one another

corresponding with the exact thick-

ness of the intended coin
;
the liquid

metal was poured into the groove at

the side, from which it flowed through
the holes there seen, and produced a

perfect coin between each layer of

the types.
3. A mould for making bricks.

Pallad. vi. 12.

4. A mould in which cream

cheeses were pressed, made of box-

wood (Columell. vii. 8. 7.) ;
also de-

signated by the diminutive Formula.

Pallad. vi. 9. 2.

5. (/caAaTTovs). A shoemaker's last ;

made of wood, like our own, and
with a handle to

it, as shown by the

annexed example
from a painting of

Herculaneum, re-

presenting two genii as shoemakers

engaged at their trade. Hor. Sat. ii.

3. 106. Ulp. Dig. 9. 2. 5. 3.

6. The water-way, or channel of

an aqueduct, or that part of it which
is conducted underground, instead of

being raised upon arches (Frontin.

Aq. 75. 126.). and which are conse-

quently embedded in earth, like a
cast in its mould.
FORMA'CEUS. See PARIES.
FORM EL' LA. Diminutive of

FORMA. Either a small mould for

giving an artificial

and fanciful form
to fishwhen dressed

up for dinner, or

probably a mould
in the shape of a fish, like the an-

nexed specimen, from an original
found in Pompeii. Apic. ix. 13.

FORMFDO. A sort of scare-

crow, employed by huntsmen for the

purpose of driving their prey in a

particular direction, to where the
toils were laid. It consisted of a

long line stretched across any given
district, to which a number of fea-

thers of different colours were at-

tached
;
and as these fluttered in the

wind, they frightened the animals,
and deterred them from retreating
towards the site where the scarecrow
was exhibited. (Grat. 85. 88. Ne-
mes. 304. Virg. JEn. xii. 750. Senec.
Ira. ii. 12.) Hence the allusion of

Horace (Sat. i. 8. 3.), when he terms
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Priapus the terror of thieves furum
formido.

F O R'MUL A. Diminutive of

FORMA.
FORNACA'RIUS, FORNACA'-

TOR, FURNACA'TOR. The
slave who attended an oven, or a

furnace at the baths. Ulp. Dig. 9.

2. 27. Paul. Dig. 33. 7. U. Inscript.

in the baths at Pompeii.
FORNAC'ULA. Diminutive of

FORNAX. A small furnace for

smelting metals (Juv. x. 82.); or for

heating,? boiling, 'or melting anything

nace and flues employed for heating
the thermal chamber in a set of
baths (Fronton, ad M. Cces. I.

Ep. 2.), which are plainly shown in

the annexed engraving, representing
the section of a bath-room excavated
at Tusculum

; the furnace is seen on
the left, with the boilers over it,

and the flues extending under the
whole flooring of the room towards
the right.
FORNAX (/COMPOS). An oven or

kiln for baking pottery. (Cic. N. D.
i. 37.) The illustration shows the

of a liquid or fusible nature. The
illustration represents an ancient

Roman fornacula in elevation, like

one of our coppers, from an excava-
tion near Wansford in Northampton-
shire, and was intended for making
the glaze employed in a neighbour-
ing pottery, to varnish
over the outsides of
the earthenware vessels

there made. The small

cut, let into the text,

presents a transverse
section of the copper and furnace,
and shows how they were con-
structed.

2. Fornacula balnearum. The fur-

remains of a Roman pottery kiln,

discovered near Castor in Northamp-
tonshire. The low door in front is

the entrance to the furnace (prafur-
niwri) ; the circular building at the

back, the kiln in which the vessels
i were baked upon a floor suspended

j

over the furnace. The floor still re-

mains entire, as shown by the ele-

j

vation ; but the manner in which it

was supported by a central pillar, the

locality of the furnace, the situation

of the vessels, and the vaulting which
covered-in the

oven, will be
better under-
stood by the

annexed section

of the structure,
in which all

these particulars
are visible ; and

nothing is added but some vases and
a dotted line to complete the original
form of the kiln.
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2. Fornax ceraria. A smeltingfur-
nace (Plin. H. N. xi. 42. Virg. JEn.

vii. 636.) ; of which an example is

given at p. 104. s. CAMINUS.
3. Fornax calcaria. A lime kiln

(Cato, 7?. R. xxxviii. 4.); constructed

in the following manner: An exca-

vation was made in the earth of

sufficient depth to form a spacious
vault (fornix) for the furnace, and

provided with an entrance mouth

(preefurnium), both in front and
rear

;
the former for introducing the

fuel, the latter for removing the em-
bers. The gulley or shafts (fauces)
which formed the approaches to the

mouths of the furnace, were sunk in

a perpendicular direction, in order to

screen the furnace and its apertures
from currents of wind. The part of

the kiln above ground (summa for-

nax") was then built up with bricks

or rough stones (ccementa), coated

with clay to confine the heat, and of

a conical form, six feet wide at

bottom, converging to three at the

top. where it ended in a circular

aperture or chimney (orbis summus).
4. Fornax balinei. (Labeo. Dig.

19. 2. 58.) The furnace of a bath.

See FORNACULA, 2.

FORNICA'TUS. See PARIES.
FORNIX. An arch; a mechani-

cal construction in the form of a

segment of a circle, formed by intra-

dos and voussoirs which hold them-
selves together by mutual gravitation.

(Cic. Top. 4. Seneca, Ep. 90.) Same
as ARCUS, 4. which see.

2. An archway, erected by some
individual to commemorate himself,

and ornament the city (Cic. Verr. i.

7. ii. 63. Liv. xxxiii. 27. Id. xxxvii.

3. ) ; but not a triumphal arch (arcus

triumphalis), as is proved by the

above passages from Livy ; one of

which has reference to an archway
erected by Scipio Africanus before

the commencement of a campaign,
the other by L. Stertinius at the

conclusion of his command, which
ended without a triumph. Thus the

archway which forms one of the en-

trances into the Forum at Pompeii
would be properly termed a fornix ;

that of Titus, of Septimius Severus,
or of Constantine at Rome, an arcus;

though the external appearance, in

respect of ornament and design, was
the same in both. See ARCUS, 5.

and the illustration there given.
3. A vault, or vaulted chamber ; es-

pecially of a confined and common
description, such as was inhabited by
slaves and poor people ; hence, the

cell of a common prostitute (Hor.
Sat. i. 2. 30. Juv. xi. 171.), for at

Rome such persons pursued their

vocation in vaults of this description ;

which practice has given rise to the

modern term fornication. The illus-

tration represents a set of small

rooms constructed in this manner

amongst the ruins of a Roman villa

on the bay of Gaieta. The doors

and wall which closed them in front

have perished; but the remains are

sufficient to give a clear notion of the

construction termed fornix.
4. A vaulted sally-port in the

towers and walls of fortified places,

by which the defenders might make
a sudden irruption against their as-

sailants. (Liv. xxxvi. 23.) The
illustration represents one of the

towers belonging to

Q Q
walls of
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Pompeii, in its present state, with a

sally-port, on the left, at the bottom ;

the two dark arches, exposed above,

contain the staircases, and were con-

cealed by the external wall, when the

tower was in its original state.

FORNUS. Same as FURNUS.

Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 531.

FORPEX. (Cato, R. R. x. 3.

Suet. Aug. 75.) Same as FORFEX.

A pair of tongs.
FORTAX. (Varro, R.R. xxxviii.

4.) Applied to masses of chalk ar-

ranged together in the form of an

arch (fornix) over the fire in a lime

kiln, so as to support themselves by
mutual gravity, and the whole mass

above them in the kiln, while under

the process of burning for making
lime.

FOR'ULUS. A dwarf bookcase,

or cabinet for books (Juv. iii. 219.) ;

not permanently fixed to

the walls, like the ar-

marium, but forming a

small moveable reposi-

tory (Suet. Aug. 31.), for

a few favourite authors,

like the example an-

nexed, from a bas-relief

on a sarcophagus, now
used as the receiving
basin of a fountain in one of the

streets at Rome.
FORUM. In its original sense,

implied the uncovered space ofground
left in front of a tomb, and in which
the same right of property existed as

in the sepulchre itself. Festus, s. v.

Cic. de Legg. ii. 24.

2. (0170^0). A market-place; con-

sisting of a large open area in the

centre, where the country people ex-
hibited their produce for sale, sur-

rounded by outbuildings and colon-

nades, under which the different

trades erected stalls, and displayed
their wares or merchandise. In
small towns a single forum would
suffice for different markets ; but in

large cities, like Rome, almost every
class of provision dealers had a mar-
ket of their own, distinguished by

the name of the produce sold in it
;

as forum boarium, the cattle market ;

olitorium, the cabbage or vegetable
market; both of which are repre-
sented in the annexed illustration,

from an ancient painting, containing
views of several sites in the city of

Rome, with their names inscribed

upon each. The illustration also

shows distinctly the manner in which
an ancient market-place was laid out

and enclosed. Varro, L. L. v. 146.

3. The Forum ; i. e. a large open
area, of a nature somewhat similar to

the last described ; but laid out upon
a much more magnificent scale, and
intended as a place for holding public

meetings in the open air, and for the

transaction ofjudicial and commercial

business, rather than a mere provision
market. (Varro, R.R. v. 145.) It

was surrounded by the principal

public buildings and offices of state,

courts of justice, basilicse, places of

worship, and spacious colonnades

of one or more stories, in which the

merchants, bankers, and money
dealers had their counting-houses, and
transacted their business. (Vitruv.
v. 1. 2.) Of the famous Roman
forum nothing now remains but the

ruins of some of the edifices which
stood in or around it, still rising in

solitary grandeur on the spot, or

interspersed amongst the modern

buildings which encumber the site.

Its former level lies buried beneath a

depth of twelve or fourteen feet of

earth and rubbish, so that the very
site it occupied, its bearings and di-

mensions, form one of the most dis-

puted points of Roman topography.
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But the excavations of Pompeii have

opened the Forum of that city, the

remains of which are sufficiently
circumstantial to enable us to trace

the ground-plans of the various edi-

fices surrounding it, and to assign
some probable use to each of them ;

and will thus afford a general notion

of the usual appearance of these places,
and of the manner in which they
were laid out. The central area is

paved with large square flags, on
which the bases for many statues still

remain, and surrounded by a Doric
colonnade of two stories, backed by
a range of spacious and lofty build-

l

[JQJ

ings all round. The principal en-

trance is through an archway (for-

nza?)(A), on the left-hand corner of

the plan, and by the side of a temple
of the Corinthian order (B), supposed
to have been dedicated to Jupiter.
On the opposite flank of this temple
is another entrance into the Forum,
and by its side the public prison (car-

eer) (c), in which the bones of two
men with fetters on their legs were
found. Adjacent to this is a long

shallow building (D), with several

entrances from the colonnade, sur-

mised by the Neapolitan antiquaries
to have been a public granary (hor-

reum). The next building is another

temple of the Corinthian order (E),
dedicated to Venus, as conjectured
from an inscription found on the

spot. It stands in an area, enclosed

by a blank wall and peristyle, to

which the principal entrance is in a

side street, abutting on the Forum,
Q Q 2
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and flanking the basilica (F), beyond
which there are three private houses

out of the precincts of the Forum.

The further or southern side of the

square is occupied by three public

edifices (G, H, i), nearly similar to

one another in their plans and dimen-

sions. All these have been deco-

rated with columns and statues,

fragments of which still remain on

the floor ;
but there are no sufficient

grounds for deciding the uses for

which they were destined. The first

is merely conjectured to have been a

council chamber (curia) ;
the second,

the treasury (cerarium) ; and the last,

another curia. Beyond these is an-

other street, opening on the Forum ;

and, turning the angle, are the remains

of a square building (K), for which
no satisfactory use can be suggested.
The space behind is occupied by the

sites ofthree private houses. The next

object is a large plot of ground (L),

surrounded by a colonnade (portions)
and a cloister (crypto), and decorated

in front, where it faces the Forum,
by a spacious entrance porch or ves-

tibule (chalcidicum), all of which were
constructed at the expense of a female

named Eumachia. Beyond this is a
small temple (M) upon a raised base-

ment, attributed by some to Mercury,
by others to Quirinus ; and adjoining
to it, an edifice (N), with a large
semicircular tribune or absis at its

further extremity, supposed to have
been a meeting-hall for the Augustals,
or a town-hall (sehaculum) for the

Pompeian senate. The rear of both
these structures is covered by the

premises belonging to a fuller's es-

tablishment (fullonica). The last

structure (o) is a magnificent build-

ing, with various appurtenances be-
hind it, commonly called the Pan-
theon, from twelve pedestals placed
in a circle round an altar in their

centre, supposed to have supported
the statues of the Dii Magni, or
twelve principal divinities; but the
style of the decorations, and the sub-
jects of the numerous paintings which

ornamented its walls, afford consider-

able weight to another ingenious con-

jecture which has been hazarded, that

it was a banquetting-hall belonging
to the Augustals.

4. (Perhaps imoXiiviov). A parti-

cular part of the press-room, where
wine or oil was made. Varro, i. 54.

2. Columell. xi. 2. 71. Id. xii. 18. 3.

In all these passages, it is enumerated
with the presses and other instru-

ments and vessels employed in the

operation ; and the name would be
well adapted to the parts marked H H
on the plan of the press-room exca-

vated at Stabia, which illustrates the

word TORCULARIUM.
FORUS. Same as FORUM. Lu-

cil. Sat. iii. 23. Gerlach. Pompon.
ap. Non. p. 206.

2. Forus aleatorius. A dice-board.

Suet. Aug. 71. Senec. Cons, ad Po-

lyb. 36.

FOSSOR (opu/mjs). An excava-

tor (Inscript. ap. Murat. 1970/3.);
or a miner (Stat.
Theb. ii. 418.);
i. e. a labourer

who digs out,

or deep into,

the ground with
a sharp-pointed
instrument, like

the mattock (do-
labra fossoria),
as shown by the

annexed illus-

tration, which

represents an
excavator at

work amongst
the Roman catacombs, from a sepul-
chral painting of the Christian era.

The lamp at his side indicates that

the scene of his operations is laid

underground.
2. But as the excavator made use

of the spade (pala) to clear away the

soil which had been loosened by his

mattock (dolabra), the word is also

employed to designate a digger, or

agricultural labourer, who turns up
or trenches the ground with a spade,
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(Virg. Georg. ii. 264. Pallad. i. 6.

11.), in the manner shown by the
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annexed example, from a paint'ing of

the same description as the last.

FRACES (o-reVpvAa). The husks
of the olive, after the juice had been
extracted by bruising and squeezing
the fruit. Cato, R.R. 56. 2. Id. 67. 2.

FRAM'EA. The spear used by
the Germans, which had a short, but

very sharp iron head, and was em-

ployed both as a pike at close quar-

ters, and as a miss'ile for hurling
(Tac. Germ, 6.), in which manner it

is used by the annexed figure, repre-

senting a German warrior, on the
Column of Antoninus.
FRENUM (xaAivrfs). A horse's

bridle, including the bit, head-piece,

and reins. (Cic. Hor. Virg.) The

example is copied from the arch of

Septimius Severus.

FRIGIDA'RIUM. A cool place
or larder for preserving meat. Lucil.

Sett. viii. 7. Gerlach.

2. One of the chambers mentioned

by Vitruvius, as connected with the

bathing department of a gymnasium
(Vitruv. v. 11. 2.); the actual use

and precise nature of which he does

not state, nor is it easy to determine.

However, it was certainly distinct

from the cold-water bath (frigida la-

vatio), with which it is enumerated,
but situated in an opposite angle of the

edifice, and adjoining the oiling room

(elceothesium), precisely as represented
in a painting from the Thermae of

Titus, introduced at p. 142. Reason-

ing from analogy and the sense in

which the term is used by Lucilius

(see No. 1.), we might fairly conclude

that it was a chamber which did not

contain a bath, but was merely kept
at a low temperature, in order to

brace the body after the exhaustion
of the Laconicum, or vapour bath, by
a process less violent than that of

plunging immediately into cold water
a common practice amongst the

ancients. The difficulty experienced
in attempting to establish a distinction

between the two expressions frigida-
rium and frigida lavatio, in the pas-

sage of Vitruvius above cited, has
induced Marini, and Professor Becker
with him, to alter the former reading
into tepidarium ; but the painting
referred to, from the Thermae of

Titus, which shows a frigidarium

adjoining the elaeothesium, as Vitru-

vius directs, is sufficient to establish

the original reading as genuine.
3. Ahenum, or vas. The vat or

cistern containing cold water in a set

of baths. (Vitruv. v. 10.) The in-

genious manner in which the ancients

uniformly contrived to arrange the

different coppers and vats required
for the supply of their baths, so as to

incur the least possible waste of water
and fuel, is very clearly exhibited

by the annexed woodcut, from a
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painting in the Thermse of Titus at

Rome. The boiler for the hot water

(caldarium) was

placed immedi-

ately over the fur-

nace
; above that,

or at a greater
elevation from the

fire, was another

copper (tepida-

rium), which im-

mediately supplied
the vacuum created

in the boiler as the

hot water was
drawn off, by an

equal quantity of
fluid already raised

to a moderate temperature ; and was
itself, in like manner, filled up di-

rectly from the cold cistern (frigida-
rium), which, as shown by the en-

graving, was completely removed
from the heat of the furnace.

FRITIL'LUS (0i/*(fe). A dice-

box; of similar construction to those

still in use, with graduated intervals
on the inside to give the dice a rota-

tory motion during their descent, as
shown by the annexed example and
section of an original found in an
excavation at Rome. Juv. xiv. 5.

Mart. iv. 14. Id. xiv. 1.

FRONS. Applied to books;
mostly in the plural, frontes gemince
(Ov. Trist. i. 1.

11. Tibull. iii. 1.

13.); the two out-
side surfaces or
bases of a roll of

papyrus, &c. when
it was rolled up so
as to form a volume (yolumeri), and
which were smoothed and polished
with pumice stone, and dyed black,

when the roll was completed. The
illustration represents a box of books,
from a Pompeian painting, in which
there are eight rolls, each with one of

their frontes uppermost.
FRONTA'LE (&fnrvfi. A front-

let, or head-band, placed across the

foreheads of horses

(Plin. H. N. xxxvii.

74.), as seen in the

annexed example,
from a fictile vase.

It sometimes con-

sisted of a plate of

gold (Horn. //. v. "1^*^ \

358.), and, amongst
persons of regal state, was often en-
riched with precious stones. Plin. I.e.

2. The Greek writers also make
use of the same
word to designate a
bandeau placed in a
similar manner over
the forehead of fe-

males, more espe-

cially of Divinities

(Horn. //. xxii. 469.

Hes. Theogn. 916.); as shown in

the annexed woodcut, from a fictile

vase.

3. (irpofJLeTctiritiiov. Gloss. Vet.) A
plate of metal, placed as a defence
over the forehead and frontal bone of

horses belonging to the heavy cavalry
of the Greeks and Romans. (Arrian.

Tact. p. 15. Xen. Cyr. iv. 1. Id.

Anab. i. 7.) This practice was in-

troduced by the Medes or Persians ;

and elephants, when caparisoned for

action, were provided with a defence
of the same nature. Liv. xxxvii. 40.

FUCA/TUS. Rouged or painted,
as explained in the next paragraph.
FUCUS Otkos). Rouges an ar-

ticle frequently employed by the

Greek and Roman women, as it is by
those of modern Europe, in order to

give the appearance of a brilliant or

youthful tint to a complexion already
used up or naturally sallow. (Plaut.
Most. i. 3. 118. Prop. ii. 18. 31.)
It was prepared from a certain kind
of moss (Lichen roccella L.), and was
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id on with a brush, as in the an-

nexed example, from a fictile vase ;

or with the finger, as exhibited in

other designs of the same nature.

FULCRUM. A stay or support

upon which any thing rests
;

as a

staff or walking-stick (Ovid. Pont. iii.

3. 14. BACTJLUS) ; the foot of a sofa,

couch, or bed (Suet. Claud. 32. Prop,
iv. 8. 68. CLINOPUS), whence some-
times put for the bed itself (Prop. iv.

7. 3.) ; and, in later times, the high
pummel in front of a riding-saddle,
made upon a tree. (Sidon. Apoll. Ep.
iii. 90. SELLA EQUESTRIS.)
FULLO (KvaQffo). A fuller, a

cleaner and scourer of cloth. (Mart.
xiv. 51.) The fullers, who formed
a very important body of tradesmen,
were extensively em-

ployed in the same

capacity as are our

washerwomen, for

cleaning and whiten-

ing garments after

they had been worn ;

an operation which
was effected by tread-

ing the clothes in

large vats of water

mixed with urine (Plin. H. N. xxviii.

18.), collected from vessels exposed
in corners of the streets for the pur-

pose. (Mart. vi. 93.) The cloth

was then dried and bleached upon a

semicircular frame (cavea viminea),

placed over a pot of sulphur ;
after

which it was hung up, and had the

nap loosened and laid with brushes,

or with a thistle (cdrdo fullonicus),
from which it was removed to the

press (pressorium), where it was

finally smoothed and condensed by
the action of a screw. The illustra-

tion represents a fuller at work in his

tub, from a painting in the Fullonica

at Pompeii.
FULLO'NICA and FULLO'-

N IUM (KvaQeiov). A fuller's wash-
house and premises. (Ulp. Dig. 39.

3. 3. Ammian. xiv. 11. 31.) An
extensive establishment of this kind

has been excavated at Pompeii, of

which the ground plan is annexed, as

it will serve to convey a very accurate

notion of the numerous conveniences

required for conducting the different

processes of the business, and the

manner in which they were applied.
A. The principal entrance from the

main street. B. The porter's lodge.
c. The impluvium, like that in or-

dinary houses, surrounded by a colon-

nade, supported by twelve square pil-

asters, upon one of which the figures
of fullers at work, represented in the
last and following woodcut, are painted.
D. A fountain with a jet of water, a

representation of which is introduced
under the word SIPHO. E. A spacious

apartment, opening upon the peristyle
or courtyard of the premises, and

perhaps used for drying the clothes.

F. A tablinum, with a room on each
side of it, where customers were pro-

bably received, when they came upon
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business. G. A closet or wardrobe, in

which the clothes were deposited after

they had been scoured, and kept until

called for ; the marks of the shelves

are still visible against the walls.

H. An adjoining room ; the first on

the right hand, which is within that

part of the premises where the active

operations of the trade were carried

on. i. The large wash-house with a

tank, where the clothes were cleansed

by simple washing and rinsing. K.

The place where the dirt and grease
were got out by rubbing and treading
with the feet. LLLLLL. Six niches

constructed on the sides of the room,
and separated from one another by low

walls, about the height of a man's arm-

pits, in each of which was placed a tub

where the fuller stood, and worked out

the impurities of the cloth, byjumping
upon it with his bare feet, an operation
which he effected by raising himself

upon his arms, while they rested on
the side-walls, in the manner exhibited

by the annexed engraving from one

of the pictures above mentioned.
MMM. Three smaller tanks, either
for washing, or, more probably, in

which the clothes were left to soak
before they were washed. N. A
fountain or well for the use of the
workmen, o. A back gate opening
on a small street, contiguous to that

portion of the premises in which the
active part of the trade was performed.
PP. Rooms for which no particular
use connected with the trade can be
assigned. Q. The furnace of the

establishment. R. An apartment con-

tiguous to the furnace, s. Stairs as-

cending to an upper story. TTf.

Apartments opening upon the peri-

style, painted in fresco, and probably
appropriated for the use of the master
and mistress of the establishment.

The rooms at the bottom of the plan,
without references, are shops facing
the street, and belonging to other

tradesmen, as they have no connection
nor communication with the Fullonica.

FULLO'NIUS or FULLO'NICUS.
Applied to any of the implements or
articles used by fullers

; as pila or
creta fullonica (Cato R.R. x. 5. Plin.

H. N. xvii. 4. ), fuller's earth
;
saltus

fullonius (Seneca Ep. 1 5.), the jumping
and stamping which fullers practise
in scouring clothes, as represented by
the last woodcut, and explained by
the text which accompanies it.

FULMEN'TA (/oW^a). An
abbreviation of fulcimenta, used to

designate a thick, or probably extra,
sole attached to a shoe or boot. (Lucil.

Sat. xxviii. 40. Gerlach. Plaut. Trin.

iii. 2. 94.) In the example, from a

Greek statue of Minerva, three soles

are observable, one above the other,

which, when thus conjoined, are

termed fulmentce, in contradistinction

to the ordinary sole ofone piece (solea\
for in the passages where the word

occurs, it is constantly used in the

plural number. They were made of

cork, and were employed by the

Greek and Roman ladies as a protec-
tion against damp in winter, as well

as from motives of vanity, to give
them an appearance of being taller

than they really were. Plin. H. N.
xvi. 13.

FUMA'RIOLUM. Diminutive of

FUMAR1UM. The vent or aper-
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ture in a volcanic mountain, through
which the smoke and vapour make
their egress. Tertull. Pan. 12.

FUMA'RIUM. The smoke-room ;

a chamber in the upper part of a

house in which the smoke from the

kitchen fires, or from the furnaces of

the bath-rooms, was allowed to collect

itself before finding a vent into the

air; and which was also used as a

storeroom for ripening wine (Mart.
x. 36. Compare Hor. Od. iii. 8. 11.);
and for drying the moisture out of

wood, in order to make it fit for fuel.

Columell. i. 6. 19.

FUNA'LE. A link, torch, or

taper, made of the papyrus, or the
fibres of other plants twisted together
like a rope (funis), and smeared with
wax or pitch, as exhibited in the an-
nexed woodcut, from a sepulchral
marble preserved in the church of
St. Justina, at Padua. Isidor. Orig.
xx. 10. 5, Cic. Sen. 13. Virgin.
i. 731.

2. A contrivance for holding torches
of this description, upon which many
of them were lit and burnt at the

same time, like our chandeliers. Isidor.

Orig. xx. 10. 5. Ov. Met. xii. 247.

FUNA'LIS sc. Equus (irap-fiopos,

(reipa</><Jpos). An out-rigger or trace-

horse in a carriage drawn by more
than two horses. (Stat. Theb. vi. 462.

Isidor. Orig. xviii. 35.funarius.) The
traces were made of ropes, as is still

the practice in Italy, which gave rise

to the term. When the carriage had
four horses attached, there were two
out-riggers, one on each side of the

yoke horses (jugales) ; and then the
one on the right, or off horse, was
called dexter jugalis (5e|to<retpos) ; the
left hand one, or near horse, sinister

or Icevus funalis (Suet. Tib. 6. Auson.

Epitaph, xxv. 9.). The illustration is

taken from a painting at Herculaneum.
FUNAM'BULUS (ffxaivoedrys).

A rope dancer. (Terent. Hecyr. Prol.

i. 4. Compare Hor. Ep. ii. 1. 210.)
The illustration, which represents one
of nine figures, dancing on the tight

rope, from a painting at Herculaneum
(all of whom are in different attitudes,
and exhibiting some characteristic

feat), indicates the general degree of

perfection to which the ancients had
carried this art, as the figure is

playing upon the double pipes, while
he dances on the rope to his own
music.

FUNDA (o-<pev86vri). A sling, for

discharging stones, or leaden plum-
mets (glandes); a

weapon common-
ly used in warfare

by the Spaniards,
Persians, Egyp-
tians, and other

foreign nations ;

and also occa-

sionally by the

Romans, as is

shown by the

annexed figure,
R R
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representing a Roman soldier in the

army of Trajan, from the column
erected in honour of that emperor.
Plin. H.N. vii. 37. Virg. Georg.
i. 309. Serv. ad I Id. JEn. ix. 586.

FDNDITORES.
2. (an<plGX-ri<TTpov). A casting-net;

employed, like our own, for taking
fish in rivers

(Virg. Georg. i.

141. Servius ad I.

Isidor. Orig. xix.

5. 2.) ;
but appa-

rently cast from

behind, and over

the right shoulder

(instead of being
discharged from
the left shoulder,
and in front of the

person throwing it, as is now the prac-

tice); that is, if the annexed figure,
from a mosaic in the Thermae of

Titus, affords a faithful representation
of the manner in which it was
thrown. The expression of Virgil,
however, verberat amnem, gives an
exact description of the manner in

which the casting-net falls upon the
waters.

3. A bag or pack slung over the

shoulders, for the convenience of

carrying money, or any other small
articles (Macrob. Sat. ii. 4.); pro-

bably so called because, with the

straps which fastened it, it had the

appearance of a sling, as shown by
the annexed example, from the device
on a bronze lamp.

4. (o^ei/Son?, 7rue\k). The bezil of
a ring ; that is, the rim in which the

gem is set ; and which holds it as a

sling does its stone ;

more especially so

called when the set-

ting is transparent,
or an jour. (Plin.
H. N. xxxvii. 37.

and 42.) The example is from an

original.
FUNDIB'ALUS and FUNDIB'-

ALUM. A military engine for dis-

charging stones, belonging to the class

of Ballistce ; but the distinctive cha-
racteristics are unknown, further than,
as the name implies, that its action

was that of a sling.
FUNDITO'RES (o-^So^TaO-

Slinyers ; mostly with reference to

foreign nations. But, amongst the

Romans, the slingers were a body of

men selected from the fifth class of
the Servian census, who were formed
into a corps, and attached to the levis

armatura, or light-armed division of
the army. They were scarcely con-

sidered as regular troops, being ranked
in the lowest grade amongst the super-
numeraries, trumpeters, and band (Li v.

i. 43.) ; and, consequently, like them,
wore no body armour, nor any offen-

sive weapon, besides their sling (see
the examples. FUNDA, 1.), with which
it was their duty to annoy the enemy
from any part of the field to which

they were ordered. (Sal. Jug. 99.

Val. Max. ii. 7. 9. and 15.) The
difference between the Accensi, Fun-

ditores, and Ferentarii, who are dis-

tinguished by Vegetius (Mil. i. 20.),

appears to be this, that the first used

nothing but their hands for throwing
stones ; the second employed a sling
for the purpose ; and the last, who
were of a higher grade than the other

two, probably used other missiles as

well as the sling.
FUN'DULA. A street which has

no thoroughfare ; a cul de sac (Varro,
L. L. v. 145.) ; one of which is repre-
sented by the annexed view, taken in

the town of Pompeii. The street

terminated in a house, of which some
remains are visible in the engraving,
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and two small are indicated

underneath it.

FUN'DULUS. The piston and
sucker of a hydraulic organ, which
moves up and down (hence termed

ambulatilis), like the sucker of a

pump (embolus). Vitruv. x. 8. 1.

FUNERE'PUS. (Apul. Flor. i.

5. Ib. iv. 18. 1.) Same as FUNAM-
BULUS.
FUNUS. A funeral, so termed

because, in ancient times, the Romans
were always buried by torch light,
twisted ropes (funalia) smeared with

pitch being carried by the mourners
for the purpose. (Isidor. Orig, xi. 2.

34. Donat. ad Terent Andr. i. 1.

81.) Subsequently, however, the

practice of night burial was confined
to the poorer classes, who could not af-

ford the expense of a pompous display.
2. Funus publicum, or indictivum.

A grand and public funeral, celebrated
in the day-time, and to which the

public were invited by proclamation,
to witness the gladiatorial shows and

military pageants often displayed upon
such occasions. Tac. Ann. vi. 11.

Cic. Leg. ii. 24. Festus s. v.

3. Funus gentilitium. A funeral, at

which the busts and images of cele-

brated characters belonging to the
same clan (gens} as the deceased, were
carried in the procession. (Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 2.) This was the usual kind
of funeral assigned to persons of dis-

tinguished rank or ancient lineage ;

and a description of the other customs
and ceremonies which mostly accom-

panied it, will be found under the
term EXSEQULE.

4. Funus taciturn, or translatitium.

An ordinary or common funeral, con-

ducted without any pomp or show,
such as was usual with private indi-

viduals of the middle and poorer
classes. Suet. Nero, 33. Ov. Trist.

i. 3. 22.

5. The funeral pyre. Suet. Dom.
15. PYRA, ROGUS.

6. A dead body or corpse (Prop. i.

17. 8.) ;
whence also the ghost or

shade of a deceased

person (Prop. iv.

11. 3.), which the

ancient artists were
accustomed to re-

present in a corpo-
real form, shrouded
in grave clothes,

but endowed with
the powers of mo-
tion; as shown by
the annexed figure,
from a bas-relief,

representing a fe-

male whom Mer-

cury, in the original, is conducting
to the shades below.

FURCA (Stopwov). A two-

pronged fork, such as a stable-fork,

hay -fork, pitch-fork. (Virg. Georg. i.

264. Hor. Ep. i. 10. 24.) The an-

nexed example represents the iron

head of a hay-fork, supposed to be

Roman, but certainly of great anti-

quity, which was dug out of a bog
forming the bank of the old river at

the junction of the Nen at Horsey,
near Peterborough.

2. A fork with a long handle to it,

employed in taverns, kitchens, and

larders, for the purpose of taking down

provisions from the carnarium (Pet.
Sat. 95. 8.), which was fixed to the

ceiling, by sticking one ofthe branches

into the object, or putting it under
the loop by which it was hung upon
its hook (see the illustration s. CAR-

NARIUM) ; resembling, no doubt, the

instrument which our butchers use

for taking down a joint of meat, and
other tradesmen whose articles are

R R 2
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hung out of reach. From the ex-

pression of Petronius, furca de car-

nario rapta, it would appear that an
instrument of this kind was usually

suspended from the carnarium, ready
for use.

3. Anything made in the shape of

a fork, to be used for a prop or stay ;

as a prop for vines (Virg. Georg. ii.

259.); for fishing-nets (Plin. H. N.
ix. 9.) ; for supporting planks to

stand on. Liv. i. 35.

4. (orfjpfyl, <TT-fipiy/j.a). The pole
of a cart or of a carriage ; or rather

that part of it which fastens into the

axle, when it was made with two

branches, like a fork, as it appears in

theannexed example, from aPompeian

painting. (Plutarch, Coriol 24. Lysias
ap. Poll. x. 157.) It likewise appears
from the above passages that the same
name was also given to the trestle

upon which the pole of a two-wheeled
carriage was sometimes supported
when the horses were taken out, like
what we use to rest the shafts of our

gigs upon.
5. An instrument made with two

wooden handles or prongs, like a
fork, employed for

carrying burdens on
the neck, in the man-
ner shown by the an-
nexed woodcut, from
the Column of Trajan
(Plaut. Cos. ii. 6.

37.) ; and which was

frequently adopted as
an instrument of punishment for free-
men and slaves, when the arms of the

culprit were tied down to the bars
of the fork, while he was flogged
through the streets. Plaut. Pers. v.
2. 73. Liv. i. 26. Suet. Nero, 49.

6. A contrivance for the infliction

of capital punishment, on which slaves

and robbers were hung ; a gallows or

gibbet. Callist. 1%. 48. 19.28. Paul.

Dig. 33. Ulp. ib. 13. 6.

FUR'CIFER. Literally, one who
carries burdens on &furca, as shown

by the preceding illustration ; or who
bears the furca as a punishment.
But as this penalty was for the most

part inflicted upon the unfortunate
slave class, the sword is commonly
used as a term of contempt, equiva-
lent to our slave, villain, gallows-
bird. Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 132. Ter.
Eun. v. 2. 22. Cic. Vatin. 6.

FURCIL'LA. Diminutive of

FURCA. A small fork, but still of
considerable size, according to our
notions ; as a hay-fork (Varro, R.E.
1. 49. 1. Cic. Ait. xvi. 2.) ; a vine-

prop, two feet high. Varro. ib. i. 8. 6.

FUR'CULA. Diminutive of
FURCA ; but applied to objects of con-

siderable size ; as a wooden prop,
made use of to support the walls of a
town which were mined underneath.
Liv. xxxviii. 7.

FURFURAC'ULUM. A gimblet

(Arnob. vi. 200.) ; so termed because
it makes dust like bran (furfur) ; but
the more common word is TEREBRA,
which see.

FURNA'CEUS sc. panis. Bread
baked in an oven (furnus) ; as contra-

distinguished from focacius, which
was baked on the hearth, and cliban-

cius, which was baked in a clibanus.

Plin. H. N. xviii. 27.

FURNA'RIUS. A baker by trade.

(Ulp. Dig. 39. 2. 24.) Compare
COQUUS.
FURNUS

(t7rj/(fr). An oven-, for

baking bread (Plaut. Cas. ii. 5. 1.

Ov. Fast. vi. 313.), or anything else.

(Plin. H.N. xx. 39. Id. xxviii. 29.)
The excavations of Pompeii have re-

vealed two bakers' shops, with their

ovens, both constructed upon a simi-
lar plan, and in a considerable state

of preservation ; one of which is re-

presented in the annexed woodcut as
it now appears, with some of the mills

for grinding flour in the shop before
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it. The small arch at the bottom
contained the fuel ; the one above, the
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oven itself, over which there is a

flue to carry off the smoke.
2. A baker's shop. (Hor. Sat. i.

4. 37.) The preceding illustration

shows a baker's shop, with some mills

for grinding flour on the left hand,
and the oven at the bottom.

3. A hot air or vapour bath, as

contradistinguished from balneum, a
warm water bath. (Hor. Ep. i. 11.

13.) See CALDARIUM, SUDATIO.
FUS'CINA (rpiWa). A large

fork with three or more branches,

employed by fishermen for spearing
fish, as represented in the annexed

woodcut, from a mosaic picture in

an ancient temple of Bacchus near
Rome. It was likewise given by
artists and poets to Neptune instead

of a sceptre, as the more appro-
priate symbol for the god of the ocean.
Cic. N.D. i. 36. and woodcut s.

TRIDENS.
2. A weapon of similar form and

character, used by the class of gladi-
ators called Retiarii, with which they

attacked their adversaries, after they
had hampered them by casting a net

over their heads, as exhibited in the

annexed engraving, from an ancient

mosaic. Suet. Col. 30. Juv. ii. 143.

FUSCIN'ULA. Diminutive of
FUSCINA. A carving-fork and eating-

fork. (Vulg. Exod. xxvii. 3.) The
absence of any express name for

articles of this description amongst
the genuine old Greek and Latin

authors now remaining to us, has
induced a very general belief that

the ancients were unacquainted with
this convenient piece of table furni-

ture ; though it is well authenticated

that the use of it was introduced into

Europe from Italy, where it was
in common use long before other
nations had learned the advantage
of such a luxury. (Coryate, Cru-

dities, p. 60. London, 1776.) But
the two specimens here exhibited
are sufficient to establish the fact of
forks being employed by the ancients

at least partially, and for the same

purposes as they now are, although
the positive name by which they
were called may not have been dis-

covered. The first represents a two-

pronged silver fork found in a ruin
on the Via Appia (Caylus, Recueil,
iii. 84.) ; the other, with five prongs,
one of which is broken off, resem-

bling our silver forks, in a tomb at
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Pacstum, and is now preserved in the

Museum at Naples. The authenticity

of the first has been doubted by those

who are unwilling to admit that the

ancients were acquainted with such

contrivances (Beckman, Hist, of In-

ventions, ii. pp. 407 413. London,

1846.) ; and it is certainly possible

that Count Caylus may have been im-

posed upon by the person from whom
he purchased it ; though the tasteful

character of the article affords an

evidence of its genuineness, corre-

sponding as it does with the usual

style of ancient manufactures, in

which the arts of design were uni-

versally exerted to embellish even

the commonest utensils employed for

the most ordinary purposes of daily
life ; but the fork from the Psestan

tomb will not admit of suspicion.
This same tomb abounded in objects
of antiquarian interest, and has fur-

nished more than seven illustrations

for these pages, several of them

unique in their kind ;
the spear with

an ansa, at p. 38. ; the gridiron, p.

212; the fire-dogs, s. VAR^;
;

the

war truncheon, s. PHALANGA ; the

helmet, greaves, belt, and breast-

plate S. BUCCULJE, OCREA, ClN-

GULUM, 4., LORICA, 1.
; besides

several others of more common
occurence. Whether the Romans
really used the word now under
illustration to designate an eating-
fork, may, however, be a matter
of dispute; for it certainly has no
classic authority to rest upon. The
Greek Kpedypa undoubtedly corre-

sponds with the Latin harpayo, a
flesh-hook ; furca, fuscina, furcula,
and furcilia are all applied in the

passages where they occur to instru-

ments of much larger dimensions
than eating-forks ; but the precise

meaning conveyed by diminutives
in the Latin language is very varied
and arbitrary. Certainly, furcula or

furcilia might have been appropri-
ately used for a two-pronged fork,
like the top figure, and fuscinula, or
fuscinella (which occurs as a cogno-

men ap. Grut. Inscript. 1141. 1.), for

one with a greater number of prongs,
like the lower one.

FUSO'RIUM. A drain or cess-

pool from a kitchen sink, &c. Pal-

lad, i. 37. 4. ib. 17. 1.

FUSTER'NA. The upper portion
of a fir pole, which is thick set with

branches, as contradistinguished from

the lower part (sapimis), which is

free from knots. Plin. H. N. xv.

76. 1.

FUSTIB'ALUS. A contrivance

for throwing stones, consisting of a

four foot pole, which had a sling
attached in the centre, and being
whirled round with both hands, dis-

charged the stones with great vio-

lence. Veg. Mil. iii. 14.

FUSTUA'RIUM (Cv\oK<nrla).

A punishment inflicted upon soldiers

for desertion or other serious offences ;

in which the offender was beaten to

death with heavy sticks (fustes) laid on

by his comrades. Liv. v. 6. Cic. Phil.

iii. 6. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. vi. 825.

FUSUS (fcrpcwrros). A spindle;

usually made of a stick about twelve

inches in length, and /
used with the distaff (co-

ins'), for twisting or spin-

ning the fibres of wool
or flax into thread (Plin.
H.N. xi. 27. Ovid. Met.
vi. 22. Tibull. ii. 1.

64.); a process de-

scribed at length
under the word
NEO. The small

figure in the en-

graving represents
a spindle used by Leda in a Pom-
peian painting ; the other two are

from an Egyptian original, the right
hand showing the instrument before

being used, the other as it would

appear with the thread wound round

it, after it has been twisted.

FU'TILE. A vessel with a broad
mouth and sharp-pointed bottom,
like the annexed example, from an

original found at Rome. This form
was originally adopted for the ser-

t
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vice of Vesta, in order that the mi-

nisters of that god-
dess might not be

able to set it down
when filled with

water ; it being con-

trary to religious

punctilioes that

water used in her

ceremonies should

ever have stood

upon the ground.
Serv. ad Virg. Mn. xi. 339. Donat.

ad Terent. Andr. iii. 5. 3.

G.

GAB'ALUS. A word said to be

formed from the Hebrew language,
and equivalent to the Latin CRUX, a

cross or stake upon which criminals

were impaled (Varro ap. Non. s. v.

p. 117.); whence the same word is

also used to designate a worthless fel-

low, or one who deserved impalement.
Macrin. Imp. ap. Capitolin. 11.

GAB'AT A. A particular kind

of dish for table service, in fashion at

Rome during the time of Martial ; but

respecting its characteristics nothing
is known. Mart. vii. 48. Id. xi. 31.

G^E'SUM (yauTov). A very strong
and weighty javelin, which appears
to have been made, both head and

stock, of solid iron (Pollux, vii. 156.),

and to have been employed as a mis-

sile, rather than as a spear (Cses.

B. G. iii. 4.), each warrior carrying
two as his complement. (Varro, ap.
Non. s. v. p. 555.) The weapon was
of Gaulish origin (Virg. JEn. viii.

662.) ; though it was sometimes used

by the Romans (Liv. viii. 8.), by the

Iberians (Athen. vi. 106.), the Car-

thaginians (Liv. xxvi. 6. Sil. Ital.

ii. 444.), and the Greeks. (Stat.

Theb. iv. 64.)
GALBANA'TUS. Wearing gar-

ments of a yellow dye (galbana).
Mart. iii. 82.

GAL'BANUM. A garment of a

yellow colour ; regarded as a sign

of foppishness or effeminacy when
worn by men. Juv. ii. 95. Compare
Mart. i. 97.

GAL'EA (xpuvos, K6pvs, irepiKtQd-

Xaios). In its strict sense, this word

was originally employed to designate
a helmet of skin or leather, in contra-

distinction to cassis, which implied a

casque of metal; but as the latter mate-

rial was generally substituted amongst
the Romans instead of leather as

early as the time of Camillus, the

original distinction was soon lost

sight of, and the term galea came
into common use, signifying any
kind of helmet. (Isidor. Orig. xviii.

14. Ov. Met. viii. 25. Virg. JEn. v.

490. The annexed illustration pre-

sents the front and side view of an

original Roman helmet of bronze
found at Pompeii, in which city
several others of similar form and
character have been discovered. It

contains all the parts usually belong-

ing to the ordinary Roman helmet ;

the ridge at the top of the scull-cap,
to which a crest of plumes or horse-

hair was attached; a projection in

front and at the back, to protect the

forehead and nape of the neck ; the

cheek-pieces, by which it was fast-

ened under the chin ; and a perfo-
rated visor, which covered the entire

face like a mask. The small orna-

ment at the side of the head-piece,

resembling a shell, was intended to

hold a feather, in the same manner as

shown by the figure s. SICARIUS.

2. The ordinary helmets worn by
the Roman soldiers on the triumphal
arches and columns, are of a more

simple character, being smaller, and
without visors, but with cheek-pieces,
and in place of the crest, a knob or
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ring at the top, as exhibited by the

annexed specimens, from the column

of Trajan.
3. The helmets of the centurions

had the scull-piece of a similar cha-

racter to those of the soldiery, exhi-

bited in the last woodcut ;
but were

furnished with a ridge at the top,

like that shown by the first wood-

cut, which was plated with silver,

and adorned with dark plumes tower-

ing to a considerable height (Polyb.
vi. 21.), and placed transversely on

the ridge (Veg. Mil ii. 16.), so that

they drooped forwards all round, in

the manner represented by the an-

nexed engraving, from one of the

slabs on the arch of Constantine,
which originally belonged to the

arch of Trajan.
4. The helmets of the generals and

superior officers were more elabo-

rately ornamented, and resembled
the latter styles of Grecian helmets.

They are seldom exhibited in sculp-
ture or painting, as great personages
are for the most part represented
bareheaded.

5. Galea pellibus tecta. The stand-
ard bearers on the arches and co-

lumns are universally represented as

Vegetius describes them (Mil. ii. 16.),
with a close scull-cap, over which the
head and skin of some wild beast is

drawn, so that the face appears

through the gaping jaws, and nothing
of the helmet is seen, except the

cheek pieces on the sides of the face ;

as shown by the annexed example,
from the column of Trajan.

6. Galea venatoria. A scull-cap
of leather or of fur, worn by hunts-

men (Nepos, Dat. 14. 3.), like the

examples s. CUDO and GALERUS, 1.

7. (auAwTi-ts). The old Greek
helmet of the heroic ages was of a

very different character to any of

those yet described, being made with

an immovable mask to fit the face,

leaving only two holes for the eyes,
so that when pulled close down, it

entirely covered and concealed the

visage, whence galeis abscondunt oras.

(Sil. Ital. xiv. 656. Compare Stat.

Theb. xi. 373.) The illustration re-

presents two helmets of this descrip-

tion, both from fictile vases ; the one
on the left drawn down over the

face, the other as it was worn when

pushed back, before or after an
action.

8. The form last described soon

fell into disuse on account of its in-

convenience, and then the regular
Greek helmets were constructed upon
a model generally resembling the an-

nexed examples, from fictile vases,
and consisted of the following indi-

vidual parts; K&VOS (apex), the

ridge on the top of the head-piece, to

which the crest was affixed ; \6<f)os

(crista), the crest, consisting of horse
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hair, and sometimes two or three
of these were worn, as in the right-

hand figure ; yfivov, a projection
over the front of the face like a pent,
sometimes moveable, but more usu-

ally fixed; irapayva6i5es (bucculce),

cheek-pieces, attached to each side of

the casque by hinges, and fastened

under the chin by a clasp or a button ;

</>dAos, a bright ornament, generally
formed by some figure in relief,

which was affixed to different parts
of the helmet. In the right-hand

figure the (f)d\os consists of two

griffins, one on each side of the ridge ;

such a helmet was thence termed Si-

4>aAos : 'in other specimens the crest

itself is supported upon a similar

figure, in the manner described

by Homer (//. xiii. 614.), just under
the plume ;

and sometimes they are

seen projecting in very bold relief,

over the front and round the sides

of the casque, as in the colossal statue

of Minerva, when the helmet was

termed djj.<f>ifya.\os, and the <pd\oi in

such cases, when sufficiently large,

would touch each other, as mentioned

by Homer, 77. xiii. 132. Id. xvi. 216.

GAL'EOLA. A large vessel used

as an ACRATOPHORON, to hold the

wine before it was mixed for drinking
at table (Varro, de Vit. Pop. Rom.

ap. Non. p. 547. Interp. Vet. ad

Virg. Eel. vii. 33.); evidently so

termed from being made in a deep
and circular form like a helmet.

GALERIC'ULUM. Diminutive

of GALERUM ; both in the sense of a

fur cap (Frontin. Strateg. iv. 7. 29.) ;

and a wig. Suet, Ot/io, 12.

GALERI'TUS. Wearing a fur

cap (galerus), like the early inhabi-
tants of Latium ; and thence, by
implication, in rude or rustic attire.

Prop. iv. i. 29.

GALE'RUS and GALE'RUM
(itvveri}. A scull-cap made from
the skin of ani- ^^^
mals with the fur

left on ; worn by
rustics (Virg. Mo-
ret 121.) ; hunts-
men (Grat. Cyneg.
339. ) ; and by the old inhabitants of

Latium, instead of a helmet. (Virg.
Mn. vi. 688.) The example is given
by Du Choul (Castramet. p. 100.),
from a Roman monument.

2. A fur cap of similar character,
but made out of the skin of a victim
which had been
slain at the altar,

and having a spike
of olive wood, sur-

rounded by a flock

of wool, on the top.

(Serv. ad Virg.
Mn. ii. 683.) It

was worn by the

Pontifices (Apul. Apol. p. 441.), and
the Salii (Juv. viii. 208.), and is

shown by the annexed engraving,
from a medal of M. Antony.

3. A wig of artificial hair (Juv. vi.

120. Avian. Fab. x.), sewn on to a

scalp, in order to fit the head in the

same manner as still practised.

(Tertull. de Cult. Foem. Suet. Otho,
12. Compare Ov. A. Am. in. 165.)

Many of the female busts, and even
some of the portrait statues, preserved
in the Vatican and Capitol, are fur-

nished with a moveable scalp, some-
times executed in a different-coloured

marble from the rest of the statue,

so that it could be taken off and

changed at pleasure ; of which an
instance is afforded by the annexed
bust from a statue of Julia Soemias,
the mother of the Emperor Helioga-
balus. The entire scalp representing
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hair is removeable, with the excep-

tion of the two tresses on the shoul-

ders, which are carved out of the

solid block of marble. Some anti-

quaries are of opinion that these

scalps were intended to represent

wigs, and infer from thence that it

was the fashion at Rome for females

of all ages to shave off their own

hair, and wear an artificial peruke,
at the periods when these busts were

executed ; but it is far more reason-

able to attribute the practice to the

frivolous and ever changing modes
of the day, and to recognise in them
an expedient resorted to by sculptors,

in order to gratify the vanity of their

patrons, who, being unwilling to see

their own portraits in a head-dress

which was no longer in vogue, could

by this means alter the coiffure with

the change of the day, without dis-

figuring or mutilating the statue.

GALL'ICjE. A pair of Gaulish

shoes; the original of the French

galoches and of our galoshes. They
were low shoes, not reaching quite so

high as the ankle, had one or more
thick soles (Edict. Dioclet. p. 24.),
and small upper leather, which was

entirely open over the front of the

instep, like the modern galosh, and
the right-hand figure in the cut ; or
laced in front, and fastened by a liga-
ture round the top, as in the left-hanc

example ; whence they are classec

amongst the solece by the Latin

GARUM.

writers, to distinguish them from

he regular calcei, which were close-

fitting high-lows that completely

enveloped the foot and ankle. They
were partially adopted at Rome be-

bre the age of Cicero, and were

worn with the lacerna ; but such a

style of dress was regarded as inde-

corous and anti-national. (Cic. Phil.

i. 30. Aul. Gell. xiii. 21.) Under
he empire they came into more
common use, and were made for all

lasses, and of different qualities.

(Edict. Dioclet. /. c.) Both the spe-
cimens in the engraving are copied
?rom a sarcophagus discovered in the

Villa Amendola at Rome, in the year
1830, which represents a battle be-

tween the Romans and Gauls ; the

one on the left is worn by a Gaulish

prince, the other by a captive of the

same nation.

GA'NEA or GA'NEUM. An
eating-house of the lowest and most
immoral description, at which faci-

lities were afforded for every kind

of indulgence, as well as eating
and drinking. (Suet. Cal 11. Ter.

Adelph. in. 3. 5. Liv. xxvi. 2.) A
receptacle of this kind has been dis-

covered in the principal street at

Pompeii, near the entrance to the

town ; the public room is fitted up as

a wine shop, and gives admission into

a back parlour, the walls of which
are painted in fresco with a variety
of indelicate subjects, characteristic

of the purposes to which it was ap-

plied.
GA'NEO. Literally, one who

frequents a ganea; thence a glutton

(Juv. xi. 58.) ; and, by implication,
a person of loose and disorderly

habits, for the indulgence of which
such places were established. Cic.

Cat. ii. 4. Tac. Ann. xvi. 18.

GAR'UM (yapov}. A sauce made
from the blood and entrails of sea

fish salted down, like the caviare of

our day. It was used in a great

many ways both in the kitchen and
at table ; and was manufactured of
different qualities, good, bad, and in-
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different, which accounts for the con-

flicting terms in which it is spoken
of, sometimes as a choice delicacy,
and at others as an inferior kind of
food. Plin. H. N. xxxi. 43. Hor.
Sat. ii. 8. 46. Mart. vii. 27. Id. vi. 93.

GASTRUM. An earthenware

vessel, with a full swelling body or

belly; whence the name. Pet. Sat.

70. 6. Ib. 79. 3.

GAUL US (yav\6s). A large
round full-bodied vessel, which might
be put to several uses ; as, a drinking-
goblet (Plaut. End. v. 2. 32.); a

milk-pail (Horn. Od. ix. 223.); a
water-bucket (Herod, vi. 119.); &c.

2. (yav\os). A particular kind of

ship, of a round build, with a broad

beam, and capacious hold (Festus,
*. v. Aul. Gell. x. 25. 3.), employed
by the Phoenician merchants and

by pirates, in consequence of its

fitness for stowing away any quantity
of booty.

GAU'SAPA, GAU'SAPE, and
GAU'SAPUM (yafomrris). Woollen
cloth of a particular fabric, introduced
at Rome about the time of Augustus,
which had a long nap on one side,
but was smoother on the other. It

was used by both sexes for articles of

clothing, as well as for tablecloths,

napkins, bed covers, and other do-

mestic purposes. Plin. H. JV. viii.

73. Lucil. Sat. xxi. 9. Gerlach. Ov.
A. Am. ii. 300. Hor. Sat. ii. 8. 11.

Mart. xiv. 152.

2. A wig made of the light flaxen

hair, peculiar to the German races,
which colour was much
prized by the ladies of

Rome. Wigs of this kind
were also got up and worn

by men hired to represent German
captives at some of the mock tri-

umphs of the Roman emperors (Pers.
Sat. vi. 46.), when they decreed
themselves this honour without

having subdued the country. The
figure in the engraving appears on a

trophy of the column of Antoninus,
erected to commemorate the victories

of that emperor over the Germans;

an appropriate, but not very noble

symbol of their defeat.

GAUSAPA'TUS and GAUSA-
PI'NUS. Applied to any thing made
of the cloth called gausape. Senec.

Ep. 53. Mart. xiv. 145.

GEMEL'LAR. A particular kind
of case for holding oil (Columell. xii.

50. 10.) ; the characteristic properties
of which are conjectured to consist in

having two recipients, side by side,

instead of a single cavity.
GENIUS (AyaQo&altuav). A good

spirit, or guardian angel of the male

sex, believed to spring into being with

every mortal at his birth, and to die

with him, after having attended him,
directed his actions, and watched over
his welfare through life. (Hor. Ep.
ii. 2. 187. Tibull. iv. 5.) He is re-

presented as a beautiful boy, entirely

naked with the exception of the youth-
ful chlamys on his shoulder, and
furnished with a pair of bird's-wings,
in the manner represented by the

annexed engraving from a painting
at Pompeii. Compare JUNONES.

2. Genius loci. The guardian spirit

of a place ;
for amongst the ancients

every spot and locality in town or

country, buildings, mountains, rivers,

woods, &c., was believed to have its

own peculiar genius, or presiding

spirit; which was portrayed under
the form of a serpent (Serv. ad. Virg.
JEn. v. 85. Inscript. ap. Grut. viii.

4. Prudent, contra Symmach. ii.

441,) ; consequently images of these

s s 2
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reptiles are frequently represented

feeding upon
an altar ; or, as

in the example,
from a painting
in the Ther-
ma3 of Titus,

with an altar

between them,
as a sign to de-

ter passengers
from " com-

mitting a nui-

sance," out of respect for the genius
who presides there.

3. (/fa/co5aiVwv.) Amongst the

Christian writers on sacred subjects,
the Genius is represented as an evil

spirit, said to be condemned to eter-

nal punishment, for his pride and
rebellious conduct. TertulL Apol. 32.

Anim. 39. Lact. ii. 15,

GERR^ (7ep/5oi/). Any thing
made of wicker work

; whence trifles,

trumpery, mere bagatelles, Plaut. Pan.
i. 1. 9. Ep. ii. 2. 45.

GER'ULUS. A porter. (Hor. Ep.
ii. 2. 72. Suet. Cal 40.) Same as

BAJULUS.
GESTA'TIO. A part of an orna-

mental garden or pleasure-ground,
divided into shady walks and vistas
of sufficient extent for the proprietor
and his guests to be carried about
them for exercise in a palanquin (lec-

tica). Plin. Ep. v. 6. 17. Id. ii. 17. 13.

GESTICULA'RIA. A panto-
mimic actress, who expresses the cha-
racter she has to personate by dancing
and mimetic action of the hands and
feet, but without the use of language
Aul. Cell. i. 5. 2.

GESTICULA'TOR. A panto-
mimic actor, who expresses his part
by gesticulations and mimetic motions
of the body, but without speech. Co-
lumell. i. Prof. 3.

GILLO (jSauKaAioJ/, jSawaAts). A
vessel for cooling wine and water in
(Poet. Vet. in Antholog. Lat. ii. p. 369.

Burman.), made of earthenware (Cas-
sian. Institut. iv. 16.), and with a
narrow neck, which caused the liquid

to gurgle as it was poured out. Poet.

Vet. /. c. p. 406.

GIN'GLYMUS (ytyytofus). Lite-

rally, a joint which moves in a socket,

like the elbow ; thence a hinge (Xen.

Eq. xii. 6.), the action of which re-

sembles that of a joint in the human
frame. The cabinets of antiquities

contain numerous specimens of these

contrivances, framed in the different

patterns in use at this day, and of all

sizes. Of the two examples here

given, the top one is from Pompeii,
the other is preserved in the British

Museum. The Latin name is not

met with in any of their writers, and

consequently requires authority ;
but

the Greek one is undoubted ; and the

Romans must have had an appropriate
name for a hinge, distinct from cardo,

which expresses a very different object.

GIN'GRINUS. See TIBIA.

GIRGIL'LUS. The roller turned

by a windlass, in or-

der to raise waterfrom
a well by means of a

rope and bucket ; a

contrivance precisely
similar to those used
in most country places
at the present day, as

shown by the annexed

example from a mar-
ble sarcophagus of the Vatican Ceme-

tery. Isidor. Orig. xx. 15.

GLADIATORES (/iwo/irfxoi).

Gladiators. A general name given to

men who were trained to combat with

deadly weapons, for the amusement of

the Roman citizens, at public funerals,
in the circus, and more particularly
in the amphitheatres. They were
selected for the most part from cap-
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lives taken in war, but were sometimes

slaves, and more rarely freeborn citi-

zens who volunteered for the occasion.

They were also divided into different

classes, with characteristic names, de-

scriptive of the weapons and accoutre-

ments they used, or the peculiar mode
in which they fought ; all of which
are enumerated in the Classed Index,
and illustrated under their respective
titles ; but the annexed figure, repre-
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senting the portrait of a famous gladi-
ator in the reign of Caracalla, from a

sepulchral monument, will afford an
idea of the usual appearance, arms,
and accoutrements of the ordinary
gladiator, who was not enlisted in any
of the special bands.

GLADIATO'RIUM. The pay or

wages given to a free-born person who
trained and served as a gladiator for

hire. Liv. xliv. 31.

GLADIATU'RA. The practice
or art of a gladiator. Tac. Ann. iii. 43.

GLAD'IOLUS (tifiSiov-). Dimi-
nutive of GLADIUS

;
same as LINGULA.

Aul. Gell. x. 25.

G L A D I U S (fyos). Like our

sword; in some respects a general
term, descriptive of a certain class of

instruments, which admit of occasional

variety both in size and shape ; but
more particularly used to designate
the straight, two-edged, cutting and

thrusting glaives of the Greek and
Roman soldiery, as contradistinguished

from the curved and fine- pointed
swords employed by foreign nations,
or by particular classes of their own

countrymen ;
all of which were de-

signated by characteristic names, enu-

merated in the Classed Index, and
illustrated under their proper titles.

The Greek |t>os had a leaf-shaped

blade, no guard, but a short cross-bar

at the hilt, as in the annexed example,
and the woodcuts at pp. 146. 148., all

from fictile vases. It was not more
than twenty inches long, and was

suspendedby a shoulder-strap (balteus)

against the left side, as shown by the

figure of Agamemnon at p. 73. The
Romans used a sword of similar cha-

racter to the Greek one until the time
of Hannibal, when they adopted the

Spanish or Celtiberian blade (Polyb.
vi. 23.), which was straight-edged,

longer and heavier than that of the

Greeks (Florus. ii. 7. 9.), as will be

readily understood from the annexed

example, representing a Roman gla-
dius in its sheath, from an original
found at Pompeii. On the triumphal
arches and columns, the common
soldiers wear their swords in the
manner stated by Polybius (/. c.), on
the right side, suspended by a shoulder-

band, as shown by the engravings at

pp. 6. 22. 136. ; the officers wear their

swords on the left, attached to a belt
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round the waist (cinctorium, and wood-

cut, p. 1 59.) ; and the swords of the

cavalry are longer than the weapons
of the infantry.GLANS OoAugSfs). A large
leaden slug or plummet, cast in a

mould, and used instead of a stone to

be discharged from a sling. (Sail.

Jug. 61. Liv. xxxviii. 20, 21. 29).
The engraving represents an original
found at the ancient Labicum

; the

letters FIR are for firmiter,
" Throw

steadily," or Feri, Roma (Inscript. ap.
Orelli. 4932.), "Strike, O Rome!"

.

A clew, or

. ., ,

Others have been found in Greece,
inscribed with the figure of a thun

derbolt, or AEHAI,
" Take this."

GLOMUS (roAi
ball of wool (Hor.

Ep. i. 13. 14. Lu-
cret. i. 360.), or flax

(Plin. H.N. xxxvi.
19. 4.), taken off

the spindle (fusus)
after it had been

spun into worsted
or thread, and rolled

up into a ball to be

ready for using in

the loom. The il-

lustration is copied
from a frieze in the forum of Nerva,
at Rome, on which various processes
of spinning and weaving are displayed,
and represents a young female carry-
ing a lapfull of clews from the spin-
ning to the weaving department.
GLUTINA'TOR. Literally, one

who sticks things together with glue
(gluten or glutinum); whence the
word is used specially to designate a

person who practises the art of orna-

menting books, and preparing the
sheets for the copyists to write upon,
by glueing together strips of papyrus
to make a page, and also the diffe-
rent pages to make a roll or volume.
Cic. Att. iv. 4. Lucil. Sat. xxvi. 42.
Gerlach.

GNO'MON (yv&iiMv). The index
or pin on a sun-dial which
marks the hour by the
shadow it casts (Plin.
H. N. ii. 74. Vitruv. i.

6. 6.), as shown by the
annexed engraving from
a silver cup of Greek

workmanship, discovered
at Porto d' Anzio, the old Antium.
GOM'PHUS (7^05). Properly

a Greek word, which signifies a large

wedge-shaped pin (Schol. Aristoph.
Eq. 463. Tertull. Apol. 12.) driven
between two objects, to increase the

firmness or tightness of contiguous
members, whence the same term was

adopted by the Romans to designate
the large, round-headed, and wedge-
shaped stones, which they used to

place at intervals between the ordi-

nary kirb stones bounding the foot-

pavements of their roads and streets

(Stat. Sylv. iv. 3. 48.), as shown by
the annexed engraving, represent-

ing a part of the road and pavement
at the entrance to Pompeii. These
stones are not only shaped like a

wedge, to produce lateral pressure,
but are much longer than the other

ones, and are formed with projecting

heads, so that they also prevent the

rest from rising upwards out of the

level.

GRABA'TULUS. Diminutive of

GRABATUS. ApuL-Jfet 1. pp.8, 9. 12.

GRABA'TUS (Kpdaros or KPa-
garos). A small low couch or bed of

the commonest description (Cic. Div.

ii. 63. Virg. Morct. 5.), such as was
used by poor people, having a mere
network of cords stretched over the

frame (Lucil. Sat. vi. 13. Gerlach.
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Pet. Sat. 97. 4.), to support the mat-

trass, precisely as represented by the

annexed engraving, from a terra-cotta

lamp.
GRADFLIS. See PANIS, 2.

GRADUS. A set of bed-steps,

consisting of several stairs (Varro,
L. L. v. 168.), which were requisite

step by which he entered the porch
(Vitruv. iii. 4. 4.) ;

the superstition
of the people leading them to think a

contrary course ill-omened.

3. The seats upon which the spec-
tators sat in a theatre, amphitheatre,
or circus. (Inscript. ap. Marini. Frat.

Arv. pp. 130. 23. Compare TESSERA

THEATRALIS.) These were deep

steps rising over one another in tiers,

as shown by the annexed view from
the larger theatre at Pompeii, in

which the seats (gradus) are the

when the bedstead was of such a

height from the ground that it could
not be reached by a simple scamnum.
The illustration represents Dido's

marriage bed in the Vatican Virgil, I

with a set of these steps at its foot.

2. A flight of steps leading up to

the porch (pronaos) of a temple.
j

(Cic. Att. iv. 1. Virg. Mn. i. 448.) |

In Greek temples it usually con-
sisted of only three steps ; but the

Roman architects added a dozen or

more, and sometimes divided them
into two flights, as in the annexed

example from the ruins of a small

temple in the Forum at Pompeii. In

all cases, however, the steps were of

an uneven number, in order that the

person ascending, who naturally com-
menced with his right foot, might
place the same one on the topmost

larger steps; the smaller ones, run-

ning direct from the doors of en-

trance, being only staircases (scalce),

by which the spectator descended
until he arrived at the particular

gradus, on which the place belonging
to him was situated.

4. The parallel ridges, like steps,
on the inside of a dice-box (fritillus'),

for the purpose of mixing the dice

when shaken, and giving them a dis-

position to rotate when cast from it

(Auson. Profess, i. 28.) ;
as shown by

the section in the annexed engraving,
from an original discovered at Rome.

5. The lines or wrinkles on the

roof of a horse's mouth, which re-

semble those in a dice-box. Veg.
Vet. i. 22. 11. Ib. 2. 4.
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6. A studied and feminine arrange-
ment of the hair, -when artificially

disposed in parallel waves or grada-
tions rising one over the other, like

steps (Quint, xii. 10. 47.), the same

as now termed "
crimping." Nero is

said to have had his head always
dressed in this manner (Suet. Nero,

51.); and a statue representing that

emperor in the character of Apollo
Citharcedus (Mus. Pio-Clem. iii. 4.)

has the hair parted in the centre, and

regularly crimped on both sides, like

a girl's.

GRjECOSTAD'ITJM. Capitol.
Antonin. 8. Same as

GR^COS'TASIS. The foreign

embassy; a building in the Roman
Forum, near the Comitium, in which
ambassadors from foreign states were

lodged at the public expense during
their mission. (Varro, L. L. v. 155.

Cic. Q. Fr. ii. 1.) Three magnificent
Corinthian columns, with a portion
of their entablature, still standing
under the north-east corner of the

Palatine hill, are supposed by some

antiquaries to be the remains of this

edifice ; but the style of the architec-

ture, which presents one of the most

perfect models now remaining in

Rome, is certainly antecedent to the

reign of Antoninus, to which period
any ruins of the Graecostasis, if they
now remained, must belong, as it was
rebuilt by that emperor, after having
been totally destroyed by fire. Capi-
tol. Antonin. 8.

GRALL^E. A pair of stilts made,
as they still are, with a fork to em-
brace the foot

;
and originally in-

vented for the actors who personated
Pan or the satyrs on the stage, in

order that they might appear with
the thin and slender legs ascribed to
these goat-footed deities. Festus. s.

Grallatores. Varro ap. Non. p. 115.
and CAPRIPES.
GRALLA'TOR (/faAoec^w*, Ka\o-

edrrjs). One who walks upon stilts.

Plaut. Pan. iii. 1. 27. Varro, ap.
Non. p. 115. and GRALL.E.
GRANA'RIUM. Often used in

a general sense as synonymous with

horreum, a granary or magazine for

storing corn (Varro, R. R. i. 57. Hor.
Sat. i. 1. 53.); but more accurately
distinguished by Palladius (i. 19. 2.),
as a cell or bin in the general depot,
which contained a great number of

these, each destined for the reception
of a different kind of grain.
GRAPHIA'RIUM or Graphiaria

Theca. A sheath or case for holding
the sharp-pointed graver (graphium),

employed for writing on tablets covered
with wax. Mart. xiv. 21. Suet.

Claud. 35.

GRAPH'IUM (ypaQlov). A sharp-
pointed instrument, or sort of graver
made of iron or bronze, employed for

writing on wooden tablets covered
with wax. (Isidor. Orig. vi. 9. Ov.
Am. i. 11. 23.) The example repre-

sents an original between eight and
nine inches long, found in an excava-
tion at Rome, which is made to open,
and shut (top figure), and affords

ample testimony to the truth of the

anecdotes which speak of persons

being wounded, even mortally, with
this instrument. Suet. Cces. 82. Id.

Col. 28. Senec. Clem. i. 14.

GREGA'RIUS sc. miles. An
orderly or common foot-soldier of the

rank and file. (Cic. Plane. 30. Tac.

Hist. v. 1.) Their accoutrements, of

course, varied according to the class

of troops to which they belonged,
and whether Romans, allies, or auxi-

liaries.

2. Gregarius eques. A cavalry

trooper below the rank of an officer.

Tac. Hist. iii. 51.

GREM'IUM. A lap ; that is, the

seat or cavity formed by the belly
and thighs of a person in a sitting

posture ; upon which, for instance,

nurses and mothers place their
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Virg.

116.);

children (Cic. Div. ii. 41.

jEn. i. 689. Pedo Albin. i.

thence applied in

a more special
sense to the lap
or hollow made

by raising up the

lower part of a

tunic or mantle,
as women do

their aprons, in

order to form a

receptacle for

holding any-

thing. (Pet. Sat.

60. 4.) Thus,
in strictness it differs from sinus,

which was formed over the chest,

whereas the gremium fell lower down
and over the' belly, as in the annexed
illustration from a terra-cotta lamp ;

but this distinction is not always pre-
served.

GRFPHUS (yptyos and ypiiros}.

Properly a Greek word, denoting one

of the various kinds of fishing-nets

employed in Greece (Oppian. Hal.

iii. 81.) ; but of what precise nature

is not ascertained. The Romans
used the same term to designate an

engine of war (Not. Tires, p. 126.),

the characteristic properties of which
are equally unknown. From some

analogy with these objects the same
word was used in a metaphorical sense

to signify any thing doubtful or ob-

scure, such as a riddle or enigma.

Aristoph. Vesp. 20. Aul. Gell. i. 2. 2.

GROMA and GRUMA (yv&nuv}.
An instrument usedby land-surveyors,

engineers, and persons of that class ;

which was set up as an index for the

purpose of enabling them to draw

their lines, or direct their roads per-

fectly straight to any given point.

(Non. s. v. p. 63. Hyg. de Limit, p.

164. Goes.) Hence degrumari, to

make straight (Lucil. Sat. iii. 15.

Gerlach.) ;
and grumce, the central

point at which four cross-roads meet.

Non. I. c.

GRYPS and GRYPHUS frpfy).

A griffin; a fabulous animal (Plin.

H. N. x. 69.), mostly represented with
the body and legs of a lion, sur-

mounted by the

head and wings
of an eagle ;

thus combining
strength with agi-

lity. It was, con-

sequently, em-

ployed as an
emblem of vigi-

lance, and is frequently represented
in tombs and on sepulchral lamps, as

it were in the act of guarding the

remains deposited therein. The ex-

ample, from a terra-cotta lamp, pos-
sesses all the qualities and character-

istics described.

GUBERNAC'ULUM (jrnUxiov}.
A rudder ; which originally was no-

thing more than a large oar, with a

very broad blade, as in the right-hand

figure, from the column of Trajan,
either fastened by braces (Junes,

Veg. Mil iv. 46. C "7Aat Eur- Hel.

1556.) outside the quarters of a vessel,

or passed through an aperture in the

bulwarks ; but in its more improved
form it was furnished with a cross-

bar inboard, which served as a tiller,

like the left-hand figure, from a Pom-

peian painting ;
and its different parts

were distinguished by the following
names : ansa, the handle, A ; clavus,

the tiller, B ; pinna, the blade, c.

The word is frequently used in the

plural ; because the ancient vessels

were commonly furnished with two

rudders, one on each quarter (wood-

cut, p. 247.), each of which had its

T T
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own helmsman, if the vessel was a

large one (Scheffer,Mz7. Nav. p. 301.) ;

but were both managed by a single

steersman when it was small enough,
as in the following example.
GUBERNA'TORC/cvge^W). A

helmsman or pilot, who sat at the

stern to steer the vessel (Cic. Sen. 9.),

gave orders to the rowers, and di-

rected the management of the sails.

4. ), as in the annexed example ; but

i 1

~

(Virg. Mn. x. 218. Lucan. viii. 193.)
He was next in command to the

magister, and immediately above the

proreta. (Scheffer, Mil. Nav. p. 302.)
The illustration is from a bas-relief

found at Pozzuoli.

GURGUST'IOLUM. (Apul.
Met. i. p. 17. iv. p. 70.) Diminutive of

GURGUST'IUM. Any small,

dark, and gloomy hovel or dwelling-

place. Cic. Pis. 6. Suet. Gramm. 11.

GUSTA'TIO. Any kind of deli-

cacy taken as a relish or stimulant
to the appetite before a meal. Pet.

Sat. 21. 6. Id. 31. 8.

GUSTATO'RIUM. The tray
upon which a gustatio was served up ;

often made of valuable materials,
and lined with tortoise-shell. Pet.

Sat. 34. 1. Plin. Ep v. 6. 37. Com-
pare Mart. xiv. 88.

GUSTUM and GUSTUS. (Apic.
iv. 5. Mart. xi. 31. and 52.) Same
as GUSTATIO.

GUTT^S. Drops, in architecture,
used principally under the triglyphs
of the Doric order, in the architrave,
and under the tsenia (Vitruv. iv. 3,

sometimes also applied under the

mutules of the order (Vitruv. iv. 3.

6.), as in the example s. Epistylia,

p. 262. They are shaped like the

frustra of cones, and represent the

drops of water which distil from

above, and hang in pendant drops
below.

GUTTUR'NIUM (*p6xoos). A
water-jug, or ewer; employed espe-

cially for pouring water

over the hands before

and after meals. (Fes-

tus, s. v.} Many of these

have been discovered at

Pompeii, with a lip in

front, upright handle be-

hind, round throat, and
full body, similar to our jugs, but of

a more tasteful outline and of richer

workmanship. The word is formed

from GUTTUS, but the termination,

urnium, is an augmentative, indicating
that it had a larger mouth, as shown
in the example, from a Pompeian
original.
GUTTUS. A jug with a very

narrow neck and small mouth, from
which the liquid poured
out flowed in small quan-
tities, or drop by drop
(Varro, L.L. v. 124.), as

the name implies. Ves-

sels of this kind were used
at the sacrifice for pouring
wine into the patera to make a libation

(Plin. H. N. xvi. 73.) ;
in early times,

or by persons of moderate means, as a

wine jug at the table, before the

Greek epichysis was substituted in its

place (Hor. Sat. i. 6. 118. Varro,

I.e.); in the baths for dropping oil

on the strigil with which the bather
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scraped, in order to lubricate the

edge, and prevent it from wounding
the skin (Juv. Sat. iii. 263.) ; and
also as an oil-cruet, in general. ( Aul.

Cell. xvii. 8.) The example represents
a sacrificial guttus from a Pompeian
painting.
GYMNASIAR'CHUS (yvp.va.ffi-

apxos). A Greek magistrate who had
the superintendence of the public

gymnasia, and a jurisdiction over all

who frequented them. He wore a

purple cloak and white shoes (Plut.
Anton. 33. ), and carried a stick with
which he corrected the youths who
committed any impropriety, or were

guilty of unseemly or indecorous con-

duct whilst performing their exercises.

Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 42. Val. Max. ix.

12. 7. extr. Sidon. Ep. ii. 2.

GYMNASIUM (yv^dffiov). A
public building in which the youth
of Greece were instructed in one of
the principal branches of their edu-

cation, designed for the develop-
ment of their physical powers by the

practice of gymnastic exercises. Al-
most every town in Greece had an
institution of this kind, and Athens

possessed three, the Lyceum, Cynos-
arges, and the Academia

;
all of

which were constructed upon a scale

of great splendour, and furnished
with every kind of convenience ;

covered and open apartments, colon-

nades, shady walks, baths, and other

contrivances conducive to the health

or comfort of the large concourse re-

sorting thither as performers and

spectators, or for the enjoyment of

literary and scientific conversation.

Vitruvius devotes an entire chapter
of his work (v. 11.) to a description
of the manner in which they were

disposed ; and remains of several

Gymnasia have been discovered at

Ephesus, Hierapolis, and Alexandria
in Troas ; all, however, . too much
dilapidated to afford an undoubted

model, corresponding minutely with

all his details, or which might be

produced as an authority sufficiently

perfect to clear up the many ob-
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scurities still apparent in his account.
Yet enough is left of them to show
that all the three edifices were con-

structed upon one and the same

general principle, only varied in the

details and such local distribution of

the parts, as the nature of the site or

taste of the architect would naturally
induce ; a principle, however, which
is the very reverse of that adopted by
the commentators on Vitruvius, in

the conjectural plans which they have
invented to illustrate his text ;

for all

of them, without exception, commit
the remarkable error of placing the

various apartments round the extreme
sides of the building, with the corri-

dors within them, surrounding a large

open area, forming the greater part
of the ground-plot, which thus re-

mains unoccupied ; whereas in all

the three examples above mentioned,
the main body of the building is

situated in the centre of the plan,

upon the very site which the con-

jectural designs leave unoccupied.
And this arrangement is precisely
similar to that adopted for the

Roman Thermae, of which the re-

mains are more complete, and which
were undoubtedly constructed after

the model of the Greek Gymnasia ;

as will be at once apparent by com-

paring the plan s. THERMS with the

one here annexed, which represents
a survey from the Gymnasium at

Ephesus, the most perfect of the

three. The dark tint shows the

actual remains ; the lighter one, the

restorations, which, although par-

tially conjectural, will be perceived,

upon a close inspection, to be in a

great measure authorised by the cor-

responding parts in existence. With
regard to the names and uses assigned
to each portion of the plan, they have
been made to accord, as near as can

be, with the words of Vitruvius,
which is satisfactorily accomplished
in all the more important particu-
lars ; sufficiently, at least, to give the

reader a clear and accurate notion of

the number and variety of parts es-

T T 2
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sentially required in a Greek Gym-
nasium, and of the manner in which

they were usually distributed.

A A A. Three single corridors (por-
ticus simplices) round three sides of

the central pile of building, fitted

with seats and chairs, and adorned

with exedrce for philosophers and

others to retire and converse in.

The two divisions observable at the

bottom angles of the corridors,

each of which is constructed with

a semicircular absis, appear, from

their form and position, to have been

exedrce constructed in the three cor-

ridors (in tribus porticibus), as Vi-

truvius directs. B. A double corri-

dor facing the south (portions duplex
ad meridianas regiones conversa), so

constructed, that the inside walk

might afford shelter from the rain,
when driven inwards by windy wea-
ther. These four corridors taken

together constitute what Vitruvius
calls the peristyle (peristylium), which,
though forming a peripteral portico
round the cluster of rooms comprised
in the central pile, is still a true

peristylium in respect to the outer
parts of the edifice within which it

is situated. (Compare PERIPTEROS

|

and PERISTYLIUM.) c. Ephebeum ;

\

a large hall furnished with seats, in-

i

tended as the exercising-room of the

ephebi, and opening on to the centre

of the double corridor (in duplici

porticu, in media). D. Coryceum, on

the right-hand of the last' apartment

(sub dextro). E. Conisterium, the

next adjoining (deinde proxime). F.

Frigida lavatio ; the cold-water bath,

beyond the conisterium, and after the

turn in the building. Vitruvius places
it exactly in the angle (in versura) ;

I

so that his design provided for three

! rooms on each side of the ephebeum
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instead of two, as in the present ex-

ample ; but the proximate situation is

the same in both. G. Elaeothesium ;

the first apartment on the left hand
of the youths' exercising-hall (ad
sinistram ephebei). H. Frigidariwn ;

a chamber of low temperature ad-

joining the oiling-room, situated pre-

cisely as Vitruvius directs it should

be, and as it is shown to be in the

painting from the Thermae of Titus

introduced s. ELAEOTHESIUM. Be-

yond this, in the plan of Vitruvius,
was a third division, forming the

angle which corresponded with the

frigida lavatio on the opposite side,

and which was occupied by the pas-

sage which conducted to the mouth
of the furnace (iter ad propnigeum},
but which in our example is shown
at the letter N. i. The next room is

probably a Tepidarium, though not

mentioned by Vitruvius
;
but its con-

tiguity to the thermal chamber re-

sembles the disposition of that apart-
ment in the baths of Pompeii. K.

Concamerata sudatio; the vaulted

sudatory, which has its warm-water
bath (calda lavatio, L) at one extremity,
and the Laconicum (M) at the other.

The apartment on the opposite side,

which is placed in the same con-

tiguity to the furnace (o), and is

constructed of similar shape and

dimensions, was probably another

sudatory, with its warm bath (p),
and Laconicum (Q), having a separate
entrance from the Ephebeum and

adjacent apartments. The use of

the three rooms yet unappropriated
(RRR) is quite conjectural; but the

larger and central one seems, from
its size and locality, to be well

adapted for the game of ball, for

which a room was provided in every
gymnasium, and consequently to be
the Spharisterium ; the two angular
ones would serve for some other of

the many games to which the Greeks
were devoted. The parts thus far

described comprise the whole of the

covered apartments which Vitruvius

appears to designate collectively the
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palaestra. On the outside of these

were disposed three more corridors

(extra autem porticus tres), one (s) a

double one facing the north, which
received the company from the peri-

style (una ex peristylio exeuntibus,

qua spectaverit ad septentrionem, per-

ficiatur duplex} ;
and two others

(TT), called xysti (^ytrrol) by the

Greeks, with exercising grounds in

front of them (stadiatai), furnished

with an elevated path all round, to

preserve the spectators from contact

with the oiled bodies of those en-

gaged at their exercises. Between
these and the double corridor facing
the south (B) were laid out a number
of open walks (hypeethrce ambulati-

ones, TrapaSpo/itSes), planted with trees,

and having open spaces (stationes)
left at intervals, and laid with pave-
ments for the convenience of exercise.

Beyond this was the stadium (w),

provided with seats to accommodate
the large concourse of spectators that

usually assembled to view the exer-

cises of the athletce.

GYNJECE'UM, GYNECI'UM,
and GYN^ECONI'TIS (ywaucwv,
yvvaiKtaviTis}. That part of a Greek
house which was set apart for the

exclusive use and occupation of the

female portion of the family, like the

harem of a modern Turkish residence.

(Terent. Phorm. v. 6. 22. Plaut.

Most. iii. 2. 72. Vitruv. vi. 7. 2.)
The situation of these apartments has

given rise to much controversy, and
still remains in some respects doubt-
ful. From the words of Vitruvius,

I who commences his description of a
Greek house with the Gynaeceum, it

has been inferred that it formed
the front part of the house immedi-

ately after the entrance ; but this is

so much at variance with the close

and studied seclusion in which Greek
females were kept, that it must be

given up as untenable. At the
Homeric period, the women's apart-
ments appear to have been situated

in an upper story (virepyov) ; and in

after times the same distribution
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was occasionally adopted, where the

ground-plot was of small extent,

owing to the high price or scarcity

of land. But after the Peloponnesian
war the most rational conjecture
seems to be that which would place
the Gynseceum at the back part of

the premises, behind the division

allotted for the men (andronitis) ;
so

that it would occupy, with its depend-
encies, much the same position as the

peristyUum of the Pompeian houses ;

as it is laid down on the conjectural

plan of a Greek house at p. 252., on

which it is marked e.

2. Amongst the Romans, a cloth

factory, or establishment in which

only women were employed in spin-

ning and weaving. Cod. Just. 9.

27. 5. Id. 11. 7. 5.

3. The Emperor's seraglio. Lact.

Mort, persecut. 21.

GYN^CIA'RIUS or GYNJE'-
CIUS. The overseer or master of

the factory girls in a gynceceum, or

spinning and weaving establishment.

Imp. Const. Cod. 11. 7. 3. Cod. Theo-
dos. 10. 20. 2.

GYPSOPLAS'TES. One who
takes casts in plaster of Paris (gyp-

sum'). Cassiodor. Var. Ep. vii. 5.

Compare Juv. ii. 4., where gypsum
means the cast itself.

H.

HABE'NA. Literally that by
which any thing is held, bound,
drawn, or fastened

; whence the fol-

lowing more special senses :

1. (yvia.1). Mostly used in the

plural ;
a pair of reins for riding or

driving, like the annexed example,
from a bas-relief in the Museum at

Verona. Virg. Hor. Ov. &c.

2. (purayuyevs). In the singular ;

a halter rope, or leading rein attached

to a horse's head-stall, as contradis-

tinguished from frcenum, which was
bitted (Ammian. xix. 8. 7.) ;

shown by
the example, from an engraved gem.

3. A short thong attached to the

shaft of a spear, to assist in hurling it

(Lucan. vi. 221.) ; poetical for AMEN-
TUM, 1., where see the illustration.

4. A strap or sandal, by which
shoes that had no upper leather were
fastened over the instep (Aul. Gell.

xiii. 21. 2.) ;
same as AMENTUM, 2.,

where see the illustration.

5. The lace or strap by which the

cheek-pieces (bucculce) were fastened

under the chin. Val. Flacc. vi. 365.,

woodcut p. 90.

6. The sheets of a sail ;
i. e. the

ropes by which the lower ends of

the sails are braced to or slacked

away from the wind (Val. Flacc. iv.

679. Compare Ov. Fast. iii. 593.);

poetically for PES, where see the il-

lustration.

7. The thong of a sling (Lucan.
iii. 710. Val. Flacc. v. 609.); see

FUNDA.
8. The thong of a whip for punish-

ing slaves (Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 15. Ov.
Her. ix. 81. and illustrations s. FLA-
GELLUM and SCUTICA); or flogging
a top. Virg. Mn. vii. 380.

HALTE'RES (aAr^es). Heavy
weights of stone or lead, like our

dumb-bells, intended to increase the

muscular exertion of gymnastic exer-

cises, being held in each hand whilst

leaping, running, dancing, &c.
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(Mart. vii. 67. Id. xiv. 49. Compare
Senec. Ep. 15. and 56. Juv. vi. 421.)

The illustration represents a youth
in the gymnasium lifting a pair of

halteres from the ground, with two

examples of the different forms in

which they were made on the left

hand of the engraving, all from de-

signs on fictile vases : the large one

at the top will afford a specimen of

the massa gravis of Juvenal (I. c. ).

KAMA (fy?). A pail or bucket;

used in the wine cellar (Plaut. Mil.

iii. 2. 42.) ; by firemen and others

for extinguishing conflagrations (Juv.
xiv. 305. Plin. Ep. x. 35. 2.); for

drawing water from a well. Ulp.

Dig. 33. 7. 12. 21.

HAMATUS, sc. Ensis. (Ovid.
Met. v. 80.) See FALX, 6.

2. See LORICA, 6.

HAMIO'TA. An angler; who
fishes with a line and hook (Jiamus),

as contradistinguished from one who
nets his prey. (Plaut. Rud. ii. 2.

5. Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 25.) The
illustration is copied from a painting

at Pompeii, the inhabitants of which
town appear to have been much ad-

dicted to the amusement of angling,

arising, perhaps, from their proximity
to the Sarno ;

for the landscapes

painted on the walls of their houses

frequently contain the figure of an

angler, who always wears the peculiar
kind of hat here shown, or one very
similar to it, and carries a fish-basket

of the same shape as our figure.
HAMOTRAHO'NES. A nick-

name given to anglers, and to the

gaolers who dragged up the corpse of

a criminal, after execution, from the

carnificina on to the Gemonian stairs
;

both in allusion to their use of a

hook (hamus). Festus, s. v.

H A'MULU S. Diminutive of

HAMUS. A small fish-hook (Plaut.
Stick, ii. 2. 16. Apul. Apol. p. 460.

flexus)-, a surgeon's instrument.

Celsus vii. 7. 4.

HA'MUS (&yitiffTpov). A fish-

hook, made of various sizes, and in

form and character precisely like our

own. Plaut. Cic. Hor. Ov.
2. (HyKiffTpov'). The Greeks ap-

plied the same name to a hook on
the top of a bobbin (iryviov'), round
which the thread for making the

woof in weaving was wound (Plato,

Eep. x. p. 616. c.) ;

and probably the Ro-
mans likewise, though
the word is not found
in any remaining pas-

sage with this meaning;
but the hook itself is

plainly shown in the annexed engrav-

ing, representing Leda's work-basket,
from a painting at Pompeii, which
contains two bobbins, each furnished

with a hook of this description, and
four balls of spun thread ready for

winding on a bobbin.

3. The thorn of a briar (Ov. Nux.

115.) ;
whence applied to the hook

of the weapon called harpe (Ov. Met.
iv. 719), attributed to Perseus and

Mercury, which exactly resembles

the thorn of a briar, as shown by the

annexed example, from a Pompeian
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painting: it also demonstrates to

conviction the incorrectness of the

usual translation given 'to the passage

quoted ferrum curvo tenus abdidit

hamo "
up to the hilt."

4. An iron hook or thorn, of which

several were set in a frame to form a

brush or comb with which tow, oakum,
or unwrought flax was carded and

pulled into even flakes. Plin. H. N.
xix. 3.

5. The hook or ring by which

each plate in a flexible coat of mail

was joined to its neighbour when

they were merely linked together,
instead of being sewn on to a sub-

stratum of linen (Virg. Mn. iii.

467.) ;
as explained and illustrated s.

LORICA, 6.

6. A surgical instrument, the pre-
cise nature of which is not ascer-

tained. Celsus, vii. 7. 15.

7. A kind of cake, the nature of

which is unknown. Apul. Met. x. 219.

HAPH'E (<M). The yellow sand

sprinkled over wrestlers after they
were anointed, in order that they
might obtain a firm hold upon each

other (Mart. vii. 67.) ; hence a
cloud of dust raised in walking (Se-

neca, Ep. 57.), with which Seneca

complains that he was smothered in

the Grotto of Pausilipo. In the first

illustration to the article LUCTA, a

basket is seen on the ground between
the wrestlers, in allusion to the prac-
tice described.

HARA. A pig-sty ; especially
for a breeding sow. (Columell. vii.

9. 9. Cic. Pis. 16.) Compare SUILE.
2. A pen or coop for geese.

(Varro, R. R. iii. 10. Columell. viii.

14. 6. and 9.) Compare CHENO-
BOSCION.

HARMAMAX'A (op//ia$a). A
four-wheeled carriage, or caravan, of
Eastern origin, usually drawn by
four horses, having a cover overhead,
and curtains to enclose it at the sides ;

and especially used for the convey-

ance of women and children (Curt,
iii. 3. Herod, vii. 41. Diod. Sic. xi.

56.), but of which no authentic re-

presentation remains.

HAR'MOGE (apwh). A term

employed by painters to express the

union and blending of two adjacent
tints imperceptibly and harmoniously
together. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 11.

HARPA. A harp, with a curved
back in the form of a sickle (apirri,

falx\ like the annexed example,
from an Egyptian painting. Venant.

Carm. vii. 8. 63., in which passage it

is expressly distinguished from the

lyre, and as an instrument used by
foreigners.
HARPAGINE'TULUS. (Vitruv.

vii. 5. 3.) The reading of this word
is generally given up as corrupt ; but

a plausible authority for its genuine-
ness has been suggested by one of the

paintings at Pompeii (Pitture d1 Er-

colano, torn. i. p. 212.), which, in-

stead of a regular frontispiece over a

row of columns, presents a fanciful

elevation covered all over with orna-

ments resembling so many little

hooks (harpaginetuli, dim. of harpa-

gines) ; which, it is thought, may be

the objects referred to by Vitruvius.

HAR'PAGO and HAR'PAGA
(apirayT)'), A particular kind of hook
constructed for grappling and draw-

ing things up, or down, or towards
the person using it, which was con-

sequently applied in various ways;
as a flesh-hook (Kpedypa), for taking
eatables out of the pot (Schol. Aris-

toph. Eq. 772.) ;
a drag for bringing

things up from the bottom of the
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water, a bucket, for instance, from a

well (Ulp. Dig. 37. 7. 12. 21.); and

as a grappling-iron in naval warfare,
for seizing the rigging of an enemy's
vessel, so as to bring it up to close

quarters (Liv. xxx. 10.), and similar

purposes. The example, which is

copied from a bronze original in the

British Museum, corresponds exactly
with the words of the Scholiast on

Aristophanes (/. c.), where it is de-

scribed as an instrument made with
a number of iron prongs, bending in-

wards like the fingers of the human
hand, so as to catch in different ways.
A wooden handle was added of various

lengths, as best suited the purpose
for which it was employed.
HARPAS'TUM (a/mao-r^/). A

ball employed for a particular kind
of game in vogue amongst the Greeks
and Romans. It was of larger di-

mensions than the paganica, but

smaller than the follis. The game at

which it was used was played with

a single ball, and any number of

players, divided into two parties ; the

object of each person being to seize

the ball from the ground (whence it

is associated with the epithet pulveru-

lenta, dusty), and to throw it amongst
his own friends. The party which
first succeeded in casting it out of

bounds gained the victory. Mart,

iv. 19. Id. vii. 62. and 67. Mercurial.

Art. Gym. ii. 5.

HARPE (apirrj). A particular

kind of sword or dagger, with a hook

like a thorn (hamus), projecting from

the blade at a certain distance below

the point (mucro) ;
as shown by the

figure on the top of the opposite page.
This weapon is fabled to have been

used by Jupiter (Apollodor. Bibl i.

6.), Hercules (Eurip. Ion, 191.), and

more particularly by Mercury and

Perseus (Ov. Met. v. 176. ib 69.), to
the last of whom it is universally
assigned, as a characteristic weapon,
by the ancient artists in their sculp-
tures, paintings, and engraved gems.
HARUS'PEX (Upotncfaos). A

soothsayer and diviner, who affected

to foretell future events by inspecting
the entrails of victims, and to interpret
the extraordinary phenomena of na-

ture, such as lightning, thunder, me-
teoric effects, earthquakes, &c.

; thus

assuming the combined powers of an
EXTISPEX and an AUGUR, both of
whom held a regular political office,

were appointed by the government,
and used as state engines. But the

I haruspex held no sacerdotal nor public

position ; and amongst the educated
classes was regarded with much less

respect than the other two; though
he carried his jugglery to a much
greater extent than either, in order
to trade more effectively upon the

popular credulity. Cic. Div. i. 39.

Val. Max. 1. 1. 1. Columell. i. 8.

6. Herzog. ad Sail. Cat. 47. 2.

HARUS'PICA. A female who
practises the same arts as the Haru-

spex. Plaut. Mil iii. 1. 98.

HASTA (67x0. A spear; used
as a pike for thrusting, and as a

missile to be thrown from the hand.

It consisted of three separate parts :

the head (cuspis, alxph and eiriSoparis)

of bronze or iron ; the shaft (hastile,

S6pv) of ash or other wood ; and a

metal point at the butt end (spiculum,

(ravpuT-fip or <rrupa), which served to

fix it upright in the ground, or as an
offensive arm if the regular head got
broken off. (Polyb. vi. 25.) The
top figure in the annexed illustration

represents a Roman spearhead, from

an excavation in Lincolnshire; the

u u
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centre one, a point for the butt end,
from a fictile vase ; and the lowest,

the whole spear, with the three parts

put together. The manner in which
it was hurled is shown by the an-

nexed engraving, from the Vatican

Virgil, intended to represent the
attack and defence of a fortified post ;

while at the same time it illustrates

and explains the more special terms

adopted for describing the action em-
ployed. It will be observed that the

figure on the ground has the inside of
the hand turned outwards, or from
himself, so that in such a position he
must have discharged his spear with
a sort of twist to give it impetus,
which is expressed by the phrases
rotare (Stat. Theb. ix. 102.), or tor-

guere (Virg. Mn. x. 585. xii. 536.);
those above have the back of the
hand turned outwards, and the little

finger, instead of the thumb, towards
the head of the spear, which repre-
sents the ordinary manner of throw-

ing the missile, expressed by jacere,
jactare, mittere, &c.

; when held and
poised at the centre of gravity, with
the back of the hand turned down-
wards, in order to take an aim before
the cast, in which case the point and
butt would alternately rise and sink,
like the beam of a balance (libra'), the
action was designated by the word

librare, Virg. JEn. xix. 417. ix.

479., which passage makes a pointed
distinction between jacere and librare.

2. Hasta amentata. (Cic. De
Orat. i. 57.) A spear furnished with
a thong to assist in hurling it.

AMENTUM, and illustration.

3. Hasta ansata. (Ennius ap.
Non. p. 556.) A spear with a handle
fixed on the shaft, to assist in thrust-

ing and hurling. ANSATTJS, 2. and
illustration.

4. Hasta velitaris (yp6<r<j)os). The
spear or dart employed by the light-
armed troops of the Roman armies,
the shaft of which was about three

feet long, and of the thickness of a

finger, whilst the head was not more
than a span in length, but so thin and

finely acuminated, that it bent imme-

diately upon coming in contact with

any thing which offered solid resist-

ance ; consequently, if the soldier

missed his aim, it was useless to the

enemy, and could not be thrown back

again. (Liv. xxxviii. 20. Plin. H. N.
xxviii. 6. Polyb. vi. 22. ) The head
of one of these weapons is shown

by the illustration, from an original
found in a Roman entrenchment at

Meon Hill in Gloucestershire.

5. Hasta pura. A spear without
a head (cuspis), like

-

the old Greek sceptre

(sceptrum), which the

Roman general used
to bestow as an hono-

rary reward upon a
soldier who had dis-

tinguished himself in

battle. (Tac. Ann.
iii. 21. Virg. Mn.
vi. 760. Serv. ad. I.

Suet. Claud. 28.) The
illustration is copied
from a painting in

the sepulchre of the
Nasonian family near Rome.

6. Hasta prcepilata, with the ante-

penult short. A spear with the point
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muffled, or covered with a button or

ball (pila) at the end, like our foils

(Plin. H. N, viii. 6.) used by soldiers

at their exercises (Hist. B. Afr. 72.),

and at reviews or sham fights. Liv.

xxvi. 51.

7. Hasta pampinea. The thyrsus
of Bacchus, so termed because it was

originally a spear with its head
buried in vine leaves (Virg. ^En. vii.

396. Calpurn. Eel. x. 65.), as in the

annexed example from a Pompeian
painting.

8. Hasta graminea (/co/io|). A spear
made of the tall Indian reed, which
it was usual to place in the hands of

colossal statues of Minerva, on ac-

count of its imposing length and size.

Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 56.

9. Hasta ccelibaris. A spear, with
the point of which the Roman bride-

groom parted the hair of his betrothed

on the marriage day. (Festus s. v.

Ovid. Fast. ii. 560. hasta recurva.}
The epithet

" hooked "
or "

bent,"
which Ovid applies to this instru-

ment, plainly intimates that it was
not an ordinary spear that was used
for the purpose, but the rustic spear,
or SPARUM, which see.

10. Hasta publica. A spear set

up as the sign of a public auction

when goods were publicly disposed of

to the highest bidder (Nep. Att xxv.
6. Cic. Off. ii. 8.) ; a practice arising
from the predatory habits of the old

Romans, who, when they disposed of

the plunder taken in war, planted a

spear by the side of the booty, to in-

dicate whence the right of ownership
accrued.

11. Hasta centumviralis. A spear
which it was customary to set up as

an emblem of authority in the courts

of the centumviri ; whence the ex-

pression, centumvirale.m hastam erigere,

means to summon the centumvirs to

theirjudgment- seats ; or, in otherwords,
to open their court. Suet. Aug. 36.

Mart. vii. 63.

HASTA'RII. Veg. Mil. ii. 2.

Same as HASTATI.
HASTA'RIUM. An auction-room

(Tertull. Apol 13.) ;
a catalogue of

sale. Id. ad Nation, i. 10.

HASTA'TI. In general any per-
sons armed with spears ; but in a

more special sense the Hastati were a

particular body of heavy-armed in-

fantry, constituting the first of the

three classes into which the old

Roman legion was subdivided. They
consisted of the youngest men, and
were posted in the first line of the

battle array, at least until the latter

end of the republic, when the custom
had obtained of drawing up the

Roman army in lines, by cohorts ;

and, consequently, the old distinctions

between the Hastati, Principes, and

Triarii, in regard to the respective

positions occupied by each of them,
had been abandoned. But their arms
and accoutrements appear to have
been retained, without any very im-

portant change even under the em-

pire ; for they are frequently repre-
sented upon the arches and columns
with weapons of offence and defence
similar to those which Polybius
ascribes to them at his day; viz. a

helmet, large shield, cuirass of chain-

mail, sword on the right side, and

spear, as shown by the annexed ex-

ample from the column of Antoninus.

The cuirass of chain armour (&po|
aAu(ri5T(fc), which was peculiar to the

hastati, is indicated by the markings
in the engraving, but is more promi-

u u 2
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nently apparent in the original, from

being placed in immediate contrast

with two other figures, the one in

scale armour (lorica squamata), the

other plumated (lorica plumata), both

of which are detailed with equal de-

cision and distinctness. Varro, L. L.

v. 89. Ennius ap. Macrob. Sat. vi. 1.

Liv. xxii. 5. Polyb. vi. 23.

HASTFLE. Properly the shaft
of a spear (Nepos, Epam. xv. 9.) ;

thence used for the spear itself (Ov.
Met. viii. 28.) ; a goad for driving
cattle (Calpurn. Eel. iii. 21.); or any
long stick. Virg. Georg. ii. 358.

HAUSTRUM. A scoop, box, or

bucket on a water-wheel which takes

up the water as the wheel revolves.

(Lucret. v. 517. Non. s. v. p. 13.)
These were sometimes wooden boxes

(modioli, Vitruv. x. 5. ) ; at others

only jars (cadi, Non. I. c.) ; and the
Chinese of the present day make use
of a joint of bamboo for the purpose ;

see the illustration s. ROTA AQUARIA,
which affords a clear notion of what,

is meant by the term.

HELCIA'RIUS. One who tows
a boat by the loop (helcium) of a tow-

rope. Mart. iv. 64. 22. Sidon. Ep.
ii. 10.

HELCIUM. Properly the loop
attached to a tow-rope drawn by men
(HELCIARIUS), which is passed over the

shoulder and across the breast
; whence

it is applied to a breast-collar attached
to the traces of draught animals ( Apul.
Met. ix. p. 185.), as in the annexed
example, from a painting of Hercula-
neum.

HELEP'OLIS(4AeWls
). Literally,

the destroyer of cities, the name given
to an engine invented by Demetrius

Poliorcetes for besieging fortified

places, consisting of a square tower

placed upon wheels, and run up to the

height of nine stories, each of which
was furnished with machines for bat-

tering and discharging projectiles of

enormous size and weight. Diod, Sic.

xx. 48. xx. 91. Vitruv. x. 22. Am-
mian. xxiii. 4. 10.

HELIOCAMI'NUS (T^IO/CC^O*).
A room with a southern exposure,
which received sufficient heat from
the natural warmth of the sun, and,

consequently, required no artificial

contrivance for warming. Plin. Ep.
ii. 17. 20. Ulp. Dig. 8. 2. 17.

HEL'IX (eA<). The small volute

under the abacus of a Corinthian

capital, intended to

imitate the tendrils

or curling stalk ofthe

vine, ivy, or any pa-
rasitical plant, bent
down by a super-
incumbent weight.
Each capital is deco-
rated with sixteen, two under each

angle of the abacus, and two meeting
under its centre on each face. Vitruv.
iv. 1. 12.

HEMICYC'LIUM (^K{,K\IOV}. A
semicircular alcove, sufficiently large
to admit of several persons sitting in

it at the same time, for the enjoyment

of mutual converse. The ancients
constructed such places in their own
pleasure-grounds (Cic. Am. 1. Sidon.

Ep. i. 1.), and also as public seats in

different parts of a town for the ac-
commodation of the inhabitants (Suet.
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Gramm. 17. Plut. de Garrul p. 99.).
The annexed woodcut affords an

example of the latter sort ; repre-

senting a hemicyclium at Pompeii, as

it is now seen at the side of the street,

just outside of the principal entrance
to the city from Herculaneum. The
seat runs all round the back, and the
floor is at a considerable elevation

above the level of the pavement, so

that a small stepping stone is placed
in the front of it for the convenience
of access.

2. A sundial of simple construction
invented by Berosus, consisting of an
excavation nearly
spherical on the

upper surface of
a square block of
stone (excavatum
ex quadrato) with-
in which the hour
lines were traced,
and having the an-

terior face sloped away from above so

as to give it a forward inclination (ad
enclima succisum) adapted to the polar
altitude of the place for which the
dial was made. (Vitruv. ix. 8.) The
example is copied from an original,
discovered in 1764 amongst the ruins
of an ancient villa near Tusculum :

the angle of the enclima is about 40
43', which agrees with the latitude of

Tusculum, and the whole instrument
coincides exactly with a marble of
the same description amongst the
collection at Ince Blundell, in Lanca-

shire, which has a bust of Berosus

sculptured on the base, and the name
hemicyclium inscribed upon it.

HEMI'NA
(fj/Ji/a).

A measure of

capacity, containing half a sextarius

( Festus, s. v. Rhemn. Fann. de Pond.
67. ); whence, also, a vessel made to

contain that exact quantity. Pers. i. 129.

HEMIOL'IA O>Afa). A parti-
cular kind of ship (Gell. x. 25.),
used chiefly by the Greek pirates
(Arrian. Anab. iii. 2. 5.) ; constructed
in such a manner that half of its side
was left free from rowers, in order to

form a deck for fighting upon. (Ety-

mol. Sylburg. ap. Scheffer. Re Nav.

p. 74.) It seems to have belonged to

the same class as the Cercurus, with

a slightly different arrangement of
the oars ; and is probably represented

by the annexed example, from an

Imperial medal (Scheff. I.e. p. 111.),
in which the central portion, not oc-

cupied by rowers, forms the deck
alluded to.

HEMISPHTE'RIUM. One of the

many kinds of sundials in use amongst
the ancients (Vi-
truv. ix. 8. ), which
received the name
from its resemb-
lance to a hemi-

sphere, or half of
the globe supposed
to be cut through
its centre in the

plane of one of

its greatest circles.

The illustration

represents a statue

of Atlas, former-

ly standing in the

centre of Ravenna (Symeoni, Epitaffi
antichi, Lione, 1557), which affords
an appropriate design for a dial of
this description ; and indicates that
the hemisphcerium was erected in an
upright position, whereas the discus,
which was also circular, was laid flat

upon its stand : thus constituting the
difference between the two.

2. The interior of a dome ; f. e.

the ceiling formed by it, which, in

fact, consists of the half of a hollow
globe ; such, for instance, as the Pan-
theon at Rome. Vitruv. v. 10. 5.

HEPTE'RIS (ITTT^TJS). A war-
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galley with seven banks of oars. (Liv.
xxxvii. 23.) See the article HEXERES,
where the method of arranging the

oars and counting the banks, when

they exceeded a certain number, is

partially explained ; and if the plan
there supposed be adopted, the ad-

dition of one oar-port to each tier

between stem and stern, will make
the rating of seven banks instead of

six ; which banks will be disposed in

the manner shown by the following

diagram.

HERBOB ('EP/MU). Mercuries; a

particular kind of statues, in which

only the head, and sometimes the

bust, was modelled, all the

rest being left as a plain four-

cornered post; a custom
which descended from the old

Pelasgic style ofrepresenting
the god Mercury. (Macrob.
Sat. i. 19. Juv. viii. 53.

Nepos, Alcib. vii. 3.) The
trunk was sometimes sur-

mounted with a single head,
more usually with a double

one, as in the example from
an original in the Capitol at

Rome; and the personages
most commonly selected for

the purpose were the bearded Bacchus,
Fauns, and philosophers. Pillars of
this description were extensively em-
ployed for many purposes ; as sign-
posts ; as the uprights in an orna-
mental fence or railing, to which use
the original of our engraving was
applied (the cavities being visible on
each of its sides, which received the
cross-bars between post and post) : in
the circus, for holding the rope or
bar which kept the doors of the stalls

(carceres) closed until the chariots
received the signal to come out (Cas-
siodor. Var. Ep.n\. 51.); as shown
by the illustration at p. 119. ; and, in

short, for any purpose for which a

post would be employed.
HERMATHE'NA. Probably a

terminal statue, like that just de-

scribed, with the head of Athena or

Minerva on the top ; of which an

example is engraved by Spon. Re-

cherches, p. 98. No. 1 1. Cic. Att. i. 4.

HERMERAC'LES. Probably a
terminal statue (Hermd) with the bust
of Hercules on its top ; of which ex-

amples remain at Rome. Mm. Pio-
Clem. i. 6. Mus. Capitol, i. p. 13. Cic.

Att. 1. 10.

HERM'EROS. Probably a ter-

minal statue (Herma) with the bust
of Eros, or Love, on the top. Plin.

H. N. xxxvi. 4. 10.

HERM'UL^. (Cassiodor. Var.

Ep. iii. 51.) Diminutive of HERM.E.
HERO'UM (fipyov). A sepulchral

monument, built in the form of an

'i i"i

cedicula, or small temple. (Inscript.

ap. Mur. 889. 8. Plin. H. N. x. 6.)

Monuments of this kind originated
with the Greeks, and in the first in-

stance were only erected in honour
of their deified heroes ;

which ex-

plains why the temple was taken as a

model ; but subsequently they were

extensively adopted by private indi-

viduals, as may be inferred from the

frequent representations of them on
fictile vases and sepulchral marbles.

The example annexed is copied from
a marble slab in the Museum at

Verona, which served as the monu-
ment of a Greek lady, named Euclea,
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the daughter of one Agatho, and wife

of Aristodemon, as the epitaph in-

scribed upon it in Greek characters

testifies.

HEXACLFNON. A term coined

from the Greek, for the purpose of

designating a dining-couch made to

accommodate six persons. Mart. ix.

60. 9.

HEXAPH'ORON. A palanquin
or sedan (lectica, sella\ carried by
six men (Mart. ii. 81. Id. vi. 77.), in

the manner described and illustrated

s. ASSER, 1. p. 63.

HEXAPH'ORI,sc./>Aafaw<mY. A
set of six men who carry any burden

by their joint exertions, united by the

aid of a phalanga (Vitruv. x. 3. 7.),

as explained in the articles PHALANGA
and PHALANGA BIT, where the illus-

trations represent the operations per-
formed by two men and by eight.
HEXASTY'LOS. Hexastyk;

i. e. which has a row of six columns
in front.

HEXE'RIS (l^prjy). A vessel

furnished with six banks of oars on
each side. (Liv. xxxvii. 23.). It is

still a matter of doubt and of difficulty

even to surmise how the oars were

disposed in a vessel rated with six

banks (ordines) ; as it has been proved
by experiments that an oar poised at

such an altitude from the water's

edge as would be required for the

sixth seat of the rower, even when

placed diagonally over the five others,

would have so great a dip for its

blade to touch the water, that the

handle would be elevated above the

reach of the rower ; or, if the oar

were made of sufficient length to

obviate this inconvenience, being fixed

as of necessity upon the thowl at

one-third of its entire length, the part
inboard would be so long that it must
reach over to the opposite side of the

vessel, and thus completely obstruct

all movement within it. The most

feasible construction seems to be that

suggested by Howell ( Treatise on the

War Galleys of the Ancients), that

when vessels had more than five
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banks of oars, the banks were not
counted in an ascending direction

from the water's edge to the bulwarks,
but lengthwise from stem to stern ;

that these were placed in a diagonal
direction, as in a trireme (see TRI-

REMIS, and illustration), and always
five deep in the ascending line

; but

that they were rated, not by these, but

by the number of oar-ports between
stem and stern. Thus a hexeris

would have five parallel lines of oars,
with six oar-ports in each, placed

diagonally over one another, as in

the annexed diagram ; a hepteris

seven ; a decemremis, ten ; and so on.

Compare OBDO.
HIBERNAC'ULA. Apartments

in a dwelling-house intended for win-
ter occupation, which were less deco-

rated than other apartments, in con-

sequence of the dirt caused by the

smoke of the fires and lamps burnt in

them (Vitruv. vii. 4. 4.), and for

which a western aspect was considered

the most eligible. Vitruv. 1. 2. 7.

2. Tents constructed for a winter

campaign, or in which the soldiers

were lodged when an army kept the

field during the winter season ; con-

sequently, they were covered with

skins, and built of wood, or of some
more substantial material than an

ordinary tent. Liv. v. 2. Compare
xxx. 3. xxxvii. 39.

HIBERNA (x/x^a). Winter-

quarters in which the army was dis-

tributed during winter, when not kept
in the field under tents (hibernacula}.
Liv. xxiii. 13. Cic. Fam. xv. 4. Tac.

Agr. 38.

HIERONI'CA (tepovimis). Pro-

perly, a Greek term, which has ex-

clusive reference to the customs of

that nation. It was employed to de-

signate the victor in any of their public

games; viz. the Nemean, Pythian,
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Isthmian, and Olympic, which were

also called sacred

games, because they
commencedwith re-

ligious ceremonies.

The illustration re-

presents a Grecian

youth, crowned and
habited as one of

these victors, whose
costume very close-

ly resembles that

ascribed to Nero,
when he entered the

cities of Italy as

a hieromca (Suet.

Nero, 25. ), after con-

tending at the Olympic races.

HIEROPHAN'TA and HIERO-
PHAN'TES

(iepwtfrrns).
A high

priest and teacher of religion amongst
the Greeks and Egyptians, corre-

sponding in many respects to the

Roman Pontifex Maximus. Nep. Pel.

3. Tertull. adv. Marc. i. 13.

HIEROPHAN'TRIA. A
priestess of similar character and

dignity to the hierophanta. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 538. 11.

HIPPAG'INES, HIPFAGI,
HIPPAGO'GI (fowywyoO. Horse-

transports, especially for the convey-
ance of cavalry troops. Festus s. v.

Gell. x. 25. Plin. H. N. vii. 57.

Liv. xliv. 28.

HIPPOCAM'PUS OTTOK^TTOS).
A fabulous animal, having the fore

quarters and body of a horse, but

ending in the tail of a fish, like the
annexed example, from a Pompeian
painting, which the poets and artists

of antiquity commonly attach to the
marine car of Neptune and the

Tritons. Nsev. and Lucil. ap. Non.
s. v. p. 120.

HIPPOCENTAU'ROS (imroKfr-

raupos). A horse-centaur, half-horse

and half-man (Cic. N. D. ii. 2.), as

opposed to the fish- centaur, half-man

and half-fish (ixOvoKevravpos), under
which form the giants who waged
war against the gods, were represented

(Apollodor. i. 6. 1. Mus.Pio-Clem. iv.

tav. 10.) Hippocentaurs were also

represented of the female sex (Luc.
Zeux. 3.), of which an example is

afforded by the illustration from a

bronze discovered at Pompeii.
HIPPOD'ROMUS. A hippodrome;

which, amongst the Romans, implies
a plot of ground in a garden or villa,

planted with trees, and laid out into a

variety of avenues for the purpose of

taking equestrian exercise. Plin. Ep.
v. 6. 32. Mart. xii. 50.

2. (tTTTT^S/jo/ios). A hippodrome ;

which, amongst the Greeks, implies a
race-course for horses and chariots, as

contradistinguished from the stadium,
which was appropriated to foot-

racing. Hippodromes of this kind

were frequently attached to the gym-
nasia, in which the youth of Greece

learned the art ofhorsemanship (Plaut.
Bacch. iii. 3. 27.) ; but the regular
Greek Hippodrome, in which the

public races took place, corresponds
more closely with the Roman Circus,

though possessing some remarkable

points of difference, and is better

known to us from the description
which Pausanias has left of the Olym-
pic race -course, than from its actual

remains, some vestiges of it merely
being still extant. (Gell. Itinerary of
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Morea, p. 36. The most important
distinction consisted in the mariner
of arranging the stalls for the horses

and chariots, which were not dis-

posed in the segment of a circle, like

the Roman circus (see the woodcut

p. 165. A. A.); but were arranged
in two lines with curvilinear sides

converging to a point in front of the

course, so that the whole plan re-

sembled the figure of a ship's prow,
with its beak towards the course, and
the base,, or extremity of the two

sides, where they were widest apart,

resting upon the flat end of the hippo-

drome, or upon a colonnade which
covered it. (Pausan. vi. 20. 7.) The
whole of this was called the &/>6<rty,

and corresponded in locality, though
not in distribution, with the oppidum
of a Roman circus. The peculiarity
of the arrangement was an ingenious
invention of the architect Cleotas

(Paus. I. c.\ and originated in the

necessity of affording abundant sta-

bling room, which required much
greater accommodation at a Greek

race-course, where the numbers were
not limited to twelve, as they were
with the Romans, but all were freely
admitted who wished to compete for

the prize. The drivers drew lots for

their stalls (Paus. I c.) ; and the fol-

lowing method was adopted in order

that those who got nearest to the

point might not possess any advantage
over the others who were posted be
hind them. A separate rope or bar

(/caAc65t<w, ua-7rA>j) was drawn as a

barrier across the front of each stall
;

and when the races were about to

commence, the two ropes which closed

the remote stalls (1. 1.) on each side,

were loosened simultaneously, so that

the two cars from the furthest end
came out first; and when they had
advanced as far as the level of the

two next (2. 2.), these were removed ;

and the four cars continued their

course until they had gained the line

of the next stall (3. 3.), when the

third barriers were slacked away ;

and so on until the whole number

j

arrived on a line with the point of

I

the prow (B), from whence they all

started together and abreast. (Paus.
I. c.) It is probable that a long line

was drawn entirely across the course
at this point, which answered the
same purpose as the Roman linea alba.

The whole of this design will be

clearly understood from the annexed

plan of the Olympic hippodrome, as

suggested by Visconti, to illustrate

the description of Pausanias ; though
conjectural, it possesses great seeming
probability to stamp it with a mark
of authority. At all events, it will

serve to give a distinct idea of the

J

more important features of a Greek

hippodrome, and of the meaning of

the terms by which each part was

designated. A. The space enclosed

by the stalls already described. B.

x x
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The point or beak of the Jtyetm,

termed cfj.o\ov by Pausanias. c. The

colonnade(oToa) forming a termination

to the flat end of the hippodrome :

perhaps this member was not always
added. 1, 2, 3. The stalls for the

horses (oiK-finara, carceres). DD.
The course (S/sJ/ios). E. A barrier,

which divides the course into two

parts, like the Roman spina, but more

simple, and less decorated, consisting

of a plain bank of earth (xfc<*) as

may be inferred from Pausanias (vi.

20. 8.). F. The goal round which

the chariots turned (yvaaa., KO/XTTT^P,

meta) ;
there probably was a similar

one at the opposite end of the spina,

as in the Roman Circus. GG. The

space occupied by the spectators,

usually formed in steps cut out on

the side of a mountain ; or, if the

course was in a flat country, formed

upon a bank of earth (x^A* ) thrown

up for the purpose ;
but not upon

vaulted corridors, forming an archi-

tectural elevation, like a Roman cir-

cus. One side is observed to be

longer than the other, which was the

case at Olympia (Paus. /. c.), and pro-

bably in most other places, in order

to give all the spectators an equal

sight of the race. In the centre of

the space occupied by the stalls was
a temporary altar (A), upon which a

large bronze eagle was placed ; and
on the point of the prow (B) a similar

figure of a dolphin, both of which
were worked by machinery, and em-

ployed to inform the concourse of the
moment when the race was about to

commence ; the first, by rising up
into the air, the other by plunging on
to the ground in front of the assembled
multitude. Paus. I.e.

HIPPOPE'RA (tmrmrfipa). A
saddle-bag for travellers on horseback,
but used in pairs, so that the plural
number is applied when the equipage
of a single person only is referred to.

Sen. Ep.87.
HIPPOTOX'OTA OWoro^-njy).A mounted archer (Hirt. B. Afr. 19.);

in most cases characteristic of foreign

nations, as the Syrians (Caes. B. C.

iii. 4.), Persians (Herod, ix. 49.),

&c. ;
but men thus equipped appear

to have been used amongst the light

horse of the Greeks (Aristoph. Av.

1179.), and of the Romans; at least

under the empire, as testified by the

annexed figure, which represents a

Roman cavalry bowman in the army
of Antoninus, from the column of

that emperor.
HIR'NEA. An earthenware ves-

sel used for culinary purposes (Cato,
R. R. 81. Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 273.

and 276.) ;
but of which the distinc-

tive properties are unknown.
HIRNELLA. Diminutive of

HIRNEA ; employed at the sacrifice.

Festus, s. Irnella.

HIS'TRIO. A word of Etruscan

origin, which, in that language, sig-

nified a pantomimic performer and
dancer on the stage (Liv. vii. 2.) ;

but amongst the Romans was used
in a more general sense, like our

term actor, to signify any dramatic

performer who delivered the dialogue
of a play, with appropriate action

(Cic. Fin. iii. 7.), including both

actors of tragedy (Plin. H. N. xxxv.
46. ) and comedy. Plin. H.N. vii. 54.

HOPLOM'ACHUS OAo/ix<>*>
Generally, one who fights in a com-

plete suit of heavy armour, or, as we

say, armed cap-a-pie ;
but specially

used to designate a gladiator who
wore such armour (Suet. Cal. 35.

Mart. viii. 74.) ; and as that was a
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characteristic of the Samnite, it is

believed that the present term was

only a new name brought into vogue
under the empire for a gladiator of

that description. See SAMNITIS.

HORA'RIUM. (Censorin. De Die
Nat. 24.) Same as HOROLOGIUM.
HOR'IA. A small boat employed

by fishermen on the sea-coast (Non.
s. v. p. 533. Plaut. Rud. iv. 2. 5.

Gell. x. 25.) ; the peculiarities of

which are unknown.
HOR/IOLA. Diminutive of

HORIA ; used on rivers. Plaut. Trin.

iv. 2. 100. Gell. x. 25.

HOROLOG'IUM (&Po\6yto^.
An hour-measure, or horologe ; a gene-
ral term employed for any contrivance

which marked the lapse of time,

whether by day or night, and without

reference to the agent employed ;

consequently, including the various

kinds of sun-dials (solaria\ and

water-glasses (clepsydra), which are

enumerated in the Classed Index.

Our term clock conveys an improper
notion of the ancient horologium ; for

the only instruments known to the

ancients for performing the duties of

a modern clock, were water-glasses
and sun-dials.

HORREA'RII. Persons who had

charge of the public bonding ware-

houses and magazines, in which

merchants, and also private indivi-

duals, who had not sufficient accom-
modation of their own, deposited their

merchandise and effects for safe cus-

tody. Ulp. Dig. 10. 4. 5. Labeon.

Dig. 19. 2. 60. 9.

HORR'EOLUM. Diminutive of

HORREUM. A small granary, or a

barn for the storing of agricultural

produce. Val. Max. vii. 1. 2.

HORR'EUM (wperot/). A granary,
barn, or other building in which the

fruits of the earth were stored (Virg.

Georg. 1. 49. Tibull. ii. 5. 84.) ; fre-

quently constructed, like our own,

upon dwarf piers, in order to keep
the floor dry, and free from vermin ;

in which case it was termed pensile.

Columell. xii. 50. 3.

2. A store room for wine in the

upper floor of a house, where it was

kept to ripen after it had been put
into amphorce, or, as we should say,
bottled. Hor. Od. iii. 28. 7.

3. (cHroflTj/cT/). A repository, store

room, or lumber room, in which

goods and chattels of any kind were

deposited for preservation, or to be
out of the way, when not required for

use ; books, for instance (Sen. Ep.
45.) ;

statues (Plin. Ep. viii. 18.

11.) ; agricultural implements (Co-
lumell. i. 6. 7.), &c.

4. Horreum publicum (ffiTo<f>v\a-

/celbj/). A public granary, in which

large stores of corn were kept by the

state, in order that a supply might
always be at hand in times of scarcity,
to be distributed amongst the poor,
or sold to them at a moderate price.
P. Victor, de Reg. Urb. Rom. Com-
pare Liv. Epit. 60. Veil. Pat. ii. 6. 3.

Plut. Gracch. 5., from which pas-

sages we learn that the first notion of

building these granaries originated
with C. Sempronius Gracchus.

5. A bonding warehouse, where

persons of all classes could deposit
their goods and chattels, whether
merchandise or personal property,
such as furniture, money, securities,

or valuables of any kind, for safe

custody. This was also a public

building, as well as the last mentioned,
and each quarter (regio) of the city
was at one period furnished with a

separate warehouse for the use of

the neighbourhood. Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 39. Ulp. Dig. 10. 4. 5. Paul.

Dig. 34. 2. 53. Modest, ib. 32. 1. 82.

HORTA'TOR (/ceAeuo-Hjs). On

board ship, the officer who gave out

the chaunt (celeusma), which was
x x 2
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sung or played to make the rowers

keep the stroke, and, as it were,

encourage them at their work (Ovid.
Met. iii. 619. Compare Virg. Mn.
v. 177. Serv. ad /.), whence the

name (solet hortator remiges hortarier,

Plaut. Merc. iv. 2. 5.). He sat on
the stern of the vessel, with a trun-

cheon in his hand, which he used

to beat the time, as represented in

the annexed engraving, from the

Vatican Virgil.
HORTULA'NUS. A nurseryman,

seedsman, or general gardener. (Ma-

crob. Sat. vii. 3. Apul. Met. iv.

p. 64. ix. p. 199.) It is also pro-
bable that the same name was used to

designate a florist, oxflower gardener,
as contradistinguished from topia-

rius, who attended to the shrubs and

evergreens, and from olitor, the kit-

chen gardener ; for we do not meet
with any other name to designate the

person who pursues this branch of
the gardener's art

; though it is clear,
from the annexed engraving, which
is copied from a fresco painting in
the palace of Titus, that flower gar-
dening was a favourite occupation in
his day; and the original design
shows many other gardening opera-
tions, besides the two of potting and
planting out, exhibited in the above
specimen.
HOR'TULUS

(KIJTT/OI'). Diminu-
tive of HORTUS. Catull. 61. 92.
Juv. iii. 226.

HORTUS (Karros). A pleasure-
ground or garden; which, from the

descriptions left us, appears to have
been very similar in style and ar-

rangement to that of a modern
Italian villa. Where space permitted
it was divided into shady avenues
(gestationes) for exercise in the sedan
or palanquin (sella, lectica) ; rides for '

horse exercise (hippodromm) ; and
an open space (xystus") laid out in

flower beds bordered with box, and

interspersed with evergreens clipped
into prim forms or fanciful shapes,
with taller trees, fountains, grottoes,

statues, and ornamental works of art

distributed at fitting spots about it.

(Plin. Ep. v. 6.) This sketch of

Pliny's garden might also pass for a
faithful description of the pleasure

grounds belonging to the Villa Pam-
fili at Rome.

2. The same term also includes the

kitchen garden ; the manner of ar-

ranging which, its cultivation, and
the different kinds of vegetables

grown in it, are detailed at great

length by Columella, xi. 3.

3. Hortus pensilis. A moveable
frame for flowers, fruits, or vege-
tables placed upon wheels, so that it

could be drawn out into the sun by
day, and removed under the cover of

a glass-house at night Plin. H. N.
xix. 23. Compare Columell. xi. 3. 52.

4. Horti pensiles. In the plural,

hanging gardens; i. e. artificially

formed, in such a manner that the

beds are raised in terraces one over
the other, like steps, supported, or, as

it were, suspended, upon tiers of

vaulted masonry or brickwork, like

the seats of a theatre. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 20. Compare Curt. v. 1.

HOSPIT'IUM. A general term
for any place which affords to the

traveller or stranger a temporary
accommodation of board and lodging,
whether it be the house of a friend,
a public inn, or a hired lodging.
Cic. Phil xii. 9. Id. Senect. 23.

Liv. v. 28.

2. The quarter occupied by a sol-

dier who is billeted on a private in-

dividual. Suet. Tib. 37.

HOS'TIA (kpeto*'). A victim

sacrificed to the gods ; properly, as a

peace-offering to avert their wrath,
as contradistinguished from victima,
which was offered as a thanksgiving
for favours received. Victims con-

sisted mostly of domestic animals,
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such as oxen, sheep, pigs, &c., and
when sacrificed to the Gods of Olym-
pus, they were slain with the head

upwards, as in the annexed example,

from the Vatican Virgil ; when of-

fered to the deities of the lower re-

gions,^ heroes, or to the dead, with
the head towards the earth. The
larger ones were first stunned by a
blow of the mallet from the hand of

the popa, as in the annexed en-

graving, from a Roman bas-relief;

the smaller ones were stuck in the

throat by the cultrarius, as shown by
the first example.
HUMA'TIO (/COTO'KIS). Strictly

speaking, interment; i. e. in a grave
dug in the earth, which was the most
ancient manner of disposing of the

body after death, and amongst the

Romans continued to be the prevalent
custom until a late period of the

republic ;
but the word is also used

in a general sense for any other mode
of burial, because the practice of

throwing a small quantity of earth

upon the bones and ashes was adopted
when the general custom of inter-

ment had been relinquished. Cic.

Leg. ii. 22. Id. Tusc. i. 43. Plin.

H. N. vii. 55.

HYDRAL'ETES (^aAeVrjs). A
mill for grinding corn driven by
water instead of cattle or men ; which

appears to have been first used in

Asia (Strabo, xii. 3. 30.), and not

introduced into Italy before the time
of Julius Caesar, at the earliest, and
then only by a few private indivi-

duals. (Vitruv. x. 5. 2. Compare
Pallad. E. R. i. 42.) The earliest

mention of public water mills is about
A D. 398, under Arcadius and
Honorius (Cod. Theodos. 14, 15. 4.),

which were supplied by the aque-
ducts : and the use of floating mills

was invented by Belisarius in the

year 536, when Vitiges besieged the

city, and stopped the mills, by cutting
off the water supplied by the aque-
ducts. (Procop. Goth. i. 9.) From
the passage of Vitruvius (/. c.), we
learn that the hydraletes was very
similar in operation to the common
water-wheel (rota aquaria') ; a large
wheel furnished with float boards

(pinna), which turned it with the

current, and thus acted upon a cog-
wheel attached to its axle, by means
of which the mill-stone was driven,
as explained s. MOLA.
HYDRAU'LA and HYDRAU'-

LES (vfyauAr/s). One who sings
or recites to an accompaniment upon
the hydraulic organ. Pet. Sat. 36.

6. Suet. Nero, 54.

HYDRAU'LUS (VSpav\os or -is).

A water organ (Cic. Tusc. ui. 18.

Plin. H. N. ix. 8. Vitruv. x. 13.) ;

in which the action of water was
made to produce the same effect

upon the bellows as is now procured
by a heavy weight. The instrument
is rudely indicated by the annexed

engraving, from a contorniate coin of
the Emperor Nero ; and in the col-

lection of antiquities bequeathed to

the Vatican by Christina of Sweden,
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there is a medal of Valentinian,

which has a representation of a similar

instrument on the reverse, accompa-
nied by two figures, one on each side,

who seem to pump the water which
works it. It has only eight pipes, is

placed upon a round pedestal, and,
like the present example, affords

no indication of keys, nor of any
person performing upon it

; whence
it has been inferred that these organs
were only played by mechanism.
HY'DRIA (fi5p/a). A water pail,

or water can for holding
clean water

;
more es-

pecially used to desig-
nate such as were of
a superior description
(Cic. Verr. iii. 19.), of
bronze or silver, and
of costly workmanship,
like the annexed example, from a

Pompeian original.
2. In a more general sense, any

kind of vessel for holding water ;

whence also used for the urn filled

with water from which the names of
the tribes or centuries were drawn

put by lot, for the purpose of assign-
ing to each one its right turn in

voting; otherwise, and more spe-
cially, termed SITELLA. Cic. Verr.
iii. 51.

HYP^ETH'ROS (faatfpos). Lite-

rally, under the sky, or in the open
air

; whence applied to a temple, or
other edifice which had no roof over
the central portion of its area, so
that the interior was open to the
sky. Hypsethral structures were
generally the largest and most mag-

nificent of their kind
; indeed, the

difficulty of roofing over a very large
area may be regarded as a principal
motive for adopting the expedient.
The great temple at Psestum affords

an existing specimen of this style ;

but no instance was to be found in

Rome when Vitruvius wrote. Vi-

truv. iii. 2.

HYPJE'TRUM. A latticed win-
dow constructed over the grand en-

trance door of a temple (Vitruv. iv.

6. 1.), as in the annexed example,
which represents the door of the

Pantheon at Rome. One of the

Xanthian marbles in the British

Museum affords an example of the

same contrivance, which possesses the

double advantage of giving grandeur
without, and admitting air within.

HYPER'THYRUM (jbvtpQvpov}.
An ornamental member, consisting

of a frieze and cornice supported
upon trusses or consoles (ancones,

parotides\ usually placed above the
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lintel of a door-frame in temples and

other great buildings (Vitruv. iv. 6.

4.) ;
an example of which is given in

the annexed engraving, with one of

the trusses in profile by its side, from

the temple of Hercules at Cora, con-

structed precisely as Vitruvius directs

in the passage cited ;
and the pre-

ceding woodcut affords an example
of a similar ornament, but differently

designed, placed over the hypcetrum,
in the Pantheon at Rome. This

member was intended to increase the

apparent size of the doorway, in

order to preserve the level of the

horizontal line formed by the archi-

trave of the pronaos and the antae ;

whence it is directed that the top of

the cornice of the hyperthyrum
should coincide with the tops of the

capitals belonging to the columns and
antse of the pronaos. If the doorcase

itself were made thus high, the valves

would be ill-proportioned, and cum-
bersome to open.
HYPOCAU'SIS (67r<teat,<m). A

furnace with flues running under-

neath the pavement of an apartment
in a private house or set of baths, for

the purpose of increasing the tempe-
rature of the air in the chamber
above. (Vitruv. v. 10. 1. and 2.)
It is very plainly shown in the an-

nexed engraving, representing the
sectional elevation of a bath-room,
discovered in a Roman villa at

Tusculum ; the small arch on the

left shows the mouth of the furnace

(propnigeum), over which are placed
the vessels (vasaria, Vitruv. /. c. ),

containing hot and tepid water, which

it served to heat ; and, on the right,
under the floor of the room, which is

supported upon a number of low and
hollow tubes, is an offset from the

hypocausis, which warmed the cham-
ber above it.

HYPOCAUS'TUM (W/cauo-/).
A room, of which the temperature is

warmed by means of a furnace and
flues (hypocausis) directed under it,

as represented by the last engraving,
Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 11. and 23. Compare
Stat. Sylv. i. 5. 59., where the word
seems to be applied to the flues under
the chamber rather than to the cham-
ber itself.

HYPOC'RITA, or -TES (faoKpi-

rfc). An actor or performer who
plays a part upon the stage. (Suet.

Nero, 24. Compare Quint, xi. 3.

7.) The word is properly a Greek
one ; and

a corresponds with the Latin
histrio.

HYPODIDAS'CALUS (faoSfid-

ovcaAos). A sub-master, or under
teacher ; at a school (Cic. Fam. ix.

18.) ;
of a Greek chorus. Plat. Ion.

536. A.

HYPOGAE'UM (jbirtyaiov). (In-

script. ap. Donat. cl. 8. n. 14. ap.
Grut. 1114. 3.) Same as

HYPOGE'UM (fa6yeiov). That

part of a building which lies below
the level of the ground (Vitruv. vi.

8.) ; whence a subterranean vault in

which the Greeks buried their dead
without burning the body (Pet. Sat.

iii. 2.) ; consequently, corresponding
with the Roman CONDITORIUM.
HYPOTRACHE'LIUM (fororpa-

X^Aioi/). The uppermost part of the

shaft of a column, where it is of the

smallest diameter, immediately under
the neck of the capital. Vitruv. iii.

3. 12. Id. iv. 7. 3.

I.

IATRALIFTA, or -TES (larpa-

Aet7TT?7s). A medical man who
treated his patients upon what was
called the iatraliptic system (Jatra-

liptice, Plin. H. N. xxix. 2.) ;
i. e.
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by the external application of un-

guents and friction, combined with a

regular gymnastic regimen. Plin.

Ep. x. 4. Cels. i. 1.

ICHNOGRAPH'IA (\xvoypwpta.).
A chart, map, or ground-plan, made
in outline by architects and survey-
ors for the workmen to build by, or

as a map of reference, (Vitruv. i.

2. 2.) The annexed engraving af-

fords a specimen of Roman mapping,
from a plan of the city engraved
upon slabs of marble, originally

forming the pavement of the temple
of Romulus and Remus ; many frag-
ments of which are preserved in the

Capitol. It is supposed to have been
executed in the age of Septimius
Severus ; and when entire, afforded a

complete guide to the city, in which

every street, house, and public edifice

was laid down in its proper place,
and in sufficient detail to show its

ground-plot and architectural design,
together with the name of each in-

scribed upon it. The fragment here
introduced shows the original plan of
the portico of Octavia surrounding
the temples of Jupiter and Juno

;
of

all which buildings considerable re-
mains are still standing near the pre-
sent fish market. The dotted lines
are only cracks in the marble. Other
specimens from the same plan are

presented at pp. 67. 248. and other

parts of this work, some of which
indicate the great skill with which
the ancient draughtsmen contrived to

express constructive forms by a few

simple outlines.

IGNISPIC'IUM. A branch of
the art of divination, which consisted
in foretelling the secrets of futurity

by the inspection of ignited matter.

(Plin.
LH. N. vii. 57. Compare Sen.

(Ed. 306330., where the various

appearances of the flames, and the
results supposed to be indicated by
them, are set out at length.
ILLIX or INLEX, sc. Avis (ira-

A.evTrjs). A decoy bird, employed by
the ancient fowlers to entice others
within reach of their nets and
snares. For this purpose they made
use both of birds which were of a
kindred and of a hostile species,
such as the owl and falcon, which
was also trained to catch those which
it had decoyed within its reach.

(Plaut. As. i. 3. 68. Pallad. x. 12.

Mart. xiv. 216. Oppian. Cyneg. i. 65.)
The illustrations at p. 59. s. ARUNDO,
4. afford two examples of the use of a

call-bird, from ancient works of art.

IMAGINA'RII. Standard bear-

ers in the Roman
Imperial armies,
whose ensigns had
an image of the

emperor amongst
the other devices

(Veget. Mil ii.

7.), as seen in the

annexed woodcut,
from the Column
of Trajan, in

which the empe-
ror's portrait oc-

cupies the top

place, surrounded

by a wreath of

laurel.

1MAGINIFERI. (Veget. Mil.

ii. 7. Inscript. ap. Grut. 1107. 1.)
Same as the preceding.
IMA'GINES MAJO'RUM.

Family portraits, or likenesses, con-

sisting of waxen masks, expressing
the lineaments of deceased persons,
which their surviving relatives pre-
served with studious care in cases or
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armoires placed round the atrium of

their mansions, regarding them as

the honoured representa-
tives of their ancestral

line. (Liv. iii. 58. Sail.

Jug. 85. Suet. Vesp. L)
The mask in the annexed

woodcut, from a se-

pulchral bas-relief, which

represents a female be-

wailing the death of her husband, is

probably intended for one of these

images in its case. The honorary
distinction of handing themselves

down to posterity by these represent-

ations, was only permitted to certain

persons amongst the Romans ;
viz.

those who had passed through either

of the high offices of sedile, praetor,

or consul ; and when the funeral of

any individual of the above rank and

ancient lineage took place, the masks
were taken out of their cases, and
worn by persons who walked in front

of the bier, in a similar costume, and
with the same insignia as had be-

longed to the personages they repre-
sented during their lives. (Eichstadt.

Dissertt. de Imagg. J?om.) These were
called the effigies (effigies') of the

family ;
and they personated charac-

ters even as far back as traditional

history, JEneas, the Alban kings,

Romulus, &c. (Tac. Ann. iv. 9. Com-

pare Polyb. vi. 53. Hor. Epod. 8. 2.)

It will be self-evident that no au-

thentic or contemporary likeness of

any individual ascribed to such remote

antiquity could ever have been in ex-

istence, even though we should admit

that the original was a real historical

person : but there is no doubt that

the great Roman families preserved
characteristic representations of their

early, and even fabulous, ancestors,

modelled in lineament and costume

after some traditionary type, well

known to, and immediately recognized

by, the people at large, which are

met with on coins, medals, and en-

graved gems (e. g. the head of Numa
s. BARBATUS); precisely as all mo-
dern representations of the Saviour
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exhibit a particular identity of cha-

racter, style, and features, which,
though not professing to be genuine
likenesses, are still formed after a

traditionary model of very great an-

tiquity.
IMBREX (KOAVTTTT/P). A ridge-

tile made to receive the shower (imber\
and of a semi-cylindrical form, as

contradistinguished from tegula, which
was flat. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 10. 15.

Plaut Most. i. 2. 26.) -^^
The imbrex was intended |

to cover the juncture of .j|
two flat tiles, and, conse-

quently, was made nar- ^=|f
rower at one end, so as to 1

lap over one another and 1

form a continuous ridge
down the sides of the roof (woodcut
s. IMBRICATUS), which threw off the
rain water from its hog's back into

the channel formed by the tegulce,
between each row of imbrices. The
modern Italian architects use tiles of
the same description ; two of which
are represented by the annexed en-

graving, which shows their form, and
the manner in which they were fitted

to one another.

2. Imbrex supinus. A gutter formed

by a series of ridge-tiles fitted into

one another, and laid upon their backs

(Columell. ix. 13. 6. Compare ii. 2.

9.), as in the annexed example, which
shows a water conduit in the ruin,

commonly known as the grotto of

Egeria near Rome.
IMBRICA'TIM. Formed in un-

dulations like the imbrices of a roof.

Plin. H. N. ix. 52., and next woodcut.
IMBRICA'TUS. (From imbrico,

KaAi>7TT7jp^a>). Imbricated, in archi-

tecture ; that is, having the roof co-

vered with a series of flat and ridge-
tiles (tegulce and imbrices] ; the usual
manner in which the Greeks and
Romans protected the timber-work
in the roofs of their buildings, and
of which a specimen is afforded by

Y Y
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the annexed engraving, represent-

ing the roof of the portico of Octa-

via at Rome, the tiles of which are

made of white marble.

IMMISSA'RIUM. A basin, trough,
or other contrivance built upon the

ground, of stone or brick, and in-

tended as a cistern to contain a body
of water flowing from the reservoir

(castellum) of an aqueduct, for the

accommodation of the adjacent neigh-
bourhood. (Vitruv. viii. 6. 1.) It

differs from cisterna, which was un-

derground ; and is shown by the

annexed engraving, from a specimen
at Pompeii. The high vaulted build-

ing is the reservoir, from which the

water flowed through the small dark

aperture at its bottom, into the square
stone trough (immissarium) on the

level of the pavement. The city of

Pompeii is furnished with several

other conveniences of this description.
IMMOL A' T U S. Accurately

speaking, means sprinkled with flour
(mola salsa), in reference to a victim
intended for the sacrifice, this being
one of the usual ceremonies before it

was slain (Cato ap. Serv. Mn. x.

541.) ; whence the word came to be
used in the less special sense of our

IMPLUVIATUS.

term immolated, or killed in sacrifice.

Hor. Od. iv. 11. 7.

IMPA'GES. The broad trans-

verse band in a door, which stretches

from stile to stile, and divides the

pannels horizontally from one an-

other, technically called by our car-

penters, the rail (Vitruv. 6. iv. 5.,

and JANUA,) where the component
parts which form the leaf of a door

are illustrated and explained.
IMPEDIMENTUM (ret (r/cevr?).

The baggage of an army which was

transported in waggons, or on beasts

of burden (Cses. B. G. i. 26. Liv.

xliv. 27.) ; including also the baggage
waggons, and the beasts which drew
them. Ca;s. B. G. vii. 45. Front.

Strateg. ii. 1. 11.

IMPEDI'TI. In military phrase-

ology soldiers who marched with a

heavy load of arms, pro-
visions, and personal bag-

gage (sarcina), as was
the ordinary practice in

the Roman armies (Ca?s.
B. G. i. 12.), and shown

by the annexed example
from the column of Tra-

jan. The soldier wears
his heavy armour ; his

shield on the left arm, and helmet

slung in front, from the right shoulder,

while his personal necessaries, imple-
ments for cooking, and vessels for

eating and drinking are made into a

pack and carried on the top of a pole.

The men thus loaded are opposed to

EXPEDITI ; which compare.
I M P I L' I A (eV*-/A.ia, Hesych.).

Thick and warm coverings for the

feet, made of a felted fabric (Plin.

H.N. xix. 10., and Ulp. Dig. 34. 2.

25., in which passage they are dis-

tinguished from fascia crurales, and
from pedules), but whether in the

nature of stockings, socks, or shoes,

there are not sufficient data to de-

termine.

IMPLUVIA'TUS. A term
used to designate some particular
kind of garments worn by females

(Plaut. Epid. ii. 2. 39.) ; but as it
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only occurs in reference to a tempo-
rary fashion, it is impossible to say
from what caprice the term may
have sprung, or what peculiarity it

was intended to describe. Some refer

it to the form, viz. square, like the

impluvium of a house (Turneb. Advers.

xiv. 19.) ; others to the colour, very
dark and dingy, like the water which

drips down from the roof of a house
into the impluvium (Non. Marc. s. v.

p. 548.) ; both conjectures little to be

depended on.

IMPLUV'IUM. A large square
basin sunk in the floor of the atrium
in private houses, intended as a re-

ceptacle for the rain water which
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flowed in through the compluvium, or

opening in the roof of the same.

(Varro, L. L. v. 161. Festus s. v.

Plaut. Amph. v. i. 59. Liv. xliii. 13.

Cic. Verr. ii. 1. 23). The illustration

represents the impluvium as now seen

in the house of Sallust at Pompeii ;

a roof is restored to the apartment in

order to show the manner in which
the rain would enter through the

compluvium above.

2. In some passages the word ap-

pears to be used in the same sense as

compluvium (Plaut. Mil. ii. 2. 4. Ter.

Eun. in. 5. 41. Vitruv. vi. 3 6.) ;

but there is good reason for doubting
the accuracy of these readings, and
most of the best editions have adopted
compluvium in its place.
INAR'CULUM. Same as AR-

CULUM. 1. Festus s. v.

INAU'RIS (eAAo'gioj/, eVc^Tioj/). An
ear-ring fastened to the ear through a

hole (fenestra^) bored in the lobe ;

very generally worn by the women

of Greece and Italy (Isidor. Orig.
xix. 31. 10. Plaut. Men. iii. 3. 17.),
but not by males, as they were amongst
some barbarous nations ; though Isi-

dorus says (/. c. ) that the Greek

youths wore a

single ear-ring
in one ear.

These orna-

ments were
made in every
conceivable va-

riety of pattern
and value, of

gold, pearls, precious stones, &c. ; and
with or without drops (stalagmia), as

may be seen by the numerous speci-
mens preserved in most cabinets of

antiquities. The example introduced
shows an ear-ring of the simplest
kind, from a Pompeian painting, con-

sisting of a plain gold ring of con-

siderable size, such as is commonly
worn by the female peasantry of Italy
at this day ;

but many other speci-
mens of a more elaborate and valuable

character are interspersed in different

parts of these pages.
INCERNIC'ULUM (-njAJct).

Usually translated a sieve ; but Luci-

lius (Sat. xxvi. 70.) and Cato (7?. Jt.

13. 1.) both make a distinction between
the two words cribrum and incernicu-

lum, though neither of them gives any
details by which we might ascertain

in what the diiference consisted. A
passage of Pliny (H. N. viii. 69.)

compared with Aristotle (H. N. vi.

24.), suggests a more fitting interpre-

tation, and leads to the conclusion that

the incerniculum was not a sieve at all,

but a large tray, chest, or perhaps
basket, in which the corn dealers

brought their samples of corn to

market, after it had been sifted and
cleared from the chaff.

INCI'LE. A tributary or branch
drain or ditch, whether for the purpose
of conveying water from a common
source into the lands for irrigation,
or for conducting it from different

parts of the land into the main
channel. Festus s. v. Cato R, ./?,

Y Y 2
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155. 1. Columell. v. 9. 13. Apul. Met
ix. p. 182.

INCINCTUS, In a general sense

girded or encircled by a thing (Circ.
Acad. iv. 38.) ;

thence wearing a

girdle round the tunic (Ov. Fast. ii.

634. CINGULUM and illustrations) ;

and especially having the toga twisted

round the body in the peculiar manner
called the gabine cincture. Liv. viii.

46. OINCTUS 3. and illustration.

INCISU'RA. A term used by
the Roman painters to express what
is now technically called hatching by
our engravers and artists (Plin. H. N.
xxxiii, 57.) ; which is produced by
making separate strokes with the

brush, like those of an engraving or

chalk drawing, over the flat tints, in

order to deepen the tone, give trans-

parency, and form a half-tint between
the light and shade. The expedient
of hatching is never resorted to in oil

painting, because the lubricous vehicle
blends easily of itself, but is commonly
applied by the fresco painters both of
the old Roman and modern Italian
schools. The illustration, which is a
facsimile of a piece of sculptured pave-
ment in the cathedral at Siena, will

explain exactly what is meant by the
term. If it were a fresco painting
instead of an engraving, the darkest
tint at the right hand side, between
the head of the child and the drapery
of the female figure, would be crossed
over with ahatching ofstronglymarked

lines as it is here, each one of which
would form an incisura ; the name
being transferred from its original

meaning, an indented line, like those
in the palm of the hand (Plin. H. N.
xi. 114.), to one which resembled the
same in its effect.

INCITE'GA (fyTi;^). A bottle-

stand or case for holding cruets, de-

canters, and other vessels which had
round or pointed bottoms so that they
could not stand alone. (Festus. s. v.

Fea ad Hor. Sat. i. 6. 116.) Of
course they were made of different

forms, sizes, and patterns, in accord-
ance with the particular use to which

they were applied and the taste of the

designer. The example introduced

represents an earthenware cruet-stand

with two glass bottles in it, from an

original found in Pompeii, very simi-

lar to those still in use ; but another
kind very generally adopted was an

open frame upon three or more legs,
like our trivets, made of silver, bronze,
or wood (Athen. Deipn. Y. 45), of
which the excavations of Pompeii
and Egypt have furnished various

specimens.
INCOMMA. A word of doubtful

authority, but supposed to imply a

post with gradations of feet and inches

marked upon it, by which the stature

of conscripts was tested, in order to

see that they did not fall short of
the regular military standard. Gloss.

Isidor. Veg. Mil. i. 5. Salmas. ad

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 4.

INCUNA'BULA. Includes all

the objects which constitute the fur-

niture of a cradle (cunabula} and of
the infant in it ; viz. the mattress

(pulvillus) on which it lays ;
the cradle

bands which prevent it from falling

out, themselves termed incunabula

specially by Plautus ( True. v. 13.) ;
the
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swaddling clothes and bands (fascia)
with which it was enveloped ;

whence
the same term is applied in a general
sense for a cradle (Liv. iv. 36.), or

a birth-place. Cic. Att. ii. 15.

INCUS (S/c/iwv). An anvil, upon
which smiths hammer out and fashion

their work. (Plin. H. N. vii. 57.

Virg. Mn. vii.

629. Hor.
Ovid. &c.) It

had a project-

ing horn, upon
which angular
and circular

shapes were

formed, and
when used was placed upon a wooden
block ; being in every respect similar

to the instrument still employed for

the same purposes, as shown by the
annexed example, which is copied
from an engraved gem.
INDA'GO. A sporting term which

expresses the surrounding of a wood
or any given spot with nets, and per-
haps also by a circle of beaters, in

order to prevent the escape of the

game, which, by this means, was

brought to bay and slaughtered. Virg.
Mn. iv. 121. Tibull. iv. 3. 7. Claud.
in Rufin. ii. 376.

INDEX (o-t'AAugos). The title of
a book, which announced the subject
treated in the work. (Cic. Att. iv.

4. Id. Or. 11. 14. Liv. xxxviii. 56.

Suet. Cal 49.) It answers to the

title-page of a
modern book,
with this diffe-

rence, that it

was written at

the end instead

of the com-
mencement ; at

least it is so placed in all the Hercu-
lanean MSS. which have been un-
rolled. It likewise answers to what
is now called the lettering piece, at-

tached to the back of the volume
; for

it was sometimes written on a separate

piece of parchment or papyrus, tinged
of a red colour, with coccum or mi-

nium, and affixed to the centre of the

roll, so as to hang down outside, and
announce its contents, as in the an-

nexed example from a painting at

Pompeii. lorio, Officina de' Papiri,
del Real Mus. Borb.

2. An inscription upon the base of

a statue, upon a slab, or upon any
object, recounting the actions, &c.

which such works were intended to

commemorate. Tibull. iv. 1. 30. Liv.

xli. 28.

INDICTI'VUS. See FDNUS, 2.

INDU'CULA. An under garment
worn by females ;

but whether of a

general or special nature is uncertain.

It certainly belonged to the INDUTUS,
and probably meant a small tunic, or

chemise. (Plaut. Ep. ii. 2. 41.) Com-

pare Non. s. Regilla, who quotes the

same passage, but with the reading
Tunicula.

INDUMEN'TUM. A general
term for any thing which is put on

in the shape of clothing (Gell. xvi.

19. 3.), or to cover any part of the

person ; for a mask (Gabius Bassus

ap. Gell. v. 7.) ;
a tunic (Aurel. Viet.

Cces. 12.).

INDUSIA'TUS. Wearing afrock.
like the women's indusium (Apul.
Met. ii. p. 33.) ;

a costume which is

probably represented on
the annexed figure, from
a bas-relief of the Flo-

rentine Gallery. It did

not form a regular part
of the male attire,

though it was some-
times given to young
and effeminate boys who
waited at the tables of

wealthy or luxurious

individuals, for whom a

recherche style of dress

was affected by their

masters. It is of such that Apuleius
speaks in the passage cited. Comp.
Apul. Met. viii. p. 172.

2. Indusiata vestis. Plaut. Epid.
ii. 2. 49. Same as

INDU'SIUM. An article belonging
to the Indutus of female attire, for
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which our term frock affords the best

translation, and the closest analogy;
for it was worn over the chemise

(subucula), had short sleeves, and was

put on over the head in the same

manner as that article of modern

costume. (Varro. de Vit. Pop. Rom.

ap. Non. s. Subucula p. 522. Id. L. L.

v. 131.) It is derived from induo,

not from intus, which is a mistaken

etymology, invented by Varro (/. c.),

to suit which he writes the word

intusium, and is attributed to females

exclusively, because Varro distinctly

enumerates it amongst the articles of

the female wardrobe. It is very

plainly exhibited on both the annexed

figures, which also show the subucula

underneath it. In the larger one,

representing the Flora of the Capitol,

only the right arm is inserted into the

sleeve
;
but the other armhole appears

upon the left arm
;

the edge of the

skirt, rests upon the hand, just as

such a dress would do after it had
been put over the head ; and one arm
drawn into the sleeve, before dropping
it down to pass the other through the

sleeve in like' manner. The small

figure, from a statue of the Villa

Borghese, shows a dress of the same

description when properly put on,
with a part of the subucula appearing
underneath it, and a loose shoulder-

strap (balteus) outside.

INDU'TUS (erS^a). A general
term (from induo) for any kind of

close garment which a person puts on,

or inserts his limbs or body into, as

contradistinct from AMICTUS, which

is expressive of loose clothing that is

wrapped round the body. (Tac. Ann.

xvi. 4. Apul. Flor. ii. 9. 1. Ammian.
xxx. 7. 4. Compare Cic. Or. iii. 32.

Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 47.) It conse-

quently designates any
and every of the various

kinds of under-garments
worn by the ancients, and
enumerated in the list of

the Classed Index, both

of the male and female

apparel ; and is well illus-

trated by the annexed

figure from a fictile vase,

which represents a female

taking off -her chemise

before entering the bath ;

showing by the action she employs
that the tunica was a round garment
taken off and put on over the head,
like a modern shirt or chemise.

INFUDIB'ULUM. Cato. JR. R.

10. 1., for INFUNDIBULUM.
INFRENATUS sc. Eques. One

who rides without a bridle (frenwri),
as was the practice of the Numidian
horsemen (Liv. xxi. 44.), and some
of the northern nations, whose horses

were so docile and well broken that

they could be managed by the voice,

without rein or bit, as in the annexed

example, which represents one of the

allied cavalry in the army of Trajan,
from the column which bears his name.
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2. As a participle of the verb In-

freno, it has an exactly contrary

signification, meaning bitted and

bridled. Liv. xxxvii. 20. Sil. Ital.

iv. 314.

INFRENIS or INFRENUS.
Virg. ;En. x. 750. iv. 41. Same as

INFRENATUS. 1.

IN'FULA. A flock of wool died

red and white, and knotted at regular
intervals with a riband (vitta), so as

to form a long fillet, which was worn

by the priesthood and vestals, em-

ployed as an ornament for the victim

dressed for a sacrifice, and to decorate

temples and altars upon festive occa-

sions. (Virg. JEn. x. 538. Id. Georg.
iii. 487. Festus, s. v. Cic. Verr. ii. 4.

50. Lucan ii. 355.) It is frequently

represented in sculpture, though the

natural elasticity of the wool, swelling
out between the ties which fasten the

flocks at intervals, gives to such

works a strong resemblance to a row
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of large and small beads strung toge-
ther, for which, in fact, it has been

generally mistaken
; see the two next

woodcuts, where this appearance is

very decided, though upon inspection
it will be clear that the forms are in-

tended to represent the same objects
as those shown in the annexed en-

graving, which represents two genii

making infulce, from a painting dis-

covered at Resina. The number of
flocks tied together to make a length
also explains why the prose writers

mostly use the word in the plural,

infulce.

INFULA'TUS. Wearing or de-

corated with in-

fulce ;
i. e. with

flocks of wool tied

up into a fillet, in

the manner de-

scribed by the last

article. (Suet. Cal.

27.) It was worn
as a diadem round
the head, with long
ends hanging down
on each side (Serv.
ad Virg. x. 538.)

by the vestals and other members of

the priesthood, exactly as represented

by the annexed example from a
statue of Isis in the Vatican ; and by
the victim (hostia) when dressed out

for the sacrifice (Varro, L. L. vii. 24.

Inscript. ap. Orelli. 642.), which had
its head and neck decorated in the

same manner, as exhibited by the

annexed example from a Roman bas-

relief.

INFUNDIB'ULUM
funnel for conveni-

ently transferring

liquids from one
vessel into another.

(Cato. 7?. 2i. 13. 3.

Columell. iii. 18.

Pallad. Jun. 7. 2.)

The example repre-
sents a funnel, of the same construc-
tion as those still in use, from an ori-

ginal of glass discovered at Pompeii.
2. A funnel, or hopper, as it is

technically called, through which the
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corn to be ground was poured into a

mill (Vitruv. x. 5. 2. ) ; probably the

upper one of the two stones which

formed a Roman corn mill, otherwise

termed CATILLUS ; and compare the

illustration s. MOLA, 2., on the top

of which there is an appurtenance,
which may be intended for a hopper,

with the corn pouring into it, though,

from the dilapidation of the marble,

it now presents an appearance more

like a flame.

INFURNIB'ULUM. Same as

the Infundibulum ; (Plin. H. N. xxiv.

85.), where it is applied to the purpose
of inhaling steam for a cough ; for

which the funnel above engraved
would be sufficiently well adapted if

the narrow end were placed in the

mouth, and the other one over the

object from which the steam arose.

INSCRIFTUS. Branded; in re-

ference to a slave who had a stigma
burnt into his forehead, to denote the

offence which he had committed.

Mart. viii. 75. 9. Compare Pet. Sat.

103. 2. Id. 106. 1.

2. Also, in a negative sense, un-

marked ; in reference to merchandize,

cattle, &c., when smuggled out of

port, or across the frontier, without

paying the proper duties, i. e. without

having the excise or custom-house

brand marked upon them. Lucil.

Sat. xxvii. 3. Gerlach. Varro, R. R.

ii. 1. 15.

INSIC'IA and INSIC'IUM.
Minced meat, or sausage meat.

(Varro, L.L. v. 110. Macrob. Sat.

vii. 1. Donat. ad Ter. Eun. ii. 2.

26.) The modern Italians retain the

form in their name of a sausage,
"

salsiccia," corrupted from salis-

isicia, i. e. minced and salted.

I N SIC I A' T US. Stuffed with
minced meat or stuffing. Apic. v. 4.

INSIC'IOLUM. (Apic. v. 4.)
Diminutive of INSICIUM.

INSIG'NE. In a general sense,

implies anything which serves as a

sign, ornament, or badge, by which

persons or things may be distin-

guished ; for example, the crest on

a helmet, the device on a shield, the

fasces of a consul, the sceptre and
diadem of a king, the golden bulla of

high-born children ; and so on.

2. (Tropaarj/uoi/). In the navy it

has rather a more special sense, being
used to designate the figure-head of a

ship, which was carved or painted on
the bows, and imitated the person or

object after which the vessel was

named, as contradistinguished from

Tutela, which was situated on the

quarters, and represented the deity
under whose protection the vessel was

supposed to sail. The example re-

presents the head of the vessel named
the Pistris in Virgil (Mn. v. 116.),
from a picture in the Vatican MS.,
intended to illustrate that passage ;

which consequently is furnished with

an image of that fabulous animal

for its figure-head. All the other

vessels in the picture have figures in

a similar position, representing the

objects after which they are named.
IN'SILE. (Lucret. v. 1352.)

The real meaning of this word is

doubtful. Some think that it ex-

presses the same object as the

"treadle" of a modern loom, which
is pressed down by the foot of the

weaver to work the leash rods or

"heddles," and make them decussate

the warp. Schneider, on the con-

trary (Index. Script. R. R. s. Tela),
considers it to mean the heddles

themselves, which move up and down
as they open the warp. In both

cases it is derived from insilio; and
must have reference to a horizontal

loom, and not an upright one, which
does not require any treadle, and in

which the heddles do not move up and
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down, but backward and forward
;

but, though a horizontal loom of a

very primitive kind, and doubtless of

a very ancient model, is still used in

India, all the representations which
remain to us of Egyptian and Roman
looms are upright ones.

IN'STITA. An ornament at-

tached to the stola of a Roman matron

(Hor. Sat. i. 2. 29. Ov. A. Am. i.

32.) ; supposed to have been a sort

of broad fillet, similar to the flounce
of modern times, sewed on to the

bottom skirt of the outer tunic, which,
with this adjunct, then became a

stola. It is not, however, visibly

expressed upon any work of painting
or sculpture which has reached us

;

unless, perhaps, and that is not im-

probable, the number of thick folding

plaits in the annexed and many other

figures, similarly draped in the stola,

are intended to represent this flounce,

though its juncture with the tunic is

concealed under the loose drapery of

the amictus, which covers the lower

part of the under garment, as it here

does, in all the statues and figures

which are pourtrayed in a corre-

sponding costume to the present one.

2. A fillet, or riband, which it was

usual to tie round the top of the

thyrsus under the foliaged head

(Stat. Theb. vii. 654.), as in the an-

nexed example, from a Pompeian
painting.

3. In the plural ; the bands or

cords interlaced across the frame of a

bed or couch, to make a support for

the mattress (Pet. Sat. 97. 4.) ; as in

the annexed example, from a terra-

cotta lamp.
4. Also, in a general sense, any-

thing which serves as a band or

bandage. Pet. Sat. xx. 3.

IN'STITOR (7raAt7K07T7?Aos). One
who sells goods of any description on
account of another person, or, as we
should say, by commission, whether
as a retail shopkeeper and agent, or

as a traveller and hawker. Liv. xxii.

25, Ov. A. Am. i. 421. Ulp. Dig. 14.

tit. 3.

INSTRAG'ULTJM. A coarse

and common counterpane for a bed.

Cato, I?. R. x. 5. xi. 5.

INSUB'ULUM (dvriov). The
cloth-beam of a weaver's loom, round

which the cloth is rolled, when woven
to a greater length than the height of

the loom. It goes by a similar name
in Italy at the present day, where it

is called
"

il Subbio." It was some-

times placed at the top of the loom,

as in the annexed example, from an

Egyptian painting, where it is seen

with the cloth rolled round it under

the yoke (jugum) ; and sometimes at

the bottom, accordingly as the woof
was driven upwards or downwards,
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by the comb or batten (pecten, spa
tha), both of which modes were

practised by the ancients. Isidor.

Orig. xxix. 1. Gloss. Philox. Pollux.

vii. 36. x, 125. Eustath. in Horn. Od.

xiii. 107. Aristoph. Thesm. 822.

IN'SULA. A house, or a cluster

of contiguous houses, having a free

space all round the collective pile, so

that they formed a single and isolated

mass of building, like an island in

the water (Donat. ad Ter. Ad. iv. 2.

39. Festus, s. v. Cic. Off. iii. 16.)
But as the houses composing an in-

sula were let out in flats to different

families, or comprised several distinct

shops and tenements, the word came
to be used in a less definite sense for

any hired lodging (Pet. Sat. 95. 3.),

or house occupied by more than one

family, as contradistinguished from

dormis, the private house or mansion

only tenanted by a single person, the

owner or his lessee. (Tac. Ann. vi.

45. Suet. Nero, 16. 38. 44. Id. Jul
41.) The ground-plan, which occu-

pies the second column at p. 250.,
affords an example both of an insula

and a domus ; being an isolated patch
of buildings surrounded on all sides

by streets, and containing one private
mansion, and eleven separate shops
and tenements, each of which was
occupied by a different tenant, as
will appear by referring to the de-

scription there given.
INSULA'RII. Persons who live

in hired lodgings (insulce). Pet. Sat.
95. 8.

2. Slaves belonging to the owners
of house property (Pompon. Dig.
50. 16. 166.); they performed the
duties of house-agents and lodging-
house keepers, and collected the rent
for which they were liable to their

masters, the landlords, if the tenant
defaulted. Pompon, ib. vii. 8. 16.

INTERCOLUM'NIUM Gueo-o-

arrfatov'). The intercolumniation, or
space between one column and an-
other in a colonnade (Cic. Verr. ii.

1. 19.); which the ancient architects
distributed at five different intervals,

called respectively arceostylos, diasty-
los, eustylos, systylos, pycnostylos ; each
of which is explained under its own
name.
INTERME'TIUM. The long,

low barrier between the goals (metce)
of a race course (Gloss. Philox.),
which divided the course into two
parts, as will be seen by referring to
the ground-plan of the Circus of

Caracalla, p. 165., on which it is

marked B. One side of the course,
with an elevation of the intermetium
and metce at the back, is shown by
the annexed illustration, from an en-

graved gem. The word, however, is

only found in the Glossary above

quoted; but Visconti (Mus. Pio
Clem. v. p. 244.) thinks that it was
the name originally employed before
the more modern one SPINA was
adopted, and again revived after that
had fallen into disuse or received a
different application.
INTERSCAL'MIUM. The space

between thowl and thowl (scalmus)
on the side of a vessel (Vitruv. i. 2.

4.) ; consequently, represented on the

outside by the space between one
oar, or oar-port, and another. The
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illustration is from an ancient Roman
fresco painting discovered in the

Farnese gardens.
INTERTIG'NIUM. The space

between the ends of the tie beams

(tigna, BBB. in the example) which
rest upon the architrave (trabs, A) in

the timber work of a roof. (Vitruv.
iv. 2. 2. and 4.) Six of these are here

shown ; and in the earliest buildings
these intervals were left open ; but,

subsequently, they were covered over

with slabs of marble, so as to form

part of a continuous frieze (zophorus),
or to form a metope (metopa) in the

Doric order.

INTERULA. Seems to be iden-

tical with SUBUCCLA, the innermost

tunica (interior or intima), worn next

the skin ; and is applied {indiscrimi-

nately to both sexes. (Apul. Flor.

ii. 9. Id. Met. viii. p. 159. Vopisc.
Prob. 4.) See the illustrations s.

INDUTUS and SUBUCULA.
INTESTINA'RIUS. A mechanic

employed in making what are now
called the fittings in the interior of a

house ; a carpenter and joiner. Cod.
Theod. 13. 4. 2. Inscript. ap. Mur.
929. 6. ap. Orelli. 4182.

INTESTI'NUM, sc. opus. The

fittings of wood in the inside of a

house, such as doors, window frames,
and shutters ;

or carpenter and join-
er's work. Vitruv. v. 2. Varro,
R.R. iii. 1. 10. Plin. H. N. xvi. 82.

INTON'SUS (&Kep<TicdAttjs). Un-
shorn ; i. e. wearing long hair

;
with

an implied sense of youthfulness ;

for both the Greeks and Romans

cropped their hair upon arriving at

the age of puberty, after which pe-
riod long hair was regarded as un-

manly ; excepting with reference to

certain deities, such as Eros, the god

of love, represented in the example,
from a bronze of Herculaneum.

Apollo, and Bacchus, to whom it is

attributed as a sign of perpetual

youth. Ov. Trist iii. 1. 60. Prop,
iii. 13. 52. Tibull. i. 4. 36.

2. (faovpos). Unshaven ; i. e.

wearing the beard at its natural

length, which was
the custom of the

earlier ages, as in

the annexed exam-

ple, from an en-

graved gem, in-

tended to represent
Numa ; whence, in

after times, when

shaving had become
a general fashion,
the word implies a

rude, uncouth person, of antiquated
manners. Hor. Od. ii. 15. 11. Ti-

bull. ii. 1. 34. Ov. Fast. ii. 30. Liv.

xxi. 32.

INTUSIA'TUS. The reading of

some editors instead of INDUSIATUS ;

which see.

INTU'SIUM. The reading
adopted by some instead of INDU-
SIUM ;

in which case the word would
be derived from intus, and not from

induo; and then the meaning, ac-

cording to this derivation of Varro

(Z. L. v. 131.), would be, an inner

tunic over an under one (subuculd),
but itself under some other garment ;

which is not very intelligible.
IRPEX. A heavy rake set with

a number of teeth (regula cum pluri-
bus dentibus. Varro, L. L. v. 136.

Festus, s. u.), which was drawn by
oxen over the ground, like a harrow,
to tear up the weeds,

z z 2
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ISELAS'TICI LUDI. The games
exhibited at the four great Grecian

festivals ; viz. the Olympian, Isth-

mian, Nemean, and Pythian, which
were so termed because the victors at

them (hieronicce) were conducted

home with much pomp and ceremony
to their native towns, which they
entered in a triumphal car (etV^Ao-

aav) drawn by four horses, and
crowned with chaplets. Subsequently,
however, other games besides these

four were honoured with the same
name. Vitruv. Prcef. ix. 1 Plin.

Ep. x. 118. Compare Suet. Nero, 25.

ISELAS'TICUM. The reward
or stipend bestowed by the Roman
emperors upon the champions at the

Iselastic games. Trajan ad Plin.

Ep. x. 119.

ISOD'OMOS (icrctooAws). One of
the styles of masonry adopted by the
Greek architects, in which every
stone was cut and squared to the
same height, so that when laid, the
courses were all regular and equal.

(Vitruv. ii. 8. 6. Plin. H. N. xxxvi.

51.) A specimen is exhibited by the
annexed woodcut, representing a

fragment of the old wall which
formed the substruction of the Capi-
toline temple ; consequently, dating
as far back as the legendary era of
the Roman monarchy.

J.

JACTUS. A throw of the dice.
ach throw was distinguished by a

particular name, according to the

amount or nature of the numbers
turned up ; as, Canis or Canicula,

Venus, Vulturius, Seniones. Liv. iv.

17. Ov. A. Am. iii. 353.

2. A cast of the net ; i. e. the

quantity of fish taken in it. Val.

Max. iv. 1. 7. extr.

JACULATO'RES. Javelin men;
furnished by the allies to the Roman
armies, and so termed from the dart

(jaculum) which they used, in con-
tradistinction to the slingers and
archers (funditores, sagittarii) ;

though all three were classed amongst
the light-armed troops, and were em-

ployed in the same service, to com-
mence a battle by annoying the

enemy with showers of their missiles.

Liv. xxi. 21. xxxvi. 18.

2. Fishermen who use the cast

net (Jaculum). Plaut. ap Isidor.

Orig. xix. 5. 2.

JAC'ULUM. A javelin or dart;
which is thrown at a distance, not
held in the hand for thrusting (Varro,
L. L. vii. 57.) ; whence the name
seems to be given indiscriminately

by the Latin authors to many kinds
of missiles, even to a spear when
discharged from the hand, as a mis-
sile. Liv. xxvi. 4. Cic. Tusc. 1. 42.

Virg. Mn. ix. 52, with Serv. ad I.

2. A cast-net used for taking fish

(Ovid. A. Am. i. 763.), which differed

in some manner from the funda ; for

Ausonius (Epist. iv. 54.) mentions
both these articles as a necessary
part of a fisherman's fit out, but with-

out affording any clue by which the

difference can be traced.

3. The net used by the retiarius

(Isidor. Orig. xviii. 54.), who ham-
pered his opponent by throwing it

over his head, and dispatching him
with his trident, as shown and ex-

plained s. RETIARIUS.
4. Jaculus. A long rope with a

noose at the end, like the lasso, em-

ployed for catching steers out of a

herd, when it was required to bring
them into the homestead, and break
them to the plough. Columell. vi.

2. 4.
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JA'NITOR (frupwpos). The door-

keeper or porter ; a slave who kept
the keys of the street door (janua),
and sat in the porter's lodge at the

entrance of a house. Cic. Verr. ii; 3.

2. Plaut. Men. iv. 2. 115.

JA'NITRIX. A. duenna. (Plaut.
Cure. i. 1. 76.) Bottiger and other

writers infer from the above, and
some pc;:?w!K f Tibullus (i. 6. 61.

and i. 8. 76.), that female olaves were

employed as doorkeepers, and usheis
in the ante-rooms of their mistress's

house. But such a notion is abso-

lutely inconceivable
; the word is

merely used in an allusive sense, as

explained.
JA'NUA (atfAeios dfya). Strictly,

the front or street door of a private
house (Cic. N. D. ii. 27. Serv. ad.

Virg. JEn. i. 449. Vitruv. vi. 7. ].)
as contradistinguished from porta,
the gate of a town, &c., and from

ostium, a door in the interior
; but

these nice distinctions are not always
observed. The illustration represents

a doorway belonging to one of the

houses at Pompeii, with the door

itself, and panelling restored from a
marble door in the street of the

tombs, carved in imitation of wooden

panels. The whole design consists

of the following component parts ;

the sill, or threshold, raised a step
above the pavement (limeri) ; the

lintel above (supercilium, jugumentum,
or limen superum) ; the door posts
which support it (pastes') ; the door

leaves (fores), each of which is com-

posed of the following parts; two

uprights, one on each side of the leaf,

technically termed the "
stiles

"
by

our carpenters (scapi) ; four trans-

verse pieces, which our carpenters
call the " rails

"
(impagines), dividing

the whole into three separate panels

(tympana).
JENTAC'ULUM (AKpttrurpa). A

break-fast; the earliest of the daily
meals. (Nigid. ap. Isidor. xx. 2.

10.) It was taken at various hours,

according to the habits of each indi-

vidual ; by labourers very early in

the morning ; and, in general, ap-

pears to have consisted of light and

digestible food. Suet. Vit 13. Mart,

xiv. 223. Compare viii. 67. Apul.
Met. i. p. 1 4.

JUGA'LIS, sc. Equus (^ryios

tTrTros). A draught-horse ; but espe-

cially one which draws by a yoke
(juguni) attached to the pole, as con-

tradistinguished from funalis, which
drew from traces (Virg. JEn. vii.

280. Sil. Ital. xvi. 400.), as shown

by the annexed example, from an
Etruscan painting.

2. Jugalis tela. See TELA.
JUGAMENTUM. See Jucu-

MENTUM.
JUG A'RIUS. A rustic slave, who

attended to the stalling, feeding, and

dressing of the plough oxen. (Colu-
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mell. i. 6. 6.) The Tuscan pea-

santry dress their oxen daily with

the brush and currycomb, as we do

our horses ; and it may be inferred

from the above passage of Columella

that the Roman jugarius did the same.

JUGA'TIO. Implies the training

of vines to a rail or trellis, which was

practised in two ways ;
either in

single lines, like an espalier, then

termed jugatio directa, or over a

frame formed with uprights and tie-

bars at the top, like the annexed ex-

ample, from a painting in the Na-

sonian sepulchre, which was then

called jugatio compluviata. Varro,
R. R. i. 8. 2.

JUGUM (C"7<H A yoke for

draught animals (Cic. N. D. ii. 60.

Cato, R. R. xi. 2. Vitruv. x. 3. 8.)

It was attached to the end of a pole

by a thong (cohum, lorum), or by a

pin ; and was frequently formed with

two arcs to fit the necks of the ani-

mals on which it rested, in which
case it is described by the epithet
curvum (Ov. Fast. iv. 216.), to dis-

tinguish it from the plain straight
curricle bar, which answered the
same purpose ; and a pair of loops or
bands (et>yA.ai) at each extremity,
which were tied round the animal's

chest, to serve the purpose of a collar

(subjugium). The whole of these

several details are exemplified by
the two illustrations introduced; the

first of which is from a bas-relief

found in the island of Magnensia ;

the second, which shows the pin and
the thongs round the chest, from a

painting at Pompeii.
2. (#<rt\Aa, avafyopov). A yoke

for men to carry burdens upon.

(Varro, R. R. ii. 2. 10.) It consisted

of a pole slightly curved in the

centre, and furnished with a strap at

each end, to which the object was

attached, somewhat in the same
manner as our milk pails are carried;

but with this material difference, that

it was not placed along the back, but

across one shoulder, so that the ob-

jects suspended from it hung before

and behind the person bearing it, who

could thus shift his burden from one

shoulder to the other (Aristoph. Ran.

8.) whenever he wished to ease the

weight. The whole of this is il-

lustrated by the annexed woodcut;
the top figure represents an original

Egyptian yoke, not quite three feet

seven inches long, with one of the

straps belonging to it, of leather, and
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nearly sixteen inches long, now pre-
served in the British Museum ; the

object on the left hand shows the

bottom of the strap upon a larger

scale, the two ends of which are fast-

ened together by a small thong,
which not only served to connect

them, but to receive a hook or an

additional strap, if the nature of the

burden required it; and the bottom

figure in the centre shows the manner
of using the instrument, from a fictile

vase, which fancifully represents a

Satyr carrying objects for a sacrifice

to Bacchus.
3. The beam of a balance, or pair

of scales ; whence used as a name for

the constellation Libra. (Cic. Div.

ii. 47.) The example represents a

bronze original.
4. A cross-bar connecting two up-

rights at the top, in order to form a

frame upon which vines were trained

(Varro. ft. ft. i. 8.) ; as explained
and illustrated s. JUGATIO.

5. The cross-bar or transverse

beam which united at the top the

two sides of an upright
loom ; to which the

threads of the warp
were fastened (Ovid.
Met. vi. 55.), when
the loom was of the

simplest kind, without

a cloth beam (insubu-

lum), and the web was
driven down towards
the bottom, instead of

upwards ; such as exhibited by the

annexed example, representing Circe's

loom, from the Vatican Virgil.
6. Theyoke under which the Romans

compelled a vanquished enemy to

pass without arms, in token of sub-

jugation. (Liv. iii. 28. Flor. i. 11.

13.) It was formed by two spears
stuck in the ground, with another
fastened transversely over their tops,
so as to present the same figure as

the upright loom in the preceding
woodcut. Festus s. v. Zonar. vii. 17.

7. The thwart, or cross-bench in a
boat upon which the passenger sat.

(Virg. JEn. vi. 481. of Charon's bark.

Serv. ad I. ) The illustration is from
a Roman bas-relief.

JUGUMEN'TUM. The lintel of

a doorway. (Cato. ft. ft. xiv. 1. ib. 4.)
From the use of the word fityoyio,

applied to the gates of the citadel at

Sardis by Polybius (vii. 16. 5.),

Schneider would infer that the jugu-
mentum was something in the nature

of a fastening affixed to the outside of

a door or gate ;
but it remains to be

proved that the Greek word corre-

sponds with the Latin one, which is

certainly used by Cato to designate a

component part of a doorcase, whether
made of wood or of stone, as in the

example which represents a doorway
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at Pompeii; for in the first passage
he mentions it as one of the three

members ofa wooden doorcase, limina,

pastes, jugumenta ; and in the second,

as part of the doorway in a wall,

cceteros parietes ex latere, jugumenta,
et antepagmenta.
JUNO'NES. Fairies or guardian

spirits of the female sex, one of which
was believed to be born with every
female, to attend and watch over her

through life, and expire with her at

her decease, precisely as the GENIUS
with males. They are represented
as young girls, with the wings of a

bat or a moth, and entirely draped,
as shown by the annexed example
from a Pompeian painting ; whereas

the male spirit was usually repre-
sented naked or nearly so, and with
the wings of a bird. Plin. H. N. ii.

5. Senec. Ep. 110. Tibull. iv. 6. 1.

LAB'ARUM. The imperial stan-

dard carried before the Roman em-

perors from the time of
Constantine. In form it

resembled the vexillum of
the cavalry, consisting of
a square sheet of silk at-

tached by a cross bar to

the shaft, richly orna-
mented with gold and

embroidery, and emblaz-
oned with the figure of a
cross and a monogram of Christ
(Prudent, in Symmach. i. 487.), as

shown by the annexed example, from
a medal of Constantine. The name
is probably formed from the Gaulish,

lab, to raise ; for Constantine was
educated in Gaul.

LABEL'LUM. Diminutive of
LABRUM. Columell. xii. 43. 1. Cato.

R. R. x. 2. and Cic. Leg. ii. 26., where
it is an ornamental vase over a grave
(tumulus).
LA'BRUM. A general name given

to any vessel which is formed with a
full round brim, turning over on the
outside like the human lip, from
which similitude the name arose.

The more special uses to which such
vessels were applied are the following:

1. A large flat basin containing
water, which stood upon the floor at

the circular end of the thermal cham-

ber (caldarium), in a set of baths, in

an isolated position, and with sufficient

room all round it to accommodate the

different bathers who stood round
and sprinkled themselves with the

water it contained, whilst they scraped
off the perspiration from their bodies,

engendered by the high temperature
of the room. (Vitruv. v. 10. 4. Cic.

Fam. xiv. 20. Marquez. Cos. Rom.
3 1 6. seqq. ) Most of these particulars

are exemplified by the illustration

from a fictile vase, which shows a

slave (aquarius} filling the labrum

with water ; one person scraping
himself with a strigil (strigilis), and
another dipping his hands into the

basin for the purpose of sprink-

ling the water over his person. The

engraving on page 363. s. v. LACO-

NICUM, exhibits a vase of the same
kind as it now stands at one end
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of the thermal chamber in the baths

of Pompeii.
2. An ornamental basin of the same

form, intended to receive the water

which fell from the jet of an artificial

fountain (Plin. Ep. v. 6. Ulp. Dig.
19. 1. 15.), as exhibited by the an-

nexed example, representing a foun-

tain now remaining in the Fullonica
of Pompeii, in which only the water
has been restored to show the action.

3. A large flat vessel or pan made
of stone or earthenware (Cato. E. R.
xii. 15. 2.), which was employed in

the cetta olearia for holding the oil

after it had been removed from the
locus. Cato, R. R. xii. 50. 10. Id.

xiii. 2.

4. (x*Pvl v> irepifycufT-fipiov); A
holy water font, of stone or marble,
placed at the entrance
of a heathen temple,
to contain the lustral

water (Herod, i. 51.)
into which the hands
were dipped as a puri-
fication before sacri-

fice. The illustration

represents an original
font of white mar-
ble which served for this purpose
at Pompeii; and the manner of

placing it in front of a temple is ex-

hibited by a bas-relief of the Vatican.

(Mus. Pio-Clem. v. 33.) The com-

position of the holy water was the

same as that now adopted in Roman
Catholic countries, a mixture of salt

with common water. (Theocr. Id.

xxiv. 95. Durant. de Rit. i. 21.)
The word labrum is not met with in

any Latin writer in the sense here

mentioned; but the Greek names
are well authenticated, as well as the

object itself; and the form is pre-
cisely that of which the name in

question is characteristic.

5. The ditch or trench on the out-

side of an agger, or of a wall of forti-

fication. Auson. Clar. Urb. v. 9.

LABYRIN'THUS (\n&fyivBos). A
labyrinth; under which term the

ancients understood not only an intri-

cate design containing many passages
and windings within a small space,
such as we make in our gardens

(Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 19. 2.), but

more especially a large mass of build-

ing connected with innumerable sub-

terraneous caverns, streets, and pas-

sages, like the catacombs at Rome
for example, out of which it was next

to impossible for a person who had
once penetrated into them to return

back again without a guide. The

original of the name is thought to be

Greek, and akin to Aoupo, a narrow

passage; a supposition sufficiently

probable, since the greater portion of

a labyrinth consisted in underground
works, though it was surmounted by
numerous architectural elevations also

of complicated designs, so that a

stranger could not find his way about

them. Herod, ii. 184. Plin. H.N.
xxxvi. 19. 1 4. Virg. Mn. v. 588.

Ov. Met. viii. 159. seqq.
LACER'NA. An article of dress,

which appears to have been borrowed

from the Gauls. (Cic. Phil ii. 30.)

It consisted of a loose mantle, not

closed all round, like the pcenula, but

open in front, and fast-

ened by a buckle or

brooch (fibula) under
the throat. It was,

moreover, sufficiently

ample to be worn
over the toga (Juv.
ix. 28.), or any other

garment ; and had a

hood (cucullus. Mart,

xiv. 132. 139.), which
could be raised over ?-,,
the head when the

wearer wished to conceal his features,

or avoid the sight of any unpleasant
3 A
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object. (Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 55. Paterc.

ii. 70. 2.) It came first into use to-

wards the latter end of the republic ;

but became very general under the

empire, being used by all classes, civil

as well as military. (Suet. Aug. 40.

Claud. 6.) All these particulars seem

to be distinctly exhibited in the man-

tle worn by the annexed figure, from

the column of Trajan ; and as it pre-

sents a characteristic dress, which can

be ascribed to no other name in the

language, it may be confidently taken

as affording the model of a lacerna.

LACERNA'TUS. Wearing the

lacerna, as described and represented
in the preceding article and illustra-

tion. Paterc. ii. 80. 3.

LACER'NULA. Diminutive of

LACERNA. Arnob. ii. 56.

LACFNIA Opo/cu's). In its pri-

mary sense, a flock of wool, not

twisted into a fringe (fimbrid), but in

its natural form of a knot or tuft, such

as we often see left upon the surface

of blankets and other woollen fabrics.

Hence the term was transferred to

many other objects both animate

and inanimate which bore a resem-

blance to the pointed and globu-
lar form of that object ; as, a small

projecting headland (Plin. H. N. v.

43.) ; a leaf (Id. xv. 30.) ;
and the

two drop-like excrescences, growing
like warts under the jowl of a she-

goat (Id. viii. 76.), which the ancient

artists likewise

appended to the

necks of their

fauns and young
(

satyrs, in order to i

indicate their Ii-
;

bidinous propensities, when they re-

presented them without horns, as in

the annexed example, from a statue

found at Herculaneum.
2. From the resemblance above

mentioned, the name was given to a

sort of drop, frequently left on to the

corners of various articles of dress ;

the chlamys (Plaut. Merc. i. 2. 29.),

pallium (Pet. Sat. xii. 2.), toga (Suet.
Cal. 35.), and tunica (Pet. Sat. xii.

6. ), where it served the double pur-

pose of use and ornament, being

weighted with
lead inside,
so that it kept
the ends down
in a graceful
and steady po-
sition. It is

seen upon each
corner of the

side slit in the

tunic worn by
the annexed fi-

gure, from an

equestrian statue of N. Balbus dis-

covered at Herculaneum ; upon the

pallium, in the first illustration to that

word ; upon the chlamys, at pp. 154,
155. 178. ; upon the toga of the

Etruscan figure, with the right arm
extended, s. TOGA, though it is lost

in our engraving from the reduced
size of the drawing; and on those

of the figures in Mus. Borb. vi. 41.

Mus. Pio-Clem. iii. 19. v. 32. and

many other statues. Now as the laci-

nia always depended from the extreme
corner of the skirt, it will be readily
understood how it came to signify
in general language the angular ex-

tremity of the dress itself; which
sometimes hung down near the

ground, and sometimes was taken up
and thrown over the shoulder (ANA-
BOLIUM), so that one person catches

another by the lacinia, to stop him
and arrest his attention (Suet. Claud.
15. Pet. Sat. 100. 5.), like our "but-
ton holders ;

"
or uses it as a hand-

kerchief to wipe his face (Plaut.
Merc. i. 2. 16.); or, to hold any
thing (Cic. Fam. xvi. 21.) ; while

Apuleius frequently uses the word
in a more general sense, for the en-
tire garment to which lacinice were

Tnded.ACO'NICUM (mpiarfipiov').
The semicircular end of the thermal
chamber (caldarium) in a set of baths,
so termed because it originated with
the Lacedaemonians. (Mart. vi. 43.

16.) One end of the caldarium con-
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tained a bath of warm water (alveus),

and the other the Laconicum, con-
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sisting of a semicircular alcove, heated

by a furnace and flues (hypocausis*)
under its floor and percolating its

walls, which were made hollow for

the purpose. In the centre was placed
a flat vase (labrum), containing water

for the bather to sprinkle over him-

self as he scraped off the perspiration

engendered by the high temperature
at which the place was kept; and

immediately over it was a circular

opening (lumen'), which could be closed

or opened by means of a metal disk

(clipeus), accordingly as it was re-

quired to raise or lower the degree of

heat. (Vitruv. vii. 10. v. 10.) The
illustration represents the Laconicum
in the baths at Pompeii, with its

labrum in the centre, and the circular

aperture over it, which was closed by
a metal disk, suspended by chains,

for which the fastenings were dis-

covered affixed to the walls. The
three square windows above were
made air-tight by being closed with

glass or lapis specularis. The manner
in which the apparatus of the clipeus
acted is explained and illustrated at

p. 179. ; and a different explanation,
which some scholars wish to attach to

the word Laconicum, will be found at

p. 180. The relative situation which
the Laconicum, as here interpreted,

occupied with respect to the other

apartments, and its own position in the

thermal chamber, may be seen on the

ground-plan, p. 74. letters D. i.

LACTA'RIUS. A sort of pastry-

cook, who made sweet things (opus

lactarium), with milk, meal, fruit, and

honey. Lamprid. Elag, 27. and 32.

LACU'NA. A pit sunk under-

neath the fire of a lime-kiln to receive

the ashes which dropped from it,

when the kiln was constructed with

only one entrance (prafurnium) to

its furnace. If there were two en-

trances, the ashes were removed,
when necessary, through one of them,
and in that case no lacuna was re-

quired. But if there was only a

single entrance, such a contrivance

was indispensable, because the ashes

could not be cleared away without

extinguishing or diminishing the fire;

and it is a requisite in making lime

that the heat should be kept up at a

regular and continuous temperature,
from the time the furnace is kindled

until the whole mass is sufficiently

baked. Cato. R. R. 38.

LACU'NAR (</>efwfyui). A coffer
or panel in a flat ceiling, formed by
the beams and rafters supporting the

roof or flooring of an upper story,
which cross each other at right angles,

and, when they are left exposed, are

seen to divide the whole soffit into a

number of square compartments, like

a pit or lake (lacuna, lacus), from

which appearance the name arose.

(Vitruv. vii. 2. 2. Cic. Tusc. v. 21.

Hor. Od. ii. 18. 2.) The illustration

3 A 2
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represents a flat ceiling of this de-

scription from the Vatican Virgil ;

but, as it was customary to imitate

wood-work in brick and masonry,
coffers of a similar description are

often formed in arched or domed

ceilings, of which the Pantheon at

Rome affords an example.
2. A particular kind of sun-dial

(Vitruv. ix. 8.), which may be readily

imagined from the name, although
no specimen of it is known to exist ;

as a dial sunk in a slab, like the coffer

in a ceiling.
LACUS. In its primary sense, a

large and profound cavity filled with

water, which does not flow, nor,

though stagnant, dry up ; correspond-

ing with our lake. Varro. L. L. v.

26. Cic. Agr. iii. 2.

2. A large open basin or artificial

tank, containing a head of water

supplied from the aqueducts, gene-

rally decorated with marble orna-

ments and fountains, so as to form an
embellishment to the city, whilst, at

the same time, it furnished the poorer
residents in its neighbourhood, who
could not aflbrdjto have the water laid

on to their own houses, with a copious
and accessible supply of this necessary
element. (Liv. xxxix. 44. Hor. Sat.

I 4. 37. Frontin. Ag. 78. P. Victor.

Vrb. Rom. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 24.

9.) As many as 700 of these lakes

are enumerated in the city of Rome.
3. A particular part of the building

in which wine or oil was made (vina-
rium torcularium), and into which the

juice flowed as it was squeezed out

by the pressbeam. (Columell. xii.

18. Plin. Ep. ix. 20. 2. Tibull. i. 1.

10, Ov. Fast. v. 888.) Thus far the

general meaning of the word is suffi-

ciently authenticated ; but it is not so

easy to make out exactly what the
lacus was, how it was constructed, or
whereabout in the building it was
situated. It is clear, however, (from
Cato, 7?. R. 66. Varro, R. R. i. 13. 7.

and Pallad. i. 18.) that it formed a
part both of the wine and oil-press-
room ; in each of which it is reason-

able to conclude that it served for

similar purposes, and was constructed

in a similar manner. In comparing
the descriptions of Varro and Palla-

dius (//. cc.) with the remains of the

olive pressroom discovered at Stabia

(of which a section and elevation is

given s. TORCULARIUM), the only
part to which the name of lacus can
be ascribed, in accordance with their

words, is a short leaden conduit

(marked b on the plan), which passes
from the sloping pavement of the

large reservoir (H) into an earthen-

ware jar (c) sunk below the level of

the floor. Still the name of lake

seems most inappropriate for such a

channel ; and, if it were allowable to

rely upon conjecture alone, it would
be a more plausible solution of the

difficulty to suppose that the lacus

was a pit or receiving vat, constructed

in the fabric, but under the floor of

the room, into which the newly
squeezed oil or wine was let to flow

from the labrum, through a channel

constructed for the purpose ;
and that

it was not used in every vineyard or

olive garden, but only by those pro-

prietors who bestowed particular care

and attention upon the manufacture
of their wine and oil.

4. (Aa/c/cos.) Qua in cella est ; a

pit sunk below the general level of a

wine or oil cellar (cella vinaria, ole-

aria\ in which the wine was stored

and kept in body after it had been

removed from the pressroom (torcu-

lariuni) where it was made. Cato,
R. R. 67. Xen. Anab. iv. 2. 22.

Aristoph. Eccl. 154. Schol. ad. I

5. A pit, or large tray, in which

lime is chopped up for making mor-
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tar (Vitruv. vii. 2. 2.) ;
as shown

by the annexed example, from a

group in the Column of Trajan,

which represents one of the Ro-

man soldiers making mortar for a

party of builders.

6. A trough or vessel of water,

into which smiths and metal workers

plunge their instruments to cool them,
or the heated iron to harden it, when

wrought. (Ovid. Met. xii. -278.)

In the annexed example, from a Ro-
man bas-relief, it is represented as a

large round basin standing on the

ground at the foot of the anvil.

7. A bin, in a granary. Columell.

i. 6. 14.

8. A coffer in a ceiling. (Lucil.

ap. Serv. ad JEn. i. 726.) Same as

LACUNAR.
LACUS'CULUS. Diminutive of

LACUS; and especially, a bin in a gra-

nary ; or in a store house for olives, in

which the fruit was deposited as it was

picked, and kept until it could be put
into the press. Columell. xii. 50. 5.

L^E'NA (xAcura). A term used
to designate not so much any particu-
lar description of robe, as a peculiar
kind ofwoollen cloth, with a long loose

nap(Strabo, iv. 4. 3.), which was em-

ployed for various kinds of garments
belonging to the outward apparel

(awz'ctas), such as the pallium, sagum,
ricinium, lacerna, &c. But the name
was also specially given to the amictus

worn by the Flamines at the sacrifice
;

which in early times was made of

this cloth, and put on double, like the

Greek diplois. Varro, L. L. v. 133.

Festus, s. v. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. iv.

262. Cic. Brut. 57. Juv. iii. 283.

Mart. xiv. 136.

LAGE'NA (A.a-yrjj'oy). A large
earthenware vessel, chiefly intended

for holding wine, but sometimes used

for other purposes, such as keeping
fruit, &c. (Hor. Sat, ii. 8. 41. Colu-

mell. xii. 45.) It is de-

scribed as having a full

and swelling body, like

a gourd, a short neck,
and a foot to stand upon.

(Apul. Met. ii. p. 31.

Columell. x. 3837.)
All these particulars
are exhibited by the annexed exam-

ple, from an original of baked clay ;

which also closely resembles the la-

gena, on an engraved gem, which
the stork in the fable (Phsedr. i. 26.)

puts before reynard the fox, in return

for his tantalizing her with an invi-

tation to eat out of a patina.
LAM'mi (Ao^umi). Vampires ; be-

lieved to be malignant spirits of

the female sex, who wandered about

at night in the guise of old hags,

sucking the blood, and devouring the

flesh of human beings, more especially
of young children. This supersti-
tion originated in Egypt, whence it

was adopted into Greece and Italy.

Hor. A. P. 340. Apul. Met. i. p. 13.

Id. v. p. 96. Quaranta, Mas. Borb.

xi. 53.

LAMPAS(AaMTras). A general term
for any thing which shines or gives

light ; as a torch (Virg.
^n. ix. 535. FAX) ;

a

lamp (Juv. iii. 285. Lu-

CERNA) ; but, especially,
a light which was car-

ried by the youth of

Athens in a race called

Aa^TraSTjSpo/x/o, at which the winner
had to outstrip his competitors with-
out extinguishing his light. It is

represented by the annexed example,
from a Greek coin, and resembles a
candlestick with a handle under the

bottom, and a large disk above, to

protect the hand from the gutterings
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of the pitchy or resinous matter of

which the torch consisted.

LAN'CEA (\6yXrj). A lance; a

very long light spear, with a broad
flat head, serving both as a pike and
a missile (Virg. JEn. xii. 374.);

commonly used by the Greek ca-

valry (Polyb. vi. 23. Festus, s. t>.),

and by huntsmen. (Apul. Met. viii.

p. 156.) It had a leather loop (no-

dus) attached to the shaft (Sil. Ital. i.

318. Isidor. Orig, xviii. 7.), and in-

tended for the purpose of enabling
the horseman to mount. (Xen. R.

Equest. vii. 1.) It is singular that

we should have no good or undoubted

representation of this weapon. The
spear used by Alexander and those

of the Greek cavalry in the Pompeian
mosaic, representing the battle of

Issus (woodcut, p. 200.), are not fur-

nished with the particular appendage
above mentioned, and their prodi-

gious size is more characteristic of

the contus than the lancea. In the

engraved gem of the Stosch cabinet,
which represents a Greek horseman

mounting from his spear (Wink.
Mon. Ant. Irled. 202.), the spear is

not fitted with a loop, but with a

projecting rest, or small platform,

apparently of wood, standing out

from the lower end of the shaft. But
in a mutilated bas-relief published by
Stuart (Antiq. of Athens, v. 3. p. 47.),

containing a representation of two

shields, and what appears to be part
of the shafts of three spears, each of

these has a loop affixed to them,
similar to what is seen in the illus-

tration here annexed, representing a

broken spear lying on the foreground
of the Pompeian mosaic above men-
tioned ; and as the head of it is

turned towards the Persians, it is

quite clear that the artist intended it

for a Greek weapon ; the probability
of its being a lancea is only inferred

from the thong which surrounds its

shaft.

LANCEA'RIUS (Xoyx^opos).
A lancer ; that is, one who is armed
with the particular kind of spear
termed lancea, which is described

and illustrated under the preceding
word. Ammian. xxi. 13. 16,

LAN'CEOLA. Diminutive of

LANCEA. Capitol. Maxim. Jun. 4.

LANCIC'ULA. Diminutive of
LANX. Arnob. ii. 59.

LAN'CULA. Diminutive of

LANX; and especially the scale,
which was appended when necessary
to one end of a Roman steelyard
(statera). (Vitruv. x. 3. 4.) The
illustration shows two steelyards
found in Pompeii ; one with a scale

affixed to it, the other without the

scale, but with a hook for holding the

objects to be weighed.
LANIA'RIUM and LANIE'NA

(/fpewTrcSAioj'). A butcher's shop.

Varro, R.R. ii. 4. 3. Plaut. Epid.
ii. 2. 17.

LANIF'ICA. A general term for

a female employed in any of the pro-
cesses connected with the working
of wool, inclusive of the spinner,

weaver, and the various names enu-
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merated in the Classed Index. Vi-

truv. vi. 7. 2. Ulp. Dig. 33. 7. 12.

LANIPEN'DIA. The mistress

of a household, or the superintendant
in an establishment

where the business

of spinning and

weaving wool was
conducted. She

weighed and gave
out to her slaves or

workwomen (qua-

sillarici) a certain

quantity of wool
which each one
was expected to

consume in her
work per day. (Juv. vi. 476. Schol.

Vet. ad I Paul. Dig. 24. 1. 38.) The
illustration shows a female weighing
the wool in a pair of scales, from a
bas-relief in the Forum of Nerva at

Rome, on which various other opera-
tions belonging to this branch of in-

dustrial labour are represented.
LANIPEN'DIUM. A room in

which wool was weighed out to the
workwomen for their daily task, as

described under the preceding word.

Inscript. ap Romanelli. Topogr. Na-
politan. ii. p. 273.

LANIS'TA Oo^axoTpttyos). A
person whose occupation consisted in

training gladiators to fight, and teach-

ing them their art. He was some-
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times the proprietor of a band of

these men, whom he let out upon

hire to any person desirous of exhi-

biting a gladiatorial show ; but more

commonly merely the trainer and

fencing master appointed to instruct

the companies belonging to the state.

(Cic. Rose. Am. 40. Id. Alt. i. 16.

Juv. vi. 215. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. iv.

242.) He is always represented on
works of art in a tunic, and unarmed,
but with a wand (virgcf), which he
used as a token of authority; as

shown by the annexed example,
which represents a lanista giving di-

rections to a pair of gladiators, from
a mosaic of the Villa Albani.

2. Avium Lanista. One who trained

and backed game cocks, quails, and
other pugnacious birds to fight ; a fa-

vourite amusement both of the Greeks
and Romans. (Columell. viii. 2. 5.)
The illustration represents a pair of

cocks, with their backers, under the
usual form of genii, from a terra-cotta

lamp in the collection at Mostyn Hall.

LAN'IUS (KPeovpy6s). One who
buys cattle to slaughter, and sell the
meat ; a butcher, or meat salesman

(Varro, R. R. ii. 5. 11, Phsedr. iii.

4.); whence transferred in a more
general sense to an executioner

(Plaut. Pseud, i. 3. 98.) ; and to one
who buys and sells cattle for slaugh-
tering at the sacrifice. (Varro, I. c.)
LANTERNA. See LATERNA.
LANX. A large circular dish,

made of silver or other metals, and
often richly em-
bossed ; parti-

cularly em-

ployed at great
entertainments (Cic. Att. vi. 1. Pet.

Sat. xx viii. 8. Id. xxxi. 10.) for
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holding meat or fruit ;
and at the

sacrifice. (Virg. Georg. ii. 194.)
The example is copied from one of

twelve figures, representing slaves

bringing in various dishes at an en-

tertainment, in a set of ancient fresco

paintings discovered near the church

of St. John of Lateran at Rome. It

exhibits a boar brought whole to table

in one of these dishes, precisely as

mentioned by Horace (Sat. ii. 4. 41.)
in a passage which would scarcely
obtain belief, were it not confirmed

by some other authority, such as that

here produced.
2. Lanx quadrata (itiva^). A

square trencher, or platter, originally
of wood, but subsequently of more

costly materials ; used as a plate to

eat from, or as a salver for bringing
fruit and other eatables to table ; as

shown by the annexed example,
from a mutilated Pompeian painting,

an original found at Pompeii. Cic.

which represents a slave bringing in

a basket of fruit upon a square tren-

cher to a party of three persons re-

clining at table, supposed to be in-

tended for Scipio, Sophonisba, and
Masinissa. Horn. Od. i. 141. xvi.

49. Aristoph. Pint. 990. Ulp. Dig.
34. 2. 20. Paul. ib. 6. 1. 6.

3. (rdXavTov, Tr^dcmy^). The dish

or scale of a balance (libra) ; so

termed from its shallow circular form,
which resembles that of the dish re-

presented in the first illustration to

this article. The annexed example
exhibits a balance with the scales or
lances suspended by chains, from

Acad. iv. 12. Id. Tusc. v. 17. Pers.

iv. 10.

LAPICI'DA. A quarry-man,
who hews stone out of the quarry.
Varro, L. L. viii. 62.

LAPICIDI'NA (AaTOAteToy). A
stone quarry. Cic. Div. i. 13. Plaut.

Capt. v. 1. 23.

LAPIDA'RIUS (\i6ovpybs, \i6o^6os,

A stone-cutter, lapidary,

or mason, and, like our own terms,

including the workers of marble as

well as stone. (Pet. Sat. 65. 5. Ulp.

Dig. 13. 6. 5.) The illustration re-

presents two masons preparing a

block of stone or marble, and a co-

lumn for the building of Carthage, in

the Vatican Virgil.
2. When used as an adjective, the

word is expressive of anything con-

nected or concerned with stone ; as,

latomia lapidaria, a stone pit (Plaut.

Capt. iii. 5. 65.) ;
navis lapidaria, a

vessel freighted with stone (Pet. Sat.

117. 12.) ; lapidarice literce, capital
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letters such as are cut out of stone in

inscriptions. Id. 58. 7.

LAQ'UEAR and LAQUEA'RE.
( Virg. ;En. i. 726. Plin. H. N. xxxiii.

18.) Same as LACUNAR.
LAQUEA'RIUS. One who makes,

or ornaments with stucco work or

gilding, the coffers of a ceiling. Cod.

Theodos. 13. 4. 2.

LAQUEATO'RES. A class of

gladiators very similar to the Retiarii,

excepting that they made use of a

noose or lasso, instead of a net, to

hamper their adversaries before at-

tacking them with their weapon.
Isidor. Orig. xviii. 56.

LAQUEA'TUS <>aTj/o>T<k)- Ap-
plied to ceilings which are laid in

coffers or panels, as explained and
illustrated s. LACUNAR. Hor. Od. ii.

16. 11. Suet. Nero, 31.

LAQ'UEUS G8po>S ). A cord

with a slip-loop to it, forming a noose

or halter for strangling (Sail. Cat. 58.

Liv. i. 26.); or a snare by which
wild animals, game, vermin, &c., were

caught by the neck. Virg. Georg. i.

139.

LAR'ES. Tutelary spirits ; accord-

ing to the religious belief of the

Romans, supposed to be the souls of

deceased persons, who exercised a

protecting influence over the interior

of every man's household, himself,
his family, and property. They were
not regarded as divinities, like the

Penates; but simply as guardian
spirits, whose
altar was the do-

mestic hearth

(focus') in the

atrium, upon
which each indi-

vidual made of-

ferings of incense

to them in his

own home. ( Plaut.

Aul. Prol 2. Id.

Merc. v. 1. 5.

Quaranta. Mus.
Borb. torn, xi.) They were likewise

believed to exert their influence out

of doors, where they became the

overseers of every spot and place in-

habited by men ; as the streets, roads,

fields, and buildings, both in town and

country ; whence they were distin-

guished by the epithets compitales,

viales, rurales (Suet. Aug. 31. Plaut.

Merc. v. 2. 24. Tibull. i. 1. 20.); and
the household ones, familiares (Plaut.
Aul. I. c.). They are constantly re-

presented in works of art as young
men crowned with a chaplet of laurel

leaves, in a short tunic (succinctis

Laribus, Pers. v. 31.), and holding
up a drinking-horn (cornu) above
their heads, as exhibited by the an-
nexed figure, from a bas-relief in the

Vatican, under which is the inscription
LARIBUS AUGUSTIS. The accessory
of the drinking-horn has induced

many antiquaries to take these fi-

gures for cupbearers (pocillatores) ;

but the inscription just mentioned is

sufficient evidence of their real cha-

racters ; and they are repeatedly
seen on the walls of the Pompeian
houses, in kitchens, bakehouses, and
over street doors, standing in pairs,
one on each side of an altar, in the

exact" attitude and drapery here

shown.
LARA'RIUM. A sort of shrine,

small chapel, or apartment where the

statues of the Lares, or guardian-

spirits of a household, as well as other

sanctified or deified personages, were

placed and worshipped. (Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. 29. and 31.) Such an ar-

rangement, however, was probably

peculiar to particular individuals, or

to great houses and persons of wealth,
for the usual situation for images of

the Lares was over or beside the

hearth (focus) in the great hall or

atrium of the house.

LARVA. A ghost or spectre ; i.e.

according to the religious belief of

the Romans, an evil spirit, supposed
to be the soul of a departed being,
which, in consequence of crimes com-
mitted during life, was deprived of

repose in death, and left to wander
about the world without any fixed

abode, tormenting, frightening, and
3 B
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injuring mankind. Its influence, how-
ever, only extended to evil-doers,

being innoxious to those who were
themselves innocent (Plaut. Amph. ii.

2.154. Id. Capt. iii. 4. 66. Apul. Deo
Socrat. p. 689. Augustiu. Civ. Dei,
ix. 11.); nor was it supposed to be

possessed of any corporeal substance,

beyond the frame of a skeleton.

Seneca, Ep. 24.

2. (JuofluoAwce?o'). A bug-bear or

hobgoblin, to scare and frighten chil-

dren ; consisting of a mask for the

face; but differing from persona, be-

: posed of argillaceous earth, formed in

I

a mould, and dried in the sun, or

j

baked in a kiln. The bricks of the

Greeks and Romans were much
larger and also much thinner than
those made by us ; and each brick
was stamped with the name of the

maker, and the year in which it was
made. Fancy bricks were made in

moulds of all shapes and sizes, to

imitate the same forms as were pro-
duced by the chisel in a stone or

marble structure ; but the ordinary
building bricks were mostly square
in form, oblong square, or triangular,
and were made of the comparative
sizes and shapes exhibited in the

annexed woodcut, from originals se-

lected amongst the ruins of Rome.

cause it is only applied to those which

possess unsightly features. (Hor. Sat.'\.

5. 64.) The illustration, taken from
a painting found in an excavation at

Resina, represents one genius frighten-

ing another with a larva of this de-

scription.
3. An artificial figure of a skeleton,

which the ancients were fond of intro-

ducing at entertainments, as a me-
mento of the uncertainty and shortness
of life, and consequent inducement to

make the most of the present hour

(Pet. Sat. xxxiv. 8. Apul. ApoL p.

507.) ; a custom which originated
with the Egyptians (Herod, ii. 78.),
from whom it passed to the Greeks
and Romans. Zonar. iii.

LA.S'ANUM(Aocrcm>i/). Properly
a Greek word, which the Latins ex-

press by Sella familiarica ; a night-
stool (Hor. Sat. i. 6. 109. Pet. Sat.

xli. 9. xlvii. 5.) ;
and as the original

notion of the Greek word means a
trivet for kitchen utensils to stand

upon, it is easy to imagine the exact
nature of a Greek and Roman lasanum.
LATER (TTA^OS). A brick; com-

a ^
u

The largest, called pentadoron, is

22 inches square, and 21 lines thick
;

the next size, called tetradoron, about
16 inches square, and from 18 to 20
lines thick ; the smaller one placed
over it, 7| inches square, and 1| lines

thick ;
the small oblong square, on

the extreme right of the woodcut,
called Lydius, is about 1^ feet long,
and half a foot broad ; the triangular
ones are made of different sizes, and
form either an acute or a right-

angled triangle ; the manner of using
them may be seen at the top of p. 241.

Vitruv. iii. 2. 3. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 49.

2. Later crudus (ir\lv9os o/i^). A
! brick dried in the sun without being
baked. Varro, R. R. i. 14. 4. Plin.

H. N. xxxv. 49.

3. Later coctus or coctilis (Tr\iv6os

OTTTTJ"). A brick baked in the kiln.

Varro, R. R. i. 14. 4.

4. Later aureus, argenteus. An in-

got, of gold or silver, in the shape of

a brick. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 17.

Polyb. x. 27.

LATER A' RI A. A brick-field.

(Plin. H. N. vii..57.) The example,
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from a painting at Thebes in Egypt,

represents an Egyptian brick-field,

but shows exactly the same process

as still pursued ; the men at the

bottom are digging up the brick

earth, and loading it in baskets, while

the one at the top lays the bricks

already made in wooden moulds.
LATER'CULUS (*\iv6lov). Di-

minutive of LATER ; a brick of smaller

dimensions than the pentadoron or

tetradoron ; whence, any thing made
in a rectangular form, like a small

brick, as a piece of pastry. Plaut.

Poen. i. 2. 115. Cato, It. 7?. 109.

LATERIC'IUS (ir\lveivos). Built

of brick ; opus lateritium, brick work.
Vitruv. ii. 8, 9. and 16. Columell. ix.

6. 4. See PARIES.
LATER'NA or LANTER'NA

(lTrv6s, (paws'). A lantern ; the trans-

parent parts ofwhich
were made in early
times of horn or

bladder, and subse-

quently of glass.

(Plaut. Amph. Prol
149. Mart xiv. 61.

and 62. Isidor. Orig.
xx. 10. 7.) The an-

nexed illustration

shows the section of

a circular bronze
lantern found at Her-
culaneum. The low

cylinder at the bottom
contains the lamp; the sides are made
of transparent horn, without any door;
but the cupola-shaped lid is perforated
in several places to admit air, and

permit the escape of smoke ; and it

could be raised up by means of the

upper cross-bar and chain attached to

it ; which, at the same time, served

as a handle to carry it by when let

down, as is represented in our en-

graving.
LATERNA'RIUS. The slave

who carried a lantern before his

master at night. (Cic. Pis. 9. Val.

Max. vi. 8. 1.) In the army the

soldiers likewise carried lanterns upon
nocturnal expeditions. Veg.Mz7.iv. 18.

LATICLA'VIUS. Is applied

adjectively to any thing ornamented
with the broad stripe termed clavus

latus; as a napkin (Pet. Sat. 32. 2.) ;

a tunic (Val. Max. v. 1. 7.) ; and

absolutely designates a person who
was entitled to wear this ornament

(Suet. Nero, 26.), as explained and
illustrated at p. 176. s. CLAVUS, 8.

LATRI'NA. In early language,
the name for a bath or washing-place,
quasi lavatrina (Varro, L. L. ix. 68.

Lucil. ap. Non. s. v. p. 212.); but

subsequently also used to designate a
water-closet in a private house (Co-
lumell. x. 85. Suet. Tib. 58. Apul.
Met. i. p. 13.), several of which
are still to be seen at Pompeii ;

and all, like the annexed example,

contiguous to the kitchens. The two
small arches on the right are the

kitchen stove ; four steps lead down
to the room, and had a handrail by
their side to assist the ascent or de-

3 B 2
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scent; the mark of -which remains

against the wall. The recess on the

left is the latrina, originally closed by
a wooden door, which has left the

marks of its hinges and bolt on the

edge of the door frame ; and the

mouth of the pipe through which the

place was supplied with water is

observable in the right-hand corner.

LATRO (\drpis). In its primary
sense a servant who worked for hire ;

whence the word came to signify a

mercenary soldier, who took foreign
service for a stipulated pay, like the

Italian condottieri of the middle ages,
and the Swiss troops, formerly sub-

sidized by the French kings, as they
still are by the Pope and the King of

Naples. But, as these bodies com-
mitted great excesses in the countries

which employed them, the name be-

came subsequently synonymous with
that of robber, bandit, or assassin.

Varro, L. L. vii. 52. Festus, *. v. Serv.

ad Virg. JEn. xii. 7. Plaut. Mil iv.

1. 2. Juv. x. 22. Val. Max. v. 9. 4.

2. A counter used for playing a

game of skill, approaching to our

draughts (Indus latrunculorum); also

termed hostis and miles ; for the game
may be said to represent a party
of freebooters or soldiers engaged in

the attack and defence of a fortified

position. (Ov. A. Am. iii. 357. Mart,
vii. 72. Id. xiv. 20.) They were

distinguished by different colours,
black on one side and white or red
on the other, as is clearly expressed
by the illustration, representing two

Egyptians playing at the game ;
and

were made of various materials, wood,
metal, glass, ivory, &c. The move-
ments were made upon lines marked
on the board, the art being to get into
such a position that one of the adver-

sary's pieces was brought between

two of the player's, when it was
taken ;

or to drive it into a place
where it was unable to move, when it

was said to be alligatus, or incitus, "z'n

check ;

"
for ciere is the word which

answers to our move ; and thence the

expression ad incitas redactus, literally,
reduced to extremities, corresponds
with our phrase check-mated. Senec.

Ep. 106. ib. 117. Ov. A. Am. iii. 357.

Plaut. Poen. iv. 2. 86.

LATRUNCULA'RIUS. See
TABULA.
LATRUN'CULUS. Diminutive

of LATRO, and used in all the same
senses.

LATUM'IA. See LAUTCMIA.
LAU'TIA. Presents which it was

customary to bestow upon the am-
bassadors of foreign nations who came

upon a mission to Rome, consisting of

provisions and such things as were

necessary to their maintenance during
their residence in the city. Liv. xxviii.

39. xxx. 17. xlv. 20.

LAUTUM'IA or LATOM'IA
(AOTO/^O). Literally a stone-quarry;

and, as slaves were confined and made
to work in the quarries by way of

punishment (Plaut. Poen. iv. 2. 5.

Capt. iii. 5. 65.), the same name was
also given to any prison excavated
out of the quick rock, and below the

surface of the soil ; such, for instance,

as the state prison at Syracuse (Cic.
Verr. ii. 5. 27. Dorvill. Iter. Sicul

torn. i. p. 181.); and the one excavated

by Servius Tullius under the Capi-
toline hill at Rome (Varro, L. L. v.

151. Liv. xxvi. 27. xxxii. 26. xxxvii.

3.), of which a section is shown at

p. 119., and a view of the interior at

p. 121.

LAVA'CRUMCAovr^j/). A water-

bath as contradistinguished from a

vapour bath, and equally applied to

those which were composed of hot or

cold water. Spart. Hadr. 18. Aul.

Gell. i. 2. 1.

LAVAN'DRIA. Dirty linen, or

things for the wash ; a vulgar word,

only employed by the common people.
Laberius ap. Gell. xvi. 7. 2.
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LAVA'TIO. In its primary
sense, the act of washing or bathing :

whence it came to be applied as a

general term to things used by a

person who takes a bath (Cic. Fam.
ix. 5. Phsedr. iv. 4. 22. Ulp. Dig, 34.

2. 26.), as well as the bath room
itself. Vitruv. v. 11.

LAVATRI'NA. See LATRINA.
LEBES (Ae'grjs). A deep vessel

or basin with a full and swelling out-

line (curvi lebetes, Ov. Met. xii. 243.),
made of bronze ^
or the precious
metals, and in-

tended to be held

under the hands
or feet to catch

the purifying
water, which an
attendant poured
over them from
a jug (gutturnium, irpo^os), before

and after meals. (Serv. ad Virg.
JEn. iii. 466. Horn. Od. i. 137. xix.

386.) Vessels of this description
were frequently given as prizes at

the games (Virg. JEn. v. 266.), and,

consequently, are represented on coins

and medals with a palm branch, the

emblem of victory, placed in them, as

in the annexed example from a medal
of Gordian. The inscription upon it

testifies that it was intended to repre-
sent a prize for the Pythian games,
while the water jug which stands by
its side expresses the purpose for

which it was to be used, and identifies

it as a genuine representation of the

lebes.

2. A copper kettle, or, rather,

bronze, of the same form and charac-

ter, but used for

boiling meat,
&c., and similar

to the olla, with

the exception
of being small-

er, and made of

metal, instead

ofearthenware.

(Serv. ad Virg.
jfln. iii. 446. Isidor. Orig. xx. 8. 4.

Horn. //. frequently.) The illustra-

tion, from a sculptured vase of Greek

marble, represents a lebes of similar

form to the last example, under which
a fire is kindled for cooking a pig;
and as these kettles had no legs, it

is supported over the fire upon large
stones.

LECTA'RIUS (K\wroiefe). A
couch or bedstead maker. Inscript.

ap. Murat. 956. 7.

LECTI'CA (Qopeuv, icAtVrj. A

palanquin, introduced into Greece
and Italy from the East; in the first

instance as an article of luxury for

females, but, afterwards, it came to

be very generally used for men as

well as women. (Sulpic. ad Cic. Fam.
iv. 12. Suet, passim. See the Clavis

of Baumgarten-Crusius, s. v. ) The

body consisted of a wooden case with

low sides to it, like the bier (capulus,

feretrum), upon which a corpse was
carried out (Aul. Cell. x. 3. 2.); with

uprights which supported a wooden
tester, like the pluteus. (Isidor. Orig.
xx. 11.4. lectica, sive lectus pluteus.}
This roof was covered with leather

(Mart. xi. 98.), and curtains (vela,

plagce, plagulce,} were suspended from

it, which might be closed all round

(Suet. Tit. 10. Senec. Suas. i. 6.), or

drawn back, as in the cut, when it

was said to be open (aperta, Cic.

Phil. ii. 24.) ; but, in some cases, it

was a close conveyance (clausa),

having the sides fitted with panels
and windows, which could be opened
or shut at pleasure. (Juv. iii. 242.

compare iv. 20. ) The inmate reclined

upon a soft mattress or feather bed
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(Juv. i. 159.), with a bolster to sup-

port the back (cervical, Juv. vi. 353.),
so that he could read, write, or sleep
within it. According to the wealth
of the owner, and the size of the

lectica, it was borne by two, four, six,

or eight tall slaves (lecticarii), in the

manner described and illustrated at

p. 63. We have no authentic repre-
sentation of this kind of conveyance,
upon any monument of Greek or

Roman art ; but the various details

are sufficiently known from numerous
incidental passages, in which the dif-

ferent parts are mentioned or described,
to warrant the general correctness of

the figure annexed, which is designed
by Ginzrot ( Wagen und Fahwerke,
vol. ii. tab. 65.), and will serve to

convey a distinct notion of the vehicle.

2. A litter for the conveyance of

sick and wounded (Liv. ii. 36. xxiv.
42. Val. Max. ii. 8. 2.), of similar

character, but more simple, and less

ostentatiously fitted up.
LECTICA'RII (<j>opeia(t>6pot, KXivy-

Qopoi). Palanquin-bearers. These
were of two kinds, private or public.
The first were slaves forming part of
the domestic establishment of indivi-

duals, who kept them for the purpose.
(Cic. Fam. iv. 12. Suet. Cal 58.)
The latter were free men of the

labouring classes, who plied for hire

at particular stands in the city of

Rome, called castra lecticariorum,
where a number of these conveyances
were kept always ready for a fare, as

sedan-chairs used to be in modern
Europe. P. Victor, de Reg. Urb.
Rom. iii. 49.

LECTI'CULA. Diminutive of
j

LECTICA. A litter for the transport of
sick or wounded persons (Cic. Div. i.

26. Liv. xxiv. 42.) ;
or a bier on which

a dead body was carried out. Nepos,
Att. 22.

2. Lecticula lucubratoria. (Suet.
Aug. 78.) Same as LECTULUS, which
is the more usual term.

LECTISTERNIA'TOR. The
slave who spread and arranged the
couches (lecti) on which the ancients

reclined at their meals. Plaut. Pa. i.

2. 30.

LECTISTER'NIUM. A religious

ceremony amongst the Romans, com-

prising a sumptuous banquet offered

to the gods, at which their statues

were brought out and placed upon
tricliniary couches (lecti) at a table

furnished with every kind of delicacy,

and provided under the direction of

the Epuloncs. (Liv. xxii. 10. v. 3.

xl. 59.) The illustration represents
a leclisternium given to Serapis, Isis,

Sol, and Luna, from a terra-cotta lamp.
LEC'TULUS (K\ivitiov). Dimin-

utive of LECTUS, both as regards in-

feriority of size, furniture, and mate-
rials. It is thus a small or simple
couch for sleeping (Cic. Cat. i. 4.

Id. Fin. ii. 30.), or for dining (Id.
Mur. 36.) ; and very generally, a
sort of sofa, forming part of the

usual furniture in a study (Plin.

Ep. v. 5. 5. Ov. Trist. i. 11. 39.),
and on which it was a common
practice to recline at length while

reading, and even writing, the tablet

being placed against one knee, which
was raised up as a support for the

purpose. The annexed example,

from a Pompeian painting, compared
with the following illustration and

description, will explain the difference

between the lectulus and lectus.

LECTUS (\4KTPoi>). A bed to
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sleep in (cubicularis, Cic. Div. ii.

65.). The ancient bedsteads were of

6- W
considerable height, requiring a foot-

stool (scamnum), or a set of steps

(gradus) to get into them ; and were
made like our largest -sized sofas,

with a head board (anaclinterium*),
sometimes a corresponding one against
the feet, and a high back (pluteus) on
the further side, but entirely open on
the one at which the occupants en-

tered (sponda). The frame was

strung with girths (fascia, restes,

institce), which supported a thick

mattress (torus, culcita), on which
were placed a bolster and pillow (cu-

bital, cervical). All these particulars
are exhibited in the annexed exam-

ple, from a bas-relief in the British

Museum.
2. Lectus genialis (fvvif). The

marriage bed ; to which the wife

was conducted on the eve of her

marriage by the pronuba, after she
had retired from the bridal feast.

It was a large bed, handsomely deco-

rated, and raised to a very great

height from the ground, as is indi-

cated by the flight of steps at the

foot of the annexed example, which

represents the lectus yenialis of Dido,
in the Vatican Virgil. Cic. Cluent.

5. Compare Lucan. ii. 356.

3. Lectus adversus. A sort of

symbolical marriage bed
; so termed,

because it was placed in the atrium

opposite the entrance of the house ;

or, perhaps, the lectus genialis itself

was brought out after the marriage
and placed in the atrium ; and on
this the mistress of the household
used to sit, as it were, in state, while

she superintended the labours of her
slaves and attendants, who worked
at their looms in that apartment.
Laberius ap. Gell. xvi. 9. 1. Prop,
iv. 2. 85.

4. Lectus tricliniaris. A couch

adapted for the reception of three

persons to recline upon at their meals,
in the manner explained *. ACCUBO.

(Cic. Verr. ii. 2. 74.) It had a railing

slightly raised at one of its ends, at

that, viz., which would be on the left

of the person reclining upon it, and

upon this he supported his left arm ;

the other two places were separated
from each other by pillows. All
these particulars are to be seen in

the annexed engraving, from a bas-

relief which represents the visit of

Bacchus to Icarus. The vacant place

against the rail, which is seen on the

right hand, is the one which the god
is about to occupy, after the Faun in

the foreground has taken off his shoes,

according to the prevalent custom
before lying down to eat; and Ica-

rus rests his left arm upon the pil-
low which separates his place from
that of his guest. When a party
consisted of more than three per-
sons, it was the custom to arrange
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three of these couches together round

a table, so that the whole formed

Medius.

114. 12. Pers. iii. 103.) A bier upon
which dead bodies were carried out

three sides of a square, leaving the

bottom of it open for the approach of

the attendants, in the manner repre-
sented by the annexed diagram,
which were then respectively desig-
nated lectus medius, summus, and
imus ; the middle one being con-

sidered the most dignified, and imus

the least so. The places also on

each couch had their degrees of pre-

cedence, and particular names to

distinguish them. On the two side

couches the places of the highest
rank -were those next the rail (i),

then the centre ones (ii), and the last

(iii) ; but on the middle couch the

post of honour was at the other ex-

tremity (iii), which was always left

for the greatest personage, and was
thence called consularis. The host

occupied the highest place (i) on the

lowest couch (imus), in order to be
near to his principal guest. Finally,
the respective names by which the

places on each of the couches were

distinguished are as follows :

( I. Summus in medio.
Middle couch < 2. Inferior in medio.

C 3. Imus in medio.
r 1. Summus in summo.

Upper couch. 4 2. Medius in summo.
t 3. Imus in summo.
r 1. Summus in imo.

Lower couch. -J 2. Medius in imo.
C 3. Imus in imo.

Hence such expressions as superius
or inferius accumbere are easily under-
stood. Sallust. op. Serv. JEn. i.

698. Hor. Sat. ii. 8. Plut. Symp. 1.

Quast. 3.

5. Lectus lucubratorius. (Senec.
Ep. 72.) Same as LECTULUS.

6. Lectus funebris. (Pet. Sat.

to the funeral pile, or to their place
of sepulture ;

as shown by the an-

nexed example, from a sepulchral bas-

relief.

LEGA'TUS (avTiffTpdrriyos, forap-

%os). A general officer attached to

a corps d'armee, and to the governors
of provinces, who acted both in a

military and civil capacity ; his duty

being to advise and assist his supe-
riors in their plans and operations, as

well as to act in their stead, both as

a commander or diplomatic agent,
whenever occasion required. (Varro,
L. L. v. 87. Cses. B. C. ii. 17. iii.

51.) On the triumphal arches and
columns they are represented in the

same costume as the other command-
ers, as shown by the annexed illus-

tration, from the Column of Trajan,

in which the first figure on the right
is the emperor himself (imperator},
the second a legate (legatus), and the

third a tribune (tribunus}.
2. (Trpeo-geuTTjs). A general title

given to ambassadors, whether Ro-
man envoys to foreign states, or from

foreign princes to Rome. Cic.

Liv. &c.

LEGIO. A Roman legion ;
two

of which constituted a consular army.
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It consisted of about five or six thou-
sand (for the complement was not

always the same) heavy-armed foot

soldiers (legionarii) drawn from the
Roman citizens

; augmented by a

body of auxiliaries at least equal in

number, and a detachment of cavalry,
three hundred strong, which was

always joined with it
;

so that the

effective force of a legion in the field

is usually reckoned at ten thousand
men at the least, Varro. Liv. Tac.

Veget.
LEGIONA'RII. Legionary sol-

diers ; i.e. the body of five or six thou-
sand heavy-armed
men, who formed
the contingent
furnished out of

the Roman citi-

zens to each le-

gion, the rest of

its entire comple-
ment being made
up by auxiliaries

and cavalry. (Cic.
Fam. x. 32. Cses. -
B.G.I. 42.) The <

annexed figure, from the Column of

Trajan, probably represents a legion-

ary of the Imperial age ; he wears a

close helmet, a sword suspended by a

shoulder belt (battens'), and hanging
on the right side, has an oblong
square shield (scutum), a cuirass

formed of flexible plates of metal

(see LORICA, No. 7.), and military
shoes (caligcB). On the Arches of

Trajan and Septimius Severus, and
the Columns of Trajan and Antoni-

nus, numerous bodies of men are

represented with the same accoutre-

ments, and engaged in all the various

duties which the soldiers of a legion
were expected to perform.

2. Legionarii equites. Legionary

troopers ; i. e. the soldiers comprised
in a detachment of three hundred

horse, who were always joined with
a Roman legion. (Liv. xxv. 21.

xxxv. . 5. Veg. Mil. ii. 2. ) Their
defensive armour appears to have
been the same as that of the infantry,
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at least during the Imperial epoch,

as shown by the annexed figure,
from the Column of Antoninus.
LEMBUS (Ae>Sos). A small sea-

going vessel remarkable for its swift-

ness, more especially used by the

pirates of Illyria. The distinguishing
properties of the class to which it

belonged are not ascertained ; further
than that they were generally small,
and rowed with oars, sometimes ex-

ceeding sixteen in number (Liv. xxxiv.

35.) ; the largest of them being used
in war (Liv. xlv. 10.) ; the smallest

as fishing boats (Accius ap. Non.
s. v. p. 534. ) ; as stern boats towed
behind larger vessels, in which the
sailors or passengers embarked and
disembarked from the shore (Plaut.
Merc. ii. 1. 35.); and as river boats.

Virg. Georg. i. 201.

LEM'BULUS, LEMUN'CULUS,
or LENUN'CULUS. Diminutive
of LEMBTJS. Prudent. Uepl crreQ. v.

455. Tac. Ann. xiv. 5.

LEMNISCA/TUS. Decorated
with fillets or ribands (lemnisci), as

explained and illustrated in the fol-

lowing word. Cic. Eosc. Am. 35.

Serv. ad Virg. Mn. v. 269.

LEMNIS'CUS (\iuuriffKos). A
sort of fillet or riband distributed as

a reward of honour; sometimes by
itself (Liv. xxxiii. 33. Suet. Aero,
25. ), but more commonly as a deco-
ration to be fastened upon other

prizes ; such as military crowns

(Festus, s.v.*), palm branches (Auson.

Epist. xx. 6.), &c., which were con-
sidered more honourable when ac-

companied with a lemniscus, than
when they were simply given by
themselves. Originally it was made

3 c
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out of the thin membrane lying be-

tween the bark and wood of the lime

tree (Plin. H. N. xvi. 25.) ; after-

wards of wool dyed of different colours

(Festus, s. v. Serv. ad JEn. v. 269.) ;

and finally of gold and silver tinsel.

(Plin. H. N. xxi. 4.) The illustra-

tion represents a figure of Victory,
from a painting in the pyramid of

C. Cestius, holding a simple lemnis-

cus in her left hand, and a corona
lemniscata in the other.

2. A bandage of lint steeped in

lotion for applying to wounds. Cel-

sus, vii. 28. Veg. Vet. ii. 14.

LEM'URES. A general name
for the departed spirits of men. Ac-

cording to the religious belief of the

Romans, the soul was converted after

death into a spirit, either beneficent
or malign, as the actions of the in-

dividual had been good or bad during
his lifetime. The good spirit then
became a protecting angel, and was
properly termed lar; the evil one a

spectre, or hobgoblin, properly de-

signated larva. But although some
passages plainly imply that the term
lemures meant departed spirits gene-
rally, and without reference to any
particular disposition, yet a number
of others lead to the conclusion that
in the popular belief, and in the lan-

guage of the common people, they
were confounded with the larvae, and
regarded as spectres of evil omen
and of malicious propensities. Ov.
Fast. v. 483. ApuL Deo Socrat. p.
689. Augustin. Civ. D. ix. 11. Pers.

v. 185. Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 209. Varro,

ap. Non. s. v. p. 135.

LEPES'TA, LEPIS'TA, or LE-
PAS'TA (A-eTrcwrH?). A large vessel

employed in early times as an acrato-

phoron, to hold the wine before it

was mixed with water for drinking
at table (Varro, de Vit. Pop. Rom. ap.
Non. s. Sinum, p. 547.), and at a lec-

tisternium amongst the Sabine popu-
lation. (Id. L.L. v. 123.) It was

originally made of earthenware, sub-

sequently of bronze, or the precious
metals (Varro, ap. Non. s. Lepista,

p. 547. Nsevius ap. Mar. Victorin.

p. 2587.) ;
and appears to have pos-

sessed a form resembling what is

generally conveyed by our term pan,
the name being taken from the shell

of the limpet (AcTray), after which we
may assume that it was modelled.

LEPORA'RTUM (Kayorpo^ov).
A ivarren, or preserve, attached to a

country villa, and in which not hares

alone, but other kinds of game, or

animals ferce naturae, were bred and

preserved. Varro, JR. JR. iii. 12. 1.

Id. iii. 3. 1. Gell. ii. 20.

LIBA'RIUS. One who cries and
sells cakes about the streets, like our
muffin man. Senec. Ep. 56.

LIBEL'LA. A level; employed
by carpenters and masons for testing
the evenness of flat

surfaces. It consists

of two sides joined
at the top by a cross

bar, over which a line and plummet
descend, as a pendulum ;

so that

when the instrument is placed up-
right upon any horizontal surface, if

both legs do not stand upon the same

level, the line and plummet incline

from the centre, and show which

part is too high or too low. (Lucret.
iv. 517. Plin. H. N. vii. 57. Varro,
R.R. i. 6. 6.) The example is taken
from a sepulchral bas-relief, on which
it appears amongst various other tools

used in the carpenter's trade.

2. A small silver coin of the
Roman currency, containing the
tenth part of a denarius, and, conse-
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ly, equal
Varro, L.L. v. 174. Cic. Ros. Com. 4.

LIBEL'LIO. A bookseller ;
but

rather in a derogatory sense, as one
who keeps a book stall with us.

Stat. Sylv. iv. 9. 21.

LIBEL/LULUS. Diminutive of

LIBELLUS. Mart. Cap. iii. 71.

LIBEL/LUS (0tAfoj/). Diminu-
tive of LIBER, a little book ;

but

with this distinction, that the libdlus,

accurately speaking, was a book con-

sisting of a few leaves of parchment
or papyrus, written and bound toge-

ther in pages, as our books are (Suet.
Jul 56. Cic. Or. i. 21. Hor. Sat. i.

10. 92.), as shown by the annexed

example, from a marble bas-relief.

2. Hence the word came to have a

more extensive, though characteristic

signification ; being used to designate

any paper or document containing
an advertisement, announcement of

a play or gladiatorial show, notice of

sale, a legal notice, petition, or me-
morial, all of which were usually
written on a single sheet, as in the

annexed example, which represents
Roman citizens presenting memorials
and petitions to M. Aurelius, from a

bas-relief in the Capitol at Rome.
Cic. Att. xvi. 16. Mart. viii. 31.

Plaut. Cure. i. 3. 6. Cic. Phil. ii. 38.

3. A bookseller's shop. Catull.

55. 3.

LIBER (te\os). Literally, the

fine bark or rind of the Egyptian
papyrus, which was used for writing

upon ; whence it came to signify the

work or MS. so written, which we
call a book. (Plin. H. N. xiii. 21.)
To form this, a
sufficient number
of strips were

glued together
into one long
continuous sheet,

which, for con-

venience in use, was made up into a

cylindrical roll (volumen), so that the

reader gradually undid it, as he went

on, in the manner represented by the

annexed example, from a Pompeian
painting ;

hence the expressions per-
volutare, volvere, evolvere librum, mean
to read a work. Cic. Att. v. 12.

Tusc. i. 11. Brut. 87.

2. When the work extended to

any length, and was divided into se-

parate parts, it was usual to roll up
the MS. containing each one of these

parts into a separate volume ; which
was then called a book, in the same
sense which we attach to the word
when we say the twelve books of

Virgil. Cic. Div. ii. 1.

LIBITI'NA. The goddess in

whose temple all the apparatus and

paraphernalia required for furnishing
out a funeral were kept ; whence the
word is used in a more general sense
for the funereal apparatus (Liv. xl.

19. xli. 21.); for the bier (lectus fu-
nebris) upon which a corpse was car-

ried (Mart x. 97. Plin. H. N. xxxvii.
11. 2.); and for the trade of an
undertaker (Val. Max. v. 2. 10.).

3 c 2
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LIBITINA'RIUS (KTtpurTfo). A
furnishing undertaker; who let out

or sold the furniture and apparatus

required for conducting a funeral.

Senec. Ben. vi. 38. Ulp. Dig. 14.

3. 5. 8.

LIBRA (ffrae^s, rahavrov'). A.

balance, or pair of scales ; of which

a great many specimens, constructed

in different ways, are preserved in

the various cabinets of antiqui-

ties. The simplest kind consists of

a mere beam (jugum), with a pair

of scales (lances) at each end, and

a ring or short chain placed in

the centre of the beam, as a handle

(ansa) to poise it by. In some cases

measuring unequal quantities, but to

test the just weight of a given quan-

the beam is furnished with a tongue
or index (examen) working in an

eye (agina), to mark the variation in

weight, as is usual with the modern
scales. And sometimes, as in the

annexed example, from a Pompeian
original, the beam is divided into

fractional parts, in the same manner
as a steel-yard (trutina), with a weight
(cequipondium) attached to it, by
which means the difference in weight
between two objects is decided at

once, without the necessity of having
recourse to a number of fractional

weights for the purpose.
2. Sine bilance libra. (Mart. Ca-

pell. xi. 180. p. 42.) A balance with

only one scale, but having a fixed

weight instead of a scale attached to
the opposite end of the beam, as in
the annexed example, from an ori-

ginal in the Granducal Cabinet at

Florence. This was not used for

tity; and is supposed to have been

employed at the mint, for estimating
the proper weight of coinage, and by
jewellers, money-dealers, &c.

3. A carpenter's or stone-mason's

level, for which the diminutive, LI-

BELLA, is more usual.

4. (Aquaria). A geometrical in-

strument, employed in taking the

levels of water. Vitruv. viii. 5. 1.

5. A counterpoise. (Plin. H. N.
xvi. 65.) ^QUIPONDIUM.

6. A measure made of horn and
divided by lines on the inside into

twelve fractional parts -, employed for

measuring oil. Galen, Compos. Med.

per gen. i. 17. vi. 8. Compare Hor.

Sat. ii. 2. 61.

LIBRA'RIA (from Liber);
a

bookseller's shop. Gell. v. 4. xiii. 30.

2. (From Libra) ; same as LANI-
PENDIA. Juv. vi. 476.

LIBRA'RIUM. A box or case in

which books and writings were kept.
Cic. Mil. 12. Ammian. xxix. 2.

LIBRA'RII. A class of educated

slaves who were employed by their

masters in different occupations re-

quiring a certain amount of literary

acquirements and skill ;
such as tran-

scribing and binding books, making
extracts, writing letters, acting as

librarians. Hence they were distin-

guished by an epithet denoting the

particular service which each had
to perform ; as scriptor librarius, the

transcriber or copyist ;
a studiis, who

made extracts, or performed the
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duties of secretary and co-adjutor in

the studies or business of his em-

ployer ;
ab epistolis, who conducted

his master's correspondence in the

character of an amanuensis. Hor.

A. P. 354. Cic. Agr. ii. 5. Att. iv. 4.

Suet. Claud. 28. Cic. Fam. xvi. 21.

Orelli, Inscript. 2437.

2. Same as BIBUOPOLA. Sen. Ben.

vii. 6.

LIBRA TO' RES. Professional

persons, employed by the officers who
had the superintendence of the public

aqueducts, to make all the necessary

surveys, ascertain the levels of diffe-

rent sources of water, and to regulate
the size of the pipes which conveyed
a supply of water from the reservoir

(castellum) to the various establish-

ments and houses of the city, in order

that none might obtain more than

their legal allowance ; which was ef-

fected by calculating the quantity that

would pass through a pipe of certain

diameter in a given time. Plin. Ep.
x. 70. 3. Frontin. Aq. 105.

2. In the army, soldiers who levelled

and worked the machines from which
missiles were discharged; like the

engineers of modern warfare. Tac.

Ann. ii. 20. xiii. 39.

LIBRI'LE. The beam of a balance

(libra) from which the scales depend
(Festus s. V.) ; whence, also, the ba-

lance itself (Aul. Gell. xx. 1. 9.). See

the illustration s. LIBRA, 1.

LI'BRIPENS. Before the intro-

duction of stamped money, all sums
were reckoned by the pound weight,
and not by the number of pieces;
whence the person who weighed out

the amount to be given for any pur-
chase was termed libripens, the weigh-
man.,(XII. Tab. op. Cell. xv. 13.4.)
But the name was retained in after

times, although the custom from
which it arose had long fallen into

disuse, to designate the person who
reckoned up and distributed their pay
to the soldiery, whom we might term
the quarter-master of a regiment. Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 13.

LFBUM. A sort of cake or biscuit

composed of flour, milk, eggs, and oil,

especially made as an offering to the

gods (Cato, R. R. 75. Varro, R. R.
ii. 81.) ; and also as a birthday pre-
sent. Mart. x. 24.

LIBUR'NA or LIBUR'NICA, sc.

Navis (\ivpvls). A vessel ofwar, con-

structed after a model invented by
the Illyrian pirates, and introduced

into the Roman navy after the battle of

Actium. It was built sharp fore and

aft, was worked with one or more
banks of oars, according to the size,

as well as sails, had the mast amid

ship, and the levantine sail instead of

the common square one. (Veg. Mil.

v. 7. Lucan. iii. 691. Sil. Ital. xiii.

240. Scheffer, Mil Nov. pp. 92. 191.)
The smaller ones were used as tenders,

but the larger were brought into line

for action. Though the real build of

these vessels is not positively authen-

ticated, the annexed figure, which

appears upon medils, both of Claudius

and Domitian, has sufficient affinity

to the above description, collected

from incidental passages, to be offered

as a probable representation of one of

the smaller class.

LICIAMEN'TUM. A set of

leashes (licia) in weaving ; that is, the

number attached to one of the rods

or "heddles." (Not. Tires, p. 160.)
See the next illustration and LICIUM.
LICIATO'RIUM. The rod upon

which a set of leashes (licia) were
fastened in weaving (Vulg. 1. Kings,
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1 7. 7.), similar in use and purpose to

the heddles of our weavers. The illus-

tration shows two leash rods upon

the primitive Icelandic loom re-

ferred to by Scheffer, Index R. R.

Script, s. Tela.

LI'CIUM OITOS). A leash em-

ployed in weaving, for the purpose of

decussating the threads of the warp,
so as to make an owning, technically
called a "

shed," for the shuttle to

pass through. (Plin. H. N. viii. 74.

xxviii. 12.) It consisted of a string
with a loop at one end, through which
a thread of the warp was passed, each
thread through a separate leash ; and
the whole number were then fastened

in alternate order upon two rods (licia-

toria), as shown by the preceding
woodcut ; the first, third, and fifth to

one, the second, fourth, and sixth to

another ; so that when the two rods
were pulled apart, they drew every
alternate thread of the warp across

every other one in opposite directions,

making at the same time an open-
ing or shed between them, through
which the cross-thread of the woof
was conveyed. The process of putting
on the leashes in the manner described
is termed "

entering" by our wea-
vers, and by the Romans was de-
scribed by the expressions, licia teles

addere, or adnec.tere. Virg. Georg. i.

285. Tibull. i. 6. 79.

2. Hence any thread, string, or
baud: as the thread of a web; a

string for tying or suspending any
thing ; a riband for the hair, an en-

chanted band, &c. Auson. Ep. 38.

Ov. Fast. ill. 267. Prudent, in Sym.
n. 1104. Pet. Sat. 131.4.

LICTOR (paSSovxos). A lictor
;

a public officer attached to the service

of certain Roman magistrates, whom
he preceded whenever they went
abroad ; viz. twenty-four for a dic-

tator, twelve for a consul, decemvir,
or tribune with military power ; six

for a prsetor, and one for a Vestal

virgin. He carried the fasces ele-

vated on his left shoulder, and a rod

(virgd) in the right hand, with which
he removed any persons obstructing
the way, and knocked at

the doors of those whom
the magistrate visited.

In the city he wore the

toga, and carried the

fasces without the axe

(securis), as exhibited

by the annexed figure
from a bas-relief of the

Vatican ; but out of

Rome he wore the mili-

tary cloak (sagum or

paludamentum), and had
the axe attached to his

fasces ;
as shown by the

figure, p. 278. ; which also exhibits

the rod in the right hand. Morell.

Dissert, de' Littori. Milan, 1828.

LIGO ((UcfoeAAo). A sort of hoe,
with a long handle (Ov. Pont. i. 8.

59.), and blade curved rather inwards

(incurvus, Stat Theb. iii. 589.), the

edge of which was notched into teeth

(fracti dente ligonis, Columell. x. 88.).

The annexed figure is from an en-

graved gem, on which it appears in

the hands of Saturn, represented in

the character of an agricultural serf ;

and, strictly speaking, when in this

form it was designated by a name of its

own (bidens, SfocAAo), the two-pronged
hoe, which would lead us to infer

that the regular ligo was furnished
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with more than two prongs. But it

will serve to convey a general notion

of the character o*f the instrument,

and to illustrate the epithets applied
to it in the passages cited above.

LIG'ULA or LIN'GULA. Di-

minutive of LINGUA ;
a little tongue,

applied in the following characteristic

senses :

1. ("yXaxrffa, 7A.coTTis). The mouth-

piece of a pipe (tibia"), which was
inserted between the teeth, like that

of a modern clarionet or flageolet.

(Plin. H. N. xxvi. 56. Festus s. Lin-

gula.) The example is from a bas-

relief.

2. A kind of small spoon, possessing
a certain resemblance to the human
tongue, employed for eating sweet-

meats (Cato, R. R. 84.), taking oint-

ment out of a bottle, skimming certain

dishes (Plin. H.N. xxi. 49.), and
various other purposes for which its

peculiar form adapted it. (Mart. viii.

33. Columell.ix. 15.3.) The example
is from an original of bronze, formerly

belonging to the Italian antiquary
Bellori.

3. A small tongue or leaf-shaped

sword, like the Greek |"oy, which
the Roman soldiers also used in early

times, before they had adopted the

long straight Celtiberian glaive, gla-
dius. (Aul. Gell. x. 25. 2. Varro,
L.L. vii. 107.) The example is copied
from the device on a votive bronze

shield, found at Pompeii, formerly

belonging to a gladiator of the class

termed Retiarii, as the inscription
testifies. The trident (fuscina) is

likewise exhibited upon it : from
which we may collect that the Retia-

rius made use of the ligula as well as

the net and trident

4. The lapelle or lappet on each

side of a shoe (calceus), through which
the strings (corrigice) that tied it on
the foot were passed ;

whence the expression
demittere ligulas means, to

leave the shoes untied. J

(Festus, s. v. Juv. v. 20.

Schol. Vet. ad Z.) The example is

from a Pompeian painting.
5. The wedge-like end of a lever

(vectis) which is inserted under the

weight to be raised (Vitruv. x. 3.), or

into any cavity or fixture for the

purpose of producing pressure, as

with the press beam (prelum) of an
oil or wine press. Cato, R. R. 18.

and illustration s. TORCULAR, 1.

6. A tenon in carpentry ;
i. e. a

projecting tongue cut out upon the

edge of a board or end of a beam, to

fit into a mortise or cavity of corre-

sponding form in another timber.

Columell. viii. 11.

LIMA (p'ivn). A file or rasp, of
the same description, and for similar

uses as the like instrument in our own
days. Phsedr. iy. 7. Plin. Plaut. &c.
LIMA'RIUS. See PISCINA.
LIMBA'TUS. Adorned with an

ornamental border or limbus, as ex-

plained and illustrated under that

word. Gallien. ap. Trebell. Claud. 17.

LIMBULA'RIUS. One who made
borders to be sewed on to wearing
apparel, or on to bands for the hair

or waist. Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 45. In-

script. ap. Don. cl. 8. n. 27. LIMBUS
i. 2.

LIMBUS (irapvQ-f)). An ornamen-
tal border woven into the fabric of a

piece of cloth, in order to make a
finish round the edges of wearing
apparel. (Ov. Met. vi. 127. Virg.
]En. iv. 137. Servius ad I. Stat.

Achill i. 330. It was made in a

great variety of patterns, and was
worn amongst the Greeks by both
sexes ; by males on the skirts of their

tunics (woodcut s. v. HIERONIKA) and

edges of the chlamys (woodcut s. v.

p. 155.), and by females on most
articles of their attire ; as shown by
an infinity of designs on the Greek
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fictile vases, from one of which the

annexed example is taken. Butamongst

the Romans, if we may judge from

the rareness of its occurrence upon

the works of art executed by or for

that people, even in the Pompeian

paintings, it would seem to have been

but seldom adopted, and its use mostly

confined to females.

2. Hence an ornamental band for

the hair, worked
with a pattern in

embroidery (Stat.

Achill ii. 176.

Arnob. ii. 72.), as

shown by the

woodcut at p. 284.

s. FIBULA 4. ;
or

sash for the waist

(Stat. Theb. vi.

367.), as exhibited by the annexed

figure from a statue in the Royal
Museum at Naples,

3. The band or zodiacal circle

which contains the figures of the

L1NEA.

4. The main rope of several twists

upon which a hunting or fishing net

is made, and which, as being much
hicker and stronger than the twine

twelve signs, as if on an embroidered
sash ; like the example annexed, from
a painting at Pompeii. Varro, R. R.
ii. 3.

of the meshes, served as a sort of

Border or edging to the net, as ex-

emplified by the annexed figure from

a Roman mosaic. Grat. Cyneg. 25.

LIMEN (jSrjAoO- The threshold,

including the sill and the lintel of a

door ; which, however, are sometimes

distinguished by a special epithet : as

limen inferior,
the sill ;

limen superior,

the lintel. Plaut. Merc. v. 1. 1. Id.

Cas. iv. 4. 1. Vitruv. vi. 9 and 11. See

the illustrations s. JANUA.

2. Limen or limina equorum. The

threshold or doorway of the stalls in

the Circus, from which the horses and

chariots came out when they were

about to start for a race. Virg. Mn.
v. 316. Sil. Ital. xvi. 316. See the

illustration s. CARCER, 2.

LFMUS. A petticoat, reach-

ing from the waist to

the feet, and orna-

mented with a band or

stripe of purple colour,

all round the bottom of

the skirt. It was the

proper costume of the

Popa, who officiated

at the sacrifice, and is

distinctly shown by
the annexed example,
from the Vatican Vir-

gil. Virg. Mn. xii.

120. Servius ad I

Compare Tiro. ap.

Cell. xii. 3.

LFNEA. In general a thread,

line, or string ;
whence the following

more special senses :

1. (6Pfua). A fishing-line (Mart,

iii. 58. 28.) made of strong hair (seta,
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Avian. Fab. xx. 1.) or flax twisted

into thread (Jinum, Ov. Met. xiii.

923). The example represents an

angler in a Pompeian painting.
2. A line which sportsmen extended

along a given tract of country, with a

number of different coloured feathers

tied on it, for the purpose of frighten-

ing the game, and to deter them from

breaking out in the direction where it

was placed. Grat. Cyneg. 27. and
83. Nemes. 303. Same as FORMIDO.

3. ((TT(0/7). A carpenter's or stone

mason's line, which is a string covered
with chalk, and used for striking a

straight mark upon a board or slab

by which to direct the course of the

saw; or for measuring generally.
Pallad. iii. 9. 10. Vitruv. vii. 3. 5.

Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 1.1.

4. Alba linea (ypafj-fj.^. A rope
whitened with chalk, and drawn across

the opening of a race-course (circus)

for the purpose of making the start

fair. (Cassiodor. Var. Ep. iii. 51.)
Its situation is shown by the dotted

line, marked E on the annexed en-

graving, which represents the ground-
plan of a small circus, still remaining
in considerable preservation, at a short

distance from Rome, on the Appian
way; and is inserted on the authority
of a mosaic picture representing a

circus discovered at Lyons, in the

commencement of the present century,
where it is coloured white, and occu-

pies the same position as here assigned
to it. It was kept taut until all the

cars, having left their stalls (carceres,
A A. on plan), had arrived fairly
abreast of one another at the line in-

dicated, and until the signal for a
start was given, when it was slacked

away from one side, and the race

commenced. Had it not been for a
contrivance of this kind, the eagerness
of the horses would have led to a con-
stant succession of false starts, as may
be seen in the horse races during the

Carnival at Rome, where a similar

expedient is resorted to ; and an over-

eager horse, who breaks away from
his trainers, rushes against the rope,
which either brings him up or throws
him down ; an accident which is

actually represented as occurring to a

pair of horses in the Lyons mosaic
above referred to. Moreover, as this

rope was whitened with chalk, it is

often referred to under the term Calx
or Creta ; and as the chariots ran
round the course, returning at its

conclusion to the end from which^
they started, all three words are

figuratively applied to designate the

end of any thing ; particularly of life,

the chances and accidents of which

both poets and artists were fond of

assimilating to the casualties of a

race. Hor. Ep. i. 16. 79. Cic. Sen.

23. Tusc. i. 8.

3 D
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5 A string of pearls, which, under
the extravagant habits of the empire,
were sometimes cast among the peo-

ple for a scramble, at the public

games of the circus, &c. Mart. viii.

78. Compare Suet. Nero, 11. Tertull.

Hab. Mil. 9. Ulp. Dig. 9. 2. 27.

Compare MISSILIA.

6. A line described upon the face

of a sun-dial (solarium), and marked
with the various hours,

so as to indicate the time

of day by the shadow
which the index (gno-

mon) cast upon it. The
illustration represents an

ancient sun-dial engraved
upon a silver cup found
at Porto d'Anzio.

7. A line or incision cut across

the seats (gradus, sedilia*) in a theatre,

amphitheatre, or circus, for the pur-

pose of defining the exact space
which each person was entitled to

occupy, and prevent inconvenient

crowding or selfish engrossment.

(Ov. Amor. iii. 2. 19. Id. A. Am.
i. 141. Quint, xi. 3. 133.) These
lines are still discernible in the am-
phitheatres at Pompeii and Pola,
from which last the annexed illus-

tration is taken ; it represents one of
the large blocks of marble which
formed the cavea divided by lines

into stalls for six occupants, some of
whose initials are carved upon the
seat.

LINGUA. The mouth-piece of a

pipe. (Plin. H. N. x. 43.) Same as

LlGULA, 1.

2. The short end'of a lever. (Vi-
truv. x. 8. 2.) Same as LIGULA, 5.

LINGULA. A vulgar and in-

correct writing for LIGULA
; which

see. Mart. xiv. 120.

LFNIGER. In a general sense,

wearing linen garments ; but the word
is specially used to designate the

Egyptian goddess Isis (dea linigera,

Ovid. Met. i. 747.); and a certain

class of priests ministering in her

temples, who went bald-headed and
naked as far as the waist, below
which they were covered with a long
linen petticoat ; whence they are

styled linigeri calvi. (Mart. xii. 29.

18. Juv. Sat. vi. 533.) Both these

characteristics are exemplified by the

annexed figure, representing an

Egyptian priest of the kind described,
from a painting in the temple of Isis

at Pompeii.
LINIPHIA'RIUS, LINIPH'IO,

and LI'NYPHUS (A^ofyos). A
linen weaver. Hadrian, in Ep. ap.

Vopisc. Saturn. 8. Cod. Theodos. x.

20. 8.

LINOSTE'MA. A fabric made
of thread and wool mixed

;
the warp

(stamen) of thread, the web (subtemen)
of wool. Isidor. Orig. xix. 22. 17.

LINTEA'MEN. (ApuL Met. xi.

p. 245. Lamprid. Elag. 26.) Same
as LINTEUM.
LINTEA'RIUS (Aii/o/cV"). A

linen draper; or hawker of linen

goods for sale. Ulp. Dig. 14. 4. 5.

Cod. Theodos. 10. 20. 16.

LINTEA'TUS. Clothed in linen,

as contradistinct from wool or cotton.

Liv. x. 38. Festus, s. Legio. Senec.

V. B. 27.

LIN'TEO. A linen weaver. Plaut.
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Aul iii. 5. 38. Serv. ad Virg. JEn.
vii. 14.

LINTE'OLUM (oQ6vu>v). Any
small linen cloth ; thence, especially,
a napkin, or a handkerchief. Plaut.

Ep. ii. 2. 48. Plin. H. N. ix. 45.

Apul. Apol pp. 490. 494.) See Su-
DARIOLUM.
LINTER. A boat used chiefly

in marshy places, or waters abound-

ing in shallows (Tibull. ii. 5. 34.) ;

for the transport of produce upon
rivers, or of cattle and soldiers across

them (Liv. xxi. 27.) ;
for supporting

a bridge of boats (Cses. B. G. i,

12.); and other similar purposes.
It was rowed with oars (Cses.

B. G. vii. 60.), not punted; and, as

it had but a slight draught, without

being flat-bottomed, could not have
been very steady in the water ;

whence Cicero (Brut. 60.) quizzes
an orator who swayed his body to

and fro while speaking, by saying
that he made use of a linter for his

pulpit. The example represents a
Roman soldier transporting wine
casks across a river in one of these

boats, from the Column of Trajan.
2. A tray or trough employed at

the vintage for carrying grapes from
the vineyard to the vat in which the

juice was trodden out by the feet ;

doubtless so named from its resem-
blance in form to the boat just de-

scribed. Cato, R. R. xi. 5. Tibull.

i. 5. 23. Virg. Georg. i. 262.

LIN'TEUM (600J/77). Generally,
any cloth made of linen ; but Pliny
(H.N. xii. 22.) applies the same term
to cotton fabrics. Specially, a towel,

napkin, or handkerchief (Plaut. Most.
i. 3. 110. Catull. xii. 3. 11. 14.),

same as SUDARIUM ; a curtain to

close the sides of a lectica, or palan-
quin (Mart. ii. 57.), same as PLA-
GULA

; the sail of a ship, which was
made of strips of cloth sewed together
(Virg. JEn. iii. 686. Liv. xxviii.

45.), same as VELUM.
LINTRA'RIUS. One who rows

a linter. Ulp. Dig. 4. 9. 1.

LINTRIC'ULUS. (Cic. Att. x.

10.) Diminutive of LINTER.
LPNUM (AiW). Flax; thence

any thing made with flax
; as, a

sewing thread (Celsus, vii. 14.); a

fishing line (Ovid. Met. xiii. 923.

LINEA, 1.) ;
a string of pearls (Ter-

tull. LINEA, 5.) ; a string bound
round the tablets (tabellce) upon
which letters or any other document
were written, and then tied in a knot
over which the seal was affixed (Cic.
Cat. iii. 5. Plaut. Bacch. iv. 3. 79

111.); a net, the meshes of which
were made of string. Ov. Virg.
Juv.

LITERA'TUS. Marked or let-

tered; especially applied to any ob-

ject of use or ornament which has the

maker's or owner's name inscribed

upon it (Plaut. Rud. iv. 4. 111. 114.

Ib. ii. 5. 21.), as in the annexed and

many other articles, found at Pom-
peii. The letters are L. ANSIDIODO
upon the handle.

2. Branded; meaning a slave
marked on the forehead for thieving
or running away (Plaut. Cas. ii. 6.

49.); also termed inscriptus, notatus,

stigmosus.
3. Lettered; meaning versed in

letters
; applied to an educated slave,

whose literary knowledge and ac-

quirements were turned to account

by his master in a variety of ways,
as a librarian, reader, amanuensis,

secretary, &c. Orbilius ap. Suet.

Gramm. 4.

4. (ypafj./j.aTiK6s). A grammarian;
3 D 2
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i. e. a scholar who employs himself
in writing notes and commentaries

upon the works of other authors.

Nepos. ap. Suet. Gramm. 4.

LITHOSTRO'TUM (\iQ6ffrpu-

TOV). Literally, paved with stones;

whence the pavement of a Roman
road, which was laid with polygonal
blocks of volcanic formation (silex} ;

or of any flat open square, like an

area, or a forum, which were paved
with broad square flags ;

or the floor

of a building, like that of the Pan-
theon at Rome, which is formed with
slabs of porphyry and jaune an-

tique ; were all lithostrota in a generic
sense. But the word is mostly ap-
plied, in the passages which remain,
to the various kinds of ornamental

pavements which go by the common
name of mosaic with us ; more espe-

cially to those which were composed
of small pieces of stone or marbles of
natural colours, as contradistinguished
from those which were made of glass
or composition, artificially stained to

imitate different tints. Varro, R. E.
iii. 1. 10. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 60. Ca-
pitol. GOTd. 32. and the various names
enumerated in the Classed Index.
LIT'ICEN. One who plays the

trumpet called lituus. (Varro, L. L.
v. 91. Cato, ap. Gell.

xx. 2. Ammian. xiv.

2.) The liticines

formed a corporation

(collegium) at Rome;
and the instrument

they played, as well
as the costume which
they wore, is exhibi-
ted by the annexed
figure, from a sepul-
chral marble, having
the following inscrip-
tion underneath M.
JULIUS VICTOR EX COLLEGIO LITI-
CINUM. The piece of drapery over
the front of the chest is singular ; but
a Roman soldier, on a bas-relief
published by Du Choul (Castramet.
<les

liomams), wears a cape of the
same description.

LIT'UUS. A brass trumpet, with
a long straight stock, like the tuba,
but furnished at its furthest extre-

mity, with a curved joint like the

buccina or cornu. (Festus, s. v. Gell.

v. 8. Sen. (Ed. 734. adunco cere.

Hor. Ovid. Cic. Virg.) The en-

graving represents an original dis-

covered in clearing the bed of the

river Witham, near Tattershall, in

Lincolnshire, which it will be per-
ceived resembles precisely the instru-

ment held by the liticen in the pre-

ceding illustration. It is rather more
than four feet long, made of brass,
in three joints, like a modern flute,

and has been gilt.

2. An augur's wand (Virg. ^En.

vii. 187.) ; which was a short stick

(brevis, Gell. v. 8.), bent into a twist

at the end, like one side of a bishop's

crosier, of which it is supposed to

have formed the model. Liv. i. 18.

Cic. Div. i. 17. It was used for de-

scribing or marking out imaginary
divisions in the heavens, for the pur-

poses of divination ; and received its

name from a certain resemblance

which it bore to the military instru-

ment last described (Porphyr. ad
Hor. Od. i. 1. 23. Gell. Ic. Orelli
ad Cic. I c.) ; but in works of art,
the end of it is not formed with a

gentle curve, like the trumpet and
the shepherd's crook (pedum\ but is

always twisted into a spiral shape,
like the annexed examples ; one of
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which represents the instrument itself,

from the frieze on an ancient temple
under the Capitol at Rome (supposed

temple of Saturn), and the other, an

augur with the wand in his hand,
from a medal of M. Antoninus.

LIX^E. Camp followers ; persons
of free birth, who followed an army
into the field with the object of sup-

plying the soldiery with goods and

provisions of various kinds, as a

source of individual profit. Liv.

xxxix. 1. Val. Max. ii. 7. 2.

2. By Apuleius (Met. i. p. 18.),

servants or attendants upon a magis-
trate, such as the lictors.

LOCA'RIUM. The price or

sum paid for lodgings at an inn or

lodging house. Varro, L. L. v. 15.

LOCA'RIUS. One who makes a

profit by relinquishing his seat at a

place of public entertainment, such

as the circus, theatre, &c. to another

who arrives too late to find room.

Mart. v. 24.

LOCEL'LUS. Diminutive of Lo-
CULUS. Mart. xiv. 13. Pet. Sat. 140.

Val. Max. vii. 8, 9. Any small

box or case.

LOCULAMEN'TUM. Generally,

any case, receptacle, or locker di-

vided into separate compartments
(Vitruv. x. 9. 5. and 6.) ;

thence

more specially, and in the plural, an

open bookcase covering the sides of

a room from top to bottom, and di-

vided into a number of separate com-

partments, or, as we should say, a

set of book shelves (Senec. Tranquill.

9.) ; also, a set of nests in a dove-

cote or pigeon-house (Columell. viii.

8. 3.); and a hive for bees. Id.

ix. 12. 2.

LOC'ULUS. A coffin, in which

not reduced to ashes on the funeral

pile. (Justin, xxxix. 1. Plin. H. N.
vii. 16. Id. vii. 2.) The illustration

represents a coffin of baked clay,
with the plan of the interior under-

neath, in which the shaded part is a

raised sill for the head of the corpse
to rest upon ; and the round hole, a

receptacle for aromatic balsams, which
were poured into it through a cor-

responding orifice on the outside of the

shell. A marble coffin of more ela-

borate design is introduced at p. 196.

2. A common wooden box, in

which the dead bodies of poor people
and criminals were carried out.

Fulgent. Plane, s. Sandapila.
3. A crib or compartment in a

manger, whether of stone, marble,
or wood, in which the allowance of

each animal was separately deposited,

the body was deposited entire, when

in order that a greedy brute might
not poach upon its neighbour, as

shown by the annexed example,
which represents the interior of an

ancient stable in the bay Centorbi, in

Sicily. Veg. Vet. ii. 28. 4.

4. A small cabinet, box, or case,

divided into separate compartments ;

such as we should call a desk ; in

which money, keys, valuables, and

things of small size were deposited
for safe custody. Hor. Ep. ii. 1.

175. Juv. i. 89. Plin. H. N. xiv. 14.

5. A case divided into separate

compartments, in which the Roman
boys carried their books, writing

materials, and other necessaries to

school. Hor. Sat. i. 6. 74.

LODPCULA. Diminutive of

LODIX. A coarse and rough
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sort of blanket, chiefly manufactured
at Verona (Mart. xiv. 152.); used

as an outside -wrapper (Suet. Aug.
83.); as a counterpane for a bed

( Juv. vi. 195.) ;
and as a rug for the

floor. Pet. Sat. 20. 2.

LOGE'UM (Aoyfroi/). (Vitruv.
v. 7.) Properly, a Greek word, for

which the Latin expression is PUL-
PITUM ; which see.

LOMEN'TUM. A wash or paste
for the skin, made of bean meal and
rice worked up together, which the

Roman ladies applied to their faces

for the purpose of taking out wrin-

kles, and giving a clear tint and
smoothness to the skin. Mart. iii.

42. Compare Pallad. xi. 14. 9.

LONGU'RIUS. A very long
straight pole, employed for making
divisions or fences in a meadow
(Varro, R. R. i. 14. 2.) ; as a swing-
ing bar for separating the horses in a

stable, which the ancients did not
divide into stalls (Varro, R. R. ii. 7.

10.); as a handle for the falx mura-
lis (Cses. B. iii. 14.) ; or, indeed, for

any purpose to which such an object
was adapted.
LORA. See LURAO

LORA'RIUS. A slave who in-

flicted the punishment of flogging
upon his fellow

slaves with
twisted ropes
or thongs of

leather, at the

command of his

master. A cha-
racter of this

kind was fre-

quently intro-

duced upon the
Roman comic

stage (Gell. x.

3. 8. Plaut.

Capt. Act. i.

Sc. 2.), and is

exhibited in the

illustration an-

nexed, from a marble bas-relief, re-

presenting a scene from some play.
The entire composition contains

three more figures, a young girl

playing the double pipes, and two old

men, one of whom, the master of the

slave, is about to chastise him in a fit

of anger with his stick, but is held

back by his friend
; whilst the slave,

in flying from his master, falls into

the hands of the lorarius, who is re-

presented with a twisted thong in his

raised arm, with which he is about to

punish his crouching comrade.
LORFCA (dcfyal). The term

used generally to designate a piece of

defensive armour, which covered the

breast, back, belly, and sides as far

as the waist ; including the cuirass

or corselet of leather or metal, plain,

scaled, laminated, ringed, and quilted ;

the coat of mail ; and the loose doub-

let, or flexible linen shirt ; all of

which are separately described in the

following paragraphs :

1. (yva\oed>puQ. The Greek cui-

rass of the most ancient period, made
out of two separate and distinct pieces
of metal, modelled to the form of the

owner
;
one of which fitted the breast

and upper region of the belly, the

other the back and loins ; the two

being fastened upon the person by a

number of clasps or buckles (fibulce,

irspovai) down the sides, and with a

shoulder strap or epaulette across the

top of each shoulder. Each of these

plates was termed a yva\ov. The
annexed woodcut represents a pair of

bronze originals discovered in a tomb
at Psestum ; but it would appear that

Pausanias had never seen a cuirass

of this kind, excepting in pictures

(Paus. x. 26. 2.) ; a remarkable proof
of the value and antiquity of the spe-
cimen here copied.
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2. (&(apa ffrafiios or <TTOTOS). The
cuirass usually worn by generals and

superior officers,

both Greeks
and Romans,
subsequently to

the Homeric pe-
riod ; so termed
because it

would stand by
itself when ta-

ken off and

placed upon the

ground. Like
the last men-
tioned, it was in reality formed of

two pieces, but on an improved prin-

ciple, being joined together by the

armourer on the right side with hinges

(yiyy\vp.oi), made by inserting a pin

through a series of sockets, so that

they would open and shut for putting
off or on with convenience and ex-

pedition. The joinings are clearly
shown by the annexed engraving,
from an equestrian statue of N. Bal-

bus found at Herculaneum ;
and upon

a statue of the Pio-Clementine Mu-
seum (iii. 11.), similarly accoutred,

they are represented with equal dis

tinctness and precision. The cuirass,

as here exhibited, which was made of

very thick leather, bronze, or other

metals, constitutes the lorica itself ;

but the abdomen, the thighs, the del-

toid muscle, and the arm-pits, which
would be completely exposed when
the arm was raised above the level of

the breast, were protected by a series

of leather straps (jrTfpvyes), usually

appended to it round the arm-holes

and lower rim of its two plates, which
fell over the upper part of the arm,
like a sleeve, and over the thighs,
like a kilt, as exhibited in the illus-

tration s. LEGATUS.
3. (&d>pa Ae7Tt5ft>T<k). A corselet

of scale armour in which the scales

(squamce, Virg. ^En. ix. 707. xi. 487.

Sil. Ital. i. 527.), composed of horn
or metal, and sewed on to a basis of

leather or quilted linen, were formed
to imitate the scales of a fish (Ae-

TT/S), which are mostly circular at their

bottom edges, and overlap one another

in regular succession, as in the an-

nexed example, from one of the tro-

phies on Trajan's Column.
4. (&pa| <oAi5a>ToY). A corselet

of scale armour, made of the same
materials as the last, similarly at-

tached, but having its scales formed
to imitate those of a serpent (<po\is.

Compare Ov. Met. iii. 63. Prudent.
Hamart. 423. squamosum thoraca de

pelle colubrce), which are mostly an-

gular at their extremities, and overlap
in a lozenge shape, so that one of the

angles points downwards in the man-
ner exhibited by the annexed exam-

ple, from the Column of Antoninus,
which resembles exactly the scales of
the rattle snake, the common viper,
and many other reptiles.

5. Lorica plumata. (Justin, xli.

2.) A corselet of similar character
to the two preceding, but having the

plates of metal which cover it formed
to imitate the feathers of a bird (plu-
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nice. Virg. JEn. xi. 770. Sallust.

Fragm. ap. Serv. ad I. ), instead of

scales, as exhibited by the annexed

example, from the Arch of Trajan,
now inserted on the Arch of Constan-
tine

;
in which it will be observed

that the plates are not so angular at

their extremities as the last example,
nor so regularly disposed as the one
which precedes it.

6. Lorica serta, or hamis conserta.

(Nepos. xi. 1. Virg. 2En. iii. 467. v.

259. Sil. Ital. v. 140.) A corselet

also of scale armour, but in which the

plates of bone or metal, instead of

being sewn on to a leather or quilted

jerkin, were fastened to one another

by means of wire rings or hooks

(hamce) ;
of which the annexed en-

graving affords a specimen, from an

original fragment found at Pompeii.
The plates are of bone

; and each has
two holes near the upper edges,
through which the connecting wire
link is passed, as shown on a large
scale by the right-hand part of the

engraving ; but when the parts are

put together, these are covered and
protected by the circular end of an-
other plate which laps over them, as

shown by the smaller pattern on the
left hand.

7. A cuirass, formed by two broad

plates of metal across the chest, and

long flexible bands (lamince) of steel

over the shoulders, and round the
waist ; so arranged, that while they
fitted closely to the shape of the

wearer, they would adapt themselves
to all his motions, by slipping under
and over one another, as the arms
were raised, or the body bent, as
shown by the annexed example, from
the Column of Trajan. The charac-
teristic name by which cuirasses of
this kind were distinguished has not

survived ;
but the object itself is of

very common occurrence on the tri-

umphal arches and columns. It ap-
pears to have constituted the ordinary
armour of the common legionary
soldier under the empire ; for it is

never worn by the superior officers,

but always by the gregarians, whose
rank is understood from the duties

they perform when not engaged with
the enemy ; such as felling timber
for stockades, building forts, trans-

porting provisions, &c. Some writers

have recognised this as the cuirass of

serpents' scales (^oAtSwros. No. 4.),

to which it does not possess sufficient

resemblance.
8. (&cfy>a aAv<nSa>Tos). A shirt of

chain mail, formed by a regular series

of links, connected together into a

continuous chain (aAu<riy ; molli farica

catena, Val. Place, vi. .233.). It was
worn by the hastati under the repub-
lic (Polyb. vi. 23.) ; and is repre-
sented on some of the cavalry sol-
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diers in the slabs which were re-

moved from the Arch of Trajan to

decorate the one built by Constantine
near the Coliseum, as well as on the

annexed figure, from the column of

Antoninus ; in which the minuteness
of the touches, as well as the close

and elastic fit of the shirt, are evi-

dently intended to characterize a coat

of chain mail.

9. Lorica lintea (&<apa \iveos). A
loose jacket of linen, several folds

thick, steeped in

vinegar and
salt (Nicet. Cho-
niat. Script.

Byzant. p. 247.

Paris. 1647.) ;

more especially
worn by the

Oriental nations,
but also adopted

by the Greeks and Romans (Nepos,

Iphicr. 1. Suet. Galb. 19. Liv. iv. 20.

Arrian. Tact. p. 14.). It is frequently

represented on the columns of Trajan
and Antonine, similar to the annexed

example, as a long doublet, reaching
below the hips, easily yielding as the

body bends, and fitting rather loosely
on the figure.

10. In a general sense, the word is

also applied to any thing which

serves as a covering, protection, or

defence for what is behind or under
it ; such as the coating of cement

upon a wall (Vitruv. ii. 8. 18. vii. 1.

4.), and a breastwork which serves

as a screen or fortification (Tac.

Ann. iv. 49. Compare Veg. Mil. iv.

28.); &c.

LORICA'TUS (T0o>pa/(rMeVos).
Armed with a cuirass, corselet, or
coat of mail, as described in the vari-

ous paragraphs of the last article, and
shown by the woodcuts, pp. 144. 159.

178. 330., and many others in the

course of these pages.
2. Loricatus eques. (Liv. xxiii.

19.) Same as CATAPHRACTUS.
3. Loricatus elephas. (Hirt. B

Afr. 72.) An elephant equipped for

battle, by having a breast-work, or

tower for armed men upon his back,
like the annexed example, from an

engraved gem. It is obvious that

the almost impenetrable hide of this

animal would not require the assist-

ance of armour, like the horse ; and

Polybius (Fr. Hist. 22. ) uses the di-

minutive StupaKiov (loricula) for the

breast-work of a tower on an ele-

phant's back.

4. Coated with cement. Varro,
R.E. i. 57. 1.

LORFCULA (^wpo'/ctoi/). Dimin-
utive of LORICA ; especially a slight

breast-work or fortification. Hirt,

B. G. viii. 9. Veg. Mil i. 57.

LORUM (t>as). In general, any
strap or thong of leather; whence

applied more specially in the following
senses :

1. The rein of a bridle for riding
or driving. Virg. Ov. Juv. See

FRENTJM, HABENA.
2. A long rein or rope with which

the ancient huntsman used to keep in

his dog, whilst tracking the lair of a

wild beast. Its object was to prevent
the hound from ranging, from starting

3 E
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his prey too soon, and from closing
with it before the huntsman could

come up to his assistance. It was of

considerable length, which is indicated

by the coils in the annexed example,
from a sepulchral marble in the

Museum of Verona; and the dog by
this means also led on his master at a

convenient distance to the lair, which
he traced by scent. Plin. H. N. viii.

61. Grat. Cyneg. 213. Senec. Thyest.
497.

3. The leathern bulla and thong
which attached it to the neck

; worn

by the children of plebeians. Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 4. Juv. v. 164. See
BULLA, 4.

4. The thong by which a lectica

was suspended upon the poles (asse-

res\ which rested upon the shoulders
of the bearers (Mart. ii. 57.), as ex-
plained and illustrated s. ASSER, 1.

;

also by which any burden was sus-

pended from the phalanga (Vitruv.
x. 3. 7 and 8.), as explained and illus-

trated s. PHALANGA and PHALAN-
GARII.

5. The leather thong by which a

boxing glove was fastened round the
arm. Prop. iii. 14. 9. and illustration
s. CESTUS.

6. A thong of twisted leather with
which slaves were punished (Plaut.
Ps. i. 2. 13. Ter. Ad. ii. 1. 28.) by
the LORARIUS

; which see.
7. The girdle of Venus. Mart. vi.

21. Same as CESTUS.

LUCER'NA (Arfxws). An oil-

lamp, as contradistinct from candela,
a candle ; gene-

rally made of

terra-cotta or

bronze, with a

handle at one

end, a nozzle

(myxd) for the wick (ellychnium) at

the other, and an orifice in the centre

for pouring in the oil
;
and when in

use intended to be placed upon some
other piece of furniture, or on a tall

upright stem (CANDELABRUM 2.), or

suspended by chains from a lamp-
holder (LYCHNUCHUS), or from the

ceiling. Of course they were made
in a great variety of shapes and pat-

terns, according to the nature of the

materials and the taste of the artist

who designed them; but however
much ornamented, or enriched by
fanciful adjuncts and details, they

generally preserve more or less of

the characteristic form of a boat-

shaped vessel, exhibited by the an-

nexed example.
2. Lucerna bilychnis (ifji.vos). A

lamp provided
with two wicks,
and conse-

quently with
two nozzles,
from each of

which a sepa-
rate flame

would issue, as

in the annexed
illustration from
an original of

bronze. Pet. Sat. xxx. 2.

3. Lucerna polymixos
A lamp with
several nozzles
or wicks.

(Mart.xiv.41.)
The annexed

example from
an original of

terra-cotta con-
tains four

; but
others with five, six, seven, eight,
and even twelve and fourteen, have
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been found in the excavations of Her-
culaneum and Pompeii.

4. Lucerna pensilis. A lamp sus-

pended by a chain (instead of being

placed upon a stand, candelabrum, like

the example No. 2.) from a supporter
with branches, or from the ceiling.
Pet. Sat. 30. 3. and illustrations s.

LYCHNUCHUS and LYCHNUS.

LUCTA, LUCTA'MEN, LUC-
TA'TIO Od\?7, ird\ai<TiJ.a\ Wrestling,
one of the games of the Greek palaes-

tra, in which the combatants endea-

voured to throw one another on the

ground (Ov. Met. ix. 33 61. Stat.

Theb. vi. 830905.) by every jneans

of bodily exertion, except striking,
which was not permitted, or by any
trick (Xen. Cyr. i. 6. 32.) which
their ingenuity could devise. Grace,

however, and elegance of attitude and
motion were regarded as an important
feature in the struggle. (Plato, de Leg.
796. Cic. Orat.QS.) The wrestling-

ground was strewed with sand, and
the bodies of the combatants were

sprinkled over with fine dust (haphe),
in order to give them a firmer hold

upon their adversaries ; which custom
is alluded to in the following illustra-

tion, by the basket upset upon the

ground.
The contest itself was of two kinds ;

the simplest and earliest in practice

being termed stand-up"wrestling (jrd\Tj

opd-f], Lucian. Lexiph. 5.); in which
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the contest was only carried on as

long as both parties kept their footing,
as represented in the annexed wood-
cut from a bas-relief of the Vatican
Museum ; but if one was thrown, his

antagonist permitted him to rise and

recommence the struggle, until he
met with three falls, which decided
the victory. (Senec. Ben. v. 3.) The
other kind, which was of later adop-
tion, was termed ground wrestling

(oAiV$7j<m), and had a considerable

resemblance to the pancratium, for

the contest was continued on the

ground after one or both parties had

fallen, as exhibited by the annexed
illustration from the Vatican Virgil,

and until one of them, finding himself

unable to rise again, was obliged to

acknowledge himself beaten. Sen. I.e.

LUCTA'TOR (TraAcmrHjs). A
wrestler. Gell. iii. 15. Senec. Ben.
v. 3. Ov. Trist. iv. 6. 31. See the

preceding article and illustrations.

LU'DIA. Originally designated a

female who danced and acted in public,
like the male ludius, in which sense

it may be applied by Martial (v. 24.);
but latterly it meant the wife of a

gladiator (Juv. vi. 266.), as the school

which he kept was termed Indus.

LUDIMAGIS'TER. A school-

master, who kept a school in which

young persons were instructed in the

rudiments of literature. A scon, in

Cic. Div. Verr. 14. Cic. N. D. i. 26.

Mart. ix. 69. x. 62. and illustration

s. LUDUS.
LU'DIO and LU'DIUS (AuS/c^),

The original name for a stage-player
or mimic dancer (Liv. vii. 2.) ; but
afterwards connected with a sentiment
of depreciation, such as is conveyed
by our expression, strolling player;
for the name is applied to those who
danced and acted in the public streets

(Ov. A. Am. 112.), or in the Circus,
for the amusement of the populace

3 E 2
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(Suet. Any. 74.), in which jugglers,

fortune-tellers, tumblers, and persons
of that class used to congregate, as

they still do upon our race courses.

LUDUS. Literally, a game, sport,
or pastime, more especially such as

were invented for the purpose of

assisting to develop the powers of the

mind or body ;
whence the same name

is given to the place where the neces-

sary discipline or exercises were gone
through, which all attainments, whe-
ther intellectual or physical, require.

1. Ludus literarius, or simply Indus

(8i8a<rKa\e'iot>). A school for the in-

struction of youth, to which the

children of both sexes and all classes

were sent when old enough, public
education being thought preferable

amongst the ancients as well as our-

selves, to private tuition. (Festus s.

Schola. Cic.Fam. ix. 18. Plaut. Per*,

ii. 1. 6. Id. Merc. ii. 2. 32.) The
illustration represents the interior

of a school-room at Herculaneum,
from a painting discovered in that

city, in which both boys and girls are

taught together, as in Martial ix. 69.

2. Ludus gladiatorius. An estab-

lishment in which a company of

gladiators were trained and taught
the practice of their art, under the
instruction of the Lanista. Suet. Jul
31. Caes. B. C. i. 14.

3. Ludus fidicinus. A school in
which instrumental music was taught.
Plaut, Rud. Prol. 43.

4. Ludus Trojce. The Trojan
game ; a sort of review or sham-fight
exhibited by young persons of good
family on horseback. Tac. Ann. xi.
11. Suet. Aug. 43. Virg. JSn. v. 448

587); also called DECURSIO, which
see

; the medal used to illustrate that
word bears the inscription DECURSIO
LUDUS TROJ.E.

5. Ludus latrunculorum. A game
of skill having considerable resem-
blance to our draughts ; described s.

LATRO 2.

6. Ludus duodecim scriptorum. A
game of skill approximating to our
backgammon. See ABACUS, 2.

7. Under the general name of ludi

the Romans also included chariot-

races, gladiatoral combats, and thea-

trical representations, which were ex-
hibited on certain festivals in honour
of the gods, or given by wealthy
individuals as an entertainment to the

public.
LU'MINAR. Probably a window-

shutter (Cato, R. R. 14. Cic. Att. xv.

26); but the interpretation, as well as

the readings, in both passages are un-
certain.

LUNA (eifi<r<ptpiov). An ornament
in the shape of a half moon, which
the Roman senators wore upon their

boots. (Juv. vii. 193. Stat. Sylv. v.

2. 28.) Considerable difference of

opinion formerly existed amongst
scholars respecting the actual mean-

ing of this term
; but it is now gene-
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rally admitted to have been a buckle

of ivory or silver, which joined

together the sides of the shoe, just
above the ankle (Viscont. Inscript.

Triop. p. 83. seqq.), as the Greek
name implies, and as shown by the

right hand-figure in the annexed

engraving, from a statue published by
Balduinus (de Calceo, p. 69.), after

Casali. The right-hand figure is copied
from an ivory ornament found in the

Roman catacombs, which is believed

to be an original senatorial luna.

LUNA'TUS. Ornamented with

the senatorial luna; of the shoe (Mart,
i. 50. pellis) ; of the foot (Id. ii. 29.

31. planta), as shown by the pre-

ceding illustration.

2. Shaped like a half moon ;
of the

Amazonian shield, which is hollowed
into the form of a crescent (Virg.
^En. i. 490. and illustration s. PELTA);
hence agmen lunatum (Stat. Theb. v.

145.), a body armed with such shields.

LU'NULA. Diminutive of LUNA.
A small ornament in the form of a

half moon, worn by women suspended
from their necks (Isidor. Orig. xix.

31. Tertull. Cult. Fcem. 10.) ; and by
children as a token, amulet, or play-

thing. Plant. Ep. v. 1. 33. and il-

lustration s. CREPUNDIA, where it is

seen amongst other objects round a

child's neck.

LUPA'NAR and LUPANA'-
RIUM (jropveiov). A receiving-house
for the accommodation of immoral
characters. Quint, v. 10. 39. Juv.

vi. 121. Ulp. Dig. 4. 8. 21.

LUPA'TUM (aT6p.iov vpiovuTfo).

(Pollux, x. 56.) A very severe kind
of snaffle-bit surrounded with pricks
or jags (e'xu'ot, rpfgoAot. Pollux, i.

148.), like the teeth of a wolf, from
which it took the name (Serv. ad

Virg. Georg. iii. 208.) ; and, in conse-

quence, usually characterised by the

epithet durum. Virg. /. c. Ov. A.
Am. i. 2. 15. Hor. Od. i. 8. 6. Stat.

Theb. iv. 730.

LUPUS (Au'/cos). Same as LUPA-
TUM. Ov. Trist. iv. 6. 4. Stat. Ach.
i. 281. Plut. ii. 641. F.

2. A small staight-handled saw.
Pallad. i. 43. 2. Same as SERRULA
MANUBRIATA.

3. Lupus ferreus. A sort of grap-

pling iron, employed in the defence
of fortified places to seize upon the

beam of a battering-ram (aries\ and
break the force of its blows by di-

verting it from the proper direction.

Liv. xxviii. 3. Veg. Mil. ii. 25. iv. 23.

LURA. Properly the mouth of the

large leathern sack or skin, called

culeus, in which wine and oil were

transported from place to place, as

exhibited in the annexed cut from a

Pompeian painting ;
or of a common

wine skin (UTER, and the illustration

there given) ; whence it was also

used to signify the skin itself, or a
leathern bag. Festus s. v. Auson.
Perioch. Od. 10.

LUSTRUM. A solemn purifi-
cation or expiatory offering, made by
the censors every five years, upon
their retirement from office, on behalf
of the whole people ; at which a sow,
a sheep, and an ox, were conducted
three times round the assembled mul-
titude in the Campus Martius, and
afterwards sacrificed. Liv. i. 44.

xxxv. 9. xlii. 10.

LYCHNU'CHUS (AUX^XOS).
Properly a Greek word, which in

that language appears to have de-

signated more particularly a contri-

vance in the nature of our candlesticks ;

viz. a stand into which a candle or
torch was inserted in order to keep it

in an elevated and upright position

(CANDELABRUM, 1.) ; or a lantern in
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which an oil lamp (lucerna,
was placed for the convenience of

transport (LATERNA) ; for the pas-

sages which allude to the manner of

using it express the action of putting
the light in or taking it out of a stand

or case sv&els r'bv Xvxvov, Pherecr.

Aoi/A. 5. e'leAwi' e/c rov \vxvovxov rbis

Kvxvov, Alex. KypvTT. 1.

2. The Latin word lychnuchus has
a signification somewhat differing
from its Greek original, and contradis-

tinct from CANDELABRUM, being used
to designate a lamp-stand adapted for

holding many lamps (Suet. Jul. 47.
Id. Dom. 4. Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 7.);
whereas the candelabrum only sup-
ported one. A great number of con-
trivances of this kind have been
discovered in the excavations of Her-
culaneum and Pompeii, of various
forms and designs, from one of which
the annexed example is copied ;

but

they all possess this characteristic

feature, that the lamps are suspended
from them by chains, as in the ex-
ample, instead of being placed upon a
flat plate (superficies), as is the case
with the candelabra. This peculiarity
may also be taken into account as

marking a difference between the two
objects, and the words by which they
were respectively named.

3. Lychnuchus pensilis. A stand

supporting several lamps, suspended,
like our chandeliers, from the ceiling.
Plin. H.N. xxxiv. 8.) The illus-

tration represents the upper surface

of one of these pendant lamp-stands
of marble, in the Villa Borghese,
which carried eight lamps at least,

one from each of the cross-hooks
round its margin. The surface is

flat, and without any orifice. The
small circle in the centre shows a
small portion still remaining of the
iron bar, by which it was suspended ;

and the eight other projecting points

may have served for placing additional

lamps upon, when required ; or these,

as well as the cross-hooks, may also

have had chains attached to them,
which assisted in supporting the piece
of furniture.

LYCH'NUS (Xi>xvos\ Properly a
Greek word which in that language
signifies any portable light, including
also the stand or case, a candlestick
or lamp for instance, in which' it was
placed. (Herod, ii. 62. 133. Aristoph.
Nub. 56.) But the Romans appear
to have adopted the word in a more
special sense, to indicate a light or

lamp suspended from the ceiling, as
in the annexed example, from a paint-
ing discovered in the villa Negroni
at Rome

;
for the lychnus is expressly

mentioned as a pendant light by most
of the writers who use the term.
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Ennius ap. Macrob. Sat. vi. 4. depen-
dent lychni laquearibus ; copied by
Virgil, Jw. i. 730. Lucret. v. 296.

pendentes lychni; Stat. Theb. i. 521.

tendunt vincula lychnis, &c.

LYRA (Au/nj). A lyre; a small

and very ancient stringed instrument,
the invention of which is fabulously
attributed to Mercury, though it was

undoubtedly introduced into Greece

through Asia Minor from Egypt.
The cords were open on both sides,

without any sounding-board, and
varied in number from three to nine.

It was sounded with both hands, one
on each side ; or with a quill (plec-

trum) in one hand and the fingers of

the other ; being placed upon the

knees if the player was in a sitting

position, or suspended by a band over
the shoulder if erect. The form of

the frame would naturally be varied

according to the taste or fancy of the
maker

; but without destroying the

leading characteristics of the instru-

ment, as shown by the difference in

the two examples annexed, both of
which are from sepulchral paintings ;

the one on the left representing a

tetrachord, i. e. with four strings ;

the other, a hexachord, with six.

LYR'ICEN. Same as LYRISTES.
LYRIS'TES (Awpwrfc). One who

plays upon the lyre (Plin. Ep. i. 15.);
which was done either by twanging
the strings with both hands, like a

harp in the manner represented by
the left-hand figure in the illustration

from a statue of Apollo in the Vati-

can ; or by striking them with a
small quill (plectrum) held in one

hand, and the fingers of the other,
as performed by the female figure
on the right-hand of the illustra-

tion, from a Roman fresco painting,

also preserved in the Vatican. The

female player was termed Lyristria-
Schol. Vet. ad Juv. xi. 162.

M.

MACELLA'RIUS (O^OTT^S). A
victualler, or one who kept a cook's

shop, as contradistinct from Lanio,
the meat-purveyor. (Varro, R. R.
iii. 2. 11.) He dealt in provisions of

every description, flesh, fish, and
fowl (Suet. Vcsp. 19. Compare Plaut.

Aul. ii. 8. 3 5. ), which he sold ready
cooked (Suet. Jul 26.). His shop
was termed taberna macellaria, and
his trade regarded as one of the
lowest (sodidissimce mercis). Val.

Max. iii. 4. 4.

MACEL'LUM Gu<keAAo/). An
enclosure or building which served
as a market, in which all kinds of

provisions, fish, flesh, poultry, game,
and vegetables were sold (Varro, L.L.
v. 147. Plaut. Aul ii. 8. 3. Suet.

Jul 43.), and probably ready dressed ;

for in early times when cooks were
not regularly kept in private families,
each person hired one from the
macellum when his services were re-

quired. (Plin. H. N. xviii. 28.) It

differs, however, from the forum,
which was an open area surrounded

by colonnades, and in which the
market was held upon stated days in

each week, and supplied with various
kinds of manufactured articles, as

well as all descriptions of agricultural
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produce. There were two edifices imply an operation like that of

appropriated for this purpose in the chopping or cleaving. (Plaut. Mil.

city of Rome, one on the Esquiline, I ii. 5. 51. Suet. Claud. 15. Senec.
called Macellum Livianum ; the other

on the Coelian, called Macellum Mag*

num., surrounded with two stories of

columns, and covered in the centre
with a high dome (tholus, Varro, ap.
Non. s. Sulcus, p. 448.), which is

represented by the annexed woodcut
from a medal of Nero, by whom it

was, perhaps, restored, or decorated,
or enlarged. The square platform in

front upon two legs represents a tray
or stand (mensa} upon which the pro-
visions were set out

; and the two
objects upon it, on either side, which
in our engraving look like balusters,
from imperfect delineation, are in the

original clearly meant for a pair of
scales.

MACER/IA 0/ceAo>). A rough
wall or enclosure to a vineyard,
garden, paddock, &c. (Isidor. Orig.
xv. 9. 4. Cic. Fam. xvi. 18.) These
were either made of irregular stones,
put together without mortar (Serv.
ad Virg. Gcorg. ii. 417.), or some-
times of brick, both baked and raw

;
j

as well as of earth and small stones
rammed into moulds, like what is

now termed pise. Varro, R. R. i. 14.4.

MACH^E'RA Oa'xcupa)- A sword
which has only one edge (Isidor.
Orig. xviii, 6. 2.) ; consequently, in
an especial manner adapted for cut-

ting rather than thrusting; as the

passages in which the word occurs,
with any context to illustrate the
manner of using it, also distinctly

Ben. v. 24.) By the Homeric Greeks
it was worn next to the sword-sheath,

and employed as a hunting-knife, for

sacrificing animals, and cutting up
meat at table

; but it came originally
from the Oriental nations, who are

especially characterised for the use of
it (^Esch. Pers. 56.). It is, more-
over, distinguished from the leaf-

shaped, two-edged, cutting and thrust-

ing sword (|fy>os, gladius, Xen. Symp.
ii. 11. Plato, Symp. p. 190. A.). All
these circumstances induce a belief

that the machcera was similar to the

hunting-knife (culter venatorius) ; and
that its peculiar form is exhibited in

the annexed woodcut from an en-

graved gem (Agostini, ii. 26.), on
which it is used by a gladiator, evi-

dently of a foreign race ; as it likewise

is by a bestiarius contending with a

leopard in a Roman bas-relief inserted

at p. 83.

MACH^'RIUM (naXa(piov, ^a-

Xaip/s) Diminutive of MACH^ERA. A
fishmonger's knife (Plaut. Aul. ii. 9.

1.) ; surgeon's knife (Aristot. Gen.
An, v. 8. 13.) ; barber's razor (Aris-

toph. Eg. 413.); all which senses

imply a form of instrument similar to

the one described and exhibited in

the last article, and thus confirm the

suggestion there made respecting its

particular formation.

MACH^EROPH'ORUS (naX -<p6-

</>opos). Armed with the hunting-
knife (macheera), as characteristic of

foreign nations (Cic. Q. Fr. ii. 10.);
the Egyptians (Herod, ix. 32.) ;

Per-

sians (.flEsch. Pers. 56.); Thracians,

Thucyd. ii. 96.

MA'CHINA (n-nxwfi). A general
term, like our machine, comprising
every sort of artificial contrivance

invented by men to assist them in

their operations, or which is itself
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made to perform the part of an agent ;

as for raising or drawing weights

(Vitruv. x. 1.) ; erecting columns

(Cic. Verr. ii. 1. 55.); drawing
vessels on shore (Hor. Od. i. 4. 2.);

discharging missiles (Liv. Sail. &c. ) ;

a scaffolding for builders and deco-

rators (Ulp. Dig. xiii. 6. 5. Plin. H.N.
xxxv. 37.) ;

a stand upon which
slaves were exposed for sale (Q. Cic.

Pet. Cons. 2.), &c. ; all of which are

described and illustrated under the

special names by which they were

designated.
MACHINAMEN'TUM. (Liv.

Tac. Gels.) Same as MACHINA.
MACHINA'RIUS. Any one who

works upon a scaffolding (Paul. Dig.
9. 2. 31.) ; but more frequently used

as an adjective to express that which
is worked by, or itself works with,

machinery; as mola machinaria (Apul.
Met. vii. p. 143.), a corn-mill driven

by cattle (see MOLA 2.); asinus ma-
chinarius (Ulp. Dig. ii. 6. 7.), an ass

which works a mill.

MACROCHE'RA. A word
coined out of the Greek jua/cpo'xe'p,

which means long-armed ;
whence

used to designate a tunic with long
sleeves (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 33.) ;

only another term for CHIRIDOTA,
which see.

MACROCO'LUM or MACRO-
COL'LUM. Paper of the largest

size, such as we might call royal

(Cic .Att. xvi. 3. xiii. 25. Plin. H. N.
xiii. 24.) It is not clear whether this

paper was manufactured in one large

sheet, or the ordinary sheet extended

by glueing several into one ; nor

whether the name was formed from

KwXov, a limb, or ic6\\a, glue, with

the adjective /ua/cpos affixed.

MAC'ULA. The mesh of a net.

Ov. Her. v. 19. Varro, R. E. iii. 11.

3. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 11. RETE.

M^AN'DER, MEAN'DROS, or

MTEAN'DRUS Guanos). A Greek
ornament designed, as it were, in imi-

tation of the peculiarly winding course

of the river Meander, from which it

derived its name. (Festus s. v. Serv.

ad Virg. Mn. v. 250. Strabo xii. 7.

15.) It is often employed as a border
for dresses, round the edges of fictile

vases, and as an architectural decora-

tion ; of which latter kind the annexed

example affords an instance, from a

small brick building near Rome,
which goes by the name of the temple
del Dio Redicolo.

M^'LIUM. SeeMELiuM,
M^'NAS (/uau/ck). Properly a

Greek word, signifying a raving
woman

; whence adopted by the

Roman poets for a Bacchante (see
BACCHA and illustration), infuriated

by the rites of Bacchus (Sil. Ital. iii.

395. Senec. Troad. 675.); an ener-

vated priest of Cybele (Catull. 63.

23.) ; or a prophetess under the ex-

citement of inspiration. Senec. Agam.
719.

M^ENIA'NUM. A balcony; pro-

jecting over the street from the upper
floor of a house or other building;
and supported upon brackets affixed

to the external wall, or upon columns

planted on the ground. (Festus,
8.v. Val. Max. ix. 12. 17. Cic. Acad.
ii. 22.) These balconies were fre-

quently constructed over the colon-

nades of a forum (Vitruv. v. 1. 2.) ;

or thrown out over the entrance

porch of a house (Isidor. Orig. xv.

13. 11.), as exhibited by the annexed

example, from a house discovered at

Herculaneum, with the ground-plan
of the street and adjacent part of the

house on the right hand. A. The

balcony, springing from the upper
3 F
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story (c) ; constructed over the en-

trance (E on ground-plan), and sup-

ported upon three square pilasters in

file (BB elevation and ground-plan),

placed upon the margin of the foot

pavement (G), so that it projects to a

considerable extent over the road-

way (F). At one period, such acces-

sories were prohibited by law in

ancient Rome (Ammian. xxvii. 9,

10.), on account of the narrowness
of the streets ; but by a subsequent

building act they were allowed, pro-
vided they had an open space, in

some cases of ten, in others of fifteen,

feet clear from any adjacent building.

Impp. Honor, et Theodos. Cod. 8.

10, 11.

2. In a theatre, amphitheatre, or

circus, a mcenianum means one entire

range of seats, rising in concentric

circles between one landing place

(prcecinctio) and another, but divided

perpendicularly into a number of

compartments (cunei) by the flights
of steps (sca/a) which the spectators
descended or ascended to and from
their places. (Tnscript. ap. Marin.
Fr. Arv. p. 224. seqq.) The number
of these varied according to the size

of the building : the Flavian amphi-
theatre contained three, with a co-

vered portico for women above ; the
theatre at Pompeii, from which the
annexed illustration is taken, had

readily understood that each maenia-

num comprised an entire circuit.

MAGA'LIA and MAPA'LIA.
Carthaginian words, designating in

the language of that country the cot-

tages of the rural population (Serv.
ad Virg. JEn. i. 420. iv. 259.);
which were slight huts made of reeds
or cane (Sil. Ital. xvii. 8889.);
sometimes of a circular and conical

form, like an oven (Cato, Orig. ap.
Serv. 1. c. Hieron. in prol. Amos) ;

or at others of an oblong shape, with

bulging sides, like the hull of a vessel

(Sallust, Jug. 211), both of which
models were also of common occur-
rence in other countries. The Ro-
mans described them by the words
CAS.E and CASUL.E, where see the

illustrations ; and the example here

only two, of each of which a portion,
containing three cunei, is shown by
the engraving; sufficient, however,
to elucidate the object, for it will be

introduced represents a German vil-

lage of similar huts from the Column
of Antoninus. Some scholars make
a distinction between magalia and

mapalia ; thinking that the first word
was used to designate the stationary
huts of a village, the latter when they
were placed upon carriages, and
movable from place to place (Heyne
ad Virg. 2En. i. 421.); at all events,
the first syllable of magalia is long,
in mapalia short.

MAG'IDA and MAG'IS. A
large sort of dish used at table ; but
of which nothing precise is known.

Varrp,
L. L. v. 120. Plin. H. N.

xxxiii. 52.

MAGIS'TER. A word very ge-
nerally applied to any person who
has a command or authority as the
chief over a number of others ; e. g.

magister populi, the dictator (Cic.
Fin. iii. 22.) ; magister equitum, the
officer who commanded the cavalry
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under the dictator (Liv. iii. 27.) ;

magister morum, the censor (Cic.
Fam. iii. 13.).

2. In the navy, the magister was
an officer answering to our master

;

he directed the navigation of the

vessel, gave orders to the steersman,

sailors, and rowers
;
and sat under

the tent (thronus) at the stern of the

vessel, as in the annexed example,

from the Vatican Virgil. (Liv.
xxix. 25. xlv. 42.) In the commer-
cial marine he answered to what we
call a skipper, to whom the charge of

the vessel and crew was entrusted

by the owners, under whose instruc-

tions he acted. (Ulp. Dig. 14. 1. 1.)

But these accurate distinctions are

not always observed.

3. In civil offices the term answers
to our principal, president, or chair-

man of the board; as, magister socie-

tatis, the director of a company (Cic.
Fam. xiii. 9.) ; magister vicorum, a

parish overseer, elected by the in-

habitants of each vicus, to manage
the parochial affairs of the district

(Suet. Aug. 30. Tib. 76.) ; and the

chairman or president of any corpo-
rate body. Inscript. ap. Grut, 489.

10. ap. Marin. Fr. Arv. n. xv.

4. In private and social life, the

president at a feast and drinking
bout (Apul. Apol. p. 556.); also

termed rex convivii, arbiter bibendi,

and ffv/j.iro(riapxos by the Greeks.

He was elected by a throw of the

dice, regulated all the proceedings,
fixed the proportions in which the

water and wine were to be mixed,
the quantity each person was to

drink, exacted the fines for breaches

of order, and, in short, his word was

to be a command. Hor. Od. ii. 7.

25. Sat. ii. 2. 123. Xen. An. vi. 1. 30.

5. Magister ludi. (Plaut. Bacch.

iii. 3. 37.) Same as LUDI MAGISTER.
6. Under the empire, Magister

was a title given to the chiefs of

several departments or offices in the

state and Imperial household
; as,

magister epistolarum, a chief secretary
who answered letters on behalf of the

emperor ; magister libellorum, who
received and answered petitions ;

magister memorice, who received the

decisions from the emperor's mouth,
and communicated them to the par-
ties interested ; magister scriniorum,
who had the custody of all the docu-

ments and papers belonging to the

emperor; magister officiorum, a sort

of chamberlain at the Imperial court,

who attended and assisted at audi-

ences, &c. Ammian. Cassiodor. Spar-
tian. Lamprid. Inscript. &c.

7. The title of magister militum or

armorum was given by Constantine

to each of the two generals who re-

spectively commanded in chief over

each branch of the army, the infantry
and cavalry. Ammian.
MAGISTRA'TUS. The office of

a magistrate; that is, of any person
invested with public authority to ad-

minister the law. Thus, during the

monarchy, the king ; under the re-

public, the dictator, consuls, censors,

praetors, aediles, tribunes of the peo-

ple, the propraetor and proconsul, as

well as the decemviri litibusjudicandis,
had each magisterial authority.

2. A magistrate ; the title given to

any of the officers mentioned in the

preceding paragraph, but who were
also divided into the following classes,

distinguished by a name descriptive
of the rank or position which each

enjoyed. 1. Majores ; chief magis-
trates elected at the comitia centuriata,

including consuls, censors, and prae-
tors. 2. Minores ; inferior magis-
trates appointed at the comitia tributa,

viz. sediles, tribunes, and decemvirs.

3. Curules ; curule magistrates, who
were entitled to the honour of a sella,

3 F 2
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curulis, comprising dictators, consuls,

praetors, censors, and curule sediles.

5. Plebeii; who were originally only
chosen from plebeian families ;

viz.

the plebeian sediles and tribunes of

the people. 6. Ordinarii, who held

office for a fixed period, as the con-

suls for one year. 7. Extraordinarily

who were only appointed upon parti-

cular occasions, and for an uncertain

period, like the dictator.

MAJU'MA. A Maying, or di-

version enjoyed by the inhabitants of

Rome during the month of May ;

upon which occasion they descended

the Tiber to the sea board at Ostia,

and amused themselves by bathing in

the sea. (Suidas.) Though the name
is not met with until a late period,

it is probable that the practice it de-

signates was by no means a modern

one, for it is then spoken of as the

revival of an old custom, which had
been abolished by law in consequence
of the excesses it gave rise to. Impp.
Arcad. et Honor. Cod. Theodos. 15.

6. 1 and 2.

MALLEA'TOR. One who beats

out or condenses any thing with a

mallet (malleus), like a gold-beater,

book-binder, striker of a die in coin-

ing, &c. Mart. xii. 57. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 1070. 1.

MALLEA'TUS. Beaten with a

mallet, for the purpose of compres-
sion, extension, &c.

; as, of books

(Ulp. Dig. 32. 50.); Spanish broom

(spartum, Columell. xii. 19. 4.).

MALL'EOLUS (o-^ypi'ov). Dimi-
nutive of MALLEUS. Cels. viii. 3.

2. A missile employed for firing
the works, shipping, or military en-

gines of an enemy. It consisted of a
reed shaft, fitted at the top with a
frame of wire-work, like the head of

a distaff (see the illustration s. Co-

LUS), which was filled with inflam-

mable materials, such as tow steeped
in pitch, and had an arrow head
affixed to the top, so that the whole

figure resembled a mallet, as shown
by the subsequent figures. It was
set alight before being discharged,

and when it reached the object

against which it was directed, the

arrow head stuck firmly into it, while

the tow blazed away, and ignited
whatever it had fastened upon. Liv.

xxxviii. 6. xlii. 64. Cic. Cat. i. 13.

Vitruv. x. 16. 9. Veg. Mil. iv. 18.

Ammian. xxiii. 4. 14.

MALLEUS (ff<pvpa). A mallet;

L e. a hammer with a large wooden

head, employed by
gold beaters, book-

binders, &c. for beat-

ing out into fine

plates or leaves (Plin.
H.N. xvi. 84. xiii.

26.) ; by carpenters, shipwrights,
masons, &c. for driving the chisel

when the blows require to be fine and

tempered (Plaut. Merc. ii. 3. 57.);
as a beetle for beating out hemp
(Plin. H. N. xix. 13.) ; or, in short,

for any purpose to which the same

object is applied at the present day,
Both the examples annexed are

copied from the tomb-stones of Ro-
man artizans.

2. A large wooden mallet used by
butchers, and by the Popa at a sacri-

fice, for knocking down the ox before

its throat was pierced by the knife

of the cultrarius. (Ov. Met. ii. 625.

Suet. Cal 32.) The example is

copied from a small structure at

Rome, erected by the Silversmiths'

Company as a compliment to Sep-
timius Severus, on which it appears

amongst various other implements of

sacrifice.

3. A large mallet used by smiths

at the anvil, the head of which was

either formed entirely of iron, or of

wood bound with iron, as in the an-

nexed example, which represents the
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inallet used by one of the smiths de-

lineated at p. 283., from a Roman
bas-relief, upon a larger scale. Plin.

H. N. xxxiv. 20, Ib. 41.

MALLUVIA and MALLU-
VIUM (xftpdviwrpov). A wash-hand
basin (quasi manu-lu-

via, Festus, .?;.). The
illustration represents a

basin upon its stand,

with the towel beside it,

altogether very similar

to a piece of modern
furniture, from the cele-

brated Roman fresco

painting in the Vatican, which goes

by the name of the Aldobrandini

marriage.
MALUS (tVros). A ship's mast,

mostly made of fir and of a single

pole. Plin. H. N. xvi. 76. Ordi-

nary sized vessels carried but one
mast (woodcuts, pp. 9. 147.) ; the

larger kinds, especially merchantmen,
had two, of the same height, as in the

annexed example, from a medal of

Commodus, or one considerably
smaller and made to rake, as in the

specimen at p. 247. ; and an en-

graved gem of the Stosch collection

appears to afford an instance of three

masts. Wink. Pierres gravees, p.

531. No. 41.

2. A mast, or strong wooden pole
affixed to the top of the outer wall of

a theatre or amphitheatre, from which
an awning (velarium) was strained

over the entire opening of the cavea,
to shield the spectators from the sun

and weather. (Lucret. vi. 110.)
The illustration represents the top
courses of the external wall of the

great theatre at Pompeii, which is

furnished with large stone rings to

receive the masts in the manner here

exhibited ; in the Flavian amphitheatre

at Rome, which was a more deco-

rated building, consoles were em-

ployed for the same purpose, which
still remain, and are situated in the

same manner as the rings here shown.

3. The upright pillar in a clothes'

or wine press (pressorium, torcular),

which is worked by r_, \ \ ^^
means of a worm andl

screw (Plin. H. N.
xviii. 74.), as shown

by the annexed engra-

ving, representing the

press employed in

the fullers' establish- <^=

ment at Pompeii, from a painting
still remaining on a pilaster within

the premises.
MAMILLA'RE (fcntoeo-juoj). A

bosom band ; made of soft leather

(Mart. xiv. 66.), and intended to

elevate or confine the bust when in-

clined to excessive development. It

is not to be regarded as precisely
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similar to the modern stays; for it

was not intended to compress the

figure into an unnatural appearance
of slimness, nor was it worn by every
female, but only where the extreme
fulness of the person rendered such
a restraint necessary. It is very ap-

parent in the annexed illustration,

from a Pompeian painting believed

to represent Sophonisba ; it is worn
under the tunic and next the skin,
while the ample bust of the African

beauty, pointedly expressed by the

artist, indicates at once the necessity
for it, and its use.

MAMPHU'LA. A bread cake,

amongst the Hebrews, Syrians, and
other Oriental races, of the following
description. When a batch of bread
was made in the household, a piece
of the dough was made into a cake,
and baked under the ashes (Festus,
*. y.), in order to be presented as

an offering to the priest. This
was called mamphula in the Syrian
language, whence the word, and

probably the custom itself, was
adopted by the ancient Romans.
(Lucil. Sat. p. 83. 15. Gerlach.) In
our own times it is a common prac-
tice to make a piece of the dough at

a baking into a cake, and bake it in

the ashes for the children.

MANDRA Oc^Spa). Properly,
an enclosure for cattle, a fold, stall,

or pen; whence the word is trans-
ferred to the animals themselves, and
more especially to a crowd of carts
with their cattle and drivers, forming
a stoppage in a public thoroughfare.
Juv. iii. 237. Mart. v. 22.

2. A division or space marked out

by lines, on which the pieces moved,
in a draught board (tabula latruncu-

laria, Mart. vii. 72. Auct. Pan. in
Pis. 190.) The first notion of the
word implies that the mandra was a
square enclosure, like a sheepfold,
similar in some degree to those by
which our draught and chess boards
are divided

; and that it was not
formed by parallel lines (duodecim
scripta), like the backgammon board

(see the illustration s. ABACUS, 2.) ;

but as all the works which represent

persons playing at this game have
the board only presented in profile,
and no original has been discovered,
it is impossible to speak decisively

respecting the manner in which its

surface was marked out.

MANDU'CHUS. A grotesque
kind of masked character, with an
enormous mouth, set full of teeth,

introduced in early times in the

Atellane plays, and on rustic thea-

tres, for the purpose of exciting mer-
riment by his ugliness and voracious

propensities, which gave rise to the

name. (Festus, s. v. Plaut. Hud. ii.

6. 51.) The illustration is from an

original of bronze, in which the

teeth are inserted of silver.

MANES. The shades of the de-

parted. The ancients themselves
seem to have attached a vague and
indefinite notion to this term, so that

it is not easy to arrive at its real and
distinct meaning. The following,

however, appears to afford the most

satisfactory result. It was believed

that the souls of men, upon the disso-

lution of the body, were converted
into spirits, which still continued to

exercise an influence over their de-

scendants
;
some into good spirits,

who were termed lares, others into

bad ones, who were called larvce.

But as the survivors could not know
which of these two conditions had
been allotted to the souls of their de-

ceased relatives, they made use of
the word manes as an indeterminate

expression, which did not define

either condition, while it would in-

clude both ; though their supersti-
tious dislike to any thing of evil

sound and omen led them generally
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to attach the most favourable idea to

the term. Hence, in the great majo-

rity of cases, it is used in reference

to good spirits, who were supposed
to reside in the lower world, and al-

lowed to return three times a year

upon earth to visit their descendants

in the forms they bore whilst alive.

Thus the spirit of Anchises, when he
meets JEneas in the lower regions,
is represented in the Vatican Virgil
as draped in the costume of his

country ; and Hector, in the same

work, when he appears to .ZEneas on

earth, is attired in the same way;
with the words Hectoris manes written

over the figure. In this case, as well

as others, the name is given to the

spirit of an individual person ; it is

also used to designate the regions
below, where the manes resided, who
were likewise regarded in the light
of inferior deities ; whence they are

commonly styled on sepulchral in-

scriptions Dn MANES. Apul. Deo
Socrat. p. 689. Augustin. C. D. ix.

11. Compare Serv. ad Virg. JEn.

iii. 63. Festus, s. v. and Isidor. Orig,
viii. 11. 100. Virg. Mn. iv. 427.

Georg. 1. 243.

MANGO. A slave-dealer (Mart,
i. 59.), more especially one who en-

deavours to increase the personal at-

tractions of young people exposed
for sale by artificial devices, such as

high feeding, rouge, cosmetics, &c.

in order to increase their value, and

give them a semblance of properties
which in reality they did not possess.

(Quint, ii. 15. 95. Plin. H. N. xxiv.

22.) Hence the word is transferred

in a more general sense to a second-

hand dealer, or furbisher up of fic-

titious and old articles. Plin. H. N.
xxxvii. 76. of dealers in jewellery.
MA'NIA. A bug-bear; any

great ugly person which nurses in-

vent to frighten children. Festus,

s. v. Arnob, 6. fin.

MAN' 1C A (xpfr) A long
sleeve reaching down to the wrist,

more especially characteristic of fo-

reign nations, both of the East and

North ;
but regarded by the Greeks

and Romans of the virtuous ages, as

a mark of ex-

treme effemi-

nacy ; though
at a later era, it

was commonly
added to the tu-

nics of both

sexes. (Virg.
JEn. ix. 616.

Tac. Germ. 17.)
The example re-

presents a figure
in the Niobe

group, supposed
to be the chil-

dren's attendant

(pcedagogus) ; consequently, a slave

and foreigner, as the style implies ;

probably from Asia Minor.

2. An armlet, or piece of armour
which some of the Roman gladiators
wore upon the

right arm, from
the shoulder to

the wrist, like a

sleeve (Juv. vi.

256.), as repre-
sented by the

annexed figure,
from a bas-re-

lief in the street

of the tombs at

Pompeii. The

appearance in-

dicates that it

was either made by a bandage (fascia')

or of straps of leather, or plates of

metal, so commonly worn by the le-

gionary soldiers on the columns and
arches ; see LomeA, 7.

3. A sheath, or armlet worn by
archers on the left arm between the

elbow and wrist,

as in the an-

nexed example,
from the column
of Trajan ;

that

part being par-

ticularly exposed, and the nature of

their arms not permitting the use of

a shield. Veg. Mil. i. 20.
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4. (xetpis). A glove or mitten for

the hand only ; made of leather or

fur (Pallad. i. 43. 4.), and worn by
the Persians and some northern na-

tions more generally than either by
Greeks or Romans, amongst whom
the use of such a protection was con-

fined to huntsmen and agricultural

labourers (Horn. Od. xxiv. 230.) or

to delicate persons (Cic. Phil xi.

11.), whose hands suffered from the

cold (Plin. Ep. iii. 5. 15.). Xeno-

phon makes a clear distinction be-

tween the two words x lP /l* and SaK~

rv\-f)6pa (Cyr. viii. 8. 17.), "which

answer to the Latin manica and digi-

tate ; though both are applied to ob-

jects which enveloped the hand
;

whence it may be inferred that the

manica was made without finger-

stalls, like the gloves of our hedgers,
and the other with fingers like the

example s. DIGITALE.
5. A manacle, as contradistin-

guished from compes, a fetter. (Virg.

Mn. ii. 146. Hor. Ep. i. 16. 76.)
The illustration is from a Roman
bas-relief.

7. A grappling-iron, used in naval
warfare (Lucan. iii. 565.), and, as

the name implies, formed in imitation

of the fingers in the human hand.
Similar in general character to the

manusferrea and HARPAGO, where an
illustration is given.
MANICA'TUS. Furnished with

long sleeves; applied to tunics.

(Cic. Cat. ii. 10.) See MANICA, 1.

2. Colutnell. i. 8. 9. xi. 1. 21.
See MANICA, 4.

MANIC'ULA or MANIB'ULA.

A cross bar on the top of the stiva,

or handle of a plough, which the

ploughman held in his hands to faci-

litate the operation of pressing the

share into the soil, as exhibited in

the annexed wood-cut, from an Etrus-

can example. Varro, L. L. v. 135.

MANIFULUS and MANIP'LUS
(8pa7/ua, S/u.a\A.a, ovAos). Literally,
a handful of any thing,
but especially the

number of stalks

which the reaper takes

in his left hand when

cutting the corn ; and
as these were sub-

sequently bound to-

gether into shocks or

sheaves, in the same
manner as now prac-

tised, the word is also used to de-

signate a bundle of corn, straw,

or more commonly hay, which the

ancient farmers tied up into bundles

before it was carried. (Plin. H. N.
xviii. 72. Ov. Remed. 191. Varro,
R. R. i. 49. 1. Columell. ii. 18. 2.

xi. 2. 40.) The sheaf of wheat in

the illustration is copied from a de-

vice upon a terra- cotta lamp.
2. The standard or ensign of a

company of soldiers ;
in the earlier

periods of Roman his-

tory said to have been
a wisp or handful of

hay fixed to a pole,
and carried before the

men ; a record of

which was preserved
in after times by the

figure of a human hand placed on
the top of the standard, as in the an-

nexed example, from the Column of

Trajan. Ov. Fast. iii. 115118.
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Serv. ad Virg. JEn. xi. 870. Aurel.
'

girth, composed of rings of metal
Viet, de Orig. P. It. 22.

3. Also a maniple of foot soldiers
;

that is, the number of men who fol-

lowed one standard, A maniple of

principes, hastati, or velites consisted
of 120, but of the triarii only 60 ;

and four maniples formed a cohort

(cohors). (Cses. Tac. Virg. &c.) In
a few cases, also used for a troop of
horse

; but that is contrary to the
strict sense. Sii. Ital. iv. 3 1 6.

MAN'NULUS. (Plin. Ep. iv. 2.

3.) Diminutive of

MANNUS. A galloway; a small
horse of Gallic blood, but very fast

paces, much esteemed by the Romans
for its fleetness in harness. Lucret.
iii 1076. Hor. Epod. iv. 14. Prop,
iv. 8. 15. Pet. Sat. 45. 7. Isidor.

Orig. xii. 1. 55.

MANSIO'NES Sta-
tions ; or resting places distributed at

certain distances along the high
roads

; more particularly intended to

afford quarters for troops, but also

or leather.

MANTE'LE, MANTI'LE, and
MANTE'LIUM
y*iov\ Originally, a napkin or towel
for the mouth and hands at meals, in

which sense it would be synonymous,
or nearly so, with MAPPA

; but at a
later period, when it became custom-

containing houses for the accommo- ! ary to lay a cloth over the dinner
dation of travellers, where they could

j

table, the same name was also used
bait their cattle and obtain refresh-

j

to designate a table-cloth. In other
ment

; whence the distance from one

place to another is sometimes indi-

cated by reckoning the number of
mansiones which intervened between
them. Suet. Tit. 10. Lamprid. Alex.
Sev. 45.

2. Mansiones camelorum. In the

East, stations furnished with wells,

respects, it may be collected from
the passages cited below, that the
mantele was of a larger, rougher, and
coarser description than the mappa,
and that it was furnished by the host
to his guests ; a single one, perhaps,
serving for all of them ; whereas it

was the custom for each individual
at which the camels stopped to water.

(

to bring his own mappa with him.
Plin. H. N. xii. 32. ! Varro, L. L. vi. 85. Serv. ad Virg.
MANSUETA'RIUS (Tiflaovfvrfc). G

.

eor9- iv -

,

377 - Mart- xii - 29 - 12.

A tamer of wild animals; who not I

xiv. 138. Isidor. Orig. xix. 26. 6.

only rendered them tractable and !
MANTEL'LUM or MANTE'-

docile, but also taught them to per- LUM. That which serves as a
form certain exercises and tricks, cloak to conceal any thing ; the ori-

(Lamprid. Elag. 21. Compare Senec. ginal of the Italian mantello, and our

Ep. 85.) The example, from an en-
j

mantle. Plaut. Capt. iii. 3. 6.

graved gem, shows one of these men ! MAN'TICA. A double wallet,

training or showing off a learned

bear. His right arm, which flou-

rishes a whip, is quite bare
;
but the

left one, from which two pieces of

meat are extended, as well as the

belly, is protected with a sleeve and

employed as a knapsack for pedestri-
ans ( Apul. Met. p. 14.), or a saddle bag
on horseback. (Hor. Sat. i. 6. 104.)
It consisted of two bags joined toge-
ther, and when carried by foot pas-

sengers, was slung over the shoulder
3 G
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so that one bag hung in front, the

other behind the bearer (Phsedr. iv.

9. Catull. xxii. 21. Pers. iv. 23.);
on horseback, it was placed behind

the rider, and across the animal's

loins. Hor. /. c.

MANTIC'ULA. Diminutive of

the preceding.
MANUA'LE. A small wooden

case, or binding for a book (libettus),

which prevented the margins of the

leaves from getting rubbed or dog's-
eared by the dress of the person who
carried it about with him. Mart,

xiv. 84.

MANUBALLIS'TA. A hand

ballista; probably similar to the mo-
dern cross-bow. Veg. Mil. ii. 15.

iv. 22.

MANUBALLISTA'RIUS. One
who uses a manuballista. Veg. Mil.

iii. 14. iv. 21.

MANU'BRIUM. That by which

any thing is held in the hand ; a

general term for any kind of handle :

of a jug or other vessel (Cic. Verr. ii.

4. 27. ANSA 1.) ;
of a knife (Juv.

xi. 133. CAPULUS 1. COLTER); of

agricultural implements (Columell.
xi. 2. 92., and the list of them col-

lected in the Classed Index) ; the

spigot of a water-cock. Vitruv. x.

8. 3. Assis 2. and EPISTOMIUM.
MANUC'LA and MANUC'ULA.

See MANULEA.
MANUCULA'TUS. See MANU-

LEATUS.
MANUL'EA. A long sleeve, cover-

ing the arm down to the wrist and
hand. Front, ad M. Cces. Ep. iv. 3.

ed. A. Maio. Same as MANICA 1.

2. A piece of defensive armour for
the arm. (Accius ap. Non. s. Balteus,
p. 194.) Same as MANICA 2.

3. A particular part of the military
engine called Catapulta ; viz. that
which held the cord in tension. Vi-
truv. x. 10.

MANULEA'RIUS. One who
makes manulece, or garments with long
sleeves. Plant. Aul. iii. 5. 37.

MANULEA'TUS. Furnished
with, or wearing long sleeves. Plaut.

Ps. ii. 4. 48. Suet. Cal 52. Senec.

Ep. 33. Same as MANICATUS.
MANUS FERREA

The iron-hand; a sort of grappling-
iron, used especially in the navy for

seizing hold upon the rigging or hull

of another vessel, so as to lock the

two together while one of the crews

attempted to board. (Liv. xxvi. 39.

xxxvi. 44. xxxvii. 30. Frontin. Strat.

ii. 3. 24. Lucan. iii. 635.) This con-

trivance is sometimes confounded
with the HARPAGO (Curt. iv. 2. 12.) ;

but the two are distinctly mentioned
as separate objects by Caesar (S. C. i.

57.), and by Pliny (H. N. vii. 57.),
who ascribes the invention of the
manus to Pericles, and of the harpago
to Anacharsis. One, and perhaps
the principal, point of difference con-

sisted in this, that the manus was
fastened to a chain, and discharged as

a missile from an engine ; so that it

grappled a vessel at a certain distance,
and took it in tow ; or, when drawn
in, brought it close up alongside

(Curt. iv. 3. Lucan. iii. 375. Scheffer,

Mil. Nav. ii. 7.) ; whereas the har-

pago was affixed to a long shaft or

pole (asser\ Liv. xxx. 10.

MAPA'LIA. See MAGALIA.
MAPPA. A table-napkin (Hor.

Sat. ii. 8. 63.); which the Romans
used for wiping the

hands and mouth at

meals, and vulgar peo-

ple fastened under
their chins to protect
their clothes from

stains, as some do in

our days. (Pet. Sat.

32. 2.) In ordinary
cases the host did not

furnish his guests with napkins ; but
each person brought his own mappa
with him (Mart. xii. 29. 11.) ; and

occasionally carried away in it some
of the delicacies which he could not
consume at table (Mart. ii. 37. vii.

20.); a practice ofcommon occurrence
also amongst the modern Italians.

The example is copied from a paint-
ing at Pompeii, of the kind called
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Xenia, in which it is represented

hanging upon a peg amongst a variety
of eatables and table utensils.

2. A cloth or napkin which was
thrown down as a signal for the races

to commence at

the Circensian
and other games
by the magis-
trate who fur-

nished the show.

(Suet. Nero, 22.

Mart. xii. 29. 9.

Juv. xi. 191.)
The origin of
this practice appears to have been of

very great antiquity, since it is attri-

buted to the Phoenicians (Quint, i.

5. 57.); though, in after times, a

story gained currency which made
Nero its author, who was reported,

upon some occasion, to have taken up
a napkin from the table where he
was dining in the golden house
which overlooked the Circus Maxi-
mus, and thrown it down as a signal,
when the populace in the circus
below were becoming impatient for
the races to begin. (Cassiodor. Var.

Ep. iii. 51.) The illustration, which
shows a magistrate in the act of

raising the mappa, is taken from a

representation of a chariot race, on a
Roman bas-relief.

MAR'CULUS Diminutive of
MARCUS. A smith's hammer (Mart.

of the smaller kinds, used with one
hand, as by the annexed figure from
a sepulchral urn, and by one of the
smiths at p. 288.

MARCUS. A large iron-headed

i hammer, used by smiths, such as we

|

call a sledge-hammer (Isidor. Orig.
\

xix. 7. 2.) ; as shown by the annexed

j

example from the Vatican Virgil, and

|

used by one of the smiths at p. 288.
MARRA. A sort of hoe with a

j

broad head (lata, Columell. x. 70.),
indented with teeth (Id. x. 88.),
which was employed in gardening
and husbandry, for tearing up and
clearing away weeds and fibrous
encumbrances from the ground, &c.
(Plin. H. N. xvii. 35. 4. Juv. xv.
166. Columell. lice.} The example
shows the head of an instrument

corresponding with the above descrip-
tion, which was found in the tomb of

one of the Christian martyrs at Rome,
with which he had probably been
tortured.

MARSU'PIUM

xii. 57. 6. Plin. H. N. vii. 57. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 7. 2.); and as the word
is a diminutive, it will represent one

purse for money (Varro, ap.
Non. s. v. p. 141. Id. R. R,
iii. 17. 3. Plaut. Rud. v. 2.

26.) ; often represented in

works of art in the hands of

Mercury, the god of gain, and more
3 G 2
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or less ornamented with tassels, &c.

The example is from a Pompeian

painting.
MARTIOBAR'BULUS. A word

of doubtful authority which occurs in

Vegetius (Mil. i. 17.); where, if the

reading be correct, it designates a

soldier armed with leaden bullets

(glandes) for discharging from a sling.

MAR'TIOLUS. Diminutive of

MARCULUS. A common
hammer ofthe smallest kind;

such as used by carpenters
for driving nails, or ham-

mering and beating out

any thing which does not require

extraordinary force or labour ; like

the delicate works in metal, called

epya <r<f>vp-h\aTa by the Greeks, (Pet.
Sat. 51. 4.) The example is repre-
sented on the sepulchral stone of a

Roman mechanic.
MAR'TULUS. (Plin. H. N. vii.

57.) Same as MARCULUS. The Ita-

lian " martello"

MASTI'GIA (fuurrfyas). Pro-

perly a Greek expression of reproach,

meaning a good-for-nothing fellow,
who deserves to be flogged (Plaut.
Cure. iv. 4. 11. Terent. Ad. v. 2. 6.);

equivalent to the Latin verbero.

2. Hence a whip (juckrn). Sulp.
Sev. Dial. ii. 3.

MASTIGOPH'ORUS (paa-nyo.

4>6pos). A term borrowed from the

Greeks, amongst whom it signifies

something like a slave driver (Thucyd.
iv. 47.) ; but the Romans, and per-
haps the Greeks also, gave the same
name to an officer who bore a near
resemblance to our policeman, and
clerk of the course on a race-ground,
whose duty it was to repress disorderly
conduct at public places and popular
festivals, keep off the populace, and
prevent crowding or tumult, for which
purpose he was provided with a whip
(nd(m), whence the name arose.
Arcad. Dig. 50. 4. 18. Prud. adv.

Symm. ii. 516.
M A S T R U' C A and M A S-

T RU' G A. A word of foreign orU
gin, probably Phoenician, which de-

signates a coarse and common kind

of covering made of the skins of wild

animals (Isidor.

Orig. xix. 23.

5.), more espe-

cially peculiar
to the peasantry
and common
people of Sardi-

nia (Cic. Fragm.
pro Scaur, ap.
Isidor. I.e. Quint,
i. 5. 8.), and of

Carthage (Plaut.
Poen. v. 5, 33. ) ;

both of which
were Phoenician colonies. Its form
and character is doubtless shown in

the annexed figure, from a mosaic
found at Palestrina, representing the

rape of Europa, in which the artist

skilfully announces the country of his

heroine, and the locality where the

scene took place, by the introduction

of a rustic figure in the mastruca,

expressing by his attitude and gestures
the greatest alarm at the strange
abduction of his young mistress.

MASTRUCA'TUS. Wearing the

mastruca, as shown by the preceding
woodcut. Cic. Prov. Cons. 7. of Sar-

! dinians.

MAT'ARA and MAT'ARIS.
See MATERIS.
MATAX'A. See METAXA.
MATEL'LA. Diminutive of MA-

I

TULA. Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 543.

j
Mart. xii. 32. 13.

MATELL'IO. Diminutive of

MATULA. Varro, L. L. v. 119. Id.

ap. Non. s. Trullium, p. 547. Cic.

'ar. v. 2.

MATERIA'RIUS. A timber-

merchant. Plaut. Mil. iii. 3. 45.

2. A worker in wood, such as a

carpenter, shipwright, &c. Inscript.

ap. Grut. 642. 4.

MATERIA'TIO. A collective

term, including all the timber-work

employed in the construction of a

I

roof (Vitruv. iv. 2. 1.) ; arranged by
the ancient architects in the manner
exhibited by the annexed diagram,
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which represents a timber roof in ele-

vation and section, from G wilt's En-

cyclopedia of Architecture, and dis-

tributed into the following component
parts : a a. trabes, the beams which
formed the architraves, supported

upon columns and pilasters; bb. colu-

men, the ridge-piece which forms the

culminating point ; c. columna, the

king-post, which supports the central

apex ; dd. tigna, the tie-beams which
extend transversely from side to side

of the building, and across the archi-

traves on which they rest; e. capreolus,
the strut, placed diagonally between

the king-post and rafter, the centre of

which it supports ;
f f. canterii, the

principal rafters of the roof, which

U
form a bed for the purlines to rest

upon ; gggg. templa, the purlines,
which lie transversely over the rafters,

and form a bed for the common rafters ;

hh. asseres, the common rafters, over
which the tiles are placed.
MATERIA'TUS. Built or con-

structed of wood-work. Vitruv. iv. 2.

MAT'ERIS. A Celtic word, de-

noting a particular kind of javelin

employed by the Belgse (Strabo, iv.

4. 3.), which had a broader head
than usual (Hesych.) ; but respecting
which nothing further is known.
Liv. vii. 24. Cses. B. G. i. 26. Sisenn.

op. Non. s. v. p. 556.

MATRIMO'NIUM. Matrimony,
which amongst the Romans was con-

tracted in three ways : by use (usus),
when a man lived with a woman for

a year ; by contract (coemptio), in

which the parties went through a

mock ceremony of mutually selling
themselves to one another ; and by a

religious solemnity, termed confarre-
atio, under which term the rites are

explained.
MATTA O/a0*)- A mat made

of rushes. Ov. Fast. vi. 679.

MATTA'RIUS. One who sleeps

upon a mat, or on a coarse mattress

no better than a mat. August, contra

Faust, v. 5.

MAT TEA or MATT'YA
OaTTva). A general name given to

any choice and delicate food, especially

poultry and game, which we might
term dainties. Pet. Sat. 65. 1. Ib.

74. 6. Mart. xiii. 92.

MATULA (a/u's). This word, like

its diminutive, is the one usually em-

ployed to designate a chamber utensil

(Plaut. Most. ii. 1. 39. Ulp. Dig. 34.

2. 25. 10. and the authorities cited

s. MATELLA and MATELLIO); though
they were all likewise referred to

any kind of vessel for holding water.

MAUSOLE'UM. The sepulchre
of Mausolus, king of Caria, which
from the beauty and magnificence of

its structure passed for one of the

wonders of the world (Plin. H.N.
xxxvi. 4. 9.); hence the word was

adopted by the Romans as a name for

any sepulchre of extraordinary mag-
nificence, especially of kings and

emperors, like that of Augustus in

the Campus Martius ; and of Hadrian
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on the opposite bank of the Tiber.

(Florus, iv. 11. 10. Suet. Aug. 100.

Vesp. 23. Mart. v. 64. ) Considerable
remains of both these edifices are still

in existence; the first being now

used as a ring for bull baits ; the

latter as a fortress, which goes by the

name of the Castle St. Angelo. Both,

however, are entirely deprived of

their external ornaments : but the

annexed woodcut represents the mau-
soleum of Hadrian, as it appeared in

its original state, before the statues

and columns which decorated it were

destroyed during the siege of Rome
by the Goths under Vitiges. The
restoration is by the Venetian archi-

tect Labacco (Libro delV Architet-

tura, Roma, 1558), from remaining
vestiges, representations on medals,
and the description of Procopius. It

will convey a just idea of the former

magnificence of the sepulchre, and

may be regarded as an accurate de-

sign, with the exception that there
should be a statue of Hadrian on the

top, instead of the fir cone, which is

erroneously placed there.

MAVOR'TE or MAVOR'TIUM.
A term introduced at a late period, or
used by the common people, instead
of RICINIUM, which see. Serv. ad
Virg. JEn. i. 282. Isidor. Orig. xix. 25.

MAZON'OMUM (jMtovoiixiov,

MaC"OjUos). Properly an article of
Greek domestic use; viz. a round
wooden trencher, upon which bar-

ley cakes were served up (Hesych.
Compare Harmod. ap. Athen. iv.

31.); whence the name was trans-
ferred to a large salver of bronze or

gold, upon which burning incense
and other perfumes were carried by
young boys in the religious cere-

monies of Bacchus (Calix ap. Athen.
v. 27.), as shown by the annexed

example, from a bas-relief of the
Pio-Clementine Museum.

2. The Romans also adopted the

name, but used it in a somewhat dif-

ferent meaning ; for a dish of very
large dimensions

(sub iniquo pon-
dere mazonomi.
Nemes. Fragm.
de Aucup. i. 17.), in which game
pies were brought up (Hor. Sat. ii. 8.

86. Schol. Vet. ad I -Varro, E. R.
iii. 4. 3.), like the annexed example
from an ancient fresco discovered

near the church of St. John in Late-

ran, at Rome, representing a number
of slaves, each of whom brings in a
different dish at a feast ; the pastry
is painted yellow : and a bas-relief of

the Pio-Clementine Museum (v. 14.)

represents a dish with a pastry crust,
of precisely the same character pre-
sented by an attendant to Hercules,
who is reclining at his meal.

MEDIASTFNI. A class of slaves

whose distinctive services and condi-

tion are not fully ascertained. They
appear, however, to have been the

lowest in point of rank, performing
the commonest drudgery both in

agricultural employments and house-
hold work. Columell. i. 9. 3. ii. 13.

7. Dig. 7. 7. 6. Aero ad Hor. Ep. i.

14. 14. Non. s. v. p. 143.

MEDICAMENTA'RII. Dealers
in herbs and prepared medicines

(Plin. H. N. xix. 33.) ; perhaps quack
nostrums, or something worse, for
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they were certainly held in little

repute, and the Theodosian poisoners
of both sexes are designated by the

name. Cod. Theodos. 3. 16.

MED'ICUS (Iarp6s). A medical

man, like our word "
doctor," or

'

general practitioner," applied to

those who practise both branches of

the healing art, surgery as well as

medicine. (Plaut. Men. v. 3. 6. Cic.

Cluent. 21. Plin. H. N. xxix. 6. Suet.

Cal. 8. Nero, 2.) From these pas-

sages we also learn that generally the

medicus of Rome was a foreigner,
who gained a livelihood by attending
all persons choosing . to employ him ;

or a slave kept by wealthy indivi-

duals as an apothecary to the house-

hold, whose services were not acces-

sible to the public.
2. The same title was also given to

veterinaries and cattle doctors ;
a

class of professionals who divided

themselves into many branches, each

confining itsetf to studying the dis-

eases of a separate race of animals,
after which the practitioner took his

characteristic appellation ; as medicus

equarius ; mulo-medicus, medicus pe-
corum, &c. Val. Max. ix. 15. 2.

Veget. i. Prcef. 6. Varro, 11. R. ii.

7. 16.

MEDIM'NUS, and MEDIM'NUM
(fj.f5ifji.vos). A Greek measure of ca-

pacity ; mostly a dry measure, but
also used for liquids r it contained six

Roman modii. Nepos, Att. 2. Rhemn.
Fann. de Pond. &c. 64.

MEDIPON'TUS. Enumerated by
Cato amongst the necessaries of a

wine-press, but without any further

explanatory details
; excepting that it

is mentioned as one of the ropes, and

apparently of the strongest and thick-

est description. Cato, R. R. iii. 3.

and 12.

ME'LINA. A wallet or pouch
made out of the skin of a badger
(meles). Plaut. Epid. i. 1. 21.

ME'LIUM. A dog's collar, made
of leather studded with iron-headed

nails (clavulis capitatis, Varro, R. R.
ii. 9. 15.); particularly used for
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sporting dogs as a protection to the

throat and neck. Compare MILLUS,
and the illustration there introduced.

MEMBRA'NA. Parchment;
sometimes employed for writing
books upon, though not of such com-
mon or general use as paper (charta)
made of papyrus. Plin. H. N. xiii.

21. Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 2.

2. (5i(/>0epa). A wrapper or cover

made of parchment, dyed on the out-

side with purple or yellow colour

(Tibull. iii. 1. 9. Compare Ov. Trist.

1. 1. 5.), in which a roll was enve-

loped, to keep it clean, and preserve
it from injury. That the membrana
was not a box or case like the capsa,
is clear from its being assimilated to

articles of outside clothing (Mart. x.

93. toga purpurea. Id. xi. 1. sindone).
MEMBRA'NULA. Diminutive

of the preceding; a small strip of

parchment upon which the title-pages,

lettering pieces, or contents of a

book (indices) were written. Cic.

Att. iv. 4.

MENDI'CULA, sc. vestis. A
beggar's garment (Plaut. Epid. ii. 2.

41.), as seen in the next illustration.

MENDPCUS (TTTUXOS). A men-

dicant, or beggar-man, who lives upon
charitable donations. (Plaut. Bacch.

iii. 4. 16.) The illustration repre-

sents a scene in the forum at Hercu-

laneum, from a painting discovered
in that city, in which a blind beggar
led by a dog is receiving alms from a

young female.
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2. A mendicant priest, belonging to

the order of Cybele, who lived upon
public alms, like the modern Capu-
chins. Hor. Sat. i. 2. 2.

ME'NIS (from the Greek ^^).
An ornament in the shape of a half-

moon, which the Romans used to

place at the commencement of their

books ; hence a menide, from the

beginning. Auson. Profess. 25.

MENSA (rpaTrffa shortened from

TeTpdirea). In the primary notion,

a surveying board or table (from me-

tior) ;
whence it came to be applied

in as general a sense as our word

table, including every kind of form

both round and square, though the

square form is mostly implied when
the word is used by itself, without

any adjunct descriptive of the shape
intended. The following are the

most characteristic senses in which
the word is employed.

1. Either simply, or with the epi-
thet escaria, a dining-table. In the

earliest times, at least amongst the

Romans, dinner tables were square,
and supported upon trestles, or several

legs, according to the size of the slab,

as exhibited by the annexed example,

from a painting in the Vatican Virgil,

representing the companions of Ulys-
ses at dinner in the island of Circe.

But after the invention of circular

dining -tables, this form was generally

relinquished, excepting in the soldiers'

messroom, where it was still retained.

Varro, L. L. v. 118.

2. Mensa prima (irp&TTi rpoTrc^a).
The first course at dinner ; sometimes

brought in upon a tray (ferculum),
which was placed upon the table ; at

others the table itself was brought up
already set out, and placed before the

guests, the whole being removed to-

gether when its contents had been
eaten ; hence the expressions, mensam

ponere, auferre, tollere, removere, cor-

respond with our own, "to bring
in," and " to take away the dinner."
Ov. Met. xi. 19. Plaut. Trvc. ii. 4.

13. Cic. Pis. 27. Virg. ^n. i. 216.
3. Mensa secunda (Sevrepa rpdirf^d).

The second or last course at a meal,

consisting of fruit, sweetmeats, and

confectionery ;
our dessert. Hor.

Sat ii. 2. 121. Nep. Ag. 8. Cic. Att.

xiv. 6. and 21. Cels. i. 2.

4. Mensa tripes. A table sup-
!

ported upon three legs, as contradis-

|

tinguished from mono-
'

podium, which had a

single trunk or stem.

Though sometimes
made of an ornamental

character, like the ex-

ample, from a Pom-
peian painting, the

three-legged table was one of the

commonest, as it was likewise con-

sidered to be of the humblest kind
in use amongst the Romans. Hor.
Sat. i. 3. 13. Ov. Met. viii. 662.

5. Mensa vinaria. A table for

taking wine upon. When round, as

in the last woodcut, which represents
a table of this kind, with the drinking
vessels upon it, it was termed cili-

bantum (Varro, Z. Z. v. 121.) ; a

distinction which implies that square
ones were likewise employed for the

same purpose.
6. Mensa vasaria. A table in-

tended to hold the jugs, cans, and

other utensils (vasa) employed for

domestic purposes. Of these, there

were two kinds ; one for the atrium,

and the other for the kitchen, both,

however, square or oblong, and each

distinguished by a characteristic name,
CARTIBULUM and UBNABIUM, under

which descriptions and illustrations

are given. Varro, Z. Z. v. 125, 126.

7. Mensa Delphica. A table used

as a piece of ornamental furniture,

explained and illustrated *. DEL-
PHICA.
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8. Mensa sacra. A table made of

marble, gold, or silver, which served as

a sort of altar, and was placed before

the statues of the gods, with the wine

vessels, fruits, and viands offered to

them at the solemn feast of the lecti-

sternium, as exhibited by the annexed
wood- cut, from a terra-cotta lamp.
Festus, s. v. Cic. N. D. iii. 34. Virg.
JEn. ii. 764.

9. A table or stand upon which
some tradesmen, such as greengrocers,

poulterers, fishmongers, &c. displayed
their commodities for sale in the

streets and markets. (Hor. Sat. ii.

4. 37.) The illustration represents a

stand of this kind covered with vege-
tables, poultry, and fish, in the forum
at Herculaneum, from a painting dis-

covered in that city. The owner
sits by the side of his stand, while a

customer presents a plate for the

article purchased ;
the jars on the

ground also contain eatables.

10. Mensa lanionia. A butcher's

chopping-block ; probably similar to

those still used by the same class of

tradesmen. Suet. Claud. 15.

1 1 . Mensa argentaria. A money-
dealer's table or counter, upon which
he sets out the sums of money required
for transacting his daily routine of
business. (Donat. ad Terent. Ad. ii.

4. 13. Compare Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 148.)
It is to this early practice that our
terms " banker " and "

bankrupt
"

owe their origin, which* have come to

us through the language of the Flo-

rentines, the principal bankers of

Europe during the middle ages. At
this period they used to set out their

money, like the old Romans, upon a
wooden bench or bank, "banco;"
hence they were termed "

banchieri;
"

and if any of them could not meet
his liabilities, his counter was imme-
diately broken to pieces, and himself

prohibited from further continuing
his business, whence the broken bank

(Italian banco rotto) gave rise to the

name of bankrupt.
12. Mensa publica. A public

counter or bank ; i. e. of which the

capital belonged to the state, derived
from the taxes, and was disbursed for

the public service. Cic. Fl. 19.

Pis. 36.

13. A raised stand or platform

upon which slaves were exposed for

sale. (Apul. Met. viii. p. 171. Apol.

p. 432.) Same as CATASTA.
14. A flat square grave-stone* laid

over the remains of the deceased
; the

simplest kind of monument to the

memory of the dead. (Cic. Leg. ii.

26.) The illustration represents an

original found near Rome ; the hole

in the centre was intended for pour-

ing unguents into the grave or tomb.
15. A long flat board or slab,

forming one of the component parts
of military engines (Vitruv. x.

11. 6.); but how it acted, or what
3 H
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purpose it served, is not easily under-

stood. But see the illustration, *.

CARROBALLISTA.
MENSA'RII. Officers appointed

by the state upon certain occasions,

and in times of general distress, to

act as public bankers. They were
authorized to advance money on be-

half of the state to debtors who
could produce sufficient security ; to

examine into the debts of the poorer
classes ; to direct issues of specie,

and so forth ; but are not to be con-

founded with the argentarii, who
were private bankers, negotiating
their own and their customers' capi-

tal, though, like them, they had their

tables or counters (mensce) displayed
in public in the colonnades of the

forum. Liv. xxiii. 21. Salmas. de

Mod. Usur. p. 509. Budseus de Asse,
v. p. 509.

MENSO'RES. A general name
for persons employed in taking
measurements of any kind ; as

1. Land surveyors (Columell. vi.

1.) ; also termed agrimensores.
2. Surveyors who measured out

and distributed the several sites to

be occupied by the different divi-

sions of tents, &c. in a Roman camp ;

as contradistinguished from metatores,
whose duty consisted in selecting the

position itself, which the entire camp
was to occupy. Veget. ii. 7.

3. Under the empire, certain offi-

cers who selected and marked the
houses upon which each soldier was
to be billeted during a march, or for a

given period. Cod. Theodos. 7. 8. 4.

4. Mensores cedificiorum. Build-
ers ; i. e. persons who contracted to

build an edifice after a specified plan
furnished to them by an architect.

Plin. Ep. x. 19. 5. Trajan, ad Plin.

Ep. x. 20. 3.

5. Mensores frumentarii. Corn
meters ; who were employed to mea-
sure the corn brought by the Tiber
into the public granaries (horrea').
Paul. Dig. 27. 1. 26.

MEN'SULA. Diminutive of
MENSA.

MENSULA'RIL A class of the
1

public bankers or mensarii ; and as

the name is formed from a diminu-

tive, mensula, we may suppose them
to have held a lower rank, and to

have been of an inferior grade. They
acted in the capacity of money chan-

gers, providing Roman coinage for
'

the foreign pieces brought into the

I country by strangers ; and also were

appointed to examine all kinds of

money, and decide if it was genuine
or forged. Tac. Ann. vi. 17. Dig.
16. 3. 7. Id. 42. 5. 24. Id. 46. 3. 39.

MEREN'DA. One of the Roman
meals taken early in the afternoon,
which we might translate a luncheon ;

in which sense the word is still re-

tained by the inhabitants of modern

Italy. Plaut. Most. iv. 2. 49. Cal-

purn. Ed. v. 61., where the ninth
hour in summer is called late for the
merenda of rustics.

MER'GA (/cap^a/AOTioj'. Hesych.).
An implement employed at harvest
work

;
but whether for reaping the

corn, or collecting it after it was cut,
and of what precise nature, is not

clear. Festus (s. v.) says that it was
a pitchfork (furcula), with which
the labourer loaded or carried off the

sheaves (manipulos) from the field ;

but Plautus (Poen. v. 2. 58.) and
Palladius (ii, 20. 3.) evidently speak
of it as an instrument which was
used for reaping the corn ; and

Pliny (H.N. xviii. 72.) indicates

that two of these were used together,
between which the ears of corn were
nicked off.

MERGES. A bundle, or sheaf, of

corn
;

i. e. strictly the quantity taken

up, or cut, by a merga. Virg. Georg.
ii. 517. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. xi. 532.

MERIDIA'NI. A class of light-
armed gladiators who fought as a
sort of interlude at midday, after the

termination of the combats with wild

beasts, which took place in the

morning. (Orelli. Inscript. 2587.

Suet. Claud. 34. Senec. Ep. 7. and

95.) The simple tunics in which the

annexed figures are clothed, and the
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absence of all body armour, renders

it extremely probable that they afford

MESSOK (a^TTjp, aepia-TTjs). A
reaper of grain. (Cic. Orat. iii. 12.

an example of the meridiani; the

more so as they are copied from a

mosaic, which represents several other

classes of gladiators in the character-

istic suits of armour belonging to

each class.

MERUM (&Kf)mov). Neat wine,

unmixed with water ; rarely drunk
in this state by the ancient inhabit-

ants of Greece and Italy, except by
regular bousers and drunkards ; the

usual beverage being about two-

thirds of water to one of wine. Mart.
i. 12. and 57. Id. iii. 57.

MESAN'CULON OO-C^AO*').
Properly, a Greek name, which the

Romans expressed by hasta ansata,
or telum ansatum. It occurs, how-
ever, in the above form ap. Cell. x.

25. 1. and is described and illustrated

at p. 83. s. ANSATUS.
MESAU'LOS (weVauAos). A pas-

|

sage or corridor in a Greek house, i

between the two principal divisions

of the ground-floor, the andronitis

and guncsconitis ; in the centre of it
'

there was a door, which, when closed,
|

shut off all communication between
the two suites of apartments. (Vi- !

truv. vi. 7. 5.) See the plan at p. 252.
j

on which it is marked d.

MESOCH'ORUS (>e<r(*xopos).

The leader or director of a band of

musicians, both vocal and instru-

mental ;
he stood in the centre of the

band, to give the signals and mark
the time. Plin. Ep. ii. 14. 7. Sidon.

Ep. i. 2.

Virg. Georg. i. 316.) The most
common practice amongst the ancient

reapers was to cut the stalk with a

reaping hook (falx messoria, or stra-

mentaria} about midway between the

ear and the ground, as represented by
the annexed figure from a sepulchral

painting of the Christian era, the

straw being afterwards cut by itself.

But in some places, Umbria more

especially, they cut the straw near

the ground, as we do, leaving only a

stubble behind ; and for a particular
kind of bearded corn, like the Egyp-
tian, which has several ears clustered

together on the top of a single stem,

they nicked the heads off the top of

the stalk, with an instrument fur-

nished with teeth, like a saw (falx

denticulata) ; an operation which is ex-

hibited in an Egyptian painting pub-
lished by Wilkinson (Ancient Egyp-
tians, vol. iv. p. 89.). Varro, J?. jR.

i. 50. Compare Columell. ii. 20. 3.

2. Messor fceniseca. A mower of

grass with a scythe (falx fcenaria}.
Columell. ii. 17. 5.

ME'TA. Any object with a broad
circular base, gradually tapering off

to the top, like a cone (Liv. xxxvii.

27. Cic. Div. ii. 6. Plin. H. N. ii. 7.);
whence the following characteristic

applications of the term.

1. (Kaju-TTTTjp, vvffo-a). The goal or

turning post in a race-course, which
consisted of a group of three conical-

shaped columns, placed upon a raised

basement, and situated at the end of

the barrier (spinet), round which the
3 H 2
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chariots turned, each race comprising
seven circuits round the course.

(Prop. ii. 25, 26. Suet. Dom. 4.) There
were necessarily two

metce, one at each

extremity ofthe spina,
marked respectively c

and D on the ground -

plan of a circus at

p. . 165. The one
nearest the end from
which the chariots

started was called

meta prima ; the other, at the further

extremity, where the first turn was

made, meta secunda. The driver in

turning always kept these on his left

hand, or, as we say, on his near side,

which a Roman called on his inner

wheel (interior-e rota. Ov. Amor. iii.

2. 12.) ; and the great art of driving
well consisted in getting round these

points without taking too large a

sweep, so as to let an antagonist cut

in between, nor by shaving too close,
to run the risk of an upset by coming
into contact with the base on which
the columns stood; hence the writings
of the poets abound in metaphorical
allusions to the chances and accidents

which here occurred (Ov. Trist. iv.

8. 35. Hor. Od. i. 1. 5. Cic. Ccel. 31.);
and as the race which commenced at

the first meta also ended there, the
word is frequently used, like our
term goal, for the boundary or conclu-
sion of any other object or thing.
(Virg. Ov. Stat. &c.) The illustration

is copied from a Roman bas-relief, re-

presenting a circus. The doorway
under the columns gave access to a
small chapel in which the altar of the

god Census was placed. Tertull. de

Spectac. 5.

2. The innermost or lowest of the
two stones in a mill for grinding corn,
(Paul. Dig. 33. 7. 18. 5.), which
was formed in the shape of a cone, as
exhibited by the annexed example,
representing a section and elevation
from an original found in a baker's

shop at Pompeii. The outer one,
called catillus (Dig. I.e.), it will be

observed, is made in the shape of an

hour-glass, the lower portion of which
fitted on to the conical head of the

meta, as a cap (section on left hand) ;

and the upper part served as a hopper
to receive the corn, which gradually
dropped through a small orifice at its

base, and was ground into flour

against the head and sides of the

meta, by turning the outer stone round
it. Before the discovery of the mills

at Pompeii, by which the real form
of a Roman mill has been ascertained,
it was the common notion that the

upper stone was the meta, and the
lower one the catillus an error

which is still left uncorrected even in

our best dictionaries.

3. Meta fceni. A hay-rick ; which
the Roman farmers made
up into a conical shape,
with a very sharp point

(Columell. ii. 19. 2.) ;

like the annexed example
from the column of An-
toninus. Thus, also, other

articles, such as cream

cheese, when made up into a conical

mass, were designated by the same
name. Mart. i. 44. iii. 58. 35.

4. Meta sudans. A fountain at

Rome, near the Flavian amphitheatre,
which was designed to imitate a cone,
over which the water distilled from
the top. (Sext. Ruf. de Reg. Urb. 4.)

Remains of this fountain are still to

be seen between the Coliseum and
the arch of Constantine ;

and repre-
sentations of it exist on several medals,

testifying the appropriateness of

the name, which was also given to

other fountains of a similar pattern.
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Seneca (Ep. 56.) mentions one at

Baize.

METATO'RES. In the army,
officers who selected the site for a

camp, and marked out its general
position and dimensions. Cic. Phil.

xi. 5. Lucan. i. 382.

METITO'RES. Officers connected
with the service of the aqueducts,
whose duty it was to see that water
was regularly laid on from the reser-

voir (castellum*) into the branch pipes,
which conducted it through the city,
and to measure out the proper quan-
tity allotted hy law to each district.

This was effected by regulating the
diameter of the main pipes, and by a
meter (calix} affixed to them. Fron-
tin. Aq. 79.

MET'OPA Guerdmj). A metope in

Doric columnar

architecture; i.e.

the panel which
covered the open-
ing between the

triglyphs (Vi-
truv. iv. 2. 4. iv.

3. 5.) in a frieze,

sometimes left

with a plain face,
at others richly
ornamented with

sculpture, like

those of the Par-

thenon, now preserved in the British

Museum, and the annexed example
from the Temple of Theseus at Athens.
The triglyphs represent externally
the heads of the tie-beams (tigna\
and in the early wooden structures

the space between one tie-beam and
another (intertignium) was left open ;

so that a stranger could effect an
entrance through them, as Orestes
did into the temple of Diana at

Tauris. Eurip. Iph. Taur. 113.

METOPOS'COPUS (/ieTftnro-

O-/COTTOS). A physiognomist, who tells

another's fortune by observing the

expression or character of his counte-
nance. Suet. Tit. 2. Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 36. 14.

METRE'TA

principal liquid measure of the Greeks,

containing about 8 gallons, 7*365

pints, English (Plaut. Merc. prol. 75.

Columell. xii. 22. 1.); whence also an
earthenware vessel of considerable

size (Columell. xii. 51. 2.), used to

contain oil, received the same name.

Oato, jR. R. 100. Juv. iii. 246.

ME'TULA. Diminutive of META.
Plin. Ep. v. 6. 35.

MICA'TIO
;
or digitis micare. A

game of chance, combined with skill,

still common in the south of Italy,
where it now goes by the name of

Mora. (Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 547.

Suet. Aug. 13. Calpurn. Eel. ii. 26.)
It is played by two persons in the

following manner. Both hold up
their right hands with the fist closed ;

they then simultaneously extend a

certain number of their fingers, call-

ing out at the same time by guess-
work the collective number extended

by the two together, and he who
succeeds in hitting on the right num-
ber wins the game. The annexed

figures, representing a couple of Egyp-
tians playing at mora, from a paint-

ing in the tombs, testify the very great

antiquity of the game, and will serve
to convey a distinct notion of the

manner in which it was conducted to

those who have never seen it played.
The manner is the same as that prac-
tised by the moderns, with the excep-
tion that the performers are in a sitting
instead of a standing posture, as now
practised ;

and that they appear to

make use of all their fingers, instead

of the right hand only, which must
have greatly increased the difficulty
and intricacy of the game, as it

admits the various combinations which

might be made out of twenty num-
bers instead of only ten. The right-
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hand figure has extended all the >

fingers of his right hand, and three of
j

his left
;
his opponent puts out two

with the right hand, and three on the

left one
;
thus the number exhibited

is thirteen. If either of the parties

cry out " thirteen
"

at the moment of

opening their hands, but before the

opened fingers are actually displayed,
he wins ; if neither succeeds in guess-

ing right, they again close their

hands, cry out a number, and open
the fingers until one of them calls

the right amount. What appears to

be so simple is most difficult to exe-

cute with any chance of success, and

requires more skill and calculation

than a person, who had not himself

made the experiment, would imagine.
Each player has first to settle in his

own mind how many fingers he will

show ;
then to surmise how many

his opponent is likely to put up, which
he does by observing his usual style
of play, by remembering the numbers
he last called, and those he last

showed ; he then adds these to his

own, and calls the collective number,
thus endeavouring to make the num-
ber which he calls. But as all this,

which takes so much time in narrating,
is actually done with the greatest

rapidity, the hands being opened and

closed, and the numbers simulta-

neously called as fast as one can pro-
nounce them eight, two, six, ten,

it requires great readiness of intellect,

and decision of purpose, for a player
to have any chance of winning, as

well as a quick eye and acute obser-

vation, to see in a moment the aggre-
gate number of fingers shown, so as

not to overlook his own success ; nor,
on the other hand, suffer himself to

be imposed upon by a more astute

opponent ; whence the Romans cha-
racterized a person of exceeding pro-

bity and honour, by saying that one

might play at mora with him in the
dark dignus, quicum in tenebris mices.

Cic. Off. iii. 19.

MILIA'RIUM. A copper for

heating water, of considerable height,

but small diameter, so that it presented
the appearance of a tall and narrow
vessel. (Pallad.v. 8.

7. altum et angustum.)
It was commonly used
in heating water for

the baths (Pallad. i.

40. 3.), as well as for

domestic purposes
(Senec. Q. JV. iii. 24. ) ;

and, consequently, was
made of various di-

mensions. (Senec.
Q. N. iv. 9.) The illustration, which

corresponds exactly with the above

description, represents a miliarium,

formerly used in the baths of Pom-

peii, restored according to the im-

pression which it has left in the

mortar of the wall against which it

was set ; the square aperture under-

neath is the mouth of the furnace,

actually existing, over which it was

placed.
2. A short thick column, which rose

from the centre of the basin (morta-

rium) in a mill for bruising olives

(trapetum, Cato, R. R. xx. 1. Id.

xxii. 1.) It is marked 2.2. on the

annexed section and elevation of an

original olive-mill, found at Stabia.

The object of it was to support the

square box (cupa, 5.), into which one

extremity of each axle, on which the

wheels (prbes, 3.3.) revolved, was
inserted ; so that when the wheels

were driven round the basin (1. 1), it

constituted the pivot upon which they
and their axles turned.

MILLIA'RIUM. A mile-stone;

which the Romans placed along the

sides of their principal roads, in the

same manner as we do, with the

respective distances from the city
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inscribed upon them, reckoned at

intervals of 1000 Roman paces four

mile) apart. This custom
was first introduced by C.

Gracchus ; and the illus-

tration represents an ori-

ginal Roman mile-stone,
now standing on the Capi-
tol, but which originally
marked the first mile
from Rome, as indicated

by the numeral I. on the

top of it. The rest of the

inscription refers to the

Emperors Vespasian and Nerva, by
whom it was successively restored.

2. Milliarium aureum. The golden

milestone; a gilt column, erected by
Augustus, at the top of the Roman
forum (in capite Rom. fori. Plin. H.N.
iii. 5. Suet. Otho, 6. tac. Hist. i. 27.),
to mark the point at which all the

great military roads ultimately con-

verged and ended. (Plut. Galb. p.

1064.) The precise spot where it

stood was not ascertained till about
ten years ago, when an excavation,
undertaken by the late pope, revealed

a circular basement coated with marble
at the north-east angle of the forum,
close beside the arch of Septimius
Severus, which, by the common con-

sent of all archaeologists, has been
received as the remaining base of the

golden miliary column. But it does

not appear that the mileage of the

roads was constantly reckoned from
this standard ;

on the contrary, actual

measurements of the distances marked

upon Roman milestones, which have
been found standing in their original

places, prove that those distances

were computed from the gates of the

city (Marin. Frat. Arv. p. 8. Fabrett.

Aq. p. 136.) ; and the law books also

cite a third principle of measuring,
from the last row of houses (mille

passus non a milliario Urbis, sed a
continentibus ccdificiis numerandi sunt.

Macer.Dig. 50. 16. 154.). All which
testifies that the practice varied at

different periods, and led to litigation

amongst the Romans themselves. It

will be remembered that our mileage
on some roads, which used to be
marked from the standard at Cornhill,
is now reckoned more commonly
from one of the bridges.
MILLUS. A collar for a sporting

dog, made of leather,

and armed with pro-

jecting iron spikes
(clavisferreis eminen-

tibus\ particularly
used for those which
were trained for hunt-

ing wild beasts, to

protect the vulnerable parts of the

neck and throat from their formidable

adversaries. (Scipio Aemilian. ap.
Fest. s. v.") The example here intro-

duced represents one of Meleager's
hounds, in a painting of Herculaneum.
MILVI'NUS. Applied to pipes;

see TIBIA.
MIMA. (Cic. Phil. ii. 24. Hor.

Sat. i. 2. 56.) A female mime. See
MIMUS.
MIMALL'ONES (u^aAA^es). A

Greek name for Bacchanals (Stat.
Theb. iv. 660.) ; distinguished, how-
ever, from Bacchce by Strabo, x. 3. 10.

MIMALL'ONIS. (Ov. A. Am. i.

541.) A word coined from the

Greek ;
the same, or similar to BAC-

CHA ; which see.

MI'MULA. Diminutive of MIMA,
in a derogatory and contemptuous
sense. Cic. Phil. ii. 25.

MI'MULUS. Diminutive of MI-
MUS ; also with an implied sense of

inferiority. Arnob. ii. 69.

MFMIJS. In a general sense,
means any person who takes off or

imitates the manners, deportment, or

expression of another, by gesticulation,

grimace, or feigned tones of the voice,

corresponding with our mimic. But,
in a more restricted meaning, the

name was given to an actor on the

stage, who played a part in a particu-
lar kind of drama, designated by the

same name ; a very broad, and for the
most part indecent farce, in which

private characters were shown up
and exposed to ridicule. The mimic
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who performed these parts expressed
his meaning by gesticulation and

pantomimic action chiefly, though dia-

logue was not

entirely ex-

cluded. Ori-

ginally he
danced upon
the floor be-

low the stage,
not upon it,

and without a

mask ;
accord-

ingly, in the

annexed ex-

ample, from
an engraved
ring, it will

be perceived that nearly the whole of

the face is exposed to view ; the

mask, unlike those usually worn by
comic actors, only covering a small

portion of the cheeks ;
the scalp is

covered by a fur cap. Cic. Or. ii.

59. Ov. A. Am. i. 501. Id. Trist

ii. 497. Diomed. iii. 487. Compare
PL4NIPES.

2. Buffoons, or mimics of this de-

scription, were also employed off the

stage, especially at great funerals

(indicliva funera}, at which they fol-

lowed the Prceficce, dancing grotesque
dances, and acting the part of merry -

andrews, as exhibited by the annexed
figure from a sepulchral lamp found
in a tomb excavated in the Villa
Corsini

; whilst the leader of their
band (archimimus) affected to personate

the deceased. (Dionys. viii. 72. Suet.

Vesp. 19.) The instruments, which
the figure holds, are crotala (see p.

217.); and his head is decorated with
the appropriate appendage of a fool's

cap.
MIRMILLO'NES. A class of

gladiators usually matched in combat
with the Thraces,
or the retiarii.

They wore the

Gallic helmet,
with the image
of a fish for the

crest, as exhi-

bited by the

annexed figure,
from a tomb
near the gate
of Hercula-

neum, at Pom-
peii. They are

believed to have been originally
Gauls ; but the derivation, as well as

the allusive meaning of the name, is

very doubtful. Cic. Phil. vi. 5.

Suet. Dom. 10. Juv. viii. 200. Fes-
tus *. Retiarius.

MISTA'RIUS. A vessel em-
ployed for the same purpose as the

crater, in which wine was mixed
with water ; it is described as of
tall proportions, and with a handle
on each side. Lucil. Sat. v. 16.

Gerlach.

MISSIL'IA. Presents of various

articles, thrown from an elevated

platform amongst the people by the

Roman emperors, or other wealthy
individuals who sought to gain the

favour of the populace by a largess

(congiariuin) ; to which the modern

practice of scattering money amongst
the crowd at a coronation or other

solemnities owes its origin. The
missilia were in general the objects
themselves actually thrown, and be-

longed to those who had the good
luck to catch them in the scramble ;

but as some things, such as corn or

wine, could not be disposed of in this

manner, and others would be damaged
by the fall and contest for their pos-
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session, billets or tokens (tessera?)
were in such cases thrown in their

stead, upon which the name and

quantity of the article to be received

was inscribed, accompanied by a

written order for the same, payable
to the bearer upon presentation at the

magazine of the donor. Suet. Nero,
11. Turneb. Advers. xxix. 9.

MITEL'LA (/j.irplov'). Diminu-
tive of MITRA. A coif or bandage,
in the shape of a

half-handkerchief

(Celsus, viii. 10.

3. ) ; worn by the

Greek women
(Virg. Cop. 1.)
round the head,
as shown by the

annexed exam-

ple, from a bust
in the British Museum, and fre-

quently represented on fictile vases

and the Pompeian paintings. Men
used a similar bandage tied round
their heads when at home, or at

drinking bouts, to counteract the
effects of the wine (Aristot. ap.
Athen. xv. 16.); and Cicero speaks
of it as a scandal that he had seen
both young and old persons in the

public streets of Naples wearing
mitelltB (Rab. Post. 10.).

2. A sling for a broken arm, made
of a bandage in the shape described.

Celsus, /. c.

MITRA (jufrpa). In the strict

generic sense, means a long scarf

with ties (redimi-

cula) at the end,
which served to

fasten it as re-

quired for the

various uses to

which it might
be put. This is

clear from Callix-

enus (ap. Athen.
v. 28. ), who de-

scribes the colossal figure of Nysas,
in the Dionysiac procession of Pto-

lemy, as bearing a thyrsus in her left

hand, with a mitra fastened round it,

precisely as shown by the annexed

example, from a bas-relief of the

Pio-Clementine Museum, on which
various implements and persons per-

taining to the worship of Bacchus
are sculptured. Hence the Greek
writers apply the same term to the

virgin zone (Callim. Jov. 21. ZONA);
to a broad sash worn under the

bosom (Apoll. Rhod. iii. 867. STRO-

PHIUM) ; and the epithet fyirpos

(Callim. Dian. 14.), to designate a

young woman who has not arrived

at her full development or at mar-

riageable years ; i. e. who did not yet

require the zona, or the strophium.
Also the military belt worn round
the waist, at the bottom of the cuirass,

as a protection to the belly, was called

by the same name. Horn. 77. iv.

137. CINGULUM, 4.

2. In accordance with the preced-

ing definition of a scarf with ties at

the extremity to fasten it, the same
name was given by the writers, both
of Greece and Italy, to a particular
kind of covering for the head, worn

by the natives of Persia, Arabia,
Asia Minor, and by the women of

Greece, arranged so as to envelope
the whole of the head from the fore-

head to the nape of the neck, the

sides of the face, and the chin, under
which it passed ;

whence the person
who wears it is said to be veiled in

it (mitra velatus. Claud, de Laud.
Stilich. i. 156.), as characteristically

displayed by the annexed example,

representing a Persian mitra, worn

by one of the followers of Darius, in

the large mosaic at Pompeii. The
Asiatic mitra, worn by the Phry-

3 i
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gians and Amazons, was a cloth cap,
which covered the head as completely
as the preceding, and was tied by
strings or lappets under the chin

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 4. Serv. ad

Virg. JEn. iv. 216. ix. 616.), in the

manner shown by the annexed ex-

ample, representing the head of

Paris, from a Pompeian painting; and

in works of art, generally, it is one

of the usual characteristics of Priam,
and the Trojans, which distinguish
them from Greeks and Romans,

amongst whom the use of it was re-

garded as a sign of extreme effemi-

nacy. (Cic. Har. resp. 21.) The
mitra of the Greek women was
formed of a scarf of mixed colours

(versicoloribus. Plin. H. N. xxxv.

35.), fastened

round the head
and under the

chin, in a style
similar to the pre-

ceding examples,
as exemplified by
the annexed illus-

tration, from a
bust at Dresden ;

but when intro-

duced into Italy, its use was more

particularly confined to aged persons
and women of abandoned character,
whether foreign or native. Ov.
Fast. iv. 517. Prop. iv. 5. 70. Juv.
iii. 66. Ulp. Dig. 34. 2. 25., in which
passage it is mentioned as of a similar

description, but different from the
calantica.

3. A strong cable, bound round
the hull of a vessel amidship, to

strengthen the timbers in stress of

weather. Isidor. Orig. xix. 4. 6.

quo navis media vincitur. Tertull.

Carm. de Jona et Ninive. 42.

MITRA'TUS (fuTPr,<f>6Pos). Wear-

ing the mitra, as explained and illus-

trated in the last article. Plin. vi.

32. of Arabs; Prop. iv. 7. 62. of

Asiatics.

MITTENDA'RIUS. An officer

of the Imperial age who was sent

into the provinces to collect the

tribute. Cod. Theodos. 6. 30. 2.

MOD'IOLUS. Diminutive of

MODIUS; whence specially applied
to various objects possessing a re-

semblance in form to the modius ; as

The box or nave of a wheel, into

which the spokes (radii) and axle

(axis) are inserted (Plin. H.N. ix.

3. Vitruv. x. 9. 2.) ;

whence also ap-

plied to the axle

itself (Soph. Electr.

745. and Varro,
R. R. xx. xxi. of

the axles which

suspend the wheels

(orbes) in an oil

mill (trapetum). The illustration re-

presents an ancient wheel, preserved
in the museum of Prince Esterhazy
at Vienna. The second and third of

the Greek names bracketed imply
that the principal dry measures of the

Greeks and Romans (x"" and mo-

dius) were of the same form, if they
differed in capacity.

2. A box, bucket, or scoop, in the

shape of a modius affixed to the outer

circumference of a water wheel,
which fills itself with water, and dis-

charges the contents into a receiver

as the wheel revolves. (Vitruv. x.

5.) Sometimes wooden boxes were

employed for the purpose, at others

jars ;
and the Chinese make use of a

joint of bamboo. See the illustration

s. Rota aquaria; which will explain
their application and object.

3. A particular part of the cata-

pulta and ballista (Vitruv. x. 12. 1) ;

supposed to be a box or cap, which
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contained the rope ;
but as the exact

manner in which these machines

were constructed is involved in doubt

and obscurity, an authorized defini-

tion is not attainable.

4. (Trie's, Hero de Spirit, p. 180.).

The box or cylinder in which the

piston and sucker of a forcing pump
acts (Vitruv. x. 7.) ;

marked BB re-

spectively on the wood-cuts s. CTE-
SIBICA MACHINA and SIPHO.

5. (xoiv'iKr)}. A surgical instru-

ment, like a trepan, for cutting out

parts of bones, consisting of a cylin-
drical borer, with serrated sides.

Cels. viii. 3.

6. A small drinking goblet. Scaev.

Dig. 34. 2. 37.

MOD'IUS and MOD'IUM. The

principal dry measure of the Romans

containing sixteen

sextarii, or the

sixth part of the

Greek medimnus,

something like

the English peck.
Its principal use

was for measuring corn after it had
been threshed ; differing in this from
the corbis, which was employed for

measuring corn in the ear, that had
not been cut with its straw by the

sickle, but nicked off under the ear

with a serrated or a forked instrument

(falx denticulata, merga. Cato, R. R.
136. Hor. Ep. i. 16. 55. Cic. Div.

Verr. 10.) The illustration is copied
from a terra-cotta lamp, evidently
intended to represent a modius, from
the introduction of several shocks of

corn, which in the original design are

placed by its side.

2. The sheath or socket in which
the mast of a ship is fixed. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 2. 9.

MOD'ULUS. In a general sense,

a measure by which any thing is

measured; but more specially, a mo-

dule, or measure of division, adopted

by architects as a standard by which

the proportions of an order, or the en-

tire building, may be regulated. It

may be taken at pleasure ;
but the dia-

meter or semidiameter of a column at

the bottom of the shaft is the module

mostly resorted to. Vitruv. v. 9. 3.

2. In aqueducts, a water-meter ;

same as CALIX, 3. Front. Aq. 34.

36.

MCE'NE, or M(E'NIA, plural,

which is more usual. The walls

of a town (Cses. B. C. iii. 80.), al-

most synonymous with munis; but

with a more comprehensive sense, as

it frequently includes all the build-

ings in a town which were surrounded

by a murus. Cic. Cat. ii. 1. Vitruv.

viii. 3. 24. Virg. JEn. vi. 549.

MOLA GUVATJ). A mill ; a general
term, like our own, including various

contrivances for grinding different

kinds of objects, whether driven by
human labour, cattle, or water;

amongst which the following varieties

are particularly specified :

1. Mola manuaria, or trusatilis

(xe^o^uuATj) ; a hand-mill for grinding
wheat, or other farinaceous produce,
such as beans, lupins, &c. (Aul.
Gell. iii. 3. Cato, R. E. xi. 4. Ov.

Med. fac. 72. Jabolen. Dig. 33. 7.

26.) Several of these mills, more or

less perfect, have been discovered in

the bakers' shops at Pompeii ;
all of

which are constructed in the same

manner, and consist of two stones

cut into the peculiar shape exhibited

by the annexed woodcut, represent-

ing the mill with both its stones

fitted together and ready for use on
the right hand, and a section of the

outer stone on the left, to show the

different forms of each. The base

consists of a cylindrical stone, about
3 i 2
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five feet in diameter, and one in

height, out of which rises a conical

projection about two feet high, which
forms the lower millstone (meta),
and has an iron pivot fastened at its

top. The outer stone (catillus) is

made in the shape of an hour glass,
so that one half of it would fit, like

a cap, upon the conical surface of the

lower stone, receiving the pivot just
mentioned into a socket incavated

for the purpose in the centre of the

narrowest part, between the two hol-

low cones, which served the double

purpose of keeping it fixed in its

position, and of diminishing or equal-

izing the friction. The corn was
then poured into the hollow cup at

the top, which thus served as a hop-
per, and descended gradually through
four holes pierced in its bottom on
to the solid cone below ; where it

was ground into flour between the
outer and inner surface of the cone
and its cap, as the latter was turned
round and round by the slaves who
drove it, with the aid of a wooden
bar inserted in each of its sides, for

which the square socket is shown in
the cut. The flour then fell out from
the bottom all round into a chan-
nel cut round the base to receive it.

2. Mola asinaria, or machinaria.
A mill of the same construction and
use, but worked by cattle instead of

men, as shown by the annexed ex-

ample, from a marble in the Vatican.

(Cato, R.R. xi. 4. Ov. Fast. vi. 318.
Apul. Met. vii. p. 143.) It will be

perceived that the animal is blind-

folded, as stated by Apuleius (Met.
ix. p. 184.).

3. Mola aquaria. A mill for

grinding flour, driven by water in-

stead of men or cattle. (Vitruv. x.

5. Pallad. JR. P. 1. 42. Auson. Mo-
sell. 362.) The millstones were
similar to those represented in the
two preceding woodcuts; but the
outer one was turned round by
means of a wheel (rota aquaria), fur-

nished with float boards, and having
a cog wheel (tympanum dentatum)
affixed to the opposite extremity of
its axis, the cogs of which fitted into
those of another wheel placed ver-

tically over it, so that as the water
wheel revolved, it communicated a

rotatory motion through the cogs to
the outer stone (catillus) of the mill.

See also HYDRALETES. Ausonius
mentions likewise saw mills for cut-

ting marble into slabs, driven by
water (Mosell. 363.).

4. Mola buxea. A small wooden
handmill, for grinding pepper and
articles of a similar description. Pet.
Sat. 74. 5.

5. Mola versatilis. Probably, a

grindstone, like the annexed example,
from an engraved gem, in which the
stone (cos) is worked round by the
foot in the same manner as now
practised. (Plin. H.N. xxxvi.

29.) Livy also (xxviii. 45.) appears
to indicate a machine of the same

kind; but the interpretation is not

altogether certain, for both passages
might be referred to the common
corn mill, No. 1.

6. Mola olearia An olive mill,

employed for bruising the olives, and
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grinding off the fleshy parts of the

fruit from the stones without breaking
them. (Columell. xii. 52. 6.) In

the opinion of Columella, the mola

was the best of all the contrivances

employed for the purpose. He does

not, however, explain the manner in

which it was constructed, further

than by saying that the bruising
stone could be elevated at pleasure
to suit the exact size of the olives,

and thus avoid the danger of crushing
the stones with the flesh, which dete-

riorates the oil ; but the same could

also be done in the trapetum, by
placing a block (orbiculus) under the

axle, between the cupa and milia-

rium. (Cato, R. R. 22. 2.) Still as

Columella pointedly distinguishes the

mola from the trapetum, it may be

inferred that the former was a ma-
chine of somewhat similar character

to the common corn-mill (No. 1.),

consisting of two stones, the upper
one being moveable, and working
round a stationary one below it.

(Compare Geopon. x. 18. Pallad. xii.

17. 1.) A third machine used for the

same purposes was the solea et canalis

(Columell. /. c.), the nature ofwhich is

entirely unknown ; and lastly a con-

trivance called TUDICULA, which see.

MOLA'RIUS, MOLENDA'RIUS,
MOLENDINA'RIUS, sc. Asinus.

An ass which works in a mill. Cato,
R.R. xi. 1. Paul. Dig. 33. 7. 18. 2.

MOLENDINA'RIUS. A miller.

Inscript ap. Grut. 1114. 6.

MOLETRI'NA (wi/Adv). The

building or place in which a mill is

worked. Cato ap. Non. *. v. p. 63.

MOLI'LE. The name given to a

part of the apparatus used for turning
a mill, both in those which were
driven by men and by cattle. Varro,
R. R. x. and xi. In the former pas-

sage, it probably means the handles

inserted into the sides of the upper
stone (wood-cut s. MOLA, 1.) ; in the

latter, the frame over the animal's

back, to which he was attached when
harnessed to his work (wood-cut s.

MOLA, 2.).

MOLI'NA. The term employed by
late writers for a mill. Ammian. xviii.

8. 11. P. Victor. Vrb. Rom. Reg. iv.

MOLLIC'INA. See the next word.

MOLOCH'INA, sc. vestis (^o\6-

X^i?). A garment made of cloth

woven from the fibrous parts of the

bark of the hibiscus (/uoA<$x*?)> a sPe~

cies of mallow, which is still em-

ployed in India for making cordage.
The word is also written mollicina,

molicina, and molocinia, all evident

varieties from the Greek original.
Isidor. Orig. xix. 22. 12. Novius ap.
Non. p. 540. Csecil. Ib. p. 548.

Yates, Textrin. Antiq. pp. 304309.
MOLOCHINA'RIUS. One who

deals in cloth made from the mallow

plant. Plaut. Aul. iii. 40. MOLO-
CHINA.
MONAU'LOS and -US (jrfvavkos).

A single pipe, of the simplest cha-

racter, and played in the same way
as our flageolet and clarionet. (Plin.
H. N. vii. 57. Mart. xiv. 64.) The
Greek name also designates the per-
son who played it (Hedyl. Ep. ap.
Athen. iv. 78.), for which we find

monaules. (Not. Tires, p. 173.) The
illustration represents a single pipe

of this description, from a statue in

the Vatican, with a performer, show-

ing the manner in which it was

handled, from the Vatican Virgil.
MONE'RIS ([tovfip-ns, /io^/cpoTos).

A vessel which has only a single
line of oars in file ; a galley ; as op-

posed to those which have two or

more (Liv. xxiv. 33. Tac. Hist. v.

23. quce simplici ordine agebantur), as

shown by the annexed example, from
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the Vatican Virgil. Vessels of this

class were sometimes of considerable

size, and rated amongst the naves

longce; in which several rowers
worked upon the same oar, by means
of a false handle attached to it, in the

same way as was practised in the

Mediterranean galleys of the 15th,

16th, and 17th centuries, and ex-

plained at length s. REMEX.
MONE'TA. The mint, where

money was coined ; a building on
the Capitol adjoining the temple of

Juno Moneta. Cic. Phil. vii. 1.

Suet. Jul 76. Liv. vi. 20.

2. Hence the money itself (Ov.
Fast. i. 221.); and the die or mould
with which it is coined. (Mart. xii.

55.) See FORMA, 2.

MONI'LE OCH/TOS). A necklace-,
a very usual ornament worn by the

females of Greece and Italy, in the
same manner as still practised ; and
made in every conceivable variety
of form, pattern, and material, of
which the excavations of Hercula-

neum, Pompeii, and the tombs of

Etruria have afforded numerous and

highly valuable originals. The ex-

amples here introduced are all from

Pompeian paintings, which are se-

lected for illustration because they
afford specimens of designs which

appear to have been general favour-

ites, as they are frequently met with
on the fictile vases and other works
of art. The top figure is a head of

Juno, who wears a necklace formed
of stars of gold, alternating with a

large bead between each star ; the
two below are dancing girls ; the
left-hand one with a single row of

pearls or beads, the other with a
number of gold drops or pendants,
precisely similar in pattern to an

original necklace now seen in the

royal museum at Naples.
2. Monile baccatum. A necklace

made with a string of beads, berries,
or stained glass, of which the left-

hand figure in the preceding wood-cut
affords an example. Virg. ^En. i.

654. Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 41.

3. A collar or necklace placed as

an ornament round the throat or neck
of favourite animals, such as horses

(Virg. JEn. vii.

278.) or deer.

(Ov. Met. x
112.) The fawn
of Silvia is re-

presented with
this appendage
in the Vatican

Virgil ; and
the annexed example, from a fictile

vase, shows it upon a horse, having
pendants in the shape of a crescent

depending from it, which explains
the monile lunatum of Statius, Theb.
ix. 689.

MONOB'OLON. A game in

which various feats of leaping were

displayed without the assistance of a

leaping pole, or any other aid to

muscular exertion, like the " sauts

perilleux" of the French, or the
"mortal leaps" of our itinerant

showmen. (Imp. Justin. Cod. 3. 43. 3.)
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The example is after an engraved

gem ; and though the word it illus-

trates belongs to a late period, the

work of art is of a much earlier date.

MONOCHRO'MATA (HOVOXP*-

/j.ara\ Paintings tinted with a single

colour, either red or white for in-

stance, upon a dark ground, as fre-

quently seen on fictile vases. Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 39. Id. xxxv. 36. 2.

MONOGRAM'MOS (ju>v6ypap-

/uos). Literally, drawn in outline,

like the earliest attempts at painting,
which consisted only of outlines

(Plin. H. N. xxxv. 5.); thence

transferred to any thing which has
no substance, as the gods (Cic. N. D.
ii. 23.); or a wretchedly attenuated

person (Lucil. Sat. ii. 17. Gerlach.).
MONOLFNUM. A necklace

formed with a single string of pearls.

Capitol. Maxim. Jun. 1. Left-hand

figure s. MONILE, 1.

MONOLITH' OS (/woAi0os).
Formed out of a single block of stone

or marble, as a statue, column, or

pillar. Laberius op. Non. s. Lenis.

p. 544. Ampel. 8. Compare Plin.

H. N. xxxvi. 5. 13.

MONOLO'RIS, sc. vestis. Deco-
rated with a single paragauda,

' or

band of gold and purple, as explained
s. PARAGAUDA. Aurel. Vopisc. 46.

MONOPOD'IUM. A word coined

from the Greek to

denote a table sup-

ported upon a sin-

gle foot and stem

(Liv. xxxix. 6.

Plin. H. N. xxx iv.

8.) ; though it is not met with in that

language with the same meaning.
The illustration represents an ori-

ginal of marble found at Pompeii.
MONOPTEROS

(/towforrepos)-

Literally, with only one wing ;

whence adopted by architects to de-

signate a circular shrine or temple,

consisting of an open colonnade

supporting a dome, under which an
altar might be placed, but without

any cell (cella, Vitruv. iv. 8. 1.), as

shown by the annexed example.
Vitruvius cites a temple of Bacchus
at Teos as a specimen of this style

(vii. Prcef. 12.) ; and some architects

4

recognize another instance in the ex-

isting ruins of an edifice at Pozzuoli,
known as the temple of Serapis.
MONOX'YLUS O^Aos). Li-

terally, made out of a single piece of

wood ; applied adjectively to any
small boat scooped out of a solid

trunk, such as the linter, alveus, sca-

phula (Plin. H. N. vi. 26.) ; and,

absolutely, as the name of a small
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broad-bottomed boat, employed by
the Roman soldiers in making bridges
over unfordable rivers. A certain

number of these were usually trans-

ported with an army upon waggons
(Veget. Mil. iii. 7.), and are re-

peatedly represented on the columns
of Trajan and Antonine, from the

latter of which the annexed example
is taken.

MONUMEN'TUM (/u^o, /""?-

Heiov). In general, any monument,
record, or memorial intended to per-

petuate the memory of persons or

things, such, for instance, as a sta-

tue, a building, or a temple, particu-

larly one on which the name of the

founder is inscribed. Cses. B. C. ii.

21. Cic. Verr. i. 4. Id. Div. i. 9. Ib. 28.

2. Monumentum sepulcri, or abso-

lutely ; a monument, tomb, or sepul-

chre, erected in memory of a deceased

person, including both those in

which the remains were actually de-

posited (sepulcrum, strictly), and
such as were merely erected to record
the memory of any one apart from
the place where his remains were
buried. (Florent. Dig. 11. 7. 42.

Festus, s. v. Varro, L. L. vi. 45.

Sulpic. ad Cic. Fam. iv. 12. Hor.
Sat. i. 8. 13. Nepos, Dion. 10.)
These monuments were not allowed
within the city walls, excepting in a
few solitary instances, granted as an

especial distinction
; but were usually

constructed by the sides of the high
roads in a long continuous line of

magnificent elevation, forming a

striking vista, suggestive of moral
and noble sentiments to every passer
by. The annexed illustration repre-

sents a range of tombs on each side

of the way immediately outside of
the gates of Pompeii, on the high
road to Herculaneum ; and will con-

vey an idea of the imposing character
which the approach to ancient Rome
must have possessed from the Appian
way, on which the monuments of so

many of her illustrious men, both
civil and military, once stood. The
remains and ruins of these are still

visible to the eye, in a continuous
line along both sides of the deserted

road, for a distance of four or five

miles from the city.
3. (yvupiff^ara). The toys or to-

kens tied round the necks of infants

when they were exposed as found-

lings, in order that they might be

recognized by any members of their

families in after years, if they hap-
pened to survive (Ter. Eun. iv. 6.

15.); more usually designated by
the general term CREPTTNDIA, under
which a more full description and il-

lustration is introduced.

MORA (KvtiaSwv, TTTf'pul). A pro-

jecting tooth or cross-bar on each
side of a hunting-

spear, below the

head, and fixed to

the ferrule or

socket into which
the shaft fits.

Such an adjunct
was more particularly employed in

boar hunting; and its object was to

prevent the point from penetrating
too far, which would bring the ani-

mal into close contact with the

huntsman ; for as it came on with

enormous weight and force, the shaft

of the spear would follow the point,
unless it met with some resistance,

up to the hands of the person who
held it. (Grat. Cyneg. 110. Xen.

Cyneg. x. 3. and 16. Pollux, v. 22.)
The last cited author makes a dis-

tinction between the Kv&titov and

n-Tfpvl;, which is satisfactorily ex-

plained by the two examples an-

nexed, both representing spear-heads
from ancient monuments. (Alstorp.
de Hast. p. 179.) The sharp curved
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points, like teeth, are the avuSovres
;

the straight ones with widening ends,
like wings, the irrepvyes ; but as both

served the same purpose of staying
the onward course of the animal, they
are included by the Latin writers

under the one general name of mora,

literally, a delay or hindrance.
2. The cross-bar which guards the

handle of a sword, and prevents the

blade from penetrating beyond it, as

shown by the annexed example from
the sarcophagus of Alexander Seve-

rus, at Rome. Sil. Ital. i. 515.

3. A flat cross piece of wood at the

bottom of a splint in which a broken

leg is confined, for the purpose of sup-

porting the foot and keeping the

instrument in its proper place. Celsus,
viii. 10. 5.

MOR I O' N E S. Deformed idiots ;

who were purchased as slaves, and

kept in the great Roman
houses for the purpose
of affording amusement

by their want of mental

capacity, conjoined, as

it always was, with phy-
sical malconstruction

(Mart. viii. 13. Id. xii.

94, Plin. Ep. ix. 17. 1.),

both of which properties
are visibly expressed in

the annexed figure from
a small bronze statue, in

which the eyes and teeth

are inserted of silver, and which faith-

fully illustrates the description given

by Martial (vi. 39.) of one of these

creatures, acuto capite, et auribus longis,

Quca sic moventur, ut solent asellorum.

MORTA'RIUM (gA^os). A mor-

tar, in which ingredients are kneaded

up and mixed together with a small

pestle (pistillum), worked by one
hand (Virg. Moret. 100.) in a round-

about direction (76. 102. it manus in

gyrum), and formed, as it still is, of a

stone or other solid material, hollowed

into the shape of a shallow basin (76.

96., lapidis cavum orbem. Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 50. Id.

xxxiii. 41. Scrib.

Comp. 111. Colu-
mell. xii. 57. 1.

Cato, R. E. 74.)
The illustration re-

presents an original
found amongst the ruins of Roman
buildings in London. Compare PILA.

2. The hollow basin in which the

olives were placed in the bruising-
machine, called a trapetum, to be
crushed by the wheels which worked
round it. (Cato, E. E. xxii. 1.) It

will be observed from the figure on
the right hand of the annexed wood-

cut, representing an original trapetum
found at Stabia in elevation and sec-

tion, that the mortarium (marked 1.1.
on each plan) is a sort of basin with
sides and bottom of the same hollow
curvilinear form as the common mor-

tar, though the centre of it is occupied
by a short thick column (miliarium,

2. 2.), which supports the bruising-
stones (orbes, 3. 3.).

3. A large basin, or receiver of
similar form, in which fine cement or
stucco was kneaded and mixed. Plin,

77. N. xxxvi. 55. Vitruv. vii. 3. 10.

4. A hollow trench dug round the
roots of a tree to collect moisture

(Pallad. iv. 8. 1.) ; a meaning which

clearly arises from the resemblance
which the trench and trunk of the
tree bears to the miliarium and mor-
tarium of a trapetum, as shown by the
section under No. 2.

MUCI'NIUM or MUCCI'NIUM.
(Arnob. ii. 5.) A pocket-handker-
chief for wiping the nose. See Su-
DARIUM.

3 K
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MU'CRO. The point of any in-

strument, weapon, or other artificial

or natural object which is pointed,

jagged, or sharply acuminated ;
but

more especially the point of a sword,
as opposed to cuspis, the point of a

spear. Ov. Met. xii. 485. Cic. Phil.

xiv. 3. Virg. Lucan, &c.

MULC'TRA, MULCTRA'LE,
and MULC'TRUM (fi/iofcyefo). A
milk-pail, for milking cows and goats

(Virg. Eel iii. 30. Georg. iii. 177.

Hor. Epod. xvi. 49. ) ; and in which

the milk was carried while cried

through the town. (Calpurn. Eel iv.

25.) The example is from the Vatican

Virgil.
MULI MARIA'NI. C. Marius,

with the object of remedying the

inconvenience resulting
from the immense bag-

gage-train which accom-

panied an army on its

march, made each soldier

carry his own rations

for a certain number of

days' provision, together
with the vessels for dress-

ing it, and his personal

baggage, on the top of a pole fixed to

his back. This custom was subse-
'

quently retained, as shown by the

annexed figure, representing one of

the soldiers in Trajan's army, from
the column of that emperor ; but when
first introduced, the practice, being a

novelty, gave rise to the joke which
attached to these men the nickname

'

of " Marius' mules," because they !

carried their loads like beasts of
|

burden, on their backs. Frontin.

Strateg. iv. 1. 7. Festus, s. v. and a.

^Erumnula.
MU'LIO (opeo/c^uos). A person

who keeps mules to let out for hire,

or for sale ; a mule dealer and job
master. Suet. Vesp. 4.

2. (yfiiowiyos, do-Tpa^Acmjs. ) A
muleteer, or mule driver; without re-

ference to whether the animals were
his own or not, or whether he drove

them as a coachman, in harness (Suet.

Nero, 30. Vesp. 23. ) ;
or on foot, as

beasts of burden. Id. Vit. 7.

MULL'EOLUS. (Tertull. Pall 4.)
Diminutive of

MULL'EUS. A half boot of a

reddish or plum colour, worn by the

patricians of Rome ; not, however, by
all of them, but only those who had
borne the curule magistracy, a dic-

tator, consul, praetor, censor, or cu-

rule aedile. (Cato. ap. Fest. s. v.

Vopisc. Aurel 49. Isidor. Orig. xix.

34. 10.) Some think the mulleus was
the same as the calceuspatricius (wood-
cut s. v. p. 99.) ; others, that it re-

sembled the calceus repandus, or unci-

natus, of which a figure is given on
the same page, No. 3.

MULOMED'ICUS (KT^vtarpo^.

Strictly a veterinary who confines his

practice to the diseases of mules, as

contradistinguished from equarius me-

dicus, a horse doctor; but the word
also bears a more extensive signifi-

cation for a cattle doctor generally.

Veget. Mulomed. Prcef. i. and iv.

MULTIC'IUS, MULTITIC'IUS,
or MULTIT'IUS. Used to designate
some particular kind of fabric, either

of a very ingenious, or costly, or fine

texture, out of which the wearing

apparel of women, and men of luxu-

rious or effeminate habits, wag made.

The precise meaning of the word is

not clearly ascertained. Some derive

it from multum and icio, and interpret
it to mean "

closely condensed
"
by

the batten (radius, spatha), which is

contrary to the character of trans-

parency attributed to it ; others from
mollitie (a mulcendo), in allusion to

the softness of its texture ; and others
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from multis liciis, i. e. which is made
with many leashes (licia}, thus indi-

cating an intricate and elaborate pat-
tern woven up in the fabric ; which
seems to be the most rational inter-

pretation. Juv. ii. 66. xi. 186. Va-
lerian. Aug. in Ep. ad Vopisc. Aurel.

12. Gloss. Philox.

MUNERA'RIUS. The person
who gives a public show of gladiators.
Suet. Dom. 1 0. Quint, viii. 3. 34.

2. Munerarius libellus. A bill of
the show ; or list announcing the names
and descriptions of the gladiators about
to be exhibited at a public show.
Trebell. Claud. 5.

MURCUS. A nickname given to

those who maimed themselves by
cutting off their thumbs in order to

escape from military service. (Am-
mian. xv. 12. 5.) This appears to

have been not an uncommon practice

(Aelian. Variar. ii. 9. Suet. Aug. 24.

27. Plut. Lysand. Cod. Theodos. 7.

13. 4, 5. and 10.); and to it our
term poltroon owes its origin, through
the Italian poltrone, abbreviated from

pollice trunco.

MUREX. A kind of fish, with a

sharp-pointed and twisted shell, poet-

ically given to the

Tritons for a

trumpet (Val.
Flacc. iii. 726.), as

in the annexed ex-

ample from a terra- f >v v ..,. J^ ,//

cotta lamp ;
also ^

used as a bottle for

holding unguents
(Mart. iii. 82.); and in ornamenting
grottos (Ov. Met. viii. 563.), of which

examples are still seen in the gardens
of two houses at Pompeii.

2. In a secondary sense, any
thing which has a rough and prickly
surface, with projecting points, like

the end of the murex shell
;

as a
rock or stone full of acuminated pro-
tuberances (Plin. H. N. xix. 6. Virg.
JEn. v. 205.) ; a box or case set with

spikes inside (Gell. vi. 4.); and, as

some think, a very sharp bit, armed
with spikes (Stat. Achitt. i. 221. mu-

ricefrcenat acuto Delphinas), like the

lupatum, or the bits formerly used by
the Mamelukes ; but as the passage
of Statius has reference to a Triton
and his dolphins, the more poetical

interpretation would be, that he
checks their course with the sound of

his sharp-pointed shell instead of a bit.

3. Murex ferreus. A caltrop ; an
instrument made with four spikes of

iron, adjusted in such a manner that

when thrown upon the ground from

any distance one of them always

stood upright, as shown by the an-

nexed example from an original. It

was used in ancient warfare to impede
the advance of cavalry and disable

the horses. Val. Max. iii. 7. 2.

Curt. iv. 17.

MURICA'TUS and MURIC'IUS.
Armed or formed with sharp projec-

tions, like the point of the murex.

Plin. H. N. xx. 99. Auson. Ep. ix. 4.

MURILEG'ULUS. One who
follows the occupation of murex fishing,
the juices of which were extensively
used by the ancients for making a

purple dye. Cod. Justin. 11.

MUR'RHINA, MUR'RHEA, and
MYR'RHINA. Porcelain vases. (Plin.
H. N. xxxvii. 7. Prop. iv. 5. 26.

Juv. vi. 156. Lamprid. Elag. 32.)
Modern investigations have placed it

beyond dispute that the rnurrha of the

ancients was a fine earth, dug in the

East, out of which vases of different

kinds, but of a light and fragile sub-

stance, were made
; and many frag-

ments of ancient porcelain have been
discovered in various excavations,

agreeing remarkably with the de-

scription of Pliny (H. N. xxxvii. 8.),

in regard to the variety of colours

with which they are covered ; though
3 K 2
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in other respects his idea of the

material which composes them may
be said rather to verge
upon the truth, than to

afford a faithful ac-

count of the actual

substance. But the

well-attested fact that

several bottles of real

Chinese porcelain, in-

scribed with native characters, have

been found in the tombs of Egypt
(one of which is represented in the

annexed woodcut, from the original
of Salt's collection in the British

Museum), distinctly proves that ob-

jects of that material were exported
from China at a very early period,

although the art of making it may
not have been discovered by the

Romans j and this would account for

the prodigious value set upon them.

MURUS (re?xos). A wall of stone

or brick, built as a defence and forti-

fication round a town, in contradis-

tinction to paries, the wall of a house,
or any other edifice. (Cic. N. D. iii.

40. Id. Off. i. 11. Caes. B. G. ii. 12.)
Town walls were usually constructed

with square or round towers (turres)
at certain intervals, a fortified gate

(porta) at every point from which

any of the great roads emanated ;

sometimes with a trench (fossa) on
the outside, having a mound (agger)
within it, upon which the ramparts
(loricce, propugnacula) were raised,
surmounted by turrets (pinnce) to

shield the defenders.

2. Mums crinalis. A crown or

ornament for the hair,
made in imitation of
the walls of a town,
with its towers and

fortifications, attri-

buted by poets and
artists to the goddess
Cybele, to typify the
cities of the earth over
which she was pre-
sumed to reign ; as in the annexed

example from a marble bas-relief.

Claud, in Eutrop. ii. 284.

MUSCA'RIUM (a6r,). A fly-

flap for driving away flies, or whisk

for dusting any thing; made of the

long peacocks' feathers (Mart. xiv.

67.), or the tuft at the end of a cow's
tail (Id. xiv. 71.) ;

whence the word
is also used for a horse's tail. Veg.
Vet. vi. 2. 2.

2. A case or closet in which papers,

tablets, &c., were placed to preserve
them from fly stains (Inscript. ap.

Romanelli, Viagg. a Pompei, p. 168.)
The modern Italians retain the same
elements with a similar meaning in

their word mosca-juola, which signi-
fies a cupboard or safe where eatables

are put by.
MUSCA'RIUS. See CLAVUS 4.

MUS'CULUS. A contrivance

employed in sieges for covering
and protecting the men from the

enemy's missiles whilst engaged in

throwing up their earth works, and

making their approaches to the walls.

The manner in which it was con-

structed is detailed at length by
Caesar (B. C. ii. 10.) and Vegetius

(Mil. iv. 16.) ; but no representation
of the object itself, except conjectural

ones, exists ; amongst these the one

designed by Guischard (Memoires
Milit. torn. ii. p. 58. tab. 2.), affords

a good practical illustration to the text

of Caesar,

2. A small sailing vessel of ex-

tremely short dimensions between stem
and stern (Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 14.

Not. Tir. p. 178.) ;
the characteristic

build as well as the name of which is

retained by the Venetians, who still

use the name of topo, the mouse, to

distinguish a particular kind of small

craft, amongst the many different

ones which trade in their waters.

MUSE'UM and MUSI'UM (Mou-

ffeiov). Originally signified a temple,
seat, or haunt of the Muses ; thence

an establishment instituted by Ptolemy
Philadelphus, at Alexandria, for the

promotion of learning and the support
of literary and scientific persons who
lived there at the public expense (Suet.
Claud. 42. Spart. Hadr. 20.) ; and the
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Latin writers also gave the same
name to a grotto, or place in their

villas where they used to retire and

enjoy intellectual conversation. Plin.

H. N. xxvi. 42. Varro, R. R. iii. 5.

9. Compare Cic. Leg. ii. 1.

MUSIVA'RIUS. An artist who
made mosaic work, the opus musivum,
as explained under the following word :

MUSI'VUM (/xouo-eToi/). The ori-

ginal from which our term mosaic is

derived ; but the ancients employed
the word in a somewhat more re-

stricted sense than we attach to our

term. Amongst them musivum means
a mosaic formed with small pieces of

coloured glass or composition in

enamel, as opposed to lithostrotum,

which was made of natural stones or

different coloured marbles. Mosaics
of this description were not originally
used for pavements, but only in ceilings

(Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 4. Inscript. ap.
Furnaletti de Musiv. cap. 1. p. 2.),

because at first it was feared that the

material was not of sufficient dura-

bility to bear the wear and tear of

footsteps ; but when this was dis-

covered to be a groundless alarm, the

same materials were employed in

making ornamental pavements (Au-
gustin. Civ, D. xvi. 8.), either alone,

|

or with the admixture of real stones,
|

which enabled the artist to make his 1

work more perfect, and his tints more
|

varied and more true
;
in short, to

imitate a picture with considerable
!

precision in all its colours, forms, and
;

varieties
;
whence this style of the

j

art obtained the name of mosaic

painting pictura de musivo and
became the most perfect amongst the

different processes employed for works
of this nature, each of which had a

characteristic name of its own, !

which will be found in the list of the
j

Classed Index. Plin. H. N. xxxvi.
'

64. Spart. Peso. 6. Visconti. Mus. I

Pio-Clem. vii. p. 236.

MUSTA'CEUM. A wedding-cake,
\

distributed to the friends of the bride
j

and bridegroom when they left the

marriage feast. (Juv. vi. 202.) It

was made of flour kneaded with new
wine or must, cheese, and aniseed,
and baked upon bay leaves. Cato,
R. R. 121.

MUSTUM (TP*}{). Must; i.e.

new wine not yet fermented and
racked off from the lees. Cato. Colu-

mell. &c.

MUTATIO'NES. Posting-kernes,
at which relays of horses were kept

along the high roads for the service

of the state, and the accommodation
of travellers. The postmaster of the

smallest mutatio was compelled to

keep as many as twenty horses
;
of

the largest, not less then forty. Impp.
Arcad. et Honor. Cod. Theodos. 8. 5.

53. Cod. Just. 12. 51. 15. Com-
pare Ammian. xi. 9. 4., where the

word is used for a relay or change of

horses.

MUTA'TOR, sc. eguorum. (Val.
Flacc. vi. 161.) A poetical expres-
sion for DESULTOB, which see.

MUT'ULUS. In a general sense,

any projection of

stone or wood, ,-^- .

like the end of a

small beam or

rafter, standing
out beyond the

surface of a wall

(Cato, R. R. viii.

9. 3. Varro, R. R.
iii. 5. 13. Serv.

ad Virg. ^En. i.

740.); whence

specially a mutule

in architecture
;

i. e. an ornament properly character-

istic of the Doric order, consisting of

a square projecting member, arranged
at intervals over the triglyphs and

metopes under the corona, and
intended to represent in the ex-

terior elevation the end of a prin-

cipal rafter (canterius) in the timber
work of the roof (see woodcut *.

MATERIATIO, f f.) ; consequently it

is recessed upwards towards the

front of the corona, in order to

express the slanting position of the

rafter, as shown by the angular
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mutule in our cut, representing a

portion of the entablature to the

temple of Theseus, at Athens. Vitruv.

iv. 2. 3. and 5.

2. In the Corinthian order, these

members are now styled modillions,

and are made of a more elaborate

character, resembling ornamental

brackets ; but in many Roman and
modern elevations, their original pur-

pose of representing the ends of the

principal rafters of the roof (canterii)
is destroyed by the custom of insert-

ing a row of dentils (denticvli), which

represent the ends of the common
rafters (asseres and woodcut s. MA-
TERIATIO, hh.), beloiv them ; a prac-
tice always censured and avoided

by the Greeks. (Vitruv. iv. 2. 5.)
The illustration represents a portion
of the portico in front of the Pantheon
at Rome, and shows the order in its

pure state, having modillions without
the objectionable introduction of den-
tils underneath.

MYOP'ARO. Diminutive of
PARO. A small piratical craft em-

ployed by the Saxon Corsairs, made
of wicker-work, covered with raw
hides (Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 21.), and
remarkable for its swift sailing. (Cic.

Fragm. and Sallust. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 534. Scheffer. Mil Nov. ii. p. 72.

Savaro ad Sidon. Ep. viii. 6.

MYROPO'LA (>vpo7r<$A7)y). A
Greek perfumer or dealer in unguents
and perfumes. Plaut. Cas. ii. 3. 10.

MYROPO'LIUM ( f*vp<nr6\iov'). A
Greek perfumer's shop or stall. Plaut.

Ep. ii. 2. 17.

MYSTA or MYSTES
(^.W^s).

Properly a Greek term, designating
one who is initiated in the secret rites

or mysteries of certain worships. Ov.
Fast. iv. 536.

MYSTAGO'GUS (pwrrcrywyrfs,

irepnrxr/TTjs). A guide or cicerone,

who conducts strangers over places
unknown to them, and points out the

objects most worthy of observation,

especially at the temples. Cic. Verr.
\ ii. 4. 59.

MYS'TRUM (idtrrpov). A liquid
measure of the Greeks, containing
the fourth part of a cyathus. Rhemn.
Fan. 77.

MYX'A or MYX'US
jlll/KTTJp). A
word borrowed
from the Greek,

i signifying lite-

i rally the hu-

I

mour which
i discharges from the nostrils ;

whence
it is applied in both languages to de-

signate the nozzle of an oil lamp
through which the wick protrudes ;

as shown on the left side of the an-

nexed example. Mart. xiv. 41.

N.

NAB'LIA and NAU'LIA (wfcAo,

vav\a, and vavXov). A musical instru-

ment of Phoenician origin according
to Athenseus (iv. 77.), and doubtless

the same as the Hebrew nevel, so

often mentioned
in the Psalms,
whence it came
to the Greeks
and Romans. It

was a stringed in-

strument, having
ten cords accord-

ing to Sopater
(Athen. /. c.), or twelve according to

Josephus (Antiq. vii. 10.), was of a

i square form (Schilte ad Kircher. Mu-

| surg. ii. p. 49. \ and was played with
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both hands without the plectrum, hut

in the same manner as a harp.

(Joseph. I. c. Ov. A. Am. in. 327.

duplici genialia naulia palma verrere.

Caesius in Asterismo Lyrce, p. 189.)
Ovid mentions it as an instrument of

the same class as the lyra and cithara,

hut distinct from both ; particularly

adapted for use in social life and fes-

tive occasions, and the study of which
he recommends to all young females

who wish to gain admirers and culti-

vate the art of pleasing. All these

particulars agree so well with the in-

strument and figure exhibited by the

annexed woodcut, from a Pompeian
painting, as to make it extremely
probable that it was intended to re-

present the nevel, while at the same
time they are scarcely recoucilcable

with the statement of Atheneeus (7. c. )

that the instrument in question was a

hydraulic organ.
NA'NI (ydwot and vavoC). Pig-

mies or dwarfs, beings of diminutive

stature, kept for ostentation, and as

rarities amongst the number of state

slaves (Suet. Tib. 61.), both males
and females, nance. (Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 34.) They were neither dis-

torted in figure, nor of mental imbe-

cility, like the moriones, for they
were taught music and other accom-

plishments (Propert. iv. 8. 4 1 . ). The
illustration is from a small statue,

probably executed as a portrait.
NARTHE'CIUM (vapQiiKiov, vap-

0rj). A small case for keeping
unguents and medicines (Cic. Fin.

ii. 7. Mart. iv. 78.) ; made in a

cylindrical form, like a joint of the

fennel giant (vapQt)), which may
itself have been used for the purpose,
but doubtless

suggested the

name, and au-

thorised the application of it to an

object of corresponding form, though
made of other materials ; as the an-

nexed example, from an original of

ivory found at Pompeii.
NASITER'NA. A vessel which

appears to have been very similar in .

use and character to our watering-pot,

employed by the ancients for watering
the race-course; in gardens and vine-

yards, for watering the ground to

lay the dust before a house, and simi-

lar purposes. (Festus s. v. Cato, JR. R.
x. 2. Plaut. Stick, ii. 3. 28.) It is

formed from nasus, a nose or spout,
with an augmentative termination,
like cisterna from cista, thus meaning
a vessel with a very long spout, and
not with three spouts or three handles,
as some have imagined.
NASSA (/oj/uos, KUPTTJ). A weel,

or basket for snaring fish, made of

wicker work with a wide funnel-

shaped mouth, long body, and narrow

throat, constructed, as our own are,

in such a manner that the fish could

enter it but not get out again. Fes-

tus, *. v. Oppian. Hal. iii. 85. and
341. Sil. Ital. v. 48., where the form
and manner of making it is described

at length, and corresponding exactly
with the annexed figure, composed
from two Roman mosaics, in both of

which it is represented lying half-

buried amongst sedges in a shallow

piece of water.

NASSITER'NA. See NASITERNA.
NATA'TIO. A swimming-bath,

both in the open air and under cover

(Celsus, iii. 27. 1. Coel. Aurel. Tard.

i. 1.); consequently of a higher tern-
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perature and of larger dimensions

than the plunging-bath, baptisterium.
NAUCLE'RUS (wtfa^pos).. A

Greek ship-owner, who gained his

subsistence by carrying freights of

merchandize and passengers from

place to place, himself generally act-

ing as the skipper or captain of his

own vessel. Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 3.

Plaut. Mil iv. 3. 16. iv. 6. 68. Xen.

Mem. iii. 9. 11.

NAU'CULA ; for NAVICULA.
NAU'LIA. See NABLIA.
NAU'LUM (VauAoi/). The price

paid for a freight of goods or for a

passage in a ship. Juv. viii. 97.

Plaut. Dig. 30. 39. 1. Ulp. Dig. 20.

4. 6.

NAUMACH'IA (ww/taxfa). A
naval engagement ;

but in Latin usu-

ally applied to the representation of a

sea-fight, exhibited as an entertain-

ment to the people of Rome, in an

artificial piece of water made for the

purpose. Suet. Claud. 21. Jul 44.

Nero, 12.

2. An edifice constructed for the

exhibition of sham fights, in imitation

of naval engagements (Suet. Tib. 72.

Tit. 7. ) ;
of which there were several

in the city of Rome ; consisting of a

large basin of water, surrounded by

example from a silver medal of the

Emperor Domitian.
NAUPE'GUS (ww7nj7(fe). A ship-

wright. Pandect.

NAVA'LE (yc&v, vedpiov). A
dock and dock-yard, in which ships
were built, repaired, and laid up in

ordinary, with all the gear and tackle

belonging to them. Virg. Mn. iv.

593. Liv. viii. 14. xl. 51. Vitruv.

v. 12. 7.

2. (vavffTa.QiJ.ov}. A roadstead, or

harbour for ships on the coast. Ov.
Her. xviii. 207.

NAVAR'CHUS (vatfapxoy)- A
naval captain who commanded a single
vessel in a squadron. (Veg. Mil. v.

2. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 32.) But the

Greeks gave the same title also to the

Spartan admiral-in-chief. Thucyd.
iv. 11.

NA'VIA. A small boat, like the

alveus, linter, or monoxylus. Macrob.
Sat. \. 7.

2. Capita aut navia. An expres-
sion used by the Roman boys when

tossing up, corresponding with our
" heads or tails," instead of which

they cried " heads or vessel," because

the oldest coins, the As and Semissis,

had the head of Janus for a device

on one side, and the prow of a ship

an architectural elevation, containing
seats for the spectators, similarly dis-

posed to those in the Circus or Am-
phitheatre ; as shown by the annexed

on the reverse, as shown by the

annexed example, representing an

original half a*. Macrob. Sat. i. 7.

3. A shallow trough, excavated

from a single trunk of wood, like a

boat, especially employed at the vint-

age. Festus s. v.

NAVICEL'LAand NAVIC'ULA.
Diminutives of NAVIS.

NAVICULA'RIUS. A Roman

shipowner, who made an income by
transporting goods and passengers
from place to place in a vessel of

which he was the owner and master;
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rresponding with the Greek naucle-

y. Cic. Fam, xvi. 9. Id. Verr. ii.

corres]
rus. (Jic.

2. 55. Tac. Ann. xii. 55.

NAVICUL A/TOR. (Cic. Manil.

5.) Same as last.

NAVIG'IOLUM. Diminutive of

NAVIG'IUM (vrXoToj/). A general
term for any kind of vessel con-

structed for sailing or rowing. Cic.

Virg. &c.

NAVIS (VaCs). A ship ; as a

general term, including all kinds,

whether worked by oars or sails ; but

mostly applied to vessels of the

larger class, with an epithet added to

discriminate the particular kind in-

tended ; as,

1. Navis oneraria ((npoyyvXti vavs,

nXoiov (popriicSv). A ship of burden
;

employed as a store ship in attendance

on a fleet ; or as a merchant vessel for

the transport of goods, merchandize,
or any kind of freight. It was of a

heavy build, with a round hull, and

generally whole decked, but had not

an armed beak (rostrum), and was

always worked as a sailing vessel,

without oars or sweeps ; all which

particulars are exhibited in the an-

nexed example, representing the

vessel of a Pompeian trader or ship

owner, from a sepulchral monument.
Liv. xxii. 11. xxx. 24. Nep. Them.

2. Non. s. v. p. 536.

2. Navis actuaria (eTrf/cwTros). An
open vessel, worked with sweeps as

well as sails ; not intended to be

brought into action, but employed in

a fleet for all purposes requiring ex-

pedition ; for keeping a look out, as

a packet-boat, transport, and also by

pirates. (Non. s. v. Gell. x. 25. 3.

Liv. xxi. 28. xxv. 30.) It was never
fitted with less than eighteen oars

(Scheffer, Mil. Nav. ii. 2.); and the

example introduced, representing the

vessel which transported ^Eneas and
his companions to Italy, in the Vati-

can Virgil, has twenty, ten on a side.

3. Navis longa {vavs paKpa). A
long sharp-keeled ship, or galley;

propelled by a single bank of oars,

and forming an intermediate class

between the navis actuaria and those

which had more than one bank, such

as the biremis, triremis, &c. (Liv.
xxx. 24.) These vessels were equip-

ped with as many as fifty oars (He-
rod, vi. 138.) ;

and the annexed ex-

ample, which is copied from a mosaic

in a tomb near Pozzuoli, has forty
-

eight, twenty-four on a side, the

exact number carried by the Medi-

terranean galleys of the middle ages.

(Jal. Archeologie Navale, torn. i. p.

25.) The same word is also used in

a generic sense for a man-of-war in

general, including those which had
several banks of oars, because, in

reality, they were all laid down upon
the long principle, with a sharp keel

and lengthened line from stem to

stern, instead of the short round bot-

toms adopted for the commercial

marine and some piratical vessels.

3 L
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4. Navis tecta, strata, or constrata

(vavs /coTo^pa/cTTj). A decked vessel,

as opposed to one which is open or

half-decked. (Liv. xxx. 10. xxxvi.

43. Hirt. B. Alex. 11. Tac. Ann. ii.

6.) The first wood-cut shows a

decked vessel of the commercial
marine ; the following one, of the

navy proper.
5. Navis aperta (tffpOKror). An

open vessel, without any deck, or

only half-decked. (Liv. xxii. 19.

xxxvi. 43.) See the example, No. 2.

6. Navis turrita. A war galley,
with a tower erected on its deck,
from which the combatants discharged
their missiles as from the walls of a

fortress (Virg. Mn. viii. 693. Flo-

rus, iv. 11. 5. ) ;
said to have been first

introduced by Agrippa. (Serv. ad
Virg. /. c.) The illustration is from

abas-relief, published by Montfaucon.
NAXA. The reading of some

editions of Cicero (Att. xv. 20. ) for

NASSA ; which see.

NEB'RIS (vefyis). A fawn's
skin ; worn as an article of dress by
persons addicted to the chase (Serv.
ad Virg. Georg. iv. 342.); but more
especially occurring in works of art,

and amongst poets, as a character-
istic covering of Bacchus and his

NEO.

|
followers, by whom it is usually put
on as an exomis. (Stat. Theb. ii.

664. Achill i. 609.) The illustra-

tion, from a Greek bas-relief, repre-
sents a Faun attending upon Bac-

chus, with the nebris in his hands ;

and the wood-cut *. SIMPTJLUM shows
it upon the person of a priestess en-

gaged in making a libation.

NEO O, viflu, /cActtfw). To
spin, or twist a number of separate
fibres of wool or flax into a single
thread. The practice of spinning
afforded universal occupation to the

women of ancient Greece and Italy,
as it does to the modern population of

the same countries, in which every
peasant woman spins her own thread,
with the same simple machinery as

was employed by the females of the

heroic ages, the distaff (coins') and

spindle (fusus). The annexed illus-

tration, representing Hercules with
the distaff and spindle of Omphale,
from an ancient mo-
saic in the Capitol at

Rome, will elucidate

the manner in which
the process is con-

ducted, and explain
the terms employed
to describe the differ-

ent steps in the ope-
ration. The loaded

distaff (coins compta,
or lana amictus) was
fixed to the left side

of the spinner, by running the end of

the stick through the girdle (cingulum),
instead of which the modern women
use their apron strings. A number
of fibres (stamina) are then drawn
down from the top with the left

hand (ducere lanam. Ov. Met. iv.

34.), and fastened to the spindle,
which is then set twirling with the

thumb and finger, as boys spin a tee-

totum (stamina nere. Ov. Fast. ii.

771. pollice versare. Met. iv. 34. ver-

sare pollice fusum. Met. vi. 22. Com-
pare Tibull. ii. 1. 64.) The rotatory
motion of the spindle, as it hangs
suspended (wood-cut, p. 192.), twists
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these fibres into a thread (filum),

which is constantly fed from above

by drawing out more fibres from the

distaff as the twist tightens (ducere
stamina versato fuso. Ov. Met. iv.

221.). When the length of the thread

has grown so long that the spindle

nearly touches the ground, the por-
tion made is taken up and wound
round the spindle, and the same pro-
cess is again resumed, until other

lengths are twisted, and the spindle
is entirely covered with thread, so

that it can contain no more, when the

thread is broken from the distaff

(rumpere supremas colos. Val. Flacc.

vi. 645.), and the whole rolled up
into a ball (glomus) ready for use.

Compare Catull. Ixiv. 312 318.,

where the operation is described in

detail.

NEO'CORUS (VWKJpos). A
Greek term, corresponding to the

Latin cedituus ; a verger who has the

charge of a temple, and the objects
contained in it ;

and whose duty it

was to attend to the sweeping and

cleaning of the same. Hence the

inhabitants of the Greek towns often

styled themselves the neocori of their

patron divinity ; and in later times,
as a piece of refined flattery, of the

Roman emperor ; thereby intending
to express devotion and piety towards

the sovereign, and at the same time

insinuate his divinity. Firm. Math.
3. 7. n. 9. Inscriptions on coins and
medals.

NER'VIA. (Varro, ap. Non.
s. v. p. 215.) Same as NERVUS, 1.

NER'VUS (j/eupoi/). The string
of a musical instrument. Cic. Or.

iii. 57.

2. A bow-string. Virg. JEn. x.

131. ix. 622.

3. A raw hide, with which shields

were covered. Tac. Ann. ii. 14. Sil.

Ital. iv. 291.

4. (luAoTre'Srj. Gloss, Philox.) A
contrivance for confining slaves and
criminals ;

which appears to have
had a considerable resemblance to

our stocks, being made of wood, or of

NEUKOBATA. 443

iron, with holes through which the

feet were inserted, and fastened with

thongs. (Festus, s. v. Plaut. As. iii.

2. 5. XII. Leg. ap. Gell. xx. 1.)

Hence frequently used for Career.

NESSOTROPHFUM (^afforpo-

0e?oj/). A duck-yard, where ducks

were reared and kept; comprising
one of the principal dependencies of

a country villa or farm. It was en-

closed by a wall fifteen feet high,

carefully covered with cement of a

fine quality, which was highly po-
lished to prevent cats and vermin

from climbing up it, and surmounted

by a strong trellis, from the top of

which a net was spread over the

whole enclosure, in order to protect
the inmates from birds of prey, and,
at the same time, prevent them from

flying away. The centre of the en-

closure was occupied by a pool of

water, having an island planted with

aquatic shrubs in the middle ; and
the sides of the pool laid down in

grass to a depth of twenty feet from
the margin of the water. Beyond
this and against the outer wall the

nests for the birds were ranged, each
one being a foot square, formed of

stone, and having some plants of box
or of myrtle between it and its neigh-
bour. Along the front of the nests

there was a narrow trough or gutter
sunk in the ground, through which a

constant stream of water was directed,

and in this the food was mixed.

(Varro, R. R. iii. 10. Columell. viii.

15.) It is not to be supposed that

every duck-yard was formed upon so

extensive and perfect a plan ; but the

above description, from Cato and

Columella, supplies a notion of the

care and expense bestowed upon
these birds by large farmers, and

wealthy country gentlemen.
NEUROB'ATA (veupoftfnjs).

One who danced upon a very fine but

strong cord made of gut, so that he
would appear to the spectators at a

little distance to tread upon nothing
but the air ;

whereas the regular rope
dancer (funambulus) performed his

3 L 2
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exploits upon a stout rope easily dis-

cernible, and, consequently, his art

was inferior in point of skill and of

the illusion produced. Vopisc. Ca-
rin. 19. Firm. Math. 8. 17.

NEUROSPAS'TON (vevptwaa-

TOV). A puppet, or marionette (Aul.
Cell. xiv. 1. 9.), having the different

limbs attached by wires, so that they
could be put in motion imperceptibly

by a thread (Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 82.), as

is still a common practice. These

dancing dolls (which were very com-
mon amongst the Greeks) were usually-
exhibited at their shows, and appear
to have been brought to great perfec-
tion

;
for Aristotle (de Mund. cap.

6.), paraphrased by Apuleius (de
Mund. p. 741.) speaks of some which
moved their limbs, hands, head, and

eyes in a very natural manner,
NICETE'RIUM (viK^r^io^. A

prize of victory, or reward of valour,
like the phalarce or torquis, which the

recipient wore on his breast or neck

(Juv. iii. 68. ), as we do crosses and
ribands

;
but the word is properly

Greek, and has reference more parti-

cularly to the customs of that nation.

NIMBUS. In its ordinary signi-

fication, is applied to gloomy and
troubled weather, a dark and stormy
cloud, a shower of rain ; whence it is

also used to express any thing which
spreads itself like a cloud, especially
the light fleecy vapour which poets
assign to their gods when they

appear upon earth
; as a lustrous veil

irradiated by the heavenly splendour

which emanates from them, like the

nimb round Christian saints, and the

annexed example, representing Iris,

in the Vatican Virgil. (Virg. JEn.
x. 634. Id. ii. 6 1 5.

2. But as an accessory of this ex-

tent would be generally embarrassing
in the conduct
of a picture, ,

'

the ancient ar-

tists resorted to

the expedient of

representing the

same thing in

a conventional

manner by a

circle of light
i thrown only round the head, as in

j

the annexed example, from a paint-

ing of Pompeii. The later writers de-

signated this circle by the same term

(Serv. ad Virg. ^n. ii. 615. iii. 585.

Isidor. Orig. xxix. 31. 2.) ; and it

formed the original of the glory or
aureole round the heads of Chris-
tian saints. Most writers ascribe

I the use of the nimbus and glory, as

now explained, to the Greek wvlvKos,
which was a circular disk of metal

I placed horizontally over the head of

|

a statue in the open air, to protect it

|

from the weather and bird stains

\ (Aristoph. Av. 1114.) ; an object of
' undoubted utility in actual use, but

scarcely appropriate, considering the

I
association of ideas connected with

it, to be adopted as an ornament for a

god or a saint.

3. A linen band, ornamented with

gold embroidery, and worn by fe-

males across the

forehead (Isi-
dor. Orig. xix.

31. 2. Arnob.
ii. 72 Compare
Plaut. Pcen. i.

2. 138.), in or-

der to contract

its size, which

produces a more
i juvenile appearance (compare Pet.

!
Sat. 126. 15.frons minima, as a mark

i of beauty) ; for a high forehead is
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the attribute of age, which bares the

temples, not of youth.
4. Nimbus vitreus. A vessel of

glass, supposed to be used for cooling
wine ; and so termed, because, when
filled with snow, the steam on the

glass gave the appearance of a mist,

or the contents of a fleecy cloud.

Mart. xiv. 112.

NIVA'RIUS. See COLUM, 2. and

SACCUS, 3.

NODUS. A knot; by which cer-

tain articles of apparel were tied on
the top of the

shoulder, instead

of being fastened

with a brooch

(fibula. Virg.
Mn. vi. 301.).
The example re-

presents two Ro-
man soldiers in

their military
cloaks, the one on
the left fastened

by a nodus, the

other with a fi-

bula, from a group on the Column of

Trajan. The rustic at p. 429. play-

ing the monaulos, has an exomis fast-

ened in the same way, which was
also the ordinary costume of the

Greek and Roman mariners (Plaut.
Mil. iv. 4. 44.) ; and the barbarians

on the columns are frequently repre-
sented with their cloaks (saga) tied

by a knot like the above figure.

From these instances it will be

readily understood that the practice
was especially characteristic of the

poorer classes, who could not afford

an ornamental fastening ;
hence it is

assigned to the ferryman Charon to

describe his poverty and occupation
sordidus ex humeris nodo dependet

amictus. Virg. /. c.

2. A knot; by which the girdle

(cingulum) was tied under the bosom

(Virg. jEn. i. 320.); as in the an-

nexed example, from a small ivory

carving of Diana, draped in the

manner described by Virgil in the

passage just cited nodo sinus collecta

fiuentes. Hence the word is also

applied to the embroidered girdle of

Venus. (Mart. vi. 13.) See CESTUS.
3. A knot; by which the band was

tied round a tuft of hair (cirrus, co-

rymbus, crobylus),

produced by
drawing the hair

back from the

roots all round
the head into a

mass at the occi-

put, as shown by
the annexed ex-

ample, from a bas-relief of the Vati-

can ; a fashion frequently adopted
by the young women and youths of

Greece, and common to some of the

German tribes. Mart. Sped. iii. 9.

Ep. v. 37. 8. Tac. Germ. 38.

4. The knot or thong by which
the common leather amulet (bulla

scortea) was tied round the neck of

poor people's children. (Juv. v.

165. ) See the illustration s. BULLA, 2.

5. A thong attached to a spear, for

the purpose of discharging it with

greater power when used as a missile

(Sil. Ital. i. 318.); more commonly
termed AMENTUM ; where see the
illustration.

6. The knot by which each mesh
of a net is fastened; whence the

mesh itself. Manil. v. 664.

7. A wood-bud on the branch of a
tree (Columell. Arb. iii. 4.) ; whence
the knot produced by cutting off the

minor shoots from the parent branch

(Liv. i. 18.); and thence, in a

special sense, the club of Hercules,
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which is always represented as co-

vered with knots. Senec. Here. CEt.

1661. CLAVA, 3.

NOMENCLA'TOR. A sort of

usher ; a slave kept by great person-

ages amongst the Romans, whose

business it was to make himself ac-
j

quainted with the names and persons
of every one who was in the habit of

attending his master's levees, so that

when the great man met any of them
out of doors, the nomenclator, who

accompanied him, announced their

names, and enabled him to address

them personally, or pay them some
|

little appropriate compliment ;
for to

|

pass a client without notice, even in-
j

advertently, might be regarded as an
j

affront, and possibly be resented at
I

the next elections. (Cic. Att. iv. 1.

Senec. Ep. 27.) In great houses,

where the acquaintances and hangers
|

on were very numerous, the nomen-
\

clator arranged the order of prece- \

dence amongst the guests, announced
the name of each dish as it was ;

served up, and enumerated its pecu-
liar excellencies. Pet. Sat. 47. 8.

Senec. Ep. 19. Plin. H.N. xxxii. 21. ;

NORMA (MOWS*). A square for !

measuring right angles ; employed by
j

carpenters, masons, builders, &c. to

prove that the angles are true. (Vi-
truv. vii. 3. Plin. xxxvi. 51.) It

was formed in two ways ;
either by

two rules (regulaT) joined together
at right angles, or by a flat piece
of board with a right angle cut out

of it; both of which are exhibited
in the illustration, from sepulchral
marbles.

NOSOCOMI'UM (j/ocro/cojaetoj/).

A hospital, or infirmary for the poor.

Imp. Justin. Cod. 1. 2. 19. and 20.

NOTA'RII. Short-hand writers;

belonging to the class of slaves

termed generally librarii, amongst

whom they formed a distinct body,

being especially employed to commit
to writing the thoughts of their

master at his dictation. Plin. Ep.
iii. 5. 15. ix. 26. 2. Mart. xiv. 208.

NOTA'TUS. A slave branded
on the forehead with certain marks
or letters declaratory of the offence

committed. Mart. iii. 21.

NOVA'CULA (frpov). A knife

with a very sharp edge, employed for

shaving the hair of the head or

beard, like our razor. (Pet. Sat.

103. 1. Mart. ii. 66. Suet. Cal 23.

Compare CULTELLUS and CULTER,
5.) Martial (vii. 61.) applies the

same name to the assassin's knife

(sica}.

NUBILA'RIUM. A large shed
or barn, open on one side, and situ-

ated close by the threshing-floor

(area), which was in the open air,

in order to house grain until it

was threshed out, and shelter it

from sudden or partial showers.

Varro, /?. R. i. 13. 5. Columell. ii.

21. 3.

NUDUS (yv{j.v6s}. Unclad; in

the ordinary sense, denoting absolute

nakedness ; thence, in common lan-

guage, scantily or imperfectly clad,

denoting a person of either sex who

is divested of all clothing except that

which is worn next the skin the

I
Roman of his toga, the Greek of his

'

pallium as we say undressed of a

, man without his coat, or of a female
i without her gown. But the Latin

j

nudus, as well as the Greek yvfjLv6s,

I appear to have indicated something
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more than the mere absence of an
outer garment (amictus) over the

tunic
;

for both words are particu-

larly used in describing the hard-

working population, agricultural la-

bourers, ploughmen, &c. (Hesiod.

Op. 391. Virg. Georg. ii. 299.

Aurel. Viet. Vir. Illmt. 17.), who
either wore an exomis (wood-cut, p.

269.), or a very short tunic girt high
up above the knees, as the left-hand

figure in the annexed illustration

from a Pompeian painting; and in

respect of women, as descriptive of

one who escapes from danger in a

hurried flight and half dressed (Xen.
Anab. i. 10. 3) ; or of the young
Doric virgins who contended in the

gymnasium (Aristoph. Lys. 82.),
and wore a very small chemise, not

reaching to the knees, and leaving
the right shoulder exposed (Pausan.
v. 16. 2.), precisely as shown by the

right-hand figure, from a statue in

the Vatican. In all these instances,
the style of clothing, which scarcely
conceals the person, really does sug-
gest a notion of nudity ; but that is

not so obviously the case when a

person wears an ordinary tunic, with-
out an amictus over it (see the ex-

amples s. TUNICA) ; besides which
both the Greeks and Romans had a

separate word to distinguish that

kind of dishabille ; viz. fj.ovoxtruv or

oiox'Twi/, and TUNICATUS.
NUMEL'LA and NUMEL'LUS.

A contrivance devised for the pur-
pose of keeping men and animals
in a fixed position without the power
of motion, while under the infliction

of punishment (Non. s. v. p. 144.

Plaut. As. iii. 2. 5.), the operations
of the veterinary (Columell. vi. 19.

2. ), or any process for which steadi-

ness of posture was deemed requisite.

(Id. vii. 8. 6.) It was made like a

pair of stocks for the neck, with two
boards or bars sliding in grooves
against the sides of two strong up-
rights, so as to open and shut at

pleasure, which allowed the head to

pass between them, and when closed,
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acted as a grip round the neck. (Co-
lumell. vi. 19. 2 ) The legs were

j

then picketted by thongs round the

ankles, or fetlocks, if necessary.
Festus. s. v.

NUM'IDA. An outrider, or cou-

rier- a-cheval ; a slave who rode be-

fore his master's carriage, to clear

the way, announce his approach, or

for the sake of ostentation ; gene-

rally, a Numidian, a race of people
who were famous for their horseman-

ship. Senec. Ep. 87. Ib. 123. Tac.
Hist. ii. 40. Inscript. ap. Marin. Fr.

Arv. p. 691.

NUP'TA 0^4"? ) A bride;

j
meaning, literally, a female who is

covered with a veil

(from nubere), because
the Roman women en-

veloped themselves
from head to foot in a

large yellow-coloured
veil at the wedding, as

shown by the annexed

figure of a bride, in a

Roman bas-relief, re-

presenting a marriage
ceremony. Cic. Ov.
Cses. Juv. &c.
NUP'TI^ (7a/"os). A wedding;

marriage nuptials. See MATRIMO-
NIUM and CONFARREATIO ; under
which the rites and ceremonies are

explained.
NYCTOSTRATE'GUS. A title

adopted under the empire instead of

the old Prafectus Vigilum, to desig-
nate the officer who commanded the

city watch, and went his rounds at

night, attended by a guard, to pro-
tect the citizens from fire, robbery,
house breaking, &c. Arcad. Dig.
50. 4. 18. 12.

NYMPHSUM or NYMPHE'-
UM (Nv(j.<f>aiov or Nvfj.Qaiov'). Lite-

rally, a building dedicated to the

Nymphs (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 43.);

by which was understood a grand
and lofty chamber, decorated with

columns, statues, and pictures, and

having a stream of spring water

gushing from a fountain in its centre
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(Liban. Antioch. p. 372.), so as to

form a cool and agreeable retreat for

the resort of a luxurious population.

(Philostr. iv. 8.) Many edifices of

this description are enumerated by
P. Victor ( Urb. Rom. ) in the city of

Rome; and other writers generally

speak of them in connection with the

Thermae (Ammian. xv. 7. 3. Capitol.

Gord. 32. Cod. Theodos. et Valent.

11. 42. 5. and 6.), to which establish-

ments an apartment of the character

described would form a most appro-

priate appendage.

o.

OBBA (&pi(). A particular
kind of drinkiug-cup (Pers. v. 148.

Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 545.), made of

earthenware, and sometimes of wood,
or of the Spanish broom. (Non. I. c.)

The Latin name is translated by the

Greek &/j.i in the glossary of Phi-

loxenus ; and that word is explained

by Athena3us (xi. 8.) to be a drink-

ing vessel with a

sharp point. Di-

oscorides(v. 110.)

applies it to the

lid of a vessel

used for making quicksilver, in a

passage translated by Pliny (//". N.
xxxiii. 41.), who employs the word
calix for the same object. The fi-

gure annexed, from an original of
baked clay, corresponds so com-

pletely with all these particulars, the

pointed form of Athenseus, the calix

of Pliny, and, when inverted, the lid

of Dioscorides, as to remove all

doubt respecting the genuine and
characteristic form of the obba.

OBBA'TUS. Made in the shape
of an obba, as described under that

word
; applied to

the skull caps
worn by Castor
and Pollux

(Apul. Met. x.

p. 234.), which
are often represented on works of

repre-

art ending in a sharp point at the top,
like the example annexed, from a

painting of Pompeii. Charon wears
a cap of still closer resemblance in

shape to the drinking-cup delineated
in the preceding wood-cut on a fic-

tile vase in Stackelberg's Grab. d.

Hell. PI. 47. ; so that there is no

necessity for altering the reading in

the passage of Apuleius, as some
have done.

OBELIS'CUS (oe\i(TKos). Lite-

rally, a small spit ; whence applied
to other things which pos-
sess a sharp or pointed ex-

! tremity, like a spit; and

especially to the tall, slender,

rectangular columns, upon
a narrow base, and terminat-

ing in a point at the top,

i
which were originally in-

|

vented by the Egyptians,
and retain their ancient name
of obelisk with us. (Plm.

i //. N. xxxvi. 14. Ammian.
xvii. 4. 6.) The illustration

!
sents an original Egyptian obelisk,
covered with hieroglyphics, which
was originally brought to Rome for

the purpose of decorating the mauso-
leum of Augustus, in the Campus
Martius.

OBEX. A fastening to a door.

It does not appear that the word had

any special meaning, being applied in

a manner which admits of various in-

terpretations ;
a bolt, for instance,

bar, lock, or latch ; and, conse-

quently, it may be considered as a

general term applicable to any of the

various contrivances adopted by the

ancients as door fastenings. Ov.
Met. xiv. 780. Tac. Hist. iii. 30.

Paulus ex Fest. s. Obices.

OB'OLUS (ogoAds). A small

piece of Greek money, originally of

silver coinage, but in later times of

bronze ; and of which there were
two standards the Attic, worth
about Ifyd.

of our money, and the

jEginetan, worth about 2\d. Vitruv.

iii. 1. 7.

OBSERA'TUS. Fastened with a
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SERA, which see. Terent. Eun.
iv. 6. 25. Liv. v. 41. Mart. vii.

20, 21.

OBSTRAG'ULUM. The flat

leather strap or thong with which a
shoe of the

kind called

crepida was
bound round
the foot,

passing be-

tween the

great and first toe, and over the in-

step, as shown by the annexed exam-

ple, from a Greek marble. Extrava-

gant persons had these sometimes
studded with pearls. Plin. H. N.
ix. 56.

OBSTRIGIL'LUM. A particu-
lar kind of shoe, which had the lap-

pets for the strings sewed
on to the sole at each

side, as shown by the

annexed example, from a

Pompeian painting. Isidor. Orig.
xix. 34. 8.

OBTURA'CULUM and OBTU-
RAMEN'TUM. A stopper, bung,
or cork, for closing the mouth of a

bottle, jar, or anything
of a like nature, some-
times made of cork, and
sometimes of glass. (Mar-
cell. Empir. 35. Plin.

H. N. xvi. 13.) The
example represents a glass bottle

and stopper, from a Pompeian paint-

ing.
OCCA'TIO (\o/co7nV). The

process of breaking up the clods of

earth left by the plough (Cic. Sen.

15.), which we call harrowing. It

was effected by drawing a hurdle

(crates) over the land, or a wooden
frame set with teeth (dentata), simi-

lar to our harrow, often weighted by
the driver standing upon it; and
in very stiff soils the clods were
broken and levelled by hand, with a

heavy pronged instrument (rastrum),

possessing the properties of a rake
and hoe. (Plin. H. N. xviii. 49. 3.

Virg. Georg. i. 94, 95.) But the

most approved practice amongst the
old Romans was to subdue the land

by repeated cross ploughings instead
of harrowing. (Columell. ii. 4. 2.

Plin. /. c. 2.) The illustration re-

presents the process as performed in

Egypt, from a tomb at Thebes, in

which one man sows the seed, while
the occator covers it with his harrow.
OCCA'TOR

(jScoAp/crfTi-os). One
who harrows, as explained by the

preceding article and illustration.

Columell. ii. 13. 1. Plaut. Capt.
iii. 5. 3.

OCELLA'T A. Marbles ; for boys
to play with. Suet. Aug. 83. Varro,
ap. Non. s. Margaritum, p. 2 1 3.

OC'REA (KVIJ/HLS). A greave or

leggin; that is, a piece of defensive
armour which covered the shin bone
from the ankle
to a little above
the knee (Varro,
Z. Z. v. 116.),

being fastened

by straps and
buckles at the

back of the

leg, which part
was left unco-
vered. It was
made of various metals, tin or bronze,
modelled to the form and size of the

person's leg by whom it was worn,
and often highly ornamented by ar-

tistic designs embossed or chased

upon it. The illustration exhibits a

pair of original bronze greaves, from

Pompeii, represented in three-quarter
front and in profile ;

the buckles by
which they were fastened on the legs
are seen at the sides, and a number
of small holes all round the edges, by
which the linings were fastened into

them. The originals are entirely
3 M
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covered with ornamental chasing
over the surfaces left plain in our

engraving, on account of the small

scale on which the drawing is made.

2. A hunter's leggin or boot ;

poetically for PERO ;
which see.

Virg. Moret. 121.

OCREA'TUS. Wearing greaves.

The Greeks and Etruscans wore a

pair, one on each leg,

as frequently repre-

sented on their fic-

tile vases, and exhi-

bited by the annexed

figure, which forms

an ornament to the

front of the ridge

piece in a bronze hel-

met found at Pom-

peii ;
the Samnites,

and the gladiators

equipped like them,
wore only one, and that upon the

left leg (Liv. ix. 40. Juv. vi. 256.) ;

and the heavy infantry of the Ro-
mans also wore a single greave, but

on their right leg (Veg. Mil. i. 20.);
for it was their system to come at

once to close quarters, and decide

the battle at the sword's point, the

right leg being consequently in ad-

vance and unprotected a position

exactly the reverse of the one

adopted by those who use a spear,
either for thrusting or hurling.

2. When applied to huntsmen, as

by Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 234. poetically
used for PERONATUS ; which see.

OCTASTY'LOS (oKrctoruAos).

Octastyle ; that is, which has a row
of eight columns, in front of the pro-
naos. Vitruv. iii. 3. 7.

OCTOPH'ORON or OCTA'-
PHORON. A palanquin (lecticd)

carried by eight slaves (Suet. Col.

43. Cic. Q. Fr. ii. 10. Mart. vi. 84.),
in the manner shown by the illus-

trations s. ASSER, 1. and PHALAN-
GARII.

OCULARIA'RIUS. One who
followed the trade of making false

eyes, of glass, silver, or precious
stones, which were frequently in-

j

serted in marble statues. Inscript.

I
ap. Grut. 645. 1. ap. Fabretti, p. 641.

I

n. 357.

OCULA'RIUS. An oculist

(Scrib. Comp. 37.) ; often connected

j

with medicus or chirurgus. Celsus,
!
vi. 6. 8. Inscript. ap. Grut. 400. 7.

ODE'UM ( '5ew). The Odeum;
a small theatre with a convex roof,

! built by Pericles at Athens for mu-
i sical performances (cpSai Plutarch,
! Pericl 13. Vitruv. v. 9, 10.). Hence
i

the name was adopted for any small
theatre covered with a roof (theatrum
tectum), and appropriated as a concert
room- Suet. Dom. 5.

OE'CUS or -OS (ol/cos). Literally,
the Greek name for a house Latin-
ized

;
and for a particular apartment

in a house ; originally of Greek de-

sign, but subsequently adopted by the
Roman architects, who introduced
several novelties into its constructive
details. In general style of arrange-
ment, it bore a close resemblance to

the atrium, with the exception of

being a close apartment, covered en-

tirely by a roof, without any opening
(compluviurn) in the centre

; and was

principally, though not exclusively,
used as a banquetting hall, '.but sur-

passing in height and area, as well as

splendour, the ordinary dining-room
(triclinium). (Vitruv. vi. 7. 2. and
4. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 60.) These

apartments were built in four diffe-

rent styles, each designated by an

epithet descriptive of the construc-

tion employed, or naming the country
from which the particular plan was
borrowed, or where it was most in

use : viz.

1. (Ecus tetrastylos. The four-

columned oecus resembled an atrium
of the same name (wood-cut s. ATRI-
UM 2. ), excepting that it had no im-

pluvium, and the roof covered the

square within the four columns, as

well as the aisles all round them.
Vitruv. vi. 3. 8.

2. (Ecus Corinthius. The Corin-
thian oecus resembled an atrium
of the same name (see wood-cut s.
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ATRIUM, 3.), excepting that it had a

vaulted roof, supported upon columns
at a certain distance from the side-

walls, but without any opening in

the centre or impluvium below. Vi-
truv. vi. 3. 9.

3. (Ecus JEgyptins. The Egyp-
tian oecus was more splendid than

the last described, having its roof

over the central portion of the saloon

supported upon a double row of co-

lumns, like a basilica (see wood-cut

p. 81.), and thus a story higher than
the sides, which projected like wings
all round, and were covered with a

flat roof and pavement, forming a

promenade round the central and

higher portion of the building. Vi-

truv. vi. 3. 9.

4. (Ecus Cyzicenus. The Cyzi-
cene oacus, which was a novelty in

Italy at the time of Vitruvius, though
of frequent occurrence in Greece,
was principally intended for summer
use ; its characteristic peculiarity
consisted in having glass doors or

windows reaching down to the

ground, in order that the persons re-

clining at table might enjoy a view
of the surrounding country on all

sides. Vitruv. vi. 3. 10.

(ENOPH'ORUM (>Vo4><W). A
basket or portable case for trans-

porting small quantities of wine from

place to place ; especially for the

supply of persons on a journey who
preferred carrying their own wine
with them to taking the chance of

buying what they could upon the

road. Hor. Sat. i. 6. 108. Pers.

v. 140.

CENOPH'ORUS
(otVo^pos).

A
slave who carried the wine basket

(cenophorum) last described. Such a

character was represented by one of

the statues of Praxiteles, which went

by the name. Plin. H. N. xxxiv.
19. 10.

(ENOPO'LIUM (olvoirAXiov). A
wine shop ; like the modern beer

shop and public house ; from which
the inhabitants of the vicinity jsup-

plied themselves daily with the re-

quisite quantity of wine consumed at

each meal. Plaut. As. i. 3. 48.

OFFEN'DIX. Plural offendices ;

the strings by which the apex^ or

cap worn by cer-

tain orders of the

priesthood, as the

Jlamines and Sa-
Hi for instance,
was fastened un-

der the chin, as

shown by the annexed example, from
a Roman bas-relief. Festus, s. v.

OFFICI'NA (tpyaar-fipiov). A
workshop, manufactory, or place in

which any handicraft trade is carried

on (Cic. Off. i. 42.) ; as contradis-

tinguished from taberna, a shop
where retail goods are sold, and from

apotheca, a magazine or store ; the

particular kind being indicated by
the name of the workmen em-

ployed in it
; as, qfficina fullonum

(Plin. H. N. xxxv. 40. 39.), of
fullers and scourers

; tingentium (Id.
ix. 62.), of dyers ;

cerariorum (Id.
xvi. 8.), of smiths ; cetariorum (Co-
Imnell. viii. 17. 12.), of dry salters

;

and so on.

OL'ITOR. A kitchen gardener,
as contradistinguished from topia-

rius, who attended to the shrubs and

evergreens. Columell. x. 229. Id.

xi. 1. 2.

OLITO'RIUS, sc. hortus, a kit-

chen garden (Ulp. Dig. 50. 16. 198. ;.

sc. forum, a vegetable market. Liv.
xxi. 62.

OLLA. A large jar or pot of

very common use and manufacture,
being formed
of baked earth

(Columell; viii.

8. 7. Id. xii.

43. 12.), though
sometimes me-
tal was em-

ployed for the

same object.

(Avian. Fab. xi. Plin. H.N. xxxiv.

20.) It had a flat bottom, swelling
sides, very wide mouth, and lid to

cover it
;

and was employed for

3 M 2
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many purposes, especially for cook-

ing, like the French pot-a-feu, and
for preserving fruits ; whence grapes
kept in jars are called ollares uvce.

(Columell. I. c. Mart. vii. 20.) The
illustration, from a painting at Pom-
peii, shows all these particulars.

2. Olla ossuaria, or cineraria. An
earthenware jar of the same descrip-

tion, in which the bones

and ashes of the dead
were enclosed after burn-

ing, and deposited in the

sepulchral chamber. (In-

script, ap. Murat. 917.

1. ap. Grut. 626. 6.)

OllcE of this kind were

mostly employed for

persons of the humbler classes, many
of them being deposited in one vault

(wood-cut, s. SEPULCRUM COM-
MUNE) ; sometimes standing under
niches round the walls of the cham-

ber, but more commonly buried up
to the neck in them, as shown by the

following wood-cut. The example
annexed represents an original found
in one of the sepulchres excavated in

the Villa Corsini at Rome ; the
mouth is covered with a tile or lid

(pperculum), on which the name of
the person whose ashes were con-
tained inside is inscribed ; which ex-

plains an inscription in Muratori

(1756. 7.), Ollce quce sunt operctdis
et titulis marmoreis.

OLLA'RIUM. A niche in a se-

pulchral vault, in which a cinerary
olla was deposited (Inscript. ap. Fa-

bretti, p. 13. No. 60.), mostly in

pairs, like pigeons in a nest, whence

missiles and stones of great weight.
It is described at length by Ammianus
(xxiii. 4.); but the details of ma>-

chinery are always obscure, when the

actual form of the object itself is un-
known.
ONERA'RIA. (Cic. Att. x. 12.)

See NAVIS, 1.

OFA or OPE (orrtj). A Greek
term, for which the Roman architects

employed the word columbarium.

(Vitruv. iv. 2. 4.) It signifies the
bed or cavity in which the head of a
tie-beam (tignum) rests; whence the

space between one opa or tignum and
another was termed metopa or inter-

tignium.
OPER'CULUM (7ra5/io). A lid

or cover for a jar, pot, or other vessel

of similar description. (Cato, R. R.
104. Columell. viii. 8. 7.) See the
three last illustrations.

2. Operculum ambulatoriitm. A
sliding or moveable lid, which might
be depressed or raised, so as to cover

exactly the contents in the vessel it

belonged to, like that now used for

snuff and tobacco jars. The Romans
sometimes covered their beehives
with lids of this kind, in order that

the size of the honeycomb and hive

might be exactly proportioned to

each other. Plin. H. N. xxi. 47.

OPERIMEN'TUM. A general
name for anything which serves as a
cover or covering.
OPIF'ER^E. Probably a cor-

C IVUVS . CAE8AR1S~~|
X..DEMETJ41VS ! &EMELI.

also termed columbarium. The il-

lustration represents two niches, each
with a pair of jars in it, from a se-

pulchre near Rome.
ON'AGER. A powerful engine

employed in sieges for discharging ruption of hypera (vTrepcu). The
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ropes attached to the extreme ends

of the sail yard (antenna), for the

purpose of bracing the yard round
to the wind, called by our sailors the

braces. (Isidor. Orig. xix. 4. 6.

Horn. Od. v. 260.) They are very
plainly indicated in the example an-

nexed, from the device on a terra-

cotta lamp, each handled by a differ-

ent sailor in the act of bracing round
the yard by their assistance.

OPIFICI'NA. (Plaut Mil iii. 3.

6. ) Same as OFFICINA ; which,

though a contraction, is the more
usual form.

OPIL'IO OWcfAos). A shepherd,
or a shepherd boy who watches a
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flock of sheep at pasture. (Plaut.
As. iii. 1. 36. Columell. vii. 3. 13. xi.

1. 18.) The illustration is from an
ancient manuscript of Virgil in the

Vatican library.

j

OPISTHOD'OMUS
j

A private chamber, like the modern

i sacristy, built at the back of a temple.
Front, ad M. Cses. 1. 8. ed. Ang.
Maio.

OPISTHO'GRAPHUS (faurtt-

\ ypcupos). Written on both sides of

the paper, or backed, as it is techni-

cally called by our compositors ; a

practice not habitual to the ancients,
but adopted sometimes for economy,
especially in the case of foul copies
which were intended to be written

out fair afterwards. Plin. Ep. iii.

5. 17.

OPOROTHE'CA or OPORO-
THE'CE (oirupoOJKr)-). A store for

preserving autumnal fruits, such as

pears, apples, grapes, &c. Varro,
JR. R. i. 2. 10. Id. i. 59. 2.

OPPESSULA'TUS. (Apul. Met.
i. p. 16. ix. p. ,198. Ammian. xxxi.
13. 15.) Fastened with a PESSULUS ;

which see.

OP'PIDUM. Generally, a town ;

thence, in a special sense, the mass of

buildings occupying the straight end
of a circus (Naevius ap. Varro, Z. L.
v. 133. Festus, s. u.), which included
the stalls for the horses and chariots

(careeres), the row of seats above,
where the musicians and spectators
sat, the gate between them, through

which the Circensian procession en-
tered the course (porta pompce), and
the towers which flanked the whole
on either side, all which together

presented the appearance of a town,
as shown by the annexed example,
representing the oppidum in the cir-

cus of Caracal la near Rome, restored

from the existing remains, which are

very considerable. One stall has
been added on each side of the en-

|

trance, because there were generally

I

fourteen, though this particular cir-

I cus, which was a very small one,

only had twelve. Its general situa-

tion as regards the rest of the edifice

i

is shown by the ground-plan, p. 165.

j

A A and B., and a portion in elevation,

belonging to the hippodrome once

existing at Constantinople, at p. 166.

OPTIO'NES. Deputies or adju-
tants in the army, whom the superior
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officers and centurions had the power
of appointing to assist them in the

discharge of their duties, or to per-
form their duty for them in case they
were themselves invalided, or other-

wise incapacitated. Varro, L. L. v.

91. Veg. Mil ii. 7.

OPTOSTRO'TUM. A flooring

made, or paved, with bricks. Not.

Tires, p. 164. ; from OTTTOS, coctus,

and aTpwT6v, stratum.

O R A. A hawser, or cable by
which a vessel is made fast to the

shore, and which was thrown out

from the stern, whilst the anchor and
its cable (ancorale) kept the head
seawards. Liv. xxii. 19. Quint,
iv. 2. 41.

ORA'RIUM. A scarf or hand-
kerchief given to the populace by
some of the emperors at the Circen-
sian games, to hold up and wave in

the air as a sign of encouragement to

the drivers. Vopisc. Aurel 48. Au-
gust. C. D. xxii. 8. n. 7. Compare
Hieron. Ep. 52. 9.

ORBIC'ULUS. A roller or pulley

revolving upon an axis, and

having a groove in its circum-
ference for the rope to fit into ;

employed as a mechanical

power for raising or drawing
weights in the same manner as

still practised. Cato, R R.
iii. 6. Vitruv. x. 2. passim.

2. A small roller placed at each
end of an axle or cylinder, to make
it revolve when drawn over the

ground ; applied specially to the re-

volver of the dentated cylinder used
for threshing out corn in the ma-
chine called PLOSTELLUM PUNICUM.
Varro, R. R. i. 52. 1.

3. A weight made in a flat cir-

cular form, like the pulley, such as

still used in our shops ; a set being
made of different sizes, to fit one

another, of which a specimen is en-

graved by Caylus (vii. 31. 1.), from

originals." Columell. iv. 30. 4. ; but
the passage is very obscure.

ORBT'LE. Varro, R. R. iii. 5.

1 5.
; but the meaning, as well as the

reading of the passage, is extremely
doubtful. Some interpret the word
to mean the felloe of a wheel ;

others the extreme end of the axle

which enters the nave. Schneider
would read orbis.

ORBIS. In a general sense, any-
thing of a circular shape; particu-

larly such as are of a flat or hollow
circular body, in contradistinction to

globus, which expresses a solid round.
Thence the word is frequently used,

especially amongst the poets, for any
object partaking of this constructive

form ; as, the disk of stone or metal

employed as a quoit (Ov. Fast. iii.

588. Stat. Theb. vi. 656. Discus);
the dish which contains the objects
to be weighed in a pair of scales (Ti-

I

bull. iv. 1. 44. LANX, 3.) ; the metal

plate employed as a looking-glass,
when made of a circular shape (Mart,
ix. 18. SPECULUM) ; a circular shield

(Pet. Sat. 89. 61. Stat. Thcb. iv.

132. CLIPEUS, PARMA); the circle

of a finger ring (Ov. Am. ii. 15. 6.

ANULUS) ;
the iron tire of a wheel

(Virg. Georg. iii. 361. Plin. H.N.
viii. 19. ROTA); a fillet of wool

(Prop. iv. 6. 6. INFULA) ; a circular

table (Mart. xiv. 138. CILIBANTUM,
MONOPODIUM).

2. Orbis olearius (opos. ^Esch.

Fragm. Pollux, vii. 150. x. 130. and

rpnrTrip, Nicand. ap. Ath. iv. 11.).
A round flat board of strong wood,

placed over the heap of bruised olive

skins, or of grapes already crushed

by treading, when they were subjected
to the action of the press beam (pre-

lum), in order that the beam might
distribute its pressure evenly over
the whole surface. (Cato, R.R. 18.)
See the article and illustration s.

TORCULAR, 2. where it is indicated

by the number 6, and which will

give a distinct notion of its use and
character.

3. (rpoxts. Geopon. ix. 19.) The
grinding or bruising stone in an olive

mill (trapetum), formed of a circular

mass of volcanic stone, made flat on
one side, and cylindrical on the other,
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in order to coincide with the circular

shape of the basin (mortarium\
round which it worked. (Cato, R.R.
xxii. 1. cxxxvi. 6. and 7.) The cha-

racter and action of these stones will

be better understood by referring to

the article and illustration s. TRAPE-
TUM, on which they are marked by
the numbers 3. 3.

ORCA (Spicrj or vpxa). An ear-

thenware vessel of considerable size,

but smaller than the am-

phora, employed for holding
pickled fish (Hor. Sat. ii.

4. 66. Arist. Vesp. 676),
dried figs (Columell. xii.

15. 2. Plin. H. IV. xv. 21.),
oil and wine (Varro, J?. JR.

i. 13. 6.). It is described

as having a full body, sharp
pointed bottom, small mouth, and

long narrow neck (Bartolom. Font.

Comment, in Pers. iii. 48.), precisely
as exhibited by the annexed figure,
which represents one of the numerous
earthenware vessels discovered in the
wine cellar of which a description
and representation is inserted p. 142.

s. CELLA, 2. The form of the vessel

is also equally well adapted for the

purpose ascribed to by Persius (7. c.);
whether his words are taken to mean
a dice box with a long narrow neck

angustcB collo non fallier orcce, or

to describe a game played by the
Roman children, in which a vessel of

this kind was stuck upright in the

ground, for boys standing at a certain

distance to pitch nuts into its mouth.
ORCHES'TA (fywrfis). (Cas-

siodor. Var. Ep. iv. 51.) Properly,
a Greek word, for which the Romans
used PANTOMIMUS.
ORCHESTOPOLA'RIUS (6PXtff-

TOTT&VOS). A dancer in some parti-
cular style not ascertained, beyond
the inference collected from the

name, which seems to imply that his

art consisted in spinning his body
round and round with great rapidity,
like a dancing dervish of the East ;

from opxrivT-fjs, saltator, and
versor. Firm. Math. viii. 15.

ORCHES'TRA (o'px^errpa). The
orchestra of a Greek and Roman
theatre ; which occupied a corre-

sponding position, as regards the rest

of the edifice, with the pit. of our

theatres, and consisted of a flat open
space in the centre of the building at

the bottom, circumscribed by the

lowest row of seats for the spectators,
and the boundary wall of the stage
in front, as shown by the annexed

wood-cut, representing a view in the

smaller theatre at Pompeii, in which
the low wall on the left forms the

boundary to the stage, and the flat

semicircular recess on the right the

orchestra.

2. In the Greek theatres, the or-

chestra was the spot where the Chorus
stood and performed its evolutions,
for which a considerable space was

required ; consequently, it was deeply
recessed, and consisted of more than
a semicircle, as shown by the plan of
the Greek theatre s. THEATRUM, on
which it is marked B. Plans of ten

different theatres discovered in Lycia
are engraved by Spratt and Forbes

( Travels in Lycia, vol. ii. pi. 2.), all

of which possess the same construc-
tive form. In the centre of the
orchestra was the thymele, or altar of
Bacchus.

3. In the Roman theatres, the or-

chestra has a close affinity with our

pit ; for as the Romans had no chorus
to their dramatic representations, it

was occupied by spectators, being ap-

propriated for the accommodation of

the senators and persons of distinc-

tion (Suet. Aug. 35. Nero, 12. Jul.
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39.) ; whence the word is used to

designate the upper classes as opposed
to the populace. (Juv. iii. 178.) It

was likewise much smaller than the

Greek orchestra, for the reason al-

ready given, and consisted of an

exact semicircle, as shown by the

plan of the theatre at Herculaneum s.

THEATRUM, on which it is marked c.

OR'CULA. (Cato, E. R. 117.)
Diminutive of ORCA.
ORDINA'RIL A general name

for those slaves who occupied a posi-
tion corresponding to what we should

call upper servants in our households,

including the atriensis or house por-

ter, cellaring or cellarman, dispensa-
tor or steward, promus-condus, pro-
curator, &c. They superintended and
directed the execution of menial ser-

vices, but did not themselves per-
form them, for they had slaves of

their own (vicarii), purchased with
their own money, who attended upon
them. Suet. Galb. 12. Ulp. Dig.
47. 10. 15. Id. 14. 4. 5.

2. Gladiatores ordinarii. Gladia-

tors bred and trained in the regular
manner ; that is, who were thoroughly
instructed in the rules of their art

(Seneca, Ben. iii. 28. Id. Ep. 7.

Compare Suet. Aug. 45.), as opposed
to the catervarii, who fought without

science and in tumultuous bodies.

ORDO. In a general sense, a row
or series of things placed in regular
order of succession one after the

other, as a row of trees, rank or file

of soldiers, &c.
2. In the ancient marine, a tier,

file, or, as it is commonly translated,
a bank of oars, varying in number,
according to the class and size of the

vessel, from one to fifty. The man-
ner in which these banks or ordines

were arranged or counted is still in

some respects a subject of dispute,
and will probably remain without a

satisfactory solution, unless the lucky
discovery of some artistic representa-
tion should enable future antiquaries
to base their theories upon some
better authority than mere conjec-

ture ; for amongst the many plans
which have been suggested, there is

not one entirely free from objection.
Those which appear reasonable upon
paper, and have, perhaps, some appa-
rent classical authority to lean on,

are found to involve mechanical im-

possibilities when reduced to prac-
tice ; and those which are both feasi-

ble, and proved by actual experiment
to be practicable, must still be ac-

cepted with hesitation, because they
are wanting in classical authorities to

support them. Up to the number of

five banks, we have pretty clear evi-

dence, both circumstantial and posi-

tive, that each one was counted by
rank, and not by file ; i. e. that the

entire number of oars, no matter how
many, extending in a line from the

stem to the stern, formed an ordo or

bank. Thus Tacitus describes a mo-

neris, or vessel which had only one
line of oars, by the expression, quce
ordine simplici agebatur (Hist. v. 23.),

as shown by the annexed illustration,

from a mosaic discovered near Poz-

zuoli. In the bireme or vessel with

two ordines, it is equally clear, from

other words in the same passage of

Tacitus, and the following illustra-

tion, from a marble bas-relief, that

the second bank was placed under
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the first, and counted in rank from
the bulwarks to the water's edge, the

lower oar ports, and, consequently,
the rowers' seats, being placed diago-

nally under the first, in order to di-

minish as much as possible the inter-

val between one bank and the other.

That the same principle was observed
in the disposition of a trireme or

vessel with three ordines, and each
bank counted in a similar manner be-

tween the water and the bulwarks, is

testified by the expression of Virgil
terno consurgunt ordine remi (^En.

v. 120.), and the annexed illustration,

from an ancient Roman fresco paint-

ing, which confirms it. A similar

construction for four ordines is indi-

cated by the illustration s. QUADRI-
REMIS, in which the banks are visibly
four deep, in an ascending line from

the water, though the individual de-

tails are less circumstantial and ex-

plicit, from the minuteness of the

design, which is only the device upon
a coin; and we may thence fairly

conclude that a fifth ordo was dis-

posed and counted in the same way,
because it has been ascertained by

experiments that a series of five oars

ascending in a slanting direction

from the water's edge to the gunwale
could be arranged within the space

of nine perpendicular feet, the high-
est point of elevation from the water

at which an oar could be poised from

its thowl (scalmus) to be handled

with effect. (Howell, War Gallies

of the Ancients, pp. 49. 51.) Beyond

this number the difficulty of counting
the banks commences, and conjecture
alone takes the place of authority,
whether written or demonstrative.
If more than five parallel tiers were

placed one over the other, it would
be practically impossible to use the

oar in a sixth tier, the fulcrum being
placed so high above the water that

it would elevate the handle above the

reach of the rower, or hinder the

blade from touching the water, or the

oar must be of such an inordinate

length that the part in-board would
reach from one side of the vessel to

the other, and beyond it. How then
are we to account for a vessel with

forty banks of oars, like the one
built by Ptolemy? The most plau-
sible solution is, that, in all the larger
class of vessels, the oars were dis-

posed in five parallel lines, as in a

quinquereme, but that the banks or

ordines, after the number of five,

were counted in file instead of in

rank ; i. e. each ascending file of five

oars from the water's edge was called

an ordo, but the number of banks or

ordines were enumerated from stem
to stern, instead of from the water to

the gunwale, Thus a vessel with ten

banks would have ten files of oars,

counted from stem to stern, each one
of five deep in the ascending line, as

exhibited by the following diagram ;

a vessel with forty banks would pre-
sent the same arrangement of five

deep in file, but each rank between
stem and stern would contain forty
oar ports instead of ten ; a length

quite within reasonable bounds, for

even the moneris, a small vessel, in

the first cut, has twenty-four.
O'RE^E (xoAjj/ck). A snaffle bit ;

for riding and draught horses. (Ti-
tinnius, Nsevius, Cato, and Coelius

ap. Fest. s. v.) The curb bit, as used
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by us, in which a chain is pressed i

against the under lip and jaw by the

leverage of branches, was unknown
to the ancients, amongst whom the

most approved bits were constructed

with great regard to the tenderness

of the animal's mouth, being formed

with easy supple joints, so that its

action was elastic, like that of a

chain, and the substance thick, in

order that it might bear with less

severity upon the parts, by distribu-

ting its surface more extensively
over them. (Xen. Eg. x. 6. seqq.)

All these properties are exhibited in

the annexed example, from an ori-

ginal of bronze, which is made to

bend in joints, and is furnished

with a circular revolver, midway be-

tween the centre and bridle ring on

each side, which induced the animal

to keep his tongue and mouth in

motion.

OR'GANUM (opywov). A gene-
ral name given to any instrument,

machine, or contrivance by which
human labour is assisted in agricul-

ture, architecture, warfare, &c. ; dif-

fering, however, from machina in this

particular, that it required a certain

amount of skill from the person using
it, whereas that only wanted brute

force or numbers to work it. (Vi-
truv. x. 1. 8. Columell. iii. 13. 12.

Plin. H. N. xix. 20.) Hence the

word is especially given to musical

instruments (Quint, ix. 4. 10. xi. 3.

20.), and amongst these, more parti-

cularly to the one from which our

organ is descended (Suet Nero, 41.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 27. Id. Heliog.

32.) ; but which also had a special
name of its own, in allusion to the
water originally employed, instead of

weights, for working it. See HY-
DRAULUS.
ORNA'TRIX. A female slave,

whose chief business consisted in at-

tending the toilette of her mistress

for the especial purpose of dressing
her hair (Ov. A. Am. iii. 239. Suet.

Claud. 40.), upon which the Roman
women bestowed a vast deal of at-

tention and ingenuity, judging from

the various and often fantastic

coiffures exhibited in the numerous
busts remaining of the Imperial pe-
riod. The annexed illustration repre-
sents an ornatrix, in a Pompeian
painting, dressing her mistress's hair

with flowers, some of which are seen

lying on the toilette table beside her.

ORNFTHON (opviB&v). An
aviary or poultry-house, forming one

of the principal appurtenances to a

farm, or country villa, in which all

kinds of domesticated birds were

reared, kept, and fattened for the

|

table. These buildings were con-

I

structed and laid out upon a very

magnificent scale by the Roman gen-

try and farmers. Varro, R. R. iii. 3.

Columell. viii. 3.

ORPHANOTROPHFUM (6p$a.-

voTpotyeiov). An asylum for orphans,
where they were supported and edu-

cated at the public expense. Cod.
Justin. 22.

ORTHOGRAPHYA (Jf*w*ffe>
A geometrical or architectural draw-

ing, representing an elevation or a

section of a building; the first of

which consists in showing the exter-

nal front of the edifice, with all its

parts, apertures, and decorations, not

in perspective, but as they would ap-

pear to the eye of a spectator placed
at an infinite distance from it ; the

latter, in showing the whole plan of
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the interior as it -would appear in like

manner if the external wall were re-

moved. (Vitruv. i. 2. 3.) The
designs which originally accompanied
the work of Vitruvius being lost, we
have no example left of this style of

drawing amongst the ancients ;
but

the skill they exhibited in making out

ground-plans, or mapping (ichnogra-

phicf) will stand surety for their excel-

lence in this other branch of the art.

ORTHOS'TATA (dpOoffrdrns').

Literally, which stands upright;
whence employed by architects to de-

signate the front or facing of a wall,

composed of different materials from
the internal part of it ; viz. of regu-

larly laid bricks or ashlar outside an

irregular mass of rubble (fartura),
as in the annexed specimen of Ro-
man building. Vitruv. ii. 8. 4.

OSCILLA'TIO (aicfya). A swing,
or game at swinging (Pet. Sat. 140.

Hygin. Fab. 130. Festus s. Oscillum.

Serv. ad Virg. Georg. ii. 389.); a

favourite amusement with the an-

cients, and practised much in the

same manner as now, excepting that

the swing had four legs to stand upon
the ground like a chair, and was sus-

pended by four ropes instead of two,
as indicated by the example, which

represents a Greek lady swinging,
from a design upon a fictile vase.

The entire composition, in the original,

contains another figure standing on
the ground behind the swing, with
her arms extended, in the attitude of
one who has just pushed the swing
forward, and awaits its return, to

repeat the operation.
OSCIL/LUM. Diminutive of Os ;

a small mask or image of the face ;

more especially of Bacchus, which
the country people suspended in a

vineyard in such a manner that the

mask turned round and fronted dif-

ferent directions, as it was impelled

by the action of the wind ; it being a

current belief that the district became

fruitful towards which the aspect of

the god was directed. (Virg. Georg.
ii. 388392. Macrob. Sat. i. 7.)

The illustration represents several of

these oscilla suspended on a tree,

from an engraved gem ;
and an ori-

ginal marble mask of Bacchus, in the

British Museum, with a ring at the

top for hanging it up.
OSSA'RIUM and OSSUA'RIUM.

A case of marble, stone, or other ma-
terial within which
a more valuable

vase, containing the

bones and ashes of

the dead, were fre-

quently enclosed,
when deposited in

the sepulchral cham-
ber. (Inscript. ap.
Grut. 1043. 1. Ib. 915. 3. ossuarium

viva sibi fecit. Ulp. Dig. 47. 12. 2.)
The example represents the original

case, in which the cinerary urn of

Agrippina was enclosed when deposi-
3 N 2
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ted in the mausoleum of Augustus,
as testified by the inscription upon it ;

and is now preserved in the Capitol
at Rome.
OSTIA'RIUS (bvpuP6s). The

door keeper or house porter ; a slave

who sat in the porter's lodge (cella
ostiaria. Pet. Sat. 29. 1.), or in an-

cient times was chained himself by
the side of the entrance (Id. 28. 8.

Suet. Rh. 3.), to take cognizance of

all who entered. Same as JANITOR.
OS'TIUM (Mpa). In strictness,

designates a door within the house,
as the door of a room contradistin-

guished from the street door (janua).
(Isidor. Orig. xv. 7. 4. Vitruv. vi. 3.

6.) This distinction is clearly drawn
in a passage of Plautus (Pers. v. 1.

6.), ante ostium et januam; and is

aptly illustrated by the annexed en-

graving, representing the door-way
of a house at Pompeii, to which the

ceiling and doors are restored, for the
purpose of making the subject more
clear and comprehensible. The ja-
nua is the door flush with the exter-
nal wall of the house, which gives
admission to an entrance hall or pas-

sage (prothyrum), at the further end

of which is another door, the ostiiim,

half closed in the engraving, which
shuts off" the atrium, or the aula of a

Greek house, from the entrance pas-

sage. Vitruvius styles both these

duas januas (vi. 7. 1.) ;
because the

distinction above mentioned, though
doubtless an accurate one, was seldom

observed, the word ostium being com-

monly used as synonymous with

janua, for any front or entrance door,
and especially for the entrance to a

temple (Vitruv. vi. 3. 6.), an exam-

ple of which is introduced p. 342.

2. The door which closed the front

of the stalls in which the chariots

and horses were stationed at the Cir-

cus (Auson. Ep. xviii. 11.); as

shown by the annexed example, from
a bas-relief in the British Museum.

3. The mouth or entrance to a

port. (Virg. jEn. i. 400.) See the

illustration s. PORTUS.
OVI'LE. Literally, a fold or pen

for sheep or goats ; thence used to

designate an enclosure in the Campus
Martius, in which each of the tribes

and centuries was separately mus-

tered, before the members proceeded
to give their votes (Liv. xxvi. 22.

Lucan. ii. 197. Juv. vi. 527.); so

called because it was partitioned off

with a railing,
like a sheep
pen, which is

indicated by
the palisade at

the bottom of

the annexed en-

graving, from
a coin of Nerva ; the figures above
are intended to represent the voters

as they come out of the ovile, and
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pass over the bridge (pons sujffragi-

ontni), to throw their balloting cards

(labelled) into the balloting basket

(cista).

OVUM. An egg; applied spe-

cially to a number of conical balls,

like eggs, which were

placed on the top of a

slab supported by co-

lumns, on the barrier

(spind) of a race-course

(circus), in order to

inform the spectators
of the number of cir-

cuits round the goals
which had been run in each race.

As a single race comprised seven

circuits round the course, and the

eagerness and interest taken by the

populace in these exhibitions amounted
to a sort of phrenzy, some contrivance

became necessary for showing the

number of rounds that had been

made, in a manner which would at

once preclude the possibility of dis-

pute. This was effected by the plan
shown in the annexed illustration,

representing seven egg-shaped balls

supported upon four columns, as they

appear upon the spina of a Roman
bas-relief, on which a chariot race

is sculptured. The form of the ob-

ject was selected in honour of Castor

and Pollux
;
and one of these eggs was

either put up immediately that each
round was completed by the leading
chariot, until the whole courses had
been run ;

or the entire number of

seven eggs were put up at the com-
mencement of each race, and one
taken down, as each circuit was
made. Considerable doubt and con-

tradiction exist respecting which of

these two methods was adopted ; but
the object and effect would be the

same in either ; perhaps, the practice
varied at different periods, or in dif-

erent towns. Liv. xli. 27. Varro,
J?. R. 1. 2. 11. Cassiodor. Var. Ep.
iii. 51. Dio. xlix. p. 417.

OXYB'APHUS (o'^gctyof).

(Rhemn. Fann. de Pond. 75. Isidor.

Orig. xvi. 27.) A liquid measure

containing fifteen drachms ; properly,
a Greek form, for which the Latin
word is ACETABULUM

;
which see.

P^DAGOGIA'NI,sc./>um. Young
slaves selected for their personal

beauty, and brought up in the houses
of great people under the empire, to

act as companions and attendants for

their master's children, in place of

the pcedagogus of earlier times. (Am-
mian. xxvi. 6. 15. xxix. 3. 3.) The
name, as well as the custom, in some
measure, has passed down through
the middle ages to the present day ;

for the modern name of "page" is

an evident corruption of the old

Latin term.

P^EDAGO'GIUM. The division

or department in great houses where

young slaves were trained up for the

service of pages (pcedagogiani), apart
from the rest of the slave family.
Plin. Ep. vii. 27. 13.

2. A. page. (Senec. Vit. Beat. 17.

Id. Ep. 123. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 54.

Compare Suet. Nero, 28.) See P*:-

DAGOGIANI.
P^DAGO'GUS (ira5ayy<fc). A

slave of the better class, whose pecu-
liar duty it was to superintend the

moral habits of his master's son, ac-

company him in his walks, conduct
him to and from school, and perhaps
also to give instruction at home.

(Cic. Am. 20. Senec. Ira, ii. 22.

Quint, i. 1. 8. Id. i. 2. 10.) He
thus occupied a position somewhat,
though not exactly, analogous to

that of tutor amongst us
;
but resem-

bled more closely the " tutore
"

of

modern Italy, who is generally an
"
abbate," and accompanies his charge

about upon all occasions, even when
he goes to pay a visit, precisely like

the pedagogue of ancient Greece and

Italy. The figure introduced at p.

407. s. MANICA, 1. is believed to be
intended for the pcedagogus of one of

Niobe's children; the style of the
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head and drapery are evidently
meant to characterize a foreigner.
P^E'NULA ((pao/oArjs). An arti-

cle of the outer apparel belonging to

the class of garments termed vesti-

menta clausa, or close dresses. It

was a round frock, -with a hood, and

opening at the top for the head, but

otherwise entirely closed down the

front; or sometimes with a slit reach-

ing half way up from the bottom of

the skirt in front, so that the flaps

might be taken up and turned ^over

the shoulder, in the manner shown

by the right-hand figure in the an-

nexed wood-cut
;

but in all cases

.without sleeves, whence those who
wore it are said to be entangled, con-

strained, and, as it were, enclosed in

their pcenulce (irretiti ; adstricti et

velut inclusi. Cic. Mil. 20. Auct.
Dial de Orat 39.), It was worn
over the tunic

; particularly on jour-

neys, and in the city during very cold
or wet weather (Quint, vi. 3. 66.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 27.); occasion-

ally by women (Quint, viii. 3. 54.) ;

and was either made of cloth with a

very thick and long nap (Mart. xiv.

145.), or of leather (Id. xiv. 130.).
The illustrations exhibit a front and
back view of the article, from statues

engraved in the treatise of Bartholini,
de Pcenula.

2. A particular part of the forcing
pump invented by Ctesibius of Alex-
andria, and called after him CTE-

SIBICA MACHINA, under which its

character is illustrated by the part
marked D. Vitruv. x. 7.

P^ENULA'RIUS. One who
makes or sells pcenulce. Inscript. ap.
Grut. 646. 5.

P.ENULA'TUS. (Cic. Mil. 10.

20.) Wearing the pcenula, as ex-

plained and illustrated under that

word.

PAGA'NICA, sc. Pila. A parti-
cular kind of ball, stuffed with down,
and covered with leather, originally
used by the country people (pagani),
from whom it received the name,
though subsequently adopted by the
more refined inhabitants of the city.
It was larger and softer than the

trigon, but smaller and of more con-

sistency than the follis. Mart. xiv.

45. Id. vii. 32.

PA'GINA. Is either synonymous
with scheda ; that is, a sheet of paper
composed of a
number of strips
of the inner bark
of papyrus (phi-

lyrce}, a number
of which, when
glued together,
formed a book or roll (liber, volumen);
or it signifies one of the written co-

lumns upon the sheet, as seen in the

annexed example ; thus correspond-
ing pretty nearly with our page,
which seems the best interpretation.
Plin. H.N. xiii. 24. Cic. Q. Fr.

i. 2. 3.

PA/GUS (TOVOS). A Greek word,

signifying literally a mountain peak,
in which sense it was adopted by the

Romans to designate any strong
position in the midst of the open
country, but more fortified by nature

than art, like the top of a precipitous

hill, to which the rural population of

the surrounding district could retreat

with their families, cattle, and pro-

perty, as to a place of security, upon
the occasion of any sudden incursion

or razzia so frequent during the bar-

barous methods of warfare which
characterized the earlier periods of
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Roman history. (Dionys. ii. 76. iv.

15.) And as each of these positions

naturally formed the nucleus of a

village, much in the same way as

many of the towns in modern Europe
have sprung up, from the tendency
of the industrious classes to establish

themselves within the protection of a

baronial castle, the name of pagus
was given to the village and district

immediately surrounding it, like our
hundred or parish, and the name of

pagani to the peasantry spread over

it, expressly to distinguish them from
the military. Varro, L. L. vi. 24.

26. Virg. Georg. ii. 328. Ov. Fast.

I 669. Tac. Ann. i. 56. Cic. Dom.
28. Suet. Aug. 27.

PA'LA. A spade, with an iron

blade (Columell. x. 45.), employed
both in gardening and husbandry.
(Id. v. 9. 8. Varro, L. L. v. 134.

Liv. iii. 26. fossam fodiens palce inni-

sus.) The ancient spade was, how-
ever, not so heavy an implement as

the one now in use, having a longer
handle, and smaller, as well as pointed
blade, as exhibited by the annexed

example, from a sepulchral painting

a considerable distance into the air

across the direction of the wind, which

of the Christian era. The modern
Romans make use of a spade of pre-

cisely the same form, which they de-

signate by its ancient name "la

pala."
2. (TTTiW). A wooden spade, or

shovel of the same form as the iron

one, employed for winnowing corn,
in the same manner as still practised
both in Italy and Greece. (Cato,
jR. R. xi. 5.) It is made use of on
the threshing floor, and in the open
air when the wind sets in with a mode-
rate freshness. The labourer takes

up a shovel-full from the heap of corn

already threshed out, and throws it to

separates and carries away with it the

lighter particles of chaff and refuse,

leaving the heavier grain to fall back

upon the floor. The illustration re-

presents an Albanian peasant win-

nowing corn with a pala in the Ete-
sian wind.

3. (/udi'Spa, <r0ej/8<k?7, TrveAi's). The
bezil of a ring. (Cic. Off. iii. 9.)
Same as FUNDA, 4. where an illustra-

tion is given.
PALESTRA (ira.Xa.larpa). Pro-

perly, a Greek word, often used in

the same sense as GYMNASIUM ; or,
the distinction between the two terms

may consist in this, that the palcestra

originally and properly speaking was
the place where the athletes who con-
tended at the public games were
trained and exercised in the art of

boxing, wrestling, &c.
; the gymna-

sium, on the contrary, an establish-

ment in which the youth of Greece

enjoyed the recreation of juvenile
sports and gymnastic exercises ; the

palcestra being that particular depart-
ment of it in which the gymnastic
discipline was undergone. (Plaut.
Bacch. iii. 3. 23. Catull. Ixiii. 60.

Vitruv. v. 11.) See GYMNASIUM.
2. The Romans, when they applied

the word specially, used it to desig-
nate a particular part of their villas

fitted up for the purpose of active

games and exercises. Cic. Q. Fr.
iii. 1. 2.

PAL^S'TRICUS (iraXaiarpiKos).
In a general sense, one who is skilled

in, or addicted to, the exercises of the
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palwstra. (Quint, i. 11. 15.) But
the same name was more frequently
used in a special sense, to designate
a person who acted in a capacity

something between our drill master

and dancing master, whose particular

province it was to teach the young
men of Greece and Italy how to

avoid awkwardness or rusticity of

manner, to acquire an elegant deport-
ment and graceful carriage, as well

as ease and propriety of attitude and

gesture (Quint, i. 11. 16. Id. ii. 8.

7. Id. xii. 2. 12.); for, amongst the

Greeks more especially, who were
devoted admirers of the beautiful

under every form and combination,

grace was regarded as an essential

requisite, even in the violent contests

of the palaestra ; hence palcpstrici
motus (Cic. Off. i. 36.) mean the mo-
tions and gestures acquired from
these masters, which Cicero very
properly condemns when carried to

excess, or, as we should say, savour-

ing of the dancing master.

PAL.ESTRI'TA (TraAaiO-TpiTTjs).

One who exercises himself in the pa-
laestra. Cic. Verr. ii. 2. 14. Mart.
iii. 58. 25.

PALAN'GA. See PHALANGA.
PALA'RIA. Neuter plural. The

exercise of tilting, practised by re-

cruits of the Roman armies, against
a stake (palus) set up in the ground as

a manikin, by which they learnt to go
through their exercise. Charis. i. 21.

Compare Veg. Mil. i. 11. Id. ii. 23.

PAL'E (-n-ctAr?). (Stat. Ach. ii.

441.) Properly, a Greek word, for

which the Latin expression is LUCTA.
PALEA'RIUM. A loft, for the

stowage of fodder straw, or chaff

{paled). Columell. i 6. 9.

PALIMPSES'TUS (*Xfc4*rr).
Parchment from which former wri-

tings have been erased to make room
for fresh ones. (Cic. Fam. vii. 18.

Catull. xxii. 5.) Hence the name
of palimpsest is given by the learned
to those manuscripts, which, though of

themselves of a respectable antiquity,
are found to have been written over

others still older. It is probable that

this practice of obliteration and re-

writing upon the same skin was some-
times pursued by the Greek and Ro-
man booksellers, in cases where the

original composition was of little in-

terest or value ; but none of those now
actually in existence are believed to

possess a higher date than the ninth

century ; and it is often found that

works of superior merit have been
washed out, in order to receive other
matter ; the original writing under-
neath being still discoverable, and
even legible. Thus Cicero's treatise

de Repub. was found, and deciphered
by A. Maio, under a commentary of
St. Augustin on the Psalms.
PALLA (y0-Tis, ir4ir\ov}. A term

employed by the Latin authors to de-

signate an article, strictly speaking,
of the Greek female costume ; worn
as a robe of state by ladies of distinc-

tion, goddesses, and mythological

personages ; and by musicians and
actors on the stage. Non. s. v. p.
537. Hor. A. P. 278.

It was composed with an oblong
rectangular piece of cloth, folded

before being put on, in a very pecu-
liar manner, which will be readily
understood from the annexed dia-

gram and description. The entire

square A BCD was first turned back
or folded down in the line E F, which
reduces it to the parallelogram

EFCD, the line AB coinciding at

the back with the line GH in front.

It was then doubled across the middle

in the line IKL, and the side FC

brought together with the opposite
one ED, the part turned back

being left on the outside, so that the

whole is finally reduced in size to the

figure EDLI, which is double, and

entirely closed on one side, repre-
sented by IKL, but open at the other,

E G D. It was then put on in the fol-

lowing manner. The wearer opened
the two sides, thus brought together
at EGD, and passed one of them
round the back, so as to stand ex-

actly in the centre of the square
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EDLI, or edit in the illustration on the

opposite column. She then fixed the
sents the side view of a figure, from
a statue of Herculaneum, belonging

...JT.

back and front together by a brooch on
the point of the left shoulder at N, pass-

ing her arm through the aperture NI
of the diagram, and N i in the draped
figure. Another brooch was then
fixed on the top of the right shoulder,
at M, which one of the females is in

the act of doing, so that the parts be-

tween M and N afford an opening for

the head, and those between ME (or
Me, draped figure), another arm-hole
for the right arm, similar to the one
on the other side. The corners E,

G, and i, K on the first diagram, or

e and i on the last one, will fall down
in the direction indicated by the

dotted lines, and occupying the situ-

ations marked EG, IK. on the drapery
of the right-hand figure ; while the

whole of the upper portion of the

costume corresponds exactly with the

words of Sidonius Apollinaris (Carm.
xxii. 31.), which describe a statue of

Bacchus in female attire, like the one
in the Vatican (Mus. Pio-Clem. vii.

2.) ; nee tegit exsertos, sed tangit,

palla lacertos. It is, moreover, obvious,
from the preceding account, that the

palla thus described was in itself a

loose piece of drapery, adjusted on the

person by folding round it, like any
other article of the AMICTUS ; whence
it is that persons thus attired are said

to be pallis amictce (Varro, ap. Non.
s. v. p. 549.) ; and this peculiarity
will be brought still more forcibly
under observation by referring to the

wood-cut s. PEPLUM, 1. which repre-

to the same set as the two preceding,
and wearing the same kind of cos-

tume, with the whole of the left side

completely open, so that it might be
mistaken by careless observers for a

pallium. But sometimes the square

piece of drapery, after being folded

down at the top, and again in half,

as above described, was partially
sewed together at the left side, from
the bottom to half or two-thirds of

its length, as is clearly exemplified

by the figure on the left side in the

preceding illustration, in which the

broad band down the side shows the

hem by which the united parts are

joined. In this state it becomes a
round or close dress vestimentum

clausum which was of necessity

put on over the head, like any
other article of the INDUTUS ; whence
a person so draped is said to be pal-
lam induta (Ov. Met. xiv. 262.) ; and
in appearance, it possesses consider-

able resemblance to a tunic, a resem-
blance still further increased by the

usual practice, when thus adjusted,
of confining it round the waist, or

above the hips, by a girdle, as shown

by the right-hand figure above ;

whence the expression palla succinc-

tam occurs in Hor. Sat. i. 8. 23.

It should not be concealed that this

explanation is at variance with the

ordinary interpretation given to the

term by lexicographers and philolo-
3 o
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gists who content themselves with

saying that palla is merely a poetical

word for pallium, more especially
used in regard to women. But, 1.

The pallium is never an article of the

indutus, as the palla is ; on the con-

trary it, or a piece of drapery similar

in general character, was sometimes

worn over the palla, as by Circe in

Ovid (/. c.) pallamque induta ni-

tentem, Insuper aurato circumvelatur

amictu. 2. The palla is frequently
described as a garment that covered

the feet (Ov. Am. iii. 13. 26. Compare
Virg. Mn. xi. 576. Stat. Ach. i.

262.), which the pallium never does,

nor could do. 3. It was fastened

with a girdle (Hor. /. c.), which the

pallium never is, nor could be. 4.

Nonius (s. v. p. 537.) and Servius

(ad Virg. JEn. i. 648.) both explain
the term palla by a compound word

tunico-pallium, meaning that it pos-
sessed the properties of a tunica and
a pallium, or in other words, that it

was both an indutus and an amictus ;

which corresponds exactly with the

description given by Pollux (vii.

47.) of the Greek female dress termed

IUCTTIS, evSv/j-d re b^ov, ital TrepigXy/jia,

Kal xtTcov. 5. All the other fashions

of the palla, which are described

and illustrated in subsequent para-

graphs, have a positive affinity with
the preceding one, but have no re-

semblance whatever to the pallium,
for they are close dresses in the

nature of a tunic or indutus. 6.

When Seneca (Ira, iii. 22.) desig-
nates a curtain by the term palla, he
does not invalidate the accuracy of

the above reasoning ; for, when the

garment was removed from the body,
it formed a large rectangular piece of

cloth, as already explained. 7. In a

variety of other passages where the
word occurs, it is introduced without

any characteristic adjunct or context
to explain whether a sole covering,
or an inner or outer garment, is in-

tended. The above are some of the
most obvious reasons which establish
a conviction that the pallium and

palla are not identical terms, and
which help to confirm the accuracy
of the interpretation here affixed to

the latter word ; set out with extreme

conciseness, it is true, as the nature

of this work requires ; but it seemed

incumbent, when departing from old

established opinions, supported by the

sanction of great names, to produce
some authority for the innovation.

2. Although the palla, when worn
as a robe of state, was always a

long dress reach-

ing to the feet, as

described in the

preceding para-

graphs ; yet it

was sometimes of

much shorter di-

mensions, and ter-

minated j ust above
the knees, as is

proved by written

testimony, and ex-

hibited in works
of art. In this

state it is given to the hunting
nymphs attendant on Diana by Vale-
rius Flaccus (iii. 525. summo palla

genu) ;
to Tisiphone by Ovid (Met.

iv. 481.) ;
and is so worn by the

Furia, in the Vatican Virgil. The
illustration, from a bas-relief of the

Villa Borghese, shows a drapery
made up and put on by means of a
brooch on each shoulder, precisely
similar to those exhibited in the
former part of this article, with the

sole exception in regard to length. It

is supposed to represent a Spartan
damsel dancing at the fetes of Diana,
which were celebrated in one of the

villages of Laconia, called Caria, at

which dancing was one of the charac-
teristic solemnities, and the costume
worn would be naturally allusive to

the goddess of the chase (Visconti,
Mus. Pio-CIem. vii. 38. n.) ; who is

herself represented, in a great number
of statues, clad in a palla precisely
similar to the one here exhibited,
with the only difference of having
a girdle on the outside, under the
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bosom, to keep the drapery close to

the person during the pursuit and ex-

ertions of the chase.

3. The palla worn by the ladies of

Rome, though not exactly identical

with the Greek one, yet possessed suffi-

cient resemblance to it in all essential

particulars tojustify its being included

in the same class of dresses with the

one already described, and designated

by the same name. Like that, it par-
took of the double character of an
indumentum and an amictus, being
worn as a tunic, and over a tunic

(Varro, L.L. v. 131. Hor. Sat. i. 2.

99.), and adjusted to the person by
clasps upon the shoulders in the same
manner as explained
in the two preceding
paragraphs, with

only this difference,
that the upper part
was not turned
down to make a

fall-over, because
the tunic underneath
it completely covered
the bosom, and ren-

dered such a protec-
tion unnecessary.
The annexed figure
from a statue of the priestess Livia,
found at Pompeii, illustrates all these

particulars. The undermost gar-
ment, which comes close up to the

throat, and has sleeves looped down
the fleshy part of the arm, is the
under tunic, or stola (Hor. I.e.);
over this is seen the palla, with its

back and front edges fastened toge-
ther by clasps upon the shoulder

points, in the same manner as the

three preceding figures ; while a

large veil or loose piece of drapery
(amictus) is finally thrown over the

whole, in the manner stated by Ovid

(Met. xiv. 262.), and implied by
Livy (xxvii. 4.), pallam pictam cum
amiculo purpureo, where the diminu-
tive expresses fineness of texture, not

smallness of dimensions. The skirts

of the palla are concealed by the

outer drapery, so that its actual

length cannot be ascertained ; but it

probably did not reach much below
the knee, in order not to hide the

flounce (instita) of the stola, the

lower edges and plaits of which are

seen over the feet, and on the ground.
In addition to all this, the lady with-

out doubt wore a regular chemise

(tunica intima) next the skin, which
would be entirely concealed by the

over-clothing. Thus we may rea-

dily understand what Horace means

(I.e.) by contrasting the scanty ap-

parel of immodest women with the
dense barricades presented by the

attire of the virtuous and high-born
females ; and the reason of the defi-

nition given by Nonius (s. v. p. 537.)
to the term palla honestce mulieris

vestimentum.

4. The palla with which Isis is

invested by Apuleius (Met. xi. p.

240.) would appear from his words
to be a dress of a character totally
different from those which have been
thus far sufficiently authenticated by
written as well as demonstrative evi-

dence, had it not been for the exist-

ence of a bas-relief in the Pio-Cle-
mentine Museum, representing a

priestess of Isis, as here annexed,
whose costume corresponds so closely
and minutely with the particular de-
tails enumerated by
Apuleius, as to leave

no doubt that his de-

scription was drawn
from some well-known
artistic type, after

which the figure here
exhibited was also in a

great measure model-
led. It is here at once

apparent that she wears
a palla exactly the

same in form and
mode of adjustment as

the right-hand figure,
from the Pompeian statue, inserted

above, over the outside of which
there passes a broad scarf decorated
with embroidered stars and half-

moons, which is carried from under
3 o 2
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the right arm, across the breast, and
over the left shoulder, then turned

down, so as to leave an end with

fringes at its extremity depending in

front ; the whole of which, as well

as the ornamental details, are circum-

stantially described in so many words

by Apuleius. The obscurity of the

passage arises from his giving the

name of palla to the scarf only ; that

is, he describes the part which forms
so prominent a feature in the cos-

tume, and attracts so much attention,

under the name of the vest on which
it was embroidered, or attached as a

decoration.

5. Palla citharcedica. The palla
worn by musicians upon the stage ;

whence frequently represented in

works of art as an appropriate cos-

tume for Apollo in his character of

citharadus and musagetes. This was
a long flowing robe, with sleeves

reaching to the

wrists, and fastened

with a broad girdle
round the waist, the

skirts of which fell

over the feet, or

sometimes trained

upon the ground.
It thus resembles
in many respects the

ordinary chiridota or

tunica manicata, and,

consequently, is

mentioned as an ar-

ticle of the indutus

(Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 47. citharcedus

palla indutus. Compare Apul. Flor.

ii. 15. 2. where a robe precisely like

the one here exhibited is minutely
described); but it differs from the
common tunic in this respect, that it

was not made, like that, ofone uniform
width from top to bottom, but was
narrow at the upper part over the
chest and shoulders, gradually widen-

ing downwards, until it became a
loose and sweeping robe towards the

feet, from which circumstance it pro-
bably received the name of palla.
All these particulars are conspicu-

ously apparent in the annexed illus-

tration, representing a statue of

Apollo in the Vatican ; the loose

drapery hanging behind from the

shoulders is an amictus worn over
the palla. In the original statue the

arms are restorations, and the artist

has given to them short sleeves,

which are corrected for long ones in

the present drawing, in accordance
with other representations of the

same subject, and more particularly
of an ancient type in the archaic

style of Greek sculpture (Wink.
Mon. Ined. Vignette to dedication),
which formed the original after which

they are all more or less modelled.

6. Palla Gallica. The Gaulish

jerkin ; a short, close-fitting dress,

slit up before and behind as high
as the fork. (Mart. i. 93. compared
with Strabo iv. 4. 3.) When adopted
at Rome, it received the name of

CARACALLA, after the emperor who
introduced the fashion of wearing it ;

under which it is described and il-

lustrated.

PALLIAS'TRUM. An augmen-
tative of pallium , the augmentative
indicating coarseness of texture, and,

consequently, an inferior article worn

by the poorer classes, and certain phi-

losophers who affected severity of at-

tire. Apul. Flor. ii. 14. Met. i. p. 4.

PALLIA'TUS. Wearing the

Greek pallium; thence, by implica-

tion, dressed as a Greek ; for, the

word is opposed in Latin to togatus ;

that is, to a Roman, whose national

costume was the toga. (Plaut. Cure.

iii. 2. 9. Cic. Rabir. Post. 9. Suet.

Jul 48. Claud. 15.) The illustra-

tions s. PALLIUM and TOGA will at

once explain the difference.

PALLTOLA'TUS. Wearing the

palliolum upon the head, as explained
and exhibited in the following word
and illustration. Suet. Claud. 2.

Mart. ix. 33.

2, Palliolata tunica. (Vopisc. Bo-
nos. 15.) Like tunico-pallium, another

expression or gloss for PALLA,
which see ; and appropriately em-
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ployed, because the upper part of

the piece of drapery which formed

the tunic, was turned down in such a

manner that it resembles a palholum
over the shoulders and bosom, in-

stead of the head, as is plainly shown

by the illustrations p. 465.

PALL'IOLTJM. A diminutive of

pallium ; consequently, used in a

general sense for any mantle of ordi-

nary quality, small dimensions, of

fine texture, adjusted and worn in

the same manner as the pallium.
Plaut. Epid. ii. 2. 12. Cic. Tusc.

iii. 23.

2. (beplffrpiov, probably ).
A square

cloth, doubled and adjusted to the

head, like a veil

or cap ; and worn
as a protection

against the wea-

ther, especially

by invalids and
females of ad-

vanced age, as

shown by the

annexed example, representing the

head of an old nurse, in a marble bas-

relief.

PALLIUM (luanov, <papos). The
principal article of the Greek amictus,

or outer object of their apparel, as

the toga was of the Romans. (Quint,
xi. 5. 143. Suet. Tib. 13. Liv. xxix.

19.) It consisted of a large sheet or

blanket, made of wool, and of a square
or oblong square form (Pet. Sat. 135.

4. Tertull. de Pall 1. Athen. v. 50.),
fastened round the neck or on the

shoulder by a brooch (fibula, Ter-
tull. /. c.), and sometimes worn over

the naked body as the only covering,
but more commonly as an outside

mantle over the tunic. (Plaut. Ep.
v. 2. 59. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 52.) A
garment of this nature might be ad-

justed upon the person in various

ways, according as the fancy of the

wearer or the state of the atmosphere

suggested ; and, as each arrangement
presented a different model in the set

and character of its folds, the Greeks
made use of a distinct term to cha-

racterize the particular manner in

which it was put on, or the appear-
ance it presented when worn. Of
these the most important are the fol-

lowing :

1. iTrigATjjua. Meaning literally,

that which is thrown on or over, de-

signates the pallium when worn in

the simplest manner ; i. e. when the

centre of one of its sides was merely

put on to the back
of the neck, and
fastened round the

throat, or on one

shoulder, by a

brooch, so that all 5

the four corners

hung downwards
in the manner ex-

hibited on the

annexed figure,

representing a

Greek soldier in

his travelling

dress, from a fic-

tile vase.

2. avao\-fi. Meaning, in a literal

sense, that which is thrown up, desig-
nates the pallium
when adjusted in

a manner similar

to the old style of

wearing the toga;
i. e. when the part
which hangs down,
on the right side

of the preceding

figure, was taken

up, and cast over
the left shoulder,

so that it would

depend at the

back of the wearer,
as represented by the annexed exam-

ple, from the celebrated statue of

Aristides in the Farnese collection.

When thus worn, the brooch was
not used ; and the blanket, instead of

being placed on the back, at the mid-
dle of its width, was drawn longer
over the right side to allow sufficient

length for casting on to the opposite
shoulder ;

the right arm likewise
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was raised up and kept on a level

with the chest, forming, as it were, a

right angle (Quint, xi. 3. 141.), and

having only the hand exposed; all

of which particulars are plainly per-
ceivable in the illustration. At the

same time both skill and attention

were required to adjust the garment,
so that it should sit firmly and ele-

gantly upon the body, which was
considered as a mark of elegance, if

well arranged, or awkwardness, if

otherwise. Plato, Thecet. 175. Com-
pare Aristoph. Av. 1565.

3. Trept'gATjyuo, Trepi6\a.iov. Mean-

ing, in a literal sense, that which
is thrown round

one, designates the

pallium when so ad-

justed as completely
to envelope the

wearer all round
from head to foot,

in the mannershown

by the annexed ex-

ample, from a fic-

tile vase. In this

method the blanket
was put on, and a

part thrown over
the shoulder, the
same as in the last

example, but in-

stead of the hand being exposed, and
an opening or sinus left in front of
the chest, the end thrown over the
shoulder was drawn up tight under
the chin, which gave a greater length
to the part depending behind. The
right arm was sometimes kept up in
a similar position to the preceding;
or it might be dropped down at the

side, under the drapery, which fixed
itself on the body by its own close

folds, as it is represented in the illus-

tration, in which the projection ob-
served midway in front of the figure
is produced by the hand being slightly
elevated; but in either case the
whole of the arm. as well as the
hand, is completely covered by the

drapery. The Romans indicated
this confinement by the expression

manum intra pallium continere (Quint,
xi. 3. 138.), or intra pallium reducere

(Val. Max. vi. 8. Ext, 1.) : and the

Greeks by a similar one evrbs r^]v

Xeipa>Xeiv (^Eschin. in Timarch. 52.

Demosth. de Fals. Leg. p. 420. 10.);
which was considered a becoming

j

practice for young persons, as charac-

I

teristic of a quiet, modest, and re-

j

spectful demeanour.
4. Women also wore the pallium

j

(Pet. Sat. 135.4. Horn. Od. v. 230.) as

well as men, and adjusted it upon
their persons with the same varieties

that have been already described, as

evinced by numerous works of art

both in sculpture and painting. The
illustration annexed represents two
females in the pallium, the one on the

left having it adjusted in a manner
similar to that exhibited by the statue

of Aristides, introduced above ; while
the right hand one, by raising her
arm over her head, has drawn away
the end previously cast over her left

shoulder, and allowed the opposite
side to slip off from her back ; but the

two together afford a good notion of

the manner in which the drapery was

put on and arranged. The only dif-

ference, when there was any, between
the pallium of a male and female, con-

sisted in the difference of texture and

variety or brilliance of colour, the

finer material and gaudier tints being

naturally selected by the sex ; but

amongst persons of slender means the

wife would sometimes wear her hus-

band's blanket ; a piece of economy
which the wife of Phocion practised,
but Xantippe, the wife of Socrates,
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refused to submit to. ^Elian. Var.

Hist. vii. 9. and 10.

5. In a more general sense the

name is given to any large rect-

angular piece of cloth, employed for

covering various objects ; as, a pall
laid over a bier (Apul. Flor. i. 4.) ; a

counterpane or blanket for a bed

(Juv. vi. 236.) ; a warm sheet to

wrap in after the bath (Pet. Sat. 28.

2.) ;
a curtain for a room (Prudent.

ad Symm. ii. 726) ; &c.
PALL'ULA. Plaut. True. i. 1.

32. Diminutive of PALLA.
PALMA (TraAcfynj). The palm of

the hand; thence, from its resem-

blance, the broadest part or blade of

an oar (rapo-os). Vitruv. x. 3. 6.

Catull. 64. 7-, and woodcuts s. PES
and PRORETA.

2. (<poiV<|). The palm tree (phce-
nix dactylifera), regarded amongst the

ancients as an
emblem of vic-

tory, in conse-

quence of the

great elasticity
and power of re-

sistance, without

breaking, pos -

sessed by its

wood, (Aul.Gell.
iii. 6.) Hence
it was frequently employed by sculp-
tors and medalists to indicate the

conquest of a province, as in the

annexed example, from a medal of

Trajan.
3. A palm branch, or, as we say,

the palm of victory ; for both the

Greeks and Romans bestowed palm
branches upon successful champions

amongst the military combatants in

the athletic games, or drivers in the

race course (Liv. x. 49. Cic. Brut,

47. Hor. Od. iv. 2. 17.); hence, in

works of art, wherever any object is

seen with a palm branch upon it, or

by its side, or a figure with one in

the hand, it is implied that the object
has been presented as a prize to some

victor, and that the person so repre-
sented is himself the successful cham-

pion ; as the annexed figure, from a

statue representing a victorious driver

in the Circus, who holds a palm
branch in his right hand, and a purse
of money containing the prize (bra-

benm, iselasticum) in his left.

PALMA'TUS. Tunica palmata.
See TUNICA.
PAL'MULA (repots). Diminu-

tive of PALMA. The blade of a small

oar. Catull. iv. 4.

PALUDAMEN'TUM. A mili-

tary cloak worn by generals and su-

perior officers over their armour

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 24. 9. Apul.

Apol. p. 441.), as the sagum was by
the common soldier, from which it

mainly differs in being larger, of

finer texture, and richer colour,

either a brilliant white, scarlet, or

purple. (Val. Max.
i. 6. 11. Isidor. I.e.)

On the other hand,
it was not so large
as the. Greek pal-

lium, for in all the

numerous instances

where it occurs on
the triumphal arches

and columns, it is

never thrown over

the shoulder, nor
round the figure ;

that is, it is always an
never an avaSoX^ nor a T

being only worn as a pendant mantle,
in the manner shown by the annexed
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example, representing the emperor
Trajan, from the column which
bears his name. It was fastened by
a brooch (fibula) upon the shoulder ;

and though somewhat larger, was cut

out in the same shape as the Greek

chlamys (Non. s. v. p. 538.) ;
whence

the later Greek writers translate the

Latin word paludamentum by that

term. Dio. Ix. 30. compared with

Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 19.

PALUDA'TUS. Wearing the

paludamentum, as explained and illus-

trated by the preceding article and

example : but in most cases with a

notion specially implied that the per-
son so habited was engaged in mili-

tary service (Cic. Fam. xv. 17. Suet.

Vit. 11. Claud. 21.); during which
the toga or garb of peace was relin-

quished for the military mantle or

paludamentum. Isidor. Orig. xix. 24. 4.

PA'LUS (TToo-traAos). In a general
sense, any pale or stake driven into

the ground as a support or fixture for

other objects to rest upon ; and espe-

cially a pale, set up for the exercise

and practice of gladiators and the

Roman soldiery, which they were
made to attack with a discharge of

missiles from a distance, or with
wooden swords at close quarters, in

order to learn the exercise, and ac-

quire the habit of taking a just aim
at any particular part of the body
required. Juv. vi. 247. Veg. Mil. i.

11. Id. ii. 23.

PAMMACH'IUM (wo^x^O
Hygin. Fab. 273. Same as PAN-
CRATIUM.
PAN'AC A. (Mart. xiv. 100.) A

kind of drinking cup of which nothing
characteristic is known ; but the word

only occurs as the title to the epigram
cited, and, in consequence, is not used

by Martial himself
;
for the headings

to his epigrams were affixed by a later

hand.

PANA'RIOLUM. Diminutive of
PANARIUM

; a small bread-basket.
Mart. v. 49.

PANA'RIUM (Vrofl^Tj). A
bread pantry, in which the bread for

a household was kept. Varro, L. L.
v. 105.

2. A bread basket for transport
from place to place. Plin. Ep. i. 6.

3. Suet. Cal 18.

PANCRAT'IAS and -AS'TES
(TrayKpanaffT-fis). One who contends
in the Pancratium. Aul. Gell. iii. 15.

xiii. 27. See the next word and
illustration.

PANCRAT'IUM (irayKpdrio^.
An athletic contest of Grecian origin,
which also became popular at Rome,
after the time of Caligula. It com-
bined both wrestling and boxing with
the naked fists, but not with the cces-

tus ; the combatants being allowed to

make use of any means for worsting
an opponent, by blows, throwing,
kicking, or tripping, and to continue
the contest on the ground, even when
both had fallen, and until one of them
was killed, or acknowledged himself
to be vanquished. They fought
naked, had their bodies sprinkled
with fine sand (AopAe), and their hair

drawn up backwards from the roots,
and tied in a tuft on the occiput

(cirrus in vertice), to prevent an an-

tagonist from seizing hold by it ;

most of which particulars are ex-

emplified by the illustration, repre-

senting a pair of Greek pancratiasta,
from a bas-relief in the Vatican.

Both figures have their hair tied up
in the manner described ; the one on
the left also uses his fist as a boxer,
whilst the right-hand one attempts to

trip up his adversary by hooking his

leg forward and pushing the body
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back, as still practised by our wrest-

lers. Prop. iii. 14. 8. Quint, ii. 8.

13. Aristot. Rhet. i. 5. 14.

PANDU'RA OavSoupa). A musi-
cal instrument, the precise character
of which is not known. According
to Pollux (iv. 60.) it was a stringed
instrument with three chords ;

and
the guitar is still called by the same
term,

" la pandura" in Tuscany ; but

Hesychius (s. (rvpiyyes) makes it the

same as the pan-pipes. To play upon
it was expressed by the word pandu-
rizo. Lamprid. Elag. 32.

PANIS (&PTOS). Bread; a loaf of
bread ; binos panes, two loaves ( Plaut.

Pers. iv. 3. 2.) ; mollia panis, the
crumb (Plin. H. N. xiii. 36.) ; panis
crusta, the crust (Id. xxix. 23. ). The
illustration represents some loaves as

people,

they were discovered in a baker's

shop at Pompeii ; they are about

eight inches in diameter, have a crust
at top and bottom, are scored above,
and one has a stamp upon the top.

2. Panis gradilis. Bread distri-

buted gratuitously to the
from the top of a

flight of steps, as

a largess from
the emperor.
For this purpose

flights of steps
were erected in

different parts of

the city contigu-
ous to the bakers'

shops, and each person who had ob-

tained a billet or order (tessera") as-

cended the steps in turn, and there

received the donation from the dis-

tributing officer in change for his

ticket ; the plan being adopted as a

means of preventing frauds and mob-

bing, by only admitting the recipients
to come up in regular order, and one

by one. (Prudent, in Si/mm, i. 584.
Id. ii. 984. Cod. Theodos. 14. 17. 3.

and 4.) The whole process is shown
by the illustration, from a medal of
Nerva ; on the left hand sits the em-

peror in person upon a curule chair

placed on the top of an elevated plat-
form (sugyestuni) ; in front of him is

the relieving officer giving the bread
to a citizen ascending the steps, while
another figure behind him holds up
for the emperor's inspection the billet

containing the order handed in by
the recipient.
PANTOMI'MUS (*wnf/*i/*os). A

word first used in Italy about the
time of Augustus to designate a per-
former on the stage, corresponding
with the ballet or opera dancer of the

present day, who represented a part

by dancing and dumb show, or, as

the term implies, by all sorts of con-

ventional signs and mimic gestures,
without the aid of the voice ; thus

constituting a distinct class from the

actor of comedy or tragedy. He wore
a mask, and was dressed in a costume

appropriate to the character imper-
sonated, but studiously designed with
the view of exhibiting his personal

beauty and bodily development to

the greatest advantage (though often

indelicately scanty, according to our

notions of propriety) ; considering
that love stories and bacchanalian

and mythological subjects furnished

the majority of characters for the

exercise of his art. Hence the scan-

3 p
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dal and corruption of morals super-
induced by the ballet dancers of

Rome compelled several of the empe-
rors to banish them at various periods
from Italy. (Macrob. Sat. ii. 7. Suet.

Aug. 45. Nero, 16. Tac. Ann. iv. 14.

xiii. 25. Plin. Paneg. xlvi. 4. Cassio-

dor. Var. Ep. i. 20.) The paintings
of Pompeii exhibit numerous ex-

amples of this class of stage perform-

ers, from one of which the annexed

illustration is copied ;
all more or

less bearing testimony to the accuracy
of the preceding account ; yet proving

by the originality and grace with

which the groups are composed, the

variety of the poses, the display of

muscular power exhibited in the atti-

tudes, and the animal beauty in re-

spect of bodily form which distin-

guishes the performers, that the

ancient Italians, or the Greek artistes

employed by them, far excelled, in

professional dexterity and graceful-
ness (its most essential requisite), the

dancers of the operatic ballet in

modern times.

PANTOEL'LIUM. This word
is written in seven different ways ; as

uncertain as the meaning attached to

it. Some suppose it to mean a spool
or bobbin; others, a shuttle with the

bobbin inserted, like the example *.

ALVEOLUS. Varro, L. L. v. 114.

Compare Isidor. Orig. xxix. 7.

PAPIL'IO. In its primary sense,
a butterfly ;

whence the name was
transferred to a mi-

litary tent, either

because the cur-

tains with which it

was closed in front,
when set open, were
fastened up at the

sides in such a
manner as to present
an appearance like

the wings of a but-

terfly, as observable
in the annexed ex-

ample, from the co-
lumn of Trajan ; or, possibly, be-
cause it was made of richer mate-

rials and more varied colours than
the common tent (tentorium). Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 51. Spart. Pescemi.
11. Veg. Mil. i. 3.

PAR'ADA. Believed to be a
Gaulish word, indicating either an

awning over the deck of a vessel ;

or, which seems more probable, a

private and state cabin for the use of

persons of wealth or distinction.

Auson. Ep. v. 27. Sidon. Ep. viii. 12.

Jal. Archeologie Navale, vol. ii. p. 362.
PARAGAU'DA or PARAGAU'-

DIS. An ornamental band of gold,
or of coloured
silk decorated
with golden em-

broidery, sewn
on to the tunic ;

whence the gar-
ment itself so

decorated is also

designated by
the same term.

It appears to

have been a
fashion intro-

duced under the

empire, as a sort

of substitute for the more ancient

clavus, as the word only occurs

amongst the writers of that period ;

and was distinguished by the epithets

monoloris, diloris, triloris, pentaloris,

according to the number of bands,

one, two, three, four, or five, attached.

(Vopisc. Aurel. 46. Impp. Grat. Va-
fent et Theodos. Cod. 11. 8. 2.)
The annexed figure, from an ancient

Roman fresco discovered near the

church of St. John in Lateran at

Rome, is introduced as affording a

notion, and probable specimen, of the

ornament in question.

PARAS'TAS, PARAS'TATA,
PARASTAT'ICA (irapcurrds, irapa-

(7TOT77S, TrapaaraTiK^)). A flat column
or pilaster, used to decorate the angu-
lar terminations of a square building,
where it has two faces, as in the

annexed example of the temple of

Pandrosus at Athens, in which the

parastas is seen behind the last figure
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on the extreme left ; or placed against
the walls of the cell (ce//a), with one

flat face to correspond with the oppo-
site column which supports the en-

tablature of the colonnade. Vitruv.

v. 1.

PARAZO'NIUM (irapafcfoMw).
A short sword, attached to a belt

round the waist (cine- ^

torium), as exhibited

by the annexed figure,
and worn at the left

side by the tribunes

and superior officers of

the Roman armies,
more as a mark of dis-

tinction than for actual

use (Mart. xiv. 32.

August. Dial. Antiq.
2. and wood-cuts s.

LEGATUS and PALU-

DAMENTTJM) ; whereas
the glaive of the com-
mon soldier (gladius)
was suspended from a shoulder band

(balteus], and hung at the right side

(wood-cut s. LEGIONARII).
PAR'IES (TOCOS'). The wall of a

house, or other edifice, as contradis-

tinguished from murus, the wall of a

town. These were made of various

materials, and constructed in many
different ways ; amongst which the

following are distinguished :

1. Paries craticius. A wall made
of canes and hurdles, covered with a

coating of clay, something like our
lath and plaster ;

used in early times

for an external wall, and subsequently
for a partition in the interior of

a house. Vitruv. ii. 8. 10. Pallad.

i. 9. 2.

2. Paries formaceus. A kind of

walling now termed pise, made of

very stiff clay, rammed in between
moulds as it is carried up, of very
frequent occurrence at the present

day in France, and in ancient times

amongst the inhabitants of Africa,

Spain, and the southern parts of

Italy. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 48.

3. Paries latericius. A wall made
of bricks

;
which was constructed in

many different patterns, as the art of

building progressed and declined.

When the arts were in the greatest

perfection, the bricks used were very
large and thin, and of considerable

size, resembling our tiles (see

LATER), and were laid in regular
even courses throughout During
the intermediate periods the bricks

diminished in surface, but increased

in thickness ; and the walls were

commonly constructed with a mixture

of different sized bricks laid in alter-

nate courses, so as to produce a pleas-

ing pattern to the eye, although it

was frequently concealed by a coating
of stucco laid over it, of which the

annexed example, representing the

structure employed in the entrance

gate to Pompeii, will afford a distinct

notion. It shows the admixture of

thick and thin bricks, as well as the

3 P 2
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external cement still remaining on
some part of it, which has been di-

vided into rustic work to imitate a

stone wall. During the decadence
the bricks were smaller and thicker,
like the largest ones in the example,
and frequently of irregular sizes.

Caes. B. C. ii. 15. Vitruv. ii. 8. 16.

4. The different methods adopted
in forming walls of stone are ex-

plained and illustrated s. C^MENTI-
cius and STRITCTURA.

5. Paries solidus. (Cic. Top. 4.) A
blank wall, without any opening in it,

as contradistinguished from
6. Paries fornicatus. A wall per-

forated with arched openings, as in

the annexed example, representing
part of the Imperial palace on the

very strongly made upon a frame-
work of iron. The annexed example

Palatine hill. The object of this

was to save consumption of material
without diminishing solidity by the

lightness thus given to the entire

structure. Cic. Top. 4.

7. Paries communis. The common
or partition wall between two contigu-
ous edifices, which was common to
both of them. Cic. Top. I.e. Ov.
Met. iv. 66.

8. Paries intergericius or interge-
rivus. (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 49. Fes-

tus, s. v.) Same as the preceding.
9. Paries directus. A wall of par-

tition within an edifice, separating
one chamber from another. Cic. /. c.

PARMA (fdpftri). The shield
used by the light-armed troops (ve-
lites, Liv. xxxi. 35.) and the cavalry
(equites, Liv. ii. 20.) of the Roman
army. It was circular in form
(Varro, ap. Non. s. Veles, p. 552.),
about three feet in diameter (Liv.
xxxviii. 21. Polyb. vi. 22. 19.), and

is copied from a bas-relief in terra-

cotta ; and corresponds in every
particular of form and ornament
with the shields of the equestrian

gladiators at p. 264. s. EQUES, 10.

2. Parma Threcidica. The Thra-
cian shield, or the shield used by
gladiators of the

class termed

!
Thracians( Thra-

| ces). This was
not round, like

the Roman par-
ma, but resembled
the scutum in

form, with the

only exception
of being smaller
as well as short-

er, as exhibited by the annexed ex-

ample, which represents a Thracian

gladiator from a terra-cotta lamp.
Hence it is that Martial styles it

pumilionis scutum (xiv. 213.). Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 45. Fabretti, Col. Tr.

p. 267. and PELTAST.E.
3. The small round piece of board

placed under the vent hole of a pair

of bellows, which opens to admit the

air, as it is drawn in, but closes

against the aperture immediately
that the sides of the bellows are

pressed together, and thus compels
the wind to make an exit through
the pipe at the nozzle. Auson. Mo-
sell. 269.
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PARMA'TUS. Armed with the

shield termed parma ; more espe-

cially charac-

teristic of the

Roman caval-

ry and light
-

armed troops.

(Liv. iv. 38.)
The annexed

example, from
a bas-relief

in terra-cotta,

comparedwith
the illustra-

tion s. CLIPE-

ATUS, will afford a notion of the dif-

ference in comparative size and cha-

racter between the Roman parma
and the Greek clipeus, and of the dif-

ferent appearance presented by the

men who bore them respectively.
PAR'MULA. (Hor. Od. ii. 7.

10.) Diminutive of PARMA; but

there is no evidence that the diminu-

tive denotes any distinct variety.
PARMULA'RIUS. A gladiator,

of the class called Thracians ( Thra-

ces) ;
and so designated because he

was armed with the Thracian parma,
as explained and illustrated s. PARMA,
2. Suet. Dom. 40.

PAR'OCHUS (vdpoxos). An offi-

cer appointed to every station through-
out the Roman provinces, who for a

certain stipend, fixed by the state,

undertook to lodge and entertain am-

bassadors, magistrates, and persons

travelling on public business. Cic.

Att. xiii. 2. Hor. Sat. i. 5. 46.

PAROFSIS or PARAPSIS (irap-

o|/ts). A term adopted from the

Greeks, and used by them, as well

as the Romans, much in the same
sense as the word side-dish is with

us ; under which the dish itself is

sometimes implied, at others the

viands contained in it, while at others

both the dish and its contents are in-

cluded. The paropsis was employed
for serving up the smaller and more

exquisite portions of a meal, like

a French entree ; and was made of

earthenware, bronze, or the precious

metals ; but though the Latin pas-

sages in which the word occurs do
not afford any express indication of

the precise form of the vessel, we
collect from Alciphron, that it was a

deep bowl with a wide top, such as

we conceive under the name of cup ;

for he designates the vessel used by
thimble-riggers by the name par-

opsis, for which the more usual

Latin name is ACETABULUM. The
illustration introduced under that

word may consequently be received

also as affording a specimen of the

paropsis. Charis. i. 82. Juv. iii.

142. Mart. xi. 27. Pet. Sat. 34. 2.

Ulp. Dia. 32. 220. Alciphron. Epist.
iii. 20.

PAS'CEOLUS (QdfficuXos and

(pacr/caAos). A bag or pouch, made
of leather, and employed for carry-

ing money, clothes, &c. Non. s. v.

p. 151. Plaut. Hud. v. 2. 27. Lucil.

Sat. xiii. 6. Gerlach.

PASTIL' LUS (rpoxfcneos). A
small round ball of flour or other in-

gredients ; but more especially a pill

or pastile of medicinal and odoriferous

powder, which was chewed to impart
sweetness to the breath, or employed
generally for the purpose of diffusing
an agreeable odour. Plin. H. N.
xiii. 43. Hor. Sat. i. 2. 27.

PASTINA'TIO. The act of pre-

paring the soil of a vineyard by
digging and trenching for plant-

ing young vines with the pastinum.
Columell. iii. 12. 6. Compare iii.

13.
; thence the ground so prepared.

Id. xi. 2.

PASTINA'TOR. A labourer

who trenches the soil of a vineyard,
and plants the young vines with a

pastinum. Columell. iii. 13. 12.

PAS'TINUM. A particular kind
of dibble employed for planting young
vines, consisting of a long stick with

two prongs at the end, between
which the young shoot was held, as

in a forceps, and by this means de-

pressed into the ground to the depth

required. (Columell. iii. 18. 1. and
6. Isidor. Oriy. xix. 15.) An in-
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strument of the same kind, called

trivella by the Romans, and cruccia

by the Tuscans, is still employed for

a similar purpose in Italy.
2. Ground prepared by digging

and trenching for the planting of

young vines with the above imple-
ment (Pallad. Feb. 9. 11.); and the

act of doing so (Id. Jan. 10. 1.).

PASTOPH'ORUS
A member belong-

ing to a certain

order of the Egyp-
tian priesthood,
called pastophori,
because they car-

ried the images
of their deities

through the public
streets in a small

case or shrine

(Tra<n6s, thalamus.

Plin. H.N. viii. -

71.), stopping at intervals to kneel

down, while they displayed the image
case before them, for the purpose of

eliciting charitable donations from
the multitude ; all which particulars
are apparent in the annexed illus-

tration from an Egyptian statue, re-

presenting one of these mendicant

priests. Apul. Met. xi. pp. 250.

260. 262.

PASTOR (i/ojucfo). A general
term for any one who attends to the

pasturing and feeding of any kind of
live stock (Varro, E. E. ii. 10. Hor.
Od. iii. 29. 21.) ; consequently, in-

cluding the caprarius, opilio, and
bubulcus ; though, in some instances,
the word is specially applied to the
two former to distinguish them from
the latter. Juv. xi. 151.

2. The same name is also given to

a person who tends and feeds poultry.
Columell. viii. 2. 7.

PATAGIA'RIUS. One who
makes, or, perhaps, sells, patagia.
Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 35.
PAT A G I A' T U S. Decorated

with a patagium, as shown by the

following illustration. Festus, s. v.

Plaut. Ep. ii. 2. 49.

P A T AG F UM (iraray^ov ).

broad stripe of

purple or gold
upon the front of

a woman's tunic,
similar to the

clavus of the other

sex, as shown by
the annexed ex-

ample, from a

fresco painting in

the sepulchre of
the Nasonian family near Rome.
Festus, s. v. Non. s. v. p. 540.

PATEL'LA. Diminutive of PA-
TINA

? consequently, resembling that

vessel in form, with the exception of

being smaller or shallower. It was
used in the kitchen as a cooking
utensil (Mart. v. 78. Varro, ap.
Prise, vi. 681.), and in the dining-
room as a dish for the viands brought
to table (Mart. xiii. 81. Juv. v. 85.).
The ordinary kinds were made of

earthenware, the more costly of metal
and elaborate workmanship ; and also

of different relative sizes, conformable
to the use for which they were in-

tended
;

hence we find the word,

though itself a diminutive, accompa-
nied with epithets descriptive of very
different dimensions ; as, exigua, mo-

dica, lata, grandis. Juv. /. r. Hor. Ep.
i. 5. 2. Mart. /. c. Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 21.

2. Patella Cumana. A dish of the

nature last described, but made of

earthenware, and consequently of a
common description. Mart. xiv.

114. Compare Juv. vi. 343.

3. A dish of the form and character

above described, in which solid viands
were offered as a feast to the gods, as

contradistinguished from the patera,
which held liquids only. (Festus,
s. v. Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 544.)
A person would have been regarded
as highly irreligious who appropri-
ated one of these dishes to the ser-

vice of his own dinner table. Cic.

Fin. ii. 7.

PATELLA'RII, sc. Dii. A
term of derision applied to the gods
by certain wits of irreverent dispo-
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sitions, suggested by the images of

the various deities which were en-

chased upon the dishes (patella:} era-

ployed for holding the viands pre-
sented to them at their feasts. Plaut.

Cist. ii. 1. 46. Compare Cic. Verr.

iv. 21. 22. Becker, Quasi. Plaut.

p. 50.

PATE'NA (Qdrv-n). A manger
for horses, made of marble, stone, or

wood, and divided into a number of

separate compartments or cribs (lo-

culi), like the annexed example, re-

presenting the interior of an ancient

stable in the bay of Centorbi in

Sicily, which is divided into square

receiving troughs, precisely as di-

rected by Vegetlus ( Vet. ii. 28. 3.).

2. See PATINA.
PAT'ERA (4>ioAij). A shallow

circular vessel, like our saucer, em-

ployed for containing liquids, not

solids, that is, as a drinking, not an

eating utensil (Becker, Qucest. Plaut.

p. 50. ) ;
but more especially used to

receive the wine with which a liba-

tion was made, by pouring it from
the patera over the head of the vic-

tim, or on to the altar (wood-cut s.

SPONDAULES). The common quali-
ties were made of earthenware, the

more costly of bronze, silver, and
also gold, highly and elaborately or-

namented ;
sometimes with a handle,

but more usually plain. The illus-

tration affords a specimen of both

kinds, from originals in bronze dis-

covered at Pompeii ;
and represented

in front and profile, in order to show

the circumference and depth of the

vessel. Varro, L.L. v. 122. Macrob.

Sat. v. 21. Virg. JEn. i. 739. Ov.

Met. ix. 160.

PATIBULA'TUS. Fastened to

the patibulum as a punishment. Plaut.

Mil ii. 4. 7. Apul. Met. iv. p. 70.

where patibulus is used in the same

sense.

PATIB'ULUM. An instrument

of punishment made in the shape
of a fork, to be placed upon the

neck of slaves and criminals, with the

two prongs projecting in front, to

which their hands were tied up, and
in that condition flogged through the

city. (Plaut. Mil. ii. 4. 7.) The il-

lustration s. FURCA, 5. will afford a

clear notion of the contrivance in

question, although it is there used only
as a machine for carrying burdens.

2. A cross or gallows ; probably in

the shape of the letter X, forming a

double furca, like that on which St.

Peter was crucified. Sallust. Fragm.
ap. Non. s. v. p. 366. Senec. Cons.

ad Marc. 20. Apul. Met. vi. pp.

130, 131.

3. A fastening for a door, probably
made with two prongs to fit into a

hasp. Titinn. ap. Non. /. c.

4. A wooden peg, with two prongs
for fastening down the layers of a

vine. Plin. H. N. xvii. 35. 27.

PAT'INA (Ae/c^/rj). A bowl or

basin, somewhat shallower than the

olla, but deeper than the patera, as

will be understood by comparing the

examples introduced under those two
words with the annexed specimen,
from an original discovered in a

tomb at Paestum.

It was generally
made of earthen-

ware, but some-

times, though rarely, of metal ; fre-

quently had a lid (operculum) to cover

it; and was used for a great many
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purposes, more especially in culinary
and pharmaceutical operations, as

well as for bringing to table ragouts,

stews, and such eatables as were

served with gravy, for which the

form described would be particularly

appropriate. Plaut. Pseud, iii. 2. 51.

Plin. H. N. xxiii. 33. Phsedr. xxvi.

3. Hor. Sat. ii. 8. 43.

PAUSA'RIUS. (Senec. Ep. 56.)
The officer who gave out the chaunt

(celeusma), and beat the time, by
which the rowers kept their stroke

;

also styled HORTATOR, where an

illustration is given.
PAVFCULA. A rammer for

beating down, and consolidating the

flooring of a room, or other area.

Cato, R. R. 91. Columell. i. 6. 2.

Id. ii. 20. 1. Compare FISTUCA.

PAVIMENTA'TUS. Laid with

an artificial flooring or pavement.
Cic. Dom. 44. Id. Q. Fr. iii. 1.1.

PAVIMEN'TUM (&a</>os, SaVc-

Soi/). Strictly, a flooring composed
of small pieces of brick, tile, stone,

and shells set in a bed of cement, and
consolidated by beating down with a

rammer (pavicula), which gave rise

to the name (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 61.

Cato, R. R. xviii. 7.); though it was
thence transferred, in a more general
sense, to any kind of artificial floor-

ing, even of the most choice and ela-

borate workmanship, like those de-

scribed in the succeeding paragraphs
(Hor. Od. ii. 14. 27. Suet. Aug. 72.),
or of wood (Vitruv. vii. 1. 2.).

2. Pavimentum sectile. A flooring

composed of pieces of different co-

loured marbles, cut (secta) into sets

of regular form and size, so that,

when joined together, the whole con-

stituted an ornamental design or pat-

tern, as exhibited by the annexed

specimen, representing a portion of

the ancient pavement still remaining
in the church of S. Croce in Geru-
salemme at Rome ; the objects at the

top show the different forms of the

pieces with which it is composed ;

the triangular ones, A and B, consist
of serpentine and palombino respec-

tively ; the hexagonal, c, of pavonaz-
zetto ; and the square, D, of red

A B

porphyry. Vitruv. vii. 1. 4. Suet-

Jul. 46.

3. Pavimentum tessellatum, or tesse-

ris structum. A flooring belonging
to the class of sectilia, and also of an
ornamental character, composed of

coloured marbles, but of which the

component parts were cut into regular

dies, without the admixture of other

forms, as in the annexed example,

showing part of a pavement in the

Thermae of Caracalla at Rome. (Yi-
truv. I c. Suet. I.e.) Square dies

(tesscllce, tessera) were likewise em-

ployed in making other kinds of

mosaic pavements, as in the follow-

ing specimen ;
but in that case they

were of smaller dimensions, and less

precise in their angles.
4. Pavimentum vermiculatum. A

mosaic flooring or pavement, repre-

senting natural objects, both animate

and inanimate, in their real forms

and colours, as in a picture. It was

composed with small pieces of diffe-

rent coloured marbles, inlaid in a bed

of very strong cement, the colours

and arrangement of the pieces being
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selected and disposed in such a man-
ner as to imitate the object designed
with a considerable degree of pictorial
effect. The dies, however, were not

laid in a regular succession of parallel

lines, nor all exactly square, as in

the last example (the tessellatum), but

they followed the sweep and undula-
tion in the contours and colours of

the object represented, which, when
viewed at a little distance, produces a
close resemblance to the wreathing
and twisting of a cluster of worms
(vermes), and thus suggested the

name. The illustration, which is

copied from the fragment of an an-
cient vermiculated pavement, will

afford a tolerable notion of this ap-
pearance, though it is not so forcibly
expressed as in the original, in con-

sequence of the absence of colour,
and the diminutive scale of the

drawing. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 1. Lu-
cil. ap. Cic. Or. iii. 43.

5. Pavimentum scalpturatum. An
ornamental flooring or pavement on
which the design is produced by en-

graving (scalptura), and, perhaps,

inlaying ; but, as the name implies,

by a different process, or in a diffe-

rent manner, from either of the kinds

already described. (Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 61.) The fragment of the
marble floor, now preserved in the

Capitol at Rome, which originally
formed the pavement to the temple
of Romulus and Remus, and had a

complete map of the city engraved
upon it (a specimen of which is intro-

duced at p. 344. s. ICHNOGRAPHIA),
affords an undoubted instance of the

pavimentum scalpturatum in its sim-

plest and least ornamental style ;

though we can readily conceive that

the Romans carried this style of de-

corative art to much greater perfec-

tion, and conducted it upon a princi-

ple similar to that followed in the

Duomo of Siena, where the effect of

a finished cartoon is produced on the

pavement, by inserting pieces of grey
marble for the half tints into white,
then hatching across both with the

chisel, and filling in the incisions

with black mastic for the shade, so

that the design approaches to the per-

fection of a finished chalk drawing.
This effect will be readily conceived

from the annexed specimen, which

presents a facsimile, though on a very
reduced scale, of one of the groups
designed by the artist Beccafiume.

6. Pavimentum testaceum. A
flooring made of broken pottery

(testa). (Pallad. i. 19. 1. Ib. 40.

2.) Same as No. 1.

PAVONA'CEUM, sc. opus or tec-

turn, A method of laying tiles of

brick or marble, similar to what is

seen upon the roofs of old houses in

England, Holland, and Germany, in

which the tiles are rounded at one

end, so that in overlapping each
other they present an appearance

like the feathers of a peacock's tail,

as exhibited by the annexed exam-
3 Q
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pie, from a marble fragment exca-

vated in the Forum of Trajan. Plin.

H. N. xxxvi. 44.

PAXIL'LUS OctovraAos). Any
small sharp pointed piece of wood ;

as a peg for hanging things upon

(Varro, ap. Non. s. v. p. 153.); for

supporting a shelf (Columell. viii.

8. 3.) ;
a dibble for planting (Id. iv.

16. 3.),

PEC'TEN (/crei's).
A comb for

the hair, made of box wood (Mart,

xiv. 25. Ov. Met. iv. 311.), or ivory

(Claud. Nupt. Honor, et Mar. 102.).

The illustration represents a small-

toothed comb (denso dente. Tibull. i.

9. 68.), from an original of ancient

workmanship, made of box-wood,
and having a bar of ivory inlaid with

a pattern in gold, placed across the

back, between the two rows of teeth,

which are cut extremely fine and
even. The large-toothed comb (rarus

pecten) was likewise employed in

hair- cutting to place under the scis-

sors, in order to prevent them from

clipping too close. Plaut. Capt. ii.

2. 18.

2. (/cep/cts). An instrument with

teeth like a comb, employed by the

ancient weavers for the same pur-

pose as the "
reed,"

"
lay," or " bat-

ten
"

of our own times
;

viz. to run
the threads of the web close toge-
ther, by inserting its teeth between
the threads of the warp, and pressing

the comb up or down, according to

the direction in which the web was

intended to be driven. (Ov. Met.

vi. 58. Virg. Mn. vii. 14.) The

example represents an Egyptian im-

plement of this description, from an

original found in a tomb at Thebes,
and now preserved in the British

Museum.
3. An iron-toothed brush, set with

a number of crooked pins (pectinis
unci. Claud, in Eutrop. ii. 382.), em-

ployed for carding wool or flax.

Plin. H. N. xi. 27.

4. A haymaker's rake, which had
the teeth set wide apart ;

rarus pecten.
Ov. Rem. Am. 192.

5. An iron instrument, with teeth

like a comb, employed at harvest in

some parts of ancient Italy and

Gaul, instead of the reaping hook

(//#), to nick off the ears of standing

corn, as well as other grain, close

under the neck, without cutting the

stalk. Columell. ii. 20. 3. Plin.

H. N. xviii. 72. Compare FALX
DENTICTJLATA and MERGA.

6. A contrivance employed for

striking the chords of a stringed in-

strument. (Virg. jffin. vi. 647. Juv.

vi. 382.) It was either the same as

the PLECTRUM (which see) ; or, as

the other senses of the word seem to

indicate, a more complicated imple-

ment, with several teeth, instead of a

single stick ; but we know of no

authorities, either written or demon-

strative, to establish that conjecture.
7. A particular figure in a dance,

the nature of which is unknown.
Stat. Ach. ii. 159.

PECTORA'LE (yniQupaKiov, Kap-

SioQvAat, yvaXov). Strictly, the front

plate of a cuirass (represented by the

left-hand figure in the illustration),

which covered the chest and upper
part of the abdomen, being fastened

by straps over the shoulders, and
buckles or hinges down the sides to

another plate, which protected the

back, and is represented by the

right-hand figure in the illustration ;

though the word is also used for the

entire cuirass. (Varro, Z. Z. v.

116. Plin. H.N. xxxiv. 18. Polyb.
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vi. 23.) The Greeks applied the

term yvaXov to each of these plates,

the back one as well as the front ;
but

the Romans do not appear to have

distinguished the former by any

special name.
PECUA'RIUS. A Roman gra-

zier upon a very extensive scale,

who farmed the public pastures, upon
which he raised and grazed large

herds of cattle. Cic. Verr. ii. 6.

Liv. x. 23. Compare Varro, R. It.

iii. 1. 8.

P E D' IC A (Tre'Srj ). A general
term for any snare or gin by which

birds and wild animals are caught by
the leg (Virg. Georg. i. 307. Liv.

xxi. 36.); and sometimes applied

to a fetter for men (Plaut. Pcen.

iii. 1. 11.).
2. Pedica dentata (iroSdypa, iroSo-

(rrpa7j). A particular kind of trap,

employed by the ancient huntsmen

for taking wild deer (Grat. Cyneg.

92.), an account of which is given by

Xenophon (Cyneg. ix. 1220. Cy-

rop. i. 6. 28.), and Pollux (v. 32

34.). It consisted of a circular

wooden frame, set round with teeth

of wood and iron, within which a slip

noose was fitted, with a heavy log of

wood attached to its opposite extre-

mity. The trap was set in a hole

dug for the purpose, and covered

over with earth, and the log con-

cealed in another one at a little dis-

tance off. When the stag trod on

the trap, the spikes pricked his foot,

which induced him to withdraw his

leg with a jerk, and thus upset the

trap. That action slipped the noose

on to his foot, and consequently fixed

the clog to his leg, which by trailing

along the ground, displacing stones,

and marking the earth along the

course taken in his flight, put the

huntsman upon his track, whilst it

also materially checked and ham-

pered his speed ;
for if it got fixed

on a front leg, it would fly upwards
with every bound, and strike against

his breast, neck, or face ;
if on a hind

leg, it would keep knocking against
his thighs or belly ; and sometimes,

by getting wedged amongst stones

or stumps, would bring him up to a

complete stand-still. A trap very

closely resembling this description is

used for a similar purpose by the

modern Arabs (Wilkinson, Manners
and Customs of Ancient Egyptians,
vol. iii. p. 6.), which is supposed to

be an old Egyptian invention ;
so that

we may conclude it to have been

common to several nations of anti-

quity.

PEDIS'EQUI. Slaves of both

sexes, whose duty it was to attend

upon their masters and mistresses

whenever they went abroad. They
formed a distinct class, and had pe-
culiar services of their own to perform,

different, for instance, from the ante-

ambulones and nomendatores, who
were not pedisequi, though they like-

wise followed their masters abroad.

Nepos, Alt. 13. Plaut. As. i. 3. 32.

PEDUM (/copw/17, \ay(a6\ov). A
shepherd's crook, for catching sheep

and goats by the leg ; always repre-
sented, in works of art, as a simple
stick bent into a curve at one end, like

the annexed example, from a Pom-
peian painting, where it is carried by
Paris, the Phrygian shepherd; and in

this form it is ascribed by poets and
artists to the pastoral deities, Pan, the

Fauns, and the Satyrs, and to the
Muse who presided over pastoral or

comic poetry, Thalia. (Festus, s. v.

Virg. Eel. v. 88. Serv. ad /.) An
3 Q 2
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implement of the same description,
but rather shorter and stouter, was
also employed by the ancient sports-
men and rustics as a throw-stick for

casting at hares (Theocr. Id. iv. 49.

vii. 129.), from which practice it re-

ceived the last of the two Greek
names bracketed above ; and conse-

quently in works of art it is appro-

priately given in that form to the

Centaurs, who are often represented
with a dead hare in one hand and a

short pedum in the other, to denote

the fondness which that race was

supposed to cherish for the sport of

hunting.
PEGMA Orih7*a). Literally, any-

thing made of boards joined together;
|

whence, in a special sense, a machine
introduced upon the stage, in the

amphitheatre, or upon other occa-

sions where pageants were exhibited,
for the purpose of representing any
sudden or miraculous change of

scenic effect. The apparatus was
made of wood, and so constructed, by
means of springs and weights in the

internal machinery, that it would

open and shut, expand or contract,
increase or diminish in height, or

change of itself into a form altogether
j

different from the original one
; like

the contrivances employed at our
theatres for producing the tricks and

changes in a pantomime, of which
the pegma was the prototype. Senec.

Ep. 88. Claud. Mall Theod. 325.
Phsedr. v. 7. 7. Suet. Claud. 34.

2. In a private house, the term

pegma was given generally to several

pieces of furniture, as, the case in an
atrium in which the ancestral por-
traits (imagines majorum) were de-

posited, a bookcase, cupboard, &c.,
whether fixtures or not. Auson.

Epigr. 26. Cic. Att. iv. 8. Ulp. Dig.
33. 7. 12.

PEGMA'RES. Gladiators intro-
duced into the amphitheatre upon a

pegma, which was then made to

undergo some sudden change, such
as turning into a den filled with wild
beasts, amongst which they would be

precipitated. (Suet. Cal. 26.) But
as the word only occurs in this pas-

sage, and the reading is regarded as

doubtful, the explanation of it can

only be received as a conjectural

probability.
PELECI'NON. One of the many

kinds of sun-dials constructed by the

ancients, supposed to have received

the name from

bearing a resem-
blance to the

form of a " dove-

tail
"
in carpentry,

and thus to be
derived from the

Greek word TTC-

Ae/c?j/os, which has
that signification ;

a conjecture ren-

dered highly pro-
bable by the annexed example, pub-
lished by Lambeccio (Append. adLib.

IV. Comment, p. 282.); the top ofwhich
is formed exactly like a dove-tail.

PELLEX (TTOAAOKT?). A woman
who lived in a state of immoral in-

tercourse with a married man, or

with one who had contracted the

sort of alliance termed concubitus

with another female. Dig. 50. 16.

144. Becker, Callus.

PELLICULA'TUS Covered
with skin or leather, especially with

reference to a

bottle or a jar in

which fruits, pre-
serves, and other

articles requiring
the air to be ex-

cluded were kept ;

as in the annexed

example, from a

Pompeian paint-

ing, in which the

edges of the lea-

ther cap are seen protruding from
underneath the lid, which is tied

down by cords passing through the

handles. Columell. xii. 46. 5. Ib.

39. 2. and 46. 1.

PELLI'TUS. Clad in fur or

skins ; a common style of clothing
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amongst the northern nations, the

Greeks of the heroic ages, and Ro-

mans of primitive times,

and which continued

in use at a subsequent

period for the peasan-

try, and others sub-

jected to the exposure
of a country life, such
as hunters, fowlers,

&c. (Liv. xxiii. 40.

Ov. Pont. iv. 8. 83.

Prop. iv. 1. 11.) Cloth-

ing of this nature is

frequently met with on
works of art in the form of an ex-

amis; but the annexed figure, repre-

senting a fowler from a statue at

Naples, wears a tunic, with an amic-

tus over it, both made of fur.

PELLU'VIA or -UM (iroSowir-

Hjp). A foot-pan, or basin for

washing the feet in, as opposed to

malluvium, a basin for washing the

hands. (Festus, s. u.) The illus-

tration, from a Pompeian painting,

of the female figures in the following

page ;
but more commonly truncated

represents Cupid preparing a foot-

bath for Adonis, who, in the original

composition, is sitting in front of the

vessel ; and a bas-relief in Winkel-
mann (Mon. Ined. No. 161.) exhibits

the old nurse washing the feet of

Ulysses in a vessel of similar form
and character.

PELTA (Tre'A-nj). A small and

light shield made of the same mate-

rials as the cetra (Liv. xxviii. 5.) ;

viz. wood or wicker-work covered

with leather, but without any metallic

rim. In shape it was sometimes el-

liptic, like the example borne by one

at the top, and indented by one or

two semicircular incavations, like the

annexed specimens, from ancient

monuments, whence it is character-

ised by the epithet lunata (Virg.
JEn. 1. 490. Compare Varro, L. L.

vii. 43.) ;
and in this form it is more

especially characteristic of the Ama-
zons and Asiatic races (Quint.

Smyrn. i. 147149.); for the Thra-

cian shield, to which the name of

pefta was also given (Herod, vii. 75.),

because made of the same light

materials, possessed a square and im-

bricated figure, like the Roman
scutum, but upon a smaller scale.

See PARMA, 2. and the right-hand

figure in the next wood-cut.

PELTAS'TA (TreATao-Trjs)- In a

general sense, one who wears the light
shield called pelta ; but the name
was also specially given to a particu-
lar class of the Greek soldiery who
were equipped with this defence

(Liv. xxviii. 5. xxxi. 36.), composed
originally of Thracian mercenaries,
but subsequently adopted into the

regular army by Iphicrates the Athe-
nian. (Xen. Hell. iv. 4. 16. v. 12.

seq.) In addition to the pelta, they
carried a knife or dirk, but had no

body armour (Herod, vii. 75.), and
thus occupied an intermediate grade
between the heavy-armed troops

(oTrAlrat) and those who were alto-

gether unprovided with protective
arms (if-iAof). (Polyb. v. 22. Ib. 23.

Ib. 25.) The left-hand figure of

Priam in the annexed illustration,

from a marble bas-relief, exhibits an
Asiatic peltasta, whose costume cor-

responds very closely with the de-

scription of Herodotus (/. c.) ;
and

the right-hand one, from a terra-

cotta lamp, represents a gladiator of

the class called Thracians ( Thraces},
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who were equipped in the same style
as the soldiers of that country ; and,

consequently, may be received also

as an exemplification of the accoutre-

ments and general appearance pre-
sented by the military belonging to

the corps in question.
PELT A'T A. In a general sense,

any female who bears the small light
shield called pelta; but more espe-

cially used to designate a female

warrior of Amazonian race, to whom
it is universally attributed by poets
and artists as the national arm of de-

fence. Ov. Her. xxi. 117. Am. ii.

14. 2. Mart. ix. 102. Compare Stat.

T/ieb. xii. 761., where peltifera is

used in the same sense. The illus-

tration represents two Amazons,

from a marble bas-relief ;
the one on

the left hand, with a lunated pelta of

the most usual form, the other of a

cylindrical figure, which is of much
rarer occurrence.

PELVIS (ireAts). A basin, in the

same extensive meaning as our own

term ; meaning thereby a large ves-

sel of circular form and open circum-

ference (hence patula, Juv. iii. 277.),
intended to hold water for washing
for all general purposes, whether

persons or things ; thus, as a generic
term, including the special varieties,

although they might be designated

by an appropriate name of their

own ; as the hand-basin (malluvium,
where see the illustration), the foot-

basin (pelluvium, where an example is

also given), and various others enume-
rated in the Classed Index. Non.
Marc. s. v. p. 543. Varro, L. L.

v. 119. Pet. Sat. 70. 8. Juv.vi. 441.

PENA'TES. Household gods,
who were believed to be the creators

and dispensers of all the well-being
aud gifts of fortune enjoyed by a

family, as well as an entire commu-

nity, which it was the object of the

guardian spirits (lares) to protect
and preserve. It is not clear whether

all, or which of the gods, were ve-

nerated as penates; for many are

mentioned of both sexes, Jupiter,

Juno, Minerva, Vesta, Neptune,

Apollo, &c. ;
but every family wor-

shipped one or more of these, whose

images were kept in the inner part of

the house, the tablinum, situated be-

yond the atrium. (Cic. N.D. ii.

27. Macrob. Sat. iii. 4. Varro, ap.
Arnob. iii. 123. Serv. ad JEn. ii.

296. and 325. ) They are represented
in various ways on coins and medals ;

but in the annexed illustration, from

the Vatican Virgil, which has the
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name inscribed over them, they ap-

pear as old men with their heads

veiled, like a priest when officiating

at the sacrifice.

PENICIL'LUM or -US (probably

f>a8ioi'. Clearch. ap. Athen. xv. 35.).
A painter's brush or

pencil for laying on
the colour (Cic. Or.

22. Quint, ii. 21.

24. ) ;
some of which

were made of hair

(Plin. H. N. xxviii.

71.), and others of

the long pointed fi-

bres of a sponge
(Plin. H. N. ix. 69.). The illustra-

tion represents part of a female figure
in a Roman bas-relief, presenting a

paint-brush to M. Varro, in allusion

to one of his works, which he illus-

trated with the portraits of celebrated

men. The true meaning of the

Greek word bracketted as synony-
mous admits of doubt, and has re-

ceived various interpretations ; but,
as it is applied to Parrhasius in a

paragraph treating of the effects of

colour, which even in some of the

encaustic processes was laid on in a

liquid state with a brush (see EN-

CAUSTICA), it is highly probable that

the right meaning is alleged.
PENICULAMEN'TUM. The

end or pointed extremity of a loose

garment, such as the chlamys or pal-
lium, which hangs down like the tuft

end of a tail. Ennius. Lucil. Caecil.

ap. Non. s. v. p. 149.

PENIC'ULUS. A paint-brush.

(Plin. H. N. xxxv. 36. 11.) Same
as PENICILLUM, which some editions

have in the passage cited.

2. A brush for dusting, made out

of the tuft of a cow's tail. Plaut.

Men. \.\.\.lb. ii. 3. 45.

PENNA. A quill, or large feather

growing from the wing or tail, as

contradistinct from pluma, the small

feather composing the general plu-

mage of the body (Columell. viii. 2.

10.); employed for various purposes,
the whole feather for sweeping and

dusting out confined or intricate re-

cesses (Pallad. Nov. viii. 1.) ; the

quill part for making tooth -picks

(Mart. xiv. 22.) ;
the feather end

for making a wing (ala) to the arrow

(Ov. Met. vi. 258.), which kept its

head straight, and directed its course

through the air. SAGITTA..

2. A pen for writing (Isidor.

Orig. xiv. 3.), made of a quill, as

shown by the annexed example,
from the Columns of Trajan and

Antoninus, on both of which it ap-

pears in the hands of a female figure,

personified as Victory, and occupied
in recording the military successes of
those emperors. The use of the

quill, as an implement for writing
upon parchment or paper, is,

however, of a comparatively
late period, the reed or cane

(arundo, calamus') being solely

employed for that purpose in

early times. Beckman assigns
the fifth century as the period
of its introduction {History of
Inventions, vol. i. p. 408. London,
1846) ; but he was only cognizant of

one instance where it is represented
on works of art the marble of the

goddess Egeria (Gronov. Thesaur.

Antiq. Gr. 2. n. 28.), in which he

suggests the probability of the pen
having been added by a subsequent
hand. Admitting that to be an es-

tablished fact, instead of a suppo-
sition, the two instances quoted
above will still remain to be disposed
of; and as the object in question ap-

pears on both of them about midway
up the columns, that is, at an eleva-

tion of nearly sixty-four feet above
the ground, it would be mere folly to

suppose that a scaffolding of that

height was ever erected for the
useless purpose of making any such
addition. It is, therefore, obvious
that quill pens were made as early at

least as the commencement of the
second century, when the Column of

Trajan was executed, though they
may not have come into general or
common use until a much later period.
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PEN'NIPES. Having feathers

or wings attached to the feet ; an

epithet given to Mercury and Per-

seus. (Catull. Ixv. 24.) Same as

ALIPES, which see.

PEN'SILIS. See HORREUM and

HORTUS, 3.

PEN' SUM. That which is

weighed out as a task ; more especi-

ally applied to the labour of females,
because a certain quantity of wool
was weighed out daily to each of

the female slaves in an ancient house-

hold, which she was expected to

spin into thread for her day's work.
Justin, i. 3. Plaut. Virg. Ov. and
LANIPENDIA.
PENTASPAS'TOS (jrevTacriraff-

TO'). A pulley case, containing a

set of five pullies (orbiculi) for raising

weights, like the example s. ORBI-

CULUS, only more powerful from its

increased action. Vitruv. x. 2. 3.

PENTATH'LUM OeVraftW).
A word merely translated from the

Greek, for which the genuine Latin

expression is QUINQUERTIUM.
PENTELO'RIS, sc. vestis. A

garment ornamented with five bands
of gold embroidery or purple, as ex-

plained under the word PARAGAUDA.
Aurel. Vopisc. 46.

PENTE'RIS (Trei/TTJpTjs). A word

merely translated from the Greek,
for which the genuine Latin term is

QUINQUIREMIS.
PE'NULA. See PJENULA.
PEP'LUM and PEP'LUS (TT^XOV

and ireTrAos). A Greek word trans-

lated into Latin, designating a parti-
cular article of the female attire,

which the Romans expressed by the

corresponding term PALLA
; the

Greek word being derived, according
to Riemer, from TreAAa, and akin to

firnrXa. and eirlirKoov, from which the

Latin pellis, palla, and pallium are
likewise obtained. The ordinary
interpretation given to the word, "a
shawl," rests upon no substantial

authority, if it be understood in our
sense of the word ; at the same time
that it affords but a loose and incor-

rect notion of the dress itself, and
the method of adjusting it

; which is

fully and circumstantially detailed
under its genuine Latin name Palla ;

to which and the illustrations accom-

panying it, the reader is referred.
As the above explanation is at

variance with the notions ordinarily
received, it appears incumbent to
state in a concise manner some of
the principal reasons for its adoption ;

and as the article in question be-

longed properly to the Greek attire,
its real character must be sought in
the writings and usages of that coun-

try, l. Pollux (vii. 49, 50.) de-
scribes the peplum as a dress exclu-

sively for females, which served the
double purpose of a tunica and pal-
lium (like the Latin tunicopallium
e7TigA77,ua Kal X'TUW, and f<T6r)fj.a S' <rrl

Sar\ovv rV xpei'cw, us 4v8ovvai re fcoi

<=7ngaAAe<r0ai). 2. The Scholiast on
Homer (//. v. 734.) defines it to be a

tunic, which was not put on over the
head, like the common one (!NDU
TUS), but was adjusted and fastened
on the person by means of brooches
(yvvaiKf?ov i/8v/j.a, TOUT' ecrrt -^ITUIVOL,
OP OVK e^eSuoi/To aAA' tveirepoviavTo).
3. Eustathius (ad Od. tr. p. 1847.)
describes the peplum as a large wrap-
per which entirely co-

vered the left shoul-

der, and had one of

its surfaces passed be-
hind the person, and
the other across the

front, until they met
on the right side,

where they were

joined together in

such a manner as to

leave the arm and
shoulder exposed (/ie-

yav irepiSoXaiov, crtciirov TOV aptcrTCpov

QV, Kal e/u.irpoo'dei' /cat oirifOev avvdyov
ras Svo irrepvyas elsrrjv 8eiav ir\fvpav,

jLV-^v fS>v T^V Se^iav %e?pa KO! rbv

v). The annexed figure, from a

statue found at Herculaneum, and

composing one of the same set as the

first two inserted in the article
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PALLA, p. 465., elucidates the words
of Eustathius in a striking manner,
showing the character of the drapery
and method of putting it on ;

with
the exception, that his account seems
to place the second brooch under
the arm, instead of upon the shoulder,
so as to form an exomis, of which an

example is afforded in Hope's Cos-

tumes, vol. ii. p. 180., whence we may
infer that both these fashions were

practised ;
but that in no wise alters

the essential character of the dress.

4. Panthea is described by Xenophon
(Cyr. v. 1. 6.) as rending her peplum
during an access of grief Trept/caTep'-

PT)CITO rb?' &V(adsv TrtirXov
;
which does

not mean simply, that she " tore and
rent her outer garment," as the trans-

lators render it ; but that she tore

the upper part (rb ai/0ei/) of her

peplum ; viz. that which is turned over
at the top, and covers the breast and

back, rending it round (Trepl) and
down (/caret) an action and expres-
sion perfectly intelligible when ap-

plied to a garment of the nature ex-

hibited in the illustration above, but

not so reconcileable with a shawl
over the head. During this act her

face, neck, and hands were exposed
to the gaze of the bystanders (Xen.
I. c.) ;

from which, the commentators
infer that the peplum covered the

head and hands as a shawl ; but that

is quite a mistaken notion ; for the

Greek and Roman women, as well

as Asiatics, wore a separate shawl or

veil (amictus] over the peplum (see
the illustration s. PALLA, 3. p. 467.) ;

and it is this which got displaced,
as it naturally would, from the head
and face, by the violent action of

tearing the body-dress (peplum) in

the manner described. 5. The pep-
lum is mentioned both by Greek and
Latin authors as a long dress reach-

ing to the feet, and trailing on the

ground (TpcuaSas eAKecrnreTrAous, Horn.

II. vi. 443. peplum fluens, Claud.

Nupt. Honor. 122. Manil. v. 387.),

which character it is difficult to con-

nect with the appearance of a shawl.

6. The same term is applied by the
Greeks to the long close-fitting robe
with sleeves to the wrist, and skirts

to the feet, which was worn by the
Persians (TEsch. Pers. 474. 1060.), as

the Romans gave the name of palla to

a robe of the same description, which
was worn by musicians on the stage.
See the illustrations to SEPTUCHUS
and PALLA CITHAROEDICA. 7.

The peplum was fastened by a brooch
on the shoulder, which, when un-

clasped, left the shoulder and side

naked (Soph. Trachin. 926 928.

Sidon. Apoll. Carm. iii. 206.) ;
but a

shawl, which is only worn over
some other dress, would not denude
the person even when removed alto-

gether from the body. 8. A gar-
ment of the nature described under
the term PALLA answers all these

conditions, and satisfactorily explains

why it is sometimes mentioned as

a tunic, and sometimes as an amic-
tus (Mart. Capell. 6. amicta peplo);

why it occurs in the sense of a

carpet, curtain, veil for covering
anything ; how the notion of its

being only a shawl has obtained ;

and how, when carried in the Athe-
naic procession, it was said to be like

the sail of a ship ; because, when
loosed from its clasps, and unfolded,
it was in reality nothing more than a

large rectangular piece of drapery,
which acquired the characteristic

appearance of a legitimate garment
from the manner in which it was
folded and adjusted on the person.

2. The peplum of Athena was a

large and splendidly embroidered

piece of drapery, that was carried in

public procession at the Panathenaic

festival, opened out to its full dimen-

sions, and borne between two poles,
like the sail of a ship, in the same
manner as emblazoned flags and
banners are now carried by two men
in the solemn processions of the Ro-
man Catholic Church (Plato, Eu-
thyphr. 6. C. Virg. Cir. 21.); but
when placed on the statue of the god-
dess, it was folded and adjusted in the

3 R
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manner as the PALLA. This

will be readily admitted from the an-

nexed figure of Mi-

nerva on a fictile

vase ; although the

brooches on the

shoulders are con-

cealed by the amic-

tus outside, and the

peplum is fastened

by a girdle, ren-

dered necessary by
the great depth
of the upper part
turned down (rbv

&v<adevjrfv\ov), thus

indicating the am-

plitude and consequent splendour of

the drapery out of which the dress

was formed. Many other statues

exhibit Minerva in a similar cos-

tume ;
and amongst these, one of the

Museo Chiaramonti (tav. 14.), which
has no outer drapery, shows the

brooches on both shoulders, and the

whole arrangement of the peplum ex-

actly similar to the first two figures
introduced under the article PALLA

;

the only difference being that the fall

over is as deep as in the annexed

figure, and a narrow cegis crosses

obliquely from the right shoulder,
in the form of a balteus, to keep the

dress adjusted, instead of a girdle
round the waist.

PE'RA O^pa). A scrip or wallet,

made of leather and slung by a strap
over the shoulder ;

used by travellers, rus-

tics, mendicants, and
the cynic philosophers
in imitation of them,
to carry provisions and
other necessaries.

(Phaedr. iv. 9. Senec.

Ep. 91. Mart iv. 53.)
The illustration repre-
sents a peasant with
his staff and scrip
(baculo et perd) from a
marble at Ince-Blundell.

PERFORA'CULUM.
strument employed by

An in-

carpenters,

carvers in wood, and artizans of a

similar class ; usually translated a

gimlet or auger ;
but it is clearly dis-

tinguished from the terebra in the

following passage, where its connex-

ion with the word dolatus would seem
to indicate some implement more in

the nature of a gouge perforaculis

dolatum, terebrarum vertigine excava-

tum. Arnob. vi. 200.

PER'GULA. Literally, and in a

general sense, any kind of building
added on to the side of a house or

other edifice, beyond the original

ground-plan, as an outhouse or lean-to,

like the outbuilding in front of the

annexed landscape, representing a

country-house or farm, in one of the

Pompeian paintings. (Plaut. Pseud.

i. 2. 84. Pet. Sat. 74.) Whence the

following more special senses :

2. A stall or balcony constructed

over the colonnades of a forum, and

abutting from the buildings adjacent ;

chiefly intended for the occupation of

bankers and money changers. Plin.

H. N. xxi. 6. and compare M.ENI-
ANUM.

3. A painter's exhibition-room ; a

large outbuilding in which the artists

of antiquity were accustomed to ex-

pose their works to public view,
when finished. Lucil. ap. Lactant. i.

22. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 36. 12.

Cod. Theodos. 13. 4. A.

4. A lecture room in which any of

the arts or sciences were taught.

i
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Suet. Gramm. 18. Juv. xi. 137.

Vopisc. Saturn. 10.

5. An observatory at the top of a

house for taking astronomical obser-

vations. Suet. Aug. 94.

6. In vineyards and gardens a

long covered walk, over which the

vines were trained to a framework of

wood or trellis, as in the annexed ex-

ample from a painting of the Naso-

nian sepulchre. (Liv. xiv. 3. Colu-

mell. iv. 21. 2. Id. xi. 2. 32.) The
modern Italians retain the word " la

pergola" in the same sense.

PERIPETAS'MA
A general term, strictly Greek, for

any thing which is spread out, as a

covering, curtain, tapestry hanging,
&c. Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 12. See Au-
LAEA, PERISTROMA, TAPES.
PERIP'TEROS (TrepiVrepos). A

term employed
by architects

to designate a 1

temple or other
edifice which If

is surrounded
on the outside by a colonnade con-

sisting of a single row of columns all

round. (Vitruv. iii. 2.) The temple
of Theseus at Athens affords an exist-

ing specimen of the style.

PERIS'CELIS (wepwieeAfe). An
anklet, made of choice materials and

workmanship, worn more particularly

by the Greek women and courtezans

round the ankle in the same manner
as a bracelet is round the wrist.

(Hor. Ep. i. 17. 56. Pet. Sat. 67.

4 and 5.) In the numerous instances

where ornaments of this description

are represented in the Pompeian

paintings, they are always introduced

upon figures with bare feet and legs,

dancing girls and such characters, or

the goddesses and heroines draped in

the poetical or heroic style, like the

annexed example representing Ari-

adne
; consequently, in the passage of

Petronius (/. c.), where they are worn

by the wife of Trimalchio, and seen

peeping from under her tunic above
the tops of her shoes, it is expressly
intended to ridicule the ostentation,

vulgarity, and absurdity of the

wealthy parvenu and his silly help-

mate, who loads her person with

finery, without regarding its fitness,

or perceiving the ridiculous figure
she makes of herself.

PERISTRO'MA (irepferrp/ia).

In general any thing which serves as

a covering, like the curtains, carpets,
and hangings of a room ; but more

especially a large and loose coverlet

customarily spread over a bed or

dining couch so as to hang down
round the sides, in the manner shown

by the annexed illustration from the

Vatican Virgil. Cic. Phil ii. 27.

PERISTYL'IUM (vepurrt\u>v).
A peristyle; that is, a colonnade
round a courtyard, or in the interior

of a building, which has the columns
on the inside and the wall without ;

SB 2
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whereas the term peripterus is used to

express a structure designed upon a

plan precisely the reverse of this ;

viz. a colonnade on the exterior of a

building, which has the columns on
its outside, and the wall within.

Suet. Aug. 82. Plin. Ep. x. 23. 2.

Schneider. Vitruv. iii. 3. 9.

2. The peristyle of a Roman house,
which formed the second or inner

division of the general ground-plan,

corresponding in locality with the

GyncBconitis of a Greek domicile
;
and

was regarded as the internal or pri-
vate portion of the edifice, containing
the domestic apartments in the ordi-

nary occupation of the proprietor and
his family, to which none but their

immediate friends and acquaintances
had access. It consisted of an open
space, surrounded internally with a

colonnade, like the Atrium, but

covering a larger area, open to the

sky, and sometimes laid out as a gar-
den, with a fountain and impluvium
in the centre ; the apartments occu-

pied by the family being distributed

round its sides, and opening upon the
colonnade in question. It was sepa-
rated from the Atrium by the tablinum
and fauces, which made passages of
communication between the two divi-

sio"hs. (Vitruv. vi. 3. 7.) The illus-

tration above represents an elevation
of half the peristyle of a house at

Pompeii, restored by Mazois
; and

its relative situation with respect to
the rest of the house will be under-
stood by referring to the ground-plan
at p. 248. col. 2. on which it is

marked FF.

PERIS'TYLUM

Cic. Dom. 44. Varro, R. R. iii. 5. 8.

Same as the preceding.
PERO (opgrfAij). A boot reaching

up to the calf of the leg, laced in

front and made of raw
hide, or untanned

leather, with the fur

on. (Virg. ^En. vii.

690. Juv. xiv. 186. Isi-

dor. Orig. xix. 34.)
The example is from a

Pompeian painting.
PERONA'TUS. Wearing the

boots last described (perones, Pers. v.

102.) ; the characteristic chaussure of

agricultural labourers, ploughmen,

and shepherds, of which last a speci-
men is inserted from the Vatican

Virgil.
PERPENDFCULUM (fcc0eTOs).

A plumb-line or line and plummet, em-

ployed by bricklayers, masons, &c.,
for the purpose of proving
if their work be true to the

perpendicular. (Vitruv. vii.

3. 5. Cic. ap. Non. s. v. p.

162. Plin. H. N. xxxv 49.)
The illustration represents
an original found with several

others in a stone mason's

shop at Pompeii ; and nume-
rous examples have been dis-

covered in various excavations, all

bearing a considerable resemblance
to one another, and differing in no

respect from those now in use, with

the exception that they are made of

bronze instead of lead, and exhibit

taste in their design, which the an-

cients constantly studied even in the

commonest articles of daily use.

PERSO'NA (Trp6auirov or -e^).
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A mask, always worn upon the stage
in the theatres of ancient Greece and

Italy, by the actors of all classes,

tragic, comic, or pantomimic. The

part which covered the face was
made of wood (Prudent. Adv. Syrnm.
ii. 646. Compare Virg. Georg. ii. 387.),

and to this a wig of suitable charac-

ter was added, so that the entire

head of the actor, as well as his face,

was completely covered (Aul. Gell.

v. 7.), and travestied. Moreover,

every age and condition of life, from

youth to decrepitude, or from the

hero to the slave, was represented by
an appropriate mask, the character-

istics of which were sufficiently well

known for the quality and condition

of the personage represented to be

immediately recognised by the spec-
tators upon his appearance on the

stage ;
and the wig belonging to each

particular mask had a settled style of

coiffure, as well known as the fea-

tures it accompanied. Those which
were intended to personify historical

personages, heroes, demi-gods, &c.

were designed in imitation of some
well-known type, handed down

through ages by the poets, painters,
and sculptors; and, consequently,
were oftentimes beautiful representa-
tions of ideal forms ; the others, em-

ployed in general tragedy and comedy,
were very numerous, and varied in

their details, as explained in the two

following paragraphs.
2. Persona tragica. The tragic

mask (Phsedr. i. 7.), of which there

were at least twenty-five different

kinds, six for old men, seven for

young men, nine for females, and
three for slaves ; distinguished by a

particular conformation of features,

colour of the complexion, and ar-

rangement as well as colour of the

hair and beard. The illustration

shows three of these varieties, from

Pompeian paintings, two for old men,
and one for a young character

;
that

on the right, with the grand super-

ficies, for stately tragedy ; the one on
the left, with the hair also disposed

in a superficies, but with more

sobriety, and a more natural appear-

ance, for middle tragedy ; and the

youthful one in the centre, which has

the hair disposed in a similar fashion,

but with still less of exaggeration, be-

longing to the same class ; all exactly
as described by Pollux, iv. 133. seq.

3. Persona comica. The comic

mask, of which no less than forty-

three different types are enumerated,

distinguished, in the same manner as

the last-mentioned, by their features,

complexion, and wigs; viz. nine for

old men, ten for young men, seven

for male slaves, three for old women,
and fourteen for young women. The
annexed illustration affords an ex-

ample of two kinds, from the paint-

ings of Pompeii ;
the right one of an

old man, the other of a young woman,
with her head in the mitra intended
for a courtezan (meretrix), as de-

scribed by Pollux (I. c.). Other

specimens of comic masks are intro-

duced, s. PERSONATUS, LORARIUS,
MlMUS.

4. Persona muta. Another kind
of mask was that worn by the dumb
actor, persona
muta, enumerated
in the dramatis

personse to some
of the comedies
of Plautus and

Terence, who
comes upon the

stage as an attendant upon others,
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but never speaks himself ; corre-

sponding with the "
walking gentle-

man " of the modern drama. It is

represented by the annexed woodcut
from a Pompeian painting, in which
the closed mouth and compressed
lips indicate the silent character of

the actor who wore it.

5. A mask of terra-cotta marble,
or other material, designed to imitate

the human face,

heads of animals,
or similar devices,

generally of gro-

tesque forms, em-

ployed as an ante-

fix in buildings

(see woodcuts s.

ANTEFIXA) ; as

an ornamental es-

capement for the water of a fountain
;

or as a gargoil for discharging the

rain-water from a roof, of which the

annexed illustration affords a speci-

men, from an original of terra-cotta.

Lucret. iv. 297. Plin. H. N. xxxv.
43. Ulp. Dig. 19. 1. 17.

PERSON A' TUS. Masked, or

wearing a mask {persona) ; more

especially with reference to an actor

on the stage (Cic. Orat. iii. 59. Hor.
Sat. i. 4. 56.) ; for in the ancient

theatres of Greece and Italy the

performers always appeared in masks,

designed to suit the particular cha-

racters which each had to play ;
of

which an example is afforded by the

annexed illustration, representing

one of the figures on a marble bas-

relief, on which a scene from some

comedy is delineated.

PER'TICA. Any long thin rod
or pole, for threshing corn (Plin.
H. N. xviii. 72.) ; nut trees (Ov.
Nux, 67.); olives (Plin. H. N. xv.

3.); as a measuring rod, or perch
(Prop. iv. 1. 130.), also termed per-
tica militaris (Serv. ad Virg. Eel. ix.

7.), because the lands apportioned
amongst the military were measured
off into allotments by this instrument.
Thence it is often expressed on
medals and engraved gems by the
side of a plough. See Gorlaeus, Dac-
tyliothec. ii. Nos. 608. 610.

PES (TTofo). A foot of men and

animals, upon which the body is sup-
ported ; thence transferred to inani-

mate things, as the foot of a table,

chair, stool, couch, &c., which were
sometimes made to imitate the feet of

animals, or other ornamental termi-

nations similar to what are still in

use, as shown by numerous examples
introduced in the course of these

pages. Sen. Ben. ii. 34. Ov. Met.
viii. 661. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 4.

2. A foot measure, which was
divided into twelve inches (untice),
and subdivided into sixteen digits

(digiti, Vitruv. iii. 1. Columell. v. 1.

4. Front. Aq. 24.). The precise

length of the old Roman foot has not
been distinctly ascertained, for though
several foot rules of bronze have
been found in excavations, they all

vary slightly in their respective di-

mensions. One of these, from an

original found at Pompeii, is repre-
sented s. REGULA 1., for the limited

width of these pages will not admit
of its being inserted on a scale suffi-

cient to show the real length. Seve-
ral examples, however, of the actual

size are engraved in the Museo
Borbonico vi. 15. and Ficoroni, La-
bico Antico, p. 93.

3. Pes veil. A rope attached to

the clew or lower corner of a square
sail, for the purpose of setting it to

the wind, called the sheet in the nau-
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tical language of our country. (Isi-

dor. Orig. xix. 3. 4.) Each sail was
furnished with two sheets, as shown

by the annexed example, from a coin

of Lepidus, one on the larboard, the

other on the starboard clew (Catull.
iv. 19.); whence the following ex-

pressions will be readily understood :

cequo pede, or pedibus cequis (Ov.
Fast iii. 565. Cic. Att. xvi. 6.), to

sail before the wind, because then the

sail was set straight across the ves-

sel, and consequently both sheets

were braced to the same length ;

obliquare Icevo pede cornua (Lucan. v.

428.), to sail on a wind, or by the

wind, because in such case the yard
and sail were braced up, or slanted

across the vessel, to catch the slant of

the wind ; proferre pedem (Plin. H. N.
ii. 48. ) has the same meaning, because
one of the sheets was brought and
bracedforward, as in the illustration,

to give the necessary obliquity to the

sail already mentioned ; facere pe-
dem (Virg. Mn. v. 828.), to slack

out the sheets in order that the sail

may expand to the wind, also implying
that the wind comes from a fa-

vourable quarter.
4. Pes vinaceorum. The mass of

grape skins and stalks remaining
after the first juice, which made the

finest wine, had been squeezed out

by the press-beam (prelum), and
from which the wine termed circum-

cidaneum, and other inferior qualities,
were subsequently extracted by the

repeated action of the beam. Colu-
mell. xii. 43. 10. Ib. 19. 3. Compare
the woodcut s. TORCULAR.

PES'SULUS OAe?0pov
. A bolt for fastening a

door (Ter. Eun. iii. 5. 55. Id. Heaut.
ii. 3. 37.), of which the annexed

illustration affords a specimen, from
a bronze original found at Pompeii.
The doors of the ancients being
generally bivalve had two, and some-
times four bolts affixed to them, one
at the top, and the other at the bottom
of each leaf, which shot into sockets

incavated in the lintel and sill of the

doorway, still to be seen in many
houses of Pompeii, whence the bolls

are mostly mentioned in the plural
when the closing and bolting of doors
is spoken of (Plaut. Aul i. 3. 26.

occlude fores ambobus pessulis, Apul.
Met. iii. p. 56. pessulis injectis, Id.

iv. p. 76. Id. i. p. 8.); and some-
times they could not be drawn back
without a key, for which purpose
the three-toothed key (clavis Laconica,

p. 174.) was probably used (Apul.
Met. i. p. 11. subdita clavi pessulos

reduco; though in this and other
similar passages the pessuli may only
mean the bolts of a lock, as we also

apply our term with the same general
acceptation.
PETASA/TUS. (Cic. Fam. xv.

17. Suet. Aug. 82.) Wearing the

petasus, as described and illustrated

in the following word.
PET'ASUS (TreVao-os). A common

felt hat, with a low crown and broad

brim, adopted by the Romans from
Greece, and worn in both countries

as a protection against the sun and
weather. (Plaut. Pseud, ii. 4. 45.

Amph. i. 1. 190. Compare Suet. Aug.
82.) Hats of this kind were natu-

rally made in many different shapes,

according to individual caprice or
fashion ; but the most usual form ap-

proximated closely to that now worn

by our country people and railroad

labourers, with the exception of being
fastened by strings, which either

passed under the chin or round the
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back part of the head. Both of these

manners are exhibited in the illustra-

tions, the one from a Pompeian

painting, the other from a Greek
bas-relief. Most of the horsemen in

the Panathenaic procession, from the

Parthenon, preserved in the British

Museum, wear the petasus ; and one
of the conventional signs, adopted by
the Greek artists, to indicate that a

person was represented on a journey,
consisted in depicting him with a

petasus slung at the back of his neck,
as seen on the figure at p. 147.

PETAURTS'TA (veravpurrfis).
One who performed feats of agility

upon the machine termed petaurum
(Festus s. v. Varro ap. Non. s. v. p.

56. Pet. Sat. 53. 11.); but as the

real nature of that object has not

been ascertained, it is impossible to

identify the character of those who
exhibited themselves upon it.

PETAU'RUM (v4rcaipov). A
Greek word, signifying in that lan-

guage a perch for fowls to roost on ;

whence it was adopted, amongst the

Romans more particularly, as the

name for a contrivance or machine

employed in the exhibition of certain

feats of strength and agility, or as in

a game of mere amusement, like that

of swinging. Its precise character,

however, still remains involved in

uncertainty, every attempt at a defi-

nite explanation failing to reconcile

itself with the different passages in

which the word occurs, though each

appears to be supported by some one
or more of them. Amongst these

the following are the most plausible

conjectures hazarded. 1. A gene-
ral term for all the apparatus used by
rope-dancers, tumblers, and similar

characters
; including the poles, ropes,

hoops, &c., required for the different

displays exhibited by them. 2, A
long plank poised upon an upright at

its centre of gravity, and working
like our "

see-saw," with one man at

each extremity, and a third who
stood upon the centre, and bounded
over the heads of the others on to the

ground and back again, something
like the exhibition displayed upon
the gem introduced s. MONOBOLON.
3. A wheel suspended in the air, and
worked round and round by the

weight of two men standing upon it,

one above and the other below, who
also exhibited other feats of dex-

terity whilst they thus kept it in

motion. 4. A wheel, placed hori-

zontally, like a potter's wheel, upon
which the tumbler performed his

evolutions, whilst the wheel itself

was in a state of rapid rotation. The
passages relied on for each of these

interpretations are the following :

Lucil. ap. Fest. s. v., or p. 87. 40. ed.

Gerlach. Manil. Astron. v. 434. Juv.
xiv. 265. Pet. Fragm. 13. Mart- ii.

86. xi. 21.

PETO'RITUM or PETOR'RI-
TUM. A four-wheeled open car-

riage, amongst the Romans used

chiefly for the transport of servants

and attendants, but of which no re-

presentation is known to exist. It

was, however, of foreign origin, pro-

bably introduced from Gaul, and de-

rived from the Celtic words petoar,

four, and rit, awheel. Hor, Ep. ii. 1.

192. Id. Sat. i. 6. 104. Festus s.v.

Aul. Gell. xv. 30.

PH^ECASIA'TUS. Wearing
shoes of the kind called phcecasia ;

especially characteristic ofthe Greeks.

Senec. Ep. 113.

PH^CAS'IUM ^cuKdffiov). A
white shoe, proper to the Athenian

gymnasiarchs and priesthood of

Greece and Alexandria ; though also

adopted by other classes of both

sexes. Senec. Ben. vii. 21. Anthol.

vi. 254. Pet. Sat. 67. 4.

PHALAN'GA or PALAN'GA
(<j)d\cry). A strong round pole em-

ployed by porters to assist them in
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carrying heavy weights, the ends

being rested on their shoulders and
the load suspended from it between

than two feet long, not including the

ring at the end
;
and the manner in

which it and the shield are carried in

them at the centre of gravity, as in

the annexed example, which repre-
sents two of the soldiers on Trajan's
column making use of the contrivance

in question. Vitruv. x. 3. 7, 8, and 9.

2. A wooden cylinder or roller in-

tended for placing under objects of

great weight to assist in moving
them, as, for instance, under the bot-

tom of a vessel, whilst being hauled
on shore, or launched from the beach.

Non. s. v. p. 163. Varro, ap. Non.
/. c. Cses. B. C. ii. 10.

3. Pieces of valuable wood, such
as ebony for example, cut into trun-

cheons or cylinders, as objects of

merchandise. Plin. H. N. xii. 8.

4. A truncheon employed as a

weapon in warfare, the origin of

which is attributed to the Africans

during their contests with the Egyp-
tians (Plin. H. N. vii. 57.)- These
were probably cut out of some strong
and heavy kind of wood; but an
instrument of iron, corresponding
with the form and name of the wea-

pon, has been discovered, amongst
many other objects of an unique
character, in a tomb at Psestum,

together with a painting on the walls

of the sepulchre, which represents a

Greek warrior on horseback, carry-

ing the truncheon and a shield sus-

pended from his spear, as shown by
the annexed illustration. The imple-
ment itself, which is engraved at the

bottom of the woodcut, is rather more

the picture above, renders it probable
that they were represented as a

trophy, which the owner of the tomb
had really taken from some enemy in

battle. The object and the painting

identify the instrument with its name,
which hitherto had not been accom-

plished.
PHALANGA'RII or PALAN-

GA'RII. Porters who carried things
of bulk or great weight with the

assistance of a strong pole (phalanga).
Four, six, and even eight men by
this means combined their strength
for the transport of a single object,
as shown by the annexed example,
from a terra-cotta lamp, representing

eight porters bearing a cask of wine,

suspended in the manner described.

Vitruv. x. 3. 7. Inscript. ap. Fa-

bretti, p. 10.

2. Soldiers formed into a phalanx.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 50.

PHALANGI'TES
A soldier armed and equipped in the

same manner as those of the Macedo-
nian phalanx. Liv. xxxvii. 40. xlii. 51.

ct <t>d\apa).

3 8
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of gold, silver, or other metals, cast

or chased with some appropriate de-

vice in relief; such, for instance, as

the head of a god, image of a king or

emperor, or other allusive design,

and frequently having additional

pendants, in the form of drops and
crescents attached to them; which
were worn as ornaments upon the

breast by persons of distinction, by
soldiers as a military decoration, pre-
sented by the commander for bril-

liant services, and as an ornamental

trapping for horses. (Liv. ix. 46. Sil.

Ital. xv. 255. Virg. Mn. ix. 359. Id.

v. 310. Claud, iv. Cons. Honor. 549.)
The illustration represents a collar

formed of phalerce, with pendants at-

tached to each alternate boss, from an

original preserved in the Museum of

Antiquities at Vienna, and the manner
of wearing them is explained and illus-

trated by the two following examples.
PHALERA'TUS. Wearing

bosses (phalerce) of the precious me-
tals, as a decoration to the person ; a

practice originally characteristic of

foreign nations (Suet. Nero, 30.),
but adopted from Etruria by the Ro-
mans (Florus, i. 5, 6.), amongst whom
they were chiefly employed as a mili-

tary decoration for distinguished ser-

vices, and worn in front of the chest

(phaleris hie pectora

fidget. Sil. Ital. xv.

255.), attached to a
broad belt, fastened
over the bust, as ex-

emplified by the an-

nexed figure, repre-
senting the portrait
of a centurion in his

military accoutre-

ments, from a carving
on his tomb

; seven
phalera: are exhibited on his person,
three down the front of the breast,

and two, the halves only of which

appear in the drawing, on each side.

2. When applied to horses (Liv.
xxx. 17. Suet. Cal r9. Claud. 17.), it

designates an or-

nament of simi-

lar description,
sometimes af-

fixed to thehead-

stall, or to a

throat collar, as

in the example
from a fictile

vase, or to a martingale over the
chest, as in the woodcuts at p. 264. ;

where they hung as pendants (Plin.
H.N. xxxvii. 74. Compare Claud, iv.

Cons. Honor. 549.), shaking and shin-

ing with every motion of the animal.
PHAR'ETRA (Qaperpa). A

quiver, or case for arrows only, in
contradistinction to corytus, a bow
case, but which sometimes held the
arrows as well as the bow. See the
three following illustrations.

2. A particular kind of sun-dial,
which from its designation is sup-
posed to have borne some resem-
blance to a quiver ; but in the absence
of any known example representing
such a figure, the interpretation can

only be regarded in the light of a

conjecture. Vitruv. ix. 8.

PHARETRA'TUS. Carrying a

quiver (Virg. Hor. Ovid. &c.) ;

which was practised amongst the
ancients in three different ways: 1.

by suspending it horizontally between

the shoulders and at the back, as

shown by the right-hand figure of
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the first woodcut, so that the ar-

row was drawn out over the right
shoulder. 2. By suspending it low
down the back so that the mouth
came on a level with the left hip, as

in the left-hand example, when the

arrow was extracted by passing the
hand across the belly. Both these

figures personify the goddess of the

chase, the first from a medal, the
other from a terra-cotta lamp. 3. Or
lastly, by sling-

ing the quiver
across the back,
with its mouth
towards the

right elbow, so

that the arrows
were taken out

by passing the

right hand be-

hind the back,
in the manner
exhibited by the annexed example,
from a Greek marble, representing a

Phrygian archer. The three figures
will also explain many passages,
more especially in the Greek poets,
where the epithets used distinctly

imply one or other of the different

arrangements exhibited above.

PHARET'RIGER. Sil. Ital. xiv.

286. Same as PHARETRATUS.
PHARMACOPO'LA (^OP/WKD-

TTC^ATJS). One who makes and vends

quack medicines (Hor. Sat. i. 2. 1.);
not a legitimate dealer or practitioner,
but one of the class of mountebanks,
still common in Italy and other

countries, who frequent the public
market places (Cic. Cluent. 14. cir-

cwnforaneus), where they hold forth

the virtues of their nostrums in a
loud and fluent discourse (Cato ap.
Gell. i. 5. 3.) to the ignorant multi-

tude.

PHAR'OS and P H A R' U S

(<papos). A light-house, so termed
after the celebrated tower built by
order of Ptolemy Philadelphus, on
the island of Pharos, at the entrance
to the port of Alexandria, which
became a general model for most

others (Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 18. Solin.

32. Suet. Tib. 74. Stat. Sylv. iii. 5.

100.) The illustration represents a

light-house on a medal of the Em-
peror Commodus,
composed of a
circular tower ;

others are met
with of a square
form

; and the

Roman light
-

house at Dover
Castle, of which
considerable re-

mains are still vi-

sible, is of an octa- .

gonal figure ; but

they all present the same general
features of a tall tower in several

stories, diminishing upwards, with
windows turned towards the sea, at

which torches were kept burning for

beacons during the night.
PHASE'LUS. See FASELUS.
PHIAL'A Oa'ATj). Only a Greek

word Latinized, for which the genuine
Latin term is PATERA, where an ex-

planation and illustration are given.
PHIL'YRA or PHIL'URA

(<j)i\vpa). A thin strip cut from the
inner coat of the papyrus, in order to

make a sheet of writing paper. This
was effected by glueing together a
number of these strips, sufficient for

the size of the sheet required, and
then consolidating it by a number of
similar layers fastened cross-ways at
the back, which gave the requisite
texture to the whole, and prevented
the sheet .from splitting in the di-

rection of the fibres. Plin. H.N.
xiii. 23.

PHFMUS (0</*fc), Hor. Sat. ii. 7.

17. The Greek name for a dice-box

Latinized, for which the genuine
Latin term is FRITILLUS, under which
the word is explained and illustrated.

PHLEBOT'OMUS OAe&m^os).A lancet or fleam for blood-letting.
Veg. Vet i. 19.

PHONAS'CUS (0ai/TK<fe). One
who teaches the art of regulating the

ice
;
as a singing-master (Varro ap.

3 s 2
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Non. s. Suscitabulum. Suet. Nero,

25.) ;
or as a master of elocution.

(Suet. Aug. 84. Quint, ii. 8. 15. xi.

3. 19.)
2. In later times the leader of a

chorus or band of singers (Sidon. Ep.
iv. 11.), for which the proper word is

PBJECENTOR.
PHRYG'IO. An embroiderer, for

which art the Phrygians were much
renowned. Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 34.

Men. ii. 3. 77. Serv. ad Virg. Mn.
iii. 484.

PHRYGIO'NIUS. Embroidered.

Plin. H. N. viii. 74.

PHYL'ACA (<J>vAa/ctf). Plaut.

Capt. iii. 5. 93. A prison or place
of custody ;

it is only a Greek word
Latinized. See CARCER and ER-
GASTULUM.
PICTOR (7pa<J>efo). A painter or

artist who exercises any branch of the

pictorial art. (Cic. Acad. iv. 7. Hor.

A. P. 9.) The illustration represents
a portrait painter taking the likeness

of a person who is sitting before him,
from a design on the walls of a house

at Pompeii, which, though a palpable

caricature, affords a very good idea

of the interior of a Roman artist's

studio. He sits upon a low stool in

pan placed over some hot coals, a

further indication of the encaustic

process. The heated coals, observable

in the original, are lost in our en-

graving, from the inadvertence of the

draughtsman, or in consequence of

the very reduced scale upon which
the drawing is executed. It will be
remarked that the artist does not use
a palette, which would not be re-

quired for either of the styles men-
tioned ;

but other examples amongst
the Pompeian paintings exhibit a

palette in the left hand (Mus. Borb.

vi. 3.), of similar form to those used
at the present day. Nevertheless, it

is extremely probable that this article

was not much employed by the

ancient painters, as no name for it is

known to exist either in the Greek
or Latin language.
PICTU'RA (ypaQfy. A drawing

or painting with lines or colours ;

thence the object itself so drawn or

painted, a picture ; of which the fol-

lowing kinds are enumerated.
1. Pictura in tabula. (Cic. Verr.

ii. 4. 1. Quint, vi. 1. 32.) A paint-

ing on wood or panel, mostly on a

slab of larch, and frequently fitted

with two folding doors to shut in

the picture and

front of his easel, with a tray of

colours beside him, and a pot of
water to cleanse the only brush he
uses ; both which circumstances indi-

cate an artist in water-colours, or in

that style of encaustic painting in

which the colours were laid on with
a liquid brush (see ENCAUSTICA).
Fronting him is the sitter, and behind,
at the further end of the room, a

pupil drawing on his board ; while
two assistants are engaged on the

right in preparing the colours, pro-
mixed with wax, in a shallow

preserve it from
dust and dirt,

as shown by the

annexed exam-

ple, from a de-

sign at Pompeii,

representing a

picture on panel

suspended over a doorway, and also

illustrating the method in which such

works were hung.
2. Pictura in linteo, or, in sipario.

(Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 33.

Quint. I. c.) A
painting on caw-

vas, a mate-
rial probably
brought into use

at a much later

date than wood ; but clearly represented
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by the annexed example, from a

design at Pompeii, -which also shows
the frame upon which it was stretched

very similar to those now employed
for embroidery and worsted working.

3. Pictura inusta. (Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 39. Ib. 31.) A painting in

coloured wax, burnt in by the action

of heat, descriptive of one of the pro-
cesses employed in encaustic painting.
See ENCAUSTICA.

4. Pictura udo tectorio. Vitruv.

vii. 3. 6. A fresco-painting ; that is

executed upon a wall coated with

very fine cement, made of marble
dust and chalk, and painted while
the cement is still wet.

5. Pictura textilis. (Cic. Verr. ii.

4. 1. Lucret. ii. 35.) A picture
worked in embroidery ; a very early
invention, for which the natives of

Phrygia were celebrated ; hence acu

pictus means embroidered.
PICTURA'TUS. Painted in

colours ; and, when applied to dra-

pery, embroidered. Virg. JEn. iii. 483.

PFLA, with the first syllable long
(fyS??). Properly a deep mortar

(a/to, Ov. Ibis, 573.), in which

things were brayed and pounded
into an impalpable substance (Plin.
H. N. xviii. 29.

2.), by beating
down with a pestle
of great size and

weight (see PILUM
1.); whence the

Greek terms tySis

and fyStoyxa also

designate a dance, accompanied with

much stamping of the feet. The an-

nexed example is from an original
discovered at Pompeii ; and is thus

distinguished from mortarium, a mor-
tar of smaller dimensions, in which

ingredients were kneaded and mixed

together; but the distinction is not

always observed with accuracy.
2. (TT(r<T6s). A pillar, or pier of

an oval-shaped form, such as em-

ployed under water for supporting
the superstructure of a bridge (Liv.
xl. 51. Suet. Claud. 20. Senec. Q.N.

vi. 30. ) ; as a monument to receive

an inscription (Nep. Ale. 4.) ; in

front of a bookseller's shop, on which
the catalogues were exposed to view

(Hor. Sat. i. 4. 71.) ;
or other pur-

poses of a congenial nature.

3. (eVSd/uTjtm). A pier or break-

water (Virg. JEn. ix. 711.), which is

always rounded at the end, and in its

entire mass from the base to the top
at low water presents a figure of

nearly similar form to the other

objects expressly characterized by
the same term.

PILA, with the first syllable short

(oxpcwpa). A ball for playing the

[

game of ball ; as a general term in-

I eluding the four distinct kinds used

! by the ancients ; viz. Follis, Harpas-

j

turn, Paganica, and Trigon, each of

I which is described under its own
specific name.

2. Pilapicta. (Ov. Met. x. 262.)
A play ing-ball, of which the outside

leather was painted of different co-

lours, and ornamented with tasty
devices ; frequently represented on
the fictile vases, as an accessory in

scenes illustrative of life in the Gym-
nasium, or of female amusements,
from one of which the annexed spe-
cimen is copied, where it is

exhibited amongst various

other trinkets, working and

playthings, suspended from
the tomb of a young Greek lady. It

would appear that green was a fa-

vourite colour for this purpose (pra-
sina pila, Pet. Sat. 27. 2.) ;

whence
the same is designated by the term

vitrea, in an inscription (op. Grut.

torn. i. p. 2. 1537), that is, of a glassy
or greenish hue, like the colour of

water; as vitrea undo. (Virg. JEn.

vii. 759.), vitrea sedilia (Id. Georg.
iv. 350.).

3. Pila vitrea. (Senec. Q. N. i. 6.)

A glass globe filled with water for the

purpose of being placed between a

person and the object he is contem-

plating, in order to magnify the object
and render it clearer to the view ; a

custom still adopted in wood engrav-
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ing and other occupations, requiring
a strong and clear light which will

not prejudice the sight. It would
also appear from the above passage
of Seneca that this contrivance was
sometimes employed by the ancients

to assist an imperfect or failing sight,

in the place ofour spectacles ;
for these

useful articles were not discovered

before the commencement of the 14th

century, being invented by a Floren-

tine named Salvino degli Amati, who
died in 1317, as testified by the epi-

taph inscribed upon his tomb (Manni,
Dissert degli Occhiali, p. 65.). It

must, however, be remembered that

the ancients, who employed a nume-
rous class of well-educated slaves in

the character of readers, secretaries,

and amanuenses, did not stand so

much in need of an artificial assist-

ance for the eye-sight as we do.

Another meaning of the expression
pila vitrea is explained in the pre-

ceding paragraph.
4. Pila Mattiaca. (Mart. xiv. 27.)

A ball of German pommade, em-
ployed by the ladies of Rome and

young men of fashion, to tinge the
hair of a light or fair colour. It was

composed of goats' tallow and beech-
wood ashes made up into a ball,
which received its distinguishing epi-
thet from the town of Mattium (Mar-
purg) from whence it was imported.

5. A balloting-ball; employed as a
means for selecting what judge should

try a cause, and prevent the packing
of the bench against the interest of
either party. For this purpose a
certain number of balls, with the
names of different judges inscribed
on them, were put into a box, and
thence drawn out by lot, in the same
spirit as we strike a jury, each party
having the right to challenge and
reject any obnoxious or presumedly
partial judge. Prop. iv. 11. 20., and
Ascon. Argument. Milon.

6. An effigy or Guy, clumsily made
out of old pieces of cloth stuffed with
hay, employed to try the temper of
some animals, bulls and buffaloes,

when baited ;
or to infuriate them if

they appeared tame and impassive ;

a practice still continued at Mola, on
the bay of Gaeta, upon a certain

festival, at which it is customary
for buffaloes to be baited in the main
street. Mart. Spect. 19. Ascon. ad
Cic. Fragm. pro C. Cornel.

PILA'NI. The original name by
which the soldiers composing the
third line or division of the old Ro-
man legion were distinguished, be-
cause they alone at that time were
armed with the heavy javelin or

pilum, the other two using the spear
or hasta. But when the pilum was
adopted for all the three divisions,
the title of Triarii was substituted for

that of Pilani, with which it becomes
thenceforth synonymous (Varro, L. L.
v. 89. Paulus ex Fest. s. v. Ov. Fast,
iii. 129.). Subsequently, however, to

this period, and towards the close of

the republic, when the custom ob-
tained of drawing up an army by
lines in cohorts, the distinctive

character, as well as the name of
Pilani or Triarii was abandoned, be-

cause it no longer represented any
real distinction.

PILA'RIUS. One who exhibits

feats of dexterity with a number of

balls, similar to the Indian juggler
(Quint, x. 7. 11. Inscript. ap. Fabrett.

p. 250. n. 2.), by throwing them up
with both hands, catching them on,
and making them rebound from, the

inner joint of the elbow, leg, forehead.
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and instep, so that they kept playing
in a continuous circle round his per-
son -without falling to the ground, as

minutely described by Manilius (As-
tron. 169 171.), and as exhibited by
the annexed figure from a Diptych in

the Museum at Verona. The player
is exhibiting with seven balls, in a

handsome building (the scena pilario-
rum of Quint. /. c.), whilst a number
ofboys and other persons stand round,
and look on. Two figures in pre-

cisely the same attitude, and with the

same number of balls each, are sculp-
tured on a sepulchral marble in the

collection at Mantua. Labus. Antich.

di Mantova. torn. ii.

PILEA'TUS (7nAo04>os). Bon-

netted; that is, wearing a felt-cap
termed pileus,ihe

ordinary head-

covering of sail-

ors, fishermen,
and artisans, as

well as of the

twin brothers,
Castor and Pol-

lux, who are

thence styled

fratres pileati

(Catull. 37. 2.) ; amongst the Greeks
and Romans usually worn without

strings, and put on in such a manner
as to leave the ends of the hair just
visible all round its edges, as ex-

hibited by the annexed example, re-

presenting Ulysses on an engraved

gem. Liv. xxiv. 16., and PILEUS.

2. Pileata Roma, pileata plebs,

pileata turba. Expressions employed
to indicate the period of the Saturna-

lian festival, or carnival of ancient

Rome ; because at that fete all the

people wore caps as a token of the

general liberty permitted during those

days of revelry and rejoicing, and in

allusion to the custom of presenting a

pileus to the slave who had regained
his liberty. Mart. xi. 6. Suet. Nero,

57. Sen. Ep. 19.

3. Pileati servl (Aul. Gell. vii.

4.) Slaves whose heads were covered

with a pileus, when put up for sale,

as a token that their owners could
not warrant them.
PILEN'TUM. A state carriage

used by the Roman matrons and
ladies of distinction on gala days and

festivals, instead of the Carpentum,
which they used on ordinary occa-

sions. (Liv. v. 25. Virg. ^En. viii.

666. Festuss.u.) We have not suffi-

cient data for deciding the precise
character of this conveyance, further

than what is collected generally and

by implication from the terms in

which it is spoken of
; whence it

appears to have been raised to a

stately height, of easy motion, with a
cover over head, but open all round,
and, sometimes, if Isidorus ( Orig. xx.

12.) be correct, furnished with four

wheels. The figure in the illustration,

from a medal of the Empress Faus-

tina, agrees with many of these par-
ticulars

;
and although it cannot be

pronounced authoritatively as an ac-

curate representation of the carriage
in question, may serve to convey a
notion of what it was like, and how
it differed from the ordinary carpen-
tum. The circumstance of being
drawn by lions instead of horses or

mules, may be a piece of mere ar-

tistic exaggeration ; but under the

extravagant habits of the empire, we
meet with various instances of wild
animals being tamed and yoked to

draught.
PI'LEOLUS (irtXWwv). Dimi-

nutive of pileus : a small and shallow

skull-cap, made of felted wool, which

just covered the top part of the head,

leaving the hair over the forehead
and at the nape of the neck entirely
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free (Hieron. Ep. 85. n. 6. Com-

pare Id. Ep. 64. n. 13.) It was

worn by the Romans
as a protection for the

head even indoors

(Hor. Ep. i. 13. 15.);

thus resembling in its

use, as it did in form,

the little cap (French,

calotte; Italian, ber-

rettino\ which a car-

dinal and some of the

Catholic priests put on to cover their

tonsures when they take off their

hats, and which is exactly similar

to the example in the annexed illus-

tration, from an engraved gem, be-

lieved to contain the portrait of Alex-

ander the Great,

PFLEUS or PFLEUM (ir7\os, iri-

Aomfr). A cap, properly speaking,
of felt, and worn by men as contra-

distinct from those which were worn

by women (Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 300.

Mart. xiv. 132. Serv. ad Virg. JEn.

ix. 616). They naturally varied in

form amongst different nations of an-

tiquity, but still preserving the same

general characteristics of a round cap
without any brim, and fitting close or

nearly so to the head, as exemplified

by the specimens annexed, which re-

present three of the most usual forms

occurring in works of art. The first

on the left shows the Phrygian
bonnet from a statue of Paris. The
centre one the Greek cap, mostly
egg-shaped, as here, from a bust of

Ulysses ; and the last, the Roman
cap of liberty, from a coin of Brutus.

PILFCREPUS (Sen. Ep. 56).
The correct meaning of this word is

doubtful
; but it is supposed to desig-

nate one who played a game at ball

of the same nature as our tennis.

PI'LULA. Diminutive of PILA.

Any small globe or ball; especially

a pill in medicine. Pirn. //. N.

xxviii. 37.

PILUM (/edirwov). A large and

powerful instrument for bruising and

braying things in a deep mortar

(pila) (Cato, R. R. x. 5. Plin. H. N.
xviii. 23). It was held in both

hands, and the action employed when

using it was that of pounding by re-

peated blows, as shown by the an-

nexed example from an Egyptian
painting, whence the operation is

described by connecting it with such

words as tundere (Pallad. i. 41. 2.),

contundere (76. 3) ; whereas the ordi-

nary pestle (pistillum) was used with
one hand, and stirred round the mor-
tar (mortarium), with an action

adapted for kneading and mixing,
rather than pounding; but the dis-

tinction between these two words is

not always preserved.
2. (vffff6s). Thepilum, or national

arm of the Roman infantry. It was
a very formidable weapon, used

chiefly as a missile, but also serving
as a pike to thrust with when occasion

required, though shorter, stronger,
and larger in the head than the hasta

or spear. It seems to have varied

somewhat in length at different

periods, the average being near about

six feet three inches from point to

butt. The shaft, which was made of

wood, was square at the top, and of

exactly the same length as the head,
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which was formed of iron ; and this,

when riveted on to the shaft, covered

one half of its length, leaving about

nine inches of solid metal projecting
as a head-piece beyond (Liv. ix. 19.

Flor. ii. 7. 9. Veg. Mil. ii. 15. Sil.

Ital. xiii. 308. Polyb. vi. 23. Id.

i. 40). It appears a remarkable cir-

cumstance that we should have no
authentic specimen remaining of this

national weapon, either as the product
of excavations, or in artistic repre-

sentations, by which its exact form
and character might be ascertained

from demonstrative evidence. But
as the head was made of iron, a ma-
terial which suffers greatly from cor-

rosion underground, when found, it is

always so much eaten away and dis-

figured by rust as to have lost all

distinctive character
;
and the figures

on the columns, triumphal arches, and
other sculptures illustrative of mili-

tary scenes, are for the most part
intended for officers, not soldiers of

the rank and file, consequently who
would not use the pilum; or, if the

common soldiers are brought into a

prominent position, they are engaged
as fatigue parties, felling timber, col-

lecting forage, transporting pro-

visions, making stockades, raising
field works, and such other duties as

would preclude the artist, even if he

wished it, from introducing offensive

weapons into the scene. Moreover,
the unartistic effect which would be

produced by a forest of straight lines,

the difficulty also attending the exe-

cution of such objects in sculpture,

and the fragile nature of the object

itself when carved in relief, induced

the ancient sculptors, as a general
rule of their art, to omit accessories

of this kind in their works, and to

content themselves with making the

action represented obvious and un-

mistakeable by the mere truthfulness

of attitude and gesture. These reasons

and motives will account for the want

of an illustration, the absence of

which might otherwise appear an un-

reasonable omission. But it may be

suggested that the implement held by
the figure in the last woodcut will

also afford a probable proximate idea

of the pilum of a Roman soldier
;
the

description of which above given, and
collected from various written au-

thorities, corresponds in a remarkable

manner, both as respects the square-
ness of the upper part, and relative

proportions between the head and

shaft, with the instrument there

figured, which resemblance will thus

explain why both objects were desig-
nated by the same name.
PINACOTHE'CA Otj/a/cofl^).

A picture gallery ; an apartment
usually comprised in the houses of

the wealthy Greeks, and of the Ro-

mans, after they had acquired from
them a taste for the arts. Vitruv. i.

2. 7. Id. vi. 3. 8. Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 2.

PINCER'NA (otVox^O-.
A cup-

bearer ; a slave whose duty it was to

mix the wine, fill the cups, and hand
them round to the guests at table.

They were in general young persons
selected for the comeliness of their ap-

pearance, who wore their hair flowing
on their shoulders, and
a short tunic ;

and had

particular attention be-

stowed upon the clean-

liness of their persons
and attire (Ascon. in

Verr. ii. 1. 26. Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 41).
All these particulars
are exhibited in the

annexed figure, from
the Vatican Virgil ;

the long trousers and
mantle indicate a youth of foreign,
and probably Phrygian, extraction.

PINNA(7TT6poV). The blade of

a rudder (gubernaculum) : which

among the ancients was little more
than a large oar having a broad blade

at the extremity, with two drooping

points, like the feather ends of birds'

wings, from which it received the

name, as in the annexed example,
from a bas-relief found at Pozzuoli.

3 T
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If the blade was rounded at the hot-

tom like a common oar, as was

frequently the case, it still retained

the same name ; but the resemblance

was drawn from a single feather,

which has the quill in the centre, and,

as it were, a blade with an edge on

each side of it, like a double axe.

Non. s. Bipennis, p. 79.

2. A turret, or notched battlement,

along the top of a wall, fortress,

tower, &c. (Varro, L. L. v. 142.

Claud. Quadrig. ap. Gell. ix. 1.

Virg. JEn. vii. 159). Some gram-
marians deduce this meaning of the

word from a fancied resemblance to

the feathers or wings worn by the

Samnite soldiers and gladiators at the

sides of their helmets (see the illus-

tration s. SAMNITES) ; others from
the turret being acuminated or

bevelled upwards into an edge, like

a feather, in the manner shown by the

annexed illustration, which represents
two turrets on the city walls of Pom-
peii, viewed from the inside of the

ramparts. It will also be observed
that they are ingeniously contrived
with a shoulder, or returning angle,

which protected the defenders from
missiles coming with a slant against
their left sides.

3. A paddle or float board attached

to the outside of a water wheel (rota

aquaria), upon which the current
acts to produce rotation. Vitruv. x.

5. 1.

4. A register or stop in a water

organ. Vitruv. x. 8. 4.

PINNIR'APUS. Any gladiator
matched with a Samnite or Thracian,
each of whom wore feathers (pinnce)
in their helmets (as shown by the il-

lustrations to those words) which it

was an object of their opponents to

snatch away, whence the name arose.

Juv. iii. 158. Schol. Vet. ad I.

PINSOR. An early form for

PISTOR. Varro. de Vit. P. R. ap.
Non. p. 152.

PISCA'TOR (aAiefo). A fisher-

man, understood, like our own term,
in the same general sense of one who
takes fish in salt or fresh water, with
the net or line ; and also a fish-man
who sells through the town the fish

he has taken himself (Plaut. Capt.
iv. 2. 34. Terent. Eun. ii. 2. 26.

Inscript. ap. Fabretti, p. 731. n. 450.

piscatores propolce).
PISCFNA (IxQvorpo^ov). A

stew or stock pond for fish, an usual

appendage to the villa residences of
the wealthy Romans. Aul. Gell. ii.

20. 2. Cic. Att. ii. 1. Varro, R. R.
iii. 17. Columell. viii. 17.

2. A large swimming bath in the

open air (Plin. Ep. v. 6. 25.), either

of tepid water warmed by the heat of
the sun, or from a naturally warm
spring (Id. ii. 17. 11. Suet. Nero,
31.) ;

but sometimes reduced in tem-

perature by the admixture of snow
(Id. Nero, 27.). It differs from the

baptisterium, in not being under cover
and generally colder.

3. Piscina limaria. A clearing
tank, constructed at the commence-
ment or termination of an aqueduct,
for the purpose of allowing the water
to purify itself by depositing its sedi-

ment before it was transmitted
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through the city (Frontin. Aq. 15.

19.). Many remains of such works
have been discovered in different

parts of Italy, some of which are

constructed upon a scale of very great
extent and magnificence ;

but the

annexed illustration, representing the

plan of one which formerly existed

under the Pincian hill (collis hortu-

lorum), and served to purify the aqua
Virgo, though small and inconsiderable

as compared with many others, will

explain the general nature of these

structures, and the manner in which

they operated. A A represents the

duct or water course of the aqueduct,
which discharges its waters into the

chamber B, where the onward course

of the stream is arrested, and ceases

to flow, c is an aperture in the floor

of the chamber, through which the

water descends into another vault, D,

below the level of the duct, at the

bottom of which the sediment con-

tained in the water deposits itself.

E, another aperture through which
the water passes on to a second vault,

also below the level of the duct, and
in which it continues to throw down

any remaining deposits. From this

it rises through the aperture c, into

an upper chamber, H, and again re-

stores itself in a purified state to the

duct ii which it had left on the op-

posite side. The door-way, K, at the

bottom of the lower chamber on the

right hand, is a sluice-gate (cataracta)

through which the mud and other

impurities were discharged into the

sewer.

4. A tank, or basin of water, in the

atrium or peristylium of private
houses (Pet. Sat. 62. 7.); more usually
termed IMPLUVIUM, which see.

5. Any large wooden vat for hold-

ing water. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 32.

PISTILLUM or PISTILLUS
(vTre'pov). Our pestles an instrument

with a bluff head (Hieron. Ep. 69.

n. 4.) used with a mortar (morta-

rium, Plaut. Aul i. 3. 17.), for

kneading, mixing, and stirring

things round (Virg. Moret. iii. 102.

and the Greek proverb virepov

TrepiffToQfy ; whereas the pilum
was a larger implement, used with

an action of pounding and braying in

a deep vessel termed pila. The ex-

ample represents an original pestle
found amongst some ruins of Roman
building, excavated when making
the approaches to London Bridge,
and resembling in every respect
those now in use

;
but an epigram

(ap. Sympos. 85.) implies that the

Romans also made pestles with a

double head, one at each end, like

our dumb bells ; and the two words

pistillum and pilum, as well as the

Greek names which correspond with

them, are frequently interchanged
with each other without regard to

the accurate notion they contained.

PIS TOR. Literally one who
pounds and brays things in a mor-
tar ; thence, more specially, a miller,

j

because in very early times, before

I the invention of mills for grinding,
the corn was brayed into flour with a

very heavy pestle, in the manner

represented by the figure s. PILUM 1.;

and subsequently the same word also

signified a baker (Greek aproirods),

because those tradesmen always

ground the flour with which they
made their bread Varro ap. Non. s:

Pinsere, p. 152. Plin. H. N. xviii.

28. Varro, ap. Gell. xv. 19.

2. Pistor dulciarius. A confec-

tioner. Mart. xiv. 222.

PISTRIL'LA. Diminutive of

PISTRINA. Terent. Adelph. iv. 2. 45.

PISTRI'NA. (Plin. H. N. xviii.

20.). Same as PISTRINUM.
3 T 2
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PISTRI'NUM (MI/X&O. Origi-

nally signified the place where corn
was brayed into flour by means of a

large pestle and deep mortar, in the

manner shown by the figure s. PILUM
1. ; but after the invention of mills

for grinding (MoLA), the same term
was retained to designate the mill-

house (Terent. Phorm. ii. 1. 19. Cic.

Or. i. 11.), where the mills were
driven by slaves, cattle, or water

(Pallad. i. 42.); and which, in con-

sequence of the laborious exertion

required for grinding by hand, as

well as the continuousness of the toil,

for they were frequently kept going
by night as well as day (Apul. Met.
ix. p. 183.), was commonly used as a

place of punishment for offending
slaves, like our workhouse, where

they were condemned to undergo a

period of imprisonment with hard la-

bour. Plaut. passim.
PIS'TRIS or PRIS'TIS, and

PIS'TRIX or PRIS'TIX (niarpis
and TrptffTis'). A sea-monster (Florus,
iii. 5. 16. Plin. H. N. ix. 2.); but

always represented by the ancient

artists with the same characteristic

features as are exhibited in the an-

nexed illustration from a painting at

Pompeii, viz. the head of a dragon,
the neck and breast of a beast, with
fins in the place of front legs, and
the tail and body of a fish (Virg. Mn.
iii. 427. ) ; a form generally adopted
by the early Christian artists to re-

present the whale which swallowed
Jonah.

2. The name given to a particular
class of ships of war (Liv. xxxv. 26.

Polyb. xvii. 1. 1.), doubtless from a
certain resemblance in general form
to the above figure ; perhaps from
the bow rising very high out of the

water, like the head and neck there

portrayed. In Virgil (^En. v. 1 1 6.)

pistris is the adopted name of a

vessel, after the image of this mon-
ster borne on its bows as a figure-head

(insigne). See the woodcut at p. 325.

PITTAC'IUM (mrrdKiov). A
slip or bit of paper, parchment, or

leather for writing on ; especially as

a label for a wine bottle, on which
the date of the vintage, quality of the

wine, and time of bottling, was in-

I
scribed. Pet. Sat. 34. 6. Ib. 56. 7.

2. A piece of linen spread with
ointment to form a plaster. Laber.

! ap. Cell. xvi. 7. Celsus, iii. 10.

PLACEN'TA (TrAcwcoGs). A thin

flat cake made of wheat flour, mixed
i
with cheese and honey, but of con-

I

siderable size, so that it would cut

up into a number of separate pieces,
for each of the guests present. Cato.

j

R. R. 76. Hor. Ep. i. 10. 11. Com-
pare Sat. ii. 8. 24.

PL AGA ( cvoSiov). A hunting net,

intended to be drawn across a road,

opening, or ride in the cover, in

i order to prevent the game from

j
getting out of bounds. ( Grat. Cyneg.
300. Hor. Epod. 2. 23. Lucret. v.

1250. Compare Serv. ad Virg. ^En.

iv. 131.) Though the exact nature

and character of this net is open to

dispute, yet it would appear from a

general comparison of the passages
in which mention of it occurs, that it

was similar in form and use to the

! RETE ;
with the exception of being

smaller, and employed as a subsidiary
to the larger one, across narrow and

i confined passes, which would other-

i wise give an inlet into the open
country.

2. Same as PLAGULA. Afranius

and Varro, ap. Non. s. v. pp. 378. 537.

P L A G' U L A. Diminutive of

PLAGA, but applied with the following

special senses :

1. A curtain or a rideau, suspended
like a net round the couches of a

triclinium to keep off the dust or cur-

rents of air from the guests reclining
at table, as in the annexed example
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from a bas-relief in the British Mu-

seum. Liv. xxxix. 6.

2. A curtain which could be drawn
or withdrawn round the sides of a

palanquin (lectica), so as to seclude the
inmate when desired, or convert the
whole into an open carriage. Suet.

Tit. 10. and illustration s. LECTICA.
3. A breadth of cloth, two or more

of which, when sewed together, make
up a dress. Varro, L. L. ix. 79.

4. A strip or file of paper, several
of which, when glued together, make
up a sheet. Plin. H. N. xiii. 23.

PLAGUN'CULA (v\ayy<&v). A
wax doll. Cic. Att. vi. Ernesti, Clavis,
s. v. Callim. Dem. 92. PUPA.
PLA'NIPES. An actor who

played a part in a spe-
cies of low farce, termed a
mime (mimus), and who
received that designation
because he came upon
the stage with naked feet,

without either the cothur-

nus or soccus, plants pedi-
bus, i. e. non arte exaltatis.

(Diomed. iii. 487. Aul.
Gell. i. 11. 7. Macrob.
Sat. ii. 1.) The illustra-

tion is from an engraved
gem.
PLAS'TES (TTAOO-TTJS). One who

models works of art in clay or wax.
Veil. i. 17. 4. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 45.

PLASTICA'TOR. (Firm. Matth.
viii. 16.) Same as preceding.
PLATE'A and PLAT'EA (*\a-

Te?o, sc. 68(fe.) A broad or principal
street in a town, as contradistinguished

from a bye-lane or back-street (angi-

portus) in the same. Ter. Andr. iv.

5. 1. Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 71. Ca?s. B. C.
i. 27. Hirt. B. Alex. 2.

PLAUSTRA'RIUS (^OTT^S).
A wagon maker or cartwright. Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 24.

2. (a/ioeys.) A wagoner. Ulp. Dig.
9. 2. 27. and woodcut, s. Plaustrum

Majus.
PLAUS'TRUM (fyo|a). A

wagon on two wheels usually drawn

by oxen, and particularly employed
in country occupations for the con-

veyance of heavy loads and produce
of every description. (Plaut. Aul.

iii. 5. 31.) Though we make use of

the term wagon as the nearest cor-

responding expression for the Roman
plaustrum, that by no means suggests
a true notion of the actual object,
which in reality consisted of nothing
more than a strong platform of
boards placed upon a pair of wheels,
that were not radiated with spokes
(radii), but formed out of a tambour-
ine of solid wood (tympanum), fixed

permanently to the axle, so that the

whole, both wheels and axle, revolved

together ; and this explains why the

plaustrum is usually spoken of as a

noisy and creaking cart (stridens,

Virg. Georg. iii. 536. Ov. Trist. iii.

10. 59.) The load itself was merely
fastened upon this platform, when of
a nature to be so disposed; or was
included in a large basket (scirpea in

plaustro. Ov. Fast. vi. 680.), as in

the present example from a Roman
bas-relief, when composed of many
small articles which could not other-
wise be held together; or, in other

cases, a moveable rail was affixed to

the sides, which kept the load toge-
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ther, without concealing it ; or, as

Varro expresses it, left it open on all

sides (ex omni parte palam, Varro,
L. L. v. 140.), as in the annexed speci-

men, also from a bas-relief.

2. Plaustrum majus. (Cato, R. R.

x. 2. Varro, R. R. i. 22. 3.) A
wagon of the same description, and

employed for similar purposes, but of

larger dimensions, and placed upon
four wheels instead of two, as ex-

hibited by the annexed example, from
a sepulchral bas-relief discovered at

Langres in France.
PLECTRUM (TrA^KTpof). Properly

a Greek word, which, in its primitive
sense, means a thing that is used to

strike with (from 7rA.7j(r<ra>, to strike) ;

whence in both

languages it is

specially used
to designate
a short stick

or quill with
which the chords of
a stringed instru-

ment were struck,

by inserting the end
between the strings,
or running it over

them,when required.
(Cic. N. D. ii. 59.)
The instrument itself is shown on
the left side of the illustration, from
a Pompeian painting ; and the man-

ner of using it, by the figure annexed,
from an ancient Roman fresco pre-
served in the Vatican, who twangs
the strings of a lyre with the fingers
of her left hand, and strikes them
with a plectrum in her right.

2. Poetically applied to the handle

(ansa), or to the tiller (clavus) of a
rudder. Sil. Ital. xiv. 402. Ib. 548.

See GUBERNACULUM.
PLIN'THIS (*\areii). Diminu-

tive of PLINTHUS. Vitruv. iii. 3. 2.

PL I N'T HIUM (v\iv6lov). A
sun-dial described upon a flat slab,

laid horizontally, like a plinth. Vi-

truv. ix. 8.

PLIN'THUS O\tV0os). The or-

dinary Greek name for a brick or a

tile
;
whence

the word was

adopted by
the Roman
architects to

\ ^
designate the

lowest member in the base of a

column, our plinth, which is a square
slab, like a thick tile, placed under
the lowest torus, and supposed to

have originated from the necessity of

placing a large flat surface under the

column to prevent it from rotting,
when formed of wood, or from pene-

trating too far into the ground, if

stone. Vitruv. iv. 7. 3.

PLOSTEL'LUM (d/wflO- Dimi-

nutive of PLAUSTRUM ; consequently

applicable to any cart of the con-

struction explained under that word,
but of less than the usual size, like

the annexed example, from an en-

graved gem, which is fitted for the

draught of goats instead of oxen

(Agostin. C. D. vii. 21. Hor. Sat.
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ii. 3. 247., in which passage the

diminutive is applied to a toy with

mice harnessed to it).

2. Plostellum punicum. A threshing

machine, or sort of sledge cart in-

vented by the Carthaginians, and from

them adopted into Italy and other

countries. It consisted of a wooden

frame, like a sledge, into which a

certain number of rollers, set round
with projecting teeth, were fitted;

these threshed out the corn as they
turned round when drawn over the

floor by the cattle attached to the
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machine, which was further weighted

by the driver, who sat in a sort of

frame or chair placed on it. (Varro,
R.R. i. 51. 2.) The preceding ac-

count from Varro describes so ex-

actly a contrivance still used in

Egypt for the same purpose, called

the "
Noreg," and represented in

the annexed illustration, as to leave

no doubt respecting the identity of

the original one.

PLOX'EMUM, PLOX'EMUS,
PLOX'IMUS, or PLOX'ENUS.
The body part of a two-wheeled car-

riage or gig (cisium), which was
made or covered with leather. (Ca-

tull. 97. 6. Festus s. v.) According
to Quintilian (i. 5. 8.), the term was

a provincial one, which Catullus

learnt amongst the districts bordering
on the river Po

; an opinion in some
measure corroborated by the annexed

engraving, from an ancient sepulchral
marble now preserved in the Museum
at Verona, which closely resembles a

very peculiar description of one-horse

carriage, still commonly used in the

same parts of the Lombardo-Venetian

kingdom, where it goes by the name
of a " Padovanino."
PLUM^E. The scales in a cors-

let or cuirass, when formed in imi-

tation of a bird's feathers, as in the

annexed illustration, from a bas-relief

which originally decorated the arch

of Trajan, from whence it was re-

moved by Constantine to the one

which bears his name. Virg. JEn.

xi. 771. Sallust. Fragm. ap. Serv.

ad I

2. Ornaments, either embroidered,
or sewed on, or woven into the fabric

of a piece of cloth, serving as a

coverlet to a pillow, cushion, or other

object, in order to produce a rich and
fanciful pattern. (Mart. xiv. 146.

Prop. iii. 7. 50.) It has not been

satisfactorily ascertained what these

plumce were, whether ornaments of

gold, or tapestry patterns, or real

feathers of different colours sewed on

the fabric in the same manner as now

practised in India and China. Pro-

fessor Becker inclines to the latter

interpretation (Gallus. p. 9. n. 15.

Lond. 1844.).
PLUMA'RIUS. One who folr

lowed the art of making plumce, as
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explained in the preceding paragraph
(Vitruv. vi. 4. Varro. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 1 62.) ; but as the real nature of those

ornaments is yet undecided, it is im-

possible to declare in what precisely
his art consisted.

PLUMA'TUS. 1. Covered with
scales in the form of bird's feathers

(Justin, xli. 2.), as shown by the pre-

ceding illustration.

2. Decorated with the ornaments
termed plumce. Lucan. x. 125. Pet.

Sat. 55. 5. See PLUM^E, 2.

PLUMBUM (>oAt>)85os). Lead ;

whence used as a special name for

various articles made of that metal :

as

1. A leaden water-pipe. Hor. Ep.
i. 10. 20. Stat. Silv. i. 3. 67. See FIS-

TULA, 1.

2. A leaden plummet, employed as

a bullet to be cast from a sling. Ov.
Met. ii. 727. See GLANS.

3. A whip with lumps of metal
knotted into the thongs, employed for

punishing slaves. Prudent, -rrepl a-rety.

x. 116. Compare Cod. Theodos. 9.

35. 2 ; and see the illustration s. FLA-
GRUM, 1.

4. A leaden plummet for drawing
lines (Catull. 22. 8.); corresponding
in use with our own, but differing in

form and character : for amongst the

ancients these articles were made out
of a small round plate, instead of a

long pipe ;
a much more convenient

form, requiring no cutting, less apt to

get bent, or to scratch the parchment.
Salmas. ad Solin. p. 644. Beckman.

History of Inventions, vol. ii. p. 389.

Lend. 1846.

PLUT'EUS and PLUT'EUM.
|

In a general sense any thing made of

boards, hurdles, &c., joined together
in order to form a cover or give sup-
port ; whence the following specific

meanings are deduced :

1. (bcapdKiov). A breastwork of

boarding which served to screen the
assailants of fortified places from the
missiles and attacks of the enemy,
whilst making their approaches, pre-
paratory to an assault. For this

purpose they were advanced in front
of the storming parties, placed upon
the military engines and moveable
towers, or planted round the spot
where earthworks were being thrown
up. Cses. B. G. vii. 41. Id. B. C.
i. 25. ii. 15. Liv. x. 38. Ammian.
xxi. 12.

2. A moveable tower with a roof
overhead, made of boards or hurdles
covered with raw hides, or hair cloth,
and fixed upon wheels, under the
shelter of which a besieging party
could advance close up to the walls
of a beleaguered fortress, and clear it

from its defenders before commencing
the escalade. Veget. Mil iv. 15. Vi-
truv. x. 15.

3. The back board of a bed, oppo-
site to the sponda, or side at which

the parties got in, which is plainly
exhibited in the annexed example
from a Roman bas-relief. Mart. iii.

91. 10.

4. The raised end of a tricliniary

couch, in the form of a French sofa,
which was placed towards the table,
for the upper part of the occupant to

rest against, whilst his legs and feet

were stretched out to its opposite ex-

tremity, as plainly shown by the

annexed illustration, from a Roman
bas-relief. Suet. Cal 26.

5. A dwarf wall closing up the

lower portions of an intercolumniation

(Vitruv. iv. 4. 1.), or placed as a

parapet upon the upper stories of an
edifice (Vitruv. v. 1. 5.), to preclude
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the danger of falling over, as seen in

the annexed engraving from the

Vatican Virgil, representing Dido

watching the departure of Mneas
from the upper story of her palace.

6. A shelf, affixed to the walls of a

room, upon which articles of common
use were deposited for convenience,
or objects of

luxury display-
ed for orna-

ment (Juv. ii. 7. Pers. i. 106. Ulp.

Dig 29. 1. 17.). The example, from

a painting of Herculaneum, represents
a shelf fastened to the wall in a shoe-

maker's shop, upon which a number
of lasts are deposited.

7. A board upon which a corpse is

laid out. Mart. viii. 44. 13.

PNFGEUS (wrxerfs). A damper
made in the shape of an inverted

funnel, and intended to stop or sup-

press the rising air in a water organ.
Vitruv. x. 8. 2.

POCILLA'TOR (oboxfosy.
A

young slave who filled the wine cups

(pocilla\ and handed them to the

guests. Apul. Met x. p. 223. Same
as PINCERNA ;

which see.

POCFLLUM. Diminutive of Po-

CULUM. Liv. x. 42. Suet. Vesp. 2.

PO'CULUM (TTO-Hjp, iroriipiov). A
general term for any description of

vessel employed as a drinking-cup,

and thus including all the special

ones which are enumerated in the list

of the Classed Index. Virg. Ov. Ti-

bull. Hor. &c.

PODE'RES or PODE'RIS
Literally reaching down to

the feet ; a Greek word, applied ad-

jectively in that language to any gar-
ment of the dimensions stated, for

which the genuine Latin expression
is TALARIS ; but the writers of the

Christian period made use of the

term in a substantive sense to desig-
nate a long linen robe, fitting close to

the body and reaching to the feet,

which was worn by the Jewish

priests. Isidor. Orig. xix. 21. 2. Ter-
tull. adv. Jud. 11.

POD'IUM. A low basement, pro-

jecting like a step from the wall of a

room or building, and intended to

form a raised platform for the con-

venience of depositing other articles

upon ; as, for instance, a row of bee-

hives (Pallad. i. 38. 2.) ; a number of

wine casks in a cellar (Id. i. 18. 2.) ;

or any object whether of ornament or

use, such as shown by the annexed
illustration, representing the interior

of a tomb at Pompeii, on which three

cinerary urns are situated.

2. In an amphitheatre or a circus,

a basement raised about eighteen feet

above the level of the arena, which it

circumscribed, intended for the occu-

pation of the emperor, the curule

magistrates, and the Vestal virgins,
who sat there upon their ivory stools

(settee curules). Suet. Nero, 1 2. Juv.

ii. 147. See the section of the amphi-
theatre at Pola, p. 29., on which the

podium is marked A.

3. A socle or zock in architecture ;

i. e. a projecting basement on the

outside of a building, serving to raise

pedestals, or to support vases or other

3 u
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ornaments, being itself plain, with-

out either cornice or base. Vitruv.

iii. 4. 5.

POLLINC'TOR. One of the

undertaker's men, whose business it

was to wash and anoint a corpse, and

prepare it for burial, or for the

funeral pile. He was a slave of the

Libitinarius. Varro and Plaut. ap.

Non. s. v. p. 157. Mart. x. 97. Ulp.

Dig. 14. 3. 5.

POLLU'BRUM and POLU'-
B RU M. An old name for the basin

employed in ablution of the hands

and feet before and after meals. It

was held by a slave in his left hand

underneath the feet or hands extended

over it, to catch the water poured
down upon them from a jug in the

right. At a subsequent period a

vessel termed trulleum was invented

for the same object. Non. *. v. p.

544. Liv. Andron. and Fabius Pictor,

POLYAN'DRION
A place in which many people are

buried. Arnob. 6. p. 194. Inscript.

ap. Pitisc. s. v.

POLYMFTUS (TroX^iTos). Lite-

rally woven by the assistance of many
leashes (/tiros, licia)', thence by im-

plication figured with various pat-

terns, like our damask, for the

manufacture of which a great number
of leashes are requisite, in order that

the threads of the warp may be

opened in many different ways ; for

it is by this means that all varieties

in the pattern of stuffs are made.
Plin. H. N. viii. 74. Mart xiv. 150.

POLYMYX'OS (TroA^loy). See

LUCERNA, 3.

POLYP'TYCHA (iro\{nrTvX^. A
set of tablets consisting of many
leaves. Veg. Mil. ii. 19. Cassio-
dor. Var. Ep. v. 14. See CERA, 2.

POLYSPA'STON (7roAWa<rT >).A contrivance for raising weights by
the assistance of many pulleys (orbi-

culi) set in a case (trochlea). Vitruv.
x. 2.

PO'NDUS (erro^O- A weight,
for weighing objects in a pair of scales

(Liv. v. 48. Ulp. Dig. 19 1. 32).
The illustration re-

presents an original
found at Hercula-

neum, similar to the

larger weights in use

amongst ourselves
;

but sets of smaller

ones, made to stand upon a counter,
and divided into fractional parts
which fit into one another, like those

commonly employed in our retail

shops, have also been found in the
same city.

2. A weight fastened to the ex-
tremities of the warp threads (sta-

mina) in an upright loom (Senec. Ep.
90.), for the purpose of keeping them

steady, and imparting a sufficient de-

gree of tension to the warp, while the

woof (subtemen) was driven home and

compressed by the comb (pecteri) or

batten (spatha). The ancient method
of fixing these weights is shown by
the illustration representing a loom of

very primitive construction, still em-

ployed in Iceland (Schneider, Index
R. R. Script, s. Tela), in which they
are composed of large stones tied by
a number of threads collected into

separate parcels. In modern weav-

ing, weights are placed upon the

yarn beam for a similar purpose.
PONS (ytQvpd). A bridge. Vi-

truvius has not left any account re-

specting the construction of bridges ;

but the numerous examples still re-

maining testify the great skill of the

Roman engineers and builders in
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this branch of art. The following
account is consequently derived from
observation of existing examples, and
not from written authorities. The
causeway (via, agger) is uniformly
laid down, like the roads, with large
masses of polygonal stones, flanked
on each side with a raised trottoir

(crepido) or pavement, for foot-pas-

sengers, and enclosed on each side by
a low parapet wall (pluteus), but not
formed of open balustrades, as is

the more common practice at the pre-
sent day. A gateway (porta\ which

might be closed by a bar or port-
cullis (cataracta), is frequently erected
at one end of the bridge (see the
woodcut s. CATARACTA, 2.), or an
ornamental archway (fornix), which

might also be converted to the same
use, is sometimes situated in the

centre, or at each end, as in the an-
nexed example, representing the

bridge at St. Chamas in its present
state. The line of some bridges is

nearly horizontal, of others which

span a torrent stream, very much
hog-backed, with an extremely sharp
ascent and declivity. The arches are

in all cases nearly semicircular, and
sometimes of great span. A single

remaining one at Narni is 150 feet

wide, springing from a pier at the

height of 100 feet from the river be-

low. The bridge built by Augustus
at Rimini, which Palladio regarded
as the finest model he had seen, con-
tains seven arches, and is horizontal

in the centre, but has a slight dever-

gence on each of its ends.

2. (7>ypo). The original Greek
bridge, as the name imports, was
nothing more than a dam or mound
of earth, forming a raised causeway,
such as we use in localities subject to

inundations ; the smallness of the
rivers or streams in that country
rendering them for the most part
fordable, or easily crossed by a few
planks. Hence the art of bridge-
building, like that of road-making
and drainage, owes its perfection to

the Romans, who were the first people
to make an extensive use of the arch,
and consequently those which are
enumerated in that country as regular
bridges of any length (Plin. H. JV.

iv. 1. Ib. 21.) may be fairly believed
to have been executed after the Ro-
man conquest.

3. Pons sublicius. A timber bridge,

upon piles of wood
; frequently con-

structed for a temporary purpose,
such as the passage of an army across

a stream. Numerous specimens are

in consequence exhibited on the

columns of Trajan and Antoninus,
from which latter the annexed illus-

tration is taken. The famous sub-

lician bridge at Rome, when rebuilt

after its destruction in the war with

Porsena, was constructed without

nails, in order that the timbers might
be taken to pieces, and replaced again
whenever occasion required that the
communication should be interrupted
or re-opened. Liv. i. 33. Plin. H. A".

xxxvi. 23.

4. Pons sujffragiorum, A tempo-
rary bridge of planks erected during
the Roman comitia, over which the
voters passed one by one as they
came out from the septum, to cast

their votes (tabellce) into the box
(cista) (Cic. Att. i. 14. Ov. Fast. v.

634.). The object was to prevent
fraud, tumult, and intimidation, and

3 u 2
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to secure, as far as possible, freedom
of action to

the voter, who
received his

ballot from an
officer station-

ed at one end
of the bridge,
over which he
then crossed to the opposite extre-

mity, where the ballotting box was

placed, and having deposited his vote,

passed out. These particulars are all

expressed in the illustration, from a

consular coin, which shows part of the

railing enclosing the septum, one voter

receiving a ballot, and another in

the act of depositing one in the box.

5. (fmgd8pa, a7roga'0pa). A bridge
formed by a broad plank laid from
the shore to a vessel, over which the

crew and passengers embarked or

disembarked (Virg. JEn. x. 288.).
The illustration represents a bridge

of this description, from a painting in

the Nasonian sepulchre near Rome,
by means of which a horseman is es-

caping from the pursuit of a tiger,
which other persons in the original

composition are hunting.
6. The deck of a vessel upon

ample from a marble bas-relief. Tac.

Ann. ii. 6.

7. A drawbridge, let down from
the upper story of a moveable tower,
or any other elevated object, during

sieges, over which the attacking party
could pass on to the ramparts without

the aid of scaling ladders. Tac. Ann.

iv. 51. Suet. Aug. 20. Veg. Mil
iv. 21.

8. A viaduct over a ravine, or be-

tween any two points of eminence,
such as that which Caligula built to

make a direct communication between
the Palatine and Capitoline hills.

Suet. Col. 22. Xen. Anab. vi. 5. 22.

PONTIC'ULUS. Diminutive of

PONS. Cic. Tusc. v. 10.

PO'NTIFEX (ytfvpoiroios). A
pontiff"; that is, a member of the

principal order of Roman priests, to

whom the superintendence of the

state religion and its ceremonies was
entrusted. The head of the order

was styled "chief pontiff" (Pontifex

Maximus, i'epo^aWrjs). On coins and
marbles the pontiffs are distinguished

by the following implements of wor-

ship, placed as symbols by their

sides: the simpulum, securis, apex,
and an aspersoir, or whisk for

sprinkling the lustral water, desig-
nated aspergittum by modern writers ;

but the real Latin name of which has

not come down to us. The chief

pontiff is in most instances accom-

panied with the adjunct of a simpulum

only ; though sometimes a securis or

a secespita is added.

PONTO. A large flat-bottomed

craft, more especially employed by
the Gauls (Caes. B. C. iii. 29.), and
intended for the transport of passen-

which towers and military engines
were erected, as in the annexed ex-

gers, soldiers, or cattle across rivers

(Paul. Dig. 8. 3. 38. Isidor. Orig.
xix. 1. 24.). The example is from
a painting in the Nasonian sepulchre ;

and the illustration on the opposite
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column exhibits a man on horseback

entering a vessel of the nature de-

scribed.

2. A pontoon, formed by a flooring,
of planks laid between two boats with

sharp heads (lintres), so as to form
a floating bridge for transport across

a river. It was attached by a running
rope, sliding on a transverse one,
stretched over-head athwart the

stream, and thus driven over by the

simple action of the current, as still

seen on the Po, Tiber, and other

large rivers. Auson. Idyll, xii. 20.
POPA (JWrTjs). The minister who

conducted a victim to the altar, and
knocked it down with
a mallet, or with the
bluff side of an axe,
as contradistinguished
from the cultrarius,-who

dispatched it with the
sacrificial knife. He
wore a short apron or

kilt from the waist to

the knees (whence
styled succinctus. Suet,
Cal 32. Prop. iv. 3.

62.); the upper part
of his person being

c

naked, as in the annexed example
from a Roman bas-relief. The man-
ner of giving the blow is shown by
the illustration s. VICTIMARII.
POP'ANUM (TTOTrawj/). A flat

round cake used at sacrifices. Juv.
vi. 541. Aristoph. Thesm. 285. Suidas.

POPPNA (o^oTTwAeroi/). An eat-

ing-house, cook's-shop, or tavern, in

which ready-dressed victuals were
sold, as contradistinguished from cau-

pona, which was more particularly
established for the sale of liquors,

though the master of a popina also

drew wine for his customers. (Plaut.
Poen. iv. 2. 13. Cic. Phil. ii. 28. Mart.
i. 42.) It was customary to display
some dainties and choice viands in the
windows of these eating-houses, de-

posited in glass bottles filled with water,
in order to magnify their size and en-

tice customers. Macrob. Sat. vii. 14.

POPINA'RIUS. The owner or

keeper of an eating-house (popina).
Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 49.

POPINA'TOR. Same as pre-

ceding. Macrob. Sat. vii. 14.

POPFNO. Literally, one who
frequents taverns and eating-houses

(popince); thence, by implication, a

glutton, debauchee, or person of dis-

orderly habits, because such places
were chiefly resorted to by people of

low rank, or of idle and dissolute

character. Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 39. Suet.

Gramm. 15.

PORCA. The ridge between two
furrows in ploughed land. Varro,
L. L. v. 39. Id. R. R. i. 29. 2.

PORCA'RIUS (O-U&STTJS). A
swineherd. Firm. Matth. iii. 6. 6.

PORCINA'RIUS. A. pork butcher.

Plaut Capt. iv. 3. 5.

PORCULA'TOR. One who
breeds and fattens pigs. Varro, R. R.
ii. 4. 1. Columell. vii. 9. 12.

PORCULE'TUM. A piece of

land divided into ridges and furrows

by the plough. Plin. H. N. xvii.

35. 9.

POR'CULUS. (Cato, R. R. xix.

2.) ;A particular part or member
belonging to a wine and oil press

(torcular), the exact nature of which
cannot be ascertained from the single

passage of Varro in which it is men-
tioned.

PORTA (AT?). The gate of any
large enclosure or set of buildings, as

opposed tojanua and ostium, the door

of a house
;
and especially the gate of

a fortified place, of a citadel, or of a

city. The annexed engraving, re-

presenting the ground-plan of the

principal entrance to Pompeii from

Herculaneum, will explain the usual

system adopted by the ancients for

structures of this nature. It consists

of a central archway over the main
road (A) for carriages, and two lateral

ones (BB) for foot passengers, each
of which was closed by a smaller gate.
Under the arch which faced the open
country (at the bottom of our en-

graving), there was no gate, but in-

stead of it a portcullis (cataractd),
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the grooves for which are visible in

the walls at the points marked cc on

the plan. The gates were situated at

the opposite extremity of the pile,

nearest the town, as testified by the

sockets in the pavement (DD), in

which the pivots (cardines) of each
valve turned. Both the lateral en-

trances were vaulted over head,

throughout their whole length ;
but

the central roadway was only covered
at its two extremities, thus leaving an

open space or barbican (A) between
the portcullis and gate open to the

sky, through which the defenders of

the position could pour their missiles

from the upper stories of the interior

upon their assailants, if they should
succeed in forcing an entrance beyond
the portcullis and into the barbican.

The entire front was further covered
with an attic, adapted for purposes of

defence, or containing chambers for

the administration of justice and the

business of civil government, as in

the magnificent entrance gate to the

city of Verona, represented by the fol-

lowing woodcut, which is constructed
with two carriage-ways, one for en-

tering the city, the other for going
oiit, but is not provided with separate

gangways for foot-passengers. Other

examples, still in existence, have only
a single thoroughfare serving both
for horses, carriages, and pedestrians,
flanked with lateral towers (Cses.
B, C. viii. 9. Virg. Mn. vi. 552

554), as is the case with all the old

gateways now remaining in the walls

of Rome, of which an example is

given in the illustration s. FENESTRA
3., though the entrance itself is now
blocked up by a modern lean-to.

2. Porto pompce. The gate through
which the Circensian procession en-

tered the Circus. (Auson. Ep. xviii.

12.) It was situated in the centre of

the straight end of the building, with
the stalls for the horses arranged on
each side of it. See the ground-plan
at p. 165., on which it is marked H,
and the illustration s. OPPIDUM,
where it is shown in elevation.

POR/TICUS (crrocf). A portico or

colonnade, comprising a long narrow
walk covered by a roof supported

upon columns, which thus afforded

the advantage of a free circulation of

air, and, at the same time, protection

against the heat of the sun and

humidity of the atmosphere. Struc-

tures of this kind originated with the

Greeks, and were extensively adopted

by the Romans, being constructed

with great magnificence by both these

nations ; either as adjuncts to their

villas and palatial residences, or as

public buildings for the convenience

and resort of the population, when

they became places of general ren-

dezvous, furnished with seats and
decorated with objects of art to in-

crease the splendour and attractions

of the place (Cic. Alt. iv. 16. Id.
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Dom. 44. Suet. Aug. 29. Id. Cal

37.)- The illustration, from the

marble map of Rome, represents the

ground-plan of a portion of the mag-
nificent portico of Octavia, built by
Augustus, with the temples of Jupiter
and Juno within its precincts. The

principal entrance, marked by the

double row of six columns (on the

right hand of the engraving), which

support a pediment of marble like the

pronaos of a temple, is still in exist-

ence, but much embarrassed by sub-

sequent repairs and modern buildings.
Colonnades of the same character

were also frequently annexed to the

side of a cloister (crypto) ;
so that the

concourse frequenting them could re-

tire to a more sheltered spot, when-
ever the excess of heat or cold induced

them ; of this, an example is ex-

hibited under the word CRYPTA.
2. A covered gallery in an amphi-

theatre (Calpurn. Eel. vii. 47.) for

the occupation of the poorest classes ;

situated at the very top of the edifice,

and furnished with a row of columns
in front to support its roof, as shown

by the woodcut at p. 29., which ex-

hibits a restoration of the upper gal-

lery to the amphitheatre at Pola,
from the traces it has left, and those

of the Coliseum at Rome.
3. A long wooden shed or gallery

covered by a roof, but entirely or

partially open at the sides, constructed

over an agger (Cses. B. C. ii. 2.), as

in the annexed example from the

column of Trajan, to protect the men
employed upon it ; or in general to

shelter anything placed under it, such
as a row of bee-hives, &c., from the

cold and rain. Columell. ix. 7. 4.

PORTFSCULUS. A truncheon

or hammer, with which the officer

(pausarius) who gave out the chaunt

(celeusma) to the rowers on board

ship, beat the time to keep them in

stroke (Ennius and Laber. ap. Non.
s. v. p. 151. Cato ap. Fest. s. v.

Plaut. As. iii. 1. 14.). In the illus-

tration, from the Vatican Virgil, it is

seen in the right hand of the figure

sitting in the stern of the vessel.

POR'TITOR (eAAt^to-Tijs). A
custom-house officer ; employed by the

publicani, who leased the portorium,
or duties levied upon exports, im-

ports, and transit dues, to examine
the goods of merchants and travellers.

As the duty was an annoying one,
and often exercised with harshness
and incivility, these officers were ex-

tremely unpopular. Cic. Off. 1. 42.

Non. s. v. p. 24
FOR'TULA (TTuAfc). Diminutive

of PORTA
;
and especially a wicket

gate opening in a valve of the larger

one, in order to admit passengers after

the gates had been shut at night. Liv.

xxv. 9. Compare Polyb. viii. 20. 24.
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PORTUS. A port or harbour for

the shelter and reception of shipping;
as a place of refuge against stress of

weather or an enemy's fleet, as well

as a dock for the lading and unlading
of merchandize. The term likewise

includes a natural haven, as well as

an artificial basin, formed and forti-

fied by human ingenuity and labour.

The first of these needs no explana-
tion ; but the latter is of sufficient

importance to demand some account

of its general plan and manner of

construction, as works of this kind

occupy a prominent place amongst
those labours of the ancients which
were dedicated to public utility.

Both the Greeks and Romans ap-

pear to have laid out their ports upon
the same general plan, with scarcely

any difference in the details, as testi-

fied by numerous remains still to be

seen in both countries. They con-

sist of an outer basin (Ai/xr?j> of the

Greeks) with one or more inner ones

(Greek fyvios), connected by a water-

way ; and are mostly situated near

the mouth of a river, or in a creek of

the sea. The entrance to the har-

bour is protected by a break -water in

advance of the mole, upon which
stood a light house and towers of for-

tification, and chains or booms were

upon emergency drawn across this

entrance to prevent the ingress of a

hostile fleet. The mole was con-

structed upon arches in order to

counteract the natural tendency of

artificial ports to fill themselves up
by a deposit of sand or shingle, a suf-

ficient calm being procured inside by
means of flood-gates hanging from
the piers. Moles so formed may be
seen at Eleusis ; are represented on
Roman medals, Pompeian paintings,
and the Vatican Virgil. Within the

harbour was a broad way or quay
supported by a wall of masonry, and
backed by magazines for warehousing
goods, a market place, the harbour-
master's residence, and a temple,
mostly dedicated to Venus, in allusion
to the element from which that god-

dess is fabled to have sprung. Flights
of stairs conducted from the quay to

the water's edge ; and columns were

placed as mooring posts at regular
intervals all round the port ; or, in-

stead of them, large rings (ansae)
were affixed to the wall of the quay,
each of which was regularly number-

ed, so that every vessel, as it entered,
was compelled to take up its proper
station. The whole of the buildings
were furthermore enclosed by an
outer wall and fortifications, admitting

ingress from the land side through a

gate strongly defended, like the en-

trance to a fortress. This description
will be readily understood by an in-

spection of the following illustration,

which exhibits a ground plan of the

port of Ostia, at the mouth of the

Tiber, from a minute survey taken

by the Venetian architect Labacc/> in

the 16th century, when the remains
were not so much dilapidated as they
now are, nor the site itself so com-

pletely filled up with mud and de-

posits, which now conceal such

vestiges as were then apparent. The
outer and larger harbour was con-

structed by the Emperor Claudius ;

the inner and smaller basin by
Trajan. A. The entrance gate from
the land side, flanked by fortified

towers. B. A temple, c. An aque-
duct which supplied the port with

fresh water. D. The residence of

the harbour master, in a situation

which commands a view of both

ports. EF. Two bridges over a
canal which communicates both with

the Tiber and the sea, through the

branch river on the top of the plan.
It is likewise believed that the water-

way under one, or perhaps both, of

these bridges was closed by a flood-

gate. G. A large open square sur-

rounded by magazines, and probably

serving as a forum or market, and

place of rendezvous for the mer-

chants, and captains of vessels, &c.

H. A small dock, also surrounded by
storehouses, which from the narrow-
ness of its entrance, and its position
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upon the canal leading into the

branch river, appears to have been
intended for the coasters and smaller

trading vessels of the country, i. A
breakwater against the entrance to

the inner harbour. K. The break-
water which protected the mouth of

the Claudian port. Vestiges of the

n

custom houses and magazines all

round the quay of the inner port and
on the side adjacent to the branch
river are indicated upon the plan.
Round the port of Claudius only a
few could be traced, which are

marked L,.
;
but they were doubtless

much more extensive in the original

design. The dotted line on the right
side of the engraving shows the point
to which the sea extended when the

survey was taken.

POSCA (o|wpoTGi/). An ordinary
drink amongst the lower classes of

the Roman people, slaves, and soldiers

on service ; consisting of water and
sour wine or vinegar, with eggs beat

up in it. Plaut. Mil. iii. 2. 23. Suet.

Vit. 12. Spart. Hadr. 10.

POSTILE'NA (wrovpis) A crup-

per, or breeching for riding and pack
horses ; made of leather, or of

wood bent into a semi-circular form

(Plaut. Cas. i. 1. 36.), so as to

embrace the hind quarters of the

animal, round which it passed from
the back

part of the

saddle pad,
which it

thus pre-
ventedfrom

sliding for-

wards, as

the antilena

or breast

strap did from shifting backwards.

The illustration is copied from the
arch of Septimius Severus.

POSTIS (TrapaffTds, ffTaO^s). The
jamb of a door case ; i. e. an upright
pillar, or a post, one of which is

placed on each side of a door-way,
resting upon the sill and supporting
the lintel overhead, as shown by the

annexed cut representing a stone door-

case, now remaining in one of the

streets of Pompeii. Cic. Att. iii. 15.
*

3 x
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Ov. Am. ii. I. 27. Val. Max. ix. 12.

6. Vitruv. iv. 6.

2. The poets apply the word in a

more indefinite sense
;

sometimes

using it for the door itself (foris), or

one of its valves, or for the style

(scapus cardinalis) forming the pivot

(cardo) on which the leaf revolved.

POST'OMIS. An instrument

employed for the same purpose as the

twitch is by our grooms and farriers,

to hold a horse by the nose, in order
to keep him perfectly still and tract-

able, whilst being handled, or dressed,
or submitted to any nice operation

(Non. s. v. p. 22). It was made with
two branches ending in semicircular

prongs, like a pair of pincers, the
ends of which, being inserted in the

nostrils, were pressed together by a

cord fastened round the opposite ex-

tremity of the instrument. A con-
trivance of the same kind is used at

the present day in some parts of

England for leading bulls about, the

pincers being found to tame their

courage most completely; and in

Tuscany, for draught oxen, in the
manner exhibited by the annexed
illustration. The figure on the left

hand represents an ancient postomis,
from a bas-relief discovered in the
south of France, on which two vete-
rinaries are exhibited in the acts of

bleeding and clipping horses
; the

one on the right the modern instru-
ment now used in Italy; and the
centre part shows the manner in
which it is fastened on the beast, one
of the round ends being fixed in each
nostril, and the handle turned up

against the forehead, where it is kept
in place by means of a rope fastened

round the horns, and running through
a ring at the top, which makes the

pincers nip whenever it is pulled.
The illustration will also explain an
allusion of Lucilius (ap. Non. /. c. ),

who characterises a tippler by saying
that the wine cup was always at his

nose, which he therefore likens to a

postomis.
POSTSCE'NIUM. That part of

a Roman theatre which lies behind
the scenes (scena), to which the actors
withdrew from the stage to make any
change in their costume, or perform
such actions as required to be con-
cealed from the spectators. Lucret.
iv. 1179. See the ground-plan s.

THEATRUM ROMANUM, on which it

is marked E E.

POSTSIGNA'NI. The soldiers

drawn up in the second and third
lines of a battle array ; that is, behind
the front ranks in which the standards

(signa) were placed. Frontin. Strut.

ii. 3. 17. Ammian. xxiv. 6.

POSTULATIC'II. Gladiators
exhibited over and above the regular
numbers advertised for the show, in

order to gratify the demands (postu-
latd) of the people. Senec. Ep. vii.

PRyECEN'TOR. The leader of
a choral band. Apul. de Mund. p.
749.

PR^E'CIA. A crier who preceded
the Flamines on holy days, and or-

dered the people to cease from work
whilst a procession passed, lest the
sacred rites should be profaned by
the priest setting eyes upon a person
engaged in manual labour, which was
regarded in the light of a pollution.
Festus, s. v. Serv. ad Virg. Georg. i.

268.

PR^ICINC'TIO (SidCufta). A
wide landing place, or lobby, in the
interior of a theatre and amphitheatre,
running all round the circle of the
cavea at the top of each mcenianum, or
tier of seats (Vitruv. v. 3. 4. Com-
pare ii. 8. 11.). The general design
of these lobbies will be understood

1
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by referring to the plan of the theatre

at Herculaneum introduced s. THEA-
TRUM ROMANUM, a portion of which

is shown in elevation hy the wood-
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cut annexed, which contains the cor-

responding parts of three prcecinc-
tiones. Their use was to enable the

spectator when he entered the theatre

to reach his own seat without incom-

moding those who had arrived before

him. If, for instance, he entered by
the furthest of the small doors (vomi-

toria) in the illustration, whilst the

number of his seat happened to be in

the compartment (cavea) nearest to

the reader, he walked round the prcs-
cinctio until he reached the nearer

flight of stairs (sca/ce), which he de-

scended until he came to the row of

seats (gradus) where his place was

numbered, thus having to pass only
those few persons who might be sitting

between the staircase and the stall

belonging to him.

PR./ECLA'VIUM. That portion
of a piece of cloth intended to be de-

corated with the purple stripe (cla-

vus), which was woven before or

without the stripe (Non. s. v.~). It

was made of white wool, and when

completed the coloured threads were
taken up, and woven into the fabric,

as is clear from a passage of Afranius

(ap. Non. /. c.) : mea nutrix, surge,
si vis, profer purpuram, prceclavium
textum est.

PR^E'CO. A public crier; em-

ployed by the Romans for many pur-
> in a court of justice to

summon the plaintiff and defendant,

announce the names of the parties,

proclaim the sentence, &c. ;
at the

comitia to call up the centuries to

vote, proclaim the

vote of each cen-

tury, and the names
of the persons elect-

ed
;
at auctions to

call the articles put

up for sale, an-

nounce the bid-

dings, &c., at the

public games, where

they summoned the

people to attend

and proclaimed the __

names of the suc-

cessful competitors ; at the public

assemblies, where they were em-

ployed to keep silence and preserve
order ; and at solemn funerals (funera
indictiva}, when they went round the

city inviting the people to attend, of

which the annexed figure affords an

example, from a Roman bas-relief, in

which he is represented with his long
trumpet at the head of a funeral pro-
cession

; and, finally, as a town crier,

who cried lost property through the

district. Plaut. Cic. Liv. Hor. &c.

PRjEFEC'TI. Twelve officers in

a Roman corps d'armee appointed by
the consuls to take the command of

the contingent of troops furnished by
the allies, in which they enjoyed the

same rank and authority as the tri-

buni in the Roman legions. Caes.

B. G. iii. 7. Ib. i. 39. Sail. Jug. 50.

2. When used with reference to

the armies of foreign nations the

Latin writers apply the term in a
sense which we might translate,
"
generals of division," who acted

under the commander-in-chief. Ne-

pos, Ale. 5. Id. Ages. 2.

3. Prcefectus equitum. The general
who commanded the cavalry of a

corps d'armee. Hirt. B. G. viii. 12.

4. Prafectus legionis. A title

adopted under the empire, to desig-
nate, as is supposed, the officer pre-

viously styled legatus legionis, or

3x2
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legionis prcepositus ; that is. who had
the chief command over one legion,

including both the cavalry and in-

fantry composing it. Tac. Hist. i.

82. Compare Veg. Mil. 9.

5. Prcefectus castrorum. An officer

appointed to every Roman legion,
whose duty it was to select the site

for a camp, procure the necessary
materials for forming it, superintend
the construction of its defences, and
take charge of the baggage belonging
to his legion, the sick and wounded,
the commissariat stores and military

engines. Veg. Mil. ii. 10. Tac. Ann.
xiv. 37. Veil. ii. 119. 4.

6. Prcefectus classis. During the

republic, an officer who commanded
a fleet in active service, under the

auspices of the consuls, by whom he
was appointed (Liv. xxvi. 48. Flor.

iii. 7.). But during the empire the

same title was given to two admirals
in permanent employ, and appointed
by the emperor, one of whom com-
manded the fleet stationed at Ra-
venna to guard the Adriatic coast ;

the other at Misenum for the Medi-
terranean side. Suet. Aug. 49. Tac.
Hist. iii. 12. Veg. Mil iv. 32.

7. Prcefectus navis. The captain
of a ship of war. Liv. xxxvi. 44.

Flor. ii. 5.

8. Prcefectus fabrum. In the army
an officer who directed and com-
manded the armourers, carpenters,
and engineers who constructed the

military machines employed in war-
fare (Nep. Att. 12. Cses. B. C. i.

24. Veg. Mil. ii. 11.). In civil life,

the same title was given to the master
of a company of smiths, carpenters,
and similar trades (fabri). Inscript.
ap. Orelli. 3428.

9. Prcefectus prcetorio. The com-
mander of the Praetorian guards ; an
officer first appointed by Augustus,
and only employed in a military ca-

pacity; but subsequently invested
both with civil and military authority
to a very great extent, so that he be-
came the second person in the realm,
and possessed powers almost as ex-

tensive as the Emperor himself. Tac.

Ann. i. 24.

10. Prcefectus vigilum. The com-
mander of the watchmen or urban

guard, whose duty it was to protect
the citizens from robbery, house-

breaking, fire, &c. Suet. Aug. 30.

Paul. Dig. i. 15. 3.

11. Prcefectus urbis. The prefect
or governor of the city ; a magistrate

originally appointed, when occasion

required, to take charge of the city
in the absence of the kings or con-

suls ; but he became a permanent
officer with a certain jurisdiction
under the empire. Suet. Aug. 33.

37. Tac. Ann. vi. 10. 11.

Prcefectus cerarii. An officer first

created under the empire as the

guardian of the public treasury, who
performed the duties previously en-

trusted to the quaestors, or to the

tribuni cerarii. Tac. Ann. xiii. 28.

and 29. Plin. Ep. v. 15. 5.

13. Prcefectus annonce. An officer

appointed, during the republican

period only upon extraordinary emer-

gencies of scarcity, to regulate the

corn market, procure supplies, and
fix the price at which it should be

sold ; but under the emperors he
became a permanent officer, elected

for similar purposes, and ranked as

one of the ordinary magistrates. Liv.

iv. 12. Tac. Ann. i. 7. Ib. xi. 31.

PR^EFERIC'ULUM. A metal

vase, without any handle, and widely
open above, like the pelvis, employed
for holding the sacred utensils which
were carried in procession at certain

religious solemnities. Festus, s. v.

PRJE'YICJE. Women hired to

act as mourners in the funeral pro-
cessions of wealthy individuals. (Lu-
cil. and Varro ap. Non. s. v. p. 67.

Plaut. True. ii. 6. 14.) They pre-
ceded the corpse, making every ex-

ternal demonstration of poignant

grief, with bare heads and dishevelled

hair, weeping aloud, and chanting a

funeral dirge, or singing the praises
of the deceased ; as exhibited by the

annexed figures from a marble sarco-
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phagus, on which the funeral of

Meleager is represented. This singu-

lar custom is still observed in two
districts of Italy, at Canalo and at

Agnara, both in the diocese of

Gerace, where women, termed ripe-

titrici, that is, rehearsers, perform
similar offices for the dead. Ficoroni,

Vestig. Rom. partii. p. 77.

PR^EFUR'NIUM. The mouth
of a furnace in a kiln (fornax), or to

the heating chamber (hypocausis) of

a set of baths ;
that is, the narrow

passage or gully opening into the

furnace through which the fuel was
introduced. (Cato, 7?. R. 38. 1. Vi-
truv. v. 10, 2. Id. vii. 10.) It is

shown in the annexed wood-cut, re-

presenting the remains of a Roman
pottery-kiln, discovered near Castor

in Northamptonshire, by the dark

archway at the bottom of the en-

graving, behind which the circular

furnace is placed.

PRjEGUSTA'TOR
A slave commissioned to taste the

dishes at table before they were pre-
sented to his master ; to discover if

they were properly seasoned, and,

more especially, as a safeguard

against secret poison. The office

was of Oriental origin, but adopted

by the Greeks and Romans as luxury
increased and morals declined. Suet.

Claud. 44. Tac. Ann. xii. 66. Plin.

H. N. xxi. 9. Xen. Cyr. i. 3.

PRjELUM. See PRELUM.
PR^PILA'TUS (with the ante-

penult short), designates a weapon
for thrusting, which has its point
muffled with a button or ball (pila),
like our foils, to prevent it from in-

flicting wounds, whilst the soldiers

were learning their exercises, or ex-

hibiting in sham-fights and reviews.

Liv. xxvi. 51. Hirt. B. Afr. 72.

Quint, v. 12. 17.

2. Prcepilatus (with the antepenult

long) which is derived from pilum,
means simply discharged. Ammian.
xxiv. 6. 10. Compare xvi. 12. 36.

PR^SE'PES, -E'PIS, -E'PIA,
-E'PE, and -E'PIUM. Literally, any
place which is protected in front by a

hedge or a fence ; whence referred

to a pen for sheep (Varro, R. R. ii.

2. 19.) ;
a stall for cattle (Cato, R. R.

14. 1.) ; a stable for horses (Virg.
JEn. vii. 275.) ; and the manger in a

stall or stable (Suet. Cal 55. Colu-

mell. i. 6. 6.), for which the technical

name is PATENA, under which an
illustration is given.
PR^STIGIA'TOR (bavfrnro-

TroteJs). One who practises sleights
of hand ; a conjuror or juggler. Senec*

Ep. 45. Front, de Or. Ep. 1. ed. A.
Maio.
PR^STIGIA'TRIX. A female

juggler. Plaut. Amph. ii. 2. 159.

PRJESUL. Literally, one who
jumps or dances before others (Cic.
Div. i. 26.), whence used as a title

for the chief of the Salii, who danced

annually through the city, exhibiting
the sacred shields (ancilia) to the

multitude. Capitol. Marc. Antonin. 4.
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PRjETEX'TA. See TOGA.
P.R^TEXTA'TUS. Wearing

the TOGA PR^TEXTA, as explained
under that word.

PRJETOR (ffTpar-ny6s |a7re'A.e/ceys,

Polyb. iii. 106.). A praetor ; the

title of one of the civil magistrates
of Rome, who ranked next to the

consuls; first created A.U.C. 388.

to administer justice in the city,

under the pretence that the constant

wars obliged both the consuls to

absent themselves at the head of an

army, but, in reality, to recompense
the patrician families, to which the

prsetorship was at first confined, for

the concession which had been ex-

torted from them, of sharing the con-

sulate with men of plebeian extrac-

tion. He wore the toga prcetexta,
had the privilege of a sella curulis,

and was attended by six lictors. At
first only one praetor was appointed,
but the number was subsequently
increased to four by Sulla, eight by
Julius, and to sixteen by Augustus
Caesar.

2. (ffTpa.T-riy6s). As the word in its

literal sense means simply a person
who takes the precedence of others,
it was at first employed in a more

general sense to designate a person
who acted as chief, or had a command
over subordinates

; thus, in early

times, the military consul was styled

praetor (Liv. iii. 55. vii. 3.); and the

same title was also frequently used to

distinguish the commander or general
-

in-chief of a foreign army. Cic.

Div. i. 54. Inv. i. 33.

PR^TORIA'NI. The praetorian

guards, a standing body of troops
created by Augustus as a body-
guard, in imitation of the more an-
cient praetorian cohort (cohors prce-

toria\ and continued under the suc-

ceeding emperors until the time of

Constantine, by whom they were
suppressed, and their stationary camp
at Rome broken up. (Tac. Hist. ii.

44. Plin. H. N. vi. 35. Aurel. Viet.
Cats. 40.) Although the arms and
accoutrements of these troops cannot

be declared with positive assurance,

yet there are good grounds for be-

lieving that the an-

nexed figure from
the column of

Trajan represents
a soldier of the

corps in question ;

because soldiers

equipped in the

same manner are

commonly seen on
the columns and

triumphal arches in

immediate attend-

ance on the emperor's person ;
or

forming parties sent out to reconnoitre
the country and movements of the

enemy, which was one of the duties

appertaining to these guards, as may
be inferred from Suetonius (Tib. 60.) ;

and they are never represented as

performing any of the ordinary
labours of the legionary soldiers,
such as digging trenches, felling tim-

ber, making fortifications, &c.
2. Equites prceloriani. The cavalry

which formed part of the praetorian

guard. (Suet. Cal 45. Id. Claud.

21.) The illustration is copied from

the column of Trajan ; and it will be

observed that the character of the

body armour as well as the form and
device of the shield, resembles in

every respect those of the preceding

figure, thus constituting an additional

ground for the belief that both these

men were intended for praetorians.
PR^ETO'RIUM
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The tent of the general-in-chief or

commander of an army (see the

wood-cut p. 126, where it is numbered

1.) ;
so termed because the consul

who had the chief command was in

early days styled prcetor. Liv. x. 33.

Id. vii. 12.

2. The residence of the governor
of a province, at which he administered

justice (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 28. Ib. ii. 3.

35.) ; whence transferred to the pa-
lace of any king or prince. Juv. x. 161.

3. Latterly the same designation
was also given to the splendid country
villas of the noble and wealthy Ro-

mans, which were built with so much
expense and luxury under the im-

perial period. Suet. Aug. 72. Id.

Tib. 39. Stat. Sylv. i. 3. 25.

PRAN'DIUM (Hpurrov). A meal
taken about the middle of the day
(Suet. Claud. 34.), between the hours
of breakfast (jentaculum) and dinner

(ccena), (Suet. Vit. 13.), which we
might translate a luncheon, or an early

dinner, according to the nature and

quantity of food set out for the pur-
pose ; for it was sometimes a very
slight and simple meal, intended

merely to stay the stomach from long
fasting (Hor. Sat. i. 6. 27.), consist-

ing of bread and cheese, without meat
or wine, and not served upon a table

regularly set out (Celsus, i. 3. Senec.

Ep. 83. Mart. xiii. 30.) ; but persons
fond of indulging their appetites used
to set out a regular meal of delicacies

(Cic. Phil ii. 39.), like our hot lun-

cheons, and even take their wine after

it. Plaut. Men. 1. 2. 61. Mart. iv. 90.

PRASINIA'NI. Persons who
backed the green party (factio prasina)
at the races of the Circus (Pet. Sat.

70. 10. Capitol. Ver. 6.) The dri-

vers in the Circensian games were
divided into four parties, each of

which was distinguished by a tunic

of different colours, white, red, green,
and blue, termed respectively alba,

russata, prasina, veneta, after which
their supporters and backers received
a corresponding sobriquet.
PRAS'INUS. A driver (auriga)

in the Circensian races, who wore a

green-coloured tunic, and belonged
to the green party, as explained in

the last word. Suet. Col. 55. Id.

Nero, 22.

PRECA'TIO. A praying, or

offering of prayers (preces), to the

divinities more especially. (Doederl.
ii. 129. Liv. xxxi. 5. Compare
xxxviii. 43. where a distinction be-

tween adoratio, precatio, and sup-

plicatio, is pointedly made. The
attitude of prayer adopted by the

Greeks and early Romans was an
erect posture,
with both the

arms extended

upwards
dff/j.ara

Aesch. Prom.
1041. Tendoque
supinas Ad cce-

lum cum voce ma-
nus. Virg. jEn.
iii. 1 76. Hor.
Canw.iii. 23. 1.),

and the hands

brought near together with the palms
wide open (pandere palmas, Lucret.

v. 1199.), as exhibited by the pre-

ceding figure, representing Anchises
in the Vatican Virgil. But after the

introduction of Christianity, and in

general during
the imperial pe-
riod, the arms,
instead of being
brought together,
were thrown
wide apart in

the attitude of

prayer, though
the posture still

continued to be
an erect one, as

shown by the

annexed figure, from a painting in a
Christian sepulchre near Rome. The
same posture is exhibited on nume-
rous Imperial medals with the in-

scription PIETAS upon them, and by
a statue of Livia in the Vatican col-

lection. Mus. Pio-Clem. ii. 47.
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PRE'LUM. The press-beam for

squeezing the juice out of grapes or

olives (Vitruv. vi. 9. 3. Serv. ad Virg.

Georg. ii. 241. Hor. Carm, i. 20. 9.) ;

whence also put for the machine or

press itself (TORCULAR) ;
under

which term the nature and action of

the object is fully explained and
illustrated.

2. The press-beam in a press for

clothes, linen, or paper (Mart. ii. 46.

3. Plin. H. N. xiii. 23.), as exem-

plified by the following wood-cut.

PRESSO'RIUM. A clothes-press

(Ammian. xxviii. 4. 19. solutis pres-
soriis vestes diligenter explorat. Com-
pare Senec. Tranquill. 1.) The ex-

ample, from a paint-

ing in the fullers'

establishment at

Pompeii, exhibits a

machine precisely
the same as those

now employed for

similar purposes,
worked by a screw (cochlea} acting

upon a press-beam (prelum), which
flattens down the folds of cloth laid

under it, and against the board on
which they are placed
PRIMIPILA'RIS. The title re-

tained as an honorary distinction by
an officer who had enjoyed the rank
of chief centurion of the first maniple
of the triarii, after he had received
his discharge. Quint vi. 3. 92. Suet
Cat. 35. and 38.

PRIMIPILA'RIUS. Same as

preceding. Senec. Const. Sap. 18.

PRIMIPI'LUS. The first cen-

turion of the first maniple of the

triarii. He was entrusted with the

charge of the eagle, had the right of

attending the council of general offi-

cers, and took a command in the
field in the absence of the tribune.

Veg. Mil. ii. 8. Cses. B. G. ii. 25.

Val. Max. i. 6. 11.

PRIN'CIPES. A body of heavy-
armed infantry soldiers, who formed
the second of the three classes into

which the Roman legion was origi-

nally divided. It is supposed, from

the name they bore, that in the

earliest times iheprincipes were placed
in the first line of the battle array ;

but subsequently they were drawn up
in the second line, between the has-

tati and the triarii, and they con-
tinued to occupy this position until

the latter end of the republic, when
the custom was introduced of arraying
the army by cohorts, which did away
with the primitive distinctions be-

tween the hastati, principes, and
triarii, and reduced them all to uni-

formity in rank and accoutrements.
Liv. viii. 8. Compare HASTATI and
the illustration there given.
PRINCIFIA (plural of prin-

cipium). The head quarters in a

Roman camp ; comprising that por-
tion of it where the tents of the

general officers were situated, and
the space in front of them where the

legionary standards were erected,

harangues addressed to the soldiery,

justice administered, and the sacrifice

performed. Liv. vii. 12. Id. xxviii.

24. Tac. Hist. iii. 13. and woodcut s.

CASTRA.
PRISTA (Trpt<rHjp). A sawyer

(Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 19. 3). The il-

lustration is from a terra-cotta vase,

of Etruscan or primitive Italian

workmanship ;
which shows the use

of a frame saw, and a simple method
of supporting the timber to be cut by
means of a stand and prop, without a

regular saw pit.

PRISTIS. See PISTRIX.
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PROCCE'TON (TrpoKoirAv). An
ante-chamber (Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 10 and

23.); a convenience adopted by the

Romans, together with its name, from
the customs and language of Greece.

Varro, E. R. ii. Proem.

PROCURATOR. In a literal

sense, one who acts as a proxy or

agent on behalf of another ;
whence

the term was used as a title for

the head man or superintendent of

a Roman household, both in town
and country establishments. Though
himself a slave, he had the entire

management of his master's property
and dependants, thus acting in the

capacity of our steward or maitre

d'hotel in town, and bailiff or agent
in the country. Senec. Ep. 14. Co-
lumell. i. 6. 7. Plin. Ep. iii. 19. 2.

Cic. Or. i. 58. Id. Ait. xiv. 16.

2. Procurator peni. Plaut. Pseud.

ii. 2. 14. Same as CELLARIUS and
PROMUS.

3. Procurator regni. A viceroy, or

deputy governor. Cses. B. C. iii. 112.

4. An officer who administered the

property and collected the dues from

any estates in town, or in the pro-
vinces belonging to the emperors or

to the senate (Suet. Cal. 47. Plin.

Paneg. 36.). These persons were

not slaves, but selected from the

equestrians (Suet. Vit. 2.), or from

the class of freedmen. Id. Otho, 7.

PROJECTU'RA (yfurffov). The
leaver of a helmet, so termed because

it projects like the eaves of a roof

over the top of the face, as is

clearly shown by the annexed ex-

ample from an original bronze hel-

met found at Pompeii. The Latin

name is quoted by Becchi (Mus.

Borb. iii. 60.), but without mentioning
his authority ; the Greek one is given
by Pollux (i. 135.).
PROMPTUA'RIUM. A store-

closet, or store-room. Cato, R. R.
xi. 3. Apul. Met. i. p. 17.

PROMULSIDIA'RE or-A'RIUM.
A tray, stand, or other contrivance
for holding the dishes and vessels

upon which the promulsis was served

up. Pet. Sat. 31. 9. where the

article is made in the form of an ass

with a pair of panniers. Ulp. Dig. 34.

2. 20.

PROMUL/SIS. The name given
to every sort of eatable taken as a
stimulant to the appetite before dinner,
such as eggs, oysters, radishes, &c.
Cic. Fam. ix. 20.

PROMUS. A cellarman and

steward; a slave who had charge of

the wine and provision stores in a
Roman household, and whose duty it

was to serve out day by day the ne-

cessary quantities of each required
for the use of the family ; hence the

word is often joined with condus, the

steward, because the same individual

commonly performed both offices.

Plaut. Pseud, ii. 2. 14.

PRONA'US or -OS (vp6vuos). A
porch, or, as we call it, portico, in

front of a temple (Vitruv. iii. 2. 8.

Id. iv. 4. 1.) ; forming an open space
surrounded with columns and sur-

mounted by a pediment (fastigium) in

advance of the main body (cello) of

the building, under which the altar

was placed and sacrifice performed.

The illustration represents an ancient

temple, known as the Maison-carree,
at Nimes.
PRO' NUB A. A matron who

3 Y
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had not been more than once married,
who attended a bride on the day of
her wedding, in a somewhat similar,

though not the same, capacity as the

bridesmaid does amongst us. It was
her especial duty to conduct the

bride, after the marriage-feast, to the

lectus genialis, and to give her en-

couragement, and instructions respect-

ing the new duties and condition of

life she had just entered upon (Festus,
s. v. Varro, ap. Serv. ad Virg. ^n.
iv. 166. Compare Catull. Ixi. 186.

and Stat. Sylv. i. 2. 11.); as is

graphically shown in the illustration,

from the celebrated Roman fresco,

preserved in the Vatican, and known

by the name of the " Aldobrandini

marriage." The bride is the right-
hand figure, still enveloped in her
bridal veil (flammeum) ; the pronuba,
the one on the left with a chaplet
round her head, and in an attitude of

persuasion or encouragement ;
both

are sitting upon the marriage bed.

PRO'PES. The lower end of the

" sheet "
(pes~), attached to the clues of

a square sail; viz. that which was
fastened down to the quarters of the

vessel, in order to keep the sail

stretched to the wind, as shown by
the annexed woodcut from a coin of

Lepidus. Turpil. ap. Isidor. xix. 4.

3. Compare Herod, ii. 36.

PROPLAS'MA (TrpdTrAa^a). A
small rough model in clay or terra

cotta, which sculptors form in order
to embody their first thoughts in a

rapid and sketchy manner. It serves
to show them the composition of their

figures, the arrangement, grouping,
and position of the limbs and acces-

sories, in the different points of view
all round; and thus to regulate the
form of the frame upon which the

full-sized model of the finished work
is to be executed from nature. Plin.

H. N. xxxv. 45. Cic. Att. xii. 41.

PROPNIGE'UM
The mouth of a furnace

properly a Greek term, for which the

Latin one is PR^FURNIUM. Plin.

Ep. ii. 17. 11. Vitruv. v. 11. 2.

PROPUGNA'CULUM. In a

general sense is applied to any struc-

ture on land from which men fight
for the purposes of defence, as a for-

tress, rampart, barricade, &c. ; and
on shipboard, to the lofty towers

raised above the deck, into which the

marines (classiarii) ascended to dis-

charge their missiles, and which gave
to the vessel an appearance very like

that of a fortress, as exhibited by the

annexed example, from a marble bas-

relief, affording a graphic illustration

of the words of Horace : inter alta

navium, Amice, propugnacula. Hor.

Epod. 1. 2. Schol. Vet. ad I. Plin.

H. N. xxxii. 1.

PRORA (-rrpfpa). The prow, or
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forepart of a ship (Cses. Cic. Virg.

Ovid, &c.)- Almost all the repre-
sentations of ancient vessels, whether
in sculpture, painting, or mosaic, are

extremely deficient in characteristic

details, the artists confining themselves

to the expression of certain con-

ventional generalities, rather than

attempting a faithful delineation by
which the constructive principle would
be understood; so much so, that

where only fragments remain, as in

the preceding illustration, disputes
have arisen respecting the identity of

the part, whether it was intended for

the head or stern. The example an-

nexed, from an ancient painting pre-

served in the Bourbon Museum at

Naples, affords, however, a specimen,

perhaps unique, of the prow of an
ancient vessel, which is clear and

precise in its details, as well as prac-
ticable in the eyes of experienced
seamen (Jal, Archeologie Navale, torn,

i. p. 24.); and resembles in a very
remarkable degree a vessel now em-

ployed by the Calabrese, and often

seen in the port of Naples, called a

chebek (Italian, sciabecco).
PRORE'TA Opppcmjs). A man

who stood upon the forecastle at the

ship's head (prom), to keep a look

out, and make signs to the helmsman

how to steer, as in the annexed illus-

tration from a medal. He was second
in command to the gubernator, and
had every thing belonging to the

ship's gear under his care and orders.

Plaut. Rud. iv. 3. 86. Rutil. Itin.

1. 455. Schseffer, Mil. Nav. iv. 6.

PRO'REUS (7rpWeus). Same as

the preceding. Ov. Met. iii. 634.

PROSCE'NIUM (Trpoer/cVo").
The stage of an ancient theatre, in-

cluding the whole space of the ele-

vated platform, bounded by the per-
manent wall of the scena at the back,
and by the orchestra in front (Vitruv.
v. 6. 1. Ib. 7. 1. Apul. Flor. 18.

Virg. Georg. ii. 381. Serv. ad /.).

This stage, or part before the scenes,

did not, however, extend backwards,
either in a Greek or Roman theatre,

to nearly so great a depth as the

stage of a modern playhouse, because

the number of characters in the

ancient drama were much fewer than

we are accustomed to introduce, and
the chorus of the Greeks performed
all their evolutions in the orchestra,
while the Romans did not exhibit

any chorus at all. The illustration

presents a view of the proscenium
in the great theatre at Pompeii,
taken from the centre of the first

lobby (prascinctio'), and shows a large

part of the orchestra, with the stage

beyond, then the wall of the scene

with its three entrances, and the

boundary wall of the postscenium, in a

half tint at the back.

PROS'TOMIS. The reading of

some editions for POSTOMIS ; which
see.

3 Y 2
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PROSTY'LOS (irp6ffrv\os\ A
temple or other building, which has
a porch supported upon
a colonnade in its

front, as shown by
the annexed ground
plan, and the illus-

tration to PRONAOS,
where a similar struc-

ture is exhibited in

elevation. Vitruv.

iii. 2.

PROS'TYPUM ( irptffrwrov,

Callix. ap. Athen. v. 30.)- The
reading adopted in some editions of

Pliny (H. N. xxxv. 43.) instead of

protypum, and interpreted to mean

images in low re/ze/Xbasso-rilievo), as

contradistinguished from such as are

executed in high relief (alto-rilievo).
PROSU'MIA. A small sea-going

craft, employed as a spy ship, to keep
a look out and watch the motions of
an enemy's fleet ; but beyond this, its

characteristic peculiarities are not as-

certained. Festus, s. v. Csecil. ap.
Non. *. v. p. 536.

PROTH'YRUM 8id8voV . An

entrance hall in a Roman house ; that

is, a small corridor situated between
the street door (janua), which was

probably always kept open in the day-
time, as is still the practice of modern
Italy, and the house door (pstium},
which gave immediate access to the

atrium, and interior of the house.
The Greek name defines it more
accurately as the part between (5ta)
the doors ; and their irpoQvpov, or

place before the door, corresponds
with the Roman vestibulum (Vitruv.
vi. 7. 5.). The woodcut represents
an entrance-passage to one of the
houses at Pompeii, with the ceiling
and doors restored to give a more
complete notion of the locality ; the
columns seen through the furthest

door, one leaf of which is represented
as closed, are those of the atrium.

PROT'YPUM (TTP^TUTTOJ/). A
model after which any thing is formed,
corresponding with our prototype.
In a passage of Pliny (H. N. xxxv.

43.), the term is used to designate
reliefs in terra cotta employed as

antefixes (antefixa) for decorating
buildings, and which could be multi-

plied to any extent, by making a
mould (forma) upon them,, and taking
casts (ectypa) from it

; but the reading
of the passage is not altogether cer-

tain, and some editors adopt PROS-
TYPTJM in its stead.

PROVOCATO'RES. A class of

gladiators respecting whom nothing
definite is known, excepting that they

usually engaged with the Samnites.

Cic. Sext. 64. Inscript. ap. Orelli,

2566.

FSALTE'RIUM ($a\riipiov'). A
psaltery, that is, a stringed instrument

(Varro, ap. Non. s. Nervi, p. 215.

Virg. Girts, 179.), of mixed cha-

racter, between the cithara and the

harpa, to both of which it possessed
certain points of affinity to the

former in having a hollow sounding
belly formed of wood, over which
the chords were stretched, but

which, instead of being held down-
wards in the act of playing, as was
usual with the cithara (see the wood-
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cut s, v.), was carried upwards on the

shoulder, so as to constitute the top
rather than the bottom of the instru-

ment (Isidor. Orig. iii. 21. 7. Cas-

PSEUDISODOMUM. 533

siod. in Psalm. 150. August, in Psalm.

56.); and to the latter, in having a

bent frame which kept the strings

extended from its centre, so that the

figure presented by the three parts,

the strings, belly, and trunk, approxi-
mated to the form of a bow, if

the juncture of the belly and trunk

possessed a circular conformation, as

in the engraving ; or of a triangle, if

the juncture was an angular one, as

is the case with an original specimen
of the same instrument, now preserved
in the Paris collection of Egyptain

antiquities. This account, collected

from the different passages quoted
above, with the assistance of the

figures in the illustration, seems to

leave no doubt respecting the identity
of the instrument. The lower wood-
cut represents an original in the

British Museum, the belly of which
is covered with leather, strained over

it, and perforated with holes to allow

the sounds to escape : the upper one,
from a painting at Thebes, exemplifies
the method of holding and playing
the instrument.

2. ^a\ri}piov opQiov. The upright

psaltery, mentioned by Athenseus

(iv. 81.) as a different instrument

from the common one, was probably
the same, or nearly similar to the

HARPA : see the example s. v. p.

328., which strongly resembles the

preceding figure from Thebes, when

placed in an upright instead of a hori-

zontal position.
PSAL'TES OJ/aAT7js). One who

plays upon a stringed instrument, as

a general term. Quint, i. 10. 18.

Sidon. Ep. viii. 9.

PSAL'TRIA O'ATpto). In a

general sense a female who plays

upon any stringed instrument, as in

the annexed figure, from a fresco ex-

cavated at Civita, in the year 1755,

representing the Muse Erato, which,
in the original, has the word tyaXrpia

inscribed underneath ;
but the term

is frequently used in a more special

sense to distinguish a class of women,
not remarkable for rigid virtue, who
made a profession amongst the

Greeks of going about to play and

sing at banquets for

the amusement of the

guests, representations
of whom are frequently
introduced in the de-

signs on the Greek

vases, in which revels

and drinking parties

(comissationes*) are de-

picted. The same

practice was intro-

duced at Rome, after

the conquest of An-

tiochus, by the army
which had served in

Asia. Liv. xxxix. 6. Cic. Sext. 54.

Juv. Sat. vi. 337.

PSEUDISOD'OMUM ($0,81*6-
One of the earlier and less

perfect styles of masonry in use

amongst the Greeks, in which the

stones, though laid in regular courses,
were not all of corresponding size or
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height ; consequently, though all the

courses were parallel, and every stone

in the same course of one heighth,

yet the respective dimensions of each
course differed from the others,
which produced the effect of false

equality indicated by the term. (Vi-
truv. ii. 8. 6. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 51.

and compare ISODOMUM.) The illus-

tration represents one of the entrances

into the ancient citadel of Mycense,
and consequently affords a very early
instance of the style.

PSEUDODIP'TEROS OuSoSf-
TTTepos). Pseudodipteral ; a term em-

ployed to designate an edifice which

presents the appearance of having a

double colonnade round it, though in

reality it is only a single one, which

possesses the same projection from
the walls of the cell as the dipteral

structure, but the inner row of co-

lumns is dispensed with. (Vitruv.
iii. 2. ) The colonnade is thus twice

as wide as that which is termed

simply peripteral; and of the same
width as the dipteral, thus combining
increased accommodation with less

cost. Compare the woodcuts s. DIP-
TEROS and PERIPTEROS with the pre-
sent one, which will make the dis-

tinction self-evident.

PSEUDOPERIP'TEROS (iJ/evSo-

TTfplTTTfpos). Pseudoperipteral ; a term

employed to designate an edifice

that appears to have a colonnade all

round, which, in reality, it does not

possess ; the walls of the cell being

merely furnished with half or three-

quarter columns to correspond with

the isolated ones of the porch. (Vi-
truv. iii. 2.) By such an arrange-
ment more room was afforded for the

interior, as is clearly shown by the

example, representing the ground-
plan of the temple of Fortuna Virilis

at Rome, while the distribution of
the columns or the flanks suggests
the notion of a colonnade, as may be
seen by the illustration s. PRONAOS,
which exhibits a design of the same

style in elevation.

PSEUDOTH'YRUM (if>eu5<$0upOJ/).
A false or rather secret door, for the

purpose of giving ingress and egress
to the premises, without being sub-

jected to observation. Ammian. xiv.

I. Compare Cic. Sen. 6. Id. Verr.

ii. 2. 20.

PSEUDOURBA'NA sc. tedifida.
Those parts of a farmhouse or country
villa which were appropriated to the
use of the owner and his family, i. e.

the mansion itself, apart from the

farm-buildings and the tenements

occupied by the farming-men (familia
rustica,") (Vitruv. vi. 5. 3. compared
with Columell. i. 6. 1.) The term

pseudourban, which might be trans-

lated city-like, was given to the

above-mentioned part of the villa,

because, though in reality a country-
seat, it was designed and laid out

upon the same plan and with the

same luxuries as a town mansion.
PSILOCITHARIS'TA (M0-

piffT-fjs). One who merely plays

upon the guitar (cithara) as an in-

strumental performer, without ac-

companying it with his voice. Suet.

Dom. 4.

PSILO'THRUM ($bjuQpov). An
unguent or medical preparation, made

chiefly of heated arsenic and unslaked

lime, employed for removing hairs

from the surface of the skin, by men
of effeminate habits as well as women.
Mart. iii. 74. vi. 93. Plin. H. N.
xxiv. 37. Id. xxxii. 47.

PTERO'MA or PTER'ON (irre-

po>Aia, Trrepov). In architecture, a
colonnade on the flank of a temple,
or other edifice similarly constructed,
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projecting from the wall of the cell

on each side, like a pair of wings,
which resemblance gave rise to

the name (Vitruv. iii. 3. 9. ) ; but in

buildings which had no side columns,
and an outwork on each side of the

central pile, similar to what we call

wings, or only a blank wall running
out like a screen, such an outwork or

wall was designated by the same
name. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 4. 9.

Id. xxxvi. 13. Strabo. xvii. 28.

PTERO'TUS (irrepomk). Pro-

perly a Gr^ek word, meaning winged,
but employed as a characteristic epi-
thet for the drinking-cup, termed

calix, because it was furnished with
handles on each side, like wings, as

exhibited by the il-

lustration represent-

ing an original calix

of Greek manufac-
ture. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 66.

PUBLICA'NUS (reA^r/y. N. T. ).

A publican, in the sense which that

term bears in our version of the New
Testament, meaning thereby a person
who took a contract of the public
taxes from the state at a stipulated

amount, he employing and paying
the underlings who collected them,
and reserving to himself for his own

profit all that remained beyond the

sum at which he had taken the con-

tract The Roman publican was in

general a person of equestrian rank.

The taxes he collected were the land

tax, levied upon pastures ;
the tithe

of corn, from arable lands; and the

customs dues on imports ; and as he

stood in the place of a middleman,
and had the onus of direct collection,

which would be rigorously enforced,

to make a good profit of the contract,

the reputation he bore was, in gene-

ral, far from being flattering or

popular ; though his wealth made
him an important and influential per-

sonage. Plin. H. N. xxxviii. 8. Cic.

Plane. 9. Liv. xliii. 16.

PUGIL (W-/CTTJS). A boxer; that

is, one who fights with the fist (pug-

nus, TTV|). The act of boxing (pugi-

latio, pugilatus} dates from a remote

antiquity, being practised by the

Greeks and Etruscans in

very early times, and con-

tinuing to be a popular
exhibition at Rome dur-

ing the republic and em-

pire. (Liv. i. 35. Cic.

Tusc. ii. 17. Suet. Aug.
45.) The attitudes,

guards, and method of

directing the blows ex-

hibited in various works
of art, indicate that the

boxing of the ancients

resembled in most re-

spects the practice of our
own countrymen, with one important

exception, which must have rendered
their conflicts cruelly severe that of

covering the lower part of the arm
and fists with thongs of leather studded

with knobs of metal (C^sxus), as is

shown by the annexed illustration,

from a well-known statue of the

Villa Borghese.

Boxing ; a boxing-match. See PUGIL.
PUGILA'TOR. Same as PUGIL.
PUGILLA'RES. Small tablets

covered with wax for writing on, so

termed from their diminutive size,

because they could be held commo-

diously in a little hand (pugillus).

They were principally used for me-
morandum books, for noting down

first thoughts, and to be despatched
as love letters ;

which intention is

exemplified by the illustration, from

a Pompeian painting, representing

Cupid with a love billet which Poly-

phemus sends to Galatea. Senec.

Ep. 15. Plin. Ep. i. 6. 1. Ib. 22. 11.

PUG'IO (eyx* lPiSlov)> A short
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two-edged, sharp-pointed dagger,

openly worn on the right side, more

particularly by officers in the army,
and persons of rank under the empire,
as well as by the emperors themselves,
in order to indicate their power over

life and death. (Cic. Phil. ii.

12. Suet. Vit. 15. Tac. Hist.

iii. 68. Id. i. 43. Val. Max.
iii. 5. 3.) The example is

from an original of bronze in

the Neapolitan Museum ; the

holes on the handle were in-

tended for the reception of

ornamental studs.

PUGIUN'CULUS. Diminutive of
PUGIO. A small dagger, a dirk.

Cic. Fragm. contra C. Anton, ap.
Ascon. Id. Or. 67.

PULLA'RIUS. The person who
had the care of the sacred chickens

(woodcut s. CAVEA, 3.), and affected

to predict the results of future events
from the manner in which they ate

or rejected their food. Cic. Div. ii.

34. Liv. x. 40.

PUL'PITUM (|87j/*a). A tribune
or pulpit made of wood and of a
moveable character (Suet. Gramm. 4.

remoto pulpito), into which an orator,

declaimer, grammarian, &c., ascended
for the purpose of making himself

conspicuous, and acquiring a com-

manding situation, when about to

address an audience. Hor. Epist. i.

19. 40.

2. (Xoyeiov. oKptas'). In an ancient
theatre that part of the stage (pro-
scenium) which was nearest to the or-

chestra, upon which the actors stood

when they delivered their dialogues
'

or speeches (Hor. A. P. 278. Vi-

truv. v. 7. 2. Ib. 6. 1. Propert. iv.

1. 16.) It is represented by the

elevated platform on the left side of
the annexed woodcut, which affords

a view across the pit and stage in the
small theatre at Pompeii ; the dark

groove which runs along it, shows
the recess into which the drop-scene
(aulcea) was lowered.

PULSAB'ULUM. An instrument
with which the chords of a stringed
instrument were struck (Apul. Flor.

15.) ; for which the more usual name
is PLECTRUM, where an illustration

is introduced.

PULTA'RIUS. Properly a vessel

in which pottage (puu) was served

up. It was made in the form of an
inverted funnel (Pallad. vi. 7. 2.

Compare Columell. ix. 15. 5.), with a
broad bottom and narrow mouth,
which may be easily conceived in the

absence of any authentic specimen ;

and was likewise employed for other

purposes to which such a figure

adapted itself, as a cupping-glass

(Celsus, ii. 11.), and a vessel for

drinking out of. (Plin. H. N. vii.

54. Pet. Sat. 42. 2.)
PULVIL'LUS. Diminutive of

PULVINUS.
PULVI'NAR or POLVFNAR.

May be translated by our terms

pillow, bolster, cushion, as best suits

the purpose for which it is applied.
But the term conveys a notion of

greatness and grandeur, and is to be

understood, when strictly used, as

indicating a cushion of large size and

costly materials, such as would be
used for beds and couches on which
the body reclines, rather than for

chairs and seats, or for a sitting pos-
ture. Pet. Sat. 135. 5. Senec. Ira,
iii. 37. And woodcuts, pp. 374. 375.

2. Hence the word is principally
used to designate the splendid couches
with cushions and squabs, upon
which the images of the gods were
laid at the feast of the Lectister-

nium, to partake, as it were, of the

banquet spread before them (Cic.
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Phil ii. 43. Id. Dom. 53. Liv. xxx.

21.); as exhibited by the annexed
woodcut from a terra cotta lamp.

3. In the circus, a spot where
couches of the same description were

laid out for those deities whose statues

were carried in solemn procession
at the Circeusian festival. Festus s.

Thensa. Suet. Aug. 45. Id. Cat. 4.

4. A bed of state, or marriage bed;
but with especial reference to those of

the divinities (Catull. Ixiv. 47.), and
of the Roman emperors, to whom
divine honours were paid. Suet.

Dom. 13. Juv. vi. 132.

PULVINA'RIUM. The place in

a temple where the couches of the

deities were set out at the feast of

the Lectisternium. Liv. xxi. 62.

PULVINA'TUS. Having a full

or swelling contour, like a bolster or

cushion ;
whence applied as a technical

term by architects to the capitals of

Ionic columns, the sides of which,
formed by the lateral part of the vo-

lute, present a round or swelling

shape, like a bolster, as shown by the

annexed example from a capital be-

longing to the temple of Minerva

Polias. Vitruv. i. 2. 6. Id. iii. 5. 5.

PULVI'NUS. In its general

applications has nearly the same

meaning as Pulvinar, a pillow,

cushion, or bolster ; but, in strictness,

of a smaller and less ostentatious

character, and so more particularly

descriptive of those which were used
for sitting on (Cic. Or. i. 7. Id.

Fam. ix. 18., and woodcut s. CA-

THEDRA), resting the head against,
like the pillow of a bed (Sail. Jug.
74, and woodcut s. CERVICAL), or

leaning upon, like the pillow on
which a person supported his elbow
on a triclinary couch (Nepos, Pel. 3.

and woodcut s. CUBITAL), than of

such as were intended for the re-

ception of the body in a reclining

posture.
2. In architecture the bolster or

baluster on the sides of an Ionic

capital (Vitruv. iii. 5. 7.), which
imitates the full and swelling outline

of a stuffed cushion as shown by the

preceding woodcut.
3. In a warm-water bath (alveus"),

the part immediately above the step

(gradus) on which the bather sat, and
which thus constituted as it were a
cushion for his back to lean against

(Vitruv. v. 10. 4.). The illustration

-.1

represents a section of the warm bath

in the thermal chamber at Pompeii,
in which A is the bath itself, B the

step on which the bather sat, and c

the cushion or pulvinus for his back.

4. A ridge between two trenches

in a field or garden (Plin. H. N.
xvii. 35. 4.) ; and a raised border

or flower bed (Varro, R. R. i. 35. 1.) ;

both from their resemblance to the

upheaving form of a pillow or squab.

PUMILIO'NES, PUMILO'NES,
PU'MILI. Senec. Ep. 76. Stat.

Sylv. i. 6. 57. Suet. Aug. 83. Same
as NANI, which see.

PUNC'TUM. Any small hole

made by piercing, or pricking ;

hence a vote or suffrage ; because in

early times, before the custom of

voting by ballot had obtained, the
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poll clerk (rogator) held a list of the

candidates inscribed upon a tablet

covered with wax, and scored off

each vote as it was announced, by
making a puncture in the wax against
the initials of the candidate whom
the elector supported. Cic. Plane.

22. Id. Tusc. ii. 24.

2. One of the points or units upon
a die (Mart. xiv. 17. Compare
Suet. Nero, 30). The

example is copied
from an original die

found at Herculaneum.
3. One of the fractional marks or

points on the beam of a steel-yard

(statera) by which the exact weight
is indicated (Vitruv. x. 3. 4.). The

example represents an original steel-

yard of bronze found at Pompeii.
PUPA. In the primitive sense a

little girl; thence a child's plaything,
or doll (Varro, ap. Non.
s. v. p. 156. Pers. ii. 70.

Hieron. Epist. 128. n. 1.

The illustration represents
an original ivory doll dis-

covered in a child's se-

pulchre near Rome ; and
another specimen of terra-

cotta, found in Sicily, and
more elegant in design, is

published by the Prince of

Biscari, Degli antichi Orna-
menti e Trastulli de' Bambini, tav. v.

PUPPIS (wprf/mi). The poop,
stern, or after part of a ship. The
works of art, hitherto discovered, do
not furnish us with any clear and

satisfactory example of the precise
manner in which the ancient ship-
builders constructed the sterns of
their vessels, beyond the fact that

they are always represented round,
and in many cases scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the prow (prora).
Of such, numerous specimens are

introduced in various parts of these

pages; but the annexed example,

composed by the Academicians of the

Royal Antiquarian Society at Naples
(Academici Ercolanesi) from parts
or indications observable in different

ancient monuments, is introduced

in order to give a more practical
notion of the real appearance pre-
sented by the stern view of an ancient

vessel, than what can be acquired
from the conventional figures mostly
exhibited by the artists of antiquity.
If compared with the illustration s.

PRORA, which shows a prow faith-

fully delineated from the antique, it

will be at once seen how well the

two would suit together, as the fore

and after parts of the same vessel.

PUT'EAL. A dwarf wall or

circular shell of marble or other

materials surrounding the mouth of a

well (puteus) as a protection against
the danger of falling in. Many of

these have been found in excavations,
and may be seen in the various collec-
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tions of antiquities, oftentimes richly
decorated with figures or other devices
in relief (the putealia sigillata of Cic.

Alt. i. 10.) ; and the annexed woodcut
shows one of the same description
still covering the mouth of a well, as

it now exists in the cloisters of the
convent attached to the basilica of
St. John in the Lateran at Rome.

2. When any spot was struck with

lightning it was immediately deemed
sacred, and venerated as such by the

Romans, being surrounded by a shell

of the same character and name as

last described, in order to preserve it

from the tread of profane feet (Cic.

Sext. 8. Ov. R. Am. 561). Amongst
these the puteal Libonis or Scribo-

nianum in the Roman forum, was
much celebrated, as the spot near
which usurers met and money affairs

were negotiated. It is represented

by the annexed woodcut from a

medal of the Scribonian gens, and has
the inscription, PUTEAL LIBONIS,
underneath.

PUT'EUS and -UM (ty&p). A
well; artificially dug in the ground,
and supplied from its own spring of

water, of which examples are given
s. GIRGILLUS, and s. PUTEAL. Cic.

Hor. Plin. &c.

2. A pit sunk in the earth for

storing grain, as we do potatoes.

Varro, R. R. i. 57. 2.

3. An air or vent hole in the water
course of an aqueduct, of which a

sufficient number were formed at

regular intervals throughout its whole

length. When the duct was a sub-

terranean one, the vent holes were
constructed like the shaft of a tunnel ;

when there were two or more sepa-
rate courses of water conveyed by
the same aqueduct, one over the

other, the vent holes of the lower
ones were formed at the sides of the

channels, above the level of the

flowing water; but when there was

only a single course, the opening was
made in the top, as exhibited by the

annexed illustration, representing a

portion of the Alexandrian aqueduct
at Rome, in which A shows the

channel (specus), through which the

water flows, and B the puteus or

vent hole in question. Vitruv. vii. 8.

PUTIC'ULI or -L^E. Grave pits
in which the bodies of slaves and

people of the poorest classes, who
could not afford the expense of a

private tomb, or of a funeral pyre,
were interred as in a public burial

ground. Originally they were situ-

ated on the Esquiline hill, but were

removed from that locality in the

time of Augustus, out of regard for

the healthiness of the district, the site

being subsequently occupied by the

palace and gardens of Mecaenas.

Varro, L. L. v. 25. Festus, s. v.

Compare Hor. Sat. i. 8. 10.

PYCNOSTY'LOS (/<W<rrvAos).

Pycnostyle , a term employed by the

ancient architects to de-

signate the closest of the

five different kinds of

intercolumniation in use

amongst them, which

only had an interval of

one diameter and a half between each

column, as shown by the top line in

the annexed diagram, exhibiting at

one view the relative proportions of
all the five styles. It was only ap-
plied in the Ionic and Corinthian
orders. Vitruv. iii. 2.

3 z 2
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PYC'TA or PYC'TES
(Phsedr. iv. 24. Senec. Contr. i. 3.

Merely a Greek word Latinized, for

which the genuine Latin term is

PUGIL ; which see.

PYR'A (7Tv/>a). A funeral pyre;
made of unhewn wood piled up into a

square form, upon which the corpse
was placed with its bier to be burnt.

It was designated pyra, before the

fire was applied, as in the annexed

representation of Dido's pyre in the

Vatican Virgil ;
but rogus when ig-

nited. Virg. Mn, xi. 185. Serv. ad
I Id. JEn. xi. 204.

PY'RAMIS (irvpaitis). A. pyramid,
a structure upon a square base, taper-

ing gradually to a point at the top.

The particular form, as well as the

name, originated without doubt with

the Egyptians ; but for what precise

object is still undetermined. It

was, however, adopted by the Etrus-
cans (Plin. H.N. xxxvi. 19. 4.)
and the Romans, as an appropriate
design for sepulchral monuments

;
all

those which are mentioned by their

writers having been constructed for
that purpose, as well as the one now
remaining at Rome, which is known
as the pyramid of C. Cestius

; and
the one here introduced from an en-

graved gem, which is identified as a

tomb by the accompanying figure of

a gladiator, a class of whom, termed

bustuarii, were engaged to fight round
the burning pyre of distinguished

persons.
PYR'GUS. (Sidon. Ep. viii. 12.)

A word coined from the Greek irvpyos,

though not occurring with the same
identical signification in that lan-

guage, and for which the genuine
Latin word is TURKICULA, which see.

PYRR'HICHA and PYRR'-

HICHE (irvppixn). A Greek war-
dance ofDoric origin, performed to the

sound of the flute in rapid measure,
the performers wearing their armour,
and imitating by their motions the

attack and defence of combatants in

a battle. The illustration, which is

copied from a fictile vase, is generally
received as a representation of the

old Pyrrhic dance, as executed by
the Greeks

;
an imitation of which

was introduced at Rome by Julius

Csesar, and also exhibited by suc-

ceeding emperors. Suet. Jul. 39.

Nero, 12. Spart. Hadr. 19.

PYTHAU'LA or -LES (TruflarfArjs).

In its original and proper acceptation

signified a musician who played an
air upon the pipe (auAos), expressive
of the combat between Apollo and
the Python (Hygin. Fab. 273.);
whence the name was afterwards

given to a musical performer at the

theatre, who played the accompa-
niment to a single voice, as contra-

distinguished from the Choraules,
who accompanied the entire chorus.

j

Diomed. iii. 489. Varro, ap. Non. s.

I Ram ices, p. 166.

PYXIDIC'ULA. Diminutive of
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PYX'IS (wu{fs). Literally, a small

box or case made of boxwood, but

formed in a particular manner ; viz.

with a lid having a lip or return

which shuts over the edge of the

box, like the mouth of a tortoise

(Plin. H. N. ix. 12.), as is very
plainly expressed in the annexed
woodcut from the design on a fictile

vase. But as boxes of this character

were made of various other materials

besides boxwood, and extensively
used for holding any small articles of

use or ornament, especially such as

are characteristic of female habits,
the word possesses in general a sig-
nification analogous to ovir jewel case,
trinket box, and such other recep-
tacles as receive their characteristic

name from the nature of the objects
contained in them. Pet. Sat. 110.

Mart ix. 38. Suet. Nero, 12. Cic.

Ccel 25.

Q.

QUAD'RA. In a general sense

implies any thing which has four

corners, or possesses a square form
;

whence specially :

1. A square dining-table (Virg.

distinct from a round one ; both of

which forms were adopted by the an-

cients, the former being the earliest

model, the latter of most common
usage. Hence the expression aliena

vivere quadra (Juv. v. 2.) denotes a

parasite, who lives at another man's

expense ; or, literally, at another

man's table. The illustration repre-
sents a square dining-table, from the

Vatican Virgil, spread before the

companions of Ulysses, in the island

of Circe.

2. The Roman architects employed
the word in two different senses ;

to

JEn. vii. 115. Ib. iii. 257.) as contra-

designate the square member or plinth

placed under the base (spira) of a

column (Vitruv. iii. 4. 5.) ;
and each

of the narrow flat bands with plain

surfaces, forming respectively the

upper and lower division between the

hollow scotia and swelling torus above
and below it (Id. iii. 5. 2. and 3.);
all which members are exhibited by
the illustration annexed.

QUAD'RANS. A small copper
coin, three ounces (uncice} in weight,
and equal to a fourth part
of the As in value. It is

marked with three balls

to designate the weight,

accompanied with the de-

vice of an open hand, a

strigil, a dolphin, grains of corn, a

star, the image of a ship, or the head
of Hercules or Ceres; all of which
are found on different specimens in

various numismatic collections. (Plin.
H. N. xxxiii. 13. Hor. i. 3. 137.

Mart. ii. 44.) The example here
introduced is from an original, weigh-
ing in its present state 2 oz. 179 gr.,
and is drawn of one-third the actual

size.

QUADRAN'TAL. A vessel with
four square sides, each a foot long,

employed as a measure for liquids,
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the solid contents of which were

equal to an amphora. Cato, It- R.

57. 2. Plaut. Cure. i. 2. 16. Festus,

'

QUADRIF'ORISsc.yanwa(T6Tpa-
dvpos). A door, in which each of

\

the two valves fold back into two
|

parts, thus forming altogether four

pieces, upon the same principle as

our window-shutters and folding-

doors ; as is exemplified by the illus-

tration, representing a cabinet or

lamp. Cic. Fragm. Varr. R. R. ii.

armoire, from a Pompeian painting.
Vitruv. iv. 6. 5.

QUADRFGA (r&pnnrov 3p/*a).

A team of four horses or other ani-

mals; thence a carriage drawn by four

horses abreast, and more especially

applied to the racing chariots of the

circus (see the following woodcut),
or to those employed in public pro-

cessions, triumphs, &c. (Cic. Liv.

Suet. &c.) Carriages of this descrip-
tion were originally furnished with

two poles and a long cross-bar or

yoke, which stretched across the

backs of all the four animals, in the

same manner as shown by the first

woodcut s. BIGA. But that practice
was early set aside, and then the two
centre horses only were yoked, the

two outside ones being attached by
traces, in the manner shown by the

woodcut s. FUNALIS. Isidor. Orig.
xviii. 35.

QUADRIGA'RIUS. A charioteer

who drove a team of four horses

abreast; more especially applied to

one who drove a four-horsed car

(quadriga) at the races of the circus ;

as represented by the annexed cut

from the device on a terra-cotta

7. 15. Suet. Nero, 16.

QUADRIGATUS. A silver de-

narius, so termed from its having the

impress of a quadriga stamped on the

reverse, as shown by the annexed

specimen from an original of the

same size. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 13.

Liv. xxii. 58.

QUADRIRE'MIS (Terp^s). A
war-galley propelled by four banks

(ordines) of oars on each of its sides.

(Plin. H. N. vii. 57. Cic. Verr. ii. 5.

33.) The illustration, copied from a

medal of the Emperor Gordian, though
too minute and imperfect to be re-

ceived as a complete representation
of a quadrireme, yet affords a valuable

and most satisfactory authority re-

specting the chief point which dis-

tinguished the class to which it be-

longed, viz. the position and rating

of its oarage. It will be perceived

that four separate banks, in tiers

superimposed one above the other,
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are distinctly expressed by the four

horizontal lines indicating the sepa-
ration of each bank, and the diagonal

position of each file of oars, by the

angular termination of their extre-

mities on the left side of the entire

range; thus plainly demonstrating
that the principle followed in dis-

posing and reckoning the oarage of a

quadriremis, was the same as that

practised in the BIREMIS and TRI-

REMIS, the illustrations under which
words, being upon a larger scale, and
from more detailed models, will show
the matter in a clearer light.

QUADRIVIUM (rerpnfoiov). A
place where four streets or cross

roads meet (Catull. 58. Juv. i. 64).
The illustration represents a street

view of this nature in the city of

Pompeii.
QUA'LUS and -UM (ra'\apos).

A very general name for a wicker

basket, which might be employed for

various purposes ; as, a woman's wool
basket (Hor. Od. iii. 12. 4. and next

woodcut) ; a strainer made of wicker

work, used at the vintage (Virg.

Georg. ii. 242. Serv. ad I. and wood
cut s. COLUM. 1.) ;

a wicker cage or

coop for fowls (Columell. viii. 3. 4.

and woodcut s. CAVEA. 2.). It will

be observed that all the baskets in

the illustrations referred to possess a
conical shape, though sometimes

standing upon their base, and at

others used in an inverted position,
which is the very form described by
Columella (ix. 15. 12.), and conse-

quently to be received as the distin-

guishing characteristic of the qualus.

QUASILLA'RL/E. Female slaves

engaged in the spinning department

of an ancient household, whose duties

consisted in carrying the baskets of
wool (quail, quasilli) to the spinners
and weavers, while they were occu-

pied with their tasks. They formed
the lowest rank in the household,

merely attending upon other slaves,

and not being themselves skilled in

any branch of industrial art (Pet.
Sat. 132. 3. Inscript. op. Grut. 648.

5.). The illustration represents two
females of this class with the basket

between them, from a frieze in the

forum of Nerva at Rome, on which

various processes connected with the

arts of spinning and weaving, and
different classes of workwomen, are

sculptured.

QUASILL'US and-UM (raXapis).
Diminutive of QUALUS ; especially

applied to the basket in which wool
and spinning implements were carried,
as explained and illustrated under
the last two words. Tibull. iv. 10. 3.

Prop. iv. 7. 41.

QUINA 'RIUS. A half denarius ;

a silver coin of Roman currency,

worth about 4^d. of our money.
(Varro, L. L. v. 173. Plin. H. N.
xxxiii. 13.). The example is from
an original of the actual size.

QUINCUN'X. A copper coin of

Roman currency, weighing five

ounces (uncice), and equal in value to

i
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five twelfths of an As (Hor. A. P.

327.). It was distinguished by five

balls to denote its value, of the same
character as those which appear on
the quadrans (woodcut *. v.~) ; but

the coin itself is of extreme rarity,
and the British Museum does not pos-
sess a specimen.

2. A figure of things arranged in

the same position as * * * *

the five points (punc-

ta) are upon a die. * * * *

Cic. Sen. 17. Caes. * * *

B. G. vii. 73.
* * * *

QUINCUFEDAL. A five-foot

rod, divided into graduated parts, for

taking measurements. Mart. xiv.

92.

QUINQUERE'MIS (irei/T^s).
A war galley equipped -with five

banks (prdines) of oars on each side ;

a class of vessels very commonly em-

ployed during the second Punic war.
Liv. xxviii. 30. Plin. H. N. vii. 57.

The absence of any known represen-
tation of an ancient quinquereme
renders it impossible to show the

disposition of the oarage in vessels of

this class by reference to a model of

undoubted authority; but there are

fair conjectural grounds for believing
that each bank was placed and rated

in an ascending line, one over the

other, the oar ports of all the five

ranging diagonally in file, in the

manner shown by the following dia-

gram ;
because the biremis, triremis,

and quadriremis are shown by existing
monuments to have been rated and
constructed upon that principle, as is

proved by the illustrations to each of
those words

;
and it has been ascer-

*****
* * * * 9)1

tained by actual experiment that a
fifth tier superimposed in the same
manner would not be too high above
the water's edge, for the blade to dip

into the water without requiring the
oar to be of an unmanageable length ;

though beyond that number such an

arrangement is found practically im-

possible, because the handle would
be hoisted above the rower's reach,
from the great obliquity given to the
oar by the height of the fulcrum on
which it would be poised ; or, if the
oar were lengthened sufficiently to

meet the water at a working angle,
the handle would become so long that
it could not be contained within the
vessel.

QUINQUER'TIO (*&ra0Aos).
One who practises the games of the

quinquertium. Liv. Andron. ap. Fest.

*. v.

QUINQUER'TIUM (Tae\o^.
An athletic contest of Greek origin
(Festus, s. y.) consisting of five feats

(quinque artium), viz. ; leaping (sal-

tus, aAyiia), running (cursus, fyxfyios),

wrestling (lucta, ira\ij), throwing the

quoit (discus, 5/b-/coj), and boxing
(pugilatus, irvy/ji-f)), for which last

throwing the javelin (jaculatio, a.it6v-

rto-ts) was afterwards substituted;
but to gain the prize it was neces-

sary to achieve a victory in all the

five.

K.

RA'DIUS (^agSoy). A pointed rod
or wand, employed by professors of

geometry, astronomy, or mathe-

matics, for describing diagrams in

1, &c. (Cic. Tusc. v. 23. Virg.

Eel. iii. 40.), as exhibited by the

annexed figure, representing the

Muse Urania, from a Pompeian
painting.
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2. (OKI-/*). A ray oflight; usually
|

represented by artists as a sharp
pointed spike; -whence
corona radiis distinc-

ta (Flor. iv. 2. 91.),
a crown ornamented
with metal spikes to

imitate the rays of the

sun, as in the an-

nexed example, repre-

senting the head of

Augustus, on an en-

graved gem.
3. (OKTI'S, Kvf]/j.ii~).

The spoke of a

wheel (Virg. Georg. ii. 444. Ov.

Met. ii. 318.); so termed because

they radiate from the nave, like rays
of light from a centre ;

hence ro-

ta radiata (Varro
R. R. in. 5. 15), a

wheel with spokes
as contradistin-

guished from the

solid wheel (tym-

panum) which had
none. The latter

of the two Greek words bracketed

above, Kvh/j.r), means literally the shin

bone, and thus suggests a different

image for the same object, which is

also exemplified by the form of the

spokes in the annexed illustration,

representing an original wheel of

ancient workmanship now preserved
in the gallery of antiquities at

Vienna.
4. A sharp pointed stake or pali-

sade for making a vallum. Liv.

xxxv. 3.

5. An instrument used in weaving
(Virg. Mn. ix. 476. Ov. Met. iv. 275.

vi. 56. Lucret. v. 1352.); which,

reasoning from analogy, and the

other senses of the word, we may
infer to have been the same as the

long reed now employed by the

Hindoos, serving both the purposes
of a shuttle and batten. It is formed
like a large netting needle, rather

longer than the breadth of the web,
which introduces the threads of the

weft, and is likewise used to condense
them.

RA'DULA. A scraper; an iron

instrument for scraping or paring off

extfaneous matter, such as an old

coat of paint or pitch from another
surface. Columell. xii. 18. 5.

R A L' L U M. Contracted for

radulum. A scraper in the form of a

spud, which a ploughman put on to

the butt end of his goad (stimulus'),
and used for scraping off the earth

from the ploughshare. Plin. H. N.
xviii. 49. 2. The annexed example
is copied from an Etruscan bronze, iii

which it is carried by a rustic en-

gaged at the plough.
RASTEL/LUS. Diminutive of

RASTER
; especially in the sense of

a wooden rake for smoothing over the

ground after seed had been sown

(Columell. ii. 12. 6.) ;
or for raking

up hay, straw, &c., in the hay or corn
field. Varro, R. R. \. 49. 1. Id. L. L.

v. 136.

RAS'TER, RAS'TRUS and -UM.
An agricultural implement of a mixed

character, between ourfork, rake, and

hoe, both as regards the form of the

object and the manner in which it

was used. It resembled the fork and

rake, in so far that the head, which
was made of iron (Cato, R. R. x. 3.

xi. 4.), but very heavy (Virg. Georg.

i. 164.), contained two, three, or

sometimes four prongs (quadridens,

Cato, //. cc.), set at intervals apart

(Isidor. Orig. xx. 14. 6., a raritate

dentium), and arranged, like the rake,

transversely across the handle at

4 A
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right angles with it, not in direct

continuation, like the common fork ;

but the ordinary method of using it

resembled that of a man hoeing with

energy, it being raised up from the

earth at each stroke (Senec. Ira, ii.

5.) and then driven down forcibly

upon or into it (Celsus, ap. Non. s. v.

p. 222.). Thus it was employed in

digging and clearing the surface of

the soil (Varro, L. L. v. 136. Virg.

Georg. iii. 534.) ;
for subduing or

working the land, instead of plough-

ing (Id. JEn. ix. 608.), and more

especially for chopping down and

breaking into smaller particles any
large clods of earth left by the

plough, before harrowing, or as a

substitute for it (Plin. H. N. xviii.

49. 3. Virg. Georg. i. 94.). The

figure in the wood-cut, which is

copied from a very ancient MS. of

Terence in the Vatican Library, pos-
sesses all the qualities described ;

and

though undoubtedly an imperfect por-

traiture, will enable the reader to

form an accurate notion of the real

character of the instrument. It forms

the headpiece to the first scene of the

first act in the Heautontim., being
carried on the shoulders of Mene-

demus, and is evidently intended for

an agricultural instrument of the name
and nature described, from the dia-

logue it illustrates. CHREMES. Istos

rastros interea tamen adpone, ne labora.

MENEDEM. Minime, &c. and by the

accessories of a sheaf of wheat, and a

yoke for plough oxen, which accom-

pany the original design. At the

same time it exemplifies the difference

between the raster and the ligo, an
instrument of otherwise similar cha-

racter and use, but which, instead of

having its head formed by two or

more distinct prongs, like a rake, or

being, as this is, and as Columella ex-

presses it, a " two-horned tool
"

(bi-

corneferrum, Columell. x. 148.), had
a continuous blade like the hoe, but
notched at its edge, or, in the lan-

guage of the same author (x. 88.),
broken up into teeth fracti dente

ligonis as shown by the illustration

s. LIGO. The term, moreover, is

mostly applied in the plural number,
because the head was composed of

several parts or prongs, instead of a

single blade.

2. Raster ligneus. A wooden rake

(Columell. ii. 11. 27.) ; for which
the diminutive RASTELLUS is more
common.
RA'SUS (^O-TOS). Close shaved

with a razor
;
both with respect to

the beard and hair of the head (Cic.
Rose. Com. 7. Aul. Gell. iii. 4. :

and woodcut s. LINIGER); as opposed
to tonsus, which means clipped or cut

short with scissors.

RA T A' R I A. Enumerated by
Aulus Gellius amongst the different

kinds of boats and ships of which he

gives a list (x. 25.), but without any
indication of its characteristic quali-
ties. Servius (ad Virg. Mn. i. 43.)
describes it merely as a small ship

propelled by oars navicula cum
remis ; Isidorus (Orig. xix. 1. 9.)

seems to imply that it was roughly
built, and flat-bottomed, like a raft.

RATIS (<rXe5/a). A raft; formed

by joining together a number of

planks to make a float, as shown by
the annexed example, from a mosaic

in the ceiling of an ancient temple of

Bacchus, now the church of Santa

Constantia, near Rome. Plin. H. N.
vii. 57. Quint, x. 2. 7. Cic. Att. ix.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 1. 9.

2. (jirXoiov Kovranbv). A fiat-bot-
tomed boat, pushed on by a pole, as in

the annexed example, from the very
ancient mosaic pavement of Prseneste,

instead of being rowed with oars.
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It constitutes in fact the first step
in naval architecture from the simple

raft to the regular vessel. Virg.

Georg. il. 445. Flor. iv. 2. 32.

Diodor. xix. Bayfius, Re Nav.
3. By the poets used indiscrimi-

nately for a boat or ship of any kind
4. A pontoon, or bridge of boats

for passing over from one side of a
river to the other

;
formed by fixing

the requisite number of boats in the

centre of the stream to serve as piers
for supporting a footway of planks
laid athwart them from one side of

the river to its opposite bank
;

whence the expression of Livy, rate

jungere flumen. The example is from
the column of Antoninus.
RECH'AMUS (Vitruv. x. 2. 1.).

Same as TROCHLEA.
RECINC'TUS (Virg. Mn. iv.

518.). Equivalent to DISCINCTUS.
RECI'NIUM. See RICINIUM.
REC'TA (opfloo-raSias). A tunic,

woven in one piece all round,
like our stockings ;

which fitted into

the waist, and took

the form of the

figure, without re-

quiring any girdle
to keep it adjusted
to the person, as

was necessary with

the common tunic,

which was made of

equal width from

top to bottom. It

consequently hung down in straight

or direct folds from the neck to the

feet, as exhibited by the annexed

figure of Ceres, which peculiarity
gave rise to the name, both in the
Latin and Greek language. Plin.

H. N. viii. 74. Festus, s. v. Isidor.

Orig, xix. 22. 18. Pollux, vii. 48.

REDEMP'TOR (tp-yo^os). A
contractor; like our own term, of

general application for one who
undertakes to perform any descrip-
tion of work, such as the building or

repairing of a house, &c., for a stipu-
lated amount. Cic. Div. ii. 21. Plin.

H. N. xxxvi. 55. Liv. Hor.
REDIMI'CULUM. A long

lappel, or fillet attached to the mitra

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 5. Virg. JEn.
ix. 616.), or any other head-dress of

similar character, for the purpose of

fastening it under the chin (wood-
cuts s. MITRA, p. 426.), but the whole
of which, when loose, would hang
down over the shoulders and breast

(Ov. Met. x. 265.), as shown by the

annexed figure of Paris, from one of

the Pompeian paintings.
RE'GULA (/ccwa>j>). A straight

rule, used by carpenters, masons, ar-

tificers, and people in general, for

drawing lines, or taking measure-
ments (Vitruv. v. 3. Cic. ap. Non.
s. Perpendiculum, p. 162.). The
example represents an original bronze

rule, found in a mason's shop at

Pompeii, which is divided into gra-
4 A2
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duated parts, and made to shut up in

half, by means of a hinge, similar to

those now in use; but is moreover
furnished with a stay at the back, in-

dented by two notches, which slip

under the heads of two small pins,

and thus prevents the two halves

from closing or yielding from the

straight line whilst in use.

2. In a more general sense any
long straight lath, or thin bar of wood
or metal, for whatever purpose ap-

plied; and specially in the plural, the

laths, within which the pulp of olives

(samsa), or the husks of grapes (pes

vinaceorurn) were included, when

placed under the press beam (prelum')
to keep the entire mass under the

action of the beam, and prevent the

sides from bulging out beyond the

centre where the force was pressed.
Columell. xii. 52. 10. See the illus-

tration s. TORCULAR, 1. which ex-

hibits a basket (fiscina) employed, as

was frequently the case (Id. xii. 39. 3. ),

instead of laths, for the same purpose.
RE'MEX (fpfr-ns, Ka>mjAa<n?s). A

rower or oarsman who rows in a boat,

galley, or ship. In vessels of war the

rowers (remiges) formed a distinct

class from the sailors (nautce) who
managed the sails and navigation of

the vessel ; and from the marines

(classiarii), or troops to whom its

defence was committed ; but the

three' together, the soldiers, seamen,
and rowers, completed the manning
of the vessel. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 33.

Id. ii. 4. 34. Cses. B. C. iii. 24.

In boats and small craft the

ancients used their oars in most of
the different ways still practised ;

a

single man sometimes plying a pair
of sculls (woodcut s. BIREMIS, 1.)
when the boat was very small

; or, in

those of a larger size, handling only
a single oar, and then either sitting
and pulling towards himself, as we
do, or standing up and pushing from
himself, as is still the more common
practice in the Mediterranean (wood-
cut S. ACTUARIOLITM.).

In sea-going vessels of a large size

furnished with a single line of oars,

such as the naves longce, liburnicce, and
others belonging to the class of

moneres, which were equipped with

oars of great weight and length, it is

almost certain that more than one
man pulled at the same oar, and sat

on the same bench, as was the prac-
tice adopted in the galleys of the

Venetians, Genoese, and French of

Marseilles, during the 15th, 16th, and
17th centuries, a method which is

thus described in the memoirs of Jean

Marteihle, a French protestant, con-

demned to the galleys in 1701.
" The rowers sit upon benches

"
(the

transtra of the Romans),
" six men to

an oar ; one foot rests upon a low
stool or stretcher, the other is raised

and placed against the bench before

them. They lean their bodies for-

ward" (the remis incumbunt of Virgil),
" and stretch out their arms over the

backs of those before them, who are

also in a similar attitude. Having
thus advanced the oar, they raise

themselves and the end of the oar

which they hold in their hands
"

(remis pariter insurgunt, Virg. ),
" and

plunge the opposite one into the sea ;

which done, they throw themselves

back upon their benches, which bend
beneath the pressure."

In vessels which were furnished

with more than one bank (ordo) of

oars, such as the biremis, triremis, &c. ,

the system of rowing was conducted

upon a different plan. In these the

rowers sat upon separate seats (sedilia}

instead of cross benches (transtra),

and each oar was pulled by a single

man, the highest one from the water

being of course the longest, and the

labour of the man who worked it

the most severe. But when vessels

of very great size were constructed,

such, for instance, as the hexeris,

hepteris, decemremis, &c., even though
they could not have more than five

oars in an ascending line from the

water's edge to the bulwarks, as ex-

plained in the article ORDO, yet it is

clear that the length and weight of
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the oar must have borne a certain

proportion to the width and length of

the ship ; and in such cases it is but

reasonable to infer that both the

methods of rowing hitherto described

were united ; the lower and smaller

oars being managed each by a single

man, the upper and larger ones by as

many more than one as their size re-

quired. Thus when mention is made
in the ancient authors of the oarage
not being fully manned, it is not

thereby implied that any of the oars

are wanting, which could scarcely

be, but that the proper strength or

number of hands, required for their

effective management, was not put

upon some of them.

REMIG'IUM. The oars or oar-

age of a vessel, in a collective sense ;

also, like the Greek elpctrla and rb

epfriKov, for remiges, a crew of rowers.

Virg. Hor. Plin. &c-

REMUL'CUM or -US (05/*a). A
tow-rope, by which one vessel is drawn
after another. Isidor. Orig. xix. 4.

8. Hirt B. Alex. 11. Liv. xxxii. 16.

RE'MUS (epeTfjtis, /otrtTTj).
An oar.

The small oars and sculls, when

managed by a single man, differed in

no respect from those in modern use,

as may be seen from numerous speci-

mens inserted in these pages ; but

the larger kinds, which sometimes

extended to the length of 54 feet,

and consequently required several

men to one oar, must have been too

thick at the handle for the hand to

grasp ;
whence it may be confidently

assumed, that they were constructed

in the same manner as those used in

the Mediterranean galleys of the 16th

and 17th centuries, which were from

45 to 50 feet in length, each one

requiring six rowers, who managed
it by the assistance of a false handle

or rail, affixed to the main butt, as

shown by the annexed woodcut, re-

presenting the part inboard of one of

the oars described. The flat piece,

just beyond the handle, is distinct

from the oar itself, but is fastened to

it, as a guard, to prevent the con-

sumption of the oar by rubbing
against the side of the vessel, and

easily renewable when itself worn
out.

RE'NO or RHE'NO. A very
short cloak (parvis rhenonum tegu-
mentis. Cses. B. G. vi. 21.) which

only covered the shoulders and breast

as far as the loins and abdomen (Isi-

dor. Orig. xix. 23. 4.), and formed an

article of clothing, especially charac-

teristic of the Germans (Sallust.

Fragm. Incert. 13. ed. Gerlach.), and
of the Gauls (Varro, L. L. v. 167.)
It was made out of the rough skin of

the reindeer, still called Ren in

Swedish, and is frequently seen on

the German figures of the column of

Antoninus (see the illustrations s.

FRAMEA and SUPPLEX) ;
but is also

worn by some of the soldiers in the

imperial army on the column of Tra-

jan, two of whom, affording a front

and back view, have been selected

for the illustration, because they
show the peculiar form and dimen-

sions of the object more distinctly.

REPA'GULA. Plural. One of

the contrivances

adopted by the

ancients as a door

fastening (Cic.
Div. i. 34.), the

precise nature of

which must at this

day be collected

from inferential

reasoning, rather

than positive testi-

mony. As the

word only occurs

in the plural, we may conclude that
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the device consisted of a double fast-

ening, and not a single one ; while the

expression of Plautus (Cist. iii. 18.),

occludite pessulis, repagulis, leads to

the conjecture that it consisted of a

pair of bolts (pessuli), made of wood
and fastened on the leaves of a fold-

ing door (Plin. H. N. xvi. 82.), but

made to shoot against one another

from opposite sides, which seems to

be the true meaning of the definition

given by Verrius, (ap. Fest. s. v. ) re-

pagula, guce patefaciundi gratia ita

figuntur, ut e contrario oppanguntur.
The annexed illustration, representing
an Egyptian door, from a painting at

Thebes, which shows the two bolts

affixed to separate valves, and shoot-

ing from opposite sides against each

other, confirms this account so far

as to encourage the belief that it

really exhibits the contrivance in

question. Indeed it is from the

Egyptians that both Greeks and
Romans appear to have derived the

models for most of their locks, keys,
and fastenings in general.
REPLUM. (Vitruv. iv. 6. 5.)

An upright rail fixed in the centre of

the frame of a doorcase, and stretch-

ing from the lintel to the sill, in

order to serve the purpose of a rebate,
and guard the crevice formed by the

juncture ofthe two valves, as shown by
the annexed example, represent-

ing an ancient bronze door in its

original state, which formerly be-

longed to the temple of Remus, now
converted into the church of S.

Cosmo and Damiano, at Rome. The
ground-plan at the bottom, where it

appears in the centre, exhibits the

manner in which the rebate closed
over the juncture ;

and the elevation

shows one leaf of the door closed

against it : if both valves were open,
it will be readily perceived that it

would remain, like an isolated up-
right, in the centre of the entire

opening. The interpretation here

given cannot, however, be accepted as

certain, for the precise meaning of
the word is much controverted, and

there are no authorities, beyond the

bare mention of the term in the one

quoted, to establish a decision.

REPOSITO'RIUM. A piece of

furniture employed by the Romans
for bringing up to table the various
dishes comprised in a course (Plin.
H. TV. xviii. 90.), and which was
placed with its contents upon a table

in the dining-room (Pet. Sat. Ix. 4.).
It consisted of a large covered box or

case (whence theca repositorii. Pet.

Sat. xxxix. 3.), either round or

square, and sometimes made of choice
woods inlaid with tortoise-shell, and
enriched by ornaments of silver (Fe-
nestella ap. Plin. H. JV. xxxiii. 52.

Pet. Sat. xxxv. 2.). The whole case
was moreover divided into a number
of separate stories, one above the

other, each of which held a separate

tray (ferculum) furnished with dishes

like the dinner baskets in which a
French or Italian restaurateur sends
out a ready -dressed dinner to his

customers. This is clear from Pe-
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tronius (Sat. xxxvi. 1. and 2. Com-
pare xxxv. 1. and 2.), where a re-

positorium is placed upon the table,

and after the first division has been

removed, another tray containing a

different course of entrees is exposed
to view superiorem par tern reposi-
torii abstulerunt. Quo facto, videmus

infra, scilicet in altero ferculo, altilia,

&c which passage distinctly points
out the difference between a reposi-
lorium and a ferculum, and proves
the inaccuracy of those scholars who
make the two words synonymous.
REPO'TIA. A carousal or drink-

ing bout after a banquet ( Apul. Apol.

p. 501. Id. de Mund. p. 750.) ;

whence, in a more special sense, the

entertainment given by a bridegroom
to his friends the day after his wedding.
Festus s. v. Hor. Sat. ii. 2. 60.

RESTIA'RIUS (ffxoivoTr\6Kos,

Ka\co(TTp6(pos). A rope maker. In-

script. Vet. a Jo. Cam. Rossi edita.

RES'TIO (o-xowwreSAijs). A dealer
in ropes and cords. Front, ap.
Putsch, p. 2201. Suet. Aug. 2.

RE'TE and RE'TIS (Si'/m/ov). A
net ; in the same general sense as is

conveyed by our own word ; including
both fishing and hunting nets, and, in

consequence, all the different kinds
which are enumerated in the Classed
Index. (Cic. Plaut. Virg. &c.) But

sportsmen made use of the term in a
more special or technical sense, to

distinguish the large net or haye
(longo meantia retia tractu. Nemes.

Cyneg. 300.), with which they used to

surround a wide tract of country, be-
fore the operation of beating the covers

commenced, in order to prevent the

game from dispersing through the

open country, and to form an enclosed

circle towards which they might be

driven, when dislodged by the dogs
from the shelter of their thickets.

Both the object itself, the manner of

setting it, and the purpose for which
it was used, may be readily imagined
from the annexed illustration, copied
from a fresco-painting in the sepul-
chre of the Nasonian family, near

Rome, which also contains several

other pictures illustrative of hunting
scenes.

RETIA'RIUS. A Roman gladi-

ator, so named from the net (rete')

which formed his characteristic im-

plement of attack. Besides this, he
was equipped with a heavy three-

pronged fork (fuscina, tridens), but
had no body armour; and his art

consisted in casting the net over the
head of the adversary, generally a

Secutor, with whom he was matched.
If he succeeded in his throw, so as to

hamper his opponent, who was fully

armed, in the toils of his net, he ad-

vanced to close quarters, and attacked

him with the trident, as exhibited by
the illustration from an ancient
mosaic

;
but if he failed, having no

defensive armour, he immediately
took to flight, and endeavoured to

collect his net for a second cast before
he could be overtaken by his adver-
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sary, who pursued him round the

arena. Suet. Cal 30. Claud. 34.

Juv. ii. 143. viii. 203.

. RETICULA'TUS. Literally,

that which is formed like a net, or

in a pattern like net-work.

1. Eeticulata structura. Reticu-

latum opus. A method of constructing
walls very common in

Italy during
the later days of the republican and

early part of the imperial period, the

external appearance of which pre-

sented^ reticulated pattern, like the

meshes of a net, as shown by the

division marked A in the annexed
wood -cut, which exhibits at a view
the different constructive arrange-
ments adopted by the ancient builders.

The one in question was formed by
small stones, or by blocks of tufo, cut

into a die, which, instead of being
laid on their sides, were placed upon
the sharp edge, so as to fit into one
another like wedges. This method
of construction, though extremely
pleasing to the eye, has the great de-

fect of wanting durability, in conse-

quence of the tendency which such
walls have to settle into cracks. Vi-
truv. ii. 8. 1. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 51.

2. Reticulata fenestra. A lattice,

i. e. a window protected by small

bars of wood or metal, crossing each
other in a reticulated pattern. Varro,
R. R. iii. 7. 3.

RETIC'ULUM Quntoutv). Dimi-
nutive of RETE

; a small net, or a net
made with small meshes (Varro, jR. R.
iii. 5. 13.); whence the following
specific senses;

1. A bag of network, the original

of our reticule, employed for holding
various articles : bread (Hor. Sat.

i. 1. 47.) ; playing balls (Ov. A. Am.
iii. 361.); dried rose leaves, or other

aromatic productions, which were
thus carried in the hand, for the same

purpose as the modern scent bottle.

Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 11.

2. (/c6/cpy</>aA.os). A cap for the

hair, made of net-work, and properly

belonging to the female attire (Varro,
L. L. v. 130.),

though the same
was sometimes

adopted by the

male sex (Lam-
prid..Heliog. 11.

Juv. ii. 96.), as

is still the case

in modern Italy,
where it is worn

by the women of Albano, and by the
men of Sonnino. The example is

from a painting at Pompeii.
RETINA'CULUM (<rxoivlov M.

yeiov). In nautical language, a hawser,
thrown out from the stern of a

vessel (Ov. Met. xv. 696.), by
which it was made fast to the shore

(Ib. xiv. 547.), as contradistinguished
from the cable (ancorale) at the bow.

2. A tow-rope, by which animals

draw a vessel from the shore (Hor.
Sat. i. 5. 18.), as contradistinct from

remulcus, by which one vessel was
towed behind another.

3. Long traces for wagons to which
several pairs of oxen are attached,
sometimes extending to the length of

26 feet. Cato, R. R. 63. and 135.

4. Any kind of long rope or thong
which serves to retain or restrain ; as

a tether, or a halter for cattle (Colu-
mell. vi. 2. 4. CAFISTRUM) ; the

reins of a chariot. Virg. Georg. i.

513. HABENA.
RE'TIOLUM. Diminutive of

RETE (Apul. Met. viii. p. 155.);
same as RETICULUM, 2. Augustin.

Ep. 109. n. 10.

RE'TIS. See RETE.
RE'TIUM. Same as RETE.

Gloss. Philox. ; and Schol. Vet, ad
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Juv. viii. 207. where it is applied to

the net of the Retiarius.

RHE'DA. A large and roomy
carriage upon four wheels (Isidor.

Orig. xx. 12.), and furnished with
several seats, so as to be adapted for

the transport of a large party, with

their luggage and necessaries (Juv.
iii. 10. Mart. iii. 47. 5. ). It appears
to have been in very general use

amongst the Romans, both for town
and country (Cic. Mil. 20. Id. Att.

vi. 1. Ib. v. 17. Suet. Jul. 57.);
and probably resembled the French
char-a-banc with a cover overhead,
for the carriage itself, as well as its

name, was of Gallic original (Quint.
i. 5. 68.). The annexed illustration is

not copied from any ancient au-

thority, nor is it altogether imaginary,

being composed by Ginzrot ( Wagen
und Fahrwerke, tab. 20.), after the

models of several very similar

carriages which appear on the co-

lumns of Trajan and Antoninus ;
but

is here introduced in order to con-

vey a proximate notion of the general
character of the conveyance in

question, which, though not altogether

genuine, will still serve as a useful

illustration to the various passages
above referred to.

RHEDA'RIUS. The coachman,
or person who drives a Eheda. Cic.

Mil. 10.

2. A tradesman who makes these

carriages. Capitol. Max. et Balb. 5.

RHOM'BUS (Muftw). Originally
signified the spindle (fusus) with
which women spun their thread

(Schol. ad Apoll. Argon, i. 1139.); a

vertical section of which, when cover-

ed with thread, would exhibit the

figure termed a rhomboid by mathe-

maticians, as will be seen by the

centre figure in the illustration s.

Fusus. This meaning subsequently
obtained to the complete exclusion, of

the primary notion
; though a very

distinct allusion to that is contained
in one of the common applications of

the word both by the Greek and
Latin writers, who make use of it to

designate a sort of reel or whorl em-

ployed in enchantment. Ov. Am. i.

8. 7. Prop. iii. 6. 26.

RHOMP^'A, ROMPH^'A, and
RUM'PIA (jSo^ai'a). A military

weapon peculiar to the Thracians

(Aul. Gell. x. 25.) ; but whether be-

longing to the class of swords or of

spears is a matter of doubt, though
the latter seems the more probable.
At all events, it was characterised by
prodigious length (Liv. xxxi. 29.);
and by having, like the Roman pilum,
a wooden shaft of the same dimen-

sions as the iron head affixed to it.

Val. Flacc. vi. 98.

RHYPAROG'RAPHUS (/Wopo-
7pa$os). A painter of low, coarse,

and trivial subjects, amongst which
are enumerated scenes of ordinary
life, interiors of barbers' shops,
coblers' stalls, animals, and objects of

still life (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 37.), such

as those for which the Dutch and
Flemish schools have become cele-

brated. It is evident from the adjec-
tive which gives the governing sense

to the term (pWopo'y, foul, dirty), that

works of this description were held

in low estimation by the talented and

accomplished people of Greece ; but

the coarser-minded and more ma-
terial Romans, whose love of art, and

taste, were far less pure, being

acquired or affected, not innate, set

the highest value upon them, and

bought them at prices oftentimes ex-

4 B
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ceeding what they paid for the great
works of the best masters. Plin. /. c.

RHYT'IUM (rb pwroV). Properly,
the Greek name for a drinking-horn

(Mart. ii. 35. 2.), out of which the

liquor was allowed to flow (whence
the name, AUTO'S, running, flowing)

through an ori-

fice in the point
at bottom, into

the mouth of the

drinker, as ex-

hibited by the

annexed example
from a Pompeian
painting. It is here shown in its

simplest form of a mere horn
; but

vessels of the same character were
made in many ornamental devices,

especially imitating the heads of dif-

ferent animals, in which the narrow

extremity formed by the nose and

lips makes a point for the liquor to

flow from. Several such have been
discovered in the excavations of

Pompeii and Herculaneum, and are

engraved in the Museo Borbonico (v.
20. viii. 14.).
RI'CA. A square sheet of woollen

cloth with a fringe round its edges

(vestimentum qua-

dratum, fimbria-
tum. Verrius,

ap. Fest. s. t>.),

worn as a veil

over the head by
females, when

performing sa-

crifice more es-

pecially (Varro,
L. L. v. 130.),

but also upon
other occasions

(Plaut. Epid. ii.

2. 50. Aul. Gell. vi. 10. Cses.

German, in Arat. 121.). Both the
form and character of this piece
of drapery are plainly discernible on
the annexed figure, representing a

priestess of Isis, from a statue of the
Chiaramonte collection in the Vatican.

RICI'NIUM, RECI'NIUM. RI-
CI'NUS, or RECFNUS. Diminu-

tive form of RICA. A small square
sheet of woollen cloth (palliolum

breve, Non. s. v. p. 542.), doubled in

two (Varro, L. L. v. 132.), and worn
over the head (Isidor. Orig. xix. 25.)
as a veil

;
more especially assumed

as a mourning costume by females

(Varro, de Vit.

Pop. Rom. ap.
Non. /. c.

Fragm. xii.

tab. ap. Cic.

Leg. ii. 23.).

The example
is copied from
one of four fi-

gures in a

fresco painting
which deco-

rated one side

of a chamber
in the Thermae
of Titus, in which the celebrated

group of Laocoon was found, and is

supposed to represent Veturia, the
mother of Coriolanus, when she went
out as a suppliant and in mourning,
to dissuade her son, who forms a

prominent object in the picture, from

advancing against his native city.
But even if this explanation of the

subject be not the true one, it is still

apparent from the attitudes and de-
meanour of the two females in the

design, that they are represented in

the character of suppliants, and con-

sequently attired in the habiliments
of grief; which alone is sufficient to

identify the very peculiar piece of dra-

pery on the head and shoulders with
the name and object above described.

RFCULA. Diminutive of RICA.
A veil worn by young women over
the head. Turpil. ap. Non. s. Rica,

p. 539. Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 5.

RIS'CUS O'<r/cos). A ward-robe,
more especially for female apparel
(Terent. Eun. iv. 6. 15. Ulp. Dig.
34. 2. 26. Pollux, vii. 79.). The
word appears to have been generally
applied to any kind of receptacle

adapted for the purpose mentioned,
as it is severally explained to be a
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wicker basket covered with leather

(Donat. ad Terent. /. c.) ; a large
chest (Gloss. Philox.) ;

and a closet

let into the wall. Non. s. v. p. 165.

ROBORA'RIUM. A place en-

closed with wooden palings, more

particularly of oak. Scip. Afric. ap.
Gell. ii. 20.

RO'BUR. The underground
dungeon in a gaol (career) in which
the sentence of capital punishment
was carried into execution ; whence
the expression, dignum carcere et robore

(Apul. ApoL p. 530.), deserving im-

prisonment and death. Festus, s. v.

Liv. xxxviii. 59. compared with
xxxiv. 44. where it is termed career

inferior. Lucan, ii. 125. It is shown

by the circular chamber in the an-

nexed illustration, which represents a
section of the state prisons, con-
structed by Ancus Martius and Ser-
vius Tullius, now existing at Rome,
and the identical one to which the

passages of Livy, above quoted, refer.

ROGATO'RES. Officers who
acted at the Roman Comitia in a

capacity some-
what similar

to that of our J

poll clerks, their .' f -u <

duty being to

stand at the

nearest end of
the bridge
(pens sujfrayiorum), which each citizen

ascended to record his vote as he
came out from the inclosure (ovile)
in which they were first mus-

tered, and to present the balloting
tokens (tabetics) to each individual in

turn, which he took and threw into

the box (cista) placed at the opposite

extremity of the bridge. The illus-

tration, from a coin, explains the

process, showing at the bottom the

railing which enclosed the ovile, a
voter ascending the bridge and re-

ceiving his ballot from the royator,
whilst another one at the opposite
end is engaged in depositing his in

the box. The term, however, origi-
nated before the practice of secret

voting had obtained, when the poll
clerk had only to ask (rogare) the

citizens how they intended to vote,
and to register the result upon a
waxed tablet containing a list of the

candidates, by making a mark or

point (punctum) against the name of
each one as a suffrage was recorded
in his favour. Cic. JV. D. ii. 4. Id.

Div. ii. 35. Ib. i, 17. Id. in Sen. 11.

Id. Pis. 15.

ROGUS (irvpd). A funeral pile
whilst in process of combustion

;

composed of
^

terough logs
of wood, not

cut into shape
(xii. tab.

ap. Cic. Leg.
ii. 23.), but

piled up into

a square mass, on the top of which a

corpse was reduced to ashes (Virg.
Mn. xi. 189.). It was strictly
termed pyra before the fire had been

applied to it, and rogus when burning
(Serv. ad Virg. I c.), as in the ex-

ample annexed, representing the pile
on which the body of Patroclus is

consumed, in the bas-relief known as

the Tabula Iliaca, on which the
various events recorded in the Iliad

are portrayed.
RORA'RII. A class of soldiers

in the Roman armies, forming part of
the levis armatura, or light-armed.

4 B 2
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troops. They were drawn up in the

third line behind the triarii, and in. a

position between them and the accensi

(Liv. viii. 8. Compare Plaut. Fragm.
ap. Varro, L. L. vii. 58.); their

duty being to rush forward, as op-

portunities of-

fered, and make
desultory at-

tacks upon the

enemy's co-

lumns, with
showers of mis-

siles discharged
amidst the ranks
formed by the

first and second
lines of the

heavy legionary
soldiers (Liv. viii. 9.). It is pro-
bable enough that the term was
derived from rores, drops of rain, as

the grammarians say (Varro, I. c.

Festus, s. v. Non. s. v. p. 552.); but
it by no means follows therefrom, as

they, and the modern lexicographers
after them, have inferred, that the

name was given to these troops be-

cause they commenced the action by a

shower of missiles, like the drops
which precede a storm

;
for that was

the duty of the ferentarii, who, for

that purpose, were conveniently post-
ed upon the wings (Veg. Mil i. 20.),
whereas the rear ranks of the army,
the post of the rorarii, would be a

most unfit one for such a purpose.
Hores are any drops of water which
fall during a shower, as well as before
it. The post, moreover, assigned them

by Livy, immediately before the

accensi, who constituted the lowest

grade of the whole army, indicates

sufficiently that they formed a dis-

tinct class from them, as well as from
the ferentarii, holding an intermediate

position between both in regard to

pnk and accoutrements. The figure
in the woodcut, from the column of

Trajan, represents a soldier of the

Imperial army fighting, as above
mentioned, between two heavy-armedio~: :~~

Though his weapon islegionaries.

not seen, it is plain enough from the

attitude that he is in the act of dis-

charging a missile. Similar figures
occur on two other parts of the co-

lumn, with shields of the same cha-

racter, and appointed in the same

manner, naked to the waist, with short

drawers (femoralia) and military
boots (caligce) : in one instance stand-

ing amongst a body of troops of all

arms, heavy and light, who are lis-

tening to an harangue (allocutio} from
the emperor ; and in the other one,
on the field of battle, engaged
amongst the heavy infantry, like the

one here selected. In early times no
doubt a kilt (campestre) was worn
instead of drawers, which were not

introduced until the Imperial age ;

but that will not impair the genuine
evidence of the other details, while

the use of a missile and shield, in

connection with the defenceless state

of the rest of the body, accords per-

fectly with the rank which these men
occupied, and the duties they had to

perform, and shows a ground of dis-

tinction between them and the

ferentarii, who had no shield nor
defensive arm whatever, and the

accensi, who had not even an offen-

sive weapon beyond what nature sup-

plied them, their fists and stones.

ROSTRA'TUS. Formed in the

shape of, or furnished with, a snout

or beak (Rostrum) ;
whence applied

as a descriptive epithet to many
different objects to the bill-hook

(Columell. ii. 21. 3. ROSTRUM, 3.) ;

to the plough (Plin. H. N. xviii. 48.

ROSTRUM, 4.) ; to a crown (Plin.
H. N. xvi. 3. xxii. 4. CORONA, 8.);
to a ship (Hirt. B. Afr. 23. Ros-

TRum, 1.) ; to a column (Suet. Galb.
23. COLUMNA, 3.).
ROS'TRUM (fityxos). Literally,

the snout of a beast, especially of

swine, and the bill of a bird ; whence
the term is transferred to various

artificial objects, resembling in form,
or in the uses to which they are ap-

plied, either of the natural organs
above mentioned ; as :
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1. (e^eoAos.) The beak, as it is
|

called by us, of a ship of war, made
of bronze, or sometimes of iron, and

intended to act against the timbers of

an enemy's vessel, like the battering-
ram against a wall (Liv. Hor. Hirt.

Plin. &c.). In early warfare it con-

sisted of a single beam, shod at the

end with a metal head, mostly repre-

senting some animal, as exhibited by
the annexed example, from an

original, perhaps unique, which was
found at the bottom of the port of

Genoa, and is supposed to have been
sunk there in the battle fought be-

tween the Genoese and Mago the

Carthaginian. It projected from
the head of the vessel at a certain

elevation above the keel and water's

edge, in the manner shown by the

woodcut at p. 442. But when the

system of naval warfare was per-
fected, it was formed by several pro-

jecting beams, cased with sharp metal

points, sometimes employed alone,
and sometimes in addition to the one
last described ; but either situated on

the same level as the keel, or de-

pressed below it, so that every frac-

ture not only damaged the vessel, but

made a fearful leak below the water.

All these properties are exhibited by
the annexed illustration, from two
Roman medals, the one on the left

showing the rostrum on the same line

with the keel, according to the con-

struction adopted during the Punic
war ;

that on the right, with the

original rostrum, in the form of a

bird's head, above, and the improved
and more formidable one underneath

it, depressed below the bottom of the

vessel, according to the construction

employed in the age of Augustus.
Scheffer, Mil Nav. ii. 5.

2. Rostra, plural (of fno\oi, Polyb.
vi. 53, 1.). The rostra; a name

given to the tribune in the Roman
forum, from which public men ad-

dressed the people, because it was
ornamented with ships' beaks taken

from the people of Antium in the

Latin war (Liv. viii. 14. Varro,

L\ L. v. 155. Cic. Cses., &c.). The
illustration, from a coin of the Lollian

gens (probably the M. Lollius Pali-

canus mentioned by Cicero. Verr.

ii. 41.), though exceedingly defi-

cient in respect of accurate details,

will nevertheless enable us to con-

ceive a just notion of the form and
character which this celebrated

structure possessed. It is plainly
indicated by the sweeping direction

of the lines drawn across the coin

that the building was a circular one,
with a parapet and a platform at the

top on which an elevated stand was

placed, the whole being supported

upon arches, the piers of which were
ornamented with the beaks of the

vessels above mentioned. It must
have been ascended by a flight of

steps, and probably there was one on
each side of it, so that the whole
structure would resemble very closely
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the ambones or pulpits, still to be
seen in several of the earliest Chris-
tian churches at Rome.

3. The crooked and pointed end of
a vine-dresser's bill-hook (falx vini-

toria), that is, the point which is

turned uppermost in the annexed

example,
from an an-

cient MS.
of Cola-

mella, and which bears a close re-

semblance to the beak of certain

birds of prey. Columell. iv. 25. 3.

4. The curved end of the primitive
Roman plough, used for light soils,

formed from the limb of a tree, either

anvil, from a bas-relief. Plin. H. N.

naturally or artificially bent Into a

crook, and when necessary, shod
with iron at its extremity ; as is very
clearly displayed by the annexed

figure, from a small Etruscan bronze,
found at Arezzo. Plin. H. N. xviii.

48.

5. The nozzle of an oil lamp
(lucerna), through which the wick

projects, and
which is usu-

ally made with
a curved line

rising from the

body of the

object, not unlike the beak of a bird,
as exhibited by the annexed example
from an original Roman lamp. Plin.

H. N. xxviii. 46.

6. The head of a smith's hammer
or mallet (malleus) ;

in which case
the analogy is deduced from the ap-
plication, not from the form, of the

instrument; because it is the part
with which the shock is given, in
allusion to the rostrum of a ship, as

exemplified by the annexed illus-

tration, representing smiths at the

xxxiv. 41.

ROT'A (rpox<k). A wheel ; made
in the same form as now, and com-

posed of the fol-

lowing members :

modiolus, the

nave ; radii, the

spokes ; absides,

the felloes
;
canthus

or orbis, the tire ;

all of which are

distinctly marked in the annexed

figure, representing an original wheel
now preserved in the cabinet of an-

tiquities at Vienna.
2. The expression, insistere rotis

(Virg. Georg. iii. 114.), literally
" to

stand upon, or over, the wheels," is

not a merely poetical figure of speech,
but a graphical description of the

manner in which the ancient car

(currus) was driven by its charioteer,
whose posture was always a standing
and not a sitting one, as shown by
the annexed example from a terra-

cotta lamp. Thus Martyn's trans-

lation of the above passage "to sit
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victorious over the rapid wheels"
is not only incorrect as regards La-

tinity, but suggests an image at direct

variance with the words of the poet.
3. The wheel of torture ; an instru-

ment of punishment employed by the

Greeks, by which the victim, being
bound to the

spokes, was

rapid rotation

till sensation

or life became

extinct, as ex-

hibited by the

annexed ex-

ample from a Greek bas-relief repre-

senting Ixion, who was condemned
to the wheel by Jupiter for his in-

gratitude and other overt acts. Cic.

Tusc. v. 9. Apul. Met. iii. p. 48.

Tibul. i. 3. 74.

4. Rota aquaria. A water wheel,

for raising water from^
a flowing

stream, and which works itself by the

action of the current (Lucret. v.

517.). Wheels of this nature, of

very simple construction, but agreeing

exactly with the description of Vi-

truvius (x. 5.), are still employed in

many countries, of which the follow-

ing example, representing a water

wheel commonly met with in China,

will afford a very clear notion. The
wheel itself is made entirely of bam-

boo, and consists of two concentric

rims, between which are affixed small

paddles or float boards (pinnce),

which turn the wheel as they are

A. potter's wheel,

35.) laid hori-

urged by the current. On the outer

circumference (frons) are situated a

certain number of scoops (haustra),
made out of single joints of the bam-

boo, in place of which the Romans
used wooden boxes (rnodioli) or

earthenware jars (rotarwn cadi).

(Non. s. Haustra, p. 13.) As the

wheel revolves these are filled by
immersion ; and being placed with a

slight inclination upon the wheel,
when they rise to the summit of revo-

lution they are forced to discharge
their contents into a receiving-trough
which conducts the water into a

reservoir, or into canals on the level

of the high land.

5. Rotafigularis,

(Plaut. Epid. iii. 2.

zontally, as a

table, the mass
of clay, out of

which the vase

is to be form-

ed, being situ-

ated upon it,

and fashioned

by the hands of -

the workman, as the rotatory motion

of the wheel (currente rota. Hor.

A. P. 21.) would readily assist in

producing any circular form, either

for the inside or the outside. The

process is clearly shown by the an-

nexed example from an Egyptian

painting, which exhibits a potter sit-

ting on the ground before his wheel,
with the lump of clay, marked in a

darker tint, upon it, gradually form-

ing into shape ; the hollow part of

the inside being scooped by the

thumb of the right hand, and the

outside rounded by the palm of the

left one a process precisely similar

to what may be seen every day in

our own potteries.
ROT'ULA (rpoxivKos). Diminu-

tive of ROTA. Plaut. Pers. iii. 3. 30.

Plin. H. N. xviii. 48.

RUBRI'C A. Red ochre ; thence, a

law, or ordinance of the civil law;

such, for instance, as the Twelve

Tables, and in contradistinction to a
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praetor's edict, or rule of the courts

{album} ; because the titles of the

former, or, it may be, the entire text,

were written with red ochre ;
whereas

the latter were posted on a white

ground, and inscribed in the usual

form. Quint, xiii. 3. 11. Pers. v.

99. Compare Juv. xiv. 192.

RUD'ENS (/cctA-ws). A rope; more

especially intended to designate any
part of the lighter cordage constituting
the rigging of a vessel (Pacuv. ap.
Ccel. ad Cic. Fam. viii. 2. Virg.
^En. 1. 91.), employed about the

mast, or used for raising and trimming
the sails

;
in contradistinction to the

heavier kinds, such as cables, haw-

sers, &c. ; for example, the halyard,

by which the sail was raised (Catull.

Ixiv. 235.), and down which the

seaman slid from the yard to the

deck (Ov. Met. iii. 616.), brail ropes

(Virg. JEn. iii. 682.), sheets, or, per-

haps, braces, or both. Id. x. 229.

RUDIA'RIUS. A gladiator who
had been presented with the rudis, in

token of receiving his discharge.
Suet. Tib. 7.

RUDIC'ULA (KincnQpov). Dimi-
nutive of RUDIS. A mull or wooden

spoon (Columell. xii. 46. 3.), for

beating up, stirring, or mixing toge-
ther different ingredients, whilst

boiling, stewing, or making decoc-

tions. (Cato R. R. 95. 1. Plin. H. N.

xxxiv. 54.) The example, from a

picture of still life at Pompeii, ex-
hibits a plate of eggs, together with
the vessel and mull for beating them
up.
RUD'IS (Ktmiepov). An imple-

ment for stirring and mixing liquids

and other ingredients while boiling,
&c. ; similar to the preceding exam-

ple, but of larger dimensions. Cato,
R. R. 79. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 50.

2. A stick with a knob at the end
or blunted at the point, employed by
gladiators and soldiers whilst learning

the art of attack and defence, or

practising for exercise and amuse-
ment. (Suet. Cal. 32. Liv. xxvi.

51. Ov. Am. ii. 9. 22. Id. A. Am. iii.

515.) It was usual to present an in-

strument of this description to the

gladiator who had received his dis-

charge from service ; whence the

expression rude donari, means to be
relieved from duty. (Hor. Ep. i. 1.

2. Compare Suet. Claud. 21.) The
illustration, from an engraved gem,
is believed to represent a gladiator
with the rudis in his hands; a conjec-
ture which the round form of the

object, and its proximate resemblance
to the stirring mull, described under
the primary meaning of the word,
renders extremely probable.
RU'GA (imY). Literally, a

wrinkle ; whence, the worm of a screw

(Plin. H. N. xviii. 74. and COCHLEA),
and a small irregular crease or fold

in a piece of drapery, and contradis-

tinguished from sinus, a deep and
loose one, and from contabulatio, a

straight and regular one. Plin. H. N.
xxxv. 34. Macrob. Sat. ii. 9. and
woodcuts 5. CONTABULATIO and
SINUS.

RUL/LA. See RALLUM.
RUM'EX. A weapon of similar

character with the SPARUM. Festus

s. v. Lucil. ap. Fest. Aul. Gell. x. 25.

RUN A. A weapon of similar
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character with the PILUM (Festus
s. v. Ennius ap. Fest. ) ; perhaps an

antiquated term for pilum.
RUM'PIA. See RHOMPJEA.
RUNCA'TIO (0oraw<r/fe). The

act of thinning out and weeding young
crops, by removing the weakly or

over thick plants and weeds, which
choke up and draw off nourishment
from the rest. (Columell. ii. 12. 9.

Plin. H.N. xviii. 50.) This opera-
tion was usually performed after the

hoeing (sarritio. Columell. ii. 11. 9.),

and was conducted chiefly by the

hand (Id. v. 6. 7.), with the assistance

of a crooked weeding-hook (runco),
for the removal of any stubborn roots

or weeds amongst the plants.
RUNCA'TOR. One who thins

out and clears a crop from extraneous

herbage and weeds, in the manner
described under the preceding word.

Columell. ii. 12. 1. Id. xi. 3. 19.

RUNCFNA (frvKavrft. A carpen-
ter's plane, for smoothing and levelling
surfaces in wood ( Plin.

H.N. xvi. 82.), of

which an example is
,,,,

afforded from a sepal- |iiiiiilliiili

chral marble at Rastadt, which is

furnished with a handle, and shows
the holes through which the shavings

(ramenta) turned up. The same
name was also given to the rebate

plane, employed by cabinet-makers,

joiners, and carvers in wood, for

making grooves or channels between
the folds of drapery, &c. Tertull.

Apol 12. Augustin. C. D. iv. 8.

RUN'CO. A weeding-hook (Pal-
lad, i. 43. 4.), employed for rooting
out briars and other stubborn offsets

amongst the young crops, when they
were being thinned and cleared out

(runcatio). It was formed with a

cutting edge and bent neck, like the

falx (Isidor. Orig. xx. 14. 5.), and

appears to have received its name
from the Greek pttyx ** the snout of a

beast and the bill of a bird, either in

allusion to the form, or to the manner
in which it was applied, of pecking
and routing up the earth. In modern

Italy the terms ronca and roncone

are now used to designate a bill-hook,

RUSSA'TUS. Clothed in red;

especially employed to designate a

driver (aurigd) in the chariot races

of the circus, who belonged to the

red party (factio russata), and wore
a red tunic to distinguish him from
his competitors, whose colours were

respectively white, green, or blue

Plin. H. N. vii. 54. Inscript. ap.

Reines, cl. 5. n. 63.

RUTA'BULUM. A fire-shovel,

employed by bakers and smiths for

throwing up the embers and ignitable
matter in their ovens and forges

(Festus s. v. Isidor. Orig. xx. 8. 6.) ;

whence it is commonly mentioned in

conjunction with the tongs (forceps).
Cato R. E. x. 3. xi. 5. Suet. Aug. 75.

2. A wooden shovel, like that now

employed for mixing together the

hot and cold water in a bath, used

for stirring together and amalgamat-
ing the new-made wine (nrustum)
with the " doctor" (defrutum) and
other ingredients infused in it for the

purpose of producing an artificial

body and flavour. Columell. xii. 20.

4. Ib. 23. 2.

RUTEL'LUM (fyiaXurrfy>). Di-

minutive of ROTRUM. A strickle, or

small shovel employed by corn meters

for filling the measure and levelling
the surface, in order to strike the

exact quantity. Lucil. Sat. ix. 18.

ed. Gerlach.

RUT'RUM. The implement with

which Remus is said to have been
slain (Ov. Fast. iv.

843.) ; consisting of a

large and broad iron

blade into which the

handle was inserted per-

pendicularly, like our

shovel; and which, like

that, was adapted for the various

purposes of grubbing, scraping, dig-

ging, and mixing; as, for breaking
down clods of earth (Varro L. L. v.

134.); scraping and throwing up
sand (Festus *. y.) ;

for kneading and

chopping up mortar (Vitruv. vii. 3.

4 c
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Pallad. i. 15.); and other similar

uses to which such a form would be

adapted. The example represents
the blade of a shovel of this nature

from an original discovered amongst
various other building implements at

Pompeii.

s.

SAB'ANUM (o-cteovov). A linen

cloth, employed as a napkin to con-

tain any thing (Pallad. vii. 7. 3.); a

towel for rubbing and drying (Veg.
Vet. v. 46. 11.), and for wrapping
round the body to confine the perspi-

ration after sweating in the vapour
bath. Marcell. Empir. 26.

SAB'ULO. (Macrob. Sat. il 1.).

A player upon some musical instru-

ment ;
but the reading of the word is

extremely doubtful, and, consequently,
the interpretation given to it.

SACCEL'LUS. Diminutive of

SACCULUS. A very small bag. Pet.

Sat. 104. Cels. iv. 4.

SAC'CEUS. Made of coarse

linen or sackcloth. Hieron. Vit.

Hilar. 44.

SACCIPE'RIUM Oa/cKOTrV)- A
large bag made of sackcloth, and em-

ployed as a receptacle within which
the smaller bag or purse was de-

posited. Plaut. End. ii. 6. 64.

SAC'CULUS (o-aK/aW). Any
small sack or bag (Apul. Met. ix.

p. 200.) : and espe-

cially one employed
for holding money
(Catull. xiii. 7. Juv.

xiv. 138.) ; as in the

annexed example, which exhibits a

bag of this kind with a heap of money
lying beside it, from a painting at

Pompeii.
2. (Cic. Fin. ii. 8.) Diminutive of

SACCUS 3.

SAC'CUS (vdKKos). A large bag
or sack, made of coarse linen cloth ;

as a corn or flour sack (Cic. Verr.

ii. 2. 38. Phsedr. ii. 7.), like the an-
nexed example from a group of

soldiers on the Trajan column, who
are busied in carrying to their re-

spective quarters a number of sacks

of corn distributed for the use of the

army.
2. A sack or large bag for holding

money, the use of which is intended

to convey anotion of enor-

mous wealth (Hor. Sat. ii.

3.149. Id. i. I. 70.), where-

as the diminutive sacculus

conveys an impression of

poverty or small means.

The example is copied from a bas-

relief discovered at Rome, which, as

the inscription on it testifies, was

formerly employed as a street direc-

tion, to point out the way to the

public treasury.
3. Saccus vinarius. A basket, net,

or strainer, made of bulrushes, osiers,

or bast, and in the shape
ofan inverted cone (Colu-
mell. ix. 15. 12.), through
which the ancients strain-

ed their wine after it was

made, for the purpose of

clearing it and mitigating
its intoxicating qualities (Plin. H. N.
xxiv. 1. Id. xiv. 28. Mart. xii. 60.).

The illustration exhibits an article of

the kind described, from a Roman
bas-relief representing various pro-
cesses connected with the vintage,
and the making of wine ;

the grapes
with which it is filled, indicate the

object for which it was used.

4. Saccus nivarius. A piece of

coarse cloth, employed in a common

way, or by poor people, instead of

the colum nivarium, for the purpose of

cooling their wine by mixing it with
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snow
;

the cloth, with a lump of

snow upon it, being placed over the

wine cup, and the liquor then poured !

upon the snow, and made to filter >

through the cloth into the cup. Mart.

xiv. 104.

SACEL'LUM (Trcp/goAos). A di-

minutive from Sacrum. A small

enclosed precinct, either square or

round, consecrated to a divinity, and

containing an altar (C. Trebat. ap.
Gell. vi. 12.), but not roofed over

(Festus s. y.). Such a spot was often

set apart by individuals on their own

property in honour of some favourite

deity, as well as by the state, for

public reverence. Cic. Div. i. 46.

Id. Agr. ii. 14. Ov. Fast i. 275.

SACE'NA. See SCENA.
SACER'DOS (lepfvs and tcpcla).

A priest, and a priestess ; a general
term applied to both sexes of all

classes and orders of the priesthood ;

including, therefore, the Augur, Pon-

tifex, Flamen, Vestalis, and others

enumerated in the Classed Index,
and described under their special
titles. Varro L. L. v. 83. Cic. Leg.
ii. 8. Id. Verr. ii. 5. 45. Ov. Fast.

v. 573.

SACERDO'TULA. A young
priestess, or one of inferior grade
who ministers to her superior. Var-

ro L. L. v. 130. Festus s. Flaminia.

SACO'MA (ff-ffK^a). A counter-

poise; properly a Greek word Latin-

ised (Vitruv. ix. Praf. 9.), for which
the Roman expression is .ZEQUiPON-

I>IUM, where see the illustration.

SACOMA'RIUS. One who makes

weights for counterpoises. Inscript.

ap. Mur. 979. 4.

SACRA'RIUM (ifpofvXdiciov). 'In

a general sense any place where
sacred things are kept, but more

especially the sacristy of a temple, in

which the utensils, vessels, imple-

ments, &c., used in the service of the

deity, were preserved (Serv. ad Virg.
;En. xii. 199. Ov. Met. x. 691.) ;

whence the town of Caere, to which

the Vestals fled with the sacred fire

and property of their temple when
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Rome was besieged by the Gauls, is

termed by Livy the sacristy of the

Roman people sacrarium populi
Romani.

2. A private chapel in a man's own
house (Cic. Fam. xiii. 2.), such as

are attached to some of the mansions
of our old nobility and great Catholic

families. An apartment of this na-

ture has been discovered in one of

the houses at Pompeii, consisting of a

square room, with an absis at one

end for the statue of the divinity, an
altar in the centre within a small

peristyle of four columns which sup-

ported the roof, and furnished with

a separate flight of stairs on each

of its flanks, conducting to the suites

of apartments situated in the upper

story.
3. An apartment in the Imperial

palace (Auson. Grat. Act.} ;
so styled

in order to flatter the emperor by
insinuating his deification.

SA'GA. Literally, a wise woman,
deeply versed in religious mysteries

(Cic. Div. i. 31. Festus s. Sagaces) ;

whence the more common meaning
affixed to the word corresponds with

our terms, a witch, sorceress, fortune-
teller. (Hor. Od. i. 27. Columell. i. 8.

6. Id. xi. 1. 2.) The annexed figure

of a female in a Pompeian painting,
who in the original is sitting just
outside the door of a miserable

thatched hovel, exhibits all the popu-
lar characteristics, and seems to ex-

4c 2
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hibit the original type of our nursery
witch. The mother Shipton's hat,

the magic wand, the dog, and the

caldron, are all recorded and depicted
in children's story-books.

SAGA'TUS. Wearing the mantle

of coarse wollen cloth, termed sagum,
as explained and illustrated under

that word ;
and as the sagum was

worn by the military more especially,

the word sagatus is frequently opposed
to togatus, thereby implying that the

individual so equipped is prepared
for military duty, or for a violent

conflict ;
in which sense it is nearly

equivalent to our expression
" in his

regimentals." Cic. Fragm. ap. Non.
s. Sagum. Capitolin. Marc. Antonin.

Philos. 27.

2. Made of coarse long-napped
wool

;
e. g. of the same fabric as the

sagum. Columell. xi. 1. 21. Id. i. 8. 9.

SAGE'NA (ffay^vif). Our seine;

a large drag-net for taking fish, one

edge of which was floated by corks

on the water, and the other depressed
and extended by leaden weights ; the

entire length of the net being suffi-

cient to enclose a considerable extent

of water, one end of it was carried

out from a boat or from the shore,
and laid round in a circle until the

two ends were brought together, in

which state it was dragged into the
boat or shore, in the same manner
as still practised in the gulf of

Naples, and on the coast of Cornwall.
Manil. Astron. v. 678. Ulp. Dig. 47.

10. 13.

SAGINA'RIUM. A place in

which poultry is put up to be fatted.

Varro, E. R. iii. 10. 7.

SAGIT'TA (TO'|;/*O, efcVrrbs, Us).
An arrow ; amongst the Greeks and

Romans usually made with a plain
bronze head, without barbs, as ex-
hibited by the annexed specimen,
from an original found in Attica.

2. Sagitta hamata or adunca. An
arrow with a barbed head, like the

annexed example, from a terra-cotta

lamp ;
the use of which is more espe-

cially characteristic of the Asiatics

and northern nations. Ov. Trist. iii.

10. 63.

3. A lancet or phleme for bleeding
cattle (Veg. Vet. i. 22. 4. Ib. 25. 5.);

evidently so termed from being
formed in the same shape as the

Greek and Roman arrow-head,
as shown by the annexed speci-
men from an original of bronze,
found in a surgeon's house at

Pompeii.
SAGITTA'RII. Archers or bow-

men, who formed part of the light-

armed infantry in the Roman armies.

But as the bow was not a national

weapon amongst the Romans, the

battalions of archers were generally
furnished by the allies. (Cses. Sail.

Tac. &c.) The illustration repre-
sents a German archer from the

column of Antoninus.

2. Sagittarii equites (lirifOTo^orai).

Mounted bowmen. Tac. Ann. ii.

16. Curt. v. 4. See HIPPOTOXOTA.
SAGIT'TO (Tofefo). To shoot

with a bow and arrows; an art

amongst the Greeks and Romans
almost entirely confined to the sports
of the field or exercises of skill. The
illustration, from a fictile vase, repre-
sents one of three Greek youths

shooting at a cock tied on the top of

a column (one of whom is kneeling
in the same position as the figure s,
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PHARETRATUS, p. 499. ), and shows Epist. ap. Vopisc. Aurel. 7.) The

the precise manner of handling the

bow, fixing the arrow, drawing it "be-

tween the fingers, and of directing its

course by projecting the forefinger of

the left hand along the shaft; thus

graphically illustrating the various

passages which describe the process
nervo aptare sagittas (Virg. JEn.

x. 131.); imponere (Ov. Met. viii.

381.); dirigere (Claud, iv. Cons.

Honor. 530.) &c.
SAG'MA (ffdyfjLa). A pack-saddle

made on a frame, and employed for

sumpter horses and beasts of burden,
to receive the panniers or loaded

goods, as contradistinguished from
the ordinary riding-pad (ephippiwn),
which was soft and stuffed, and had
no tree (Veg. Vet. iii. 59. 1 . Isidor.

Orig. xx. 16. 5.). The example is

copied from a Pompeian painting;
and similar saddles are also exhibited

on the column of Trajan. The frame

projecting from the side is intended

to receive the lowest packages, and
thus constitute a broad base for

piling up the goods all round.

SAGMA'RIUS. A horse, mule,
or other beast of burden, who carries

a load upon the pack-saddle (sagma)
as described under the last word.

(Lamprid. Elag. 4. Aurel. Imp. in

annexed illustration is copied from
the column of Trajan.
SAGOCHLAM'YS. A particular

kind of military cloak introduced

under the empire, which, as the name

implies, must have possessed some

property common to the Greek

chlamys, and the Roman or foreign

sagum. (Valer. in Epist. ap. Trebell.

Claud. 14.) Both the figures in the

annexed woodcut, one of whom re-

presents a foreign soldier in the

Roman service, and the other a cap-
tive youth of the same nation, wear
an outer cloak of very peculiar

fashion, repeatedly occurring on the

column of Antoninus. It is formed

by two square pieces of cloth, fastened

together over each shoulder by
brooches ; so that one of the parts de-

pends in front of the person, the other

in a corresponding manner at the

back ; the square form, the length of

the drapery, the manner of adjusting,
and the general appearance presented

by it, conveying many points of
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resemblance to the two articles of

attire compounded in the present

name, as will be apparent by referring

to the figures which illustrate those

terms respectively ; and, as it cannot

be doubted that a garment so singular

as the one above delineated must

have been called by a name of its

own, while no other occurs in the

language so appropriate as the one

affixed, it is not unreasonable to

infer that it is the true one.

SAGULA'TUS. Wearing the

sagulum. Suet. Vit. 11.

S A G' U L U M. Diminutive of

SAGUM; the diminutive sometimes

implying fineness of texture, as well

as reduction in size, a thin or fine

sagum, as well as a small one. Suet,

Aug. 26. Liv. vii. 34. SiL Ital. iv.

515. xvii. 527.

SAG'UM and -US (vdyos, tyflnrrfe).

Properly a Celtic word, the original

of our "
shag" and adopted in the

same sense by the Romans to desig-

nate a mantle made of coarse wool,

or of goat's hair, with the nap left on.

It consisted of a square, or at least

rectangular, piece of cloth (Afran.

ap. Charis, 1. 81.), which when off

the person could be spread out like a

sheet (Suet. Otho, 2.), but when put
on was folded in two and fastened by
a brooch (fibula, Varro ap. Non. s. v.

p. 538., whence sagum fibulatorium.
Trebell. Poll. Trig. Tyrann. 10.), or

tied in a knot (nodus, and woodcut
s. v.) on the top of the left shoulder,

the brooch being fixed through one

edge of the drapery at the distance of

about one third from each of the cor-

ners, so that the left arm and side

were covered and protected, the right

being left open and free, while the

two upper corners fell upon the

breast and arm, and the two lower
ones depended before and behind on
the level of the knees, as is plainly
exhibited by the annexed figure,
from a bas-relief in the Museum at

Verona, representing a lictor in the

sagum, which was his appropriate
costume when in attendance upon the

governor of a province. ( Cic. in Pis.

23.) As the sagum was more es-

pecially a military costume, both for

the officers and common soldiers, it

was for that very reason assumed by
the citizens generally instead of the

cumbrous and stately toga, in times

of tumult or threatened invasion ;

whence such expressions as saga
sumere in sagis esse ad saga ire

are always indicative of turbulent

and troubled times or of a state of

actual warfare. Cses. B. C. i. 75.

Sallust. Fragm. ap. Non. s. v. p. 538.

Cic. Phil viii. 11. Liv. Epit. 72.

2. A saddle-cloth; composed of

coarse shag
placed under the

tree-saddle (sella

bajulatoria) or

the pack-saddle

(sagma~), to pre-
vent the hard
substance from -"=*_

galling the animal's back (Veget.
Vet. iii. 59. 2.), as exhibited by the

annexed illustration from a painting
at Herculaneum.
SAL'GAMA (TCI d\poua). Pickles ;

made from roots, herbs, fruit, &c.,

potted down and preserved in brine.

Columell. x. 117. Id. xii. 4. 4.

SALGAMA'RIUS (&pcvr4s>
One who makes and deals in pickles

(salgama) of the kind last described.

Columell. xii. 44. 1.
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SAL'IENS. A jet <Feau, or arti-

ficial fountain in which the water is

made to shoot forth or leap up by the

force of its own pressure, in passing
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through a small tube (jsipho) which

gives it vent. (Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 1. 2.

Vitruv. viii. 6. 2. Ulp. Dig. 19. 1.

15.) Agrippa formed one hundred

and five of these fountains in the city

of Rome (Plin. H. N.
xxxyi.

24.

9.), and the illustration exhibits one

still remaining in the fuller's estab-

lishment at Pompeii.
S A L' 1 1 (2aA/ot). The Salii ;

twelve priests of Mars Gradivus, who
had the custody of the ancilia, or

sacred shields. Their costume con-

sisted of an embroidered tunic, girt

round the waist with a broad military

belt of bronze (CINGULUM, 4.); or

possibly covered by a

breastplate (PECTO-
RALE), which seems
more probable ;

and
the trabea for an out-

ward mantle. On
their heads a pointed
bonnet (APEX) ; a

short sword suspended
from the left side, a

shield upon the left

arm, and in the right
hand a spear or a

wand with which they
struck the sacred shields as they were

being carried through the city by
their ministers suspended from a

pole. (Liv. i. 20. Dionys. ii. 70.)

Most of these particulars are illus-

trated by the annexed woodcuts ;

the first of which, from a Roman
bas-relief, exhibits the apex, trabea,

and wand above mentioned ;
a branch

of laurel is carried in the left hand,

because the priest is engaged at a

sacrifice of thanksgiving for some

victory. The lower figures, from an
J , i 1 "L - J

engraved gem, which is inscribed

with Etruscan characters, exhibit the

embroidery on the drapery, the sa-

cred shields, and the method of

carrying them in procession.
SALIL'LUM (Catull. xxiii. 19.).

Diminutive of SALINUM.
SALI'N^ (a\oirij7toi/). Places or

pits in which salt is made. Plin.

H. N. xxxi. 39.

SALINA'TOR (a'Xcmrycfc). One
who prepares or makes salt ; thus

salinator cerarius (Ennius ap. Serv.

ad Virg. JEn. iv. 244.) is one who
leased from the government the privi-

lege of making and selling salt.

SALI'NUM. A salt-cellar; both

for holding the salt which was

sprinkled over the altar at a sacrifice,

and that which was used at meals.

It usually consisted of a cup standing
in a dish or a saucer ; and, from being

employed at the domestic sacrifice,

was regarded as an object of vene-

ration in the family ;
so much so,

that persons even of slender means
were ambitious to possess one of

silver, if they could contrive to pur-
chase it. Val. Max. iv. 4. 3. Liv.

xxvi. 36. Hor. Od. ii. 16. 13.

SALISA'TOR or SALISSA'TOR.
One who forbodes the occurrence of

good or evil from the sensible pul-
sation or palpitation of any part of

his body. Isidor. Orig. viii. 9. 29.

SALISUB'SULUS. A dancing
Salian ; an epithet given to the priests

of Mars (Catull. xvii. 5.), in allusion

to the dance which they performed
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on certain festivals, as described s.

SALTATIO, ii. 3.

SALPIC'TA or SALPIS'TA
(ffa\iriyKT-fi5, (raAina-TTjs). (Jul. Firm,

viii. 21. Vopisc. Carin. 19.) A
word coined from the Greek, for

which the Latin term is TUBICEN;
which see.

SALSAMENTA'RIUS (rapixo-

Ti-ctfATjs).
A dealer in salted fish.

Auct. ad Herenn. iv. 54. Macrob.
Sat. vii. 3.

SALSAMEN'TUM. The brine

or pickle used for salting fish (Cic.
Div. ii. 57.) ; whence also the salted

fish itself; Greek rdpixos. Terent.

Adelph. iii. 3. 26.

SALTA'TIO (CT<m x4>/<r).
A dancing, or a dance ; under -which

term the inhabitants of ancient Greece

and Italy designated four different

kinds of exercises having little in

common with one another, beyond the

circumstance that the motions of the

performers in all of them were ac-

companied and regulated by strains

of music or a chorus of voices : viz.

I. Religious dances; consisting for

the most part of slow and stately
movements round the altar, without

any violence of gesture or attempt at

gymnastic dexterity, and more in the

nature of a ceremonial accompanied

by music, than what is implied

by our term dance ; consequently,

amongst the Greeks and Romans free-

born citizens of both sexes and all

ranks, even the highest, took a part
in these exhibitions, without any dis-

paragement to the gravity of their

characters or dignity of position.

Quint, i. 11. 18. Macrob. Sat. ii.

10. Serv. ad Virg. Bucol v. 73.

II. Gymnastic or war dances ;

which served as a training for the

field and a stimulus to military va-

lour, like the dances of the South Sea
Islanders and the Indians of North
America, Amongst these are enu-
merated:

1. Saitatio Corybantum. The
Corybantiau dance, more especially

peculiar to the natives of Phrygia

and Crete ; which possessed a mixed
character between the religious, mili-

tary, and mimetic exhibitions, the

performers being armed, and bound-

ing about with wild and violent ges-
tures while striking their shields and

swords together, to imitate the noise

made by the Corybantes, when en-

deavouring to stifle the cries of the

infant Zeus, in the island of Crete.

(Lucian, Salt. 8. Strabo, x. 3. 21.)
It is supposed to be represented by
the annexed figures, from a Greek

bas-relief in the Vatican. The entire

composition now remaining contains

six figures, all in the same attitude as

the pair here introduced ; but as

neither of the two outside ones has a

vis-a-vis, it is evident that the marble

is only a fragment which originally
formed part of a longer frieze, in-

cluding a greater number of per-
formers.

2. Saitatio Pyrrhica. The Pyrrhic

dance; described and illustrated s.

PYRRHICA.
3. Saitatio Saliorum. A dance

performed by the Salii, or priests of

Mars (Quint, i. 11. 18.), during the

ceremony of carrying the sacred

shields (ancilia) through the city of

Rome. We have no representation
of this performance ; but it may be

inferred from a passage of Seneca

(Ep. 15.), that the motions exhibited

by these priests resembled the act of

leaping and jumping, more than

graceful or measured steps, for he

compares them to the stamping and

jumping of fullers (saltus fullonius)
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upon the clothes they are engaged in

cleaning, as explained and exhibited

by the text and wood-cut at p. 304.
;

but they evinced a considerable

degree of muscular strength and

agility.
4. Saltatio bellicrepa. A Roman

dance of a military character, said to

have been instituted by Romulus, in

commemoration of the rape of the

Sabines, and as a ceremonial for

averting a similar calamity from his

own people. Festus, s. v.

III. Mimetic dances ; in which the

performers represent certain events

and actions by mere gesticulation and
movements of the body, to a musical

accompaniment, but without the aid

of the voice, like the actors in a

modern ballet. These exhibitions

would in our day be classed under
the name of acting in dumb show, for

dancing, in our sense of the term,
had no place in it, the performance
consisting in expressive movements
of the features, body, arms, and

hands, rather than the feet. Macrob.
Sat ii. 7. Suet. Cal 57. Nero. 54.

Tit. 7. Ov. A. Am. i. 595.

IV. Operatic dances; in the ordinary
sense of the word as applied by our-

selves
; intended as an exhibition of

grace, agility, and strength, in which
the movements of the feet and body
perform the essential part, without

any direct attempt at mimetic repre-

sentation, as exhibited by the an-

nexed group, from a fictile vase.

Such performances were chiefly ex-

hibited for the amusement of the

guests at great banquets ; and nume-
rous representations of the persons
who performed in them, both male
and female, have been found amongst
the paintings of Herculaneum and
Pompeii, all showing the great de-

gree of perfection to which the art of
mere dancing was advanced by the
ancient artistes.

SALTATOR (bpxn^s iravT6fju-

,uos). A dancer; only of mimetic
dances on the stage (SALTATIO III.),
or of operatic dancers at banquets
and public places (SALTATIO IV.);
not the performer in a religious, nor
in a war-dance (SALTATIO I. and II.);
the two former being regarded by
the Romans as a degrading or un-

becoming employment, but the two
latter in nowise derogatory. Hence
the term always contains an implied
sense of contempt or reproach. Cic.

Mur. 6. Id. Off. 1. 42. Macrob. Sat.

ii. 10.

SALTATRI'CULA. Diminutive
of SALTATRIX ; the diminutive con-

veying a notion of disparagement,
Aul. Gell. i. 5.

SALTA'TRIX (opx^crrpia). A
dancing girl; a class of women com-
mon in ancient Greece and Italy, as

now in the East, of indifferent morals

but considerable personal beauty,
who hired themselves out to dance at

great banquets and entertainments
for the amusement of the guests.

(Cic. Pis. 8. Ammian. xiv. 6. 19.

Macrob. Sat. ii. 10.) Females of
4 D
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this description are frequently repre-
sented in the Pompeian paintings,
from one of which the annexed

figure is copied ; mostly furnished

with a large and transparent piece of

drapery, which is sometimes wrapped
in graceful folds round the person,

sometimes, as in the example, allowed i

to expand itself as a partial veil, and I

at others entirely removed from the

figure, and carried floating in the air,

so as to leave the body altogether ex-

posed to the gaze of the spectators,
a scandal which is not to he ascribed

to the caprice of the artist, but which,
at least under the corruptions of the

Imperial age, was actually practised.
Tertull. de Spectac. p. 269.

SALTUA'RIUS. Strictly, a slave

charged with the superintendance of

a tract of woodland and pasture (sal-

tus), whom we might call a forester
or ranger (Inscript, ap. Orelli, 1599.);
but the word is mostly applied in a

more general sense to designate the

steward of a landed estate, who per-
formed the same duties, and stood in

a similar relation to the country
tenants of his master, as the insularius

in the city ; i. e. he had the general

superintendance of the lands and

farms, attended to the letting and

keeping up of repairs, that the pro-

perty might not be wilfully or care-

lessly deteriorated. Pet. Sat. 53. 9.

Pomp. Dig. 7. 8. 16. African. Dig.
32. 1. 58.

SALUTIGER'ULI sc. pueri. A
class of slaves whose occupation con-

sisted in carrying out complimentary
messages, salutations, &c., to the
friends and acquaintances of their

masters. Plaut. Aul. Hi. 5. 28.

SAMBU'CA (o-aju^Kr?). A stringed
instrument with chords of different

lengths and substance, similar to our

harp. (Scipio African, ap. Macrob.
Sat. ii. 10. Persius v. 95. Porphyr.
in Ptol. Harm.) It was sometimes
of small dimensions, like the Welsh
harp ; at others a large and powerful
instrument, like our own, and highly
ornamented, as shown by the annexed

example, from an Egyptian painting,

now well-known as Brace's harp,
who first made it public.

2. A military engine employed for

scaling walls. (Festus s. v. Veg.
Mil iv. 21. Vitruv. x. 16. 9.) In
the absence of any representation of
the machine, we may easily conceive
its use and character from the above

figure, as a moveable platform raised

up and down by a number of ropes
attached to pullies on the top of the

frame, like the strings of a harp.
SAMBU'CINA and SAMBUCIS'-

TRIA (tra^vKiff-rpia). A female
harpist (Plaut. Stick, ii. 3. 57.);

mostly a foreign woman of Egyptian
or Asiatic race. (Liv. xxxix. 6.)
When playing, they either stood up-
right, in the position of the preceding

figure, or knelt and sat upon their

hams, as in the annexed example,
which represents an Egyptian per-
former, from the tombs of Beni Has-
san.

SAMNI'TES. A class of gladi-
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ators (Cic. Sext. 64.), who wore the

same kind of armour as the Samnite

soldiers, viz. a
close helmet with

wings (pinnae) at

the sides (Varro,
L. L. v. 142.), a

shield of the kind
called scutum, a

greave (ocrea) on
the left leg (Liv.
ix. 40.) ; and a

piece of armour
or armlet (mani-

ca, Juv. vi. 256.)
on the right arm,
which was not protected by the shield.

Most of these particulars are distinctly
visible in the annexed figure, from a
bas-relief in stucco, on a tomb at

Pompeii, which from that circum-
stance is believed to represent a gla-
diator of the class in question. It

will, however, be observed that both
the legs are furnished with greaves,
instead of the left one only, as ex-

pressly mentioned by Livy and Juve-
nal (//. cc.) ;

but since the original has

entirely perished, in consequence of
the fragile nature of the material in

which it was formed ; and had, more -

over, suffered from time before it

was first discovered, it will not be
unreasonable to assume that Mazois,
the artist to whom we are indebted
for the design, has added the greave
to the right leg to make both match,
in ignorance of the real fact, or, per-

haps, misled by the corrosions of the

stucco.

SANDALIGER'UL^. Female
slaves who carried their mistresses'

dress slippers (sandalia) when they
went out. Plaut. Trin. ii. 1. 29.

SANDA'LIUM (ffavM\iov, (rdi'Sa-

AOP). A highly-ornamented slipper
worn by the ladies of Greece, from
whom it was adopted by those of

Rome. (Terent. Eun. v. 7. 4. Tur-

pil. ap. Non. s. Priores, p. 427.) In

character it appears to have possessed
an intermediate form between the

calceolm and the solea, having a sole
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and upper leather over the toes and
front half of the foot, but leaving the
heel and back part
uncovered, like a mo-
dern slipper ; and to

this part it is probable
that a strap or a sandal, as it is now
called, was, sometimes at least, at-

tached to fasten it over the instep.
The use of it was exclusively con-
fined to the female sex ; and accord-

ingly the example here introduced,
which also shows the manner of de-

corating the upper leather, is worn

by a female in a Roman bas-relief;

another, of precisely similar form,
is met with on the feet of a female

figure in one of the Pompeian paint-

ings. Mus. Borb. vii. 39.

SANDAP'ILA. A coarse and
common kind of coffin or bier, in

which the corpses of indigent people
and of malefactors were carried out
to burial. Fulgent, s. v. Suet.Dom. 17.

SANDAPILA'RIUS. One who
carries out the bier called sandapila,
Sidon. Ep. ii. 8.

SANGUIC'ULUS. A sort of

black-pudding, made with the blood

of a kid. Plin. H. N. xxviii. 58.

S A N' N I O. Literally one who
grins or makes grimaces; whence a

stage buffoon, who
endeavours to excite

the merriment of the

spectators by any kind
of grotesque gesture,
ridiculous manner, or

distortion of the face

and body, in the man-
ner exhibited by the

annexed figure, re-

presenting a perform-
er of the kind de-

scribed, from an en-

graved gem. Cic. Or. ii. 61.

SAP'A (eif/17/ua, aipaiov}. Must, or

new wine boiled down to one third of

its original quantity (Plin. H. N. xiv.

11.), employed principally for season-

ing and strengthening other wine.

Columell. xii. 19.

SARABAI/LA and SARA-
4r 2
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BA'RA (ffapda\\a and -apa).

Long and loose trowsers (fiuxa ac

sinuosa, Isidor.

Orig. xix. 23.)

reaching from the

waist to the instep,
worn by the Par-

thian s (Publius

ap. Isidor. I. c.),

Medes (Tertull.
Pali 4. ), and some
others of the Asi-

atics ; and also

by the Northern

people, as repre-
sented by the annexed figure of a Ger-
man auxiliary on the column ofTrajan.
SATO (ffdirw). A Celtic or

German word, containing the ele-

ments of the low German sepe, and
our soap, but indicating an article of
different character, both in quality
and use, from what is now understood

by that term
; inasmuch as the ancient

sapo was not made for washing, but
as a pommade for tinging the hair of
a light brown colour. It was com-

posed with goat's tallow and beech
wood ashes, the most approved
quality being manufactured by its

inventors the Germans, the next best
in Gaul. It was made up into balls,

and imported at Rome for the use
of women and young fashionables,

amongst whom light hair was con-
sidered extremely beautiful, as it is

by their descendants of the present
time. Plin. H. N. xxviii. 51. Com-
pare Mart, viii. 33. 20. Id. xiv. 26.

Beckman, History of Inventions, vol.

ii. p. 92. Lond. 1846.
SARA'PIS (crdpaTTis). A tunic

worn exclusively by the kings of

Persia, which had a sort of reddish-
purple tint (purpureus, iroprpvpeos)

decorated with a stripe of white down
the front (nfff6\evKos), as is plainly
shown by the annexed illustration,

representing Darius at the battle of

Issus, from the celebrated mosaic of

Pompeii, in which the shades of

colour are tinted as described.

Plaut. Pcen. v. 5. 33. Compare
Curt. iii. 3. 28. Hesych. s. v.

SAR'CINA. A pack or bundle of

things collected together and made
up into a lump for

the convenience of

carriage by men,
beasts of burden, or

in vehicles (Pet.
Sat. 117. 11.

Phsedr. ii. 7. Hirt B. Afr. 75.), as

contradistinguished from fastis, a
bundle tied up into a faggot. The
example is from the column of

Trajan, and shows the way in which
the ancient packs are uniformly re-

presented when tied up.
2. The personal baggage belonging

to, and carried by, a Roman on the

march
; viz. his

arms, clothes, ra-

tions for a certain

number of days,
and the utensils for

cooking them; as

contradistinguished
from impedimenta,
the baggage of the

entire army. Cses.

B. G. i. 24. Id. B. C. iii. 76. Hirt.

B. Afr. 75. The illustration represents
a Roman soldier, with his baggage
as described, on the column of Trajan.
SARCINA'LIS and SARCI-

NA'RIUS. A pack-horse, or other

animal, which
carries a load on
his back, made
up into the form
of a sarcina, as

exhibited by the

annexed illus-

tration from the

arch of Constan-
tine. Cses. B. C.
i. 81. Ammian. xv. 5. xxix. 5.

I
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SARCINA'TOR. One whose
trade consists in mending and repairing

garments (Lucil. Sat. xxviii. 33.

Plaut. Aid. iii. 5. 41. Paul. Dig. 47.

2. 82.) ;
not a tailor, in our sense of

that word, for the garments of the

ancients did not require to be cut out

and fitted like our own, the outer

ones being chiefly formed by a large

rectangular piece of cloth, the under-

neath ones of two or more breadths

of similar shape, merely sewed to-

gether at the sides and top, excepting
where openings were left for the arms
and head to come through. By such

means, and the practice of weaving
round upon an upright loom, all the

varieties of habiliments exhibited in

the course of these pages could be

produced.
SARCINA'TRIX. A female

who exercises the same trade as the

sarcinator, that of mending and re-

pairing garments. Varro, ap. Non.
*. v. p. 56. Cajus, Dig. 15. 1. 27.

SARCIN'ULA. Diminutive of

SARCINA.
SARCOPH'AGUS (<rcvKo*yos).

Literally carnivorous, whence the

name was given to a particular kind
of limestone quarried at Assos in

Troas, and remarkable for possessing
the peculiar power of consuming or

eating away the flesh and bones, with

the exception of the teeth, of a body
enclosed within it, in the short period
of forty days. (Plin. H. N. xxxvi.

27.) On account of this property it

was extensively employed for making
coffins, when the corpse was buried

entire without burning ;
and thence

the term came to be used in a general
sense for any kind of coffin or tomb,
without regard to the materials of

which it was made. Juv. x. 172.

SARCULA'TIO. The act of

hoeing or earthing up round the roots

of young plants and crops with the

sarculum. Pallad. iii. 24. 6.

SAR'CULUM and -US (meaAfr)-
A hoe, of a lighter and smaller

description than the ligo ; employed
chiefly for weeding in fields and gar-
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dens (Plin. H. N. xviii. 65. 2. Id.

xix. 33. Columell. ii. 11. 10.); and
in mountain districts, where the soil is

usually of little depth, and the in-

equalities of surface forbid the use of

a plough, the sarculum was employed
instead of that implement. (Plin.
H. N. xviii. 49. 2. ) The example

is copied from a Roman bas-relief re-

presenting a race in the circus ; and
an accessory of the same kind is com-

monly introduced by the ancient

sculptors in scenes of this description,
where it was used for hoeing out a

trench across that part of the arena in

which athletic contests were con-

ducted, as explained s. SCAMMA.
2. Sarculum bicorne (Pallad. i. 43.

3.). A two-pronged hoe, specially
called BIDENS

;
where see the illus-

tration.

SARIS'SA (ffdpiffaa). A pike

peculiar to the infantry of the Mace-
donian phalanx (Liv. ix. 19.), of pro-

digious length (Id. xxxviii. 7.), not

less than 18 or 20 feet (Polyb. xviii.

12.), and of a similar description to

the contus, only much longer (Veg.
Mil. iii. 24.). A proximate notion of

the general character and dimensions

of this weapon, the longest and most

ponderous of the class of spears in use

amongst the ancients, may be obtain-

ed by referring to the figure of the

contus carried by Alexander at p. 200.

SARISSOPH'ORUS (cropjo-o-o-

<$>6pos). Armed with the sarissa; a

title given to the soldiers who formed
the Macedonian phalanx, to whom
that weapon was peculiar. Liv.

xxxvi. 18. Curt. iv. 15. Polyb. xii.

20. 2.

SARRA'CULUM. Ammian. xxxi.

2. 18. Diminutive of

SARRA'CUM. A particular kind
of wagon or cart, of foreign origin,
but adopted into Italy (Sisenn. ap.
Non. s. Carra, p. 195. Capitolin.
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M. Antonin. 13.), where it was com-

monly employed by the agricultural

population as a conveyance for them-
selves and families (Cic. Fragm. in

Pis. ap. Quint, viii. 3. 21.), and for

transporting the produce of their

farms to market. The circumstance
of its being mentioned by the Roman
authors in connexion with the plaus-
trum (Juv. iii. 254.), or as a quasi

synonyme with it (Id. v. 23.), indi-

cates that it must have had con-

siderable resemblance to that parti-
cular conveyance, though at the same
time with some difference from
it ; hence the inducement for pro-

posing the figure exhibited by the

annexed illustration as a genuine
example of a sarracum. It is copied
from a painting representing a group
of country people in the market-place
of Herculaneum, and possesses two

principal qualities which characterize

a genuine plaustrum : viz. a thick

platform of boarding placed upon a

pair of solid wheels (tympana) instead

of radiated ones (rotce), but differs

from it in the essential particular,
that it has a regular body with close

sides affixed to the platform instead

of a mere basket placed upon it, or
an open railing, or nothing at all, as

was usual with that kind of wagon,
and will be perceived by referring
to the article and illustration s.

PLAUSTRUM.
SARRI'TIO or SARI'TIO. The

act of hoeing out weeds from young
plants and crops. (Columell. ii. 11. 4.

Plin. H. N. xviii. 50.) It was per-

formed with the sarculum ; but differs

from sarculatio, which expresses the

hoeing up of earth to the plant ; and
from runcatio, which expresses the

weeding and thinning with the hand
and the instrument termed runco.

SARRFTOR or SARI'TOR. A
labourer who performs the sarritio,

as just explained. Columell. xi. 13. 1.

SARRITU'RA. Same as SAR-
RITIO.

SARTA'GO (r-hyavov}. A kitchen

utensil, believed to be
the same as our frying-

pan, of which an ex-

ample is afforded by the

annexed illustration from
an original of bronze,
discovered at Pompeii.
Plin. H. N. xvi. 22.

Juv. x. 64.

SAR'TOR (from sarcio}.
as SARCINATOR. Non. s. v. p.

2. (from sarrio.) Same
RITOR. Plaut. Capt. iii. 5. 3.

SAT'RAPA, SAT'RAPES, and
SATRAP'S (<rarpairr)s). A satrap ;

i. e. a Persian officer of

high rank, who acted in

the capacity of governor
of a province, or viceroy
for the king. (Quint.
Curt. iii. 13. Nepos,
Con. 2.) One of the

distinctive badges of

these personages consist-

ed in the right of wear-

ing a tall, stiff, upright

cap (tiara recta), which,
as being worn by the

annexed figure, from a

Persepolitan sculpture,
induces the belief that it represents
an officer of the quality described.

SAV'ANUM. SeeSABANUM.
SAVIL'LUM or SUAVIL'LUM.

A sort of pudding, made of flour,

cheese, eggs, and honey, and served

up to table in the vessel it was cooked

in, like our puddings in a pie-dish.

Cato, R. R. 84.

SAXUM QUADRATUM. A
rock of volcanic formation, termed
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by the Italian geologists "lithoid

tufo
"

(tufa litoide}, the same as that

which forms the basis of the Capito-
line hill, and which received the
name from the rectangular masses
into which its natural fissures divide

it. All the earlier buildings ascribed
to the legendary period of the kings,
the underground dungeon of Servius

Tullius, the Cloaca Maxima, and the
substructions of the Capitolium, are
built of this material, which in fact

was the only one in use until the
introduction of the Appian andGabian
stone, now designated by the name of

peperino. It is consequently this

which Livy designates by the name
of saxum quadratum (vi. 4.), when
speaking of the foundation of the

Capitoline temple ; and the same ma-
terial is intended (x. 23.) when he

says that the road from the Porta

Capena to the temple of Mars was

paved saxo quadrato; not that the

stones were regularly squared, like

ashlar, since the Romans always em-

ployed polygonal blocks for road

paving (see the article and illustration

*. VIA), but that the material used
was lithoid tufo, instead of silex,

which in his time was the usual one.

Brocchi, Suolo di Rama.
SCABEL'LUM. Diminutive of

SCAMNUM (Quint, i. 4. 12.) ;
a small

square stool, forming but one step, or

consisting of a single height (Varro,
L. L. v. 168.), employed as a bed-

step, when the bedstead was not a

very high one (Varro, /. c.), as shown

by the annexed illustration from a

Roman bas-relief.

2. (uTiwrrfSiov). A foot-stool, of

similar character, placed before a
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chair or seat for the feet to vest upon as

in the annexed example from a Pom-
peian painting. Isidor. Orig. xx. 11. 8.

3. (/cpovTre'fia). A musical instru-

ment; consisting of a very thick-

soled wooden shoe

(Pollux, vii. 87.)
with a deep fissure

under the toes,

which, when yield-

ing to the pressure of

the foot, emitted cer-

tain notes from
smallmachine ofme-
tal (compare Lucian,
Salt. 83.) placed between its upper
and lower surfaces. It was worn by
the pipe-player (tibicen) at the theatre

(Pollux, x. 153.); and was especially
used to give notice of the commence-
ment and termination of an Act (Cic.
Ccd. 27.) ; to beat the time, and
make an accompaniment with other

instruments. (Suet. Cal 54. August.
de Mus. 3.) Although some doubts

are entertained respecting the accu-

racy of the interpretation here given,

yet the numerous remaining repre-
sentations of a contrivance similar to

the one exhibited by the woodcut, from
an ancient marble statue, and the

characters by whom it is used, afford

a very strong evidence of its correct-

ness. A terra-cotta of the British

Museum shows a figure by the side

of a wine-vat playing on the double

pipes (tibia pares) while he beats

time upon an instrument similar to

the one engraved above ; a marble

sarcophagus published by Visconti

(Mus. Pio Clem. v. tav. C. ) exhibits
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a female playing the Phrygian pipes
(tibia Phrygia) and beating time upon
a similar instrument ; and a female
statue of the Capitol (Mus. Capito-
lin. iii. 36.) has the same contrivance
under her foot.

SCA'L^E (K\IPM). A ladder; or

machine for ascending (from scando),
but used in the

plural because it

was composed
by a number of

separate steps,

arranged one
over another

and between two

uprights, in the

same manner as

practised at the

present day.
(Sail. Plin. Cses.

Tac. Ov. Virg.)
The illustration

represents one of the Roman soldiers
in Trajan's army carrying a scaling
ladder for the assault of a Dacian
fortress.

2. A ship's ladder, of the same con-

struction, but carried on board, and
let down from the sides of the vessel
when required for the convenience of
embarkation or disembarkation, as
in the annexed example from an

ancient fresco painting discovered at
Rome (Virg. ^n. x. 653. Liv.
xxvi. 45.) ; whereas the pons, or

ship's bridge, was a mere plank,
thrown out from the deck or side of a
small vessel in a horizontal position

to the top of a quay, or any promi-
nence on the shore of corresponding
height with the vessel itself, as shown

by the illustration s. PONS, 5.

3. A staircase, conducting from
the bottom to the upper stories of a

private house or other edifice. The
ancient builders formed their stair-

cases much in the same way as the
modern ones, either by fixing them
against a wall in the interior, so as to

leave one side open, like the ordinary-
stairs of private houses in England,
or on the exterior of the building
(Liv. xxxix. 14.), as is still a com-
mon practice in Italy ; or they en-
closed it altogether by side walls, like

a staircase formed in the thickness of
a wall, so that the person ascending
or descending was concealed from
the view of all others above and be-

low, excepting only such as happened
to be upon the.same flight with himself.
These were specially termed Greek
staircases (scales Grcecce, Vitruv. ix.

Prof. 7. Aul. Gell. x. 15. Serv.
ad Virg. JEn. iv. 646.), and from the
nature of their construction would of

necessity be dark and generally nar-

row, which explains the reason why
the staircase is so often mentioned as

a hiding-place (Cic. Mil 15. Id.
Phil ii. 9. Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 15.); a
notion so much at variance with
modern usages, by which the stairs

are the most open and public parts
of the house, that the commentators

upon all the passages cited, from not

being acquainted with the construc-

tive peculiarity just described, are
reduced to the expedient of miscon-

struing their authors by substituting
one preposition for another, as if the

person took refuge under the staircase

instead of upon it.

4. At a much later period the same
word appears to have been the first

Latin one employed to designate a

pair of stirrups ; being first met with
in a treatise on the art of war written

by the emperor Mauritius at the end
of the sixth century. It is sufficiently
ascertained that the pure Greeks and
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Romans did not ride upon regular
saddles, made like our own upon a
tree (see Sella eguestris), but only
upon pads (ephippia). Consequently,
as stirrups were not used until the

regular saddle was invented, the word
is not to be regarded as pure Latinity
in this sense, nor as characteristic of

really ancient manners, but as one

adopted during the period of tran-
sition from ancient to modern times.

Mauricii, Ars Mil. ed. Job. Scheffer,

Upsal, 1664. p. 22. and lib. ii. cap. 8.

p. 64. Beckman, History of Inven-

tions, Article "
Stirrups."

SCAL/MUS (o-KoAjwfe). The
thowl ; a strong wooden stay on the
inside of a vessel to which the oar
was attached by means of a thong
(struppus} to keep it firm and steady
in rowing. (Cic. Brut. 53. Id. Or. i.

38. Vitruv. x. 3. 6.) Being inside

the vessel, this object is not apparent
in any ancient work of art; but there
can be no doubt that it was formed in

the same way as in the Mediterranean

galleys of the 16th century, from
which the example annexed is taken.

SCALPEL'LUM and -US
(apiXiov). Diminutive of SCALPER
or SCALPRUM. A small sharp sur-

gical knife, employed for cutting

away the proud flesh round a wound
(Columell. vi. 32. Plin. H. N. xxviii.

28. Cic. Sext. 65.) ; and for opening
veins to let blood. (Cels. ii 10.)
SCAL'PER. Same as

SCAL'PRUM ((T/AlATJ, KoAaTTT^Jp).
A sharp, cutting instrument, em-

ployed by artists and mechanics for a

variety of purposes, and belonging to

the class which we denominate chisels

or celts (Isidor. Orig. xix. 19. 13.);
that is, which are driven with a

mallet, or, when applied for cutting
are thrust from the person using

them, instead of being drawn towards

him
; though the name was also

given to several other instruments

ordinarily used for cutting, as ex-

plained in the subsequent para-

graphs.
1. Scalprum fabrile. A common

chisel, driven by a mallet (Liv. xxvii.

49. malleoa,dactum)ofthe
same description with
those still in use, as

shown by the annexed

examples, both from

originals in the British

Museum ; the left hand
one being formed to re-

ceive a wooden handle, like those

used by carpenters, the other entirely
of metal, like those used by stone-

masons.
2. A leather-cutter's, or shoe-

maker's knife (Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 106.

Jul. Pollux, vii. 83.) ;

of the same form as

those used for similar

purposes in our own
times, as shown by the

annexed example, from
an original found at Pompeii.

3. An instrument employed by
surgeons (Jul. Poll. iv. 181. x. 141.)
for opening wounds,
and cutting away parts
of the diseased flesh

(Celsus, viii. 3. and 4.);

for which purpose the

annexed example, from
an original found in

a surgeon's shop at

Pompeii, is supposed by medical
men to have been intended.

4. A pen-knife; used by the tran-

scribers and copyists (librarii) in the

employ of private indi-

viduals or of booksel-

lers, for tempering the

reed pen (arundo, cala-

mus), with which an

ancient MS. was writ-

ten. (Tac. Ann. v. 8. Suet. Vitell. 2.)

The example is from an original ex-

cavated at Rome ;
the handle is of

bone, into which the blade is made to

4 E
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shut, precisely in the same manner as

now practised.
5. A particular part of the vine-

dresser's pruning hook (falx vini-

toria) situated between the sinus and
the rostrum, as will be understood by
referring to the article and illustration

at p. 274. s. FALX, 5. Columell. iv.

25. 1. Plin. H. N. xvii. 26.

S C A L P' T O R. An artist who
executes with the chisel (scalprurn),
as in the annexed illustration from an

engraved gem found at Pompeii,
which represents an artist at work

upon a marble vase. Scholars differ

greatly in opinion respecting the
accurate meaning of the two words

Sculptor and Sculptor ; some con-

sidering them to be purely synony-
mous (B. Crusius, Clavis Suet, s.

Scalpere) ; others that the first de-

signates an engraver of gems only,
the latter a sculptor of marble (Er-
nesti ad Suet. Aug. 50. Nero, 46.) ;

others that the scalptor means an
artist who executes coarser or com-
moner kinds of work than the sculp-
tor (Oudendorp, ad Suet. Galb. 10.) ;

and others leave the matter in doubt
as one which cannot be decided.

(Bremi ad Suet. Aug. 50. Heindorf.
ad Hor. Sat. ii. 3. 22.) Thus the
term is used to designate a gem en-

graver (Plin. H. N. xxxvii. 15.

scalptor gemmarum) ; a sculptor (Id.
xxxvi. 5. scalptor marmorum) ; and
an artist who makes the dies for
coins. (Inscript. ap. Marin. Iscriz.
Alb. p. 109. scalptor monetce )

SCALPTO'RIUM. An instru-
ment made in the form of the human

hand for scratching any part of the

person not otherwise easily accessible.

Mart. xiv. 83.

SCALPTURA'TUS. Engraved
with the chisel (scalprum).

2. Pavimentum scalpturatum. See

PAVIMENTUM, 5.

SCA'MMA (<TKdfjLfjLa). A Greek
word signifying literally that which is

dug, as a trench or ditch ; thence a

ring in the gymnasium, within which
the wrestlers contended, because it

was defined by a small trench scraped
in the sand, to mark the limits beyond
which no competitor was permitted to

retreat. (Csel. Aurel. Tard. ii. 1.

Polyb. xl. 55.) Amongst the Ro-
mans, athletic contests were exhibited
in the broad end of the circus ; which

explains the otherwise unaccountable
introduction of two accessories com-

monly met with in bas-reliefs repre-

senting the Circensian games, viz., a
hoe (sarculurn), and a basket of sand

(haphe), the former being used to

make the ring, the latter to sprinkle
over the bodies of the wrestlers.

SCAMNA'TUS (sc. ager). See

SCAMNUM, 4.

SCAM'NUM. A bed-side step or
stool (Ov. A. Am. ii. 211.), of an
intermediate size between the sca-

bellum and gradus (Varro, L. L. v.

168.), which was used when the bed-
stead was of a middle size, between
the highest and lowest. (Isidor. Orig.

xx. 11. 8.) Hence the expression
scandere lectum, means strictly to get
into bed by the assistance of this con-

trivance. The example is taken

from a bas-relief; the legs upon
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which the stool is raised indicate

the increased height, serving the

purpose of an extra step, and if com-

pared with the illustrations s. SCA-

BELLUM, 1. and GRADUS, I. will at

once demonstrate the accurate dis-

tinctions between those three words
and the objects expressed by them.

2. A foot-stool; of a higher and

consequently more dignified character

than the com-
mon one (sca-

bellum, suppe-

daneum), con-

sisting of a

double step, so

that the feet

could rest at

different ele-

vations, as in

the annexed il-

lustration, from a marble bas-relief,

in which it is appropriately placed
under the feet of Jupiter to indicate

the majesty of the god, and the

grandeur of the throne on which he
sits. The epithet cavum, the hollow

foot-stool, applied by Ovid (A. Am.
i. 162.) to this object may be in-

tended to describe the incavation

formed by cutting away the step in

front, as in the example ;
or to its

being actually hollow underneath,
like the preceding specimen.

3. A seat formed with a step be-

low for the feet to rest upon, as in

the annexed example from a Pom-
peian painting. It is this property

which, accurately speaking, consti-

tutes the difference between a scam-

num and a subsellium ; though the dis-

tinction is not strictly preserved.
Ov. Fast. vi. 305. Mart. v. 41.

4. In the technical language of the

agricultural people, a balk, or long
line of earth between two furrows

left unbroken by the plough (Colu-
mell. ii. 2. 25. Plin. H. N. xviii. 49.

2.) ; also a tract of the same cha-

racter left between the ridges that

are made with the hoe. Columell. iii.

13. 2.

5. In the technical language of

land-surveyors (agrimensores), the

breadth of a field, as opposed to striga,
its length. Auct. E. Agrar. pp. 46.

125. 198. ed. Goes.

SCAN'DULA or SCIN'DULA.
(o-Xi'8o|). A shingle; i. e. a small

board about a foot long, employed in

early times instead of tiles, for cover-

ing the roof of a house. Shingles
continued to be commonly used at

Rome until the period of the war
with Pyrrhus. Plin. H. N. xvi. 15.

Pallad. i. 22.

SCANDULA'RIS. Made or

covered with shingles (scandulce).

Apul. Met. iii. p. 54.

SCANDULA'RIUS. One whose
business consists in laying a roof

with shingles (scandulce). Arcad.

Dig. 50. 6. 6.

SCANSO'RIA MACHINA
(aKpoSariicf) jurjxaj/^)- A scaffolding
for working upon at any elevation

above the ground. Vitruv. x. 1. 1.

SCAPH'A ((r/ca>T7). A skiff, cutter,

long-boat, or jolly-boat, carried on

board larger vessels, to be lowered
and used as occasion required. (Cses.
B. C. iii. 24. Cic. Inv. ii. 79. Pet.

Sat. 101. 7.) The modern name of

skiff, which appears to retain the

elements of the ancient term, and

designates a form of boat precisely
4 E 2
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similar to the one exhibited by the

annexed wood-cut, from a Pompeian
painting that is, with a broadish

body, sharpish head, and small flat

stern, favours the conjecture that

it affords a genuine specimen of the

model designated by the term scapha;
but even if that be doubtful, the ex-

ample is in every respect worthy of

attention, as one of the very few

remaining illustrations of ancient ship
or boat, building, which affords a

practical model, with correctness of

form and detail, instead of the usual

imperfect and conventional style of

representation, so generally adopted

by the ancient artists when treating
marine subjects.

2. A smaller boat, constructed upon
the same model as the preceding, but

rowed only by a pair of oars (Hor.
Od. iii. 29. 62. biremis scapha), and

employed for river and coasting oc-

cupations, such as fishing (Justin, ii.

13. piscatoria scapha)-,
&c.

SCAPH'E (Vitruv. ix. 8.). Same
as SCAPHIUM, 2.

SCAPH'IUM (tncetyiov). A vessel

of small dimensions and Greek in-

vention, employed at the dinner table

as a wine cup. It was sometimes
made of silver (Phylarch. ap. Athen.
iv. 21.), and elaborately ornament-
ed as an object of luxury (Plaut.
Stick, v. 4. 11. Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 17.);
and appears to have belonged to the

same class of utensils as the patera or

phiala, since Plutarch (Agid. et Cleom.

p. 8 1 1.) uses the latter term to desig-
nate the same vessel which is called

scaphium by Phylarchus (Athen. /. c.).

Perhaps the real distinction between

these words consisted in this, that
when the cup was a mere saucer with-
out any handle, it was called a patera
by the Romans, and phiala (<j)id\r))

by the Greeks
; when furnished with

a
projecting handle, like the annexed

example from an original found at

Pompeii, (which gives to the whole

object a certain similitude to the boat

scapha, after which it was named,)
then it received the special name of

scaphium and aicdtyiov. The same
article is also enumerated amongst
the necessaries of a woman's dressing-
room (Juv. vi. 263. TJlp. Dig. 34.

2. 28. ), but for what particular pur-

pose is not sufficiently ascertained.

2. A sun-dial, formed by a hollow

circular vessel,

within which the

hour lines were
drawn (Marc.

Capell. vi. 194.),
as in the example
from a statue

formerly existing
at Ravenna, It

received the pre-
sent name from
its resemblance
in form to the

bowl of the pre-

ceding utensil,

but was also termed hemispharium,
from its affinity with that figure. Vi-

truv. ix. 8.

SCAPH'ULA (ffKatytiiov). Dimi-
nutive of SCAPHA. Veg. Mil. iii. 7.

SCA'PUS (cr/cairos). In its primary
sense means an object upon or by
which any other thing supports itself,

as the stalk of a plant, for instance,

which supports the head and blos-

som
; the notion obtaining from the

primitive sense of the Greek word
(TK^TTTca,

" to prop or support oneself

by a staff." This root, from which
the Latin form is derived, also fur-

nishes an appropriate meaning for the

following special and technical appli-
cations of the term.

1. The shaft of a column
;
which

supports the capital (capitulum) and
rests upon the base (spira). The top
of the shaft directly under the capital
is distinguished by the expression
summus scapus ; the bottom of it, just
above the base, by that of imus

scajms. (Vitruv. iii. 5.) All these
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parts are sufficiently displayed by
the left-hand figure in the annexed

wood-cut, representing the column of

Trajan at Rome.
2. The shaft or pillar which sup-

ports one end of each stair in a stair-

case (Vitruv. ix. Prof. 8.), as shown

by the right-hand figure of the above

woodcut, representing the internal

construction of the same column.
3. The stile of a door

;
that is, the

vertical piece on each side of the

valve, into which the transverse pieces
or rails (impages) are mortised

(Vitruv. iv. 6. 5.) ;
exhibited by the

four uprights decorated with bosses

in the following illustration, represent-

ing an ancient door of bronze now
belonging to the church of S. Theo-
dore at Rome.

4. Scapus cardinalis (arpo<piy^).
The main stile of a door which carried

the pivots (cardines), by which each
leaf is kept in an upright posi-

tion, when not fixed with hinges

(ginglymus), and made to revolve as

the pivots turned in a socket exca-

vated in the sill and lintel respec-

tively. (Vitruv. iv. 6. 4.) It is

seen on the right side of the annexed

woodcut, which exhibits an ancient

marble door-case, with the original
valves of bronze, now standing at

Rome ; but represented in the draw-

ing for the purpose of illustration,

as it would appear if that portion of
the ornamental facing (antepagmen-

tum\ which conceals it on the oppo-
site side, were removed,

5. (/cauAds). The shaft or stem of
a lamp-stand (candelabrum) ;

that is,

the portion between the

base or foot upon which
it stood, and the capital
or flat tray (superficies)
at the top, on which the

lamp was placed. (Plin.
H. N. xxxiv. 6.) The
use of the term also im-

plies that a tall stand,
with a slender stem like

the stalk of a plant, is

alluded to. It was in-

tended to stand upon
the ground, and conse-

quently made of consi-

derable height, in order
that the light might be raised to a
convenient elevation for illuminating
the chamber ; and for this purpose,
the stem of the example here intro-

duced, from an original found at

Pompeii, is made to draw out from
the mouldings observable on it, in the
same manner as our telescopes.

6. The beam of a steelyard (sta-
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tera, Vitruv. x. 3. 4.), as contradis-

tinguished from jugum, the yoke of a

rfe

balance (libra). The example is from
a bronze original found at Pompeii.

7. A wooden cylinder round which
books and paper were rolled, as maps
now are. Plin. H. N. xiii. 23.

8. The yarn-beam of a weaver's

loom, to which the threads of the

warp (stamen) are fastened, and situ-

ated at the opposite extremity to the

cloth-beam (insubulum). It is seen

in the illustration, from an Egyptian
painting, at the bottom of the warp,
attached by a sliding brace at each

end to the two uprights of the loom,
and is termed "

noisy
"

(Lucret. v.

1352. sonans), either because weights
were sometimes fastened under it to

keep the warp on the stretch, and
which would rattle against each other

when shaken by the strokes of the

batten (spatha), in driving home the

weft, or from the noise of the braces

as they played against the uprights
under the same process.
SCEL'ETUS (<r/ce\6Tos). Literally

dried or parched up like a mummy
(Apul. Apol. pp. 504. 507.) ; not a

skeleton in our notion of the word, for

that was termed larva.

SCE'NA OKT^TJ). The scene of
an ancient theatre ; under which name
were included the stage on which the

actors performed, and the scenes, in

our sense, consisting of a permanent
wall at the back of the stage, with

three doors ; the one in the centre,

through which the chief actor en-

tered, being termed the royal door

(valvce regice), and the two lateral

ones (hospitales, Vitruv. v. 6. 8.), all

of which are distinctly marked on
the illustration annexed, which ex-
hibits the seem of the great theatre at

Pompeii in its present state ; as well

as the movable side-scenes, adapted
for the representation of any parti-
cular locality, in which the subject of
the piece was supposed to take place,
and distinguished by the epithets
Versailles and ductiles (Serv. ad Virg.

Georg. iii. 24.), accordingly as they
were constructed to turn round on a

pivot, or to slide forward in a groove.
SCE'NA or SACE'NA. An old

Latin name for the double-edged
hatchet, employed in killing the
victim at a sacrifice, having the broad
blade of an axe (securis) on one side,
and the small cutting edge of the

dolabra on the other, as exhibited

by the annexed specimen from a bas-

relief of the Villa Borghese. Festus

observes (s. v.) that the scena was

evidently a cutting instrument (genus

cultri) y but whether belonging to the

class of secures or dolabrce was to him
a matter of doubt. Yet the passage
which he quotes from Livius Andro-
nicus corruit, quasi ictus scena

evidently expresses an instrument

which dealt out a blow rather than a

gash or stab, precisely such as would
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be conveyed by the one exhibited in

the woodcut, which also accounts for

the uncertainty entertained respecting
the actual character of the instrument,

by the fact of its possessing both the

qualities mentioned, that of cutting as

well as striking.

The perspective draught of a building,
&c., as it really appears to the eye of
a spectator, and would be represented
in landscape or scene painting (Vi-
truv. 1, 2, 3.) ; and as contradistin-

guished from the geometrical draught
(orthographia), which represents the

same as it would appear if it could be
viewed from an infinite distance. It

has been said that the ancient draughts-
men were not acquainted with the
art of linear perspective; and the
numerous errors observable in the

architectural and landscape scenes

amongst the Pompeian designs are
referred to in corroboration of that

opinion ; but it must be remembered
that the artists who executed those

works were merely provincial house-

painters and decorators, of unequal
merits, some of whom were certainly
deficient in this respect ;

but the in-

tricate and accurate designs of many
amongst them, evince, on the other

hand, a perfect knowledge of per-

spective. There is, consequently, no
sufficient reason for doubting the

genuineness of the term, nor for alter-

ing the reading in the above passage
of Vitruvius, as some commentators

propose.
SCEP'TRUM (<r/c7j7TTpoi/). Strictly

a Greek word, for which the Romans
frequently use another form of the

same Greek root, scipio ; though both
words bear a very similar significa-
tion. The original sceptrum was a

long staff, like the shaft of a spear

(Justin, xliii. 3.), formed from a

or young tree, cut down to

the roots ( Virg. JEn. xii. 206.), which
in early times served for a support in

walking, while its imposing length

gave an air of importance to the per-
son who bore it, as is well exemplified

by the illustration, which represents

Agamemnon with a staff of the nature

described, from a bas-relief of Greek

workmanship.
2. A sceptre , the emblem of royal

authority (Cic. Sext. 57.); conse-

quently ascribed to

Jupiter (Suet. Aug.
94.), Juno, kings,
and actors on the

stage (Plin. H. N.
xxxvii. 6. ) who
personated them

;

and which, in its

original form, was

nothing more than
a long staff, like

the preceding one,
converted into an
ornament of state

by the addition of

a decorative head-piece, like the ex-

ample annexed, representing Latinus
in the Vatican Virgil.

3. Sceptrum eburneum. An ivory

sceptre; especially the royal sceptre
introduced at Rome by the kings of
the Etruscan dynasty, and subse-

quently appropriated to themselves

by the consuls of the republic. (Serv.
ad Virg. &n. xi. 238.) This was
much shorter than the primitive
Greek sceptre, as is shown by the an-
nexed example, from an engraved
gem, representing Porsena sitting in

judgment upon Mucius Scsevola; and
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is more commonly designated by the

Latin word scipio, instead of the

purely Greek one sceptrum. Liv. v.

41, Val. Max. iv. 4. 5.

4. Sceptrum Augusti. (Suet. Galb.

1.) The imperial and triumphal

sceptre ; which was not identical with

the regal and
consular ones,

but was decorated

with the figure
of an eagle on
the top (Juv. x.

43. ), and was
carried by a vic-

torious general
at his triumph, during the republican

period, as well as by the emperors

generally under the empire, as shown

by the annexed example, representing
Antoninus, from the base of the

column erected in his honor.

SCEPTU'CHUS

A high officer in the Persian court,

so termed from the sceptre which he
bore as a badge of office, as our own
titles of "

gold and silver stick," or of
" black rod," have arisen from like

causes. He was generally, if not

always, a eunuch, though regarded as

a personage of consideration, having
the command over some province

assigned to him; but his costume

and badges are believed to be repre-
sented by the annexed figure from
one of the sculptures of Persepolis.

Tac. Ann. vi. 33. Xen. Cyr. vii. 3.

17. viii. 1. 38.

SCHED'A or SCIDA (<rx&n). A
strip cut from the inner bark of the

papyrus, and used for the purpose of

making sheets of paper to write books

upon ;
which was effected in the fol-

lowing manner. The inner skin was

first peeled off in thin coats (philyra)
of the largest size which could be

obtained without flaws or fractures.

These were cut into strips (schedce),

and glued together by their largest

sides, to form the writing surface;

the back part being strengthened by
other strips stuck on in a transverse

direction, to prevent the paper from

splitting up in the direction of the

fibres. One row of strips thus pre-

pared and joined together was called

a length or a breadth (plaguld) ; a

certain number of which were then

glued together into one large sheet to

make a book or *oll (liber, volumen)

Plin. H. N. xiii. 23. Hence the

word is frequently used in the sense

of a leaf, a single piece of paper, or

the fractional part of a sheet, like our

page. Cic. Att. i. 20. Quint, i. 8.

19*. Mart. iv. 91.

SCHCENIC'UL^E. Women who

perfumed themselves with a very
coarse and common kind of ointment,

manufactured from a species of rush

(schcenus), possessing odoriferous pro-

perties ; intended as a contemptuous
nickname. Festus, s. v. Varro, L. L.

vii. 64. Compare Plaut. Pcen. i. 2.

58. schceno delibutas.

SCHCENOB'ATES (crxotw&&n*>
A Greek term for a rope-dancer (Juv.
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iii. 77.) ; for which the genuine Latin

expression is FUNAMBULUS.
SCHOL'A (<TXOA^). Literally

means rest from bodily labour, which
affords an opportunity for mental
recreation or study ; whence the

term is transferred to the place where
teachers and their pupils assemble
for the purpose of instruction, our
school (Cic. Or. ii. 7. Suet. Gramm.
16. Auson. Idyll, iv. 6., and Lu-

DTTS) ; and to a room in which phi-

losophers and literati assemble toge-
ther for conversation and discussion.

Plin. H. N. xxxv. 37. xxxvi. 4. 5.

2. Schola alvei. Scholalabri. The
vacant space on the floor of the ther-

mal chamber (caldarium) in a set of

baths, which surrounds the warm
water bath (alveus) ; or the circular

basin (labrum) situated at the oppo-
site end of the room, where the

bathers, who were waiting to use

either of these vessels, might sit or

stand until their turn came. (Vitruv.

v. 10. 4.) We might translate it the

waiting or resting place, which fully

expresses the primary as well as

secondary notion of the word schola.

In the annexed illustration, repre-

senting the circular end of the ther-

mal chamber in the baths at Pompeii,
with its labrum in the centre, the

schola labri is the passage round the

basin ; and a reference to the wood-

cut, s. LABRUM 1., which exhibits the

bathers standing round the vessel, will

further elucidate the matter, by show-

ing how that vessel was occupied by
one set of bathers, while the others

were compelled to stand by until

they could find a vacant place at

their disposal.
SCIMPOD'IUM (ffKifnr65iov). A

small couch or sofa, of Greek inven-

tion ; or, rather, an invalid's chair,

constructed so as to support the legs
and feet in an easy position, like our

gouty chair, for it was used by per-
sons subject to that complaint during
an access of the malady. Aul. Gell.

xix. 10. 1.

SCIN'DULA. See SCANDULA.
SCIOTHE'RICON (erKioflrjpuc^).

A term coined from the Greek lan-

guage (Plin. H.N. ii. 78.), for which
the Latins use SOLARIUM.
SCI'PIO ((net!/). A staff and a

sceptre ; applied in the same sense as

SCEPTRUM ; both words being only
different forms from the same Greek

SCIR'PEA or SIR'PE A. A large
basket made of rushes (scirpus) platted

together, and employed more espe-

cially to form the body of a wagon
(plaustrum) used for agricultural pur-

poses, as in the annexed example
from a marble bas-relief; whence

scirpea stercoraria, a dung-basket or

dung-cart. Varro, L. L. v. 139. Ov.
Fast. vi. 680. Cato, E. R. x. 3. xi. 4.

SCIRPIC'ULA or SIRPIC'ULA.
A small portable basket of platted
rush (scirpus\ employed for a variety
of purposes, as for holding flowers

(Prop. iv. 2. 40.) ; vegetables (Lucil.

ap. Non. ) ; as a fishing basket. (Plaut.
4 F
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Capt. iv. 2. 37. &c.) The exam-

ple is from a Pom-
peian painting, arid j^^g
represents a flower-

basket placed on a
bench beside the garland makers (co-

ronarii), engraved at p. 208.

SCIS'SOR. A slave who cut up
the viands for the company at an
entertainment. He was always ex-

pected to carve with skill and science,

and a certain sleight of hand ; but at

the banquet of the ridiculous Trimal-

chio, the carver is made to flourish

his knife and dissect the food with

sundry gesticulations, to the sounds
arid measures of a musical accom-

paniment. Pet. Sat. 36. 6.

SCOBI'NA. A rasp, for scraping
wood, as used by carpenters (Isidor.

Orig. xix. 19. Varro, L. L. vii. 68.

Plin. H. N. xi. 68.), and contradis-

tinguished from lima, a file, which is

enumerated amongst the implements
of smiths and metal workers. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 7.

SCO'P-55 (K&XXvvTpov, ffdpwQpov}.
In the singular means a thin twig;
but the word is rarely used except in

the plural, when it signifies a birch

broom (Cato, R. R. 152. Plaut. Stick.

ii. 3. 27.), made up from a number of

twigs, like our own. See the wood-
cut at p. 55, which exhibits an

Egyptian at the edge of a threshing-
floor with such a broom in his hands.

SCOPA'RIUS. A slave whose

occupation consisted in sweeping out

rooms or other places with a birch

broom (scopce). Ulp. Dig. 33. 7. 8.

SCO'PULA. Diminutive of
SCOPA. A birch, or hand-brush, of

twigs, sometimes myrtle (Columell.
xii. 38. 4.), tied together, used for

cleansing the interior of small ob-

jects, such as wine-jars, &c. Cato,
R. R. 26.

SCORDISCA'RIUS. One who
makes and sells horses' clothings
(scordisca). Hieron. Ep. 51. 5.

SCORDIS'CUM. A housing or

clothing for horses (Veg. Vet. iii. 60.),
made of untanned leather or skins

(Isidor. Gloss Edict. Dioclet. 24.),
and adapted to

the shape of

the animal,

very much in

the same style
as now prac-
tised. But
the ancients

appear to have
used it not so much for the purpose
of warm clothing, as to provide a de-

fence for the animal on the field of

battle. This may be inferred in part
from the strong material of which it

was made, from its being designated
in the edict of Diocletian (/. c.) as a

military accoutrement, and from the

fact of its being frequently repre-
sented in the Egyptian paintings and
Etruscan vases on the bodies of horses,

when harnessed to the war-chariot.

The example is copied from a Greek
medal.

SCOR'PIO, -US, and -OS (<rKOp-

itios, -TrtW). A weapon for dis-

charging stones, plummets, and
arrows (Veget. Mil. iv. 22. Ammian.
xxiii. 4.), handled by a single man,
but requiring skill to be used effec-

tively (Vitruv. x. 1. 3.); and pro-

bably the same as, or very similar to,

the modern cross-bow, the form of

which has a close affinity to that of

a scorpion, the insect after which it

was named.
2. A heap of stones piled up to a

point, and employed as a boundary
mark between adjacent properties.

Sicul. Flacc. de Condit. Agror. pp. 4.

6. Goes.

SCOT'IA (world, rpoxtAos). The
scotia in architecture ; that is, a hol-

low moulding
in the base

of a column,
between the

fillets of the
\ -^

upper and
lower torus, which received its name
from the dark shadow (<rK6ros, dark

ness) cast upon its receding surface by
the projecting cushion of the torus, as
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shown by the tinted portion of the an-

nexed example. Vitruv. iii. 5. 2.

2. A groove or channel cut into the

under surface of the corona in the
Doric order, and near its edge, the

object of which is to prevent the rain

water which trickles over the cornice
from re-entering underneath it. Vi-
truv. iv. 3. 6. Marquez. Ord. Dor.

p. 47.

SCRFBA (7pa/uyu,aTei;s). Generally
any person employed in writing ; but
more especially applied to the public

notary or clerk, who was a free man,
professionally employed by the state

in copying public documents, &c.
;

whereas the ordinary copyist (li-

brarius) was a slave, who worked for

the individual that owned him. Cic.

Liv. Suet.

SCRIBILFTA or SCRIBLFTA.
A particular sort of plain pasty, eaten

hot from the oven, and made of

cheese and flour, with honey poured
over the top ; something like our
cheese-cake. Cato, E. R. 78. Pet.

Sat. 35. 4. Mart. iii. 17.

SCRIBLITA'RIUS. One who
makes cheese-cakes (scriblitce).

Afran. ap. Non. s. Lucuns. p. 131.

SCRI'NIUM. A circular box or

case (Plin. H. N. xvi. 84.) in which

books, papers, let-

ters (Sail. Cat. 47.

Hor. Ep. ii. 1.

112.), or other

small portable ob-

jects, such as scents

and unguents(Plin.
H. N. vii. 30.),

were kept. The exact difference

between a scrinium and capsa is not

easily ascertained ; since they were

both formed with the same external

shape and materials, and used for si-

milar purposes. A passage of Pliny,
however (H. N. xvi. 84.), clearly

distinguishes them from each other ;

whence it has been conjectured that

the scrinium was a capsa, but divided

internally into a number of separate

compartments (quasi secernium) ; and
this gupposition gains some

' ~*
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sort of

authority from the annexed illustra-

tion, representing the scrinium unguen-
tarium of Venus, in a Pompeian paint-

ing, amongst a number of other

articles appertaining to the toilette of

that goddess. Though the inside of

the case is not exposed, yet the form
of the lid, rising in the centre to give
room for the largest bottle, sufficiently
indicates the purpose for which it

was intended to be used ; and a case

containing many bottles would answer
its object very imperfectly, unless

divisions were made in it for the re-

ception of each one, distinct from the

rest. Quaranta. Mus. Borb. xi. 16.

Compare CAPSA.
SCRFPULUM or SCRU'PU-

LUM. A scruple ; the smallest gold
coin of the Roman
currency, weigh-
ing one-third of

the denarius.

(Plin. H. N.
xxxiii. 16.) It is distinguished by
the head of Mars in a helmet, and an

eagle with the word ROMA on the re-

verse, as in the example, from a spe-
cimen belonging to the Royal Library
at Paris. The coin is extremely rare.

SCULPO'NE^ (KpofcreCoi). A
common kind of shoe or sandal, with

a thick wooden

sole, worn by
slaves in the agri-
cultural districts

(Cato, R.E. 135.

1. Id. 59. Plaut.

Cas. ii. 8. 59.);

possibly represented by the annexed
wood-cut from a small bronze figure
of an agricultural serf. Pignor. de

Serv. p. 526.

SCULPTOR. Apparently sy-

nonymous with scalptor ; and applied
to the sculptor who works in marble

(Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 5. 2. Plin.

Jun. JEp. i. 10.) ; as well as to the

engraver of gems. Plin. H. N. xxix.

38. SCALPTOR.
SCUR'RA. A polished gentle-

man, or one who has acquired the

habits of good society and town life,

4F 2
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as opposed to awkward and provincial
manners (Plaut. Most. i. 1. 14.) ;

afterwards, one who toadies great and

wealthy individuals for the purpose of

getting invitations to dinner, which

he repays by flattering his host

and amusing the guests with his

anecdotes and bon-mots (Plaut. Pcen.

in. 2. 35. Hor. Ep. i. 18. 10.) ; and

finally, in a sense of contemptuous

reproach, a mere buffoon. Hor. Sat.

1. 5. 49. Plin. Ep. ix. 17. 1.

2. At a later period the soldiers of

the emperor's body-guard were de-

signated by the same name. Lam-

prid. Alex. Sev. 61. Id. Elag. 33.

SCUTA'LE. Either the purse of

a sling (fundd) in which the missile

is placed, or the thong by which it is

projected; but opinions differ respect-

ing which is the proper interpretation,

as the term only occurs in a solitary

passage of Livy (xxxviii. 29.).

SCUTA'RIUS. One who makes
shields (scuta). Plaut. Epid. i. 1. 35.

2. Scutarii. The title given to a

class of foreign troops introduced by
Constantine; probably as a body-

guard. Ammian. xx. 4.

SCUTA'TUS. Armed with the

oblong rectangular shield, termed

scutum, as exhibited

by the annexed figure
of a Roman soldier

from the column of

Trajan. (Liv. xxviii.

2. Virg. Mn. ix.

370.) The legion-

ary soldiers (legion-

em'i) on Trajan's
column are uniform-

ly represented with
a long square shield,
made of a convex
form to take the

shape of the body; and never, as
some writers have supposed, with one
of a long flat oval, or of an hexagonal
form; for those figures are without

exception given to the cavalry (egui-
fes), to the Praetorian troops (prceto-
riani), or to the enemy and allied

troops from foreign nations. But

the scutum was likewise used by the

Samnites, and consequently was

carried by the Samnite gladiators, as

may be seen by the figure introduced

in illustration of that word.

SCUTEL'LA. A diminutive of

SCUTRA. A salver or waiter upon
which other vessels were placed to

be brought up and handed round to

the guests at table (Ulp. Dig. 34. 2.

20.); thus potionis scutella (Cic.
Tusc. iii. 19.), a salver on which

goblets of wine, or any other beverage,
are handed about, like the annexed

example, from a picture of "
still life

"

painted at Pompeii.
SCUT'ICA. A whip with a thong

made of leather (Mart. x. 62.), whence

the name (from the Greek
As an instrument of punishment it

was sharper than the switch (ferula),
but milder than the scourge (jlagellum,
Hor. Sat. i. 3. 119. Juv. vi. 479.,
where all the three words are in-

stanced distinctively). The example
is from a marble bas-relief.

SCUTRA. A sort of tray or dish

(Plaut. Pers. i. 3. 8. Oato, R. R.
clvii. 11.); of which nothing defini-

tive is ascertained beyond the sup-

position that it received its name
from the Roman shield, scutum, after

which it was probably formed ; since

the word is so written by Lucilius

(Sat. v. 28. Gerlach.), who more-
over states that it was made of wood.
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SCUTRIS'CUM. Probably a

diminutive of the last word. Cato,
It. It. x. and xi.

SCUT'ULA (<r/cuT<{A77). A wooden
roller or cylinder placed under ob-

jects of great weight for the purpose
of assisting in moving them. Cses.

B. C. iii. 40.

2. (Diminutive of SCUTRA.) A
small dish or platter, of which no-

thing decisive has been ascertained ;

but supposed from other analogies of

the word to have possessed a dia-

mond or lozenge shape. Mart. xi.

31. 19.

3. A segment of marble, or other

artificial material, cut into the shape
of a diamond or rhomb, and used for
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inlaying floors or pavements, like the

three white patterns in the centre

division of the annexed example,
which represents a portion of the

ancient mosaic pavement now re-

maining in the church of Santa

Croce in Gerusalemme, at Rome. Vi-

truv. vii. 1. 4. Pallad. i. 9. 5.

4. A check, or diamond figure
woven in the pattern of a piece of

cloth, like the border on the drapery
of the annexed figure from a fictile

vase. Plin. H. N. viii. 74.

SCUTULA'TUS. Applied to

drapery ; ornamented with a pattern
in checks, as shown by the preceding
wood-cut. Juv. ii. 97. Plin. H. N.
viii. 73.

2. Applied to animals, as horses ;

it corresponds with our termflea-bitten.
Pallad. iv. 13. 4.

SCU'TULUM (Cic, N. D. i. 29.).
Diminutive of SCUTUM.
SCU'TUM (dvpc6s). The large

oblong shield generally adopted by
the Roman infantry instead of the

round buckler (clipeus\ at the period
when the military ceased to serve

without pay. It was about 4 feet

long by 2^ wide; formed out of

boards, like a door (whence the

Greek terms &vpa and &vp6s), firmly

joined together and covered over
with coarse cloth, under an outer

coating of raw hide, attached and

strengthened round the edges by a
metal rim. The men of each legion
had their shields painted of a diifer-

ent colour, and charged with distinc-

tive symbols, as is exhibited by the

illustration representing three scuta,
as they stand upon the ground in the

column of Trajan, distinguished seve-

rally by the image of a thunderbolt,
of a wreath, and the same bolt with a

pair of wings. Liv. i. 43. viii. 8.

Plin. H. N. xvi. 77. Virg. Mn. viii.

662. Veg. Mil ii. 18. Polyb. ii. 30.

3. vi. 23. 2.

SCYPH'US
(o-/c<5<j>os). A cup for

drinking wine out of, very commonly
used at convivial parties. (Hor. Od.
i. 27. 1. Id. Epod. ix. 33.) It was
sometimes of beech wood (Tibull. i.
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10. 8.), or of silver (Varro ap. Gell.

iii. 14. 1.), or of earthenware, the

material used for

the original from
which the an-

nexed example
is copied. The
figure conceived
under our term cup affords a very
true and accurate notion of its form,
which was circular and deep, so as to

be adapted for holding a large mea-
sure ; whence it is the vessel com-

monly given to Hercules by the poets
and artists (Val. Flacc. ii. 272. Virg.
JEn. viii. 278. Serv. ad. /.); whereas
the calix, patera, and others, which
were of a more open and shallow

form, have a closer affinity to the

figure of our saucers.

SCYT'ALA or SCYT'ALE (<v-
TaA.7?). A Greek term for a stick ;

thence a roller or staff employed at

Sparta for the purpose of enabling
the government to communicate secret

despatches to their generals, which
was effected in the following manner.
A strip of leather was first rolled

slantwise upon a wooden cylinder,
and upon this the orders written

lengthwise ; so that when the leather
was unrolled from the cylinder, it

contained only a series of single letters

without any consecutive meaning. In
this state the strip was transmitted to

their officer, who ascertained the con-
tents by applying it to another cylin-
der of precisely the same dimensions,
given to him before he set out for the

campaign. Nep. Paus. 3. Aul. Gell.
xvii. 9. 3.

SECES'PITA. A sort of knife,

employed at the sacrifice, with a

sharp-pointed iron blade and round
handle, made of ivory, and orna-
mented with gold and silver. (Fes-

tus, s. v. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. iv. 262.
Suet. Tib. 25.) The example is

copied from the frieze of an ancient
1

temple, still remaining in the Forum
at Rome, on which it appears amongst
various other sacrificial implements.
SEC'TILIS. See PAVIMENTUM, 2.

SECURIC'ULA (TreAe/cuSiov). Di-
minutive of SECURIS ; a little axe, for

a child's toy. Plaut. Hud. iv. 4. 114.,
and woodcut s. CREPUNDIA.

2. (7reAew/os). A mortise or dove-

tail in carpentry, produced by a re-

cessed cutting in the shape of a
hatchet head, which receives the
tenon or projecting end of a corre-

sponding form, left on another piece
of timber, so as to bind the two toge-
ther at a given angle. Vitruv. x. 11.

8. Id. iv. 7. 4.

SECU'RIS (Ve'Ae/cus). An axe or

hatchet, employed as a battle-axe

(Curt. iii. 4.) ;
for slaughtering cattle

at the sacrifice (Hor. Od. iii. 23. 12.

Ov. Trist. iv. 2. 5. ) ; or as a woodman's

axe for felling timber (Ov. Fast. iv.

649.), &c. The example is from the
column of Trajan.

2. Securis dolabrata. A hatchet
with a small cutting edge, like that
of the dolabra,

projecting from
the back part
of the regular
blade, like the annexed example from
the Vatican Virgil ; and as contra-

distinguished from the bipennis, which
has two perfect blades, and from the
common hatchet, also termed securis

simplex, because it has no addition

beyond the simple blade. Pallad.

R. R. i. 43.

3. The axe inserted in the bundle
of rods (fasces) carried by the Roman

lictors, and with which a criminal
was beheaded after he had been
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beaten with the rods. (Cic. Pis. 34.

Liv. ii. 5.) The illustration exhibits

the axe and rods bound up together,
from a marble bas-relief in the Mattel

palace, at Rome.
4. The lunated member on the

back part of the vine-dresser's prun-

ing-bill, which is clearly detailed in

the annexed illustration, representing

a design of that instrument, from a

very ancient MS. of Columella. Colu-

mell. iv. 25. 1.

5. A pick-axe, of similar form, use,

and character to the same instrument

in our own day ; as shown by the

annexed example, from a sepulchral
bas-relief. Stat. Sylv. ii. 2. 87.

SECUTO'RES. Pursuers; the

name given to a particular class of

gladiators, who were trained to com-
bat with the Retiarii (Juv. viii. 210.

Suet. Cal 30. Isidor. Orig. xviii. 55.),

receiving the name from the manner

in which they pursued round the

arena an adversary, who had made an

unsuccessful cast with his net, and who,
in consequence of being unprotected
with defensive armour, was compelled
to immediate flight until he could
succeed in gathering up his net for

another throw. The arms of the
secutor were a sword and shield

(Xiphil. Ixxii. 19.), precisely as seen
in the annexed illustration, from an
ancient mosaic in which several dif-

ferent classes of gladiators are re-

presented. The retiarius, who is on
the ground, and in a simple tunic, as

described by Suetonius (/. c. retiarii

tunicati), has thrown his net over the

secutor, but without entangling him

sufficiently in its toils to hamper the

pursuit, or prevent himself from being
overtaken.

SEDE'CULA (5i0pfo-Kos). A
settee; a low seat or stool; see the

illustration s. SELLA 1, of which it is

only a diminutive form. Cic. Att. iv.

10. Pollux, x. 47.

SE'DES (I5pa). A seat; in the

same general sense as our own term,
and thus including all the particular
kinds which are enumerated in the

Classed Index.

SEDFLE. Any seat or thing to

sit upon ; used in the singular with
same general meaning as SEDES

; but

the plural SEDILIA is commonly used
to designate a row of seats, such as

were permanently constructed of stone

or marble in the theatres, &c. (Plin.

Ep. v. 6. Hor. Ep. iv. 15. GRADUS
3), or of wood put up for temporary
accommodation in public places, at

shows and ceremonies (Suet. Aug.
43.) ;

or on which the rowers sat on
board ship. Virg. Mn. v. 837. RE-
MEX.
SEGES'TRE or -ES'TRIUM(erTe-

yaffTpov}. Any covering or wrapper,
made of straw matting (Varro, L. L.
v. 166.), or fur skins (Festus, s.v.\
and employed very generally for

packing goods (Plin. H. N. xiii. 23.),
as a coverlet for beds, or wrapper for

persons exposed to the weather. Suet.

Aug. 83.

SEGMENTA'TUS. Ornamented
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with segmenta. Juv. vi. 89. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 22. 18.

SEGMEN'TUM. An ornament

attached to the dresses of females

(Val. Max. v. 2. 1. Ov. A. Am. iii.

169. Juv. ii. 124.) ;

consisting of one or

more strips of gold

tissue, or some other

richly coloured ma-

terial, sewed on to

the skirts of the

drapery in parallel

lines, one above the

other, like tucks

(Isidor. Orig. xix,

22. 18.), as shown

by the annexed ex--

ample, representing
one of the figures in the celebrated

Roman fresco of the Vatican, which

goes by the name of the Aldobrandini

marriage. This interpretation is

further confirmed by a passage of

Pliny (H.N. vi. 39.), in which the

word segmentum means a division

formed by parallel circles seg-
menta mundi, quce nostri circulos ap-

pellavere. Greed parallelos.
SE'JUGIS. A chariot drawn by

six horses yoked abreast. Liv. xxxviii.

35.

SELIQUAS'TRUM. An old-

fashioned or antiquated kind of seat

(Festus, s. y.), but of what precise
character is not ascertained. Varro,
L. L. v. 128. Hygin. Astron. ii. 10.

iii. 9.

SELLA (Stypos). A low seat of

the characteristic kind which we un-

derstand by our terms stool or settle,

in opposition to chair (cathedra) ;

that is, without back or arms, such as

was commonly used by females (Cic.
Div. 1. 46.) and artizans (Id. Cat. iv.

8.) engaged in sedentary occupations.
The illustration represents Penelope
in a Pompeian painting ;

and compare
the wood-cuts s. CALCEOLARIUS, CAL-
CULATOR.

2. Sella curulis (8i$pos a.yKV\6irovs).

A curule seat; that is, a stool with

bent legs, made to open and shut like

our camp-stools, for the convenience

of being transported with its owner
wherever he went. The example
exhibits an original of bronze, dis-

covered at Pompeii. The left-hand

figure shows one side of the frame, as

it would stand when opened out to

receive the seat, which fitted into the

incavations observable at the top ;

the right-hand one shows it when it

is shut up and the four legs brought
close together. Seats of this kind

were introduced from Etruria, and

were originally used exclusively by
the kings at Rome, but were subse-

quently granted as a privilege to the

consuls, praetors, and curule sediles of

the republic. In early times they were

inlaid or embossed with ivory carv-

ing, but subsequently enriched with

ornaments in gold. Liv. i. 8. ix. 46.

Suet. Aug. 43. Ov. Pont. iv. 9. 27.

3. Sella castrensis. A camp-stool

(Suet. Galb. 18.); made to open and

shut upon the same principle as the

preceding example, but probably
formed in a much simpler manner,
without any adventitious ornaments,
and with straight legs instead of the

bent ones, which constituted the es-

sential and distinguishing feature of

the sella curulis. The illustration is

from a bas-relief, which originally

decorated the triumphal arch of Tra-
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jan, and represents the emperor in
the act of addressing his troops from

a camp-stool of the precise character
described.

4. Sella balnearis. A bath-seat ;

in which the hather sat to have warm
water poured over

him, and to be
steamed by va-

pour whilst he
remained in it,

closely enveloped
in wrappers.

Every bathing
establishment was furnished with a

sufficient number of these conve-

niences
; the Thermae of Antoninus

alone contained as many as 1 600, all

made of marble, one of which, from
the original, is exhibited by the illus-

tration. It has a very low circular

margin round the back, a flat seat,

hollow underneath, but perforated by
a horse-shoe aperture in front (whence
it is also termed sella pertusa. Cato,
R. R. 157. 11.), which served to

carry off the water thrown over the

person occupying it, or to transmit

the steam if it was used for a vapour
bath. Sidon. Ep. ii. 2. Cassiodor.

Var. Ep. 39. Paul. Dig. iii. 7.

5. Sella pertusa. Same as the pre-

ceding.
6. Sella familiar'ica. A night-stool.

Varro, R. R. i. 13. 4. Scrib. Comp. 193.

7. Sella tonsoria. A barber's chair ;

which was low, and had a narrow rest

for the back, like the example last in-

serted, and supports for the arms, not

lying in a horizontal position, but

sloping downwards from the front.

A seat of this construction was re-

commended to paralytic patients by
the Roman physicians, in conse-

quence of the assistance it aiforded in

raising the body from a sitting pos-
ture. Coal. Aurel. Tard. ii. 1.

8. Sella gestatoria, fertoria, and

portoria (8i<f>pos Kardarrfyos, Qopetov

Karda-Tfyov). A sedan chair; in

which the inmate was transported in

a sitting, instead of recumbent po-
sition, as was the case in a lectica.

(Suet. Claud. 25. Nero, 26. Vit.

16.) It was generally covered with
a roof (Tac. Ann. xv. 57.), and closed
at the sides (Juv. i. 124.), though
not always (Suet. Aug. 53. ) ; and was
more especially used for females,
whence it is also designated sella

muliebris (Suet. Otho. 6.). No repre-
sentation of this conveyance has been
discovered, but its character may be

readily imagined from the above de-

tails.

9. Sella bajulatoria. A saddle for
beasts of burden, made upon a wooden
frame covered with

leather, and of a

considerable size,

adapted for receiv-

ing the packages to

be loaded upon it.

(Orel. Aurel. Acut.
i. 11. Veg. Fefc

iii. 59. 2.) The example is from a

painting of Herculaneum, representing
a scene in the market-place ofthat city.

10. Sella equestris. A riding-saddle

(Veg. Vet. vi. 6. 4. Cod. Theodos.
8. 5. 47.), made upon a tree, with a

high pommel (fulcrum, Sidon. Ep.
iii. 30.) in front, and a cantle behind,
covered with leather, and stuffed in-

side. The genuine
Greeks and Ro-
mans either rode

upon the bare
back or upon a

pad (ephippium);
but the regular saddle is supposed to

have been invented about the middle
4 G
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of the 4th century, as an order of the

Emperor Theodosius, in the year
385, forbids persons who rode post-
horses from using saddles of more
than sixty pounds weight ; and the

example introduced is designed by
Ginzrot (Wagen und Fahrwerke, pi.

80.), from one of the troopers' saddles

on the Theodosian column. Conse-

quently, this sense of the word is to

be regarded as of late Latinity.
SELLA'RIA. A room furnished

with settles (se&e), as a reception
room. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 19. 24.

xxxvi. 24. 5.

SELLA'RIS, sc. equus. A saddle-

horse. Veg. Vet. ii. 28. 34. SELLA, 10.

2. sc. gestatio. A riding in a
sedan chair. Ccel. Aurel. Tard. i. 4.

n. 92. SELLA, 8.

SELLISTER'NIUM. A religious
feast offered to the female deities

(Val. Max. ii. 1. 2. Tac. Ann. xv.

44.), of the same nature as the LEC-
TISTERNIUM ; but with this difference,
that their statues were disposed upon
settles (settee), instead of couches

(lecti\ because the ancient women
were not accustomed to recline at

table, like the men, but sat upon the

edge of the couch, or on a seat apart,
as explained by the article and illus-

trations s. ACCUBO.
S E I/ L U L A. Diminutive of

SELLA, 8. A small or ordinary
sedan. Tac. Hist. iii. 85.

SELLULA'RII (jBefrowroi). Ar-
tisans and mechanics who work at

sedentary occupations, such as shoe-

makers, tailors, &c.
;
so termed be-

cause they sat upon a stool or settle

(sella). Liv. viii. 20. Compare Aul.
Gell. iii. 1. 3. and wood- cuts s. CAL-
CEOLARIUS and CORONARIUS.
SEMBEL'LA. A small piece of

Roman money, equal to half the

libella, or the twentieth part of a
denarius. (Varro, L. L. v. 174.) It

would belong to the silver currency ;

but probably was only a nominal di-

vision, never actually coined.

SEMICINC'TIUM. A cloth fast-

ened round the loins for the same

objects and purposes as the kilt

(cinctus), but of smaller dimensions,

or, as the name implies, not exceeding
half the width of that

object. (Isidor. Orig.
xix. 33. 1. Pet. Sal. 94.

8. Mart. xiv. 153.) In
the annexed illustration

it is worn by Daedalus
on an engraved gem ;

and a similar article is

frequently met with
in sculpture and paint-

ing on persons en-

gaged in active occupa-
tions.

SEMIMIT'RA (Ulp. Dig. 34. 2.

26.). A half mitraf same as Mi-
TELLA , where an illustration is given.
SEMIOB'OLUS (rifu6SoJ<o5). A

halfobol; a small piece of the Greek
silver coinage, of which there were
two standards, the Attic, worth about
3-25 farthings, and the ^Eginetan,
worth Id. 0-583 farthings. Fann. De
Pond. 8.

SEMIPHALA'RICA or SEMI-
FALA'RICA. (Aul. Gell. x. 25.)
A FALARICA of half the ordinary size.

SEMISPATH'A. (Veg. Mil. ii.

15. ) A SPATHA of half the usual size.

SEMIS'SIS. Half an As ; a cop-
per coin weighing six ounces (untice),

stamped with the letter S to denote

the value, and the head of Jupiter,

Juno, Pallas, &c., with the prow of a
vessel on the reverse, as in the an-

nexed example, from an original,
drawn one quarter of the actual size.

SE'MITA. Any narrow pathway
(Varro, L. L. v. 35.); as afoot-path
in the country (Liv. xliv. 43. Suet.

Nero, 48.) ;
or a narrow lane in a

town, as opposed to via, a broad
street. (Cic. Agr. ii. 35. Mart. vii.

61.) Hence the term is used specially
in the same sense as CREPIDO, the
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trottoir for foot passengers on either
(

side of the carriage road (agger).
Plaut. Trin. ii. 4. 80. Id. Cure. ii.

3. 8.

SEMUN'CIA. A half ounce

weight (Liv. xxxiv. 1.); a half ounce
measure (Columell. xii. 21. 2.); and
a small piece of money containing
the twenty-fourth part of an As.

Varro, L. L. v. 171.

2. The semuncia is also enumerated

by Cato (7?. R. x. and xi.) in a list

of farming implements and stock,

but without any context to suggest a

notion of the object intended. Some
commentators suppose it to be a

small pair of panniers of half the

usual size.

SENA'CULUM. A place in

which the senate used to meet.

Three of these are recorded in the

city of Rome, one on a site between

the Capitol and Forum, where the

temple of Concord was afterwards

built ;
a second at the Porta Capena ;

and a third near the temple of Bellona,

Varro, L. L. v. 156. Festus, s. v. Val.

Max. ii. 2. 6.

SE'NIO. The six-point on the

dice ; whence this name was given to

the throw when all sizes were turned

up, which was considered a favour-

able one, but not so good as the

Venus. Suet. Aug. 71. Pers. iii. 48.

SENTFNA (fo/rAos). The hold

or lowest part in the interior of a

ship, where the bilge water settles

(Cic. Fam. ix. 15.) ; and the bilge

water itself (Cses. B. C. iii. 28.);

whence sentinam trahere (Sen. Ep.
30. ),

" to make leakage ;

"
sentinam

exhaurire (Cic. Sen. 6.),
" to pump

out the ship."
SENTINA'CULUM. A pump,

with which the bilge water (sentina)

is worked up from the hold of a

vessel Paul. Nol. Ep. vi. 3.

SEPLASIA'RIUS. A dealer in

medicinal herbs, and in medicines

compounded from them, answering
in some respects, though not exactly,

to the chemist and druggist of the

present day. It is not easy, however,

to determine the precise branch of

trade carried on under this name ;

but from the passages cited below, it

is clear that the seplasiarius sold

herbs to veterinaries for the cure of

cattle, and also medicines ready made

up to physicians, like our dealer in

patent medicines. Veg. Vet. iv. 3.

6. Plin. xxxiv. 11. Lamprid. Elag.
30. Beckmann, History of Inventions,

vol. i. p. 328. Lond.

SEPTIZO'NIUM, and SEMP-
TEMZO'DIUM. A particular kind
of edifice, of

great magni-
ficence, con-

sisting of se-

ven stories of

columns, one
above the o-

ther, support-

ing seven dis-

tinct entabla-

tures or zones,
from which it

received the

name. It does

not appear for

what particular

purpose these structures were de-

signed ; but two such are specially
recorded in the city of Rome, one in

the Xllth Region, which existed be-

fore the time of the Emperor Titus

(Suet. Tit. 2. Ammian. xv. 6. 3.),

and the other in the Xth Region,
under the Palatine hill, and near to

the Circus Maximus, which was built

by Septimius Severus. (Spart. Sev.

19.) Three stories of this last struc-

ture remained standing during the

pontificate of Sixtus V., but were
taken down by him for the purpose
of employing the columns in building
the Vatican. These are exhibited

by the annexed wood-cut, from an en-

graving of the 16th century (Ga-
mucci, Antichita di Roma) ; and

though they form but a small portion
of the original structure in its entirety,

yet that is sufficient to convey an accu-

rate notion of the general plan upon
which such monuments were designed.

4 G 2
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SEPTUM, in a general
is applied to any enclosure surrounded

by barriers, walls, palings, hedges,
&c. ; such as a sheep-fold, homestead
for cattle, den for wild beasts, and
the like ( Cic. Virg. Varro) ; but in

the plural the name of SEPTA was

specially used to designate a number
of enclosures in the Campus Martius
within which the tribes or centuries

were collected at the Roman Comitia,
before they proceeded to vote (Ov.
Fast i. 53. Lucan. vii. 306. Cic. Att.

iv. 16.) Each of these was termed a

pen (OviLE, and wood-cut s. v.}, and
was originally partitioned off by
wooden railings ; but subsequently
the whole site was furnished with
marble fittings, and surrounded by
colonnades as well as other archi-

tectural decorations. B. Crus. ad
Suet. Aug. 43.

SEPTUN'X. Seven -twelfths of

any whole, as of an As
; a nominal

piece of money, never in actual coin-

age. Varro, L. L. v. 171.

SEPUL'CRUM. A sepulchre; a

general term for any kind of tomb in

which the corpse was buried, or the
bones and ashes deposited. (Ulp. Dig.
11. 7. 2.). Edifices of this nature
would of course vary in details,

materials, and embellishments, ac-

cording to the wealth of the pro-

prietor, and taste of the architect who

designed them. A single sepulchral
chamber, in which the remains were
deposited, comprised all that was
essentially requisite, and sufficed

alone for tombs of the ordinary de-

scription (see example, No. 2.) ; but

those of a more ostentatious charac-

ter had one or two stories built over

the burial-room, containing apart-

ments, richly decorated with paint-

ings and stucco work, which were
intended to accommodate the members
of the family when they went to per-
form religious rites or to visit the

remains of their deceased relatives,

but not to receive cinerary urns nor

coffins ; for these were deposited only
in the sepulchral chamber, the en-

trance to which was in general stu-

diously concealed, in order to secure

its contents from violation. All these

particulars are elucidated by the an-

nexed illustration, representing in

half section and elevation an ancient

sepulchre of three stories, on the Via

Asinaria, near Rome, the identical

one in which the celebrated Barbe-
rini or Portland Vase, now preserved
in the British Museum, was dis-

covered. The lowest compartment
is the sepulchral chamber, in which
the vase was deposited.

2. Sepulcrum familiare. A family

sepulchre; that is, which was con-

structed by an individual for himself

and the other members of his family
and household, including also the

freed men and women. (Ulp. Dig.
11. 7. 5.) A sepulchre of this de-

scription is recognised by the diffe-

rent deposits contained in it, as well
as by inscriptions like the following :

SlBI ET ' CONJUGI ' ET * LIBERIS '

ET * LIBERTIS ' LIBERTABUSQUE
POSTERISQUE * EORUM ' FECIT .
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and is shown by the design on the last I

column, from an interior in the

street of the tombs at Pompeii.
3. Sepulcrum commune. A common

sepulchre ; that is, which received the

remains of many different individuals

belonging to the same or to many
different families. (Cic. Off. i. 17.

Auson. Epitaph, xxxvii. 1. Inscript.)
It consisted of a chamber divided into

numerous rows of niches (columbaria),

sometimes to the amount of several

hundreds, and all regularly numbered,
in each of which a pair of cinerary

jars (ollce) could be deposited; and
it was the common practice for

the person to whom the sepulchre

belonged, to give, sell, or bequeath

by will the right of possession in

so many niches, set out by number
in the document. (Inscript.* ap.
Fabrett. 16. 71.) The illustration re-

presents the interior of a sepulchre
of this kind, which was discovered

near the Porta Pia at Rome.
SEPULTU'RA. A burying or

sepulture ; properly meaning the dis-

posal of the body or ashes in a tomb

(sepulcrum), as contradistinguished
from humatio, interment in a grave.
Plin. H. N. vii. 55. Cic. Leg. ii. 22.

SER'A. A padlock; that is, a

lock constructed to hang upon a

staple, or from the link of a chain, so

as to make a fastening upon the same

principle as is commonly adopted at

the present day. That the sera was
not a permanent fixture, but loose

and removeable, like a modern pad-

lock, is clear from many passages, in

which it is spoken of as being
"
put

on "
(apposita. Tibull. i. 8. 76. Ov.

Fast i. 266.) or " taken off" (demta.
Ov. Fast. i. 280. ; remota, Varro, L. L.
vii. 108. Non. s. Reserare, p. 41,), or

falling down from its holding (sera
sua sponte delapsa cecidit, remissceque
subito fores. Pet. Sal. xvi. 2.) ;

and
that it was employed with a chain

(catena) is expressly mentioned by
Propertius (iv. 11. 26.). When used

for fastening doors, it was linked on
to a staple, or some such contrivance,
inserted in the door-post (postis),

whence the expression, inserta posti
sera (Ov. Am. ii. 1. 28.), indicates

the door being locked ; excute poste
seram (Ib. i. 6. 2.), on the contrary,

describes the process of opening it.

The illustration represents a movable
iron lock of the character described,
which was found, with the key be-

longing to it, in a tomb at Rome ;

and the barrel of another specimen,

exactly similar in form, is now pre-
served, with its key rusted in it,

amongst the Roman antiquities of the

British Museum. The circular plate
on the left shows the cap of the

barrel, removed from its place for

illustration, with its keyhole and the

orifice through which a return of the

link-rod, now broken off, but origi-

nally bent like the right-hand side,

would enter when the lock was
closed. The example in the British

Museum has lost this adjunct alto-

gether.
SE'RIA. An earthenware vessel

chiefly employed for holding wine
and oil (Columell. xii. 18. 5. Varro,
jR. R. iii. 2. 8.), though also put to

other uses, as a jar for potted meats

(Columell. xii. 55. 4. Plaut. Capt. iv.

4. 9.), burying money (Pers. ii. 11.),

&c. We have no passages which
detail the exact form of the vessel in
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question, excepting that it had a full

bod}-, terminated by a narrow throat

(faux, Columell. xii. 55.

4.), and that itwas smaller
than the dolium, but larger
than the amphora. (Id.
xii. 28. 1.) The annexed

figure is copied from an

original in earthenware,
discovered, amongstmany
others of different shapes
and sizes, in a wine cellar

under the walls of Rome, of which a

plan and description are given at p.
141. s. CELLA, 2.

; and as it bears a
distinct outline from the well-ascer-
tained forms of the dolium and am-
phora, whilst possessing the properties
above mentioned, it is here intro-

duced as a probable example of the
model known by the name of Seria ;

the more so as the locality where it

was found fully testifies its quality
and use.

SE'RIOLA. (Pers. iv. 29. Pal-
lad, iv. 10. 9.) Diminutive of SERIA.
SERPERAS'TRUM. A sort of

splint or other contrivance fastened
to the knees of infants for the pur-
pose of keeping their legs straight,
and counteracting any tendency to

distortion (Varro, L. L. ix. 11.);
whence Cicero gives the name allu-

sively to the officers of his cohort

(Att vii. 3.), because it was their

duty to keep the army in order.

SER'RA (TrpiW). A saw; an
iron toothed instrument for cutting
wood. (Vitruv. i. 5. 7. Virg. Georg.
i. 143. Senec. Ep. 90.) The saws
of the ancients were made in the

same manner, and possessed the same
variety of forms and sizes, adapted to
the nature of the work for which
they were applied, as those now in
use. The example represents aframe-

saw, of the kind used by sawyers for

cutting timber into planks ; the blade

(lamina) is copied in detail from a

sepulchral bas-relief; and the frame
has been added through the rings at

each of its extremities, upon the

authority of a similar instrument

roughly delineated on an Etruscan
vase.

2. A saw for cutting stone, made
of iron, but without teeth, like those
still used by our stonemasons ; the

place of teeth being supplied by
emery or very fine sand, by means of
which even the hardest marbles, such
as porphyry or granite, can be cut
into slabs. Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 9.

SERRA'CUM. See SARRACUM.
SERRA'RIUS. A saw-maker

(Senec. Ep. 56.), not a sawyer
(prista); the termination in arius,

according to the usual analogy, de-

scribing the person who makes, not
the one who uses, the object to which
it is added, like calceolarius, coro-

narius, restiarius, sellarius, and many
others enumerated in the Classed In-
dex of trades. Thus Seneca (I.e.)

complains of the noise inflicted by
such tradesmen on their neighbours ;

which would scarcely be reasonable
if the mere sawing of timber were
the nuisance objected to; but the

disagreeable sounds produced by con-

stantly filing up the teeth of this in-

strument (stridor serrce turn, cum acui-

tur. Cic. Tusc. v. 40.), will be readily
admitted to be an intolerable in-

fliction.

SERR'ULA (irpi6viov). Diminu-
tive of SERRA. A small saw ; such
as employed by carpen-
ters (wood-cut s. FABRI-

CA), surgeons (Celsus,
vii. 33.), woodsmen
(Columell. Arb. vi. 4.), &c. The
illustration represents an implement
of this description, from a sepulchral
bas-relief, of the class now called

bow-saws by our mechanics.
2. Serrula manubriata. A small

saw, having the blade fastened into

a short handle (manubrium) at one
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end, instead of being set in a frame,
like the last two specimens. (Pallad.
i. 43. 2.) The example is from a

wwwsr-vw^ *"' '
**

marble bas-relief, where it appears in

the hands of Dsedalus.

SER/TA, plural ; (ffr^ara). A
festoon, or long wreath of many
flowers sewed to-

gether, and em-

ployed chiefly in

decorating altars,

temples, or the

doorways of pri-
vate houses upon
occasions of festiv-

ity ; whereas the

corolla and corona

were more parti-

cularly intended

to be worn as or-

naments for the

person ; but this distinction is not

always observed. (Plaut. As. iv. 1.

58. Virg. Mn. 1. 421. Cic. Tusc. iii.

18.) The illustration exhibits a fes-

toon of the kind described, -which is

carried by a young woman in a bas-

relief, representing a marriage fes-

tivity, to decorate the doors of the

bridal mansion ; and the last illus-

tration s. INFULATUS, p. 131., shows
the manner of suspending it over the

doorway of a house or temple.
SESTER/TIUS. A Roman coin,

worth two asses and a half, the fourth

part of a denarius, and equal in value

to a fraction more than two pence
ofour money. It

belonged origi-

nally to the sil-

ver coinage ;

but subsequent-

ly was made of the metal called auri-

chakhum, a very fine quality of brass.

(Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 2.) The ex-

ample is from an original of silver,

and of the actual size ; but speci-

mens in the latter metal are much
larger.
SEX'TANS. A copper coin of

Roman currency, weighing two ounces

(uncice\ and equal in value to the

sixth part of an As. (Varro, L.L. v.

171.) It bore the impress
of a caduccus and a strigilis,

with two balls to denote its [<
value, as exhibited by the

annexed specimen, from an

original, drawn of one-third the ac-

tual size.

SEXTA'RIUS. A Roman mea-
sure both for liquids and dry things ;

containing a sixth part of the congius,
and the fourth part of the modius.

Rhemn. Fann. DePond. 71. Hor. Sat.

i. 1. 74. Columell. ii. 9. Plin. H.N.
xviii. 35.

SEX' TULA. The smallest de-

nomination in Roman money, con-

taining the sixth part of an uncia or

ounce. Varro, L.L. v. 171. Rhemn.
Fann. De Pond. 22.

SIB'INAorSIB'YNAOngvz/rj). A
particular kind of hunting-spear

(venabulum), but of which the peculiar

properties are unknown. (Tertull.

adv. Marc. i. 1. Hesych. 5. v.) It

was, however, used as a boar spear.

(Athen. ii. 5.) Compare the illus-

trations s. VENATIO and VENATOR.
SFCA. A sort of knife or dagger

with a sharp point and curved blade

(Gloss. Philox. tityos eViKctyiTres), like

a wild boar's tusk (Plin. H. N. xviii.

1. apri dentium sicas exacuunt\ which
rendered it particularly efficacious for

stabbing and ripping up. It was the

national weapon of the Thracians

(Val. Max. iii.

2. 12.); and
was conse-

quently em-

ployed by the

gladiators, who took their name and

accoutrements from that people (Suet.

Cal. 32. Mart. iii. 16. and next

wood-cut.) But amongst the Ro-
mans it was only regarded as the

weapon of a ruffian and assassin

(Cic. Cat. ii. 10. Quint. Decl. 321.

Isidor. Orig. xviii. 6. 8.), like the

knife of the lowest Italian popu-

lation, which is formed and used
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in a similar way, to stab at the abdo-

men, and rip upwards. The example
is in the hands of a barbarian on the

column of Antoninus.

SICA'RIUS. In a general sense,

one who makes use of the curved
knife or dagger termed sica ; but as

that weapon amongst the Romans
was chiefly employed for ruffianly

purposes, the word sicarius was com-

monly used to designate a bandit,

murderer, or assassin (Cic. Rose. Am.
36. Hor. Sat. i. 4. 3.), even without

reference to the instrument by which
the murder was accomplished. Quint.
x. 1. 12.

2. A gladiator (Cic. Rose. Am. 3.

sicarios atque gladiatores} belonging
to the class

called Thra-

cians, who were
armed with the

sica, a nation-

al weapon in

Thrace, instead

of the sword

(gladius), as ex-

hibited by the

annexed figure
of a Thracian

gladiator, from the device on a terra-

cotta lamp.
SICILIC'ULA. Diminutive of

SICILIS ; the reading of some editions

of Plaut. Rud. iv. 4. 124., but of

which the correctness is very doubtful.

SICI'LIS. A spear-head, cha-

racterised by the broadness of its

point (Ennius and Festus. s. v. ),

and a partial resemblance to

the outline of the Caspian sea

(Plin. H.N. vi. 15.); both
which properties are sufficiently

apparent in the annexed figure,
from an original spear-head found
at Pompeii, to admit of its being
produced as a probable example of
the form in question. A spear-head
of exactly the same shape occurs
twice on the column of Trajan.
SICINNIS'TA ((n/ciwtcrrTis). One

who dances the sicinnium, a dance of

Satyrs, introduced in the Greek

Satyric drama (Schol. Vet. ad Aris-

toph. Nub. 540.), in which the per-

formers accompanied themselves by
their own music and singing (Aul.
Gell. xx. 3.), as in the annexed illus-

tration, from a fictile vase of Italo-

Greek workmanship, which is be-

lieved to afford a representation of
the dance in question. In the origi-
nal the open mouth and expression of

the female figure, both of which are

lost in our wood-cut from the minute
scale of the drawing, clearly indicate

that she is singing. The very pecu-
liar poses and gestures of the per-
formers are, moreover, worthy of

attention, because they express the

exact attitudes and steps of the mo-
dern Neapolitan tarantella, which may
be consequently regarded as a relic

of this old classic dance.

SICINN'IUM (fffiriww). The Si-

cinnis , a Greek Satyric dance, de-

scribed and illustrated in the pre-

ceding article. Gell. xx. 3.

SIGILLA'TUS. Ornamented
with small figures in relief (sigilla) ;

like the embossed ornaments on a
vase (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 14.), or carved
devices on a well cover. Id. Att. i.

10. PtJTEAL, 1.

SIGIL'LUM. A small statue,

figure, or image (Ov. A. Am. i. 407.) ;

embossed or affixed to vases of gold
and silver (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 22.) ; cast

in terra- cotta moulds for architectural

decorations (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 59.),

formed by the impressions of a signet

ring (Cic. Acad. iv. 26.) ;
or worked

in embroidery. Ov. Met. vi. 86.
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SIG'MA. A. semicircular dining-
couch (Mart. xiv. 87. Apul. Met. v.

p. 90. suggestumsemirotundum'), adapted
for use with a round table (orbis) ;

and so named because it resembled
one of the early forms of the Greek
letter Sigma, which was written like

our C. It was not invented until the

square dining-table (quadra) fell into

disuse, when the introduction of the

circular form necessitated a similar

change in the shape of the sofa used

with it. But it was more convenient

than the old lectus tricliniaris, because

it did not like that require the fixed

number of nine guests, but could be

arranged for smaller parties ;
for six

(Mart. ix. 60.), seven (Id. x. 48.), or

eight (Lamprid. Elag. 25.) ;
and the

order of precedence in the places

upon it ran straight on in regular

succession, from the highest to the

lowest.

2. A circular seat round the bot-

tom of the hot-water bath, on which
the bathers sat and washed them-

selves. (Sidon. Ep. ii. 2.) Also the

bath itself. Id. ib.

SIG'NIFER
(o-Tjjwato^pos).

An
ensign or standard- bearer in the Ro-
man armies (Cic. Div.

i. 35. Caes. B. G. ii.

25.) ;
a general term,

which will include all

the individual officers,

who nevertheless re-

ceived a special title

from the particular kind

of ensign they carried,

such as the Imaginifer,

Draconarius, &c., whose

ensigns were all classed

under the name of signa
militaria. The an-

nexed example, from

Trajan's Column, ex-

hibits the signifer of a

cohort, whose standard

is different from either of those men-
tioned.

SIGNI'NUM (sc. opus), Signine
work ; the name given to a particular

kind of material employed for making

floorings ; consisting of tiles broken

up into minute particles and mixed
with mortar, then beaten down into

a solid substance with the rammer.
It acquired the name from the town
of Signia (now Segni), which was
famous for its tiles, and where it was
first introduced. Columell. i. 6. 12.

Plin. H. N. xxxv. 46. Vitruv. viii.

6. 14.

SIG'NUM (ff^Ciov), In a general
sense, any mark, sign, or signal by
which something is known ; whence
the following more special applica-
tions have obtained.

1. An image or figure, whether of

metal, marble, wrought, cast, sculp-

tured, or embroidered (Cic. Verr.

ii. 4. 1. Virg. ;En. ix. 263. Ib. i.

648. Plin. Ep. i. 20. 5.) ; but strictly

used to designate the image of a deity

(Plin. Ep. ix. 39.), as contradistin-

guished from statua, an image of men.

Inscrip. ap. Grut. 174. 8. SIGNUM
MARTIS ET STATUAM SIBI POSUIT.

2. The image or device engraved
upon a seal, and the

signet or impression
made by it. (Cic. Cat.

iii. 5. Id. Quint. 6. Id.

Att. ix. 10.) The ex-

ample is from an original.
3. The sign of a shop (Quint, vi.

3. 38.) ; indicating, by some emble-
matical representation, the nature of

the business carried on inside, like

the annexed example of two men
carrying an amphora, which is exe-

cuted in terra-cotta, and forms the

sign of a wine-shop at Pompeii. A
milkman's in the same town is dis-

tinguished by the sign of a boy
milking a goat.

4 H
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4. A constellation or sign in the

heavens, formed by a group of stars

apparently representing the form of

certain animals
;
as in the annexed

illustration, from a statue of Atlas

with the heavens on his shoulders.

Ov. Fast. v. 113. Id. Met. xiii. 619.

5. Signa militaria. Military stan-

dards or ensigns, including, in reality,
the eagle (aquila*),

which was the gene-
ral ensign of the en-

tire legion, but more

commonly used with

reference to the differ-

ent standards belong-

ing to each separate i=====^==
maniple and cohort,
as distinct from the eagle. (Cic.
Cat. ii. 6. Tac. Hist. 11. 29. Id.

Ann. i. 18.) The illustration, from
a medal, shows the eagle between two
standards of cohorts ; the name of

each ensign is enumerated in the

Classed Index, and an example
given under its own denomination.

SILENTIA'RIUS. A domestic
slave whose duty it was to preserve
silence in the household, and keep
the whole establishment from making
the slightest noise in the presence of
their master ; even a cough or sneeze

being immediately checked by the

ready stroke of the rod. Salvian.

Gub. D. iv. 3. Inscript. ap. Fabrett.

p. 206. n. 54. Compare Senec. Ep.47.
2. Silentiarius sacri palatii. At a

late period of the Empire, one of

thirty officers who were persons of
some consequence at the Byzantine
court, acting under the authority of

three superiors (decuriones), and ap-

pointed for the purpose of preserving
order, silence, and decorum within

the precincts of the palace. Imp.
Anastas. Cod. 15. 62. 25. Inscript.

up. Grut. 1053. 10.

SIL/EX. Generally a common
flint or flint-stone ; but in a more

special sense a large hard stone of

volcanic formation, cut by the mason
into polygonal blocks, and then dove-

tailed accurately together, which was

extensively used in the construction

of walls (Vitruv. i. 5. 8.), and for

the paving of streets and roads (Liv.
xli. 27. xxxviii. 28.) ;

in the manner
shown by the annexed example from
a piece of Roman pavement near
Rome. It is thus frequently opposed
to lapis, a square flag-stone, and to

saxum, also used in polygonal masses,
and likewise of a volcanic formation,
but possessing properties which geo-

logists call tufa, instead of a flinty
substance.

SILICER'NIUM (wpf8inw). A
funeral feast given in honour of a

deceased person, either at the funeral

or within a few days after it (Varro,

ap. Non. 5. v. p. 48.) ; whence the

term is sometimes used in mockery,
to designate a decrepit old man.

(Terent. Ad. iv. 3. 34.) Amongst
the Romans it would appear that this

entertainment took place at the sepul-
chre itself (ad sepukrum, Varro, I.e.);

and the highly decorated chambers,
so commonly met with as appendages
to their tombs (SEPULCRUM 1. and

illustration), but never used to re-

ceive deposits, were doubtless intended

for the purpose ; while a regular
triclinium, with its couches and stand

for the table, is still to be seen within

one of the sepulchral enclosures at
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Pompeii. But amongst the Greeks
it was always given in the house of

the nearest relative to the deceased,
and immediately after the funeral.

Demosth. de Coron. p. 321. 25. Cic.

Leg. 11. 25. The annexed illustra-

tion represents the relatives of a

young Greek lady at a funeral feast

of the kind described, from a marble
bas-relief sculptured upon her tomb.
The objects in the cornice above are

merely intended to represent various
articles of the female toilette and
work-table.

SI'MA. An architectural moulding,
so termed from the character of its

outline, which resembles the
snub nose of a goat, being >

hollow in its upper surface but swell-

ing below, as exhibited by the figure
annexed. It is chiefly employed for

the crowning or uppermost member
of a cornice, being placed over the

corona, and is now termed "
sima,"

or "
cyma recta," by English archi-

tects, and "
ogee" by the workmen.

Vitruv. iii. 5. 12.

SIM'PULUM. A ladle or cup
(cyathus) with a long handle, em-

ployed at the sacrifice for taking the
wine in small quantities (Varro, L. L.
v. 124.) out of the crater or other

large vessel, in order to make liba-

tions. (Festus, s. v. Apul. Apol. p.
434. ) The right side of the following
wood-cut exhibits the implement it-

self, from an original found in a fictile

vase, which has a picture on its out-

side, representing a priestess in the
act of filling a cup with wine, taken

out of a larger vessel with the sim-

pulum, as shown by the illustration.

SIMPUV'IUM. A vessel em-
ployed at the sacrifice, supposed to
be only another name for simpulum,
which see. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 46.

Juv. vi. 343.

SIN'DON (ffwUv). A very fine

sort of linen cloth, or muslin, em-

ployed for clothing by the natives of

India, Egypt, and Asia. The same
fabric was also imported into Italy,
and used by persons of refined habits,
at least in late times, for light summer
dresses, both of the inner (indutus)
and outer apparel (amictus). Mart,
ii. 16. iv. 19. Auson. Epkem. in

Parecb. 2.

2. A wrapper for books. Mart,
xi. 1. Same as MEMBRANA, 2.

SI'NUM and -US (8?ws). A very
large, round, and deep bowl for wine

( Varro, L. L. v. 123. Id. De Vit. Pop.
Rom. ap. Non. p. 547. Plaut. Cure.

4 H 2
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i. 1. 82.), or milk (Virg. Eel vii. 33.);
like the annexed example, which re-

presents Ulysses presenting a bowl of

wine to Polyphemus, in a bas-relief

of the Villa Pamfili. The fabled size

of the Sicilian monster is thus appro-

priately expressed by the great capa-

city of the vessel containing the

potation proffered to him.

SIN'TJS (KJATTOS). Literally, any
surface bent into a semicircular or

hollow form, whence the following

expressive senses :

1. A semicircular fold in a loose

outside garment, produced by catching

up one of its sides and throwing the

end over the opposite shoulder, in

the manner described *. ANABOLIUM;
thus contradistinguished from gre-

mium, a lap formed by holding up
the lower portion of the dress, and
from ruga, a small irregular crease,

arising from the constraint of a

girdle (cingulum). The ordinary sinus

was formed immediately across the

breast, so as to make but a short

belly, thence termed sinus brevis

(Quint, xi. 3. 137.), as in the left-

hand figure of the annexed wood-cut,
from a statue at Venice

;
whence the

word is frequently used to designate
that part of the human person.
(Phsedr. v. 5. 16. Terent. Heaut. iii.

3.2. Tac. Hist. iu. 10.) But it might
be lengthened out to a much lower

sweep by dropping the right hand
and arm, and drawing the end down
with it from the shoulder, as Csesar

i is represented to have done when

j

about to fall beneath the strokes of his

J

assassins, simul sinistra manu sinum

|

ad ima crura deduxit (Suet. COBS. 82.);

!

it was then termed sinus laxus (Hor.
Sat. ii. 3. 172.), because it made a

long and loose belly, in the manner

j
represented by the part marked 2. on
the right-hand figure, from a statue

of the Villa Pamfili. In the late

j

fashion of adjusting the toga, a double

I

sinus was formed, a short one drawn
from under the right arm to the top
of the left shoulder (Quint, xi. 3.

102.), as shown by the right-hand

figure, at the part marked 4, and the

loose one lower down, marked 2.

Both sexes were accustomed to ad-

just their outer drapery in this style,
and the hollow thus created served

as a convenient receptacle for carry-

ing about their persons any object
which they wished to keep concealed,
such as a letter, purse, &c. Cic.

Verr. ii. 5. 57. Ov. Am. i. 10. 18.

2. The purse of a fishing and

hunting net. Plaut. True. i. 1. 15.

Grat. Cyneg. 29.

3. The bosom of a sail when filled

by the wind. Virg. Ov. Tibull.

4. A bay or gulf on a coast, formed

by the retiring of the land into a
semicircular recess. Cic. Virg. Plin.

5. The curved or hollow part of

the sharp edge in a vine-dresser's

bill-hook (Columell. iv. 25. 1.), which

resembles in form a bay of the sea,

as exhibited by the annexed example
from au ancient MS. of Columella.

I
6. A large full-bodied vessel for

wine or milk. See SINUM.
SIPA'RIUM. A folding-screen,

employed at the theatre, and con-

sisting of several leaves, which could

be opened out or folded together

(Apul. Met. i. p. 7. siparium compli-
cate. Id. x. p. 232., complicitis sipa-

riis) like a modern screen. Some

antiquaries think that the siparium
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was the drop-scene used only in

comedy, and the aulceum only in

tragedy. But Apuleius speaks of

both as used together; while his

language implies that the aulceum was
let down (subductuni) under the stage
when the play commenced, and the

siparium folded up (complicatum) at

the same moment. He represents
this as taking place upon the pre-
sentation of a pantomimic ballet, de-

scriptive of the judgment of Paris ;

and as it is known that in some of

the large theatres of the Macedonian

era, the part of the orchestra situated

between the front of the regular

stage (proscenium} and the altar of

Bacchus (thymele} was converted into

a lower stage, upon which the mimes
and dancers performed (Muller, Hist,

of Greek Literature, vol. i. p. 299.),
it may be fairly inferred that the

siparium was intended to conceal this

lower stage ;
and that it was folded

up to reveal the dancers upon it, at

the moment when the aulceum was let

down to show the scenery upon the

regular stage.
SI'PHO (aiqxav}. A pipe or tube

through which water is made to rise

by its own pressure, or by artificial

means, into a jet d'eau. (Senec.
Q. N. ii. 16. Plin. H. N. ii. 66.)
The illustration represents a fountain
in the fulling establishment at Pom-
peii ;

the tubes still remain projecting
from each of the square reservoirs,
but the water has been added in the

drawing, to show the manner in

which it played from them, and fell

in an united stream into the labrum,
or central basin.

2. A siphon, or pipe, by which li-

quids are drawn out of casks (Cic. j

Fin. ii. 8. Pollux, vi. 2. x. 20.), in
the same manner as practised at the

present day. The invention is of

very great antiquity, and of Egyptian
origin, for the name of the instrument

is traced back to the Egyptian root
"

sif," to imbibe (Wilkinson, Manners
and Customs of Ancient Egypt., iii.

p. 341.), and is represented in the
annexed engraving from a painting
at Thebes. The right-hand figure

pours the liquid into three vases

placed on the top of a high stand,
while the one on the opposite side

draws it off by three separate siphons
into a larger vessel below. One of
the siphons is applied to his mouth in

the act of exhausting the air, and the

liquid is already flowing through the

other two, which are held in his right
hand.

3. A double-actioned forcing-pump,
used also as a fire-engine. ( Plin. Ep.
x. 35. Isidor. Orig. xx. 6. Ulp.

Dig. 32. 7. 12.) A machine of this

kind, discovered in the last century
at Castrum Novum, near Civita

Vecchia, and supposed to have been
used for pumping up the water into

the public baths of that town, is ex-
hibited on the following page. It

is constructed upon the same principle
as the Ctesibica machina, described

by Vitruvius (x. 7.), but is more
simple in its parts ; and, since it

agrees in all respects with the di-

rections given by Hero (de Spirit, p.

180.), who was a pupil of Ctesibius,
we can have no hesitation in receiving
it as a model of the original pump
invented by Ctesibius with the im-
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provements effected by his pupil.
The parts of which it is composed,

and their technical names, are as fol-

lows: A A (Svo 7ry|f8es, modioli ge-

melli\ two cylinders, in which the

suckers, B (l^ugoAot, emboli), and

pistons, c (Kav6via, regulce), work

alternately up and down
; D, a hori-

zontal tube (ff<t)\tiv~) communicating
with and connecting the two cylin-

ders, and into the centre of which
another upright tube, E, (erepov <Tu>\t]v

opOios) is inserted. FFFF. on the

section below, four self-acting valves

(aa-ffdpia, asses'), two of which are

affixed to the bottom of the two

cylinders, and the others to the neck
of the upright tube, one on each
side of it. The pump was placed, in

the same position as shown by the

engraving, over the reservoir, with
the lower ends of the two cylinders
(FF) immersed in the water. The
action was precisely similar to that

described under the article CTESIBICA
MACHINA. The two pistons work
simultaneously, but inversely, the
one up and the other down. As one
rises, the valve at the bottom of the

cylinder opens, and allows the water
to be drawn in through the aperture
thus created, while the one which

descends in the other cylinder closes

its own valve, and thus forces the

water contained in it into the hori-

zontal tube, forcing open the neck
valve at its own side, and closing the

other one ;
so that the water, having

the communication with the opposite

cylinder shut off, is driven into the

upright tube (E), and forced out of it,

with a continuous stream, through a

pipe or a hose, fastened on to its

upper end ;
which is not shown in

the engraving, because the top was
in a mutilated state when discovered.

The adaptation of such a contrivance

for fire engines will be readily under-

stood ; it, in fact, proceeds upon the

same principle as that employed in

the construction of such machines

amongst ourselves.

SIPHONA'RIL Firemen; or, as

the French language more closely
renders the term, pompiers, who
worked the engines (siphones) kept
for extinguishing conflagrations.

They formed part of the cohort of

watchmen (vigiles) established by
Augustus. Inscript. ap. Mur. 788. 3.

SIPHUN'CULUS. Diminutive of

SIPHO. A small pipe or tube through
which water is discharged to form a

jet d'eau. Plin. Ep. v. 6. 23. and
illustration s. SIPHO, 1.

SIR' PEA. See SCIRPEA.

SIRPIC'ULA. See SCIRPICULUS.

SISTRA'TUS. One who carries

the Egyptian rattle (sistrum') ; thence,

by implication, a

priest or a priestess
of Isis, who made
use of that instru-

ment in their re-

ligious ceremonies,

holding it up and

shaking it with the

right hand, in the

manner exhibited

by the annexed fi-

gure from a Pom-
peian painting, in

which various classes of the Egyptian
priesthood are represented. Mart,

xii. 29.
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SIS'TRUM (o-elb-Tpoj/).
A sort of

rattle, used by the Egyptians in the

religious ceremo-

nies of Isis (Ov.
A. Am. in. 635.

Met. ix. 783.). and
in war instead of

the trumpet. (Virg.
JEn. viii. 696.

Prop. iii. 11. 43.)
It consisted of a

number of metal
rods (virgulce) in-

serted into a thin

oval frame (la-
minam angustam in

modum baltei recur-

vatam) of the same material (Apul.
Met. xi. p. 240.); to this a short

handle was attached, by which it was
held up and rapidly shaken, so as to

make the rods give out a sharp and

rattling noise. The example is from
an original of bronze.

S I T E L' L A. Diminutive of

SITULA. A vessel with a full belly
and narrow throat, em-

ployed at the Roman
Comitia for the pur-

pose of drawing by lot

the names of the tribes

or centuries, in order to fix the ro-

tation in which they were to vote.

The lots (series'), made of wood, were

dropped into this vessel, which was
filled with water, so that when shaken

only one of them could present itself

at a time, in consequence of the nar-

rowness of the throat, through which
it had to be drawn out. (Plaut. Cas.

ii. 4. 17. Ib. ii. 5. 34. Liv. xxv. 3.)

The example is copied from the de-

vice upon a coin of the Cassian gens.
SIT'ICEN (Tv^av^s). A mu-

sician who performed at funerals,

upon a particular kind of straight
horn {tuba) (Capito. ap. Gell. xx. 2.),

the characteristics of which are not,

however, explained.
SIT'ULA. A bucket for drawing

water out of a well (Isidor. Orig. xx.

15. Plaut. Amph. ii. 2. 47. Paul.

Dig. 18. 1. 40.); made with a pointed

the British

wood-cut s.

bottom, to facilitate immersion, as

shown by the annexed example from
an original of bronze.

The same outline is

constantly observed in

the ancient representa-
tions of wells with a

windlass and bucket
;

in a fragment of fresco-

painting preserved in

Museum, and in the

GIRGILLUS.
2. A vessel used for drawing lots.

(Plaut. Cas. ii. 6. 6. Cic. Verr. ii.

2. 51.) Same as SITELLA.
SIT'ULUS. (Cato, R. R. x. 2.

Vitruv. x. 4. 4.) Same as SITULA.
SOCCA'TUS. Wearing the shoe

or slipper termed soccus. Sen. Ben.
ii. 12.

SOC'CIFER. (Sidon. Carm. ix.

215.) Same as the preceding.
SOC'CULUS. (Sen. Ben. ii. 12.

Suet. Vit. 2.) Diminutive of

SOC'CUS. A loose slipper, or
shoe without any tie to it, but which

completely cover-

ed the foot, so

that a person

wearing it is said

to be soccis indutus (Cic. Or. iii. 32.
),

or soccis calceatus. (Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 4. 13.) Amongst the
Greeks it was commonly worn by
both sexes (Cic. Rab. Post. 10.

Terent. Heaut. i. 1. 72.) ; but at

Rome its use was strictly confined to
females (soccus muliebris, Suet. Cal.

52.), and to actors on the comic

stage, in order to form a contrast
with the high-soled boot (cothurnus)
of the tragic drama (Hor. A. P. 80.
Ov. Pont. iv. 16. 29. Quint, x, 2.

22.) ; so that whenever an instance
occurs of the soccus being worn by a
Roman off the stage, it is recorded as
a singularly anti-national affectation,
and reprobated accordingly. (Sen.
/. c. Suet. /. c. Plin. H. N. xxxvii.

6.) The example here introduced is

worn by a comic dancer in an ancient

painting.
SOLA'RIUM (ffKiMwov). A sun-
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dial ; a general term, including many
different kinds and forms of the same

instrument, with distinct and appro-

priate names, enumerated in the

Classed Index, and described, each

one under its own special denomina-
tion. Varro, L. L. vi. 4. Plin. H. N.
vii, 60.

2. Solarium ex aqua. A water-glass,
which performed the uses of a clock

;

showing the hours by the decrease of

water contained in it, against a cer-

tain number of spaces (spatia, Sidon.

Apoll. Ep. ii. 9.) partitioned off on

the body of the vessel from which it

escaped, or of the one into which it

distilled. (Cic. N. D. ii. 34.) In this

passage Cicero uses the term solarium

both for a sun-dial and for a water-

clock ; but distinguishes them by
calling the former solarium descriptum,
the latter solarium ex aqua.

3. (^Aiao-TT/ptoi/). A terrace on the

top of a house built with a flat roof,

or over a porch, surrounded by a

parapet wall, but open to the sky, to

which the inhabitants retired to en-

joy the sunshine and fresh breezes in

fair weather, as is still a common

practice at Naples and in the East.

(Isidor. Orig. xv. 3. 12. Suet. Nero,
16. Plaut. Mil ii. 4. 25.) A terrace

of this kind was discovered on the

second story of a house excavated at

Herculaneum, of which a description
is given at p. 251. and a plan of the

same, on which it is marked G. Sub-

sequently, however, the solarium was
covered with a roof (Inscript. ap. Fa-

brett. p. 724. n. 443.) as a protection

against the sun, and formed, in fact, the

upper story of a house, open to the air

on all sides, except the top, as in

the example, representing Dido's pa-

lace, from the Vatican Virgil. When
thus constructed it was employed in

hot weather as a ccenaculum, or re-

freshment room. Inscript. /. c.

SOLDU'RII (eiJxA/*a?oO. Pro-

perly a Gallic word, employed by the

ancient Gauls (Caes. B. G. iii. 22.) in

a sense somewhat similar to our

vassals or retainers, thereby intending
to designate a body of men attached

to some chieftain, whom they served

with the utmost fidelity and devotion.

SOL'EA. A sort of clog or sandal,

of the simplest form ; consisting of a

mere sole underneath
the foot (Festus, s. v.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 34.

11. Aul. Gell. xiii.

21.), bound on by a strap across the

instep, like the annexed example
from a Pompeian painting, and the

clogs now used by the Capuchin
friars. It was worn by both sexes

indiscriminately. Ov. A. Am. ii.

212. Hor. Ep. i. 13. 15. Plaut.

True. ii. 4. 12.

2. Solea spartea. A shoe or boot

made of the Spanish broom, for the

purpose of protecting
the feet of cattle and
beasts of burden,
when tender or dis-

eased. (Columell.
vi. 12. 3. Veg. Vet. i. 26. 3. ii. 45.

3.) The example annexed is not

from an ancient original, but shows a

contrivance of the same kind now
used by the inhabitants of Japan,

consisting of a small basket, made to

the shape of the animal's foot, on to

which it is bound by a strap round

the fetlock.

3. Solea ferrea. A protection for

the feet of mules (Catull. xvii. 26.)

employed in draught ;
intended to

answer the same object as the modern

horse-shoe, though differing materi-

ally in its quality and manner of

fixing ; for the concurrent testimony
of antiquity, both written, sculptured,
and painted, bears undeniable evi-
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dence to the fact that neither the

Greeks nor the Romans were in the

habit of shoeing their animals by
nailing a piece of iron on to the hoof
as we now do. The contrivance

they employed was probably a sock

made of leather or some such mate-

rial, and similar in form and general
character to the solea spartea last

described
; being passed under and

over the foot, and bound round the

pastern joint and shanks of the ani-

mal by thongs of leather, like the

carbatince of the peasantry. This

sock was not permanently worn, but

was put on by the driver during the

journey in places or upon occasions

when the state of the roads required,
and taken off again when no longer

necessary. Both the nature of the

contrivance, showing that it was a

close shoe covering the entire foot,

and the practice of putting it on

and removing it occasionally is suffi-

ciently testified by the particular
terms employed to designate the ob-

ject itself and the manner of applying
it mulas calceare (Suet. Vesp. 23.) ;

mulis soleas induere (Plin, H. N.
xxxiii. 49.) as will be understood

by referring to the articles CALCEUS
and INDUTUS. When the underneath

part of the sock was strengthened by
a plate of iron, it was termed solea

ferrea ; but under the extravagant
habits of the empire, silver plates
were sometimes used instead of iron,

when it was called solea argentea

( Suet. Nero, 30. ) ; and sometimes

gold, solea ex auro. (Plin. /. c.) It

is consequently an iron plate of this

kind which Catullus speaks of (Z. c.)

as being left in the mud, by getting
detached from the sock under which
it was fastened ; and not one nailed on

to the hoof, like a modern horse-shoe.

4. Solea lignea. A sort of wooden

clog or fetter, into which the feet of

criminals were inserted, to prevent
them from escaping while being con-

ducted to prison. Cic. Inv. ii. 50.

5. An instrument, or a machine

employed for bruising olives to make

oil (Columell. xii. 52. 6.); the nature
of which is entirely unknown.
SOLEA'RIUS. One who makes

solece. Plaut. Aul. iii. 5. 40.

SOLEA'TUS. Wearing solece, as

shown by the wood-cut s. SOLEA, 1.

When the word is used with reference
to the Romans, it is indicative of a

person being in-doors, or in dis-

habille ;
as these articles were con-

sidered unbecoming for out-door use,
and to betoken affected manners or
a foreign style of dress. Senec. Ira.

iii. 18. Castric. ap. Gell. xiii. 21.

Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 33. Pis. 6.

SOLIFER'RETJM or SOLLI-
FER'REUM. A sort of javelin
made of solid iron, both head and shaft.

Liv. xxxiv. 14. Festus, s. Sollo.

SOLITAURFLIA. See SUOVE-
TAURILIA.
SOL'IUM (V*)- In the origi-

nal and strict meaning, a square
high-backed chair,
with closed sides for

arms, as if cut out

from a block of solid

wood, which was

employed in early
times for the king
to sit in, that his per-
son might have some

protection againstany
sudden or secret violence from be-

hind. (Serv. ad Virg. jEn. i. 506.)
The example, which agrees exactly
with the above description of Servius,

represents the chair used by Latinus
in the Vatican Virgil.

2. A chair of state, like our throne,

upon which the gods, kings, and

great rulers

sat. (Virg.
JEn. x. 116.

Cic. Fin.

ii. 21. Ov.
Fast. vi.

353.) It

differs from
an ordinary
chair (ca-

thedra), in

being made of more valuable mate-
4 i
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rials and costly workmanship. In

works of art it is mostly represented
with a back, arms, and cushions, fre-

quently covered with rich drapery;
but always with a foot-stool in front

(scabellum, scamnum) to indicate its

height. The example shows the

solium of Venus in a painting of

Pompeii.
3. A large arm-chair, in which the

Roman lawyers used to sit and re-

ceive the clients, who came to con-

sult them (Cic. Leg. i. 3. Id. Or. ii.

55.) ; whence the expression, a sub-

selliis in otium soliumque se conferre

(Id. Or. ii. 33.), means to retire from
court to chamber practice ; that is,

from active pleading in court, where
the advocates sat upon benches (sub-

sellia), to the comparative leisure of

attending consultations in an arm-
chair (solium) at home.

4. Solium eburneum. An ivory
chair (Claud. Laud. Stil. 199.) ;

meaning thereby the curule seat,

which was decorated with ivory ;

only a pompous expression for SELLA
CURULIS.

5. A receptacle for the dead body,
like what we now call a sarcophagus,
that is, of an imposing character,

made of valuable marbles (Suet. Nero,
50.), and enriched by sculpture ; es-

pecially used as a deposit for kings
and great personages (Curt. x. 10.

Flor. iv. 11. 11.), of which the an-
nexed illustration affords a remark-
able specimen, from an original in
which the body of L. C. Scipio Bar-
batus was deposited.

6. The seat at the bottom of a
circular warm-water bath, on which
the bather sat and washed himself
(Suet. Aug. 82. Festus, s. v.), usually

made of the same substance as the

bath itself (Pallad. i. 41.), but some-
times of wood (Suet. I. c.), and even
of silver. (Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 54.)
See the illustration s. BAPTISTERIUM,
at the bottom of which a similar seat

is exhibited. But in some of the

above passages, as well as others

(Celsus, vii. 26. 5. Sidon. Apoll. Ep.
ii. 2., solii capacis hemicycliuni), the

word is used for the bath itself.

SPAR/SIO. An artificial sprink-

ling, or mist (nimbus, Mart. Sped. 3.

Id. v. 25.) of scented waters, made to

fall over the interior of a theatre or

amphitheatre by means of pipes and

machinery. (Senec. Controv. v.

Prcef. Id. Ep. 90. Q. N. ii. 9.)

This treat was not an ordinary oc-

currence, but given occasionally by
the munificence of some individual;
and consequently it was customary to

announce it by an advertisement (al-

bum) posted in prominent parts of the

city, such as the following found at

Pompeii. VENATIO ATHLETE
SPARSIONES * VELA ERUNT. That

is,
" There will be a hunt of wild

beasts, an exhibition of athletic con-

tests, a discharge of perfumed waters,

and an awning over the spectators."
2. A scattering of presents to be

scrambled for by the people (Stat.

Sylv. i. 6. 65. Compare Suet. Cal. i. 8.

Dam. 4.) ; same as MISSILIA.

S P A R/ T E A. See SOLEA, 2.

SPAR'UM or -US. A weapon,

properly speaking, peculiar to

the agricultural population

(agrestis sparus, Virg. JEn.

xi. 682. ; telum rusticum,
Serv. ad /.), which had a

wooden shaft (hastile, Nepos,

Epam. 9. ), and an iron head
with a curved blade attached

to it (in modum pedi recurvum,
Serv. /. c.), but also ending in

a sharp point, to fit it for

being discharged as a missile

(Nepos, /. c. Sisenn. ap. Non.
*. v. p. 555.) It was used in

hunting (Varro, ap. Non.
/. c.) ; and sometimes in war-
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fare ; but in that case it is not to be

regarded as a regular weapon ; only
such as might be adopted by rude
levies of the peasantry, or in sudden

risings, where every man arms him-
self as he best can. (Sail. B. Cat

59.) The annexed figure is copied
from a bas-relief in the collection at

Ince-Blundell, where it is used at a

hunt : and as the very peculiar form
of its head agrees so characteristically
with the description collected from
the various incidental passages cited

above, it does not appear that any
doubts can be entertained respecting
the name and quality of the object it

was intended to represent.
SPATH'A (ffirde-n). A batten; a

fiat wooden instrument used in

weaving, for the purpose of driving
home the threads of the woof or tram

(subtemen, trama) so as to knit the

whole closely and compactly together
(Senec. Ep, 90.); probably similar

to the instrument still employed for

the same object in Iceland, where the

manner of weaving is extremely
primitive, and which is represented

by the figure annexed.

2. A broad and flat wooden spatula,

employed for stirring, mashing, and

mixing medicines or other ingre-
dients. Columell. xii. 41. 3. Plin.

H. N. xxxiv. 26. Celsus, vii. 12.

3. A large, broad, and long, two-

edged sword, with a sharp acuminated

point (Veg. Mil. ii. 15. Tac. Ann.
xii. 35. Apul. Met. i. p. 3.)-, as

shown by the annexed example from
the sarcophagus of Alexander Se-

verus. In length it reaches from the

ground to the top of the wearer's hip.
4. A wooden implement employed

by surgeons in replacing a dislocated

shoulder. Celsus, viii. 15.

SPATHAL'IUM (mra^Atoi/). An

ornament worn by women round the

wrist (Plin. H. N. xiii. 52.

Tertull. Cult. fcem. 13.) ;

which is supposed to have
had small bells attached as

pendants to it, as in the

example, from an original
discovered in a Roman
sepulchre ;

and to have received its

name from the resemblance it bore to

a branch of the palm-tree with its

pendant capsule (spathd) containing
the flower and fruit.

SPECIL'LUM
(rfXri).

A sur-

geon's probe, for sounding wounds,
and other purposes. (Cic. N. D. iii.

22. Celsus, vii. 8. Id. vi. 9.) The
example is from an original of iron,
six inches long, which was found in

the house of a surgeon at Pompeii.
SPEC'ULA (ffKOTTld, (TKOTTTJ). A

watch-tower, on which guards were

regularly stationed to keep a look-out

and transmit signals. (Varro, L. L.
vi. 82. Liv. xxii. 19. Cic. Fam.
iv. 3. Id. Verr. ii. 5. 35.) The illus-

tration represents a coast view, from

a painting of Pompeii, with five

watch-towers situated upon as many
eminences, very similar to those with
which the Italian coasts of the Medi-
terranean are now furnished.

SPECULA'RIA. Window panes ;

made of thin plates of talc (lapis

specularis) ; a transparent substance,
which the ancients employed for the
above purpose, before the invention
of glass, both as a closing over the

aperture of a window (Senec. Ep.
90. Ib. 86. Q. N. iv. 13 ), and
for covering conservatories, garden

4 i 2
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frames, &c. Plin. H. N. xix. 23. i

Columell. xi. 3. 52.

SPECULA'TORES. Lookers-out;
\

a term applied generally to any per-
sons who acted the part of scouts or

spies (Liv. xxii. 33. Sail. Jug. 114.);
but specially to a small number of

men attached to each Roman legion

(Tac. Hist. i. 25. Hirt. B. Hisp.
13. Inscript. ap. Grut. 520. 5. Ap-
pian. B. C. v. 132.), whose duty it

was to collect information respecting
the numbers and motions of the

enemy, and to act as aides-de-camp to

the general in transmitting his orders

to the different divisions of the army.
Hirt. B. Afr. 31.

2. Under the Empire, the name was

given to a select body of men retained

for the service of

the prince's person,
as a sort of detec-

tive force and body
guard. (Tac.Hist.i.
24. Ib. ii. 11. Suet.

Cat. 44. Claud. 35.)

They were armed
with a lance (lancea,

Suet. I.e. Id. Galb.

18.) ; and are fre-

quently represented
on the columns of

Trajan and Antoni-
nus in attendance upon the emperor,
or keeping guard before his tent, in

the manner shown by the example
annexed.

SPEC'ULUM
rpov). A mirror ;

originally made of

white metal, formed

by the admixture
of copper and tin

(Plin. H.JV.xxxiii.

I.e. Plaut. Most. i. 3. 111.), which is

less brittle ; the surface being kept

bright by the use of pounded pumice-
stone and a sponge, usually fastened

to the frame by a short string. Glass

was also employed at a later period
for the mirror. The annexed wood-
cut represents two originals of silver,

both found at Pompeii, one of a cir-

cular shape, the most usual one, with
a short handle for holding it up, when
used, in the manner exhibited by the

female figure, from a painting in the

same city; the other, of an oblong
square form, intended to be held by
one slave before her mistress, whilst

others adjusted the toilette, as is

often represented on Greek vases and
other works of art; but the ancient

dressing-mirror was never made in a

frame to stand upon the table, as a

piece of furniture, like the modern
ones.

2. A looking-glass (Plin. H. N,
xxxvi. 66.), covered at the back with
tin and lead (Beckman, History of
Inventions, vol. ii. pp. 69 76.), and

employed as a piece of ornamental

furniture, like our pier-glass, con-

sisting of a mirror as tall as the hu-

man body (Senec. Q. N. i. 17.),

sometimes permanently fixed to the

wall (Ulp. Dig. 34. 2. 19. 8.), at

others arranged in such a manner
that it could be drawn up and down
to different levels, like a sash. Vi-

truv. ix. 8. 2.

S P E C' U S (o-Tre'os). Literally, a

cave or cavern; whence transferred

to the dark, covered channel which
forms the water-way in an aqueduct

45.), but afterwards of silver (Plin. (Front. Aq. 17. 21. 91. Vitruv. viii.
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7.), as shown by the part marked A
in the illustration, representing a

portion of the Alexandrine duct now
existing at Rome. It was sometimes
tunnelled through a hill, at others

raised upon one or more tiers of

arches, accordingly as the level of

the source, or the undulating nature

of the country required ; and in some
cases two, and even three, of these

channels were carried, one above the

other, over the same file of arches.

SPELERISTE'RIUM Jaipur-
rflpiov'). An apartment for playing
the game at ball, attached to the

Gymnasia, Thermce, and other places
of public resort, as well as to the

private mansions of wealthy people ;

and as the players at this game were

usually stripped, it was frequently
warmed by flues from a furnace

(hypocausis) underneath the floor.

Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 12. Id. v. 6. 27.

Suet. Vesp. 20. Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 30.

SPH^ROMACH'IA (<r<j>aipo-

juox^a). A match at the game of

ball. Senec. Ep. 80. Stat. Sylv. iv.

Prof.
SPFCA TESTACEA. An ob-

long brick, employed by the Romans
for making floorings (Vitruv. vii. 1.

5.) ; so termed because each one was

arranged in such a manner as to

imitate the setting of the grains in an
ear of corn (spica), as shown by the

example, from an ancient flooring in

the Thermae of Titus. A pattern of

this description was termed spicata tes-

tacea (Vitruv. vii. 1. 4. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 62.), which answers to our

expression herring-boned; for we, as

well as the modern Italians, who call

it a spina di pesce, deduce the resem-
blance from the set of the bones in a

fish's back.

SPI'CULUM (\dyxn). The barbed
head of an arrow or spear (Ov. Met.
viii. 375. Hor. Od. i. 15. 17. Celsus,
vii. 5. 2. Ammian. xxv. 1. 13.)
which presents several jagged
points like those in an ear of
corn (spica), as exemplified by
the annexed example from the
arch of Constantine. Hence
the Latin and the Greek words
are frequently used in the plural to

include the point with its barbs.

2. In later times synonymous with
PILUM. Veg. Mil ii. 15.

3. ((raupocrfy), ovpiaxos, arvpa^).
The point attached to the butt-end of

a lance or a spear (Gloss. Vet. ap.

Alstorp. de Hast. p. 68.), which
served for fixing it upright in the

ground (Virg. ^n. xii. 130.), or

might be used offensively, if the

regular point (cuspis) got damaged or

broken off. (Polyb. vi. 25.) We
have no express authority, beyond
that of the glossary cited, for this

usage of the term in Latin ; but the
Greek names are thoroughly authen-

tic, as well as the object itself, which
is represented at large by the top
figure in the annexed wood-cut, from
a fictile vase

; while the lower one
shows the spear complete, with its

regular head on the left end, and

pointed butt on the right. In early
times the Roman lance had no ad-

junct of this kind ; but they adopted
it after coming in contact with the
Greeks (Polyb. I. c.); which may
perhaps account for the circumstance
of there not being any distinct term
in the Latin language to designate it.

SPFNA. The barrier of a race-

course (Cassiodor. Var. Ep. iii. 51.

Schol. Vet. ad Juv. Sat. vi. 588.) ; a

long low wall extending lengthwise
down the centre of the circus for

about two-thirds of its length, and
which received the present name
from the similarity of its position to
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the spine or dorsal bone in animals.

The object of it was to determine the

length of the course, and hinder the

chariots from coming into collision

front to front, as they had to run

seven times round it at each race.

The goals (metce\ round which they

turned, were situated at a small dis-

tance from each of its ends ; and the

whole length of the wall was deco-

rated with various objects on its top ;

an obelisk in the centre, statues of

the deities, an altar, and columns on
which the eggs (ova curriculoruni)

and dolphins (delphinorum columnce),
intended to announce to the spectators
the number of courses ran, were put

up. The whole of these objects are

exhibited in the illustration from an

engraved gem, which represents an
elevation of the spina, with one side

of the course and the racing chariots

in it. The position it occupied in

the general building, and relative

length in regard to it, will be seen by
referring to the ground-plan of the

circus of Caracalla (p. 165), on
which it is marked B.

SPIN'THER (<r$>i7KTfy). A par-
ticular kind of bracelet, worn by
females on the left

arm (Festus, s. u.) ;

made of gold (Plaut,
Men. iii. 3. 7.), and
without any clasp ;

but retaining its place
on the arm of the
wearer by the natural elasticity of its

own pressure. From this peculiarity
the name arose, in allusion to the ac-
tion of the sphincter muscle, which

naturally remains in a state of con-
traction. The illustration is from an

original of gold, which possesses all

the elastic property described.

SPI'RA (o-TreTpa). A circular

body forming a succession of twists

or coils ; whence the following

special applications.
1. A coil of ropes. Pacuvius up.

Fest. s. v.

2. An ornament worn by women,
which appears to have been a sort of

wreath with many pendants to it,

twined and interlaced round the head,

like the coils and heads of the ser-

pents commonly represented on the

edge of Minerva's cegis, and on the

head of Medusa. Plin. H. N. ix. 58.

Compare Val. Flacc. vi. 396.

3. The string or tie with which
the bonnet (galerus} of the Salian

priests was fastened under

the chin, as exhibited by
the annexed wood-cut,

from a marble bas-relief

of Roman sculpture. Juv.

viii. 208.

4. A particular kind of biscuit or

pastry, made in a spiral form. Cato,
R. E. 77.

5. The base of a column (Festus,
s. v. Vitruv. iii. 5. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 56.), which rests upon the

plinth (plinihus\ or upon a continued

basement (podium) instead of a plinth.

In its simplest form it consists of a

single torus surmounted by an astra-

gal, as in the Tuscan and Roman
Doric orders ; or of an upper and
lower torus, divided by a scotia and
fillets (quadra), and with or without

the astragal, as in the annexed ex-

ample, representing a very beautiful

and simple specimen, now known as

the "Attic base," in which form it

was applied to the Ionic and Co-

rinthian orders. The Greek Doric

had no spira.
S P I' R U L A. Diminutive of
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SPIRA, 5. (Serv. ad Virg. Mn. ii.

217.) ; of SPIRA, 4. (Arnob. ii. 73).
SPLENIA'TUS. Covered with

patches of sticking-plaster (splenium).
Mart. x. 22.

SPLE'NIUM (enrA^wov). An ad-

hesive plaster, spread upon white

linen or leather (Plin. Ep. vi. 22.

Ov. A. Am. iii. 202.), and worn in

patches upon the face to conceal any
defect, sore, or scar (Mart. ii. 29. 10.

Id. viii. 33. ), like our sticking-plaster.
SPOLIA'RIUM. An undressing

room, in which the arms and clothing
were stripped from the gladiators
who were slain in combat (Senec.

Ep. 93. Lamprid. Commod. 18. and
19. Inscript. ap. Grut. 489. 12.);
whence the term is also applied gene-

rally to any place in which a person
is plundered or murdered. Senec.

Prov. 3.

2. An undressing room in a set of

baths (Gloss. Isidor.) ;
same as APO-

DYTERITJM ; but this usage of the

word rests upon no other authority
than the one cited.

SPON'DA (evrjAaroi'). Any one
of the four bars in the frame of a

sofa, or a bedstead (lectus*), to which
the cords supporting the mattress

(torus) are affixed (Pet. Sat. 97. 4.

Ov. Met. viii. 656), as exhibited by
the above example from the device

on a terra-cotta lamp. But when the

sides and a backboard (pluteus), as in

the annexed example from a Roman
bas-relief, the open rail or front, at

which the occupant got into it, was
termed sponda more expressly (Mart,
iii. 91. Hor. Epod. iii. 22.), and
the part against the back sponda
interior. Isidor. Orig. xx. 11. 5.

Suet. Cess. 49.

2. A couch or bier upon which
the dead were carried out. Mart.

x. 5. 9.

SPONDAU'LES (<nrov$ai\vs). A
musician who played an accompani-
ment upon a pair of long pipes (tibia

longa) (Marius Victorin. 1. 2478.

bedstead or sofa was furnished with

Diomed. iii. 472.) to the hymns
which were sung at the sacrifice

during libation, as shown by the an-

nexed illustration from the column
of Trajan. The minister (camillus)
stands in front of the altar with the

incense box (acerra, hence libare

acerra), the spondaules with a pair
of pipes behind him, and Trajan
with a patera on the right side, the

left of the group in the original com-

position being occupied by the popa
and the victim.

SPON'SA, SPON'SUS. A be-

trothed couple; but not yet married.

Amongst the Romans young per-
sons were frequently betrothed to

each other long before the marriage
was intended to take place ; and the

act was performed in presence of the

relatives and friends of both parties,

when the marriage contract (spon-

salia) was signed by the affianced

pair, who then mutually joined hands,
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and pledged themselves to one an-

other ;
the man putting a ring on the

finger of his betrothed as a token of

fidelity. The act is represented by
the annexed wood-cut from a Roman

bas-relief. The woman was termed

sperata, during courtship; pacta,

when the lover had made his pro-

posals, and been accepted by the girl

and her father; sponsa, when they
had mutually pledged their faith;

and nupta, when a bride. Non. s. v.

p. 439.

SPOR'TA. A round plaited

basket, with a small flat bottom, and

handles on the top for the purpose of

suspending it from the arm, or on a

pole (jugurn), when carried with its

contents from place to place. It was

employed for many uses (Columell.
viii. 7. 1. Varro ap.
Non. s. v. p. 177.

Plin. H. N. xxi.

49.), and especially
as a fishing-basket,

(Mart. x. 37., and
wood-cut s. HAMI-

OTA.) The example is from the

statue of a young fisherman, in the

Royal Neapolitan Museum.
SPORTEL'LA (ffirvplStov'). Di-

minutive of SPORTA ; especially a
small basket in which cakes, fruit,

and eatables were handed round at

table. Pet Sat. 40. 3. Cic. Fam. ix.

20. Suet. Dom. 4.

SPOR'TULA (ffTTvpiSiov). Di-

minutive of SPORTA ;
a small fishing-

basket (Plaut, Stick, ii. 2. 16. Apul.
Met. 1. p. 19.), like the preceding

example. It would appear that bas-

kets of this description were also em-

ployed for handing round certain

kinds of eatables at table ;
whence

the term was adopted to signify a

dole, consisting of a small basket of

provisions, given by great personages
to their clients and retainers, as a

substantial return for the court paid
to them, when they assembled at the

great man's door to make their daily

compliments. Latterly, as manners

grew more refined and morals less

so, the dole of provisions was com-
muted for a sum of money ;

whence
a gift or present of any kind was also

termed a sportula. Juv. iii. 294.

Mart. xiv. 125. Plin. Ep. ii. 14. 4.

SPU'MA, (sc. caustica or Batava).
A pommade, manufactured by the

Germans and Gauls, from goat's

tallow and beech-wood ashes, and

employed for the purpose of giving a

light brown tinge to the hair. Mart.

xiv. 26. Id. viii. 33. 20. Also termed

SAPO.

SQUA'MA (AfTrls, <j>oAk). See

LORICA, 3. and 4.

STABULA'RIUS. A livery-stable

keeper, who keeps a set of stables, and

takes in horses to bait. Ulp. Dig. 4.

9. 1. Caius, ib.

2. An inn-keeper, or master of a

stabulum, which afforded accommo-
dation for

" man and beast." Senec.

Ben. i. 14. Apul. Met. i. p. 13.

STAB'ULUM (oToe/ufe). In a

general sense, any standing-place

(from- store) which serves as an

abode or shelter for man or beast ;

as a stable for horses (Virg. Georg.
iii. 184. EQUILE) ; a pen or fold for

sheep and goats (/&. iii. 295. JEn. x.

723.) ; a shed or 'stall for oxen (Colu-
mell. vi. 23. BUBILE) ;

an aviary for

poultry and domestic birds (Columell.
viii. 1. 3. ORNITHON. CHORS) ;

a

shed for bee-hives (Id. ix. 6. 4.

APIARITJM) ;
a stock pond for fish.

(Id. viii. 17. 7. PISCINA.)
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2. (7rav5o/ceTo/). An inn or public-
for the temporary accommo-

dation of travellers. (Pet. Sat. vi.

8. Id. xvi. 4, Plin. Ep. vi. 19. 4.)
A distinction between the stabulum

and caupona is drawn in the Pandects

(Ulp. Dig. 4. 9. 1.), though without

any particulars to explain the differ-

ence. But to judge from the general

meanings of the two words, and the

particular applications given to them,
we may conjecture that the latter was

only intended for the reception of

lodgers who travelled on foot, the

former for the accommodation of man
and beast. Such a distinction would
be perfectly consonant with our own
customs, since the keepers of many
public houses at this day do not take

horses in to bait ; but amongst the

Romans it would be the more neces-

sary, as the great majority of travel-

lers journeyed on foot, and those

who were wealthy enough to use

horses and carriages, generally took

advantage of private hospitality, in-

stead of resorting to an inn. A sta-

bulum, thus understood, would then

be an establishment of much less

common occurrence than the caupona,
and probably always opened on the

roadside, or near the entrance of a

town, at which persons coming from
the country could put up their horses

and carriages, without driving them

through the streets ; whereas the cau-

pona was mostly in the heart of the

city. This notion is further confirmed

by the discovery of an inn for man
and beast, just outside the gates of

Pompeii, on the road to Herculaneum,
having a very large range of stables

attached to it, in which the skeleton

of an ass was found, as well as several

bits, wheels, and other pieces of
harness.

STADIOD'ROMUS (o-raSioSpd-

fj-os). One who runs a race in the

Greek stadium. Plin. H.N. xxxviii.

19. 3.

STAD'IUM (o-ra'Stov). A race-

course for foot-racing, so named
because the famous race-course at

Olympia measured exactly one stade

(tTToStor), which contained 600 Greek

feet, equal to 606f English, and about

one-eighth of a Roman mile. A course

of this description usually formed one
of the principal appendages to the

Greek gymnasia and Roman therma;,

and in these other athletic contests,

as well as foot-races, were exhibited ;

but separate and isolated structures

were also laid out for the same pur-

pose. In its general plan the stadium

approximated very closely to the

Greek hippodrome and the Roman
circus, without the barrier (spina)
and stalls (carceres), forming a narrow

oblong area, terminated in a semi-

circle at one end, and by a straight
line at the other, the seats for the

spectators being sometimes excavated

on the slope of a hill, sometimes

formed upon an artificial embankment
of earth, or raised upon arches of

masonry and brickwork like the Ro-
man circus. The names appropriated
to the several parts were the same as

those employed for the hippodrome ;

with the exception of the circular

end, which had a special term of its

own, being called the ff<t>ev$6vri (fun-

da), either from its elliptical figure,

or its resemblance to a sling, or to

the bezel of a ring ; but this was not

4 K
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used in the foot-race, for the 600 feet

comprised in the length of the stadium

extended only as far as the straight

sides of the enclosure, from A, the

starting-place (&e<ns), to the two

angular projections of masonry which

terminate the ff<{)v56vtj, marked B.

The illustration represents the ground

plan of a stadium at Cibyra (now Bu-

raz) in Lycia, still in considerable pre-

servation ;
to which nothing is added

but the two projecting walls, near the

circular extremity on the inside, for

the purpose of showing the ff^evSovrj,

and these are copied from existing re-

mains in the stadium at Ephesus. It

stands on a hill side, from which a

certain portion is cut away to form a

long flat terrace, having its outer

edge bounded by a walled embank-

ment represented by the double lines

on the top of the plan, and suffici-

ently deep to carry several rows of

seats arranged along it ; the opposite

side, and the circular end is exca-

vated out of the slope of the hill,

which is cut into twenty-one rows of

seats, rising like steps one above the

other, and subdivided by staircases,

in the same manner as the cavea of a

theatre or amphitheatre.
STALAG'MIUM. An ear-ring,

furnished with one or more drops of

gold, pearls, beads, or precious

stones, which depend from it

and imitate the shape of a drop
of water (oraAcryjua), which is

the meaning of the Greek word
after which the Latin one is

formed. (Festus s. v. Plaut.

Men. iii. 3. 18.) The annexed
illustration affords an example,
from an original in the British

seum.
STA'MEN (ffrfow). A spun

thread (Ov. Her. iii. 76.) ; consisting
of several fibres drawn down from
the top of the distaff (colus ; deducere
stamina colo. Tibull. i. 3. 86.), and
twisted together by the thumb (stami-
na pollice torque. Ov. Met. xii. 475.)
and the rotatory motion of the spindle
(/MSUS), as it hung in a perpendi-

cular line from the distaff, the up-

right position

suggesting the

name. All

these particu-
lars are dis-

tinctly illus-

trated by the

wood-cut, re-

presenting a

female spin-

ning, from a

Roman bas-

relief.

2. The warp or warp threads in an

upright loom, at which the weaver
stood instead of sitting.

(Varro, L. L. v. 113.

Ov. Met. vi. 54, 55.

58. Senec. Ep. 90.)

They were extended
in a perpendicular di-

rection from the warp-
beam (msubulum), or

from the yoke of the

loom (jugum), as ex-

hibited in the annexed figure, repre-

senting Circe's loom in the Vatican

Virgil; and formed the groundwork
into which the threads of the woof

(subtemeri) were inserted ; whence the

term is also given to any thing made
of thread, as a garment (Claud, in

Eutrop. i. 304.) ; or a fillet round the

head. Prop. iv. 9. 52.

3. The strings of a lyre (Ov. Met.
xi. 169.) ; so named from the resem-
blance which they bore
to the warp-threads of

an upright loom, as

exhibited by the an-
nexed figure from a

painting in the Naso-
nian sepulchre near
Rome.
STAPES or STAPIA. A word

found in some inscriptions, evidently
not of an early character, in which it

signifies a stirrup. It appears to be
formed from the German staff, a step ;

and though inserted in the Latin dic-

tionaries is to be considered as a word
of modern invention, for which there
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is not the slightest ancient authority.

Compare SCALA 4.

STATE'RA. A steel-yard; an
instrument of much later invention

than the balance (libra). It consisted

of the yard (scapus) divided into

fractional parts by points (puncta),
and suspended from above by a hook

or chain, called the handle (ansa).
The short end of the yard was fur-

nished with a hook, to which the

objects to be weighed were fixed, and
sometimes with a scale (lancula} for

holding them; the longest end, on
the other side of the centre of revo-

lution, with a sliding weight (cequi-

pondium). Vitruv. x. 3. 4. The
whole of these particulars mentioned

by Vitruvius are exhibited in the an-
nexed figures, both from originals
discovered at Pompeii.

2. Sometimes used without discri-

mination for libra, a balance. Pet.

Sat. 35. 4. Suet. Vesp. 25.

3. A curricle bar or yoke, placed

across the withers of a pair of horses,
and to which the pole (temo) was
attached, as in the annexed example
from a painting at Pompeii. Stat.

Sylv. iv. 3. 35.

3. A kind of dish, probably of a

flat circular form, like the scale ap-

pended to the steel-yard in the first

example. Corn, Nepos. ap. Plin.

H. N. xxxiii. 52.

STATO'RES. Officials or public
servants who attended upon Roman
magistrates in the provinces, and more

especially employed for carrying let-

ters, messages, dispatches, &c. (Cic.
Fam. 11. 17. ib. 19. x. 21.) Their
office was abolished by Septimius
Severus, and the duties discharged

by them transferred to the military.

Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 52. Ulp. Dig.
1. 16. 4.

STEG'A (ore-H). A word merely
transferred from the Greek, signifying
the deck of a ship (Plaut. Bacch. ii.

3. 44. Id. Stick, iii. 1. 12.); for

which the Romans use the expression
CONSTRATUM NAVis, under which an
illustration is given.
STE'LE (o-r^Arj). A word merely

transferred from the Greek (Plin.
H. JV. vi. 32.) ;

for which the genuine
Latin term is CIPPUS.
STEMMA (ffrfypa). Properly

speaking a Greek word, in which

language it signified a garland or

wreath bound round with fillets of

wool, and worn as a chaplet on the

head, or employed as a decoration for

other objects, as well as the person

(CORONA. INFULA). But the Romans

adopted the term in a more special
sense to designate a long scroll deco-

rated with garlands, and having a list

of the family names emblazoned on

it, which it was customary to hang
upon the ancestral busts, as they
stood in their cases (cediculce) round
the atrium (Plin. H. N. xxxv. 2.

Senec. Ben. iii. 28.) ; whence the

word came also to signify a genea-

logical tree, pedigree, or lineal stem.

Suet. Galb. 2. Nero, 37. Mart. v.

35.

4K 2
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STEREOB'ATA. (Vitruv. iv.

3. 1.) Same as STYLOBATA.
STIBAD'IUM. A circular

dining couch, adapted to a round

table (Plin. Ep. v. 6. 36. Mart. xiv.

87. Sidon. Ep. i. 11. Serv. ad Virg.
JEn. i. 698.) ;

otherwise called

SIGMA.
STIG'MA (o-r^a). Literally, a

mark made by puncture ; whence, a

brand, or mark pricked into (scriptum
and inscriptum, Quint, vii. 4. 14.

Sen. Ben. iv. 37.), or stamped upon
(impressum, Pet. Sat. 105. 11.), the

forehead of a slave (Id. 103. 2 and

4.), convicted of thieving, running

away, &c. A single letter, such as

F, for fur, might in some cases be

deemed sufficient for the purpose ;

but the last passage cited from Pe-

tronius expressly mentions an entire

word, if not a sentence, in large
letters covering the face.

2. A mark pricked into the arm
of conscripts (Veg. Mil. i. 8. Id. ii.

5. ) after they had been approved as

capable of military duty, in order that

they might be called out when re-

quired ; and likewise upon labourers

employed in the state factories to

prevent them from deser ing their

employments, and accepting work
from other masters. (Impp. Arcad,
et Honor. Cod. 11. 9. 3.) The
same was sometimes pricked on the

hand. Imp. Zeno Cod. 42. 10.

STIGMAT'IAS ((nry/taTfes). A
slave marked with the stigma. Cic.

Off. ii. 7.

STIGMO'SUS. (Pet. Sat. 109.

8.) Same as the preceding.
STIL'US or STYL'US (ypaQis).

An instrument made of iron or bone

(Isidor. Grig. vi. 9.), pointed at one

end, but having a broad flat blade at

the other (Sympos. JEnigm. 1.), and

employed for writing upon tablets

covered with a thin coat of wax
(Plaut. Bacch. iv. 3. 79. and 91.).

The point served for tracing the

letters, and the flat end for making
corrections by smoothing over the

surface of the wax so as to obliterate

the writing, whence the expression
verier-e stilum (Hor. Sat. i. 10. 72.)

means to erase or correct the compo-
sition. Scholars generally trace the

word to the Greek one, <TTV\OS, a

pillar; but as the best Latin autho-

rities spell it with an i instead of y,

and the Latin penult is short, while

the Greek one is long, it is more pro-
bable that it comes from o-reAexos, a

stalk, which is also one of the mean-

ings of the Latin stilus (Columell.
xi. 3. 46. v. 10. 2.).

2. Stilus ccecus ; the spike of a

caltrop, which was placed upon the

ground, so that it would be concealed

by herbage, while it effectually dis-

abled cavalry from advancing. (Hirt.

B. Afr. 31. Sil. Ital. x. 414.) The

example is from an original.

3. The pin or index of a sundial

(Mart. CapelL vi. 194.) ;
otherwise

called GNOMON, under which an ex-

ample is given.
4. A bronze needle, or sharp-

pointed rod, employed for destroying

maggots and insects in fruit trees.

Pallad. iv. 10. 20.

5. A wooden probe employed in

the kitchen garden for inoculating
the seed of one plant into the pithy
stalk of a different species. Columell.

xi. 3. 53.

STIM'ULUS (Kevrpov). A goad
or stick with an iron prick at the end,

employed for driving animals, oxen,

horses, mules, and slaves. (Tibull. i.

1. 10. Columell. ii. 2. 26. Sil. Ital.
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vii. 702. Plaut. Most. i. 1. 54.) The

example is from a terra-cotta at Vel-

letri, after Ginzrot.

2. Stimulus cuspidatus rallo. A
goad with a spud (rallurn) affixed to

one end, which was employed by the

ploughman in cleansing the plough-
share, as the point was for driving
his oxen. Plin. H. N. xviii. 49. 2.

The example is from an Etruscan

bronze.

STFPES (ffrinros). A round stake

fixed in the ground (Festus
s. v.) ;

as a land mark (Ov.
Fast. ii. 642. ) ;

as a stay for

tethering other things to (Id.

iv. 331. Suet. Nero, 29.), or

for supporting them, as in the

annexed example from the

column of Trajan, which re-

presents the manner in which
the soldiery piled their helmets and
shields when engaged upon field

works, making fortifications, &c.

2. A stake set up for practising
recruits at their exercises (Mart. vii.

32.) ; same as PALUS.
STI'VA (exerATj). The plough-

staff, or handle of a plough ; consist-

ing, in its simplest form, of a single

upright branch (Varro,*L. L. v. 135.),

forming part of the same piece as the

plough tail (buris), which the plough-
man held in his left hand to guide
the machine, or pressed down to

make the share penetrate the ground,
in the manner shown by the annexed

example, from a Roman bas-relief;

which also graphically illustrates such

expressions as stivce pane rectus inni-

titur (Columell. i. 9. 3.); stivce in-

nixus (Ov. Met. viii. 218.); stivam

premens (Id. Fast. iv. 826.). Other

plough-staffs, upon a more improved

plan, are exhibited under the words

ARATRUM and BURA.
STLA'TA. A particular kind of

sea-going vessel (Aul. Gell. x. 25.

Auson. Ep. xxii. 31.), constructed

with an unusual breadth of beam,
and lying low upon the water (Fes-
tus s. y.) ; characteristics which are

not sufficiently apparent on any an-

cient monuments to afford a trust-

worthy example.
STOL'A. A female robe, which

constituted the characteristic feature

in the attire of a Roman matron, as

the toga did in that of the male sex

(Pet. Sat 81. 5. Compare Cic. Phil.

ii. 18. though in the latter passage
the reading has been controverted).
It was a tunic made very full, and

sometimes with long sleeves ;
at

others with short ones, fastened down
the fleshy part of the arm with clasps,

but put on as an indumentum (Senec.
Vit. B. 13.), over the chemise (tunica

intimd), and fastened with a double

girdle (succincta, Enn. ap. Non. p.

198.)> one under the breast, and the

other over the hips, so as to produce
an ample display of small irregular
folds (rugce, Mart. iii. 93.) when com-

pressed by and drawn through its

ligatures. Thus
far the stola

does not ma-

terially differ

from the outer

tunic usually
worn by the

Roman ladies.

But what con-

stituted its dis-

tinguishing fea-

ture was an ap-

pendage termed

instita, sewed
on under the

girdle (subsuta, Hor. Sat. i. 2. 29.),
and trailing behind, so as to cover the

back half of the feet (medios pedes.
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Ov. A. Am. i. 32. ), from the astragals
or ankle bones ((talos, Hor. /. c. Ib.

i. 2. 99.), which it is now confidently

suggested is exhibited by the long
train (instita longa, Ov. /.c.) so dis-

tinctly visible behind the lower half

of the annexed figure, believed to re-

present Veturia, the mother of Corio-

lanus, from a fresco painting in the

Thermae of Titus. It is to be ob-

served that neither lexicographers
nor archaeologists have been able to

specify with certainty what the instita

really was, though general assent

is found to describe it as a sort of

flounce sewed round the bottom of a

tunic in order to constitute a stola ;

which opinion was adopted, doubt-

fully however and undecidedly, in

the explanation given under that

word. But a subsequent examina-
tion of the engraving, from which
the figure here introduced is copied,
and which had previously escaped
attention

; as well as the very pecu-
liar character of the train attached

behind, which in the original design
is still more forcibly shown to be a

separate adjunct fastened under the

lowest girdle, and not a component
part of the tunic ; and an attentive

consideration of the passages above
cited from Horace and Ovid, mani-

festly resolving that the instita was
not an addition all round the bottom
of the dress, but one which hung
behind and concealed only the heels

or half the feet, exactly as shown by
the example, altogether produce a

chain of evidence so clear, circum-

stantial, and harmoniously supported,
that it is difficult not to be impressed
with its truth. Moreover the image
presented by a passage of Statius

(JTheb. vii. 654.), which describes an
instita as being tied for an ornament
under the head of a thyrsus pam-
pineo subnectitur instita, &c. agrees
far better with the notion of a long
breadth or scarf, like the one above,
than that of a circular flounce, as will
be readily acknowledged upon a re-

ference to the article and illustration

s. MITRA. 1., for which term the one

employed by Statius is merely adopted
as a poetical expression.

2. (o-ToA^). The Greeks made use

of the term in a more general sense,

applying it to any kind of robe worn

by men as well as women; and in

this they were followed by the elder

Latin writers. Ennius ap. Non. s.v.

p. 537.

3. A long and loose flowing tunic

worn by musicians (Varro, R. R. iii.

13. 3.), and possess-

ing considerable re-

semblance to the
female robe described

above, for it was of

considerable length,
andmademuch wider
at bottom than at

the top, so that it

would trail on the

ground behind, as if

there were an instita

attached to it. The
illustration, from a
statue of Apollo in the Vatican, will

establish the above-mentioned affinity,

and thus ^account for the name ;

though it was more commonly termed

palla citharoedica.

4. At a later period, a robe worn

by certain priests (Apul. Met. xi.

p. 257.); probably of a similar cha-

racter to the last example.
STOLA'TA. Wearing the robe

of a Roman matron (Pet. Sat. 44.

18.), as described and illustrated s.

STOLA 1. ; particularly as indicative

of a chaste and virtuous female

(whence pudor stolatus. Mart, i 36.),

because women of abandoned charac-

ter, or who had been divorced on
the ground of adultery, were not per-
mitted to wear that article of attire.

STOR'EA and STO'RIA. A
covering or a mat, made of rushes or

string. Caes. JB. C. ii. 9. Liv. xxx.

3. Plin. KJV.xv. 18. 1.

STRA'GULUM OTT^O). A
general term for any thing which is

spread out or over something else, to

make an under coverlet for lying upon ;
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more particularly applied to the

articles used for laying over the

mattress of a sleeping bed (Cic.
Tusc. v. 21. Varro, L. L. v. 167.

Senec. Ep, 87.) ; or a bier upon
which the corpse is laid out (Pet. Sat.

42. 6. Id. 78. L); in all which pas-

sages the term is used to distinguish
the under sheet or blanket upon which
the body reposes, as contradistinct

from the upper one, or coverlet (operi-

mentum, opertorium), thrown over it.

2. (eTT^gATjjua.) A caparison for

riding horses (Mart. xiv. 86.); placed
under the padsaddle (epkippium), or

used instead of it, and consisting of

the furred skin of some wild beast,
such as the lion or tiger (Virg. JEn.

viii. 553. Sil. Ital. v. 148.), of suffi-

cient size to cover nearly the whole

body of the animal (Virg. I c.), like

the sheep skins of our heavy cavalry,
and the example above from a Greek
coin ;

or without the fur, and then

made of leather covered over with

scale armour (Virg. JEn. xi. 770.),

like the present example from the

Theodosian column, which exactly

resembles in its outline the caparisons
now used in our light cavalry regi-
ments.

STRA'TOR (tooeoAefo). A
soldier who acted as military groom,
or equerry to the emperor, and to a

consul or praetor in the Roman armies

(Ulp. Dig. i. 16. 4.); it being his

duty to purchase cavalry horses for

the service of the commander (Am-
mian. xxix. 3. 5.), as well as to saddle

them, lead them out, and assist the

officer in mounting (Id. xxx. 5. 19.

Spart. Caracall. 7.), as stirrups were
not brought into use until a very late

period. The illustration represents
an equerry of this description, holding
the emperor's horse, from the column
of Trajan. He wears the military

cloak, paludamentum, thus indica-

ting that his rank was considerable.

Other examples are frequently re-

presented on the triumphal arches

and columns, both with and without

the said cloak, though always in mili-

tary costume ; but civilians of rank

and fortune also kept servants who

performed the same duties, and went

by the same designation.
STRE'NA. A present which the

Romans were accustomed to send to

one another on a festal day, or clients

to their patrons, and citizens to the

emperor ; more particularly on the

calends of January, as a new year's

gift. Festus, s.v. Suet. Aug.. 57. Id.

Cat. 42.

STRIA (j>d&5os, {wrrpfs). The

flute, of a column, including the list
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or fillet between two channels, as

well as the channel itself. Vitruv.

iii. 5. 14. Id. iv. 4. 2.

STRIATU'RA (jBcfjSSaxm). 'The

fluting of columns. (Vitruv. iv. 3.

9.) STRIA.

STRIA'TUS (a5ft>Tck). Fluted,

like a column. Vitruv. vii. 5. 3.

STRIGILE'CULA (<rr\ryy&w).

(Apul. Flor. ii. 9. 2.) Diminutive

of
STRIG'ILIS (errXeryk, $wrrpfc)-

A iri<p/ or scraper, employed in

Greece and Italy for scrap-

ing off the moisture and

impurities thrown out upon
the surface of the skin by
the heat of the vapour bath,

or the violent exercise of

the palaestra. (Cic. Fin.

iv. 12. Suet. Aug. SO. Pers.

v. 126.) It was made of

iron or bronze, with a han-

dle, into which the hand
could be inserted (clausula),

and a curved blade (Mart. xiv. 51.)
hollowed into a channel (tubulatio),

down which the moisture and per-

spiration would flow as in a gutter

(Apul. Flor. ii. 9. 2.) When used,

the edge was lubricated with a few

drops of oil, to prevent abrasion of

the skin. The example, which pos-
sesses all the properties enumerated,
is copied from an original of bronze,
discovered at Pompeii, together with

three others, upon a ring, which also

held an oil flask (ampulla), and a

shallow pan with a handle (scaphi-

um) ; the whole as mentioned by
Plautus (Pers. i. 3. 44.). The me-
thod of using it is shown by the

woodcut s. ALIPTES.
2. (wT67x"T'?y)' A surgical in-

strument for introducing lotions into

the ear (Celsus. vi. 7. Plin. H. N.
xxv. 103.) ;

which may be readily

imagined to have received the name
from being formed with a hollow
channel down its length, like that of
the scraper above described.

^STRO'MA ((Trpw/ia). (Capitol.
Ver. 4. ) A Greek word, correspond-

ing with the Latin STRAGULUM ;

which see.

STROPHIA'RIUS. Onewho
makes and sells strophia. Plaut.

Aul 111. 5. 42.

STROPH'IOLUM. Diminutive
of STROPHIUM. A small chaplet or

twisted band for the head. Plin.

H.N. xxi. 2. Tertull. Cor. Mil. 15.

STROPH'IUM (ffrpojHov). A
sash, or rather scarf (mitra), twisted

or rolled up into a long, round, and
even form (tereti

strophio, Catull. Ixiv.

65. crrpoyyuArj tyvt],

Hesych.), and fast-

ened round the bust

close under the

breast, to serve as a

support to the bosom
for young women
who had attained

their full develop-
ment. (Cic. Fragm.
ap. Non. s. v. p. 538.

Catull. /. c.)- It was not flat, nor
was it worn next the skin, like the
bosom band (mamillare), but over a
little tunic or chemise (tunicula), as

is clear from a passage of Turpilius

(ap Non. I.e.), in which a girl is

introduced lamenting the loss of a
letter that she had deposited between

her chemise and strophium inter

vias epistola cecidit mihi, Infelix, inter

tuniculam et strophium quam colloca-

veram and precisely as exhibited

by the annexed figure, from a statue

believed to represent a young Doric

female, dressed for the foot-race

(compare Pausan. v. 16. 2., who
there describes a costume of exactly
the same character as the one here

shown). A similar appendage is

frequently met with on statues and
other representations of Diana, the

huntress, which is unaccountably
mistaken for the chlamys. We may
also infer from these peculiar in-

stances, that it was not intended as a
contrivance for compressing the form

artificially, nor worn by all females,
but only by those whose figures, or
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active habits of life, rendered such
|

an assistance necessary.
2. A wreath worn round the head,

Virg. Cop. 31., where it is made of

roses ; see the wood-cuts s. CORONA,
10. and 11.

3. The cable of an anchor. Apul.
Met. xu p. 250. ANCORALE, and
wood-cut s. v.

STRUC'TOR (rpaTreCoTTotoY). A
slave whose duty it was to arrange
the several dishes of each course

upon the trays (fercula, Serv. ad

Virg. JEn. i. 704.), and place them
in proper order in the dinner-basket

(repositorium, Pet. Sat. 35. 2.);
sometimes also to take upon himself

the office of carver (Mart. x. 48.

Juv. v. 120.), and to set out in a
j

tasty manner, or construct in artifi-

cial devices, the fruits and delicacies

of the dessert. Lamprid. Elag. 27.

STRUCTU'RA. Generally, the

putting together of things in regular
order ; whence the term is specially

applied to designate masonry, or the

constructive arrangement of stones in

a wall. (Vitruv. ii. 8. Plin. H. N.
xxxvi. 51.) Six different styles are

enumerated in the practice of the

Roman and Greek architects, each

presenting a distinct pattern to the

eye, as exhibited in contrast by the

annexed engraving ;
viz. 1. reticu-

lata, reticulated, which has a che-

quered pattern, like the meshes of a

net, A ; 2. ccementicia antiqua or in-

certa, irregular masonry of stones,
not squared nor cut into any certain

form, B
;
3. isodomum, ashlar, of large

stones, and in which all the courses

are of the same height, c ; 4. pseud-
isodomum, also ashlar, and of large
stones, but in which the courses are
of different relative heights, D; 5.

emplecton, in which both the outside

surfaces of the wall are formed of

ashlar, E, bound together by girders,

F, and the central part filled in with

rubble, G ; 6. diamicton, which is th.e

same as the last, without the girders.
STRUPPUS (rPOir6s, TpOTTWTTJp).

A twisted thong of leather, or cord,

by which the oar is fastened to its

thowl (scalmus). (Vitruv. x. 3. 6.

Liv. ap. Isidor. Orig. xix. 4. 9.)
The contrivance is explained by the

annexed wood-cut, which exhibits

the manner of fastening the oars in

the Mediterranean galleys of the

16th century.
2. The thong of a palanquin (lec-

fc'ca), (Gracchus, ap. Gell. x. 3. 2.) ;

by which the conveyance was at-

tached to its carrying-pole (asser'), as

an oar is to its thowl. It was fas-

tened down (deligatus) to the shafts

(amites), like the back-band of a

cart, and the carrying-pole passed

through it ; which raised and sup-

ported the carriage by resting on the

shoulders of the bearers, in the man-
ner represented by the annexed en-

graving, which exhibits the mode of

transporting a palanquin in China.

Although the illustration is not from
a genuine Greek or Roman model,
little doubt will be felt that the con-

4 L
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trivance employed by those nations

was the same, if reference he made
to the wood-cut . PHALANGARII,
which exhibits the same object ap-

plied in a very similar manner to the

transport of a butt of wine.

STYLOB'AT A. or -ATES (trrvAo-

edrys). A stylobate or pedestal; upon
which a co-

lumn, or row
of columns,
is raised, in

order to

lengthen or

give an extra

elevation to

them. (Vi-
truv. iv. 3. _ ===
3. and 5.

"

Varro, R. R. in. 5. 11.) A separate

stylobate is sometimes placed under

each column, as in the annexed ex-

ample, representing the arch of Sep-
timius Severus ; at others a long con-

tinuous one is constructed, upon which

the whole range rests ; as in the il-

lustration s. PBONAOS.
STYLUS. See STILUS.

SUA'RIUS (wogocnwfc). A swine-

herd (Plin. H.N. viii. 77.) ; a pig-
dealer (Id. xxi. 7. Inscript. ap. Orelli.

2672.).
SUAVIL'LUM or SAVIL'LUM.

A sort of sweet cake, made with flour,

eggs, cheese, and honey. Cato, R.
R. 84.

SUBARMA'LE. An article of

clothing, the precise nature of which
is not satisfactorily ascertained. Some

suppose it to be so termed from pass-

ing under one shoulder (armus), like

an exomis (see the wood-cut s. v.) ;

others from being worn under the

body armour (arma), like the eques-
trian statue of N. Balbus (see the

wood-cut *. LORICA, 2.), and many
of the soldiers on the triumphal
arches and columns. Mart. Capell.
v. 136. Spart. Sev. 6. Vopisc. Au-
rel 13.

SUBCENTU'RIO. An adjutant
to the centurion, by whom he was
selected to watch over and protect

his superior in the dangers of the

field. Liv. viii. 8.

SUBGRUNDA'RIUM. A place

where infants who died before they
had cut their teeth were deposited;
for it was not customary to burn

them at that tender age. (Fulgent.
s. v. p. 560. Compare Plin. H. N.
vii. 15. Juv. xv. 139.) The il-

lustration is from a work on the

antiquities of Cadiz, by Jo. Bapt.

Suarez, which also accounts for the

peculiarity of the term, by showing
that the deposits were arranged, like

swallows' nests, under a projecting
roof or eaves (sub-grunda)*
SUBJUG'IUM (nt-VoSov). The

under-yoke ; a wooden frame fastened

underneath the yoke (jugum), at each

of its extremities, by a bolt, or a

leathern thong (lorum subjugium,

Cato, R. R. Ixiii. Id. cxxxv. 5.),

which rested upon the animal's neck,

and encircled it like a collar, as ex-

hibited by the annexed example,
from an ancient MS. of Hesiod.

(Vitruv. x. 3. 8. Hesiod. Op. 469.

Callim. Gram. ap. Procl. ad I. /ieV-

o-ogo POVS uTToSus.) When the yoke
itself was formed with two curvatures

at its extremities, as was frequently
the case (see the example s. JUGUM),
there would be no necessity for

these additional collars; but their

object was to enable the carter, or

ploughman, to distribute the work
between two animals of unequal

powers in a proportion suitable to the

strength of each, by making the
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point of draught farther removed
from the centre on one side than on
the other, which would throw the
most work upon the animal nearest to

the pole (Vitruv. /. c.), and could be

easily effected by shifting one of the

collars nearer to, or further from it.

SUB'LICA. A pile driven into

the earth, or into the ground under

water, for the purpose of raising
some other superstructure upon it.

Liv. xxiii. 37. Vitruv. iv. 3. 2.

SUBLIC'IUS. Made of wood, and

supported upon piles. See PONS, 3.

SUBLIGA'CULUM (Su^a).
A cloth fastened round the waist,
then passed through
or between the

thighs, and fastened

under the fork (Non.
*. v. p. 29.), to an-

swer the purpose of

drawers, like that

worn by itinerant

tumblers in our own
streets, as shown by
the annexed example,
from a small figure
in the Collegio Ro-
mano. It was also

worn upon the stage as a safeguard
against any casual or indelicate ex-

posure of the person. Cic. Off. i. 35.

SUB'LIGAR. (Mart. iii. 87.

Juv. vi. 70.) Same as the preceding.
SUBLIGA'TUS. Wearing the

subligar ; of men, as shown by the

preceding example ;
of women (Mart,

vii. 67.), as shown by the annexed

one, representing a female tumbler,

from a fictile vase of Italo-Greek

manufacture.

SUBMIN'IA. A garment men-
tioned by Plautus (Epid. ii. 2. 48.)
in a catalogue of female apparel. Pro-

bably, only a name in vogue at his

day, descriptive of a reddish tint

(minium') with which it was dyed.
SUB'SCUS. A tenon, in car-

pentry, joinery, &c. ; that is, the end
of a piece of wood or metal cut or

moulded into a certain form, to be

received into a hole of corresponding
size and shape, called a mortise (se-

curicula), for the joining of both to-

gether. Vitruv. x. 5. 2. Id. iv. 7. 4.

SUBSEL'LIUM. A moveable
bench or form supported upon legs,

but without any back, and of suffi-

cient length to contain several per-
sons upon it at the same time (Cel-

sus, vii. 26. 1. Varro, L. L. v.

128.) ; especially used in places
where a number of people are assem-

bled together ;
in a dining-room

(Suet. Terent.} ;
auction-room (Id.

Cal 39.) ;
senate-house (Cic. Cat. i.

7. Suet. Claud. 23.) ;
for the judges,

lawyers, suitors, and witnesses in a

court of justice. (Cic. Vat. 14.

Rose. Am. 6.) The example is from
an original of bronze found in the

baths of Pompeii.
2. In the theatre, amphitheatre, or

circus (Plaut. Amph. Prol 65. Id.

Paen. Prol 5. Suet. Aug. 43. and

44.), a line of seats encircling the

interior of the edifice (cauea), and

rising in tiers or steps one over the

other, as explained and illustrated

s. GRADUS, 3.

SUBSTRUC'TIO (az/<\Wa). A
wall, pier, buttress, or any work of

like nature, constructed underground
as a foundation (Vitruv. vi. 11. 5.);
or above ground as an underprop to

support a superincumbent structure

(Liv. xxxviii. 28. Dionys. iii. 69.) ;

such, for example, as the elder Tar-

quin is reputed to have raised on the

4 L2
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Capitoline hill, for the purpose of

forming a level platform as a site for

the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus,
some remains of which are still ex-

tant ; or those on the side of the same
hill facing the forum, which were
executed by Q. Catulus as a support
for the tabularium (Inscript. ap.

Orelli, 3267. ), and still remain ex-

posed to view in a state of consider-

able preservation.
SUBTE'MEN or SUBTEG'MEN

(KPOKT/, </>w07j). The weft or woof in

weaving ; that is, the cross-thread

which is passed alternately under and
over those of the warp (stamen"), to

make a piece of cloth. (Varro, L.L.
v. 113. Plin. H.N. xi. 28. Ov. Met.

vi. 56.) The illustration represents

amongst the articles of female dress.

It is very clearly exhibited on the

an Egyptian in the act of inserting
the weft into the warp upon a frame
stretched on the ground. Though
more like mat-making than weaving,
it exhibits the object and process dis-

tinctly, as a part of the warp, on which
he sits, is seen by itself, while- the
other half is already interlaced by the
weft loosely inserted and not driven

up close by the batten.

SUBU'CULA. The innermost

tunic, made ofwoollen (Suet. Aug. 82.),
and worn next the skin, under the

regular outer one (Hor. Ep. i. 1. 95.),
which then was specially designated
indusium or supparus, according to
the style in which it was made. (Var-
ro, L.L.v. 131. Id. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 542.) It had long sleeves, which
the outer one had not, and was worn
by both sexes, though some scholars
confine it to the male attire, contrary
to the express testimony of Varro
(/. c.), by whom it is also enumerated

annexed figure from a marble bas-

relief; and two terra-cottas of the

Museo Borbonico (xiv. 37.) repre-
sent a male and female both draped
in a very similar manner, with two

tunics, the underneath one in both
cases having long sleeves.

SU'BULA (foreas). A leather-

closer's and shoemaker's awl. (Mart,
iii. 16. Columell. vi.

5.) The example
is copied from a se-

pulchral stone, found on the Via

Cassia, and bearing an inscription
which testifies that it was erected in

memory of the wife of a sutor.

SUBUL'CUS (ovftfrnjs, 6(f>op6s).

A swineherd. Varro, ./?. 1?. ii. 4. 20.

SUCCFDIA. Pork salted or cured,
like our bacon and ham. Varro, L. L.

v. 110. Id. R. R. ii. 4. 3.

SIJCCINC'TUS (foroCcfcrros).

Wearing a girdle round the tunic,

low down under the ribs (from the

Greek vir6faij.a, which signifies the

diaphragm or midriff). The object
of this was not simply to keep the

dress closely adjusted to the figure,
but to enable the wearer to shorten it

by drawing up the skirts through the

belt in order to leave the lower ex-

tremities free and unembarrassed by
drapery ; consequently the usage of

the term invariably indicates that the

person to whom it is applied is en-
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gaged in active or violent exercise.

Thus, the huntress Diana is appropri-

ately equipped in a succinct tunic

(Ov. Am. iii. 2. 31. Id. Met. x. 536.),
as in the annexed example from a

terra-cotta lamp ; the running foot-

man who preceded his master's car-

riage (cursor, Mart. xii. 24.) ; the

slave who waited at table (Pet. Sat.

60. 8. and wood-cut s. PINCERNA) ;
the

tutelary spirits (LARES. Pers. v. 31.

and wood-cut s. .) ;
and the ministers

who slaughtered the cattle at a sacri-

fice. (Ov. Fast. iv. 413. Prop. iv.

3. 62., and wood-cuts s. HOSTIA. )

Female figures which have the tunic

adjusted in this way are furnished

with two girdles, a cingulum above,
and the succingulum below, as shown

by the example annexed ; but male

ones, with a very few exceptions,
and those mostly of Phrygian and
other Asiatic races, have only the

lowest one, like the next illustration.

2. Succinctus gladio, pugione, cul-

tro, &c. Wearing
a sword, dagger,
knife, &c., attached

to a belt or girdle,

encircling the dia-

phragm, or just
over the loins, as

exhibited by the

annexed figure
from a painting of

Pompeii. Auctor.

ad Herenn. iv. 52.

Cic. Phil. xiii. 16.

Liv. vii. 5.

SUCCING'

girdle or a belt, worn low down the

figure, just round the diaphragm, as

explained and illustrated under the

preceding word. Plaut. Men. i. 3. 17.

SUCCOLLA'TUS. Literally, car-

ried on the neck and shoulders. (Suet.
Otho. 6. Varro, R. R. iii. 16. com-

pared with Virg. Georg. iv. 217.)
But the verb succollare is specially
used to describe the method of carry-

ing a palanquin (lectica, Suet. Claud.

10.), and other heavy loads, which
was effected by the aid of a pole

(asser, phalanga), resting on the

shoulders, and from which the weight

to be carried was suspended, in the

manner represented by the annexed
illustration from the column of Tra-

j

Jan. The principle upon which it

was applied to the transport of a

I palanquin is explained and illustrated

!

s. STRUPPUS, 2.

SUC'ULA. A capstan; for draw-

| ing weights, constructed upon the

]

same principle as the modern ones.

I
Vitruv. x. 2. 2. Cato, R. R. xii.

I and xix.

SUDA'RIOLUM. Apul. Apol.

p. 491. Diminutive of

SUDA'RIUM (*cHf5pc$TioiO. A
cloth or handkerchief carried about

the person or loose in the hand, to

wipe perspiration from the face, and

perform the same services as the

modern pocket-handkerchief. (Quint,
vi. 3. 60. xi. 3. 148. Suet. Nero, 48.

Catull. xii. 14. xxv. 7.) It is carried

in the left hand of a statue belonging
i to the Farnese collection, and sup-

posed to represent a Roman empress,
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a portion of which is here engraved
upon a scale sufficiently large to show

that the object does not form part of

the general drapery, but is a separate

handkerchief carried in the hand, as

a modern woman carries hers.

SUDA'TIO, -ATO'RIUM. The
sudatory or sweating-room in a set of

baths ( Senec. V. B. vii. 7. Id. Ep.
51.), which was heated by flues, ar-

ranged under the flooring (suspensura),
and sometimes also constructed in the

walls of the chamber, when it was

specially termed sudatio concamerata

(Vitruv. v. 11. 2.), as in the annexed

example, representing a set of baths,
from a painting in the Thermae of

Titus, in which the warm-water bath

(balneum) and the sudatory form
two separate rooms. But when both

these departments, the water and the

vapour bath, were comprised in a

single chamber (caldarium), then the

central part of it, between the two

extremities, formed the sudatory, as

explained s. CALDARIUM, 1.

SUFFI'BULUM. A large oblong
square piece of white
cloth placed over the

head, and fastened by a

brooch (fibula) under
the chin

; worn by the

Vestals (Festus, * v.\
and priests (Varro, L.L.
vi. 21.), at the sacrifice.

The annexed figure, re-

presenting the Emperor
Trajan oifering a sacri-

fice to Mars, from a

bas-relief now inserted into the arch
of Constantine, exhibits a piece of

drapery so similar to the one de-

scribed, that if it be not actually the

suffibulum in question, it will at

least afford a good proximate idea of

the character it bore, and manner in

which it was adjusted.
SUFFLA'MEN (

Tre'Sr/). A break or drag-chain for

locking the wheel of a carriage or a

cart, to prevent it from running upon
the horses in steep declivities. (Juv.
viii. 148. Prud. Psych. 417.) It is

seen underneath the carriage part of

the annexed cart, just in advance
of the hind-wheel, though not very

distinctly, in consequence of the mi-

nute scale of the drawing ;
but in the
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original monument, which is a sepul-
chral bas-relief, found at Langres in

France, two chains are distinctly
seen, one with a ring, the other with
a hook at the end, to lock round the
felloe between two of the spokes, and
thus stop the revolution, or, as it

were, make a fetter for the wheel,
which is the literal meaning of the
latter Greek word bracketed above.

SUGGES'TUM or SUGGES'-
TUS. In a general sense, any ele-

vated place made of earth, stones,

&c., but especially a raised platform
on which orators stood to address a

concourse (Cic. Tusc. v. 20.), gene-
rals to harangue their troops (Tac.
Hist. i. 55., wood-cut s. ALLOCUTIO),
or magistrates sat to hear causes

(Liv. xxxi. 29.), &c. The illustra-

tion, from a bas-relief, represents

Trajan sitting on an elevated stage of

the kind described, to receive the

submission of a Parthian king.
2. In a wine and oil cellar. Cato,

7?. R. 1 54. Same as CALCATORIUM.
SUGGRUNDA'RIUM. See

SUBGRUNDARIUM.
SUFLE. A piggery, containing a

number of separate sties (Jiarce). Co-
lumell. vii. 9. 14.

SU'MEN. The udder of a sow ;

a favourite dish amongst the Romans ;

considered to be in perfection if the

animal was killed one day after far-

rowing, and before the teats had been
sucked. Plin. H. N. xi. 84. Plaut.

Cure. ii. 3. 44. Mart. xiii. 44.

SUOVETAURI'LIA (rp^ta). A

purificatory sacrifice, consisting of

three animals, the pig, sheep, and

bull, which were conducted in solemn

procession round the spot or con-

course requiring purification, and
then slain. (Cato, E. R. 141. 1.

Varro, R. R. ii. 1. 10. Liv. i. 44.)
It is exhibited by the annexed illus-

tration from a Roman bas-relief;
and other compositions representing
the same subject contain a numerous
band of instrumental performers, ac-

companying the ceremony.
SUPERCIL'IUM. The lintel of a

doorcase (Vitruv. iv. 6. 2. and 4.),
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which stretches from the top of one

doorpost (postis) to the other, and
over the doorway, like an eyebrow
over the eye. The example repre-
sents a stone doorway to one of the

houses at Pompeii.
SUPERFIC'IES. Literally, the

upper part of anything ;
or that

which is placed over anything ; as

the roof of an edifice (Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 7.) ; or the entire elevation

above the ground on which a build-

ing stands (Liv. v. 54. Cic. Att. iv.

1.) ; whence the following special
senses are derived.

1. (OJKOS). A mask, with a wig
and bonnet arranged in a pyramidal

form on the top of the head, like the

roof of a house, or the Greek letter

A (AagSoeiSes. Jul. Poll. iv. 133.),
and having a hunch or protuberance
at the back (caput gibberum. Varro,

ap. Non. p. 452.). It was usually
worn by tragic actors in order to

increase the stature, and give a cor-

responding altitude to the upper part
of the figure, which the high boot

(cothurnus) did to the lower extre-

mities ; and is exhibited by the an-

nexed example, from a painting re-

presenting a tragic scene at Pompeii,
in which both the penthouse form of
the superficies and the protuberance
behind are distinctly delineated.

2. (\vxyov eVifle/uo, TTIVO.KIOV, StV/cos).
The uppermost member of a lamp-
stand (candelabrum), upon which the

lamp was placed ; usually consisting
of a small flat circular dish or tray,

as shown by the annexed example,
from an original of bronze found at

Pompeii, and indicated by the last

two of the Greek names bracketed
above. Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 6. Jul.

Poll. x. 115. vi. 109.

SUPPARUM and -US. A sail

which only had one sheet (pes. Isidor.

Orig. xix. 3. 4.), so that it must
have resembled in form the latine

sail now so common in the Mediter"

ranean, or the figure of an inverted

triangle, with its base attached to the

yard, as in the annexed example, from
a Pompeian painting. It was parti-

cularly employed when great expe-
dition was required, or the wind
slack (Isidor. I.e. Lucan. v. 428.);
and as the upper part of the sail in

such cases is the one which catches

what air there is astir, as Seneca

remarks with regard to the supparum
(Ep. 77.), it seems highly probable
that the figure here introduced, which
has the broadest part upwards, really
exhibits the model in question. It

was, moreover hoisted as a topsail,

over the velum or mainsail (Stat. Sylv.
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iii. 2. 27. summis adnectite suppara
velis. Compare Lucan. /. c. Senec.

Here. (Et. 698.) ; though not so re-

presented in the painting from which
the present illustration is copied. But
this circumstance, which at the first

blush appears to involve a contradic-

tion, and to negative the conjecture
hazarded respecting the name and
character of the very peculiar sail

under observation, will not present

any difficulty to those who are con-

versant with the principles of com-

position uniformly followed by the

artists of the Greek and Roman
schools, both sculptors and painters.
Their sole object being to give a

prominent interest to the human
figure, and not, like the modern artists,

to produce a faithful copy of the

localities and accessories belonging to

the scenes or actions they represented,
it was usual with them to neglect the

truthfulness of representation in their

back-grounds, accessories, and sub-

ordinate parts of the composition,

merely indicating the time, place, or

circumstances of the action by a few
conventional signs, expressing the

ideas they wished to convey, and
which would be readily recognised

by the majority of spectators. Thus
the picture from which our illustra-

tion is selected represents the deser-

tion of Ariadne, whose person forms
the principal object in the foreground,
stretched upon the earth in an agony
of grief at the moment of discovering
the flight of her lover. The ship is

just in the offing ; and the artist has

ingeniously contrived to express the

haste with which the faithless hero

escaped, by merely placing on his

vessel two sails of the kind which
seamen hoisted when they wished to

press their craft with the utmost ex-

pedition through the water.

2. A banner stretched upon a cross-

tree (Festus, s. v.\ affixed to an up-

right shaft, like the vexillum and laba-

rum (Tertull. Apol 16.); for each of

which it is only a more recent name.
3. An article of the indutus in

female apparel (Afran. ap. Non. p.

540.), made of linen and
worn over the subucula

(Varro, Z. Z. v. 131.),

j

and made with a short
I and tightish sleeve, which
covered the fleshy part
of the arm from the

shoulder to the elbow-

joint. (Lucan, ii. 363.

Suppara nudatos cingunt
angusta lacertos. ) There
are no passages which
prescribe its length ; but
the other objects expressed by the
same term naturally lead the imagi-
nation to a short vest, which sets

upon the upper part of the person, as
a topsail above the mainsail, or a
banner on the top of its shaft, like

the annexed figure, from a bas-relief

found at Herculaneum, and the one
introduced s. SUBUCULA.
SUPPED A'NEUM (krmrtaiov).

(Isidor. Orig. xx. 11. 8. Lactant.)
A foot-stool,- same as SCABELLUM or
SCAMNUM.
SUPPLEX. One who supplicates

in a kneeling posture, or with his

knees bent under him (sub and plico),

as the annexed figure of a German
captive supplicating Trajan, from the

column of that emperor. Virg. Cic. &c.
SUPPLICA'TIO. A praying

upon the bent knees, or in a kneeling
posture, as contradistinguished from
the erect one (precatio), in which the

Romans usually offered up their

prayers.
2. The supplicatio was also a solemn

public thanksgiving offered to the
4 M
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gods, when all the temples were
thrown open, and the statues of the

deities brought out and placed upon
couches for the people to worship,
which, it may be presumed from the

term, was done by kneeling down
before them. Liv. Cic. &c.

SUPPOSITIT'II. Substitutes;

the name given to gladiators substi-

tuted in the room of others who had
been defeated or killed. Mart. v. 24.

SUSPENSU'RA. In general, any
building or flooring raised from the

ground by being supported upon
arches, pillars, or piles ; and espe-

cially applied to the flooring of a

bath-room, when it is suspended over
the flues of a furnace upon low pillars
in order that the warm vapour may
circulate freely under it (Vitruv. v.

10. 2. Senec. Ep. 90. Pallad. i. 40.

2.), as in the annexed example show-

ing the section of a bath-room, dis-

covered in an ancient Roman villa at

Tusculum, in which the floor of the
room is supported upon tubular tiles,

themselves hollow and perforated
down the sides to admit the vapour.

S II' T I L I S. Belonging to any
thing which is sewed or stitched to-

ther
;
as

1. Corona sutilis. (Plin. H. N.
xxi. 8. Mart. ix. 91.) A chaplet of
flowers sewed together. See CORONA,

2. Thyrsus sutilis. (Auct. Priap.
xix. 3.) A thyrsus which has the
head concealed in a wreath of ivy
leaves. See HASTA, 7.

3. Cymba, navis sutilis. (Virg.
JEn. vi. 414. Plin. H.N. xxiv. 40.

Varro, ap. Gell. xvii. 3. 2.) A boat
or larger vessel covered with hides or

papyrus, stitched over it. See CA-
RABUS.

4. Domus sutilis. (Val. Place, vi.

81.) A Scythian tent, made of skins

sewed together, and fixed upon
waggons, which transported it from

place to place.
SU'TOR O*7TTT?s). A leather-

closer (Plaut. Aul. 1. 1. 34. Ib. iii. 5.

39. Cic. Fl. 7.) ; that is, one who
sews leather with an awl (subuta)
and a bristle (seta. Isidor. Orig. x.

263. xii. 26. xix. 34. 1.) ; the parti-
cular kind of work being often pointed
out by a distinguishing epithet, as

sutor crepidarius (Sempron. Asell. ap.
Gell. xiii. 21. 3.); sutor caligarius,

(Inscript. ap. Grut. 649. 1.) &c.

SUTRFNA O/cuTeToj>). A leather-

closer's or a shoemaker's shop. Plin.

H N. x. 60. xxxv. 37.

SYMPHO'NIA (tru^ww'o). The
harmony of many voices or instru-

ments concerted together, as contra-

distinguished from cantus, the melody
of a single voice or instrument. Cic.

Cod. 15.

2. (poTTTp6v ftvpffamryts). A long

drum, or barrel drum, made by a hollow

cylinder of wood or copper, with a
skin strained over both its ends, and
beaten by a pair of drum-sticks (vir-

gulce) on both sides at once. (Isidor.

Orig. iii. 21. 14.) It was used as a

military instrument by the Egyp-
tians (Prudent, adv. Symm. ii. 527.);
and by the Parthians (Plut. Crass.

23.) ;
but not by the Greeks or Ro-

mans, though it appears upon a bas-

relief published by Licetus (Zte

gemmis anuloruni), slung round the

drummer's neck by a broad belt, in

the same position as it is borne by
the figure on the left side of the il-

lustration, which is copied from an

Egyptian painting. The right-hand
figure exhibits a copper drum, also

Egyptian, from an original found at

Thebes ; and the bottom one, a

wooden drum-stick, from the same

country, now preserved in the mu-
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seum at Berlin. The marks on the
sides of the drums, along and across
their barrels, show the cords which
braced up the skins. The knob at

the end of the drum-stick is formed
for being covered with leather
wadded underneath

; and the shape
of the handle distinctly proves that
it was to be used as one of a pair
intended for striking a drum placed
in a horizontal position, similar to
the one carried by the figure imme-
diately above it. Burney expresses
an opinion that a drum of the kind
described was not an ancient inven-
tion (Hist, of Music, i. 116.), mainly
induced by not having met with any
representation of it in works of art ;

but the example of Licetus was not
known to him, and those engraved
above had not been discovered when
he wrote. Scholars, moreover, and

lexicographers, are inclined to regard
the term symphonia as one of doubtful

Latinity, in the sense here ascribed
to it, because it is thought that the

language affords no positive authority
for the usage of an earlier period
than that of Prudentius and Isidorus.

Celsus, however (iii. 18. ), applies the
term most distinctly to some musical
instrument in conjunction with cym-
bals, and intended to make a very
great noise, for which none more ap-
propriate than the drum could be

suggested ; and the word would bear
a similar interpretation in a passage
of Pliny (H. N. ix. 8.), where it is

united with the hydraulic organ ;

though in that instance a different

interpretation may be preferable.

At all events, it is certain, from the

specimens introduced above, that the
barrel drum was used in very early
times by the Egyptians, and, in con-

sequence, that it could not have been
unknown to the Romans, who would

naturally invent or adopt some
name by which to distinguish it.

If, in pure Latinity, that name was
not symphonia, how was it called?

Assuredly not tympanum; for that

word expresses an object of very dif-

ferent form, though somewhat allied

in character, as is clearly and accu-

rately distinguished by Isidorus,
who says that the tympanum had its

skin only strained over one face

(Orig. iii. 21. 10. corium ex una

parte extentum), but the symphonia
over two surfaces (Orig. iii. 21. 14.

ex utraque parte pelle extenta).
SYMPHO'NIACI. Musicians

who sang or played a piece of music
in concert. The name was specially
conferred upon young slaves edu-
cated as choristers, for the purpose
of entertaining their masters at the

dinner-table (Cic. Mil. 21.) ;
and to

a band of musicians employed on
board ship to keep the rowers in

stroke, by singing or playing the

naval chaunt (celeusmd), or to make
signals and transmit commands by
the sound of music. Cic. Div. Verr.

17. Ascon. ad. I,

SYMPOS'IUM (wporfoiov). A
Greek word, and properly descrip-
tive of the manners of that people.

(Cic. Fam. ix. 24.) It signifies a

wine-party or drinking-bout, which
took place after the meal, and to

which other guests besides those
who partook of the dinner were fre-

quently invited to come and join the
convivial part of the entertainment.

At these parties, the company of

dancing and singing girls, as well as

drinking to a considerable extent,
was indulged in by the youth of

Greece. Becker, Charicles, Ex-
curs, ii.

SYNTHES'INA. (Suet. Nero,.

51.) Same as

4 M 2
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SYN' THESIS (<rfo06(ro). A
dress worn by the Romans at meal-

time (Mart. v. 79.) ;
but not at other

times, nor in public, excepting during
the Saturnalian festival, when the

whole city was engaged in the feast-

ing and gaiety of a modern carnival.

(Mart. xiv. 1. and 141.) It is im-

possible to ascertain the character-

istic peculiarities distinguished by
the term ; but the bas-reliefs and

paintings which exhibit figures at

their meals, represent them with the

upper part of the person quite naked,

or more usually clothed in a loose

ungirt tunic, either with short or

long sleeves ; the legs and lower

half of the body being folded in a

loose piece of drapery, which is

sometimes also raised as a mantle

over the shoulders, as shown by the

wood-cuts s. ACCUBO and LECTUS
TRICIJNIARIS. Possibly the two

together, the indumentum and the

amictus, constituted a synthesis;
which is more consonant to the pri-
mitive meaning of the term, and

analogous with its other senses, than

any single piece of drapery would
be ; for all of them have reference to

a combination of several things ; as,

a set of vessels composing a table-

service (Stat. Sylv. iv. 9. 44. ) ; a

medicinal mixture composed of

various ingredients (Seren. Sammon.
xxx. 578.); a wardrobe or entire

suit of clothes. (Scaev. Dig. 34.

2. 39.)
SYN'TONUM. (Quint, ix. 4.

142.) A musical instrument, sup-

posed to be the same as, or similar

to, the SCABILLUM.
SY'RINX (ffvpeyE). The Greek

name for the pastoral pipe invented

by Pan, and formed of

reeds or canes of several

unequal lengths joined to-

gether, as in the annexed

example, from a statue

found at Pompeii. By the
Romans it was termed

arundo, or fistula.

SYR'MA (o%eo). A long robe

trailing on the ground ;
more parti-

cularly worn upon
the tragic stage

(Juv. viii. 229.)

by actors who
performed the

parts of divine

or heroic person-

ages, as in the

annexed figure,

representing the

character of Her-

cules, from a

group of actors

on a marble bas-

relief. It was in-

tended to give grandeur and dignity
to the person, and conceal the un-

sightly appearance of the high-soled
tragic boot (cothurnus) at the back
of the actor.

SYS'TYLOS (o-rfo-ToAos). Close
columned ; a term employed by the
ancient architects ^
to designate an
intercolumniation

of only two dia-

meters apart, as

shown by the se-

cond line of the

annexed diagram, which exhibits at

one view the relative distances of

the five different styles of inter-

columniation in use amongst them.
Vitruv. iii. 2.

T.

TABEL'LA (TTIVUKIOV, ffaviSiov).

In a general sense, any small flat

board ; whence the following specific

usages are derived.

1. A small tablet made of wood,
with a raised margin round the

edges, which was
covered with

sand, or with a

coat of wax, and
used by school-

boys as a slate, or for writing on
with a metal point (stilus). (Plin.
H. N. xxxiv. 19. Ov. A. Am. i.
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437. iii. 469.) The example is from
a Pompeian painting.

2. A small, or, as we should say,
cabinet picture painted on panel, as

contradistinguished from a painting
on canvass, or

upon a wall.

(Cico Fam. vii.

23. Suet. Tib.

43. Juv. xii.

100.); and
which might
be hung up
with a nail

on the sides of a room, or over the

door, in the manner shown by the

annexed illustration, from a painting
at Pompeii.

3. A small votive tablet, which
used to be hung up in the temples,
and before the statue of a divinity,
as a grateful acknowledgment by
persons who had escaped from any
calamity or accident, such as ship-

wreck, &c., or who had been cured
of some malady by the miraculous

interposition, as it was believed, of

the deity to whom the acknow-

ledgment was
made. (Hor.
Sat. ii. 1. 33.

Cic. Ov. Ti-

bull. Juv. &c.)
These tablets

contained a
rude repre-
sentation of

the supposed
miracle, with

an inscription recording the circum-

stances attending it, similar to what
is now commonly seen in Roman
Catholic churches ; or a mere por-
traiture of the member saved or

restored, executed upon a marble

slab, and dedicated in gratitude to

the protecting power, as shown by
the illustration, from a specimen
found at Rome, and supposed, from
the inscription, to have been dedi-

cated to Hygeia, the goddess of

health, by an individual who had
arrived safe from a long journey, or

QVTE IANAE

who had escaped some disease or
accident in the feet.

4. A small tablet employed in

voting at the Comitia and in courts

of justice. (Cic. Fl. 39. Senec.

Ben. iii. 7.

Suet. Aug. 33.

Cses. B. C.

iii. 83.) At
the Comitia,
two of these

tablets were
delivered to

the voter, one
marked with
the letters

U. R. for uti

rogas, i. e. I

vote as you
propose ; the other, with the letter A,
for antiquo, i. e. I vote for the old

law, as exhibited by the annexed

example, from a coin of the Cassian

gens, which represents the voter

dropping his tablet into the basket

(cz'sta). But in a court of justice
three tablets were given to the

judges; one marked with the letter

A, for absolvo, I acquit, or not guilty ;

the other with C, for condemno, I

condemn, or guilty ; and the third

with N. L., for non liquet, it is not

clear, which was tantamount to no
verdict amongst ourselves.

5. Tabella absolutoria. The tablet

of acquittal, marked with the letter

A, as explained in the last paragraph.
Suet. Aug. 33.

6. Tabella damnatoria. The tab-

let which expressed a verdict of

guilty, marked with the letter C, as

explained in paragraph 4. Suet.

Aug. 33.

7. A small gaming-board ;
but of

what precise description, or for what

particular game, is not ascertained.

Ov. A. Am. iii. 365. Id. Trist. ii. 481.

8. A small fan (Ov. Am. iii. 2.

28. Id. A. Am. i. 161.), made by
stretching a piece of linen over a

square frame with a handle attached

to it ; but the only remaining repre-
sentations of ancient fans on the fie-
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tile vases and Pompeian paintings,
are made of feathers and lotus leaves,
as explained and illustrated s. FLA-
BELLUM.

9. Tabella liminis. The leaf of a

wooden door ; which was made, like

our own, out of a number of separate
slabs. Catull. xxxii. 5. and JANUA.

10. A booth, made of boards, and
erected by the candidates at the Co-
mitia for the reception of their voters,

to shelter them from the heat of the

sun or moisture of the atmosphere.
Varro, R.E. iii. 2. 1.

11. A particular kind of pastry,
so termed from being made in a flat

square mould. Mart. xi. 31.

TABELLA'RIUS (7pa/x/*aT<tyo-

pos). A letter-carrier, or special

messenger, by whom the correspond-
ence of a private individual, or the

government despatches, were con-

veyed to the friends of the former
or to the employers of the latter

;
but

not a postman, in our sense of the

word, for the ancients had no such
convenience as a general post. (Cic.
Phil ii. 31. Id. Fam. xii. 12. xv.

17.) The illustration is from a se-

pulchral bas-relief, with the inscrip-
tion TABELLARICS underneath.

TABELL'IO. A notary, em-

ployed in drawing out legal docu-
ments ; a name which came into

use under the Empire, and designates
a similar employment to that of the
SCRIBA under the republic. Cod.
Theodos. 9. 19. 1. Ulp. Dig. 48, 19.

9. Capitol. Macrin. 4.

TABER'NA. Literally, a hut
formed with planks (tabula:'), the
earliest style of building amongst the
Romans (Hor. Od. I 4. 13. Ulp.

Dig. 50. 10. 183. Festus, s. Adtu-

bernalis) ; thence
2. A shop for the sale of retail

commodities (Cic. Varro, Suet.

Juv.) ; so named, because in old

Rome, the shops consisted for the

most part of boarded stalls projecting
from the houses, or raised under the

colonnades which surrounded the

market-places. Subsequently, how-

ever, as wealth and commerce in-

creased, the ground-story of the

rows of houses, and even palaces, in

a street, were appropriated for shops,
and let out to separate tradesmen,
like those round our Royal Ex-

change, and many of the great man-
sions in continental towns. In the

majority of cases, the shop had no
communication with the rest of the

house, the tenant merely occupying
it for the purposes of his trade, and

dwelling himself elsewhere; but

some few houses, of a respectable

class, have been discovered at Pom-

peii, in which the shop has an en-

trance from its back, into the habita-

ble parts of the mansion, and these

are reasonably believed to have been

in the occupancy of the persons who
dwelt on the premises, and who are,

in consequence, supposed to have
been wealthy tradesmen. The gene-
ral appearance of a Roman shop, as

uniformly exhibited by the numerous

examples remaining at Pompeii, re-

sembled those of our butchers and

fishmongers, being entirely open in

front, with the exception of a low

wall, forming the counter, and were
closed by wooden shutters at night.

They are mostly comprised in a

single room, without any other con-

venience ; though in some instances

a small back parlour and other ap-

purtenances are added. The annexed
illustration represents an elevation

m 3EC i
restored of six shop fronts at Pom-
peii ; and the ground-plan of the
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house of Pansa, at p. 248, which also

contains the plan of several shops,
numbered 1 7, will afford a distinct

idea of the usual manner in which

they were laid out, both when con-

nected with and separated from the

dwelling-house.
3. Taberna deversoria and meri-

toria, or simply taberna. A wine-

shop, by the road-side, for the conve-
nience of travellers. (Vitruv. vi. 5.

2. Varro, E. E. i. 2. 23. Plaut. Men.
ii. 3. 86. Val. Max. i. 7. ext. 10.)
The Roman landlords whose estates

abutted on any of the public roads,
were in the habit of erecting buildings
of this kind, in which they retailed

the produce of their estates ; and a

very similar practice obtains at the

present day amongst the Tuscan

nobility of Florence, where a small

window is frequently seen by the

side of the principal entrance to

many of the great palaces, from
which the steward retails to the

townspeople the produce of his

master's vintage.
TABERNA'CULUM. A tent;

properly speaking, made with planks,
like a booth or wooden hut (taberna,

Festus, s. v. ), and covered with skins

or canvass, as in the annexed exam-

ple, from the column of Antoninus,
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in which the boarded roof is dis-

tinctly apparent; but the term is

also used more indiscriminately for

any kind of tent, merely stretched

upon cords, and without any wood-

work, whether erected by the sol-

diery or by individuals for their own
use. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 12. Id. Brut.

9. Tac. Hist. v. 22.

TABERNA'RIUS. A shop-
\ keeper. Cic. Fl 8. Id. Fam. viii. 6.

TABER'NULA. (Suet. Nero,

26.) Diminutive of TABERNA.
TABLFNUM and TABULF-

NUM. One of the principal apart-

j

ments in a Roman house, immedi-
! ately adjoining the atrium and fauces
\ (Festus, s. v. Vitruv. vi. 3. 5. and
6. ), which was used in early times to

contain the family archives (Plin.

I
H. N. xxxv. 2.), and as an eating-
room in a town-house. (Varro, de

Vit. P. R. ap. Non. p. 83.) In most
of the houses at Pompeii, there is

observed an apartment situated be-

tween the atrium and peristylium,

|

with two narrow corridors (fauces}
on each of its flanks

;
the relative

position of which is shown on the

plan of the house of Pansa, at p.

248., where it is marked D; and an
interior elevation of a similar apart-

ment, in the house of the Dioscuri,
is exhibited by the annexed illus-

tration. The part immediately in

front of the drawing is the floor of

the atrium, with a portion of its im-

pluvium ; the dark and open recess

occupying the left half of the middle

ground is the tablinum, with the

colonnade of the peristylium showing
through ; and the small door on the

right of it is the faux, which also

opens upon the peristyle at its further

extremity. It will be observed that

this apartment is entirely open at

both ends, so as to permit a continu-

ous view through the two principal
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divisions of the house
;

but these

ends were closed, when desired, by
moveable screens or partitions of

wood (tabulce), as is evident from
there being a separate passage at the

side, for the purpose of affording
communication between the atrium

and peristyle, which would not be

required if the tablinum permitted
a thoroughfare always through it.

The name will thus be derived from

tabula; probably in allusion to the

partition with which it was closed,

as Varro seems to insinuate (/. c.) ;

though Pliny and Festus (II. cc.)

suggest another motive, viz. the

registers and archives (tabula rati-

onum) deposited in it.

TAB'ULA OActf, ffavts, irtVa|).

A plank or board; whence the fol-
j

lowing special applications :

1. A bench, or form, made of

boards (Hor. Sat. ii. 1. 86.), as in

the annexed example, from a paint- i

legio Romano, which bears neither

markings nor divisions upon it, to

adapt it for use in a game of skill ;

but the inscription upon it, which
runs thus " Give over when you
are beaten, you don't know the

game, give place to one who does,"

evidently expresses that its employ-
ment was connected in some manner
with a game of skill, and not of mere
chance, at which no kind of know-

|

ledge would be requisite.
3. Tabula latruncularia. A board

or table upon which the Indus latrun-

|

culorum was played (Senec. Ep.
117.) ;

a game which had a certain

resemblance to our draughts. The
annexed illustration shows the table

and pieces, with two Egyptians at

play, but the exact manner in which
its surface was divided is not known,
as no original has yet been disco-

vered ; and the representations af-

forded by works of art are only

ing of Pompeii.
2. A dice-board, or slab on which

the dice were cast when playing a

game of chance

(Juv. i. 90. Senec.

Trang. 14.) ;
and

which, it is pro-

bable, was like-

wise used in

mixed games of chance and skill,

the dice which determined the nature
of the move being cast upon a sepa-
rate slab, and the move, as at back-

gammon, then made in the gaming-
board (abacus) with the piece. The
annexed example is from an original
of marble in the museum of the Col-

delineated in profile, like the one

annexed, so that no details can be

seen. But there is good reason to

believe that the pieces were moved
in parallel lines; consequently, that

the board was not divided into

squares, like our chess-board. Some-

times, however, the table was made

double, one side being fitted for the

ludus trunculorum, the other for the

|

ludus duodecim scriptorum (Mart. xiv.

17.); and thus tabula also means a

backgammon-board (Pet. Sat. 33.

2.), with divisions as described and

illustrated s. ABACUS, 2.

4. A board or plank for a game
i played by the Roman boys during
the Saturnalian festival, with walnuts

(Ov. Nux. 77. Mart. v. 84.), and

probably with balls, which the objects
in the annexed illustration seem
intended for. The game was played
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in the following manner. A number
of nuts were disposed upon the

ground at certain intervals from one

another, in front of a plank supported
underneath by a stone, or some other

object, which caused it to rest in a

slanting position. From the top of

this a single nut was then let off by
the player, which ran down the in-

clined plane, and captured all those

it happened to strike against. The

process is very clearly expressed by
the annexed illustration, from a Ro-
man bas-relief in the collection at

Ince Blundell.

5. A board covered with wax or

sand, which the Roman school-boys
used for writing their exercises, or

working their pro-
blems upon (Hor.
Sat. i. 6. 74. Pet.

Sat. 46. 3.), as ex-

hibited by the an-

nexed figure, from a

bas-relief in terra-

cotta, representing a

Roman youth with

the bulla round his

neck, his tablet on
his knees, and his

box of books (capsd)
on the ground beside him. Hence
the term tabula is also applied to any
kind of writing ; as, for example, an

account-book, catalogue, advertise-

ment, legal or testamentary docu-

ment, marriage settlement, or any-

thing inscribed upon a waxed tablet.

Cic. Varro, Hor. Liv. Tac. Cses.

Ov. Plin.

6. A picture painted upon panel,
as contradistinct from one on canvas

or in fresco. (Quint, vi. 1. 32. Cic.

Verr. v. 55. Plin. H. N. xxxv. 37.)
These were set in

frames of marble or

wood, and thus let

into the wall (Plin.
H. N. xxxv. 10.) ,

whence the name ta-

bula is sometimes used
to designate a picture-

frame. (Id. xxxv.

45.) The illustration

exhibits a portrait up-
on the easel, and enclosed in a frame,
as described.

7. A votive tablet (Hor. Od. i. 5.

13.); as described s. TABELLA, 3.;

the diminutive form being most fre-

quent in this sense, and the most ap-

propriate, as it expresses the medio-

crity of size and execution peculiar
to such productions.

8. A tablet used for voting at the

Comitia and in courts of justice (Cic.

Phil. ii. 8.), as described and illus-

trated s. TABELLA, 4. ; the diminu-

tive form in this sense being the

more usual and appropriate.
9. The long parallel fold or plait

which naturally forms from the

shoulders to the skirts in a loose

outside garment, such as the toga

(Tertull. Pall 1 and 5.); and
which received the name from the

resemblance it bears to that of a series

of boards lapping over each other in

a wooden building. See CONTABU-
LATIO, and the illustration there in-

troduced.

TABULA'RII. Notaries, ac-

countants, registrars, and keepers of

public documents and archives (ta-

bula) are included under this title.

Senec. Ep. 88. Capitol. M. Anton.

9. Ulp. Dig. 43. 5. 3.

TABULA'RIUM. A record-office,

in which archives, registers, and

public or private documents (tabulce)
were kept ; sometimes a separate
edifice constructed for the purpose

(Cic. Arch. 4.), like the one under
the capitol at Rome (Inscript. ap.
Grut 170. 6.), of which extensive

remains are still in existence ;
or

4 N
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very commonly attached as an ap-

purtenance to a temple and other

public buildings (Liv. xliii. 16.) ;
or

formed in a room of a private house.

Paul. Dig. 32. 1. 90. TABLINUM.
TABULI'NUM. See TABLINUM.
T^'DA or TE'DA (5ofc)- A

species of pine-tree producing a great

quantity of resinous matter;
thence a pine torch, made
out of slips cut from a

part of the tree into which
the resinous matter was

artificially made to accu-

mulate, and which was

particularly employed in

marriage ceremonies and

processions. (Ov. Virg.

Prop.) The illustration is

from a marble bas-relief, in which it

is carried by Hymen ; and it will not

fail to be observed that it is formed

by small scales of bark, in the pattern
of a fir cone, and not of wattled

laths or twigs, like the FAX.

T^'NIA (ratvla). Strictly, the

flat fringed end of the ribban (vitta)
that was twisted round the woollen

flocks of a sacred fillet (infula), and
which formed a band at each of its

extremities for fastening the fillet

round the head (Virg. Mn. vii. 352.

cenia vittce. Serv. ad. Virg. JEn. v.

269. vittos extremitas), as will be
understood from the annexed illus-

tration, representing at the top a
woollen fillet, with two tcenice at each
end, from a fictile vase, and the head
of a priest with the ligature round it,

from a marble bas-relief, underneath.
2. The flat band or ribban which

fastened together the two ends of a

chaplet, wreath of flowers, or hono-

rary crown (coro-

na), and which
were left to float,

like streamers, at

the back of the

neck, as in the

annexed example
from a bust of

Antoninus. En-
nius ap. Fest. s. v.

Virg. Mn. v. 269.

Serv. ad I

3. A flat band, or bandeau, worn
round the head,
for the purpose of

keeping the hair in

a set form of ar-

rangement, as ex-

hibited by the an-

nexed bust from a

bronze statue found
in Herculaneum.

(Mart. xiv. 24.)
But the reading of

the passage is not free from uncer-

tainty.
4. The Greek name for a bosom-

band worn by young girls under the

dress and next the skin. (Apul.
Met. x. 225. Anacreont. xxii. 13.)
Same as FASCIA PECTORALIS, under
which term the object is described

and illustrated.

5. A breast-collar for draught horses

(Apul. Met. ix. 184.); as in the

annexed example from a terra-cotta

lamp.
6. In architecture, the fillet which

separates the Doric frieze from the

architrave (Vitruv. iv. 3. 4.) ; running
along the whole line of the architrave
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between the triglyphs and guttce, like

a broad band, as in the annexed ex-

ample from a Doric entablature of

the theatre of Marcellus at Rome.
T^E'NIOLA (-raivftiov). Diminu-

tive of T^NIA. Any small band or

tie. Columell. xi. 3. 23.

TALA'RIS. Reaching to the

ankle joints, or heels. See TUNICA.
TALA'RIA (Tre'StAo, Horn. //. 24.

340.) Sandals with wings affixed

to the sides near the ankle-bone

(talus) ; attributed by the artists and

poets to Mer-

cury (Virg.
2En. iv. 239. ),

Perseus (Ovid.
Met. iv. 666.),
and to Miner-
va. (Cic. N.D.
iii. 23.) The
illustration is

from a figure of Mercury painted at

Pompeii, in which the sole, and liga-
tures by which the wings were at-

tached to the foot, are clearly deline-

ated.

TALEN'TUM (rd^avrov). The
Greek name for a pair of scales

(libra), whence the term was trans-

ferred to the object weighed ;
and as

it was an early practice to weigh out

the sums of money to be paid, the

talent came to signify a definite weight
in money, as well as other commo-
dities ; varying, however, in different

states of Greece, and at different

periods of her history. The Attic

talent of money contained six thou-

sand drachmas, worth about 243/. 15s.

of our money ; the Attic talent of

weight was equal to about 571b. ; the

^Eginetan to nearly 82 ^lb. Rhem.
Fann. de pond. 37.

TA'LUS (dsrpdya\os). Thepastern
bone of certain animals, which was

employed by the ancients in various

games of chance and skill, instead of
a dice (tessera). The actual

bone was frequently used ;

but imitations of it were
made in other materials,

especially of stone and bronze, of
which metal the original of the an-

nexed example consists. It had but
four flat sides instead of six, the two
ends being round, so that the bone
would not stand upon either of them.
The points were marked upon the

four flat sides
;

1 and 6 upon two

opposite faces
;
3 and 4 on the two

others ; 2 and 5 were not marked
;

but four tali were used together.
The best throw, called Venus, was
when each side presented a different

number, as 1, 3, 4, 6. The worst
one (cam's), when all four numbers
came up the same. In playing, they
were cast from a box (fritillus), or

simply from the hand, as exhibited

by the wood-cut s. ASTRAGALIZONTES.
Suet. Aug. 71. Senec. Apocol. s. f.

Cic. Div. i. 13.

2. In the human race, which has
no pastern joint, the talus is a small

bone under the base of the tibia, just
above the os-calcis, which lies rather

backward in the foot, and is now
called the astragalus in anatomy
(Celsus, viii. 1. and 7.) ; but poets

apply the term to the projecting base
of the tibia, our ankle. Ov. Met. viii.

808.

TAP'ES, TAPE'TE, or TAPE'-
TUM (raTrris). Baize, or drugget of

long napped wool (Plin. H. N. viii.

73.), used as tapestry for the walls of

a room, carpeting for floors, coverlets

for couches, chairs, or beds (Plaut.
Stick, ii. 3. 54. Mart. xiv. 147. Virg.

ix. 325., and wood-cuts s. Au-
4 N 2
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and SOLIUM 2.). and as capari-

sons for horses, of richly-dyed colours

instead of skin. (Sil. ItaL xvii. 64.

Apul. Met. x. 224. Virg. ^Bn. vii.

277., and wood-cuts s. STRAGULUM.)
TEGIL'LUM. A very coarse and

common kind of hood or cowl (Fes-

tus, s. y.), which was used by fisher-

men, rustics, shepherds, &c., to cover

their heads and shoulders in wet

weather. (Plaut. Rud. ii. 7. 18. Var-

ro ap. Non. *. v. p. 179.) The illus-

tration represents a young fisherman

asleep in his hood, from a statue found

at Pompeii; and characteristically

exhibits the form of the object de-

signated by the term tegillum, which

is a diminutive of tegulum, meaning

literally a small roof ; but it is made
of better materials than usually em-

ployed for the purpose, if the account

of Festus (/. c.) be true, that it was

ordinarily composed of rushes.

T E' G U L A (Ke>a/*os). A fiat

roofing-tile, usually made of baked

clay, but in very sumptuous buildings
of marble or bronze, and
sometimes gilt (Plaut.

Mil ii. 6. 24. Cic. Terent.

Ov. Plin. Liv.) The two
sides were made to slope
a little inwards, in order

that the smaller end of one

tile, when laid upon the

roof, might fit into and

overlap the larger end of another one
below it ; and also with raised edges,
to prevent the rain-water from pene-
trating the lateral interstices, and to

catch the sides of the ridge tiles (im-

brices), placed over them in the
manner shown by the wood-cuts s,

IMBREX and IMBRICATUS. The il-

lustration represents two tegulce, of

baked clay, with the maker's stamp

upon them, from ancient originals.

2. In the plural, tegulce is often put
for a tiled roof, as we say the tiles ;

but the expression per tegulas (Terent.
Eun. iii. 5. 40. Cic. Phil ii. 18.

Aul. Gell. x. 15. 1.), as descriptive
of an entrance or exit effected through
the tiles, does not mean through the

roofby displacing the tiles, but through

the open space in the centre of an

atrium or peristylium, enclosed by
the tiled roof which covered the

colonnade surrounding its four sides,

as is clearly explained by the an-

nexed restoration of an interior of

one of the houses at Pompeii, showing
the colonnade round the quadrangle,
with the roof and tiles which cover

it, and over them, in the background,
three windows of the upper story.
TE'LA (ISTOS and ISTO'S opfaos). A

weaver's loom. (Ov. Met. vi. 576.)
The earliest looms, and those most
common amongst the Romans, were

upright ones, such as are still used at

the Gobelin's manufactory, in India

for making tapestry, and in Iceland.
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The illustration represents an Egyp-
tian loom from a painting in the tombs,

slightly restored on one of the sides,

which had suffered in the original ;

but exhibiting most distinctly all the

different parts enumerated by the

Latin writers
;
viz. the cross piece or

yoke (jugum) connecting the two up-

rights at the top ; the cloth beam

(insubulwn) immediately under it,

round which the cloth was rolled as

the work progressed; the pair of

treddles or leash rods (liciatoria),

which are used to decussate the

threads of the warp, so as to open a

shed for the passage of the shuttle

(alveolus), or the needle (radius),
which convey the weft across it ;

below these is the reed (arundo),
which is passed alternately over and
under every thread of the warp, in

order to separate the whole of them
into two parcels for receiving the

leashes (licia) ;
and finally the yarn

beam (scapus), to which the threads

or yarns forming the length of the

cloth are fastened. In this loom the

web is driven from below upwards ;

in the following specimen it is driven
downwards from above ; but in both

of them the weaver stood at his work
instead of sitting.

2. Tela jugalis. The commonest
and simplest kind of loom in ordinary
use amongst the Romans (Cato, R. R.
10. and 14 ), so termed because it

had no cloth beam (insubulum), the

yarns being merely attached to a

yoke (jugum) on its top (Ov. Met. vi.

55.), as in the annexed example, re-

presenting Circe's loom in the Vati-

can Virgil. Schneider (Index. R. R.

Script, s. TELA) con-

siders that the tela

jugalis is opposed to

the upright loom, and
that it designates a

machine of similar

construction to those

now in use, in which
the warp is spread in

an horizontal direction,

so that the weaver sat at his work

instead of standing. But it does not

appear that looms of that description
were known to the Romans of Varro's

day, for they are only alluded to by
Artemidorus (iii. 36.) and Servius

(ad Virg. JEn. vi. 14.), and no re-

presentation of the kind has been
discovered in any of the ancient

monuments
; and, furthermore, it is

reasonable to conclude that looms of

the most ordinary description would
be used in farmhouses, where they
were only applied for making the

commonest articles for the use of

slaves ; and in both the passages
referred to from Varro, the tela ju-

galis is enumerated amongst the in-

strumenta rustica.

3. The warp (Virg. Georg. i. 285.) ;

i. e. the series of strongly twisted

threads or yarns, extended on a loom,
into which the finer ones of the weft

(subtemen) are woven to make a piece
of cloth. The word is commonly
accompanied by such epithets as stans,

recta, pendula (Ov. Met. iv. 275. Id.

Fast. iii. 819. Id. Her. i. 10.) ; all of

which imply that the warp was fixed

in a vertical position, and consequently

upon an upright loom, such as is ex-

hibited by both of the preceding illus-

trations.

TELAMO'NES ("ArA^es). Mus-
cular figures of men, employed in

architectural elevations

instead of columns, to

support an entablature

or a cornice, in the

same manner as the

female figures, or cary-
atides. (Vitruv. vi. 7.

6.) The annexed ex-

ample represents a sup-

port of this kind from
the tepidarium of the

Pompeian baths
;

and
the illustration to that

word will show the manner in which

they were applied.
TE'MO (faros'). The pole of a

carriage, cart, or any sort of vehicle.

(Virg. Ov. Juv. &c.) The pole was

permanently fixed to the axle, in
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the manner exhibited by the example
from an ancient bronze car (currus)
now preserved in the Vatican ; and a

curricle bar or yoke (jugurri) was
bound on to its extremity by a thong
(cohum), or by a bolt shot through it,

which is seen in its place in the pre-
sent illustration. When the horses

were taken out, and the carriage put
up, the yoke was removed, and the

vehicle tilted on to its beam end, so

that the pole would stand upright in

the air, as described in the following

passage, erecto currum temone supinant.
Stat. Theb. iii. 414.

2. (i<rrooeus). The beam or pole
of a plough (Virg. Georg. 1. 171.),
which was fastened on to the bent

end, or plough tail (buris], passed
between the oxen, and bore the yoke
by which they were attached at its

extremity, as will be understood by

the annexed example, representing
an Etruscan plough. Compare the
wood-cut s. ARATRUM, 2. A A, which
exhibits the same object upon a ma-
chine of more improved construction.
T EM' PLUM (/nvos), in its

primary notion, signifies a portion
'which is cut off; and especially with
reference to an imaginary space in
the heavens, marked off by an augur

with his wand (lituus), in order to

circumscribe a certain boundary,
within which he took his observations

on the flight of birds. Varro, L. L.
vii. 7.

2. A piece of land separated and
marked off by the augurs, with a cer-

tain solemn formula, to serve for

religious purposes, but more espe-

cially for taking auguries. Varro,
L. L. vii. 8. Cic. Leg. ii. 8. Liv. i. 6.

3. A temple or religious edifice

raised upon the land, consecrated as

above by the augurs ; including also

the sacred precinct which surrounded
it. Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 43.

4. Any place or building which
had been consecrated by an augur ;

as the curia (Liv. 1. 30. Cic. Dom.
51.), the rostra (Id. Vat. 10.).

5. In architecture, templa are the

purlines placed across the principal
rafters (canterii) in the timber work
of a roof, for the purpose of receiving
the common rafters (asseres} on which
the tiles (tegulce) are laid. (Vitruv.
iv. 2. 1.) See the wood-cut s. MATE-
RIATIO, on which they are marked

9999-
TEN'SA or THEN'SA (aPfj.a Oewv.

Gloss. Philox.). A state car drawn

by animals, upon which the statues of

the gods were transported in solemn

procession to the Circensian games
(Festus,s. v. Cic. Verr. ii. 7. 72. Suet.

Vesp. 5. ) ;
as contradistinguished from

ferculum, which was carried on the

shoulders of men. The illustration,
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which is copied from a medal of

Nerva, will serve to convey a notion

of the general style and character of

these vehicles ; though it cannot be

pronounced as a positive example of

the thensa, yet no other name occurs

so applicable to it as the above.

TENTIPEL'LIUM (/ca\c$7rovs).

Literally, that which stretches leather,

whence a shoemaker's last

(Festus, s. v.), over which
the leather is strained, as

in the annexed example
from a painting at Her-
culaneum. It is probable that this

was only a colloquial term of the

trade and common people ;
for Horace

and the Digest use the word forma
for the same object.

2. A cosmetic laid over the face

for taking out wrinkles, by tightening
the skin (Festus, s. v, ) ; which usage
of the word, as well as the former one,
has an air of colloquialism.
TENTO'RIUM (<r/oj^). Strictly,

a tent stretched upon cords (from
tentus}, as contradistinguished from
tabernaculum, which was formed on a
framework of wood. But that dis-

tinction is not strictly observed, and
the term is applied to any kind of

tent, either for military or civil pur-
poses. Hirt. B. G. viii. 5. Suet.

Tib. 18. Virg. JEn. i. 472., and
wood-cuts s. PAPLLIO and TABER-
NACULUM.
TEPIDA'RIUM or TEPIDARIA

CELLA. A chamber in a set of

baths kept at a moderate degree of

temperature, in order to prepare the

body for the great heat of the suda-

tory or vapour bath, and to break
the sudden transition after it before

returning into the open air. (Celsus,
i. 3. Vitruv. v. 10. 5.) The illus-

tration represents the interior of the

tepidarium in the baths at Pompeii.
It adjoins the undressing-room (apo-

dyterium), and the thermal chamber

(caldarium), as directed by Vitruvius

(/. c.), to which the door on the right
hand gave admission, as will be per-
ceived by referring to the general

ground-plan of the building at p. 74.,

where it is marked c. It contains

three bronze benches (subsettia') in the

positions they were found when the

excavation was made, and a brazier

(focus) at the further end for warm-

ing the atmosphere ;
but the tepida-

rium of the women's department
(marked G on the general plan above
referred to) was warmed by flues

underneath. The walls all round
are divided into recesses under the

cornice by a number of male figures

(telamones'), which thus constitute a

series of small closets, where the

unguents and other necessaries used

by the bathers were deposited. It is

likewise believed that in a small esta-

blishment, like that at Pompeii, the

tepid chamber also served for the

oiling-room (elceothesium, unctorium),
to which the bather retired to be
rubbed and scraped with the strigil,

after the sweating bath. The small

dark recess below the window con-

tained an oil-lamp.
2. Tepidarium, sc. ahenum or vas.

The boiler which contained the tepid
water for supplying a set of baths.

(Vitruv. v. 10. 1.) It was placed
below the cold-water cistern (frigi-

darium), and above the hot boiler

(caldarium), but communicating by a

pipe with both, so that as the heated

fluid was drawn off from the latter,

the deficiency was supplied by an

equal quantity already partially heated

from the tepidarium, the vacuum thus

occasioned being at the same moment
filled up with cold water from the

cistern above. Each of these parti-
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culars, as well as the process itself,

is exemplified by
the annexed il-

lustration, which
exhibits all the

three vessels, with
the water flowing
from them, and
their relative posi-
tions in respect to

the furnace, from a

picture representing
the interior of a set

of baths painted on
the wall of one of the

apartments in the

Thermae of Titus at

Rome.
TER'EBRA (jeperpov). Literally,

a borer ; applied as a general term to

several different instruments used for

boring holes in wood or other sub-

stances :

1. A carpenter's gimlet (Isidor.

Orig. xix. 19. 14. Celsus, viii. 3.),

which makes fine sawdust (scobis) in

the act of boring. (Columell. iv. 29.

15.) This was a very ancient inven-

tion, whence it was distinguished by
the name of terebra antiqua (Colu-
mell. I. c.), and exactly resembled
our own, as shown by the annexed

example of an ancient gimlet, from
Ginzrot

2. An auger, which makes fine

shavings (ramenta) instead of sawdust,
in the act of boring ( Columell. iv. 29.
16. Plin. H. N. xvii. 25.) ; an in-

vention of later date, which was dis-

tinguished by the name gallica terebra

(Columell. Plin. II cc.), and no doubt
like our own.

3. (rpvirdviov). A bow-drill; worked
by the bow-string twisted round its

handle, and used for piercing small
holes in metal, stone, or gems (Plin.

H. N. xxxvii. 76.), as it still is by
our jewellers. Pliny
ascribes its inven-
tion to Dadalus

(H. N. vii. 57.), and

agreeably to that

tradition the ex-

ample here intro-

duced is lying on
the ground beside the
bronze heifer which
that artist is forming
for Pasephae, in a Pompeian painting.

4. (rpvirdvov"). A trepan, used by
surgeons for cutting out pieces of

bone. Celsus, viii. 3.

5. A military engine, adapted for

boring into the walls of a besieged
town. Vitruv. x. 13. 7.

TERGI'NUM. A thong of leather

used for scourging slaves (Plaut.
Pseud, i. 2. 22. ) by the LORARIUS,
which see.

TERUN'CIUS, sc. nummus. The
last and smallest division of the dena-

rius, or silver coinage of the Romans,
containing three-twelfths (uncice\ or

one-fourth of the as, and thus equal
in value to the copper quadrans. It

seems incredible that so small an
amount should ever have been coined

in silver, though it is enumerated

amongst the silver pieces. Varro,
L. L. v. 174.

T ESS EL/LA. Diminutive of

TESSERA. A small cube of marble,

stone, or composition, employed in

making tessellated, vermiculated, and
mosaic pavements. Senec. Q. N. vi.

31. PAVIMENTUM, 3. and 4.

TESSELLA'RIUS. One who
makes tesselce for pavements. Cod.

Theodos. 13. 4. 2.

TESSELLA'TUS. Tessellated ;

applied to pavements (Suet. CCES. 46.);

see PAVIMENTUM, 3.

2. Applied to whips (Apul. Met.

viii. p. 173.); see FLAGRUM, 2.

TES'SERA (ideas). A square

piece of stone or composition for

making pavements. (Plin. H. JV.

xxxvi. 62. Pallad. i. 9. 5.) Same as

TESSELLA.
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2. Tessera lusoria. A die or dice,

for playing games of chance and

skill, consisting of a

small cube of ivory,

bone, or wood, and
numbered on the six

sides, like our own. (Plin. H. N.
xxxvii. 6. Cic. Div. ii. 41. Mart,

xiv. 17. Ov. Trist. ii. 473.) It was

customary to play with three tesserce,

which were cast out of a box (fri-

tillus) ; and the highest throw was
when all the three presented a differ-

ent number ; the worst one when all

came up the same ; as three aces, for

instance. The example is from an

original of ivory found at Hercula-
neum. Compare TALUS, 1.

3. Tessera hospitalis (o-^jSoAof). A
tally or token of mutual hospitality
and friendship ; consisting of a small

die, which was given by a host to his
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guest at the time of departure, when
it was broken into two parts, each

party retaining one-half, in order

that if either of them or their descen-

dants should again meet, they might
recognize each other, and renew or

repay their ancient family obligations.

(Plaut. Pcen. v. 2. 8693.) The

example is from an original.
4. Tessera frumentaria and num-

maria. A voucher or ticket given upon
certain occasions by the magistrates
to poor people, in exchange for which

they received the quantities of bread,

corn, wine, and oil, or sums of money

inscribed upon it (Suet. Nero, 11.

Aug. 40. 41.) ; or sometimes scattered

in a largesse (congiarium) amongst
the crowd by the emperors, or wealthy-

personages, for the purpose of court-

ing popular favour. (Suet. Dom. 4.)

They were at first small square tablets

of wood, like the left-hand figure

annexed, with the number of mea-
sures to be received marked upon
them

;
and subsequently round balls

like the right-hand figure, hollow

inside, and in like manner having
the quantity inscribed within them

;

or containing a written order for the

object intended to be presented, when
that consisted of some fancy article,

instead of eatables or money. This

order was payable on presentation at

the magazine of the donor, and might
be sold or transferred. (Suet. //. cc.

Juv. vii. 174.) Both the examples
are from originals found in excava-

tions ; the manner of distributing
them is shown in the woodcut s.

CONGIARIUM.
5. Tessera theatralis. A ticket of

admission to the theatre, or other

place of public amusement (Mart,
viii. 78.), distri-

buted by the du-

umvir, and entitling
the holder to a place
at the representa-
tion. On it was
inscribed the num-
ber of the seat, the

division and row in which it was
situate, and in some cases the title of

the play to be performed, as in the

annexed example, from an original
found at Pompeii, in which the

Casino, of Plautus is announced for

performance, and the place autho-

rized to be taken is the eighth on the

second tier of the third cuneus.

6. Tessera militaris ((rvvOrwa). A
billet, or wooden tablet (Polyb. vi.

34.) with the watchword inscribed

upon it, which was given out by the

officers to their soldiers, in order that

they might have a test for distinguish-

ing friends from foes ; it was also

employed as a means by which the

orders of the commander were dis-

tributed through the different divi-

sions of an army. Liv. vii. 35. xxvii.

46. Veg. Mil. ii. 7. Virg. ^En. vii.

637. Serv. ad I

TESSERA'RIUS. In the army,
4 o
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the orderly who received the billet

(tessera) containing the watchword
or the order for action from the

general, and who communicated it

through the armv. Tac. Hist. i. 25.

Veg.Jfz7.ii. 7.

"

TESSER'ULA. Diminutive of

TESSERA; a die for making pave-
ments (Lucil. ap. Cic. Or. 44.), same
as TESSELLA ; a ticket or voucher

(Pers. v. 74.), same as TESSERA, 4. ;

a tablet for voting at the Comitia

(Varro, E. R. iii. 5. 18.), same as

TABELLA, 4.

TES'TA (ZffrpaKov, Kepdpiov). A
general name for any kind of vessel

made of baked clay or earthenware

(Plin. Virg. Hor. &c.) ; a tile (Vitruv.
ii. 8. 19. TEGULA) ; a broken frag-
ment of tiles or pottery. Ov. Met.
viii. 661. Juv. iii. 270.

TESTA'CEUM. Made of tiles.

Columell. i. 6. 13. Plin. Ep. x. 46.

PAVIMENTUM, 6. SPICA.

TESTU and TESTUM. The lid

of an earthenware vessel, and the

vessel itself. Cato, R. Ii. 74. Ov.
Fast. v. 510., and wood-cuts s. OLLA.
TESTUA'TIUM. Bread baked

in an earthenware pan. Varro, L. L.
v. 106.

TESTUDINEA'TUS or -DINA'-
TUS. Formed in the shape of a

testudo, as applied to the roofs and

ceilings of houses (Vitruv. ii. 1. 4.

Columell xii. 15. L); see TESTUDO, 2.

TESTUDIN'EUS. Made of or

decorated with tortoise-shell. Prop,
iv. 6. 32. Juv. vi. 80.

TESTU'DO (xe'Aw, X Ac6*/7j). In
its primary notion, a tortoise ; whence
the name is given to

a particular stringed
instrument (Cic. N.D.
ii. 57. Hor. A.P. 394.)

forming a variety of

the lyra ; that is, when
the simple lyre (see
the wood-cuts s. v.\
had been improved by
the addition ofa sound,

ing bottom, over which the chords
were drawn to increase the fulness of

their tone. It was so termed because
the idea was believed to have first'

occurred to Mercury, the fabled in-

ventor of the instrument, upon his

observing a tortoise-shell on the sands
of Egypt, with the skin of the belly
dried up into thin strings across it,

which were found to emit different

notes when tried with the fingers.

(Serv. ad Virg. Georg. iv. 464.)
Hence the form of the sounding-
board was made to imitate the shell

of a tortoise, as in the annexed ex-

ample, which is carried by Mercury
in a Pompeian painting. It was
sounded with the fingers, and the

plectrum, in the manner described and
illustrated s. CANO, 2. The distinc-

tion above drawn, though doubtless

an accurate one, is not, however,

strictly observed, for the poets fre-

quently apply the term indifferently
to any stringed instrument, such as

the lyra and cithara.

2. A ceiling formed by four sides,

converging to a centre (Vitruv. v. 1.

6.), as distinguished
from the vault (camara\
and the dome (tholus) ;

whence the name is

also used to designate
an apartment covered

by a ceiling of the kind
described. (Varro, L.L.
v. 161. Cic. Brut. 22.)
The form of the four sides rising to a

point at the top is cleverly expressed

by the two cross-lines in the centre

of the annexed illustration, which are

intended to represent the roof of an

atrium, on a fragment of the marble

plan of Rome, preserved in the Ca-

pitol.

3. A shed formed of planks, covered

with untanned hides, and placed upon
wheels, so that it could be moved to

any position required for the protec-
tion of the men while digging trenches

and making their approaches up to

the walls of a besieged town (Vitruv.
x. 15. and 16. Cses. B. G. iii. 42.

and 40.); or for covering those

who worked the battering-ram (tes-
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tudo arietaria. Vitruv. x. 13. 2.)
which is exhibited by the annexed

wood-cut, from a bas-relief on
arch of Septimius Severus.

4. A shed which soldiers formed

over head with their shields to pro-
tect themselves from the missiles of

the enemy, more especially whilst

they advaneed up to the walls of a

fortified place, in order to scale them.

(Cses. B. G. ii. 6. Tac. Hist. iii. 27.

Id. iv. 23. ) It was effected by raising
the shields over the head and shoulders

and fitting them closely under each

other, so that the whole formed a

compact covering like the shell of a

tortoise, or the pent of a shed, over

which everything would slide off

without injuring the men below.

(Liv. xliv. 9.) The pent was pro-
duced by the outer rank stooping
whilst those before them gradually
stood more and more erect. The
whole of these details are clearly
illustrated by the annexed wood-cut,
which represents a body of Roman
soldiers on the column of Antoninus,
formed into a testudo, and advancing
to the escalade of a German fortress.

TETRACHOR'DON (rerpdxop-

8oj>). Literally, having four strings,

and thus producing four notes (Capell.
ix. 324.) ; a scale comprising two
tones and a half, which formed the

old Greek musical system. The water

organ (hydraulus) is termed a tetra-

chord by Vitruvius (x. 8. 2.), when
it has only four barrels.

TETRADO'ROS or -ON (rerpd-

Supos or -ov). Literally, of four hands'

breadth ; applied to bricks (Vitruv.
iii. 2. 3.) ; see LATER, where the

comparative sizes of ancient bricks

are described and exemplified.
TETRADRACH'MUM (rerpa

7
-

SpaxiJ-ov). A silver piece of the

Athenian coinage, containing four

drachms (drachmae}, and worth some-

thing less than 3s. 3d. of our money.
(Liv. xxxiv. 52.) The example is

from an original drawn one-third less

than the actual size.

TETRAPH'ORI sc. phalangarii.
Porters who carried a load in a body
of four, by means of a bearing pole

(phalanga). Vitruv. x. 3. 7. See

the illustrations s. PHALANGA and

PHALANGARII, where the operation is

performed by two men, and by eight,

respectively.
TETRASTY'LOS (TerpcfcrTuAos).

Having four columns ;
either situated

in a straight line in front of an edi-

fice (Vitruv. iii. 3. 7.), or at the four

corners of a square in the interior

(Id. vi. 3. 1., and wood-cut s. ATRIUM,
2.); whence tetrastylon, as a substan-

tive, is used to designate an interior

which has a row of columns disposed,
like a peristyle (peristylium), round
the four sides of a square. Capitol.
Gord. 32. Inscript. ap. Grut. 124. 1.

TEXTOR, TEXTRIX (Warms,
iKpavrpici). A weaver, male and female.

(Mart. xii. 59. Id. iv. 19.) The
process of plain weaving was con-

ducted in the following manner. The
warp (stamen, tela), which consisted

ofa number ofstrongly-twisted threads

or "
yarns," was fastened to the cross-

bar (jugum) forming the top of the

loom (wood-cut s. TELA, 2.), or to

4 o 2
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the cloth beam (insubuluni), as in

the annexed example. A stick or

reed (arundo) was then passed in and
out between each alternate yarn, over
one and under the other, in the same
manner as the needle is used in darn-

ing, so as to divide the whole number
of yarns into two separate parcels
stamen secernit arundo. All the threads

ofone parcel were then passed through
a set of loops or " leashes

"
(licia\

fastened on to a rod (liciatorium), cor-

responding with the " heddle
"
of our

weavers, each individual thread being
passed through a separate loop, as

seen in the engraving. This process
of putting on the leashes is described

by the expressions licia teles addere, or

subnectere. The ends of the yarns
were then fixed to the yarn beam
(scapus), if there was one, as in the

wood-cut s. TELA, 1. ; or where col-

lected into a number of bundles, to

each of which a weight (pondus) was
fastened, as here shown, for the pur-
pose of keeping the warp steady and
extended while the woof was driven
home. The loom being thus pre-
pared, the weaver decussated the warp
by pulling forwards the leash rod,
which separated one alternate set of

yarns from the other, and produced a
" shed "

or " tram "
(trama\ that is,

an opening through which the woof
(subtemen) was conveyed across the

warp by the instrumentality of a
rod like a large netting-needle (radius),
or by a shuttle (alveolus). The cross-
thread of the woof became thus inter-

laced between each alternate thread

of the warp, and was then rendered

tight and compact by driving it toge-
ther with a flat wooden batten (spatha),
or by the teeth of a comb (pecteri)
inserted between the yarns, and pro-

ducing the same effect as the " reed
"

or "
lay

"
of a modern weaver. Ov.

Met. vi. 5558. Schneider, Index.

R. R. Script, s. TELA.
TEXTRI'NA (larfo). A room

for weaving. Vitruv. vi. 4. 2.

TEXTRI'NUM. Cic. Verr. ii. 4.

2. Same as the preceding.
2. (vavirfiyiov'). A dockyard, where

ships are built and repaired. Ennius

ap. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. xi. 326.

THALAME'GUS (doAwytfe)- A.

state barge used by the kings of

Egypt upon the Nile. (Suet. Cces.

52.) It was fitted up with great

splendour, containing all the requi-
sites for a party of pleasure, and
cabins (thalami) for a numerous suite,

from which it received the above

name, as well as the Latin para-

phrase, navis cubiculata (Senec. Ben.

vii. 70.).

THAL'AMUS (^Aojuos). A word

adopted from the Greek, and bearing
a very general and similar significa-
tion in both languages, in which it

occurs in the sense of a bedchamber

(DORMITORIUM) ;
but especially the

principal one, in which a married

couple reposed (wood-cut s. DOMUS,
2. p. 252. g.) ;

a dwelling-room

(CUBICULUM), especially amongst the

inner apartments of the house; or

the entire dwelling-house itself. Virg.
Mn. vi. 623. Vitruv. vi. 10. 2. Ov.
Met. ii. 738. Virg. Mn. vi. 280.

THALASSI'TES (doAa
Wine sunk under the sea in jars to

ripen it (Plin. H. N. xiv. 10) ; as

opposed to vinum maris expers (Hor.
Sat. ii. 8. 15.), the olvos d0aAa<r<ros

of the Greeks.
THEA'TRUM. A theatre, for

the representation of dramatic per-
formances and mimetic exhibitions.

The earliest theatres, both in Greece
and Italy, were nothing more than
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temporary wooden scaffoldings, erected

for the occasion, and afterwards pulled
down ; but subsequently they were
constructed in stone or brick, as per-
manent buildings, and with a consi-

derable display of architectural beauty
and magnificence of decoration ; alike

in both countries as far as regards
the general features of the plan, but

differing materially in some of the

internal arrangements and distribution

of some essential parts.
1. The Roman theatre was usually

built upon a level space within the

town, and consisted externally of a

semicircular elevation at one end,

comprising one or more stories of

arcades, through which the spectators

entered, and passed by staircases

constructed within them to a number
of semicircular tiers of seats in the in-

terior of the building, which were en-

closed by the external wall described,
and exhibited by the annexed illustra-

tion, representing the circular end of

the theatre of Marcellus, as it now
exists in partial ruins at Rome.
Two stories only remain, the lower

one, of the Doric order, partly em-
bedded in the soil ; over this, the

Ionic is more perfect ; but there was

originally a third story, of the Corin-

thiau order, which has entirely disap-

peared. The circular line of the plan
is distinctly apparent in the drawing ;

as well as the columns which deco-

rated each story, and the stonework
of the arches between them, which
formed so many open arcades, now
filled up by the wall and windows of

modern houses, into which the edifice

has been transformed. The opposite

extremity of the building, which
contained the stage, apartments ap-

propriated for the use of the actors,

and conveniences for storing the

property, &c., was flat, forming, as

it were, a chord or base to the semi-

circle, and was decorated externally

by a portico (portions), sometimes of

considerable extent, containing nu-

merous colonnades, and open as well

as covered walks and corridors,

which formed a favourite place of

resort for the idle and fashionable

loungers of the city. A portion of

these appurtenances, sufficient, how-

ever, to give an accurate notion of

the entire structure, is exhibited by
the lowest part of the annexed illus-

tration, which represents the ground-
plan of Pompey's theatre at Rome,
from the marble map of that city,
and shows the portico at the bottom
marked in black lines, then the
walls of the scene and stage, and,

beyond them, the circular seats for

the spectators, which were enclosed

externally by a wall similar to that

exhibited in the preceding illustra-
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tion. The interior was open to the

sky, having no roof, and consisted of

the following essential parts, distri-

buted in the manner shown by the

annexed illustration, representing the

ground-plan of the theatre at Hercu-

laneum, which is constructed upon
the Roman model. The body of the

house (cavea) where the spectators

sat, consists of a number of semi-

circular rows of seats, formed by
deep steps (gradus) rising in concen-

trie lines one above the other, which
were subdivided horizontally into

tiers (mceniana), comprising several

rows each, by broad landing-places

(pracinctiones, A A, A A) ; and, verti-

cally, into cuneiform compartments
(cunei, BBBBB) by a number of stair-

cases (scalce, aaaaa), down which
the spectators descended to the row
where their respective places were

situated, upon entering the house

through the open door-ways (vomito-
ria, bbbbb) at the head of each

staircase, which were reached by
means of passages and covered lob-

bies constructed in the shell of the

building, precisely in the same man-
ner as explained and illustrated by
the text and wood-cut s. AMPHITHE-
ATRUM, p. 29. At the bottom of the
cavea was the orchestra (c), an exact

half circle, and answering in use and

locality to our pit, for it contained

the seats appropriated to the magis-
trates and persons of distinction ; and
was not used, like the Greek orches-

tra, for a chorus and musicians. A
little in advance of this was a low

wall, pulpitum, or proscenii pulpitum,

c, forming the front of the stage

(proscenium, DD) towards the spec-

tators, and separating it from the

orchestra. At the back of the stage,
there was a lofty wall of brick or

masonry (scena, eee\ which formed
the permanent scene of the the-

atre, with three grand entrances

for the chief actors; and behind

this, the apartments for the actors

and property (postscenium, E E), or

what we call the part
" behind the

scenes." The two divisions in ad-
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vance of the stage, on each side of it,

like our stage-boxes (ff\ are sup-

posed to have been reserved as places
of honour for the chief magistrates
of Herculaneum, for they have each
a private entrance from the portico
at the back of the house, by a sepa-
rate staircase (gg) ;

but they consti-

tute exceptional varieties, which do
not appear to have had a permanent
place in every theatre.

2. (^eoTpoy). The Greek Theatre

was usually formed at the foot of a

hill, the sloping sides of which, when
cut into steps, afforded accommoda-
tion for the spectators' seats, and the

level beyond, for the outbuildings

required for the stage, scenes, &c.
In such cases, the entire locality was
little more than an excavation, like

the stadium, described at p. 617.,
and had no exterior ; but when the

nature of the country would not

afford such facilities, and it became

necessary to build on level ground,
the external construction would

present features of a similar cha-

racter to those described under the

Roman practice. The interior con-

tained all the parts enumerated in

the preceding paragraphs, disposed
in the same manner, but differing in

some important particulars, as re-

spects the uses to which some of

them were applied, and the plan

upon which they were designed ; as

will be understood by comparing the

present illustration, representing the

ground -plan of the great theatre at

Pompeii, which is constructed upon
the Greek model, with that of the
Roman theatre last inserted. The
part where the spectators sat (/coTAoi',

cavea) is, like that, open to the sky,
and subdivided in a similar manner
into tiers by broad landing-places
(8idfa/j.aTa, prcecinctiones), and com-

partments ofa wedge-like form (AA A,

KepKides, cunei), by converging lines

of staircases (a a a, K\ifj.a.Ks, scales') ;

but instead of being semicircular, it

consisted of a much larger segment
of a circle, and thus afforded accom-
modation for a greater concourse of

visitors. The orchestra (6px^<"7>a),
in like manner, was much deeper
than in a Roman theatre, and was
not occupied by the spectators, but

appropriated solely to the chorus,
who required room to range 'them-

selves, and perform their evolutions.

In the centre of the orchestra stood

the altar of Bacchus (B, ^u^eAT?, thy-

mele\ which, being formed of wood,
had perished, but is restored in the

wood-cut, to show its situation. The
stage and its adjuncts (irpoaK-fjviov,

proscenium) was divided in the same
manner as the Roman, into two parts ;

the stage itself, from which the

actors spoke (6, \oyeiov, oKpias,

pulpitum\ and the back part, with
its wall or permanent scene (c, tr/c^,

scena). The name of the part be-

hind the scenes, corresponding with
the Roman postscenium, is doubtful :

some antiquarians think that it was
called inroffK-fiviov, but others attribute

that term to the low wall which se-

parates the front of the stage from
the orchestra.

3. Theatrum tectum. A covered

theatre, which had a roof over head,
like the Odeum of Pericles at

Athens ; generally used as a concert-
room. (Stat. Sylv. iii. 5. 91. Inscript.

ap. Orelli. 3294.) The smallest of
the two theatres at Pompeii is be-

lieved to have been a covered thea-

tre, from an inscription found in it,

in commemoration of the person at
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whose expense the roof was made.
It is constructed internally upon the

same plan as other theatres ; but as

the upper part has fallen into decay,
the nature of the roof cannot be as-

certained.

THE'CA
(MiKii)-

A case to put

anything in ; applied to any descrip-
tion of objects, with an accompanying
epithet to designate the article in-

tended ; as, tkeca calamaria, a case

for pens ; theca nummaria, for money,
&c. Virg. Quint. Prop. Varro.

THECA'TUS. Deposited in a

case ; applied to the bow (Sidon.

Ep. i. 2. ), as shown in the wood-cut
s. CORYTUS.
THERIS'TRUM (Mpiffrpov and

depia-rpiov). A Greek word (Theocr.
xv. 69.), adopted
into the Latin

language at a late

period. (Tertull.
Pall 4. Hieron.

ii. in Isai. iii.

23.) In both lan-

guages, the pre-
cise meaning of

the term is somewhat uncertain, be-

yond the fact that it denoted some

part of the female attire which was
worn in summer as a protection

against the sun. It consisted of a

square piece of cloth (pallium, Isidor.

Orig. xix. 25. 6.) ;
and probably was

used as a covering for the head, like

the annexed example, from a bas-

relief, which closely resembles in its

arrangement the manner still adopted

by the female peasantry in many
parts of Italy, who cover their heads
with a linen cloth in summer and a

woollen one in winter ; the summer
cloth, Sepiffrpiov, is moreover opposed
to the winter one, xel

f
jL(*ffTPlov'

THER'IOS (de>/ifu). Literally,
hot springs; thence, a bath of hot

water, whether warmed by natural

or artificial heat. From this, the
name was subsequently transferred
to the building which contained a set

of baths, including cold as well as

hot, and vapour as well as water

baths
; such, for instance, as those

bequeathed by Agrippa to the Ro-
man people, of which the noble

edifice, now called the Pantheon, at

Rome formed one of the apartments.
(Plin. H. N. xxxiv. 19. 6. Id.

xxxv. 9. Id. xxxvi. 64.) In this

general sense, the name is conse-

quently nothing more than a new
term for BALINE^E ; under which the

ancient method of constructing and

arranging a bathing establishment is

explained and illustrated.

2. But after the age of Augustus,
when the Romans had turned their

attention to the arts of peace, and
laid out some portion of the tributary
wealth collected from their exten-

sive dominions in the embellishment
of their capitol, the name THERMS
was appropriated more particularly
to those magnificent establishments

modelled after the plan of a Greek

Gymnasium, but constructed upon a

still more sumptuous and extensive

scale, which, in addition to conveni-

ences for all kinds of bathing, hot

and cold, contained rooms for intel-

lectual conversation, and philoso-

phical discussions, libraries, picture-

galleries, apartments for games and

exercises, open and shaded walks,
covered corridors, and porticos for

running, leaping, racing, and other

gymnastics, as well as every ap-

purtenance which could conduce to

the intellectual or physical enjoy-
ment of a wealthy and luxurious

population. Suet. Col. 37. Nero, 12.

Mart. v. 44. vii. 32. iii. 20. 25. vii.

34. ix. 76. xii. 83. Capitol. Gord.

32. Eutrop. vii. 9., in seven of

which passages, TTiermce are opposed
to Balnea. Very extensive remains,
which formerly belonged to three

public buidings of this description,
are still to be seen in Rome ; the

thermae of Titus on the Esquiline

(Suet. Tit. 7.), in which the well-

known statue of Laocoon was found ;

the tkermce of Caracalla, or Anto-

niance, on the Aventine (Spart. Cara-
call. 9. Eutrop. viii. 11.), in which
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were found the statues of the Farnese

Hercules, the Flora Farnese, and
the group of Dirce, tied by Zethus
and Amphion to a wild bull, all pre-
served in the Bourbon Museum at

Naples ; and the thermae of Diocletian,

covering parts of both the Viminal
and Quirinal, a single room of which
was converted by Michel Angelo
into a church, Santa Maria degli

Angeli, the largest, after St. Peter's,

in Rome. The annexed illustration

shows the ground-plan of the thermce

of Caracalla, from a survey made by
the Italian architect Pardini, with a
few slight alterations in the restored

portions, adopted in conformity with
the gymnasium at Ephesus, of which
a plan is inserted p. 324., and which,

by comparison with the present one,

will testify the general uniformity of

principle existing in the distribution

and design of these two classes of

buildings. The dark parts exhibit

the actual remains ; the light ones

are restorations, but sufficiently au-

thorised by corresponding portions
still existing, as will readily appear

upon an accurate inspection of the

opposite sides. The names and uses

assigned to each apartment, or divi-

sion of the edifice, must be under-

stood as being to a certain extent

uncertain and conjectural, excepting
where the traces left in the ruins are

sufficient to demonstrate of them-

selves the original intention ; but

still, by affixing names to them, the

object will be served of conveying
to the reader, in a concise form, a

clear and distinct notion of the mag-
nificence of these edifices, and of the

number, variety, and general dispo-
sition of the dependencies contained

in them ; for the thermae of Diocle-

tian, though built upon a still larger
4 P
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scale, are laid out upon a plan ex-

actly similar in all their essential

parts.
A A. A colonnade fronting the

street, annexed to the original build-

ing by Heliogabalus in part, and

completed by Alexander Severus.

(Lamprid. Heliog. 17. Id. Alex. Sev.

25. ) The range of small apartments
behind this colonnade are supposed
to have been separate bathing-rooms,
with an undressing-room (apodyte-

rium) attached to each for the use of

persons who did not wish to bathe

in public. B. The entrance, ccc.

Three single corridors round the

central pile of buildings, with a

double one DD on the south-west,

restored in conformity with the gym-
nasium at Ephesus: although no
traces of these are left, there would

clearly be a vacant space on the

ground-plan without them, which

requires to be filled up. EE. Exe-

drce, for philosophers and literary
characters to sit and converse in,

constructed with a semicircular ab-

sis, remaining on the left side, round
which the seats were ranged. FF.

Corridors, like the Greek xysti, in

front of the exercising-grounds, and

having a separate apartment at each

end, which probably served for some
of the games or exercises adopted
from the Greeks. GGGG. Open
walks (hypathrce ambulationes), plant-
ed with trees and shrubs, and laid

out with vacant spots between, for

active exercises. H. The stadium,
with seats round, for spectators to

view the racing and other exercises

performed in it; hence also termed
theatridium. The works at the back
of this contain the water-tanks, and
furnaces below them, which heated
the water for the baths to a certain

temperature, before it was conveyed
by pipes into the coppers immedi-

ately adjoining the bath-rooms ; with
T, the general reservoir (castellum),
and j, a portion of the aqueduct which
supplied it. For the other apart-
ments at this extremity of the struc-

ture, KK, LL, MM, no special use can

be authoritatively assigned, beyond
the inference drawn from their loca-

lity near the exercising-grounds,
that they were probably intended for

some purpose connected with bodily

activity. The central pile of build-

ing contained the bathing-apart-

ments, some of which still retain suf-

ficient traces for their uses to be
attributed with confidence. N. Na-
tatio, a large swimming-bath, flanked

by a suite of rooms on each side,

which served as undressing-rooms

(apodyteria), and chambers for the

slaves (capsarii), who took charge of

the clothes while their owners were

bathing : the inferiority of fittings
and decoration in these rooms indi-

cate that they were intended for me-
nials, o. The caldarium, with four

baths (1, 2, 3, 4) for warm water (al-

vei) in each of its angles, and a labrum

(5, 6) on each flank. The steps still

remain which conducted into the

baths, and part of a pipe through
which the water was introduced into

one of them
;
the roof over the cen-

tral part, as well as that of the prece-

ding one (N), was supported upon
eight immense columns. The apart-
ments further on beyond these, which
are too much dilapidated to be re-

stored with any degree of certainty,
contained the laconicum, or vapour-
bath, for which the circular room

(p) has every appearance of having
served. QQ are ascertained, from

remaining vestiges, to have been
cisterns for water near the bath-

rooms, and filled from the tanks at

the further end of the edifice. The
two spacious apartments RR, within

the lateral corridors on each flank,

were covered rooms for exercise in

bad weather ; and seem well adapted
for the game of ball (sphceristeria), to

which the Romans were much ad-

dicted. The remaining ones on the

further side, under the double por-
tico, s s, were two cold plunging
baths (baptisteria\ with an oiling-
room (elaothesium, TT), and a cold
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chamber (frigidarium, uu) on each
side. The whole exterior occupies
one mile in circuit ;

and the central

pile had an upper story, traces of

which remain, where the libraries

and picture-galleries were probably
situated.

THERMOPO'LIUM (^OTTC*-
Atof). A shop in which warm drinks

(calida) were sold (Plaut. Trin. iv.

3. 6. Id. Rud. ii. 6. 45.), like the

cafe of modern Europe.
THER'MUL^E. Diminutive of

THERMS; the diminutive, however,
not bearing a sense of inferiority or

disparagement, but, as is frequently
the case, intended to convey a notion

of extreme perfection.
THOL'US (&(*Aos). A cupola or

dome for roofing over any circular

building (Vitruv. iv. 8. 7. Ov. Fast.

vi. 282.) ; applied both to the interior,

or ceiling formed within it (Ov. Fast.

vi. 296. Virg. JEn. ix. 408.), and to

the exterior, or outside roof. (Mart,
ii. 59.) The illustration, from a

medal of Nero, establishes the genu-
ine meaning of the term ; for it re-

presents the great market for ready-
dressed provisions (macellum mag-
num), which, we learn from Varro

(ap. Non. p. 448.), was covered by a

cupola (tholum macelli\ as here repre-
sented.

THORACA'TUS (3ft.Pao>opos).

Wearing a thorax, or cuirass. Plin.

H.N. xxxvii. 37.

THO'RAX
(^pa|). Properly, a

Greek word, which corresponds with
the Latin one LomeA

; but the two

are opposed to each other in a passage
of Livy (xlii. 61.), loricce thoracesque,
where the lorica is a corselet of lea-

ther, the thorax a cuirass of metal.

2. (TrpoTojiMj). A portrait in mar-

ble, bronze, or other material, repre-

senting the person as far as the breast

only, which we call a bust. (Tre-
bell. Claud. Goth. 2. Vitruv. Com-

pend. 2. ) The example, from a bas-

relief, represents an artist in the act

of modelling a thorax, either in wax
or clay, as testified by the modelling
stick which he holds in his left hand,
and probably one of those small busts

which the Romans used to preserve
in their houses as family portraits,
under the title of ancestral images
(imagines majorum). It is to the

above custom, that the first design of

making busts, as a particular style in

art, is to be referred, the encourage-
ment subsequently given to it pro-

ceeding from the advantage it af-

forded to persons of small means,
who could not afford the expense of

a full-length statue. This will ac-

count for the circumstance, otherwise

singular, that the ancient name for a
bust is only met with in late writings ;

for it should be borne in mind that

the early works of Greek art, so

commonly classed under the name of
busts in our museums, were termed
Hermes by the ancients ; and that

they were not busts in reality, but

only heads without shoulders, in-

tended to be fixed on the top of a

square post, the pedestals on which
4 p 2
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they are now seen being entirely
modern.

THRAX, THR^EX, or THREX.
A Thracian gladiator (Senec. Q. N.
iv. 1. ) ; so termed because he em-

ployed the same arms and accoutre-

ments as the natives of Thrace ;
viz.

a knife with a curved blade and

sharp point (sica), and the small

Thracian shield (Festus, s.v.), which

was square in outline, but convex in

surface, as exhibited by the illustra-

tions, both from devices on terra-

cotta lamps. When fighting, he
often received his opponent in a

crouching or kneeling posture, as

here shown, which aptly illustrates

and explains the allusion of Seneca

(/. c.), who designates a person of

lowly stature by assimilating him to

the figure of a Thracian gladiator
awaiting the attack.

THRON'US (dpoyos). A throne

(Plin. If. N. xxxv. 36. 2. Auct.

Pervigil Ven. 7. ) ; only an adopted
form of the Greek word, for which
the pure Latin term is SOLIUM.
THY'AS or THY'IAS (Mas or

bvids). A bacchante (Ov. Fast. vi.

514. Catull. 64. 392. Virg. Mn. iv.

302. ) ; a Greek form adopted by the

poets ; same as BACCHA.
THYM'ELE or THYM'ELA

(&u/ie\7j). Properly, a Greek word,

meaning literally a place for sacrifice,

such as a temple or an altar ;
but

expressly used to designate the altar

of Bacchus in a Greek theatre, which
was a square platform, with steps up
to it, situated in the centre of the or-

chestra (see the ground-plan *. THE-
ATBUM. 2., on which it is marked B.),

It was used for various purposes ;
to

serve as an altar, to represent a fune-

real monument, or any similar object

required in the representation of the

piece ; to conceal the prompter, who
was placed immediately behind it,

while the pipe-player (tibicen), and

occasionally the leader of the

chorus, took their station upon it.

In a Roman theatre there was no

thymele, because their orchestra was

entirely appropriated to the accom-
modation of spectators, like our pit.

THYMEL'ICI O/ieAt/coO- The
chorus of a Greek theatre, or the

musicians who sung and played upon
and around the altar of Bacchus (thy-

mele) in the orchestra ; as opposed to

scenici (OVCTJI'J/COI), the regular actors,

who performed upon the stage. Vi-

truv. v. 7. 2. Isidor. Orig. xviii. 47.

THYRO'MA (dtpwfM). The
Greek name for an entrance-door or

door-way. (Vitruv. iv. 6. 1.) See

JANUA.
THYR'SIGER. Carrying the

thyrsus; an epithet descriptive of

Bacchus and his followers (Senec.
Med. 110. Id. Hipp. 753.), who car-

ried that instrument on their shoul-

ders, when engaged in celebrating
the Bacchanalian rites, in the man-
ner exhibited by the figure subjoined,
which is copied from a painting
at Pompeii, representing several of
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the usages connected with a sacrifice

to Bacchus.

THYRSIT'ENENS. (Anthol.
Lat. i. p. 11. Burm.) Same as the

preceding.
THYR'SUS (iWpcros). A thyrsus;

that is, a long pole, with an orna-

mental head, formed by a fir cone, or

by ivy, or vine-leaves, which was
carried by Bacchus and his votaries

at the celebration of their rites (Hor.
Od. ii. 19. 8. Stat. Theb. ix. 614.),
and originally consisted of a spear,
with its point concealed by the above
device. (Macrob. Sat. i. 19. Sen.

Here. Fur. 904.) The illustration

shows the three ways of decorating
the head of a thyrsus just described ;

with ivy leaves on the left, vine-leaves

on the right, and by a fir cone in the

centre, all from Pompeian paintings ;

but the complete instrument, with its

shaft, is exhibited by the preceding
wood-cut.

TIA'RA or -AS (ridpa or -as).

The tiara ; a cap or fez, which
formed the national head-covering of

the Parthians, Armenians, Persians,
and inhabitants generally of the

north western districts of Asia. It

consisted of a small skull-cap, made
of cotton, and
without stiffen-

ing, which was

placed on the

top of the head,
so as to leave

the front hair

over the fore-

head uncover-

ed, and kept
from falling off by a narrow band
tied round the occiput (Hieron. Ep.
64. n. 12. Val. Flacc. vi. 700.), pre-

cisely as shown by the annexed ex-

ample, from a bas-relief of Persepo-
litan sculpture.

2. Tiara recta. An upright tiara,

the use of which was confined to

kings only of

those nations

mentioned in

the last para-

graph (Senec.
Ben. vi. 31.);
and which, in-

stead of being
soft and flex-

ible, like that worn by the other

classes, was stiffened, so as to stand

up like the crown of a hat, above the

head, as exhibited by the annexed

example, representing Tigranes, king
of Armenia, from a Syrian medal.

In the Persian language, it was called

cidaris

3. Tiara Phrygia. The Phrygian
tiara (Juv. vi. 516. Virg. JEn. vii.

254.); a term
used by the

Roman poets,
instead of mi-

tra, to desig-
nate the long
flexible cap, or

Phrygian bon-

net, as we call

it, which was
tied under the

chin by lappets (redimicula) covering
the side of the cheeks (Juv. /. c. ), as

in the annexed example, from a
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Pompeian painting, representing Pa-

ris, the Phrygian shepherd.
TFBIA (ovAtfc). The name given

to several different wind-instruments
in very common use amongst the an-

cients, made of reed, cane, box-wood,

horn, metal, and the tibia or shin-bone

of some birds and animals, whence the

name originated ; all, however, be-

longing to a similar class, character-

ised by having holes or stops for the

fingers, and being sounded by a

mouth-piece inserted between the

lips.

1. (jurfi'auAos). One of the earli-

est and simplest forms of the tibia

consisted of

a small box-
wood pipe,

something like the modern flageolet,
and precisely similar to the instru-

ment still used by the shepherds, or

"pifferari" of the mountains near

Rome; as shown by the annexed

example, from a statue representing a

Faun. In this form, it was also ex-

pressly designated by the Greek name
monaulos. (Mart. xiv. 64.)

2. Tibia gingrina (yiyypas'). A
very small and simple pipe, made out

of a fine quality of reed, and produ-

cing a shrill and plaintive note, like

that of our fife, which was much
used in Phoenicia and Egypt. (So-
lin. v. Festus, s. v. Athen. iv. 76.)
Several specimens have been found in

the tombs of Egypt, varying in length
from nine to eighteen inches ; one of

which, nine inches long, is shown by
the annexed wood-cut, from Salt's

collection in the British Museum.
3. Tibia obliqua (irAcryfauAos). A

pipe something like our bassoon, with
a mouth-piece inserted on the side of

the tube, and when played, held in

an oblique position, so that the top
part came against the right ear (per
obliquum calamum ad aurem porrectum
dextram, Apul. Met. xi. p. 245.), as

exhibited by the annexed example,

from a bas-relief in the Vatican,
which represents a number of genii

engaged in Bacchic festivities. It

was said to be invented by Midas

(Plin. H. N. vii. 57.), and was attri-

buted to the satyrs and followers of

Bacchus. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. xi. 737.

4. Tibia vasca. Supposed to have

been a pipe of similar character to

the last, but of a more simple and
less powerful kind, which was em-

ployed for beginners to practise upon,
the form ofthe mouth-piece facilitating

the production and modulation of the

tones ; from which circumstance it is

thought thatthename ofvasca, meaning
literally light or inferior, was attributed

to it. (Solin. 5. Salmas. ad Vopisc.
Carin. 19. Gloss. Philox.) If this no-

tion be correct, an example is afforded

by the annexed figure, representing a

terminal statue of Pan in the British

Museum. The mouth-piece is fixed

on like the last specimen, but the pipe
is smaller, and consists of a simple
reed or cane ; but the right arm and
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lower portion of the pipe are modern
restorations.

5. Tibia lonya. The long pipe
which was employed in religious ce-

remonies, in the temples, and at the

sacrifice, to emit a loud and solemn
strain during libation. (Marius Vic-

torin. i. 2478.) The illustration is

<D
from a bas-relief published by Casali

(Splend. Urb. Rom. iii. 1.), represent-

ing a sacrifice, in which four figures
are introduced with the same instru-

ments, all of which are nearly as long
as the height of the performers.

6. Tibia curva (eAu/ios). The

Phrygian pipe ( Athen. iv. 79.) ; espe-

cially employed in the ceremonials of

Cybele. (Pollux, iv. 74.) The
tube was made of box-wood, with a

bent end, like a horn, affixed to its

further extremity (Pollux, /. c.), as

shown by the annexed example, from

and not, like the last example,

branching from a common stem.

The specimen introduced is from a

marble bas-relief of the Villa Mattel,

in which they are held by a muse.
The Hecyra of Terence was accom-

panied by pipes of this description,
as we learn from the notice prefixed
to the play ; modos fecit Flaccus

Claudi, tibiis paribus.
8. Tibice impares. A pair of un-

equal pipes played by a single per-

former, but each of which had a dif-

ferent pitch, or produced a different

sound, the one base and the other

treble, believed to result from in-

equality in the relative length of each

pipe, and of the intervals between
the stops, as the figures in the an-

nexed wood-cut, also from a bas-re-

lief, seem to indicate. The Phormio
of Terence was accompanied by pipes

a Roman bas-relief ;
whence it is

termed curva (Virg. JEn. xi. 737.

Tibull, ii. 1. 86.), or tibia adunco cor-

nu. (Ov. Met iii. 533.) But it

was often made with a double branch

proceeding from the same stem, as

exhibited by the annexed figure, also

from a bas-relief; and the strain

emitted by it is, in consequence, de-

scribed by the epithet biforis (Virg.
j?En. ix. 618. biforem dat tibia cantum ;

Stat. Theb. iv. 668. biforem tumul-

tum).
7. Tibice pares (Ce b"0- A pair of

pipes, of equal length and bore, both

of which produced the same tone, viz.

both base or both treble ; inflated

also together by one musician, though
each pipe was a separate instrument,

of this kind, as mentioned by the no-

tice prefixed to the play ; modos

fecit Flaccus Claudi, tibiis imparibus.
9. Tibia dextra (at\6s avSpytos).

That one of a pair of pipes which
was held in the right hand when play-

ing (Festus, s. y.), as shown by the

annexed figure, from a painting at
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Herculaneum. It was made from
the upper part of the reed or cane

(Theophrast. H. P. iv. 12. Plin.

H. N. xvi. 66.), and produced the

deep or base notes (gravi bombo, Apul.
Flor. 1. 3. 2.), -whence it is termed
the "

manly pipe
"
by Herodotus (i.

17.) The eunuch of Terence was

accompanied by a pair of base pipes
tibiis duabus dextris ; the Andria

by a double set of pipes, one pair of

which were both base, the other both

treble tibiis paribus dextris et sinis-

tris.

10. Tibia sinistra or Iceva (oi/Ads

yvvaiK-fiios). That one of a pair of

pipes which was held in the left hand,
as shown by the last illustration. It

was made of the lower part of the

reed or cane near the roots (Theo-
phrast. H.P. iv. 12. Plin. H. N. xvi.

66.), and produced the sharp or treble

notes (acuto tinnitu, Apul. Flor. i. 3.

2. ) ; whence it is termed the " wo-

manly pipe
"
by Herodotus (i. 17.).

11. Tibia incentiva. The leading,
or base pipe ; another name for tibia

dextra (Varro, R. R. i. 2. 15.), be-

cause the right-hand pipe was the

one which commenced the strain.

12. Tibia succentiva. The second,
or treble pipe ; another name for

tibia sinistra (Varro, R. R. i. 2. 15.),
because the strain, just commenced

by the base, was taken up arid fol-

lowed by the treble, or left-hand

pipe.
13. Tibia Sarrance. A pair of

pipes, of equal length and bore, like

the tibia pares, so that both of them
were attuned to the same pitch.

(Serv. ad Virg. JEn. ix. 618.) The
Adelphi of Terence was accompanied
by this instrument, which is supposed
to have received its designation from

Sarra, the ancient name for Tyre ;

but nothing really authentic is known
respecting the origin of the name, nor
of the characteristic properties of the

instrument.
14. Tibia milvince. Pipes which

emitted a peculiarly sharp and shrill

tone(Solin. 5. Festus, *..); the form

and distinctive characteristics ofwhich
are not otherwise ascertained.

TIBIA'LE (TrepiKj/Tj/ii's). A leggin
or long gaiter, which went round the

shin (tibia) from the

knee to the ankle ; not

commonly worn by the

Romans, but occasion-

ally adopted under the

Empire by persons of

delicate constitution like

Augustus (Suet. Aug.
82.) ; or by those whose

employments rendered such a protec-
tion advantageous, such as soldiers

(Paul. Dig. 49. 16. 14.) ;
or by hunts-

men, for which usage the illustration

affords an authority, being worn by
a horseman in a Roman bas-relief,

at a hunt of wild beasts.

TIBFCEN (ouArjT^s). A musician
who plays on the pipes (tibice). The
pipers formed a corporation at Rome
(Inscript. ap. Grut. 175. 10. Val.

Max. ii. 5. 4.), where they were
held in estimation (Ov. Fast. vi. 6.

57.), and extensively employed in

religious festivals and solemnities

(Ov. /. c, Cic. Agr. ii. 34. Plin. H. N.
xxviii. 3.), at funerals (Id. x. 60.),

and on the stage. (Hor. A. P. 215.

The illustration, from a painting at

Pompeii, represents a piper at the

theatre, sitting upon the raised altar

(thymele) in the orchestra, beating
time with his left foot, and draped in

the long vest, as described by Horace
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TIBFCINA (orfATrrpfe)- A female

player on the pipes (tibia), as repre-

sented by the annexed figure from

a painting of Herculaneum. (Mart,
xiv. 64.) These were generally girls

who went about playing for hire at

dinner parties and festive entertain-

ments. Plaut. Aul ii. 4. 2. Most. iv.

3. 2. Stick, ii. 3. 56.

TIGILLUM. Diminutive of

TlGNUM.
T I G N A' R I U S sc. faber. A

timber worker ; meaning strictly one

who hews and puts together the

timbers and beams (tignd) of a roof

(Cic. Brut 73.); this constituted a

trade by itself amongst the Romans,
whose members were associated in a

distinct corporation. (Inscript. ap.

Grut. 360. 2.) But in the language
of the law books the term was applied
in a more general signification, like

our builder, and included all those

who were engaged in any description

of building operations. Cajus. Dig.
50. 16. 235.

TIGNUM. Generally, a beam or

timber for building ;
but the term is

more specially used to designate the

tiebeams in the timber work of a roof

(Vitruv. iv. 2. 1.) ;
which are placed

across the architrave or main beam

(trabs) ;
as shown by the plan s.

MATERIATIO, on which they are

marked ddddd. These form the

principal beams of the soffit in the

interior of a building; and in stone

edifices of the Doric order, their ex-

tremities are represented externally

by the triglyphs; but in Ionic and

Corinthian elevations, they are not

accounted for externally, being en-

tirely concealed by the slabs of the

continuous frieze (zophorus) which
covers them.

TINA. A vessel in which wine

was brought into the eating-room in

early times. (Varro, ap. Non. s. v.

p. 544. ) Nothing is known respect-

ing its peculiar properties; but we

may infer that it was of considerable

size, since Varro speaks of it as a sub-

stitute for the skin (uter); and No-
nius associates it with the cask (cupa)>
The modern Italians retain the word
in nearly its old form, il tino, and use

it to designate the vat in which

grapes are trod out at the vintage.
TINTINNABULA'TUS. Carry-

ing a bell, especially with reference

to animals (Sidon. Ep. ii. 2.), round

whose necks they were attached

amongst the ancients for the same

I purposes as amongst ourselves. The

example is from a small bronze cast.

TINTINNA'BULUM (/cdSow). A
|

bell (Plaut. Trin. iv. 2. 162.); made
I
in similar shapes, and used for much

the same purposes as at the present

day; viz., at the door of a house

(Suet. Aug. 91. Compare Sen. Ira.

iii. 35. ), for calling the servants; at

the baths, to give notice when the

water was ready (Mart. xiv. 163.) ;

4 Q
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at the sacrifice (Plaut. Pseud, i. 3.

112.); and for fastening round the

necks of animals, both as an object of

ornament and use. The illustration

represents five bells of different forms

from ancient originals ; the two on
the left side at the top are common
sheep-bells ; the two below them,
attached to a flat band, were used for

a horse's breast-belt ; the other two
are hand-bells of a larger description.
TINTINNA'CULUS. One who

makes another's ears tingle (Plaut.
True. iv. 3. 8.) ; a nickname given to

the LORARIUS, in allusion to the effect

produced by the blows dealt upon the

slave whom he punished.
TIT'ULUS. A placard or board

attached to a long pole, and carried

by the soldiery
in triumphal pro-

cessions, to re-

cord the num-
ber of prisoners,
amount of booty,
and names of the

towns or coun-

tries captured ;

all which details

were inscribed

upon it in large

characters, for

the information of the populace. (Ov.
Trist iv. 2. 20.) The illustration

represents one of the boards carried

at the triumph of the Emperor Titus,

after the conquest of Jerusalem, from
the arch erected in commemoration
of that event.

2. The title or lettering-piece of a

book (Plin. Ep. v. 13. 3. Senec.

Tranq. 9.) Same as INDEX, under
which term the object is explained
and illustrated.

3. A notice or bill put up against a

house to announce that it was to be
let or sold (Plin. Ep. vii. 27. 7.);
hence the expression mittere lares sub

titulo (Ov. Rem. 302. Compare Ti-
bull. ii. 4. 54.) means to advertise a
house for sale. The notice of sale

declared the price and particulars

(Plin. /. c.); the form for letting was

comprised in the words EST Lo-

CANDA, which is commonly retained

at the present day in modern Rome.
4. An epitaph (Plin. Ep. vi. 10.

3.) ; and any kind of inscription

upon monuments, buildings, ves-

sels, &c.

TOG'A (-Hjgei/i/a). A toga ;
the

principal outer garment of the Ro-

mans, which formed the distinctive

national costume of that people, as

the pallium did of the Greeks. It

was usually made of white wool, ex-

cepting in cases of private mourning,
or amongst the very poorest classes,

who could not afford the expense of

frequent cleaning ;
in both which

cases dark wool of the natural colour

was employed.
As the size and manner of adjust-

ing this garment was not always the

same, but partook of several modifi-

cations at different epochs, much
doubt and difficulty has been expe-
rienced by scholars and antiquarians
in determining the precise form and
measure of the drapery which com-

posed it
;
for although a great num-

ber of figures clothed in the toga still

remain, both in bas-reliefs and as

single statues, yet they belong, almost

without exception, to the Imperial

period, and only represent the latest

and most ostentatious fashion in

which it was adjusted. It is, conse-

quently, to the works of Etruscan art,

from which nation, either directly or

indirectly, the toga descended to the

Romans, that we must look for the

earliest specimens of its style ; and in

them we find demon-
strative evidence that

it was made of a

lunated or semicircu-

lar piece of cloth, as

Dionysius states (iii.

61.), and that it was
of moderate dimen-

sions, so as not to

form any bend or sinus

across the chest, agree-

ably to the account of

Quintilian (xi. 3.
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137.) The first of these properties
is exemplified by the figure in the last

page, from a small Etruscan bronze, in

which the crescent-like shape of the

cloth is manifestly indicated by the

numerous parallel folds at its ex-

tremities, produced by drawing the

hollow edge into a straight line, or

tight across the back, which consti-

tutes the first process in adjusting the

drapery to the person, as exhibited

by the figure. After the centre of

the smallest or upper curve had been
raised against the back of the neck,
both ends were drawn over the

shoulders, so as to hang down per-

pendicularly in front, like the Greek

pallium (see wood-cuts. PALLIUM, 1.),

but without any brooch under the

chin
; the right one was then taken

up and drawn tight under the chin,
so as not to produce any sinus, and
then cast over the left shoulder, so

that the extremity fell like a lappet
down the back, in which case both
the arms would be

completely covered

by the drapery, as

shownby the annexed

example from an en-

graved gem, also of

Etruscan workman-

ship ; or, ifthe wearer
wished to leave his

right arm free for ac-

tion, instead of draw-

ing the right side over the top of the

shoulder, he passed it under the arm-

pit (see the first figure), and then

threw it over the opposite shoulder,
in the manner exhibited by the

third example from an Etruscan

statue of bronze. Moreover, in all

these instances the restricted size of

the drapery, as compared with the

later styles of the same garment,

satisfactorily explains why a toga of

this kind is termed toga reslricta.

Suet. Aug. 73.

The first alteration introduced, as

it is reasonable to conclude, under

the republic, consisted in increasing
the size of the drapery, without alter-

ing the character of its outline, which
still retained the lunated form, when

spread out, but consisted of a larger

segment than the original semicircle,

and thus produced a garment of in-

termediate size, between the first and

early style just explained, and the

last fashion described by the next

paragraph ; such as was usually worn

by Augustus, and is distinguished by
the expression, neque restricta, neque

fusa (Suet. Aug. 73), that is, neither

scanty nor profuse. But these en-

larged dimensions made it necessary
to adopt some alteration in the manner
of adjusting it upon the person, and

led to the formation of a very short

sinus (perquam brevis. Quint, xi. 3.

137.), which was first brought into

use by the age which succeeded to

the primitive one (Quint. I e.) ;
its

object being to carry off the additional

length given to the drapery, by de-

pressing a certain por-
tion of it in front of the

person, in order that the

end cast over the should-

er might not hang too

low behind. The ar-

rangement is distinctly
exhibited on the annexed

figure, from a statue in

the library of St. Mark,
at Venice; in which it

will be perceived, upon
a comparison with the

preceding examples, that

the right side, crossing
4 Q 2
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the chest, instead of being drawn
close under the chin, or tight under
the arm -pit, is depressed a little in

front, so as to form the short sinus

above mentioned, and thus create a

bed for the arm to rest in, which is

itself completely covered, leaving

nothing but the hand and a small

part of the chest exposed. This is

the attitude intended by the expres-
sion brachium veste continebatur (Quint.
/, c.) ;

and was the one commonly
adopted by the orators of the republic,
who in this respect imitated the style
of the Greeks. (Quint. /.c.) Indeed,
all the examples hitherto produced
present a very close resemblance to

the figures draped in the Greek

pallium (see the wood-cuts s. u.) ;
the

principal difference consisting in the

greater number and amplitude of the

folds exhibited on the toga, and which

naturally result from the curved out-

line of the drapery, whereas those of

the pallium are fewer and more scanty,
and sit closer to the body, as would
be a natural consequence from the

rectangular form of the cloth which

composed it. The distinction here

pointed out has not been lost sight of

in the wood-cuts ; for it is sufficiently
indicated by the different character

of the markings upon them, as will

appear by comparing them together,
and observing them narrowly ;

but it

would be at once self-evident if they
could have been executed upon a

larger scale, to give room for more

perfect and minute details, or to those

who may have an opportunity of in-

specting the originals.
The ample toga, toga fusa (Suet.

Aug. 73.), or last style, which pre-
vailed in the age of Augustus and the

succeeding emperors, though present-

ing a very different appearance to the

eye, was only produced by still

further enlarging the size of the dra-

pery, until its outer circumference
formed a complete circle (rotunda,
Quint, xi. 3. 139.) when spread out

upon the ground, in the manner of an
Italian or Spanish cloak ; the inner

edge being likewise hollowed out, like

the preceding instances, but in such a

manner as would produce a greater
breadth of fold when wound round
the person, which Quintilian indi-

cated by the expression
" well cut"

(apte ccesa, I. c.). This increase of

dimension, like the last one, produced
a new fashion of adjustment, in which
all resemblance to the Greek pallium
is lost, and the drapery itself appears
an entirely distinct dress. It was
first put on to the left shoulder, in

such a manner that about one-third

of its entire length covered the left

side, and fell down in front of the

wearer to the ground between the

feet, as shown by the parts marked 1.

in both the front and back views of

tho annexed examples. The rest was

passed behind the back, and under

the right arm ; then turned down or

doubled together at about the middle

of its breadth, carried across the front

of the body, and thrown over the left

shoulder, so that it hung down to the

heels, as shown by the back view in

the illustration. The portion thus

folded down produces a double sinus,

as mentioned by Quintilian (I.e. 103.);

one formed by the outer edge of the

drapery folded over, which in the

present example falls to the level of

the knees (2.), in other statues reaches

still lower, so as to set a little above

the under edge of the drapery (ima

toga, 3.), which Quintilian considers

the most becoming (decentissimus) ;
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the other produced by the double

part of the fold (4), and proceeding,
as above mentioned, from under the

right arm to the top of the left

shoulder, so as to present the appear-
ance of a shoulder-belt ( balteus. Quint.
I. c.); but which, it is directed, should

lie, as it here does, easily across the

breast, and not to be drawn so straight
and tight as in the earliest manner,

exemplified by the third illustration

to this article, nor yet so loose as the

Greek style, exhibited by the fourth

figure nee strangulet, nee fiuat.

(Quint. I c.) Lastly, as the end of

that side which was first put over the

left shoulder would have trailed upon
the ground and impeded the motion

of the wearer (Suet. Cal 35.), in con-

sequence of the great length of the

entire piece of drapery, a part of it

was drawn up from underneath this

belt or upper sinus (4.), and turned

over it in a small round fold (5.),

termed umbo (Tertull. de Pall 5.),

which thus kept it at a proper level.

The illustration, presenting a front

view, is from a statue of the Villa

Pamfili; the other, with the back

turned, from a statute of the Villa

Medici.

Another method of adjusting the

toga, termed CINCTUS GABINUS, is

explained and illustrated under that

term.

2. Toga prcetexta. A toga orna-

mented with a broad border of pur-

ple, originally derived from the

Etruscans, and worn with the bulla

by freeborn children of both sexes,

as well as the chief magistrates, dic-

tators, consuls, praBtors, and sediles,

the kings, and some priests, both at

Home and in the colonies. (Prop,
iv. 1. 131. Liv. xxxiv. 7. Festus,

s. v. Cic. Phil. ii. 43. Plin. H.N. ix.

63. Eutrop. i. 17.) It differed in

no other respect than the addition of

the border (which would not be re-

presented by sculptors) from the ex-

amples above introduced, as is testi-

fied by numerous statues still existing
of young persons wearing the toga

with the bulla round their necks

(Bartoli, Sep. 27. Mus. Borb. vii. 49.

Mus. Pio-Clem. iii. 24. Villa Bor-

ghese v. 3. and 4.) ; in all which, and

many other instances, the prcetexta is

adjusted in the same manner as ex-

hibited by the two last figures.
3. Toga pura, or virilis. The com-

mon toga usually worn by men, made
of white wool, without ornament or

colour. Cic. Alt v. 20. Id. Phil ii. 18.

4. Toga picta. A toga ornamented
with embroidery (acu picta) ; origi-

nally worn together with the tunica

palmata by the

consul at his

triumph ; but,

under the Em-
pire, by the

consuls, and
also by the

praetors, when

they celebrated

the Circensian

games; whence
it is often to be
seen on the

consular diptychs of a late period,
from one of which the annexed figure
is copied, representing the consul in

his character of president of the

games, holding up a handkerchief

(mappa) as a signal for the races to

commence. Liv. x. 7. Lamprid. Alex.

Sev. 40.

5. Toga palmata. Sometimes used

in the same sense as toga picta (Mart,
vii. 2. Serv. ad Virg. Mn. xi. 334. ) ;

but the epithet palmata is more com-

monly given to the tunic worn under
it.

6. A wrapper for books. Mart.

x. 93. Same as MEMBRANA, 2.

TOGATA'RIUS. An actor in a

play representing events of Roman
life, who consequently wore the toga,

or national costume. Suet. Aug. 45.

TOGA'TULUS. Diminutive of

TOGATUS; and indicative of a very

poor or humble person, who wore a

coarse, shabby, or scanty toga (togu-

/a). Mart. x. 74.

TOGA'TUS. In a general sense,
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wearing the toga as described and
illustrated under that word ;

but as

that article of attire formed the dis-

tinguishing portion of the national

costume, the word is often used in

the special sense of a Roman, as

opposed to palliatus, a Greek, whose
national costume was the pallium.

(Virg. JEn. i. 286. Cic. Rose. Am.
46. Id. Phil. v. 5. Suet. Claud. 15.)
And as the toga was a civic costume,
for which the sagum or the paluda-
mentum was substituted in times of

war, or during active service in the

army, the term is often applied

specially, to designate a civilian, as

contradistinguished from a military
inan. (Cic. Sull. 30. Id. Or. i. 24.)
Also, as the toga completed what we
should call the full-dress costume of

the people, which the lower classes

only put on upon holidays, but laid

aside when engaged in working, the

term togatus is opposed to tunicatus,
and implies that the person so de-

scribed does not belong to the work-

ing classes (Juv. iii. 127. i. 96. vii.

142.), which constitutes the biting
satire in the passages just cited.

TOGA'TA. Literally, a woman
clothed with the toga ; for in early
times the Roman females wore the

toga as well as the men (Varro, de

Vit. P. R. ap. Non. s. v. p. 541.), as

those of Greece also wore the pallium.
But when the stola had been adopted
as the distinguishing dress of the

Roman matrons, the use of the toga

amongst females was confined to

women of pleasure (meretrices), or to

wives who had been divorced on the

ground of adultery (Mart. ii. 39. Juv.
ii. 70.) ; whence the term togata came
to have the more usual signification
of a prostitute (Hor. Sat. i. 2. 63.), or
an adulteress (Mart. vi. 64.).

2. Togata fabula. A play in which
the incidents and characters were
selected from Roman life, and con-

sequently represented by actors in the

toga or national costume. Cic. Sext.
55. Sen. Ep. 8.

TOG'ULA. Diminutive of TOGA;

the diminutive sometimes denoting
fineness of texture, and consequently
increased value, as in Cicero (Att. i.

18.), where it is applied to the toga

picta ; at others, inferiority of size or

material, as in Cic. Pis. 23. Mart-
ix. 101., and consequently conveying
a sentiment of depreciation.
TOLLE'NO (iefi\uv, -&vwv). A

swipe; a very simple machine for

raising water from a well, still com-

monly used in many parts of Europe.
It consists of a long pole, with a bucket
and rope at one of its ends, and a weight
at the other, poised at the centre of

gravity across a strong upright ; or,

when of very great length, as in the

annexed example, working on a per-

manent structure made for the purpose.

(Festus, s. v. Plaut. Fragm. ap. Fest. s.

RECIFROCARE. Plin. H. N. xix. 20.)
The illustration is from a Pompeian
painting, which represents an Egyp-
tian landscape. It shows the well,

with the bucket(situla) suspended over
it

; the beam is worked by two men,
and has precisely the bent form de-

scribed by Martial, ix. 19. antlia curva.

2. A machine of similar construc-

tion, used in military and naval ope-
rations for raising up a body of men
to a level with the enemy's ramparts,
&c. Liv. xxiv. 34. xxxviii. 5. Veg.
Mil iv. 21.

TOMA'CINA (Tcndxu>v). (Var-
ro, R. R. ii. 4. 10.) Same as

TOMA'CULUM. A minced
meat pudding, or sort of sausage,
made of the internal parts of a pig

(Juv. x. 355.), or other animals, the

brains, liver, &c., dressed upon the

gridiron, and eaten hot (Pet. Sat. 31.
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11.); whence carried about the

streets for sale in small tin ovens.

(Mart. i. 42. 9.).

TOMEN'TUM (/o/e>aAAOI
/). A

flock of wool torn off in falling cloth,

and employed as wadding for stuffing

cushions, bolsters, mattresses, &c. ;

whence the word came to designate
the stuffing itself, even without refer-

ence to the materials of which it was

composed, whether wool, feathers,

straw, chopped sedge, or tow, all of

which were employed for the purpose.
Plin. H. N. viii. 73. Mart. xiv. 159,

160, 161, 162. Senec. V.B. 25. Suet.

Tib. 54.

TO'MIX or THO'MIX (<,<) A
rope made of tow, rush, or the fibrous

parts of the Spanish broom. Vitruv.

vii. 3. 2. Columell. xii. 32.

TONS A. An oar; a term em-

ployed by the poets, and mostly in

the plural number. Ennius ap. Fest.

s. v. Virg. Lucan. Sil. Ital.

TONSILLA. A boat-pick; a

wooden pole sharpened at the end
and shod with iron, which was stuck

into the ground in order to fasten the

boat to the shore, or to bring it up in

shallow water. Verrius, Pacuvius,
and Accius ap. Fest. s. v.

TON'SOR (Koupeus). A barber ;

whose occupation amongst the Ro-
mans consisted in cutting the hair,

shaving the beard, paring the nails,

and pulling out stray hairs with the

tweezers (volsellce). Mart. viii. 47.

Plaut. Aul. ii. 4. 33. Wealthy per-
sons kept a barber in their own
houses amongst their slaves ;

but the

people at large had recourse to the

barber's shop (tonstrina) ; for the Ro-
man rarely shaved himself, at least

after the year u.c. 454, when the

first barber was introduced from

Sicily ; and previously to that period
the hair and beard was worn long.
Plin. H. N. vii. 59.

TONSTRI'CULA. Cic. Tusc.

v. 20. Diminutive of TONSTRIX.
TONSTRFNA (KovpSov). A

barber's shop (Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 47.) ;

a favorite place of resort both amongst

the Greeks and Romans, where the

customers congregated to gossip over
the news of the day. Plaut. Ep. ii.

2. 16. Id. As. ii. 2. 76.

TONSTRIX (Kovpevrpia'). A
female who practised the trade of a
barber

; which appears from numerous

inscriptions and other passages, not

to have been an uncommon employ-
ment for women amongst the ancients.

Plaut. True. ii. 4. 54. iv. 2. 63. iv. 4.

3. Mart. ii. 17. Inscript. ap. Grut.

ap. Fabretti.

TONS ITS (/COSMOS). Cropped or

clipped, with reference to the hair of

the head or beard (Mart. vi. 64. xi.

39.) ; and indicating that the natural

growth was merely shortened by
cutting with the for/ex, as contra-

distinguished from rasiiSy which means
shaved close with
a novacula. The
Greeks wore their

hair cut close in

grief and mourning,
both women, as re-

presented by the

annexed figure of

Electra from a fic-

tile vase, and men,
as exemplified by
the figure of Aga-
memnon s. CATA-
GRAPHA ; but the Romans let their

hair and beard grow under similar

circumstances, until the danger or

distress had passed, when they had
the superfluous length cut off; whence
the expression tonsus reus (Mart. ii.

74.), applied to a criminal, is equiva-
lent to acquitted. In other respects,
the free Roman of the republican
and Imperial period, wore his hair

of a moderate length, not close

cut, with the exception of the rural

population (Mart. x. 98.), who are

obliged to study convenience more
than appearance : hence the term
tonsus often means rustic, or country-
fied, especially when applied to the
slaves who waited at table (Mart. xi.

12.), because it was usual for people
of fashion to have their waiters ex-
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tremely well dressed, and set off with

long flowing hair (wood-cuts s. ACER-
SECOMES and PINCERNA), though
some conceited or effeminate youths,
and women of easy virtue, also af-

fected to wear a crop. Suet. Aug.
45. Nero, 44. Cic. Pis. 8.

"

TOP' I A. Landscape paintings;
introduced in later times as a decora-

tion for the walls of a dwelling-room,
and consisting of imaginary views of

country scenery, ports, temples, &c.,
&c. (Vitruv. vii. 5. 2.) Many of

these topia have been found in the

houses at Pompeii, agreeing perfectly
with the description of Vitruvius ;

being for the most part fanciful com-

positions, with little of nature in them,
but free in the handling, and not

unpleasing to the eye. A specimen
is introduced in order to afford an
idea of the usual style exhibited in

this branch of art amongst the an-
cients.

TOPIA'RIUS. A fancy gardener ;

a slave whose particular province it

was to attend to the opus topiarium
(Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 1. 2. Plin.H. N. xv.

39.), which comprised the culture and

training of trees and shrubs, the de-
coration of arbours and bowers, and
the forming of evergreens by pruning
and clipping into a variety of incon-

gruous and fanciful forms, representing
birds, beasts, &c., like those so pre-
valent in the Dutch gardens of the
last century. Cic. Par. v. 2. Plin.

Ep. iii. 19. 3.

TOR'AL and TORA'LE. A
valance, attached in front to the lower
part of a dining couch, between the

mattress (torus) and the floor (Varro,
L.L. vi.'167. Pet. Sat. 40. 1. Hor.

Ep. i. 5. 22.), as in the annexed ex-

ample from a painting discovered at

Resina ; thus contradistinguished from
the stragulum and peristroma, which
were laid, like a sheet, entirely over
the mattress, for the occupant to re-

pose upon, as shown by the illustra-

tion s. v. It was usually composed of

white drapery, or at least of some

washing material for the sake of

cleanliness (Hor. Sat. ii. 4. 84.) ;

but gold tissue or embroidery is men-
tioned (Lamprid. Elag. 19.); and
the ridiculous Trimalchio has a va-

lance, with a hunting scene em-
broidered upon it, brought in and
fastened under the mattresses, upon
which guests were actually reposing
at dinner, just before a wild-boar was
served up. Pet. /. c.

TOR'CULAR and -UM (Ai^s).
A press employed in the manufacture

of oil and wine (Vitruv. vi. 6. 3.

Plin. H. N. xviii. 74. Varro, ap. Non.

s. v. p. 47.) ; the object of which was
to extract by violent pressure all the

juice remaining in the skins and
stalks of the grapes (pes vinaceorurn)
after they had been trodden out by
the feet, or the oil from the olive

pulps (samsa) after they had been

bruised in the mill (trapetum, mola).
The earliest contrivance employed

for this purpose was of a very simple

description ; merely consisting of r>

heavy block of stone, raised up by
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the aid of a lever beam, under which
block the bunches of grapes enclosed

in a basket (fiscina, Columell. xii.

39. 3.), or between laths (regulce, Id.

xii. 52. 10.), to prevent the mass from

bulging out at the sides, were placed,

tration, from a Greek bas-relief of
the Neapolitan Museum. The two
men on the left steady the stone,
whilst the three at the opposite ex-

tremity of the lever are occupied in

raising it up to give room for placing
as represented by the annexed illus-

j

the basket of grapes underneath it.

It is probable, that after the stone

had been lowered on to the fruit, the

lever was removed to over the top,
and made to perform the duties of a

press-beam (prelum\ by fixing one
end in a socket, so that the pressmen
at the opposite end could increase the

natural weight of the stone by forcing
the beam upon it.

The next step produced a regular

machine, described in detail by Cato

(/?. E. 18.), which operated by the

pressure of a beam (prelum), drawn
down upon the object to be squeezed

by means of ropes attached to one
end of the beam, and worked by a

capstan (sucula, Plin. H. N. xviii.

74.) Very considerable vestiges of

one of these presses have been disco-

vered in an ancient press-room at

Gragnano (formerly Stabice"), after

which the annexed diagram is de-

signed, with the object of explaining
the character of the machine, the

parts of which it was composed, and
the nomenclature attached to them.

1,1. Two strong uprights or trunks

(arbores*), firmly planted and wedged
into sockets constructed under the

flooring of the press-room (see the

wood-cut, s. TORCULARIUM, No. 4. I.),

which served to hold down the

tongue (lingula, 2.) of the press-beam
(prelum, 3.), and form a point of re-

sistance when it was in operation

As the entire stress consequent upon
the upward action of the press-beam
came against this part of the appara-
tus, when its opposite extremity was
forced down, Cato recommends that

two trunks should be used, as being
more solid, and less likely to be
forced out of their sockets than a

single one would be ; consequently,
two are represented in the plan ; but
in the example at Gragnano, only
one was employed, and that had an

eye (foramen) cut in it, to receive

the tongue of the beam. 4,4. Two
posts (stipites), also planted in sockets
of a similar kind under the flooring

(see the wood-cut, s. TORCULARIUM,
No. 3., g, h), which held the ends
of the capstan (sucula, 5,5) that

4 R
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worked down the beam. The heads

of these posts were tied together by a

cross-beam at the top, on which was
fixed a pulley, with a cord running

through it from the end of the

press-beam ; by means of which the

beam was raised, to make room for

the baskets of fruit or pulp, when

placed underneath it, upon the bed

(area, 6.), where they were squeezed.
The method of working it is easily
understood. When the grapes or

olives had been trodden out by the

feet or bruised in the mill, the re-

sidue was put into a basket, and

placed on the area. Over them was
then laid a very strong flat board

(orbis olearius, Cato, R. P. 18.), in

order to equalise the pressure upon
all parts of the surface. The long
end of the press-beam was then

lowered from above on to the orbis,

and there strained down by the cap-
stan until all the juice had been

squeezed out.

Another kind of wine-press, of

undoubted authority, although not

actually described by any of the

writers now extant, is represented

by the annexed illustration, from a

painting at Her-
culaneum. It

consists of two

uprights firmly
fixed in the

ground, and

strengthened by
a cross-beam at

the top, and an-

other at the bot-

tom, which served as an area upon
which the basket of fruit was placed.
Over this there are a number of solid

boards (tympana, Plin. H. N. xviii.

74.), which perform the office of a

press-beam, having their heads fitted

into perpendicular channels running
down each side of the uprights, and

being forced down upon the mass of

grapes by means of immense blocks,
driven in as wedges between them
by blows of a mallet.

Presses of this description con-

tinued in common use amongst the

Romans, until within a century of the

age of Pliny, when a simple improve-
ment was first introduced, of working
the beam down by means of a screw

(cochlea) instead of the capstan or

wedges, (Plin. H. N. xviii. 74.);
but this eventually led to a great

change during Pliny's life-time, which

very materially altered the form and
character of the original machine.
The great length of a lever press-
beam was very inconvenient, as it

required so large a building for the

room where it was worked, and the

last machine is but a clumsy con-

trivance ; but a remedy was found by
the invention of the

screw -press, with a

mast (malus) for the

male screw placed
in its centre, as

shown by the an-

nexed illustration,

from a painting at

Pompeii; in which
solid boards (tympana), instead of
the long beam, are placed over the

mass, and screwed down upon it ; so

that the machine is much smaller,

though equally powerful, and re-

quires less room. (Plin. I.e.) The
illustration, in reality, is intended for

a clothes-press (pressorium) ; but as

the constructive principle is the same,
it will equally serve to illustrate the

present subject.
2. (\wfo)> (Plin. H. N. xviii.

62. Columell. xi. 2. 71.) In these

passages, which speak of washing and

cleaning the torculum, the word is

generally taken to mean a vat in

which the grapes were crushed by
the feet ; but there is no substantial

reason for the distinction, since the

old lever-press was composed of

several pieces, which were put toge-

ther, or set up, at the time of the

vintage and oil-making, and after-

wards taken down and stowed out of

the way, to leave the room at liberty
for other purposes (Varro, ap. Non.
s. v. vineis ubi ampla cella torculum
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reponani). Pliny and Columella only
enjoin the necessity of cleaning and

washing these parts before they were

put by.
3. (Vitruv. vi. 6. 2.) The press-

room, or building in which the torcu-

lar was worked. Same as

TORCULA'RIUM (x-nvt&v). A
press-room; which comprises the

whole fabric where oil is made, and
in which the mill, presses, reservoirs,
and vessels used in the process, were
set up or contained. (Cato, R. R.
xii. xiii. xviii. Columell. xii. 18. 3.)
The same name was also given to

the building in which the wine-press
No.

was placed, though that is otherwise

designated by a special term of its

own (vinariwn) ; but it was con-

structed upon the same general plan,
and contained similar machinery and
conveniences to those employed in

the manufacture of oil, differing only
in some minor details, adapted for the

different nature of the article to be

produced. This may be collected in

part from the passages of Cato and
Columella where such structures are

described; but it is fully confirmed

by an excavation made on the site of

the ancient Stabise, during the latter

part of the last century, which ex-

i.

posed to view several different press-

rooms, some for wine, and others for

oil, all of which were arranged upon a

general principle, closely correspond-

ing one with the other. The illustra-

tion annexed exhibits the ground-
plan of one of these buildings, used

for making oil, with a section of
4 B 2
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its underground appurtenances, the

whole agreeing in most of the essen-

tial features with the particulars
described by Cato

;
and thus, whilst

it materially assists a correct under-

standing of that author, will convey a

complete idea of the method and pro-
cess adopted by the Romans in the

manufacture of this important article

of their agricultural produce. No. 1.

represents the ground-floor of the

room, which has an open gangway
completely through it, and contains

one mill for bruising the fruit to a

pair of presses, one mill being amply
sufficient for supplying two presses,
as the process of bruising is effected

with much greater celerity than that

of squeezing. No. 2. is a section of

the same, on the line AB. No. 3. a

section of one side, on the line CD.

No. 4. a section of the same side, on
the line EF. The same letters refer

to the same objects on all the four.

G is the bruising machine (trapetum),
a full description and view of which
is given under that word. H, H. Each
a large basin (possibly termed forum,

dvoM^KMr), constructed in the fabric,
and enclosed on the side where there

is no wall by a raised margin (a, a).
The floors of these basins incline

towards the points b,b, at each of

which there is a leaden conduit open-

ing respectively into two large
earthenware jars (c,c), partly sunk
below the level of the floor (No. 2.),
and partly raised above it (No. 3.).

By the side of each jar there is a low

pedestal (/,/), raised as high as the lip
of the jar, but inclined towards it, and
covered at the top with a tile formed
with raised edges. On the opposite
side of the room are a double set of

three square holes (g, h, i), sunk in

the fabric to a considerable depth
below the level of the floor (Nos. 3.

and 4.), which were intended as

sockets for receiving the masts and

uprights of the press (torcular) ; the
one at i for the trunk (arbor), in
which the tongue (lingula) of the

press-beam (prelurti) was fixed; the

other two (g, h*) for the posts (stipites)

of the capstan (sucula\ by which the

beam was worked down, as explained

by the text and wood-cut at p. 673.

As the whole stress of the machinery
fell upon these trunks and posts,
which rendered them liable to be
forced out of their sockets, when the

beam was pressed down, they were
made fast under the flooring by cross-

pieces or foot-bolts (pedicini, Cato,
R. R. xviii. 3.), for the reception of

which a small chamber (kk, Nos. 3.

and 4.) is formed under them, with a

staircase (1,1,1, Nos. 1 and 4.), for the

workmen to descend into it. The
mode of operating, and the use of

the different parts, may now be easily
conceived. The wide gangway in

centre was intended for the beasts and
labourers to bring in the olives, which
were placed in the trapetum (G), and
bruised. The pulp was then put into

baskets, and transferred to the presses

(i,g,h), which squeezed out the juice
into the basins (HH), from which it

flowed along the sloping pavement, and

through the leaden conduit, into the

large jars (c,c), whence it was ladled

out by the capulator, and finally re-

moved into the storehouse or cellar

(cella olearia). The small pedestal, with

its inclined tile at top (/, No. 3.), by the

side of the large jar (c), was intended

to rest another vessel upon, whilst

it was being filled out of the larger
one ; and the raised edges, as well as

the inclination given to the tile, was
to prevent waste, as all the spillings
or drippings would thus flow back
into the large jar.

TORCULA'RIUS, as an adjec-

tive, is applied generally to any one of

the instruments, vessels, &c., em-

ployed in or about a wine or oil press
and press-room (Varro, R* R. i. 22.

Columell. i. 6.) ; but, absolutely,
the torcularii are the labourers who
worked the press (Columell. xii. 52.

3.), as seen in the first illustration s.

TOECULAR.
TOREU'MA (T<fpeu|ua). Probably,

an ivory carving, executed by a sharp-
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pointed instrument (ccelum, tornus\
worked by a lathe or wheel ; though
it must be confessed, that much dif-

ference exists respecting the accurate

meaning of the word. It is derived,
without doubt, from the Greek TQ-

peiw, to bore ; which is often applied
in the same sense as ropetfw, to turn,

or work with a lathe ;
and as both

the Greek and Latin languages supply
distinct terms for the various pro-
cesses of carving, casting, chasing,

engraving in intaglio, inlaying, beat-

ing out, and into moulds, as well as

every other style now known or

practised, except that of working by
the point and wheel, which operates

upon the principle of boring, it does

seem reasonable to believe that the

term was employed to designate a

class of works executed in the man-
ner described, whether in ivory, very
hard stone, or silver. One thing

quite certain is, that the toreuma was

regarded as a highly choice and
valuable production (Cic. Pis. 27.

Sail. Cat. 21.) ;
and that it is gene-

rally referred to small objects, mostly
articles of use, employed as drinking
vessels (Suet. Jul 47. Cic. Verr. ii.

4. 18.), and ornamented with figures
or other devices in relief. (Mart. x.

87.) The same term is also given to

a drinking-cup of fictile manufacture

(luteum rotce toreuma, Mart. iv. 46.

Compare xiv. 102.) ; where the

name toreuma can only acquire its

meaning from the turning of a pot-
ter's wheel.

TORMEN'TUM. A general
term for any kind of military engine
which discharged missiles (Cic. Cses.

Liv.) by an impetus produced through
the means of any elastic and twisted

substance (from torquendo) ; including,

therefore, the specific denominations

Ballista, Catapulta, Scorpio, and
others enumerated in the Classed

Index.

2. (ffTpf\wrfipiov}. Also, a gene-
ral term for an instrument of tor-

ture (Plin. H.N. xxxiv. 19. 32.

Curt. vi. 11.) ;
no doubt, because the
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rack was one of the commonest and
earliest in use.

3. (u7r<5a>,ua). A strong cable girt
round the hull of a ship from stem to

stern, for the purpose of strengthen-

ing her timbers in heavy weather.

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 4. 4. ) A number
of these were kept in the arsenal,

taken on board when a vessel was
ordered out to sea, and put on as

occasion required.
TORNUS (rdpos). A lathe, or

turner's wheel (Virg. Georg. ii. 449.

Plin. H. N. vii. 57) ; also, a sharp-

pointed carving or graving-tool,
turned by a lathe. Virg. Eel iii. 38.

TORQUA'TUS (arf*rro+Sf*y,

Wearing a twisted collar (torquis}

round the neck, as was customary
with the Gauls (see the wood-cut s.

COMATUS), the Persians, and other

races, in the manner shown by the

annexed figure, representing one of

the Persian soldiers in the famous
mosaic of Pompeii. Hence, miles

torguatus amongst the Romans is a

soldier who had been presented with

an ornament of this description as a

reward of valour (Veg. Mil ii. 7.

Compare Plin. H.N. xxxiii. 10.);
which he did not wear round his

neck, like the Orientals, but affixed

to his breast in the same manner as a

modern decoration. This is clearly
demonstrated by the following exam-

ple, which exhibits the portrait of a

centurion on a sepulchral bas-relief,

who wears the following decorations ;
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a lemniscus streaming from the

back of the head, two torques on his

breast, and a phalera showing under
them.

TORQUIS and TORQUES (orpf-

TTT<{S). A circular ornament, made

with a number of gold threads

twisted spirally together, and worn
as a collar or neck-chain by the

Gauls, Persians, and other races of

the north and east. (Isidor. Orig.
xix. 31. 11. Cic. Off. iii. 21.) The
illustration is from an original, and
fastens itself by two bent ends, which

clasp into one another, the torquis
unca of Propert. iv. 10. 44.

2. Torquis brachialis. .(Vopisc.
Aurel. 7.) An ornament made of

twisted gold, in the same manner as

the last example, but forming many
spiral coils instead of a single circle,

and worn round the lower part of the

arm (brachium), between the wrist

and elbow, instead of on the neck.

The illustration is from an original.
3. A coupling collar, made of

twisted rope, passed round the necks
of a pair of oxen (Virg. Georg. iii.

168.), when they were not attached

by a yoke (jugum), as in the annexed

example, from a marble bas-relief.

4. Poetically, for a wreath of

flowers twined round an altar. Virg.

Georg. iv. 276.

TOR'TOR (jScwrawo-rfc). One
who inflicts the torture. Cic. Phil.

xi. 3. Sen. Ep. 14.

T O R' U L U S. Diminutive of

TORUS ; but specially used to desig-
nate a sort of fillet twined round the

head (torulo capiti circumflexo, Am-
mian. xix. 1. 31.), and presenting
full or swelling contours, like those

produced by the stuffing in a mattress

(Varro, L. L. v. 167. TORUS, 2.) ;
or

the strands of a rope (TORUS, 1.);
or the protuberances of a festoon or

chaplet between its ties (TORUS, 4.) ;

as represented by the annexed ex-

ample from a Pompeian painting. It

was also worn by women (Varro, Z.c.),

and in the Amphitruo of Plautus,

Jupiter is furnished with a torulus of

gold twist (Amph. Prol. 144.), which
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he wore under his hat (petasus), in

order that he might be distinguished
from Amphitryon when he uncovered
his head.

TOR'US. Any full and swelling

protuberance, like the convexity of a

muscle (Cic. Tusc. ii. 9.), of an over-

charged vein (Cels. vii. 18.) ; or the

strand of a rope (Cato, R. R. 135. 4.

Columell. xi. 3. 6.) ; whence the fol-

lowing more special applications ac-

quire their meaning.
2. A mattress or stuffed bed for

lying and sleeping upon (Plin. H. N.
viii. 73. Ov. Fast. ii. 795.) ; so termed
from the swelling undulations pro-
duced in it by the stitches of the

chaplet (corona), produced by ribands

tied round it at intervals, which break

up the even outline into a number of

quilting, as represented by the ex-

ample, which is copied from a marble

bas-relief.

3. In architecture, a swelling mould-

ing, similar in form to the astragal,

but of larger dimensions, which was

employed in the bases of columns,
where it presents the appearance of a

swollen vein, or of a round cushion

swelling out from the superincumbent

weight. When more than one torus

was applied, as in the annexed ex-

ample of an Attic base, a hollow

moulding or scotia was placed between

them, and the upper one was dis-

tinguished from the lower by the

respective names of torus superior
and inferior. Vitruv. iv. 7. 3. iii. 5. 2.

4. A swelling protuberance in the

circle of a festoon (sertuni) or of a

separate and undulating parts, as

shown by the annexed example from
a marble bas-relief. Hence Cicero

applies the term figuratively to cer-

tain oratorical ornaments in speaking,
which interrupt and diversify the

even tenor of a discourse. Cic. Or. 6.

TRAB'EA. A toga, either en-

tirely of purple, or ornamented with

one or more horizontal stripes of that

colour ; the former forming the sacred

drapery of a deity, the latter a royal

robe, adopted by Romulus and the

early kings, from whom it descended

to the consuls, who wore jt upon cer-

tain public solemnities, and to the

equites or knights, who wore it at

their review before the Censor. (Serv.
ad Virg. JSn. vi. 612. Plin. H. N.
viii. 74. Val. Max. ii. 2. 9.) The
method of adjusting it was the same
as that described under the article

TOGA ; more especially as regards
the earliest styles, when the drapery
was less profuse in its folds and

dimensions, whence it is distinguished

by the epithet parva. Virg. jEn.

vii. 187.

TRABEA'TUS. Clothed in the

trabea. Val. Max. ii. 2. 9. Ov. Fast.

i. 37.

TRABEC'ULA. (Cato, R.R.
viii. 5.) Diminutive of

TRABS (rpdirnt). Generally, any
large wooden beam, such as the rib

of a ship, the beam of a battering-

ram, &c. ; whence, in a more special

sense, by architects, a wooden archi-

trave, or large beam laid horizontally
on a row of columns in order to form
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a continuous bed for the other timbers
of the roof to rest upon (Vitruv. iv.

2. 1.), like that marked A in the an-

nexed plan. In the Etruscan temples

and other edifices where the space
between column and column exceeded
the width of three and a half diame-

ters, the architrave was always of

timber, even though the rest of the

building were constructed in masonry,
because stone or marble would not

support a superincumbent weight
over a void of such extent ; but

when the intercolumniation was not

so great, the architrave was made of

the same materials as the other parts
of the structure, and is then more

usually styled epistylium, forming the

lowest of the three principal members
into which the entablature of an order

is divided on its exterior.

TRACTA'TOR. A shampooer ; a

slave whose business it was to mani-

pulate the body and supple the joints
after the bath, as still commonly
practised in the East. Sen. Ep. 66.

TRACT'ATRIX. A female slave,

who performed the same office as the

tractator. Mart. iii. 82.

TRACTUM and TRACTA
(Kcmry/io). A flock of wool drawn
out by the process of combing or

carding. Varro ap. Non. s. v. p. 228.

Tibull. i. 6. 80.

2. (Xa.ya.vov). A flake of dough
pulled out like a flock of wool in the

process of kneading. Cato, R. R. 76.

1. Plin. H.N. xviii. 27. Athen.
xiv. 57.

TRA'GULA. A sort of missile

discharged by machinery, but of
which the distinctive peculiarities are
not ascertained. Varro, L. L. v. 115.

Festus, s. v. Lucil. Liv. Caes. Sail.

2. A drag net, or trolling-net,

furnished with corks to float its upper
edge. Plin. H. N. xvi. 13.

3. (Varro, L. L. v. 139.) Same
as TRAHA.
TRAGULA'RII. A class of

soldiers whose duty it was to place
and level the missiles, termed Ira-

gulce, to be discharged from a military

engine. Veg. Mil. ii. 15.

TRAHA, or TRAHEA. A drag
without wheels, employed by the

ancients in

threshing ;

for which

purpose it

was sometimes drawn behind the tri-

bula, to complete what had been
left imperfectly threshed. (Columell,
ii. 21. 4. Virg. Georg. 1. 164.) The
example is from an Egyptian tomb.
TRA'MA. Originally and accu-

rately, this word seems to have indi-

cated the threads of a warp when
opened into a shed, or decussated by
the leashes (licia), as seen in the

centre of the annexed illustration,

and thus opposed to stamen, which

signifies the warp before the leashes

are put on, and while all its yarns

hang straight and close upon the

loom, as represented by the wood-cut
under that word (Sen. Ep. 90.

Schneider. Index. R. R. Script, s. TE-

LA.) Hence it is applied to the open
work of a spider's web (Plin. H. TV.

xi. 28.), and to a very lean person

(Pers. vi. 73. ), as if to imply that one

might see through his skin and bones,

as through the shed of a warp. But
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latterly, or at least in the language of
the common people, the term trama
was confounded with subtemen (Serv.
ad Virg. ^En. iii. 43. Isidor. Orig.
xix. 29. 7.)> in which sense it is re-

tained to this day by the weavers
of Italy, who call the woof " la

trama.
"

TRA'MES. A crosspath, forming
a byeway or short cut, by which per-
sons can move from one place to

another without being exposed to

public observation. Varro, L. L. vii.

62. Cic. Phil. xiii. 9. Sail. Cat. 59.

TRANSEN'NA. A trap for

snaring birds, constructed upon a

principle very similar to that of our
" man-trap." It was formed of net-

work strained

upon a frame
which was
made in two

pieces at-

tached to a common axis, extended
between them. When the trap was
set, the two flaps lay flat out upon the

ground ; but the moment the bird

alighted upon the bait, which was
placed upon the cross bar in the

centre, its weight slipped the spring,
and the two sides closed together
and secured the bird. (Plaut. Bacch.
iv. 5. 22. Rud. iv. 7. 10. and 13.

Compare also Pers. iv. 3. 13.) The
illustration represents an Egyptian
trap of the kind described from paint-

ings at Beni-Hassan ; on the left side,

open, and set ; on the right after it

has closed with the bird caught in it ;

the network only has been restored to

the right figure, from which it had
faded in the original.

2. A lattice of cross-bars before a

window, or other aperture, as in the

illustration s. PROTHYRUM ; hence,

quasi per transennam adspicere (Cic.
Orat. i. 35.), "to look in a cursory
or imperfect manner, as if through a

lattice."

3. A rope extended across any
place or opening from side to side

(Serv. ad Virg. JEn. v. 488. Isidor.

Orig. xix. I. 24. Sail. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 180.) ; such, for example, as was
stretched across the race-course for
the purpose of compelling all the
horses to start together (LINEA, 4.) ;

whence the expression e transenna

(Ammian. xxv. 6. 14.),
" all toge-

ther."

TRANSTILLUM. (Vitruv. v.

12.) Diminutive of

TRANSTRUM. In a general
sense, any beam or plank laid hori-

zontally over a void from wall to

wall, to support a weight above, sus-

pend other objects from, or as a tie-

beam for strengthening the side

rafters of a timber roof, when the

space covered by it is of large dimen-
sions. Festus, s. v. Plin. H. N.
xxxiv. 32. Vitruv. iv. 2. 1.

2. Transtra, plural (TO o-cA/iora).

The cross-benches upon which the

rowers sat in large vessels where
more than one man was employed at

j

the same oar, stretching from the

:

ribs of the vessel to another support
I within her waist, so that the requisite
number could be accommodated on
the same bench; but their length,

position, and exact arrangement can-

not be ascertained, with any pretence
to authority, as we have no demon-
strative evidence to illustrate the

internal construction of the ancient

ships. Festus, s.v. Virg. JEn. iv. 573.

TRAPE'TUM, TRAPE'TUS, or

TRAPES. An olive mill ; or ma-
chine for bruising the fleshy part of

the olive, and separating it from the

stone (Virg. Georg. ii. 519. Varro,
L. L. v. 138.), before it was submit-

ted to the action of the press (torcu-

lar). A machine of this kind is de-

scribed at length by Cato (/?. 1?. xx
xxii. and cxxxv.), and an ancient

original has been discovered at Gra-

gnano (formerly Stabice), so closely

resembling that description as to

leave no question respecting its name
and use. A drawing of this is inserted

in the next page, both in elevation and

section, with the different members

properly put together, which were
found partly in fragments, and partly

4 s
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entire, upon the spot. The names
ascribed to each are in accordance

with the nomenclature of Cato, and
the same references apply to the

similar parts in the elevation and the

section. The lower member forms a

circular basin (mortarium, 1), of hard

volcanic stone, the sides of which
were termed labra. (Cato, cxxxv.

6, 7.) From the centre of the basin

there rises a thick short column

(miliarium, 2), serving to support the

axles of the bruising-wheels (orbes,

3, 3), which are flat on the inside,

and convex without. On the top of

the column is placed an oblong square
wooden box or nave (cupa, 5), which
received at each end one of the two

poles (6, 6), passing through the

wheels as an axle, and affording a

handle to turn them by, while at the

same time it kept the inner surfaces

of the wheels at a fixed distance

from the sides of the miliarium, so as

to prevent them from rubbing against

it, when in action. The nave is

fixed on to the top of the column by
a strong iron pivot (columella ferrea,

4), round which it turned with the

wheels, having a pin (fistula ferrea")
run through its head, to prevent the

whole apparatus from being forced

upwards, if the wheels should meet
with any serious obstruction under-
neath. Upon the poles, just outside

the wheels, is fixed a cap (armilla, 8,

8), riveted by a nail (clavus) run

through it, the object of which was
to prevent the wheels from swaying
under the influence of any lateral

obstruction, which might cause them
to grind against the labra, or concave
sides of the basin. The under part of
the nave was also covered with an iron

plate (tabella ferrea), to prevent fric-

tion. The manner in which the

machine acted may now be easily
understood. Two men, one at each
end of the long poles (6, 6) on which
a wheel is fixed, pushed the pair simul-

taneously round the sides of the basin,

previously supplied with a sufficient

quantity of olive-berries. Whilst

thus driven in a circuit, the resist-

ance produced by the fruit compelled
the wheels at the same time to re-

volve upon the poles by which they
were driven, as upon their own
axles. This action had the effect of

bruising the skins and flesh without

crushing the stones
;

for it will not

fail to be observed that the wheels

are suspended in such a manner as

to work entirely clear of the basin,

without touching any part of it, both

on their flat sides against the central

column (2), and on their convex sur-

faces towards the lips of the basin, as

well as at their circumferences. It

was, in fact, to procure this gentle,

equable, and regular action, that so

much care and attention was required
iii constructing and putting together
the machine, and all the individual

parts are designed for the sole pur-

pose of keeping the wheels exactly
set at a proper distance from the

surfaces of the basin; for if the

stones were crushed with the skins,

the flavour and quality of the oil

would be deteriorated. Columell.

xii. 52. 6.

It might be inferred that the tra-

petum was originally employed for

crushing grapes, as the term seems
to be derived from the Greek rpaTrew,
" to tread grapes," whence come

TpaTTTjros and rpaTnjT^s. But there is

no passage extant which speaks of its

use at the vintage ; so that it would,

perhaps, be more correctly referred

to the Ionic form, rpdirw for rpeVw,
" to turn round," whence comes the

verbal adjective rpaTr^reov.

TRAPEZI'TA (TPa7r 0T7,0. A
money changer (Plaut. Capt i. 2.

84.) ; merely a Greek word Latin-
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ized, for which the Romans use
MENSARIUS.
TRAPEZOPH'ORUM (rpa^o-

<(>6pov). A leg or support for the

slab of a table, or a sideboard. (Cic.
Fam. vii. 23. Paul. Dig. 33. 10. 3.)
These were frequently designed by
good artists, and sold by themselves
to private individuals, who could
have a top fitted to them, which ac-

counts for so many objects of this

nature having been found in various

excavations. They are sometimes

composed of a single figure, amongst
which the Sphynx frequently occurs

;

or of a bracket leg, composed from
the head and legs of different birds

and animals, as in the present ex-

ample, from the device on a terra-

cotta lamp, intended to be used for

side-boards, and slabs placed against
a wall, or for what we now call con-

sole tables.

TRECHEDIP'NUM. A word
coined or adopted from the Greek

(Juv. iii. 67.); the meaning of which
is very doubtful. Some suppose it to

designate the boots (eV5pojiu8es) worn

by the victors at the Grecian games ;

others, a peculiar sort of costume

worn by the Greek parasites, by
virtue of which they gained ready
admission to the houses where their

company was sought or tolerated ;

but all attempts to arrive at a defini-

tive interpretation are purely con-

jectural.
TRIA'RII. A body of heavy-

armed infantry soldiers, who formed

the third division of a Roman legion.

They were originally distinguished

by the name of Pilani from the

heavy javelin (pilum) with which

they were equipped ; but when that

weapon was also distributed to the

other two divisions, comprising the

Hastati and the Principes, the old

name was changed for that of Triarii,

either on account of the position they
occupied in the order of battle, viz.

the third line, which is the reason

assigned by Livy, or because their

corps consisted of picked men se-

lected from each of the three heavy-
armed classes, which is the reason

assigned by Niebuhr. Their armour
consisted of a bronze helmet, with a

high crest, a cuirass, large shield,

a short and pointed sword, and the

heavy javelin or pilum; but no au-

thentic monument representing these

details with sufficient precision is

known to exist. (Varro, L. L. v.

89. Liv. viii. 8.) Towards the latter

end of the republic, the original dis-

tinction between the men styled re-

spectively Hastati, Principes, and
Triarii was abandoned, in conse-

quence of the new system adopted of

drawing up the army by lines in

cohorts.

TRIB'ON (rpiGuv). A Greek

word, signifying literally an old gar-
ment worn threadbare ;

whence the

term was given more specially to a

very coarse, common, and scanty
kind of cloak (pallium}, worn by the

people of Sparta, and adopted by other

persons, who affected to ape Spartan
manners ;

more especially by philo-

sophers of the Cynic and Stoic sects,

4s2
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as an outward sign of poverty, auste-

rity, and simplicity. (Auson. Ep.
53. Demosth. Contra Conon. 2. p.
306. Schaeffer. Aristoph. Pint. 882.)
The illustration represents a Greek

philosopher clothed in a tribon, from
a statue of the Villa Borghese. In

the original, the scantiness of the

garment, and the coarseness of its

texture, are distinctly marked by the

form and quality of its folds ; but

this character, though not altogether
lost in our engraving, is rendered
less forcibly, from want of decision in

the drawing, consequent, in some

degree, upon the minute scale to

which it has been reduced.

TRI'BULUM and TRI'BULA
(TO. rptgoAo). A machine employed
in threshing corn ; consisting of a
wooden platform, having its under
surface studded with sharp pieces of
flint or iron teeth. It was drawn
over the grain by an animal attached

stand upright, as in the annexed

example, from an original. It was

employed in ancient warfare for the

purpose of impeding a charge of

cavalry, being thrown on the ground
to wound the horses' feet. Veg.
Mil. iii. 24.

TRIBUNAL (8t/cao-T7)pjo>). The
tribunal; a raised platform at one

extremity of a law court, upon which
the curule seats of the judges and
other persons of distinction who
wished to attend the proceedings were

! placed, (Cic. Verr. ii. 2. 38. Id.

I

Orat. i. 37. Suet. Tib. 33.) It was

to it, and often weighted by objects

placed on the top, or by the driver

himself standing upon it. (Varro,
R. R. i. 52. 1. Plin. H.N. xviii. 72.

Virg. Georg. i. 164.) The practice
is retained in the East, where the

machine exhibited by the illustration

still continues in use.

TRIB'ULUS (rpteoAoj). A cal-

trop ; that is, a contrivance consisting
of four strong iron spikes projecting
from the sides of a ball of the same
metal, and arranged in such a man-

ner, that when thrown upon the

ground, one of them would always

sometimes of a square form, and con-

structed within the external wall of

the court, as shown by the internal

abuttment on the right side of the

annexed engraving, which represents
the ground-plan of the Basilica at

Pompeii ; at others, it consisted of a

semicircular absis or alcove (hemicy-

clium, Vitruv. v. 1. 8.), projecting

beyond the external wall of the edi-

fice, as in the Basilica at Verona, of

which a restoration is exhibited at

p. 81.

2. In a camp, the tribunal was an

elevated platform upon which the

general sat to administer justice

(Tac. Hist. iv. 25. Ib. iii. 10.) ; simi-

lar to the suggestion on p. 631.

3. In a Roman theatre, the tribunal

was an elevated seat in the pit (or-

chestra, Suet. Claud. 21.), generally

appropriated to the use of the prater

(Id. Aug. 44.).

TRIBU'NUS. A tribune; a title

originally signifying an officer be-

longing to a tribe, either elected as

its president, or to perform certain

duties in its behalf; whence the

name was subsequently transferred

to several different kinds of officers

appointed for the performance of
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various other duties. Of these the

most important are the following :

1. Tribunus Celerum. The tri-

bune who commanded the royal body
guard of cavalry under the kings.
Liv. i. 59. Pomp. Dig. i. 2. 2. CE-
LERES.

2. Tribuni militum consulari potes-
tate. Tribunes of military rank
with consular power. These were

supreme magistrates possessing the

same rank and power as the consuls,

but varying in number from three to.

six, who were first elected in the

year u. c. 310, instead of consuls, as

a sort of compromise between the

patricians and plebeians, in order to

avoid the necessity of appointing
members of the latter class to the

consulship. Their costume and in-

signia of office were the same as

those of the consuls. Liv. iv. 6

and 7.

3. Tribuni militares or militum

(XtAfapx0- Military tribunes ; offi-

cers in the Roman army who held a

rank below that of the legati, but

superior to that of the centuriones.

(Varro, L. L. v. 81. Cic. Cluent. 36.)

The numbers of these officers ap-

pointed to each legion varied at

different periods, as the number of

men composing its strength was in-

creased ;
but they enjoyed an im-

portant command and high rank,

being often represented on the co-

lumns and arches in the immediate
staff of the imperator, and wearing
the same accoutrements with himself

and the legatus, as exhibited by the

annexed group, from the Column of

Trajan, which shows the emperor in

front, a legatus immediately behind

him, and the tribune in the rear.

4. Tribuni plebei or plebis (S^uop-

Xoi). Tribunes of the people ;
ma-

gistrates elected by the plebeians
from amongst their own order, to

defend the rights and interests of the

poorer and weaker classes against the

power of the patrician aristocracy.
Their numbers varied from two at

first to ten finally ; but they enjoyed
immense power, and were attended

by runners (viatores) instead of lie-

tors, whence the emblems attributed

to them on coins are the long bench

(subsellium) and a wand (virga) ;

though as mere civilians, they have
no distinct costume but the national

toga. Liv. ii. 32. Cic. Leg. iii. 7.

TRICH'ILA, TRICH'ILUM,
TRIC'LA and TRIC'LIA. A
bower, or a summer-house, con-

structed in the pleasure-grounds of a

villa, or other locality, to afford a

shady retreat for dining in during

genial weather. (Virg. Copa. 8.

Inscript. ap. Orelli, 4517. 4456.

Cses. B. C. iii. 96. Compare Prop,
iv. 8. 35. seqq.) It was frequently
formed of wood and trellis-work,
over which vines, gourds, and other
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parasitical plants were trained (Co-
lumell. x. 378.) ;

but sometimes as a

permanent building, decorated with
columns and other objects of art (In-

script. ap. Orelli, 2909,), like our

summer-houses ; as shown by the

illustration, which exhibits a view of

one of these retreats, with its dining-

table, bases of masonry intended for

receiving the mattresses of three tri-

cliniary couches, and fountain in

front, all as they exist in a perfect
state of preservation in the house of

Actaeon at Pompeii.
TRICHO'RUM (rptxupov). A

term employed to designate some

particular kind of apartment in

houses or other buildings (Stat. Sylv.
i. 3. 58. Spart. Peso. 12. Inscript. ap.

Orelli, 1395. ap. Fabretti, p. 740. n.

505.) ; and supposed to mean a room
divided into three compartments, or

perhaps aisles, by rows of columns.

TRICLINIAR'CHES. A chief

servant, to whose care the arrange-
ments of the dinner-table and dining-
room (triclinium) were confided, and
the direction of the waiters and sub-

ordinate servants committed. Pet.

Sat. 22. 6. Inscript. ap. Orelli, 794.

TRICLINIA'RIS. Characterises

any article, utensil, or object con-

nected with the service and furniture

of a dinner-table and dining-room
(triclinium) ; as, lectus tricliniaris

(Plin. H. N. xxxvi. 6.), the dining-
couch (LECTUS, 4.); gradus triclini-

aris (Varro, L. L. viii. 32.), the steps

by which the couch was ascended

(GRADUS, 1.); mappa tricliniaris

(Varro, L. L. ix. 47.), a table napkin
(MAPPA, 1.) ; and, absolutely, in the

plural, tricliniaria (Plin. H. N. viii.

74.), the coverlets and hangings used

upon and about the couch (PERI-
STROMA, STRAGULUM, TORALE) ; or

the dining-rooms themselves (Varro,
R. R. i. 13. 7. TRICLINIUM, 2.).

TRICLI'NIUM (rpiK\^oV ). Does
not imply a single tricliniary couch
(lectus tricliniaris), but the conjunc-
tion of three dining couches arranged
together (Varro, L. L. ix. 9. Id.

R. R. iii. 13. 2. Macrob. Sat. ii. 9.%
so as to form three sides of a square,

leaving a vacant space in the centre

for the dining-table, and the fourth
side open for the servants to enter and

place the trays upon it. A triclinium

thus constituted was in general in-

tended for the reception of nine per-
sons, three on each couch ; but that

precise number was not rigorously
enjoined, for sometimes the places
were not all filled ; at others, the
couches were only adapted to receive
a single person (see the wood-cut s.

ACCUBITUM), so that the party would
not consist of more than three ; and
in the example here introduced,

though the two sides accommodate
three each, no less than seven indi-

viduals repose upon the cross end.

The original bas-relief from which
the illustration is taken, was found
at Padua (formerly Patavium), a good
deal corroded, but still retaining suffi-

cient details to afford an accurate
notion of the exact manner in

which the three couches of a tricli-

nium were disposed with the company
upon them ; though in this instance

they are not absolutely couches

(lecti\ but permanent bases of ma-

sonry, of the same character as those

shown in the preceding illustra-

tion, upon each of which a mat-
tress was laid, as seen under the

bodies of the recumbent figures. If

a table like that of the last cut were

placed in the centre the whole scene

would be complete. The figures on
the left side are still reclining as at

dinner; those on the right, already

replete, have turned on their backs to
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take a siesta (Juv. i. 56. Ov. Am.
ii. 5. 13.), while the rest of the party,
at the further end of the triclinium,

are enjoying their cups. The scene

may possibly represent a funeral feast

(silicernium) ; or, more probably, a

drinking party after a feast (comis-

satio, symposium), to which it was

customary to invite other companions
besides the dinner guests ; and thus

the extra numbers crowded upon the

furthest mattress would be accounted

for.

2. A dining-room, in which the tri-

clinium was laid out. (Cic. Or. ii.

65. Phsedr. iv. 24. Pet. Sat. 22. 3.

Vitruv. vi. 6. 7. Ib. 7. 4.) Several

apartments of this kind have been

exposed to view in the houses of

Pompeii, mostly small, and with fixed

basements, instead of moveable

couches, for the occupants to recline

upon, as shown by the two preceding
wood-cuts ; but it will be understood

that other dining-rooms, originally
fitted with regular couches, have lost

their characteristic features by the

removal of the furniture belonging to

them.
T RID' ENS (rpufSous, rpiaiva).

Literally, furnished with three teeth,

i. e. prongs ; whence applied abso-

lutely in the same
sense as fuscina; a

three-pronged fork

for spearing fish

(Plin. H. N. ix. 20.

Wood-cut s. FUS-

CINA, 1.) ; a similar

weapon used by the

gladiators called re-

tiariior netmen (Juv.
viii. 203. wood-cut

s. FUSCINA, 2.) ; the

trident of Neptune,

appropriately attri-

buted by poets and
artists to the sea-god
in lieu of a sceptre.

13. Id. Mn. ii. 610.

TRIDEN'TIFER and TRIDEN'-
TIGER. Bearing the trident or

sceptre of the seas; an epithet and

Virg. Georg. i.

emblem especially characteristic of
the god Neptune, who is thus repre-
sented in the last illustration, from a
miniature in the Vatican Virgil. Ov.
Met. viii. 595. Id. xi. 202.

TRIENS. A copper coin, weigh-
ing four ounces, and equal in value

to one-third of an As.

(Plin. H. N. xxxiii.

13.) It has four balls

stamped upon it to de-

note the value, as in

the annexed example
from an original drawn on a scale of

two thirds the actual size.

TRIERAR'CHUS (rpi-ftpapxos).

Properly, the commander of a Greek
trireme, whence the title was trans-

ferred into the Roman navy. Tac.
Ann. xiv. 8. Id. Hist ii. 16.

TRIE'RIS (rpi-hp-ns'). A Greek

word, for which the Romans more

commonly use TRIREMIS.
TRFFAX. A missile of four and

a half cubits long, which was dis-

charged from the catapulta (Festus,

s. v. Ennius ap. Fest. I. c. Aul. Gell.

x. 25. 1.); probably a sort of spear,
so denominated from having three

barbs, as in the example, which is

copied from the column of Trajan.
TRIGA. A three-horsed car, and

a team of three horses yoked abreast

(Isidor, Orig. xviii. 26. Ulp. Dig.
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21. 1. 38.), two of which drew from
the pole, the third being attached as

an outrigger by a brace (simplici vin-

culo. Isidor. Orig. xviii. 35.) to the

ropes which passed on each side of

the middle horse round the forepart
of the car, as shown by the annexed

example, from an Etruscan vase en-

graved by Ginzrot.

TRIGA'RIUM. A place or en-

closure for the exercise of trigce, or

of horses and cars in general. (Plin.
H. N. xxxvii. 77.) There were seve-

ral driving courses of this description
in the city of Rome, which are enu-

merated by P. Victor.

TRIGA'RIUS. One who drives

a team of three horses yoked to a car

(trioa). Plin. H. N. xxviii. 42.

TRFGLYPHUS (rpCyXvQos). A
triglyph ; a member of the frieze in a

Doric entablature, consisting of three

parallel channels with drops (yuttoe)

underneath, arranged at regular in-

tervals throughout the frieze, and
intended to represent on the external

face of the building the ends of the

tie-beams (tigna) as they are ranged
above the architrave. (Vitruv. iv. 2.)
The literal meaning of the word is

thrice slit or grooved ; and it is sup-

posed that the ends of the tiebeams in

the old wooden buildings were ac-

tually cut into three parallel channels,
either for the purpose of conducting
the rainwater from the cornice above

them, or to prevent the beams from

splitting. Others are of opinion that

these grooves were not positively cut

out on the beam heads, but naturally

produced by the gradual effects of

the rainwater trickling over them ;

but in either case the sculptured slab

or triglyph would represent correctly a

real or artificial feature in the original
timber roof. The illustration shows
a part of the frieze now remaining
on the theatre of Marcellus at Rome.
TRIGON. A small ball, hard

stuffed, and covered with leather, for

playing a game designated

by the same name. (Mart.
iv. 19. xii. 83.) The

example is from an Etrus-

can bronze ; the stitching
of the leather is plainly
indicated, and the size of the ball

may be imagined from the size of the

hand, that of a child's, which holds it.

2. The game played with a ball or

balls of the kind just described. (Hor.
Sat. i. 6. 126.) It is supposed that

three persons were required to make
out the game, who stood in the rela-

tive positions occupied by the three

points of a triangle, so that each
would have an opponent in front of

him, on his right and left ; and as

expertness in the use of the left hand
is mentioned as essential to a good
player (Mart. xiv. 46.), it is further

inferred that each one was furnished

with two balls, which he had to de-

liver right and left, and catch in the

same manner. But this account de-

pends more upon conjecture than

positive evidence, as no representation
of the game, sufficiently decisive to

establish the fact, has yet been dis-

covered.

TRIGO'NUM (rplyuvov). A tri-

angular piece of marble, tile, or some

SALVE,
artificial composition, used for in-

laying patterns in a mosaic pavement
of the class termed sectile (Vitruv.
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vii. 1. 4. PAVIMENTUM, 2.), as shown

by the border round the four sides of

the illustration, which represents a

piece of pavement on the threshold of

the principal entrance to one of the

houses at Pompeii.
2. A musical instrument of trian-

gular form, with all its strings of the

same thickness, but of unequal lengths

(Plat. Rep. 399. c. Soph. Fragm.
361. Athen. iv. 77. Ib. 80.), and

which, it is to be inferred from the

figure on the left side of the illustra-

tion, copied from a Pompeian paint-

ing, was carried on the shoulder

when played. The word does not

occur in the present sense in any of

the extant Latin authors ;
nor is it

clear whether they, or the Greeks,

made use of the same term to desig-
nate our triangle, which seems pro-

bable, since that instrument was not

unknown to them, as is proved by
the figure on the right side of the

engraving, copied from a marble
bas-relief formerly belonging to the

Giustiniani family at Rome, upon
which a party of several females

are represented playing upon diffe-

rent musical instruments the tri-

angle here introduced, the rattle

termed crotalum, the tympanum, or

tambourine, and the double pipes, or

tibice pares.
TRIL'IX (rptfJLiros). Twilled of

three threads thick ; that is, in which
each thread of the weft (subtemen) is

passed iu the weaving over one and
then under three threads of the warp
(stamen), which requires three sets of

leashes (licia), and produces a ribbed

pattern. Mart. xiv. 143.

TRILO'RIS. A hybrid word,

half Greek and half Latin, which

means, literally, furnished with three

thongs ; but it is used to designate a

garment brocaded with a triple set of

ornamental stripes or other pattern,
termed paragundce, as explained under
that word. Aurel. Vopisc. 46.

TRIMOD'IA and -UM. A basket

or other vessel containing the measure
of three Roman pecks (modify Colu-

mell. ii. 99. Plaut. Men. Prol 14.

TRIOB'OLUS (Tp t(teoAos). A
silver coin of the Greek currency
(Plaut Bacch. ii. 3. 26.) ; containing
three oboli, or half a drachma. It

was coined, however, of two stan-

dards; the Attic, worth about 4|rf. of

our money, and the JEginetan, which
was nearly equal to 6fc?.

TRIPET'IA. A term used in the

patois of the Gauls, signifying a three-

legged stool. Sulp. Sever. Dial. ii.

TRIPUD'IUM. A term used in

divination to indicate that the food

was so greedily eaten by the sacred

chickens, that part of it fell from
their beaks and struck the ground,
which was regarded as a sign of good
omen. Cic. Div. ii. 34.

TRIP/US (rphrovs). Generally,

any thing supported on three feet or

legs ; whence the following charac-

teristic senses :

1. A cauldron or vessel for boiling
eatables of any
description,which
stood upon three

legs over the fire,

as exhibited by
the annexed illus-

tration from a

picture represent-

ing a scene in the

market-place of

Herculaneum. Isi-

dor. Orig. xx. 8.

5. Horn. //. xxiii.

702. Tpiirovs e>-

2. A common three-legged stool,

such as poor people used to sit upon.
Isidor. Orig. xx. 11. 12. Sulp. Sev.

Dial. 11.

4 T
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3. The tripod, or stool of the

Pythian priestess, upon which she

sat to deliver her

responses at Delphi

(Cic. Virg. Ov.);
of which the an-

nexed figure is

given in the

plates of Miiller's

Handbuch der Ar-

chdologie der Kunst,
as an accurately

-

detailed represen-
tation ; and a fictile

vase of Sir W.
Hamilton's collection exhibits a tripod
of very similar character, with Apollo
sitting upon it.

4. An article made of bronze,

marble, or precious metals, in imita-

tion of the sacred

tripod, either for

ornament or use ;

often dedicated as

an offering in the

temples, or given
as an honorary
prize and reward
of valour (Virg.
Mn. v. 110.); or

used as an altar for sacrifice, like the

annexedexample from the arch erected

by the Roman goldsmiths in honour
of Septimius Severus.

TRIRE'MIS (rptfpiii). A trireme

or war-galley furnished with three

banks (ordines) of oars on each side,

disposed diagonally one over the

other (Plin. H. N. vii. 57. Virg. Mn.

v. 119. Ascon. in Verr. ii. 1. 20.), as

exhibited by the annexed figure,
from an ancient fresco-painting, re-

presenting the flight of Paris and

Helen, discovered in the early part of

the past century amongst some ruins

in the Farnese gardens at Rome, but
no longer in existence, as the colours

evaporated shortly after it was ex-

posed. (Turnbull, Treatise on Ancient

Painting, &c. fol. 1740.) A similar

arrangement of the three banks of

oars is also indicated in some of the

sculptures on Trajan's column. In a
trireme each rower plied a single oar,

and sat upon a separate seat (sedile\
fixed against the sides of the vessel

in the directions indicated by the oar-

ports, and not upon a long thwart

(transtrum), as was the case when
several worked upon the same oar.

Those on the top bank had the longest

oars, the most labour, and conse-

quently the largest pay : they were
termed Spainrai by the Greeks, the

oar they used KWTTTJ ^pavir^s, and the

thowl on which it rested <rita\[j.6s &pa-
vir-ris. Those on the lowest rank had
the shortest oars, least work, and
lowest pay : they were termed &oAa-

juiTaf. Those who occupied the middle
bank were termed {cvyircu, and had
their oars of a medium length, and
their pay regulated accordingly.
TRISPAS'TOS (rpicnrcurros). A

mechanical contrivance employed for

the purpose of raising heavy
weights, consisting of three

pullies (prbiculi) set in a sin-
(

gle frame or case (trochlea}
in the manner exhibited by (

'

the annexed figure, which re-

presents a similar machine
still in common use at the

present day. Vitruv. x. 2. 3.

TRITU'RA (oA(fy<ns). T
of threshing out corn, which was
done in three several ways ; by beat-

ing out the grain with a rod or a flail

(pertica,fustis) ; rubbing it out with a

machine drawn over it by cattle (tribu-

lum, and wood-cut s, v.} ; or by tread-

ing it out with oxen or horses driven

act
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round the threshing-floor in the

manner exhibited by the annexed en-

graving from an Egyptian painting,
which is still customary in many
parts of Italy and the East. Varro,
L. L. v. 21. Id. R. R. i. 52. 2. Co-
lumell. ii. 20. 4. Id. i. 6. 23.

TRIUMPHA'LIA. The orna-

ments and insignia conferred upon a

general at his triumph ; consisting of

an embroidered toga and tunic (TooA,
4., picta, and TUNICA, 14., palmatcf),
a sceptre with the image of an eagle
on its top (SCEPTRUM, 4.), a chaplet
of laurel leaves and a crown of gold
(CORONA, I.), and a car decorated

with ivory carving (CURRUS, 4.).

Tac. Hist. iv. 4. Liv. x. 7.

TRIUM'PHUS (tytapSos). A
triumph, or grand military procession,
in which a victorious general and his

troops entered the city after the suc-

cessful termination of an important
war, commencing at the porta trium-

phalis, then passing through the Vela-

brum and Circus Maximus, along the

Via Sacra and Forum up to the temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus on the Capi-
toline hill. It was headed by the

entire body of the senate, who went
out to meet the troops and conduct
them into the city. Next followed

the brass band, playing upon trumpets
and horns (wood-cuts s. CORNICEN,
TUBICEN), who preceded a file of

carriages laden with the spoils taken

from the enemy, intermixed with

portable stages, on which those most
remarkable for value or beauty of

workmanship were prominently dis-

played (wood-cut s. FERCULUM, 2.),

to attract the observation of the

public, whilst the quantity and value

of the spoils and the names of the

conquered provinces were placarded

upon boards affixed to tall poles

(wood-cut s. TITULUS, 1.), and car-

ried by the side of the objects de-

scribed upon them. Then came a

band of pipers (TiBiciNEs) in advance

of the victim intended for sacrifice

a white bull decorated with fillets of

wool round the head (wood-cut s.

INFULATUS), and a broad band of

richly-dyed cloth across its back

(wood-cut s. DORSUALIA). Behind the

victim walked a body of priests and
their attendants with the sacrificial

implements. After them the arms,

standards, and other insignia of the

conquered nations were displayed,

immediately in advance of the princes,

leaders, and their kindred taken cap-
tives in the war, followed by the

entire number of ordinary prisoners
in fetters. Next came the lictors of

the general, in their civic costume,
the toga, and with their brows and

fasces wreathed with laurel (wood-cuts
5. LICTOR and FASCES, 4.), who formed

a body immediately in advance of the

triumphant general, dressed in his

triumphalia, and standing in a circular

car drawn by four horses (wood-cut
s. CURRUS, 4.). On his brow he
wore a wreath of laurel, and behind

him in the car stood a public servant,

who held over his head a massive

crown of gold studded with jewels

(wood-cut s. CORONA, 1.). His

youngest children were placed in the

car with him
;
whilst those who had

attained to manhood rode on horse-

back beside the ear, or upon the

horses which drew it. Behind the

general marched the superior officers,

the Legati, Tribuni, and the Equites,
all on horseback ; and the procession
was finally closed by the entire body
of the legions, carrying branches of

laurel in their hands, and chaplets of

the same shrub round their heads,

alternately singing songs in praise of

4T 2
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their general, and cutting jokes at his

expense. During the course of the

route the procession passed under a

temporary arch designed for the pur-

pose and erected across the street,

which in early times was taken down
after the fete ; but latterly it was re-

placed by a permanent structure of

marble or stone (wood-cut s. AR-
cus, 5.)-

2. Triumphus navalis. A public

procession in celebration of a great
naval victory, the arrangements of

which are not represented in any
works of art, nor detailed in writings.
Liv. xvii. Epit.
TRIVIUM (rpfoSos). A spot

where three streets or roads meet
from opposite directions. (Cic. Div.

i. 54.) When strictly applied, the

term has a more especial reference to

the streets of a town (Virg. 2En. iv.

609. Justin, xxi. 5.), as opposed to

compitum (Cic. Agr. i. 3.), which re-

fers to the convergence of cross-roads

in the country. But this distinction

is not rigorously observed ; for trivium

is often used in both senses, of a

public and much-frequented highway,
either in a town or country ; whence
the Latin word trivialis, and our own
"

trivial," acquire their secondary
meanings of vulgar or common-place ;

that is, literally, which may be met
with in any public and thronged
thoroughfare. The illustration affords
a view in the city of Pompeii, with
three streets, in the second distance,

converging to a point.
TROCH'ILUS (rpoxUos). Same

as SCOTIA. Vitruv. iii. 5. 2. and 3.

TROCH'LEA (rpoxtAea). A con-

trivance for the multiplication of

mechanical power in raising weights,

consisting of a case with a set of

blocks or pullies (orbiculi) fitted into

it. (Vitruv. x. 2. 1. Cato, R. R. iii.

5. Lucret. iv. 903.) See the illustra-

tion s. TRISPASTOS, which exhibits a

case furnished with three pullies.

TROCH'US (TpoxoO- A boy's

hoop; made of iron or bronze, and
trundled by a crooked-necked key
(clavis), as exhibited by the annexed

illustration, from an engraved gem.

(Hor. Od. iii. 24. 57. Id. A. P. 380.

Prop. iii. 14. 6.) It frequently had
a number of small rings set round its

rim (Mart. xiv. 169., and wood-cut s.

ANULUS, 4.), to make a jingling
noise as it rolled on ;

and sometimes
small bells (tintinnabula) are seen

instead of rings.
TROPJE'UM (Tpdiraiov). A tro-

phy; a monument erected on the

spot where a victory had been ob-

tained ; or, in the case of naval war-

fare, upon the nearest point of land

to where the action had taken place.
It was originally formed with the

trunk of a tree, upon which and its

branches some arms belonging to the

defeated party were suspended, as in

the illustration, from an Imperial
coin; but latterly trophies were de-

signed as elaborate works of art, in

marble or bronze, and erected apart
from the battle-field, as permanent
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mementoes of the contest. Cic.

Inv. ii. 23. Virg. Mn. xi. 5 11.

Suet. Cal 45. Claud. 1.

TRUA (T/JU^AO, Topvvri'). A large
flat ladle employed for skimming the

surface of liquids, for stirring and

moving vegetables or meats when

boiling (Titin. ap. Non. s. v. p. 19.

Festus, s. Antroare), or for removing
them from the pot, without taking up
the water at the same time. With

this object, it was perforated by a

number of small holes at the bottom,
as represented by the annexed ex-

ample, from an original of bronze
found at Pompeii ; and this property,
as well as the manner of using it,

accounts fully for the Greek names
it received, and with which the Latin

one is connected, rpuw, to rub or stir,

and Tope'w, to bore ; one or the other

of which notions are found to per-
vade, and to convey a characteristic

meaning to the other special senses

of the word trua, as well as its dimi-
nutive trulla.

2. A perforated cap or plate cover-

ing the mouth of a sink in a kitchen,

&c., in order to prevent the refuse

from choking the pipe, while it per-
mits the liquid to drain through it.

Varro, L. L. v. 118.

TRULLA (rpouAAfoj/). Diminu-
tive of TRUA. A small perforated

ladle of the same use and character

as the last described. Varro, L. L.

v. 118. Hero, de Spirit, p. 101.

2. (jpteXiov}. Either used sepa-

rately, or with the epithet vinaria.

A drinking-cup, or table utensil em-

ployed for taking the wine out of a

larger recipient, which contained a

quantity mixed with snow. It was a

species of cyathus of an improved
character, being furnished with an

inner case perforated as a strainer,

and fitting into the hollow bowl of

the cup, so that when fitted together
the two would form but one body,
which might be conveniently dipped
into the large vessel, arid filled ;

when, by removing the perforated
case, any sediment or impurity depo-
sited by the snow would be removed
with it from the pure liquid left in

the bowl. (Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 27.

Varro, L.L. v. 118. Plin. H.N.
xxxvii. 7. Scsev. Dig. 34. 2. 37.)
The illustration represents an ori-

ginal found at Pompeii, with a section

of the perforated case in its bowl on

the right. The material is bronze ;

but the same utensil was also made
in common earthenware (Hor. Sat.

ii. 3. 144.), as well as porcelain

(Plin. /. c.) and pietre dure (Cic.
/. c.).

3. The pan of a night-chair (Juv.
iii. 107.) ; probably so termed when

consisting of a double case, con-

structed upon the same principle as

the vessel last described.

4. A fire-basket made of iron

(Liv. xxxvii. 11.), in which ignited
matter could be transferred from

place to place ; and so termed from
the perforations drilled in its sides to

create a draught of air, like the ex-

ample on the next page, representing
an earthenware trulla, discovered in an
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excavation near Rome, which, when

found, had a lamp inside it.

5. A trowel used by bricklayers
for laying the mortar between bricks

(Isidor. Orig. xix. 18. 3.), and by plas-
terers for laying on and smoothing
the stucco upon walls (Pallad. i. 15.

Ib. 13. 2.). The illustration repre-

sents an original found amongst other

building implements in a house at

Pompeii. This sense of the word
trulla arises from the Greek rpvca, in

allusion to the manner of using the

instrument ; connected, perhaps, with
its resemblance to a ladle (TRUA, 1) ;

for it will be observed that the an-

cient trowel, as exhibited by the

example, has a form very different

from our own, having a flat blade

otherwise shaped like a spoon, pre-

cisely like the plasterer's trowel now
used at Naples, which is called a

plasterer's spoon cucchiaja da fab-
bricatore.

TRULL'EUM or TRULL'IUM.
A slop-pail ; used by the ancients to

receive the dirty water in places
where several persons washed their

hands at the same time. The object
is repeatedly mentioned by Cato. and

always in conjunction with other
vessels employed in washing, such as

hand and foot-basins, &c. ; and
doubtless resembled in constructive

principle the pails commonly used in

our dressing-rooms, which have a

perforated plate at the top, through
which the dirty water is poured with-
out splashing, while it serves, at the
same time, to conceal the unsightly

appearance of the contents from the

person using it, Varro, L. L. v.

118. Id. de Vit. P. R. up. Non. s. v.

p. 547. Cato, R. R. x. 2. xi. 2.

TRULLISSA'TIO. A plastering
of cement 'laid on with the trowel

(trulla). Vitruv. vii. 3. 5. TRULLA, 5.

TRUT'INAOpimw/Tj). A general
term for any kind of balance used

for weighing ; sometimes indicating
the steel-yard (Vitruv. x. 3, 4. STA-

TERA); at others, a pair of scales

(Juv. vi. 437. LIBRA).
TRYB'LIUM (rpt'-gAio^). A table

utensil (Varro, L. L. v. 120. Plaut.

Stick, v. 4. 9.); the precise character

of which is not ascertained.

TUB'A (o-aATiryS). A wind in-

strument made of bronze, with a fun-

nel or bell-shaped mouth, and straight
tube (Ov. Met. 1. 98. Juv. ii. 118.

fete-

Veg. Mil. iii. 5.), like our trumpet,

giving out very loud and interrupted
notes (fractos sonitus, Virg. Georg.
iv. 72. terribili sonitu taratantara dixit.

Ennius ap. Prise, viii. 842.) The

example is from the arch of Titus.

TUB' 1CEN (o-oATiryKTfc). A
trumpeter who blows the tuba (Varro,
L.L. v. 91. Ov.
Met. iii. 705.), as

exhibited by the an-

nexed figure, from
a bas-relief on the

arch of Constantine.

Trumpeters were al-

ways included in

the brass band of

the army (Liv. ii.

64. ) ; amongst the

musicians who per-
formed at religious
ceremonies (Varro,
L. L. v. 117.); and at funeral so-

lemnities (Pers. iii. 103.); whence
the expression ad tubicines mittere

(Pet. Sat. 129. 7.) means to prepare
for death.
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TUCE'TUM. A savoury dish

composed of beef, or pork, and lard

potted down. Pers. ii. 42. Schol.

Vet. ad I.

TUD'ES and -IS. An antiquated
name for a mallet. Festus, s. v. Se-

ver. 2Etn. 559. MALLEUS.
TUDIC'ULA. Diminutive of

TUBES ; a machine for bruising
olives, and separating the fleshy part
of the berries from the stone, previous
to placing them under the press (tor-

cw/ar), by which the oil was squeezed
out. Its action was similar to that of

a TRIBULUM, working in an upright,
instead of horizontal direction (Colu-
mell. xii. 52. 7.) ; but the machine is

objected to by Columella, as liable to

get out of order, or to have its action

impeded by very trifling circum-
stances ; such as that of throwing in

only a few berries over the proper

quantity. At Mongres, in France,
olives are bruised by instruments

called battoirs ; the name and opera-
tion of which are believed to exhibit

genuine traces of the Roman tudicula.

Schneider, ad Columell. /. c. Id. de

trapeto Catonis, p. 617.

TUGUR'IUM. A cottier's hut;

forming an abode for the poorest

14. Virg. Eel i. 69. Columell. xii.

15. 1. Festus, s. v.\ as exhibited by
the illustration from one of the

Pompeian paintings.
TULLIA'NUM. An under-

j

ground dungeon belonging to the

I state-prisons at Rome ; so termed

j

after the name of Servius Tullius, by
whose orders it was made. (Sail.

Cat. 58. Varro, L. L. v. 151. Liv.

xxix. 22. xxxiv. 44. Festus, s. v.)
The Tullianum is still in existence,

retaining all the features minutely
described by Sallust, and is exhibited

by the annexed engraving. It con-

classes of the rural population. They
were made of wood, with peaked
roofs of turf, the bark of trees, hur-

dles, or other materials of the same
common description, and apparently
without windows (Plin. H. N. xvi.

sists of an elliptical chamber, nineteen
feet by nine, and six and a half high ;

but the original height may have been

greater, as the present pavement is

modern. The masonry is rude, but

the blocks are large, and the roof

possesses a slight curve. The only
entrance to it is through a square
opening of three feet five inches

by three feet four, formed in the
roof of the dungeon, which also

serves as the flooring to another cell

immediately over-head (see the wood-
cut s. CARCER, L); whence the ex-

pression in Tullianum demittere. (Sail.
Cat 55.)
TUMULA'TUS. Buried in the

soil, with a mound of earth and stones

(tumulus) piled over the grave. Ov.
Pont. i. 6. 49. Catull. Ixiv. 193.

TUM'ULUS (rvyugos). A mound
of earth or rough masses of stones

(Horn. 7?. xxiv. 798.) piled up into a

pyramidal form, in order to form a
cairn or barrow over the grave. (Cic.
Arch. 10.) On its summit a tall
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column (stele) was usually erected

for a monument

(Horn. //. xi.

371) ; as exhi-

bited by the an-

nexed illustration,

representing the

tumulus of Adonis
in a painting at

Pompeii. Hence
the word is often

used in a general
sense for a grave,
or a tomb, Pedo.

Albin. El. i. 69. Ib. 7374. Virg.
Eel. v. 42. Ov. Trist. iii. 3. 72.

TUN'ICA (x"^). A tunic ;
the

principal under-garment of the

Greeks and Romans of both sexes
;

corresponding very nearly in its

general form, use, and character,

with the shirt, the chemise, the frock,
and blouse of modern times. It was

made, however, in various fashions,

to suit the sex or the habits of dif-

ferent ages and classes of the popula-
lation ; each of which, in the copious

language of the Greeks, was distin-

guished by a separate name or epi-

thet descriptive of the peculiar form
to which it was referred. But all

these varieties, which are severally
enumerated in the following para-

graphs, preserve the same general
characteristics in regard to the use of

j

the garment, its place upon the per-

son, and the manner of adjusting it ;

so that they are all properly classed

under the common name of tunics.

1. (x'T<W fyu^ao-xaAos, Colobium).
The ordinary tu-

nic of the male
Greek and Ro-
man consisted of

a plain woollen

shirt, girded
round the loins,

and reaching to

the knees, or

thereabout, with
two short sleeves,
which just co-

vered the deltoid

muscle, or upper portion of the arms,
as far as the arm-pit (juatrxaA.??), as

exhibited by the first illustration,

from one of the figures on Trajan's
column. (Jul. Pollux, vii. 47.

Aristoph. Eg. 882. Serv. ad Virg.
JEn. ix. 616.) The industrious part
of the free population, whilst engaged
in their daily pursuits, wore it, in the

manner there represented, without

any other covering ; but the upper
ranks, and the others likewise upon
festivals and holidays, when they
were dressed in full attire, had al-

ways some loose outside drapery dis-

posed over the tunic, which would
of course conceal the greater portion
of the under vest, in the manner
shown by the annexed figures, repre-

senting on the left side the statue of

Aristides, with the pallium over his

tunic, and on the right, a Roman
with his toga outside, from a bas-

relief of the Imperial age. These
two articles thus constitute the com-

plete attire usually worn by the great
mass of the free population in ancient

Greece and Italy, and are as inti-

mately connected with each other as

the shirt and coat of modern times.

2. (x'T<i/ eVepo^uoo-xoAos). A tunic

made with only one short sleeve

covering the deltoid muscle of the

left arm as far as the arm-pit, in the

manner represented by the next

figure, from a small marble statue of

the Villa Albani. The Latin lan-

guage does not afford any distinct
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name for a tunic of this fashion, which
renders it probable that it was not

adopted by the

Romans ; and

amongst the

Greeks it was
esteemed a ser-

vile garb (Jul.
Pollux, vii. 47.),

not befitting the

free population,

though it is worn

by Daedalus in

one of the paint-

ings at Pompeii.
The example
here given is

clearly intended

to represent a

young slave going to market, with a

purse in one hand and a basket in

the other.

3. (ffcuts, exomis.') A tunic which

only covered the left shoulder (3>f*os),

leaving the right
one entirely ex-

posed, in the

manner repre-
sented by the

annexed figure
from the Vatican

Virgil. It is

there fastenedby
a knot on the

top ofthe should-

er ; but the ex-

omis was also made with a single

sleeve, when it was termed by the

Greeks Qu^is erepOjuatrxoAos (Pollux,
vii. 47.), of which the preceding figure
affords an example. On works of

art it is often made of fur, and is

commonly worn on the stage, by the

labouring population, slaves, artists,

and even females addicted to the

chase and war
; by Daedalus, Diana,

and the Amazons. Aul. Gell. vii.

12. 1. Festus, s. v. Aristoph. Vesp.
444. Schol. Vet. ad I

4. (eirw/Js.) A tunic worn by the

females of Greece (Jul. Pollux, vii.

49.), which received the name from

being fastened with brooches on the

top of each shoulder at the point
where it joins the collar-bone, as im-

pliedby the primary
sense of the Greek

word, and shown

by the annexed

figure of Diana
from a statue of the

Villa Pamfili. This
is the old tunic of
the Doric races,
which was made
of woollen, entirely
without sleeves,
fastened by a girdle
worn low upon the

hips, like a man's,
never reaching be-

low the knees, and in many examples
not much further than midway down
the thigh.

5. ((Txiffrbs xiT&r'.) The slit tunic ;

which was only sewed close up from
the bottom on the left side, leaving a

long slit on the

right, for the pur-

pose of allowing
free action to the

limbs, and through
which the greater

part of the thigh
would be seen in

active exercise. It

was usually fast-

ened by brooches
on the shoulder

(Jul. Pollux, vii.

54 55.), in the same manner as the
last figure, one of which may be sup-
posed to have come undone in the

present example, or to have been

studiously omitted by the Pompeian
artist who designed it, in order to
indicate the natural restlessness and
carelessness of boyhood. It was the
characteristic tunic of the young
Spartan damsels (Pollux. /. c.) ; but
in works of art it is frequently given
to the Amazons and children, and it

is also worn by the Dacians on the
column of Trajan.

6. Tunica manicata or manuleata
Or Ka/>7TT<fe). A

4 u
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tunic with long sleeves reaching down
to the hands or wrists, like the French
blouse. In the

early ages long
sleeves were not

worn by the

male population,
either of Greece
or Italy, nor

generally by fe-

males; but they
were afterwards

adopted as a lux-

ury from the

foreigner, and

during the Im-

perial ages be-

came very com-
mon amongst both sexes, as may be
seen by many specimens in the course

of these pages. The present example
is taken from one of the figures be-

longing to the celebrated group of

Niobe, and is supposed to represent
the children's tutor or attendant

(pcedagogus) ; consequently, a slave

and foreigner. Cic. Cat. ii. 10.

Plaut. Pseud, ii. 4. 48. Aul. Gell. vii.

12. 1. Virg. Mn. ix. 616.

7. Tunica talaris (xir
A tunic with long skirts reaching
down to the ankle joints ; commonly
worn in early times by both sexes

of the Ionian colonies, whence it

was introduced at Athens, where it

continued in use until the age of
Pericles. It was made of linen and
fastened by a girdle, and always had

sleeves, sometimes very full and

hanging loose over the arms, as

shown by the female figure, from a

statue of Euterpe, and sometimes

reaching down to the wrists, as shown

by the example on the right, repre-

senting a tragic actor in the character

of Hercules, from a marble bas-relief.

The Romans esteemed such a dress

as unmanly in the extreme, and never

adopted it as part of their male national

costume. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 13. Id.

Cat. ii. 10.

8. Tunica muliebris. A woman's
tunic (Aul. Gell. vi. 10. 2.); gene-

rally made longer and looser than

those worn by men, and fastened by
a girdle immediately under the bosom,
instead of round the loins. The
tunic of the Dorian females, which
forms an exception to the usual style,

is shown by the figure No. 4. ; that

of the Ionian women, with long
sleeves, by the left-hand figure in the

last illustration ; and the annexed ex-

ample, from a marble bas-relief, ex-

hibits the same article of female

attire, with a half sleeve, reaching

nearly to the elbow, and having a

long slit on the outside, the edges of

which are connected at intervals by a

set of studs or brooches, so as to leave

a series of open loops between them.

This style appears from numerous

works of art to have been one of

those most generally adopted by
females of the better classes both in

Italy and Greece. The principal
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tunic of the Roman matron and lady
of rank is exhibited under the article

STOLA, by which name it was spe-

cially designated.
9. Tunica interior and intima. The

under and undermost tunic. Both
sexes were in the habit of wearing
two tunics (Aul. Cell. x. 15. 3. Cal-

purn. Eel. iii. 29.); and persons of

delicate constitutions would sometimes

put on as many as four, one over the

other (Suet. Aug. 82.), in which case

the outer one is the tunic, tunica, and
the under one tunica interior or in-

tima. The annexed illustration from
a marble bas-relief exhibits a figure

in two tunics, very distinctly marked,
the nder one with long sleeves, and
a skirt which reaches half-way be-

tween the knee and ankle ; the outer

one with short sleeves, and a skirt

which terminates at the middle of the

thigh, and a girdle round the waist

which compresses both. But the or-

dinary kind of tunic worn next the

skin by women was made with short

sleeves, and rather loose round the

neck, very much like a modern che-

mise, as shown by the annexed exam-

EJ

ple, from a Roman bas-relief, which

may be compared with the figure in-

troduced s. INDUTUS, representing a

Greek female taking off her chemise,
from a fictile vase.

10. Tunica recta. See RECTA.
11. Tunica angusticlavia. See

CLAVUS, 9.

12. Tunica laticlavia. See CLA-

VUS, 8.

13. Tunica patagiata. See PATA-
GIUM.

14. Tunica palmata. A flowered

tunic worn with the toga picta (Liv.
x. 7. xxx. 15.) ; supposed to have
been ornamented with embroidery

representing palm branches, as it was
the one worn by a general at his

triumph.
1 5. Tunica picta. An embroidered

tunic worn by the Salii. Liv. i. 20.

16. Tunica asema. A plain tunic

without any ornament upon it (Lam-
prid. Alex. Sev. 33.); like any of

those shown from Nos. 1. to 10.
; all

the rest, from 11. to 15., receiving
their designations not from any pecu-

liarity of form, but of the ornaments

interwoven, embroidered, or sewed

upon them.
TUNICA'TUS (povoxirav, oioxi-

TWJ/). In a general sense, wearing a

tunic
;
but the word is more com-

monly opposed in an express manner
to togatus, and means wearing only
the tunic, as corresponding with our

expression
" in his shirt," or " with-

out his coat." (Suet. Aug. 24. Ib.

100. Nero, 48.) The term, when

applied to persons of the better classes,

sometimes conveys a notion of being
at their ease in the country, or in

dishabille, as they were in the habit

of taking off the toga when at home
or out of town, whence tunicata quies

(Mart. x. 51.) expresses the ease and

independence of home or the country ;

but it is more frequently applied in a

sense exactly contrary to this, indi-

cating that the person is occupied in

active exercise or labour (Cic. Ccel.

5.), because it was necessary to lay
aside the cumbrous and embarrassing

toga upon such occasions ; and in this

sense it is commonly used to charac*

4 u 2
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terise the lower or labouring classes

(Hor. Ep. i. 7. 65.)> whose daily

occupations compelled them to wear
a tunic only, without the toga. The
illustrations s. TUNICA, 1. exhibit

a figure in the tunic only contrasted

with another in the tunic and toga;
and thus distinctly illustrate the diffe-

rent images called to the mind by the

several terms tunicatus and togatus.
TUNICOPALLIUM. A garment

possessing the double properties of

the tunica and pallium, not a written

term used in the language, but a word
invented by the grammarians as a

definition of the peculiar properties
of the garment termed PALLA. Non.
*. PALLA, p. 537. Serv. ad Virg.
Mn. i. 648.

TUNIC'ULA (xmwfcrKos, xm$-

viov}. Diminutive of TUNICA ; the

diminutive sometimes indicating in-

feriority of quality (Plaut. Rud. ii. 6.

53. Varro ap. Non. s. TRACTUS, p.

228.) ; sometimes smallness of size

(Turpil. ap. Non. s. STROPHIUM, p.

538.), like those exhibited by the
annexed figures, one from a marble

bas-relief, the other from a Pompeian
painting. The Romans applied their

word tunicula both to the male and
female vest ; but the Greeks made a

distinction, using XITWV'IGKOS in regard
to men (Demosth. in Mid. p. 370.

Schseffer), and XLT(̂ VIOV with refer-
ence to women. Lucian. Lexiph. 25.
Eustath. 77. xviii. 416.
TURBO (j8e>gt|,

'

P6^os, a-rrfn&os).A boy's whipping-top (Virg. ;En. vii.

378. Tibull. i. 5. 3.), similar to those

now in use.

2. The whorl or whirl of a spindle

(Catull. 64. 315. Auct. Consol. ad
Liv. 164.), technically termed VER-
TICILLUM ; which see.

TURIB'ULUM or THURIB'U-
LUM (&v/juaTifjpiov). A censer, or

vessel in which incense was burnt

(Liv. xxix. 14.), as contradistin-

guished from acerra, the box in which
it was carried to the temple, and
thence taken out to be put into the

censer, or sprinkled upon the burning
altar. It was often carried in the

hand by a chain, and swung to and
fro for the purpose of diffusing the

odoriferous vapour along the streets

(Curt. viii. 9.) or through the temples

(Virg. Mn. xi. 481.), in the same
manner as still practised in the Roman
Catholic churches. The illustration

represents an original of bronze found
at Pompeii. One of the three chains

by which it was suspended from the

hand is attached to the top of the lid,

which would be raised a little, and
the vapour thus permitted to escape,

every time the vessel was swung
backwards or forwards.

TURIC'REMUS or THURIC'-
REMUS. On which incense is burnt;
as ara turicrema (Lucret. ii. 353.

Virg. JEn. iv. 453.), an altar for

burning incense (wood-cut s. ARA,
6.) ; focus turicremus (Ov. Her. ii.

18.), a brazier for the same. Wood-
cut s. Focus, 3.

TURMA (fArj). A troop or com-
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pany of cavalry, originally consisting
of thirty men and three officers (de-

curiones). Varro, L. L. v. 91.

TURRIC'ULA (vvpytoutv). Dimi-
nutive of TURRIS. Vitruv. x. 13. 6.

2. A dice-box, formed in the shape
of a tower (Mart. xiv. 16.); whence
it is also termed pyrgus (Sidon. Ep.
viii. 12.), from the Greek word

meaning a tower. The precise differ-

ence between the common dice-box,

fritillus, and the turricula, is not suffi-

ciently ascertained, some thinking
that the former term designated only
a box of circular form, like the ex-

ample introduced at p. 302. ; and the

latter one a box with square sides, of

which an example occurs in an old

almanack supposed to have been exe-

cuted in the time of Constantine

(Lambecc. Bibliothec. Cces. torn. 4.

Col. 1665.), where it is represented

standing upon a table with a couple
of dice by its side. But as the an-

cient towers were made both circular

and angular, the name would be

equally applicable to either form.

Other scholars have thence concluded
that the turricula, though probably
similar in form, was an entirely dis-

tinct instrument from the fritillus, and

employed together with it as an addi-

tional means of preventing unfairness

at play. According to them it was
fixed to the board (tabula), and the

dice, instead of being cast directly
from the fritillus on to the board, were
thrown from it into the turricula,

through which they fell on to the

board, after acquiring additional rota-

tion in their descent down its gradu-
ated sides. But this opinion is to be

regarded as one collected from infer-

ential reasoning, rather than proved
by positive evidence.

TURR'IGER. Bearing towers.

See TURRITUS.
TURRIS (rvpcris, irvpyos). In a

general sense, any very lofty building
or pile of buildings ; whence the term
is applied indiscriminately to objects
of civil or military architecture, a

palatial residence, or a fortified place.

Liv. xxxiii. 48. Sail. Jug. 103. Suet.

Nero, 38. Ov. A. Am. iii. 416.

2. A tower of fortification, disposed
at intervals in the walls of a city,

stationary camp, or any other fortified

enclosure. (Cic. Caes. Liv. &c.)
They were built both round and

square, were run up to several stories

high, with turrets (pinnae} on the top,

loop-holes (fenestrce) on the face, and

frequently a sally-port (fornix) be-

low, and in general were situated

at short distances from one another,

so that an attacking party would be

exposed to a discharge of missiles on
both flanks at the same moment.
The illustration exhibits three towers,
two round and one square, now stand-

ing by the side of the Porto Asinaria,
in the walls of Rome.

3. Turris mobilis, or ambulatoria.

A moveable tower used in sieges,
made of wood, covered with iron,

raw hides, or stuffed mattresses, to

break the force of the blows directed

against it, and placed upon wheels,

by means of which it could be driven
close up to the enemy's walls. It

was divided into several stories or

platforms (tabulata), the lower one

containing the battering-ram (aries),
the upper ones, various kinds of draw-

bridges and other contrivances for

raising and lowering the besiegers on
to the walls (pons, sambuca, tolleno),
and the highest of all being filled

with light troops who cleared the

opposite ramparts of their defenders
before the bridges were let down for

the assault. Liv. xxi. 11. Vitruv. x.

13. Veg. Mil. iv. 17.
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4. A tower erected upon the deck
of a ship of war, into which the troops

ascended to annoy the crew of an

enemy's vessel with their missiles,
or to scale a fortress from the sea-

board. (Liv. xxiv. 34. Ammian. xxi.

12. 910.) The illustration is taken
from a marble bas-relief.

5. A tower fastened on the back
of an elephant, in which armed men

were stationed on the battle-field.

(Liv. xxxvii. 40.) The illustration

is copied from an engraved gem.
6. A particular kind of battle-

array, in which the army was dis-

posed in the figure of an oblong-
square column. Cato ap. Fest. s.

Serra prseliari. Aul. Gell. x. 9.

TURRI'TUS. Furnished with a

tower or towers ? of city walls (Ov.
Am. ii\. 8. 47. ), TURRIS, 2.

;
of ships

(Virg. Mn. viii. 693), TURRIS, 4.;
of elephants (Plin. H. N. viii. 7. 7.),

TURRTS, 5.

TURUN'DA. A pellet, made of

bran, meal, paste, &c. for fattening

poultry. Cato, R. Tt. 89. Varro,
R. R. iii. 9. 20.

2. A sort of cake, made of similar

materials to the" last, as an offering
to the gods. Varro ap. Non. s. v.

p. 552.

3. A strip or roll of lint inserted
into a wound. Cato, R. R. clvii. 14.

TUS or THUS
>

Frankincense; an odoriferous gum
from a tree of Arabian growth, much
employed by the ancients at the

sacrifice, in the service of the tem-

ples, and other ceremonials. It was
carried to the altar by a minister

(camillus), in a small square case

(acerra), from which a few grains
were taken out, and sprinkled over
the burning altar (ara turicrema*) ;

or it was made up into pastiles, which
were carried in a deep dish (catinus),
and thence dropped upon a lighted
brazier (focus turicremus), both which
customs are exemplified by the an-

nexed illustration, from an ancient

fresco painting ; or, finally, it was

kindled in a censer (turibulum), which
was carried in the hand, and swung
backwards and forwards to give out

and diffuse its vapour, in the manner
now practised at the ceremonies of

the Roman Catholic Church. Hor.
Od. iii. 8. 2. Pers. v. 120. Ov. Met.
vii. 589. Id. Pont. ii. 1. 32.

TUTE'LA. The tutelary genius
of a ship, under whose protection the

crew and vessel were supposed to

sail (Ov. Trist. i. 10. 1. Pet. Sat.

105. 4.), as the vessels of Catholic

countries are now put under the

guardianship of some patron saint.

The tutela, or image of the protecting

genius, was placed in the after-part
of the ship (Sil. Ital. xiv. 410.) ;

whereas the insigne was the figure-
head upon the prow. It sometimes

consisted of a small statue on the
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deck (Pet. Sat. 108. 13.) ; sometimes

of a portrait, either carved or painted

upon the quarter (Sen. Ep. 76.); as

in the annexed example, from a

marble bas-relief, in which it appears
on a small square projection under

the tower. The substructions of the

island in the Tiber, designed to re-

present the ship that brought the ser-

pent from Epidaurus to Rome, afford

another instance of the same practice
in the masonry forming the quarters
of the vessel, onwhich a bust of JEscu-

lapius is carved for a tutela, and may
be seen, when the waters are low,
under the garden-wall of the convent

of Saint Bartholomew, or in an en-

graving of Gamucci (Antichitd di

Roma, p. 174. Venez. 1588.).
TUTULA'TUS. In a general

sense, wearing the hair dressed in a

conical form (TuTOLiis, 1) ;
or the

priest's cap of the same name (Ty-
TULUS, 2.), whence, in a special

sense, a priest who wore it. Varro,
L. L. vii. 44. Ennius ap. Varro, /. c.

TUT'ULUS. A particular style

of head-dress, originally confined to

the Flaminica, or

wife of the Flamen
Dialis ( Festus, s.y.),

but subsequently

adopted by other

females. (Inscript.

ap. Grut. 579. 5.)

It was formed by
piling up the hair

with the aid of a

purple riban, to

height on the top of the head, so as

to have the appearance of a goal

a considerable

(meta, Varro, L. L. vii. 44. Festus,

s. u.), as in the illustration, from

a painting of Herculaneum. This

fashion is also alluded to in the

expressions, suggestion comce (Stat.

Sylv. i. 2. 114.); and tot compagibus
altum JEdificat caput (Juv. vi. 502.).

2. A high cap, made of wool, in

the form of a cone or goal (meta,

Serv. ad Virg.
Mn. ii. 683.),
but without

the olive

point (apex)
a.t the top,
which was
worn by some
orders of

the priest-
hood (Servius, /. c.) ; like the an-

nexed example, from a bronze medal,

representing the Genius of Augustus
performing sacrifice.

TYMPANIS'TA
A man who plays the tympanum, or

tambourine (Apul. Deo Socrat. p.

685.), as exhibited by the annexed

figure, from a mosaic by Dioscorides

of Samos, discovered at Pompeii, re-

presenting a concert by four mu-
sicians ; a boy with the monaulos, a

young female with the tibiae pares,
an older one with the cymbala, and
the present figure.
TYMPANIS'TRIA (jv^avltr-

rpid). A female who plays the tym-

panum, or tambourine (Sidon. Ep. i.

2. Inscript. ap. Donat. Cl. 8.
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No. 1.), as exhibited by the annexed

figure, from a painting of Pompeii.
TYMPAN'IUM (Tw/wrdwoiO.

Diminutive of TYMPANUM ; a pearl
with one surface flat and the other

round (Plin. H. N. ix. 44.), like a

kettle-drum, from which resemblance

it is believed that the name arose.

TYMPANOTRIBA (Tw/wrawrpf-

frjs). (Plaut. True. ii. 7. 60.) Same
as TYMPANISTA ; both words con-

veying a notion of contempt or ridi-

cule, and indicating an effeminate

man, like the priests of Cybele, who

employed the tympanum at their fes-

tivals, though an instrument other-

wise more appropriate for females.

TYM'PANUM (Tfywraww, <**

Awjua fivpffoTov}. A tambourine ; con-

sisting of a wooden hoop, covered

on one side with hide, like a sieve

(Isidor. Orig. iii. 21. 10.

Eur. Bacch. 124.), and
set round with small bells

or jingles, like the an-

nexed example, from an

engraved gem. It was
sounded by beating with

the hand (Ov. Fast. iv.

324. Lucret. ii. 618. Catull. 64. 261.

wood-cut s. TYMPANISTRIA), or run-

ning the forefinger round the edge
(Suet. Aug. 61., wood-cut s. TYMPA-
NISTA), and sometimes also with a

stick, as is stated by Isidorus (I. c.),

and may be inferred from the joke of

Phsedrus (iii. 20.) respecting the

poor ass who suffered as much cud-

gelling after death as during life, be-

cause his skin was used to cover a

tympanum. This instrument is dis-

tinguished from the larger and more

ponderous kettle-drum by the epithet
leve (Catull. 63. 6.) or inane (Ov,
Met iii. 533.); and it is clear, from
its frequent occurrence in works of

art representing the ceremonials of

Bacchus and Cybele, that it, and not

the drum, is intended when the term
is used with reference to the wor-

ship of those deities.

2. The same word is supposed to

have likewise designated an instru-

ment like our kettle-drum, with one
flat surface of skin strained over a

metal basing, because a pearl, with

one surface flat and the other round,
was designated by a diminutive form
of the same word, tympanium; and

Apollodorus (Bibl. i. 9. 7.) describes

a contrivance employed by Salmoneus
to produce a loud noise, like thunder,
which closely resembles the kettle-

drum, being formed by a copper
kettle (lebes), with a skin strained

over its rims. If such a notion be

correct, it is probably this instrument

which Justin intends to particularize

(xli. 2.), as employed by the Par-

thians to give the signal of battle ;
for

they also employed the long drum

(symphonia) upon similar occasions.

Plaut. Crass. 23.

3. A wheel made of solid wood

without spokes (radii), such as was
used for wagons (plaustra), as ex-

hibited by the annexed example,
from a Roman bas-relief. Virg.

Georg. ii. 444.

4. Tympanum dentatum. A wheel

of the same description, with teeth
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or cogs round its edges. Vitruv.

x. 5.

5. A tread-wheel for raising heavy
weights, worked by human labour.

(Lucret. iv. 907.) The illustration

is from a marble preserved at Capua,
with an inscription commemorating
the building or repairing the theatre

of the ancient city. It represents the

method adopted by the Roman archi-

tects for raising a column. The head
of the shaft is encased in ropes,

which pass through a block sus"

pended from the top of a triangle or

shears (vara, Vitruv. x. 13. 2.), like

those employed for masting, and raise

the pillar by working round the wheel
as its revolution is forced on by the

weight of the men upon it. The

capital is placed on the ground ready
to be put on its place when the

column has been erected. The ex-

ecution is rough and imperfect in

details, and the wheel is a radiated

one (rota), instead of a solid tympa-
num, which may have been intention-

ally designed by the artist, in order

to exhibit the men at work ; but the

relic is valuable, as it explains an

operation in ancient mechanics which
has been regarded as extremely diffi-

cult to understand ;
how the enor-

mous columns of one solid block of

marble could be raised, when they
were placed at close intervals, often

not more than 2| diameters apart, as

in . the portico of the Pantheon, for

instance, where the contiguity to

each other does not seem to afford

space for the requisite machinery.
6. A solid tread-wheel for raising

water from ponds or stagnant pools,

where there is no current to move
the wheel. Several of these contriv-

ances are described by Vitruvius x.

4. The simplest resembled the plan
of the common water-wheel, de-

scribed and illustrated s. ROTA, 4.,

except that the wheel itself was solid,

and the motive power given by the

tread of men, instead of the action

of a current. Another contrivance

of a more complicated character con-

sisted of a wheel furnished with a

certain number of apertures (aper-

turce), instead of buckets or scoops

(modioli, haustra\ on the circum-

ference of the drum, through which
the water entered, as the wheel was
worked round by the labourers upon
it, and fell upon boards (tabulce^

radiating in the interior of the wheel
from its circumference to the centre

of the axle. This was formed out of

a hollow cylinder, and had likewise

a number of cavities (columbaria) in

its circumference, through which the

water penetrated the cylinder, and
was thence discharged from its ex-

tremity into the receiving trough
(labrum ligneum) and the channel (ca-

nalis) which conducted it through
the land. Lastly, when the water

to be raised was situated at a great

depth from the surface where the

tympanum was placed, a double chain,
furnished with buckets, like our chain

pumps, was attached to the axle, so

that one set were let down and the

other drawn up by the revolutions of

the machine, each bucket, as it turned

over the centre, emptying itself into a

receiver constructed for the purpose.
7. A flat and naked triangular

face, marked A in the annexed ex-

ample, included within the converg-
ing and horizontal cornices which
terminate the gable end of a building
(Vitruv. iii. 5. 12. and 13.) ; so termed

4 x
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from its resemblance to the skin

strained over a tambourine or a

drum-head.

8. The panel of a door (Vitruv.
iv. 6. 4. and 5. ) ; so termed from a

similar resemblance to the last men-
tioned. See JANUA.

9. A large flat salver, or plate with

raised margins, like a tambourine.

Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 52.

TYROPAT'INA. A large flat

cake made of cheese and honey
(Apic. vii. 11.); a spurious word,
from the Greek, rvpos, cheese, and

the Latin patina.
TYROTARI'CHUS. A dish

composed of salted fish (Greek Tapi-

Xoy), cheese (Greek rupos), and hard

eggs, seasoned with pepper and

spice, and stewed in wine and oil.

Apic. iv. 2. Cic. Att. iv. 8. Id.

Fam. ix. 16.

u.

U'DO (ouScci'). A kind of sock

made of goat-skin with the fur on

(Mart. xiv. 140.), but respecting
which nothing more characteristic is

known.
UMBELLA and UMBRA'CU-

LUM (o-KidSeiov*). A parasol (Mart,
xiv. 28.) ; and an umbrella (Juv. ix.

50.), made, like our own, to open and

shut (Aristoph. Eg. 1348.) by being
strained upon a number of converg-

ing ribs (virgce, Ov. A. Am. ii. 209.),
and usually carried by a female slave

over her mistress (Mart. xi. 73.), in

the manner '

shown by the illustra-

tion, from a fictile vase.

UMBILI'CUS (3/4>o\(fc). Lite-

rally, the navel
;
whence applied to

other objects which have some ex-

ternal resemblance to the appearance
of the navel, or to its position as the

central part of the body ; as

1. The extreme end of the cylin-
der upon which an ancient book was
rolled, and which, with the sheet

folded round it, presents considerable

resemblance to the human navel, as

exhibited by
the extremity
on the left

side of the an-

nexed exam-

ple, represent-

ing a book
half unrolled,

from a painting at Herculaneum.

Many writers consider that the um-
bilici and cornua were the same

thing, only designated by different

terms ; but there is good reason

for believing that they were not pre-

cisely so. When a sheet was com-

pletely filled with writing, a stick

was attached to the end of the sheet,

round which the entire length was
rolled. In the MSS. found at Her-

culaneum, these sticks do not project

beyond the edges of the sheet on
either side, but have their extremities

in the same plane with it, as repre-
sented by the illustration. In ordi-

nary libraries, or for volumes in-

tended to be placed in a capsa, where

any addition to the length would
have been inconvenient, it seems

probable that the roll was complete
in this state, with the exception of

merely having the end of the stick

painted (Mart. iii. 2. v. 6.), which

suggested the resemblance to a navel,

and accurately received the name of

umbilicus. But persons who were

particular about the ornamental ap-

pearance of their books, added bosses

(bullce) to the ends of the stick, which

projected beyond the roll on each

side, like the bursting horns of a

heifer, when the umbilici so adorned

would receive the name of cornua.
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Thus the two terms may be con-

sidered to a certain extent, or in

some senses, as convertible ones ;
es-

pecially where they"are used figura-

tively to designate the, end of a book

(Hor. Epod. xiv. 6. Mart. iv. 91.

xi. 107.)> where the cylinder, whose
extremities they formed, was affixed.

2. The pin or index in the centre

of a sun-dial (Plin. H. N. vi. 39.) ;

otherwise termed GNOMON, which
see.

UMBO (&pav). In a general
sense, applied to anything rising or

projecting from another surface, more

especially when such projection pos-
sesses around or con icat figure ; whence
the following distinctive meanings :

1. (o^oAos). A knob or boss

projecting from the centre of a shield

(Virgin, ii. 544.),
which served to

turn off missiles dis-

charged from a dis-

tance, or as a sort of

offensive weapon at

close quarters (Liv.
iv. 19.) ; but the

term is also frequent-

ly used by a figure of speech for the

entire shield itself. The example is

from the Vatican VirgiL
2. A prominent bunch of folds in

front of the chest, produced by draw-

ing up a portion of the left side of the

toga from the feet, and fixing it in

place by turning it over the belt

formed across the breast by the upper
sinus, where it forms
a thick round mass
of folds, standing
out from the rest of

the drapery like the

boss from a shield,

as exhibited by the

part marked 5. in

the annexed illus-

tration from a statue

of the Villa Pamfili

at Rome. Tertull.

Pall. 5. Pers.v. 33.;
but in the last

passage the term is

applied in a figurative sense to the

toga itself.

3. The kerb stone, which forms a
raised margin to the trottoir or foot-

pavement, on each side of a road or

street, as shown by the annexed illus-

tration representing part of the road

way near the entrance to Pompeii
from Herculaneum.
UMBRA'CULUM. Same as

UMBELLA.
UMBRJE. The shades or spirits

of departed beings in the nether

world. The ancients believed that

the spirit of the human body de-

scended into subterranean regions after

life was extinct, and there retained

the same figure and appearance it

had possessed during life, so as to

be recognizable to the relatives and
friends who followed it, but without

any real corporeal substance ; or, in

other words, that it was visible but

impalpable. Those who had passed
a life of virtue were
removed to Elysium,
where they continued

in the enjoyment of

perpetual youth, par-

taking the intercourse

of such friends and
relatives as had ob-

tained the same lot ;

those, on the contrary,
who had lived in vice

were removed to Tar-

tarus, where they wore
out an existence of perpetual punish-
ment. (Serv. ad Virg. JE"n. iv. 654.

TibulL iii. 2. 9. Lucret. i. 120. Hor.

Od. iv. 7. 14.) Hence the poets and
artists always invest the shades with

a corporeal form, and with the same
4x2
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appearances which the body presented

during life, as shown by the illustra-

tion, which represents the shade of

Deiphobus, in the Vatican Virgil, mu-
tilated as he was by the Greeks at

the taking of Troy.
UN'CIA (otyicia). An ounce ; the

twelfth part of any whole ;
hence a

copper coin of s \ f N.

the Romans, /^ JJuh ( ***%\
equal in value I ^Mj~\

*
$J

to one-twelfth ^^*/ >* /
of an ^s. (Varro, Z. L. v. 171.) Its

value was denoted by a single ball, as

in the annexed example, from an ori-

ginal, reduced to one-third of the real

size.

UNCTOR. (Quint, xi. 3 26.

Mart vii. 32.) Same as ALIPTES ;

which see.

UNCTO'RIUM. Achamber where
the unguents were kept, in a set of

baths, and in which the bathers were
anointed. (Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 11., but

the reading is doubtful.) See EL^:-

OTHESIUM.
UNCUS (fry/cos). Literally, a bend

or curve ; whence applied to objects
formed in that figure ; especially a

hook with which the executioner

dragged up the corpse of a malefactor

from the subterranean dungeon (car-

nificina) in which he was put to

death, on to the Gemonian stairs, or

into the Tiber. Cic. R. Perd. 5.

Juv. x. 66. Ov. /fo's. 166.

2. The fluke of an anchor. Val.

Flacc. ii. 428. ANCORA. DENS, 1.

3. A surgical instrument employed
by accoucheurs. Cels. vii. 29.

UNGUENTA'RIUS (/w/pwr^s).
A maker and vendor of scents and

unguents. Cic. Off. i. 42. Hor. Sa*.

ii. 3. 228.

2. Unguentaria taberna. A per-
fumer's shop. Varro, Z. Z. viii. 55.

Suet. Aug. 4.

3. Unguentarium sc. ms. A scent-

bottle or vase for holding fine un-

guents and perfumes (Plin. H.N.
xxxvi. 12.). They were made of

alabaster, and pietre dure, or glass, of
which latter material several speci-

mens in different forms and sizes, are

exhibited by the illustrations, all from

originals preserved in the Museum at

Naples.
U R' C E O L U S. (Juv. iii. 203.)

Diminutive of

URCEUS. A vessel with handles

(Mart. xiv. 106.), generally made of

earthenware (Hor. A. P. 21. Mart.

/. c.), and chiefly used as a ewer for

filling other vessels with water. (Var-
ro ap. Non. s. TRCLLEUM, p. 547.

Paul. Dig. 33. 7. 18.) It is probably
allied to vpx* and Orcha ; but there

are no sufficient data by which to de-

termine its precise form.

URINA'TOR (KoAwftjrfo fyvev-

rfy>). A diver, trained to swim under

water, for the purpose of recovering
articles lost by shipwreck ; sometimes

taken on board ships to assist in rais-

ing the anchor, or to damage the hull

of an enemy's vessel in action. Liv.

xliv. 10. Callistrat. Dig. 14. 2. 4.

Compare Manil. v. 431435. Lucan.

iii. 697708.
UR'NA (/ccfAiris).

An urn ; a

narrow-necked, full-bodied pitcher, in

which water was
fetched from the

fountain or river

(Juv. i. 164.

Senec. H. F.

757.), whence

usually ascribed

by poets and
artists as an ap-

propriate em-
blem to the river

gods. (Virg. Mn. vii. 792. Sil. ItaL
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i. 407.) It was made of earthenware

or metal, and carried on the top of

the head (Ov. Fast. iii. 14.), or on
the shoulder (Prop. iv. 11. 28.), in

the manner still commonly practised

by the women of Italy and Egypt ;

for which purpose it was furnished

with three handles, as exhibited by
the annexed engraving from an ori-

ginal of earthenware, two at the

sides, to assist in raising it, and one at

the neck, by which it was held on the

shoulder, or kept steady when tilted

for pouring out.

2. A vessel of similar form and

character, employed as a cinerary urn,
in which the ashes and
dust collected from the

funeral pile were en-

closed, when deposited
in the sepulchral chamber.

(Ov. Trist. iii. 3. 65. Id.

Her. xi. 124. Suet. Cal
15. Wood-cut s. SEPUL-

CRUM, 2.) They were made of baked

earth, alabaster, marble, or glass ;
of

which last material the annexed ex-

ample affords a specimen, from an

original discovered at Pompeii, half

filled with a liquid in which the frag-
ments of bones and ashes are still

perceivable.
3. A vessel of similar form and

character, employed for drawing lots

at the Comitia, &c. (Val. Max. vi. 3.

4. Cic. Verr. ii. 2. 17.), used for col-

lecting the votes or sentence pro-
nounced by the judges in a court of

law, &c. (Cic. Q. Fr. ii. 6. Hor.
Sat. ii. 1. 47. Ov. Met. xv. 44.)
The lots or tablets were thrown into

the vessel filled with water, and then

shaken (urna versatur. Hor. Od. ii\

3. 26. Compare Virg. JEn. vi. 432.

Stat. Sylv. ii. 1. 219.), and as the neck
of the urn was narrow,

only a single lot could

come to the surface, or be
drawn out at a time. The
illustration, which, it will

be observed, exhibits the same cha-

racteristic features in regard to form
as the other examples, is copied from

the device on a coin of the Cassian

family.
4. A liquid measure containing

four congii or half an amphora ; also

the vessel that holds the quantity,

probably possessing the same charac-

teristic forms as those described above.

Cato, R. R. x. and xiii. Juv. xv. 25.

TJRNA'RIUM. A square slab or

table in a Roman kitchen and in the

baths, on which the water-cans and

pitchers (urnce) were disposed. (\
7
ar-

ro, L. L. v. 126. Id. ap. Non. s. v.

p. 544.) In modern Italy, a similar

convenience now goes by the name
of secchiario, from secchia, a water-

pail, which is usually formed of

marble, with a hole through which
the drippings and spilled water drain

off, and doubtless corresponds with

the Roman urnarium, and our kitchen

sink.

UR'NULA (Kd\Tnov). Diminutive
of Urna. Cic. Par. i. 3. Spart. Sev. 24.

URPEX. See IRPEX.
URVUM or URBUM. The curved

part of a plough, the plough-tail;
more commonly termed BURA. Var-

ro, L. L. v. 135. Pompon. Dig. 50.

16. 239.

USTOR (i/e/cpoK-awmjs). One of

the undertaker's men, whose business

it was to lay out a corpse upon the

pyre, and burn it (Mart. iii. 93.) ;

usually spoken of in terms of detrac-

tion, with such epithets as semirasus

(Catull. 59. 4.), or sordidus (Lucan.
viii. 738.); thus indicating that the

employment was looked upon as mean
and derogatory. The illustration re-
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presents a slave arranging the legs of

a corpse upon the pyre, before setting

light to it, from a marble bas-relief.

USTRI/NA and -UM. A place
where the dead body was burnt, apart
from the sepulchre in which the

ashes were to be deposited, as contra-

distinguished from Bustum, which
was contained within the sepulchral
enclosure. (Festus s. BUSTUM. In-

script. ap. Mur. 1345. 12. ap. Orelli.

4384, 4385.) Thus it would appear
that the ustrinum was a public burn-

ing-ground, to which the bodies of

persons not sufficiently wealthy to

acquire a piece of land for the pur-

pose contiguous to their own sepul-
chres were carried by their surviving
relatives, and burnt, their ashes being
afterwards transported to the family
tomb. In such cases a convenience
of this nature WHS absolutely neces-

sary, as the law prohibited the light-

ing of a pyre within a certain distance

of another man's monument. Con-
siderable remains are still extant of a

grand burning place on the Appian
Way, about five miles from Rome. It

was surrounded on two sides by a

high wall of masonry, constructed

in the Etruscan style of peperino
stone, and flagged with the same ma-
terial, which possesses particular

powers for resisting the action of fire.

One wall is 200 feet in length, the

other 350. On the side towards the

street, there were spacious porticos
for the shelter of spectators, or per-
sons attending the funeral procession ;

and at the back, several apartments
for those who had the custody of the

place, as well as magazines for storing
wood, and for keeping the various in

struments and utensils employed- at

the conflagration.
U'TER (oovcds). A large bag made

of goat-skin, pig-skin, or ox-hide,
sewed up at one side, and having the

sutures carefully stopped with a coat-

ing of pitch, so as to adapt it for con-

taining liquids, or to be inflated with
air. Plin. H. N. xxviii. 73. Ov.
Am. \\\. 12. 29. Caes. B. C, i. 48.

2. Uter vini, A wine- skin (Plaut.
True. v. 11.); mostly employed for

transporting wine in body from place
to place, but in very early times the

wine was actually brought into the

dining-room in a skin (Varro ap.

Non. s. Cupa, p. 544.), and the cups
filled out of it, in the manner shown

by the annexed illustration, from a

painting at Pompeii, which represents
a female pouring wine out of a skin

into a caniharus held by Silenus.

3. Uterunctus. A goat-skin, greased
on the outside and inflated with air,

which the rural population of Attica

used to dance or jump upon, for a

rustic sport, on the second day of the

festival of Bacchus, termed Ascolia

('AdKdaXia), as represented by the

annexed illustration from an en-

graved gem. Virg. Georg. ii. 384.

UTRA'RII. Water carriers, who

supplied an army on its march with

water, which they carried in skins

(UTRES). Liv. xliv. 33.

UTRICULA'RIUS (Arwa^s).
(Suet. Nero, 54.) A bag-piper. Same
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as ASCAULES, under which term an

illustration is given.
UTRIC'ULUS (curicffitov). Dimi-

nutive of UTER. Celsus, ii. 17.

V.

VACERRA. A post for fastening
horses to (Festus, s. v.) ; whence, in

the plural, a strong fence made of up-

rights and cross-bars to confine cattle ;

an ox fence. Columell. vi. 19. 2. ix.

1. 3. ix. 1. 9.

VAGFNA (|i</>o07]/o7, /coAeo's). The
scabbard of a sword (Cic. Virg. Hor.

Ov.) ; usually made of different kinds

of wood, box, elm, oak, ash, &c., and

sometimes, perhaps, of leather, as the

Greek name /coAette (Latin culeus)

seems to imply. The illustration ex-

hibits an original sword found at

Pompeii, in its scabbard, which con-

sists of a wooden case, covered with

a thin plate of metal, studded with
knobs of bronze.

VALL A'TUS. Protected by a

vallum. Hirt. B. Alex. 27.

VALLUM (%apa.KcafjLa}. A pali-

sade, made by the stocks of young
trees with their lateral branches short-

ened and sharpened at the point, so

as to form a sort of chevaux de frize ;

usually planted by the Greeks and
Romans on the outer edge of the

mound of earth (agger') thrown up as

a rampart round their camps (Liv.
xxxiii. 5. Polyb. xvii. 1.1.); whence
the term is frequently used to desig-
nate collectively the mound of earth

with the palisade upon it. In the

illustration at p. 16., from Trajan's

column, the vallum is formed by mere

straight poles sharpened at the top,
which must be regarded as a caprice
of the artist, or else the ancient prac-
tice had been departed from at the

period when those sculptures were

designed.
VALLUS (xP0- A single stake

with short-pointed branches left on its

stock, employed as a prop ;
but more

especially for forming the vallum, or

chevaux de frize, upon the mound of a

camp, several of which, ready pre-

pared, were carried by every Roman
soldier in the field. Cic. Tusc. ii. 17.

Liv. Ivii. Epit.
2. Same as VALLUM. Caes. B. C.

iii. 63.

3. A large wooden fork in the

shape of the letter V, set with teeth,

and attached to the front of a truck

(vehiculum), which was employed as

a reaping-machine by the people of

Gaul. It was driven into the stand-

ing corn by a single ox, harnessed to

a pair of shafts (amites') at the back,
so that it nicked off the ears between
the forks, and collected them in the

truck as it advanced. Plin. H. N.
xviii. 72. Compare Pallad. vii. 2. 2.

4. The tooth of a comb. Ov. Am.
i. 14, 15. PECTEN.

5. (\uevdpiov). In the feminine

gender, diminutive of VANNUS
;

a

small winnowing-basket. Varro, R. R.
i. 23. 5. Jb. 52. 2.

VALV/E (Svpat SidTrpioTTOi). A
door or window-shutter which folds

up (Cic. Div. i. 34. Juv. iv. 63. Plin.

Ep. ii. 17. 5.); that is, when made
in several leaves and joints, so that

when opened they fold back one

behind the other, like a screen, or the

shutters of a modern window, as

shown by the annexed example, from
a painting of Pompeii, in which the

door is formed of four pieces, two for

each leaf. (Varro ap. Serv. ad Virg.
JEn. i. 449. valvce, quce revolvuntur,

et se velant. Isidor. Orig. xv. 7. 4.)
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In one of the houses at Pompeii a

door of the same description, in four

parts, was placed between the Atrium
and Peristylium, as has been ascer-

tained from the marks left by it on

the threshold. Mus. Borb. vii. Tav.

A.B. Scavi, p. 7.

VALVA'TUS. Having doors or

window -shutters, comprised in several

pieces, which fold up behind each

other in the manner explained and
illustrated by the last example. Vi-

truv. iv. 6. 5. Id. vi. 3. 10. Varro,
L. L. viii. 29.

VANGA. (Pallad. i. 43. 3.) A
spade with a cross-bar above the

blade to rest the foot upon, in order

that it might be driven deep into the

ground ;
still used in Italy, and re-

taining the same name,
" la vanga."

It was also termed BIPALIUM, under

which an illustration is given.
VANNUS (X'IKVOV). A winnowing-

mn(Columell. ii.21. 5. Serv. ad Virg.

Georg. i. 166.) ; a large and shallow

wicker-basket, employed for winnow-

ing corn in still weather, when there

was no wind blowing, without which
the operation could not be conducted

with the pala lignea or the ventilabrum.

It is exhibited by the annexed ex-

ample, from a marble bas-relief?

and resembles the van still used in

Italy for the same purpose, which
is applied in the following manner.
When the basket has been filled with

grain from the threshing-floor, the

winnower, who holds it by the two

handles, with one end against his

belly, throws up the contents into the

air by means of a jerk of his arms,
and catches them again as they de-

scend in the van, some of the looser

and lighter particles of husk and re-

fuse falling off at every toss, which

process is continued with rapidity
until the whole is perfectly cleansed.

Still weather is required, in order that

the grains may return into the basket,

and not be blown over it with the

chaff.

2. Vannus mystica. The mystic
van of Bacchus ; a basket of similar

description to the

last, but which was
carried upon the

head or shoulder
in the ceremo-
nials of Bacchus,

containing the sa-

crificial utensils

and first-fruit offer-

ings, as shown by
the annexed figure
from a bas-relief in terra-cotta (Soph.

Fragm. 724. Virg. Georg. i. 166.) ;

but in the poetical and dignified dic-

tion of Virgil, the expression is used
to designate the agricultural winnow-

ing-van last described, which indicates

that both objects were of similar cha-

racter and materials.

3. The Greek term also signifies a

cradle, made out of a winnowing-van,
in which the ancients used to deposit
their infants, as an omen of future

wealth and prosperity. (Schol. Vet.

ad Callim. Jov. 48.) Jupiter and

Mercury are said to have been thus

cradled (Horn. Merc. 150. 254. Cal-

lim. I c. ) ; and the annexed illustra-

tion from a bas-relief in terra-cotta,

represents the infant Bacchus in a

van of the same character, which, in

the original composition is borne be-

tween a Faun and a Bacchante.

VAPORA'RIUM. A stove or

furnace for heating apartments by
flues (Cic. Q. Fr. iii. 1. 1.) ; same as
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HYPOCAUSIS, under which an ex-

planation and illustration are given.
VAPPA. Wine which has lost

its flavour and become quite insipid,

from having undergone excessive fer-

mentation and subsequent exposure
to the air (Plin. H. N. xiv. 25. Hor.

Sat ii. 3. 144.) ;
whence the term is

likewise used to designate a spend-

thrift, who wastes his means in folly.

Hor. Sat. 1. 1. 104. Plin. I.e.

VA'RA (o-raAis). A stake with a

fork or crutch at the top, employed

by huntsmen to set their nets upon,

when they had to enclose a tract of

country, in the manner represented

by the annexed engraving from a

marble bas-relief. Lucan. iv. 439.

2. (/aAAi'gas). A horse or trestle;

formed by two or more uprights con-

verging from below to a point at the

top, so as to form a frame within

which any thing might be suspended

(Vitruv. x. 13. 2.) ;
or to make a

stand upon which a cross-piece (vibia)

might be supported (Columell. v. 9.

2.), such as used by painters, plas-

terers, paper-hangers, and carpenters,
for a sawing-jack, which is represented

by the annexed engraving from a

painting found at Herculaneum.
3. An andiron, across which the

logs of wood are laid for a wood fire,

or a spit (veru} supported for roasting
meat. (Riddle's English-Latin Dic-

tionary.) There is no actual autho-

rity extant for this usage of the word,

but the annexed example, from an

original of iron, discovered in a tomb

at Psestum, proves that the ancients

made use of andirons in the same
manner as the moderns, while the

form and use of the article corre-

spond minutely with the other objects

comprised under the same name.
Two smaller specimens, believed to

have been used for supporting a spit,

have been excavated at Pompeii :

they are made of bronze, and more
ornamental in character, having the

head of an animal as a termination

to the extremity. Mus. Borb. x. 64.

VASCUS. See TIBIA, 4.

V E C T I A' R IU S. The labourer

who works the capstan (suculd} by
means of a capstan-bar (vectis),

which forces down the press-beam
(prelum) in a wine or oil-press (tor-

cular). Vitruv. vi. 6. 3.

VECTIS OoxA<fe> A strong and

heavy pole or bar of wood or iron,

employed for various purposes, as :

1. A lever or hand-spike, for placing
under machines, or objects of very
great weight, to assist in moving and

turning them. Cses. B. C. ii. 11.

2. A crow-bar, for forcing open or

beating down. Hor. Od. iii. 26. 7.

Cic. Verr. ii. 4. 43.

3. A bar for fastening a door.

Virg. Mn. vii. 609.

4. A pole for carrying burdens.
Claud, iv. Cons. Honor. 573. Wood-
cut s. FERCULUM, 2.

5. A capstan-bar, by which the

cylinder is turned. Vitruv. vi. 6. 3.

VEHA or VEA. A rustic or

provincial pronunciation of VIA. Ca-

to, R. R. i. 2. 14.

VEHE'LA. Said to be another
form of Veha, an Oscan word for

PLAUSTRUM. Festus, s. v. Capitol.
Maxim. 13.

VEH'ES or VEHIS. A cart-load

4 Y
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of any thing, as of dung (Columell.
xi. 2. 13.) ; hay (Plin. H. N. xxxvi.

24. 3.) ; wood (Cato ap. Charis,

p. 55.).
VEHIC'ULUM. A vehicle; as a

general term, for any sort of contriv-

ance by which things are transported

by land (Suet. Aug. 49. Cic. Pis. 25.)
or by water (Id. Alt. x. 10.); but

here the reading is doubtful.

2. Vehiculum manibus actum. A
go-cart, or invalids chair, drawn on
or pushed forward by the hands of

a slave. (Aurel. Med. i. 5. ii. 1.)

Also termed CHIRAMAXIUM.
3. A threshing-truck used in Gaul.

Pallad. vi. 2. 2. See VALLUM, 3.,

where the machine is described.

VELA' MEN. A general term
for any loose covering or clothing,

which, as it were, veils the person.

Virg. Ov. Tac. &c.

VELAMEN'TUM. Same as VE-
LAMEtt. Senec. Cons, ad Marc. 1 5.

2. Velamenta (foe-r^pia). Objects
borne in the hands by suppliants as

a symbol of their condition ; amongst
which are included the olive-branch,

caduceus, and woollen fillets, &c. Liv.

xxiv. 30. Tac. Hist. i. 66. Ov. Met.
xi. 278.

VELA'RIUM. An awning spread
over the uncovered part of a theatre

or amphitheatre (Juv. iv. 124.), where
the spectators sat, and which was
otherwise open to the sky. It was
made to draw by means of ropes and

pullies fixed to a number of masts

(wood-cut s. MALUS, 2.), planted
round the outside wall

;
and it was

not always drawn, but only on certain

occasions, announced by an affiche

or notice (album) chalked up in pro-
minent parts of the town. Inscript.
s. SPARSIO.

VELA'TUS. Veiled (Cic. N. D.
ii. 3. Sen. Octav. 702. ) ; that is, wear-

ing the loose outer drapery, or amictus,

arranged over the head like a veil, in

the manner exhibited by the two
figures on the top of the following
column

;
the left one from a bas-relief,

the other from a painting of Pompeii.

It was usual for both sexes to arrange
their external drapery in this manner,

more especially at religious cere-

monies and when in mourning.
2. Clothed or draped, in our sense

of dressed ; and applied indiscrimi-

nately to both sexes and to every
kind of dress, whether in the nature

of an amictus or an indumentum; as

to the toga (Liv. iii. 26.), the tunica

(Ov. Fast. iii. 645.), the stola (Hor.
Sat. i. 2. 71.).

3. Encircled round the brows with
a chaplet (Ov. Pont. iv. 14. 55. CO-
RONA), riband (Id. Met.v. 110. VITTA),
woollen fillet ( Liv. i. 32. INFULA), &c.

4. Hung with drapery (veld) or

festoons (serta), as applied to streets,

houses, temples, &c., which were
thus decorated upon days of solemn

festivity along the line of streets

where a procession passed. Ov. Am.
iii. 13. 12.

5. Bearing symbols of supplication

(velamentd) in the hands
; such as

branches of olive, woollen bands, &c.

Plaut. Amph. 1. 1. 104. Virg. Mn.
xi. 101. Servius ad I.

6. Velati, in the army, supernume-
raries who accompanied the troops in

order to fill up vacancies in the ranks

occasioned by death or wounds.

Amongst these were comprised the

Accensi, Ferentarii, and Horarii, who
were all so termed, because they
were merely draped in a tunic (velatus,

2.), without any body armour or

defensive weapons (Festus, s. v. Id.

s. Adscripticii), as exhibited by the
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annexed figure from the column of

Trajan.
V E' L I TE S (ypo<r<t>o[juixoi"). The

skirmishers or light-armed infantry of

the Roman armies, who did not form

part of the regular legion, nor occupy
a fixed position in the battle array,
but fought in scattered parties amongst
the cavalry or infantry, wherever
their services were

required. They
had no body ar-

mour beyond a
scull-cap ofleather,
without a ridge-

piece (galea, cudo),
but were provided
with a round shield

(parma\ a short

Spanish sword (gla-
dius Hispaniensis),
and several spears
with light shafts

and very long acu-

minated blades (hasta velitaris}, in-

tended to be used as missiles, but not

fitted for stationary combat. (Liv.
xxxviii. 21. xxx. 33. Polyb. vi. 22.)
The example, from the arch of Sep-
timius Severus, combines all these

peculiarities with the exception of

the missile, an object frequently
omitted in sculpture on account of

the difficulty it presents in execution,
and its unpicturesque effect ; but the

character of its blade may be seen

by referring to the illustration s.

HASTA, 4.

VE'LUM (urrfo). The sail of a

ship in general (Liv. Virg. Ov.) ;

but especially the large square sail,

or mainsail, as contradistinguished
from the foresail (dolori), the topsail

(supparum), and others which bore a

distinctive name from their forms or

position on the vessel. (Stat. Sylv.
in. 2. 27. Virg. JEn. i. 106.) It was
fixed to a yard (antenna) at the top,
and formed out of square pieces of

cloth sewed together, as represented

by the above illustration from the

Vatican Virgil.
2. In foul weather, or upon arrival

in port, the yard was lowered half

mast high, and the sail reefed or

clewed up, in the manner represented

by the annexed wood-cut, from a

terra-cotta lamp ; which operations
were respectively expressed by the

phrases demittere antennas (Hirt. B.
Alex. 45.), to lower the yard ; velum

subducere, or antennis subnectere (Hirt.

I.e. Ov. Met. xi. 483.), to clew up
4 Y 2
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the sail
; velum legere (Virg. Georg. i.

373.), to shorten sail. Compare Vi-
truv. x. 3. 5. and 6.

3. So, when the ship put out to

sea with fair weather, the yard was
raised up to the top of the mast, the

clew-lines were loosened from the

yard, and the corners of the sail

drawn down to the deck ; as repre-
sented in actual operation by the an-

nexed example, from a sepulchral

bas-relief at Pompeii ; and expressed
by such phrases as the following : vela

facere (Cic. Tusc. iv. 4.), to make
all sail; vela pandere (Ib. iv. 5.), to

spread the sails ; vela solvere and de-

ducere (Virg. JEn. iv. 574. Ov. Met
iii. 663.), to unclew and let down the
sail from the yard.

4. (TrapcwreVcHTjua.) A curtain sus-

pended before the street-door of a
house to close the entrance when
the door itself stood open (Suet.
Claud. 10. Juv. vi. 228.); in the
interior of a house instead of a door,
or for the purpose of making a par-
tition between differ-

ent apartments, or
of dividing one large
one into separate
parts of smaller di-

mensions (Plin. Ep.
iv. 19. 84); before
the image of a deity
in the temples, which
was only removed
upon occasions of

solemnity, as is still

the practice in Ro-
man Catholic churches (Apul. Met.
xi. pp. 251. 257.); and as a window-
curtain to be drawn, like our own,

over the shutters (foricuhs), to ex-
clude the light more effectually (Juv.
ix. 104. Mart. i. 35.). They were
either made in one piece, to be drawn
up from the ground, which is implied
by the expression allevare velum (Sen.

Ep. 80.), to raise the curtain ; or in

two breadths, to be opened in the

centre, like the example, representing
the entrance to Dido's palace in the
Vatican Virgil, which was expressed
by the phrase vela reducere (Apul.
//. cc.), to draw back the curtains.

5. The drop-scene of a theatre.

Ov. A. Am. i. 103. Prop. iv. 1. 15.

AUL^A, 4.

6. The canvas awning stretched
over head in a theatre or amphi-
theatre as a protection against the
sun and weather. Plin. H. N. xix. 6.

Lucret. iv. 73. VELARIUM.
7. Like VELAMEN, a general term

for any kind of covering or drapery,
whether applied to persons (Cic.
Cat. ii. 10.) or things. Id. Verr. ii.

5. 12.

VENA'BULUM. A hunting-spear
(Cic. Fam. vii. 1.); a powerful
weapon, with a long and broad iron

head (Mart. xiv. 31. Virg. Mn. iv.

131.), generally of a lozenge shape,
and sometimes furnished with a cross-

tree (rnora) to prevent the point from

penetrating too far (Grat. Cyneg.

1081 1 0. ) The object itself is shown
)y the annexed wood-cut, from a
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fresco painting in the sepulchre of

the Nasonian family on the Fla-

minian way, near Rome- It also ex-

hibits a singular method adopted by
the ancient huntsmen for entrapping
wild beasts by means of a mirror set

up over the front of a cage ;
but the

ordinary manner of using the hunting-

spear, which was rarely or never

employed as a missile, is also shown

by the subsequent illustration, and

by the first wood-cut on the following

P3
VENA'TIO (&VO- A hunt

>
or

hunting of wild beasts. (Cic. Sen. 16.)

The illustration, from a painting of

the Nasonian sepulchre, represents a

wild-boar hunt, which appears, from
the numerous representations left of

similar scenes, to have been a very
favourite sport amongst the Romans.
It likewise exhibits all the objects

usually mentioned in connexion with
the sport the hunting-spear (vena-

bulum), the bow (arcus\ three hounds

(canes venatici), one of which, on the

right side, is held back by a leash

or a slip (copula, loruni), the hunter

(equus venator), and seven huntsmen

(yenatores), including the attendants.

2. A fight of wild beasts with men
(Cic. Fam. vii. 1.), or with one another

(Suet. Claud. 21.) ; both of which
were commonly exhibited as a game
in the Roman amphitheatre and circus,

and are exhibited by the illustrations

annexed; the one on the left hand

representing a combat between a

gladiator and wild beast, from a

sepulchral bas-relief on a monument
in the street of the tombs at Pompeii ;

the other, a contest between a bear

and a rhinoceros, from a terra-cotta

lamp found at Labicum.

VENA'TOR
A huntsman who follows the chase or

the sport of killing wild animals, such
as tigers, bulls, boars, deer, &c., with

dogs and spears, on foot or on horse-

back (Cic. Tusc. ii. 17. Hor. Od. i.

1. 26.), as exhibited by the illustra-

tion on the following page, from a

painting at Pompeii, representing a
huntsman with his dog, and a boar at

bay, wounded in the back by one

spear, and pierced through the fore-
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head by another, which is held by

the huntsman at close quarters.
2. (&rjpio/j.dxiis}. A gladiator who

fought in the amphitheatre with wild
beasts instead of men (Apul. Met. iv.

p. 72. Cassiodor. Var. Ep. v. 52.),
as shown by the last wood-cut but

one ; more usually termed BESTI-
ARIUS.

3. Venator equus. A hunter, or

horse trained for the chase. Stat.

Theb. ix. 685. VENATIO, 1.

4. Venator canis. A hound trained

for the chase. Virg. jEn. xii. 751.

VENATIO, 1., and last wood-cut.

VENA'TRIX {WrryeVis). A
huntress, who follows the chase
with the bow and hounds (Virg. JEn.
i. 319.) ; more especially used to de-

signate Diana, the goddess of the

chase (Ov. Met. ii. 454. Juv. xiii.

80.), who is represented in that cha-
racter by the annexed figure, from a
terra-cotta lamp.
VENTILA'BRUM (VO- A

winnowing-fork ; employed for sepa-

rating the grains of corn, beans, and

other leguminous plants from the

straw and stalks, when the crop was
threshed out together with them ;

and, consequently, had been reaped
in the common manner, with a sickle

(falx), instead of having the ears

or pods only nicked off from the

standing plant by a comb (pecten).
or a hand-fork (merga), as was a

frequent practice with the ancient

farmers. (Columell. ii. 10. 14.

Compare ii. 20. 3 5.) The in-

strument was a fork with three or

four prongs, with which the labourer

raked out the straw, and tossed it

up to a considerable distance from
him through the air, so that the

breeze, which for the operation was

required to be pretty stiff, would

carry off the chaff and straw, while

the heavier grain fell back upon the

ground, and could be finally cleansed

by a wooden shovel (pala ligned)
or a winnowing-van (vannus). The

practice is still pursued in Spain,
where the instrument employed is

designated by a similar name, aven-

tador, which, like the Latin one,

refers to the action of the wind, so

necessary for its efficient use. Towns-
end's Itinerary, vol. 3. p. 314.

VENTILATOR. One who win-

nows with the ventilabrum, as ex-

plained in the last article. Columell.

ii. 10. 15.

2. A juggler, who tosses his balls

into the air, as the winnower does

his corn. Quint, x. 7. 11.

VENTRA'LE (KoiA^Seo-^os). A
belly-band, formed by an oblong-

square piece of

cloth tied round
the loins, and
over the abdomen,
as exhibited by
the annexed fi-

gure, from a bas-

relief upon a mar-
ble candelabrum.
In the present in-

stance, it is worn
over the tunic,

but its usual
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place \vas next the skin, either under-

neath the tunic, or upon the body,
when in other respects entirely

naked, as seen upon the statue of a

fisherman (Visconti, Mus. Pio-Clem.

iii. tav. A, 6.) ;
which also proves

that it was not the same as the sub-

ligaculum, nor worn for the sake

of decency, for it there leaves the

person completely exposed, as indeed

would he the case with our example
if the tunic were removed. It was
sometimes used for medicinal pur-

poses (Plin. H.N. viii. 73. xxvii.

28.) ;
and as a convenience for car-

rying money or other small articles

about the person (Ulp. Dig. 48. 20.

6.), when otherwise divested of

clothing, and in the water (Lucil.
Sat. vi. 1. cum bulga lavaf). Hence
it is frequently seen on statues of

fishermen, as in the one already

quoted, and another of the Vatican

(Mus. Pio-Clem. iii. 32.), erroneously
restored for Seneca, but having the

central part of the ventrale filled in

with plaster of Paris in a manner
which entirely alters the genuine
character of the object.
VEN'US ('A4>po5/T7]). The Venus,

or best throw of the dice (tesserce),

or dibs (tali) ; so called when all

the numbers came up different.

Prop. iv. 8. 45. Suet. Aug. 71. com-

pared with Mart. xiv. 14.

VERBER. The thong of a whip
for scourging slaves (Terent. Andr.
i. 2. 28. Tibull. i. 9. 22. FLAGELLUM,
1.) ; of a driving-whip (Virg. Georg.
iii. 106. Ov. Met. xiv. 821. FLAGEL-
LUM, 2.); of a sling (Virg. Georg.
1. 309. FUNDA, 1.); of a machine

by which large stones or other mis-
siles are forcibly projected (Lucret.
iii. 469.).
VEREDA'RIUS. A government

messenger, who carried the public
dispatches in a light cart drawn by
swift horses (veredi), which were
stationed for relays along the public
roads (Sidon. Ep. v. 7. Festus, s.

Veredus. Suet. Aug. 49.), believed to

be represented by the annexed exam-
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pie, from a bas-relief on the monu-

ment at Igel.

VERE'DUS. A horse of fast

paces ; employed as a hunter (Mart,
xii. 14. xiv. 86.), and a post-horse

(Festus, s. v. Imp. Jul. Cod. 12. 51.

4.) Compare VEREDARIUS.
VERMICULA'TUS. See PAVI-

MENTUM, 4.

VERRIC'ULUM. (Val. Max. iv.

1. Ext. 7.) Same as EVERRICULUM.
VERRU'CULA. The wart or

wattle which grows on either side of

the throat in

some breeds of

he-goats (Colu-
mell. vi. 6. 2.);
and which the

ancient artists in-

troduced into their representations of

Fauns, to indicate their goatish pro-

pensities, as exhibited by the annexed

example, from a marble statue.

VERSIPELL'IS. Literally, one
who changes his skin

; thence, one
who transforms himself, or is trans-

formed into another person's figure, as

of Jupiter into Amphitryon (Plaut.

Amph. 121. Prol.) ; and so a wily,

dissembling fellow, who can assume

any character. (Id. Bacch. iv. 4.

12.) But the term designates more
especially a man transformed into a

wolf, pursuant to an ancient legend
of Arcadia, that every member of a
certain family was changed into a
wolf for nine years, and after that

period resumed his original shape.
Plin. H. N. viii. 22. Pet. Sat. 62.

VERTICILL'US. The whorl or
whirl of a spindle (Plin. H. N.
xxxvii. 11. 1.); which consisted of
a small circular wheel or plate of
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wood, stone, or metal, through which
the lower end of the spindle (fusus)
was inserted, for

the purpose of

giving it rota-

tion, and assist-

ing by its

weight to twist

the thread tight.
It is seen on
the bottom part
of the annexed

wood-cuts, repre-

senting an ori-

ginal Egyptian
spindle, on one
side enveloped in the spun thread,
and simply by itself on the other.

VER'U (ogeArfs). A spit for

roasting meat (Varro, L. L. v. 127.) ;

often made of wood (Plin. H. N.
xxx. 37. Virg. Georg. ii. 396. Ov.
Fast. ii. 363.), sharpened at the

point, so as to be driven through the

meat (Sen. Thyest. 1063. Virg. JEn.

212.), and placed over the fire (Id.

v. 103.), and probably turned

by the hand upon dogs or andirons

(varce). Compare VERUCULUM.
2. (ffttvviov). A missile weapon

(Virg. Mn. vii. 665. Tibull. i. 6.

49.), adopted from the Samnites into

the light infantry of the Romans

(Festus, s. Samnites), which had a

sharp round iron point, like the spit
after which it was named, as exhi-

bited by the annexed example, from an

original found in Westphalia, and pub-
lished by Alstorp (de Hast. p. 192.)
VERUCULA'TUS. See FALX, 1.

VERU'CULUM or VERIC'U-
LUM (<5ee\iWos). Diminutive of

VERU
; the name given to the small-

est of two javelins carried by
the regular Roman infantry,
which had a triangular-shaped
head of iron, five inches long,
and a wooden shaft of three
feet and a half. (Veg. Mil.
ii. 15.) The annexed exam-
ple, from an ancient monu-

ment published by Alstorp, coincides

exactly with the above description ;

and also indicates that the ancient

spit (veru\ after which the weapon
was named, had sometimes a flat tri-

angular head, like the modern ones,

instead of a plain long point.
VERUI'NA. Same as VERUTUM.

Fulgent. 33. Plaut. Bacch. iv. 7. 46.

VERU'TUM ((rarfwov). (Virg.

Georg. ii. 168. Sil. Ital. iii. 363.)
Same as VERU, 2.

2. In the time of Vegetius, this

name was given to the weapon de-

scribed s. VERUCULUM. Veg. Mil.

ii. 15.

VESFCA (KUO-TIS). A bladder

(Ov. Met. v. 304.) ; employed for

a purse (Varro, R. R. iii. 17. 2.

MARSUPIUM); for a lantern (Mart,
xiv. 62. LATERNA) ;

and as a cap
(Mart. viii. 33.),

with which the an-

cient women used
to cover the whole

head, for the pur-

pose of confining
the hair, and keep-

ing it clean and

compact when not regularly dressed,
of which the annexed wood-cut af-

fords an example, from a fictile vase.

VESPILLO'NES. Undertakers'

men, who carried out the corpses of

poor people at night-time, or in the

dusk (from vesper ), because they
could not afford the expense of a

funeral procession. Festus, s. v.

Suet. Dom. 17.

VEST A'LES. Vestal virgins ; the

members of a sisterhood who dedi-

cated themselves, under a vow of

chastity, to the service of the goddess
Vesta, in whose temple they minis-

tered as priestesses, and watched by
day and night the sacred fire kept

burning upon her altar. Their cos-

tume consisted in the stola (Plin. Ep.
iv. 11. 9.), with a short linen vest

(carbasus. Val. Max. 1. 1. 7. Prop,
iv. 11. 54.), put on as an indumentum

over it (Dionys. ii. 68.) ; and. when

engaged at the sacrifice, with the
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addition of an amictus, formed by an

oblong-square sheet of white cloth

bordered round the edge, and termed

suffibulum, because it was put on the

head, and fastened by a brooch under

the throat (Festus, s. Suffibulum),
under which the hair was confined

closely to the head by a fillet of white

wool (infula), tied by a riband

(vitta). Most of these particulars
are exemplified in the figures above.

The right-hand one is from an en-

graved gem, representing the Vestal

Tuccia carrying water in a sieve

from the Tiber to the temple, as a

test of her chastity (Val. Max. viii. 1.

5.), and exhibits the stola, the car-

basus or linen vest reaching to the

knee, and the suffibulum carried in

the left hand, and partially depending
from the right shoulder. The left-

hand figure, from a terra-cotta lamp,
shows the Vestal as she appeared at

the sacrifice, with the suffibulum put
on. The brooch at the throat is

omitted, but its position and use will

be readily conceived, while the form

of the drapery and border round it

are distinctly apparent.
VESTIA'RIUM. A wardrobe;

as a general term, including any kind

of object employed for the purpose,
whether a closet, chest, box, or trunk.

Plin. H. N. xv. 8. compared with

Cato, R.R. 98. ARCA, ARMA-
BIUM, &c.

VESTIA'RIUS. A dealer in

clothes. Ulp. Dig. 14. 3. 5.

vola. ib. 38. 1. 45.

Sca;-

VESTIB'ULUM (vptivpov). Not
our vestibule ; but an entrance-court,

or court-yard before a house ( Aul.

GelL xvi. 5. Vitruv. vi. 7. 5. Plaut.

Most. iii. 2. 133.), a temple (Cic.
Verr. ii. 2. 66.), a set of baths (Id.
Gael. 26.), or any other edifice, imme-

diately in front of the main entrance

(Cic. Ccecin. 12.), and produced by
running out the side-walls beyond
the facade of the building, as repre-
sented by the annexed example, from
an ancient Roman fresco painting.
It was not roofed in, but formed an
area between the street and mansion,

open in front, and closed at the sides

by a wall, colonnade, or, as in the

example, by a range of apartments
containing the stabling and coach-

houses, with other conveniences for

the household. (Vitruv. vi. 5. Juv.
vii. 126.) The open courts in front

of some of the great houses in London
the old British Museum, for instance

if the screen were removed, would
afford a complete example of the
Roman vestibulum, which was only an

adjunct to grand buildings (Vitruv.
/. c.), and consequently is not once
met with in the small provincial town
of Pompeii.

V.ESTIFLICA. A female slave,
whose duty it was to fold up and
take care of her mistress's clothe^
Quint. Decl 363.

VESTIS'PICA. A female slave,\
whose duty consisted in looking over *

and keeping in repair her mistress's

clothes. Plaut. Trin. ii. 1. 29.

VETERINA'RIUS. A cattle-

doctor; including all classes of the

profession the horse-doctor, cow-
4 z
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leech, &c. Columell. vi. 8. 1. Id.

vii. 5. 14.

VEXILLA'RIUS. The soldier

who carried the vexillum, or colours

of his regiment (Liv. viii. 8. Tac.

Hist. 1. 41.); more especially, though
not exclusively descriptive of the

cavalry troops, who used no other

ensign. The illustration is copied
from the Column of Antoninus.

2. Under the Empire, the name of

Vexillarii was given to a distinct

body of soldiers, supposed to have
been composed of veterans, who were
released from the military oath and

regular service, but kept embodied
under a separate flag (yexillum\ to

render assistance to the army if re-

quired, guard the frontiers, and gar-
rison recently-conquered provinces ;

a certain number of these supernu-
meraries being attached to each

legion. Tac. Hist. ii. 83. Ib. 100.

Compare Ann. i. 36.

VEXILLA'TIO. A body of

troops united under one flag (vexil-

Iwri); applied to the allies. Suet.

Galb. 20.

VEXILLUM. kflag; consisting
of a square piece of cloth fixed on a

frame or cross-tree (Tertull. Apol.

16.) ; as contradistinguished from the

standard (signurn), which was simply
a pole, with the image of an eagle,

horse, or some other device, on the

top of it. The flag was always the

proper and only ensign of the Roman
cavalry. In very early times it was
also used by the infantry (Liv. viii.

8. ) ; but it was afterwards employed
for a distinctive banner of the allied

troops, as the standard was for the

legions; whence the two are fre-

quently enumerated together when it

is intended to comprise the Roman
legions and the allies. (Liv. xxxix.
20. Suet. Nero, 13. Vitell 11.) The
illustration represents the cross-tree

upon which the flag was extended,
from an original of bronze, with a
miniature drawing of the flag and

pole by its side.

VIA. A paved road, said to be an
invention of the Carthaginians (Isi-

dor. Orig. xv. 16. 6.), for horses,

carriage, and foot-passengers (Varro,
L. L. v. 35.), both in town and coun-

try ; but more especially such as

formed the main channel of commu-
nication or high-way between one
district and another, as opposed to a

back-street or bye-lane. (Mart. vii.

61. Cic. Phil xii. 9. Hor. Sat. i. 9.

1.) The Roman roads were con-

structed with the greatest regard to

convenience and durability; consist-

ing of a carriage-way (agger) in the

centre, paved with large polygonal
blocks of basaltic lava (silex), im-
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bedded in a substratum formed by
three layers of different materials

one under the other, the lowest of

small stones or gravel, the next of

rubble-work, i. e. broken stones and
lime

;
the upper one a bed of six

inches deep, composed of fragments of

brick and pottery, mixed with cement;
and a raised foot-way (crepido) on
each side, flanked by a series of kerb-

stones (umbones), which in some cases

were interspersed at intervals by
large wedge-shaped trusses (gomphi),
which bound and consolidated the

whole frame. The illustration repre-
sents a view of the main road from
Herculaneum to Pompeii, at the en-

trance into the latter city ; showing
the carriage-way and foot-paths,
with their kerb-stones on each side.

A section, exhibiting the method of

setting the polygonal blocks, is given
s. AGGER, 4, and illustrations of the

other parts in detail under their re-

spective terms bracketed above.

VIATORES. Runners, or offi-

cers attached to the service of the

Roman magistrates, and employed as

messengers to summon the senators

from the country, the people to the

comitia, or individuals to the presence
of a magistrate. They were especi-

ally assigned to those magistrates
who had no lictors, the tribunes of

the people and censors ;
but in early

times, the consuls, dictator, and prse-

tors had their runners as well as

lictors. Cic. Sen. 16. Varro op.
Gell. xiii. 12. Liv. vi. 15. xxii. 11.

ii. 56.

VIB'IA. The cross-bar or plank

laid across the forked uprights

(varce) which form a jack or trestle

for mechanics to stand or work upon ;

whence the adage, Vibia varam se-

quitur (Auson. Idyll. 12.), the plank
falls with its props, is interpreted to

mean " One error follows another."

VICA'RIUS. Literally, a substi-

tute or deputy; and, specially, a
slave kept by a fellow-slave as his

fag (Hor. Sat. ii. 7. 79. Mart. ii.

18.); for the upper classes of these

servants, called ordinarii, kept slaves

of their own, who were purchased by
themselves.

VIC'TIMA O'epe? j>). Strictly, a
victim sacrificed to the gods as an

offering of thanks, in return for be-

nefits received ; as contradistin-

guished from hostia, a peace-offering
to avert or appease their anger : but
the distinction is not rigidly ob-

served.

VICTIMA'RII. Servants or

ministers employed at the sacrifice,

whose duty it was to kindle the fire,

prepare the requisite articles and

implements, and hold the victim

whilst it received the knock-down

blow from the Popa, as exhibited by
the annexed engraving, from a Ro-
man bas-relief. Liv. xl. 29. Val.
Max. i. 1. 12. Inscript. ap. Fabretti.

p. 450. n. 13.

VICTORIA'TUS, sc. nummus.
A Roman silver coin, in value half a

denarius, so termed because it had an
4 z 2
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image of Victory on the reverse, as

shown by the annexed example, from

an original. Varro, L. L. x. 41.

Cic. Font. 5. Plin. H. N. xxxiii. 13.

VI'CUS
(/c<fyp.

In the primary
notion, a habitation, taken in a col-

lective sense, as a number of houses

contiguous to each other ; thence, a
street with houses on each side, both
in a country village or a city ; and
so a division or quarter of a town,

consisting of a certain number of
streets and houses. Hor. Epist. ii.

1. 269. Ov. Fast. vi. 609. Cic.

Mil 24.

VI'DULUS. A large wicker-
basket covered with leather, and

employed for holding a number of
minor articles within itself cis-

tellam in vidulo (Plaut. Rud. iv. 4.

88.), marsupium cum viatico in vidulo

(Id. Men. v. 7. 49.) ; and as a fish-

basket (Id. Rud. iv. 3. 5472.),
which passage testifies that it was
covered with leather.

VIE'TOR (from vieo, to plat). A
maker of wicker-baskets ; the name
given by Plautus (Rud. iv. 3. 62.)
to one who makes a vidulus.

VIG'ILES. Sentinels, who per-
form the night watch of an army

(Virg. Mn. ix. 159.) ; as shown by

the illustration, from the Vatican

Virgil, which represents a bivouac
of soldiers outside the walls of a for-

tress ; the time of night being indi-

cated by the blazing fire in the fore-

ground, and the moon and stars above.
2. Watchmen; of whom there

were seven cohorts in the city of

Rome, under the command of a prse-
fect (nyctostrategus), and whose duty
it was to preserve the peace at night,
and protect the citizens and their

property from murder, plunder, or
fire. Plaut. Amph. i. 1. 198. Cic.

Verr. ii. 4. 43.

VIGILIA'RIUM. A watch-

tower, in which watch is kept at

night. Senec. Ep. 57.

VILL'ICUS. A farm-bailiff; a
slave who had the superintendence
in chief of all the stock and business

of a farm, the surveillance of the

labouring slaves, the management and
direction of the farming operations,
the duty of attending the markets
and selling the produce of the estate,

as well as the custody of all the fixed

and moveable capital upon it. Varro,
R. R. v. 2. 14. Cato, R. R. 5. and
142. Columell. xi. 1. 7.

VINA'RIUM. The press-room
or building containing the presses

(torcularid) and other necessaries for

making wine. (Columell. xii. 18.

3.) See the article TORCULARIUM,
under which a similar dependance
for making oil is illustrated and ex-

plained.
VIN'CULUM (Seo-^os). Any

thing which binds ; as

1. A string or riband tied round
a letter, and over which the seal was
affixed. Nep. Pans. 4. Ov. Trist.

iv. 7. 7.

2. A string by which the bung
of a wine-jar (cadus) or other vessel

was tied down, previous to being
sealed. Tibull. ii. 1. 28., wood-cut
s. PELLICULATUS.

3. A fillet and a chaplet for the

head. Sen. Thyest. 544. Id. Med.

70. VITTA. CORONA.
4. A collar, and a leash for dogs.
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Tibull. iv. 3. 15. Ov. Met. viii. 332.

COLLARE, 2. COPULA, 1.

5. The thong by which a yoke
was fastened under the animal's neck.

Tibull. ii. 1. 7. JUGUM.
6. The thong by which boxing-

gauntlets were fastened round the

wrist and arm. Virg. ^En. v. 408.

CJESTUS.

7. The strap or lace by which
some kinds of shoes were fastened

round the feet and ankles. Tibull.

i. 5. 66. Ov. Met. iii. 168. AMEN-
TUM.

8. A manacle for the wrists. Sen.

Med. 463. MANICA, 4.

9. A chain for the neck. Ov.

Met. x. 381. COLLARE, 1.

1 0. A fetter, for the feet. Tibull.

i. 6. 31. COMPES.
VINDE/

MIA(Tpb'TjTos). Strictly,

a gathering of grapes at vintage

(Varro, L. L. v. 37.), but also ap-

plied to other produce ; as, olives

(Plin. H.N. xv. 2.), frankincense

(Id. xii. 32.), and honey (Columell.
ix. 15. 1.). The gathering of olives

by means of ladders raised against
the trees is shown by the annexed

illustration, from an engraved gem ;

and the gathering of grapes by simi-

lar means is represented on a bas-

relief amongst the collection at Ince-

Blundell, and on a mosaic pavement
discovered at Rome. Pict. Crypt.
tav. 24.

VINDEMIA'TOR (rpvynr-np). A
vintager, who gathers the grapes

(Varro, L. L. v. 94.); and who
dresses the vines (Hor. Sat. i. 8.30.).
VINDIC'TA. A rod with which

the prsetor, or the praetor's lictor,

tapped the head of a slave as a sign
that he was thus made free (Liv. ii.

5. Cic. Top. 2. Pers. v. 88.) ; in the

same manner as a penitent at the

Roman Catholic confessional kneels

down, and receives the tap of a wand
on his head as a token of absolution,

a custom which probably owes its

origin to the above practice of the

ancient Romans.
VI'NBA. A shed employed by

the Roman soldiers to protect them-
selves from the missiles of the enemy,
whilst occupied in undermining or

breaching the walls of a fortress It

had a sloping roof of planks and
wicker-work supported upon up-

rights, and was closed on three of

its sides by similar materials, the

whole frame being covered outside

with raw hides or horse-hair cloth,

to insure it from being set on fire.

Each vinea, by itself, was about eight
feet high and sixteen in length ; but

a sufficient number of them were

joined together in a line, and run up
close to the walls, so that the ram
and other engines could be securely

plied against the foundations under-

neath them. Cses. B. C. ii. 2. Liv.

xxxvii. 26. Veg. Mil. iv. 15.

VI'NITOR (diun\ovpy6s). A
vine-dresser. Cic. Fin. v. 14. Cato,
R. E. iii 3. 8.

VINITO RIUS. See FALX, 5.

VIOLA'RIUS. One who dyes
cloth of a violet colour. Plaut. Aul.

iii. 5. 36.

VIRGA (cg5os). Literally, a

green bough (Varro, R. R. i. 594.) ;

whence applied to various objects,
which are made from a long straight
branch cut off from the tree, cor-

responding with our terms a wand,

rod, switch, amongst which the most
characteristic are as follows :

1. A switch for riding (Mart. ix.

23.) or driving (Juv. iii. 317.), thin

and tapering, without any thong, as in
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the annexed example, from a fictile

2. A switch or cane for punishing

boys at school (Juv. vii. 210.), or for

carrying in the hand as a walking-
cane (Ov. Fast. ii. 706.) ; but

smaller, lighter, and shorter than the

regular walking-stick or staff (bacu-

lum), as exemplified by the annexed

example, from a Pompeian painting

representing Ulysses.
3. A stick which the lictor carried

in his right hand for the purpose of

- v-a< y >

clearing the way before the magis-
trate on whom he attended, and of

knocking at the doors of the houses
where the magistrate visited. (Liv.
vi. 34. Compare Mart. viii. 66.)
The example is from a sepulchral
bas-relief.

4. A wand, carried as a mark of
distinction by persons of consequence,
such as poets or the principal actors

in a play ; or by those in authority,
such as the master or overseer of a
band of workmen, who in works of

art is always distinguished from his

men by this badge ; or the trainer of

a band of gladiators, always distin-

guished by the same emblem, and
one of whom is represented by the

annexed figure, from a Roman
mosaic. Serv. ad Virg. JEn. iv.

242.

5. A magic wand, such as was

attributed to Mercury (Hor. Od. i.

10. 18.) and to Circe (Virg. Mn.
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iv. 242. ), with which she transformed
the companions of Ulysses into swine,
as represented by the illustration,

from a marble bas-relief.

6. Virga (at pa'g&oi), in the plural ;

the rods of birch or elm which formed
a lictor's fasces, and with which a

criminal was beaten. Plin. H. N. xvi.

30. Cic. Verr. ii. 5. 62. FASCIS, 2.

7. Plural. The ribs upon which
an umbrella or parasol is extended.
Ov. A. Am. ii. 209. UMBELLA.
VIRGA'TUS (pagSwro's). Striped,

like a tiger (Sil.

Ital. v. 148.);

hence, of drapery
ornamented with

long stripes (yir-

gce) of gold or

various colours

woven into the

pattern, as exhi-

bited on the tunic

of the annexed

figure, representing
Priam, in the

Vatican Virgil.

Virg. jEn. viii.

660. Sil. Ital. iv. 155.

2. Made or plaited with twigs

(virgai), like a basket. Catull. 64. 319.

V I R' G TJ L A. Diminutive of

VIRGA
;
a small branch (Nepos. Thras.

4.) ; a magic wand (Cic. Off. i. 44.

VIRGA, 5.); a. metal rod, forming the

rattle of a sistrum (Apul. Met xi.

p. 240. SISTRUM) ; a drum-stick. (Isi-

dor. Orig. iii. 21. 14. SYMPHONIA, 2.)

VI'RIA. An old name for AR-
MILLA. Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 16.

Tertull. Pall. 4.

VIRIA'TUS. Same as ARMIL-
LATUS ; applied to Hannibal. Lucil.

Sat. xxvi. 24.

VIRIC'ULUM. Plin. H.N. xxxv.
41. Same as CESTRUM.
VIRIDA'RIUM or VIRIDIA'-

RIUM. A pleasure-garden; or, pro-

bably, the shrubbery in a garden.
Suet. Tib. 60 Cic. Att. ii. 3.

VIRIDA'RIUS. A pleasure-

gardener. (Inscript. ap. Grut. 602.

2.) There does not appear to be

any positive distinction between the

occupation of the viridarius and the

topiarius.
VI'RIOLA. Diminutive of VIRIA.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 31. 16. Ulp. Dig.
18. 1. 14.

VITIC'OMUS. Wearing a chaplet
of vine-leaves, especially applied as

an epithet of Bacchus. Avien. in

Arat. 70. Compare CORYMBUS, 1.

VPTIS. Literally, a vine
; thence,

the branch of a vine, cut into a stick

or baton, which the Roman centurions

employed for punish-

ing any of the men
who had neglected
their military duties.

(Plin. H. N. xiv.

3. Ov. A. Am. iii.

527. Juv. viii. 247.)
The illustration re-

presents a centurion

with the vitis in his

right hand, from a

bas-relief. Compare
the wood-cut s. Evo-
CATI.

2. Same as VINEA. Lucil. Sat.

p. 89. 69. ed. Gerlach. ex Fest. Sub
vitem prceliarii.

VITREA'RIUS (fio\owpT<w> A
i-worker. Sen. Ep. 90.

V IT'RE US (fciAwot). Made of

glass; whence Vitrea absolutely in

the plural, glass vessels (Mart. i. 42.

Stat. Sylv. i. 6. 74.) ;
in the manu-

facture of which the ancients were

exceedingly skilful, making excellent

imitations of precious stones, mixing
together a variety of colours, and

working the material with an exqui-
site finish after it had been blown.

The Portland vase in the British

Museum, which is made of glass,

affords an unrivalled specimen of this

branch of ancient art

2. Pila vitrea. See PILA, 3.

3. (uaAoetSrjs). Like glass, trans-

parent; as toga vitrea, a toga made of

very fine texture, so that the tunic

could be seen through it. Varro ap.
Non. s. Vitreum, p. 448.

VITTA. A riband, or band,
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commonly worn round the head by
free-born ladies both before and after

marriage (Virg.
Mn. ii. 168.

Prop. iv. 3.

16.), to confine

the hair in a
neat and modest
manner (Ov.
Met. ii. 413.

Id. A. Am. i.

31.), and to dis-

tinguish them from women of easy
virtue (Id. Rem. 386.), who dressed

so as to attract observation by their

meretricious appearance. The illus-

tration is from a painting at Pompeii.
2. The sacred vitta, strictly speak-

ing, is the long riband which fast-

ened together
the flocks of

wool forming
an infula, the

two ends of

which, with

their fringed
extremities (tee-

nice') hung down
at the back of

the neck (Virg.

Georg. iii. 487. Id. Mn. x. 538.

Isidor. Orig. xix. 30. 4.); whence
the term is frequently used, in a col-

lective sense, for the fillet itself,

formed of these three parts, and

which was worn by both sexes of the

priesthood (Virg. Mn. ii. 221. Ib.

vii. 418. Juv. iv. 9.), and especially

by those attached to the service of

Vesta (Ov. Fast iii. 30.), as exhi-

bited by the illustration, which repre-

sents a Vestal Virgin on a medal,

bearing the inscription BELLICI.S:

MODESTO, V. V.

3. A riband of the same description

fastened round the infula, with which

the head of a victim was dressed at

the sacrifice (Serv. ad Virg. Mn. ii.

133. Ov. Pont iii. 2. 75,) ;
or round

the festoons (serta) with which altars,

temples, and houses were decorated

upon solemn occasions (Virg. Eel.

viii. 64. Mn. iii. 64. Prop. iv. 9.

27. Tac. Hist. iv. 53.), as in the an-

nexed example from a sculptured

altar. In this sense the term is like-

wise applied collectively to the whole
ornament as well as the ligature
which bound it.

VITTA'TUS. Decorated with a

vitta, as described and exemplified by
the preceding article and illustrations ;

of women (Ov. Am. i. 7. 17.), vestals

(Lucan. i. 597.), cattle at the sacri-

fice (Ov. Met xii. 151.).

VIVA'RIUM (frypwv). A very

general term for any place in which

beasts, fowls, fish, or any kind of

animals were kept alive, either for

the purposes of gain or pleasure; a

park for game, a warren, fish-pond,

decoy, preserve for oysters, &c. Aul.

Gell. ii. 20. Plin. H. N. viii. 50. Ib.

78. Id. ix. 81.

VOL'GIOLUS. An implement
used in husbandry and horticulture

for making beds smooth and level.

Plin. H. N. xvii. 14.

VOLSELLA and VULSELLA
A pair of tweezers, for

pulling hairs out by the roots. (Mart,
ix. 28.) The example is from an

original found in an excavation near

Rome.
2. A pair of small pincers employed

by dentists for removing any decayed

or broken fragments of a tooth which

might be left behind when the tooth

was extracted. (Celsus, vi. 12. 1.)
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The example is from an original found

amongst several other surgical instru-

ments at Pompeii.
3. A surgical instrument for taking

up the proud flesh or edge of a wound
to facilitate the operation of cutting

away any portions which require re-

moval. Celsus, vi. 18. 3.

4. A surgical instrument used for

replacing broken and protruding
bones, made like a smith's forceps.
Celsus, vii. 10. 7.

VOLU'MEN. A roll, or book,
which was written upon one long
sheet, made out of

a number of strips
of papyrus glued
together, and when
completed, rolled

round a cylinder, so

that the reader un-
rolled it as he read

;

whence the expression evolvere volu-

men means "to read a book." (Cic. Att.

x. 10. Hor. Tibull. Propert. Mart.)
The illustration represents five rolls

tied up together, from originals as

they were discovered in a house at

Herculaneum.
2. A volume, in our sense of the

term, that is, a certain portion of a
work contained in one roll ; for when
the MSS. ran to any length, it was

customary to divide it into separate

parts or books, each of which was
rolled upon a separate stick. Ov.
Trist. iii. 14. 19. Plin. Ep. iii. 5. 5.

Plin. H. N. vi. 34.

VOLU'TA (Kd\xn- Hesych. and

Inscript.). A volute

scroll which con-

stitutes the distin-

guishing feature of

an Ionic capital,

curling down under each angle of the

abacus, and which is said by Vitru-

vius to have been designed in imi-

tation of a bunch of curls on each

side of the female face ;
but the Greek

name, which literally means the murex
or limpet, indicates that the idea was

suggested by the spirals of a fish's

shell. Vitruv. iv. 1. 7. Id. iii. 5. 5.

spiral

2. (!AI|). The volute which curls
down under each of the four corners
of the abacus in a
Corinthian capital,
and which imitate

the stalks of a para-
sitical plant bent
down by a super-
incumbent obstacle.

The two small ones
which meet under the rosette (flos)
in the centre of each face are distin-

guished by the term helices minores.

Vitruv. iv. 1. 12.

f

VO'MER and VO'MIS (Vvvis or

vvis). A. ploughshare (Varro, L. L. v.

135. Virg. Georg. i. 45. Cic. Phil ii.

40.), formed of a metal plate (c),
affixed to the share-beam (dentale\
as in the annexed example from a

bas-relief, which exhibits a specimen
of the share termed vomer resupinus.

(Plin. H.N. xviii. 48.) Other ex-

amples of simpler kinds, employed in

light soils (Plin. /. c.), are represented

by the wood-cuts s. DENS, 4., and
DENTALE; and a share furnished
with a coulter, also described by
Pliny (I. c.), is given under the word
CULTER, 7.

VOMITO'RIA. In theatres and

amphitheatres, the vomitories, or doors
of entrance from the internal lobbies,
which gave immediate admission to

the tiers of seats occupied by the

spectators. (Macrob. Sat vi. 4.)
The illustration represents a portion
of the cavea in the great theatre at

Pompeii, comprising four vomitories,
shown by the four small doorways at

the top, two in each prcecinctio; but

others were disposed at relative dis-

tances round both circular belts,

opening upon the head of every flight
of stairs (scales), down which the

spectators descended till they came to

5 A
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the step or circle (gradus, sedile),

where every one's seat was marked

out and numbered (wood-cut s. Li-

NEA, 7.)- Each of these vomitories

corresponded likewise with one or

more staircases formed in the shell

of the building, and communicat-

ing with the exterior (see the wood-
cut and description s. AMPHITHEA-
TRUM, p. 29.), so that the whole

company could retire, almost at once,
without the least crowding or incon-

venience. It is calculated that the

Flavian amphitheatre was capable of

containing more than 90,000 spec-

tators, and was furnished with vomi-

tories and staircases sufficient for the

whole concourse to disperse in less

than five minutes.

VULGA'RES. A class of slaves

next in point of household rank to

the ordinarii. The title includes all

who had a specific occupation as in-

door or out-door servants, as well the

entire body of those who practised

any handicraft, art, or scientific pur-
suit, in the service of their masters ;

as, for instance, the house-porter

(ostiarius'), the groom of the chambers

(cubicularius), the valets and ladies'

maids (cosmeta, ornatrices), the palan-

quin-bearers (lecticarii), the cook

(coquus), confectioner (dulciarius),
barber (tonsor\ &c. &c. Ulp. Dig.
47. 10. 15. Cic. Rose. Am. 46.

VULTU'RIUS. A term given to

one of the throws of the dice. (Plaut.
Cure. ii. 3. 77.) It is not ascertained
what particular numbers came up to

make a " vulture ;" but it was not a

good throw, though not so bad as the
"
dog

"
(cam's), which was the worst

of all.

VULVA. A favourite dish with

the Romans, consisting of the womb
of a sow which had miscarried at her

first farrow, or which was killed

immediately after farrowing. Plin.

H. N. xi. 84. Hor. Ep. i. 15. 41.

Mart. xiii. 56.

XEN'IA (eW). Presents which
it was customary amongst the Greeks
and Romans for a host to give or

send to his guests, as a mark of hos-

pitality and friendship (Plin. Ep. vi.

31. 14.), consisting, for the most part,

of delicacies for the table ;
as may be

collected from the thirteenth book of

Martial, which is inscribed with the

title Xenia, and relates chiefly to

articles of consumption.
2. Pictures of still life, such as

dead game, poultry, fish, fruit, vege-
tables, &c. (Vitruv. vi. 7. 4. Philos-

trat. Imag. i. 31. ii. 25.) ;
so termed

because they represented such objects
as a host sent in presents to his

guests. Many pictures of this kind
have been found amongst the paint-

ings of Pompeii, one of which is

inserted as a specimen of the style.
It contains a fowl trussed in the
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modern manner, a bundle of aspara-

gus, a loaf of bread, two oysters, and
several kinds of fish.

XYSTAR'CHA or -ES (twrrdp-

Xns). An officer who superintended
the exercises of the xystus ; the same

as, or very similar to, the GYMNASI-
ARCHUS. Ammian. xxi. 1.

XYS'TICUS (IwrrutJO- An
athlete who practises his exercise in

a covered corridor or xystus. Suet.

Aug. 45. Galb. 15.

XYS'TUS or -UM (fcwrnfe or -oV).

Amongst the Greeks, a covered cor-

ridor in the gymnasium (see the plan

p. 342. TT) where the athletes ex-

ercised in winter. Vitruv. v. 11. 4.

Id. vi. 7. 5.

2. Amongst the Romans, an open
walk or terrace in a garden, amidst

flower-beds edged with box. Plin.

Ep. ii. 17. 17. Id. v. 6. 19. Suet.

Aug. 72. Phsedr. ii. 5.

z.

ZANCHA or ZANGA. A high
and close boot, made of soft black

leather (Schol. Acron. ad Hor. Sat.

i. 6. 27.), worn by the Oriental races

under their trowsers (bracce). Imp.
Gall. ap. Treb. Claud. 17. Impp.
Arcad. et Honor. Cod. Theodos. 14.

10. 2.

ZEM'A (C*Ma)-
A saucepan for

boiling. Apic. viii. 1.

ZO'DIACUS sc. circulus (&$IOLKOS

KVKKOS). The zodiac. Aul. Gell. xiii.

9. 3. See CIRCULUS, 4.

ZO'NA (&vn\ The zone-, a flat

and broadish girdle worn by young
unmarried women round their hips

(Horn. Od. v. 231. Ov. Fast. ii. 321.);

whereas the common girdle (cingulurn)

was placed immediately under the

bosom, as exemplified by the wood-

cuts, which show the two objects

in juxta-position. The left-hand one

exhibits a zone by itself, from a fictile

vase, and its place upon the person,

from a group representing Electra

and Orestes ;
the right-hand figure,

from a marble statue, wears a cin-

gulum under the breast. The zone
was not laid aside until after the

wedding, when the bridegroom had
unfastened it with his own hands ;

whence the expression zonam solvere

(Catull. ii. 13. Compare Ov. Her. ii.

115.) means "to enter the married
state."

2. A broad belt worn by men round
their loins (Horn. 11. xi. 234. Plaut.

Merc. v. 2. 84.), and made double or

hollow like our shot-belts, for the

purpose of carrying money deposited
in it about the person (C. Gracch.

ap. Gell. xv. 12. Suet. Vit. 16.);

whence the expression zonam perdere

(Hor. Ep. ii. 2. 40. ) means
"
to loose

one's money."
3. The Greek writers also use the

term for a soldier's belt, worn round

the loins, to cover the juncture of the

cuirass and the kilt of leather straps

) attached to its rim (Horn.
II v. 539.), as shown by the annexed

example, representing a Greek warrior

5 A 2
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on a fictile vase ; but in this sense

the Romans adopt the word cingulum.
ZONA'RTUS (fowoTi-Ao/cos). One

who makes zones. Cic. Place. 7.

ZO'NULA (tyviov}. Diminutive

of ZONA, 1. (Catull. Ixi. 53.) ;
of

ZONA, 2. (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. 52.)
ZO'PHORUS (Co<f>(fpos). The

frieze; a member situated between
the architrave and cornice in the en-

tablature of an order. (Vitruv. iii.

5. 10.) It covers externally the

space occupied by the tiebeams (tigna)
which form the timber-work of the

roof (see the wood- cuts. MATERIATIO,
ddddd), and in the Doric order are

represented by triglyphs on the frieze.

Iii the Ionic order it mostly, though

not always, consists of a plain
marble face, as in the annexed ex-

ample from a temple of Bacchus at

Teos ; but in the Corinthian it is

more frequently enriched with sculp-
ture, representing sacrificial imple-
ments, war trophies, festoons of fruit

and flowers, or altars and candelabra
intermixed with fabulous animals,

especially griffins, as shown by the

annexed wood-cut from a slab on the

frieze of the temple of Antoninus and

Faustina at Rome ; and this practice
is supposed to have suggested its an-

cient name, which means literally,

bearing animals, or figures
ZOTHE'CA. A small private

chamber or cabinet, adjoining a larger

one, and affording privacy for business

or study. Plin. Ep. ii. 17. 21.

2. A niche, for a statue or other

object (Inscript. ap. Orelli. 1368. ap.

Murat. 690. 2.), like the central recess

in the annexed engraving, which re-

presents one side of a sepulchral

chamber, excavated near Rome.
ZOTHE'CULA. Diminutive of

ZOTHECA, 1. Plin. Ep. v. 6. 38.

ZY'THUM (500*). A strong and

intoxicating beverage made from

barley and other grain ;
a sort of ale

or beer. Columell. x. 116. Plin.

H. N. xxii. 82. Ulp. Dig. 33. 6. 9.
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fa, harmamaxa.

dpftoyr), harmoge.
dpvevT'hp, urinator.

dporrip, arator.

frpoTpov, aratrum.

dpirdyr), harpago.
dpTracrrdv, harpastum.

1, harpe.
>TTTJ Kapx<*p6Sos, falxden-

ticulata.

>, artemon.

panarium.
dprohdyavov, artolaganus.
dpT6-jTTr), artopta.

&pros, panis.

dpxiiJ.ip.os, archimimus.

oViAAo, jugum, 2.

dcntavXirjs, ascaules.

,
utricularius.

do-Kow-fjpa, ascopera.
dffKos, uter.

&(TK(a(j.a, folliculare.

dcnra\ievs, hamiota.

d(nri8ri(p6pos, clipeatus.

dffiris, clipeus.

da-Tpa-r)\drr]S, mulio, 2.

dcrTpaya\i^ovTes} astraga-
lizontes.

uffTpdya\os, astragalus.

, talus.

"ArAavres, Telamones.

?, fusus.

authepsa.

auAafo, aulaea.

}, aula.

y, tibicen.

av\v)Tpis, tibicina.

av\6s, tibia.

ouAos dvSp-fj'ios, tibia dex-

tra.

av\6s yvvaiKftos, tibia si-

nistra.

auA^Sos, auloedus.

avT6irvpos, autopyrus.

0^)77, haphe.
d<pifp(a<ris, consecratio.

&<p\a<rTov, aplustre.

&<ppa.KTov, aphractum.
Venus.

B.

', bacillum.

', baculus.

Edfcxy, Baccha.

fia.\a.VTiov, crumena.

fidvavaoi, sellularii.

fidpiTos, barbitos.

0apis, baris.

.is, gillo.

/, baphium.
, acus.

|, turbo, 1.

r
?
limen.

pulpitum, 1.

j8iAto0^Krj, bibliotheca.

fr\iov, Hbellus, 1.

jStSAtoTrcoATjy, bibliopola.

0i'gAos, liber.

fti6s, arcus, 1, 2, 3.

P6av\os, bubile.

)8oAts, cata pi rates.

PoTavKT/jids, ruDcatio.

/8ou/cdAos, bubulcus.

fiovTvpov, butyrum.
fipaSe'iov, brabeum.

, brabeuta.

, laqueus.
i, bucina.

\ bucinator.

ft(a\oK6Tros, occator.

fi<a/j.os, ara.

r.

yaiffov, gaesum.
ydfji.os, nuptiee.

ydpov, garum.
yav\6s, gaulus, 1.

7auAos, gaulus, 2.

, cupa, 1.

yavaaiTys, gausapa.
ytiffaov, projectura.

yeppov, gerrae.

ye(pvpa, pons.

ye(pvpoiroi6s, pontifex.

yiyy\vnos, ginglymus.

yiyypas, tibia gingrina.

y\v(pavov, caeluro.

y\wffffa, 7AwTTi's,ligula, 1

y6fjL<pos, gomphus.
yvufjuav, gnomon.

, groma.
yvwpia/j.ara, monumen'

ta, 3.

, scriba.

ypa/jLfj.aTLK6s, literatus, 3.

ypafj./j.a,TO(p6pos, tabellari-

f), linea, 4.

pictura.

ypa<pfvs, pictor.

ypa<piov, graphium.
ypaipis, stilus.

yptiros, ypfyos, griphus.

ypocrtpofjLdxoi, velites.

yp6a<pos, hasta velitaris.

ypfy, gryps.

yva\oQc!>pa, lorica, 1.

yva\ov, pectorale.

yvrjs, bura.

yv/j.vo.cria.pxos, gymnasi-
archus.

, gymnasium.
, nudus.

yvvatKeiov, gynaeceum.
yvvaiKtaviris, gynaeconitis.

ywpvr6s, corytus.

A.

, daduchus.

5ai/j.6viov, daemonium.

Sai/jicav, dasmon.

Sots, taeda.

SaKTv\"f]9pa, digitale.

SaKrvXioO^Kf), dactylio-
theca.

So/cruAtos, anulus.

So^a, coctilia.

SoTreSov, pavimentum.
Sopet/fJs, daricus.

, cocna.

r, decemremis.

os, vinculum.

8-tllJi.apxos, tribunus plebis.

5idaOpovt diabathrum.

, circinus.

, diadema.

Si<aym, cinctus, 1.

, cingulum, 5.

, subligaculum.
, praecinctio.

Siddvpov, prothyrum.

Stotro, diaeta, 1.

StcurrvAos, diastylos.

Storoj/ot, diatoni.
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,
diatreta.

', ludus.

v, didrachmum.

Si6vpos, bifori?.

v, tribunal,

bidens.

8i/cpai/oi/, furca, 1.

8'iKpoTos, biremis, 2.

8t/cTu5joj/, reticulum, 1.

', rete.

y, biremis, 1.

i, dimachae.

i, dimachaeri.

y, bifrons.

Si/jLtros, bilix.

?, bilychnis.

y, sinum.

SioTrrpct, dioptra.

8i7rAa, diplois.

SiTrAo'ts, diplois.

SiTTAw/io, diploma.

SiTrpwpos, biprorus.

?, dipteros.

diptycha.

Stcr/cogoAos, discobolus.

Siovcos, discus.

, superficies, 2.

SityOepa, membrana, 2.

?, sedecula.

ss, sella.

8t(ppos dyKv\6irovsy
sella

curulis.

is KardffTeyos, sella

gestatoria.

/, dichalcon.

7, diota.

SoAcoi', dolon.

Sopvfipfiravoi', falx mura-
Jis.

5opv(f>6pos, doryphorus.
Spdy/ua, manipulus.
Spax/J-T], drachma.

Speirdvov, falx.

Sp6/jLwv, dromon.

, cancelli.

E.

fyyvd-fjKr), incitega.

encarpa.
j, encaustica.

encomboma.

! e7xoy, hasta.

f8a(pos, pavimentum.
'

e'Jpa, sedes.

,
centurio.

',
mantele.

e/cTi7ros, ectypus.

e\aio6fcriov, elaeothesium.

e'Aar^p, clavis trochi.

lAcVoAts, helepolis.

eAt|, cincinnus.

, helix.

, voluta, 2.

eAAtjuevicrTTjs, portitor.

\\6iov, inauris.

IK\.VXVIOV, ellychnium.
eAu/ia, dentale.

e \vfjLos, tibia curva.

e^Arjua, emblema.

t/uoAos, rostrum.

, embolus.

efj.iri\ia, impilia.

6/j.Tr\KTov, emplecton.

e'jUTr^piop, emporium.
6/itTropos, emporus.

is, endromis, 3.

indutus.

i/6T^, fibula.

tfvoTTTpov, speculum.
eVciriof, inauris.

6|e'8pa, exedra.

e|7jp?js, hexeris.

e|oj^is, exomi?.

e^caarpa, exostra.

pons, 5.

t, classiarii.

tiri\rj/Ji.a, pallium, 1

, epidipnis.

, epidromus.
r

, capitulum.

fTriKpiov, antenna.

epicrocum.
i, ansa, 2.

', epistomium.
eirurrvXiov, epistylium.

e7n<r<pupjo;/, luua.

firlacarpov, canthus.

firirovos (sc. fads), cha-

latorius funis.

Mrvpov, epityrum.
r, epichysis.

us, sufflamen.

, hepleris.

, tunica, 4.

, officina.

, ergata.

ipyo\dos, redemptor.
, anterides.

, remex.

s, remus.

'Ep/j-cu, Hermae.

t(m'a, focus.

eariaais, convivium.

e<rxa'pa, focus.

eVxap'o*', foculus, 2.

, lectus genialis.

, eustylos.

,
soldurii.

sagum.
v, ephebeum.
is, epliemeris.

e(p'nnnov, ephippium.
, subtemen.

, stiva.

,
echinus.

tibiae
pares.

Wos, j uga lis equ us.

, colium.

(>yoV, jugum.
v0o's, zythum.
iu7pe?oi', vivarium.

^VTJ, zona.

cao<p6pos, zophorus.
-, cingulum, 3. & 4.

H.

, colum.

, colus.

fi\iao'T'fipiov, solarium, 2.

, heliocaminus.

, clavus.

, dormitator.

r]/j.fpo\6yiov, calendarium.

, pectorale.

, hemicyclium.
ia, hemiolia.

7)Hiovr)y6s, mulio, 2.

yvlai, habena, 1.

auriga.
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TjTraroff OTTOS, extispex.

/, heroum.

0.

, thalamegus.
, tlialamus.

, thalassites.

', theatrum, 2.

?, messor.

', theristrum.

&ep/nai, thermae.

<bepjj.oir(i}Xiuv, thermopo-
lium.

&flpa, venatio.

&r)pa.T-f)s, venator, 1.

stiarius.

f, tholus.

&pia/j.os, triumphus.
&pi, crinis.

&pwa t ventilabrum.

Stp6vos, solium.

SpvaXXis, ellychnium.
&VXO.KOS, bracae, 2.

V,
turibulum.

;, thymele.
i, thymelici.

*>vpa, ostium.

Svpa. avXeios, janua.

&vpcu SiaTrpicTToi, valvae.

Svpeos, scutum.

Svpis, fenestra.

bvpis SiKXis, fenestra bi-

foris.

fbtpffos, thyrsus.

&vpoep6s, janitor.

, ostiarius.

Svaavoi, fimbia?.

Svaavoir6s, fimbriatus.

ara.

Sivrtis, popa.
^w/j.1^, tomix.

SoipaKLov, loricula.

, pluteus, 1.

, carchesium, 2.

,
lorica.

-
arrdSios, lorica, 2.

-
Ae7n5o>T<te, lorica, 3.

-
(j)oXidcar6s, lorica, 4.

lorica,

I.

. , iatralipta.

Iarp6s, medicus.

^7877, pila, 1.

hpiiov, hostia.

, victima.

, hieronica.

os, haruspex.

, hierophantes.

ov, sacrarium.

j, aedituus.

i, velamenta.

1/j.ds, lorum.

, castus.

, corrigia.

tpdnov, pallium.

i|evH?s, auceps.
16s, sagitta.

Iirv6s, latern a.

,
furnus.

-, culina.

iTnrayuyoi, hippagogi.
iWeus, eques, 1.

iinriaTpos, equarius medi-

cus.

'nnrSSpupos, hippodromus,
2.

r7nro/cd/u7ros, hippocampus.
iviroKcvravpos, hippocen-

taurus.

Xtveos, lorica, 9.

agaso.

a, hippopera.

, equile.

js, hippotoxota
,
isodomus.

HTTIOV, velum.

, temo, 2.

,
mains.-

, tela.

'UTTWV, textrina.

v, piscina, 2.

ichnographia.

K.

Kdyttava, coctilia.

waSos, cadus.

KciSouAos or -twAos, Ca-

millus.

/ca^e'Spa, cathedra.

KaOer^p, catheter.

/cafleros, perpendiculum.

>,
caccabus.

KdXaQos, calathus.

,is, calamarius.

,
calamister.

KdXa.fj.os, calamus.

KaXdirovs, forma, 5.

-, tentipellium.

, urna.

'., calyptra.

KaXXvvrpov, scopae.

/caAuTTTTjp, imbrex,

calyptra.

f, voluta, 1.

/caAcos, rudens.

Ka/ut|, hasta graminea.
;,
camara.

,
caminus.

,
fornax.

i, meta, 1.

, Kdvr)s, canistrum.

, canephora.

KiivQapos, cantharus.

KavOrtXia, clitellae.

KOLVOVV, canum.

KO.VWV, regula.

Kairr]\tov, caupona, 2.

KapgaTivcu, carbatinae.

KapSiotyvXai-, pectorale.

KcipKapov, career.

Kap-naffos, carbasus.

Kapi/aTtSes, Caryatides.

merga.
,
carchesium.

Kdrayfjia, tractum, 1.

KttTciypcupa, catagrapha.

KaraiTvl;, cudo.

Ka.TaK\ivo/j.ai, accubo.

/coraTreATTjs, catapulta.

KaraireXTiKos, catapulta-
rius.

cataracta.

constratum

cataphrac-
tus.

Karoirrpov, speculum.

Karopv^is, humatio.

tvs, pessulus.

LI^W, catomidio.

KavX6s, scapus, 5.

Kavffia, causia.

Kavr-rjp -jjpiov, cauler,

-erium.

/,
sudarium.
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KeKpv<pa\os, reticulum, 2.

Ke\evfffj.a, celeusma.

s, hortator.

s, celes, 1.

cenotaphium.
Kevravpos, centaurus

Kevrpov, stimulus.

Kevrpoav, cento.

Kepa.fj.evs, figulus.

Kepdfjuov, testa.

Kepa/wv, fictile.

Kepafj.os, tegula.

Kepas, cornu.

Kparav\T]Sj cornicen.

KepKls, pecten, 2.

, cuneus, 3.

KfpKovpos, cercurus.

Kepovx l
i
ceruchi.

Kwrtis (sc. fy"*5)? cestus.

Ke(Trpoo'(pev56v'r])
c^stro-

sphendone.
Keo-rpov, cestrum.

KJ]X.(iJv, -taveiov, tolleno.

j
hortus.

, cepotaphium.
,
caduceus.

ceryx.

K7jpwfj.a, ceroma.

n
,

8

, fulmenta.

, ciborium.

Ki<or6s, area.

KiyK\ls, cancelli.

fSopts, cidaris.

KiOdpa, cithara.

KtdapiffT'fjs, citharista.

KiQapurrpia, citharistria.

KiOap(p86s, citharoedus.

KI\IKIOV, cilicium.

Ki\\ias, cilliba.-
, canteriolus.

., vara, 2.

KivaiSos, cinasdus.

Kiov6icpavov , capitalurn.

Kip/cos, Circus.

KiffTrj, cista.

Ki(TTo(f>6pos, cistophorus.

Ki<av, columna.

K\ei5ovxos, claviger, ^.

K\e76pov, pessulus.

K\eis, clavis.

clepsydra.

K\iSavins, clibanicius pa-
nis.

K\tavos, clibanus.

K\7fj.a^, scalar.

/cAtVrj, lectica.

K\ivi](p6poi t lecticarii.

K\iviSiov, lectulus.

K\iviK6s, clinicus.

K\iv6irovs, clinopus.

K\i<nds, foris.

K\oioi, boiae.

K\v(TT"f)p, clyster.

K\(t>9(0, neo.

Kvct(pe?ov, fullonica.

Kva<pevs, fullo.

, toraentum.

, radius, 3.

, ocrea.

, cnodax.

, mora, 1.

, concha.

K6dopvos, cothurnus.

Koi\r) vavs, cavernae.

, ventrale.

,
cubile.

/coAo7TT%, scalprum.
Ko\e6s, vagina.

K6\\vos, collybus.

Ko\\vpa, colly ra.

KoX\vpis, collyris.

Ko\Avpiov, collyrium.
Ko\6iov, colobium.

, cucurbital.

, sinus.

, urinator.

coma.
comatus.

Kovia/j-a, albarium opus.

Kovia-r6s, dealbatus.

Kovicrrpa, conisterium.

, contus.

contarii.

K6iravov, pilum, 1.

/c^TTts, copis.

Koirpias, coprea.

, copta.

coptopla
centa.

corvus.

, cordax.

K6pvfj.Sos, corymbus.
], pedum.
, clava, 4.

Kopvvi]rqs, claviger, 1.

, galea.

, ansa, 2.

Kopuvis, corona.

-, cribrum.

, cottabus.

KOTV\II, cotyla.

Kovpeiov, tonstrina.

Kovpevs, tonsor.

Kovpevrpia, tonstrix.

Kovpifj.os, tonsus.

Ko<pivos, cophinus.'

wv, cochlear.

, cochlea.

KpdSaros, grabatus.

Kpdvos, galea.

Kpar-fip, crater.

Kpedypa, creagra.

Kpeovpy6s, lanius.

, laniarium.

, calantica.

, crepida.

, crepido.

Kpi6s, aries.

KpJ/cTj, subtemen.

KpoKcarov, crocota.

KPOKVS, lacinia.

Kpocraoi, fimbriae..

Kpord\iov, crotalium.

', crotalum.

, sculponeae.
, scabellum, 3.

crusmata.

crypta.

KpwvAos, crobylus.

pecten.
'

, libitinarius.

KT-riviarpos, mulomedicus.

KvaOos, cyathus.

, gubernator.
cernuus.

KVOS, tessera.

, rudicula.

, cyclas.

KVK\OS, circulus.

, cortina, 2.

KU/cAco/ua ftvpffbrovov, tyir-

panum, 1.

Kv\iv8pos, cylindrus.

KV\I, calix.

Kv/j.dTiov, cymatium.
Kvfj.a\t<rrpia, cymbalis-

tria.

, cymbalum.
5
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Kvfj.'/j, cymba.
KVfj.iov, cymbium.
Kvver), galerus.

KvvriyfTTis, venator, 1.

KWTjyeTis, venatrix.

/cupTTj, nassa.

KVGTIS, vesica.

KcaSwv, tintinnabulum.

Kco/xaarrjs, commissator.

Kca/j.-r), vicus.

KU/JLOS, commissatio.

KOOVOS, conus, apex, 2.

KwvcaTreuv, conopeum.
Kcairr}, capulus, 1.

, cupa, 2.

-, remus.

s, remex.

A.

7, ansa, 1.

\a6vpiv9os, labyrinthus.

Xdyavov, tractum, 2.

Xdyyvos, lagena.

XaryoTpofyeiov, leporarium.

\ayco6\ov, pedum.
Ad/c/cos, lacus, 4.

Actyuicu, lamiae.

Xa.fji.irds, lampas.

Ao/xTmfp, candelabrum, 3.

Adcrcwoz/, lasanum.

Aaro/uta, lautumia.

Adrpis, latro.

XfSrjs, lebes.

Xfndvi), patina.

\fKrpov, lectus.

\e/j.os, lembus.

AeTraoTTj, lepesta.

Aeu/ceo/io, album.

Xi}iJvitTKos t lemniscus.

\T]vecav, torcularium.

Xi]voSdTt]s, calcator.

Xt\v6s, torcular.

Xigavuros, tus.

?, acerra.

\ivpvls, liburna.

XidoSoXov, ballista.

\i6o6os, lapidarius.
Atfldorpurov, lithostrotum.

\iQovpy6s, lapidarius.

\iicvov, vannus.

i', portus.
lintearius.

Xivov, linum.
1 \oye'tov, pulpitum, 2.

Xoyxy, spiculum, 1.

, lancea.

\oyx6(j>opos, lancearius.

\ovrp6v, lavacrum.

x6fyos, crista.

AuSiW, ludio.

XVKOS, lupus.

Ayprj, lyra.

Avpto-TTjs, lyristes.

\VXVQS, lucerna.

y lychnus.

Kv^yovxps, candelabrum,
1&2.

, lychnuchus, 1.

pdyeipos, coquus.
^a^ovofif'iov, mazonomum.
paiavSpos, maeander.

^td/ceAAa, ligo.

Ma/ceAAov, macellum.

/ud/ceAoi/, maceria.

/j.a\\bs dQXrfTov, cirrus in

vertice.

/j.di>8a\os, pessulus.

jj-dv^pa, mandra.

, funda, 4.

, pal a, 3.

pdvvos, monile.

/j-apffviriov, marsupium.
/j.a(TTiyo<f>6pos, mastigo-

phorus.

', flagellum.

grum talis tessellatum.

mattya.
machaera.

, culter.

5t?rA^, forfex.

', machasrium.

cultellus.

machaero-

phorus.
atramentari-

um.

/*eAt(r<rct>j/, apiarium.

/j.effaov, subjugium.
/j.effdyKv\ov, ansatum te-

lum.

fji.f<rav\os, mesaulos.

intercolum-

nium.

, desultor.

, fodina.

metopa.
s, metreta.

, specillum.

fj.T)p6s, femur.

/uTjxa^^, machina.

fj-'iTos, licium.

fj-irpa, mitra.

, cingulum, 4.

,
mitratus.

, mitella.

4... !-monumentum.

,
molochina.

fjLo\v8is, glans.

p.6vav\os, monaulos.

,
moneris.

i/i^uoy, monogram-
mos.

/iov^/cpoTos, moneris.

/J.ov6\t6os, monolithos.

IJ.ovofj.dxoi, gladiatores.

,
lanista.

, monoxylus.
, monopteros.

, tunicatus.

monochro-
mata.

[Aop/ju)\vKs?oi', larva, 2.

Movffeiov, Museum.
povcreiov, musivum.

,
vectis.

myxa.
, mola.

, pistrinum.

myxa.
,
caestus.

unguentarius.

mystago-

gus.

, mysta.

N.

nablia

naulia.

vdvvoi, nani.

yoo0yAo|, aedituus.

, ferula.

.}.

and
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vdp6T), narthecium.
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irarayetov, patagium.
i, pedica.

compes.
, talaria.

tre\6Kivos, securicula, 2.

ir4\Kvs, securis.

bipen-

s, pelvis.

s, peltasta.

7T6AT77, pelta.

TTVTa6\ov, quinquertium.
vevrduriraffTos, pentaspa-

stos.

irevT-fipTrjs, quinqueremis.

ireirAo//, peplum.
irepfgA^a

J m
irepio\cuov )

r

Trepio\os, sacellum.

TTfpiSpaxdviov, brachiale.

-jreplSfiirvov, silicernium.

irfpifa/j.a, cinctus.

^, mystagogus.
v, artnilla, 2.

aiov, galea.

s, tibiale.

irepiirrepos, peripteros.

irfpip'frcu'T'fipiov, labrum, 4.--
, aspergillum.

vepi<rKe\ls, periscelis.

irepicrrepedv, columbari-

um.

peristroma.

, peristylium.

irp6vrj, acus, 3.

vecrcr6s, pila.

TTfTa<ros, petasus.

ireravpiffrifs, petaurista.

ireravpov, petaurum.
irfjyfjM, pegma.
in)8a\iov, gubernaculum.

pera.

js, pithaula.

s, coactilis.

iri\i8iov, pileolus.

TrtAos, pileus.

iri\o<p6pos, pileatus.

v, tabella.

, superficies, 2.

07?/cT7, pinacotheca.
Ttiva, tabula.-

, lanx quadrata.
, pistris.

pittacium.

TrXayycov, planguncula.
TrAoyiauAos, tibia obliqua.

irAo/cous, placenta.

7rAd|, tabula.

TrAacTTTjy, plastes.

, fietor.

ir\d(TTiy, lanx, 3.

TrAoreTo, platea.

TrAfJKrpoj', plectrum.
irAfyii'rj, modiolus, 1.

jr\ii/divos, latericius.

Tr\iv6os, plinth us.

, later.

oirr-fi, later coctus.

up-fi, later crudus.

ir\o1ov, navigium.
KovTO)T6v, ratis, 2.

TiraycaySv

(popriK6vt

oneraria.

irviyvus, pnigeus.

jroMypa, pedica dentata.

TroScciTTTT^p, pelluvium.
n-oSeiov, fascia, 5.

talaris.

pedica den-

tata.

polymitus.
, polyptycha.

, polyspaston.

popanum.
,
fibula.

, poculum.

TrpcJ/cropes, coactores,

irpeffGevriis, legatus, 2.

irpi6vu)v, serrula.

TrpteTT^p, prista.

irplwv, serra.

irpoyfvcrr'fis, praagustator.

irp66upov, vestibulum.

procceton.

capronas.

7rpo^eT(wiri5to', frontale, 3.

irp6i>aos, pronaus.

Trp^TrAcWjUa, proplasma.

irpoirviysiov, prasfurnium.

TrpoayvuBidiov, focale.

irpo(TK(pd\aiov, cervical.

proscenium.
,
adoratio.

, adulatio.

pJo-TUTToi/, prostypum.
anrovor -ctou, persona.

i, thorax, 2.

Trp6rinrov, protypum.
, gutturnium.

puppis.

prora.

proreta.

irrep6v, pinna.

irrepSirovs, alipes.

Trrepvl-, mora, 1.

TTTepco/ia, pteroma.
TTTp(i)r6s, pterotus.

TTTVOV, pala, 2.

irroox^s, mendicus.

irve\is, funda, 4.

, pala, 3.

Trvfria, coagulum.
irvKv6<TTv\os, pycnostylos.

TTU/CTTJS, pugil.

iruArj, porta.

TrwA^s, portula.

7ru|is, pyxis.

, modiolus, 4.

7n5os, buxum.

irvpd, pyra.

, rogus.

irvpdypa, forceps.

irvpa/j.is, pyramis.

irvpyos, turns.

irvptairiipiov, laconicum.

irvppix"n, pyrrhicha.

irurywvlas , barbatus.

operculum.

P.

faGSlov, penicillum.

p"o5oi, fasces.

>s, radius, 1.

-, virga.

-, hastile.

-, stria.

?, lictor.

{>d8(a(ris, striatura.

!, striatus.

-, virgatus.
sutor.

Is, acus, 1.

i, forceps, 2.

pivr) lima.

pnrls, flabellum.

P'KTKOS, riscus.

p6(jL$os, rhombus,

, turbo,!.
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rhomphaea.
, clava.

, ansa, 2.

phonia, 2.

, rostrum.

sym-

runcina.

f>vfj.a, remulcus.

pv/j.6s, temo, 1.

pvTrapoypdQos, rhyparo-
graphus.

fivrayayevs, habena, 2.

purls, ruga.

pvr6v, rhytium.

2.

<rdavov, sabanum.

ffayiivrj, sagena.

ffdyfjia, sagma.
ffdyos, sagum.

f, sacculus.

sacciperium.
ffdKicos, saccus.

loi, Salii.

?, tubicen.

<rd\iriy, tuba.

nu, 6.

7, sambuca.

i, sambucina.

<rav8d\ioy, sandalium.

aavtiiov, tabella.

cravis, tabula.

, foris.

(rdirwv, sapo.

ffctpda\\a, saraballa.

ffdpairis, sarapis.

ffdpiffaa, sarissa.

<rapicr<ro<p6pos, sarissopho-
rus.

ffapKO<pdyos, sarcophagus.

ffdptaQpov, sco
pa.>.

o-avviov, veru, 2.

<reipa.(f>6pos, funalis equus.
ffeiarpov, sistrum.

oreAjUoro, ra, transtra.

O-TJK^S, cella, 7.

indium,

s, signifer.

signum.
iibyna .

sicinnista.

cucurbital.

ffl\\vos, index, 1.

r, alveare.

', sindon.

ffirevT-i}s, fartor.

ff'upav, sipho.

<TKa\ts, sarculum.

ffKa\fji6s, scalmus.

scamma.

scapus.

i, scapha.

-, cunabula.

w, scaphium.
ascio.

ffKeirapvov, ascia, 1.

<r/c6i$?7, T<, impedimenta.
aKi\vii, scena.

, tentorium.

, diaeta, 2.

(TKTjvoypa<pia, scenogra-

phia.

(TKtiirTovxos, sceptuchus.

a-KTJ-Jtrpov, sceptrum.
ffKtdSeiov, umbella.

ffKiddtjpov, solarium, 1.

aKifj.Tr65iov, scimpodium.
(TKLTTUV, scipio.

ffKoirid, specula.

ffKoria, scotia.

I, scytale.
scutula.

, sutrina.

, scyphus.
<r/j.r)vos, alveare.

(r/j.T]V(av, alvearium.

ffp.i\t], scalprum.
o-fj.i\tov, scalpellum.

(Tfuvvri, bidens.

0-0^77, muscarium, 1.

a-ira6d\iov, spathalium.

(nrdQTI, spatha.

(rirdpyava, crepundia.

(TTreTpa, spira.

ffireipai jSoetai, ca?stus.

<nre'os, specus.

o"ir\ayxvo(TK6iros, exti-

spex.

', splenium.
r, spondaules.

ffirvpidtov, sportella, spor-
tula.

linea, 3.

mansiones.

ffraO/jids, stabulum, 1.

, pondus.
, libra.

is, vara, 1.

, oSp(J/uos, cursor,

', stadium.

,,
fraces.

r, angiportus.
corona-

nus.

<TT<pavr]<p6pos, coronatus.

<rre(pa,voir<a\'r)s, coronarius.

ffreipavos, corona.

O-TT^AT?, cippus.

ffri)\i5iov, columella, 2.

',
stamen.

:

, -17/^0, furca, 4.

(rrty/j.a, stigma.

orAeTyfc, strigilis, 1.

ffreycuTTpov, segestre.

o-Tc'7?7, constratum navis.

0-Te/j.fjLa, stemma.

crrod, porticus.

o-ToATf, stola, 2.

o-rpttT-rjyf'iov, praetorium.

ffTparriybs |o7reA6/cus,

praetor, 1.

(TTp6oAci)T?/pioj'. torrncii-

turn, 2.

o-rpeTTT^s, torquis.

<TTpeirro(p6pos, torquatus.

ffTp6/j.os, turbo, 1.

ffrp6<piy, scapus cardi-

nalis.

ffTp6<pioi>, strophium.
<rTp5j(j.a, stragulum, 1.

(TTpw/ii/^j, culcita.

a-TvXls, columella.

(TruAo&mjy, stylobata.

(TTyAos, columna.

arvnos, stipes.

ffv(m)s, porcarius.

(TvyKvirr-ns, capreolus, 2.

<rv(j.o\ov, tessera hospi-
talis.

ffvfj.TTOffla.pxos, magister, 4.

<rv/*7r<f(no/, symposium.
ffvvfanrvov, convivium.
(Tvv6*ffi$ t synthesis.

' "
,. tessera militaris.
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crvvupis, biga.
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orca.

v(Tff6s, pilum, 2.

t><pcu/Tr/s, textor.

vtyifavos, alticinctus.

<f>aiKd(riov, phaecasium.
?, paenula.

I, phalanga.
t, phalarae.

</>oi/os, fax.

, laterna.

$apeVpa, pharetra.

(pop/xo/coTrwAT/s, pharma-
copola.

<J>Spos, pallium.

<pdpos, pharos.

(pdffrjXos, faselus.

(paovcoAos or -u\os, pasce-
olus.

botulus.

, phonascus.

X.

'6s, frenum.

v, Chalcidicum.

r, chamulcus.

, character.

XOpdKwfj.a, vallum.

Xap, vallus.

XaptVio, Charistia.

ia, hiberna.

', chiramaxiuin.

chiridota.

patena.

(j)a.Ti>6/j.a, lacunar, 1.

<parvci)r6s, laqueatus.

<pdice\os, fascis.

feretrum.

y, fetiales.

patera.

-, lacunar, 1.

<ptAvpa, philyra.

<t>i/j.6s, fritillus.

, fiscella, 2.

^)otVi|, palma, 2.

<popgeio, capistrum.

<popeia<p6poi, lecticarii.

<pops?ov, lectica.

Kard(TTeyov, sella

gestatoria.

<j>opn)y6s, bajulus.

ippeap, puteus.

<f>pvyavov, cremium.

(pVKOS, fUG'US.

<p5(ra, follis, 4.

f, manica.

pov, mantele.

j,molamanuaria.

.pov, malluvium.

X*ipovo/j.ia, chironomia.

X*ipovo/j.os, chironomos.

X^ipovpyos, chirurgus.

X^tp aiSrjpa, manus ferrea.

X^'Avs, -d>v7], testudo.

Xe\(aviov, chelonium.

X*pvi6ov, labrum, 4.

';, chele.

,
cheniscus.

:,
tribuni mili-

tares.

XiT<av t tunica.

. ., ,v ,
tu-

nica, 1.

erepo/ucwrxaAos, tu-

nica, 2.

fcopTromfs, tunica, 6.

TToSrjpTjs, tunica, 7.

ffxurrfa, tunica, 5.

iTcaviov, tunicula.

(TKos, tunicula.

i, laena.

, chlamydalus.

, chlamys.
,
armilla.

X"07j, modiolus, 1.

i, modiolus, 1 and 5.

,
choraules.

, chorea.

is, saltatio.

iov, choragium.
, choragus, 2.

,
chors.

chrysendeia.

, chytra.

, chytropus.

,
inf'undibulum.

, forfex

, psaltermm.

\l/d\Tpia, psaltria.

\l/e\\iov, armilla.

^vSiff6So/j.ov, pseud iso-

domum.

^evSoSiVrepos, pseudodi-

pteros.

tyfvSodvpov, pseudothy-
rum.

y/evSoirep'nrTepos, pseudo-

peripteros.

\l/r)()>os, calculus.

, matta.

psilothrum.

a
,
odeum.

,
horreum.

wpo\6yiov, horologium.
, strigilis, 2.

ts, auriscalpium.





CLASSED INDEX,
CONTAINING

LISTS OF ALL THE WORDS RELATING TO EACH PARTICULAR CLASS OF SUBJECTS
INTERSPERSED ALPHABETICALLY IN THE BODY OF THE WORK.

If the terras collected in this Index are referred to consecutively in the order here set out, they
will convey to the reader a comprehensive knowledge of everything pertaining to any given
subject, of all the terms extant which are used in connexion with its various parts, and of
the distinctions or affinities between such of them as are allied in sense, but not actually
synonymous.

THE ATTIRE.

Outward Apparel. Amictus, pal-

lium, toga, sinus 1, umho 2, lacinia 2,

contabulatio, ruga, togatus, cinctus

Gabinus, chlamys, chlamydatus, sa-

gum, sagochlamys, alicula, paluda-
mentum, abolla, tribon, exomis 2, en-

dromis 1, lacerna, caracalla, nebris,

reno, pellitus, casula 2, cucullus, bar-

docucullus, birrus, tegillum, palla,

tunicopallium, peplum, diplois, cyclas,
Coa vestis, flammeum, caliptra, rica,

ricinium, suffibulum, anabolium, cata-

clista, cento, centunculus, synthesis,

trechedipnum. Under- Clothing. Tu-

nica, tunicatus, nudus, tunicula,

colobium, chiridota, exomis 1, expa-

pillatus, indusiatus, dalmaticatus, pse-

nula, sarapis, stola, recta, interula,

subucula, indusium, intusium, sup-

parum 2, cingillum. Decorative

Parts. Clavus latus, clavus angustus,

patagium, limbus, instita, paragauda,

plumae 2, scutula 4, segmentum, vir-

gatus, plagula 3. Cinctures. Cas-

tula, encomboma, limus, liniger,

cinctus 1, semicinctium, campestre,

ventrale, subligaculum, subligatus, cin-

gulum, succingulum, zona, cestus,

nodus 2, balteus 1, cinctus, succinc-

tus, alticinctus, discinctus, incinctus,

cinctutus. Coverings for the Head.

Petasus, pileum, pileatus, pileolus,

causia, obbatus, albogalerus, apex, of-

fendix, tutulus 2, galerus 1, 2, cidaris,

tiara, mitra, redimiculum, mitella,

caliendrum, calantica, reticulum 2,

vesica, theristrum. Head-bands. Co-

rona, corolla, coronarius, lemniscus,

diadema, infula, tsenia, vitta, nimbus 3,

spira 2, torulus, frontale 2. The
Throat. Focale. Arms and Hands.
Manica 4, digitale. The Bust.

Fascia pectoralis, taenia 4, mainil-

lare, strophium, capitium. Legs.
Bracse, saraballa, feminalia, fascia 4, 5,

tibiale, udo. impilia. Feet. Calceus,

calceolus, crepida, solea, soleatus,

soccus, sandalium, baxa, sculponeae,

gallicse, diabathrum, phsecasium, ta-

laria, carbatinse, cothurnus, en-

dromis 3, mulleus, pero, peronatus,

zancha, amentum 2, obstragulum, ob-

strigillum, corrigia, ansa 3, ansula,

luna, clavus caligaris, clavatus 2,

ligula 4, fulmenta. The Hair and
Beard. Coma, csesaries, capillus, crinis,

comatus, intonsus, tonsus, acersecomes,

antiac, capronae, cincinnus, cirrus, no-

dus 3, corymbus, crobylus, tutulus 1,

anulus 5, capillamentum, galerus 3,

gausapa 2, barbatus, barbatulus, ton-

sor, tonstrix. Ornamtntsfuj the Per-

son Anulus, signum 2, funda 4,

condalium, fibula, inauris, fenestra 4,

crotalium, elenchus, stalagmium, ar-

milla, dextrale, dextrocherium, tor-

5c
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quis brachialis, spinther, spathalium,

periscelis, monile, torquis, bulla 3, 4,

bullatus, bullula, catena 2, catella,

phalerse, corona longa. Sticks and
Wands. Bacillum, baculus, sceptrum,

scipio, radius 1, virga, -vitis, vindicta,

lituus 2, pedum.

THE TOILET, AND UTENSILS OF
FEMALES.

Speculum 1, fucus, sapo, calamister,

crinale, pecten 1, discerniculum, acus

eomatoria, volsella, dentifricium, den-

tiscalpium, dactyliotheca, pyxis, ala-

baster, unguentarium, diapasma, epi-

limma, flabellum, umbella, acus,

axicia, forfex, colus, fusus, calathus,

quasillus.

THE NURSERY, AND SPORTS OF
CHILDREN.

Cunabula, vannus 3, cunaria,
fascia 1, serperastrum, crepundia,

pupa, plaguncula, neurospaston, ma-
nia, ocellata, turbo, trochus, tabula 4,

oscillatio, ludus literarius.

THE MEALS.

Jentaculum, merenda, prandium,
coena, mensa prima, mensa secunda,

promulsis, gustatio, epidipnis, accubo,
accumbo, discubitus, lectus triclini-

aris, triclinium, biclinium, accubitum,
hexaclinon, sigma, stibadmm, cilliba,

cilibantum, mantele, mappa 1, suda-

rium, ferculum 1, repositorium, gus-
tatorium, promulsidiare, focus 4,

comissatio, comissator, symposium,
convivium, repotia, magister 4, scurra,

gutturnium, lebes 1, pollubrum.
Table Utensils. Acetabulum, echi-
nus 1, salinum, incitega, coclilear,

ligula 2, fuscinula. Plates and Dishes.
Catinum 1, circulus 3, mazonomum 2,
lanx 1, lanx quadrata,paropsis, patina,
patella, calix 2, alveus 4, discus 2, fa-

batarium, boletar, pultarius, scutella,
scutra. Wine Vessels. Acratophorum,
galeola, lepesta, crater, mistarius, co-
lum nivariurn, saccus nivarius, gillo,
capis, epicbysis, sinum, uter, cupa, tina.

Drinking Cups. Poculum, calix,

cyathus, patera, scaphium, trulla 2,

calathus 3, carchesium 1, cantharus,

scyphus, cymbium, cornu 4, rhytium,
obba, cissybium, batiola. Viands.

Sumen, vulva, coagulum, epityrum,

garum, salgama, succidia, tucetum,

tyrotarichus, botulus, farcimen, in-

sicia, tomaculum, artolaganus, collyra,

copta, coptoplacenta, placenta, crus-

tulum, crustum, libum, scriblita, tyro-

patina, savillum, copadia, cupedia,
dulcia, butyrum. Attendants. Tri-

cliniarches, lectisterniator, prsegus-

tator, structor, scissor, carptor, pin-
cerna, pocillator. The Kitchen and

Cooking Utensils. Culina, carnarium,
clibanus, authepsa, ahenum 1, cor-

tina 1, tripus, lebes 2, cacabus, chytra,

chytropus, cucuma, formella, apalare,

craticula, veru, varse 3, sartago, hir-

nea, infundibulum, olla 1, trua, rudi-

cula, orca, pila, inortarium, pilum, pis-
tillum.

THE HOUSES.

Domus, vestibulum, prothyrum,
atrium, atriolum, cavsedium, implu-
vium, compluvium, ala 2, tablinum,

faux, peristylium, triclinium 2, cecus,

coenaculum, cubiculum, dormitorium,
conclave, thalamus, exedra, pinaco-
theca, trichorum, diaeta 1, hiberna-

cula 1, lararium, sacrarium 2, culina,

latrina, solarium 3, msenianum 1,

pergula, hypogeum, ceila 4, cellatio,

fornix 3, crypta, cryptopoiticus, por-

ticus, chalcidicum, chors, hemicy-
clium, scalse 3, zotheca 2, pseudo-
urbana, casa, casula I, tugurium,

magalia, attegia, andronitis, andron,

gynseceum, mesaulos, aula 1, 2.

Ceilings. Ccelum, camara 1, 2, con-

cameratio, hemisphserium 2, testu-

do 2, lacunar 1, laquear, lacus 8.

Floorings. Pavimentum, lithostro-

tum, tessellatum, vermiculatum,

scalpturatum, sectile, abaculus, favus,
scutula 3, trigonum 1, spica testacea,

tessera, tessella, testaceum, opto-

strotum, Alexandrinum opus, suspen-
sura. Doors. Janua, ostium, foris,

biforis, quadriforis, valvse, super-
cilium, limen, postis, antepagmentum,
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corsse, replum, tympanum 8, impages,

scapus 3, 4, cardo, ginglymus, ansa

ostii, velum 4, hypsetrum, hyperthy-
rum, pseudothyrum, cochlea 3.

Locks and Fastenings. Claustrum,

sera, clavis, clostellum, pessulus,

repagula, obex. Windows. Fenestra,

fenestella, luminar, clathri. Internal

Fittings. Abacus 5, intestinum opus,

pluteus 6, podium 1. Lights and

Lighting. . Fax, tseda,candela, cereus,

funale, lampas, lucerna, acus 4, ellych-

nium, candelabrum, scapus 5, super-
ficies 2, lychnus, lychnuchus. Fires

and Fuel. Focus 1, caminus 3, 4,

fumarium, hypocausis, vaporarium,
foculus 2, acapna, coctilia, cremium,
vara 3, follis 4, 5, parmaS, rutabulum,

batillum, trulla 4. Ovens and Kilns.

Furnus, fornax, fornacula, fortax,

lacuna, prsefurnium, propnigeum.
The Garden. Hortus, viridarium,

gestatio, hippodromus 1, xystus 2,

pulvinus 4, specularia, casa 3, per-

gula 6, trichila, topiarius, viridarius,

hortulanus, olitor.

DOMESTIC FURNITURE AND
UTENSILS.

Chairs. Cathedra, solium, thronus,
ancon 4, bisellium, scimpodium.
Stools and Settles. Sella, sellaria,

sedecula, tripus 2, 3, seliquastrum.
Forms and Benches. Subsellium,

scamnum 3, sedile, anabathrum,
transtra, suggestum. Foot-stools.

Scabellum 2, scamnum 2, suppeda-
neum. Tables. Mensa, monopo-
dium, cilibantum, cilliba, delphica,

cartibulum, abacus 4, urmirium,

anclabris, trapezophorum, vara 2,

vibia. Closets. Armarium, se'di-

cula, muscarium, pegma 2, forulus,

loculamentum. Chests and Boxes.

Theca, area 1, capsa, capsella, capsula,

scrinium, riscus, pyxis, arcula 1,

loculus 4, alveus 1. Beds and
Couches. Lectus, sponda, pluteus 3, 4,

anaclinterium, instita 3, fascia 6, cli-

nopus, pulvinar 2, lectulus, grabatus,
lectus tricliniaris, triclinium, bicli-

nium, accubitum, sigma, stibadium,

hexaclinon, culcita, torulus 2, pulvi-
nar 1, pulvinus 1, cervical, cubital,

follis 2, instragulum, toral, lodix, ac-

cubitalia, aula?a 2, peristroma, stra-

gulum 1, stroma, tapes, conopeum,
gradus 1, scamnum 1, scabellum 1.

Scales and Weights. Trutina, libra,

statera, jugum 3, scapus 6, librile,

punctum 3, examen, agina, ansa 4,

lanx 3, laucula, sequipondium, pon-
dus 1, orbiculus 3. Baskets. Cala-

thus, qualus, quasillus, canistrum, ca-

nurn, sporta, sportella, sportula, cista,

corbis. cophinus, fiscina, fiscella, fis-

cus, scirpea, scirpicula, nassa, vannus,
vidulus, panarium. . Miscellaneous.

Malluvia, matula, pelluvia, pelvis,

ampulla, arundo 8, muscarium 1, pe-
niculus 2, scopse, scopula, cavea 2,

crates, mulctra, hama, cos, cumera,
alveare Dials and Time pieces.

Horologium, horarium, solarium 1, 2,

sciothericon, clepsydra, hemicyclium
2, hemisph atrium, scaphium 2, dis-

cus 3, arachne, lacunar 2, plinthium,

pelecinon, conus 2, pharetra 2, gno-
mon, linea 6.

INNS AND PUBLIC-HOUSES.

Hospitium, stabulum, taberna 3,

caupona, popina, thermopolium, oeno-

polium, ganea, lupanar, deversorium,
mansiones, mutationes.

THE WATER SERVICE.

Aqueducts. Aquseductus, castel-

lum 3, 4, 5, dividiculum, piscina li-

maria, colluviarium, specus, puteus 3,

forma 6, circitores 1, libratores l,me-
titores, fistula 1, plumbum 1, epi-

stomium, assis 2, calix 3. Pumps and
Water-wheels. Antlia, girgillus, tol-

leno, cochlea 3, rota aquaria, haus-

trum, modiolus 2, pinna 3, tympa-
num 6, Ctesibica machina, sipho 3,

embolus, fundulus, modiolus 4.

Wells, Cisterns, and Fountains. Pu-
teus 1, puteal 1, immissarium, euri-

pus, lacus 2, saliens. Water-courses.

Emissarium, cataracta 2, aquagium,
canalis 1, 2, colliciae 2, imbrex su-

5c 2
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pinus. Sewers. Cloaca, cloacula,

cloacarium.

ROADS AND STREETS.

Via, compitum, bivium, trivium,

quadrivium, semita, platea, trames,

angiportus, fundula, vicus, pagus, ag-

ger vise, crepido, umbo 3, gomphus,
area 1, milliarium.

RIDING, DRIVING, AND TRANSPORT.

The Horse. Equus, capronae 2,

cirrus 3, 4, admissarius, canterius 1,

desultorius, celes, asturco, veredus,
venator 3, sellaris, agminalis, dossua-

rius, clitellarius, sagmarius, sarcinalis,

tintinnabulatus, character. The
Rider. Eques 1, desultor, infrenatus,
calcar. Saddles and Trappings.

Ephippium, sella equestris, scalae 4,

stapes, sella bajulatoria, cingula, anti-

lena, postilena, sagma, clitellae, cento 2,

sagum 2, scordiscum, stragulum, tapes,

tegumentum, dorsualia. Bits, Bridle,

Reins, and Harness. Oreae, lupatum,
murex 2, postomis, frenum, habena 1,

2, retinaculum 3, capistrum 1, jugum
1, cohum, statera 3, copula 2, torquis
3, funalis equus, jugalis equus, solea

spartea, solea ferrea. Ornaments.
Frontale 1, monile 3, balteus 4, pha-
lerse, phaleratus. The Stable. Equi-
le, patena, loculus 3. Grooms and
Drivers. Agaso, equiso, agitator, au-

riga, mulio. Carriages. Birotus,

currus, biga, quadriga, decemjugis,
cisium, esseda, carpentum, pilentum,
tensa, arcera, benna, carruca, petori-

tum, rheda, harmamaxa, covinus,
chiramaxium. Carts. Plaustrum,
vehela, plostellum, sarracum, arcuma,
carrus, epirrhedium, plaustrum majus,
clabulare, chamulcus, vehes, vehicu-
lum. Component Parts. Capsus,
ploxemum, axis 1, arbusculae, temo,
furca 4, amites 1, rota, tympanum 3,

canthus, modiolus 1, radius 3, suffla-

men. Palanquins and Sedans. Lec-
tica, plagula 2, sella gestatoria, octo-

phoron, lecticarii, asser 1, struppus 2,

succollatus, basterna. Whips and
Goads. Scutica, flagellum 2, verber,
virga 1, ferula, stimulus, agolum.

THE RACECOURSE AND RACES.

Circus, oppidum, career 2, linea

alba, calx, meta 1, intermetium, spina,

delphinorum columnae, ovum, auriga
2, prasinus, prasiniani, russatus, alba-

tus, fascia 4, curriculum, biga, quad-
riga, quadrigarius, mappa 2, bra-

beum, palma 3, desultor, celes, celeti-

zontes, tensa, porta pompse, pulviuar
3, fala 2, hippodromus 2.

THE BATHS.

Balneae, balneum, apodyterium,
baptisterium, natatio, piscina 2, tepi-

darium, frigidarium, caldarium, suda-

tio, alveus 6, solium 6, lavacrum,

laconicum, clipeus 5, labrum 1, scho-

la 2, cella 5, hypocausis, suspensura,

praefurnium, propnigeum, ahenum,
miliarium, eleeothesium, unctorium,

lavatio, strigilis, ampulla olearia, gut-

tus, aliptes 2, aes thermarum, sella

balnearis, fornacarius, capsarius 2,

balneator, balneatrix, thermae.

THE GYMNASIUM AND PALESTRA.

Gymnasium, ephebeum, conisterium,

corycaeum, sphaeristerium, xystus,

athletse, quinquertium, discobolus, dis-

cus 1, pugil, csestus, lucta, luctator,

scamma, pancratium, pancratias, cir-

rus 2, coliphium, ceroma, haphe, hal-

teres, endromis 1, gymnasiarchus,
palsestrita, palaestricus, palaestra, sta-

dium, stadiodromus.

THE AMPHITHEATRE.

The- Building and its Component
Parts. Amphitheatrum, arena, ca-

vea 3, podium 2, maenianum 2, prae-

cinctio, balteus 8, vomitoria, cuneus

3, gradus 3, linea 7, porticus 2.

Gladiators. Gladiatores, lanista, re-

tiarius, fuscina 2, jaculum 3, laquea-

tores, secutores,mirinillones, samnites,

thrax, parmularius, parma threicida,

hoplomachus, eques 10, cruppellarius,

bestiarius, arenarius 1, provocatores,

catervarii, ordinarii 2, dimachaeri, me-

ridionarii, postulaticii, suppostitii, an-

dabatae, pegmares, rudiarius, rudis 2,
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gladiatorium, munerarius, spoliarium,
venatio 2, velarium, malus 2, spar-
siones.

THE THEATRE.
The Building, and Spectators' Seats.

Theatrum, maenianum 2, cuneus 3,

gradus 3, praecinctio, vomitoria, or-

chestra, thymele, tribunal, tessera

theatralis, designator 1, locarius.

The Stage and Scenes. Scena, aula

regia, aulaea 3, siparium, pulpitum,
proscenium, postscenium, pegma 1,

exostra. The Chorus. Chorus 2,

choraules, choragus, choragium Ac-
tors, Mimics, Dancers, and Dancing.
Histrio, hypocrita, cothurnatus, ex-

calceatus, mimus, pantomimus, chiro-

nomos, chironomia, persona, persona-
tus, superficies 1, manduchus, planipes,
sannio, ludius, ludia, emboliaria, sal-

tatio, pyrrhicha, chorea, cordax, sicin-

nium, sicinnista, saltator, saltatrix,

cinsedus, catadromus, orchestopolarius.

Music.

Stringed Instruments. Fides, ci-

thara, testudo 1, chelys, lyra, cornu

7, stamen 3, plectrum, pecten 6, pul-
sabulum, barbitos, psalterium, trigo-
num 2, harpa, sambuca, tetrachordon,

nablia, pandura. Wind Instruments.

Bucina, concha 2, tuba, lituus 1, eor-

nu 6, tibia, ligula 1, monaulos, fis-

tula, calamus, arundo, syrinx, hydrau-
lus. Instruments which are clashed or

beaten. Cymbalum, crotalum, crus-

mata, scabellum 3, crepitaculum, sis-

trum, tintinnabulum, tympanum 1, 2,

symphonia. Musicians. Fidicen,
fidicina, citharista, citharistria, psilo-

citharista, citharceda, lyristes, psaltria,

sambucina, bucinator, cornicen, liti-

cen, tubicen, siticen, seneator, classici

2, tibicen, capistrum 5, tibicina,

fistulator, cicuticen, spondaules, as-

caules, utricularius, cymbalista, cym-
balistria, crotali stria, sistratus, tym-
panista, tympanistria, tympanotriba,
choraules, pithaula, corocitharista,

mesochorus, praecentor, phonascus,

symphoniaci, auloedus, ambubaise, sa-
'

bulo, cano, odeum.

GAMES AND SPORTS.

Of Chance. Talus, tessera, fritillus,

turricula, abacus 2, alveus lusorius,
tabula 2, 3, mandra, latro 2, calculus,

jactus, canis, venus, basilicus, vultu-

rius, seniones, punctum, astragali-

zontes, tabula 4, micatio, navia aut

capita, cottabus. Of Ball. Follis

1, harpastum, paganica, pila, trigon,

pilicrepus, datatim ludere, dator,

factor, sphaeromachia. Feats of
Strength or Dexterity. Cernuus, cir-

culator, pilarius, funambulus, neuro-

bata, grallae, grallator, desultor, prae-

stigiator, acetabulum 2, mansuetarius,

oscillatio, uter unctus, contomonobo-

lon, monobolon, petaurum, petauris-
ta. Hunting. Venatio 1, venator,

venatrix, copula 1, lorum 2, millus,

melium, pedica dentata, venabulum,

pedum, plaga, rete, cassis, epidromus,
vara 1. Fowling. Auceps, amites 3,

arundo 4, cavea 2, illix, formido, in-

dago, pedica, transenna. Fishing.
Hamiota, arundo 3, linea 1, hamus,

piscator, funda, jaculum, everriculum,

sagena, limbus 4, nassa.

MARRIAGE.

Matrimonium, nuptise, confarreatio,

coemptio, sponsa, nupta, pronuba,
flammeum, mustaceum, cumerum,
epithalamium, lectus genialis, lectus

adversus, concubina, pellex.

FUNERAL RITES AND BURIAL.

Exsequiae, fu^us, decursio, conse-

cratio, apotheosis, sepultura, humatio,

tumulatus, capulus 3, feretrum 1, area

3, sandapila, pyra, rogus, ara sepulcri,

bustum, ustrinum, area 3, forum 1,

silicernium, libitinarius, pollinctor,

designator 2, praeficae, vespillones,

ustor, bustuarii. Sepulchres. Tu-
mulus, sepulcrum, monumentum 2,

mausoleum, conditorium 1, hypo-
geum, heroum, subgrundarium, pyra-
mis, polyandrion, cepotaphium, ceno-

taphium, puticuli, cippus 2, stele,

mensa 14, cinerarium, ollarium, co-

lumbaria 3, . olla ossuaria, urna ossu-

aria, ossuarium, area 2, 3, arcula 2,
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loculus 1, conditorium 2, sarcopha-

gus, solium 5.

THE PRISON, AND INSTRUMENTS OF

PUNISHMENT.

Career, carnificina, robur, ergastu-

lum, lautumia, carnifex, ergastularius,

catena, catenatus, alligatus, compedi-
tus, catulus, collare 1, boise, manica 5,

stigma, literatus 2, cruciarius, cruci-

fixus, patibulatus, crux, equuleus,
furca 5, 6, columbar, patibulum, ner-

vus 4, numella, cratis 3, catasta 3,

laqueus, lorum 6, lorarius, flagellum,

flagrum, plumbum 3, fasces, securis 3,

uncus 1, fustuarium.

TRADES AND INDUSTRIAL OCCU-
PATIONS.

Taberna, officina, fabrica, taberna-

rius, institor, sellularii, cerdo, faber,

fabrilia. Carpentry and Tools for

working in Wood. Materiarius, intes-

tinarius, intestinum opus, vara 2,

martiolus, malleus 1, scalprum 1,

clavus, serra, serrula, prista, serrarius,

ascia 1, ascio 1, dolatus, edolatus, sco-

bina, runcina, terebra 1, perforaculum,
furfuraculum, norma, ancon 1, regula,
linea 3, libella, circinus. Black-

smiths. Ferrarius, caminus 2, incus,

malleus 3, marcus, marculus, lima,

forceps 1, rutabulum, lacus 6, follis

fabrilis. Stone-masons and Builders.

Lapicida, lapidarius, acisculus, ascia

2, 3, securis 5, perpendiculum, norma,

regula, linea 3, libella, amussis, scal-

prum 1, circinus, fistuca, pavicula,
albarium opus, albarius, trullissatio,

dealbatus, trulla 5, fidelia. Pottery
and Brickmaking. Fictile, figulus,
rota figularis, fornax 1, lateraria, later,

laterculus, tegula, imbrex. Shoe-

makers and Leather-workers. Sutor,

calceolarius, caligarius, crepidarius,

solearius, diabathrarius, forma 5, ten-

tipellium, subula, scalprum 2, fistula

5, coriarius, ampullarius. Provision

Dealers. Porcinarius, lanius, malleus
2, culter 1, 2, mensa 9, 10, carnarium,
furca 2, macellarius, macellum, . cupe-
dinarius, setarii, cybiarius, cybiosac-

tes, salinator, salsamentarius, salsa-

mentum, salgama, salgamarius, botu-

larius. Bakers and Bread-making.

Coquus, pistor, furnarius, mola manu-
aria, mola asinaria, mola aquaria, mo-
lile, pistrinum, furnus, clibanus, ar-

topta, fistula farraria, cribrum, incerni-

culum, panis, artopticius, clibanicius,

furnaceus, testuaceum, autopyros,

mamphula, bucellatum. Pastrycooks
and Confectioners. Dulciarius, lactu-

carius, crustularius, scriblitarius.

MANUFACTURE OF OIL AND WINE.

Vindemia, 1inter 2, trapetum, cupa
2, miliarium 2, mortarium, orbis 2, 3,

factorium, tudicula, torcular, prelum,
torcularium, vinarium, calcatorium,

cortinale, lacus 3, 4, lacusculus, fis-

cina, regula 2, saccus vinarius, cal-

cator, vectiarius, capulator, labrum 3,

colum 1, apotheca 2, cella 1, 2, 3, hor-

reum 2, culeus, lura, uter, cupa, ge-
mellar, dolium, calpar, amphora, diota,

cadus, lagena, seria, pittacium, cir-

cumcidaneus, pes vinaceorum, mus-

tum, defrutum, carenum.

SPINNING, WEAVING, FULLING, AND
DEALERS IN CLOTH.

Spinning. Neo, colus, fusus, verti-

cillus, hamus 2, stamen, calathus, qua-
lus, glomus. Weaving. Lanifica,

lanipendia, quasillariee, linteo, textor,

textrix, tela, jugum 4, insile, insu-

bulum, scapus 8, stamen 2, subtemen,

trama, pondus 2, arundo 7, licium,

liciamentum, liciatorium, alveolus, ra-

dius 5, spatha 1, pecten 2, 3, panucel-

lium, lanipendium, textrinum, pen-
sum. Fulling. Fullonica, fullo, ful-

lonius, cavea 5, pressorium. Cloth-

workers and Clothiers. Centonarii,

lintearius, sarcinator, sarcinatrix, sar-

tor, sartrix, psenularius, bracarius,

manulearius, limbularius, patagiarius,

plumarius, phrygio. Different Fa-
brics. Sindon, gausapa, Isena, molo-

china, cilicium, amphimallum, amphi-

tapus, lodix, bilix, trilix, multicius,

polymitus, coactilis.
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BOOKS AND WRITING MATERIALS.

Bibliopola, lihellio, volumen, frons,

scapus 7, umbilicus 1, cornu 10, index

1, membranula, liber, libellus, pagina,

philyra, scheda, plagula 4, manuale,
membrana 2, glutinator, librarii, ama-
nuensis, anagiiostes, bibliotheca, ar-

marium 2, loculamentum, forulus,

capsa, scrinium, librarium. Memo-
randum Books, fyc. Adversaria, co-

dex 2, codicillus, ephemeris, fasti,

calendarium. Paper and Writing
Materials. Charta, macrocolum, mem-
brana 1 , opisthographus, palimpsestus,
atramentarium, calamarius, arundo 5,

fistula 3, calamus 5, fissipes, penna 2,

plumbum 4, scalprum 4. Tablets.

Cera 2, diptycha, polyptycha, pugil-
lares, tabella 1, tabula 5, stilus 1,

graphium

MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

Medicus, clinicus, aliptes, iatra-

liptes, mulomedicus, veterinarius, ocu-

larius, tractator, tractatrix, medica-

mentarii, seplasiarius. Surgical Im-

plements, 8fc. Auriscalpium, catheter,
cauter 1, clyster, forceps 2, 3, 4, vol-

sella 2, 3, 4, terebra 4, modiolus 3,

dentarpaga, dentiducum, corvus 2,

cotula, cucullus 1, pastillus, collyrium,
turunda 3, pittacium 2, splenium.

THE COINAGE.

Roman. As, semissis, quincunx,
triens, quadrans, sextans, uncia, de-

cussis, deunx, dextans, dodrans, bes,

septunx, denarius, quinarius, sester-

tius, libella 2, sembella, teruncius,

bigatus, quadrigatus, victoriatus: au-

reus, denarius 2, scripulum. Greek.

Drachma, didrachma, tetradrachma,

triobolus, obolus, semiobolus, di-

chalcon. Foreign. Cistophorus 2,

Darius. Bankers, fyc. Argentarius,
mensularii, mensa 11, 12, moneta,
forma 2. Purses and Bags. Cru-

mena, funda 3, marsupium, sacculus,
saccus 1, 2, bulga, pera, ascopera,

hippopera, averta, bisaccium, mantica,
follis 3, melina, pasceolus, reticulum 1.

AGRICULTURE.

The Plough. Aratrum, bura, stiva,

manicula, vomer, dens 4, dentale, cul-

ter 7, aures, arator. Reaping. Falx

stramentaria, falx denticulata, pecten
5, mergaB, vallus 3. Threshing and

Winnowing. Pertica, tritura, tri-

bulum 3, traha, plostellum Punicum,
pala lignea, vannus, ventilabrum, ca-

pisterium. Agricultural Implements.
Pala, bipalium, vanga, rutrum, rallum,

ciconia, ligo, sarculum, ascia 4,

bidens, marra, raster, runco, ca-

preolus, irpex, rastellus, pecten 4,

furca 1, cylindrus, falx, falcastrum,

dolabella, dolabra, securis 5, pastinum.

Agricultural Labourers. Arator.

messor, fceniseca, fossor, occator,

runcator, sarritor, pastinator,jugarius,
bubulcus, bubsequa, opilio, pedum,
caprarius, caprimulgus, mulctra, ar-

mentarius, saltuarius, villicus, pastor,

porcarius, porculator, suarius, asina-

rius, aviarius, fartor, ergastularius,

bajulus, phalangarii, tetraphori, furca

5, jugum 2, vectis 4, phalanga 1.

DOMESTIC SLAVES.

Ordinarii, vulgares, mediastini, vi-

carius, insularii, janitor, ostiarius,

janitrix, silentiarius, atriensis, cubi-

cularius, scoparius, coquus, focarius,
arcarii 2, dispensator, promus, cella-

rius, prsegustator, lectisterniator,

structor, carptor, scissor, pincerna,
pocillator, cenophorus, nomenclator,

anteambulo, pedisequi, psedagogus,
psedagogiani, capsarius, salutigeruli,

lecticarii, laternarius, basternarius,

numida, cistellatrix, vestisplica, ves-

tispica, cosmetse, ornatrix, cinerarius,

flabellifer, sandaligerulse, coprea, fatui,

moriones, nani, catasta, mango.

RELIGION.

Places of Worship. Templum,
sacellum, fanum, delubrum, adytum,
cella 7, sedicula 1, ala 3, pronaus,

opisthodomus, sacrarium, donarium,
lararium, pulvinarium, favissse, argei,

bidental, puteal 2. Devotional Acts
and Ceremonies. Precatio, supplicatio,
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adoratio, adulatio, aspersio, extispi-

cium, ignispicium, lectisternium, sel-

listernium, suovetaurilia, lustrum,

tripudium. Implements of Worship
and Sacrifice. Ara, altare, foculus 1,

acerra, turibulum, focus turicremus,
catinum 3, hostia, victima, immolatus,

anclabris, mensa sacra, pulvinar 2,

libum, popanum, cista 5, labrum 4,

cavea 3, malleus 2, dolabra pontifi-

calis, securis dolabrata, sacena, se-

cespita, clunabulum 2, capedo, capis,

guttus, patera, simpulum, simpuvium,
lituus, infular infulatus, taenia 1, vitta

2, 3, serta, tripus 3, cortina 2, thyrsus,

thyrsiger, sistrum. Priests. Sacer-

dos, pontifex, augur, flamen, flaminica,

extispex, haruspex, haruspica, ves-

tales, salii, augustales, epulones, curio,

liniger, sistratus. Ministers and At-

tendants. Camillus, popa, cultrarius,

victimarii, canephora, cistophorus,

spondaules, pullarius. aedituus, neo-

corus, mysta, prsecia, calator. Spi-
ritual and Imaginary Beings. Aga-
thodaemon, genius, daemon, junones,

lares, larvae, lemures, penates, manes,
umbrae, sceletus, lamise, versipellis.

THE ARMY.

Troops. Hastati, principes, ante-

pilani, pilani, triarii, antesignani,

postsignani, legionarii, gregarii, ve-

lites. ferentarii, rorarii, accensi, velati,

funditores, sagittarii, arquites, jacula-

tores, tragularii, contarii, cunicularii,

emeriti, evocati, optiones, alarii, prae-

toriani, scutarii, contubernales, circi-

tores 2, coactores 2, conquisitores,

metatores, mensores 2, excubitores,

vigiles, speculatores, impeditus, expe-
ditus, muli Mariani, accinctus, dis-

cinctus 3, murcus, stigma 2, tessera

militaris, tesserarius, celeres, equites,

hippotoxotaa, cataphracti, clibanarii,

dimachae, agminalis. Officers. Prae-

tor 2, legati, tribuni militares, prae-

fecti, centurio, subcenturio, primi-

pilus, primipilaris, decanus, corui-

cularius, decurio 1, campidoctor.
Servants and Camp-followers. Strator,

calones, clavator, apparitores 2, lixae.

The Corps d'Armee. Legio, cohors,

turma, ala 4, 5, manipulus 3, vex-

illatio, forfex 3, cuneus 5. Military
Rewards, Badges, Sfc. Corona, lem-

niscus, phalerae, phaleratus, torquis,

torquatus, corniculum, vitis 1, dona-

tivum, diarium, allocutio, campicursio,
decursio, tropaeum, triumphus.
Standards and Ensigns. Signum 5,

signifer, aquila 1, aquilifer, manipulus
2, draco, draconarius, imaginarii, vex-

illum, vexillarii, flammula, labarum,

supparum 2 The Camp and Tents.

Castra, agger 1, 2, porticus 3, vallum,

vallus, principia, praetorium, taber-

naculum, tentorium, papilio, contu-

bernium, hibernacula, hiberna.

Fortification. Arx, castellum 1, 2,

murus, turris, loricula, pinna 2, porta,
fenestra 3, fornix 4, cataracta 3, eri-

cius, carrago, concaedes, cervi, specula,
excubitorium. Machines and En-

gines of War. Tormentum 1, ballista,

arcuballista, manuballista, scorpio,

carroballista, catapulta, catapultarius,

capitulum 7, chele, epitoxis, modi-
olus 3, manulea 3, mensa 15, onager,
fundibalus, aries, lupus ferreus, asser

2, 3, falx muralis, harpago, manus
ferrea, corax, corvus, testudo 3, 4,

vinea, musculus 1, fala 1, helepolis,

pluteus 1
, 2, pons 7, sambuca 2.

Defensive Armour. Cassis, galea,

apex 2, conus 1, crista, buccula,

projectura, cudo, galerus 1, thorax 1,

lorica, pectorale, cingulum 4, zona 3,

cataphracta, aegis, brachiale, manica

2, 3, caestus, ocrea, ocreatus, fascia 4.

Shields. Clipeus, clipeatus, scu-

tum, scutatus, parma, parmatus, pelta,

peltasta, peltata, cetra, ancile, umbo
1. Spears and Missiles. Hasta,

curis, cuspis, spiculum, hastile, veru 2,

veruculum, verutum, lancea, contus 3,

sarissa, sicilis, venabulum, mora 1,

sibina, framea, materis, rhomphaea,

pilum 2, runa, sparum, rumex, ja-
culum 1, soliferreum, amentum, no-

dus 5, amento, mesanculon, ansatus,

aclis, cateja, trifax, falarica, malleolus,

tragula 1, gaesum, praepilatus.

Bows, Slings, fyc. Arcus 1, 2, 3,

arundo 1, cornu 8, sagitta, arundo 2,

corytus, pharetra, pharetratus, funda 1,
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cestrosphendone, fustibalus, glans,

plumbum 2, tribulus, murex ferreus.

Swords. Ensis, gladius, capulus,
mora 2, mucro, vagina, balteus 1,

cinctorium, spatha, semispatha, ligula

3, parazonium, harpe, falx 6, copis,

machsera, cluden. Knives. Culter,

cultellus, sica, machserium, scalprum,
novacula. Daggers. Pugio, pu-

giunculus, clunabulum 1, acinaces.

Other Weapons. Clava 3, 4, cla-

viger l,phalanga 4, fuscina, bipennis,
securis.

THE MARINE.

Ships and Boats. Navigium, navi-

giolum, navis oneraria, longa, turrita,

aperta, tecta, actuarius, actuariolum,

epicopus, moneris, biremis, dicrotus,

triremis, quadriremis, quinqueremis,
hexeris, hepteris, decemremis, liburna,

celes 2, celox, cercurus, hemiolia,

acatium, camara 3, musculus 2,

myoparo, corbita, cyboea, gaulus 2,

scapha, cymba, lembus, caupulus,

carabus, linter, monoxylus, alveus 2,

barca, ponto, ratis, faselus, baris,

thalamegus, caudicarius, caudicius,

biprorus, catascopium, dromo, pro-
sum! a, rataria, stlata, hippagines.
Parts and Ornaments of Vessels.

Carina, sentina, alveus 3, cavernse,

constratum navis, stega, fori 1, prora,

puppis, diseta 2, rostrum 1, pro-

pugnaculum, turris 4, aplustre, che-

miscus, insigne 2, tutela, parada, cu-

neus 2. The Rigging. Malus 1,

modius 2, carchesium 2, 3, antenna,
cornu 9, anquina, ceruchi, chala-

torius funis, opiferse, pes veli, propes,

rudens, velum, dolon 3, epidromus
2, supparum 1, artemon, acatium

2. Ship's Gear. Ancora, dens 1,

ancorale, ora, retinaculum, remulcum,
mitra 3, tormentum 3, catapirates, con-

tus 2, tonsilla, scalse 2, pons 5, guber-

naculum, ansa 5, clavus 6, pinna 1.

Oarage and Rowers. Remus, tonsa,

palma 1, palmula, folliculare, scalmus,

struppus, interscalmium, columbaria 4,

remigium, remex, ordo, transtrum2,

sedile, jugum 7, hortator, pausarius.

portisculus, celeusma, agea, contus 1.

Officers and Crew. Navarchus,

magister 2, gubernator, proreta, pro-

reus, classiarii, epibatse, emporos,
nauclerus, navicularius, urinator.

The Port, fyc. Portus, emporium,
naumachia, navale, casteria, pharos.

THE FINE ARTS.

Painting. Pictor, rhyparographus,
monocromata, ichnographia, ortho-

graphia, incisura, catagrapha, pictura,
tabula 6, tabella 2, topia, xenia, en-

caustica, canteriolus, arcula 1, peni-

cillum, peniculus. Mosaic. Musi-

varius, musivum, vermiculatus, tessel-

latus, sectilis, emblema 1, tessella,

abaculus. Sculpture, fyc. Scalptor,

sculptor, fictor, figulus, plastes, gypso-

plastes, cestrum, scalprum 1, tornus,

forma 1, proplasma, thorax 2, signum
1, sigillum, sigillatus, crustae, em-
blema 2, encarpa, anaglypta, ectypus,

prostypum, protypum, diatreta, to-

reuma, murrhina,vitrea, seruca, aerugo,

eborarius, crustarius, oculariarius.

Architecture. Saxum quadratum,
silex, caementum, casmenticius, dia-

micton, emplecton, fartura, ortho-

stata, isodomum, pseudisodomum,
paries, structura, maceria. Tim-

ber-work and Roof. Materiatio, ma-

teriatus, trabs, tignum, intertignium,
columbarium 5, opa, columen, capre-

olus, canterii, columna 7, templa 5,

asseres, transtrum 1, scandula, tegula,

imbrex, imbricatus, pavonaceum,
collicise. The Pediment. Fastigium,

aquila 2, tympanum 7, acroteria,

corona 15, denticulus, mutulus, zo-

phorus, triglyphus, canaliculus 2,

femur, guttse, metopa, tsenia 6, epi-

stylium. The Column. Columna,

scapus 1, hypotrachelium, stria, co-

luria, capitulum, abacus 6, echinus 2,

astragalus 2, voluta, canalis 5, balteus

7, pulvinus 2, helix, cauliculi, anulus 6,

spira, torus 3, scotia, plinthus, quadra 2,

caryatides, atlantes, telamones, paras-
tas. Mouldings, Ornaments, and Base-
ment. Astragalus, cymatium, sima, an-

tefixa, clipeus 4, persona 5, crepido 4,

5 D
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mseander, encarpa, pteroma, pluteus 5,

podium 3, stylobata, anterides, sub-

structio. Classes ofcolumnar Edifices,

Arrangement of Columns, and Varieties

ofIntercolumniation. Hypsethros, an-

tse, prostyles, amphiprostylos, peri-

pteros, pseudoperipteros, dipteros,

pseudodipteros, monopteros, pronaus,

tetrastylos, hexastylos, octastylos, de-

castylos, arseostylos, diastylos, eu-

stylos, systylos, pycnostylos.

PUBLIC PLACES AND BUILDINGS,

Forum, basilica, capitolium, tabu-

larhim, grsecostasis, curia, diribi-

torium, serarium, emporium, horreum

publicum, septizonium, nymphseum,
brephotropheum, orphanotrophium,
theatrum, odeum, amphitheatrum,
circus, hippodromus, gymnasium, pa-
laestra, stadium, balinese, thermae,

porticus, portus.

THE END.
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Truth, and saith very lofty and lovely things
touching a Perfect Life. Translated by
SUSANNA WINKWORTH. With a Preface by
the Rev. CHARLES KINGSLEY ; and a Letter

by Chevalier BUNSEN. Second Edition.

Fcp. Svo. 5.

Bunsen. Christianity & Man-
kind j Their Beginnings and Prospects.
By C. C.J. BUNSEN, D.D., D.C.L., D.Ph.
Being a NewEdition, corrected, remodelled,
and extended, of Hippolytus and his Age.
7vols. Svo. price 51. 5s.

**ThisSecond Edition of the Hippoly-
tut is composed of three distinct works,
which may be had separately, as follows:

1. Hippolytus and his Age j or, the Be-

r
linings and Prospects of Christianity,
vols. Svo. price li.lOi.

2. Outlines ofthe Philosophy ofUniversal

History applied to Language and Religion :

Containing an Account of "the Alphabetical
Conferences. 2 vols. Svo. price If. 13*.

3. Analecta Ante-Nicaeua. 3 vols. Svo.

price 2f.2.

Burton, (R. P.) Personal Nar-
rative of a Pilgrimage to El Mediuah and
Meccah. By RICHARD F. BURTON, Lieut.

Bombay Army. With Map, Plan, Woodcuts,
and coloured Plates. 3 vols. Svo. 2?. 3*.

Burton. The History of Scot-
land, from the Revolution to the Extinction
of the last Jacobite Insurrection (1689-
1748.) By JOHN H. BURTON. 2 vols. Svo. 26*.

Bishop Butler's General Atlas
of Modern and Ancient Geography ; com-
prising Fifty-two full-coloured Maps ; with
complete Indexes. New Edition, nearly all

re-engraved, enlarged, and greatly im-
proved. Royal 4to.^priee 24*. half-bound.

Bishop Butler's Sketch of Mo-
dem and Ancient Geography. New Edition,
thoroughly revised, with such Alterations
introduced as continually progressive Dis-
coveries and the latest Information have
rendered necessary. Post Svo. price 7*. 6d.

The Cabinet Gazetteer: A Popu-
lar Exposition of all the Countries of the
World ; their Government, Population,
Revenues, Commerce and Industries;
Agricultural, Manufactured, and Mineral
Products ; Religion, Laws, Manners, and
Social State. By the Author of The Cabi-
net Lawyer. Fcap. Svo. price 10.6rf.

The Cabinet Lawyer : A Popu-
lar Digest of the Laws of England, Civil
and Criminal; with a Dictionary of Law
Terms, Maxims, Statutes, and Judicial Anti-

quities; Correct Tables of Assessed Taxes,
Stamp Duties, Excise Licences, and Post-
Horse Duties ; Post-Office Regulations, and
Prison Discipline. 16th Edition, compris-
ing the Public Acts of the Session 1355.

Fcap. Svo. price 10*. 6rf.

Caird. English Agriculture in
1850 and 1851 ; Its Condition and Prospects.
By JAMES CAIRD, Esq., of Baldoon, Agri-
cultural Commissioner of The Times. The
Second Edition. Svo. price 14*.

Calvert.-Pneuma; or,theWan-
dering Soul. A Parable, in Rhyme and Out-
line. By the Rev. W. CALVERT, M.A.,
Rector of St. Antholin's, and Minor Canon
of St. Paul's Cathedral . With 20 Etchings
by the Author. Square crown Svo. 10s. 6d.

Calvert. The Wife's Manual;
j

or, Prayers, Thoughts, and Songs on Seve-
ral Occasions of a Matron's Life. With I

Designs by the Author in the style of Queen
Elizabeth's Prayer Book. By the Rev. W.
CALVERT, M.A. Crown Svo. 10*. 60'.

Carlisle (Lord).-A Diary in
Turkish and Greek Waters. By the Right
Hon. the Earl of CARLISLE. Fifth Edition.
Post Svo. \0s.6d.

Catlow. Popular Conchology 5

or, the Shell Cabinet arranged according
to the Modern System: With a detailed ac-
count of the Animals ; and a complete De-
scriptive List of the Families and Genera of
the Recent and Fossil Shells. By AGNES
CATLOW. Second Edition, much improved ;

with 405 Woodcuts. Post Svo. price 14*.

Cecil. The Stud Parm
; or,

Hints on Breeding Horses for the Turf,
the Chase, and the Road. By CECIL. Fcp.
Svo. with Frontispiece, price 5*.

Cecil. Records of the Chase,
and Memoirs of Celebrated Sportsmen ;

illustrating some of the Usages of Olden
Times and comparing them with prevailing
Customs : Together with an Introduction
to most of the Fashionable Hunting
Countries; and Comments. By CECIL.
Fcp. Svo. with two Plates, price 7*. Gd.

Cecil. Stable Practice
5
orHints

on Training for the Turf, the Chase, and the
Road : With Observations on Racing and
Hunting, Wasting, Race Riding, and Han-
dicapping. By CECIL. Fcap. Svo. with
Plate, price 5s. half-bound.

The Census of Great Britain in
1851 : Comprising an Account of the Num-
bers and Distribution of the People ; their

Ages, Conjugal Condition, Occupations,
and Birth-place : with Returns of the Blind,
the Deaf-and-Dumb, and the Inmates of
Public Institutions; and an Analytical In-
dex. Royal Svo. 5*.
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Chalybaeus's Historical Survey
of Modern Speculative Philosophy, from
Kant to Hegel ; designed as an Introduction
to the Opinions of the Recent Schools.
Translated from the German by ALFRED
TULK. Post Svo. price 8*. 6d.

Chapman. History of Gusta-
vus Adolphus, and of the Thirty Years' War,
to the King's Death : With some Account of
its Conclusion by the Peace of Westphalia.
By B. CHAPMAN, M.A.,VicarofLetherhead.
8vo. [7n the press.

Chevreul's Principles of Har-
mony and Contrast of Colours, and their

Applications to the Arts : Including Paiiit-

ing, Interior Decoration, Tapestries, Car-
pets, Mosaics, Coloured Glazing, Paper-
Staining, Calico Printing, Letterpress
Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Landscape
and Flower Gardening, etc. Translated by
CHARGES MARTEL. Second Edition ; with
4 Plates . C rown 8vo. 1 0*. 6d.

Clinton. Literary Remains of
Henry Fynes Clinton, M.A. Author of the
Fasti Ifellenici the Fasti Romani, etc.

Comprising an Autobiography and Literary
Journal, and brief Essays on Theological
Subjects. Edited by the Rev. C.J. FYNES
CLINTON, M.A. Post Svo. price 9*. 6rf.

Conybeare. Essays, Ecclesias-
tical and Social : Reprinted, with additions,
from the Edinburgh. Review. By the Rev.
W. J. CONYBEARE, M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Svo. 12*.

Conybeare and Howson. The
Life and Epistles of Saint Paul: Com-
prising a complete Biography of the Apostle,
and a Translation of his Epistles inserted
in Chronological order. By the Rev. W. J.

CONYBEARE, M.A., and the Rev. J. S.

HOWSON, M.A. With 40 Steel Plates and
100 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 4to. price ~2.8i.

Dr. Copland's Dictionary of
Practical Medicine : Comprising General

Pathology, the Nature and Treatment of

Diseases, Morbid Structures, and the Dis-
orders especially incidental to Climates, to

Sex, and to the different Epochs of Life,
with numerous approved Formulae of the
Medicines recommended. Vols. I. and II.

Svo. price ,3 ; and Parts X. to XVII. price
4j.6rf.each.

*.* Part XVIII., completing the work, is

in the press.

Cresy's Encyclopedia of Civil
Engineering, Historical, Theoretical, and
Practical. Illustrated by upwards of 3000

Woodcuts, explanatory of the Principles,
Machinery, and Constructions which come
under the Direction of the Civil Engineer.
Svo. price 3. 13.6d.

The Cricket-Field; or, the Sci-
ence and History of the Game of Cricket.

By the Author of Principles of Scientific
Batting. Second Edition ; with Plates and
Woodcuts. Fcp.Svo. 5*. half-bound.

Lady Gust's Invalid's Book.-
The Invalid's Own Book : A Collection of

Recipes from various Books and various
Countries. By the Honourable LADY GUST.
Second Edition. Fcp.Svo. price 2*. 6d.

The Rev. T. Dale's Domestic
Liturgy and Family Chaplain, in Two Parts:
The FirstPart being Church Services adapted
for Domestic Use, with Prayers for every
Day of the Week, selected exclusively from
the Book of Common Piayer. Part II.

Comprising an appropriate Sermon for every
Sunday in the Year. 2d Edition. Post 4to.
21*. cloth; 31. 6rf. calf; or j62. 10*. morocco.

Spnamtplv J THE FAMILY CHAPLAIN, 12*.
separately

j THB j^,^,^ LJTQROY, 10*. 6d.

Davy (Dr. J.) The Angler and
his Friend ; or, Piscatory Colloquies and
Fishing Excursions. By JOHN DAVY, M.D.,
F.R.S., etc. Fcp. Svo. price 6s.

Delabeche. Report on the Geo-
logy of Cornwall, Devon, and West Somer-
set. By Sir HENRY T. DELABECHE, F.R.S.
With Maps, Woodcuts, and 12 Plates. Svo.

price 14*.

De la Rive. A Treatise on Elec-
tricity, in Theory and Practice. By A
DE LA RIVE, Professor in the Academy of
Geneva. Translated for the Author by C.V.
WALKER, F.R.S. In 3 vols. with numerous
Woodcuts. Vol. I. Svo. 18*. ; Vol. II. 28*.

Dennistoun. Memoirs of Sir
Robert Strange, Knt., Engraver, Member
of several Foreign Academies of Design;
and of his Brother-in-Law, Andrew Lumis-
den, Private Secretary tothe Stuart Princes,
and Author of The Antiquities of Rome.
By JAMES DENNISTOUN, of Dennistoun.
2 vols. post Svo., with Illustrations, 21*.

Desprez. The Apocalypse Ful-
filled in the Consummation of the Mosaic
Economy and the Coming; of the Son of Man :

An Answer to the Apocalyptic Sketches and
The End, by Dr. Gumming. By the Rev.
P . S. DESPREZ, B.D. Second Edition, en
larged. Svo. price 12*.

Discipline. By the Author of
" Letters to My Unknown Friends," etc.
Second Edition, enlarged. 18mo.price2*.6rf.

Dodd. The Food of London: A
Sketch of the chief Varieties, Sources of
Supply, probable Quantities, Modes of Ar-
rival, Processes of Manufacture, suspected
Adulteration, and Machinery of Distribution
of the Food for a Community of Two Mil-
lions and a Half. By GEORGE DODD, Author of
British Manufactures,etc. Post8vo.lO.6d.

Duberly. Journal kept during
the Russian War, from the Departure of the

Army from England in April, 1854, to the
Fall of Sebastopol. By Mrs. HENRY DU-
BERLY. Second Edition. Post 8vo. 10*. 6d.

Eastlake. Materials for a His-
tory of Oil Painting. By Sir CHARLES
LOCK EASTLAKE, F.R.S., F.S.A., President
of the Royal Academy. Svo. price 16*.
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The Eclipse of Faith; or, a Visit
to a Religious Sceptic. Seventh Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. price 5*.

A Defence of The Eclipse of
Faith, by its Author : Being a Rejoinder to
Professor Newman's Reply. Second Edi-

tion, revised. Post 8vo. price 5*.6rf.

The Englishman's Greek Con-
cordance of the New Testament: Being an

attempt at a Verbal Connexion between
the Greek and the KtiglishTexts; including
a Concordance to the Proper Names, with
Indexes Greek-English and English-Greek.
New Edition. Royal 8vo. price 42*.

The Englishman's Hebrew and
Chaldee Concordance of the Old Testa-
ment: Being an attempt at a Verbal Con-
nexion between the Original and the

English Translations: with Indexes, a List
of the Proper Names and their Occurrences,
etc. 2 vols. royal 8vo. price 3.13t.6d. ;

large paper, jg4.14f.6rf.

Ephemera. A Handbook of
Angling j Teaching Fly Fishing, Trolling,
Bottom Fishing, and Salmon Fishing; with
the Natural History of River Fish, and the
best Modes of Catching them. By EPHE-
MERA. Third Edition, corrected and im
proved j with Woodcuts. Fcp. 8vo. price 5s.

Ephemera. The Book of the
Salmon: Comprisingthe Theory,Principles,
and Practice of Fly-Fishing for Salmon;
Lists of good Salmon Flies for every good
River in the Empire ; the Natural History
of the Salmon, all its known Habits de-

scribed, and the best way of artificially

Breeding it explained. With numerous
coloured Engravings of Salmon Flies and
Salmon Fry. By EPHEMERA ; assisted by
ANDREW YOUNO, Fcp. 8vo. with coloured

Plates, price 14*.

W. Erskine, Esq. History of
India under Baber and Humayun , the First

Two Sovereigns of the House of Taimur.

By WILLIAM ERSKINE, Esq. 2 vols. 8vo.32.

Pairbairn Useful Information
for Engineers : Being a Series of Lectures
delivered to the WorkiugEngineers of York-
Rhire and Lancashire. With a Series of Ap-
pendices, containing the Results of Experi-
mental Inquiries into the Strength of Mate
rials, the Causes of Boiler Explosions, etc .

By WILLIAM FAIRBAIR*, F.R.S., F.G.S.
With Plates and Woodcuts . Royal 8vo . 15* .

Faraday (Professor). The Sub-
ject-Matter of Six Lectures on the Non-
Metallic Elements, delivered before the
Members of the Royal Institution by
Professor FARADAY, D.C.L., F.R.S.,
etc. Arranged by permission from the
Lecturer's Notes by J. SCOFFERN, M.B.
Fop. 8vo. price 5.6d.

Francis. Chronicles and Cha-
racters of the Stock Exchange. By JOHN
FRANCIS. New Edition. 8vo. price 10*. 6<f

Gilbart.-A Practical Treatise
on Banking. By JAMES WILLIAM GILBART,
F.R.S., General Manager of the London and
Westminster Bank. Sixth Edition, revised
and enlarged ; with Portrait of the Author.
2 vols. 12mo. price 16*.

Gilbart.-Logic for the Million :

A Familiar Exposition of the Art of Reason-
ing. By J. W. GILBART, F.R.S. Fourth
Edition. 12mo. price 3*. 6rf.

Gilbart. Logic for the Young :

Consisting of Twenty-five Lessons in the
Art of Reasoning. Selected from the Logic
of Dr. Isaac Watts. By J. W. GILBART.
F.R.S. 12mo. price 1*.

Goldsmith's Poetical Works.
Edited by BOLTON CORNET, Esq. Illus-
trated by Wood Engravings, from Designs
by Members of the Etching Club. Square
crown 8vo. cloth, 21*.; morocco, <1. 16*.

Gosse. A Naturalist's Sojourn
in Jamaica. By P. H. GOSSE, Esq. With
Plates. Post 8vo. price 14*.

Essays on Political and Social
Science. Contributed chiefly to the Edin-
burgh Review. By WILLIAM R. GREO,
2 vols. 8vo. price 24*.

Grove. The Correlation ofPhy-
sical Forces. By W. R. GROVE, Q.C., M .A.
F.R.S. Third Edition. 8vo.price7.

Gurney. Historical Sketches
Illustrating some Memorable Events and
Epochs, from A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1546. By the
Rev. JOHN HAMPDEN GURNET, M.A.
New Edition. Fcp. 8vo. [/ the prest.

Gurney. St. Louis and Henri
IV. Being a second Series of Historical
Sketches. By the Rev. J. HAMPDEN GUR-
NET, M.A. Fcp.Svo. 6*.

Evening Recreations
; or, Sam-

pies from the Lecture-Room. Edited by the
Rev. J. H GURNET, M.A. Crown8vo.6.

Subject!. Lecturers.
English Descriptive Poetry

The Rev. H. Halford, B.D.
Recollections of St. Petersburg

TheRev.C.M.Birrell.
Sir Thomas More

Charles Bus ton, Esq.
The Fall of Mexico

The Rev. J. H. Gurney, M.A.
The House of Commons; its Struggles

and Triumphs
G. K.Rickards, Esq.

John Bunyan
The Rev. E.J.Rose, M.A.

The Reformation
The Rev. A. P. Stanley, M.A.

Gwilt. An Encyclopaedia of
Architecture, Historical, Theoretical, and
Practical. By JOSEPH GWILT. Illustrated
with more than 1,000 Engravings on Wood,
from Designs by J. S. GWILT. Third and
cheaper Edition. 8vo. price 42*.
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Hamilton. Discussions in Phi-
losophy and Literature, Education and

University Reform. Chieflyfrom the Edin-
burgh Review t corrected, vindicated, en-

larged, in Notes and Appendices. By Sir

WILLIAM HAMILTON, Bart. Second Edi-

tion, with Additions. Svo. price 21*.

;
Hare (Archdeacon). The Life
of Luther, in Forty-eight Historical En-
gravings. By GUSTAV KONIO. With Ex-
planations by Archdeacon HARE and So-
SANNA WINKWORTH. Square crown8vo.28*.

Harrison. The Light of the
Forge ; or,Counsels drawn from theSick Bed
of E. M. By the Rev. WILLIAM HARRISON,
M.A. With"2 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. price 5*.

Harry Hieover. The Hunting-
Field. By HARRY HIBOVEH. With Two
Plates. Fcp. Svo. 5*.

Harry Hieover. Practical
Horsemanship. By HARRY HIEOVER.
Second Edition; with 2 Plates. Fcp. Svo.

price 5*. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. The Stud, for
Practical Purposes and Practical Men :

being a Guide to the Choice of a Horse for

use more than for show. By HARRY HIE-
OVER. With 2 Plates. Fcp. Svo. price 5*.

Harry Hieover. The Pocket
and the Stud; or, Practical Hints on the

Management of the Stable. By HAKRY
HIEOVER. Second Edition; with Portrait.

Fcp. Svo. price 5*. half-bound.

Harry Hieover. Stable Talk
and Table Talk ; or Spectacles for Young
Sportsmen. By HARRY HIEOVBR. New
Edition. 2 vols. Svo. with Portrait, 24s..

Hassall, (Dr.) Food and its
Adulterations : Comprising the Reports of
the Analytical Sanitary CommissioH of The
Lancet for the Years 1851 to 1854 inclusive,
revised and extended. By ARTHUR HILL
HASSALL, M.D., etc., Chief Analyst of the

Commission. Svo. with 159 Woodcuts, 28s.

Col. Hawker's Instructions to
Young Sportsmen in all that relates to Guns
and Shooting. Tenth Edition, revised and

brought down to the Present Time, by the
Author's Son. With a New Portrait, and
numerous Plates and Woodcuts, Svo. 21*.

Haydn's Book of Dignities :

Containing Rolls of the Official Personages
of the British Empire, Civil, Ecclesiastical,

Judicial, Military, Naval, aud Municipal,
from the Earliest Periods to the Present
Time: compiled chiefly from the Records of
the Public Offices. Together with the So-

vereigns of Europe, from the Foundation of

their respective States ; the Peerage and

Nobility of Great Britain ; and numerous
other Lists. Being a New Edition, im-
proved and continued, of Beatson's Political

Index. By JOSEPH HAYDN. Svo. price ios.

Haydon. The Life of Benjamin
Robert Haydon, Historical Painter, from
his Autobiography and Journals. Edited
and compiled by TOM TAYLOR, M.A., of
the Inner Temple, Esq. Second Edition, 3
vols. post Svo. price 31*. 6d.

Herring. Paper and Paper-
making, Ancient and Modern. By RICHARD
HERRING. With an Introduction by the
Rev.GEonoE CROLY, LL.D. Second Edi-
tion,with Corrections and Additions; Speci-
mens and Plates. Svo. price 7*. 6rf.

Sir John Herschel. Outlines
of Astronomy. By Sir JOHN F. W. HERS-
CHEL. Bart. etc. New Edition ; with Plates
and Wood Engravings. Svo. price 18*.

Hill.-Travels in Siberia. By
S. S. HILL. Author of Travel* on the
Shoret of the Baltic. With a large
coloured Map of European and Asiatic
Russia. 2 vols. post Svo. price 24*.

Hints on Etiquette and the
Usages of Society: With a Glance at Bad
Habits. New Edition, revised (with Ad-
ditions) by aLadyof Rank. Fcp. Svo 2*.6rf.

Holland.-Medical Notes and
Reflections. By Sir HENRY HOLLAND, Bart.
M.D..F.R.S., Physician in Ordinary to
the Queen and to Prince Albert. Third
Edition, with Alterations and Additions.
Svo. price 18*.

Holland. Chapters on Mental
Physiology. By Sir HENRY HOLLAND, Bait.,
F.R.S. Founded chiefly on Chapters con-
tained in Medical Notei and Reflection*.
By the same Author. Svo. price 10*. 6d.

Hook. The Last Days of Our
Lord's Ministry : A Course of Lectt
tie principal Eve
W. F. HOOK, D.D., Chaplain in Ordinary

incipal Events of Passion Week. By
. HOOK, D.D., Chaplain in Ordinary

to the Queen. New Edition. Fcp.8vo.6.

Hooker and Arnott's British
Flora; Comprising the Phaenogamous or

Flowering Plants, and the Ferns. The
Seventh Edition,with Additions and Correc-
tions, and numerous Figures, illustrative
of the Umbelliferous Plants, the Compo-
site Plants, the Grasses, and the Ferns.
I2mo. with 12 Plates, price 14*., with the
Plates coloured, price 21.

SirW. J. Hooker'sPopularGuide
to the Royal Botanic GARDENS of Kew.
New Edition; with numerous Wood En-
gravings. 16mo. piice Sixpence.

Hooker. Museum ofEconomic
Botany ; or, a Popular Guide to the Useful
and Remaikable Vegetable Products of the

MUSEUM in the Royal Gardens of Kew.

By SirW. J. HOOKER, K.H., D.C.J,. Oxon,
F.R.A. and L.S.-etc., Director. With 29

Woodcuts. 16mo. price 1*.
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Home's Introduction to the
Critical Study and Knowledge of the Holy
Scriptures. A New Edition, revised, cor-

[/ the press.

Home's Compendious Introduc-
tion to the Study of the Bible. Being an

Abridgment of the Author's Introduction
to the Critical Study and Knowledge of
the Holy Scriptures. New Kdition ; with
Maps and other Engravings. I2mo. price 9s.

Horn e. The Communicant's
Companion : Comprising an Historical

Essay on the Lord's Supper; Meditations
and Prayers for the Use of Communicants;
and the Order of the Administration of the
lord's Supper or Holy Communion. By
the Rev. T. HARTWELL HOHNE, B.D.
Royal 32mo. 2. 6d. ; morocco, 4s. 6d.

How to Nurse Sick Children:
Intended especially as a Help to the Nurses
in the Hospital for Sick Children ; but con-
taining Directions ol service to all who have
the charge of the Voung. Fcp. Svo. 1*. 6d.

Howitt. (A. M.) An Art Stu-
dent in Munich, By ANNA MARY HOWITT,
2 vols. postSvo. price 14.

Howitt. The Children's Year.
By MAR? HOWITT. With Four Illustrations,
from Designs I

Square 16mo. p

from Designs by ANNA MARY HOWITT.
3. price 5*.

Howitt. Land, Labour, and
Gold; or, Two Years in Victoria. With
Visits to Sydney and Van Diemen's Land.
By WILLIAM HOWITT. 2 vols. post Svo. 21 I.

William Howitt's Boy's Coun-
try Book. Being the real Life of a Country
Boy, written by Himself: Exhibiting all

the Amusements, Pleasures, and Pursuits
of Children in the Country. New Edition ;

with 40 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo. price 6.

Howitt. TheRural Life ofEng-
land. By WILLIAM HOWITT. New Edition,
corrected and revised ; with Woodcuts by
Bewick and Williams. Medium Svo. 21.

Howitt.- Visits to Remarkable
Places; Old Halls, Battle-Fields, and
Scenes illustrative of Striking Passages in

English History and Poetry. By WILLIAM
HOWITT. New Edition; with upwards of 80
Woodcuts. First and Second Series, me-
dium Svo. price 21s. each.

Hue. The Chinese Empire : a
Sequel to Hue and Gabet's Journey through
Tartary and Thibet. By the Abbe Hue,
many years Missionary Apostolic in China.
Copyright Translation, with the Author's
sanction. Second Edition, with coloured

Map and Index. 2 vols. Svo. 24*.

Hudson's Plain Directions for
Making Wills in conformity with the Law:
with a clear Exposition of the Law relating
to the Distribution of Personal Estate in

the case of Intestacy, two Forms of Wills,
and much useful Information. New and

enlarged Edition i including: the provisions
of the Wills Act Amendment Act. Fcp.
Svo. price 2s. 6d.

Hudson's Executor's Guide.
New and enlarged Edition ; with the Addi-
tion of Directions for paying Successio
Duties on Real Property under Wills and
Intestacies, and a Table for finding the
Values of Annuities and the Amount of

Legacy and Succession Duty thereon. Fcp.
Svo. price 6*.

Humboldt's Cosmos. Trans-
lated with the Author's authority, by Mrs.
SABINE. Vols. I. and II. 16mo. Half-a-
Crown each, sewed ; 3s. 6rf. each cloth : or
in post Svo. 12s. 6d. each cloth. Vol. III.

rt
Svo. 12. 6rf. cloth: or in 16mo. Part

J. 6d. sewed, 3s. 6</. cloth; and Part
II. 3s. sewed, 4s. cloth.

Humboldt's Aspects of Nature.
Translated, with the Author's authority, by
Mrs. SABINE. New Edition. 16mo. price
6s. : or in 2 vols. 3s. 6rf. each cloth ; 2*. 6rf.

each sewed.

Hunt. Researches on Light in
its Chemical Relations ; Embracing a Con-
sideration of all the Photographic Proces-
ses. By ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S., Professor
of Physics in the Metropolitan School of
Science. Second Edition ; with Plate and
Woodcuts. Svo. price 10s. 6d.

Idle. Hints on Shooting, Fish-
ing, etc. both on Sea and Land, and in the
Freshwater Lochs of Scotland : being the

Experiences of CHRISTOPHER IDLE, Esq.
Fcp. Svo. 5s.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Saints and Martyrs. Forming the First
Series of Sacred and Legendary Art.
Second Edition ; with numerous Wood-
cuts, and 1 fi Etchings by the Author. Square
crown Svo. price 23s.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends ofthe
Monastic Orders, as represented in the
Fine Arts. Forming the Second Series of
Sacred and Legendary Art. Second Edi-
tion, corrected and enlarged ; with 11 Etch-
ings by the Author, and 88 Woodcuts.
Square crown Svo. price 28.

Mrs. Jameson's Legends of the
Madonna, as represented in the Fine Arts.
Forming the Third Series of Sacred and
Legendary Art. With 55 Drawings by the
Author, and 152 Wood Engravings. Square
crown Svo. price 28s.
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Mrs. Jameson. Sisters of Cha-
rity, Catholic and Protestant, Abroad and
at Home. By Mrs. JAMESON. Second
Edition. Fcp.8vo.4.

Jameson. ACommonplaceBook
of Thoughts, Memories, and Fancies, Ori-

ginal and Selected. Part I. Ethics and
Character ; Part II. Literature and Art. By
Mrs. JAMESON. Second Edition, with Etch-

ings and Woodcuts. Crown 8vo. price 18*.

Jaquemet. A Compendium of
Chronology: Containing the most important
Dates of General History, Political, Eccle-

siastical, and Literary, from the Creation of

the World to the end of the Year 1854. By
F.H. JAQUEMBT. Edited by theRev.JoHN
ALCORN, M.A. Post 8vo.7-6d.

Lord Jeffrey's Contributions to
the Edinburgh Review. A New Edition,

complete in One Volume ; with Portrait and

Vignette. Square crown 8vo.21. cloth; or

30*. calf. Library Edition, in 3 vols . 8vo.42.

Bishop Jeremy Taylor's Entire
Works : With his Life, by Bishop HEBER
Revised and corrected by the Rev. CHARLES
PAGE EDEN, Fellow of Oriel College, Ox
ford. Complete in 10 vols. 8vo.lO*.6<f. each.

Johns and Nicolas. The Calen-
dar of Victory : Being a Record of British

Valour and Conquest by Sea and Land, on
every Day in the Year, from the Earliest

Period to the Battle of Inkermann. Pro-

jected and commenced by the late Major
JOHNS, R.M. ; completed by Lieut. P. H.
NICOLAS, R.M. Fcp.Svo. price 12*. 6rf.

Johnston. ANew Dictionary of

EITH oHNSTON..... ,

brought down to May, 1855. 8vo.36. cloth ;

or half-bound in russia, 41*.

Jones (Owen). Flowers and
their Kindred Thoughts: A Series of
Stanzas. By MART ANNE BACON. With
beautiful Illustrations of Flowers, designed
and executed in Illuminated Printing by
Owen Jones. Imperial 8vo. 31*. 6d. calf.

Kalisch.-Historical andCriti-
cal Commentary on the Old Testament. By
Dr. M. KALISCH, M.A. First Portion-
Exodus : in Hebrew and English, with
copious Notes, Critical, Philological, aud
Explanatory. 8vo. 15*.

* An Edition of the Exodui, as above
(for the use of English readers), comprising
the English Translation, aud an abridged
Commentary. 8vo. price 12*.

Kemble. The Saxons in Eng-
land : A History of the English Common-
wealth till the period of the Norman Con-
quest. By JOHN MITCHELL KEMBLE,
M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. price 28*.

Kemp. -The Phasis of Matter :

Being an Outline of the Discoveries and i

Application of Modern Chemistry. By T. i

LINDLET KEMP, M.D., Author of The
Natural History of Creation, etc. With
148 Woodcuts. 2 vols. crown 8vo. 21*.

EC e n n a r d. Eastern Experi-
ences collected during a Winter's Tour in

Egypt and the Holy Land. By ADAM
STEINMETZ KENNARD. Post 8vo. 10*. 6rf.

Kesteven. A Manual of the
Domestic Practice of Medicine. By W. B.
KESTEVBN,F.R.C.S. Square post 8vo. 7i.6d.

Kirby & Spence's Introduction
to Entomology} or, Elements of the Na-
tural History of Insects: comprising an
account of noxious and useful Insects, of
their Metamorphoses, Food, Stratagems,
Habitations, Societies, Motions, Noises,
Hybernation, Instinct, etc. NewEdition.
2 vols. 8vo . with Plates, price 31*. 6rf.

L. E. L. The Poetical Works
of Letitia Elizabeth Landon. NewEdition ;

with 2 Vignettes by Richard Doyle. 2 vols.

16mo. price 10*. cloth ; morocco, 21*.

Dr. Latham on Diseases of the
Heart. Lectures on Subjects connected
with Clinical Medicine: Diseases of the
Heart. By P. M. LATHAM, M.D., Physician |

Extraordinary to the Queen. New Edition
2 vols. 12mo. price 16*.

Mrs. R. Lee's Elements of Na- i

tural History ; or First Principles of Zoo-
logy: comprising the Principles of Classi-
fication, interspersed with amusing and
instructive Accounts of the most remark-
able Animals. New Edition, enlarged,
with numerous additional Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo. price 7*. 6d.

Le Quesne. Constitutional
History ofJersey. By CHARLES LE QUESNE,
Esq., Jurat of the Royal Court, and Member
of the States. 8vo. price 18*.

Letters to myUnknownFriends
By a Lady, Author of Letten on Happi-
neit. Fourth and cheaper Edition, t'cp.
8vo. price 5*.

Letters on Happiness, ad-
dressed to a Friend. By a Lady, Author of
Letten to my Unknown Friendi. Fcp-.8vo.
price 6.

Courses, their most striking Scenery, and
the chief Places of Interest on their Banks.tne cmei naces 01 interest on tneir rsann

By SAMUEL LEWIS. Jan. Fcp. 8vo.8*. 6d.
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Macaulay. Lays of Ancient
Rome, Ivry, and the Armada. By THOMAS
BABINGTON MACAULAY. New Edition.
16mo. price 4*. 6tf. clothj or 10*. 6d.
bound in morocco.

Mr. Macaulay 's Lays ofAncient
Rome. With numerous Illustrations, Ori-

ginal and from the Antique, drawn on
Wood by George Scarf, jun. New Edition.

Fcp. 4to. pri<
in morocco.

2li. boards; or 42*. bound

MacDonald.-Within andWith-
out: A Dramatic Poem. By GEORGE MAC
DONALD. Crown Svo. 7.6d.

Macdonald. Villa Verocchio
5

or the Youth of Leonardo da Vinci : A
Tale. By the late DIANA LOUISA MAC-
DONALD. Fcp. Svo. price 6*.

Sir James Mackintosh's History
of England from the Earliest Times to the
final Establishment of the Reformation.
Library Edition, revised by the Author's
Sou. 2 vols. Svo. price 21*.

Mackintosh. Sir James Mack-
intosh's Miscellaneous Works : Including
his Contributions to the Edinburgh Review.
Complete in One Volume; with Portrait
and Vignette. Square crown Svo. price 21*.
cloth ; or 30*. bound in calf. An Edition in
3 vols. fcp.8vo. price 21*.

M'lntosh and Kemp. The
British Year-Book for the Country for 1856 :

Being an Annual of Agriculture, Horti-

culture, Floriculture, and Arboriculture.
Edited by C. M'INTOSH, Esq. Author of
The Book of the Garden, etc.; and T.
LINDLEY KEMP, M.D., Author of Agri-
cultural Physiology. Fcp. Svo. price 4*. 6d.

M a c 1 e o d. The Theory and
Practice of Banking: With the Elementary
Principles of Currency, Prices, Credit, and
Exchanges. By HENRY DUNNING MAC-
LEOD, of the Inner Temple, Esq., Barrister-

at-Law; Fellow of the Cambridge Philoso-

phical Society. 2 vols. royal Svo. price 80s.

M'Clure. A Narrative of the
Discovery of the North-West Passage by
H.M.S. Inveitigator, Sir R. M'CLURE,
R.N. Edited by Captain SHERARD()SBORN,
R.N., from the Logs. Journals, and Private
Letters of Sir R. M'Clure ; and illustrated
from Sketches taken by Commander S.

Gurney Cresswell. Svo. [Just ready.

M'Culloch. A Dictionary,
Practical, Theoretical, and Historical, of
Commerce and Commercial Navigation.
Illustrated with Maps and Plans. By J. R.
M'CULLOCH, Esq. New Edition, corrected
to the Present Time, with a Supplement.
Svo. price 50*. cloth ; half-russia, with
flexible back, 55*.

M'Culloch. A Dictionary,
Geographical, Statistical, and Historical,
of the various Countries, Places, and Prin-
cipal Natural Objects in the World. By
J. R. M'CULLOCH, Esq. Illustrated with
Six large Maps. New Edition, revised, with
a Supplement. 2 vols. Svo. price 63*.

Maitland. The Church in the
Catacombs : A Description of the Primi-

j

live Church of Rome, illustrated by its

Sepulchral Remains. By the Rev. CHARLES
i

MAITLAND. Svo. price 14*.

Mann.- The Philosophy of Re-
production. By ROBERT JAMES MANN,
M.D., F.R.A.S., Author of The Guide to

theKnowleiige of Life, the Book of Health,
Lesions in General Knowledge, etc. With
Engravings on Wood. Fcp. Svo. 4*. 6d.

Manstein's (General) Memoirs
of Russia, Historical. Political, and Mili-

tary, from the Year 1/27 to 1744; a period
comprising many remarkable Events, in

eluding the first Conquest of the Crimea
and Finland by the Russian Arms. First
edited (in 1770) by David Hume: and now
re-edited, carefully compared with the
original French, and briefly illustrated
with Notes. By a " HERTFORDSHIRE IK-
CUMBENT." PoStSvO.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Chemistry, in which the Elements of that
Science are familiarly Explained and Illus-
trated by Experiments. New and improved
Edition. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 14*.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Natural Philosophy, in which the Elements
of that Science are familiarly explained.New Kdition, enlarged and corrected ; with
23 Plates. Fcp. Svo. price 10*. 6rf.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Political Economy, in which the Elements
of that Science are familiarly explained.
New Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 7*. 6d.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Vegetable Physiology; comprehending the
Elements of Botany, with their Application
to Agriculture. New Edition ; with Four
Plates. Fcp. Svo. price 9*.

Mrs. Marcet's Conversations on
Land and Water. New Edition, revised
and corrected ; with a coloured Mnp, shew-
ing the comparative Altitude of Mountains.
Fcp. Svo. price 5*. 6rf.

Ma'rryat. Mountains andMole-
hills; or, Rf " " - ~
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Martineau CJ.) Endeavours
after the Christian Life : Discourses. By
JAMES MARTINEAU. 2 vols. post 8vo. price
7*. 6rf. each.

Mar tinea u. Miscellanies.
Comprising Essays on Dr. Priestley, Ar-
nold's Life and Correspondence, Church
and State, Theodore Parker's Discourse of
Religion,

" Phases of Faith," the Church
of England, and the Battle of the Churches.
By JAMES MARTINEAC. PostSvo. 9.

Maunder's Biographical Trea-
sury; consisting of Memoirs, Sketches, and
brief Notices of above 12,000 Eminent Per-
sons of all Ages and Nations, from the
Earliest Period of History. Eighth Edition,
revised throughout, and brought down to
the close of the year 1854. Fcp. Svo. 10*.
cloth ; bound in roan, 12*. ; calf, 12*. Gd.

Maunder's Historical Treasury 5

comprising a General Introductory Outline
of Universal History, Ancient and Modern,
and a Series of separate Histories of every
principal Nation. New Edition; revised

throughout, and brought down to the Pre-
sent Time. Fcp. Svo. 10*. cloth; roan,
12*.; calf, 12*. 6<*.

Maunder's Scientific and Lite-
rary Treasury : A New and Popular En-
cyclopaedia of Science and the Belles-
Lettres ; including all Branches of Science,
and every subject connected with Litera-
ture and Art. New Edition. Fcp. Svo.

price 10*. cloth ; bound in roan, 12*. ; calf

lettered, 12*. 6<*.

Maunder's Treasury of Natural
History ; Or, a Popular Dictionary of Ani-
mated Nature: In which the Zoological
Characteristics thatdistinguishthe different

Classes, Genera, and Species, are combined
with a variety of interesting Information
illustrative of the Animal Kingdom. New
Edition ; with 900 Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo.
price 10*. cloth ; roan, 12*.; calf, 12*. Grf.

Maunder's Treasury of Know-
ledge, and Library of Reference. Compris-
ing an English Dictionary and Grammar,
an Universal Gazetteer, a Classical Diction-

ary, a Chronology, a Law Dictionary, a

Synopsis of the Peerage, numerous useful
Tables, etc. The Twentieth Edition re-
Tised and corrected : With some Addi-
tions. Fcp Svo. price 10*. cloth; bound in

roan, 12*. ; calf, 12*. 6d.

Merivale. A History of the
Romans under the Empire. By the Rev.
CHARLES MERIVALB, B.D., late Fellow of
St. John's College, Cambridge. Vols. I.

to III. 8vo. price 42*. Vols. IV. and V.
comprising Augustus and the Claudian
Ceetart, are now ready.

Merivale. The Fall of the Ro-
man Republic : A Short History of the last

Century of the Commonwealth. By the Rev.
CHARLBS MERIVALE, B.D. 12mo. 7*.6rf.

Merivale. An Account of the
Life and Letters of Cicero. Translated
from the German of Abeken ; and Edited by
the Rev. C. MBRIVALE, B.D. 12mo. 9*. 6d.

Miles.-The Horse's Foot, and
How to Keep it Sound. The Eighth
Edition ; with an Appendix on Shoeing in

general, and Hunters in particular, 12
Plates and 12 Woodcuts. By WILLIAM
MILES, Esq., imperial 8vo. price 12*. 6d.

Two Casts or Models of Off Fore
Feet, No. 1. Shod for All Purposes, No. 2.
Shodwith Leather, on Mr. Miles's plan, may
be had, price3. each.

Miles. A Plain Treatise on
Horse Shoeing. By WILLIAM MILES, Esq.
With Plates and Woodcuts. Smalt 4to. 5.

Milner. Russia, its Rise and
Progress, Tragedies and Revolutions. By
the Rev. T. MILNER. M.A., F.R.G.S. Post
8vo. with Plate, price 10*. 6rf.

Milner. The Crimea, its An-
cient and Modern History: the Khans, the
Sultans, and the Czars ; with Sketches of its

Scenery and Population. By the Rev. T.
MILNER, M.A., F.R.G.S. Post 8vo. with
3 Maps, 10*. 6<*.

Milner.-The Baltic ; Its Gates,
Shores, and Cities: With a Notice of the
WhiteSea. By the Rev. T. MILNER, M. A.,
F.R.G.S. PostSvo. with Map, price 10*. 6rf.

Milner's History of the Church
of Christ. With Additions by the late Rev.
ISAAC MILNER, D.D., F.R.S. A New
Edition, revised, with additional Notes
by the Rev. T. GRANTHAM, B.D. 4 vols.
8vo. price 52*.

Monteith. Kars and Erze-.

rouin : With the Campaigns of Prince
Paskiewitch in the Years 1828 and 1829,
and an Account of the Russian Conquests

,

Madras Engineers, 19 years attached to the
Persian Embassy. With Map and Illustra-

Montgomery. Memoirs of the
Life and Writings of James Montgomery :

Including Selections from his Correspond-
ence, Remains in Prose and Verse, and
Conversations. By JOHN HOLLAND and
JAMES EVERETT. With Portraits and Vig-
nettes. Vols. I. to IV. post Svo. price
10*. Gd. each.

Vols. V. VI. and VII. completing th

work, are in the press.

Montgomery. Original Hymns
for Public, Social, and Private Devotion.

By JAMES MONTGOMERY I8mo. 5*.6<f.
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James 's Poetical
Works: Collective Edition? with the
Author's Autobiographical Prefaces, com-
plete in One Volume; with Portrait and
Vignette. Square crown 8vo. price lOs.firf.

cloth; morocco, 21. Or in 4vols. fcp. Svo.
with Portrait, and seven Plates, price 14*.

Moore. Man and his Motives.
By GEORGE MOORE, M.D., Member of the

Royal College of Physicians. Third and
cheaper Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 6s.

Moore. The Power of the Soul
over the Body, considered in relation to
Health and Morals. By GEORGE MOORE,
M.D., Member of the Royal College of

Physicians, etc. Fifth Edition. Fcp.8vo.6.

Moore. The Use of the Body in
relation to the Mind. By GEORGE MOORE,
M.D., Member of the Royal College of

Physicians. Third Edition. Fcp. Svo. 6*.

Moore. Health, Disease, and
Remedy, familiarly and practically con-

Blood. By GEORGB MOORE, M.D. Post
8vo. 7*. 6d.

Thomas Moore's Poetical Works.
Containing the Author's recent Introduc-
tion and Notes. Complete in One Volume,
printed in Ruby Type ; with a Portrait en-

graved by W. Holl, from a Picture by T.
Phillips, R.A. Crown 8vo. 12. 6rf. cloth ;

morocco by Hayday, 21*. Also an Edition
complete in 1 vol. medium Svo. with Portrait
and Vignette, 21. cloth ; morocco by Hay-
day, 42*. Another, in 10 vols. fcp.Svo. with
Portrait, and 19 Plates, price 35.

Moore. Memoirs, Journal, and
Correspondence of Thomas Moore. Edited
by the Right Hon. LORD JOHN RUSSELL,
M.P. With Portraits and Vignette Illustra-
tions. 8 vols. post Svo. price 41. 4*.

Moore. Songs, Ballads, and
Sacred Songs. ByTaoMAs MOORE, Author
o( Lalla Rookh, etc. First collected Edition,
with Vignette by R. Doyle. 16mo. price
6s. cloth; 12*. (Mt. bound in morocco. An
Edition in Ruby Type, with Frontispiece, is
ill the press.

Moore's Irish Melodies Illus-
trated. A New Edition of Moore's Irith

Melodies, illustrated with Thirteen Steel

Plates, engraved from Original Designs by

C. W. COPE, R.A. D. MACLISE, R.A.
T. CRESWICK.R.A. J.E.MILLAIS.A.B.A.
A. L. EGG. A.R.A, W. MULREADY.R.A.
W. P. FRITH, R.A. J. SANT.
W.E.FROST.A.R.A. F. STONE, A.R.A.
J. C. HORSLEY. E. M. WARD, R.A.

Uniform with the Illustrated Edition of
Moore's Lalla Rookh. Square crown Svo.
price 21. cloth, or 31*. 6rf. handsomely
bound in morocco.

h 13 highly-finished
esigns by Corbould,
noff. New Edition.

Moore's Irish Melodies. New
Edition, printed in Ruby Type ; with the
Preface and Notes from the collective edition
of Moore's Poetical Works, the Advertise-
ments originally prefixed to the Melodies,
and a Portrait of the Author. 32mo. 2*. 6d.
An Edition in 16mo.with Vignette, 5. ;

or 12*. 6d. morocco, by Hayday.

Moore's Irish Melodies. Illus-
trated by D. Maclise, R.A. New and
cheaper Edition; with 161 Designs, and
the whole of the Letter-press engraved on
Steel, by F. P. Becker. Super-royal Svo.
price 31*. 6rf. boards ; morocco, 52*. 6rf.

Moore's Lalla Rookh : An Ori-
ental Romance. With 13 hi

Steel Plates, from D
Meadows, and Stephan
Square crown Svo. 15 j. cloth ; morocco, 28*

Moore's Lalla Rookh. NewEdi-
tion, printed in Ruby Type ; with the Pre-
face and Notes from the collective Edi-
tion of Moore's Poetical Works, and a

Frontispiece from a Design by Kenny
Meadows. 32mo. 2*. 6d. An Edition in
16mo. with Vignette, 5*. ; or 12. 6rf. mo-
rocco, by Hayday.

Moseley. The MechanicalPrin-
ciples of Engineering and Architecture.

By the Rev. H. MOSELES-, M.A., F.R.S.,
Canon of Bristol, Corresponding Member
of the Institute of France. Second Edition,
enlarged ; with numerous Corrections and
Woodcuts. Svo. 24*.

Mure. A Critical History of
the Language and Literature of Ancient
Greece. By WILLIAM MURE, M.P. of
Caldwell. Second Edition. Vols. I. to
III. Svo. price 36. Vol. IV. price 15*.

Murray's Encyclopaedia of Geo-
graphy: Comprisinga complete Description
of the Earth : exhibiting its Relation to the

Heavenly Bodies, its Physical Structure,
the Natural History of each Country, and
the Industry, Commerce, Political Institu-

tions, and Civil and Social State of All

Nations. Second Edition; with 82 Maps,
and upwards of 1,000 other Woodcuts.
Svo. price 60*.

Neale. The Closing Scene
5
or

Christianity and Infidelity contrasted in the
Last Hours of Remarkable Persons. By the
Rev. ERSKINE NEALE, M.A. New Edi-
tion. 2 vols. fcp. Svo. price 12*.; or sepa-
rately, 6s. each.

Newman. Discourses addressed
to Mixed Congregations. By JOHN HENRY
NEWMAN, Priest of the Oratory of St. Philip
Neri. Second Edition. Svo. price 12*.

Oldacre. The Last of the Old
Squires : A Sketch. By CEDHIC OLDACRE,
Esq., of Sax-Normanbury, sometime of
Christ Church, Oxou. Crown Svo. 9*. 6d.
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Owen. Lectures on the Com-
parative Anatomy and Physiology of the
Invertebrate Animals. By RICHARD OWEN,
F.R.S. Hunterian Professor in the Royal
College of Surgeons. Second Edition,
enlarged j with 235 Woodcuts. 8vo. 21*.

Professor Owen's Lectures on
the Comparative Anatomy and Physiology
of the Vertebrate Animals. With numer-
ous Woodcuts. Vol. 1 . 8vo. price 14*.

The Complete Works of Blaise
Pascal. Translated from the French, with
Memoir, Introductions to the various
Works, Editorial Notes, and Appendices,
by (JEORGE PEA.RCE, Esq. 3 vols. post 8vo.
with Portrait, 25.6d.

Dr. Pereira's Lectures on Po-
larised Light, together with a Lecture on
the Microscope, delivered before the Phar-
maceutical Society of Great Britain, and at
the Medical School of the London Hospital.
Second Edition, enlarged from Materials
left by the Author, by the Rev. BADEN
POWELL, M.A. Fcp. 8v"o. price 7*.

Dr. Pereira's Elements of Ma-
teria Medica and Therapeutics. Third
Edition, enlarged and improved from the
Author's Materials by A.S.TAVLOR, M.D ,

and G. O. REES, M.U. With numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 8vo. price 31. 13.

Dr. Pereira's Treatise on Pood
and Diet. With Observations on the Diete-
ticalRegimen suited for Disordered States
ofthe Digestive Organs; and an Account of
the Dietaries of some of the principal Me-
tropolitan and other Establishments for
Paupers, Lunatics, Criminals, Children, the
Sick, etc. 8vo. 16*.

Peschel's Elements of Physics.
Translated from the German, with Notes,
by E. WEST. With Diagrams and Wood-
cuts. 3 vols.fcp. 8vo. price 21.

aornia, anama, eru, cuaor, and the
United States. By Madame IDA PFEIFFBR.

Phillips.-A Guide to Geology.
By JOHN PHILLIPS, M.A. F.R.S. F.G.S.,
Deputy Reader in Geology in the University
of Oxford. Fourth Edition, with 4 Plates.

Fcp. Svo. price 5*.

Phillips's Elementary Intro-
duction to Mineralogy. A New Edition,
with extensive Alterations and Additions,
byH. J.BROOKE, F.R.S., F.G.S.; andW.
H. MILLER, M.A., F.G.S., Professor of

Mineralogy in the University of Cambridge.
With numerous Woodcuts. Post Svo. 18*.

Phillips. Figures andDescrip-
tions of the Paleozoic Fossils of Cornwall,
Devon, and West Somerset; observed in
the course of the Ordnance Geological Sur-
vey of that District. By JOHN PHILLIPS,
M.A. etc. Svo. with 60 Plates, price 9*.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, and
Methods of Obtainingthe Odours of Plants :

With Instructions for the Manufacture of

Powders, Odorous Vinegars, Dentifrices,
Pomatums, Cosmetiques, Perfumed Soap,
etc.; and an Appendix on the Colours of

Flowers, Artificial Fruit F.ssences, etc.
With 30 Woodcuts. Crown Svo. 7*. 6d.

Piscator. The Choice and Cook-
ery of Fish. A Practical Treatise. By PIS-
CATOR. Fcp. Svo. 5*. 6rf.

Captain Portlock's Report on
the Geology of the County of Londonderry,
and of Parts of Tyrone and Fermanagh,
examined and described under the Autho-
rity of the Master-General and Board of
Ordnance. Svo. with 48 Plates, price 24*.

Powell- Essays on the Spirit
of the Inductive Philosophy, the Unity of

Worlds, and the Philosophy of Creation.
By the Rev. BADEN POWELL, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.R.A.S., F.G.S. Crown Svo. 12*. 6rf.

Pycroft's Course of English
Reading, adapted to every Taste and Ca-
pacity ; With Literary Anecdotes. New
and cheaper Edition. Fcp. Svo . price 5*.

Raikes. A Portion ofthe Jour-
nal kept by Thomas Raikes, Esq., from 1831
to 1847: Comprising Reminiscences of So-
cial and Political Life in London and Paris

during that period. Vols. 1. and II. post
Svo. with Portrait, price 21.

Reade. Man in Paradise: A
Poem in Six Books. With Lyrical Poems.
By JOHN EDMUND REA.DE, Author of

"Italy,"
" Revelations of Life," etc. Fcp.

Svo. price 5*.

Dr. Reece's Medical Guide
? for

the use of the Clergy, Heads of Families,
Schools, and Junior Medical Practitioners:

Comprising a complete Modern Dispensa-
tory, and a Practical Treatise on the distin-

guishing Symptoms, Causes, Prevention,
Cure, and Palliation ofthe Diseases incident
to the Human Frame. Seventeenth Edition,
corrected and enlarged by the Author's
Son. Svo. price 12*.

Rich's Illustrated Companion
to the Latin Dictionary and Greek Lexicon:
Forming a Glossary of all the Words repre-
senting Visible Objects connected with the

Arts, Manufactures, and Every-day Life of
the Ancients. With Woodcut Representa-
tions of nearly 2,000 Objects from the

Antique. Post Svo. price 21*.
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Horsemanship 5 or, the Art of
Riding and Managing a Horse, adapted to

the Guidance of Ladies and Gentlemen ou
the Road and in the Field : With Instruc-
tions for Breaking in Colts and Young;
Horses. By Captain RICHARDSON, late of
the 4th Light Dragoons. With 5 Line En-
gravings. Square crown 8vo. price 14*.

Rickards. Population and
Capital: Being a Course of Lectures de-
livered before the University of Oxford in

1853 and 1&54. By GKOROE K. RICHARDS,
M.A., Professor of Political Economy.
Post Svo. 6*.

Riddle's Complete Latin-Eng-
r\i>

eg
Edition, revised and

ish and English-Latin Dictionary, for the
of Colleges aud Schools. New and

ected.che
0vo.SU.

f
. (TheEnglish-Latin Dictionary, ~.

Separately lTheLatin-EnglishDietionary,15 S .

Riddle's Copious and Critical
Lathi-English Lexicon, founded on the
German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. William
Freuud. New Edition. Post 4to. 31.6rf.

Riddle's Diamond Latin-Eng-
lish Dictionary : A Guide

Quality, and right Accentuation of Latin
Classical Words. Royal 32mo. price 4*.

Rivers's Rose-Amateur's Guide :

Containing ample Descriptions of all the
fine leading varieties of Roses, regularly
classed in their respective Families; their

History and Mode of Culture. Fifth and
cheaper Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 3.6f.

Robins. The Whole Evidence
against the Claims of the Roman Church :

By the Rev. SANDERSON ROBINS, M.A.,
Rector of St. James's, Dover. Svo. 10*. 6d.

Dr. E. Robinson's Greek and
English Lexicon of the Greek Testament.
A New Edition, revised and in great part
re-written. Svo. price 18*.

Mr.Henry Rogers's Essays, se-
lected from Contributions to the Edinburgh
Review. Second and cheaper Edition, with
Additions. 3 vols. fcp. Svo. 21*.

Dr. Roget's Thesaurus of Eng-
lish Words and Phrases classified and ar

ranged so as to facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composi-
tion. Fourth Edition, revised aud improved .

Crown Svo. 10*. Crf.

Rowton's Debater: A Series of
complete Debates, Outlines of Debates, and
Questions for Discussion ; with ample
references to the best Sources of I nformation
on each particular Topic. New Edition.

Fcp. Svo. price 6*.

Letters of Rachael Lady Rus-
sell. A New Edition, including several

unpublished Letters. With Portraits, Vig-
nettes, and Facsimile. 2 vols. post Svo.

price 15.

The Life of William Lord Rus-
sell. Bv the Right Hon. Lord JOHN Ros-
SEM,, M'.P. The Fourth Edition, complete in

One Volume; with a Portrait engraved on
Steel by S. Bellin. Post Svo. price 10*. 6d.

St. John (Mrs.) Audubon the
Naturalist in the New World : His Adven-
tures and Discoveries. By Mrs. HORACE
ST. JOHN. Fcp. Svo. price 2*. 6rf.

The Saints our Example. By
the Author of Letters to my Unknown
Friends, etc. Fcp. Svo. price /*

Schmitz. History of Greece,
from the Earliest Times to the Taking of

Corinth by the Romans, B.C. 146, mainly
based upon Bishop Thirlwall's History of
Greece. By Dr. LEONHARD SCHMITZ,
F.R.S.E. New Edition. 12mo. 7*. 6d.

Scot t. The Danes and the
Swedes : Being an Account of a Visit to

Denmark, ineludingSehleswig-Holstein and
the Danish Islands : with a Peep into Jut-

land, and a Journey across the Peninsula of

Sweden. Embracing a Sketch of the most

interesting Points in the History of those
Countries. By CHARLES HENRY SCOTT,
Author of The Baltic,,the Slack Sea, and
the Crimea . Post Svo .price 10*. 6rf.

Scrivenor. History of the Iron
Trade, from the Earliest Records to the
Present Period. By HARRY SCRIVENOR,
Author of The Railways of the United
Kingdom. New Edition, revised and cor-
rected. Svo. 10*. 6rf.

Sir Edward Seaward's Narra-
tive of his Shipwreck, and consequent Dis-

covery of certain Islands in the Caribbean
Sea. Third Edition. 2 vols. post Svo. 21*.

An ABRIDGMENT, in 16mo. price 2*. 6rf.

The Sermon in the Mount.
Printed by C. Whittingham, uniformly
with the Thumb Bible ; bound and clasped.
64mo. price Eighteenpence.

Sewell. Amy Herbert. By a
Lady. Edited by the Rev. \V. SEWELL,
B.D. Fellow and Tutor of Exeter College,
Oxford. New Edition. Fcp. Svo. price 6*.

Sewell. The Earl's Daughter.
By the Author of Amy Herbert. Edited

by the Rev. W. SEWELL, B. D. 2 vols. fcp.
Svo. 9*.

Sewell. Gertrude : A Tale. By
the Author of Amy Herbert. Edited by
the Rev. W. SEWELL, B.D. New Ediiion.

Fcp. Svo. price 6*.
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Sewell. Laneton Parsonage: A
Tale for Children, on the practical Use of
a Portion of the Church Catechism. By
the Author Amy Herbert. Edited by the
Rev. W. SEWELL, B. D. New Edition.
3 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 16*.

By the same Author,

Cleve Hall. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 12s.

Katharine Ashton. New Edition.
2 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 12*.

The Experience of Life. New
Edition. Fcp. 8vo. price 7*. 6d.

Readings for Every Day in
Lent : Compiled from the Writings of
BISHOP JEREMY TAYLOR . Fcp . 8vo . 5s.

Readings for a Month Prepara-
tory to Confirmation : Compiled from the
Works of Writers of the Early and of the
English Church. Second Edition. Fcp.Svo.
price 4*.

Bowdler's Family Shakspeare ?

in which nothing is added to the Original
Text; but those Words and Expressions
are omitted which cannot with propriety
be read aloud. New Edition, in volumes for

the Pocket j with 36 Wood Engravings from

Designs by Smirke, Howard, and other
Artists. 6 vols. fcp. 8vo. price 30*.

LIBRARY EDITION, with the same Illus-

trations, in 1 vol. medium 8vo. 21.

Sharp's New British Gazetteer,
or Topographical Dictionary of the British
Islands and Narrow Seas : Comprising con-
cise Descriptions of about Sixty Thousand
Places, Seats, Natural Features, and Ob-
jects of Note, founded on the best Autho-
rities ; full Particulars of the Boundaries,
Registered Electors, etc. of the Parlia-

mentary Boroughs; with a reference under
every name to the Sheet of the Ordnance
Survey, as far as completed; and an Ap-
pendix, containing a General View of the
Resources of the United Kingdom, a Short

Chronology, and an Abstract of certain

Results of the last Census. 2 vols. 8vo.

price 2. 16*.

Short Whist
5

Its Rise, Pro-
gress, and Laws : With Observations to

make any one a Whist Player. Containing
also the Laws of Piquet, Cassino, Ecarte,

Cribbage, Backyammon. Bv Major A.
New Edition ; to which are added, Precepts
for Tyros. By Mrs. B. Fcp.Svo. 3*.

Sinclair. The Journey of Life.
By CATHERINE SINCLAIR, Author of The
Business of Life. New Edition, corrected
and enlarged. Fcp. 8vo. price 5*.

Sir Roger De Coverley. From
The Spectator. With Notes and Illustra-
tions by W. HENRY WILLS; and 12 Wood
Engravings, from Designs by F. TAYLER.
Second and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo.
10*. 6rf. ; morocco by Hayday, 21*. An
Edition, withoutWoodcuts, in 16mo.price 1*.

Smith (G.) Sacred Annals; or,
Researches into the History and Religion of
Mankind . By GEORGE SMITH , F. A.S ., etc.

3 vols. crown 8vo. price II. Hi.; or sepa-
rately, as follows :

VOL. I. THE PATRIARCHAL AGE, from
the Creation to the Death of Isaac.
Crown 8vo. price 10*.

VOL. II. THE HEBREW PEOPLE, from
the Origin of the Israelite Nation to the
Time of Christ. Crown 8vo. in 2 Parts,
price 12*.

VOL. III.-THE GENTILE NATIONS-
Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Me-
des, Persians, Greeks, and Romans.
Crown 8vo. in 2 Parts, price 12*.

Smee's Elements of Electro-
Metallurgy. Third Edition, revised, cor-

rected, and considerably enlarged ; with

Electrotypes and numerous Woodcuts.
Post 8vo. price 10*. 6d.

A Memoir of the Rev. Sydney
Smith. By his Daughter, LADY HOLLAND.
With a Selection from his Letters, edited

by Mrs. AUSTIN. Fourth Edition. 2 vols.

8vo. price 28*.

The Works of the Rev. Sydney
Smith ; including his Contributions to the

Edinburgh Review. Three Editions :

1. LIBRARY EDITION (the Fourth") , in 3
vols. 8vo. with Portrait, price 36*.

2. Complete in ONE VOLUME, with Por-
trait and Vignette. Square crown
8vo. price 21*. cloth ; or 30*. calf.

3. A NEW EDITION, in 3 vols.fcp.price21.

The Rev. Sydney Smith's Ele-
mentary Sketches of Moral Philosophy,
delivered at the Royal Institution in the

Years 1804, 1805, and 1806. Third and
cheaper Edition. Fcp.Svo. price 7t.

Southey's Correspondence.
-

Selections from the Letters of Robert

Southey.etc. Edited by his Son in-law, the

Rev. JOHN WOOD WARTER, B.D., Vicar

of West Tarring, Sussex. In 4 volumes.
Vols. I. and II. post 8vo. price 21*.

The Life and Correspondence of
the late Robert Southey. Edited by his

Son, the Rev. C. C. SOUTHEY, M.A. Vicar

of Ardleigh. With Portraits ; and Land-

scape Illustrations. 6 vols. post 8vo. 63*.
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Southey's Life of Wesley; and
Rise and Progress of Methodism. New
Edition, with Notes and Additions, by the
late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, Esq., and the
late Alexander Kuox, Esq. Edited by the
Rev. C.C.SouTHEY.M.A. 2 vols. Svo. with
2 Portraits, price 28*.

Southey's Commonplace Books.
Comprising 1. Choice Passages: with Col-
lections for the History of Manners and
Literature in England j 2. Special Collec-
tions on various Historical and Theological
Subjects; 3. Analytical Readings in various
branches of Literature ; and 4. Original
Memoranda, Literary and Miscellaneous.
Edited by the Rev. J. W.WARTER, B.D.
4 vols. square crown 8vo. price 3 18*.

Each Commonplace Book, complete in it-

self, may be had separately as follows :

FIRST SERIES-CHOICE PASSAGES. 18.
2o SERIES-SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, 18*.

SD SERIES-ANALYTICAL READINGS, 21*.

4THSERIES-OR1G1NALMEMORANDA,21.

Robert Southey's Poetical
Works ; containing all the Author's last

Introductions and Notes. Complete in One
Volume, with Portrait and Vignette. Me-
dium 8vo. price 21*. cloth; 42*. bound in

morocco. Orin lOvols.fcp. Svo. with Por
trait and 19 Plates, price 35*.

Select Works of the British
Poets; from Chaucer to Lovelace, inclu-
sive. With Biographical Sketches by the
late ROBERT SOUTHEY. Medium 8vo. 30*.

Southey's Doctor, complete in
One Volume. Edited by the Rev. J. W.
WARTER, B.D. With Portrait, Vignette,
Bust, and coloured Plate. New Edition.

Square crown Svo. price 21*.

Spencer.-The Principles of
Pyschology. By HERBERT SPENCER, Au-
thor of Social Statics. Svo. 16*.

Sir James Stephen's Lectures
j

on the History of France. Second Edition.

j

2 vols. Svo. price 24*.

Sir James Stephen's Essays in
Ecclesiastical Biography; from the Edin-

burgh Review. Third E"dition. 2 vols. Svo.

price 24*.

Stonehenge. The Greyhound r

Being a Treatise on the Art of Breeding,
Rearing, and Training Greyhounds for Pub-
lic Running; their Diseases and Treat-
ment: Containing also, Rules for the Ma-
nagement of Coursing Meetings, and for

the Decision of Courses. By STONEHENGE.
With many Illustrations. Square crown
Svo. price 21*.

Stow. The Training System,
the Moral Training School, and the Normal
Seminary for preparing School Trainers and
Governesses. By DAVID STOW, Esq.,
Honorary Secretary to the Glasgow Normal
Free Seminary. Tenth Edition ; with Plates
and Woodcuts. Post Svo. price 6*.

Strachey. Hebrew Politics in
the Times of Sargou and Sennacherib : An
Inquiry into the Historical Meaning and
Purpose of the Prophecies of Isaiah, with
some Notice of their bearings on the Social
and Political Life of England . By EDWARD
STRACHEY, Esq. Svo. price 8*. 6rf.

*,* This volume attempts to investigate,
critically, the questions of the authorship
of the Bopk of Isaiah, and its writer's own
meaning: historically, the Jewish, and non-
Jewish, records, including all the yet de-
cyphered Cuneiform Inscriptions, of the
period : politically, the constitution and
condition of the Jewish Kingdom, and the
working of the former at home by states-

manship and popular opinion, and abroad
by wars, alliances, and commerce: and re*

ligioutly, the lessons which (applicable to
all mankind) were deduced from the events
of their own times by the Prophets, whose
office is illustrated by its analogies with
that of the Greek and Roman orators, and
the modern speakers, preachers, and writers .

' The production of a man of learning
and independent thinking.. ..The historian,
the politician, and the divine, may read it

with advantage'" British quarterly Re-
view.

By the same Author, in post Svo . prie 1*.

MIRACLES and SCIENCE.

Tagart. Locke's Writings and
Philosophy historically considered, and vin-
dicated from the Charge of contributing to
the Scepticism of Hume. By EDWARD TA-
OART, F.S.A., F.L.S. Svo. 12s. 6d.

Tate. On the Strength of Ma-
terials; containingvarious original and use-
ful Formula, specially applied to Tubular
Bridges, Wrought Iron and Cast Iron
Beams, etc. By THOMAS TATE, F.R.A.S.
Svo. price 5*. 6d.

Tayler. Christian Aspects of
Faith and Duty : Twenty Discourses. By
JOHN JAMES TAYLER, B.A. Second Edi-
tion. Post Svo. 7s. 6rf.

Taylor. Loyola : and Jesuitism
in its Rudiments. By ISAAC TAYLOB.
Post Svo. with a Medallion, price VO*. Grf.

Taylor.-WesleyandMethodism.
By ISAAC TAYLOR. Post Svo. with a Por-

trait, price 10*. 6<f.

Tegoborski. Commentaries on
the Productive Forces of RussfzL By L.
DE TEGOBOH'SKI, Privy-Councillor and
Member of the Imperial Council of Russia.
Vol. 1. Svo. price 14*.

Thirl wall.-The History of
Greece. By the Right Rev. the LORD
BISHOP of ST. DAVID'S (the Rev. Connop
Thirlwall) . An improved Library Edition ;

with Maps. 8 vols. Svo. price ,3.

Also, an Edition in 8 vols. fcp. Svo., with

Vignette Titles, price 28*.
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THE TRAVELLER'S LIBRARY,
To be completed in 50 Volumes, price 2.6rf. each. Comprising books of valuable information

and acknowledged merit, in a form adapted for reading while Travelling, and also of a

character that will render them worthy of preservation.

VOL. * a -

I. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS on WARREN HASTINGS and LOUD CLIVE 2

2. ESSAYS on PITT & CHATHAM, RANKE & GLADSTONE .. 2

3. LAING'S RESIDENCE in NORWAY 2

4. IDA PFKIFFJSR'S LADY'S VOYAGE ROUND the WORLD 2 6

5. EOTHEN ; or, TRACES of TRAVEL from the EAST 2

6. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS on ADDISON, WALPOLE, and LORD BACON .... 2 6

7. HUC'S TRAVELS IN TARTARY and THIBET 2 6

8. THOMAS HOLCROFT'S MEMOIRS 2 6

9. WERNE'S AFRICAN WANDERINGS 2 6

10. Mrs. JAMESON'S SKKTCHES in CANADA 2 6

1. JERRMANN'S PICTURES from ST. PETERSBURG 2 6

2. The REV. G. R. GLKIG'S LEIPSIC CAMPAIGN 2 6

3. HUGHES'S AUSTRALIAN COLONIES 2 6

4. SIR EDWARD SEAWARD'S SHIPWRECK 2 6

15. ALEXANDRE DUMAS' MEMOIRS of a MAITRE-D'ARMES 2 6

[6. OUR COAL-FIELDS and OUR COAL PITS 2 6

17. M'CULLOCH'S LONDON ; and GIRONIERE'S PHILIPPINES 2 6

18. SIR ROGER DE COVERLEY ; and SOUTHEY'S LOVE STORY 2 6

/LORD CARLISLE'S LECTURES AND ADDRESSES ; and JEFFREY'S! 6
***-\ ESSAYS on SWIFT and RICHARDSON J

20. HOPE'S BIBLE in BRITTANY and CHASE in BRITTANY 2 6

21. THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH; and NATURAL HISTORY of CREATION .... 2 6

22. MEMOIR of DUKE of WELLINGTON; and LIFE of MARSHAL TURENNE 2 6

RANKE'S FERDINAND and MAXIMILIAN; and TURKEY and CHRISTENDOM 2 6

. . /BARROW'S CONTINENTAL TOUR ; and FERGUSON'S SWISS MEN\ fi24 '

X and SWISS MOUNTAINS /
2

/SOUVESTRE'S ATTIC PHILOSOPHER in PARIS and WORKING! , fi25
X MAN'S CONFESSIONS /

' "

fMACAULAY'S ESSAYS on LORD BYRON, and the COMIC DRAMATISTS;") .
26 -

X and his SPEECHES on PARLIAMENTARY REFORM J
*

(SHIRLEY BROOKS'S RUSSIANS of the SOUTH; and DE. KEMP'Sl
27- X INDICATIONS of INSTINCT /

2 6

LANMAN'S ADVENTURES in the WILDS of NORTH AMERICA 2 6

29. RUSSIA. By the MARQUIS DE CUSTINE 3 6

30. SELECTIONS from the REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S WRITINGS, Vol. 1 2 6

(BODENSTEDT and WAGNER'S SCHAMYL ; and M'CULLOCH'Sl
fi

31- ( RUSSIA and TURKEY )
"

32. LAING'S NOTES of a TRAVELLER, First Series 2 6

33. DURRIEU'S MOROCCO; and an ESSAY on MORMONISM 2 6

34. RAMBLES in ICELAND. ByPLlNYMILES 2 C

35. SELECTIONS from the REV. SYDNEY SMITH'S WRITINGS, Vol. II 2 6

fHAYWARDS ESSAYS on CHESTERFIELD and SELWYN; and MISS1
36.

| FANNY MAYNK'S ARCTIC VOYAGES and DISCOVERIES /
2

37. CORNWALL: its MINES, MINERS, and SCENERY 2 6

33. DANIEL DE FOE and CHARLES CHURCHILL. By JOHN FORSTER, Esq. 2 6

39. GREGOROVIUS'S CORSICA. Translated by R. MARTINEAU, M.A 3 6

... (FRANCIS ARAGO'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Translated by the REV. B. POWELL1 9 K
*.\ PRINTING: Its ANTECEDENTS, ORIGIN, and RESULTS. By A. STARK/

2

41. MASON'S LIFE with the ZULUS of NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA ..26
42. FORESTER'S RAMBLES in NORWAY 2 6

fBAINES'S VISIT TO THE VAUDOIS of PIEDMONT 1
43 XSPENCER'S RAILWAY MORALS and RAILWAY POLICY/ 6

44. HUTCHINSON'S NIGER, TSHADDA, and B1NUE EXPLORATION,. 2 6
45. WILBERFORCE'S BRAZIL and the SLAVE TRADE . 2

^'JSSSS^SSSyS^SP^^^.^^ HALLA*i 's
}..

2 6

47. VON TSCHUUI'S SKETCHES of NATURE in the ALPS ..26
io /MB. MACAULAY'S ESSAYS on CROKER'S EDITION of BOSWELL'S LIFE\ ,
48
'1 of JOHNSON: With MRS. PIOZZI'S ANECDOTES of DR. JOHNSON ../

2 6
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Thomson, (The Rev. W.) The
Atoning Work of Christ, viewed in relation
to some current theories ; in eight Hampton
Lectures, with numerous Notes. By the
Hev. VV. THOMSON, M.A., Provost ofQueen's
College, Oxford . 8vo. price 8.

Thomson (The Rev.W.) An Out-
line of the Laws of Thought: Being a
Treatise on Pure and Applied Logic. By
the Rev.W. THOMSON, M.A. Third Edition,
enlarged. Fcp.Svo. price 7*.6rf.

Thomson's Tables of Interest,
at Three, Four, Four-and-a-half, and Five

per Cent., from One Pound to Ten Thou-
sand, and from 1 to 365 Days, in a regular
progression of Single Days; with Interest
at all the above Rates, from One toTwelve
Months, and from One to Ten Years. Also,
numerous otherTables of Exchanges, Time,
and Discounts. New Edition. 12mo. 8*.

Thomson's Seasons. Edited by
BOLTO.F CORNEY, Ksq. Illustrated with

Seventy-seven fine Wood Engravings from
Designs by Members of the KtchingClub.
Square crown 8vo. price 21*. cloth ; or, 36*.
bound in morocco.

Thornbury. Shakspeare's
England: or, a Sketch of our Social His-
tory during the Reign of Elizabeth. By
G. W. THOHNBURY, Esq., Author of His-

tory of the Buccaneers, etc. 2 vols.
crown 8vo. [Just ready.

The Thumb Bible
5 or, Verbum

Sempiternum. By J. TAYLOR. Being an
Epitome of the Old and New Testaments
in English Verse. Reprinted from the

Edition, of 1693, bound and clasped. In
64mo. price Eighteenpence.

Tooke. History of Prices and
of the State of the Circulation, from 1847 to
the close of 1855. By THOMAS TOOKE,
F.R.S. With Contributions by WILLIAM
NEWMARCH. Being the Fifth and conclud-
ing Volume of the work ; with an Index to
the whole work. 8vo. [.Just ready.

Townsend. Modern State Tri-
als, revised and illustrated with Kssays and
Notes. By W.C. TOWNSEND, Esq., M.A.
Q.C. 2 vols. 8vo. price 30*.

Trollope. The Warden. By
ANTHONY TROLLOPE. PostSvo. 10s. 6rf.

Sharon Turner's Sacred His-
tory of the World, attempted to be Philo-

sophically considered, in a Series of Letters
to a Son. New Edition, revised by the
Author's Son, the Rev. S. TURNER.
3 vols. postSvo. price 31*. 6d.

Sharon Turner's History ofEng-
land during the Middle Ages: Comprising
the Reigns from the Norman Conquest to
the Accession of Henry V11I. Fifth Edition,
revised by the Rev. S. TURNER. 4 vols.
8vo. price 50*.

Sharon Turner's History of the
Anglo-Saxons, from the Earliest Period to
the Norman Conquest. The Seventh Edi-
tion, revised by the Rev. S. TURNER.
3 vols. 8vo. price 36*.

Dr. Turton'sManual ofthe Land
and Freshwater Shells of the British Is-
lands. New Edition with considerable Ad-
ditions ; by JOHN EDWARD GRAY. With
Woodcuts, and 12 coloured Plates. Post
8vo. price 15*.

Tuson. The British Consul's
Manual ; Being a Practical Guide for Con-
suls, as well as for the Merchant, Ship-
owner, and Master Mariner, in all their
Consular Transactions; and containing the
Commercial Treaties between Great Bri-
tain and Foreign Countries, brought down
to the present date. By E. W. A. TUSON,
of the Inner Temple; Chancellor of the
Imperial Austrian Consulate-General in
London . 8vo . price 15* .

Twining.-Types and Figures
of the Bible, illustrated by the Art of the
Early and Middle Ages. By Miss LOUISA
TWINING, Author of Symbol, and Emblems
of Mediasval Chrintian Art. With54Plates,
comprising 207 Figures. Post 4to. 21*.

Dr. lire's Dictionary of Arts,
Manufactures and Mines : Containing a
clear Exposition of their Principles and
Practice. Fourth Edition, much enlarged;
with all the Information comprised in the
Supplement of Recent Improvements
brought down to the Present Time, and
incorporated: most of the Articles being
entirely re-written, and many New Articles
now first added. With nearly 1,600 Wood-
cuts. 2 vols. 8vo. price 60*.

Vehse. Memoirs of the Court,
Aristocracy, and Diplomacy of Austria. By
Dr. E. VEHSE. Translated from the German
by Franz Demmler. 2 yols. post 8vo.

[Nearly ready.

Waterton. Essays on Natural
History, chiefly Ornithology. By C. WA-
TERTON, Esq. With an Autobiography of
the Author and Views of Walton Hall. New
and cheaper Edition. 2 vols. fcp. 8vo. 10*.

Separately: Vol. 1. (First Series),5. 6d.
Vol. II. (Second Series), 4*.6rf.

Webster and Parkes's Ency-
clopjcdia of Domestic Economy; Comprising
such subjects as are most immediately
connected with Housekeeping;' As, The
Construction of Domestic Edifices, with
the Modes of Warming, Ventilating, and
Lighting them A Description of the vari-
ous Articlesof Furniture, with the Nature
of their Materials Duties ofServants, etc.
New Edition; with nearly 1,000 Woodcuts,
8vo. price 50*.

Weld.-A Vacation Tour in the
United States and Canada. ByC.R.WELD,
Barnster-at-Law. Post 8vo. with Route
Map, 10*. 6rf.
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West . (Dr.) Lectures on the
Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. By
CHARLES WEST, M.D., Physician to the

Hospital for Sick Children. Third Edition,
revised and enlarged. 8vo. 14j.

Wheeler (H. M.)-A Popular
Harmony of the Bible, Historically and

Chronologically arranged. By HENRY M.
. WHEELER, Author of Hebrew for Adults,

etc. Fcp. Svo.6*.

Wheeler (J. T.) The Life and
Travels of Herodotus in the Fifth Century
before Christ : An imaginary Biography,
founded on fact, illustrative of the History,
Manners, Religion, Literature, Arts, and

Social Condition of the Greeks, Egyptians,
Persians, Babylonians, Hebrews, Scythians,
and other Ancient Nations in the Times of

Pericles and Nehemiah. By J. TALBOYS
WHEELER, F.R.G.S. 2 vols. post 8vo. with

Map, price 21*.

Wheeler. The Geography of
Herodotus Developed, Explained, and Illus-

trated from Modern Researches and Dis-

coveries. By J. TALBOYS WHEELER,
F.R-G S. With Maps and Plans. Svo. 18*.

Whitelocke. Journal of the
Swedish Embassy in the years 1653 and

1654, impartially written by the Ambassa-

dor, BULSTRODB WHITELOCKE ; and first

published from the original MS. by Dr. C.

Morton, F.S.A., Librarian of the British

Museum. A New Edition, revised by Henry
Reeve, Esq. ,F.S.A. 2 vols. 8vo. 24*.

Whittingham. Notes on the
late Expedition against the Russian Settle-

ments in Eastern Siberia: and a Visit to

Japan and to the Shores of Tartary and of

the Sea of Okhotsk. By Captain BERNARD
WHITTINGHAM, Royal Engineers. Post 8vo .

with Chart, price 10*. 6d.

Willich's Popular Tables for

ascertaining the Value of Lifehold, Lease-

hold, and Church Property, Renewal rines,

etc. Third Edition, with additional Tables

of Natural or Hyperbolic Logarithms, Tri-

gonometry, Astronomy, Geography, etc.

Post 8vo. price 9*. SUPPLEMENT, price li.

Lady Willoughby's Diary (1635
to 1663). Printed, ornamented, and bound
in the style of the Period to which The

Diary refers. New Edition ; in Two Parts.

Square fcp. Svo. price 8*. each, boards; or,

bound in morocco, 18. each.

Wilmot's Abridgment of Black-
stone's Commentaries on the Laws of Eng-
land, intended for the use of Young Per-

sons, and comprised in a series of Letters

from a Father to his Daughter. A New
Edition, corrected and brought down to the

Present Day, by Sir JOHN E. EAUDLBY
WILMOT, Bart. 12mo.6.6d.

Wilson. Britannica Bryologia:
Containing the Mosses of Great Britain and
Ireland systematically arranged and de-
scribed according to the method of Bruch
and Schimper; with 61 illustrative Plates,

including 25 new ones engraved for the
|

present work. Being a New Edition, with
j

many Additions and Alterations, of the

Mtiicotogia Britanuica. of Messrs. Hooker
and Taylor. By WILLIAM WILSON, Presi-
dent of the Warrington Natural History
Society. 8vo. 42*. ; or, with the Plates

coloured, 4. 4i.

Woods. The Past Campaign:
A Sketch of the War in the East from the

Departure of Lord Raglan to the Reduction
of Sebastopol. By N. A. WOODS, late Spe-
cial Correspondent to the Morning- Herald
at the Seat of War. 2 vols. post Svo. 21*.

Yonge. A New English-Greek
Lexicon: Containing all the Greek Words
used by Writers of good Authority. By C.
D. YONGE, B.A. Second Edition, revised
and corrected. Post 4to. price 21*.

Yonge's New Latin Gradus:
Containing every Word used by the Poets

3d Authority. By Authority and for

the"Use of Eton, Westminster, Winchester
3f good

Harrow, Charterhouse, and Rugby Schools ;

King's College, London; and Marlborough
College. Third Edition, carefully revised
and corrected. Post 8vo. price 9. APPEN-
DIX of Epithets classified according to their

Englith meaning, price 3. 6d.,

Youatt. The Horse. By Wil-
LIAM YOUATT. With aTrcatise of Draught.
A New Edition; with numerous Wood En-
gravings from Designs by William Harvey.
(Messrs. Longman and Co.'s Edition should
be ordered). Svo. price 10*.

Youatt. The Dog. By William
YOUATT. A New Edition; with numerous

Engravings from Designs by William Har-

vey. Svo. 6.

Young. The Mystery of Time ;

or, the All in All : A Search for Light and

Right. By the Rev. JOHN YOUNG, LL.D.,
formerly of Albion Chapel, Moorfields.

Post Svo. (Jut ready.

Young. The Christ ofHistory :

An Argument grounded in the Facts of His

Life on Earth. By the Rev. JOHN YOUNG,
LL.D., formerly of Albion Chapel, Moor-
fields. Post Svo. 7*. Gd.

Zumpt's Larger Grammar of
the Latin Language. Translated and adapted i

for the use of the English Students, by Dr.

L. SCHMITZ, F.R.S.E., Rector of the High
j

School of Edinburgh : With numerous Ad-
ditions and Corrections by the Author and

Translator. Fourth Edition, thoroughly
revised. Svo. price 14*.

[March, 1856.

London: Printed by M. MA*>N, Ivy Lane, Paternoster Kow.
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